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MEMOIRS 

OF THE 

LIFE AND CHARACTER OF THE AUTHOR. 

A new edition of my father’s Works having been for some time 
expected by the public, I have been induced to prefix to it the 
following short memoirs of his life and character. 

There are few readers, I believe, who do not desire to know 

something more of an author than is commonly to be learned 
merely from his own writings. What he has been in private 

life, and in his domestic retirement ; what appear to have been 
his habits of study, and of relaxation; how he has conducted 
himself as a member of society, so as to have deserved praise or. 

blame: all these are natural topics of inquiry concerning every 
writer who has attained considerable literary eminence. ) To 
gratify a curiosity so reasonable, is one motive which has en- 
gaged me in the present undertaking; but, I will confess, it is 
not the only one. 

The pride which I feel in being the son of such a father, and 

the gratitude and affection with which I must ever recollect 
him, have also powerfully induced me to pay this public tribute 
of respect to his memory. To his early care of my education, 
to his judicious introduction of me to respectable friends and 
patrons, to his constant good advice and excellent example, 
Tam fond of attributing whatever credit I may have acquired 
in the various active employments that have fallen to my share. 

I reflect with the highest pleasure on his having seen me, 
during many years, engaged in the service of my country; and 
I can with truth say, that such advantages of rank or distine- 
tion as I have been fortunate enough to acquire, which he did 

not live to witness, have, from that very circumstance, lost 
much of their value in my estimation. 

James Harris, esq., the writer of these volumes, was the eldest 

son of James Harris, esq., of the Close of Salisbury, by his 

864470 
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second wife, the lady Elizabeth Ashley, who was third daughter 
of Anthony earl of Shaftesbury, and sister to the celebrated 
author of the Characteristics, as well as to the Hon. Maurice 

Ashley Cooper, the elegant translator of Xenophon’s Cyropedia. 
He was born upon the 20th of July, 1709. The early part of. 
his education was received at Salisbury, under the Rev. Mr. Hele, 

master of the grammar school in the Close, who was long known 

and respected in the west of England as an instructor of youth. 
From Mr. Hele’s school, at the age of sixteen, he was 

removed to Oxford, where he passed the usual number of years 
as a gentleman-commoner of Wadham college. His father, as 
soon as he had finished his academical studies, entered him at 

Lincoln’s Inn, not intending him for the bar, but, as was then 

a common practice, meaning to make the study of the law a part 
of his education. 
When he had attained his twenty-fourth year, his father died. 

This event, by rendering him independent in fortune, and 
freeing him from all control, enabled him to exchange the study 

of the law for other pursuits that accorded better with his 
inclination. 

The strong and decided bent of his mind had always been 
towards the Greek and Latin classics. These he preferred to 
every other sort of reading; and to his favourite authors he 
now applied himself with avidity, retiring from London to the 
house in which his family had very long resided in the Close of 
Salisbury, for the sake of enjoying, without interruption, his 
own mode of living. 

His application during fourteen or fifteen years to the best 
writers of antiquity, continued to be almost unremitting, and 

his industry was such as is not often exceeded. He rose always 
very early, frequently at four or five o'clock in the morning, 
especially during the winter, because he could then most ef- 
fectually insure a command of time to himself. By these means 
he was enabled to mix occasionally in the society of Salisbury 
and its neighbourhood, without too great a sacrifice of his main 
object, the acquisition of ancient literature. 

I have heard my father say, that it was not until many years 
after his retirement from London that he began to read Ari- 
stotle and his commentators, or to inquire, so deeply as he 
afterwards did, into the Greek philosophy. He had imbibed a 
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prejudice, very common at that time even among scholars, that 
Aristotle was an obscure and unprofitable author, whose philo- 
sophy had been deservedly superseded by that of Mr. Locke; a 
notion which my father’s own writings have since contributed to 

correct, with no small evidence and authority. 
In the midst, however, of his literary labours he was not 

inattentive to the public good, but acted regularly and assidu- 
ously as a magistrate for the county of Wilts; giving, in that 
capacity, occasional proofs of a manly spirit and firmness, 
without which the mere formal discharge of magisterial duty is 
often useless and inefficient. 

The first fruit which appeared to the world of so many years 
spent in the pursuit of knowledge, and in habits of deep specula- 

tion, was a volume published in 1744, containing three treatises : 
the first concerning Art; the second concerning Music, Paint- 
ing, and Poetry; the third concerning Happiness. These trea- 
tises, in addition to their merit as original compositions, are 
illustrated by a variety of learned notes and observations, 

elucidating many difficult passages of ancient writers, the study 
and examination of whom it was my father’s earnest wish to 
promote and to facilitate. Lord Monboddo, speaking of the 
Dialogue upon Art, praises it, as containing “the best specimen 
of the dividing, or dieretic manner, as the ancients called it, 

that is to be found in any modern book with which he is ac- 

quainted.” 
In the month of July 1745, my father was married to miss 

Elizabeth Clarke, daughter and eventually heiress of John 

Clarke, esq., of Sandford, near Bridgewater, in the county of 
Somerset. Five children were the issue of this marriage; two 
of whom died young; myself and two daughters only have 

survived my father. 
This change in his state of life by no means withdrew his 

attention from those studies in which he had been used to take 
so great delight, and which he had cultivated with such ad- 
vantage and reputation; for in 1751 he published another work, 
called ‘‘ Hermes, or a philosophical inquiry concerning universal 
grammar.” An eulogium so honourable to this publication has 
been made on it by the learned Dr. Lowth, late bishop of 
London, that I cannot deny myself the pleasure of here in- 
serting it, as of indisputable weight and authority. ‘‘ Those,” 
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says the bishop, in the preface to his English Grammar, “ who 
would enter deeply into the subject (of universal grammar), will 
find it fully and accurately handled, with the greatest acuteness 
of investigation, perspicuity of explication, and elegance of 
method, in a treatise entitled Hermes, by James Harris, esq. ; 
the most beautiful example of analysis that has been exhibited 

since the days of Aristotle.” 
What first led my father to a deep and accurate consideration 

of the principles of universal grammar, was a book which he 
held in high estimation, and has frequently quoted in his 
Hermes, the Minerva of Sanctius. To that writer he confessed 
himself indebted for abundance of valuable information, of 

which it appears that he knew well how to profit, and to push 
his researches on the subject of grammar to a much greater 

length, by the help of his various and extensive erudition. 
From the period of his marriage until the year 1761, my 

father continued to live entirely at Salisbury, except in the 

summer, when he sometimes retired to his house at Durnford, 

near that city. It was there that he found himself most free 
from the interruption of business and of company, and at leisure 

to compose the chief part of those works which were the result 
of his study at other seasons. His time was divided between 
the care of his family, in which he placed his chief happiness, 
his literary pursuits, and the society of his friends and neigh- 
bours, with whom he kept up a constant and cheerful intercourse. 
The superior taste and skill which he possessed in music, and 
his extreme fondness for hearing it, led him to attend to its 
cultivation in his native place with uncommon pains and success ; 
insomuch that, under his auspices, not only the annual musical 
festival in Salisbury flourished beyond most institutions of the 
kind, but even the ordinary subscription-concerts were carried 
on by his assistance and direction, with a spirit and effect 
seldom equalled out of the metropolis. Many of the beautiful 

selections made from the best Italian and German composers for 
these festivals and concerts, and adapted by my father, some- 
times to words selected from Scripture or from Milton’s Para- 
dise Lost, sometimes to compositions of his own, have survived 
the occasions on which they were first produced, and are still in 
great estimation. Two volumes of these selections have been 
lately published by Mr. Corfe, organist of Salisbury cathedral ; 
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the rest remain in manuscript, in possession of my family. His 
own house, in the mean time, was the frequent scene of social 
and musical meetings: and I think I do not hazard too much in 

saying, that he contributed, both by his own conversation and 
by the company which he often assembled at his house from 
various parts, to refine and improve the taste and manners of the 

place in which he resided. 
In 1761, by the interest of his near relation and very respect- 

able friend, the late Edward Hooper, esq., of Hurn Court in 
Hampshire, my father was chosen one of the representatives in 
parliament for the borough of Christ Church; which seat he 

retained to the day of his death. The year following, he ac- 

cepted the office of one of the lords of the admiralty; from 
thence he was promoted, in 1763, to be a lord of the treasury. 

He remained in that situation until the ministry with which he 
was connected went out of office in 1765; and after that time 

he did not hold any employment until 1774, when he became 

secretary and comptroller to the queen. This appointment was 
always valued by him exceedingly: not only by reason of the 
handsome and flattering manner in which it was conferred upon 
him by her majesty, but also on account of the frequent occa- 
sions it afforded him of experiencing her majesty’s gracious kind- 
ness and condescension, of which he had a very high sense, and 
which were continued to him without interruption to the end 
of his life; for in her service he died. 

Although assiduous in the discharge of his ellitartinitnty 
duty, and occasionally taking a share in debates, my father 
never contracted any violent spirit of party. He abhorred 

faction of every kind; nor did he ever relinquish, for public 
business, those still more interesting pursuits which had been 
the delight and occupation of his earliest years. If they were 
somewhat intermitted during the sitting of parliament, he re- 
newed them with increased relish and satisfaction on his return 
into the country. Those who saw him in London, partaking 
with cheerfulness and enjoyment of a varied and extensive 
society, and frequenting dramatic and musical entertainments, 

while, during his stay in Salisbury, he always exercised a re- 

spectable, but well-regulated hospitality, were surprised that he 
could have found time to compose and publish, in 1775, another 
learned work. It contains, under the title of Philosophical 
Arrangements, a part only of a larger work that he had me- 
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ditated, but did not finish, upon the Peripatetic logic. So far as 
relates to the arrangement of ideas, it is complete; but it has 
other objects also in view. It combats, with great force and 
ability, the atheistical doctrines of chance and materialism: 

doctrines which have been lately revived in France, under the 
specious garb of modern philosophy, and, issuing from thence, 
have overspread a great part of Europe; destroying the happi- 

ness of mankind, by subverting, in every part of their progress, 
the foundations of morality and religion. 

The last of my father’s literary productions was printed in 
1780, by the name of Philological Inquiries, but not published 
sooner than 1781. It is a more popular work than any of his 
former ones; and contains rather a summary of the conclusions 
to which the philosophy of the ancients had conducted them in 
their critical inquiries, than a regular and perfect system. The 
principles on which those conclusions depend are therefore 
omitted, as being of a more abstruse nature than was agreeable 
to his design, which was to teach by illustration and example, 
not by strict demonstration. Indeed, this publication appears 

to have been meant, not only as a retrospective view of those 
studies which exercised his mind in the full vigour of his life, 
but likewise as a monument of his affection towards many of 
his intimate friends. I cannot therefore but consider it as a 
pleasing proof of a mind retaining, at an advanced age, a con- 
siderable degree of its former energy and activity, together with 
what is still more rarely to be found, an undiminished portion of 
its candour and benevolence. 

Before this last volume was entirely concluded, my father’s 
health had evidently begun to be very much impaired. He 
never enjoyed a robust constitution; but for some time, towards 
the end of his life, the infirmities under which he laboured had 
gradually increased. His family at length became apprehensive 
of a decline, symptoms of which were very apparent, and by 
none more clearly perceived than by himself. This was evident 
from a variety of little cireumstanges, but by no means from 
any impatience or fretfulness, nor yet from any dejection of 
spirits, such as are frequently incident to extreme weakness of 
body, especially when it proves to be the forerunner of ap- 
proaching dissolution. On the contrary, the same equable and 
placid temper which had distinguished him throughout his whole 

life, the same tender and affectionate attention to his sur- 
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rounding family, which he had unceasingly manifested while in 
health, continued, without the smallest change or abatement, 
to the very last; displaying a mind thoroughly at peace with 
itself, and able without disturbance or dismay to contemplate 
the awful prospect of futurity. 

After his strength had been quite exhausted by illness, he 
expired calmly on the 22nd of December 1780, in the seventy- 
second year of his age. 

His remains were deposited in the north aisle of the cathedral 
church of Salisbury, near those of his ancestors; and I cannot 
forbear to record tokens of unsolicited respect, honourable to 
my father’s memory, and soothing to the recollection of his 
family, which were shewn from various quarters upon that 
melancholy occasion. Six gentlemen, his friends and neighbours, 
supported the pall. At the western door of the cathedral, the 
corpse was met by the whole choir, and a funeral anthem was 
performed while the procession moved towards the grave. On 
the ensuing Sunday, the Rey. Mr. Chaffy, who preached at the 

cathedral, adverted in his sermon to the recent event of my 
father’s death with such apposite and judicious commendation, 
as at once to mark his own sincere respect for a deceased neigh- 

bour, and strongly to excite the sympathy of his audience by 
the truths delivered concerning him. _ 
A monument was soon after erected to the memory of my 

father, near the spot where he was interred, on which is the 
following inscription : 

M. S. 

Jacobi Harris Sarisburiensis 

Viri boni, et docti, 

Greecarum Literarum preecipue periti, 

Cujus opera accuratissima 

De artibus elegantioribus 

De Grammatica, de Logica, de Ethice, 

Stylo brevi, limato, simplici, 

Sui more Aristotelis 

Conscripta, 
Posteri laudabunt ultimi. 

Studiis severioribus addictus, 

Communia tamen vite officia, 

Et omnia Patris, Mariti, 

Civis, Senatoris munia, 

Et implevit et ornavit. 

Obiit xxu. Die Decembris, M.Dcc,LXXx, 

Anno A&tatis LXXII, 
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Above this inscription, a female figure of Philosophy is repre- 
sented, holding over a medallion of my father, a scroll, with the 
following inscription. 

To Ppovev 

Movoy ayadov 

To & adpovew 

Kakov. 

It remains for me to add some further particulars concerning 

my father, which, I think, are requisite to make his character 
completely understood. 

The distinction by which he was most generally known, 
while living, and by which he is likely to survive to posterity, is 

that of a man of learning. His profound knowledge of Greels, 
which he applied more successfully, perhaps, than any modern 
writer has done, to the study and explanation of ancient philo- 

sophy, arose from an early and intimate acquaintance with the 
excellent poets and historians in that language. They, and the 
best writers of the Augustan age, were his constant and never- 
failing recreation. By his familiarity with them, he was enabled 
to enliven and illustrate his deeper and more abstruse specula- — 
tions, as every page almost of these volumes will abundantly 
testify. But his attainments were not confined to ancient phi- 
losophy and classical learning. He possessed likewise a general 
knowledge of modern history, with a very distinguishing taste 
in the fine arts, in one of which, as before observed, he was an 

eminent proficient. His singular industry empowered him to 

make these various acquisitions, without neglecting any of the 
duties which he owed to his family, his friends, or his country. 
I am in possession of such proofs, besides those already given to 
the public, of my father’s laborious study and reflection, as 
I apprehend are very rarely to be met with. Not only was he 
accustomed, through a long series of years, to make copious 
extracts from the different books which he read, and to write 
critical remarks and conjectures on many of the passages ex- 
tracted, but he was also in the habit of regularly committing to 
writing such reflections as arose out of his study, which evince 
a mind carefully disciplined, and anxiously bent on the attain- 

ment of self-knowledge and self-government. And yet, though 
habituated to deep thinking and laborious reading, he was ge- 
nerally cheerful, even to playfulness. There was no pedantry 
in his manners or conversation; nor was he ever seen either to 
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display his learning with ostentation, or to treat with slight or 
superciliousness those less informed than himself. He rather 
sought to make them appear partakers of what he knew, than 
to mortify them by a parade of his own superiority. Nor had 
he any of that miserable fastidiousness about him which too 
often disgraces men of learning, and prevents their bemg amused 
or interested, at least their choosing to appear so, by common 

performances and common events. | 
It was with him a maxim, that the most difficult and in- ; 

finitely the preferable sort of criticism, both in literature and in 
the arts, was that which consists in finding out beauties, rather 
than defects; and although he certainly wanted not judgment 
to distinguish and to prefer superior excellence of any kind, he > 
was too reasonable to expect it should very often occur, and | 

too wise to allow himself to be disgusted at common weakness | 
or imperfection. He thought, indeed, that the very attempt to | 
please, however it might fall short of its aim, deserved some 

return of thanks, some degree of approbation; and that to 
endeavour at being pleased by such efforts, was due to justice, to 

good nature, and to good sense. 
Far, at the same time, from that presumptuous conceit which 

is solicitous about mending others, and that moroseness which 
feeds its own pride by dealing in general censure, he cultivated 

to the utmost that great moral wisdom by which we are made 
humane, gentle, and forgiving; thankful for the blessings of 
life, acquiescent in the afflictions we endure, and submissive to 
all the dispensations of Providence. He detested the gloom of 
superstition, and the persecuting spirit by which it is so often 
accompanied ; but he abhorred still more the baneful and de- 
structive system of modern philosophy; and from his early 
solicitude to inspire me with a hatred of it, it would almost seem 
that he foresaw its alarming approach and fatal progress. There 
is no obligation which I acknowledge with more thankfulness ; 

none that I shall more anxiously endeavour to confer upon my 
own children, from a thorough conviction of its value and 
importance. 
_ My father’s affection to every part of his family was ex- 

emplary and uniform. As a husband, a parent, a master, he 

was ever kind and indulgent; and it deserves to be mentioned 
to his honour, that he thought it no interruption of his graver 
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occupations, himself to instruct his daughters, by exercising 
them daily both in reading and composition, and writing essays 
for their improvement, during many of their younger years. No 
man was a better judge of what belonged to female education, 
and the elegant accomplishments of the sex, or more disposed to 
set a high value upon them. But he had infinitely more at 
heart, that his children should be early habituated to the 
practice of religion and morality, and deeply impressed with 

their true principles. To promote this desirable end, he was 
assiduous both by instruction and example; being himself a 
constant attendant upon public worship, and enforcing that great 
duty upon every part of his family. The deep sense of moral 
and religious obligation which was habitual to him, and those 
benevolent feelings which were so great a happiness to his 
family and friends, had the same powerful influence over his 
public as his private life. He had an ardent zeal for the 
prosperity of his country, whose real interests he well under- 
stood; and in his parliamentary conduct he proved himself a 
warm friend to the genuine principles of religious and civil 
liberty, as well as a firm supporter of every branch of our 
admirable constitution. 

MALMESBURY. 
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CONCERNING ART: 

A DIALOGUE. 

TO THE RIGHT HONOURABLE THE EARL OF SHAFTESBURY. 

My Lorp, 

Tue following is a conversation in its kind somewhat uncom- 
mon, and for this reason I have remembered it more minutely 
than I could imagine. Should the same peculiarity prove a 
reason to amuse your lordship, I shall think myself well re- 
warded in the labour of reciting. If not, you are candid enough 
to accept of the intention, and to think there is some merit even. 
in the sincerity of my endeavours. To make no longer preface, 
the fact was as follows. 
A friend, from a distant country, having by chance made me 

a visit, we were tempted, by the serenity of a cheerful morning 
in the spring, to walk from Salisbury to see lord Pembroke’s at 
Wilton. The beauties of gardening, architecture, painting, and | 
sculpture belonging to that seat, were the subject of great. en- 
tertainment to my friend: nor was I, for my own part, less 
delighted than he was, to find that our walk had so well an- 
swered his expectations. We had given a large scope to our 
curiosity, when we left the seat, and leisurely began our return 
towards home. 

And here, my lord, in passing over a few pleasant fields, com- 
menced the conversation which I am to tell you, and which fell 
at first, as was natural, on the many curious works, which had 
afforded us both so elegant an amusement. This led us in- 
sensibly to discoursing upon art, for we both agreed, that what- 
ever we had been admiring of fair and beautiful, could all be re- 
ferred to no other cause. And here, I well remember, I called 
upon my friend to give me his opinion upon the meaning of the 
word “art:” a word it was (I told him) in the mouth of every 
one ; but that nevertheless, as to its precise and definite idea, 
this might still be a secret; that so it was, in fact, with a thou- 
sand words beside, all no less common, and equally familiar ; 
and yet all of them equally vague and undetermined.—To 
this he answered, that as to the precise and definite idea of 
art, it was a question of some difficulty, and not so soon to be 
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resolved ;: that, however, he could not conceive a more likely 

\ tne¢thod-of ‘coming to know it, than by considering those several 
particulars, to each of which we gave the name. It is hardly 
probable, said he, that music, painting, medicine, poetry, agri- 
culture, and so many more, should be all called by one common 
name, if there was not something in each which was common to 
all.—It should seem so, replied 1— What, then, said he, shall we 
pronounce this to be?—At this, I remember, I was under some 
sort of hesitation——Have courage, cried my friend, perhaps the 
case is not so desperate. Let me ask you, Is medicine the cause 
of any thing ’—Yes, surely, said I, of health. And agriculture, 
of what ?—Of the plentiful growth of grain—And poetry, of 
what ?—Of plays, and satires, and odes, and the like-—And is 
not the same true, said he, of music, of statuary, of architecture, 
and, in short, of every art whatever ?—I confess, said I, it seems 
so.—Suppose, then, said he, we should say, it was common to 
every art to be a cause: Should we err?—I replied, I thought 
not.—Let this then, said he, be remembered, that all art is 
cause.*—I promised him it should. 

But how, then, continued he, if all art bé cause, is it also true, 
that all cause is art !—At this again I could not help hesitating. 
—You have heard, said he, without doubt, of that painter famed 
in story,” who being to paint the foam of a horse, and not suc- 
ceeding to his mind, threw at the picture in resentment a sponge 
bedaubed with colours, and produced a foam the most natural 
imaginable. Now, what say you to this fact? Shall we pro- 
nounce art to have been the cause?—By no means, said I.— 
What, said he, if instead of chance, his hand had been guided 
by mere compulsion, himself dissenting and averse to the vio- 
lence ’—Even here, replied I, nothing could have been referred 
to his art.—But what, continued he, if instead of a casual throw,, 
or involuntary compulsion, he had willingly and designedly di- 
rected his pencil, and so produced that foam, which story says 
he failed in? Would not art here have been the cause ?—I re- 
plied, in this case, I thought it would.—It should seem, then, 

a Artis maxime proprium, creare et 
gignere. Cic. de Nat. Deor. 1. ii. c. 22. 
“Eott 58 réxvn Twaca wep yéveow. “ All 
art is employed in production ; that is, in 
making something to be.” Arist. Ethic. 
], vi. c. 4. 

The active efficient causes have been 
ranged and enumerated after different 
manners, In the same Ethics they are 
enumerated thus: alftia yap Soxovow 
eivar ptois, Kat dvdyKn, Kat Toxn ert 
dé vous, kal wav 7d 80 dvOpémov. “The 
several causes appear to be nature, necessity, 
and chance ; and besides these, mind, or in- 
tellect, and whatever operates by or through 
man.” lib, iii, c. 3. The paraphrast An- 

dronicus, in explaining this last passage, 
Tlav 7b 50 GvOpeémov, adds ofov réxvn, 7} 
&AAn Tis mpakis, “as, for instance, art, or 
any other human action.” 

Alexander Aphrodisiensis speaks of effi- 
cient causes, as follows: "AAAG why Ta KU- 
plws atria momrixa, pvois Te, kal Téxvn, 
kat mpoalpecis. ‘The causes, which are 
strictly and properly efficient, are nature, 
art, and each man’s particular choice of 
action.” Tlept Vixns, p. 160. B. ed. Ald. 

In what manner art is distinguished from 
the rest of these efficient causes, the sub- 
sequent notes will attempt to explain. 

b See Valer. Max. 1. viii. c. 11. See also 
Dion. Chrysost. Orat. lxiii. p. 590. 
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said he, that art implies not only cause, but the additional re- 
quisite of intention, reason, volition, and consciousness; so that 
not every cause is art, but only voluntary or intentional cause.-— 
So, said I, it appears. 
And shall we, then, added he, pronounce every intentional 

cause to be art?—1I see no reason, said I, why not.—Consider, 
said he; hunger this morning prompted you to eat. You were 
then the cause, and that too the intentional cause, of consuming 
certain food: and yet will you refer this consumption to art? 
Did you chew by art? Did you swallow by art ?—No, certainly, 
said I.—So by opening your eyes, said he, you are the inten- 
tional cause of seeing, and by stretching your hand, the inten- 
tional cause of feeling; and yet will you affirm, that these things 
proceed from art ?—I should be wrong, said I, if I did: for what 
art can there be in doing what every one is able to do by mere 
will, and a sort of uninstructed instinct ?—You say right, replied 
he, and the reason is manifest : were it otherwise, we should make 
all mankind universal] artists in every single action of their lives. 
And what can be a greater absurdity than this’—I confessed 
that the absurdity appeared to be evident.—But if nothing, then, 
continued he, which we do by compulsion, or without intending 
it, be art; and not even what we do intentionally, if it proceed 
from mere will and uninstructed instinct; what is it we have 

left remaining, where art may be found conversant? Or can it, 
indeed, possibly be in any thing else, than in that which we do 
by use, practice, experience, and the like, all which are born 
with no one, but are all acquired afterward by advances unper- 
ceived.—I can think, said I, of nothing else——Let therefore the 
words habit and habitual, said he, represent this requisite, and 
Jet us say, that art is not only a cause, but an intentional cause ; 
and not only an intentional cause, but an intentional cause 
founded in habit, or, in other words, an habitual cause.-—You 
appear, said I, to argue rightly. 

But if art, said he, be what we have now asserted, something 
learnt and acquired ; if it be also a thing intentional or voluntary, 
and not governed either by chance or blind necessity ; if this, I 
say, be the case, then mark the consequences.—And what, said 
I, are they ’—The first, said he, is, that no events, in what we 
call the natural world, must be referred to art; such as tides, 
winds, vegetation, gravitation, attraction, and the like. For 
these all happen by stated laws; by a curious necessity which 
is not to be withstood, and where the nearer and immediate 
causes appear to be wholly unconscious.—I confess, said I, it 
seems so.—In the next place, continued he, we must exclude all 
those admired works of the animal world, which, for their beauty 
and order, we metaphorically call artificial. ‘The spider’s web, 
the bee’s comb, the beaver’s house, and the swallow’s nest, must 
all be referred to another source. For who can say, these ever 
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4 CONCERNING ART. 

learnt to be thus ingenious? or, that they were ignorant by na- 
ture, and knowing only by education !—None, surely, replied I. 
—But we have still, said he, a higher consideration And what, 

said I, is that ?—It is, answered he, this: not even that Divine 
Power which gave form to all things, then acted by art, when 
it gave that form. For how, continued he, can that intelligence, 
which has all perfection ever in energy, be supposed to have any 
power, not original to its nature? How can it ever have any 
thing to learn, when it knows all from the beginning; or, being 
perfect and complete, admit of what is additional and secondary? 
—I should think, said I, it were impossible.—If so, said he, then 
art can never be numbered among its attributes: for all art is 
something learnt, something secondary and acquired, and never 
original to any being which possesses it.—So the fact, said I, 

\ has been established. 

If this, therefore, continued he, be true; if art belong not 
either to the divine nature, the brute nature, or the inanimate 

may now fancy to enumerate? Who are statuaries, but men? 
Who pilots, who musicians!—This seems, replied I, to be the 
fact. 

Let us then, continued he, say, not only that art is a cause, 
but that it is man becoming a cause; and not only man, but 
man intending to do what is going to be done, and doing it also 
by habit; so that its whole idea, as far as we have hitherto con- 
ceived it, is, man becoming a cause, intentional and habitual. 
—I confess, said I, it has appeared so. 

© Aristotle, in his Rhetoric, thus accurately not of themselves. The things which they 
enumerates all the possible manners, either 
direct or indirect, in which mankind may 
be said to act, or do any thing. Mdvres 
3) mpdrrover wayra, TA wey, od 80 adbrods: 
Ta Be, SC adbrobs* Tay wev ody wh dr abtods, 
Ta pry Bia tHXnY MpdTToVEL, Ta SE CF 
avdyans’ Tov 8 e dvdynns, Ta wey Bla, re 
dé pvoe bore wdvra, doa ph 5¢ abrods 
mparrouol, Ta wey ard TUXNS* TH BE Hioet* 
7a 5¢ Bia. “Oca 5¢ 81’ adrovs, kad dv adrol 
alrio, Ta mev BP os, Ta De SL Bpekw* Kar 
7H pev bi Aoyoruchy Bpekw, Ta SE BV 
adrAédyiorov. “Ear. dé H wey BovAnots, were 
Adyou dbpekis ayaoI—royo 3° dpeteis, 
opyn Kal émbupla. “Qore rdyra boa mpdr- 
Tovolw, avdyen mpdrrew 8¢ aitlas érra 
5a TUX NY, 51d Play, dix daw, 8° os, 5d 
Aoyiopoy, 51a Ovpdy, 50 emibuutay. “ All 
men do all things, either of themselves, or 

do not of themselves, they do either by 
chance, or from necessity ; and the things 
done from necessity, they do either by com- 
pulsion, which is external necessity, or by 
nature, which is internal. So that all things 
whatsoever, which men do not of them- 
selves, they do either by chance, or from 
compulsion, or by nature. Again, the 
things which they do of themselves, and of 
which they are themselves properly the 
causes, some they do through custom and 
acquired habit, others through original and 
natural desire. Further, the things done 
through natural desire they do, either 
through such desire assisted by reason, or 
through such desire devoid of reason. If 
it be assisted by reason, then it assumes 
the denomination of will ; on the contrary, 
the irrational desires are anger and appe- 
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And thus, said he, have you had exhibited to you a sketch of 
art. 

tite. Hence it appears, that all things 
whatever which men do, they necessarily 
do through one of these seven causes ; 
either through chance, compulsion, nature, 
custom, will, anger, appetite.” Arist. Rhet. 
1. i. c, 10. 

It remains, agreeably to this enumera- 
tion, to consider with which of these causes 
we ought to arrange art. 

As to chance, it may be observed, in 
general, of all casual events, that they al- 
ways exclude intention or design: but in- 
tention and design are from art insepara- 
ble. Thus is the difference between art and 
chance manifest. 

As to external compulsion, we have it 
thus described: Biatoy 5 06 7 apxn ewGev: 
that is, “an act of compulsion, the efficient 
principle of which is from without, inde- 
pendent of the doer.” Arist. Ethic. 1. iii. 
c. 1. Again,in the same treatise, 1. vi. ¢. 4. 
we are told of the works of art, that they 
are such, av 7 dpxh ev 7@ mowodyti, “ the 
efficient principle of which is in the doer, 
or agent.” Thus, therefore, is art distin- 
guished from compulsion. 

These two causes, chance and compulsion, 
are mentioned and considered in the Dia- 
logue, page 2. 

Nature, or rather natural necessity, is 
that cause through which we breathe, per- 
spire, digest, circulate our blood, &c. Will, 
anger, and appetite, are (as already observed) 
but so many species of natural desire, con- 
sidered either as assisted by reason, or else 

as devoid of it. Now though natural de- 
sire and natural necessity differ, because 
in the one we act spontaneously, in the 
other not spontaneously, yet both of them 
meet in the common genus of natural power. 
Moreover this is true of all natural power, 
that the power itself is prior to any ener- 
gies or acts of that power. Od yap é« Tod 
moAAdkis ideiv ) woAAdKis axodoa Tas 
aicOjoers CAdBomer, GAN avdradrw, Exovres 
expnoducda, ob xpnoduevar txouev. “For 
[to instance in the natural powers of sensa- 
tion] it was not from often seeing, and often 
hearing, that we acquired those senses ; but, 
on the contrary, being first possessed of 
them, we then used them, not through any 
use or exercise did we come to possess 
them.” Arist. Ethic. lL. ii. c. 1. 

Now the contrary to this is true in the 
case of any powers or faculties not natural, 
but acquired by custom and usage. For 
here there are many energies and acts, 
which must necessarily precede the exist- 
ence of such power or habit, it being evi- 
dent (as is said in the same chapter) that 

You must remember, however, it is but a sketch: there is 

ex Tav duolwy évepyedv ai ees yl-yvovrat, 
“from similiar and homogeneous energies it 
is that habits are obtained.” So again, in 
the same place: *A yap Se? wabdvras roteiv, 
TadTa Trowvvres wavOdvouev" oioy oikodo- 
podvtes oixddouo1 ylvovrat, kad KiOaplCoyres 
KiOapiorat. “The things which we are to 
do, by having learnt, we learn by doing. 
Thus, by building, men become builders ; 
and by practising music, they become mu- 
sicians.” 

Thus, therefore, is art distinguished from 
all natural power of man, whether natural 
necessity, will, anger, or appetite. But 
art has been already distinguished from 
chance and compulsion. So that being 
clearly not the same with six of those seven 
causes, by which all men do all things, it 
must needs be referred to the seventh ; that 
is, to custom or habit. 

It must be observed, the natural causes 
or powers in man, considered as distinct 
from art, are treated in the Dialogue, page 
3. 
And now, as we have shewn art to be a 

certain cause working in man, it remains to 
shew how it is distinguished from those 
other causes beside man, which we suppose 
to operate in the universe. These are either 
such causes as are below him, like the vege- 
tative power, which operates in vegetables, 
the sensitive in animals ; or else such causes 
as are above him, like God, and whatever 
is else of intelligence more than human. 

The causes below us may be all included 
in the common genus of nature; and of 
nature we may say universally, as well of 
nature without us as within us, that its se- 
veral operations, contrary to those of art, 
are not in the least degree derived from 
custom or usage. Thus the author above 
cited: Oddy yap Tay pice dvTwy BArws 
e0i eran’ oiov 6 AlOos Hioe: kadTw depduervos, 
otk by eOicbeln Byw péperOat, odd’ dy pv- 
plaxis abrdy e0i(m tis tvw plrtwv, ovdt 7d 
mip kate. “None of those things, which 
are what they are by nature, can be altered 
by being accustomed. Thus a stone, which 
by nature is carried downward, can never 
be accustomed to mount upward, no, not 
though any one should ten thousand times 
attempt it, by throwing the stone upward. 
The same may be said of accustoming fire 
to move downward.” Ethic. 1. ii. ec. 1. 
Again, in the works of nature, such as 
trees, animals, and the like, the efficient 
principle is yitally united to the subjects 
wherein it operates: éy abrots Exovet 
ravra Thy &pxhy. Ethic. lL. vi. c.4. But in 
the works of art, such as statues or houses, 
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still something wanting to make it a finished piece.—I begged 
to know what this was.—In order to that, replied he, I cannot 
do better, than remind you of a passage in your admired Horace. 

the efficient principle is disunited from the 
subjects, and exists not in the things done 
or made, but in the doer or artist, av 7 
apxh év. 7G woodyTt GAAG py ev T| ToLov- 
pévy. Ethic. 1. vi. c.4. It is, indeed, pos- 
sible, that, even in works of art, the subject 
and efficient cause may be united, as in the 
case of a physician becoming his own pa- 
tient, and curing himself. But then it 
must be remembered, that this union is 
Kata oupBeBnxds, merely accidental, and 
no way essential to the constituting of art, 
considered as art. By this, therefore, is art 
clearly distinguished from nature, whose 
definition informs us that it is épx% tls 
kal aitia rod KiveioOa Kal jpewcty ev @ 
indpxe. mpdtws, Kab? adtd Kal wy Kard 
ouuBeBnkes : “a certain principle or cause 
of moving and ceasing to moye, in some 
subject wherein such principle exists im- 
mediately, essentially, and not by way of 
accident.” Arist. Natur. Ause. 1. ii. ¢. 1. 

The causes which are of rank superior to 
man, such as the Deity, can have nothing to 
do with art, because being (as is said in the 
Dialogue, p. 4,) “perfect and complete, and 
knowing all from the beginning, they can 
never admit of what is additional and se- 
condary.” Art, therefore, can only belong 
to beings like men ; who, being imperfect, 
know their wants, and endeavour to remove 
them by helps secondary and subsequent. 
It was from a like consideration that Py- 
thagoras called himself a philosopher ; that 
is to say, (according to his own explication 
of the name,) “‘a lover and seeker of what 
was wise and good,” but not a possessor, 
which he deemed a character above him. 
Consonant to this we read in Plato’s Ban- 
quet, Oeav addels pidocopel, add’ emibuuet 
gopds yevérOa’ Err yap, etc.: “no god 
philosophizes, or desires to become wise, 
for he is so already. Nor, if there be any 
other being wise, doth he philosophize, for 
the same reason. On the other hand, nei- 
ther do the indocile philosophize ; for this is 
the misfortune of indocility, without being 
virtuous, good, or prudent, to appear to 
oneself sufficient in all these respects. In 
general, therefore, he who thinketh himself 
in no want, desireth not that which he 
thinks himself not to need. ‘ Who, then,’ 
said Socrates to Diotima, (the speaker of 
this narration,) ‘who are those who philo- 
sophize, if they are neither the wise nor 
the indocile ?’ ‘That (replied she) may 
be now conspicuous even to a child. They 
are those of middle rank, between these ex- 
tremes.’” Plat. vol. iii. p. 203. edit. Serrani. 

Here we see (agreeably to what is said in 
the Dialogue, page 4,) that as to acquired, 
or secondary habits, some beings are too ex- 
cellent for them, and others too base ; and 
that the Deity, above all, is in the number of 
those transcendent, and is thus, as a cause, 

distinguished from art. Vid. Amm. zrepl ‘Ep- 
Mev. p. 26. b.et omiino eis karny. p. 127, 128. 

There are, besides the Deity and nature 
now spoken of, certain other external causes, 
which are mentioned in the first note as 
distinct from art ; namely, chance and ne- 
cessity. But of these hereafter, when. we 
consider the subject of art. ; 

The Peripatetic definition of nature, given 
above, though in some degree illustrated 
page 11, (note g,) yet being still, from its 
brevity, perhaps, obscure, the following ex- 
plication of it is subjoined. 

In the first place, by “nature,” the Peri- 
patetics meant that vital principle in plants, 
brutes, and men, by which they are said to 
live, and to be distinguished from things 
inanimate. Nature, therefore, being an- 
other name for “life,” or a vital principle, 
throughout all subjects, is universally found 
to be of the following kind ; namely, to ad- 
vance the subject, which it enlivens, from 
a seed or embryo, to something better and 
more perfect. This progression, as well in 
plantsas in animals, is called “ growth.” And 
thus is it that nature is a principle of mo- 
tion.—But then this progression, or growth, 
is not infinite. When the subject is ma- 
ture, that is, hath obtained its completion 
and perfect form, then the progression 
ceases. Here, therefore, the business of 
the vital principle becomes different. It is 
from henceforward no longer employed to 
acquire a form, but to preserve to its sub- 
ject a form already acquired. And thus is 
it that nature isa principle of rest, stability, 
or ceasing to move. And such indeed she 
continues to be, maintaining, as long as | 
possible, the form committed to her care,’ 
till time and external causes in the first 
place impair it, and induce at length its 
dissolution, which is death. 

And thus it has been shewn how nature 
may be called a principle both of motion 
and ceasing to move. 

As to the rest of the definition, namely, 
that nature is a principle, which inheres in 
its subject immediately, essentially, and not 
by way of accident ; no more is meant by 
this, than that the nature or life in every 
being, which hath such principle, is really 
and truly a part of that being, and not de- 
tached and separate from it, like the pilet 
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It is concerning Alfenus; who, (if you remember,) he tells us, 
though his tools were laid aside, and his shop shut up, was still 
an artist as much as ever: 

Alfenus vafer omni 
Abjecto instrumento artis clausaque taberna, 
Sutor erat. 

I remember, said I, the passage; but to what purpose is it 
quoted ’—Only, replied he, to shew you, that I should not be 
without precedent, were I to affirm it not absolutely necessary 
to the being of art, that it should be man actually becoming a 
cause; but that it was enough, if he had the power or capacity 
of so becoming.—Why then, said I, did you not settle it so at 
first /—Because, replied he, faculties, powers, capacities, (call 
them as you will,) are in themselves, abstract from action, but 
obscure and hidden things.) On the contrary, energies and 
operations lie open to the senses,‘ and cannot but be observed 
even whether we will or no. And hence, therefore, when first 
we treated of art, we chose to treat of it as of a thing only in” 
energy. Now we better comprehend it, we have ventured some- 
what further.—Repeat, then, said I, if you please, the alteration 
which you have made.—At first, answered he, we reasoned upon | 
art, as if it was only man actually becoming a cause intentional 

Now we say it is a power in man of becoming | and habitual. 
such cause; and that, though he be not actually in the exercise | 
of such a power.—I told him, his amendment appeared to be’ 
Just. 

There is, too, another alteration, added he, which, for the 

~ 
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sake of accuracy, is equally wanting; and that is with respect | 
to the epithet, “intentional or voluntary.-—And what, said I, is 
that ‘—We have agreed it, replied he, to be necessary, that all 
art should be under the guidance of intention or volition, so that 
no man acting by compulsion, or by chance, should be called an 
artist— We have.—Now though this, said he, be true, yet it is 
not sufficient. We must limit this intention or volition to a 
peculiar kind. For were every little fancy, which we may work 
up into habit, a sufficient foundation to constitute an art, we 
should make art one of the lowest and most despicable of things. 
The meanest trick of a common juggler might, in such case, entitle 

from the ship, the musician from the in- émvooduev. “If we are to explain what 
strument. For to these subjects though 
those artists are principles of motion and 
rest, yet do they in no sense participate 
with them in vital sympathy and union. 

@ Ei dé xph Adyew 7) Exacrov TotiTwyr, 
oiov 7) 7d vontiKdy, } Th 7d aicOnrikdr, 
mpérepov emixentéov, 7 Td voeiv, Kal 
ti Td aicbdverPa* mpdrepar yap Kad 
wapéerrepar mpds huas tav dSuvducdy 
elo. ai évépyeiat. mpoevtuyxdvomev “yap 
avtats, Kal ras Suvdues ard crobTwr 

each of these things are, as for instance, 
what the intelligent principle, what the 
sensitive, we must first inquire what it is 
to think, what to see, hear, and use the 
senses. For with respect to us men, the 
energies are prior and more evident than 
the powers, because it is in the energies we 
are first conversant, and comprehend the 
powers from them.” Themist. in lib. ii. de 
Anima, p. 76. ed. Ald, Fol. Aristot. de An. 
ii, 4, 
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aman to the character of an artist.—lI confessed, that without 
some limitation, this might be the consequence. But how limit 
intentions to a kind or species?—What think you, replied he, 
if we were to do it, by the number and dignity of the precepts, 
which go to the directing of our intentions ‘—You must explain, 
said 1; for your meaning is obscure.—Are there not precepts,° 
replied he, in agriculture, about ploughing and sowing? Are 
there not precepts in architecture, about orders and proportions ! 
Are there not the same in medicine, in navigation, and the rest ! 
—There are.—And what is your opinion of these several pre- 
cepts? Are they arbitrary and capricious, or rational and steady ? 
Are they the inventions of a day, or well-approved by long 
experience ’—I told him, I should consider them for the most 
part as rational, steady, and well-approved by long experience. 
—And what, continued he, shall we say to their number? Are 
they few? Or are they not rather so numerous, that in every 
particular art, scarce any comprehend them all, but the several © 
artists themselves; and they only by length of time, with due 
attendance and application ’—lI replied, it seemed so.—Suppose 
then we were to pronounce, that to every art there was a system 
of such various and well-approved: precepts: should we err?— 
No, certainly.—And suppose we should say, that the intention 
of every artist, in his several art, was directed by such a system: 
would you allow this’—Surely.—And will not this limiting of 
intentions to such only, as are so directed, sufficiently distinguish 
art from any thing else which may resemble it? in other words, 
is it likely, under this distinction, to be confounded with other 
habits of a trifling, capricious, and inferior kind?—I replied, I 
thought not. 

Let us then see, said he, and collect all that we have said 
together. We have already agreed, that the power of acting 
after a certain manner is sufficient to constitute art, without the 
actually operating agreeably to that power. And we have now 
further held the intentions of every artist to be directed by a 
system of various and well-approved precepts. Besides all this, 
we settled it before, that all art was founded in habit; and was 

' peculiar to man; and was seen by becoming the cause of some 
effect. 

-thisj “an habitual power in man of becoming the cause of some 
It should seem, then, that the whole idea of art was 

€ Vid. Plat. in Min. vol. ii. p. 316, 17. 
edit. Serran. et in Gorgia, vol. i. p. 465. A. 
eya 5 réxynv od KOAG, d by 7 BAoyov 
mpayud. 

As to those low habits here mentioned, 
from which we distinguish art by the num- 
ber and dignity of its precepts, they fall, in 
general, under the denomination of waraso- 
texvia, of which Quintilian gives the fol- 
lowing account. Maraorexvia quoque est 

queedam, id est, supervacua artis imitatio, 
quze nihil sane nec boni nec mali habeat, 
sed vanum laborem: qualis illius fait, qui 
grana ciceris, ex spatio distante missa, in 
acum continuo et sine frustratione insere- 
bat: quem, cum spectasset Alexander, do- 
nasse dicitur ejusdem leguminis modio. 
Quod quidem premium fuit illo opere dig- 
nissimum. Inst, Orat, 1. ii. c. 20, 
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effect, according to a system of various and well-approved 
precepts.”'—I replied, that his account appeared to be probable 
and just. 

II. And now, then, continued he, as we have gone thus far, 
and have settled between us what we believe art to be; shall 
we go a little further, or is your patience at an end?—Oh! no, 
replied I, not if any thing be left. We have walked so leisurely, 
that much remains of our way; and I can think of no method 
how we may better amuse ourselves. 

f The Peripatetic definition of art is €fcs 
peta Adyou GAnOots momTinh: “an effi- 

is to say, worked in by habit and exercise] 
corresponds to the first part, that “art isa 

cient habit, joined with sound and true: cause founded in habit.” And the rest 
reason.” Arist. Ethic. 1. vi. c. 4. 

The Stoic definition, as we find it in 
Sext. Empir. adversus Logicos, p. 392, is, 
Stornua ex karadrhpewy eyyeyuuvacnevov 
mpos Ti TéAos ebxpnoTov Ta ev TE BiG. 
-Thus translated by Cicero in Diodemes de 
Grammat. |. ii. Ars est perceptionum ex- 
ercitatarum collectio, ad unum exitum vite 
utilem pertinentium. And again by Quin- 
tilian, Inst. Orat. 1. ii, c. 18. Artem con- 
stare ex perceptionibus consentientibus et 
coexercitatis ad finem utilem vite. The 
same definition is also alluded to in the 
Academics of Cicero, |. ii. c. 7, where it is 
said, Ars vero que potest esse, nisi qu 
non ex una, aut duabus, sed ex multis 
animi perceptionibus constat ? 

There is a third definition of art cited by 
Quintilian in the same place, and ascribed 
by him to Cleanthes: Ars est potestas via 
(id est, ordine) efficiens. The Greek, from 
which this Latin definition is taken, is 
fuller and more philosophieal: the words 
are, “Efis 68¢ Badi(ovea peta paytactas : 
which may be rendered, “an habit, which 
proceeds in a road or method, having a 
sense, withal, of what it is about.” The 
last character distinguishes art from the 
natural energies of all things insensitive, 
which, though they proceed methodically, 
yet want a sense of what they are doing. 
Vid. Niceph. Blemmid. Epit. Logic. p. 20. 
Now if we compare these definitions 

with that in the Dialogue, we shall find 
them all to correspond. “The habitual 
power in man of becoming the cause of 
some effect,” is the same as “Egis mountix) 
in the Peripatetic definition. “According 
to a system of various and well-approved 
precepts,” is the same as meta Adyou 
aAnOovs. For sound and true reason must 

needs be the basis of all such precepts. 
Again, as to the second definition ; the 

words Svornua Katradtyewy [a system of 
comprehensions, or of certain and evident 
truths] correspond to the latter part of the 
definition in the Dialogue, “according to a 
system of various and well-approved pre- 
cepts.” The word eyyeyupvacpuéver [that 

'[mpds 7) réAos, &c. that is to say, “a 
system which has respect to some useful 
and serviceable end or purpose in human 
life,”] shews the system here mentioned to 
regard practice and action, not theory and 
speculation. And thus does it correspond 
with the definition of the Dialogue, where 
it is said that art is an habitual power, not 
of merely contemplating and knowing, but 
of becoming the cause of some effect. It is 
not, indeed, expressed in the Dialogue, that 
this effect has respect to the utility of 
human life, because this latter circumstance 
is reserved to the definition of the final 
cause of art, given page 16. 

As to the third definition of art, potestas 
via efficiens, “a power operating methodi- 
cally,” it may be observed, that by being 
called an operating power, it is distin- 
guished from powers purely speculative ; 
and as it is said to operate methodically, or 
in a road and regular process, it is distin- 
guished from chance as well as blind neces- 
sity. And thus far it corresponds with 
what is offered in the Dialogue. But it 
does not appear from this definition, whether 
the power therein mentioned be original 
and natural, or secondary and habitual, 
because powers of either sort may operate 
methodically. And perhaps Cleanthes in- 
tended not to distinguish so far, but took 
art in that larger and more general sense, 
adopted sometimes by the Stoics ; as when 
they describe Nature herself to be a mip 
Texvixov Bim BadiCoy mpds yéveotv, “an 
artificial fire, proceeding methodically to 
production or creation.” For it is not to be 
imagined, they intended by this to in- 
sinuate that nature was a fire, which had 
learnt by habit so to operate. On the con- 
trary, by “artificial,” it is probable they in- 
tended no more than some active efficient 
principle, working with reason, order, and 
method ; of which principle they considered 
fire to be the properest vehicle, as being of 
all bodies the most subtle, and that into 
which the rest are all ultimately resolvable. 
Vide Diog. Laert. 1. vii. s. 156. Cic. de Nat. 
Deor. l, ii. c. 22. 
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My friend, upon this, proceeded with saying, that if art were 
a cause, (as we had agreed it was,) it must be the cause of 
something.—A llow it, said I.—And if it be the cause of some- 
thing, it must have a subject to operate on. For every agent 
has need of some patient: the smith of his iron, the carpenter of 
his wood, the statuary of his marble, and the pilot of his ship. 
—I answered, it was true.—If, then, said he, the subjects of 
particular arts be thus evident, what idea shall we form of that 
universal subject which is common to all art ?—At this question, 
it must be confessed, I was a little embarrassed. 

This induced him to ask me, how many sorts of subjects I 
allowed of ?—Here I could not help hesitating again.—There is 
nothing, continued he, so difficult in the question. You must 
needs perceive; that all natures whatever can be but either con- 
tingent or necessary.—This may be, replied I; but even yet I 
do not comprehend you.—Not comprehend me! said he; then 
answer me a question: can you conceive any medium between 
motion and no-motion, between change and no-change ’—I 
replied, I could not.—If not, can you conceive any thing in the 
whole order of being, which must not be either lable to these, 
or not liable ?—Nothing.—Call those things, therefore, said he, 
which are liable to change and motion, contingent natures; and 
those which are not liable, necessary natures: and thus you 
have a division, in which all things are included.—We have so, 
said I. 

In which, therefore, said he, of these natures shall we seek 
for this common subject of art?—To this, I told him, I was 
unable to answer.—Reflect, said he, a little. We have found 
art to be a cause.—We have.—And is it not essential to every 
cause to operate? or can it be a cause, and be the cause of 
nothing !—Impossible-—Wherever, therefore, there is cause, 
there is necessarily implied some operation.—There is.—And 
can there possibly be operation, without motion and change ?— 
There cannot.—But change and motion must needs be incom- 
patible with what is necessary and immutable.—They must.— 
So, therefore, is cause.—It must.—And so, therefore, art.—It 

‘ must.—Truth, therefore, said he, and knowledge; principles 
and demonstrations; the general and intellectual essences of 

_ things; in short, the whole immutable and necessary nature is 
\ no part of it reducible to a subject of art.—It seems so, said I. 

If, therefore, art, said he, have nothing to do with the steady, 
abstract, and necessary nature, it can have only to do with the 
transient, the particular, and contingent one.—lt is true, said I; 
for there is no other left.—And shall we then say, replied he, it 
has to do with all contingent natures existing in the universe ? 
—For aught, replied I, which to me appears contrary.— What 
think you, said he, of those contingents of higher order? such as 
the grand planetary system; the succession of the seasons; the 
regular and uniform course of all superior natures in the 
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universe? Has art any ability to intermeddle here ?—No, 
certainly, said 1.—These superior contingents, then, which move 
without interruption, are, it seems, above it.—They are-—And 
shall we say the same of those of lower sort; those, whose 

_course we see often interrupted; those, which the strength and 
cunning of man are able to influence and control !—Give 
instances, said I, of what you mean.—I mean, said he, earth, 
water, air, fire, stones, trees, animals, men themselves. Are 
these contingents within the reach of art, or has art here no 
influence ‘—I should think, said I, a very great one. 

If this, continued he, be true, it should seem that the common 
or universal subject of art was, all those contingent natures 
which lie within the reach of the human powers to influence.°— . 
I acknowledge, said I, it appears so. 

& The cause here treated is the material, 
the “YA, or “Yroxetwevoy, or Td e& of 
yweral te éevuTdpxorTos. 

Of a contingent we have the following 
definition: A¢yw 8° évdéxecOat, ka) 7d evde- 
xdmevoy, 08 ph bvTos avayKatov, TeOevTOS 
& imdpxeww, ovdtv.zora 51a TodT’ adbvarov. 
“T call that a contingent, which not being 
necessary, but being supposed to be, there 

will follow nothing impossible from such 
supposition.” Arist. Anal. prior. 1. i. ¢. 13. 

_Diog. Laert. 1. iii. s. 10. 
That this is true in works of art, is 

evident. It is not necessary, that a given 
fragment of such a rock should assume the 
figure of Hercules: but there follows nothing 
impossible, if we suppose it so figured. It 
is for this reason that the subject of art is 
in the Dialogue called “a contingent.” 

But, however, to explain the whole of 
what is said in this place, it is necessary to 
go backward, and deduce what we would 
say from some remoter considerations. 

The Peripatetics held the end or aim of 
their philosophy to be the discovering and 
knowing the apx%, the “ primary and crea- 
tive principle of all things.” They pursued 
this inquiry, when they reasoned analyti- 
cally, that is to say, upwards, by beginning 
their contemplation from those things which 
are to us first in the order of our compre- 
hension, and so ascending gradually to that 
which is truly first in the real order of 
beings. Ammon. eis E. pov. p. 36. 

The first and original objects of our com- 
prehension are those nearer and more im- 
mediate, viz. the objects of sense, with 
which we are surrounded on every side. 
These objects we perceive to be all in 
motion ; and the motions are multiform, 
various, and often opposite to each other. 
The consequences of this we perpetually 
behold. By such motions we see, that not 
only the mere local site of these beings is 

changed, but their very bulk, and figure, 
and qualities ; nay, more than this, even 
the beings themselves are made to separate 
and perish, while new beings arise from 
the re-assemblage of the scattered parts, 
which parts different motions can as well 
bring together, as disunite. The beings or 
objects of the character here described, the 
Peripatetics denoted under the common 
appellation of the Té kivodmeva Kal pOapra, 
“the beings moving and corruptible.” 

From these moving and perishable objects 
they passed to those sublimer and more 
transcendent objects of sense, which they 
saw adorn the heavens. . Here, likewise, 
they discovered motion; but then this 
motion was uniform and constant ; affecting 
not the beings moved, save in the relation 
of local site. As, therefore, they beheld no 
change in the form and essence of these 
beings, they deemed them (upon their 
hypothesis) incorruptible, and out of them 
established another class of beings, that is 
to say, the 7a Kwodueva Kal &pOapra, 
“ the beings moving and incorruptible.” 

From these sublimer objects of sense 
they passed to objects of pure intellect ; to 
bodies devoid of all motion, and of all 
quality, save that inseparable one of figure ; 
such bodies, for instance, as the cube, the 
sphere, and the rest of bodies mathematical. 
From mathematical bodies, and the truths 
resulting from them, they passed to the 
contemplation of truth in general; to the 
soul, and its powers both of intuition and 
syllogization ; to being universal, and above 
both time and place ; and thus, at last, to 
that supreme cause, the great principle of 
the whole, which is ever the same, immu- 
table and eternal. The several objects of 
this intellectual comprehension they styled, 
not merely &pOapta, but &pOapra Kad dxi- 
vnta, “beings incorruptible and immovye- 
able.” Vid. inf. note r. 
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Thus far, then, said he, we have advanced with tolerable 
SuCCeSS. 

In this manner did the Peripatetics spe- 
culate. And hence was it they established 
to themselves three species of philosophical 
employment—one about beings motionless 
and eternal ; another, about beings move- 
able and eternal ; and a third, about beings 
moveable and perishable. The first they 
held the proper employment of the meta- 
physician ; the two last of the astronomer 
and the naturalist. 

Aw tpeis af mpayyareia 4 ev mepr 
&xtynrov’ 7 8&, wep) kivotmevoy piv, &pCap- 
Tov 5€* 4 Sé, wep Ta POaprd. Idcirco tres 
sunt tractationes ; una, de immobili ; altera 
de eo, quod movetur quidem, sed est in- 
teritus expers; tertia de rebus, interitui 
obnoxiis. Arist. Natural. Ause. 1. ii. c. 7. 
Aw Kal rpets ai mparyyuareia 7 ey, wep) 
Kiwvotmeva Kal pOaprd: 7 Se wep) Kwwod- 
beva, UpOapra S€é* H 5, wepl axivnra Kai 
&papra. Themistii Paraphrasis in loc. 

This threefold subject of philosophic in- 
quiry is elegantly explained in the follow- 
ing passage: Tl 8¢ 7d réAos ear) rijs 
*"ApiororeAuKhs idovodlas; gpapev Ort 
ywevat Thy wdyTw@Y dpx hy, Thy Tav wayTwY 
Syuoupyov aitlay, riv ae wal doabrws 
éxovoav’ arodelnvuct yap mavrwv aoxhy, 
Kal aoduarov’ é éexelyns 5¢ Ta mdvTa 
mapdycoOau. Tlvya dt 7a wyovra tas els 
TovTo To TéAOS; Hapty Sti H SidacKarla 
tev év xpdvm Kal weraBoaA brapxdytwy' 
rowadra b€ éort Ta ev yeveret Kad Popa * 
bird yap TovTwy, 51a perdv palnuatiKdr, 
avdyouev éavTods em) Td ded Kal doatrws 
txovra’ rowwira 5& ort Ta odpduia’ Kar 
otTw, meTa TUS GowudToUs odctlas, emt Thy 
mparny mdvrwv dpxnv. Tidens yap Kuwh- 
cews 2) Kat’ odctay ovens, } KaTd wody, } 
Kara témov, TA pev ev yeveoe Kal pPOopa 
Kara macay Klynow Kivodyrat Td dé odpdvia 
Kate wdvnv Thy Kata Témov. Ad xph ed- 
TaKTws Sdevew ard Tav ToAUTPdTWS KLVOU- 
pevey ém Ta ward wlay, Kat wovny Kiynow 
Kiwovpeva, Kal o}rws em) thy axlynroy Kat 
al woavTas Exovcay &pxny. “Aupoviov 
eis TaS KaTHYoplas, p. 12. edit. Venet. 8vo. 
1545. 

The author of the Dialogue has had refer- 
ence to this threefold division of subjects, 
as may be seen in that part of his Dialogue 
which gives occasion to the present com- 
ment. He has chosen, however, to style 
the Td odpdvia, or “ heavenly bodies,” rather 
contingents of higher order, than beings 
necessary, as imagining the former to be 
their truer character. 

It may be here added, that the Peri- 
patetics confined bvcais, or “ Nature,” for the 
most part, to this earth of ours, where they 

We have gained some idea of art, and some idea of its 

considered her as the actiye principle of 
life in plants and animals. Hence, there- 
fore, they distinguished not her effects from 
those of art, by their necessity, (for the 
effects of both they treated as contingent,) 
but from the cause in natural subjects 
operating within, artificial without, as has 
been already observed, note ¢«. See Diog. 
Laert. p. 459. 

It may be further added, that they placed 
these effects of art and nature, and, indeed, 
all other contingents whatever, in a middle 
rank between things necessary and things 
impossible. The reason was evident. Things 
necessary could not but be ; things impos- 
sible could not be; but contingents were 
Ta evdexducva Kal eivar Kal wh elvat, that 
is, “ were equally susceptible both of being 
and non-being.” 

But still, though all contingents ad- 
mitted, on their hypothesis, both of being 
and non-being, yet they supposed some to 
have a greater tendency to existence, and 
others to have a less. The first species of 
these they styled ra &s emt Td odd, “the 
things which happen for the most part ;” 
the last, ra em’ ZAarrov, “the things which 
happen less frequently.” 

Now as it is evident that both nature 
and art oftener obtain their end, than miss 
it, (for complete animals are more frequently 
born than monsters ; and the musician, if an 
artist, strikes oftener the right string than 
the wrong,) hence it was, that they ranged 
the effects of nature and art among those 
contingents which were ra as émt 7d mroAd, 
“contingents of greater frequency.” But 
yet, as these effects were not from the 

hypothesis necessary, and contrary to these 
upon occasion happened, hence it was, that 
whenever either nature or art became causes 
of the ta ém’ €Aarrov, “ those rarer events,” 

in such case they (nature and art) were 
considered by these philosophers as airtat 
KkaT& cuuBeBnkds, “causes by way of acci- 
dent,” and not according to their own 
essence and distinguishing character. In 
such instances it was, that they assumed 
the names of Téxy and Aitéuarov, Fortune 
and Chance ; Tvxn having mostly reference 
to works of men, Adrduaroy to works of 
nature. The fustances given by Themis- 
tius, in cases of chance and fortune, are as 
follow. <A tile falls from a house. The 
end of its falling is to arrive at that lower 
place, whither nature would carry it by 
the common law of gravity. In falling, it 
strikes and wounds a passenger. This last 
event is from chance. Again, a man digs 
in his garden, to plant. In digging, he 
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Our inquiry, on the whole, has informed us, that art subject. 

13 

is “‘an habitual power in man of becoming a certain cause ;” and 
that its subject is, “every such contingent nature, which lies 
within the reach of the human powers to influence.” 

II]. It is true, said I, this appears to have been the result of 
our inquiry, and a full and ample one it seems to have been.— 
A long one, replied he, if you please, but not a full and ample 
one.—Can any thing, said I, be wanting, after what you have 
said already ‘—Certainly, replied he, a great deal. We have 
talked much, indeed, of art, considered as a cause ; and much of 
the subject on which it operates; but what moves these opera- 
tions to commence, and where it is they end, these are topics 

discovers a hidden treasure. This last 
event is from fortune. And thus, adds 
Themistius, ) abth wpatis cat ula, &AdAov 
pev Kal abthy aitla, %AAov 5€ Kata ovp- 
BeBnnds: “the same individual action is 
the cause of one thing from its own pecu- 
liar character, and of another thing, by 
way of accident.” And again, gor: wey ody 
Kal Tv odtws cuuBawdvtwv 7) Thy ptow 
2 tiv mpoalpeow aitlay was eiweiv, GAN’ 
ob Kal abthy. ob yap TotTwy xdpiy ode 
mpohrdev 6 tvOpwros, ode  Képayus KaTy- 
vex0n, GAN ef pa, KaT& oupBeBnkds: 
“of these events we may call nature, or 
human will, in a manner the cause, but yet 
not so from themselves, and according to 
their own peculiar essence ; for it was not 
for the sake of what happened, that either 
the passenger went forth, or the tile fell 
downward, but, if any thing, it was by 
accident.” Themist. in lib. ii. Natur. 
Auscult. p. 26. edit. Ald. See also Arist, 
Natur. Auscult. |. ii. c. 4,5, 6. Ammon. in 
Predicam. p. 113. b. This doctrine came 
originally from Plato, whose definition of 
fortune was ciumTwpa pioews 7) mpoatpée- 
oews, “a symptom, or thing co-incident 
either with nature or human will.” Vid. 
Suidam in voc. Eivappévn. 

It must be here observed, that kara 
cupBeBnkds, “by accident,” means, in no 
part of these quotations, accidental, as stand- 
ing for casual; for this would be mere 
tautology, as to what is here said concerning 
chance. It means, rather, something by 
way of appendage ; something adventitious ; 
in other words, it means accident, as ad- 
hering to substance, without which it can 
haye no being, though suppose it absent or 
taken away, the nature of substance is no 
way affected. It was in this sense the 
Peripatetics supposed chance and fortune to 
be accidents or appendages to nature and 
mind. According, therefore, to them, the 
supposition of chance and fortune was so 
far from excluding nature and mind from 

the universe, that they demonstrably proved 
their existence init. For admitting their 
account of chance and fortune to be just; 
if we grant the accidents to exist, much 
more must we grant the subjects, and this, 
too, with that superior dignity and priority 
of existence, which is evidently due to all 
subjects above their accidents. Well, there- 
fore, did the philosopher conclude, darepov 
ipa Td Adréuaroy, kat i Tdxn Tod Nod, 
kat ths Sbcews. “Subsequent in exist- 
ence, are chance and fortune to mind and 
nature.” Arist. Natur. Ause. 1. ii. ¢. 6. 

From what has been said, we see the 
reason of that enumeration of causes men- 
tioned in the beginning of the first note, 
where they are described to be necessity, 
nature, man, and fortune. 

To necessity they referred all those 
things and events, which they supposed of 
necessary existence ; such as the universe, 
the heavenly bodies, together with their 
uniformly regular motions. 

To nature, man, and chance, they re- 
ferred all contingents; to nature and man, 
obtaining their end, all contingents of 
greater frequency; to the same causes, 
either falling short of their end, or going 
beyond it, and thus becoming chance or 
fortune, those opposite contingents of exist- 
ence less usual. 

And hence, as art and fortune were both 
conversant about the same subjects, (viz. 
such contingents as respected human life,) 
we find the meaning of that verse of 
Agatho’s, cited by Aristotle, in his Ethics, 
1, vi. c. 5. 
Téxvn tixny torepte, nal roxn TEXVDY. 

“ Art loveth fortune ; fortune loveth art.” 
The whole chapter, indeed, is well worth 

perusal. But we shall not venture to 
lengthen this note, which may be probably 
deemed too long already, and which can be 
only excused, as giving some sample of a 
philosophy, which, from its rarity, perhaps, 
may possibly furnish some amusement, 
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which we have, as yet, little thought of—I begged him, then, 
that we might now consider them. 

He was willing, he said, for his part, and immediately well 
on, by asking, what I thought was the beginning of art ?—I 
mean, said he, by beginning, that cause for the sake of which it 
operates, and which being supposed away, men would be never 
moved to follow it."—To this, I told him, I was unable to 
answer.— You will not think it, said he, so difficult, when you 
have a little more considered. Reflect with yourself: was it 
not the absence of health which excited men to cultivate the art 
of medicine ?'—I replied, it was.—What, then, said he, if the 
human body had been so far perfect and self-sufficient, as never 
to have felt the vicissitudes of well and ill; would not, then, 
this art have been wholly unknown ?—I replied, I thought it 
would.——And what, said he, if we extend this perfection a 
degree further, and suppose the body not only thus healthful, 
but withal so robust, as to have felt no uneasiness from all 
inclemencies of weather: would not, then, the arts of building 
also, and clothing, have been as useless as that of medicine ?— 
I replied, it seemed they would.—But what, said he, if we 
bound not this perfection of ours even here?—What if we 

h As the cause here spoken of, is that 
cause usually called final, it may be asked, 
how it comes in this place to be considered 
as a beginning. The answer is, that what 
comes last in practice, stands in theory 
first; or, in other words, the order of ideas 
in the intellect of the artist is exactly 
inverted, with respect to the order of his 
energies. 

Thus Ammonius: Ka0éAou yap THs mev 
Bewpias To TéAOS ylyverat apxn THs mpd- 
tews' fumadw St ris mpdtews 7d TéAOS, 
apxh Ths Bewplas. olov 6 Oikodduos, ém- 
Tayels oikor, Aéyer Kal? éavrby, emeTayny 
olkoy Troijoat Smép ert TKET AT UA, K@Av- 
TuKoy buBpwy Kat kovpdrav" TovTo Sé otk 
by yévorro, wh ywouevns dpopyjs. "Evrei- 
bev obv &pxeToat THs Oewplas. mpoBalvwy 5e 
gnaly’ *AdAa TodTo obk by yévorTo, wh 
yivoméevwy Tolxwy" obrot 5é odk ky yéevowvTo, 
Bh broBAndévray OeweAlwyv’ of 5 Oepwertou 
oix by BAnbetev, wh dpuxOelons THs vijs. 
évTavba Kar eAnkev 7h Gewpla. "Evrevdev obv 
upxerat n mpagis. mporepov yap dpbrret 
Thy yi’ «10 obtw BddAAE Thy OeuéAtov’ 
eira eyelper rolxous: kad b tarepov émerl- 
Ono THY dpopny, Atls éort TéAOS Ths ™pa- 
Eews. n® apxh Tis mpdkews, TéAOS THs OEw- 

ptas. "App. els karny. p. 15. edit. Ven. 8yvo. 
“ For in general the end of theory is the 
beginning of practice ; and so reciprocally, 
the end of practice, the beginning of theory. 
Thus, for instance: an architect, being 
ordered to build a house, says to himself, I 
am ordered to build a house; that is to 

say, a certain defence, to protect against 
the rains and the heats. But this cannot 
be, without a roof or covering. From this 
point, therefore, he begins his theory. He 
proceeds and says—but there can be no 
roof, if there be no walls; and there can be 
no walls, without some foundations ; nor 
can there be laid foundations, without open- 
ing the earth. At this point, the theory is 
at an end. Hence, therefore, commences 
the practice, or action. For, first, he opens 
the earth ; then lays the foundation ; then 
raises the walls ; and, lastly, puts on the 
roof, which is the end of the action or 
practice, [but beginning of the theory,] as 
the beginning of the practice was the end 
of the theory.” See also Arist. Ethie. 1. iii. 
c. 3. et de Anima, |. iii. c. 3. 

i Vide Platon. de Rep. l. i, vol. ii. p. 341. 
edit. Serrani. “Qomep (epnv eyw) ef pe 
poo ei ekapkel oduart, eivar cdpuari, } 
mpooderran tlvos* etroww by, bri mayrdmact 
Mey oov mpoodetrat. dia Tabra Kah 7 n réxvn 

eotly iarpih viv ebpemevns | bru oapa €or 
movnpov, kal ovk eLapkel adT@ To.odTw elvan. 
“ Quemadmodum, inquam, sia me quzereres, 
an satis sit corpori, ut sit corpus, an alia 
quapiam re indigeat: responderem, omnino 
indigere. Atque hac quidem de causa me- 
dicinz ars nunc est inventa, quoniam corpus 

per se profligatum est, neque ipsi satis est, 

ut sit hujusmodi.” fio, likewise, the acute 
Scaliger: “ Motionis enim appetentia causa 
est ; appetentiz, privatio.” De Caus, L. 
Lat. 1. xv. c. 114. : 
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suppose, that not only things merely necessary, but that those 
also conducive to elegance and enjoyment, were, of course, all 
implied in the constitution of human nature; that they were all 
steady, constant, and independent from without, and as insepa- 
rable from our being, as perspiring, or circulation: in such case, 
would not the arts of music, painting, and poetry, with every 
other art passing under the denomination of elegant, have been 
as useless as we have held those others of medicine, clothing, | 
and architecture ’—I replied, it seemed they would.—It was, | 
then, the absence of joys, elegancies, and amusements from our | 
constitution, as left by nature, which induced us to seek them 
in these arts of elegance and entertainment.—It was—And i 
what, said he, are joys, elegancies, amusements, health, robust- \y 
ness, with those several other objects of desire, whose absence ~ | 
leads to art, but so many different names of that complex being 
called “Good,” under its various, and multiform, and popular 
appearances /—TI replied, it seemed so. 

If this, then, said he, be granted, it should seem that the 
beginning, or principle of art, was the absence of something 
thought good; because it has appeared that it is for the sake of ) 
some such absent good that every art operates; and because, if | 
we suppose no such absence to have been, we should never have 
known any art.—lI confess, said I, it seems so. 

But how, then, continued he, if it be true that all art 
implies such principle, is it reciprocally true that every such 
principle should imply art ?—I see no reason, said I, why not.— 
Consider, said he. It might be thought a good by some, 
perhaps, to be as strong as those horses which are ploughing 
yonder field; to be as tall as those elms, and of a nature as 
durable: yet would the absence of goods, like these, lead to 
art? Or is it not absurd to suppose there should be an art of 
impossibilities?*—Absurd, said I, certainly—If so, said hej \/ 
when we define the beginnmg or principle of art, it is not 
enough to call it the absence of something thought good, unless 
we add, that the good be a good possible ; ‘“‘a thing attainable by 
man; a thing relative to human life, and consistent with human 

nature :” or does not this, also, appear a requisite !/—I replied, I 
thought it did. 

But still, continued he, is it a sufficient motive to art, that 
the good desired should be attainable? In other words, does 
every absence of good attainable lead to art? or is our account 

{ 
i 
\ 

ne 

ces 

k What is here said concerning the dif- 
ference between those things for which we 
may possibly wish, and those which we 
actually pursue, is expressed in the Ethics 
of Aristotle, 1. iii. c. 2, Tlpoatpeots wey yap 
ovk geri Tav Gduvdtwy, Kai ef Tis pain 
mpoapetrbat, Soxoin &v HAlOos elvai. Bov- 
Anos 8 éoti Tav Gduvdrwyv, oiov d0avactas. 

“ There is, indeed, no determined choice of 
action with respect to things impossible ; 
and if any one should say he had so deter- 
mined, he would appear to be a fool. But 
there may be a willing, or longing after 
things impossible ; as, for instance, never 
to die.” 



\ 
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still too loose, and in need of stricter determination ?/—Of none, 
said I, which appears to me.—Reflect, said he; there are some 
of the possible goods so obvious and easy, that every man, in an 
ordinary state of common natural perfection, is able to acquire 
them, without labour or application. You will hardly deny, 
but that a fair apple, tempting to eat, may be gathered; or a 
clear spring, tempting to drink, may be drank at, by the mere 
suggestions of will and uninstructed instinct.'—I granted, they 
might.—It would be therefore impertinent, said he, to suppose 
that goods, like these, should lead to art, because art would be 
superfluous, and in no respect necessary.—Indeed, said I, it 
seems So. 

If, therefore, said he, neither impossibles lead to art, be- 
cause of such there can be no art; nor things easily possible, 
because in such nature can do without art: what is it we have 
left, to which we may refer it? Or can it indeed be to any other 
than to that middle class of things, which, however possible, are 
still not so easy, but to be beyond the powers of will, and 
instinct uninstructed ?—I replied, it seemed so.—That there are 
many such things, said he, is evident, past doubt. For what 
man would pay artists so largely for their arts, were he enabled 
by nature to obtain whatever he desired? Or who would study 
to be skilled in arts, were nature’s original powers to be of them-. 
selves alone sufficient /—I told him, it was not likely. 

It should seem, then, said he, according to this reasoning, that 
the beginning, motive, or principle of art; that cause, which 

_¢ first moves it to action, and for the sake of which its several 
\ Operations are exerted, is “the want or absence of something 
) appearing good; relative to human life, and attainable by man, 

/ ) but superior to his natural and uninstructed faculties.”°"—I 

1 “Will,” Bodanots, or dpetis Aoyio- 
Tih: “uninstructed instinct,” dpetis aAd- 
yitros. See before, note c. 

m The cause here described is the 7d of 
évexa, or “ final.” —Aristotle, in his Physics, 
1]. ii. c. 3. in enumerating the various sorts 
of causes, reckons amongst the rest, 7d & 
@s To TéAOs, Ka T Gyabdy TaY BAAwY. Td 
yap ob evexa BéAtiorov, kal réAos Tov 
BdrAwy eOércr elvar: “to these may be 
added that cause, which is considered as the 
end and good of all the rest. For that, for 
whose sake all the others are deemed ne- 
cessary, has just pretensions to be best, and 
to be the end of them all.” To this he 
subjoins, consonant to what is said in the 
Dialogue, Siapepérw 5¢ undty adrd elaweiy 
ayaboy 2 pawduevoy ayabdy: “let it make 
no difference whether we call this end, real 
good, or only apparent good.” So in the 
beginning of his Ethics: Maoa réyyvy, kal 
maga mébodos, duotws Bt mpatis re kab 
mpoatpects ayaotd tives eplerOa Soxe?. 

Ald Karas drepijvavto 7 &yabdv, of mavra 
eplerar: “every art, and every orderly 
speculation, so likewise every action, and 
determined choice of pursuit, appear all 
of them to tend toward some good. Well 
therefore have they pronounced ‘ good’ to 
be that toward which all things tend.” 
See also Plat. in Gorg. vol. i. p. 499. E. 
edit. Serrani. 

In the definition here treated, the words 
“relative to human life” express that part 
of the Stoic definition of art [pds 7) réAos 
e’xpnorov tev év TP Bly.| They were 
omitted in the definition, pages 8, 9, as more 
properly belonging to the present definition, 
which respects art in its final cause. See 
note f- 

That what is perfect and self-sufficient is 
above the secondary helps of art ; that our 
own weakness and insufficiency, and the 
prospect of procuring that absent good, by 
which we all hope to supply ourselves, 
where deficient ; that this is the source not 
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i I could not deny, but that the account appeared pro- 
able. 
IV. Let this, then, said he, suffice, as to the beginning of art. 

But how shall we describe its end? What is it we shall pro- 
nounce this’—My answer, I replied, must be the same as often 
already ; which was, indeed, that I could not resolve the ques- 
tion.—It should seem, said he, not so difficult, now we have dis- 
covered what beginning is. For if beginning and end are con- 
traries and opposed, it is but to invert, as it were, the notion of 
beginning, and we gain of course the notion of end.—TI asked 
him, in what manner !—Thus, said he, the beginning of art has 
been held to be something, which, if supposed away, men would 
be never moved to apply to art. By inversion, therefore, the end 
of art must be something, which, while supposed away, men 
will never cease applying to art; because, were they to cease, 
while the end was wanting, they would cease with imperfection, 
and their performance would be incomplete.—To this I answered, 
That the account, however true, was by far too general, to give 
me much intelligence. 

He replied, If it was, he would endeavour to be more par- 
ticular. And what, continued he, should we say, that every 
art, according to its genius, will of course be accomplished either 
in some energy, or in some work; that, besides these two, it can 
be accomplished in nothing else ; and consequently that one of 
these must of necessity be its end !—I could not here but answer 
him, with a smile, that the matter was now much obscurer than 
ever.—I find, then, said he, it is proper we should be more explicit 
in our inquiries, and deduce our reasonings from some clearer 
point of view.—I told him, it was quite necessary, if he intended 
to be intelligible. 

Thus, then, said he, You will grant, that every art, being a 
cause, must be productive of some effect: for instance, music, of 
a tune; dancing, of a dance; architecture, of a palace; and 
sculpture, of a statue.—It is allowed, said I1—You will grant 
also, said he, that in these productions they are all accomplished 

only of all arts, but (joined to social affec- 
tion) is the origin and cement of human 
society ; see (besides the place here treated) 
page 4; and of the third treatise, s. 12. 

Thus the poet in Stobzeus, p. 515. 
Xpew mdvr edidake’ rh 8 od xped Kev 

dvevpor ; 
Need all things taught: what cannot need 

invent ? 
Agreeably also to this, Virgil, in his first 

Georgic, having told us of the various 
changes to the worse which happened in 
the natural world immediately subsequent 
to the golden age, goes on to enumerate 
the several inventions of men, which were 
the natural result of this their newly in- 
digent state. He at last sums up the 

whole by saying, 
Tum varie venere artes: labor omnia vicit 
Improbus, et duris urgens in rebus-egestas. 

Where (according to the doctrine in the 
Dialogue) want is made the beginning or 
origin of arts. The poet even refers this 
dispensation, this introduction of indigence, 
care, and solicitude, to the immediate will of 
Providence, acting for the good of mankind ; 
lest plenty should lull them into slothful 
lethargy, so as to forget their noblest and 
most active faculties. 

Pater ipse colendi 
Haud facilem esse viam voluit, primusque per 

artem 
Movit agros, curis acuens mortalia corda, 
Nee torpere gravi passus sua regna veterno, 

C 
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and ended; or, in other words, that as music produces a tune, 
so it is ended and accomplished in a tune; and as sculpture 
roduces a statue, so is it ended and accomplished in a statue.— 

It is admitted, said I—Now these productions, continued he, if 
you will examine, are not like units or mathematical points ; 
but, on the contrary, all consist of a certain number of parts, 
from whose accurate order is derived their beauty and perfection. 
For example: notes, ranged after such a manner, make a tune 

, in music; and limbs, ranged after such a manner, make a statue 

—. 

where some parts are ever passing away, and others are ever 
succeeding them.” 

Can any thing be said to exist, said I, whose parts are ever 
passing away ’—Surely, replied he; or how else exist years and 
seasons, months and days, with their common parent, time 
itself? Or, indeed, what is human life, but a compound of parts 
thus fleeting; a compound of various and multiform actions, 
which succeed each other in a certain order?°—The fact, said 
I, appears so. 

This then, continued he, being the case, and there being this 
difference in productions, call every production, the parts of 
which exist successively, and whose nature hath its being or 
essence in a transition, call it, what it really is, a_ motion or an 

" This division of beings or productions 
we find mentioned by Aristotle in his 
Physics, (1. iii. c. 8.) where, explaining his 
doctrine concerning infinite, he says, AAA’ 
émel moAAdKis Td elvat, domwep 7 huépa 
earl, kal 6 &ywv, TG Gel BAAO Kal BAA 
ylvecOat, ofrw Kal Td &reipov. “Inasmuch 
as being is manifold, such as is the being 
of a day, or public festival, (which exist by 
continually becoming something further,) 
such also is the being and nature of infi- 
nite.” The same sentiment soon after is 
more fully explained and opened: “Qore 
7) &meipoy ov Sei AapBdvew, as Td5€ 7, 
otov tvOpwmrov, 7) oiklays GAN as huépa 
Aéyerat, Kal 6 ayo ois 7d elval, odk ws 
ovaia Ts yéyovev, GAN Gael ev yeverer Kal 
p0opg. “We are not to conceive of infi- 
nite, as of a positive particular substance, 
like a man or a house; but rather as we 
pronounce existence of a day, or public 
festival, which have their essence, not as 

energy: thus a tune and a dance are energies; thus riding and 

sensible, individual substances, but by a 
continued procedure of being and ceasing to 
be.” Vid. Scalig. de Caus. Ling. Lat. 1. iii. 
c. 72. p. 124. Aristot. Categ. c. 6. Am- 
mon. Com. eis Kar. p. 82..b. Scal. Poetic. 
1, iii. c. J. p. 82. 

° It is not inelegantly said in the Ethics, 
so often referred to, ‘H 5¢ (wh evépyed ths 
éort, Kat exacros wept TadTa Kal rovro.s 
évepyet & Kal pddwora ayare olov 6 mey 
Movoikds, TH ako mepl TA MEAN, 6 5E idro- 
pabhs, TH Siavola weph rd Oewphuara’ otra 
5¢ kal Tay Aca Exaoros. “Life is acertain 
energy, and each man energizes about those 
subjects, ‘and with those faculties, for which 
he hath the greatest affection: the musician, 
with his hearing, about sounds harmonious ; 
the studious, with his intellect, about mat- 
ters of speculation: and, in like manner, 
each man else of the various sorts beside.” 
Ethic. 1. x. ¢. 4. 



— 
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sailing are energies; and so is elocution, and so is life itself. On 
the contrary, call every production, whose parts exist all at once, 
and whose nature depends not on a transition for its essence, call > 

| 4 it a work, or thing done, not an energy or operation. Thus a 
pn. eee . . . 

house is a work, a statue is a work, and so is a ship, and so a | 
picture.—I seem, said I, to comprehend you. / 

If, then, there be no productions, said he, but must be of parts, 
either co-existent or successive ; and the one of these be, as you 
perceive, a work, and the other be an energy; it will follow, 
there will be no. production, but will be either a work or an 
energy.—There will not, said I—But every art, said he, you 
have granted, is accomplished and ended in what it produces ?— 
I replied, I had.—And there are no productions, but works: or 
energies ‘—None. 

It will follow, then, said he, that every art will be accomplished 
and ended in a work or energy.? | 

To this I answered, that his reasoning I could not impeach ; 

P The cause here treated is the formal, 
called by various names; the e¢fSos, the 
Adyos, the ri éor:, the 7d 7) Fv elvar. Vid. 
Seal. de Caus. Ling. Lat. 1. v. c. 113. p. 
232. Imperfectum autem Greeci, etc. 

In the beginning of the above-cited 
Ethics, after the author has told us that 
every art, and human action, tend to some 
good, or end; he adds, Aradopd 8€ tis 
palvera: Tay TéAwy’ Ta ev ydp «iow 
evepyelar’ Ta 5& Tap abtds, tpya Twa: 

' “but there appears a difference in ends: 
for some are energies ; some, over and above 
these energies, are certain works.” In 
Quintilian’s Institutes, the same distinction, 
with respect to the end of arts, is mentioned, 
1, ii. c. 18. Vid. Plat. in Dio. Laert. 1. iii, 
c. 84. p. 216. c. 100. p. 225. 

But here perhaps it may be asked, if all 
arts are ended and accomplished in some 
energy or work, and this energy or work 
be almost universally that absent good, 
toward which they all tend, and for the 
sake of which they are all exerted ; (for a 
dance, which is an energy, and a house, 
which is a work, are certain absent goods or 
pleasures, for the sake of which certain arts 
operate ;) if this be allowed, it may be asked, 
whence then the difference between the 
formal cause and the final; the final, as in 
note m it has been already treated ? 

The answer to this is, that they concur 
and are the same. Td méy yap ti éort, 
kal rd ov vena, ey ort. “The formal 
cause and the final are one.” . Arist. Nat. 
Ause. Ll. ii. c. 7. If they differ, it is (as 
Joannes Grammaticus observes in comment- 
ing on this place) a difference rather in the 
time and manner of our viewing them, than 
in their own essence and nature. It may 

not perhaps be improper to transcribe his 
own words: Tavriy TG Gpi0u@ Td TéAos 
kal 7d eidos, TH oxeoe pdvn diapépor, &s 
elpntat, kal Te xpdvy. Bray wey yap ads 
ywouevov, kal unmw dy Oewpira, TéAos 
eotiy’ Stay 5& ws Hdn ‘yevduevov, eldos. 
“The end and the form are numerically the 
same, differing (as has been said) in relation 
only, and time. For thus the same thing, 
while considered as in its progress to com- 
pletion, but as not yet complete, is so long 
an end; when considered as actually com- 
plete, is no longer an end, but a form.” 
And thus is this question one way answered, 
by acknowledging that these two causes co- 
incide, and differ not in their essence or real 
character; but rather in the time and man- 
ner of our contemplating them. 

But there is another answer, and that is 
derived from the twofold nature of final 
causes. According to this doctrine, arts 
have not only a nearer and more immediate 
end, (as a ship is the end of ship-building, 
or navigating the end of pilotry,) but they 
have a still remoter and higher end, a 
TéAos TeAtKMTaTOV, that is to say, man, 
human-kind, or (in other words) the utility 
or elegance of human life. Thus the Stagi- 
rite: "Eouiv yap mas Kal tueis réAos* 
dix@s yap Td ov Evexa. “For we ourselves 
also are in some sort an end: for the final 
cause is twofold.” Natur. Auscult. 1. ii. 
ce. 2. If, therefore, we have respect to this 
ultimate end, these two causes will be 
found to differ, and be really distinct from 
each other. 
And thus it is that in some respects they 

agree, and in others they differ, according 
to the above distinctions established by this 
philosophy. 

o'% 

/ 

« 
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but that still the distinction of work and energy was what I did ~ 
not well comprehend.—There are several circumstances, said he, 
which will serve sufficiently to make it clear.—I begged he would 

'’ mention some. 
Thus, then, said he, when the production of any art is an 

“ j ’ energy, then the perfection of the art can be only perceived 
} during that energy. For instance, the perfection of a musician 

is only known while he continues playing. But when the pro- 
duction of any art is a work, then is not the perfection visible 
during the energy, but only after it. Thus the perfection of the 
statuary is not seen during his energies as a statuary, but when 
his energies are over; when no stroke of the chisel is wanting, 
but the statue is left as the result of all.—It is true, said I. 

Again, continued he, in consequence of this, where the pro- 
duction is an energy, there the production is of necessity coeval 
with the artist. For how should the energy survive the man; 
the playing remain when the musician is dead? But where the 
production is a work, then is there no such necessity. The work 
may well remain, when the artist is forgotten; there bemg no 
more reason, that the statue and the artist should be coeval, 
than the man and the rude marble, before it received a regular 
figure.— You seem now, said I, to have explained yourself. fj | 

If, then, said he, work and energy be made intelligible terms, 
you cannot but perceive the truth of what we before asserted, 
that every art, according to its genius, must needs be accom- 
plished in one of these; that, except in these two, it can be 
accomplished in nothing else; and, consequently, that one of 
these must of necessity be its end.+I answered, that the rea- 
soning appeared justly deduced.—So much, then, replied he, for 
the ending or accomplishment of art; and so much also for a 
long, and, I fear, an intricate disquisition. 

V. He had no sooner said this, than I was beginning to ap- 
plaud him; especially on his having treated a subject so copi- 
ously, started, as it were, by chance, and without any apparent 
preparation. But I had not gone far, before he interrupted me, 
by saying, that as to my praises they were more than he de- 
served ; that he could pretend to no great merit for having been, 
as I called it, so copious, when he had so often before thought 
on what at present we had been talking.—In short, says he, to 

tell you a secret, I have been a long time amusing myself in 
forming an essay upon this subject.—I could not here forbear 
reproaching him, for having hitherto concealed his intentions. 
My reproaches produced a sort of amicable controversy, which 
at length ended in his offering, that, to make me some amends, 
he would now recite me (if I pleased) a small fragment of the 
piece ; a fragment which he had happened accidentally to have 
about him. The proposal, on my part, was willingly accepted, 
and without further delay the papers were produced. 
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As to the performance itself, it must be confessed, in point of 
style, it was somewhat high and florid, perhaps even bordering 
upon an excess. At the time however of recital, this gave me 
less offence, because it seemed, as it were, to palliate the dryness 
of what had passed before, and in some sort to supply the place 
of an epilogue to our conference. Not however to anticipate, he 
began reading as follows: 

“O Art! thou distinguishing attribute and honour of human 
kind! who art not only able to imitate Nature in her graces, but 
(what is more) even to adorn her with graces of thy own. 
Possessed of thee, the meanest genius grows deserving, and has 
a just demand for a portion of our esteem. Devoid of thee, the 
brightest of our kind lie lost and useless, and are but poorly dis- 
tinguished from the most despicable and base. When we in- 
habited forests in common with brutes, nor otherwise known 
from them than by the figure of our species, thou taughtest us 
to assert the sovereignty of our nature, and to assume that 
empire for which Providence intended us. Thousands of utilities 
owe their birth to thee; thousands of elegancies, pleasures, and 
joys, without which life itself would be but an insipid possession. 

“* Wide and extensive is the reach of thy dominion. No element 
is there either so violent or so subtle, so yielding or so sluggish, 
as by the powers of its nature to be superior to thy direction. 
Thou dreadest not the fierce impetuosity of fire, but compellest 
its violence to be both obedient and useful. By it thou softenest 
the stubborn tribe of minerals, so as to be formed and moulded 
into shapes innumerable. Hence weapons, armour, coin; and 
previous to these, and other thy works and energies, hence all 
those various tools and instruments which empower thee to 
proceed to further ends more excellent. Nor is the subtle air 
less obedient to thy power, whether thou willest it to be a 
minister to our pleasure, or utility. At thy command it giveth 
birth to sounds, which charm the soul with all the powers of 
harmony. Under thy instruction it moves the ship over seas, 
while that yielding element, where otherwise we sink, even water 
itself is by thee taught to bear us; the vast ocean to promote 
that intercourse of nations, which ignorance would imagine it 
was destined to intercept. To say how thy influence is seen on 
earth, would be to teach the meanest what he knows already. 
Suffice it but to mention fields of arable and pasture; lawns 

4 This alludes to a capital distinction of 
art, taken from a view of her different 

ends. Art may in some respects be said to 
finish nature ; in others, to imitate her. She 
finishes her, where nature, having given the 
powers, is of herself unable to give them 
perfection. It is thus the gymnastic arts, 
dancing, riding &c., finish the corporeal 
powers; while the sublimer arts, logic, 

rhetoric, moral virtue, &c., finish the mental. 

Where she does not finish nature, she 
imitates her, as in sculpture, painting, 
dramatic poetry, &c. 

Aristotle expresses the above sentiment 
as follows: “OAws Te ) TExvN TA ev em 

TeAEl, dv Hh piots aduvare? arepyd (erat, 
Te d€ pygsetra. Physic. |. ii. c. 8. 

‘ — 
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and groves, and gardens, and plantations; cottages, villages, 
castles, towns; palaces, temples, and spacious cities. 

“Nor does thy empire end in subjects thus inanimate. Its 
power also extends through the various race of animals, who 
either patiently submit to become thy slaves, or are sure to find 
thee an irresistible foe. The faithful dog, the patient ox, the 
generous horse, and the mighty elephant, are content all to 
receive their instructions from thee, and readily to lend their 
natural instincts or strength, to perform those offices which thy 
occasions call for. If there be found any species which are 
serviceable when dead, thou suggestest the means to investigate 
and take them. If any be so savage as to refuse being tamed, 
or of natures fierce enough to venture an attack, thou teachest 
us to scorn their brutal rage; to meet, repel, pursue, and 
conquer. 

* And such, O Art! is thy amazing influence, when thou art 
employed only on these inferior subjects; on natures inanimate, 
or, at best, irrational. But whenever thou choosest a subject 
more noble, and settest to the cultivating of Mind itself, then it 
is thou becomest truly amiable and divine; the ever-flowing 
source of those sublimer beauties of which no subject but Mind 
alone is capable. Then it is thou art enabled to exhibit to man- 
kind the admired tribe of poets and of orators; the sacred train 
of patriots and of heroes; the godlike list of philosophers and 
legislators ; the forms of virtuous and equal polities, where pri- 
vate welfare is made the same with public; where crowds them- 
selves prove disinterested and brave, and virtue is made a national 
and popular characteristic. 

‘“‘ Hail! sacred source of all these wonders! Thyself instruct 
me to praise thee worthily, through whom, whatever we do is 
done with elegance and beauty; without whom, what we do is 
ever graceless and deformed. Venerable power! By what name 
shall I address thee? Shall I call thee Ornament of Mind; or 
art thou more truly Mind itself? It is Mind thou art, most 
perfect Mind; not rude, untaught, but fair and polished: in 
such thou dwellest, of such thou art the form; nor is it a thing 
more possible to separate thee from such, than it would be to 
separate thee from thy own existence.” 
My good friend was now arrived to a very exalted pitch, and 

was pursuing his panegyric with great warmth and fluency, 
when we entered the suburbs, our walk being near finished. 
The people, as we went along, began to look at us with surprise ; 
which I, who was less engaged, having leisure to observe, thought 
it was proper to admonish my friend, that he should give over. 
He immediately ceased reading ; put his papers up; and thanked 
me for stopping him at so seasonable a time. 

VI. What remained of our discourse passed off with less 
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rapture, and was, indeed, no more than a kind of short recapitu- 
lation. 

He observed to me, that our inquiries had furnished out an 
answer to four different questions. or thus, said he, if it be 
asked us, What Art is? We have to answer, ‘‘ It is an habitual 
power in man of becoming the cause of some effect, according 
to a system of various and well-approved precepts.” If it be 
asked us, On what subject art operates? We can answer, “Ona 
contingent which is within the reach of the human powers to 
influence.” If it be asked us, For what reason, for the sake of 
what, art operates? We may reply, “ For the sake of some absent 
good, relative to human life, and attainable by man, but superior 
to his natural and uninstructed faculties.” Lastly, if it be asked, 
Where it is the operations of art end? We may-say, “ Hither in 
some energy, or in some work.” 

He added, that if he were not afraid of the imputation of 
pedantry, he could be almost tempted to say, that we had been 
considering art, with respect to those four causes, so celebrated 
once among professors in the schools. By these, upon inquiry, I 
found that he meant certain causes, called the efficient," the 
material,’ the final,‘ and the formal." 

T Page 8. 
§ Page 11. 
t Page 16. 
« That is to say, Td Kwwhoav, 4“ TAn, Td 

ov €veka, Td Eidos. 
Thus Seneca, in his 65th epistle: Causam 

Aristoteles putat tribus modis dici. Prima, 
inquit, causa est ipsa materia, sine qua 
nihil potest effici. Secunda, opifex. Tertia, 
forma que unicuique operi imponitur, tan- 
quam statue ; nam hane Aristoteles idos 
(cid0s) vocat. Quarta quoque, inquit, his 
accedit, propositum totius operis. 

Quid sit hoc, aperiam. Ms prima statuce 
causa est: nunquam enim facta esset, nisi 
fuisset id, ex quo ea funderetur, ducere- 
turve. Secunda causa, artifex est: non po- 
tuisset enim zs illud in habitum statuz 
figurari, nisi accessissent peritze manus. 
Tertia causa est forma: neque enim statua 
ista Doryphoros aut Diadumenos vocaretur, 
nisi hzec illi esset impressa facies. Quarta 
causa est, faciendi propositum: nam nisi 
hoc fuisset, facta non esset. Quid est pro- 
positum ? Quod invitavit artificem, quod 
ille secutus fecit. Vel pecunia est hoc, si 
venditurus fabricavit ; vel gloria, si laboravit 
in nomen ; vel religio, si donum templo 
paravit. Ergo et hac causa est, propter 

quam fit. An non putas inter causas facti 
operis numerandum, quo remoto factum non 
esset. 

Aristotle’s own words are as follow: 
“Eva ev oov tpomoy altiov A€yetas Td ef 
ov yiveral ri évumdpxovTos * olov, 6 xaAKds 

Tov avdpidvros, Kal 6 Upryupos THS PidAns, 
kal Ta TobTwy yévn. *~AAAoyv BE, 7d eldos, 
kal Td mapdderyya* TodTo & early 6 Adyos 
6 Tov 7) hv ecivat, Kal ta TovToOv yen’ 
oiov Tod Sia wmacav ta Sto mpds ev, Kal 
dAws 6 apiOuds, kal Ta wépn Ta ev TH 
Adyw. “Ett, 60ev H apxh tis wetaBodrjs 
h TpeTn, 2H THS Apewhoews* oiov 6 Bov- 
Aedoas, altiov’ kal 6 marhp, Tod TéKvov* 
kal dAws Td Totody Tod ToLtovpévov, Kat Td 
peraBdAAov Tod petaBadAoméevov. “Ett, 
as Td TéAos* TovTO B earl Td 08 Evexa* 
oiov Tov mepimare 7 Vyleia* Sid 7) yap 
mepimatret; poapev iva tyatvyn, Kal eimdy- 
TES OUTWS, olducda AmodedwKevat Td alriov. 
“In one manner that may be called a 
cause, out of which, existing as a part of it, 
any thing is made or compounded. Thus 
is brass the cause of a statue, silver of a 
cup, and so also the higher genera, in which 
these are included, [as metal, the genus in- 
cluding brass and silver; body, the genus 
including metal, &c. &c.] In another way, 
the form and exemplar of any thing is its 
cause ; that is to say, in other words, the 
definition, the detail or narrative of its 
essence, [that which, characterizing it to be 
such a particular thing, distinguishes it from 
all things else,] and of this definition the 
several higher genera. Thus the cause of 
the diapason, or octave, is the proportion of 
two to one ; and more generally than that, 
is number; and is moreover the several 
parts, out of which this definition is formed. 
Add to this cause, that other, from whence 
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But here, without further explaining, he begged for the present 
that we might conclude, being sufficiently, as he said, fatigued 
with the length of what had passed already. The request was 
reasonable, I could not but own; and thus ended our conversa- 

tion, and soon after it our walk. 

the original principle of change, or of ceasing 
to change ; as, for instance, the person who 
deliberates, is the cause of that which re- 
sults from such deliberation ; the father is 
the cause of the son ; and, in general, the 
efficient, of the thing effected ; the power 
changing, of the thing changed. Besides 
these causes, there is that also which is 
considered as the end; that is to say, the 

cause, for the sake of which the thing is 
done. Thus the cause of exercising is 
health. For if it be asked, Why does he 
use exercise? We say, To preserve his 
health: and having said thus much, we 
think we have given the proper cause.” 
Arist. Natur. Auscult. 1. ii. c. 3. 

See also p. 20. 
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MUSIC, PAINTING, AND POETRY. 

CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUCTION. DESIGN AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE WHOLE. 

PREPARATION FOR THE FOLLOWING CHAPTERS. 

A arts have this in common, that they respect human life. 
Some contribute to its necessities, as medicine and agriculture ; 
others to its elegance, as music, painting, and poetry. 

Now, with respect to these two different species, the necessary 
arts seem to have been prior in time;* if it be probable, that 

® The following extract from a manu- 
script of Philoponus may help to shew the 
comparative priority of arts and sciences, 
by shewing (according to this author) the 
order of their revival in a new-formed 
society. Such society he supposes to have 
arisen from scattered individuals again as- 
sembling themselves, after former societies 
had, by various incidents of war, famine, 
inundation, and the like, been dissipated 
and destroyed. 

Having spoken of the effects of Deuca- 
lion’s flood, he proceeds as follows: Obra: 
obv of mepidcipbévres, wh ExovTes BOev dy 
Tpapeiev, émevdovv bm’ dvdyKns Ta mpds 
Xpelav, ofoy Td GAHVew ptAas otrov, } Td 
omelpewy, % Tt ToLodTOY HAAO’ Kal exdrAcoay 
Thy To.avrny enxivoay copiay, Thy «is Ta 
dvarykaia Tod Blov Td AvotreAts ekevplokov- 
cay, Kad copdy Toy émwvevonkdra. 

TidAw érevénoay réxvas, as ono 6 
TONTIHS, 

. «+. broOnuoctvnow “AOhrns, 
od udvoy Tas péxpi THs eis Tov Blov avdy- 
Kns loramévas, GAA Kal méxp TOD KadOd 
kal dorelov mpoiotcas* Kal totto méAw 
coplay kexAnKaow, kad tov eipdyra cody" 
ws Td, 

Te yee copos Hpape TéeKTwY, 
Ed eidws copins.... 

broOnuootvyos 8 ’AOhvys elmer, erel did 

Thy bwepBornv Trav cipnudtwy cis Oedy Thy 
ToUTwy émivoiay avépepov. 

TidAw, dmreBAelay mpds Te moAiTiKe 
mpdyuara, Kat éedpoy vduous, nal mdvra 
Ta ouvioTtavTa Tas mwéAeis* Kat TabTny 
méAw thy émivowy godlay éxddrccay’ 
TowvTa yap hoay of Extra Topol, moATiKas 
Tivas dperas eipdrTes. 

Eira, Aourdy, 686 mpoidvres, kad ex’ aire 
T% oduata, Kal Thy Snuovpyy abtay 
mpojrAbov iow, Kal tabrny ecidindrepov 
guoihy exddrccay Oewplav, Kal coors 
TOUS Thy ToLavTHY meTLOVTAS TKEeALLY. 

TeAevtaiov 8 én’ aira Aomdy 2pbacay 
Ta Ocia, kal Srepxdcmia, Kal duerdBAnta 
TWAVTEAGS, Kat Thy TobTwy TyGow Kupiwrd- 
Thy coplay avéuacay. 

“ These, therefore, that were thus left, not 
having whence they could support them- 
selves, began through necessity to contrive 
things relative to immediate want, such as 
the grinding of corn by mills, or the sowing 
it, or something else of like kind ; and such 
contrivance, discovering what was conducive 
to the necessaries of life, they called wisdom ; 
and him a wise man, who had been the 
contriver. 

“ Again, they contrived arts (as Homer 
says) 

By precepts of Minerva ; 
that is, not only those arts that stop at the 
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men consulted how to live and to support themselves, before 
they began to deliberate how to render life agreeable. Nor is 

necessity of life, but those also that advance 
as far as the fair and elegant: and this, too, 
they called wisdom; and the inventor, a 
wise man. Thus the poet: 

The work 
Twas a wise artist fram’d, his wisdom taught 
By precepts of Minerva. 
The last words are added, because, from the 
transcendence of the inventions, they re- 
ferred their contrivance to a divinity. 

“ Again, they turned their eyes to matters 
political, and found out laws, and the se- 
veral things that constitute cities, or civil 
communities: and this contrivance in its 
turn they called wisdom, and of this sort 
were those celebrated seven wise men, the 
inventors of certain virtues political. 

“ After this, still advancing in a road, 
they proceeded to corporeal substances, and 
to nature, their efficient cause ; and this 
speculation, by a more specific name, they 
called natural speculation, and those persons 
wise, who pursued such inquiries. 

“Last of all, they attained even to 
beings divine, supramundane, and wholly 
unchangeable ; and the knowledge of these 
they named the most excellent wisdom.” 
A few observations on this important 

passage may not perhaps be improper. 
Our first observation is, that though we 

give it from Philoponus, yet is it by him 
(as he informs us) taken from a work of 
Aristocles, an ancient Peripatetic, entitled, 
Tlep? S:Avcoplas, “Concerning Philosophy.” 
Some, indeed, have conjectured, that for 
Aristocles, we ought to read Aristoteles, 
because the last published a work under 
this title, which he quotes himself in his 
treatise De Anima. Be this as it may, 
the extract itself is valuable, not only for 
its matter, but for being the fragment of a 
treatise now no longer extant. 

Our next observation is, that by “ matters 
political,” in the third paragraph, the author 
means, not the first associations of mankind, 
for these were prior to almost every thing 
else, and were not referable to art, but to 
the innate impulse of the social principle : 
he means, on the contrary, those more ex- 
quisite and artificial forms, given to societies 
already established, in order to render them 
happy, and rescue and preserve them from 
tyrannic power. Such was the polity given 
by Lycurgus to the Lacedeemonians, by 
Solon to the Athenians, by Numa to the 
Romans, &c. Those great and good men, 
in meditating their institutions, had the 
same sentiment with Alcidamas, according 
to that noble fragment of his, preserved 
in the scholiast upon Aristotle’s Rhetoric, 

’EAevOepous apace mdyras Oeds* ovdéva 
SodAov H plots merotnner, “God hath sent 
forth all men free; nature hath made no 
man a slave.” 

Our third observation is, that by “ the 
most excellent science,” in the last paragraph, 
is meant the science of causes, and, above 
all others, of causes efficient and final, as 
these necessarily imply pervading reason, 
and superintending wisdom. This science, 
as men were naturally led to it from the 
contemplation of effects, which effects were 
the tribe of beings natural or physical, was, 
from being thus subsequent to these phy- 
sical inquiries, called metaphysical ; but 
with a view to itself, and the transcendent 
eminence of its object, was more properly 
called 4 mpdérn pidocopla, “ the first phi- 
losophy.” 

Our fourth observation is on the order of 
these inventions ; namely, arts necessary, 
arts elegant, arts political, science phy- 
sical, science metaphysical; in all, five 
habits, or modes of wisdom. The necessary 
arts it is evident must on all accounts have 
come first. When these were once esta- 
blished, the transition to the elegant was 

easy and obvious. Inventions of necessity, 
by the superadditions of despatch, facility, 
and the like, soon ripened into inventions 
of convenience ; and again these, having in 
their very nature a certain beauty and 
grace, easily suggested inventions of pure 
and simple elegance. ; 

That the legislators, though in rank and 
genius far superior to all natural philo- 
sophers, should come before them in point 
of time, is owing to the nature of their 
subject, which had a more immediate con- 
nection with man, and human happiness. 
It was not, indeed, till societies were 
thoroughly established, and peace had been 
well secured both internally and externally, 
that men had leisure, or even inclination, 
to reflect on the objects round them, or to 
recognise that vast mansion in which they 
found themselves existing. 

Lastly, as the tremendous part of phy- 
sical events led weak minds, who could not 
resolve them, into the abyss of dark and 
dreary superstition ; so those of the same 
kind, which had beauty and order, being in 
their turn equally striking, and equally ob- 
jects of admiration, led strong and generous 
minds into principles the very reverse. 
They conceived it probable, as their own 
views were limited, that, even where beauty 
and order were not to them apparent, they 
might still in others’ views have a most real 
existence. Further, as these observers could 
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this, indeed, unconfirmed by fact, there Being no nation known 
so barbarous and ignorant, as where the rudiments of these ne- 
cessary arts are not in some degree cultivated. And hence pos- 
sibly they may appear to be the more excellent and worthy, as 
having claim to a preference, derived from their seniority. 

The arts, however, of elegance cannot be said to want pre- 
tensions, if it be true, that nature framed us for something more 
than mere existence. Nay, further,’ if well-being be clearly 
preferable to mere-being, and this without it be but a thing con- 
temptible, they may have reason perhaps to aspire even to a 
superiority. But enough of this; to come to our purpose. 

Il. The design of this discourse is to treat of music, painting, | 
and poetry; to consider in what they agree, and in what they. 
differ; and which, upon the whole, is more excellent than the 
other two. 

In entering upon this inquiry, it is first to be observed, that 
the mind is made conscious of the natural world and its affections, 
and of other minds and their affections, by the several organs of 
the senses.° By the same organs, these arts exhibit to the mind 
imitations, and imitate either parts or affections of this natural 
world, or else the passions, energies, and other affections of 
minds. ‘There is this difference, however, between these arts 
and nature; that nature passes to the percipient through all the 

perceive nothing done either by themselves, 
or those of their own species, which, if it 
in the least aspired to utility, or beauty, 
was not necessarily the effect of a conscious 
and intelligent cause, they were, from the 
superior utility and beauty of physical 
effects, induced to infer a conscious and in- 
telligent cause of these, far superior to 
themselves ; a cause, which from the uni- 
versality of these events, as well as from 
their union and sympathy, was not, as are 
the sons of men, a multitude of limited 
causes, but a simple cause, universal and 
one ; a cause, too, which, from the never- 
ceasing of its events, was not, like the same 
human beings, an intermittent cause, but a 
cause, ever operating, ever in energy. 
We see, therefore, the reason why this 

first philosophy was subsequent in point of 
time to physical speculation, and why of 
course to the other habits or modes of 
wisdom here enumerated, though in its 
own dignity and importance far superior to 
them all. 

Our fifth observation is, that as a nation 
may be said to be in a state of perfection, 
which is in the full possession of all these 
habits, or modes of wisdom; so those na- 
tions are nearest to perfection, that possess 
them in the greatest number, or in a state 
of the greatest maturity. 

A man of ingenuity might find rational 
amusement from this speculation, by com- 
paring the same nation, as to these matters, 
either with itself in different periods, or 
with its neighbours in the same periods, 
either past or present. He might, for ex- 
ample, compare ancient Britain with an- 
cient Greece ; present Britain with present 
Greece ; Britain in the age of crusades, 
with Britain in the age of Elizabeth ; pre- 
sent Britain with her colonies, with Italy, 
France, Holland, and the enlightened coun- 
tries; with Spain, Portugal, Barbary, &c. 
But this we leave, as foreign to our work, 
and drawing us into a theory, which merits 
a better place than an occasional note. 

> Od 7d Civ repli wAelorou wont éor, 
"AAAG Td ed Civ. 

Plat. in Critone, 
© To explain some future observations, 

it will be proper here to remark, that the 
mind from these materials thus brought 
together, and from its own operations on 
them, and in consequence of them, becomes 
fraught with ideas; and that many minds 
so fraught, by a sort of compact assigning 
to each idea some sound to be its mark 
or symbol, were the first inventors and 
founders of language. See Hermes, lib. iii. 
cap. 3, 4. 

: 
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~-genses; whereas these arts use only two of them, that of seeing 
and that of hearing. And hence it is, that the sensible objects, 
or media, through which they imitate,“ can be such only as 
these two senses are framed capable of perceiving; and these 
media are motion, sound, colour, and figure. 

Painting, having the eye for its organ, cannot be conceived to 
imitate, but through the media of visible objects. And further, 
its mode of imitating being always motionless, there must be 
subtracted from these the medium of motion. It remains, then, 
that colour and figure are the only media through which painting 
imitates. 

Music, passing to the mind through the organ of the ear, can 
imitate only by sounds and motions. 

Poetry, having the ear also for its organ, as far as words are 
considered to be no more than mere sounds, can go no further in 
imitating, than may be performed by sound and motion. But 
then, as these its sounds stand by compact for the various ideas,° 
with which the mind is fraught, it is enabled by this means to 
imitate, as far as language can express; and that it is evident 
will, in a manner, include all things. 
Now from hence may be seen, how these arts agree, and how 

they differ. i 
They agree, by being all mimetic or imitative. 
They differ, as they imitate by different media: painting, by 

figure and colour; music, by sound and motion; painting and 
music, by media which are natural; poetry, for the greatest part, 
by a medium which is artificial.* |/ 

III. As to that art, which, upon the whole, is most excellent 
of the three, it must be observed, that among these various 
media of imitating, some will naturally be more accurate, some 
less; some will best imitate one subject, some another. Again, 
among the number of subjects there will be naturally also a 
difference as to merit and demerit. There will be some sublime, 

4 To prevent confusion, it must be ob- ' yannce note c, page 27. 
served, that in all these arts there is a dif- '\{f A) figure painted, or a composition of 
ference between the sensible media, through , musical sounds, have always a natural re- 
which they imitate, and the subjects imi- lation to that of which they are intended 
tated. The sensible media, through which , to be the resemblance. But a description 
they imitate, must be always relative to “in words has rarely any such natural rela- 
that sense, by which the particular art ap- tion to the several ideas, of which those 
plies to the mind; but the subject imitated words are the symbols. None, therefore, 
may be foreign to that sense, and beyond understand the description, but those who 
the power of its perception. Painting, for speak the language. On the contrary, 
instance, (as is shewn in this chapter,) has musical and picture-imitations are intelli- 
no sensible media, through which it operates, gible to all men. 
except colour and figure: but as to sub- Why it is said, that poetry is not uni- 
jects, it may have motions, sounds, moral versally, but only for the greater part 

\ affections, and actions; none of which are artificial, see below, chap. iii., where what 
either colours or figures, but which, how- natural force it has, is examined and esti- 
ever, are all capable of being imitated mated, 
through them. See chap. ii. notes 2,7, k. 
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and some low; some copious, and some short; some pathetic, - 
and others void of passion; some formed to instruct, and others 
not capable of it. 

Now from these two circumstances, that is to say, from the 
accuracy of the imitation, and the merit of the subject imitated, 
the question, concerning which art is most excellent, must be 
tried and determined. 

This, however, cannot be done, without a detail of particulars, 
that so there may be formed, on every part, just and accurate 
comparisons. 

To begin, therefore, with painting. 

CHAPTER II. 

ON THE SUBJECTS WHICH PAINTING IMITATES. 

MUSIC IMITATES. 

ON THE SUBJECTS WHICH 

COMPARISON OF MUSIC WITH PAINTING. 

Tue fittest subjects for painting, are all such things and incidents \ 
as are peculiarly characterized by figure and colour.® j 

Of this kind are the whole mass of things inanimate and’ 
vegetable ;" such as flowers, fruits, buildings, landscapes: the 
various tribes of animal figures; such as birds, beasts, herds, 
flocks: the motions and sounds peculiar to each animal species, 
when accompanied with configurations, which are obvious and 
remarkable :' the human body in all its appearances, (as male, 
female; young, old; handsome, ugly,) and in all its attitudes, 
(as lying, sitting, standing, &c.:) the natural sounds peculiar 
to the human species, (such as crying, laughing, hallooing, &c.:!) 

& Page 28. 
h The reason is, that these things are 

almost wholly known to us by their colour 
and figure: besides, they are as motionless, 
for the most part, in nature, as in the imi- 
tation. 

i Instances of this kind are the flying 
of birds, the galloping of horses, the roaring 
of lions, the crowing of cocks: and the 
reason is, that though to paint motion or 
sound be impossible, yet the motions and 
sounds here mentioned having an immediate 
and natural connection with a certain visible 
configuration of the parts, the mind, from 
a prospect of this configuration, conceives 
insensibly that which is concomitant ; and 
hence it is, that, by a sort of fallacy, the 
sounds and motions appear to be painted 
also. On the contrary, not so in such 

motions as the swimming of many kinds of 
fish, or in such sounds as the purring of a 
cat, because here is no such special con- 
figuration to be perceived. Homer, in his 
shield, describing the picture of a bull 
seized by two lions, says of the bull, 6 8& 
Bakpa peuvkws “EAxero, “he, bellowing 
loudly, was dragged along.” Where Eus- 
tathius, in commenting on this bellowing, 
says, ws edfAov TS xhuari, “as he (the 
bull) made manifest (in the picture) by 
his figure or attitude.” Eust. in J. &. p. 
1224, 

J The reason is of the same kind as that 
given in the note immediately preceding: 
and by the same rule, the observation must 
be confined to natural sounds only. In 
language, few of the speakers know the 
configurations which attend it. 
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all energies, passions, and affections of the soul, being in any 
degree more intense or violent than ordinary:* all actions and 
events, whose integrity or wholeness depends upon a short and 
self-evident succession of incidents;' or if the succession be ex- 
tended, then such actions, at least, whose incidents are all along, 
during that succession, similar:™ all actions which, being quali- 
fied as above, open themselves into a large variety of cireum- 
stances, concurring all in the same point of time:” all actions 
which are known, and known universally, rather than actions 
newly invented, or known but to few.° | 

And thus much as to the subjects of painting. 
II. In music, the fittest subjects of imitation are all such things 

and incidents as are most eminently characterized by motion and 
sound.P 

Motion may be either slow or swift, even or uneven, broken 

k The reason is still of the same kind, 
viz. from their visible effects on the body: 
they naturally produce either to the counte- 
nance a particular redness or paleness, or a 
particular modification of its muscles, or else 
to the limbs a particular attitude. Now all 
these effects are solely referable to colour 
and figure, the two grand sensible media 
peculiar to painting. See Raphael’s cartoons 
of St. Paul at Athens, and of his striking 
the sorcerer Elymas blind; see also the 
crucifixion of Polycrates, and the sufferings 
of the consul Regulus, both by Salvator Rosa. 

1 For, of necessity, every picture is a 
punctum temporis, or “ instant.” 

m Such, for instance, as the storm at sea ; 
whose incidents of vision may be nearly all 
included in foaming waves, a dark sky, 
ships out of their erect posture, and men 
hanging upon the ropes: or as a battle ; 
which, from beginning to end, presents no- 
thing else than blood, fire, smoke, and dis- 
order. Now such events may be well 
imitated all at once; for how long soever 
they last, they are but repetitions of the 
same. Nicias, the painter, recommended 
much the same subjects, viz. a sea-fight, or 
a land-battle of cavalry ; his reasons too are 
much the same with those mentioned in the 
following note. He concludes with a maxim, 
(little regarded by his successors, however 
important,) that the subject itself is as much 
a part of the painter’s art, as the poet’s 
fable is a part of poetry. See Demetrius 
Phal. p. 53. edit. Oxon. 

» For painting is not bounded in exten- 
sion, as it is in duration. Besides, it seems 
true in every species of composition, that, 
as far as perplexity and confusion may be 
avoided, and the wholeness of the piece may 
be preserved clear and intelligible, the more 
ample the magnitude, and the greater the 

EU TSS, 

variety ; the greater also, in proportion, the 
beauty and perfection. Noble instances of 
this are the pictures above mentioned in 
note k. See Aristot. Poet. c. 7. ‘O dé 
Kal aitrhy piow Tod mpdyyaros Bpos, del 
mev, etc. See also Characteristics, vol. i. 
p. 143. and Bossu, book i. c. 16, L’Achille 
d’Homere est si grand, &c. 

° The reason is, that a picture being (as 
has been said) but a point or instant in a 
story well known, the spectator’s memory 
will supply the previous and the subsequent: 
but this cannot be done where such know- 
ledge is wanting. And therefore it may be 
justly questioned, whether the most cele- 
brated subjects, borrowed by painting from 
history, would have been any of them in- 
telligible through the medium of painting 
only, supposing history to have been silent, 
and to have given no additional informa- 
tion. 

It may be here added, that Horace, con- 
formably to this reasoning, recommends, 
even to poetic imitation, a known story be- 
fore an unknown: 

Tuque 
Rectius Iiacum carmen deducis in actus, 
Quam st proferres ignota, indictaque primus. 

Art. Poet. v. 128, 
And, indeed, as the being understood to 

others, either hearers or spectators, seems 
to be a common requisite to all mimetic 
arts whatever, (for to those who understand 
them not, they are in fact no mimetic arts,) 
it follows, that perspicuity must be essential 
to them all; and that no prudent artist 
would neglect, if it were possible, any just 
advantage to obtain this end. Now there 
can be no advantage greater than the noto- 
riety of the subject imitated. 

P Page 28, 
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er continuous; sound may be either soft or loud, high or low. 
Wherever, therefore, any of these species of motion or sound 
may be found in an eminent (not a moderate or mean) degree, 
there will be room for musical imitation. 

Thus, in the natural or inanimate world, music may imitate 
the glidings, murmurings, tossings, roarings, and other accidents 
of water, as perceived in fountains, cataracts, rivers, seas, &c.; 
the same of thunder; the same of winds, as well the stormy as 
the gentle. In the animal world, it may imitate the voice of 
some animals, but chiefly that of singing birds; it may also 
faintly copy some of their motions. In the human kind, it can 
also imitate some motions’ and sounds;’ and of sounds, those 
most perfectly, which are expressive of grief and anguish.* 

And thus much as to the subjects which music imitates. 
III. It remains, then, that we compare these two arts together. 

And here, indeed, as to musical imitation in general, it must be 
confessed, that, as it can, from its genius, imitate only sounds 
and motions; as there are not many motions, either in the 
animal or in the inanimate world, which are exclusively peculiar, 
even to any species, and scarcely any to an individual; as there 
are no natural sounds, which characterize, at least, lower than a 
species, (for the natural sounds of individuals are in every species 
the same:) further, as music does but imperfectly imitate even 
these sounds and motions ;‘ on the contrary, as figures, postures 
of figures, and colours characterize, not only every sensible spe- 
cies, but even every individual, and, for the most part, also the 
various energies and passions of every individual :* and further, 
as painting is able, with the highest accuracy and exactness, to 
imitate all these colours and figures, and while musical imitation 
pretends, at most, to no more than the raising of ideas similar, 
itself aspires to raise ideas the very same: in a word, as paint- 
ing, in respect of its subjects, is equal to the noblest part of 
imitation, the imitating regular actions consisting of a whole and 
parts; and of such imitation, music is utterly mcapable: from 
all this it must be confessed, that musical imitation is greatly 
below that of painting, and that at best it is but an imperfect 
thing. 
As to the efficacy, therefore, of music, it must be derived from 

4 As the walk of the giant Polypheme, this kind is the chorus of Baal’s priests in 

in the pastoral of Acis and Galatea: the oratorio of Deborah : 
See what ample strides he takes, &c. 

t As the shouts of a multitude, in the 
coronation anthem of God save the king, 

8 The reason is, that this species of mu- 
sical imitation most nearly approaches na- 
ture: for grief, in most animals, declares 
itself by sounds, which are not unlike to 
long notes in the chromatic system. Of 

Doleful tidings, how ye wound, &e. 
t The reason is, from the dissimilitude 

between the sounds and motions of nature, 
and those of music. Musical sounds are all 
produced from even vibration, most natural 
from uneven ; musical motions are chiefly 
definite in their measure, most natural are 
indefinite. 

u See note & of this chapter. 
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another source, which must be left for the present, to be con- 
sidered of hereafter.* 

There remains to be mentioned, imitation by poetry. 

CHAPTER III. 

ON THE SUBJECTS WHICH POETRY IMITATES, BUT IMITATES ONLY 

THROUGH NATURAL MEDIA, OR MERE SOUNDS. COMPARISON OF 

POETRY IN THIS CAPACITY 5 FIRST WITH PAINTING, THEN WITH 

MUSIC, 

Porric imitation includes every thing in it which is performed 
either by picture-imitation or musical; for its materials are 
words, and words are symbols by compact of all ideas.’ 

Further, as words, beside their being symbols by compact, are 
also sounds variously distinguished by their aptness to be rapidly 
or slowly pronounced, and by the respective prevalence of mutes, 
liquids, or vowels, in their composition; it will follow, that, be- 
side their compact-relation, they will have likewise a natural 
relation to all such things, between which and themselves there 
is any natural resemblance: thus, for instance, there is natural 

~ resemblance between all sorts of harsh and grating sounds. 
There is, therefore, (exclusive of its signification,) a natural re- 
lation between the sound of a vile hautboy, and of that verse in 
Virgil,’ 

Stridenti miserum stipula disperdere carmen ; 

or of that other in Milton,? 
Grate on their scrannel pipes of wretched straw. 

So also between the smooth swift gliding of a river, and of that 
verse in Horace, 

at ille 
Labitur, et labetur in omne volubilis zvum. 

And thus, in part, even poetic imitation has its foundation in 
nature: but then this imitation goes not far; and taken without 
the meaning derived to the sounds from compact, is but little 
intelligible, however perfect and elaborate. 

II. If, therefore, poetry be compared with painting, in respect 
of this its merely natural and inartificial resemblance, it may be 
justly said, that inasmuch as of this sort of resemblance, poetry 
(like music) has no other sources, than those two of sound and 
motion; inasmuch as it often wants these sources themselves, (for 

x Chapter vi. @ In his Lycidas, 
Y See note c, chap, i. b Epist. ii, 1. 1, ver. 42, 43. 
2 Kel. iii. ver. 27. 
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numbers of words neither have, nor can have, any resemblance 
to those ideas of which they are the symbols;) inasmuch as 
natural sounds and motions, which poetry thus imitates, are 
themselves but loose and indefinite accidents of those subjects 
to which they belong,° and consequently do but loosely and in- 
definitely characterize them; lastly, inasmuch as poetic sounds 
and motions do but faintly resemble those of nature, which are 
themselves confessed tg be so imperfect and vague. From all 
this it will-follow, (as it has already followed of music,) that 
poetic imitation founded in mere natural resemblance is much 
inferior to that of painting, and at best but very imperfect. 

III. As to the preference which such poetic imitation may 
claim before musical, or musical imitation before that, the merits 
on each side may appear perhaps equal. They both fetch their 
imitations from sound and motion.* Now music seems to imitate 
nature better as to motion, and poetry as to sound. The reason 
is, that in motions, music has a greater variety ;° and in sounds, 
those of poetry approach nearer to nature.’ 

If, therefore, in sound the one have the preference, in motion 
the other, and the merit of sound and motion be supposed nearly 
equal, it will follow, that the merit of the two imitations will be 
nearly equal also, . 

CHAPTER IV. 

ON THE SUBJECTS WHICH POETRY IMITATES, NOT BY MERE SOUNDS OR 

_ NATURAL MEDIA, BUT BY WORDS SIGNIFICANT 5 THE SUBJECTS AT 

THE SAME TIME BEING SUCH, TO WHICH THE GENIUS OF EACH OF 

THE OTHER TWO ARTS IS MOST PERFECTLY ADAPTED. ITS COMPARI- 

SON IN THESE SUBJECTS, FIRST WITH PAINTING, THEN WITH MUSIC, 

Tue mimetic art of poetry has been hitherto considered, as 
fetching its imitation from mere natural resemblance. In this it 
has been shewn much inferior to painting, and nearly equal to 
music, 

© Page 31. 
4 Page 28. 
© Music has no less than five different 

lengths of notes in ordinary use, reckoning 
from the semibreve to the semiquaver ; all 
which may be infinitely compounded, even 
in any one time, or measure. Poetry, on 
the other hand, has but two lengths, or 

quantities, a long syllable and a short, 
(which is its half ;) and all the variety of 
verse arises from such feet and metres, as 
these two species of syllables, by being 

compounded, can be made produce. 
f Musical sounds are produced by even 

vibrations, which scarcely any natural 
sounds are: on the contrary, words are 
the product of uneven yibration, and so are 
most natural sounds; add to this, that 
words are far more numerous than musical 
sounds, So that poetry, as to imitation by 
sound, seems to exceed music, not only in 
nearness of resemblance, but even in variety 
also. 

coe 
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It remains to be considered, what its merits are, when it 
imitates not by mere natural sound, but by sound significant ; 
by words, the compact symbols of all kinds of ideas. From 
hence depends its genuine force. And here, as it is able to find 
sounds expressive of every idea, so is there no subject either of 
picture-imitation, or musical, to which it does not aspire; all 
things and incidents whatever being, in a manner, to be described 
by words. ‘ : 

Whether, therefore, poetry, in this its proper sphere, be equal 
to the imitation of the other two arts, is the question at present 
which comes in order to be discussed. 
Now as subjects are infinite, and the other two arts are not 

equally adapted to imitate all, it is proposed, first, to compare 
poetry with them in such subjects to which they are most per- 
fectly adapted. 

Il. To begin, therefore, with painting. A subject in which the 
power of this art may be most fully exerted, (whether it be 
taken from the inanimate, or the animal, or the moral world,) 
must be a subject which is principally and eminently cha- 
racterized by certain colours, figures, and postures of figures— 
whose comprehension depends not on a succession of events; or 
at least, if on a succession, on a short and self-evident one— 
which admits a large variety of such circumstances, as all concur 
in the same individual point of time, and relate all to one prin- 
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\ cipal action. 
As to such a subject, therefore, inasmuch as poetry is forced 

to pass through the medium of compact, while painting applies 
immediately through the medium of nature; the one being 
understood to all, the other to the speakers of a certain language 
only: inasmuch as natural operations must needs be more 
affecting than artificial: inasmuch as painting helps our own 
rude ideas by its own, which are consummate and wrought up to 
the perfection of art; while poetry can raise no other, than what 
every mind is furnished with before:" inasmuch as painting shews 
all the minute and various concurrent circumstances of the event 
in the same individual point of time, as they appear in nature ; 
while poetry is forced to want this circumstance of intelligibility, 
by being ever obliged to enter into some degree of detail: inas- 
much as this detail creates often the dilemma of either becoming 

8 Note f, p. 28. 
h When we read in Milton of Eve, that 

Grace was in all her steps, heav’n in her eye, 
In ew’ ry gesture dignity and love ; 
we have an image, not of that Eve which 
Milton conceived, but of such an Eve only 
as every one, by his own proper genius, is 
able to represent, from reflecting on those 
ideas which he has annexed to these several 
sounds. The greater part, in the mean 
time, have never perhaps bestowed one ac- 

curate thought upon what grace, heaven, 
love, and dignity mean; or ever enriched 
the mind with ideas of beauty, or asked 
whence they are to be acquired, and by 
what proportions they are constituted. On 
the contrary, when we view Eve as painted 
by an able painter, we labour under no 
such difficulty ; because we have exhibited 
before us the better conceptions of an artist, . 
the genuine ideas of perhaps a Titian or a 
Raphael. 
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tedious, to be clear; or if not tedious, then obscure: lastly, in- 
asmuch as all imitations more similar, more immediate, and more 
intelligible, are preferable to those which are less so; and for the 
reasons above, the imitations of poetry are less similar, less imme- 
diate, and less intelligible than those of painting. From all this 
it will follow, that in all subjects, where painting can fully exert 
itself, the imitations of painting are superior to those of poetry ; 
and consequently, in all such subjects, that painting has the pre- 
ference. 

III. And now to compare poetry with music, allowing to 
music the same advantage of a well-adapted subject, which has 
yor a been allowed to painting in the comparison just pre- 
ceding. 

What such a subject is, has already been described.' And as 
to preference, it must be confessed, that, inasmuch as musical 
imitations, though natural, aspire not to raise the same ideas, 
but only ideas similar and analogous ;* while poetic imitation, | 
though artificial, raises ideas the very same, masmuch as the 
definite and certain is ever preferable to the indefinite and uncer- | 
tain, and that more especially in imitations where the principal’ 
delight’ is in recognising the thing imitated ; it will follow from 
hence, that even in subjects the best adapted to musical imi- 
tation, the imitation of poetry.will be still more excellent. 

1 See chap. ii. sect. 2. 
k Page 31. 
' That there is an eminent delight in 

this very recognition itself, abstract from 
any thing pleasing in the subject recognised, 
is evident from hence, that, in all the 
mimetic arts, we can be highly charmed 
with imitations, at whose originals in na- 
ture we are shocked and terrified. Such, 
for instance, as dead bodies, wild beasts, 
and the like. 

The cause, assigned for this, seems to be 
of the following kind. We have a joy, not 
only in the sanity and perfection, but also 
in the just and natural energies of our 
several limbs and faculties. And hence, 
among others, the joy in reasoning; as 
being the energy of that principal faculty, 
our intellect or understanding. This joy 
extends, not only to the wise, but to the 
multitude. For all men have an aversion 
to ignorance and error; and in some degree, 
however moderate, are glad to learn and to 
inform themselves. 

Hence, therefore, the delight arising from 

these imitations ; as we are enabled, in each 
of them, to exercise the reasoning faculty ; 
and, by comparing the copy with the archi- 
type in our minds, to infer that this is such 
a thing, and that another: a fact remark- 
able among children, even in their first and 
earliest days. 

Té Te yap pimcioba, cbuputToy ois 
avOparots éx maldwy ear), Kal TobTw Siapé- 
povot Tav tAAwv (dw, Sri myuntiKdtardy 
€or, Kal Tas pabhoes moreirat Sid piuh- 
Tews Tas Pde kal 7d xalpew ois 
piehact mavras. Bnuciov 5 rovrov 7d 
ocupBaivoy emt ray epywy. “A yap aita 
Aumnpas Sp@uev, tovTwy Tas cixdvas Tas 

tora, HKptBwuevas, xalpouey Oewpody- 
Tes’ olov Onplwy Te woppas TaY aypiwTd- 
Tw, Kal vexp@v. Alrioy 5& Kat Tovrov, 
br: pavOdvew ov pdvoy Tois pidocdpas 
HSirrov, GAAG Kal ois BAAos duolws* 
GAN’ emt Bpaxd Kowwvodow adrod. Ac& 
yap Tovra xalpovor Tas eixdvas dpavres, 
br: cuuBalver Ocwpodyras pavOdvew Kar 
ovaroylCerOat, Tt Exarrov* ofov, Sri obTos 
éxeivos. Arist, Poet. c. 4. 
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CHAPTER V. 

ON THE SUBJECTS WHICH POETRY IMITATES BY WORDS SIGNIFICANT, 

BEING AT THE SAME TIME SUBJECTS NOT ADAPTED TO ‘THE GENIUS OF 

EITHER OF THE OTHER ARTS. THE NATURE OF THOSE SUBJECTS. 

THE ABILITIES OF POETRY TO IMITATE THEM. COMPARISON OF 

POETRY IN THESE SUBJECTS, FIRST WITH PAINTING, THEN WITH 

MUSIC, 

Tue mimetic art of poetry has now been considered in two 
views: first, as imitating by mere natural media; and in this it has 
been placed on a level with music, but. much inferior to painting. 
It has been since considered as imitating through sounds signi- 
ficant by compact, and that in such subjects respectively, where 
painting and music have the fullest power to exert themselves. 
Here to painting it has been held inferior, but to music it has 
been preferred. 

It remains to be considered, what other subjects poetry hob 
left, to which the genius of the ‘other two arts is not so perfectly 
adapted ; ; how far poetry is able to imitate them; and whether, 
from the perfection of its imitation, and the nature of the sub- 
jects themselves, it ought to be called no more than equal to its 
sister arts; or whether, on the whole, it should not rather be 
called superior. 

II. To begin, in the first place, by comparing it with painting. 
The subjects of poetry, to which the genius of painting is not 

adapted, are, all actions, whose whole is of so lengthened a 
duration," that no point of time, in any part of that whole, can 
be given fit for painting; neither in its beginning, which will 
teach what is subsequent ; nor in its end, which will teach what 
is previous; nor in its middle, which will declare both the pre- 
vious and the subsequent. Also all subjects so framed, as to 
Jay open the internal constitution of man, and give us an insight 
into characters," manners, passions, and sentiments. 

The merit of these subjects i is obvious. They must necessarily 

m For a just and accurate description of 
wholeness and unity, see Arist. Poet. chap. 
7 and 8; and Bossu, his best interpreter, 
in his treatise on the Epic Poem, book ii. 
chap. 9—11. 

» For a description of character, see be- 
low, note o, of this chapter. 

As for manners, it may be said in general, 
that a certain system of them makes a 
character ; and that as these systems, by 
being differently compounded, make each a 
different character, so is it that one man 

truly differs from another. 
Passions. are obvious ; pity, fear, anger, &c. 

Sentiments are discoverable in all those 
things, which are the proper business and 
end of speech or discourse. The chief 
branches of this end are to assert and 
prove ; to solve and refute ; to express or 
excite passions ; to amplify "incidents, and 
to diminish them.’ It is in these things, 
therefore, that we must look for sentiment. 
See Arist. Poet. c. 19: “Eor: 5 nara thy 
Atdvoy taidta, doa brd ToD Adyou Set 
mapackevac Oivat. Mépy dt rovrwy, +d 
Te amodeKvivat, Kat Td Avew, Kal 7d 
wddn mapackevacew,—kKal ért péyebos, Kar 
ouiKpornra. 
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of all be the most affecting, the most improving, and such of 
which the mind has the strongest comprehension. 

For as to the affecting part, if it be true, that all events more 
or less affect us, as the subjects which they respect are more or 
less nearly related to us, then surely those events must needs 
be most affecting, to whose subjects we are of all the most 
intimately related. Now such is the relation which we bear to 
mankind ; and men and human actions are the subjects here 
proposed for imitation. 

As to improvement, there can be none surely (to man at 
least) so great, as that which is derived from a just and decent 
representation of human manners and sentiments. For what 
can more contribute to give us that master-knowledge,° without 
which all other knowledge will prove of little or no utility ? 

As to our comprehension, there is nothing certainly of which 
we have so strong ideas, as of that which happens in the moral 
or human world. For as to the internal part, or active prin- 
ciple of the vegetable, we know it but obscurely; because there 
we can discover neither passion, nor sensation. In the animal 
world, indeed, this principle is more seen, and that from the 
passions and sensations which there declare themselves. Yet 
all still rests upon the mere evidence of sense; upon the force 
only of external and unassisted experience. But in the moral 
or human world, as we have a medium of knowledge far more 
accurate than this, so from hence it is that we can comprehend 
accordingly. 

With regard, therefore, to the various events which happen 

A ° TNQOI SATTON. But further, be- 
sides obtaining this moral science from the 
contemplation of human life, an end com- 
mon both to epic, tragic, and comic poetry, 
there is a peculiar end to tragedy, that of 
eradicating the passions of pity and fear. 
“Eorw ovv tpayydia plunois mpdtews 
omovdalas Kat reAclas—dr éArgov kal pdBov 
mepalvovoa Thy Tay ToLOvTwWY TAbnudTwY 
Kddapow. Arist. Poet. c. 6. “ Tragedy is 
the imitation of an action important and 
perfect, through pity and fear working the 
purgation of such-like passions.” 

There are none, it is evident, so devoid 
of these two passions, as those perpetually 
conyersant, where the occasions of them are 
most frequent ; such, for instance, as the 
military men, the professors of medicine, 
chirurgery, and the like. Their minds, by 
this intercourse, become, as it were, cal- 
lous ; gaining an apathy by experience, 
which no theory can ever teach them. 

Now, that which is wrought in these 
men by the real disasters of life, may be 
supposed wrought in others by the fictions 
of tragedy ; yet with this happy circum- 
stance in favour of tragedy, that, without 

the disasters being real, it can obtain the 
same end. 

It must, however, for all this, be con- 
fessed, that an effect of this kind eannot 
reasonably be expected, except among na- 
tions, like the Athenians of old, who lived in 
a perpetual attendance upon these theatrical 
representations. For it is net a single or 
occasional application to these passions, but 
a constant and uninterrupted, by which 
alone they may be lessened or removed. 

It would be improper to conclude this 
note, without observing, that the philosopher 
in this place by pity means not philan- 
thropy, natural affection, a readiness to re- 
lieve others in their calamities and distress ; 
but, by pity, he means that senseless effe- 
minate consternation, which seizes weak 
minds, on the sudden prospect of any thing 
disastrous ; which, in its more violent 
effects, is seen in shriekings, swoonings, &c. 
a passion, so far from laudable, or from 
operating to the good of others, that it is 
certain to deprive the party, who labours 
under its influence, of all capacity to do the 
least good office. 
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here, and the various causes by which they are produced; in 
other words, of all characters, manners, human passions, and 
sentiments; besides the evidence of sense, we have the highest 
evidence additional, in having an express consciousness of some- 
thing similar within; of something homogeneous in the recesses 
of our own minds; in that which constitutes to each of us his 
true and real self. | 

These, therefore, being the subjects, not adapted to the genius 
of painting, it comes next to be considered, how far poetry can 
imitate them. 

And, here, that it has abilities clearly equal, cannot be 
doubted ; as it has that for the medium of its imitation, through 
which nature declares herself in the same subjects. For the 
sentiments in real life are only known by men’s discourse.” 
And the characters, manners, and passions of men, being the 
prompters to what they say, it must needs follow, that their 
discourse will be a constant specimen of those characters, 
manners, and passions. 

Format enim natura prius nos intus ad omnem 
Fortunarum habitum ; juvat, aut impellit ad iram: 
Post effert animi motus, interprete lingua. 4 

Not only, therefore, language is an adequate medium of 
imitation, but in sentiment it is the only medium; and in 
manners and passions there is no other which can exhibit them 
to us after that clear, precise, and definite way, as they in 
nature stand allotted to the various sorts of men, and are found 
to constitute the several characters of each." 

III. To compare, therefore, poetry, in these subjects, with 
painting: imasmuch as no subjects of painting are wholly supe- 
rior to poetry;* while the subjects, here described, far exceed 
the power of painting: inasmuch as they are, of all subjects, the 
most affecting and improving,‘ and such of which we have the 

P Page 36, note n. therefore, that recourse must be had, not to 
4 Hor. de Art. Poet. 108. painting, but to poetry. So,accurate a con- 
* It is true, indeed, that (besides what is") ception of character can be gathered only 

done by poetry) there is some idea of cha- from a succession of various and yet con- 
racter, which even painting can communi- \ sistent actions; a succession, enabling us 
cate. Thus there is no doubt, but that ‘to conjecture, what the person of the drama 
such a countenance may be found by ,-will do in the future, from what already he 
painters for Aineas, as would convey, upon F has done in the past. Now, to such an 
view, a mild, humane, and yet a brave dis- imitation, poetry only is equal ; because it 
position. But then this idea would be i is not bounded, like painting, to short, and, 
vague and general. It would be concluded, 
only in the gross, that the hero was good. 
As to that system of qualities peculiar to 
f£neas only, and which alone properly con- 
stitutes his true and real character, this 
would still remain a secret, and be no way 
discoverable. For how deduce it from the 
mere lineaments of a countenance? Or, if 
it were deducible, how few spectators would 
there be found so sagacious? It is here, 

.as it were, instant events, but may imitate 
‘subjects of any duration whatever. See 
Arist. Poet. c. 6. “Ears 5¢ 700s pey 7d 
TowdTov, & Sndot Thy mpoalperw dmoidt 
Tis early, év ots od &ort diAov, ei mpou- 
petrat 7) pevyer 6 A€ywv. See also the in- 
genious and learned Bossu, book iv. ¢. 4. 

§ Pages 28 and 34, 
t Page 37. 
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strongest comprehension: further, inasmuch as poetry can most 
accurately imitate them:" inasmuch as, besides all imitation, 
there is a charm in poetry arising from its very numbers;* 
whereas painting has pretence to no charm, except that of 
imitation only: lastly, (which will soon be shewn,’) inasmuch as 
poetry is able to associate music as a most powerful ally, of 
which assistance painting is utterly incapable: from all this it 
may be fairly concluded, that poetry is not only equal, but that 
it is, in fact, far superior to its sister art of painting. 

IV. But if it exceed painting, in subjects to which painting 
is not adapted, no doubt will it exceed music, in subjects to 
music not adapted. For here it has been preferred,” even in 
those subjects which have been held adapted the best of all. 

V. Poetry is, therefore, on the whole, much superior to either 
of the other mimetic arts; it having been shewn to be equally 
excellent in the accuracy of its imitation;* and to imitate 
subjects which far surpass, as well in utility,® as in dignity.° 

CHAPTER VI. 

ON MUSIC, CONSIDERED NOT AS AN IMITATION, BUT AS DERIVING ITS 

EFFICACY FROM ANOTHER SOURCE. ON ITS JOINT OPERATION BY THIS 

MEANS WITH POETRY. AN OBJECTION TO MUSIC SOLVED. THE 

ADVANTAGE ARISING TO IT, AS WELL AS TO POETRY, FROM THEIR 

BEING UNITED. CONCLUSION. 

In the above discourse, music has been mentioned as an ally to 
poetry.“ It has also been said to derive its efficacy from 
another source than imitation.* It remains, therefore, that 
these things be explained. 

Now, in order to this, it is first to be observed, that there are 

" Page 38. will be at the pains to examine 
* That there is a charm in poetry, arising Paradise Lost, book i. 

from its numbers only, may be made evident Verse 1) { Semiped 7 
from the five or six first lines of the Para- 2 6 
dise Lost ; where, without any pomp of —— 3 | has its pause | 6 
phrase, sublimity of sentiment, or the least —— 4/{ fallupon | ——— 5 
degree of imitation, every reader must find — 5 Pebhek 3 
himself to be sensibly delighted ; and that, 6 | ——- 4 
only from the graceful and simple cadence Y Chap, vi. 
of the numbers, and that artful variation of 2 Chap. iv. sect. 3. 
the c@swra, or pause, so essential to the @ Page 38. 

harmony of every good poem. b Page 37. 
An, English heroic verse consists of ten © See p. 36. and p. 30, note x. See also 

semipeds, or half-feet. Now, in the lines p. 28, 29. 
above mentioned, the pauses are varied 4 Chap. y. sect. 3. 
upon different semipeds in the order which © Page 31. 
follows; as may be seen by any, who 
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various affections which may be raised by the power of musie? 
There are sounds to make us cheerful, or sad; martial, or 
tender; and so of almost every other affection which we feel. 
-- It is also further observable, that there is a reciprocal operation 
between our affections and our ideas ; so that, by a sort of natural 
sympathy, certain ideas necessarily tend to raise in us certain 
affections; and those affections, by a sort of counter-operation, 
to raise the same ideas. Thus, ideas derived from funerals, 
tortures, murders, and the like, naturally generate the affection 
of melancholy. And when, by any physical causes, that -affec- 
tion happens to prevail, it as naturally generates the same 
doleful ideas. SURAT 

And hence it is, that ideas derived from external causes, 
have at- different times, upon the same person, so different an 
effect. If they happen to suit the affections which prevail 
within, then is their impression most sensible, and their effect 
most lasting. If the contrary be true, then is the effect con- 
trary. Thus, for instance, a funeral will much more affect the 
same man if he see it when melancholy, than if he see it when 
cheerful. 

Now this being premised, it will follow, that whatever happens 
to be the affection or disposition of mind, which ought naturally 
to result from the genius of any poem, the same, probably, it — 
will be in the power of some species of music to excite. But 
whenever the proper affection prevails, it has been allowed that 

_ then all kindred ideas, derived from external causes, make the 
most sensible impression. The ideas, therefore, of poetry, must 
needs make the most sensible impression, when the affections,‘ 
peculiar to them, are already excited by the music. For here a 
double force is made to cooperate to one end. A poet, thus 
assisted, finds not an audience in a temper averse to the genius 
of his poem, or, perhaps at best, under a cool indifference; but 
by the preludes, the symphonies, and concurrent operation of 
the music in all its parts, roused into those very affections which 
he would most desire. | 

An audience so disposed, not only embrace with pleasure the 
ideas of the poet when exhibited, but, in a manner, even antici- 
pate them in their several imaginations. The superstitious 
have not a more previous tendency to be frightened at the sight 
of spectres, or a lover to fall into raptures at the sight of his 
mistress, than a mind, thus tempered by the power of music, to 
enjoy all ideas which are suitable to that temper. 

And hence the genuine charm of music, and the wonders 
which it works through its great professors. A power which 

f Quintilian elegantly, and exactly ap- canit, totaque arte consentit cum eorum, 
posite to this reasoning, says of music, qu dicuntur, affectibus. Inst. Orator. 1. i. 
Namque et voce et modulatione grandia_ c. 10. 
elate, jucunda dulciter, moderata leniter 8 Such, above all, is George Frederic 
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consists not in imitations, and the raising ideas, but in the 
raising affections to which ideas may correspond. ‘There are 

_ few to be found So insensible, I may even say so inhuman, as 
when good poetry is justly set to music, not in some degree to 
feel the force of so amiable an union; but to the Muses’ friends 
it is a force irresistible, and penetrates into the deepest recesses 
of the soul. 

Pectus inaniter angit, 
Irritat, mulcet, falsis terroribus implet.» 

II. Now this is that source from whence music was said for- 
_merly to derive its greatest efficacy ;' and here, indeed, not in 
imitation,* ought it to be chiefly cultivated. On this account 
also it has been called a powerful ally to poetry.'| And, further, . 
it is by the help of this reasoning that the objection is solved, 
which is raised against the singing of poetry, (as in operas, 
oratorios, &c.) from the want of probability and resemblance to 
nature. ‘To one, indeed, who has no musical ear, this objection 
may have weight; it may even perplex a lover of music, if it 
happen to surprise him in his hours of indifference. But when he 
is feeling the charm of poetry so accompanied, let him be angry 
(if he can) with that which serves only to interest him more 
feelingly in the subject, and support him in a stronger and more 
earnest attention; which enforces, by its aid, the several ideas 
of the poem, and gives them to his imagination with unusual 
strength and grandeur. He cannot surely but confess, that he 
is a gainer in the exchange, when he barters the want of a single 
probability, that of pronunciation, (a thing merely arbitrary, and 
everywhere different,) for a noble heightening of affections which 
are suitable to the occasion, and enable him to enter into the 
subject with double energy and enjoyment. 

Ili. From what has been said, it is evident, that these two arts 
can never be so powerful singly, as when they are properly 
united: for poetry, when alone, must be necessarily forced to 
waste many of its richest ideas, in the mere raising of affections, 
when, to have been properly relished, it should have found those 
affections in their highest energy; and music, when alone, can 
only raise affections which soon languish and decay, if not main- 
tained and fed by the nutritive images of poetry. Yet must it 
be remembered, in this union, that poetry ever have the pre- 

Handel ; whose genius having been culti- 
vated by continued exercise, and being it- 
self far the sublimest and most universal 
now known, has justly placed him without 
an equal, or a second. This transient testi- 
mony could not be denied so excellent an 
artist, from whom this treatise has bor- 
rowed such eminent examples, to justify 

its assertions in what it has offered con- 
cerning music. 

h Horat. Epist. 1. 1. ii, 211. 
i Page 31. 
k For the narrow extent, and little effi- 

cacy of music, considered as a mimetic or 
imitative art, see chap. ii, sect. 3, 

1 Page 39. 
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cedence ; its utility," as well as dignity, being by far the more 
considerable. 

IV. And thus much, for the present, as to mtisic,” painting, and 
poetry; the circumstances in which they agree, and in which 
they differ; and the preference due to one of them above the 
other two. 

m Chapter v. sect. 2, n Page 27. 



CONCERNING HAPPINESS: 

A DIALOGUE. 

PART I. 

J.H. to F.S. 

Nature seems to treat man as a painter would his disciple, to 
whom he commits the outlines of a figure lightly sketched, which 
the scholar for himself is to colour and complete :* thus from 
nature we derive senses, and passions, and an intellect, which 
each of us for himself has to model into a character. And hence 
(the reverse of every species beside) human characters alone are 
infinitely various; as various, indeed, as there are individuals to 
form them: hence, too, the great diversity of systems, and of 
doctrines, respecting the laws, and rules, and conduct of human 
life. 

It is in the history of these, my friend, you have so successfully 
employed yourself: you have been studious to know, not so 
much what Greeks, Romans, or Barbarians have done, as what 
they have reasoned, and what they have taught. Not an epicure 
has more joy in the memory of a delicious banquet, than I feel 
in recollecting what we have discoursed on these subjects. 

And here you cannot forget (for we were both unanimous) the 
contempt in which we held those superficial censurers, who pro- 
fess to refute, what they want even capacities to comprehend. 
Upon the faith of their own boasting, (could that be credited,) 
sentiments are exposed, opinions demolished, and the whole wis- 
dom of antiquity lies vanquished at their feet. Like Opera 
heroes, upon their own stage, they can with ease despatch a 
lion, or discomfit a whole legion. But, alas! were they to en- 
counter, not the shadow, but the substance, what, think you, 
would be the event then? Little better, I fear, than was the 
fortune of poor Priam, when the feeble old man durst attack 
the youthful Pyrrhus: 

® Ut Phidias potest a primo instituere hominem, sed accepit a natura inchoatum: 
signum, idque perficere ; potest ab alio in- hane ergo intuens, debet institutum illud, 
choatum accipere et absolvere: huic est quasi signum absolvere, Cie, de Fin. iv. 13. 
sapientia similis. Non enim ipsa genuit p. 334. edit. Davis. 
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Telum imbelle sine ictu 

Conjecit: rauco quod protenus zre repulsum, 
Et summo Clypei nequicquam umbone pependit. » 

Among the many long-exploded and obsolete systems, there 
was one, you may remember, for which I professed a great 
esteem. Not in the least degree convinced by all I had heard 
against it, | durst venture to affirm, that no system was more 
plausible; that grant. but its principles, and the rest followed of 
course; that none approached nearer to the perfection of our 
own religion, as I could prove, were there occasion, by authority 
not to be controverted. As you, I knew, were the favourer of an 
hypothesis somewhat different,° so I attempted to support my 
own, by reciting you a certain dialogue: not succeeding, how- 
ever, so happily in the recollection, as I could wish, I have since 
endeavoured to transcribe, what at that time I would have re- 
hearsed. The result of. my labour is the following narrative, 
which ‘I commit with confidence to your friendship and candour. 

II. It was at a time when a certain friend, whom I highly 
value, was my guest. We had been sitting together, entertaining 
ourselves with Shakespear: among many of his characters, we 
had looked into that of Wolsey.—How soon, says my friend, 
does the cardinal in disgrace abjure that happiness which he 
was lately so fond of? Scarcely out of office, but he begins to 
exclaim, 

Vain pomp and glory of the world! I hate ye.4 

So true is it, that our sentiments ever vary with the season; and 
that in adversity we are of one mind, in prosperity of another.— 
As for his mean opinion, said I, of human happiness, it is a truth, 
which small reflection might have taught him long before: there 
seems little need of distress to inform us of this. I rather com- 
mend the seeming wisdom of that eastern monarch,*® who, in 
the affluence of prosperity, when he was proving every pleasure, 
was yet so sensible of their emptiness, their insufficiency to make 
him happy, that he proclaimed a reward to the man who should 
invent a new delight: the reward indeed was proclaimed, but 
the delight was not to be found.—If by delight, says he, you 
mean some good, something conducive to real happiness, it might 
have been found, perhaps, and yet not hit the monarch’s fancy. 
—Is that, said I, possible ?—It is possible, replied he, though it 
had been the sovereign good itself: and, indeed, what wonder? 
Is it probable that such a mortal as an eastern monarch, such a 
pampered, flattered, idle mortal, should have attention or ca- 
pacity to a subject so delicate? A subject, enough to exercise 
the subtlest and most acute ? 

What then is it you esteem, said I, the sovereign good to be? 
It should seem, by your representation, to be something very 

b Mneid. 1. ii. 544. d Shakespear’s Henry the Kighth, 
© Viz. the Platonic. © Tuse, Disp. v. 7. 
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‘uncommon.—Ask me not the question, said he, you know not 
where it will carry us. Its general idea, indeed, is easy and 
‘plain, but the detail of particulars is perplexed and long; passions 
and opinions for ever thwart us; a paradox appears in almost 
every advance. Besides, did our inquiries succeed ever so happily, 
the very subject itself is always enough to give me pain.—That, 
replied I, seems a paradox indeed.—It is not, said he, from any 
prejudice which I have conceived against it ; for to man I esteem 
it the noblest in the world: nor is it for;being a subject to which 
my genius does not lead me; for no subject at all times has more 
employed my attention: but the truth is, I can scarce ever think 
on it, but an unlucky story still occurs to my mind. “A certain 
star-gazer, with his telescope was once viewing the moon, and 
describing her seas, her mountains, and her territories. Says a 
clown to his companion, ‘ Let him spy what he pleases, we are 
as near to the moon as he and all his brethren.” So fares it, 
alas! with these, our moral speculations. Practice too often 
creeps, where theory can soar:' the philosopher proves as weak 
as those whom he most contemns: a mortifying thought to such 
as well attend it.—Too mortifying, replied I, to be long dwelt on. 
Give us rather your general idea of the sovereign good: this is 
easy, from your own account, however intricate the detail. 

Thus then, said he, since you are so urgent, it is thus that I 
conceive it. The sovereign good is that, the possession of which 
renders us happy.*—And how, said I, do we possess it? Is it 
sensual, or intellectual ’—There you are entering, said he, upon 
the detail; this is beyond your question.—Not a small advance, 
said I, to indulge poor curiosity? Will you raise me a thirst, 
and be so cruel not to allay it?—It is not, replied he. of my 
raising, but your own. SBesides, | am not certain, should I at- 
tempt to proceed, whether you will admit such authorities as it 
is possible I may vouch.—That, said I, must be determined by 
their weight and character.—Suppose, said he, it should be man- 
kind, the whole human race; would you not think it something 
strange, to seek of those concerning good, who pursue it a thou- 
sand ways, and many of them contradictory ‘—I confess, said I, 
it seems so.—And yet, continued he, were there a point in which 
such dissentients ever agreed, this agreement would be no mean 
argument in favour of its truth and justness.—But where, replied 
I, is this agreement to be found? 

He answered me by asking, What, if it should appear that 
there were certain original characteristics and preconceptions of 

f See sect. 7. and note o. The reader will be pleased to observe, 
& Krhoca yap ayabdy, of evSaiuoves, that in all quotations from the Dissertations 

evdaluoves: “ By the possession of things of Epictetus, collected by Arrian, the author 
good are the happy made happy.” Pla- refers to the late edition in two volumes 
ton. Conviv, vol. ii. p. 204. edit. Serrani. quarto, published by his learned and in- 
Phileb. Plat. p. 60. B. See Arrian Epict. genious friend, Mr. Upton. 
1. iii. c. 22, 
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good," which were natural, uniform, and common to all men; 
which all recognised in their various pursuits; and that the 

h The preconceptions here spoken of are 
called by the Latins prenotiones, or an- 
ticipationes; by the Greeks mpuAnweis, or 
évvo.at, with the occasional epithets of 
Kowal, CudvTat, or puoikal. 

It is evident, that all men, without the 
least help of art, exert a kind of natural 
logic ; can in some degree refute, and prove, 
and render a reason. 
Now this cannot be (as the meanest pro- 

ficient in logic well knows) without general 
ideas, and general propositions, because a 
syllogism of particulars is an impossibility ; 
there must be therefore some natural faculty 
to provide us these generals: this faculty 
cannot be any of the senses, for they all 
respect particulars only ; nor can it be the 
reasoning or syllogizing faculty, for this 
does not form such generals, but use them 
when formed. There only, therefore, re- 
mains the faculty called vovs, that is to 
say, the inductive faculty; the faculty, 
which, by induction of similar individuals, 
forms out of the particular and the many, 
what is general and one. This species of 
apprehension is evidently our first and 
earliest knowledge ; because all knowledge 
by reasoning dates its origin from it; and 
because, except these two, no other know- 
ledge is possible. 

As, therefore, every ear, not absolutely 
depraved, is able to make some general 
distinctions of sound; and, in like manner, 
every eye, with respect to objects of vision ; 
and as this general use of these faculties, 
by being diffused through all individuals, 
may be called common hearing, and com- 
mon vision, as opposed to those more ac- 
curate energies, peculiar only to artists ; 
so fares it with respect to the intellect, 
There are truths, or universals, of so ob- 
vious a kind, that every mind, or intellect, 
not absolutely depraved, without the least 
help of art, can hardly fail to recognise 
them. The recognition of these, or at least 
the ability to recognise them, is called 
kowds vous, “common sense,” as being a 
sense common to all, except lunatics and 
ideots, 

Further: as this power is called koiwds 
vous, so the several propositions, which are 
its proper objects, are called mpoAnwers, or 
preconceptions, as being previous to all other 
conceptions. It is easy to gather from what 
has been said, that these wpoAjers must be 
general, as being formed by induction ; as 
also natural, by being common toall men, and 
previous to all instruction. Hence, therefore, 
their definition: "Eor: 3 4 mpoAmis, évvoia 

difference lay only in the applying them to particulars —This 

guoikh tay xabddov: “a preconception is 
the natural apprehension of what is general, 
or universal.” Diog. Laert. 1]. vii. s. 54. 
See also Arrian. Epict. 1. i. c. 22. 1. iii. . 6. 
Cie. de Natura Deor. 1. i. c. 16,17. Plut. 
de Placit. Philosoph. 910. C. Aristot. de 
Anim, iii. 11. 

i This was called épapuoyh tTav mpoarg- 
Wewv Tals éml upous odalais—ras pvoucas 
mpornpes epapudcew rais él uépovs ov- 
gias. Arr. Epict. 1. i. c, 22, ed. Upt. See 
an eminent instance, illustrating the truth 
of this reasoning, in the same author, l. iv. 
c. 1. p. 545. "Evvooduev yap, St1, &c. Boet. 
de Cons. 1. iii. Prosa. ii. p. 106. 

Se Proclus, in his manuscript comment 
on the first Alcibiades of Plato, p. 139. ‘H 
kowh Kal &didorpopes evvoia Thy eddai- 
poviay TH abtapxela xapaxrnplter* map’ 
ay yap Td 6d, mapa ToUTwY Kal TO abrapKes. 
kal dpas 5) wéAw Saws évtavda Kal 6 AAKI- 
Biddns Karop0ot wey Kata Thy pelCova, 
TpdrdrcTat de Kata Thy eAdrrova mpdract. 
SvadoyiCera: yap obrws eye dia coma, 
kal yévos, kal pldous, kal rAodrov evdaluwv" 
6 eddaluwy dvevdens éye (pnoty) avevdens, 
ovKobv Sri mev 6 evdaluwy avevdens, aAndEs* 
bri 5& abTds cbdaluwy, Wevdés* 7d ‘yodr 
oupmépacua Wevdés ia Thy eAdrrova. Kal 
obtws eiphoes kal tov pidHdovoy, kal Tov 
piroxphuarov, die tabrny Wevdouevous. 6 
hey yap Hdovhv, 6 St xphuara Tiber Td 
ayaddv. Sri St way 7d eperdy dyabdy, Kowdv 
éoTw abrots. kat cuveAdvrt pavat, Tas meV 
belCous Tav mpoTdcewy Exarro TiBéacwW, 
amd Tay Koway évvoiey kal Tod Ad-you TavTas 
mpoBdAAovres, Tas St eAdrrovs Gd hay- 
taclas, ard aicdhoews, ard Tov GAdywv 
mpopépovra: mabey? dd Kal Travrais mey 
diapépovrar mpds GAAHAous, exelvais Se 
duogpovode. Ta ev yap wdOn pepiomod Kal 
Siacrdceds eorw atria rats Wuxais* ti- 
Tavika yap eort, kal Sacra, Kal omapdrre 
Tov év juiv voov' 6 St Adyos Kowds éort 
wast, Kal % TOD Adyou mpoBoAh* Kal did 
TovTro KOINOS O EPMH= iva 5) kal 
HOKGs adTod wontducba Thy ehynow. 

“ The universal and unperverted idea of 
man characterizes happiness by self-suf- 
ficiency: for with whomever well-being 
exists, with them the self-sufficient exists 
also. You see, therefore, how here again 
Alcibiades is right as to his major proposition, 
but mistaken as to the minor. For thus it 
is he syllogizes: ‘I, on account of my per- 
son, and family, and friends, and wealth, 
am happy. The person happy is superior 
to want ; therefore am I superior to want.’ 
Now that the person happy is superior to 
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requires, said I, to be illustrated.—As if, continued he, a com- 
pany of travellers, in some wide forest, were all intending for 
one city, but each by a rout peculiar to himself: the roads, in- 
deed, would be various, and many, perhaps, false; but all who 
travelled would have one end in view.—It is evident, said I, they 
would.—So fares it, then, added he, with mankind in pursuit 
of good: the ways, indeed, are many, but what they seek is , 
one. 

For instance: did you ever hear of any one, who, in pursuit of 
their good, were for living the life of a bird, an insect, or a fish ‘— 
None.—And why not?—It would be inconsistent, answered I, 
with their nature-—You see, then, said he, they all agree in this, 
that what they pursue, ought to be consistent, and agreeable to 
their proper nature.—So ought it, said I, undoubtedly.—If so, 
continued he, one preconception is discovered, which is common 
to good in general; it is, that “all good is supposed something 
agreeable to nature.”—This, indeed, replied I, seems to be agreed 
on all hands. 

But again, said he, is there a man scarcely to be found of a 
temper so truly mortified, as to acquiesce in the lowest, and 
shortest necessaries of life? who aims not, if he be able, at 
something further, something better !—I replied, scarcely one.— 
Do not multitudes pursue, said he, infinite objects of desire, 
acknowledged every one of them to be in no respect necessaries ? 
exquisite viands, delicious wines, splendid apparel, curious gar- 
dens; magnificent apartments adorned with pictures and sculp- 
ture; music and poetry, and the whole tribe of elegant arts ’— 
It is evident, said 1.—If it be, continued he, it should seem that 
they all considered the chief or sovereign good, not to be that 
which conduces to bare existence, or mere being; for to this the 
necessaries alone are adequate.—I replied, they were——But if 
not this, it must be somewhat conducive to that which is superior 
to mere being.—It must.—And what, continued he, can this be, 
but well-being? well-being, under the various shapes in which 
differing opinions paint it? Or can you suggest any thing else /— 

want, is true; but that he was happy, was 
false. The conelusion, therefore, is false 
through the minor proposition. 

“It is thus also you will find the lover of 
pleasure, and the lover of money, erring in 
their reasonings through the same propo- 
sition. For one of them lays down the 
good of man to be pleasure, the other to be 
riches; but that every thing desirable is 
good, this they possess in common, and 
assent to on both sides. 

“ It may be said, indeed, universally, that 
all individuals produce the general propo- 
sitions, which they lay down, from their 
common or universal ideas, and from the 
faculty of reason: but that their minor pro- 

positions are produced from imagination, 
from sense, and from irrational passions. 
And hence it is, that about these last they 
differ one with another, while in the former 
they all agree. The passions, indeed, may 
be considered within the souls of men as 
the causes of division and distance; for 
they are Titanic, and distract and tear our 
intellect to pieces. But reason is the same 
and common to all, as is also the faculty of 
speech, the medium of its promulgation. 
And hence it is that Hermes (the type of 
rational discourse) is called ‘ common’ and 
* universal,’ if we may be allowed to give of 
him an ethical explanation.” 

— - 
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I replied, 1 could not.—Mark. here, then, continued he, another 
preconception, in which they all agree: the sovereign good is 
somewhat conducive, not to mere being, but to well-being. —I 
replied, it had so appeared. 

Again, continued he, what labour, what expense, to procure 
those rarities which our own poor country is unable to afford 
us? How is the world ransacked to its utmost verges, and 
Juxury and arts imported from every quarter? Nay, more, how 
do we baffle nature herself; invert her order; seek the vegetables 
of spring in the rigours of winter, and winter's ice during the 
heats of summer ?—I replied, we did.—And what disappoint- 
ment, what remorse, when endeavours fail ?—It is true.—If this, 
then, be evident, said he, it should seem, that whatever we 
desire as our chief and sovereign good, is ‘‘ something which, as 
far as possible, we would accommodate to all places and times.” — 
I answered, so it appeared.—See, then, said he, another of its 
characteristics, another preconception. 

But further still; what contests for wealth? what scrambling 
for property ? what perils in the pursuit, what solicitude in the 
maintenance? And why all this? To what purpose, what end? 
Or is not the reason plain? Is it not, that wealth may con- 
tinually procure us whatever we fancy good; and make that 
perpetual, which would otherwise be transient ?—I replied, it 
seemed so.—Is it not further desired, as supplying us from our- 
selves, when, without it, we must be beholden to the benevolence 
of others, and depend on their caprice for all that we enjoy t— 
It is true, said I, this seems a reason. 

Again; Is not power of every degree as much contested for 
as wealth? Are not magistracies, honours, principalities, and 
empire, the subjects of strife, and everlasting contention !—I 
replied, they were-—And why, said he, this! To obtain what 
end? Is it not to help us, like wealth, to the possession of what 
we desire? Is it not further to ascertain, to secure our enjoy- 
ments; that when others would deprive us, we may be aire 
enough to resist them ?—I replied, it was. 

Or to invert the whole, Why are there who seek recesses the 

most distant and retired ?* fly courts and power, and submit to 
parsimony and obscurity ? Why all this, but from, the same 
intention? From an opinion that small possessions, used mode- 
rately, are permanent ; that larger possessions raise envy, and 
are more frequently invaded; that the safety of power and 
dignity is more precarious than that of retreat ; and that there- 

K Multi autem et sunt, et fuerunt, qui prium est sic vivere, ut velis. Quare cum 
eam, quam dico, tranquillitatem expetentes, hoc commune fit potenti cupidorum cum 
a negotiis publicis se removerint, ad otium- iis, quos dixi, otiosis: alteri se adipisci id 
que perfugerint. His idem propositum fuit, posse arbitrantur, si opes magnas habeant ; 
quod regibus ; ut ne qua re egerent, ne cui alteri si contenti sint et suo, et parvo, Cie. 
parerent, libertate uterentur: eujus pro- de Offic. 1. i. c. 20, 21. Sey 
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fore they have chosen what is most eligible upon the whole ?— 
It is not, said I, improbable, that they act by some such motive. 

Do you not see, then, continued he, two or three more pre- 
conceptions of the sovereign good, which are sought for by all, 
as essential to constitute 1t?—-And what, said I, are these ?— 
That it should not be transient, nor derived from the will of 
others, nor in their power to take away; but be durable, self- 
derived, and (and if I may use the expression) indeprivable.— 
I confess, said I, it appears so.—But we have already found it 
to be considered as something agreeable to our nature; con- 
ducive, not to mere being, but to well-being; and what we aim 
to have accommodate to all places and times.— We have. 

There may be other characteristics, said he, but these I think 
sufficient. See then its idea; behold it, as collected from the 
original, natural, and universal preconceptions of all mankind. 
The sovereign good,’ they have taught us, ought to be some- 
thing, “agreeable to our nature ; conducive to well-being; ac- 
commodate to all places and times; durable, self-derived, and 
indeprivable.”"— Y our account, said I, appears just. 

! The original preconceptions of the so- 
vereign good here recited, may be justified 
by the following authorities, from among 
many which are omitted. 

Agreeable to nature.—Neque ulla alia in 
re, nisi in natura, querendum esse illud 
summum bonum, quo omnia referrentur. 
Cic. Acad. 1. i. c. 5. p. 27. edit. Davis. 

Condueive to well-being.—Epictetus calls 
that “truth or knowledge, which respects 
our real happiness,” (Thy GAf@eay Thy 
mept ris evdaimovlas); the “ truth or know- 
ledge which regards not mere living, but 
which conduces to living well,” (od rhv 
wept rod Civ, AAG Thy mpds Td €d Civ.) 
Arrian, Epict. 1, i. c. 4. p. 28. edit. Upt. 
Ai xowal rept evdaimovlas @vvoim, Td Civ 
kara vow, Kal toy Kard pivow Blor, 
evdaimoviay A€éyouvor’ mpds de TovTais, Td 
ed Civ, kal Td ¢d Brody, kal Thy ed wiar, 
evdaimoviay pac elva:: “ Our common 
preconceptions concerning happiness call it, 
the living according to nature; further 
than this, they say it is living or existing 
well, the life of well-being. Alex. Aphrod. 
wept ux. p. 157. edit. Ald. 

Accommodate to all places and times.— 
Antoninus, speaking of that happiness which 
he deemed our sovereign good, calls it some- 
thing which was in our power, tavtaxod 
Kal Sinvexa@s, “everywhere and _perpe- 
tually,” 1, vii. s. 54, 

Durable, and indeprivable.—Nisi stabili 
et fixo et permanente bono, beatus esse 
nemo potest. Tuse. Disp. l. v. c. 14. p. 372. 
edit. Davis. So, immediately after, in the 
same page: An dubium est, quin nihil sit 
habendum in eo genere, quo vita beata 

completur, si id possit amitti? Nihil enim 
interarescere, nihil exstingui, &c. Ka) rls 
aitn 4 eUpoia, hy 6 tuxadv eurodion 
Sivatar, ob Aéyw Kaloap 7 Katcapos 
piros, GAAG Kdpat, abANTHs, TupeTds, BAAG 
Tpicnvpia ; 7 8 edpoia oddty obtws Exe 
@s TO Sinveres kal dveumrddiarov: “ And 
what sort of happiness is this, which any 
thing intervening may embarrass; I say 
not Cesar, or Czesar’s friend, but a crow, a 
piper, a fever, a thousand things beside ? 
Happiness, surely, implies nothing so much 
as perpetuity, and being superior to hin- 
derance or impediment.” Arrian. Epict. 1. iv. 
c. 4. p. 585. edit. Upt. See also 1. ii. c. 11. 
p.. 227. 

Self-derived.— Atque hoc dabitis, ut 
opinor, si modo sit aliquid esse beatum, id 
oportere totum poni in potestate sapientis: 
nam, si amitti vita beata potest, beata esse 
non potest. Cic. de Fin. 1. ii. c. 27. p. 163. 
Kal rots wév kat’ GAnOeay Kakois iva wh 
mepiminrn 6 &vOpwros, én’ abT@ [oi Oeoi] 
7o wav 0evro: “ That man might not fall 
into real evils, the gods have put the whole 
in his own power.” M. Ant. 1. ii. s. 11, 
Tl yap éorw, d (nret was &vOpwros ; 
elotabhvat, evdamorjoa, mavTa ws ere 
moteiv, wy KwAvETOaL, nd’? avaryKdecOa : 
“ For what is it that every man seeks? 
To be securely fixed. to be happy, to do all 
things according to his own will, not to be 
hindered, not to be compelled.” Arrian. 
Epict. 1. iv. ¢. 1. p. 539, 540. Aristotle 
joins self-derived and indeprivable in his 
idea of good; TayaOdy 5€ oixetoy te kad 
dvoapalperor eivar wavrevdueba. Eth, Nic, 
live 5. 
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It matters, continued he, little, how they err in the applica- 
tion; if they covet that as agreeable to nature, which is in itself 
most contrary; if they would have that as durable, which is in 
itself most transient; that as independent, and their own, which 

is most precarious and servile. It is enough for us, if we know 
their aim; enough, if we can discover, what it is they propose ; 
the means and method may be absurd, as it happens.—I an- 
swered, their aim was sufficient to prove what he had asserted. 

It is true, replied he, it-is abundantly sufficient. And yet, 
perhaps, even though this were ever so certain, it would not be 
altogether foreign, were we to examine, how they aet; how 
they succeed in applying these universals to particular subjects. 
Should they be found just in the application, we need look no 
further: the true sovereign good would of course be plain and 
obvious; and we should have no more to do, than to follow the 

beaten road.—It is granted, replied I: but what if they err ?— 
Time enough for that, said he, when we are satisfied that. they 
do. We ought first to inform ourselves, whether they may not 
possibly be in the right.—I submitted, and begged him to pro- 
ceed his own way. 

III. Will you, then, said he, in this disquisition into human 
conduct, allow me this: That such, as is the species of life, which 
every one chooses; such is his idea of happiness, such his con- 
ception of the sovereign good ?—I seem, said I, to comprehend 
you, but should be glad you would illustrate-—His meaning, he 
answered, was no more than this: if a man prefer a life of 
industry, it is because he has an idea of happiness in wealth; if 
he prefers a life of gaiety, it is from a like idea concerning 
pleasure. And the same, we say, holds true in every other 
instance.—lI told him, it must, certainly. 

And can you recollect, said he, any life, but what is a life of 
business, or of leisure ?—I answered, none.—And is not the 
great end of business either power or wealth ?—It is.—Must not 
every life therefore of business be either political or lucrative ?— 
Tt must.—Again, are not intellect and sense the soul’s leading 
powers ?—They are.—And in leisure, are we not ever seeking 
to ‘gratify one or the other’—We are. Must not every life 
therefore of leisure be either pleasurable or contemplative ?—If 
you confine pleasure, said I, to sense, I think it necessarily must. 
—If it be not so confined, said he, we confound all inquiry.— 
Allow it. 

Mark, then, said he, the two grand genera, the lives of business 
and of leisure: mark also the subordinate species; the political 
and lucrative, the contemplative and pleasurable." Can you 
think of any other, which these will not include ?—I replied, I 
knew of none.—It is possible, indeed, said he, that there may 
be other lives framed, by the blending of these, two or more 

™ This fourfold distinction of lives is mentioned in Aristotle’s Ethics, ]. i. ¢. 5. 
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of them together. But if we separate with accuracy, we shall find 
that here they all terminate.—I replied, so it seemed probable. 

If, then, continued he, we would be exact in our inquiry, we 
must examine these four lives, and mark their consequences. It 
is thus only we shall learn, how far those, who embrace them, 
find that good and happiness, which we know they all pursue.— 
{ made answer, It seemed necessary, and I should willingly 
attend him. 

IV. To begin then, said he, with the political life. Let us 
see the good, usually sought after here. To a private man, it is 
the favour of some prince, or commonwealth; the honours and 
emoluments derived from this favour; the court and homage of 
mankind; the power of commanding others. To a prince, it is 

_ the same thing nearly, only greater in degree; a larger com- 
mand ; a stricter and more servile homage; glory, conquest, and 
extended empire. Am I right in my description ?—I replied, I 
thought he was.— Whether, then, said he, all this deserves the 
name of good or not, I do not controvert. Be it one or the 
other, it affects not our inquiry. All that I would ask concern- 
ing it is this, do you not think it a good (if it really be one) 
derived from foreign and external causes ?—Undoubtedly, replied 
I.—It cannot come then from ourselves, or be self-derived ?—It 
eannot.—And what shall we say as to its duration and stability ? 
Is it so firm and lasting, that we cannot be deprived of it ?—I 
should imagine, said I, quite otherwise-—You insist not, then, 
said he, on my appealing to history? You acknowledge the fate 
of favourites, of empires, and their owners ?—TI replied, I did: 

If so, said he, it should seem that this political good, which 
they seek, corresponds not to the preconceptions of being durable 
and indeprivable.—Far from it.—But it appeared, just before, 
not to be self-derived.—It did— You see, then, said he, that in 
three of our preconceptions it entirely fails—So, indeed, said I, 
it appears. | 

But, further, said he, we are told of this good, that in the 
possession it is attended with anxiety; and that when lost, it is 
usually lost with ignominy and disgrace; nay, often with prose- 
cutions and the bitterest resentments; with mulcts, with exile, 
and death itself.—It is frequently, said I, the case.—How, then, 
said he, can it answer that other preconception; of contributing 
to our well-being? Can that contribute to well-being whose con- 
sequences lead to calamity, and whose presence implies anxiety? 
—This, it must be confessed, said I, appears not probable. 

But, once more, said he, there are certain habits, or disposi- 
tions of mind, called sincerity, generosity, candour, plain-dealing, 
justice, honour, honesty, and the like-—There are: and it has 
been generally believed, that these are agreeable to nature.— 
Assuredly.—But it has been as generally believed, that the po- 
litical good we speak of, is often not to be acquired but by 
habits contrary to these; and which, if these are natural, must 
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of necessity be unnatural.— What habits, said I, do you mean? 
—Flattery, answered he, dissimulation, intrigue: upon oc- 
casion, perhaps iniquity, falsehood, and fraud.—It is possible, 
indeed, said 1, that these may sometimes be thought necessary. 
—How, then, said he, can that good be agreeable to nature, 
which cannot be acquired, but by habits contrary to nature ?— 
Your argument, said I, seems just. 

If, then, said he, we have reasoned rightly, and our conclusions 
may be depended on, it should seem that the supposed good, 
which the political life pursues, corresponds not, in any instance, 
to our preconceptions of the sovereign good.—I answered, so it 
appeared. 

V. Let us quit, then, said he, the political life, and pass to the 
lucrative. The object of this is wealth—Admit it.—And is it 
not too often, said he, the case, that, to acquire this, we are 
tempted to employ some of those habits which we have just 
condemned as unnatural! Such, I mean, as fraud, falsehood, in- 
justice, and the like ’—It must be owned, said I, too often. 

Besides, continued he, what shall we say to the esteem, the 
friendship, and love of mankind? Are they worth having? Is 
it agreeable, think you, to nature, to endeavour to deserve them ? 
—Agreeable, said I, to nature, beyond dispute.—If so, then to 
merit hatred and contempt, said he, must needs be contrary to na- 
ture-—U ndoubtedly.—And is there any thing which so certainly 
merits hatred and contempt, as a mere lucrative life, spent in the 
uniform pursuit of wealth ?’—I replied, I believed there was no- 
thing.—If so, said he, then, as to corresponding with our pre- 
conceptions, the lucrative good, in this respect, fares no better 
than the political—lIt appears not. 

And what shall we say as to anxiety? Is not both the pos- 
session and pursuit of wealth, to those who really love it, ever 
anxious !—It seems so.—And why anxious, but from a certainty 
of its instability; from an experience, how obnoxious it is to 
every cross event ; how easy to be lost and transferred to others, 
by the same fraud and rapine which acquired it to ourselves? 
This is, indeed, the tritest of all topics. The poets and orators 
have long ago exhausted it.—It is true, said I, they have—May 
we not venture, then, said he, upon the whole, to pass the same 
sentence on the fucrative life, as we have already on the political, 
that it proposes not a good, correspondent to those preconcep- 
tions, by which we would all be governed in the good, which we 
are all seeking ’—I answered, we might justly. 

VI. If, then, neither the lucrative life, nor the political, said 
he, procure that good which we desire, shall we seek it from 
the pleasurable? Shall we make pleasure our goddess? 

Pleasure, 
Whom love attends, and soft desire, and words 
Alluring, apt the steadiest heart to bend.” 

» Alluding to Homer, Iliad. 3. 214. 
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So says the poet, and plausible his doctrine.—Plausible, said I, 
indeed. 

Let it, then, continued he, be a pleasurable world; a race of 
harmless, loving animals; an Elysian temperature of sunshine and 
shade. Let the earth, in every quarter, resemble our own dear 
country ; where never was a frost, never a fog, never a day but 
was delicious and serene.—-I was a little embarrassed at this un- 
expected flight, until recollecting myself, I told him, (but still 
with some surprise,) that, in no degree to disparage either my 
country or my countrymen, I had never found either so exquisite 
as he now supposed them.—There are, then, it seems, said he, 
in the natural world, and even in our own beloved country, such 
things as storms and tempests, as pinching colds and scorching 
heats.—I replied, there were.—And consequent to these, disease, 
and famine, and infinite calamities—There are—And in the 
civil or human world, we have discord and contention; or, (as 
the poet better describes it,°) 

Cruel revenge, and rancorous despite, 
Disloyal treason, and heart-burning hate. 

—We have.—Alas! then, poor pleasure! where is that good, 
accommodate to every time; suited to every place; self-derived, 
not dependent on foreign external causes? Can it be pleasure, 
on such a changeable, such a turbulent spot as this’—lI replied, 
I thought not. 
And what, indeed, were the world, said he, modelled to a 

temperature the most exact? Were the rigours of the seasons 
never more to be known; nor wars, devastations, famines, or 
diseases? Admitting all this, (which we know to be impossible, ) 
can we find still in pleasure that lengthened duration, which we 
consider as an essential, to constitute the sovereign good? Ask 
the glutton, the drinker, the man of gaiety and intrigue, whether 
they know any enjoyment not to be cancelled by satiety? 
which does not hastily pass away into the tedious intervals of 
indifference? Or yielding all this, too, (which we know cannot 
be yielded,) where are we to find our good, how possess it in 
age? in that eve of life, declining age, when the power of sense, 
on which all depends, like the setting sun, is gradually for- 
saking us? 

I should imagine, said I, that pleasure was no mean adversary, 
since you employ, in attacking her, so much of your rhetoric. 
—Without heeding what I said, he pursued his subject.—Beside, 
if this be our good, our happiness, and our end, to what purpose 
powers, which bear no relation to it? Why memory? why 
reason? Mere sensation might have been as exquisite, had we 
been flies or earthworms. Or can it be proved otherwise ‘—I re- 
plied, I could not say.—No animal, continued he, possesses its 
faculties in vain. And shall man derive no good from his best, 

© Spencer’s Fairy Queen, book ii. cant. 7, stanz. 22. 
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his most eminent? from that, which, of all, is peculiar to him- 
self? For as to growth and nutrition, they are not wanting to 
the meanest vegetable; and for senses, there are animals which, 
perhaps, exceed us in them all. 

VII. This seems, said I, no mean argument in favour of con- 
templation. The contemplative life gives reason all the scope 
which it can desire-—And of all lives, answered he, would it 
surely be the best, did we dwell, like Milton’s Uriel, in the sun’s 
bright circle. Then might. we plan, indeed, the most romantic 
kind of happiness. Stretched at ease, without trouble or mo- 
lestation, we might pass our days contemplating the universe, 
tracing its beauty; lost in wonder, ravished with ecstacy, and I 
know not what: but here, alas! on this sublunary, this turbulent 
spot, (as we called it not long since,) how little is this, or any 
thing like it, practicable? Fogs arise which dim our prospects, 
the cares of life perpetually molest us: is contemplation suited 
to a place like this?—It must be owned, said I, not extremely. 
—How, then, is it the sovereign good, which should be accom- 
modate to every place ?—TI replied, it seemed not probable. 

But, further, said he, can we enjoy the sovereign good, and be 
at the same time vexed, and agitated by passion? Does not this 
seem a paradox /—I answered, it did.—Suppose, then, an event 
were to happen, not an inundation or massacre, but an ac- 
quaintance only drop a disrespectful word ;? a servant chance to 
break a favourite piece of furniture: what would instruct us to 
endure this? contemplation, theory, abstractions‘—Why not? 
said I.—No, replied he, with warmth, (quoting the poet,) not 

Tho’ all the stars 
Thou knew’st by name ; and all the etherial powers.4 

For does not experience teach us, abundantly teach us, that our 
deepest philosophers, as to temper and behaviour, are as very 
children for the most part, as the meanest and most illiterate ? 
A little more arrogance, perhaps, from presumption of what they 
know, but not a grain more of magnanimity, of candour, and 
calm endurance. 

You are somewhat too severe, said I, in censuring of all. 
There are better and worse among them, as among others.— 
The difference is no way proportioned, said he, to the quantity 
of their knowledge; so that whatever be its cause, it cannot be 
imputed to their speculations. Besides, can you really imagine, 
we came here only to think? ‘Is acting a circumstance which 

P See Arrian Epict. 1. iv. c. 4. which 
chapter is peculiarly addressed to the seekers 
of leisure, retirement, and study. Part of 
it has been already quoted, p. 49, note J. Kat 
tls atrn 7 evpoia, &c. See also the same 
author, J. iv. c. 1. p. 567. Tas drovers, &c. 
and of the Dialogue here commented, 
p. 45. 

4 Par. Lost, book xii. 576. 
r Etenim cognitio contemplatioque na- 

turee manca quodammodo atque inchoata 
sit, si nulla actio rerum consequatur. Ea 
autem actio in hominum commodis tuendis 
maxime cernitur. Cic, de Offic. 1. i. ¢. 43. 
The whole chapter, as well as the subse- 
quent, is well worthy of perusal. 
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is foreign to our character? Why then so many social affec- 
tions, which all of us feel, even in spite of ourselves? Are we 
to suppress them all, as useless and unnatural /—The attempt, 
replied I, must needs be found impracticable-—Were they once 
suppressed, said he, the consequences would be somewhat strange. 
We should hear no more of father, brother, husband, son, 
citizen, magistrate, and society itself. And were this ever the 
cease, ill (1 fear) would it fare with even contemplation itself. 
It would certainly be but bad speculating, among lawless bar- 
barians, unassociated animals, where strength alone of body was 
to constitute dominion, and the contest came to be (as Horace 
describes it,*) 

glandem atque cubilia propter, 
Unguibus et pugnis, dein fustibus. 

—Bad enough, replied I, of all conscience. 
It should seem, then, said he, that not even the best con- 

templative life, however noble its object, was agreeable to our 
present nature, or consistent with our present situation.—I con- 
fess, said I, you appear to have proved so.—But if this be _ 
allowed true of the best, the most excellent, what shall we say — 
to the mockery of monkery, the farce of friars, the ridiculous 
mummery of being sequestered in a cloister? This surely is too 
low a thing, even to merit an examination.—I have no scruples 
here, said I, you need not waste your time. 

VIII. If that, said he, be your opinion, let us look a little 
backward. For our memory’s sake it may be proper to re- 
eapitulate——I replied, it would be highly acceptable.—Thus, 
then, said he, we have examined the four grand lives which 
we find the generality of men embrace: the lucrative and the 
political, the pleasurable and the contemplative. And we have 
aimed at proving that, to such a being as man, with such a> 
body, such affections, such senses, and such an intellect; placed 
in such a world, subject to such incidents; not one of these lives 
is productive of that good which we find all men to recognise 
through the same uniform preconceptions, and which, through 
one or other of these lives, they all of them pursue. 

IX. You have justly, said I, collected the sum of your in- 
quiries—And happy, said he, should I think it, were they to 
terminate here.—I asked him, why ?—Because, replied he, to 
insinuate first, that all mankind are in the wrong, and then to 
attempt afterwards to shew one’s self only to be right, is a 
degree of arrogance which I would not willingly be guilty of. — 
I ventured here to say, that I thought he need not be so dift 
fident; that a subject where one’s own interest appeared con- 
cerned so nearly, would well justify every scruple, and even the 
severest inquiry.—There, said he, you say something, there you 
encourage me indeed. For what; are we not cautioned against 

* Sat. 3, 1. i. ver. 99. 
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counterfeits, even in matters of meanest value? If a piece of 
metal be tendered us, which seems doubtful, do we not hesitate 2‘ 
do we not try it by the test, before we take it for current? 
And is this not deemed prudence? Are we not censured, if we 
act otherwise? How much more, then, does it behove us not to 
be imposed on here? To be diffident and scrupulously exact, 
where imposture, if once admitted, may tempt us to a far worse 
bargain than ever Glaucus made with Diomede !/—W hat bargain, 
said I, do you mean?’—The exchange, replied he, not of gold 
for brass, but of good for evil, and of happiness for misery. But 
enough of this: since you have encouraged me to proceed, we 
are seeking that good, which we think others have not found. 
Permit me thus to pursue my subject. 

X. Every being on this our terrestrial dwelling, exists en- 
compassed with infinite objects; exists among animals tame, 
and animals wild; among plants and vegetables of a thousand 
different qualities; among heats and colds, tempests and calms, 
the friendships and discords of heterogeneous elements. What 
say you? Are all these things exactly the same to it; or do they 
differ, think you, in their effects and consequences /—They differ, 
said I, widely.—Some perhaps then, said he, are apt, congruous, 
and agreeable to its natural state——I replied, they were.— 
Others are inapt, incongruous, and disagreeable-—They are.— 
And others again are indifferent.—They are. 

It should seem, then, said he, if this be allowed, that to every 
individual being, without the least exception, the whole mass of 
things external, from the greatest to the meanest, stood in the 
relations of either agreeable, disagreeable, or indifferent.—I re- 
plied, so it appeared. 

But though this, continued he, be true in the general, it is 
yet as certain, when we descend to particulars, that what is 
agreeable to one species is disagreeable to another; and not only 
so, but perhaps indifferent to a third. Instances of this kind, he 
said, were too obvious to be mentioned. 

I replied, it was evident—Whence, then, said he, this diver- 
sity? It cannot arise from the externals, for water is equally 
water, whether to a man, or to a fish; whether, operating on 
the one, it suffocate, or on the other, it give life and vigour.— 
I replied, it was.—So is fire, said he, the same fire, however 
various in its consequences; whether it harden or soften, give 
pleasure or pain.—I replied, it was——But if this diversity, con- 
tinued he, be not derived from the externals, whence can it be 
else? Or can it possibly be derived otherwise than from the 
peculiar constitution, from the natural state of every species 
itself?—TI replied, it appeared probable. 

Thus, then, said he, is it that every particular species is, itself 
to itself, the measure of all things in the universe; that as things 

t See Arr. Epict. 1. i. c. 10. p. 110. Opare kat em) rod vouloparos, &c. 
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vary in their relations to it, they vary too in their value; and 
that if their value be ever doubtful, it can no way be adjusted, 
but by recurring with accuracy to the natural state of the 
species, and to those several relations which such a state of 
course creates.—I answered, he argued justly. 

XI. To proceed, then, said he: though it be true, that every 
species has a natural state, as we have asserted ; it is not true, 
that every species has a sense or feeling of it. This feeling or 
sense is a natural eminence or prerogative, denied the vegetable 
and inanimate, and imparted only to the animal.—I answered, 
it was. 

And think you, continued he, that as many as have this 
sense or feeling of a natural state, are alienated from it, or in- 
different to it" Or is it not more probable, that they are well 
affected to it ?—Experience, said I, teaches us, how well they 
are all affected—yYou are right, replied he. For what would 
be more absurd, than to be indifferent to their own welfare; or 
to be alienated from it, as though it was foreign and unna- 
tural ?—I replied, nothing could be more.—But, continued he, if 
they are well-affected to this their proper natural state, it 
should seem, too, they must be well-affected to all those externals 
which appear apt, congruous, and agreeable to it.—I answered, 
they must.—And if so, then ill-affected or averse to such as 
appear the contrary—They must.—And to such as appear 
indifferent, indifferent—They must.—But if this, said he, be 
allowed, it will follow, that in consequence of these appearances, 
they will think some externals worthy of pursuit, some worthy 
of avoidance, and some worthy of neither—It was probable, 
said I, they should. 

Hence, then, said he, another division of thingsexternal; that 
is, into pursuable, avoidable, and indifferent: a division only 
belonging to beings sensitive and animate, because all, below 
these, can neither avoid nor pursue.—I replied, they could not. 

If, then, said he, man be allowed in the number of these 
sensitive beings, this division will affect man; or, to explain more 
fully, the whole mass of things external will, according to this 
division, exist to the human species in the relations of pursuable, 
avoidable, and indifferent.—I replied, they would. 

Should we therefore desire, said he, to know what these 
things truly are, we must first be informed, what is man’s truly 
natural constitution. For thus, you may remember, it was 
settled not long since, that every species was its own standard ; 
and that when the value of things was doubtful, the species was 

" Placet his, inquit, quorum ratio mihi ab interitu, iisque rebus, quee interitum vi- 
probatur, simul atque natum sit animal deantur afferre. Cic. de Fin. 1 iii. c. 5. p.211. 
(hine enim est ordiendum) ipsum sibi con- edit. Dav. See also l. v. c. 9. De Offic. 1. i, 
ciliari, et commendari ad se conservandum, c.4. OikesotpeOa mpds abrods eddds ye- 
et suum statum, et ad ea, quee conservantia vduevor. Plut. Mor. p. 1038. B. 
‘sunt ejus status, diligenda ; alienari autem 
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to be studied, the relations to be deduced which were conse- 
quent to it, and in this manner the value of things to be ad- 
justed and ascertained.—I replied, we had so agreed it.—I fear, 
then, said he, we are engaged in a more arduous undertaking, a 
task of more difficulty than we were at first aware of; but, 
fortuna fortes, we must endeavour to acquit ourselves as well as 
we are able. 

XII. That man therefore has a body, of a figure and internal 
structure peculiar to itself; capable of certain degrees of strength, _ 
agility, beauty, and the like: this, I believe, is evident, and 
hardly wants a proof.—I answered, I was willing to own it.— 
That he is capable, too, of pleasure and pain; is possessed of 
senses, affections, appetites, and aversions: this also seems 
evident, and can scarcely be denied.—I replied, it was ad- 
mitted.— We may venture, then, to range him in the tribe of 
animal beings.—I replied, we might. | 

And think you, said he, without society, you or any man 
could have been born ?—Most certainly not.— Without society, 
when born, could you have been brought to maturity /—Most 
certainly not.—Had your parents then had no social affections 
towards you in that perilous state, that tedious infancy, (so much 
longer than the longest of other animals,) you must have inevit- 
ably perished through want and inability.~—I must.— You per- 
ceive, then, that to society you and every man are indebted, not 
only for the beginning of being, but for the continuance.—We 
are. 

Suppose, then, we pass from this birth and infancy of man, to 
his maturity and perfection; is there any age, think you, so 
self-sufficient, as that in it he feels no wants’—-What wants, 
answered I, do you mean?’—In the first and principal place, 
said he, that of food; then perhaps that of raiment; and after 
this, a dwelling, or defence against the weather.—These wants, 
replied I, are surely natural at all ages—And is it not agreeable 
to nature, said he, that they should at all ages be supplied ?— 
Assuredly.—And is it not more agreeable to have them well 
supplied, than ill’—It is—And most agreeable, to have them 
best supplied’—Certainly.—If there be then any one state 
better than all others for the supplying these wants, this state, 
of all others, must needs be most natural.—It must. 

And what supply, said he, of these wants shall we esteem the 
meanest which we can conceive? Would it not be something 
like this? Had we nothing beyond acorns for food, beyond a 
rude skin for raiment, or beyond a cavern or hollow tree to pro- 
vide us with a dwelling ’—Indeed, said I, this would be bad 
enough.—And do you not imagine, as far as this, we might 
each supply ourselves, though we lived in woods, mere solitary 
savages /—I replied, I thought we might. 

x Vid. Jambl. Protrept. 56, 
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Suppose, then, continued he, that our supplies were to be 

mended; for instance, that we were to exchange acorns for 
bread; would our savage character be sufficient here? Must 
we not be a little better disciplined? Would not some art be re- 
quisite? The baker's, for example.—It would.—And previously to 
the baker's, that of the miller’—It would.—And previously to the 
miller’s, that of the husbandman ?—It would.—Three arts, then, 
appear necessary, even upon the lowest estimation.—It is admitted. 

But a question further, said he: can the husbandman work, 
think you, without his tools? Must he not have his plough, his 
harrow, his reap-hook, and the like?—He must.—And must 
not those other artists, too, be furnished in the same manner ?— 
They must.—And whence must they be furnished? From their 
own arts? Or are not the making tools, and the using them, two 
different occupations ‘—I believe, said I, they are—You may 
be convinced, continued he, by small recollection: does agri- 
culture make its own plough, its own harrow? Or does it not 
apply to other arts for all necessaries of this kind?—It does.— 
Again: does the baker build his own oven, or the miller frame 
his own mill /—It appears, said I, no part of their business. 

What a tribe of mechanics, then, said he, are advancing upon 

us: smiths, carpenters, masons, mill-wrights; and all these to 
provide the single necessary of bread. Not less than seven or 
eight arts, we find, are wanting at the fewest.—It appears so.— 
And what, if to the providing a comfortable cottage, and raiment 
suitable to an industrious hind, we allow a dozen arts more? 
It would be easy, by the same reasoning, to prove the number 
double.—I admit the number, said I, mentioned. 

If so, continued he, it should seem, that towards a tolerable 
supply of the three primary and common necessaries, food, rai- 
ment, and a dwelling, not less than twenty arts were, on the 
lowest account, requisite.—It appears so. 

And is one man equal, think you, to the exercise of these 
twenty arts? If he had even genius, which we can scarce imagine, 
is it possible he should find leisure ?—I replied, I thought not.— 
If so, then a solitary, unsocial state, can never supply tolerably 
the common necessaries of life-—It cannot. 

But what if we pass from the necessaries of life to the ele- 
gancies? to music, sculpture, painting, and poetry? What if we 
pass from all arts, whether necessary or elegant, to the large 
and various tribe of sciences? to logic, mathematics, astronomy, 
physics? Can one man, imagine you, master all this —Absurd, 
said I, impossible-——And yet in this cycle of sciences and arts 
seem included all the comforts, as well as ornaments of life; in- 
cluded all conducive, either to being, or to well-being —It must 
be confessed, said I, it has the appearance. 

What, then, said he, must be done? In what manner must we 
be supplied ?—I answered, I knew not, unless we made a dis- 
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tribution. Let one exercise one art, and another a different; let 
this man study such a science, and that man another. Thus the 
whole cycle (as you call it) may be carried easily into perfection. 
—lIt is true, said he, it may; and every individual, as far as his 
own art or science, might be supplied completely, and as well as 
he could wish. But what avails a supply in a single instance? 
What in this case are to become of all his numerous other wants? 
—You conceive, replied I, what I would have said, but partially. 
My meaning was, that artist trade with artist; each supply 
where he is deficient, by exchanging where he abounds; so that 
a portion of every thing may be dispersed throughout all.— You 
intend then a state, said he, of commutation and traffie.—I re- 
plied, I did. 

If so, continued he, I see a new face of things. The savages, 
with their skins and their caverns, disappear: in their place I 
behold a fair community rising. No longer woods, no longer soli- 
tude; but all is social, civil, and cultivated. And can we doubt 
any further whether society be natural? Is not this evidently 
the state which can best supply the primary wants ’—It has ap- 
peared so.—And did we not agree, some time since, that this 
state, whatever we found it, would be certainly of all others the 
most agreeable to our nature‘—We did.—And have we not 
added, since this, to the weight of our argument, by passing 
from the necessary arts to the elegant; from the elegant to the 
sciences ?— We have.—The more, said he, we consider, the more 
shall we be convinced, that all these, the noblest honours and 
ornaments of the human mind, without that leisure, that ex- 
perience, that emulation, that reward, which the social state 
alone we know is able to provide them, could never have found 
existence, or been in the least recognised.—Indeed, said I, I be- 
lieve not. 

Let it not be forgot, then, said he, in favour of society,’ that to 
it we owe, not only the beginning and continuation, but the well- 
being, and (if I may use the expression) the very elegance and 
rationality of our existence.—I answered, it appeared evident. 

And what, then, continued he, if society be thus agreeable to 
our nature, is there nothing, think you, within us, to excite and 
lead us to it? No impulse, no preparation of faculties ?—It would 
be strange, answered I, if there should not.—It would be a sin- 
gular exception, said he, with respect to all other herding species. 
Let us, however, examine: pity, benevolence, friendship, love, 
the general dislike of solitude, and desire of company; are they 
natural affections which come of themselves, or are they taught 
us by art, like music and arithmetic ?—I should think, replied I, 

¥ The whole argument to prove society also the same argument hinted at in the 
natural to man, from p. 58, is taken from Protagoras of Plato, p. 322. C. edit. Serr. 
the second book of Plato’s Republic. See vol. i. 
Plat. vol, ii. p. 369, &c. edit, Serrani. See 
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they were natural, because in every degree of men some traces 
of them may be discovered.—And are not the powers and ca- 
pacities of speech, said he, the same?’ Are not all men naturally 
formed to express their sentiments by some kind of language ?— 
I replied, they were. 

If, then, said he, these several powers and dispositions are 
natural, so should seem too their exercise.—Admit it.—And if 
their exercise, then so too that state where alone they can be 
exercised.—Admit it.—And what is this state but the social ? 
Or where else is it possible to converse, or use our speech; to 
exhibit actions of pity, benevolence, friendship, or love; to re- 
lieve our aversion to solitude, or gratify our desire of being with 
others ?—I replied, it could be nowhere else. 

You see, then, continued he, 

* The argument in favour of society, 
from our being possessed of Adyos, or the 
speaking faculty, seems to have been much 
insisted on by the best authors of an- 
tiquity. 
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man is a social animal, more than any bee, 
or any herding species whatever, is evident 
from hence. Nature, we say, makes nothing 
in vain; and man, of all animals, is only 
possessed of speech. Bare sound, indeed, 
may be the sign of what is pleasurable or 
painful, and for that reason it is common 
even to other animals also: for so far we 
perceive even their nature can go, that they 
have a sense of those feelings, and signify 
them to each other. But speech is made 
to indicate what is expedient, and what 
hurtful ; and, in consequence of this, what 
is just and unjust. It is therefore given to 
men, because this, with respect to other 
animals, is to men alone peculiar, that of 
good and evil, just and unjust, they only 
possess a sense or feeling. Now it is the 
participation or community of these which 
makes and constitutes both a family and a 
polity.” Aristot. Polit. 1. i. ¢, 2. 
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a preparation of faculties is not 
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of things in the soul, and sounds are de- 
clarative of these ideas. And for this 
reason were these sounds imparted to us by 
nature, not only that we might indicate to 
each other these ideas, but that we might 
be enabled to communicate and live in as- 
sociations: for man is by nature a social 
animal.” Ammon. in |. de Interpr. p. 16. B. 

Thus Cicero, speaking of human nature: 
Omitto opportunitates habilitatesque reliqui 
corporis, moderationem vocis, orationis vim, 
que conciliatrix est humanz maxume so- 
cietatis. De Legg. 1.i. c. 9. p. 35. ed. Davis. 

Again, in his Offices: Sed que natura 
principia sint communitatis et societatis 
humane, repetendum altius videtur. Est 
enim primum, quod cernitur in universi 
generis humani societate. Ejus enim vin- 
culum est ratio, et oratio; que docendo, 
discendo, communicando, disceptando, di- 
judicando, conciliat inter se homines, con- 
jungitque naturali quadam societate. De 
Offic. 1. i. c. 16. 

Thus too, in his treatise De Nat. Deor.: 
Jam vero domina rerum (ut vos soletis 
dicere) eloquendi vis quam est preclara, 
quamque divina? Que primum efficit ut ea, 
quze ignoramus, discere, et ea, que scimus, 
alios docere possimus, Deinde hac cohor- 
tamur, hac persuademus, hac consolamur 
afflictos, hac deducimus perterritos a timore, 
hac gestientes comprimimus, hac cupiditates 
iracundiasque restinguimus; hzec, nos juris, 
legum urbium societate devinxit: hec a 
vita immani et fera segregavit. De Nat. 
Deor. 1. ii. c. 59. p. 243. ed. Davis. See 
also Quint. Inst. 1. ii, ce. 16. and Alex. 
Aphrod. wept Wux. p. 155, B.ed. Ald. Sanctii 
Min. 1. i. c. 2. p. 15. Plat. in Sophista, 
p- 260, A. ed. Serr. 
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wanting. Weare fitted with powers and dispositions which have 
only relation to society, and which, out of society, can nowhere ~ 
else be exercised.—I replied, it was evident.— You have seen, 
too, the superior advantages of the social state above all others. 
—TI have. 

Let this then be remembered, said he, throughout all our 

future reasonings, remembered as a first principle in our ideas 
of humanity, that man by nature is truly a social animal.—l 
promised it should. | 

- XIII. Let us now, said he, examine what further we can learn 
concerning him. As social, indeed, he is distinguished from the 
solitary and savage species; but in no degree from the rest, of 
a milder and more friendly nature.—lIt is true, replied I, he is 
not.—Does he then differ no more from these several social 
species, than they, each of them, differ from one another? Must 
we range them all, and man among the rest, under the same 
common and general genus?—I see no foundation, said I, for 
making a distinction. 

Perhaps, said he, there may be none; and it is possible, too, 
there may. Consider a little: Do you not observe in all other 
species, a similarity among individuals? a surprisig likeness, 
which runs through each particular? In one species they are all 
bold, in another all timorous; in one all ravenous, in another all 
gentle. In the bird kind only, what a uniformity of voice, in 
each species, as to their notes; of architecture, as to building 
their nests; of food, both for themselves and for supporting their 
young.—lt is true, said I.—And do you observe, continued he, 
the same similarity among men? Are these all as uniform, as to 
their sentiments and actions ?—I replied, by no means. 

One question more, said he, as to the character of brutes, if I 
may be allowed the expression. Are these, think you, what we 
behold them, by nature or otherwise ?—Explain, said I, your 
question, for I do not well conceive you.—I mean, replied he, is 
it by nature that the swallow builds her nest, and performs all 
the offices of her kind; or is she taught by art, by discipline, or 
custom !—She acts, replied I, by pure nature, undoubtedly.— 
And is not the same true, said he, of every other bird and beast 
in the universe /—It is——No wonder, then, continued he, as they 
have so wise a governess, that a uniform rule of action is provided 
for each species. For what can be more worthy the wisdom of 
nature, than ever to the same substances to give the same law? 
—It appears, said I, reasonable. 

But what, continued he, shall we say as to man? Is he too 
actuated by nature purely ’—I answered, why not ?—TIf he be, 
replied he, it is strange in nature, that with respect to man alone 
she should follow so different a conduct. The particulars in other 
species, we agree, she renders uniform; but in our’s, every par- 
ticular seems a sort of model by himself.—If nature, said I, do 
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not actuate us, what can we suppose else?—Are local customs, 
said he, nature? Are the polities and religions. of particular 
nations, nature? Are the examples which are set before us, the 
preceptors who instruct us, the company and friends with whom 
we converse, all nature !—No, surely, said I.—And yet, said he, 
it is evident, that by these, and a thousand incidental cireum- 
stances, equally foreign to nature, our actions, and;manners, and 
characters are adjusted. Who then can imagine, we are actuated 
by nature only !—I confess, said I, it appears contrary. 

You see, then, said he, one remarkable distinction between 
man and brutes in general. In the brute, nature does all; in 
man, but part only.—It is evident, said I. 

But further, continued he, let us consider the powers or facul- 
ties possessed by each. Suppose I was willing to give a brute 
the same instruction which we give a man. A parrot, perhaps, ° 
or ape, might arrive to some small degree of mimicry; but do 
you think, upon the whole, they would be much profited or 
altered ‘—I replied, I thought not.—And do you perceive the 
same, said he, with respect to man? Or does not experience 
shew us the very reverse? Is not education capable of moulding 
us into any thing, of making us greatly good or greatly bad, 
greatly wise or greatly absurd’—The fact, said I, is indisput- 
able. 

Mark, then, said he, the difference between human powers 
and brutal. The leading principle of brutes appears to tend in 
each species to one single purpose; to this, in general, it uni- 
formly arrives; and here, in general, it as uniformly stops: it 
needs no precepts or discipline to instruct it; nor will it easily 
be changed, or admit a different direction. On the contrary, 
the leading principle of man is capable of infinite directions, is 
convertible to all sorts of purposes, equal to all sorts of subjects ; 
neglected, remains ignorant, and void of every perfection ; culti- 
vated, becomes adorned with sciences and arts; can raise us to 
excel, not only brutes, but our own kind; with respect to our 
other powers and faculties, can instruct us how to use them, as 
well as those of the various natures which we see existing 
around us. In a word, to oppose the two principles to each 
other, the leading principle of man is multiform, originally unin- 
structed, pliant and docile: the leading principle of brutes is 
uniform, originally instructed, but, in most instances afterward, 
inflexible and indocile. Or does not experience plainly shew and 
confirm the truth of what we assert ?—I made answer, it did. 

You allow, then, said he, the human principle, and the brutal, 
to be things of different idea.—U ndoubtedly.—Do they not each, 
then, deserve a different appellation /—I should think so.—Sup- 
pose therefore we call the human principle, reason; and the 
brutal, instinct: would you object to the terms!—I replied, 
I should not.—If not, continued he, then reason being peculiar to 
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man, or all the animals inhabiting this earth, may we not affirm 
of him, by way of distinction, that he is a rational animal — 

. L replied, we might justly. | 
' Let this, too, then be remembered, said he, in the course of our 

inquiry, that man is by nature a rational animal.—I promised it 
should. 

XIV. In consequence of this, said he, as often as there is 
occasion, I shall appeal as well to reason, as to nature, for a 
standard.— What, said I, do you mean by nature?—Its meanings, 
replied he, are many and various. As it stands at present op- 
posed, it may be enough perhaps to say, that nature is that 
which is the cause of every thing, except those things alone 
which are the immediate effects of reason. In other words, 
whatever is not reason, or the effect of reason, we would con- 

‘ sider as nature, or the effect of nature.—I answered, as he 
so distinguished them, I thought he might justly appeal to 
either. 

And yet, continued he, there is a remarkable difference be- 
tween the standard of reason, and that of nature; a difference, 
which at no time we ought to forget—What difference, said I, 
do you mean !—It is this, answered he; in nature, the standard 
is sought from among the many; in reason, the standard is 
sought among the few.— You must explain, said I, your meaning, 
for I must confess you seem obscure. . 

Thus, then, said he : suppose, as an anatomist, you were seeking 
the structure of some internal part; to discover this, would you 
not inspect a number of individuals?—I should.—And would 
you not inform yourself, what had been discovered by others ?— 
I should.—And suppose, after all, you should find a multitude 
of instances for one structure, and a few singular for a different : 
by which would you be governed !—By the multitude, said I, 
undoubtedly.—Thus, then, continued he, in nature the standard, 
you see, exists among the many.—lI replied, it had so appeared. 

And what, said he, were we to seek the perfection of sculp- 
ture, or of painting? Where should we inquire then? Among the 
numerous common artists, or among the few and celebrated ?— 
Among the few, said I— What if we were to seek the perfection 
of poetry, or oratory, where then’—Among the few, still_— 
What if we were to seek the perfection of true argument, or a 
sound logic; where then’—Still among the few.—And is not 
true argument, or a sound logic, one of reason’s greatest perfec- 
tions ?—It is.— Y ou see, then, continued he, whence the standard 
of reason is to be sought: it is from among the few," as we said 

® In omni enim arte, vel studio, vel cellent, 7d 3, cal omdviov, Kal ématveror, 
quavis scientia, vel in ipsa virtute, op- kal xaddy. Eth. Nic. 1. ii. c. 9, 7d yap 
tumum quodque rarissimum est. Cic. de omdvov, & Evevdnue, thuov. Plat. in 
Fin, 1. ii. c. 25. p. 158. edit. Dav. Thus, Euthyd. p, 304. B. edit. Serr, 
too, Aristotle joins the rare and the ex- 
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before, in contradistinction to the standard of nature.—I confess, 
said I, it appears so. 

And happy, said he, for us, that Providence has so ordered it ; 
happy for us, that what is rational, depends not on the multitude ; 
nor is it to be tried by so pitiful a test as the bare counting of 
noses.—It is happy, said I, indeed: but whence, pray, the dif- 
ference? Why are the many to determine in nature, and the 
few, only, in reason’—To discuss this at large, said he, would 
require some time. {t might insensibly perhaps draw us from 
our present inquiry. I will endeavour to give you the reason in 
as few words as possible; which, should they chance to be 
obscure, be not teo solicitous for an explanation.—I begged him 
to proceed his own way. 

The case, said he, appears to be this: in natural works and 
natural operations, we hold but one efficient cause, and that 
consummately wise. ‘This cause in every species recognising 
what is best, and working ever uniformly according to this idea 
of perfection,” the productions and energies, in every species 
where it acts, are for the most part similar and exactly corre- 
spondent. if an exception ever happen, it is from some hidden 
higher motive,° which transcends our comprehension, and which 
is seen so rarely, as not to injure the general rule, or render it 
doubtful and precarious. On the contrary, in the productions 
and energies of reason, there is not one cause, but infinite; as 
many, indeed, as there are agents of the human kind. Hence 
truth being but one, and error being infinite, and agents infinite 
also; what wonder they should oftener miss, than hit the mark ? 
that multitudes should fail, where one alone succeeds, and truth 
be only the possession of the chosen, fortunate few!—You 
seem to have explained the difficulty, said I, with sufficient 
perspicuity. 

Let us then go back, said he, and recollect ourselves; that 
we may not forget what it is we are seeking.—I replied, most 
willingly —We have been seeking, continued he, the sovereign 
good. In consequence of this inquiry, we have discovered, that 
all things whatever exist to the human species in the relations 

> Thus Boethius, addressing the Deity : 
O qui perpetua mundum ratione gubernas, 
Terrarum eclique sator, qui tempus ab cevo 
Ire jubes, stabitisque manens das cuncta 

movert ; 
Quem non externe pepulerunt fingere cause 
Materia fluitantis opus ; verum insita summe 
Forma boni, livore carens: tu cuncta swperno 
Ducis ab exemplo, pulchrum puleherrimus 

apse 
Mundum mente gerens, stmilique in imagine 

JSormans. 
Consol. Philos. 1. iii. Metr. 9. 
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fieri, portentum debet videri. Cic. de Divin. 
}. di. c. 28. p. 189. edit. Davis, 
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of either pursuable, avoidable, or indifferent. To determine 
these relations with accuracy, we have been scrutinizing the 
human nature; and that, upon this known maxim, that every 
species was its own proper standard; and that where the value 
of things was dubious, there the species was to be studied, and 
the relations to be deduced, which naturally flow from it. ‘The 
result of this scrutiny has been, that we have first agreed man 
to be-a social animal; and since, to be a rational. So that if 
we can be content with a descriptive, concise sketch of human 
nature, it will amount to this, that man is a social rational 
animal.(—I answered, it had appeared so. 

XV. If, then, said he, we pursue our disquisitions agreeably 
to this idea of human nature, it will follow, that all things will 
be pursuable, avoidable, and indifferent to man, as they respect 
the being and welfare of such a social, rational animal.—t re- 
plied, they must. 

Nothing, therefore, in the first place, said he, can be pursuable, 
which is destructive of society..—It cannot.—Acts, therefore, of 
fraud and rapine, and all acquired by them, whether wealth, 
power, pleasure, or any thing, 

4 ZGov AoyuKdy Kal moArTiKdy, AoyiKdy 
kal KowwviKdy, AoyiuKdyv Kal Huepov: these 
are descriptions of humanity, which we 
meet in every page of Epictetus and An- 
toninus. 

It seems, indeed, to have been a re- 
ceived opinion of old, that so intimate was 
the relation between these two attributes, 
that wherever there was rationality, so- 
ciality followed of course. Thus Antoninus: 
gort 5 TH AoyiKdy, evOds Kad woALTiKOY. 
l, x. s, 2. And again, more fully: xat 
tolvuy nav Td THs voepas piaews METOXOY, 
mpos Td ovyyeves duolws omedvder, 2 Kat 
MaAAov" bow ydp ear KpetrToy mapa Ta 
&AAa, TooovTm Kal mpds Td ovyKpiacbm 
7@ oikely kal ovyKeioOa Eromudrepor. 
Lixs, 9. 

It is not perhaps foreign to the present 
subject to observe, that were the eyes of 
any two men whatever to view the same 
object, they would each, from their dif- 
ferent place, and their different organiza- 
tion, behold it differently, and have a dif- 
ferent image. But were all the minds in 
the universe to recognise the same truth, 
they would all recognise it as one, their 
recognition would be uniform, and them- 
selves in a manner would be one also. The 
reason is, perception by the senses admits 
of more and less, better and worse ; but 
perception by the intellect, like truth, its 
object, admits of no degrees, and is either 
nothing at all, or else total, uniform, com- 
plete, and one. Hence, therefore, one source 
of the society, and, as it were, communion 

are evidently, from their very 

of all minds, considered as minds ; namely, 
the unity of truth, their common object. 

Again, every just and perfect society 
stands on the basis of certain laws. But 
law is nothing more, than right and perfect 
reason, seen in bidding and forbidding, 
according to the nature and essence of those 
beings to which it is a law. If, therefore, 
this universe be one whole, or general 
society, there must be some common, ge- 
neral law for its conduct and welfare ; and 
this law must, of consequence, be some 
right and perfect reason, which passes 
through all things, and extends to every 
part. Well therefore might Antoninus say, 
in the beginning of this note, that every 
thing rational, was of course social, since 
reason and law appear to be the same, and 
law to be the support and basis of all 
society. Thus, too, Cicero: Sequitur, ut 
eadem sit in his [sc. Diis] que humano 
generi ratio ; eadem veritas utrobique sit ; 
eademque lex, que est recti preceptio, 
pravique depulsio. De Nat. Deor. 1. ii. 
c. 3]. p. 180. See also the same author, 
De Leg. 1. i. c. 8, 12, 15. p. 29, 41, 51. 
edit. Davis. De Fin. 1. ii, c. 14. p. 123. 
See also Diog, Laert. 1, vii. s. 88. M. Anton. 
1. vy. c. 16.1. vi. c. 23. Aristot. Polit. as 
quoted in note z, p. 61. 

€ Si enim sic erimus affecti, ut propter 
suum quisque emolumentum spoliet, aut 
violet alterum, disrumpi necesse est eam, 
qua maxime est secundum naturam, hu- 
mani generis societatem. Cic. de Offic. 1. iii. 
ce. 5. 
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character, not fit to be pursued.—They are not.—But it is im- 
possible not to pursue many such things, unless we are furnished 
with some habit or disposition of mind, by which we are induced 
to render to all men their own, and to regard the welfare and 
interest of society.—It is impossible-——But the habit or dis- 
position of rendering to all their own, and of regarding the 
welfare and interest of society, is justice—It is—We may 
therefore fairly conclude, that nothing is naturally pursuable, 
but what is either correspondent to justice, or at least not con- 
trary.—I confess, said I, so it appears. 

But, further, said he, it is possible we may have the best dis- 
position to society; the most upright intentions; and yet, 
through want of ability to discern and know the nature of 
particulars, we may pursue many things inconsistent, as well 
with our private interest, as the public. We may even pursue 
what is right, and yet pursue it in such a manner, as to find our 
endeavours fruitless, and our purposes to fail—lI answered, it 
was possible.— But this would ill befit the character of a rational 
animal.—It. would.—It_ is necessary, therefore, we should be 
furnished with some habit or faculty, instructing us how to 
discern the real difference of all particulars, and suggesting the 
proper means by which we may either avoid or obtain them.— 
It iss—And what is this, think you, but prudence ?—I believe, 
said, I, it can be no other.—If it be, said he, then it is evident 
from this reasoning, that nothing is pursuable, which is not > 
correspondent to prudence.—I replied, he had shewn it could 
not. 

But further still, said he, it is possible we may neither want 
prudence nor justice to direct us; and yet the impulses of ap- 
petite, the impetuosities of resentment, the charms and allure- 
ments of a thousand flattering objects, may tempt us, in spite of 
ourselves, to pursue what is both imprudent and unjust.—They 
may.—But if so, it is necessary, would we pursue as becomes 
our character, that we should be furnished with some habit 
which may moderate our excesses; which may temper our 
actions to the standard of a social state, and to the interest and 
welfare, not of a part, but of the whole man.—Nothing, said I, 
more necessary.—And what, said he, can we call this habit, but 
the habit of temperance ?— You name it, said I, rightly.—If you 
think so, replied he, then nothing can be pursuable, which is not , 
either correspondent to temperance, or at least not contrary— —§ 
I replied, so it seemed. | 

Once more, continued he, and we have done: it is possible that 
not only resentment and appetite, not only the charms and 
allurements of external objects, but the terrors, too, and dread 
of them, may mar the rectitude of our purposes.—It is pos- 
sible-—Tyranny and superstition may assail us on one hand; 
the apprehensions of ridicule, and a false shame, - the other: it 

F 
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is expedient, to withstand these, we should be armed with some 
habit, or our wisest best pursuits may else at all times be de- 
feated.—They may.—And what is that generous, manlike, and 
noble habit, which sets us at all times above fear and danger; 
what is it but fortitude ?—I replied, it was no other.—If so, 
then, continued he, besides our former conclusions, nothing 
further can be pursuable, as our inquiries now have shewn us, 
which is not either correspondent to fortitude, or at least not 
contrary.—I admit, said I, it is not. 

Observe, then, said he, the sum, the amount of our whole 
reasoning: nothing is truly pursuable to such an animal as man, 
except what is correspondent, or, at least, not contrary to justice, 
prudence, temperance, and fortitude.—lI allow, said I, it appears 
so.—But if nothing pursuable, then nothing avoidable or indif- 
ferent, but what is tried and estimated after the same manner. 
For contraries are ever recognised through the same habit," one 
with another. The same logic judges of truth and falsehood ; 
the same musical art, of concord and discord. So the same 
mental habitudes, of things avoidable and pursuable. I replied, 
it appeared probable. 

To how unexpected a conclusion, then, said he, have our 
inquiries insensibly led us? In tracing the source of human ac- 
tion, we have established it to be those four grand virtues,® 
which are esteemed, for their importance, the very hinges of all 
morality.— We have. 

But if so, it should follow, that a life, whose pursuings and 
avoidings are governed by these virtues, is that true and rational 

f Aone? 5¢ Kad 4 &rdrn, Kal h emorhun 
TOV éevayTiwy, h avTH eivar: “There seems 
to be one and the same error, and one and 

the same science, with respect to things 
contrary.” Arist. de Anim. |. iii. c. 3. This, 
by Themistius, in his Paraphrase, is thus 
illustrated: Téy évaytiwy pla éorly ém- 
oTnun, Kar ula &yvoid 5 yap 7d ayabby 
as wpéeAmoyv ywdokwy, Kal Td KaKdy Sri 
BdaBepdy cuvertoratat’ Kal 6 wept Odrepov 
eLamarauevos, ekamarara: kal mepl Odre- 
pov: “Of things contrary there is one 
science, and one ignorance. For thus, he 
who knows good to be something bene- 
ficial, knows evil, at the same time, to be 
something pernicious; and he who is de- 
ceived with respect to one of these, is de- 
ceived also with respect to the other.” 
See the Io of Plato, p. 531. vol. i. edit. 
Serr. 

& Stobeeus, having told us, that of the 
virtues some were primary, some subordi- 
nate, adds: mpéras 5& rérrapas elvat, 
ppdrvnciv, swppoctyny, avdpelay, Sixaso- 
civnv’ Kal Thy wey oppdynow, mepl Ta 
Kabhxovra ylvecOa thy 5¢ cwdpoobyny 

mepl Tas Spuas Tov avOpmmov' Thy dt av- 
Spelav, wept ras tromovds’ thy SE Sucato- 
otynyv, wept Tas a&mroveunoes: “The pri- 
mary virtues are four; prudence, tem- 
perance, fortitude, and justice: prudence is 
employed in moral offices; temperance, in 
men’s natural appetites and pursuits ; for- 
titude, in endurings ; and justice, in dis- 
tributions.” cl. Ethic. p. 167. 

That the life aceording to virtue, was 
deemed the life according to nature, appears 
from what is said by the same author, in 
the page following: Tlacéy 5¢ todtwr Tay 
dpetav Td TéAOS elvat, TH dKoAOUOws TH 
gvoe Civ? éExdorny Se robtwy dia Tov 
iSlwv mapéxerOa tvyxdvovta Tov tvOpw- 
mov: “The end of all these virtues is, to 
live agreeably to nature ; and each of them, 
by those means which are peculiar to it- 
self, is found to put a man in possession of 
this end.” 

So likewise Cicero: Etenim quod sum- 
mum bonum a Stoicis dicitur, “conyvenienter 
nature vivere,” id habet hance, ut opinor, 
sententiam, “cum virtute congruere semper.” 
De Offic. 1. iii. ce. 3, 
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life, which we have so long been seeking; that life, where the 
value of all things is justly measured by those relations which 
they bear to the natural frame, and real constitution of man- 
kind :" in fewer words, a life of virtue appears to be the life ac- 
cording to nature.—It appears so. 

But, in such a life, every pursuit, every avoiding, (to include 
all,) every action, will of course admit of being rationally justi- 
fied.—It will—But that which, being done, admits of a rational 
justification,’ is the essence or genuine character of an office, or 
moral duty. For thus, long ago, it has been defined by the best 
authorities.*—Admit it.—If so, then a life according to virtue, | 
is a life according to moral offices or duties—It appears so.— 
But we have already agreed it to be a life according to nature. 
—We have.—Observe, then: a life according to virtue, according 
to moral offices, and according to nature, mean all the same 
thing, though varied in the expression Your remark, said I, 
seems just. 

XVI. We need never, therefore, replied he, be at a loss how 
to choose, though the objects of choice be ever so infinite and 
diversified. As far as nothing is inconsistent with such a life 
and such a character, we may justly set existence before death, 
prefer health to sickness, integrity of the limbs to being maimed 
and debilitated, pleasure to pain, wealth to poverty, fame to dis- 
honour, free government to slavery, power and magistracy to sub- 
jection and a private state; universally, whatever tends either 
to being, or to well-being, we may be justified, when we prefer to 
whatever appears the contrary. And when our several energies, 
exerted according to the virtues just mentioned, have put us in 
possession of all that we require;' when we enjoy, subjoined to 

h See pages 56, 58, 66, 82, 83. 
i In the original, it is 6 mpaxOev evAovyov 

Yoxet Gmrodoyioudv. Diog. Laert. 1. vii. 
s. 107. dep mpaxOev eAoyov exer Thy 
&modoylav. Sext. Emp. Adv. Mathem. 1. 

Vii. Thus rendered by Cicero: Officium id 
esse dicunt, quod cur factum sit, ratio pro- 
babilis reddi possit. De Offic. l. i. c. 3. 
The reason of its Greek name, xa07Kov, is 
given by Simplicius: Ka@jxovra éort ta 
ywopeva kara Ta HKovra Kal émBddA- 
Aovra: “Moral offices are those things 
which are done agreeably to what is fitting 
and expedient.” Simplic. in Ench. c. 37. 

k By Tully, in his Offices, and by other 
authors of antiquity. 

1 This was the idea of happiness adopted 
by the old academy, or Platonies: Secun- 
dum naturam vivere, sic affectum, ut optime 
affici possit, ad naturamque accommodatis- 

- sime. Cic. de Fin. lL v.c. 9. p. 370. The 
Peripatetics, who were originally of the 
same school, held the same. Ei 8° oir, 
7) avOpémvov wyadoby Wuxis evépyea 

ylyveras Kar’? aperhv—thy aplorny nad 
Tercioratny—ev Bi terAclg: “If this be 
admitted, it follows, that human good or 
happiness is the energizing of the soul ac- 
cording to the best and most consummate 
virtue, in a perfect and complete life.” 
Ethic. Nic. l.i.c. 7. A perfect and com- 
plete life, they explained to be such a life 
as was no way deficient either as to its 
duration, its bodily health, and its being 
attended with a proper competence of ex- 
ternal goods, and prosperity. By the best 
and most consummate virtue, they not only 
meant that virtue which was in its kind 
most perfect, but which was the virtue also 
of that part which is in each of us most 
excellent. For there are virtues of the 
body, such as strength and agility; and 
there are virtues of the senses, such as 
accurate seeing, accurate tasting; and the 
same of every faculty, from the lowest to 
that which is supreme. 

The sovereign good, or happiness, here 
spoken of, is again repeated, in other words 
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a right and honest mind, both health of body and competence 
of externals; what can there be wanting to complete our hap- 
piness, to render our state perfectly consonant to nature, or to. 
give us a more sovereign good than that which we now enjoy? 
—Nothing, replied I, that I can at present think of. 

There would be nothing, indeed, said he, were our energies never 
to fail; were all our endeavours to be ever crowned with due suc- 
cess. But suppose the contrary; suppose the worst success to the 
most upright conduct, to the wisest rectitude of energies and ac- 
tions. It is possible, nay, experience teaches us it is too often fact, 
that not only the pursuers of what is contrary to nature, but that 
those who pursue nothing but what is strictly congruous to it, 
may miss of their aims, and be frustrated in their endeavours. 
Inquisitors and monks may detest them for their virtue, and 
pursue them with all the engines of malice and inhumanity. 
Without these, pests may afflict their bodies; inundations over- 
whelm their property; or, what is worse than inundations, either 
tyrants, pirates, heroes, or banditti. They may see their country 
fall, and with it their bravest countrymen; themselves pillaged, 
and reduced to extremities, or perishing with the rest in the 
general massacre. 

Cadit et Ripheus, justissimus unus 
Qui fuit in Teucris, et servantissimus zequi.™ 

—It must be owned, said I, this has too often been the case. 
Or grant, continued he, that these greater events never happen; 

that the part allotted us be not in the tragedy of life, but in the 
comedy. Even the comic distresses are abundantly irksome: 
domestic jars, the ill offices of neighbours; suspicions, jealousies, 
schemes defeated; the folly of fools; the knavery of knaves: 

page 71, where it is called, “ the attaining 
the primary and just requisites of our na- 
ture, by a conduct suitable to virtue and 
moral office.” 

The primary and just requisites here 
mentioned, are all things requisite to the 
use and enjoyment of our primary and 
natural perfections. These primary and 
natural perfections, mean the natural 
accomplishments of both our mind and 
body. They were called by the Latins, 
prima nature, prima secundum naturam ; 
by the Greeks, rd mpOra kard bow, ra 
mpara THs picews. In them were in- 
cluded health, strength, agility, beauty, 
perfect sensations, memory, docility, in- 
vention, &c. See Stob. Ecl. Eth. p. 163. 
Cic. de Fin. l. v. c. 7. p. 364, A. Gell. 1. 
xii. c. 5. 
A like sentiment of happiness, to this 

here spoken of, is that mentioned by Cicero: 
Virtute adhibita, frui primis a natura datis. 
De Fin. 1. ii. c. 11. p. 113. It is there 

called, the opinion of the old Academics and 
Peripatetics. It is again repeated by the 
same author: Honeste vivere, fruentem 
rebus iis, quas primas homini natura con- 
ciliet. Acad. 1. ii. c. 42. p. 240, 

It is to be observed, that Cicero, speaking 
of this hypothesis, says, that it proposed an 
idea of happiness, which was not properly 
in our own power. Hoc non est positum in 
nostra actione: completur enim et ex eo 
genere vite, quod virtute finitur, et ex iis 
rebus quz secundum naturam sunt, neque 
sunt in nostra potestate. De Fin. L iv. ¢. 
6. p. 287. 

Hence, therefore, the deficiency of this 
doctrine. However justifiable, however 
laudable its end, it could not insure a due 
success to its endeavours. And _ hence, 
too, the force of what is objected to it in 
the Dialogue, in this and the following 
page. 

m /Mneid. |. ii, 426. 
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from which, as members of society, it is impossible to detach 
ourselves. 

Where, then, shall we turn, or what have we to imagine? We 
have at length placed happiness, after much inquiry, in attaining 
the primary and just requisites of our nature, by a conduct 
suitable to virtue and moral office. But as to corresponding 
with our preconceptions, (which we have made the test,) does 
this system correspond better than those others which we have 
rejected? Has it not appeared, from various facts, too obvious to 
be disputed, that, in many times and places, it may be absolutely 
unattainable? That in many, where it exists, it may in a mo- 
ment be cancelled, and put irretrievably out of our power, by 
events not to be resisted? If this be certain, and I fear it can- 
not be questioned, our specious long inquiry, however accurate 
we may believe it, has not been able to shew us a good, of that 
character which we require; a good durable, indeprivable, and 
accommodate to every circumstance: far from it, our speculations 
(I think) rather lead us to that low opinion of happiness which, 
you may remember, you expressed,” when we first began the 
subject. They rather help to prove to us, that instead of a 
sovereign good, it is the more probable sentiment, there is no 
such good at all.—I should indeed, said I, fear so— For where, 
continued he, lies the difference, whether we pursue what is con- 
gruous to nature, or not congruous; if the acquisition of one be 
as difficult as of the other, and the possession of both equally 
doubtful and precarious? If Cesar fall in attempting his 
country’s ruin; and Brutus fare no better, who only fought 
in its defence ?2—It must be owned, said I, these are melan- 
choly truths; and the instances which you allege too well con- 
firm them. 
We were in the midst of these serious thoughts, descanting 

upon the hardships and miseries of life, when, by an incident 
not worth relating, our speculations were interrupted. Nothing 
at the time, I thought, could have happened more unluckily ; 
our question perplexed, its issue uncertain, and myself impatient 
to know the event. Necessity, however, was not to be resisted, 
and thus for the present our inquiries were postponed. 

PART II. 

‘“‘ Brutus perished untimely, and Cesar did no more.” These 
words I was repeating the next day to myself, when my friend 
appeared, and cheerfully bade me good-morrow. I could not 

" See page 44, 
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return his compliment with an equal gaiety, being intent, some- 
what more than usual, on what had passed the day before. Seeing 
this, he proposed a walk into the fields —The face of nature, 
said he, will perhaps dispel these glooms. No assistance on my 
part shall be wanting, you may be assured.—I accepted his pro- 
posal; the walk began, and our former conversation insensibly 
renewed. 

Brutus, said he, perished untimely, and Cesar did no more. 
It was thus, as I remember, not long since you were expressing 
yourself. And yet, suppose their fortunes to have been exactly 
parallel, which would you have preferred? Would you have 
been Czesar or Brutus’—Brutus, replied I, beyond all controversy. 
—He asked me, why? Where was the difference, when their 
fortunes, as we now supposed them, were considered as the 
same ?—There seems said I, abstract from their fortunes, some- 
thing, I know not what, intrinsically preferable in the life and 
character of Brutus.—If that, said he, be true, then must we 
derive it, not from the success of his endeavours, but from their 
truth and rectitude. He had the comfort to be conscious that 
his cause was a just one: it was impossible the other should have 
any such feeling.—I believe, said I, you have explained it. 

Suppose, then, continued he, (it is but merely an hypothesis,) 
suppose, I say, we were to place the sovereign good in such a 
rectitude of conduct ;° in the conduct merely, and not in the 

© As the conduct here mentioned implies 
a conduct under the direction of a befitting 
rule or law, and that, as opposed to wrong 
conduct, which has either no rule at all, or 
at least one erroneous, it may not be an im- 
proper place to inquire, what was the ancient 
opinion concerning law universal; that great 
and general law, which stood opposed to 
the municipal laws of particular cities and 
communities. 

Est quidem vera lex, recta ratio, natures 
congruens, diffusa in omnes, constans, sem- 
piterna, que vocet ad officium jubendo, ve- 
tando a fraude deterreat—nec erit alia lex 
Rome, alia Athenis, alia nunc, alia posthac ; 
sed et omnes gentes, et omni tempore una 
lex, et sempiterna, et immortalis continebit ; 
unusque erit communis quasi magister, et 
imperator omnium Deus. Ille hujus legis 
inventor, disceptator, lator. Cui qui non 
parebit, ipse se fugiet, ac naturam hominis 
aspernabitur ; hoc ipso luet maximas poenas, 
etiamsi cetera supplicia, que putantur ef- 
fugerit. Fragm. Cic. de Rep. 1. iii. 

Lex est ratio summa, insita in natura, 
quze jubet ea quee facienda sunt, prohibet- 
que contraria. What follows is worth re- 
marking. Eadem ratio, cum est in hominis 
mente confirmata et confecta, lex est. Cic. 
de Leg. 1. i. c. 6. p. 22. 

Again: Lex vera—ratio est recta summi 

Jovis. To which he subjoins, as above, 
Ergo ut illa divina mens summa lex est ; ita 
cum in homine est, perfecta est in mente 
sapientis. De Leg. l. ii. c. 4, 5. p. 88. 

It is in this sense the apostle tells us of 
the Gentiles, or mankind in general, that 
they “shew the work of the law written in 
their hearts, their conscience also bearing 
witness, and their thoughts the mean while 
accusing or else excusing one another.” Rom. 
ii, 15. 

As Cicero, in his book of laws above 
cited, follows the Stoic discipline, so is it 
agreeable to their reasoning, that he makes 
the original natural law, of which we here 
treat, to be the sovereign reason of the Deity 
himself.. Thus Chrysippus: Idem [scil. 
Chrysippus] legis perpetuz et zternze vim, 
qué quasi dux vite et magistra officiorum 
sit, Jovem dicit esse. Nat. Deor. Ll. i. c. 15. 
p. 41. 

So, by the same philosophers, in Laertius, 
we are ordered to live according to nature: 
ovdév evepyotvras ay amaryopevew elwbev 5 
vouos 5 kowds, domep early 5 bpOds Adyos 
dia wdvtwv épxduevos, 6 ards dv 7G Ail, 
Kabyyeudut ToUTH Tis Tey byrwy (for SAwv) 
diouxhoews dvrt: “doing nothing forbidden 
by the universal law; that is to say, by 
that right reason which passeth through all 
things, and which is the same with Jove 
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Suppose we were to fix our happiness, not in the actual event. 

73 

attainment of that health, that perfection of a social state, that 
fortunate concurrence of externals which is congruous to our 
nature, and which we have a right all to pursue; but solely fix 
it in the mere doing whatever is correspondent to such an end, 
even though we never attain, or are near attaining it.? In fewer 

himself, the governor and conductor of this 
universal administration.”  Laert. 1. vii. 
s. 88. edit. Aldobrand. 

Agreeably to this reasoning, Plutarch 
corrects those who made Alxn a goddess, 
and the assessor of Jove; for, says he, 6 
Zebs odn exer wev thy Alunv wdpedpov, GAN 
abvros Alkn Kal Oduis éorl, nal véuwv 6 
mpeoBvraros kal TeAcidTaTOos, “ Jove has not 
Alxn or right for his assessor, but is himself 
right, and justice, and of all laws the most 
ancient and perfect.” Moral. p. 781. B. 

Thus Antoninus: TéAos d¢ Aoyixav Céwv, 
7d EmecOat TG THs TéAEws Kal ToALTelas 
THs mpeaBuTarns Adyw Kal Oeoug: “The 
end of rational animals is to follow the 
reason and sacred law of that city and 
most ancient polity,” [in which all rational 
beings are included.] 1. ii. s. 16. 

The most simple account of this law, 
which the Stoics gave, seems to be that re- 
corded by Stobzeus; according to which 
they called it Adyor, ép0dv dbvrTa, mpooraKti- 
Koy pev TeV TonTéwy, amaryopeuvTiKdy 5é 
Tav ov TomTéwy, “right reason, ordaining 
what is to be done, and forbidding what is 
not to be done.” Ecl. Ethic. 178. See also 
the notes of Turnebus and Davis upon Cic. 
de Leg. 1. i. c. 6. 

Having premised thus much concerning 
law universal, it remains to say something 
of that rectitude of conduct which is in this 
part of the dialogue proposed as our happi- 
ness. Rectitude of conduct is intended to 
express the term xatdp@wo1s, which Cicero 
translates recta effectio: Kardép@wua he 
translates rectum factum. See De Fin. 1. iii. 
c. 14. p.242. Now the definition of xardp- 
Owua was vouou mpdoraryua, “a thing com- 
manded by law ;” to which was opposed 
audptnua, “a sin or offence ;” which was 
defined véuov amarydpevua, “a thing for- 
bidden by law.” Plut. Mor. 1037.C. What 
law is here meant, which thus commands or 
forbids, has been shewn above. 

Hence, therefore, may be seen the reason 
why we have said thus much on the nature 
and idea of law universal ; so intimate being 
the union between this and right conduct, 
that we find the latter is nothing more than 
a perfect obedience to the former. 

Hence, too, we see the reason, why in one 
view it was deemed happiness, to be void of 
error or offence, avaudprnrov eivat, as we 
find it in Arrian. Epict. 1. iv. ¢. 8 p. 633. 

For to be thus inculpable was the necessary 
result of rectitude of conduct, or rather, in a 
manner, the same thing with it. 

I cannot conclude this note without re- 
marking on an elegant allusion of Antoninus 
to the primary signification of the word xa- 
tép0wors, that is to say, kara dp0ds, “right 
onwards, straight, and directly forwards.” 
Speaking of the reasoning faculty, how, 
without looking further, it rests contented 
in its own energies, he adds, xa0d katop0d- 
ges ai Towadra mpdtes dvoud(ovra, Thy 
ép0drnta Tis 6500 onualvovoa, “for which 
reason are all actions of this species called 
rectitudes, as denoting the directness of 
their progression right onwards.” 1. y. s. 14. 
So again, in the same sense, ed@efay mepal- 
vew, “to keep on the straight road.” 1. v, 
s. 3. I. x. 8. 1]. 

One would imagine that our countryman, 
Milton, had this reasoning in view, when, 
in his nineteenth sonnet, speaking of his 
own blindness, he says, with a becoming 
magnanimity, 

Yet I argue not 
Against heaven's hand or will; nor bate one jot 
Of heart or hope; but still bear up, and steer 
Right onwards, 

The whole sonnet is not unworthy of pe- 
rusal, being both sublime and simple. 

P Thus Epictetus in Arrian, speaking of 
address to men in power, and admitting 
such address, when justified by certain mo- 
tives, adds, that such address ought to be 
made without admiration or flattery. Upon 
this, an objector demands of him, més ody 
TvXw, oF Séouor ; “but how, then, am I to 
obtain that which I want ?”—The philo- 
sopher answers, ’Ey® 5€ oor Aéyw, Br: ds 
Tevtduevos amépxov" ovx? d& pdvov, Iva 
mpdtys Td cavtg@ mpérov; “Did I ever say 
to thee, that thou shouldst go and address, 
as though thou wert to succeed ; and not, 
rather, with this only view, that thou 
mightest do that which is becoming thy 
character?” And soon after, when an ob- 
jection is urged from appearance, and the 
opinion of mankind, he answers, Ovd« olac@ 
bri Gvhp Kadds Kal ayabds oddty more? Tod 
ddtar Evera, GAAA TOU wémpaxOa Kars ; 
“Knowest thou not, that a fair and good 

man does nothing for the sake of appear- 
ance, but for the sake only of having done 
well and fairly?” Arr. Epict. |. iii, ¢. 24. 
p. 497, 498. This doctrine, indeed, seems 
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words, what if we make our natural state the standard only to 
determine our conduct, and place our happiness in the rectitude 
of this conduct alone?? On such an hypothesis (and we consider 
it as nothing further) we should not want a good, perhaps, to 
correspond to our preconceptions ;" for this, it is evident, would 
be correspondent to them all.—Your doctrine, replied I, is so 
new and strange, that though you have been copious in explain- 
ing, I can hardly yet comprehend you. 

It amounts all, said he, but to this: place your happiness 
where your praise is.—I asked, where he supposed that /—Not, 
replied he, in the pleasures which you feel, more than your dis- 
grace lies in the pain; not in the casual prosperity of fortune, 
more than your disgrace in the casual adversity; but in just 
complete action throughout every part of life, whatever be the 
face of things, whether favourable or the contrary. 

But why, then, said I, such accuracy about externals? So 
much pains, to be informed what are pursuable, what avoidable? 
—It behoves the pilot, replied he, to know the seas and the 
winds; the nature of tempests, calms, and tides. They are the 
subjects about which his art is conversant: without a just ex- 
perience of them, he can never prove himself an artist. Yet we 
look not for his reputation either in fair gales or in adverse,* but 

to have been the basis of the Stoic morals ; 
the principle which included, according to 
these philosophers, as well honour and ho- 
nesty,as good and happiness. Thus Cicero: 
Facere omnia, ut adipiscamur que secundum 
naturam sint, etsi ea non adsequamur, id 
esse et honestum, et solum per se expeten- 
dum et summum bonum Stoici dicunt. De 
Fin. lL. v. ¢. 7. p. 365, 366. To this is con- 
sonant that sentiment of theirs in Plutarch: 
Thy pev piow adthy a&didpopov eivar* Td 
dt tH pio duoroyeiv, ayabdv. And 
again: Td (iv Kata pvow, TéAos elvar—ra 
Kata pvow, adidpopa elvar. Plut. Mor. 
1060. D. E. See below, note s. Socrates 
was of the same opinion, as appears from all 
ie of the Platonic and Xenophontean 

ialogues. Take one example out of many: 
Toy d¢ ayaboy cdre Kal Kadds mpdrrew & 
dy mpdrro.. toy St €d mpartovra, waKdpl- 
ovre kal evdaiuova eivat, Gorg. Plat. p. 507. 
edit. Serr. 

So Proclus: Méoa: yap af rod orovdaiov 
mpdtes mpds abtoy éxovor Thy avapopay’ 
evepynoas obv evepyeTix@s Kal PeompeTas, 
ev TH evepyeta Td TéAOs exer: “ All the 
actions of the virtuous man have reference 
to himself. When, therefore, he has ener- 
gized beneficently and divinely, it is in the 
very energy itself that he obtains his end.” 
This from the same MS. comment as is re- 
ferred to, p. 46, note ¢ 

41 It is in this sense we find it elegantly 

said in Plutarch by the last-mentioned phi- 
losophers, oroixeia ris evdamovlas Thy 
prow, kal Td Kara pow, “that our natural 
state, and what is consonant to it, are the 
elements of happiness ;” and just before, 
the same natural state is called rod Kadh- 
kovtos apxn, Kal bAn THs aperis, “the 
source of moral office, and the subject-matter 
of virtue.” Plut. Mor. 1069. E. F. Atque 
etiam illud perspicuum est, constitui necesse 
esse initium, quod sapientia, cum quid agere 
incipiat, sequatur; idque initium esse nature 
accommodatum: nam aliter appetitio, etc. 
Cic. Acad. 1. ii. c. 8. p. 85, 86. Initia pro- 
poni necesse esse apta et accommodata na- 
ture, quorum ex selectione virtus possit ex- 
istere. De Fin. 1. iv. c. 17. p. 316. Cum 
vero illa, quee officia esse dixi, proficiscantur 
ab initiis nature ; ea ad hee referri necesse 
est: ut recte dici possit, omnia officia eo 
referri, ut adipiscamur principia nature ; 
nec tamen ut hoc sit bonorum ultimum. De 
Fin. 1. iii. c. 6. p. 217. 

" Plutarch quotes the following sentiment 
of Chrysippus, who patronised this idea of 
good: toy rept ayalav Kal Kaxa@y Adyor, 
ov abrds ciodyer Kad SoxudCer, cuppwvd- 
tarov elval dno. TG Blw, kal udAwoTa ToY 
eupitav &mrecOa mporatvewy. Plut. Mor. 
1041. E. 

§ What Quintilian says of rhetoric, may _ 
with great propriety be transferred to mo- 
rality. Noster orator, arsque a nobis finita, 
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in the skilfulness of his conduct, be these events as they happen. 
In like manner fares it with this the moral artist: he, for a sub- 
ject, has the whole of human life ;t health and sickness, pleasure 
and pain, with every other possible incident which can befall him 
during his existence. If his knowledge of all these be accurate 
and exact, so too must his conduct, in which we place his happi- 
ness; but if this knowledge be defective, must not his conduct 
be defective also?—I replied, so it should seem.—And if his 
conduct, then his happiness ?—It is true. 

You see, then, continued he, even though externals were as 
nothing; though it was true, in their own nature, they were 
neither good nor evil; yet an accurate knowledge of them is, 
from our hypothesis, absolutely necessary—Indeed, said I, you 
have proved it. 

He continued: inferior artists may be at a stand, because they 
want materials ; from their stubbornness and intractability they 
may often be disappointed. But as long as life is passing, and 
nature continues to operate, the moral artist of life has, at all 
times, all he desires. He can never want a subject fit to exercise 
him in his proper calling; and that, with this happy motive to 
the constancy of his endeavours, that the crosser, the harsher, 
the more untoward the events, the greater his praise, the more 
illustrious his reputation. 

All this, said I, is true, and cannot be denied: but one cir- 
cumstance there appears, where your similes seem to fail. The 
praise, indeed, of the pilot we allow to be in his conduct; but it 

non sunt posita in eventu. Tendit quidem 
ad victoriam, qui dicit: sed,cum bene dixit, 
etiamsi non vincat, id, quod arte continetur, 
effecit. Nam et gubernator vult salva nave 
in portum pervenire: si tamen tempestate 
fuerit abreptus, non ideo minus erit guber- 

not so the use of them. Arr. Epict. 1. ii. 
c, 5. 

Thus Horace: 
Non possidentem multa vocaveris 
Recte beatum ; rectius occupat 

Nomen beati, qui Deorum 
nator, dicetque notum illud ; “dum clavum 
rectum teneam.” Et medicus sanitatem egri 
petit: si tamen aut valetudinis vi, aut in- 
temperantia zgri, aliove quo casu summa 
non contingit ; dum ipse omnia secundum 
rationem fecerit, medicinz fine non excidit. 
Ita oratori bene dixisse, finis est. Nam est 
ars ea—in actu posita, non in eventu. Inst. 
Orat. 1. ii. c. 17. 

t Ovcla trod ayalov, mpoalpeois mod: 
Tov Kakod mpoalpecis mod. Tl ody Ta 
exrdés; “LAa TH mpoaipéoe:, wep) &s ava- 
orpepomevn tevéera Tod idiov ayalod 7 
xaxov: “The essence of good is a peculiar 
direction of mind, and the essence of eyil is 
a peculiar direction also. What, then, are 
externals? They serve as subjects to the 
mind’s direction; from conversing with 
which it obtains its proper good or evil.” 
Arr. Epict. 1. i. c. 29. Again: Ai dada 
adidpopa 7 St xphows adta@v odk &did@o- 
pos: “The subjects are indifferent, but 

Muneribus sapienter uti, 
Duramque callet pauperiem pati, 
Pejusque leto flagitium timet : 

Non ille, ete. 
Od. L. iv. 9. 

Even the comic poet seems not to have 
been unacquainted with this doctrine: 
Cu. Quid narrat? Cx. Quid ille? miserum 

Se esse. 
Cu. Miserum? quem minus credere est? 

Quid reliqui est, quin habeat que quidem in 
homine dicuntur bona? 

Parentis, patriam incolumem, amicos, genus, 
cognatos, divitias : 

Atque hee perinde sunt ut illius animus, qué 
ea possidet : 

Qui uti scit, ei bona; illi, qui non utitur 
recte, mala. 

Heauton. act. i. s. 2. v. 18, 
Vid. Platon. in Euthydemo, p. 281. edit, 
Serr. ev keparaip 3, épnv, & KAciwla, xuw- 
duvevet. 
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is in the success of that conduct where we look for his happiness. 
If a storm arise, and the ship be lost, we call him not happy, 
how well soever he may have conducted. It is then only we 
congratulate him, when he has reached the desired hayen.— 
Your distinction, said he, is just; and it is here lies the noble 
prerogative of moral artists above all others. But yet I know 
not how to explain myself, I fear my doctrine will appear so 
strange.— You may proceed, said I, safely, since you advance it 
but as an hypothesis. 

Thus, then, continued he, the end in other arts is ever distant 
and removed :" it consists not in the mere conduct, much less in 
a single energy, but is the just result of many energies, each of 
which are essential to it. Hence, by obstacles unavoidable, it 
may often be retarded; nay, more, may be so embarrassed, as 
never possibly to be attained. But in the moral art of life, the 
very conduct is the end; the very conduct, I say, itself, through- 
out every its minutest energy; because each of these, however 
minute, partake as truly of rectitude, as the largest combination 
of them, when considered collectively. Hence, of all arts, is this 
the only one perpetually complete in every instant; because it 
needs not, like other arts, time to arrive at that perfection, at 
which, in every instant, it is arrived already. Hence, by dura- 
tion, it is not rendered either more or less perfect ; completion, 
like truth, admitting of no degrees, and being in no sense capable 
of either intension or remission. And hence, too, by necessary 
connection, (which is a greater paradox than all,) even that 
happiness, or sovereign good, the end of this moral art, is itself, 
too, in every instant, consummate and complete; is neither 

" Sed in ceeteris artibus cum dicitur ar- 
tificiose, posterum quodam modo et conse- 
quens putandum est, quod illi émryevyn- 
parixdy appellant ; quod autem in quo sa- 
pienter dicitur, id adprimo rectissime dici- 
tur: quicquid enim a sapiente proficiscitur, 
id continuo debet expletum esse omnibus 
suis partibus; in eo enim positum est id, 
quod dicimus esse expetendum. Nam ut 
peccatum est patriam prodere, parentes vio- 

lare, fana depeculari, que sunt in effectu: 
sic timere, sic merere, sic in libidine esse, 
peccatum est, etiam sine effectu. Verum ut 
heec, non in posteris et in consequentibus, 
sed in primis continuo peccata sunt: sic ea 
que proficiscuntur a virtute, susceptione 
prima, non perfectione, recta sunt judicanda. 
Cic. de Fin. 1. iii. c. 9. p. 228. Tod idiov 
TéAous tuyxaver [7 Aoyiuh Wuxh] Srov 
dv +b Tod Blov wepas éemioth ovx, owep 
ém) dpxhoews kad bwoKpioews Kat THY ToL- 
oUTwv areAns yiverat h An mpakis, édy TL 
eyKkoyy, GAN em) mavTbs wépous, Kat Brov 
by KaTaArnpey, wAjpes kal &mpoodets EavTH 
Tb mpoTedev Toit’ bore eimeiv, cya amrexw 

Ta éud. M. Ant. L xi. s.1. Et quemad- 
modum opportunitas (sic enim adpellemus 
evxaiptay) non fit major productione tem- 
poris (habent enim suum modum queecunque 
opportuna dicuntur) sic recta effectio (kar- 
ép0worv enim ita adpello, quoniam rectum 
factum Kar dp0wuc.) recta igitur effectio, item 
convenientia, denique ipsum bonum, quod 
in eo positum est ut nature consentiat, 
crescendi accessionem nullam habet. Ut 
enim opportunitas illa, sic hee de quibus 
dixi, non fiunt temporis productione ma- 
jora: ob eamque causam Stoicis non videtur 
optabilior nec magis expetenda vita beata, 
si sit longa, quam si brevis: utunturque 
simili, ut, si cothurni laus illa est ad pedem 
apte convenire, neque multi cothurni paucis 
anteponerentur, nec majores minoribus: 
sic quorum omne bonum convenientia atque 
opportunitate finitur, nec plura paucioribus, 
nec longinquiora brevioribus anteponentur. 
Cic. de Fin. 1. iii. c. 14. p. 242. See also 
Dio. Laert. 1. vii. s. 101. M. Ant. L. vi. 
s. 23. 1. iii. s. 7. Senec. Epist. 66. 
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heightened or diminished by the quantity of its duration, but is 
the same to its enjoyers, for a moment or a century. 

Upon this I smiled—He asked me the reason.—It is only to 
observe, said I, the course of our inquiries. A new hypothesis 
has been advanced: appearing somewhat strange, it is desired 
to be explained: you comply with the request, and, in pursuit 
of the explanation, make it ten times more obscure and unin- 
telligible than before.—It is but too often the fate, said he, of 
us commentators. But you know in such cases what is usually 
done: when the comment will not explain the text, we try 
whether the text will not explain itself; this method, it is 
possible, may assist us here. The hypothesis, which we would 
have illustrated, was no more than this: that the sovereign good 
lay in rectitude of conduct, and that this good corresponded to 
all our preconceptions. Let us examine, then, whether, upon 
trial, this correspondence will appear to hold; and, for all that , 
we have advanced since, suffer it to pass, and not perplex us.— / 
Agreed, said I, willingly, for now I hope to comprehend you. ~ 

II. Recollect, then, said he. Do you not remember that one 
preconception of the sovereign good was, to be accommodate to 
all times and places ?"—I remember it.—And is there any time, 
or any place, whence rectitude of conduct may be excluded ?* 
Is there not a right action in prosperity, a right action in ad- 
versity? May there not be a decent, generous, and laudable 
behaviour, not only in peace, in power, and in health; but in 
war, in oppression, in sickness, and in death !—There may. 
And what shall we say to those other preconceptions; to being 

durable, self-derived, and indeprivable? Can there be any good 
so durable, as the power of always doing right? Is there any 
good conceivable, so entirely beyond the power of others? Or, 
if you hesitate, and are doubtful, I would willingly be informed, 
into what circumstances may fortune throw a brave and honest 
man, where it shall not be in his power to act bravely and 
honestly ?Y If there are no such, then rectitude of conduct, if a 
good, is a good indeprivable.—I confess, said I, it appears so. 

But, further, said he, another preconception of the sovereign 
good was, to be agreeable to nature-—It was.——And can any 
thing be more agreeable to a rational and social animal, than 
rational and social conduct ‘—Nothing.—But rectitude of con- 
duct is with us rational and social conduct.—It is. 

Once more, continued he: another preconception of this good 
was, to be conducive, not to mere-being but to well-being.— 

" In this and the subsequent pages, the 
general preconceptions of good are applied 
to the particular hypothesis of good, ad- 
vanced in this treatise. See before, p. 46, 
47, 49. 

X Taytaxod Kal Sinvends el col err, 
kal 7H mapovon cvpBdoe OeooeBas eva- 

peoreiv, kal rots mapotow avOpérois Kar d 
dicccoodynv mpoopéperOar. M. Ant. 1. vii. 
s. 54, 

Y Mfxert ody pot Aye, THs yevnta; 8- 
mws yap ky yévnrat, od airrd Ohoeis KaA@S, 
kal Zoran oo. Td aroBay ebrdxnua. Arrian. 
Epict, 1. iy, c. 10. p. 650. 
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Admit it.—And ean any thing, believe you, conduce so probably 
to the well-being of a rational social animal, as the right exercise 
of that reason, and of those social affections ?—Nothing.—And 
what is this same exercise, but the highest rectitude of conduct ? 
—Certainly. 
_ TI. You see, then, said he, how well our hypothesis, being 
once admitted, tallies with our original preconceptions of the 
sovereign good.—I replied, it indeed appeared so, and could not 
be denied. But who, think you, ever dreamt of a happiness like 
this?) A happiness dependent, not on the success, but on the 
aim?—Even common and ordinary life, replied he, can furnish 
us with examples. Ask of the sportsman, where lies his enjoy- 
ment? Ask whether it be in the possession of a slaughtered 
hare, or fox? He would reject, with contempt, the very sup- 
position: he would tell you, as well as he was able, that the joy 
was in the pursuit, in the difficulties which are obviated, in the 
faults which are retrieved, in the conduct and direction of the 
chase through all its parts; that the completion of their en- 
deavours was so far from giving them joy, that instantly, at that 
period, all their joy was at an end.—For sportsmen, replied I, 
this may be no bad reasoning.—It is not the sentiment, said he, 
of sportsmen alone. The man of gallantry not unoften has been 
found to think after the same manner. 

Meus est amor huic similis ; nam 
Transvolat in medio posita, et fugientia captat, * 

To these we may add the tribe of builders and projectors. Or 
has not your own experience informed you of numbers, who, 
in the building and laying out, have expressed the highest de- 
light ; but shewn the utmost indifference to the result of their 
Rone to the mansion or gardens, when once finished and com- 
plete? 

The truth, said I, of these examples is not to be disputed. 
But I could wish your hypothesis had better than these to sup- 
port it. In the serious view of happiness, do you ever imagine 
there were any, who could fix it, (as we said before,) not on the 
success, but on the aim’—More, even in this light, said he, 
than perhaps at first you may imagine. There are instances 
innumerable, of men, bad as well as good, who having fixed, as 
their aim, a certain conduct of their own, have so far attached 
their welfare and happiness to it, as to deem all events in its 
prosecution, whether fortunate or unfortunate, to be mean, con- 
temptible, and not worthy their regard.—I called on him for 
examples.* 

What think you, said he, of the assassin who slew the first 

% Hor. Sat. ii. lib. i. 107. votees,” &c. &c. The whole passage is worth 
* See a long catalogue of these in Cicero’s reading. Tusc. Disp. 1. v. c. 27. p. 400, 

Tusculan Disputations: “Spartan boys, Bar- 401, etc. 
barian sages, Indian wives, Egyptian de- 
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prince of Orange; and who, though brought by his conduct to 
the most exquisite tortures, yet, conscious of what he had done, 
could bear them all unmoved? Or (if you will have a better 
man) what think you of that sturdy Roman who would have 
despatched Porsenna, and who, full of his design, and superior 
to all events, could thrust a hand into the flames with the 
steadiest intrepidity?—I replied, that these indeed were very 
uncommon instances. | 

Attend, too, continued he, to Epicurus dying, the founder of a 
philosophy, little favouring of enthusiasm: “This I write you 
(says he,? in one of his epistles,) while the last day of life is 
passing, and that a happy one. The pains, indeed, of my body 
are not capable of being heightened. Yet to these we oppose 
that joy of the soul, which arises from the memory of our past 
speculations.” Hear him, consonant to this, in another place 
asserting, that a rational adversity. was better than an irrational 
prosperity. 

And what think you? Had he not placed his good and hap- 
piness in the supposed rectitude of his opinions, would he not 
have preferred prosperity, at all rates, to adversity? Would not 
the pains, of which he died, have made his happiness perfect 
misery? And yet, you see, he disowns any such thing. The 
memory of his past life and of his philosophical inventions, were, 
even in the hour of death, it seems, a counterpoise to support 
him.—It must be owned, said I, that you appear to reason 
justly. 

Pass from Epicurus, continued he, to Socrates. What are the 
sentiments of that divine man, speaking of his own unjust con- 
demnation? ‘ O Crito,” says he, ‘if it be pleasing to the gods 
this way, then be it this way.”° And again: “ Anytus and Me- 
litus, I grant, can kill me; but to hurt or injure me, is beyond 
their power.” It would not have been beyond it, had he thought 
his welfare dependent on any thing they could do; for they 
were then doing their worst: whence then was it beyond them ? 
Because his happiness was derived not from without, but from 

b Thy waxaplay wyovres kal dua TeAcv- 
Talay jucpay tod Blov, eypdpouev duiv 
Tadta’ otparyyouptare mapnkoAovdjKe: Kal 
ducevrepicda mdOn, SrepBodrdy ovK amo- 
Aclrovra tod év éavrois meyébous’ ayti- 
mapeTatteto 5 mat TovTOIs TH KaTa Wu- 
xiv xaipov em tH TeV Yyeyovdtwv juiv 
diadoyiouav pvhun. Dio. Laert. 1. x. s, 
22. Cum ageremus vite beatum et eundem 
supremum diem, scribebamus hec. Tanti 
autem morbi aderant vesice et viscerum, 
ut nihil ad eorum magnitudinem possit ac- 
cedere. Compensabatur tamen cum his 
omnibus animi letitia, quam capiebam me- 
moria rationum inventorumque nostrorum. 
Cie, de Fin. 1. ii. c. 30. p. 173. 

Soon after, we have another sentiment of 
Epicurus, that a rational adversity was 
better than an irrational prosperity. The 
original words are, xpetrtoy elva: evAo- 
ylotws aruxetv, } GdoyloTtws ebruxeiv. 
Dio. Laert. 1. x. s. 135. 

© The three quotations in this page are 
taken from Plato : the first, from the Crito, 
quoted by Epictetus at the end of the En- 
chiridion, and in many other places; the 
second, from the Apology, quoted as fre- 
quently by the same author; the third, 
from the Menexenus, or Epitaph. Plat. 
Opera, vol. ii. p. 248, edit. Serran. See also 
Cic, Tuscul, lL. v. c. 12. 
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within; not from the success, which perhaps was due to the 
rectitude of his life, but from that rectitude alone, every other 
thing disregarded. He had not, it seems, so far renounced his 
own doctrine, as not to remember his former words: that “to 
whomever all things, conducive to happiness, are derived solely, 
or, at least, nearly from himself, and depend not on the welfare 
or adversity of others, from the variety of whose condition his 
own must vary also: he it is, who has prepared to himself the 
most excellent of all lives; he it is, who is the temperate, the 
prudent, and the brave; he it is, who, when wealth or children 
either come or are taken away, will best obey the wise man’s 
precept; for neither will he be seen to grieve, nor to rejoice in 
excess, from the trust and confidence which he has reposed in 
himself.” You have a sketch, at least, of his meaning, though 
far below his own Attic and truly elegant expression.—I grant, 
said I, your example; but this and the rest are but single in- 
stances. What are three or four in number, to the whole of 
human kind ? 

If you are for numbers, replied he, what think you of the 
numerous race of patriots, in all ages and nations, who have 
joyfully met death, rather than desert their country when in 
danger?* They must have thought surely on another happiness 
than success, when they could gladly go where they saw death 
often inevitable. Or what think you of the many martyrs for 
systems wrong as well as right, who have dared defy the worst, 
rather than swerve from their belief?*—You have brought, in- 
deed, said I, more examples than could have been imagined. 

Besides, continued he, what is that comfort of a good conscience, 
celebrated to such a height in the religion which we profess, but 
the joy arising from a conscience of right energies ;f a conscience 
of having done nothing, but what is consonant to our duty ’— 
I replied, it indeed appeared so. 

Kven the vulgar, continued he, recognise a good of this very 
character, when they say of an undertaking, though it succeed not, 
that they are contented ; that they have done their best, and can 

4 Sed quid duces et principes nominem ; 
cum legiones scribat Cato seepe alacris in 
eum locum profectas, unde redituras se non 
arbitrarentur? Pari animo Lacedzmonii in 
Thermopylis occiderunt: in quos Simonides, 
Dic hospes Sparte, nos te hie vidisse ja- 

centes, 

Dum sanctis patria legibus obsequimur. 
Tusc. Disp. 1. i. c. 42. 

€ That there may be a bigotted obstinacy 
in favour of what is absurd, as well as a 
rational constancy in adhering to what is 
right, those Egyptians above mentioned 
may serve as examples. /Egyptiorum mo- 
rem quis ignoret? quorum imbute mentes 
pravitatis erroribus quamvis carnificinam 

prius subierint, quam ibim aut aspidem aut 
felem aut canem aut crocodilum violent : 
quorum etiam si imprudentes quidpiam fe- 
cerint, poeenam nullam recusent. Tuscul. 
Disp. l. v. c. 27. p. 402. See before, note a, 
page 78. 

f It is probable, that some analogies of 
this sort induced a father of the church 
(and no less a one than St. Jerome) to say 
of the Stoics, who made moral rectitude the 
only good, Nostro dogmati in plerisque con- 
cordant. Vid. Menag. in D. Laert. 1. vii. 
s. 101. p. 300. and Gatak. Preefat. in M. 
Anton. See also of this treatise, p. 44. 
and below, note 2 
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accuse themselves of nothing. For what is this, but placing 
their content, their good, their happiness, not in the success of 
endeavours, but in the rectitude? If it be not the rectitude 
which contents them, you must tell me what it is else.—It ap- 
pears, replied I, to be that alone. 

I hope, then, continued he, that though you accede not to this 
notion of happiness which I advance, you will at least allow it 
not to be such a paradox as at first you seemed to imagine.— 
That, indeed, replied I, cannot be denied you. 

IV. Granting me this, said he, you encourage me to explain 
myself. We have supposed the sovereign good to lie in rectitude 
of conduct.—We have.—And think you there can be rectitude 
of conduct, if we do not live consistently ’—In what sense, said 
I, would you be understood ?—To live consistently,® said he, is 
the same with me, as to live agreeably to some one single and 
consonant scheme, or purpose.—Undoubtedly, said I, without 
this, there can be no rectitude of conduct.—All rectitude of con- 
duct, then, you say, implies such consistence.—It does.—And 
does all consistence, think you, imply such rectitude !—I asked 

8 To live consistently, is here explained 
to be living according to some one single 
consonant scheme or purpose ; and our good 
or happiness is placed in such consistence, 
upon a supposition that those who live in- 
consistently, and without any such uniform 
scheme, are of consequence miserable and 
unhappy. Td réAos 6 py Zhvwy otTws 
amédwre, T) duoroyoupevws Civ’ TovTO & 
€o7 Kad” Eva Adyoy kai ciupwvov Civ, as 
TOV MaxXouevws CéyTwY KaKodamovovyTar. 
Stob. Ecl. Ethic. p. 171. ‘ 

This consistence was called in Greek 
6uodoyia, in Latin convenientia, and was 
sometimes by itself alone considered as the 
end. Thy duodoylay Aéyouct TéAos elvan. 
Stob. Ecl. Ethic. p. 172. See also Cic. de 
Fin. 1. iii. c. 6. p. 216. So also in the same 
last-named treatise, c. vii. p. 220. Ut enim 
histrioni actio, saltatori motus, non quivis, 
sed certus quidam est datus: sic vita agenda 
est certo genere quodam, non quolibet ; quod 
genus conveniens consentaneumque dicimus. 
Nec enim gubernationi aut medicine similem 
sapientiam esse arbitramur, sed actioni illi 
potius, quam modo dixi, et saltationi ; ut in 
ipsa arte insit, non foris petatur extremum, 
id est, artis effectio. 

It is upon this principle we find it a pre- 
cept in Cicero’s Offices: In primis autem 
constituendum est, quos nos et quales esse 
velimus, et in quo genere vite. L i. c. 32. 
So likewise in the Enchiridion of Epictetus, 
c. 33: tdtov twa dn Xapaxtipa cavTe 

‘Kal rumov, dv puddtns ent re ceavT@ dy, | 
Kal avOpdmos emituyxdvev: “ ordain to thy- 
self some character and model of life, which 

thou mayst maintain both by thyself, and 
when thou art conversant with mankind.” 

So much indeed was rested upon this 
principle of consistence, that even to be any 
thing consistently, was held better than the 
contrary. Thus Epictetus: &va oe Se? &y- 
Opwmrov clvat, 2 ayabdy 7} Kady’ } Td ayye- 
povixdy oe Set ekepyd(ecOar Td cavTod, i 
Ta €xTds : “it behoves thee to be one uniform 
man, either good or bad ; either to cultivate 
thy own mind, or to cultivate things ex- 
ternal.” Arr. Epict. 1. iii. c. 15. p. 421. And 
more fully than this does he express him- 
self in a place subsequent ; where, having 
first counselled against that false complai- 
sance which makes us; to please mankind, 
forget our proper character, and having re- 
commended, as our duty, a behaviour con- 
trary, he adds, ei 5& uh dpéoe: Tada, SAos 
aardékAwov em tavavtia’ yevod eis TOV Kt- 
valdwy, eis Tav pmorxav—Ardpopa ® oftw 
mpdownra od plyvuTa od Sivaca Kal Onp- 
olrny broxptvacOa Kal’ Ayaueuvova. Arr. 
Epict. |. iv. c. 2. p. 580. “But if what I 
recommend to thee do not please, then turn 
thee totally to all that is contrary ; become 
a profligate of the most prostitute kind. 
Characters so different are not to be blended : 
thou canst not act at once Thersites and 
Agamemnon. 

So, too, Horace: 
Quanto constantior idem 

In vitiis, tanto levius miser, ac prior ille 
Qui jam contento, jam laxo fune laborat. 

Sat. vii. 1. it vy. 18. 
See also Characteristics, vol. i. p. 131. 

G 
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him, why not !—It is possible, indeed, it may, said he, for aught 
we have discovered yet to the contrary: but what if it should 
be found that there may be numberless schemes, each in parti- 
cular consistent with itself, but yet all of them different, and some, 
perhaps, contrary? There may, you know, be a consistent life of 
knavery, as well as a consistent life of honesty; there may be 
a uniform practice of luxury, as well as of temperance and ab- 
stemiousness. Will the consistence, common to all of these lives, 
render the conduct in each, right ?—It appears, said I, an ab- 
surdity, that there should be the same rectitude in two contra- 
ries.—If so, said he, we must look for something more than mere 
consistence, when we search for that rectitude which we at pre- 
sent talk of. A consistent life indeed is requisite, but that alone 
is not enough: we must determine its peculiar species, if we would 
be accurate and exact.—It indeed appears, said I, necessary. 

Nor is any thing, continued he, more easy to be discussed. 
For what can that peculiar consistence of life be else, than a life 
whose several parts are not only consonant to each other, but to 
the nature also of the being by whom that life has been adopted ? 
Does not this last degree of consistence appear as requisite as 
the former ?—I answered, It could not be otherwise. 

You see, then, said he, the true idea of right conduct: it is not 
merely to live consistently, but it is to live consistently with 
nature.'"—Allow it. | 

But what, continued he, can we live consistently with nature, 
and be at a loss how to behave ourselves ’— We cannot.—And 
can we know how to behave ourselves, if we know nothing of 
what befalls us? nothing of those things and events which per- 
petually surround and affect us‘—We cannot.— You see, then, 
continued he, how we are again fallen insensibly into that doc- 
trine which proves the necessity of scrutinizing, and knowing the 
value of externals.—I replied, it was true—If you assent, said 
he, to this, it will of course follow, that to live consistently with 
nature, is to live agreeably to a just experience of those things 
which happen around us.'—It appears so. 7 

But further still, said he: think you any one can be deemed 
to live agreeably to such experience, if he select not, as far as 
possible, the things most congruous to his nature ’—He cannot. 
—And, by the same rule, as far as possible, must he not reject 

Ziv Kar éumeplay Tov pice: cvmBavdr- h ‘Quoroyouuerws tH poe Gv. Cle- 
twv. Stob. Ecl. Ethic. 171. Diog. Laert. anthes in Stob. Ecl. Eth. p. 171. Con- 

gruenter nature convenienterque vivere. Cic. 
De Fin. |. iii. c. 7. p. 221. The first descrip- 
tion of our end [to live consistently] was 
deemed defective, and therefore was this 
addition made. See Stobzeus, in the place 
cited. Arr. Epict. 1. iii. ¢. 1. p. 352. 

i TéAos ear) Td duodoyoupevws TH poet 
Civ’ rep 56 Xpbourros capéorepov Bovad- 
KEvos Toho, e&hveyKe Tov TpdmoY TOUTOY, 

l. vii. c. 87. His verbis [scil. vivere secun- 
dum naturam] tria significari Stoici dicunt. 
Unum ejusmodi, vivere adhibentem scien- 
tiam earum rerum, que natura evenirent. 

De Fin. I. iv. c. 6. p. 286. See also the 
same treatise, |. iii. c. 9. p. 227. 1. ii. e. 11. 
p. 113. where it is expressed, Vivere cum 
intelligentia earum rerum que natura eve- 
nirent. 
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such as are contrary!—He must.—And that not occasionally, 
as fancy, happens to prompt; but steadily, constantly, and without 
remission.—I should imagine so.—You judge, said he, truly. 
Were he to act otherwise in the least instance, he would falsify 
his professions; he would not live according to that experi- 
ence which we now suppose him to possess.—I replied, he would 
not. 

It should seem, then, said he, from hence, as a natural conse- 
quence of what we have admitted, that the essence of right 
conduct lay in selection and rejection.—So, said I, it has ap- 
peared.—And that such selection and rejection should be conso- 
nant with our proper nature.—It is true-——And be steady and 
perpetual, not occasional and interrupted.—It is true.—But if 
this be the essence of right conduct, then too it is the essence of 
our sovereign good; for in such conduct we have supposed this 
good to consist.— We have. 

See then, said he, the result of our inquiry. The sovereign 
good, as constituted by rectitude of conduct, has, on our strictest 
scrutiny, appeared to be this: to live perpetually selecting, as 
far as possible, what is congruous to nature, and rejecting what 
is contrary; making our end that selecting and that rejecting 
only.‘—It is true, said I, so it appears. 

V. Before we hasten, then, further, said he, let us stop to 
recollect, and see whether our present conclusions accord with our 
former. We have now supposed the sovereign good to be recti- 
tude of conduct, and this conduct we have made consist in a 
certain selecting and rejecting—We have-——And do you not 
imagine that the selecting and rejecting, which we propose, as 
they are purely governed by the standard of nature, are capable 
in every instance of being rationally justified’—I replied, I 
thought they were——But if they admit a rational justification, 
then are they moral offices or duties; for thus you remember 
yesterday a moral office was defined.'—It was—But if so, to live 
in the practice of them will be to live in the discharge of moral 
offices.—It will.—But to live in the discharge of these, is the 
same as living according to virtue, and living according to nature. 
—It is.—So, therefore, is living in that selection, and in that re- 
jection, which we propose.—It is. 

K ‘O re’ Avrimatpos,—td TéAos Ketoba, 
"Ev TG Sinvengs Kal amapaBdtws eKrae 
yeoOu piv Ta Kata pbow, amexréyerbat 5é 
Ta Tapa plow, dwoAauBaver. Clem. Alex, 
Strom. 1. ii. p. 497. edit. Potter. This senti- 
ment was sometimes contracted, and ex- 
pressed as follows: 7d ebAoyioreiv év Tats 
éxAoyais: sometimes more concisely still, 
by the single term 7d evAoyioreiv. See 
Plutarch, 1071, 1072. Cicero joins this 
and the foregoing descriptions of happiness 
together: Circumscriptis igitur his senten- 

tiis, quas posui, et si qu similes earum 
sint; relinguitur, ut summum bonum sit, 
vivere scientiam adhibentem earum rerum, 
quee natura eveniant, seligentem que se- 

cundum naturam, et que contra naturam 
sunt rejicientem, id est, convenienter con- 
gruenterque nature vivere, De Fin. 1. iii, 
c. 9. p. 227. See also De Fin. 1. ii. 11. 
p. 113. See also Diog. Laert. 1, vii. c, 88, 
Stob. Ecl. Eth. 171. 

1 Sup. page 69, 

G 2 
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We need never, therefore, be at a loss, said he, for a deserip- 
tion of the sovereign good. We may call it, rectitude of conduct ; 

, if that be too contracted, we may enlarge, and say, it is to live 
' perpetually selecting and rejecting according to the standard of 

our being.—If we are for still different views, we may say, it is 
to live in the discharge of moral offices ;” to live according to na- 

™ >ApyéSnuos 5 (réAos pyar) 7d Tavra 
Ta KabhKovra emiteAodyra (iv. Laert. 
l. vii. c. 88. Stob. Ecl. Eth. 171. — Officia 
omnia—seryantem vivere. Cic. de Fin. ]. iv. 
c. 6. p. 286. 

Soon after we meet the phrases, “to live 
according to nature ;” “to live according to 
virtue.” ‘O Zhvwv—réros cime, Td dp0- 
Aoyoumevws TH pice Civ, Swep éotl Kar’ 
dperhy Civ. Laert. 1. vii. c. 87. Consentire 
nature ; quod esse volunte virtute, id est, 
honestate vivere. De Fin. ]. ii. ¢. 11]. p, 113. 
Where, as has been already observed, page 
69, and in the note, likewise, on the place, 
we find the lives, according to nature and 
virtue, are considered as the same. : 

However, to make this assertion plainer, 
(if it be not, perhaps, sufficiently plain al- 
ready,) it may not be improper to con- 
sider what idea these philosophers had of 
virtue. 

In Laertius, (where he delivers the senti- 
ments of Zeno and his followers,) virtue is 
ealled d:d@eo1s Suoroyouuern, “a consistent 
disposition ;” and soon after, ~ux7 memor- 
nmevn mpds Thy duoroylay mavtds Tod Blov: 
“a mind formed to consistence through every 
part of life.” Laert. 1. vii. c. 89. 

In Stobzeus, (according to the sentiments 
of the same school,) it is called d:dPecrs 
wuxis cbupevos ait wept bAov Toy Blov: 
“a disposition of mind, consonant to itself 
throughout the whole of life.” Kel. Eth. 

. 167. 
. So Cicero,in his Laws: Constans et per- 
petua ratio vitee, que est virtus, l. i. c. 17. 
p. 5d. 

So Seneca, in his seventy-fourth epistle : 
Virtus enim convenientia constat: omnia 
opera ejus cum ipsa concordant, et congru- 
unt. 

Thus, therefore, consistence being the 
essence of virtue, and, upon the hypothesis 
here advanced, the essence also of happi- 
ness; it follows, first, that a virtuous life 
will be a happy life: but if a happy one, 
then, of course, a life according to nature ; 
since nothing can be good which is contrary 
to nature, nor, indeed, which is not conso- 
nant, in strictest manner, to it. 

. And here (as a proper opportunity seems 
to offer) we cannot but take notice of the 
great similitude of sentiments: it may be 
even said, the unanimity of almost all 
philosophers, on this important subject 

concerning ends and happiness. 
Those whose hypothesis we have fol- 

lowed in this Dialogue, supposed it to be 
virtue and consistent action, and that with- 
out regard to fortune or success. But even 
they, who, from their hypothesis, made some 
degree of success requisite; who rested it 
not merely on right action, but on a propor- 
tion of bodily welfare, and good fortune con- 
comitant ; even these made right action and 
virtue to be principal. , 

Thus Archytas, according to the doctrine 
of the Pythagorean school: eddamootva 
xpos dperas ev evruxia: “happiness is 
the use or exercise of virtue, attended with 
external good fortune.” Opusc. Mytholog. 
p. 678. Consonant to this sentiment, he 
says, in the beginning of the same treatise, 
6 wey &yabds avhp ok ed0dws evdaluwy ef 
avdyras éotiv’ 6 dé evdaluwy, nal ayabds 
avhp éor: “the good man is not of necessity 
happy ; [because, upon this hypothesis, ex- 
ternal fortune may be wanting;] but the 
happy man is of necessity good,” [ because, 
upon the same hypothesis, without virtue 
was no happiness.] Ibid. p. 673. Again: 
aiel piv yap Kaxodamovey avdyKa Tov Ka= 
Koy, aire exo. bAav (kaKds Te yap aire 
xpéerat) aire omaviCo: “the bad man (says 
he) must needs at all times be miserable, 
whether he have, or whether he want, 
the materials of external fortune ; for if he 
have them, he will employ them ill.” Ibid. 
p- 696. Thus we see this philosopher, 
though he make externals a requisite to 
happiness, yet still without virtue he treats 
them as of no importance. Again: duo 8 
680 réuvovra ev TG Blw* & wev oKvOpw- 
morépa, "ay 6 TAduwy eBddiley "Oduaceds* 
& 5& eddieworepa, Tay emopevera Néorwp. 
Tay dv dperdy pays SnrtjoOa (lege ShAeo- 
Oat, Dorice pro OéAcv) wey radray, dv- 
vacOa dt kal rhvay: “there are two roads 
in life, distinct from each other; one the 
rougher, which the suffering Ulysses went ; 
the other more smooth, which was travelled 
by Nestor. Now of these roads, (says he,) 
Virtue desires indeed the latter; and yet 
is she not unable to travel the former.” 
Ibid. p. 696. From which last sentiment 
it appears, that he thought virtue, even in 
any fortune, was capable of producing at 
least some degree of happiness. 

As for the Socratic doctrine on this sub- 
ject, it may be sufficiently seen by what is 
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ture; to live according to virtue; to live according to just ex- 
perience of those things which happen around us. Like some 

quoted from it in the Dialogue, page 80. 
And as the sentiments, there exhibited, 
are recorded by Plato, they may be called, 
not only Socratic, but Platonic also. How- 
ever, lest this should be liable to dispute, 
the following sentiment is taken from Xe- 
nocrates, one of Plato’s immediate successors 
in the old academy by him founded: Hevo- 
Kpdrns pnolv, Evdatuova elvas tov Thy W- 
xhv txovra orovdalayv* ravrnv yap éExdory 
elvat Saluova: “ Xenocrates held that he 
was ewdemon, or happy, who had a virtuous 
mind; for that the mind was every one’s 
dzemon or genips.” Arist. Top. l. ii. c. 6. 

Here we see virtue made the principle of 
happiness, according to the hypothesis of 
the Dialogue. There is an elegant allusion 
in the passage to the etymology of the word 
Evdaluwy, which signifies both, [happy,] 
and [possessed of a good genius or demon ; | 
an allusion which, in translating, it was not 
possible to preserve. See below, note a. p. 91. 

As for the Peripatetic school, we find 
their idea of happiness, as recorded by 
Laertius, to be in a manner the same with 
that of the Pythagoreans. It was xpijois 
Gperijs év Bly TeAcle, “ the use or exercise 
of virtue in a complete and perfect life.” 
Laert. 1. v. c. 30. We have already, in 
note /, p. 69, cited the same doctrine (though 
somewhat varied in expression) from the 
founder of the Peripatetics, in his first book 
of Ethics. So, again, we learn from him, 
bri mpdieis tives Kal évépyesa A€yovTas Td 
Tédos, “that it is certain actions and ener- 

gies which are to be deemed the end.” 
Ethic. Nic. lL i. c. 8. And again: gor 
yap abth 4 edrpatia réAvs: “for it is the 
very rectitude of action which is itself the 
end.” Ibid. 1. vi. c. 5. And again: ‘H ed- 
Bamovia éevepyed tis éori: “ happiness is 
a certain energizing.” 1. ix. c. 9. And 
more explicitly than all these passages, in 
that elegant simile, 1. i. c. 8. Somep de 
*Odrvumidow obx of KdAALTTOL Kal ioxupd- 
TaTo TrepavodvTal, GAN of aywriCduevor 
(rovtwy yap Ties viKGow") otTw Kal TaY 
év TP Biy Kadav kal &yabav of mpdrrovTes 
6p0Gs ernBorou yiyvovra: “for, as in the 
Olympic games, not those are crowned who 
are handsomest and strongest, but those 
who combat and contend, (for it is from 
among these come the victors ;) so, with 
respect to things laudable and good in hu- 
man life, it is the right actors only that at- 
tain the possession of them.” Nay, so 
much did this philosopher make happiness 
depend on right action, that though he re- 
quired some portion of externals to that 
felicity, which he held supreme; yet still 

it was honour and virtue which were its 
principal ingredients. Thus, speaking of 
the calamities and external casualties of 
life, which he confesses to be impediments 
toa happiness perfectly complete, he adds, 
bums 5¢ kal év TovTOLs SiaAdue: Td KaAdY, 
ereiday pépn Tis ebkdAws MoAAds ka) peE- 
yddas aruxlas, wh 80 avarynotav, 4AAG 
yevvddas dy ra weyarddpuxos. Ei & eioly 
ai évepyerm Kipias THs (wis, xabdmrep etro- 
bev, ovdels by yévorro Tay wakaplwy OAL0s" 
ovdémore yap modzer TH mionta Kal PadAa. 
Tov yap as aAnbas ayabdy Kal Zudpova 
macas oiducba Tas TUXaS eboxnudves pé- 
pew, kal x Tv brapydvTwy del TX KGA- 
Aorta mpdrrew’ Kabawep Kal orparnydy 
ayaboy TS mapdvTt oTparowéde xpirba 
mwoAcumiKoTara, kal ckutoTduov ex Te 5o- 
Oévrwy oxvTdy KddAALoTOY brddnua Toeiv, 
Tov avroy St tpdmov Kal Tovs &AAOous TExX- 
viras Gmaytas. Ei & obtws, &OAwos pev 
ovdémote yévoir’ by 6 eddaiuwy: “and yet, 
even in such incidents, the fair principle of 
honour and virtue shines forth, when a 
man, with becoming calmness, endures many 
and great misfortunes ; and that not through 
insensibility, but being brave and mag- 
nanimous. Nay, more, if it be true, as we 
have already affirmed, that it is actions 
which are predominant in constituting a 
happy life, then can no one be completely 
miserable, who is happy ‘in his right 
conduct, because he will never be the 
actor of what is detestable and base. For 
it is our opinion, that the man truly wise 
and good endures all fortunes with becoming 
decency, and from whatever happens to 
arise, still frames the fairest actions; like 
as the good commander uses the army 
which he happens to find, after the manner 
most agreeable to the rules of war; and 
the shoemaker, from such skins as others 
provide him, makes a shoe, the best that 
can be made from such materials; and so 
in the same manner all other artists beside. 
But if this be true, then he who is happy 
in this rectitude of genius, can in no inp- 
stance be truly and strictly miserable.” 
Eth. Nic. 1... c. 10. 

As for Epicurus, though he was an adyo- 
cate for pleasure, yet so high was his opinion 
of a wise and right conduct, that he thought 
rational adversity better than irrational 
prosperity. See Dial. p. 197. Hence, too, 
he represented that pleasure, which he es- 
teemed our sovereign happiness, to be as inse- 
parable from virtue, as virtue was from that, 
Oix torw Hdéws Cfv, dvev Tov ppovipws, 
Kal KaAads, Kad Sixalws* ovde ppoviuws, Kal 
Kad@s Kal Sixalws, tvev Tov Hdéws. “It is 
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finished statue, we may behold it every way: it is the same 
object, though variously viewed; nor is there a view, but is 
natural, truly graceful, and engaging. 

VI. I cannot deny, said I, but that as you now have explained 
it, your hypothesis seems far more plausible than when first it 
was proposed.—You will believe it, said he, more so still, by 
considering it with more attention. In the first place, though, 
perhaps, it esteem nothing really good but virtue, nothing really 
evil but vice, yet it in po manner takes away the difference and 
distinction of other things." So far otherwise, it is for establishing 
their distinction to the greatest accuracy. For were this neglected, 
what would become of selection and rejection, those important 
energies which are its very soul and essence? Were there no 
difference, there could be no choice.—It is true, said I, there 
could not. | 

Again, said he. It is no meagre, mortifying system of self- 
denial ; it suppresses no social and natural affections, nor takes 
away any social and natural relations;° it prescribes no ab- 

impossible to live pleasurably, without living 
prudently, and honourably, and justly; or 
to live prudently, and honourably, and 
justly, without living pleasurably.” Epict. 
in Laert. 1. x. s, 132. 

To conclude the whole, our countryman 
Thomas Hobbes, though he professedly ex- 
plodes all this doctrine concerning ends, 
yet seems insensibly to have established an 
end himself, and to have founded it (like 
others) in a certain energy or action. For 
thus it is he informs us, in his treatise called 
Human Nature, that there can be no con- 
tentment, but in proceeding; and that fe- 
licity consisteth, not in having, but in pros- 
pering. And again, some time after, having 
admitted the comparison of human life to a 
race, he immediately subjoins, “but this race 
we must suppose to have no other goal, nor 
other garland, but being foremost and in it.” 

And thus much as to the concurring 
sentiments of philosophers on the subject of 
ends, here treated. 

» Cum enim virtutis hoc proprium sit, 
earum rerum que secundum naturam sint, 

habere delectum; qui omnia sic exqua- 
verunt, ut in utramque partem ita paria 
redderent, uti nulla selectione uterentur, 
virtutem ipsam sustulerunt. Cic. de Fin. 
1, iii. c. 4. p. 207. 

Quid autem apertius, quam, si selectio 
nulla sit ab iis rebus, que contra naturam 
sint, earum rerum que sint secundum natu- 
ram, tollatur omnis ea, que queratur lau- 
deturque prudentia? Cic. de Fin. 1. iii. c, 9, 
p. 227. 

Deinceps explicatur differentia rerum : 
quam si non ullam esse diceremus, confun- 

deretur omnis vita, ut ab Aristone; nec 
ullum sapientize munus aut opus inveniretur, 
eum inter eas res, quee ad vitam degendam 
pertinerent, nihil omnino interesset ; neque 
ullum delectum haberi oporteret. Itaque 
cum esset satis constitutum, id solum esse 
bonum quod esset honestum, et id malum 
solum quod turpe; tum inter hee et illa, 
quze nihil valerent ad beate misereve viven- 
dum, aliquid tamen, quo different, esse vo- 
luerunt, ut essent eorum alia estimabilia, 
alia contra, alia neutrum. Ibid. 1. iii, ¢. 15. 
p. 246. 

Cetera autem, etsi nec bona nec mala 
essent, tamen alia secundum naturam di- 
cebat, alia naturee esse contraria: iis ipsis 
alia interjecta et media numerabat. Acad. 
li.c. 11. p. 46. See Dial. page 75. 

° As much has been said concerning the 
Stoic apathy or insensibility with respect to 
passion, it may not be improper to inquire, 
what were their real sentiments on this 
subject. 

TId00s, which we usually render “a pas- 
sion,” is always rendered by Cicero, when 
speaking as a Stoic, perturbatio, “a perturba- 
tion.” As such, therefore, in the first place, 
we say it ought always to be treated. 

The definition of the term md@os, as 
given by these philosophers, was dpuh 
mAcovdovea, translated by Cicero, appe- 
titus vehementior. Tusc. 1. iv. ¢. 9. p. 273. 
Now this definition may be more easily 
explained, if we first inquire, what they 
meant by épuh. ‘“Opuh they defined to be 
popa uxijs emt 71, “a tendency or motion 
of the soul toward something.” Stob. Kel. 
Ethic. p. 175. A md@os, therefore, or “ per- 
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stainings, no forbearances out of nature; no gloomy, sad, and 
lonely rules of life, without which it is evident men may be as 
honest as with, and be infinitely more useful and worthy 
members of society. 

turbation” must have been, according to 
their definition, a tendency or motion of the 
soul, which was excessive and beyond 
bounds. Stobzeus, from whem this defini- 
tion is taken, in commenting upon it, ob- 
serves, ov Aé€yer mepuKvia mAcovdCeuw, 
GAN Hn ev wArcovdouw ovoa* ov yap 
duvdwet, wadrov 8 évepyela, “that Zeno 
(its author) does not call a IMd@os, some- 
thing capable by nature to pass into excess, 
but something actually in excess already, 
as having its essence, not in mere capacity, 
but in actuality.” Ecl. Eth. p. 159. 

There is another definition of the same 
term, which makes it to be 7 &Aoyos kal 
mapa piow Wuxiis Kivnois, “a motion of 
the soul, irrational and contrary to nature.” 
D. Laert. lL. vii. s. 110. Andronicus Rhodius 
adds, to this latter definition, the words, 5? 
bmdAnWw Kakovd } ayaod, “from the opi- 
nion of something good or evil.” TMepi 1140. 
p. 523. So that its whole idea is as fol- 
lows: “A perturbation, or Stoic passion, 
is a motion of the soul irrational and con- 
trary to nature, arising from the opinion of 
something good or evil.” These last words, 
founding the IId@os, or “ perturbation,” on 
opinion, correspond to what Cicero says, 
where he gives it as the sentiment of the 
Stoic philosophers, omnes perturbationes 
judicio fieri et opinione. Tusc. ]. iv. ¢. 7. 
p- 276. Laertius informs us, that they 
even made the perturbations themselves to 

be judgments. Aoxe? 5¢ abrois Ta wan 
kploets elvat. Laert. |. vii. s. 111. He sub- 
joins an instance to illustrate. ‘Hte yap 
pirapyupla irdAnvis ears Tod Td apyvpiov 
KaAddy bi “ For thus (says he) the love 
of money is the judgment or opinion, that 
money is a thing good and excellent.” 
Plutarch records the same sentiment of 
theirs, in a fuller and more ample manner. 
Tid8o0s—Adyos movnpds Kat axdracros, ék 
pavans Kai Sinuaprnuéevns xploews oo- 
dpdrnta Kal pounv mpocdaBey. “ A per- 
turbation is a vicious and intemperate rea- 
soning, which assumes vehemence and 
strength from bad and erroneous judgment.” 
Mor. p. 441. D. To these testimonies may 
be added that of Themistius: «al od kak@s 
of ard Zyvavos, Ta TdOn THs avOpwrlyns 
Wuxijs TOU Adyou Siacrpopas clvar Tie 
pevot, Kat Adyou kploes uaprnucvas. 
Themist. Paraph. in Aristot. de Anima, 
1, iii. p. 90. B. edit. Aldine. 

The substance of what is said above, 
seems to amount to this; that Md@os, in a 
Stoic sense, implied a perturbation, and not 

It refuses no pleasure, not inconsistent 

a passion; and that such perturbation 
meant an irrational and yiolent motion of 
the soul, founded on opinion or judgment 
which was erroneous and faulty. 
Now from hence it follows, that the man 

of perfect character (according to their hy- 
pothesis) must of necessity be amad%js, 
“apathetic,” or void of perturbation. For 
such a character, as has been shewn, implies 
perfect rectitude of conduct. But perfect 
rectitude of conduct implies perfect recti- 
tude of judgment; and such rectitude of 
judgment excludes all error and wrong 
judgment: but if error and wrong judg- 
ment, then perturbation, of consequence, 
which they suppose to be derived from 
thence alone. 

That this was the sense, in which they 
understood apathy, we have their own 
authority, as given us by Laertius. aol 
3¢ kad drabH clvar roy copdy, Sid Td aveu- 
mrwrov eivat. Laert. |. vii. p. 117. “They 
say the wise man is apathetic, by being 
superior to error ;” by being superior to 
error, if they may be credited themselves ; 
not, as for the most part we absurdly 
imagine, by being superior to all sense, and 
feeling, and affection. The sentence im- 
mediately following the foregoing, looks 
as if these philosophers had foreseen how 
likely they were to be misunderstood. Elva: 
dé Kal &AAov &rabh Toy pavaAov, ev tow 
Aeyduevov TH oKAnpG kal arpérty. 
“There is also another sort of apathetic 
man, who is bad; who is the same in 
character as the hard and inflexible.” To the 
same purpose Epictetus. Od de? yap ue elvax 
analy, ws dvdpidvra, AAA Tas TXETELS TH- 
poovra Tas pucias Kad emidérous, ws €d- 
ocBi, ws viby, ws GdeAdv, os TaTépa, ws 
moAirny: “For I am not to be apathetic, 
like a statue, but I am withal to observe 
relations, both the natural and adventitious ; 
as the man of religion, as the son, as the 
brother, as the father, as the citizen.” 
Arr. Epict. 1. iii. c. 2. p. 359. 

Immediately before this, he tells us in 
the same chapter, Id@os yap %AAws od 
ylverat, ei uh dpétews amoruyxavotons, 7} 
exkAloews mepimimrovons: “that a per- 
turbation in no other way ever arises, but 
either when a desire is frustrated, or an 
aversion falls into that which it would 
avoid.” Where it is observable, that he 
does not make either desire or aversion, 
TIid@n, or “perturbations,” but only the 
cause of perturbations, when erroneously 
conducted. 
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with temperance; it rejects no gain, not inconsistent with justice ;? 
universally, as far as virtue neither forbids nor dissuades, it 

Agreeably to this, in the second chapter 
of the Enchiridion, we meet with precepts 
about the conduct and management of these 
two affections, not a word is said about 
lopping off eithcr ; on the contrary, aversion 
we are directed how to employ immediately, 
and desire we are only ordered to suspend 
for the present, because we want a proper 
subject of fit excellence to excite it. 

To this may be added, what the same 
philosopher speaks, in his own person, 
concerning himself. Arr. Epict, 1. i. c. 21. 
"Ey pty aprotuat, ay dpéywuc Kal éx- 
KAlyw kata piow: “I, for my part, am 
satisfied and contented, if I can desire and 
avoid agreeably to nature.” He did not 
remain, it seems, dissatisfied, till he had 
eradicated these affections; but he was 
satisfied in reducing them to their natural 
use. 

In Laertius we read recorded for a Stoic 
sentiment, that as the vicious man had his 
wd0ny, or “ perturbations ;” so, opposed to 
these, had the virtuous his edmraefa:, his 
“eupathies,” or well-feelings, translated by 
Cicero constantig, The three chief of these 
were BovAnots, “ will,” defined dpetis e#Ao- 
yos, “rational desire ;” evAdBea, “ cau- 
tion,” defined &xArots ebAovyos, “ rational 
aversion ;” and xapa, “joy,” defined érapats 
eVAoyos, “ rational exultation.” To these 
three principal eupathies belonged man 
subordinate species ; such as etvoia, frye 
Hos, aidws, Tépis, edppoctvy, cvOvula, 
&c, See Laert. 1. vii. s. 115, 116. Andron. 
Rhod. zrept réOwv. Cic. Tuse. 1. iv. c. 6. 

Cicero makes Cato, under the character 
of a Stoic, and in explaining their system, 
use the following expressions. Pertinere 
autem ad rem arbitrantur, intelligi natura 

fieri, ut liberi a parentibus amentur: a 
quo initio profectam communem humani 
generis societatem persequuntur. De Fin. 
], iii. c. 19. The same sentiment of the 
Stoics is recorded by Laertius. Sac) 5é 
(of Srwiko:) kal rhvy mpds TA Téxva di- 
Aooropylay puaiuhy civat avrois: “They 
say, parental affection is natural to them.” 
L, vii. s. 120. 

Again, soon after, in the same treatise 
De Finibus. Quodque nemo in summa 
solitudine vitam agere velit, ne cum infinita 
quidem voluptatum abundantia ; facile in- 
telligitur, nos ad conjunctionem congrega- 
tionemque hominum, et ad naturalem com- 
munitatem esse natos. So Laertius: *AAAG 
bev ovd ev epnula (pact) Bidoerm 6 
orovdaios’ Kowwvikds yap pioel, Kal mpaK- 
vixéds. “The virtuous man (say they, the 
Stoics) will never be for living in solitude ; 

for he is by nature social, and formed for 
action.” l. vii. s. 123, 

Again, Cicero, in the above-cited trea- 
tise. Cum autem ad tuendos conservandos- 
que homines hominem natum esse videa- 
mus; consentaneum est huic nature, ut 
sapiens velit gerere, et administrare rem- 
publicam ; atque ut e natura vivat, uxorem 
adjungere, et velle ex ea liberos. Ne 
amores quidem sanctos a sapiente alienos 
esse arbitrantur. Ut vero conservetur 
omnis homini erga hominem societas, con- 
junctio, caritas; et emolumenta et detri- 
menta—communia esse voluerunt. De Fin, 
1, iii. c. 20, 21. 

In Epictetus, the leading duties or moral 
offices of man, are enumerated as follows. 

MoArrever Oat, yauetv, madororeto Oa, Pedy 
oéBew, yovéwy émimedcioPat, rabdAou dpe- 
yeoOu, éxxAlvew, dpudv, apopudy, ws 
exacrov TovTwy Set more, GS TepbKamer. 
Arr. Epict. 1. iii. c. 7. p. 386. The same 
sentiments may be found repeated both in 
Stobzeus and Laertius. 

I shall only add one more sentiment of 
these philosophers, and that is concerning 
friendship. Aéyouor 5¢ Kat Thy piAlay ev 
fedvois Tots amovdaiois eivor: “ They say, 
that friendship exists among the virtuous 
only.” Laert. 1. vii. s, 124. 

The sum of these quotations appears to 
be this; that the Stoics, in the character 
of their virtuous man, included rational 
desire, aversion, and exultation ; included 
love and parental affection ; friendship, and 
a general charity or benevolence to all 
mankind ; that they considered it as a 
duty, arising from our very nature, not to 
neglect the welfare of public society, but to 
be ever ready, according to our rank, to 
act either the magistrate or the private 
citizen; that their apathy was no more 
than a freedom from perturbation, from 
irrational and excessive agitations of the 
soul; and consequently that the strange 
apathy, commonly laid to their charge, and 
in the demolishing of which there have 
been so many triumphs, was an imaginary 
apathy, for which they were no way ac- 
countable. 

P The Stoics were so far from rejecting 
wealth, when acquired fairly, that they 
allowed their perfect man, for the sake of 
enriching himself, to frequent the courts of 
kings, and teach philosophy for a stipend. 
Thus Plutarch from a treatise of Chrysip- 
pus: Toy mev copdy nad Baoiretor cuve- 
cecOar pnow vera xpnuatiopod, Kad 
2 page ex’ apyupiy. Mor. p. 1047. 
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endeavours to render life, even in the most vulgar acceptation, 
as cheerful, joyous, and easy as possible.1. Nay, could it mend 
the condition of existence in any the most trivial circumstance, 
even by adding to the amplest possessions the poorest meanest 
utensil, it would in no degree contemn an addition even so 
mean. Far otherwise: it would consider, that to neglect the 
least acquisition, when fairly in its power, would be to fall short 
of that perfect and accurate conduct which it ever has in view, 
and on which alone all depends. 

And yet, though thus exact in every the minutest circum- 
stance, it gives us no solicitude as to what rank we maintain in 
life. Whether noble or ignoble, wealthy or poor; whether 
merged in business, or confined to inactivity, it is equally con- 
sistent with every condition, and equally capable of adorning 
them all. Could it indeed choose its own life, it would be 
always that where most social affections might extensively be 
exerted, and most done to contribute to the welfare of society.* 
But if fate order otherwise, and this be denied; its intentions 
are the same, its endeavours are not wanting; nor are the 
social, rational powers forgotten, even in times and circum- 
stances where they can least become conspicuous. 
It teaches us to consider life as one great important drama, 
where we have each our part allotted us to act.‘ It tells us that 

So likewise the Stoic Hecato, in his 
treatise of Offices, as quoted by Cicero. 
Sapientis esse, nihil contra mores, leges, 
instituta facientem, habere rationem rei 
familiaris. Neque enim solum nobis divites 
esse volumus, sed liberis, propinquis, amicis, 
maximeque reipublice. Singulorum enim 
facultates et copie, divitie sunt civitatis. 
De Offic. 1. iii. c. 15. 

4 Etenim quod summum bonum a Stoicis 
dicitur, Convenienter nature vivere, id 
habet hance (ut opinor) sententiam, Cum 
virtute congruere semper: cetera autem, 

quz secundum naturam essent, ita legere, 
si ea virtuti non repugnarent. Cic. de 
Offic. 1. iii. c. 3. 

Alexander Aphrodisiensis, speaking of 
the Stoic doctrine concerning the external 
conveniencies and common utilities of life, 
delivers their sentiment in the following 
words: "AAAG ral Sixa Kemuevwy aperijs 
Te avy TovToLS kal apeTIs udvns, wndéror’ 
dy tov cody thy Kexapionerny EA€o Bal, 
el ein aiT@ Suvardy Thy meta TaV GAAwY 
AaBetvy. “Supposing there lay virtue on 
the one side, attended with these externals, 
and virtue on the other side, alone by 
herself, the wise man would never choose 
that virtue which was destitute and 
single, if it was in his power to obtain 
that other which was accompanied with 
these advantages.” Tept Wx. p. 157. 

r Si ad illam vitam, que cum virtute 
degatur, ampulla aut strigilis accedat, sump- 
turum sapientem eam vitam potius, cui heec 
adjecta sint. De Fin. 1, iv. c. 12. p. 300. 

8 Itemque magis est secundum naturam, 
pro omnibus gentibus (si fieri possit) con- 
servandis aut juvandis maximos labores 
molestiasque suscipere, imitantem Herculem 
illum, quem hominum fama, beneficiorum 
memor, in concilio cclestium conlocavit, 
quam vivere in solitudine, non modo sine 
ullis molestiis, sed etiam in maximis volup- 
tatibus, abundantem omnibus copiis; ut 
excellas etiam pulchritudine et viribus. 
Quocirca optimo quisque et splendidissimo 
ingenio longe illam vitam huic anteponit. 
Cie. de Offic. 1. iii. c. 5. 

t Thus Aristo the Chian: Elva: yap 
Suoov TH aya0G iwoxpith Tv copdv 
ds dyre @epotrov svre  Ayauéuvovos 
mpédcwrov dvaddBn, éxdrepoy smoxplve-_ 
Ta mpoonkdytws. “The wise man is 
like the good actor; who, whether he 
assume the character of Thersites or Aga- 
memnon, acts either of the two parts with 
a becoming propriety.” D, Laert. 1 vii. 
s. 160. 

This comparison of life to a drama or 
stage-play, seems to have been a comparison 
much approved by authors of antiquity. 
See Epict. Enchirid. c. 17. and the notes of 
the late learned editor Mr. Upton. See 
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our happiness, as actors in this drama, consists not in the length 
of our part, nor in the state and dignity, but in the just, the 
decent, and the natural performance. 

If its aims are successful, it is thankful to Providence. It 
accepts all the joys derived from their success, and feels them 
as fully as those who know no other happiness. The only dif- 
ference is, that having a more excellent good in view, it fixes not, 
like the many, its happiness on success alone," well knowing 
that in such case, if endeavours fail, there can be nothing left 
behind but murmurings and misery. On the contrary, when 
this happens, it is then it retires into itself, and reflecting on 
what is fair, what is laudable and honest, (the truly beatific 
vision, not of mad enthusiasts, but of the calm, the temperate, 
the wise, and the good,) it becomes superior to all eyents;* it 
acquiesces in the consciousness of its own rectitude; and, like 
that mansion founded not on the sands but on the rock, it defies 
all the terrors of tempest and inundation. 

VII. Here he paused, and I took the opportunity to observe, 
how his subject had warmed him into a degree of rapture; how 
greatly it had raised both his sentiments and his style-——No 
wonder, said he. Beauty of every kind excites our love and 
admiration ; the beauties of art, whether energies or works; the 

beauties of nature, whether animal or inanimate. And shall we 
expect less from this supreme beauty; this moral, mental, and 
original beauty ; of which all the rest are but as types or copies 2 
Not however by high flights to lose sight of our subject, the 
whole of what we have argued, may be reduced to this. 

All men pursue good,’ and would be happy, if they knew 
how; not happy for minutes, and miserable for hours, but happy, 
if possible, through every part of their existence. Hither, there- 
fore, there is a good of this steady durable kind, or there is none. 
If none, then all good must be transient and uncertain; and if 
so, an object of lowest value, which can little deserve either our 
attention or inquiry. But if there be a better good, such a good 

also M. Anton. 1. xii. s. 36; and the notes 
of Gataker, Plat. Gorg. p. 512. vol. i. edit. 
Serr. 

" One of the wisest rules that ever was, 

of the dissertations of Epictetus. Take an 
example or two out of many. dois & 

abrn wavros, Tb SidKew Td dryabby, pevryew 
Td KaKov—rTod ‘yap aya0od ouyyeveorepov 
ovdér. with respect to the enjoyment of external 

good fortune, is that delivered by Epicte- 
tus; to enjoy it, ds déd0ra:, Kal ep” Boor 
5é50ra, “in such manner as it is given, 
and for such time as it is given ;” remem- 
bering that neither of these conditions we 
have the power to command. See Arr, 
Epict. 1. iv. c. 1. p. 556. See also p. 573. of 
the same. 

, * See before, note m, p.85; sums 5& Kat 
év rovros SiaAdures, &e. 

Y This is a,principle adopted by all the 
Stoics, and inculcated through every part 

“Tt is the nature of every one to 
pursue good, and fly evil—for nothing is 
more intimately allied to us than good.” 
Arr. Epict. 1. iv. c. 5. p. 606. Again, L. ii. 
c. 22. p. 313. Mav Zéov ovdervt obtws 
aKelwrat, as TE idiw cvudépovTs. “To 
nothing is every animal so intimately allied, 
as to its own peculiar welfare and interest.” 

So Cicero: Omnes enim expetimus 
utilitatem, ad eamque rapimur, nec facere 
aliter ullo modo possumus. De Offic. 1. iii. 
c. 28. Platon. Gorg. p, 468. vol. i. edit. 
Serr. ibid. p. 499. E. 
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as we are seeking; like every other thing, it must be derived 
from some cause; and that cause must be either external, in- 
ternal, or mixed, inasmuch as except these three, there is no 
other possible. Now a steady, durable good, cannot be derived 
from an external cause, by reason all derived from externals 
must fluctuate, as they fluctuate. By the same rule, not from 
a mixture of the two: because the part which is external will 
proportionally destroy its essence. What, then, remains but the 
cause internal; the very cause which we have supposed, when 
we place the sovereign good in mind; in rectitude of conduct ; 
in just selecting and rejecting ?*—There seems, indeed, no other 
cause, said I, to which we can possibly assign it. 

Forgive me, then, sir Gad he, should I appear to boast. 
We have proved, or, at least, there is an appearance we have 
proved, that either there is no good except this of our own; 
or that, if there be any other, it is not worthy our regard.—It 
must be confessed, said I, you have said as much as the subject 
seems to admit. 

VIII. By means, then, said he, of our hypothesis, behold one 
of the fairest, and most amiable of objects; behold the true and 
perfect man: that ornament of humanity, that god-like being, 

who, without regard either to pleasure or pain, uninfluenced 
equally by either prosperity or adversity, superior to the world 
and its best and worst events, can fairly rest his all upon the 
rectitude of his own conduct, can constantly, and uniformly, and 
manfully maintain it; thinking that, and that alone, wholly suf- 
ficient to make him happy. 

And do‘you seriously believe, said I, there ever was such a 
character !—And what, replied he, if I should admit there never 
was, is, or will be such a character? that we have been talking 
the whole time of a being not to be found ? 

A faultless monster, which the world ne’er saw ? 

Supposing, I say, we admit this, what then ’—Would not your 

% See before, pages 51, 52, 53. 
® Demon, or genius, means every man’s 

particular mind, and reasoning faculty. 
Aaluwv—oitos 5é éorw 6 éxdorov vous 
kal Adyos. M. Anton. 1. v. p. 27. Genium 
esse uniuscujusque animum rationalem ; et 
ideo esse singulos singulorum. Varro in 
Fragm. It is from this interpretation of 
genius, that the word, which in Greek ex- 
presses happiness, is elegantly etymologized 
to mean “a goodness of genius or mind.” Ev- 
Samovia éort datuwy ayabds. M. Anton. 
1, vii. s. 17. See Gataker on the place. 
The sentiment came originally from the old 
Academics. See before, page 85, note m. 

b Quam gravis vero, quam magnifica, 
quam constans conficitur persona sapientis ? 
Qui, cum ratio docuerit, quod honestum 

esset, id esse solum bonum, semper sit ne- 
cesse est beatus, vereque omnia ista nomina 
possideat, quee inrideri ab imperitis solent. 
Rectius enim appellabitur rex, quam Tar- 
quinius, qui nec se nec suos regere potuit: 
rectius magister populi, etc. Cic. de Fin. 
1. iii. c. 22. p. 269. Ergo hic, quisquis est, 
qui moderatione et constantia quietus animo 
est, sibique ipse placatus ; ut nec tabescat 
molestiis, nec frangatur timore, nec sitienter 
quid expetens ardeat desiderio, nec alacri- 
tate futili gestiens deliquescat; is est sa- 
piens, quem queerimus, is est beatus: cui 
nihil humanarum rerum aut intolerabile ad 
demittendum animum, aut nimis letabile 
ad ecferendum videri potest. Quid enim 
videatur ei magnum, &c. Tusc. Disp, 1. iv. 
e. 17. p. 298. 
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system in each a case, said I, a little border upon the chimeri- 
cal?° I only ask the question——You need not be so tender, he 
replied, in expressing yourself. If it be false, if it will not en- 
dure the test, I am as ready to give it up as I have been to de- 
fend it. He must be a poor philosopher, deed, who, when he 
sees truth and a system at variance, can ever be solicitous for 
the fate of a system. 

But tell me, I pray, Do you object to mine, from its perfection, 
or from its imperfection? Irom its being too excellent for human 
nature, and above it; or from its being too base, and below it !— 
It seems to require, said I, a perfection to which no individual 
ever arrived.—That very transcendence, said he, is an argument 
on its behalf. Were it of a rank inferior, it would not be that 
perfection which we seek.— Would you have it, said I, beyond 
nature ?—If you mean, replied he, beyond any particular or in- 
dividual nature, most undoubtedly I would. As you are a lover 
of painting, you shall hear a story on the subject. 

‘Tn ancient days,’ while Greece was flourishing in liberty and 
arts, a celebrated painter, having drawn many excellent pictures 
for a certain free state, and been generously and honourably re- 
warded for his labours, at last made an offer to paint them an 
Helen, as a model and exemplar of the most exquisite beauty. 
The proposal was readily accepted, when the artist informed 
them, that in order to draw one fair, it was necessary he should. 
contemplate many. He demanded, therefore, a sight of all their 
finest women. The state, to assist the work, assented to his 
request. They were exhibited before him, he selected the most 
beautiful, and from these formed his Helen, more beautiful than 
them all.” 

You have heard the fact, and what are we to infer? Or can 
there be any other inference than this, that the standard of per- 
fection, with respect to the beauty of bodies, was not (as this 
artist thought) to be discovered in any individual; but being 
dispersed by nature in portions through the many, was from 
thence, and thence only, to be collected and recognised ?—It 
appears, said I, he thought so.—The picture, continued he, is 
lost, but we have statues still remaining. If there be truth in 
the testimony of the best and fairest judges, no woman ever 
equalled the delicacy of the Medicean Venus, nor man the 
strength and dignity of the Farnhesian Hercules.—lIt is 
rally, said I, so believed. 

© Chrysippus seems to have been sensible 
of this, if we may judge from a passage of 
his preserved in Plutarch. Awd kal 51a thy 
bwepBoAny TodTe weyebous Kal Tov KdAAOUS, 
mwAaopact Soxoduey Buon A€éyev, Kal ov 
kata tov &yvIpwrov Kal Thy avOpwmrivny 
iow. “For this reason, through the ex- 
cessive greatness and beauty of what we 

gene- 

assert, we appear to say things which look 
like fictions, and not such as are suitable 
to man and human nature.” Mor, 1041. F. 

4 See Cic. De Invent. 1. ii. c. 1. See also 
Maximus Tyrius, Diss. xxiii. p. 277. of the 
late quarto edition, and Xeneph. Memor. 
1. iii. c. 10. 
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_ And will you, said he, from this unparalleled and transcendent 
excellence, deny these works of art to be truly and strictly na- 
tural ’—Their excellence, replied I, must be confessed by all; 
but how they can be called natural, I must own a little startles 
me.—That the limbs and their proportions, said he, are selected 
from nature, you will hardly, I believe, doubt, after the story 
just related.—I replied, it was admitted.—The parts therefore of 
these works are natural—They are——And may not the same be 
asserted, as to the arrangement of these parts? Must not this, 
too, be natural, as it is analogous, we know, to nature ?—It must. 
—If so, then is the whole natural.—So, indeed, said I, it should 
seem.—It cannot, replied he, be otherwise, if it be a fact beyond 
dispute, that the whole is nothing more than the parts under 
such arrangement.—Enough, said I, you have satisfied me. 

If I have, said he, it is but to transfer what we have asserted 
of this subordinate beauty, to beauty of a higher order; it is but 
to pass from the external to the moral and internal. For here we 
say, by parity of reason, that nowhere, in any particular nature, 
is the perfect character to be seen entire. Yet one is brave, 
another is temperate, a third is liberal, and a fourth is prudent. 
So that in the multitude of mixed imperfect characters, as be-* 
fore in the multitude of imperfect bodies, is expressed that idea, 
that moral standard of perfection, by which all are tried and 
compared to one another, and at last upon the whole are either 
justified or condemned ; that standard of perfection, which can- 
not be but most natural, as it is purely collected from individuals 
of nature, and is the test of all the merit to which they aspire. 
—I acknowledge, said I, your argument. 

I might add, said he, if there were occasion, other arguments 
which would surprise you. I might inform you of the natural 
preeminence and high rank of specific ideas; that every indi- 

€ The Stoics themselves acknowledged, 
as we learn from Clemens of Alexandria, 
that their 6 co@ds, or “‘ perfect man,” was 
difficult to be found to an exceeding great 
degree ; Sucevperos mdvy opdipa. Strom. 
p. 438. Sextus Empiricus gives it as their. 
opinion, “that they had never as yet found 
him,” wéxpt Tod viv avevpérov bvTos Kat’ 
avrovs tov copov. Adv. Phys. p. 582. 
edit. Lipsiens. 

What Sextus says, seems to be confirmed 
by Cicero, who, speaking in his Offices the 
language of a Stoic, has the following ex- 
pressions: Nec vero, cum duo Decii, aut duo 
Scipiones, fortes viri commemorantur, aut 
cum Fabricius Aristidesve justi nominantur ; 
aut ab illis fortitudinis, aut ab his justitize, 
tanquam a sapientibus, petitur exemplum. 
Nemo enim horum sic sapiens est, ut sa- 
pientem volumus intelligi. . Nec ii, qui sa- 
pientes habiti sunt, et nominati; M. Cato 

et C. Lelius, sapientes fuerunt ; ne illi qui- 
dem septem: sed ex mediorum officiorum 
frequentia similitudinem quandam gerebant, 
speciemque sapientum. De Offic. 1. iii. c. 4. 
Again, in his Lzlius, speaking of the same 
consummate wisdom, he calls it, Sapientia 
quam adhue mortalis nemo est consecutus. 

So, too, Quintilian : Quod si defuit his 
viris summa virtus, sic querentibus, an 
oratores fuerint, respondebo, quo modo 
Stoici, si interrogentur, an sapiens Zeno, 
an Cleanthes, an Chrysippus, respondeant ; 
magnos quidem illos ac venerabiles ; non 
tamen id, quod natura hominis summam 
habet, consecutos. Inst. Orat. 1. xii. c. 1. 
p- 721, 722. edit. Caper. 

So likewise Seneca: Scis, quem nunc 
bonum virum dicam ? Hujus secunde note. 
Nam ille alter fortasse, tanquam phcenix, se- 
mel anno quingentesimo nascitur. Epist. 42. 

f See Cicero in his Orator, near the be- 
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vidual was but their type, or shadow; that the mind or intellect 
was the region of possibles; that whatever is possible, to the 
mind, actually is; nor any thing a nonenity, except what im- 
plies a contradiction; that the genuine sphere and genuine 
cylinder, though forms perhaps too perfect ever to exist con- 
joined to matter, were yet as true and real beings, as the grossest 
objects of sense ; were the source of infinite truths, which wholly 
depend on them, and which, as truths, have a being most un- 
alterable and eternal.¢ But these are reasonings which rather 
belong to another philosophy; and if you are satisfied without 
them, they are at best but superfluous. 

He waited not for my answer, but proceeded as follows.—It is 
thus, said he, have I endeavoured, as far as in my power, to give 
you an idea of the perfect character; a character, which I am 
neither so absurd as to impute to myself, nor so rigorous and 
unfair as to require of others. We have proposed it only as an 
exemplar of imitation, which though none we think can equal, 
yet all at least may follow ;" an 

ginning: Sed ego sic statuo, nihil esse in 
ullo genere tam pulchrum, quo non, &c. &e. 
See also the verses of Boethius before cited, 
note b. p. 65. 
SAAN’ iyye Tuerépa Wux} TOAAG Kah 

&KkpiBeorepa Kal Kabapdrepa TaY paivoue- 
vov emivociv Sivara, Kal yervav' tov ¥ 
oby paivduevoy KiKAov émidiopbodTa, Kai 
Aéyet, KaSdcov obros Gmodclrerat Tod dKpl- 
Bous, kal SjAov, as bpGod TL ToOUTOU KdA- 
Atoy %AAo Kal TeAeidreEpov cidos* ob ydp 
mov pndevds epawrouevn, nde els Tt 
Kkabapérepov BAémovoea, TovTO mev ov 
gnow byrws elvat Kaddv, TODTO BE ob wdvTyn 
icov. abt@ yap TE A€yew Tadra, delxvuow 
@s épG 7d mavtn Kddov kal wavrn toov. 
“Our soul is able both to perceive and to 
produce objects much more accurate and 
pure than those which are visibly apparent. 
It corrects, therefore, the apparent circle, 
and says, how much that circle wants of 
the perfect one ; and this it evidently does, 
by beholding some form, which is fairer 
than the visible one, and more perfect. It 
is not, indeed, possible, that, without con- 
nexion with any thing else, or without 
looking upon something more pure, it should 
say that this is not really fair, this is not in 
every respect equal: for by these very as- 
sertions, it proves that it beholds that which 
is in every respect fair, and in every respect 
equal.” From the MS. Comment of Proclus 
on the Parmenides, book iii. 

The ancients held four methods or pro- 
cesses in their dialectic for the investiga- 
tion of truth: first, the divisive, (4 Siaipe- 
Ttxh,) by which we divide and separate the 
real attributes of being ; next, the definitive, 
(4 éptorixh,) by which we bring them again 

exemplar of imitation, which in 

together, and by a just arrangement form 
them into definitions ; thirdly, the demon- 
strative, (7 amode«rTih,) in which we em- 
ploy those definitions, and by syllogizing 
through them, descend from causes to ef- 
fects; and, lastly, the analytic, (7 dava- 
Avtixh,) in which, by an inverse process, 
we unravel demonstrations, and so ascend 
from effects to causes, 

Now to all these methods they held €75y, 
that is, specific forms or ideas, to be indis- 
pensably requisite, from their two im- 
portant characters of permanence and com- 
prehension. 

Hence it is that Proclus, in the fifth book 
of his comment on the Parmenides, having 
gone through the several methods above 
mentioned, concludes with the following 
remark : 

Ei dpa uh éori Te et5n, odk FrovTa ai 
diadexrixol uedodu1, Ka” &s Td bvTA ywyvad- 
gkomev, od Sroi Tpepouey Thy Sidvoray 
etouev’ airy yap 7} Sivayis THs Wuxis ma- 
Awwra mo0otca thy aitiay ém ra &ldn 
katapevye. “If therefore there are no 
specific ideas or forms, there can be none of 
those dialectic methods, by which we come 
to the knowledge of things, nor shall we 
know whither to direct our discursive 
faculty ; for this is that power of the soul, 
which, desiring above all others the cause 
or reason of things, flies for that purpose to 
forms or specific ideas, 

h Seneca gives it as a general confession 
of the greatest philosophers, that the doc- 
trine they taught, was not quemadmodum 
ipse viverent, sed quemadmodum vivendum 
esset. De Vita Beata, c. 18. 

There appears, indeed, to be one common 
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proportion as we approach, so we advance proportionably in 
merit and in worth; an exemplar which, were we most selfish, 
we should be fools to reject; if it be true, that to be happy is 
the ultimate wish of us all, and that happiness and moral worth 
so reciprocally correspond, that there can be no degree of the 
one, without an equal degree of the other.—If there be truth, — 
said I, in your reasonings, it cannot certainly be otherwise. 

He continued, by saying, the proficiency of Socrates, and, in- 
deed, of every honest man, was sufficient to convince us, could 
we be stedfast to our purpose, that some progress, at least, might 
be made toward this perfection ;' how far, we know not. The 
field was open, the race was free and common to all; nor was 
the prize, as usual, reserved only to the first; but all who run 
might depend on a reward, having the voice of nature, would 
they but listen, to assure them :* 

Nemo ex hoe numero mihi non donatus abibit.! 

IX. Here he paused, and left me to meditate on what he had 

reasoning with respect to all models, exem- 
plars, standards, correctors, whatever we call 
them,and whatever the subjects, which they 
are destined toadjust. According to this rea- 
soning, if a standard be less perfect than the 
subject to be adjusted, such adjusting (if it 
may be so called) becomes a detriment. If it 
be but equally perfect, then is the adjusting 
superfluous. It remains, therefore, that it 
must be more perfect, and that to any tran- 
scendence, any accuracy conceivable. For 
suppose a standard as highly accurate as 
can be imagined. If the subjects to be ad- 
justed have a nature suitable, then will 
they arrive, by such standard, to a degree 
of perfection, which through a standard 
less accurate they could never possibly at- 
tain. On the contrary, if the subjects be 
not so far capable, the accuracy of the 
standard will never be a hinderance, why 
they should not become as perfect as their 
nature will admit. 

It seems to have been from some senti- 
ments of this kind, that the Stoics adorned 
their 6 copds, or “ perfect character,” with 
attributes so far superior to ordinary hu- 
manity. ’*Exeivos dABws, éxeivos ampoo- 
dehs, exeivos aitdpkns, wardpios, TéAELOS: 
“Tt was he was fortunate ; it was he was 
above want; it was he was self-sufficient, 
and happy, and perfect.” Plutarch. Mor. 
1068. B. See note e, p. 93. 

Some philosophers have gone so far as 
not to rest satisfied with the most perfect 
idea of humanity, but so substitute, for our 
exemplar, even the Supreme Being, God 
himself. Thus Plato, in his Theztetus, 
makes the great object of our endeavours 
to be duolwois TH O€G Kata Td Svvardy, 
“+the becoming like to God, as far as in our 

power.” He immediately explains what 
this resemblance is: ‘Ouolwois dé, Sieasov 
kat 8o.ov peta Hpovhoews yevécbar. “ It 
is the becoming just and holy, along with 
wisdom or prudence.” Plat. vol. i. p. 176. 
edit. Serrani. See this sentiment explained 
by Ammonius, in V. Voces Porph. p. 5. 
See also Aristotle’s Ethics, 1. x. c. 8. p. 
465. 

The gospel appears to favour the same 
hypothesis. “Be ye therefore perfect, even 
as your Father which is in heaven is per- 
fect.” Matt. v. 48. 

What has been above said, will be, it is 
hoped, a sufficient apology for the tran- 
scendence of the character described in the 
Dialogue. 

i See Diog. Laert. 1. vii. c. 91. p. 420. 
Texunpiov d¢ rd trapKrhy elvat Thy aperhy 
—1d yevéoOa: ev mpoxory Tods wept Sw- 
Kparny, Kat Aroyévny, &c. 

kK Verum ut transeundi spes non sit, 
magna tamen est dignitas subsequendi. 
Quinct. Inst. 1. xii. c. 11. p. 760. Exigo 
itaque a me, non ut optimis par sim, sed 
ut malis melior. Senec. de Vita Beata, c. 17. 
OvdE yap Midwv @ooua, Ka buws ovK 
Gueh@ Tod gduatos* odd Kpoicos, Kat 
duws odkK GmEA@ THs KTHTEws* OVD aTAGS 
&AAov tivds THs empedclas, Sia Thy aard- 
yoo Trav txpwy, apiorducda. “For 
neither shall I be Milo, and yet I neglect not 
my body ; nor Croesus, and yet I neglect 
not my estate: nor in general do we desist 
from the proper care of any thing, through 
despair of arriving at that which is supreme.” 
Arr, Epict. 1. i. ec. 2, See also Horat. Epist. 
i, 1. i, 28, &e. 

1 #Eneid, 1, v. n. 305, 
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spoken. For some time we passed on in mutual silence, till ob- 
serving me, on my part, little inclined to break it, What, said 
he, engages you with an attention so earnest !— 1 was wondering, 
said I, whence it should happen, that in a discourse of such a 
nature, you should say so little of religion, of providence, and a 
deity.—I have not, replied he, omitted them, because not inti- 
mately united to morals; but because whatever we treat accurately, 
should be treated separately and apart: multiplicity of matter 
naturally tends to confusion. They are weak minds, indeed, 
which dread a rational suspense ; and much more so, when, in the 

event, it only leads to a surer knowledge, and often strengthens 
the very subject on which we suspend. Could I, however, repeat 
you the words of a venerable sage, (for I can call him no other,) 
whom once I heard disserting on the topic of religion, and whom 
still I hear whenever I think on him, you might accept, perhaps, 
my religious theories as candidly as you have my moral.—l 
pressed him to repeat them, with which he willingly complied. 

The speaker, said he, whose words I am attempting to relate, 
and whom for the present I name Theophilus, was of a cha- 
racter truly amiable in every part. When young, he had been 
fortunate in a liberal education ; had been a friend to the Muses, 

and approved himself such to the public. As life declined, he 
wisely retired, and dedicated his time almost wholly to con- 
templation; yet could he never forget the Muses, whom once he 
loved. He retained in his discourse (and so in the sequel you 
will soon find) a large portion of that rapturous, anti-prosaic 
style, in which those ladies usually choose to express themselves. 
We were walking, not (as now) in the cheerful face of day, 

but late in the evening, when the sun had long been set. Cir- 
cumstances of solemnity were not wanting to affect us; the poets 
could not have feigned any more happy: a running stream, an 
ancient wood, a still night, and a bright moonshine. I, for my 
own part, induced by the occasion, fell insensibly into a reverie 
about inhabitants in the moon; from thence I wandered to other 
heavenly bodies, and talked of states there, and empires, and I 
know not what. 
Who lives in the moon, said he, is perhaps more than we 

can well learn; it is enough, if we can be satisfied, by the help of 
our best faculties, that intelligence is not confined to this little 
earth which we inhabit; that though men were not, the world 
would not want spectators to contemplate its beauty, and adore 
the wisdom of its Author. 

“ This whole universe itself is but one city or commonwealth ;” 

m ‘QO nécuos obros ula médus eorl. Arr. So Cicero: Universus hie mundus una 
Epict. 1. iii. c. 24. p. 486. This was a ccivitas communis Deorum atque hominum 
Stoic doctrine, of which Epictetus and the existumandus. De Leg. L i. c 7. p. 29. 
emperor Marcus made perpetual mention. See De Fin, 1, iii, ¢. 19. De Nat. Deor. 
See of the last, 1, xii. 5. 36. 1, ii. c. 62, 
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a system of substances variously formed, and variously actuated 
agreeably to those forms ; a system of substances both immensely 
great and small, rational, animal, vegetable, and inanimate. 

“As many families make one village, many villages one pro- 
vince, many provinces one empire; so many empires, oceans, 
wastes, and wilds combined, compose that earth on which we live. 
Other combinations make a planet or a moon; and these, again, 
united, make one planetary system. What higher combinations 
subsist, we know not: their gradation and ascent it is impossible 
we should discover. Yet the generous mind, not deterred by this 
immensity, intrepidly passes on through regions unknown, from 
greater system to greater, till it arrive at that greatest, where 
imagination stops, and can advance no further. In this last, this 
mighty, this stupendous idea, it beholds the universe itself, of 
which every thing is a part; and, with respect to which, not the 
smallest atom is either foreign or detached.” 

“Wide as its extent, is the wisdom of its workmanship; not 
bounded and narrow, like the humbler works of art : these are all 
of origin no higher than human. We can readily trace them to 
their utmost limit, and with accuracy discern both their beginning 
and their end. But where the microscope that can shew us from 
what point wisdom begins in nature? Where the telescope that 
can descry to what infinitude it extends? The more diligent our 
search, the more accurate our scrutiny, the more only are we 
convinced, that our labours can never finish; that subjects inex- 
haustible remain behind, still unexplored. 

*‘ Hence the mind truly wise, quitting the study of particulars,° 

" Ovdtv ody eorw oftws Uripoy Kai 
paddror, d uh merexer TOU dryabod, KaKeiBev 
exer Thy yeveow" ere) Kay Thy bAny elrois, 
etphoes Kat rabrny a&yabdv’ Khy abrd Td 
kakdy, eiphoets kal TovTo meTéexov ayabod 
Twos, kal obdt LAAws bwooTHvau Suvduevor, 
H te Gya0G xXpwvvipevov, Kat peradrap- 
Bdvoy ayabod twds. GAN af wey Tov dv- 
Opdmrov ddkat opiKpa kad ebTeAH THs Oclas 
airtas étdmwrew ekascxdbvovta, mpds Thy 
TovTwy amoBAérovem pvaw, ov mpds THY 
éxelyns Sivapuw, kat bri TY per(6var otoa 
yevyntikh TOAAG TA€oy eat) TaY ehacad- 
vo" of 5¢ bvTws pirdcopor, mavTa boa Tép 
éorw ev 76 Kbopw Kal peydra Kal cuiKpad 
mpovolas étdbayres, ovdiy &rimov, ovdt 
G&mroBAntoy ev Te otkw Tov Aids dpaov, 
GAAG mavTa a&ya0d, Kabdcov éx mpovolas 
ipéornne, kad Kara, Kar’ aitlay yeyovdra 
tiv Oclay. “There is, therefore, nothing 
ignoble and base, which doth not participate 
of the good principle, and hath not from 
thence its origin. Should you even instance 
matter, you will find even that to be good ; 
should you instance evil itself, you will 
find that also participating of some good, 
and no otherwise able to subsist, than as 

coloured by good, and partaking of it. The 
opinions, indeed, of ordinary men are 
ashamed to refer little and contemptible 
things to the [primary and] divine cause, 
looking [in their reasonings] to the nature 
of the subjects, not to the power of the 
cause ; and [to this necessary consequence | 
that if it be productive of the greater effects, 
much more so is it of the inferior. But 
those, on the contrary, who are truly phi- 
losophers, referring all things, both great 
and small, that exist in the universe, to a 
Providence, behold nothing fit to be rejected 
in this mansion of Jove ; but all things good, 
as having been established by a Providence, 
and fair, as having been produced by a 
cause which is divine.” Proclus, in his 
manuscript Comment on the Parmenides of 
Plato. 

© The Platonics, considering science as 
something ascertained, definite, and steady, 
would admit nothing to be its object which 
was vague, infinite, and passing. For this 
reason they excluded all individuals, or ob- 
jects of sense, and (as Ammonius expresses 
it) raised themselves, in their contempla- 
tions, from beings particular, to beings uni- 

H 
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as knowing their multitude to be infinite and incomprehensible, 
turns its intellectual eye to what is general and comprehen- 
sive, and through generals learn to see and recognise whatever 

exists. 
“It perceives, in this view, that every substance, of every 

degree, has its nature, its proper make, constitution, or form by 
which it acts, and by which it suffers. It perceives it so to fare 
with every natural form around us, as with those tools and in- 
struments by which art worketh its wonders. The saw is 
destined to one act, the mallet to another; the wheel answers 
this purpose, and the lever answers a different: so nature uses 
the vegetable, the brute, and the rational, agreeably to the 
proper form and constitution of every kind. The vegetable pro- 
ceeds with perfect insensibility; the brute possesses a sense of 
what is pleasurable and painful, but stops at mere sensation, and 
is unable to go further. The rational, like the brute, has all the 
powers of mere sensation, but enjoys, superadded, a further 
transcendent faculty, by which it is made conscious, not only of 
what it feels, but of the powers themselves, which are the sources 
of those very feelings: a faculty, which, recognising both itself 
and all things else, becomes a canon, a corrector, and a standard 
universal.P 

versal ; and which, as such, from their own 
nature, were eternal and definite. The 
whole passage is worth transcribing. Etp7- 
Ta. bri pirocodla, yvaois mdvTwy TaY 
bvrev § byta early. "EChtnocay ody of 
pirdcopa, tiva ky tpdmov yévwyTa Tov 
ovrwy emiorhuoves* Kat ered édpwv Te 
Kara mépos yevnta kal pbaprTa bya, eri dé 
kal &mreipa, 7 S¢ emiothun aidlwyte ral ae- 
mepacuevwy eott yvaos (Td yap yywordy 
BotdAcran bd Tis yvdoews TwepiAapBdvec- 
Oau rd St &reipov, GreplAnmrov) aviryaryov 
éavrobs amd Tay wepiK@y em) Ta KaBdAOU, G- 
18a dvTa Kal remepacpéva. ‘Os yap pnow 6 
TAdtwv, ’Emorhun elpntat, mapd rd eis 
°Enloracw juas Kat Spov Tiva mpodryew TeV 
mpayudrwv Trovro 5& mopiCépeba did ris 
eis TA KadAov avadpouys. Ammonius, in 
his Preface to Porphyry’s Isagoge, p. 14. 
edit. 8vo. 

Consonant to this, we learn, it was the 
advice of Plato, with respect to the progress 
of our speculations and inquiries, when we 
proceed synthetically, that is to say, from 
first principles downwards, that we should 
descend from those higher genera, which 
include many subordinate species, down to 
the lowest rank of species, those which in- 
clude only individuals, But here it was 
his opinion that our inquiries should stop, 
and, as to individuals, let them wholly 
alone ; because of these there could not 
possibly be any science. Awd péxpt Tov 
eidixwrdtwv ard Tay yevikwrdtov Kariov- 

Tas mapexedevero 6 TIAdtwy maveoOar— 
Ta 5 Hreipd pnow Gv’ wh be yap ay wore 
yevérOar tTovtwy émorhunv. Porphyr. 
Isagog. c. 2. 

Such was the method of ancient phi- 
losophy. The fashion at present appears 
to be somewhat altered, and the business of 
philosophers to be little else than the col- 
lecting, from every quarter, into voluminous 
records, an infinite number of sensible, par- 
ticular, and unconnected facts; the chief 
effect of which is'to excite our admiration. 
So that if that well-known saying of an- 
tiquity be true, “it was wonder which in- 
duced men first to philosophize,” we may 
say that philosophy now ends whence origi- 
nally it began. 

P See before, p. 63. In Epictetus, 1. i. 
c. 1. p. 6. the Sdvauis AoyiKh, or “ reasoning 
power,” is called the power 7 kal aithy bew- 
povoa, kai 7 &AAa mavra. So Marcus: Ta 
Wia THs Aoyus Wuxis* éavThy dbpG, éav- 
Thv SiapOpoi, &c.: “the properties of the 
reasoning soul are, it beholdeth itself, it form- 
eth itself,” &c. 1. xi. c.1. So again Epictetus: 
brép wey rod épav Kal axovew, kal vy Ala 
imép abrov Tod Civ, kal ray cvvepyav mpds 
avTd, irép Kaprav Enpav, Swrtp otvou, bmép 
éralov ebxaplore: TH OG’ weuvynoo & Brt 
hAdro th cor 5édwKe Kpetrrov amdvtwy Tov- 
Tw, T xpnoduevoy avTois, Td SoKydCor, 
7) Thy dtlay Exdorov Aoyiotpevoy: “ for 
seeing, for hearing, and, indeed, for life it- 
self, and the various means which cooperate 
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“Hence to the rational alone is imparted that master-science, 
of what they are, where they are, and the end to which they are 
destined.‘ 

“Happy, too happy, did they know their own felicity; did 
they reverence the dignity of their own superior character, and 
never wretchedly degrade themselves into natures to them sub- 
ordinate." And yet, alas! it is a truth too certain, that as the 
rational only are susceptible of a happiness truly excellent, so 
these only merge themselves into miseries past endurance. 

“* Assist us, then, thou Power Divine, with the light of that 
reason by which thou lightenest the world ; by which grace and 
beauty is diffused through every part, and the welfare of the 
whole is ever uniformly upheld; that reason, of which our own 
is but a particle or spark,* like some Promethean fire, caught 
from heaven above./ So teach us to know ourselves, that we 
may attain that knowledge which alone is worth attaining. 
Check our vain, our idle researches into the laws, and natures, 
and motions of other beings, till we have learnt and can practise 
those which peculiarly respect ourselves. Teach us to be fit 
actors in that general drama where thou hast allotted every 
being, great and small, its proper part, the due performance of 
which is the only end of its existence.' 

“Enable us to curb desire within the bounds of what is 
natural. Enable us even to suspend it till we can employ it to 
our emolument. Be our first work to have escaped from wrong 
opinion and bad habit;" that the mind, thus rendered sincere 

to its support ; for the fruits of the earth, for 
wine and oil ; for all these things be thank- 
ful to God: yet be mindful that he hath 
given thee something else, which is better 
than all these ; something which is to use 
them, to prove them, to compute the value 
of each. Arr. Epict. L ii. c. 23. p. 321. 

4 See Arr. Epict. 1, ii. c. 24. p. 337. See 
also 1, i. c. 6. p. 36; and_ Pers, Satyr. iii, 
66 . 

* See Arr. Epict. 1 i. c. 3. p. 21. Aud 
TavtTnvy Thy ovyyéveay, of wey daroKaAl- 
vayTes, AvKois Suotor yivdueba, %ricrot Kar 
erlBovdo. kal BAaBepol of St A€ovow, &- 
ypto. Kad Onpi@ders Ka) Gvhwepor* of mAel- 
ovs 8 juav ad@meres, &c. “Through this 
affinity, (he means our affinity to the body, 
or baser part,) some of us, degenerating, be- 
come, like wolves, faithless, and treacherous, 
and mischievous ; others, like lions, fierce, 
and savage, and wild; but the greater part 
turn foxes, little, fraudulent, wretched ani- 
mals.” Cum autem duobus modis, id est, 
aut vi aut fraude fiat injuria; fraus, quasi 
vulpeculz, vis, leonis videtur. Cic. de Offic. 
li, c. 19. See also Arr. Epict. 1. ii. ¢. 9. 
p. 210. In our own language we seem to 
allude to this degeneracy of human nature, 

when we call men, by way of reproach, 
sheepish, bearish, hoggish, ravenous, &c. 

8 Af puxad wey obtws eioly évdedeuevan 
kal cuvapels TH Oe@, Ere abrod wdpia. oboai, 
kal amoomdopara. Arr. Epict. li. c. 14, p. 
81. ‘O daluwr, dy Exdotp mpoordrny Kad 
nyeudva 6 Leds wer, amdorac ua. éavrod 
otros d€ eat 6 Exdorov vous Kal Adyos. 
Mar. Ant. lv. s. 27. Humanus autem 
animus, decerptus ex mente divina, cum nullo 
alio nisi cum ipso Deo (si hoc fas est dictu) 
i ai potest. Tusc. Disp. l. v. c. 13. p. 
BiFel~ 

' See before, p. 89, and note ¢. See also 
Arr, Epict. 1. iii. c. 22. p. 444. 3d Hass 
el* Stvaca, &c. The passage is sublime 
and great, but too long to be here inserted. 

"’Andoxov mort maytamdcw dpétews, 
ta mote kal ebAdyws dpexOfis. “Abstain 
for a time from desire altogether, that in 
time thou mayst be able to desire ration- 
ally.” Arr. Epict. l. ii. c. 13. p, 414, 
Again the same author : Sfjuepov—dpeter ob 
exphoaper, exxAloer mpds udva Ta mpocipe- 
tiuxd. “To-day my faculty of desire I have 
not used at all; my aversion I have em- 
ployed with respect only to things which 
are in my power,” 1. iv. c, 4. p. 588, See 

H 2 
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and incorrupt, may with safety proceed to seek its genuine 
good and happiness. 

“« When we are thus previously exercised, thus duly prepared, 
let not our love there stop where it first begins; but insensibly 
conduct it, by thy invisible influence, from lower objects to 
higher, till it arrive at that supreme, where only it can find 
what is adequate and full.* Teach us to love thee, and thy 
divine administration; to regard the universe itself as our true 
and genuine country, not that little casual spot where we first 
drew vital air.’ Teach us each to regard himself but as a part of 
this great whole; a part which, for its welfare, we are as 
patiently to resign, as we resign a single limb for the welfare of 
our whole body.? Let our life be a continued scene of acqui- 
escence and of gratitude: of gratitude for what we enjoy; of 
acquiescence in what we suffer; as both can only be referable to 
that concatenated order of events, which cannot but be best, as 
being by thee approved and chosen. 

“ Inasmuch as futurity is hidden from our sight,* we can have 
no other rule of choice, by which to govern our conduct, than 
what seems consonant to the welfare of our own particular 
natures. If it appear not contrary to duty and moral office, 
(and how should we judge but from what appears?) thou 

also Enchir. c. 2. and Charact. v. iii. p. 202. 
Plat. Gorg. 505. B. vol. i, edit. Serr. Tlept 
d¢ puxhy—. 

Horace seems also to have alluded to this 
doctrine : 

. Virtus est, vitium fugere ; et sapientia prima, 
Stultitia caruisse. Fpist. i. 1. i. v. 41. 

* See Plat. Symp. p. 210. vol. iii. edit. 
_Serrani. Ac? yap, pn, Tov dp0ds idyra 
én) TodTo mpayua, Upxecbat, &c. 

¥ See Arrian. Epict. 1. i. c. 9. p. 51. 
Socrates quidem, cum rogaretur, cujatem 
se esse diceret, Mundanum, inquit: totius 
enim mundi se incolam et civem arbitra- 
batur. Tusc. Disp. lL. v. c. 37. p. 427. 

2 Tlas obv Aéyera Tay éexrds TWA KaTa 
vow, &c. “In what sense, then, (says the 
philosopher, since all is referable to one 
universal Providence,) are some things 
called agreeable to our nature, and others 
the contrary? The answer is, They are so 
called, by considering ourselves as detached, 
and separate from the whole. For thus 
may I say of the foot, when considered so 
apart, that it is agreeable to its nature to 
be clean and free from filth. But if we 
consider it as a foot, that is, as something 
not detached, but the member of a body, it 
will behove it both to pass into the dirt, 
and to trample upon thorns, and even upon 
occasion to be lopped off for the preserva- 
tion of the whole. Were not this the case, 
it would be no longer a foot. Something, 
therefore, of this kind should we conceive 

with respect to ourselves.—W hat art thou? 
—A man.—If thou consider thy being as 
something separate and detached, it is 
agreeable to thy nature, in this view of 
independence, to live to extreme age, to be 
rich, to be healthy. But if thou consider 
thyself as a man, and as the member of a 
certain whole ; for the sake of that whole, 
it will occasionally behove thee, at one 
while to be sick, at another while to sail 
and risk the perils of navigation, at another 
while to be in want, and at last to die 
perhaps before thy time. Why, therefore, 
dost thou bear these events impatiently ? 
Knowest thou not, that after the same 
manner as the foot ceaseth to be a foot, so 
dost thou, too, cease to be longer a man?” 
Arr. Epict. 1. ii. c. 5. p. 191. 

@ Mexpis dy UdnAd wor H Ta Etfs, del TAY 
edpuerrepwy exoual, mpds To TUyXaVELW 
Tav Kata piow ards ydp w 6 beds ro10d- 
Tov ekrdextixoy érolnoey’ ei SE ye HOEY, 
drt vooetv pot KabeiwapTa: viv, Kal Spuwv 
dy em’ adrd: Kat -yap 6 movs, ei ppévas elxev, 
&pua by em rd mnrodoba. Arr. Epict. 1. 
ii. c. 6. p. 195. It appears that the above 
sentiment was of Chrysippus. In the tenth 
chapter of the same book we have it re- 
peated, though in words somewhat different. 
Aid roto Kad@s A€yovow of pirocopol, 
brt, &c. So Seneca: Quicquid acciderit, sic 
ferre, quasi tibi volueris accidere. Debu- 
isses enim velle, si scisses omnia ex decreto 
Dei fieri. Nat, Quest. iii. in preefat. 
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canst not but forgive us, if we prefer health to sickness; the 
safety of life and limb to maiming or to death. But did we 
know that these incidents, or any other, were appointed us; were 
fated in that order of uncontrollable events by which thou 
preservest and adornest the whole; it then becomes our duty to 
meet them with magnanimity, to cooperate with cheerfulness 
in whatever thou ordainest; that so we may know no other 
will than thine alone, and that the harmony of our particular 
minds with thy universal, may be steady and uninterrupted 
through the period of our existence.” 

“Yet since to attain this height, this transcendent height, is 
but barely possible, if possible, to the most perfect humanity ;° 
regard what within us is congenial to thee; raise us above our- 
selves, and warm us into enthusiasm. But let our enthusiasm 
be such as befits the citizens of thy polity; liberal, gentle, 
rational, and humane—not such as to debase us into poor and 
wretched slaves, as if thou wert our tyrant, not our kind and 
common father; much less such as to transform us into savage 
beasts of prey, sullen, gloomy, dark, and fierce;’ prone to- 
persecute, to ravage, and destroy, as if the lust of massacre 
could be grateful to thy goodness. Permit us, rather, madly to 
avow villany in thy defiance, than impiously to assert it under 
colour of thy service. Turn our mind’s eye from every idea of 
this character; from the servile, abject, horrid, and ghastly, to 
the generous, lovely, fair, and godlike. 

“Here let us dwell; be here our study and delight. So 
shall we be enabled, in tle silent mirror of contemplation, to 
behold those forms which are hidden to human eyes—that 
animating wisdom which pervades and rules the whole‘—that 
law irresistible, immutable, supreme, which leads the willing, 
and compels the averse, to cooperate in their station to the 
general welfare—that magic divine,‘ which, by an efficacy past 

b Elva: 8 abrd rovro Thy Tod evdaiyovos 
dpethy Kai edporay Blov, bray wdvta mpdr- 
TNT HL KATA Thy Tuupwrlay Tod Tap ExdoTH 
daiuovos mpds Thy Tov bAou SiounTOd Bov- 
Anow: “ The virtue of a happy man, and 
the felicity of life, is this ; when all things 
are transacted in harmony of a man’s genius, 
with the will of him who administers the 
whole.” Diog. Laert. 1. vii. c. 88. p. 418. 
This is what Epictetus calls r}v adrovd Bov- 
Anow ouvdppora Trois yiwomévois, “to 
attune or harmonise one’s mind to the 
things which happen.” Diss, l. ii. c. 14. p. 
242. 

© See before, page 92, &e. See also notes 
c, p. 92; ande, p, 93. 

4 See before, note 7, p. 99. 
€ This power is called by the emperor 

Marcus, Tov 81a Tijs ovalas SujkovTa Ad-yor, 
Kal—oixovouotvra Td wav. |. vy. 8. 32. 

£ Kal rd xdowa ody Tod Agovros, Kal Td 
SnAnrhpioy, kal mica Kaxoupyla, as tavOa, 
ws BépBopos, éxelvwy exvyevviwara Tay 
ceuvav Kal Kard@v* wh ody abra GAAdTpLA 
Tovrov, 08 géBeis, dayvrdgovs GAAQ Thy 
mdyvrev wyyhy émadoyicov. M. Ant. 1. vi. 
s. 36. See also l, iy. 6, 44; 1. iii. s. -2. 
“Qomep yap af kappdia (pnolv) émvypdy- 
Mara yeAota pépovow, & Kal? EavTda wev 
coTt PavAa, TP dé Aw morhuars Xap TWa 
mpooTlOnow otrws Wéteas by adthv ep’ 
éauTtiis thy kanlay, trois 8 &AdAois ovK 
uxpnords €or. Chrysip. apud Plutarch, p. 
1065. D. 
Ovdé Te yiyveras Epyov em xOor) cod dixa, 

Aaluwy, 
Otre kar aidépiov Ociov wédor, ovr én 

wOvT@, 
TAhy éxdoa pefovor Kaxol operepyow 

dwolous. 

} 
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comprehension, can transform every appearance, the most 
hideous, into beauty, and exhibit all things fair and good to 
thee, Essence Increate, who art of purer eyes than ever to 
behold iniquity.® 

- “ Be these our morning, these our evening’ meditations—with 
these may our minds be unchangeably tinged"—that loving 
thee with a love most disinterested and sincere; enamoured of 
thy polity, and thy divine administration; welcoming every 
event with cheerfulness and magnanimity, as being best, upon 
the whole, because ordained of thee; proposing nothing of our- 
selves but with a reserve that thou permittest ;' acquiescing in 
every obstruction, as ultimately referable to thy providence—in 
a word, that working this conduct, by due exercise, into perfect 
habit, we may never murmur, never repine ; never miss what 
we would obtain, or fall into that which we would avoid';* but 
being happy with that transcendent happiness of which no one 
can deprive us, and blest with that divine liberty which no 
tyrant can annoy, we may dare address thee with pious confi- 

‘dence, as the philosophic bard of old, 
ry ‘ es 
|, £ Conduct me, thou, of beings cause divine, 
| Where e’er I’m destin’d in thy great design. 

Active I follow on: for should my will 
Resist, I’m impious ; but must follow still.’ ”! 

In this manner did Theophilus, said he, pursue the subject to 
which I had led him. He adorned his sentiments with expres- 
sions even more splendid than I have now employed. The 

"AAAG od Kal Ta wepiood emloraca &pria 
Octvat, 

Kal koopety Ta &xoopwa* Kal od ira ool 
tra éorw. 

"be yap cis &v Eravta cuvhpuokas écOrAd 
KAKOLOLY, 

"Qo? wa ylyvecba: mdvrwy Adyov aity 
édvrwy. fors. édvTa. 
Cleanthis Hymn. apud Steph. in Poesi 

Philos. p. 49, 50. 
[The reader will observe, that the fourth 

of the above verses is supplied by the Mis- 
cell. Observationes Criticee, vol. vii. from a 
manuscript of Vossius, at Leyden. | 

8 An ear that was to hear a musical 
discord alone, would have ideas of disso- 
nance unknown to that ear which, along 
with the discord, was to hear its prepara- 
tion and resolution. An eye that was to 
see only the words, “venis et ceco car- 
pitur,” would have ideas of absurdity un- 
known to the eye which was to behold the 
verse entire: 

Vulnus alit venis, et ceco carpitur igni. 
Numerous are the ideas of defect, error, 
absurdity, falsehood, &c. all referable to 
this class; ideas which arise purely from 
partial and incomplete comprehension, and 
which have no existence where the compre- 

hension is universal and complete. It seems 
to be from this reasoning that Themistius 
asserts, Tiuiwrépos yap vous, ovx 6 Ta 
tAelw vodv, GAN 6 Ta Gwetvw: “ The more 
respectable mind is not that which per- 
ceiveth the greater number of objects, but 
the better and more excellent ones.” Them. 
in Aristot. de Anim. p. 92. edit. Ald. 

h Barrera: ydp imd Trav pavTraciay 7 
wuxh. M. Ant. 1. v. s. 16. 

1Me@? dmetaipécews. See Epict. En- 
chirid. c. 2. M. Ant. Liv.s.1; 1 v. s. 20. 
Seneca translates it, “cum exceptione.” 
See De Beneficiis, 1. iv. s. 34. 

Kk Mfte dpeyduevoy amotuyxdvew, unr 
exxAlvovta mwepimtrreyv. Arr. Epict. 1, iii. 
c. 12. p. 404. 
“Aye 5€ w’, & Zed, xa ob 7 4 wempouern, 
“Oro ToP” buiv cius Siareraypevos. 
‘Os Eboua y koxvos Hy 5é ye wh O6Aw, 
Kakbs yevduevos, ovdtv hrrov Somat. 

Cleanthes in Epict. Ench. c. 52. 
Thus translated by Seneca: 

Due me, parens, celsique dominator poli, 
Quocunque placuit: nulla parendi mora est : 
Adsum impiger, fac nolle: comitabor gemens, 
Malusque patiar, quod bono licuit pati. 

Epist. 107, 
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speaker, the speech, the happy circumstances which concurred, 
the night’s beauty and stillness, with the romantic scene where 
we were walking, all together gave the whole such an energy and 
solemnity, as it is impossible you should feel from the coldness 
of a bare recital—I, continued he, for my own part, returned 
home sensibly touched, and retained the strongest feelings of 
what I had heard till the following morning. Then the busi- 
ness of the day gently obliterated all, and left me by night as 
little of a philosopher as I had ever been before. 

X. And is it possible, said I, so soon to have forgotten what 
seems so striking and sublime, as the subject you have been 
now treating !—It is habit, replied he, is all in all.” It is practice 
and exercise which can only make us truly any thing. Is it 
not evidently so in the most common vulgar arts? Did mere 
theory alone ever make the meanest mechanic? And is the 
supreme artist of life and manners to be formed more easily 
than such a one? Happy for us, could we prove it near so easy. 
But believe me, my friend, good things are not so cheap. 
Nothing is to be had gratis, much less that which is most 
valuable.” 

Yet, however, for our comfort, we have this to encourage us, 
that, though the difficulty of acquiring habits be great and 
painful, yet nothing so easy, so pleasant, as their energies, when 
once wrought by exercise to a due standard of perfection. I know 
you have made some progress in music. Mark well what you 
can do, as a proficient this way: you can do that, which, without 
habit, as much exceeds the wisest man, as to walk upon the 
waves, or to ascend a cliff perpendicular. You can even do it 
with facility; and (lest you should think I flatter) not you 
yourself alone, but a thousand others beside, whose low rank 
and genius no way raise them above the multitude. If then you 
are so well assured of this force of habit in one instance, Judge 
not in other instances by your own present insufficiency. Be 
not shocked at the apparent greatness of the perfect moral cha- 

™ °AAAG TOAATS exer xpelay mapackedns 
kal wévov ToAAod Kai wabnudtwy. TI odv; 
éAmi¢ers, Ste thy peylorny téxvny amd 
bAlywv éorly arodaBeiy: “ But (says one, 
with respect to the virtuous character) 
there is need of much preparation, of 
much labour and learning. And what ? 
Dost* thou expect it should be possible 
(answers the philosopher) to obtain, by little 
pains, the chiefest, greatest art?” Arr. 
Epict. Li. c. 20. p. 111. “Agyw d& raipos 
ov ylverat, ovdt yevvaios &vOpwros’ aAAA 
de? xemackjoa, mapackevdcacba, kal wu) 
eixh mpoomnday emi Ta undty mpoohkovra. 
“ No robust and mighty animal is complete 
at once ; nor more is the brave and gene- 
rous man. It is necessary to undergo the 

severest exercise and preparation, and not 
rashly plunge into things which are no way 
suitable.” Ejusd. Dissert. 1. i. c. 2. p. 18. 
See also the same author, 1. i. c. 15. p. 86; 
1, ii. c. 14. p. 243. Sed ut nec medici, nee 
imperatores, nec oratores, quamvis artis prae- 
cepta perceperint, quidquam magna laude 
dignum sine usu et exercitatione consequi 
possunt: sic officii conservandi precepta 
traduntur illa quidem (ut facimus ipsi ;) 
sed rei magnitudo usum quoque exercitatio- 
nemque desiderat. Cic. de Offic. l. ic. 18. 
‘H 3 7Ouch e& ZOous meprylvera’ SOev Kad 
tovvoua éaxnne. Ethic. Nicom. 1. ii. c. 1. 

NTIpotka ovdey ylvera:, Arr. Epict. 1. 
iv. c. 10. p. 653. The same sentiment is 
often repeated by the same author, 
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racter, when you compare it to the weakness and imperfection 
of your own. On the contrary, when these dark, these me- 
lancholy thoughts assail you, immediately turn your mind to the 
consideration of habit. Remember how easy its energies to 
those who possess it; and yet how impracticable to such as pos- 
sess it not. 

It must be owned, said I, that this is a satisfaction, and may 
be some kind of assistance in a melancholy hour. And yet this 
very doctrine naturally leads to another objection. Does not 
the difficulty of attaining habit too well support a certain as- 
sertion, that, defend virtue as we will, it is but a scheme of 
self-denial ? 
By self-denial, said he, you mean, I suppose, something like 

what follows: appetite bids me eat; reason bids me forbear. 
If I obey reason, I deny appetite; and appetite being a part 
of myself, to deny it, is a self-denial. What is true thus in 
luxury, is true also in other subjects; is evident in matters of 
lucre, of power, of resentment, or whatever else we pursue by 
the dictate of any passion.—You appear, said I, to have stated 
the objection justly. 

To return then to our instance, said he, of luxury. Appetite 
bids me eat; reason bids me forbear. If I obey reason, I deny 
appetite; and if I obey appetite, do I not deny reason? Can I 
act either way, without rejecting one of them? And is not reason 
a part of myself, as notoriously as appetite ? 

Or to take another example: I have a deposit in my hands. 
Avarice bids me retain; conscience bids me restore. Is there 
not a reciprocal denial, let me obey which I will? And is not 
conscience a part of me, as truly as avarice ? 

Poor self indeed must be denied, take which party we will. 
But why should virtue be arraigned of thwarting it, more than 
vice her contrary ’. Make the most of the argument, it can come 
but to this: if self-denial be an objection to virtue, so is it to 
vice ; if self-denial be no objection to vice, no more can it be to 
virtue. A wonderful and important conclusion indeed ! 

He continued, by saying, that the soul of man appeared not 
as a single faculty, but as compounded of many; that as these 
faculties were not always in perfect peace one with another, so 
there were few actions which we could perform, where they 
would be all found to concur. What then are we to do? 
Suspend till they agree? That were indeed impossible. Nothing 
therefore can remain, but to weigh well their several preten- 
sions; to hear all that each has to offer in its behalf; and finally 
to pursue the dictates of the wisest and the best. This done, as 
for the self-denial, which we force upon the rest: with regard 
to our own character, it is a matter of honour and praise; with 
regard to the faculties denied, it is a matter of as small weight, 
as to contemn the noise and clamours of a mad and senseless 
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mob, in deference to the sober voice of the worthier, better 
citizens. And what man could be justified, should he reject 
these, and prefer a rabble? 

_ XI. In this place he paused again, and I took occasion to 
acknowledge, that my objection appeared obviated. As the 
day advanced apace, he advised that we might return home; 
and walking along leisurely, thus resumed to himself the dis- 
course. 

I dare say, continued he, you have seen many a wise head 
shake, in pronouncing that sad truth, How we are governed all 
by interest.° And what do they think should govern us else? 
Our loss, our damage, our disinterest? Ridiculous, indeed! We 
should be idiots in such case, more than rational animals. The 
only question is, where interest truly lies? For if this once be 
well adjusted, no maxim can be more harmless. 

“I find myself existing upon a little spot, surrounded every 
way by an immense unknown expansion. Where am I? What 
sort of place do I inhabit? Is it exactly accommodated, in every 
instance, to my convenience? Is there no excess of cold, none of 
heat, to offend me? Am I never annoyed by animals, either of 
my own kind, or a different? Is every thing subservient to me, 
as though I had ordered all myself? No, nothing like it; the 
furthest from it possible. The world appears not then originally 
made for the private convenience of me alone? It does not. 
But is it not possible so to accommodate it, by my own parti- 
cular industry? If to accommodate man and beast, heaven and 
earth; if this be beyond me, it is not possible. What consequence 
then follows? Or can there be any other than this? If I seek an 
interest of my own, detached from that of others; I seek an 
interest which is chimerical, and can never have existence. 
“How then must I determine? Have I no interest at all? If 

I have not, I am a fool for staying here. It is-a smoky house, 
and the sooner out of it, the better.P But why no interest? 
Can I be contented with none, but one separate and detached ? 
Is a social interest joined with others such an absurdity, as not 
to be admitted?4 The bee, the beaver, and the tribes of herding 

© See of the Dialogue, pages 90 and 105. same time promote the latter. Toradrny 
See also notes s and q. 

P Kamvés éore’ &répxouat. M. Ant. 1. v. 
c. 29. See Arr. Epict. 1. i. c. 25. p. 129. 

4 As the Stoics, above all philosophers, 
opposed a lazy inactive life, so they were 
perpetually recommending a proper regard 
to the public, and encouraging the practice 
of every social duty. And though they 
made the original spring of every particular 
man’s action, to be self-love, and the pros- 
pect of private interest ; yet so intimately 
united did they esteem this private interest 
with the public, that they held it impos- 
sible to promote the former, and not at the 

ptow Tod AoyiKod (éov KarecKkedvacer, iva 
pndevds trav idlwy ayabov Sivnra Tuy 
xdvew, ei wh ti eis Td Kowdy wpeAmov 
mpoopepnta’ otws otKér: &Kowavntov 
ylvera, To wdvyTa adrod vera orev. 
“God hath so framed the nature of the 
rational animal, that it should not be able 
to obtain any private goods, if it contribute 
not withal something profitable to the com- 
munity. Thus is there no longer any 
thing unsocial, in doing all things for the 
sake of self.” Arr. Epict. 1. i. c. 19. p. 106. 

The Peripatetic doctrine was much the 
same. Tdvrwy dt &uAAwpéevwr mpds rd 
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animals, are enough to convince me, that the thing is, somewhere 
at least, possible. How then am I assured, that it is not equally 
true of man? Admit it; and what follows? If so, then honour 
and justice are my interest;" then the whole train of moral 
virtues are my interest ; without some portion of which, not even - 

thieves can maintain society.® 
“ But further still; I stop not here, I pursue this social in- 

terest as far as I can trace my several relations. I pass from 
my own stock, my own neighbourhood, my own nation, to the 
whole race of mankind, as dispersed throughout the earth. Am 
I not related to them all by the mutual aids of commerce, by 
the general intercourse of arts and letters, by that common 
nature of which we all participate? Again, I must have food 
and clothing. Without a proper genial warmth, I instantly 
perish. Am I not related, in this view, to the very earth itself? 
To the distant sun, from whose beams I derive vigour? to that 
stupendous course and order of the infinite host of heaven, by 
which the times and seasons ever uniformly pass on? Were this 
order once confounded, I could not probably survive a moment ; 
so absolutely do I depend on this common general welfare. 
“What then have I to do, but to enlarge virtue into piety %* 

KaAddv, kal diarewoudvwy a KdAAOTA 
mparrew, kowh 7 by wayt) etn Ta SéovTa, 
kal idia éxdor@ Ta weyiora Tov ayabar, 
elrep h dpeth Towdrdv cori’ Sore Tov pev 
ayadoy, Set didavroy eivat* kal yap abrds 
évhoerat TX KAAG mMpdtTwv, Kal rods UA- 
Aovs wpeajoea: “ Were all to aim jointly 
at the fair principle of honour, and ever 
strive to act what is fairest and most laud- 
able, there would be to every one in com- 
mon whatever was wanting, and to each 
man in particular of all goods the greatest, 
if virtue deserve justly to be so esteemed. 
So that the good man is necessarily a friend 
to self: for by doing what is laudable, he 
will always himself be profited, as well as 
at the same time be beneficial to others.” 
Ethic. Nicom. 1. ix. c. 8. 

r Thus Cicero, after having supposed a 
social common interest to be the natural in- 
terést of man, subjoins immediately, Quod si 
ita est, una continemur omnes et eadem lege 
nature. Idque ipsum siita est, certe violare 
alterum lege nature prohibemur. De Offic. 
1, iii. c. 6. 

8 Cujus (sc. Justitia) tanta vis est, ut 
ne illi quidem, qui maleficio et scelere pas- 
cuntur, possint sine ulla particula justitice 
vivere. Nam qui eorum cuipiam, qui una 
latrocinantur, furatur aliquid aut eripit, is 
sibi ne in latrocinio quidem relinquit locum. 
Ille autem qui archipirata dicitur, nisi zequa- 
biliter preedam, &c. De Offic. 1. ii, c. 11. 

"AAW Coty avayKn, muons ovons THs 
xowvevias, elva: pioe Kat Ta Sika, 5 av 

éorw 7 Kowwvia, “Or. yap Td dikaiov 
ouvexe. Thy Kowwvlav, d7iAdv éorw em 
Tav adiucwrdtwy elvac Soxotyrwy* ovTot 
5€ ciow of Anotal’ ois 4 mpds GAAHAOUS 
kowwvla trd Sicacocbvyns odCerat TAS mpods 
&AAhAous. Aid Te yap Td wh WAcovEeKTEiV 
&AAHAous, Kal Bid 7d wh WebderOau, Kal Sid 
7d TiudGv 7d Kpetrroy SoKodv, Kal To TH 
ovykelucva puddrrev, kal 5a 7d BonOeiv 
Trois acbeverrépos, did Tadra H mpds AAAT- 
Aous avrois Kowwvia cuppever’ Gy way 
tovvaytlov eis obs &dixova1 motovow. “It 
is necessary, society being natural, that 
justice should be natural also, by which 
society exists. For that justice holds so- 
ciety together, is evident in those who 
appear of all the most unjust; such, I mean, 
as robbers or banditti, whose society with 
each other is preserved by their justice to 
each other. For by not aspiring to any 
unequal shares, and by never falsifying, and 
by submitting to what appears expedient, 
and by justly guarding the booty amassed 
together, and by assisting their weaker 
companions, by these things it is that their 
society subsists ; the contrary to all which 
they do by those whom they injure.” Alex. 
Aphrod. wept wux. p. 156. edit. Ald. See 
also Plat. de Repub. 1. i. p. 351. vol. xi. 
edit. Serrani. 

t All manner of events, which any way 
affect a man, arise either from within him- 
self, or from causes independent. In the 
former case, he maintains an active part ; 
in the latter, a passive. The active part of 
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Not only honour and justice, and what 1 owe to man, is my 
interest ; but gratitude also, acquiescence, resignation, adoration, 
and all I owe to this great polity, and its greater Governor, our 
common Parent. 

* But if all these moral and divine habits be my interest, I 
need not surely seek for a better. I have an interest compatible 
with the spot on which I live: I have an interest which may 
exist, without altering the plan of Providence ; without mending 
or marring the general order of events." I can bear whatever 
happens with manlike magnanimity; can be contented, and 
fully happy in the good which I possess ; and can pass through 
this turbid, this fickle, fleeting period, without bewailings, or 
envyings, or murmurings, or complaints.” 

And thus, my friend, have you my sentiments, as it were, 
abridged; my sentiments on that subject which engages every 
one of us. 

his character seems chiefly to be the care of 
virtue, for it is virtue which teaches us 
what we are to act or do; the passive part 
seems to belong more immediately to piety, 
because by this we are enabled to resign 
and acquiesce, and bear with a manly 
calmness whatever befalls us. As therefore 
we are framed by nature both to act and 
to suffer, and are placed in a universe 
where we are perpetually compelled to 
both; neither virtue nor piety is of itself 
sufficient, but to pass becomingly through 
life, we should participate of each. 

Such appears to have been the sentiment 
of the wise and good emperor. “Avijkev 
bAov éavrdyv, Sixaocivn mev eis TA SP 
éavTod évepyotmeva, ev Se Trois &AAos 
ovpBatvovot, tH Tav BAwy pice. Ti & 
épet Tis, ) SwoAHPera wep) avrod,  mpdter 
Kar avTov, ovd’ eis vouy BddAAera, dito 
TovTas a&pkovmevos, abrds dixaomparye 
7) viv mpacoduevoy, Kal pidreiy Td viv 
Gmoveuduevoy éavT@: “He (the perfect 
man) commits himself wholly to justice, 
and the universal nature ; to justice, as to 
‘those things which are done by himself; 
and in all other events, to the nature of the 
whole. What any one will say, or think 
about him, or act against him, he doth not 
so much as take into consideration ; con- 
tented and abundantly satisfied with these 
two things, himself to do justly what is at 
this instant doing, and to approve and love 
what is at this instant allotted him. M. 
Anton. 1]. x. s. 11. MWdyra ékxeiva, ép’ & 
51a wepiddovu eb xn CAGEiv, Hn exeiv Sivacat, 
édy uh cavT@ Plovijs* rodto Sé eri, edv 
mav Td mapeAOdy kataAlans, kal Td WEAAOV 
emitpelns TH mpovola, kal td mapdy udvov 
amevOvyns mpds doidrnta Kal Sicaoctyny’ 
doidrnta ev, iva pidts Td Groveuduevor* 
gol yap abrd H pias pepe, Kal cE ToOUTY' 

For who would be unhappy? Who would not, if he 

Sixcasooiyny Se, iva ércvOepws Kal xwpls 
mepiTAoKhs A€yns TET GANOH, Kal mpacons 
7a kara vouov Kal Kat’ dtiay: “ All those 
things, at which thou wishest to arrive by 
a road round about, thou mayst instantly 
possess, if thou dost not grudge them to 
thyself; that is to say, in other words, if 
every thing past thou entirely quit, if the 
future thou trust to Providence, and the 
present alone thou adjust according to piety 
and justice; according to piety, that so 
thou mayst approve and love what is al- 
lotted, (for whatever it be, it was nature 
brought it to thee, and thee to it ;) accord- 
ing to justice, that so thou mayst gene- 
rously and without disguise both speak the 
truth, and act what is consonant to [the 
general] law, and the real value of things.” 
M. Ant. 1. xii. c. 1. See also L vii. c. 54; 
and Plato’s Gorgias, p. 507. vol. i. edit. Serr. 
kal why Bye owdpor, kK. T. A. 

" TlawdevecOa—routéoT: To pavOdvew 
exaoTa ovTw OéAewv, ds, &. “To be in- 
structed ; that is to say, to learn so to will 
all things, as in fact they happen. And 
how do they happen ? As He, who ordains 
them, hath ordained. Now he hath or- 
dained that there should be summer and 
winter, and plenty and famine, and virtue 
and vice, and all manner of contrarieties, 
for the harmony of the whole ; and to each 
of us hath he given a body, and its mem- 
bers, and a fortune, and certain associates. 
Mindful therefore of this order, ought we 
to come for instruction ; not indeed how we 
may alter what is already established, (for 
that neither is permitted us, nor would it 
be better so to be,) but how, while things 
continue around us, just as they are, and as 

it is their nature, we may still preserve our 
judgment in harmony with all that hap- 
pens.” Arr. Epict. l. i, c. 12, p. 74. 
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knew how, enjoy one perpetual felicity ?* Who are there existing, 
who do not at every instant seek it? It is the wish, the employ, 

to resign it up to truth. 
Little passed after this, worth relating. We had not far to 

walk, and we fell into common topics. Yet one observation of his 
I must not omit: it was what follows. When we are once, said 
he, well habituated to this chief, this moral science, then logic and 
physics become two profitable adjuncts:* logic, to secure to us 
the possession of our opinions; that, if an adversary attack, we 
may not basely give them up: physics, to explain the reason 
and economy of natural events, that we may know something of 
that universe where our dwelling has been appoimted us. But 
let me add a saying, (and may its remembrance never escape 
you:) While you find this great, this master-science wanting, 
value logic but as sophistry, and physics but as raree-show ; for 
both, assure yourself, will be found nothing better. 

It was soon after this that our walk ended. With it ended 
a conversation which had long engaged us; and which, accord- 
ing to my promise, I have here endeavoured to transcribe. 

* Tatrys (sc. eddamovias) yap xdpw 
T% AoTa wdvres mdyTa mpdrrouev. “It 
is for the sake of happiness, we all of us do 
all other things whatever.” Ethic. Nicom. 
1. i. c. 12. sub. fin, See before, of the Dia- 
logue, pages 90 and 105; and notes s and 
q. Plat. Protag. p. 358. vol. i. edit. Serr. 

Y Ei 6¢ ekamarnOévta rivd er waber, 
bri Tav exTds ampoapéerwy ovdéy or: pds 
Haas, eye wey HOedov Thy andrny tabrny, 
€& fis HueAdov eipdws Kad arapaxws Bid- 
ceca. “ Were a man to be deceived, in 
having learned concerning externals, that 
all beyond our power was to us as nothing; 
I, for my own part, would desire a deceit, 
which would enable me for the future to live 

tranquil and undisturbed.” Arr. Epict. 1 i. 
c, 4, p. 27. 

2 Ad easque virtutes, de quibus disputa- 
tum est, dialecticam etiam adjungunt et 
physicam, easque ambas virtutum nomine 
adpellant: alteram, quod habeat rationem 
ne cui falso adsentiamur, neve, &c, Cic. 
de Fin. 1. iii, c. 21. p. 265. 

The threefold division of philosophy into 
ethics, physics, and logic, was commonly re- 
ceived by most sects of philosophers. See 
Laert. 1. vii. c. 39. See also Cicero, in his 
treatise de Legibus, ]. i.c, 23. and in his Ac- 
cademics, 1. i. c. 5, Fuit ergo jam accepta a. 
Platone philosophandi ratio triplex, &c. 
Plutarch de Placit. Philos. p. 874. 
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PREFACE. 

Tue chief end proposed by the author of this treatise in making 
it public, has been to excite his readers to curiosity and inquiry; 
not to teach them himself by prolix and formal lectures, (from 
the efficacy of which he has little expectation,) but to induce 

them, if possible, to become teachers to themselves, by an 
impartial use of their own understandings. He thinks nothing 
more absurd than the common notion of instruction, as if science 

were to be poured into the mind like water into a cistern, that 

passively waits to receive all that comes. The growth of 
knowledge he rather thinks to resemble the growth of fruit: 
however external causes may in some degree cooperate, it is 
the internal vigour and virtue of the tree that must ripen the 

juices to their just maturity. 
This, then, namely, the exciting men to inquire for themselves 

into subjects worthy of their contemplation, this the author 
declares to have been his first and principal motive for ap- 
pearing in print. Next to that, as he has always been a lover 
of letters, he would willingly approve his studies to the liberal 

and ingenuous. He has particularly named these, in distinction 
to others, because, as his studies were never prosecuted with 
the least regard to lucre, so they are no way calculated for any 
lucrative end. The liberal, therefore, and ingenuous, (whom he 
has mentioned already,) are those to whose perusal he offers 
what he has written. Should they judge favourably of his 
attempt, he may not, perhaps, hesitate to confess, 

Hoe juvat et melli est. 

For though he hopes he cannot be charged with the foolish love 
of vain praise, he has no desire to be thought indifferent or 

insensible to honest fame. 
From the influence of these sentiments, he has endeavoured 

to treat his subject with as much order, correctness, and 
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perspicuity as in his power; and if he has failed, he can safely 
say, (according to the vulgar phrase,) that the failure has been 
his misfortune, and not his fault. He scorns those trite and 

contemptible methods of anticipating pardon for a bad perform- 
ance, that ‘‘it was the hasty fruits of a few idle hours; written 
merely for private amusement ; never revised; published against 
consent, at the importunity of friends, copies (God knows how) 
having by stealth gotten abroad;” with other stale jargon of 
equal falsehood and inanity. May we not ask such prefacers, 
If what they allege be true, what has the world to do with 

them and their crudities? 
As to the book itself, it can say this in its behalf, that it does 

not merely confine itself to what its title promises, but expa- 
tiates freely into whatever is collateral; aiming on every occa- 
sion to rise in its inquiries, and to pass, as far as possible, from 
small matters to the greatest. Nor is it formed merely upon 
sentiments that are now in fashion, or supported only by such 
authorities as are modern. Many authors are quoted that now- 
a-days are but little studied; and some, perhaps, whose very 
names are hardly known. 

The fate, indeed, of ancient authors (as we have happened to 
mention them) is not unworthy of our notice. A few of them 
survive in the libraries of the learned, where some venerable 
folio, that still goes by their name, just suffices to give them a 
kind of nominal existence. The rest have long fallen into a 
deeper obscurity; their very names, when mentioned, affecting 

us as little as the names, when we read them, of those subordi- 

nate heroes, Alcandrumque, Haliumque, Noemonaque, Pry- 
tanimque. 
Now if an author, not content with the more eminent of 

ancient writers, should venture to bring his reader into such 
company as these last, among people (in the fashionable phrase) 
that nobody knows, what usage, what quarter can he have 
reason to expect? Should the author of these speculations have 
done this, (and it is to be feared he has,) what method had he 

best take in a circumstance so critical ’—Let us suppose him to 
apologize in the best manner he can, and in consequence of this 
to suggest as follows: | 

He hopes there will be found a pleasure in the contemplation 
of ancient sentiments; as the view of ancient architecture, 
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though in ruins, has something venerable. Add to this, what 
from its antiquity is but little known has from that very 
circumstance the recommendation of novelty; so that here, as 
in other instances, extremes may be said to meet. Further 
still, as the authors whom he has quoted lived in various ages, 
and in distant countries, some in the full maturity of Grecian 
and Roman literature, some in its declension, and others in 
periods still more barbarous and depraved, it may afford, 
perhaps, no unpleasing speculation, to see how the same reason 
has at all times prevailed ; how there is one truth, like one sun, 

that has enlightened human intelligence through every age, and 
saved it from the darkness both of sophistry and error. 

Nothing can more tend to enlarge the mind, than these ex- 
tensive views of men, and human knowledge; nothing can more 

effectually take us off from the foolish admiration of what is 

immediately before our eyes, and help us to a juster estimate 
both of present men, and present literature. 

It is, perhaps, too much the case with the multitude in every 
nation, that as they know little beyond themselves and their 

own affairs, so out of this narrow sphere of knowledge they 
think nothing worth knowing. As we Britons, by our situation, 
live divided from the whole world, this, perhaps, will be found 

to be more remarkably our case. And hence the reason that 
our .studies are usually satisfied in the works of our own 
countrymen ; that in philosophy, in poetry, in every kind of 
subject, whether serious or ludicrous, whether sacred or profane, 
we think perfection with ourselves, and that it is superfluous to 

search further. 
The author of this treatise would by no means detract from 

the just honours due to those of his countrymen, who, either in 

the present or preceding age, have so illustriously adorned it. 
But though he can with pleasure and sincerity join in celebrating 
their deserts, he would not have the admiration of these, or of 

any other few, to pass through blind excess into a contempt of 
all others. Were such admiration to become universal, an odd 

event would follow; a few learned men, without any fault of 
their own, would contribute in a manner to the extinction of 
letters. 

A like evil to that of admiring only the authors of our own 
age, is that of admiring only the authors of one particular 

I 
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science. There is, indeed, in this last prejudice, something pecu- 
liarly unfortunate, and that is, the more excellent the science, 

the more likely it will be found to produce this effect. 
There are few sciences more intrinsically valuable than 

mathematics. It is hard, indeed, to say, to which they have 

more contributed, whether to the utilities of life, or to the 

sublimest parts of science. They are the noblest praxis of 
logic, or universal reasoning. It is through them we may per- 
ceive how the stated forms of syllogism are exemplified in one 
subject, namely, the predicament of quantity. By marking the 
force of these forms, as they are applied here, we may be 
enabled to apply them of ourselves elsewhere. Nay, further 
still, by viewing the mind, during its process in these syllogistie 
employments, we may come to know, in part, what kind of 
being it is; since mind, like other powers, can be only known 
from its operations. Whoever, therefore, will study mathe- 

matics in this view, will become not only by mathematics a 
more expert logician, and by logic a more rational mathema- 
tician, but a wiser philosopher, and an acuter reasoner, in all the 
possible subjects either of science or deliberation. 

But when mathematics, instead of being applied to this ex- 
cellent purpose, are used, not to exemplify logic, but to supply 
its place; no wonder if logic pass into contempt, and if mathe- 
matics, instead of furthering science, become in fact an obstacle. 
For when men, knowing nothing of that reasoning which is 
universal, come to attach themselves for years to a single species, 
a species wholly involved in lines and numbers only, they grow 
insensibly to believe these last as inseparable from all reasoning, 
as the poor Indians thought every horseman to be inseparable 
from his horse. 

And thus we see the use, nay, the necessity of enlarging our 
literary views, lest even knowledge itself should obstruct its own 
growth, and perform in some measure the part of ignorance and 
barbarity. 

Such, then, is the apology made by the author of this treatise, 
for the multiplicity of ancient quotations with which he has 
filled his book. If he can excite in his readers a proper spirit 
of curiosity ; if he can help in the least degree to enlarge the 
bounds of science; to revive the decaying taste of ancient 
literature; to lessen the bigotted contempt of every thing not 
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modern; and to assert to authors of every age their just portion 
of esteem; if he can in the least degree contribute to these 
ends, he hopes it may be allowed that he has done a service 
to mankind. Should this service be a reason for his work to 
survive, he has confessed already it would be no unpleasing 
event. Should the contrary happen, he must acquiesce in its 
fate, and let it peaceably pass to those destined regions, whither 
the productions of modern wit are every day passing, 

In vicum yendentem thus et odores, 

12 
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HERMES: 

A PHILOSOPHICAL INQUIRY CONCERNING 

UNIVERSAL GRAMMAR. 

BOOK I. 

CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUCTION.——DESIGN OF THE WHOLE. 

Ir men by nature had been framed for solitude, they had never 
felt an impulse to converse one with another; and if, like lower 
animals, they had been-by nature irrational, they could not have 
recognised the proper subjects of discourse. Since speech, then, 
is the joint energy of our best and noblest faculties,* (that is to 

- say, of eur reason, and our social affection,) being withal our pe- 
culiar ornament and distinction, as men; those inquiries may 
surely be deemed interesting, as well as liberal, which either 
search how speech may be naturally resolved, or how, when re- 
solved, it may be again combined. 

Here a large field for speculating opens before us. We may 
either behold speech, as divided into its constituent parts, as a 
statue may be divided into its several limbs; or else, as resolved 
into its matter and form, as the same statue may be resolved 
into its marble and figure. 
- These different analysings or resolutions constitute what we 
call “ philosophical or universal grammar.”? 
When we have viewed speech thus analyzed, we may then 

consider it as compounded. And here, in the first place, we 
may contemplate that synthesis,° which, by combining simple 

® See p. 58 to 66. See also note z, p. 61, 
and note d, p. 66. 

+ Grammaticam etiam bipartitam pone- 
mus, ut alia sit literaria, alia philosophica, 
etc. Bacon, de Augm. Scient. vi. 1. And 
soon after he adds, Verumtamen hac ipsa re 
moniti, cogitatione complexi sumus gram- 
maticam quandam, que non analogiam ver- 
borum ad invicem, sed analogiam inter verba 
et res sive rationem sedulo inquirat, 

¢ Aristotle says, Tay 8¢ kara undeulay 
cuuTAoK)y Acyouevay oddtv ore GAnbes 
obre Wevdés eoriv* olov tvOpwmros, AcdKos, 
Tpéxet, vikG; “OF those words which are 
spoken without connexion, there is no one 
either true or false ; as, for instance, man, 

white, runneth, conquereth.” Cat. c. iv. So 
again, in the beginning of his treatise De 
Interpretatione: Mepl yap obvOcow Kat de 
atpeow tort Td Wevdds te Kal Td GAnOES? 
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terms, produces a truth; then, by combining two truths, produces 
a third; and thus others, and others, in continued demonstra- 
tion, till we are led, as by a road, into the regions of science. 

Now this is that superior and most excellent synthesis which 
alone applies itself to our intellect or reason ; and which, to con- 
duct according to rule, constitutes the art of logic. 

After this we may turn to those inferior compositions,’ which 
are productive of the pathetic and the pleasant, in all their kinds. 
These latter.compositions aspire not to the intellect; but being 
addressed to the imagination, the affections, and the sense, 
become, from their different heightenings, either rhetoric or 
oetry. 

, Nor need we necessarily view these arts distinctly and apart ; 
we may observe, if we please, how perfectly they coincide. 
Grammar is equally requisite to every one of the rest: and 
though logic may, indeed, subsist without rhetoric or poetry, yet 
so necessary to these last is a sound and correct logic, that with- 
out it they are no better than warbling trifles. 
Now all these inquiries, (as we have said already,) and such 

others arising from them as are of still sublimer contemplations, 
(of which, in the sequel, there may be possibly not a few,) may 
with justice be deemed inquiries, both interesting and liberal. 

“ True and false are seen in composition and 
division.” Composition makes affirmative 
truth, division makes negative ; yet both 
alike bring terms together, and so far, there- 
fore, may be called synthetical. 

4 Ammonius, in his comment on the 
treatise Tlep) ‘Epunvetas, p. 53, gives the 
following extract from Theophrastus ; which 
is here inserted at length, as well for the 
excellence of the matter, as because it is 
not (I believe) elsewhere extant. 

Aittijs yap ovans Tod Adyou cxécews, 
(xa? & didpicev 6 pirdcopos Oed@pacros) 
THs TE Mpds Tos &kKpowmevous, ois Kal on- 
palver Tt, Kal THs wad Ta mpdypara, drép 
ay 5 Aéywv meioot mporlOnrat Tos &xpow- 
pévous, Tep) wey ody Thy oxéow abrov Thy 
mpos Tovs &kpoatas Karayivovrat momTiKh 
kal pnropich, Sidrt pov abrais éxréyerOat 
Ta TeuvdTepa TaV dvoUdTwY, GAAG wh TH 
kod Kal Sednueupeva, kal Tadra évapyo- 
viws cuuTAekew GAAHAOS, Sore did Tov- 
Tw Kat TaY TOUTOIS EromEevwY, olov capn- 
velas, yAvktTnTos, kal Tov BAAwY idewr, 
ert Te maxpororylas, Kal Bpaxvaroylas, kara 
Kaipoy méivTwy mapadauBavouevwy, oloal 
Te Tov akpoarhy, Kal éxmanta: kal mpds 
Ty Teldw XeipwhevTa exew" THs 5€ ye mpds 
Ta mpdyuata Tod Adyou exérews 6 piAdao- 
gos mponyoumévws emimeAhoeta, 7d TE 
evdos SieAdyxwy, kal Td GAnOes aarodetk- 
vis. “The relation of speech being two- 
fold, (as the philosopher Theophrastus hath 

settled it,) one to the hearers, to whom it 
explains something, and one to the things, 
concerning which the speaker proposes to 
persuade his hearers; with respect to the 
first relation, that which regards the hearers, 
are employed poetry and rhetoric. Thus it 
becomes the business of these two, to select 
the most respectable words, and not those 
that are common, and of vulgar use, and 
to connect such words harmoniously one 
with another ; so as through these things 
and their consequences, such as perspicuity, 
delicacy, and the other forms of eloquence, 
together with copiousness and brevity, all 
employed in their proper season, to lead the 
hearer, and strike him, and hold him yan- 
quished by the power of persuasion. On 
the contrary, as to the relation of speech to 
things, here the philosopher will be found 
to have a principal employ, as well in re- 
futing the false, as in demonstrating the 
true.” 

Sanctius speaks elegantly on the same 
subject: Creavit Deus hominem rationis 
participem ; cui, quia sociabilem esse voluit, 
magno pro munere dedit sermonem. Sermoni 
autem perficiendo tres opifices adhibuit. 
Prima est grammatica, que ab oratione 
soleecismos et barbarismos expellit ; secunda 
dialectica, quae in sermonis veritate yer- 
satur ; tertia rhetorica, que ornatum ser- 
monis tantum exquirit, Min, l. i. ¢. 2. 
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At present we shall postpone the whole synthetical part, (that 
is to say, logic and rhetoric,) and confine ourselves to the analyti- 
cal; that is to say, universal grammar.- In this we shall follow 
the order that we have above laid down: first dividing speech, 
as a whole, into its constituent parts; then resolving it, as a com- 
posite, into its matter and form: two methods of analysis very 
different in their kind, and which lead to a variety of very dif- 
ferent speculations. 

Should any one object, that, in the course of our inquiry, we 
sometimes descend to things which appear trivial and low, let him 
look upon the effects to which those things contribute, then, from 
the dignity of the consequences, let him honour the principles. 

The following story may not improperly be here inserted. 
““ When the fame of Heraclitus was celebrated throughout Greece, 
there were certain persons that had a curiosity to see so great a 
man. They came, and, as it happened, found him warming him- 
self in a kitchen. The meanness of the place occasioned them 
to stop; upon which the philosopher thus accosted them—‘ Enter 
(says he) boldly, for here, too, there are gods.’”* 
We shall only add, that as there is no part of nature too 

mean for the divine presence; so there is no kind of subject, 
having its foundation in nature, that is below the dignity of a 
philosophical inquiry. 

CHAPTER II. 

CONCERNING THE ANALYSING OF SPEECH INTO ITS SMALLEST PARTS. 

Tuose things which are first to nature, are not first toman. Na- 
ture begins from causes, and thence descends to effects: human 
perceptions first open upon effects, and thence, by slow degrees, 
ascend to causes. Often had mankind seen the sun in eclipse, 
before they knew its cause to be the moon’s interposition ; much 
oftener had they seen those unceasing revolutions of summer and 
winter, of day and night, before they knew the cause to be the 
earth’s double motion.£ Even in 

© See Aristot. de Part. Animal. 1. i. c. 5. | 
£ This distinction of “first to man,” and 

“first to nature,” was greatly regarded in the 
Peripatetic philosophy. See Aristot. Phys. 
Auscult. 1. i. c. 1. Themistius’s Comment 
on the same, Poster. Analyt, 1. i.c. 2. De 
Anima, |. ii. c. 2. It leads us, when pro- 
perly regarded, to a very important distinc- 
tion between intelligence divine, and intelli- 
gence human. God may be said to view 
the first, as first, and the last, as last; that 

matters of art and human crea- 

is, he views effects through causes in their 
natural order. Man views the last as first, 
and the first as last; that is, he views causes 
through. effects, in an inverse order. And 
hence the meaning of that passage in Axj- 
stotle, “Qomep yap Ta Tov vuKTeplSwv Ou- 
mara mpos Td péyyos Exer Td wel” Hucpay, 
olrw Kal Tis Muerépas Wux7s 6 vovs mpds 
Th Th pio pavepdrara mdyTey: “As 
are the eyes of bats to the light of the day, 
so is man’s intelligence to those objects 
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tion, if we except a few artists and critical observers; the rest 
look no higher than to the practice and mere work, knowing 
nothing of those principles on which the whole depends. . 

Thus, in speech, for example: all men, even the lowest, can 
speak their mother-tongue ; yet, how many of this multitude can 
neither write, nor even read¢ How many of those, who are thus 
far literate, know nothing of that grammar which respects the 
genius of their own language? How few, then, must be those 
who know grammar universal; that grammar which, without 
regarding the several idioms of particular languages, only respects 
those principles that are essential to them all ? : 

It is our present design to inquire about this grammar; in 
doing which we shall follow the order consonant to human per- 
ception, as bemg for that reason the more easy to be under- 
stood. 
We shall begin, therefore, first from a period or sentence, that 

combination in speech which is obvious to all; and thence pass, 
if possible, to those its primary parts, which, however essential, 
are only obvious to a few. 

With respect, therefore, to the different species of sentences, 
who is there so ignorant, as, if we address him in his mother- 
tongue, not to know when it is we assert, and when we question ; 
when it is we command, and when we pray or wish ? 

For example, when we read in Shakspeare,* 

The man that hath no music in himself, 
And is not moved with concord of sweet sounds, 
Is fit for treasons ; 

or in Milton," 
O friends, I hear the tread of nimble feet, 
Hasting this way ; 

it is obvious that these are assertive sentences, one founded upon 
judgment, the other upon sensation. 

When the witch in Macbeth says to her companions, 

When shall we three meet again, 
In thunder, lightning, or in rain ? 

this it is evident is an interrogative sentence. 

that are by nature the brightest and most. 
conspicuous of all things.” Metaph. 1. ii.¢. 1. 
See also 1. vii. c. 4. and Ethic. Nicom, 1, i. 
e.4, Ammonius, reasoning in the same way, 
says, very pertinently to the subject of this 
treatise, ’Ayarntoy TH avOpwrivn pice, ex 
Trav &redcotépwy Kal ovvOérwy én) Ta G- 
mAovaTepa Kal TEAELOTEpA Mpotevar’ Ta "yap 
ovvOéra madrAov ovvhOy Hiv, Kat yrwpime- 
repa* obtw your Kal & mais ipa: mev dAd- 
ryov, kal eimelv, Swxpdrns wepiware?, olde 
Tovrov 8¢ dyadtou eis bvowa Kal pjua, 
xa) Tatra eis ovAAaBas, KaKeiva eis oro 
xeia, obxéri: “Human nature may be well 

contented to advance from the more im- 
perfect and complex, to the more simple and 
perfect ; for the complex subjects are more 
familiar to us, and better known. Thus, 
therefore, it is, that even a child knows 
how to put a sentence together, and say, 
‘Socrates walketh ; but how to resolve 
this sentence into a noun and verb, and 
these. again into syllables, and syllables 
into letters or elements, here he is at @ 
loss.” Am. in Com. de Preedic. p. 29. . 

&§ Merchant of Venice. 
h Paradise Lost, iv. 866. 
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When Macbeth says to the ghost of Banquo, 
Hence, horrible shadow ! 

Unreal mockery, hence! 

he speaks an imperative sentence, founded upon the passion of 
hatred. 
When Milton says, in the character of his Allegro, 

Haste thee, nymph, and bring with thee 
Jest and youthful jollity, 

he, too, speaks an imperative sentence, though founded on the 
passion, not of hatred, but of love. 
When, in the beginning of the Paradise Lost, we read the 

following address: 
And chiefly thou, O Spirit, that dost prefer, 
Before all temples the upright heart, and pure, 
Instruct me, for thou know’st...... 

this is not to be called.an imperative sentence, though perhaps 
it bear the same form, but rather (if I may use the word) it is 
a sentence precative or optative. 

What, then, shall we say? Are sentences to be quoted in this 
manner without ceasing; all differing from each other in their 
stamp and character? Are they no way reducible to certain 
definite classes? If not, they can be no objects of rational com- 
prehension. Let us however try. 

It is a phrase often applied to a man, when speaking, that “he 
speaks his mind ;” as much as to say, that his speech or discourse 
is a publishing of some energy or motion of his soul. So it, in- 
deed, is in every one that speaks, excepting alone the dissembler 
or hypocrite; and he, too, as far as possible, affects the appear- 
ance. 

Now the powers of the soul (over and above the mere nu- 
tritive!) may be included, all of them, in those of perception, and 
those of volition. By the powers of perception, I mean the 
senses and the intellect; by the powers of volition, 1 mean, in 
an extended sense, not only the will, but the several passions and 
appetites; in short, all that moves to action, whether rational or 
irrational. 

If, then, the leading powers of the soul be these two, it is 
plain that every speech or sentence, as far as it exhibits the soul, 
must of course respect one or other of these. 

If we assert, then is it a sentence which respects the powers 
of perception. For what, indeed, is to assert, if we consider the 
examples above alleged, ‘but to publish some perception either 
of the senses or the intellect ? 

Again, if we interrogate, if we command, if we pray, or if 
we wish, (which, in terms of art, is to speak sentences in- 
terrogative, imperative, precative, or optative,) what do we but 
publish so many different volitions? For who is it that questions? 

1 Vid. Aristot, de An. ii. 4. 
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he that has a desire to be informed. Who is it that commands? 
he that has a will, which he would have obeyed. What are 
those beings who either wish or pray? those who feel certain 
wants, either for themselves or others. 

If, then, the soul’s leading powers be the two above men- 
tioned, and it be true that all speech is a publication of these 
powers, it will follow that every sentence will be either a 
sentence of assertion, or a sentence of volition. And thus, by 
referring all of them to one of these two classes, have we found 
an expedient to reduce their infinitude.* | 

The extensions of speech are quite indefinite, as may be seen 
if we compare the Atneid to an Epigram of Martial. But the 
longest extension with which grammar has to do, is the exten- 
sion here considered, that is to say, a sentence. The greater 
extensions (such as syllogisms, paragraphs, sections, and com- 
plete works) belong not to grammar, but to arts of higher 
order; not to mention that all of them are but sentences 
repeated. 
Now asentence' may be sketched in the following description: 

“a compound quantity of sound significant, of which certain 
parts are themselves also significant.” 

Thus when I say “the sun shineth,” not only the whole quan- 
tity 
“sun” and “ shineth.” 

kK ‘Pyréov obv Ort THs WuxAs THS hueTe 
pas dirras exovons Suvdueis, Tas uev yoo- 
TiKas, Tas 5é Cwrikds, Tas Kal dpeKTiKas 
Aeyouevas’ (Adyw St yrworuds, wey, Kae? 
as ywookouey Exacrov tay byTwy, oiov 
voor, didvoray, Sdtav, paractay Kat atoOn- 
ow" dpexrixas 5, Kal? &s dpeyducba Tov 
ayabav, ) Tay bvTwy, } TeV DoKobyTwr, 
olov BovAnow A€yw, mpoalpeciv, Oupdy, Kar 
émiduulav) Ta wey TérTapa €tdn Tod Adyou 
(7a rapa Toy GropayTiKdy) ard TeV dpeK~ 
Tixay Suvduewv mpoépxovTar Tis Wuxijs, 
ovk aitis Kal abrhv evepyovons, aAAd 
mpos €repov amrorewvonevns (Toy cuuBdA- 
AccOa doxotvra mpds td TuxXE Tis 
épétews) kal Hro Adyov rap abtod (nrov- 
ons, Kabdmrep éml TOU mugmaTiKod Kal epw- 
THuaTiKOD KaAoupevov Adyou, 7} mpayya, 
Kal ef mparyua, rot abTov éxelvou Tuxeiv 
epiewevns, mpds dv 6 Adyos, bowep emt Tod 
KAnTiKod, } Twds wap adrod mpdtews’ Kah 
TavTns, 1) @s mapa KpeltTovos, ws em Tis 
edxijs, 2) as mapa xelpovos, ws em TOD Kv- 
plws Kadouuevns mpootdtews” udvov 5& Td 
aropayvtikdy amd TaV yywoTiKay, Kal Zot 
TovTo etayyeATiKdy THs yevouevns ev jutv 
yaoews TAY Tpayudtay aAnbas, 7) pa.vo- 
pevos, 5d Kad udvov TodTo Sextixdv éorw 
GAndelas 7) Wevdous, Trav St UAAwY ovdév. 
The meaning of the above passage being 
implied in the text, we take its translation 
from the Latin interpreter. Dicendwn 

of sound has a meaning, but certain parts alse, such as 

igitur est, cum anima nostra duplicem po- 
testatem habeat, cognitionis, et vite, qua 
etiam appetitionis ac cupiditatis appellatur, 
qu vero cognitionis est, vis est, qua res 
singulas cognoscimus, ut mens, cogitatio, 
opinio, phantasia, sensus: appetitus vero 
facultas est, qua bona, vel que sunt, vel 
que videntur, concupiscimus, ut sunt vo- 
luntas, consilium, ira, cupiditas: quatuor 
orationis species, preter enunciantem, a 
partibus animi proficiscuntur, que concu- 
piscunt ; non cum animus ipse per se agit, 
sed cum ad alium se convertit, qui ei ad 
consequendum id, quod cupit, conducere 
posse videatur; atque etiam vel rationem 
ab eo exquirit, ut in oratione, quam per- 
cunctantem, aut interrogantem vocant; vel 

rem: sique rem, vel cum ipsum consequi 
cupit, quicum loquitur, ut in optante ora- 
tione, vel aliquam ejus actionem: atque in 
hac, vel ut a preestantiore, ut in depreca- 
tione ; vel ut ab inferiore, ut in eo, qui pro- 
prie jussus nominatur. Sola autem enun- 
cians a cognoscendi facultate proficiscitur : 
heeeque nunciat rerum cognitionem, qu in 
nobis est, aut veram, aut simulatam. Itaque 
heec sola verum falsumque. capit: preeterea 
vero nulla. Ammon. in Libr. de Interpre- 
tatione. 

'Adyos 8¢ hwvh avvOeTh onuavTixh, 
fs ua wépyn Kad? abta onuatver tr. Arist, 
Poet. c. 20. See also De Interpret. c. 4, 
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But what shall we say? Have these parts again other parts, 
which are in like manner significant, and so may the progress be 
pursued to infinite? Can we suppose all meaning, like body, to 
be divisible, and to include within itself other meanings without 
end? If this be absurd, then must we necessarily admit that 
there is such a thing as a sound significant, of which no part is 
of itself significant. And this is what we call the proper 
character of a word." For thus, though the words swn and 
shineth have each a meaning, yet is there certainly no meaning 
in any of their parts, neither in the syllables of the one, nor in 
the letters of the other. 

If, therefore, all speech, whether in prose or verse, every 
whole, every section, every paragraph, every sentence, imply a 
certain meaning, divisible into other meanings, but words imply 
a meaning which is not so divisible; it follows that words will 
be the smallest parts of speech, inasmuch as nothing less has 
any meaning at all. : 

To know, therefore, the species of words, must needs contri- 
bute to the knowledge of speech, as it implies a knowledge of 
its minutest parts. 

This, therefore, must become our next inquiry. 

CHAPTER III. 

CONCERNING THE SPECIES OF WORDS, THE SMALLEST PARTS OF SPEECH. 

Ler us first search for the species of words among those parts 
of speech commonly received by grammarians. For example, in 
one of the passages above cited. 

The man that hath no music in himself, 
And is not mov’d with concord of sweet sounds, 
Is fit for treasons. 

Here the word the is an article; man, no, music, concord, sweet, 
sounds, fit, treasons, are all nouns, some substantive and some 
adjective ; that and himself are pronouns; hath and is are verbs ; 
moved, a participle; not, an adverb; and, a conjunction; 7%, 
with, and for, are prepositions. In one sentence we have all 

™ bwvy onuavTixh,—ihs mépos ovdev ort 
Kal’ aitd onuavticdy. De Poetic. c. 20. 
De Interpret. c. 2 and 3. Priscian’s defi- 
nition of a word (lib. ii.) is as follows: 
Dictio est pars minima orationis constructe, 
id est, in ordine composite. Pars autem, 
quantum ad totum intelligendum, id est, 
ad totius sensus intellectum. Hoe autem 

ideo dictum est, nequis conetur vires in duas 
partes dividere, hoc est, in vi et res; non 
enim ad totum intelligendum heec fit divisio. 
To Priscian we may add Theodore Gaza :— 
Aééis 58, uépos eAdxioToy Kara obvratw 
Adyouv. Introd. Gram. 1. ivy. Plato shewed 
them this characteristic of a word. Sce 
Cratylus, p. 385, edit. Serr. 
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those parts of speech which the Greek grammarians are found 
to acknowledge. The Latins only differ in having no article, 
and in separating the interjection, as a part of itself, which the 
Greeks include among the species of adverbs. 
What then shall we determine? why are there not more 

species of words? why so many? or if neither more nor fewer, 
why these and not others? 

To resolve, if possible, these several queries, let us examine 
any sentence that comes in our way, and see what differences 
we can discover in its parts. For example, the same sentence 
above, 

The man that hath no music, &c. 

One difference soon occurs, that some words are variable, and 
others invariable.. Thus the word man may be varied into 
mans and men; hath, into have, hast, had, &c. Sweet into 
sweeter and sweetest ; fit into fitter and fittest. On the con- 
trary, the words the, im, and, and some others, remain as they 
are, and cannot be altered. 

And yet it may be questioned, how far this difference is 
essential. For, in the first place, there are variations which can 
be hardly called necessary, because only some languages have 
them, and others have them not. Thus the Greeks have the 
dual variation, which is unknown both to the moderns and to 
the ancient Latins. Thus the Greeks and Latins vary their 
adjectives by the triple variation of gender, case, and number ; 
whereas the English never vary them in any of those ways, but 
through all kinds of concord preserve them still the same. 
Nay, even those very variations, which appear most necessary, 
may have their places supplied by other methods; some by 
auxiliars, as when for Bruti, or Bruto, we say “ of Brutus,” “to 
Brutus ;” some by mere position, as when for Brutum amavit 
Cassius, we say, ‘‘ Cassius loved Brutus.” For here the accusative, 
which in Latin is known any where from its variation, is in 
English only known from its position or place. 

If, then, the distinction of variable and invariable will not 
answer our purpose, let us look further, for some other more 
essential. 

Suppose, then, we should dissolve the sentence above cited, 
and view its several parts as they stand separate and detached. 
Some, it is plain, still preserve a meaning, (such as man, music, 
sweet, &c.) others, on the contrary, immediately lose it, (such as 
and, the, with, &c.) Not that these last have no meaning at 
all, but in fact they never have it, but when in se or 
associated. 
Now it should seem that this distinction, if any, was essential. 

For all words are significant, or else they would not be words ; 
and if every thing not absolute is of course relative, then will 
all words be significant either absolutely or relatively. 
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With respect, therefore, to this distinction, the first sort 
of words may be called significant by themselves; the latter 
may be called significant by relation; or if we like it better, the 
first sort may be called principals, the latter accessories. The 
first are like those stones in the basis of an arch, which are able 
to support themselves, even when the arch is destroyed ; the 
latter are like those stones in its summit or curve, which can no 
longer stand, than while the whole subsists.” 

This distinction being admitted, we thus pursue our specu-. 
lations. All things whatever either exist as the energies or 
affections of some other thing, or without being the energies or 
affections of some other thing. If they exist as the energies or 
affections of something else, then are they called attributes. 
Thus fo think is the attribute of a man; to be white, of a 
swan ; to fly, of an eagle; to be four-footed, of a horse. If they 
exist not after this manner, then are they called substances.° 
Thus man, swan, eagle, and horse, are none of them attributes, 
but all substances, because however they may exist in time and 
place, yet neither of these; nor of any thing else, do they exist 
as energies or affections. | 3 

And thus all things whatsoever, being either substances or 
attributes,” it follows of course that all words which are signi- 
ficant as principals, must needs be significant of either the one 
or the other. If they are significant of substances, they are 
called substantives; if of attributes, they are called attributives. 
So that all words whatever, significant as principals, are either 
substantives or attributives. 

Again, as to words, which are only significant as accessories, 

» Apollonius of Alexandria (one of the 
acutest authors that ever wrote on the sub- 
ject of grammar) illustrates the different 
power of words, by the different power of 
letters. “Eri, dv Tpdmov TaY oToLXel@y TA 
pev éott davhevta, & kad Kal? EavTa povhy 
amoteAct Ta 5 ciupwva, drep tvev TAY 
gavnevtwy odk exer PyThy Thy expavnory. 
Toy avtoy tTpdmov eotly emvojoa Ka mt 
tay Ackewv. ai wey yap abTav, Tpdmov TIVa 
Ttav dwrnevtwy, pntal eiow’ Kaddarep et) 
TOV PNUAT WY, OVOMAT WY, aYTMVUMLOYV, eTip~ 
pnudtwv'—ai St, dowepel otbupwva, ava- 
pévovot TA Hwvijevta, ov duvdmeva, Kat 
‘idlay pnta elvar—Kabdrep él tev mpobe- 
Tew, Ta Uplpwr, TAY cuvVdécuwY" TA yap 
TowmvTa del TV moplwy cuvconmalver. “In 
the same manner, as of the elements or 
letters, some are vowels, which of them- 
selves complete a sound; others are con- 
sonants, which, without the help of vowels, 
have no express vocality ; so likewise may 
-we conceive as to the nature of words. 
Some of them, like vowels, are of themselves 
expressive, as is the case of verls, nouns, 

pronouns, and adverbs ;. others, like con- 

sonants, wait for their vowels, being unable 
to become expressive by their own proper 
strength, as is the case of prepositions, 
artieles, and conjunctions ; for these parts 
of speech are always consignificant, that 
is, are only significant when associated to 
something else.” Apollon. de Syntaxi, 1. i. 
c. 3. Itaque quibusdam philosophis placuit 
nomen et verbum solas esse partes ora- 
tionis ; czetera vero, adminicula vel junctu- 
ras earum: quomodo navium partes sunt 
tabulze et trabes, ceetera autem (id est, cera, 
stuppa, et clavi et similia) vincula et conglu- 
tinationes partium navis (hoc est, tabularum 
et trabium) non partes navis dicuntur. 
Prise. ]. xi. 913. 

® Thus Aristotle: Niv pév ody timp 
elpntai, ti wor’ eotly H ovola, ti Td UH 
Kad’ dtroKeumevov, GAAG Kal’ ob Ta HAAQ. 
Metaph. Z. +. p. 106. edit. Sylb. 

P This division of things into substance 
and attribute seems to have been admitted 
by philosophers of all sects and ages. See 
Categor. c. 2, Metaphys. 1. vii. c«. 1. De 
Ceelo, 1. iii. ¢. 1. 
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they acquire a signification either from being associated to one 
word, or else to many. If to one word alone, then, as they 
can do no more than in some manner define or determine, 
they may justly for that reason be called definitives. If to 
many words at once, then, as they serve to no other purpose 
than to connect, they are called for that reason by the name of 
connectives. 
And thus it is that all words whatever are either principals 

or accessories; or under other names, either significant from 
themselves, or significant by relation. If significant from them- 
selves, they are either substantives or attributives ; if significant 
by relation, they are either definitives or connectives. So that 
under one of these four species, substantives, attributives, defini- 
tives, and connectives, are all words, however different, in a 
manner included. 

If any of these names seem new and unusual, we may in- 
troduce others more usual, by calling the substantives, nouns ; 
the attributives, verbs; the definitives, articles; and the con- 
nectives, conjunctions. 

Should it be asked, what then becomes of pronouns, adverbs, 
prepositions, and interjections? the answer. is, either they must 
be found included within the species above mentioned, or else 
must be admitted for so many species by themselves. 

There were various opinions in ancient days, as to the 
number of these parts, or elements of speech. 

Plato, in his Sophist,4 mentions only two, the noun and the 
verb. Aristotle mentions no more, where he treats of preposi- 
tions." Not that those acute philosophers were ignorant of the 
other parts, but they spoke with reference to logic or dialectic,* 
considering the essence of speech as contained in these two, 
because these alone combined make a perfect assertive sentence, 
which none of the rest without them are able to effect. Hence, 
therefore, Aristotle, in his treatise of Poetry,‘ (where he was to 
lay down the elements of a more variegated speech,) adds the 
article and conjunction to the noun and verb, and so adopts the 
same parts with those established in this treatise. To Aristotle’s 

4 Vol. i. p. 261. edit. Ser. 
¥ De Interpr. c. 2, 3. 
8 Partes igitur orationis sunt secundum 

dialecticos dua, nomen et verbum; quia 
hee sole etiam per se conjuncte plenam fa- 
ciunt orationem; alias autem partes ovy- 
karnyophuara, hoc est, consignificantia ap- 
pellabant. Priscian. 1. ii. p. 574. edit. 
Putschii. Existit hic quedam questio, cur 
duo tantum, nomen et verbum, se (Aristo- 
teles sc.) determinare promittat, cum plures 
partes orationis esse videantur. Quibus hoc 
dicendum est, tantum Aristotelem hoc libro 
diffinisse, quantum illi ad id, quod institu- 
erat tractare, suffecit. Tractat namque de 

simplici enuntiativa oratione, que scilicet 
hujusmodi est, ut junctis tantum verbis et 
nominibus componatur.—Quare superfluum 
est querere, cur alias quoque, que videntur 
orationis partes, non proposuerit, qui non 
totius simpliciter orationis, sed tantum sim- 
plicis orationis instituit elementa partiri. 
Boetius in Libr. de Interpretat. p. 295. 
Apollonius, from the above principles, ele- 
gantly calls the noun and verb, Ta éupuxé- 
Tata mépn Tov Adyov, “ the most animated 
parts of speech.” De Syntaxi, Ll. i. c. 3. 
p- 24. See also Plutarch. Quest. Platon. 
p. 1009. 

t Poet. cap. 20. 
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authority (if indeed better can be required) may be added that 
also of the elder Stoics." 

The latter Stoics, instead of four parts made five, by dividing 
the noun into the appellative and proper. Others increased the 
number, by detaching the pronoun from the noun; the participle 
and adverb from the verb; and the preposition from the con- 
junction. The Latin grammarians went further, and detached 
the interjection from the adverb, within which by the Greeks it 
was always included, as a species. 
We are told indeed by Dionysius of Halicarnassus* and 

Quintilian, that Aristotle, with Theodectes, and the more early 
writers, held but three parts of speech, the noun, the verb, and 

the conjunction. This, it must be owned, accords with the’ 
Oriental tongues, whose grammars (we are told’) admit no 
other. But as to Aristotle, we have his own authority to assert 
the contrary, who not only enumerates the four species which 
we have adopted, but ascertams them each by a proper de- 
finition.? 

To conclude: the subject of the following chapters will be a 
distinct and separate consideration of the noun, the verb, the 
article, and the conjunction; which four, the better (as we 
apprehend) to express their respective natures, we choose to call 
substantives, attributives, definitives, and connectives. 

CHAPTER IV. 

CONCERNING SUBSTANTIVES, PROPERLY SO CALLED. 

Sussrantives are all those principal words which are significant 
of substances, considered as substances. 

The first sort of substances are the natural, such as animal, 
vegetable, man, oak. 

There are other substances of our own making. Thus, by 
giving a figure not natural to natural materials, we create such 
substances, as house, ship, watch, telescope, &c. 

" For this we have the authority of 
Dionysius of Halicarnassus, De Struct. Orat. 
sect. 2. whom Quintilian follows, Inst. 1. i. 
c. 4, Diogenes Laertius and Priscian make 
them always to have admitted five parts. 
See Priscian, as before, and Laertius, 1. vii. 
segm. 57. 

* See the places quoted in the note im- 
mediately preceding. 

Y Antiquissima eorum est opinio, qui tres 
classes faciunt. Estque hee Arabum quoque 
sententia— Hebreei quoque (qui, cum Arabes 
grammaticam scribere desinerent, artem 

eam demum scribere coeperunt, quod ante 
annos contigit circiter quadringentos) He- 
breei, inquam, hac in re secuti sunt magis- 
tros suos Arabes.—Immo vero trium clas- 
sium numerum alice etiam Orientis linguze 
retinent. Dubium, utrum ea in re Orientales 
imitati sunt antiquos Greecorum, an hi 
potius secuti sunt Orientalium exemplum. 
Utut est, etiam veteres Greecos tres tantum 
partes agnovisse, non solum autor est Diony- 
sius, &c. Voss. de Analog. |. i, c, 1. See 
also Sanctii Mineryv. lL. i. c. 2. 

2 Sup. p. 126, note s. 
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Again, by a more refined operation of our mind alone, we 
abstract any attribute from its necessary subject, and consider it 
apart, devoid of its dependence. For example, from body we 
abstract to fly; from surface, the being white; from soul, the 
being temperate. 

And thus it is we convert even attributes into substances, 
denoting them on this occasion by proper substantives, such as 
Hight, whiteness, temperance; or else by others more general, 
such as motion, colour, virtue. These we call abstract substances ; 
the second sort we call artificial. 

Now all those several substances have their genus, their 
species, and their individuals. For example, in natural sub- 
stances, animal is a genus; man, a species; Alexander, an in- 
dividual. In artificial substances, edifice is a genus; palace, 
a species; the Vatican, an individual. In abstract substances, 
motion is a genus; flight, a species; this flight or that flight are 
individuals. 

As therefore, every genus may be found whole and entire in 
each one of its species,* (for thus man, horse, and dog, are each 
of them distinctly a complete and entire animal;) and as every 
species may be found whole and entire in each one of its indi- 
viduals, (for thus Socrates, Plato, and Xenophon, are each of 
them completely and distinctly a man;) hence it is that every 
genus, though one, is multiplied into many; and every species, 
though one, is also multiplied into many, by reference to those 
beings which are their proper subordinates. Since then no in- 
dividual has any such subordinates, it can never in strictness be 
considered as many, and so is truly an individual as well in 
nature as in name. 

From these principles it is, that words following the nature 
and genius of things, such substantives admit of number as 
denote genera or species ; while those which denote individuals,” 
in strictness admit it not. 

a This is what Plato seems to have ex- called Marcus and many called Antonius ; 
pressed in a manner somewhat mysterious, 
when he talks of ulay iSéay Sia modAAGy, 
évds Exdorou Keysevov xwpls, mavTn diaTe- 
Tauevny, Kal moAdAas, éTépas GAAHAwY, 
bmd puts ewOev meprexoucvas. Sophist. 
p- 253. edit. Serrani. For the common 
definition of genus and species, see the 
Isagoge, or Introduction of Porphyry to 
Aristotle’s Logic. 

b Yet sometimes individuals have plu- 
rality or number, from the causes following. 
In the first place, the individuals of the 
human race are so large a multitude, even 
in the smallest nation, that it would be 
difficult to invent a new name for every 
new-born individual. Hence then instead 
of one only being called Marcus, and one 
only Antonius, it happens that many are 

and thus it is the Romans had their plurals, 
Marci and Antonii, as we in laterdays have 
our Marks and our Anthonies. Now the 
plurals of this sort may be well called ac- 
cidental, because it is merely by chance that 
the names coincide. 

There seems more reason for such plurals, 
as the Ptolemies, Scipios, Catos, or (to in- 
stance in modern names) the Howards, 
Pelhams, and Montagues ; because a race 
or family is like a smaller sort of species ; 
so that the family name extends to the 
kindred, as the specific name extends to the 
individuals, 
A third cause which contributed to make 

proper names become plural, was the high 
character or eminence of some one indi- 
vidual, whose name became afterwards a 
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Besides number, another characteristic, visible in substances, 
is that of sex. Every substance is either male or female; or 
both male and female; or neither one nor the other. So that 
with respect to sexes and their negation, all substances con- 
ceivable are comprehended under this fourfold consideration. 
Now the existence of Hermaphrodites being rare, if not 

doubtful; hence language, only regarding those distinctions 
which are more obvious, considers words denoting substances to 
be either masculine, feminine, or neuter.° 

As to our own species, and all those animal species which 
have reference to common life, or of which the male and the 
female, by their size, form, colour, &c. are eminently distin- 
guished, most languages have different substantives to denote 
the male and the female. But as to those animal species which 
either less frequently occur, or of which one sex is less apparently 
distinguished from the other, in these a single substantive com- 
monly serves for both sexes. 

In the English tongue it seems a general rule, (except only 
when infringed by a figure of speech,) that no substantive is 
masculine, but what denotes a male animal substance; none 
feminine, but what denotes a female animal substance; and 
that where the substance has no sex, the substantive is always 
neuter. 

But it is not so in Greek, Latin, and many of the modern 
tongues. These all of them have words, some masculine, some 
feminine, (and those, too, in great multitudes,) which have re- 
ference to substances where sex never had existence. To give 
one instance for many. Mind is surely neither male nor female, 
yet is vovs, in Greek, masculine, and mens, in Latin, feminine. 

In some words, these distinctions seem owing to nothing else 
than to the mere casual structure of the word itself: it is of 
such a gender, from having such a termination, or from belonging 
perhaps to such a declension. In others we may imagine a 
a more subtle kind of reasoning, a reasoning which discerns, 

kind of common appellative, to denote all 
those who had pretensions to merit in the 
same way. Thus every great critic was 
called an Aristarchus ; every great warrior, 
an Alexander ; every great beauty, a Helen, 
&e, 
A Daniel come to judgment! yea, a Daniel, 
cries Shylock in the play, when he would 
express the wisdom of the young lawyer. 

So Martial in that well known verse, 
Sint Meacenates, non deerunt, Flacce, Ma- 

TONES. 
So Lucilius, 

AiylAuro: montes, Altne omnes, asperi 
Athones. 

moo Pacbovres, ?) AcveaAlwrves. Lucian. in 
Timon, yol. i. p. 108. 

© After this manner they are distin- 
guished by Aristotle: Téy dvoudtwy rd 
bev &ppeva, Ta BE Onrca, Ta SE weratd. 
Poet. cap. 21. Protagoras, before him, had 
established the same distinction, calling 
them &peva, Orca, Kal oxedy. Aristot. 
Rhet. 1. iii. c. 5. Where mark what were 
afterwards called ovdérepa, or “ neuters,” 
were by these called ra werath ral oxedn. 

4 Nam quicquid per naturam sexui non 
adsignatur, neutrum haberi oporteret, sed 
id ars, &c. Consent. apud Putsch. p. 2023, 
2024, 

The whole passage, from Genera homi- 
num, que naturalia sunt, &c. is worth 

perusing. 
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even in things without sex, a distant analogy to that great na- 
tural distinction, which (according to Milton) animates the 
world.° 

In this view, we may conceive such substantives to have been 
considered as masculine, which were ‘‘ conspicuous for the at- 
tributes of imparting or communicating; or which were by na- 
ture active, strong, and efficacious, and that indiscriminately, 
whether to good or to ill; or which had claim to eminence, 
either laudable or otherwise.” 

The feminine, on the contrary, were “‘such as were conspicuous 
for the attributes either of receiving, of containing, or of pro- 
ducing and bringing forth; or which had more of the passive in 
their nature than of the active; or which were peculiarly beau- 
tiful and amiable; or which had respect to such excesses as 
were rather feminine than masculine.” 

Upon these principles the two, greater luminaries were con- 
sidered, one as masculine, the other as feminine; the sun (“H)wos, 
** Sol”) as masculine, from communicating light, which was na- 
tive and original, as well as from the vigorous warmth and effi- 
cacy of his rays; the moon (SeAnvn, “ Luna”) as feminine, from 
being the receptacle only of another's light, and from shining 
with rays more delicate and soft. 

Thus Milton : 

First in his east the glorious lamp was seen, 
Regent of day, and all th’ horizon round 
Invested with bright rays ; jocund to run 
His longitude thro’ heay’n’s high road: the gray 
Dawn, and the Pleiades before him danc’d, 
Shedding sweet influence. Less bright the moon 
But opposite, in levell’d west was set, 
His mirror, with full face borrowing her light 
From him ; for other light she needed none. Par. Lost, vii. 370. 

By Virgil they were considered as brother and sister, which 
still preserves the same distinction : 

Nee fratris radiis obnoxia surgere luna, Georg. i. 396. 

The sky or ether is in Greek and Latin masculine, as being 
the source of those showers which impregnate the earth. The 
earth, on the contrary, is universally feminine, from being the 
grand receiver, the grand container, but above all from being 
the mother (either mediately or immediately) of every sublunary 
substance, whether animal or vegetable.‘ 

Thus Virgil : 

Tum Pater omnipotens feecundis imbribus ether 
Conjugis in gremium lete descendit, et omnes 
Magnus alit magno commixtus corpore foetus. Georg. ii. 325. 

© Mr. Linnzeus, the celebrated botanist, it the basis of his botanic method. 
has traced the distinction of sexes through- f Senece Nat. Queest. iii, 14. 
out the whole vegetable world, and made 
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Thus Shakspeare : 
Common mother,’ thou 

Whose womb unmeasurable, and infinite breast 
Teems and feeds all, Tim. of Athens. 

So Milton: 
Whatever earth, all-bearing mother, yields. Par. Lost. b. v. 

So Virgil : 
Non jam mater alit Tellus, viresque ministrat.® ZEn. xi. 71. 

Among artificial substances, the ship (vavs, “navis”) is feminine, 
as being so eminently a receiver and container of various things, 
of men, arms, provisions, goods, &e. Hence sailors, speaking of 
their vessel, say always, “‘she rides at anchor,” “she is under 
sail.” 
A city (aos, “civitas”) and a country (7atpus, “ patria”) 

are feminine also, by being (like the ship) containers and re- 
eeivers; and further by being, as it were, the mothers and nurses 
of their respective inhabitants. 

Thus Virgil: 
Salve, magna parens frugum, Saturnia Tellus, 
Magna virum. Georg. ii. 173. 

So, in that heroic epigram on those brave Greeks who fell at 
Cheronea : 

Tata d¢ mdrpis xr KéATOLs TAY TACioTA KaudyT@V 
Somara. 

“Their parent country in ker bosom holds 
Their wearied bodies.”* 

So Milton: 
The city, which thou seest, no other deem 
Than great and glorious Rome, queen of the earth. Par. Reg. b. iv. 

As to the ocean, though from its being the receiver of all rivers, 
as well as the container and productress of so many vegetables 
and animals, it might justly have been made (like the earth) 
feminine; yet its deep voice and boisterous nature have, in spite 
of these reasons, prevailed to make it male. Indeed, the very 
sound of Homer’s 

Méya obévos ’Qkeavoio, 

would suggest to a hearer, eyen ignorant of its meaning, that 
the subject was incompatible with female delicacy and softness. 

Time, (ypdvos,) from his mighty efficacy upon every thing 
around us, is by the Greeks and English justly considered as 
masculine. Thus in that elegant distich, spoken by a decrepit 
old man: 

KO yap xpdvos ww’ kame, TéxTwy od copds, 
“Anayta 9 épyatsuevos acbeverrepa.! 

8 Tlaupqrop yn xaipe. Gree. Anth, p.281. pevovor. Arist. de Gener. Anim, i, c. 2. 
h Ad kal ev TS bAw Thy yis plow, ws i Demost. in Orat. de Corona. 

OnaAd Kal untépa voulCovow* odpaydy 5é k°Q Xpdve, wavrolwv Ovnrav travent- 
kal fAlov, kat ef Tt TGV KAAwY TaY To.Wv- okowe Aaiwov. Grac. Anth. p. 290. 
Twv, &s yevavtas Kal marépas mpoca'yo- 1 Stob. Ecl. p. 591. 

K 2 
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‘< Me time hath bent, that sorry artist, he 
That surely makes, whate’er he handles, worse.” 

132 

So, too, Shakspeare, speaking likewise of time: 
Ort. Whom doth he gallop withal ? 
Ros. With a thief to the gallows. As you like it. 

The Greek @dvaros or aids, and the English death, seem, from 
the same irresistible power, to have been considered as masculine. 
Even the vulgar with us are so accustomed to this notion, that 
a female death they would treat as ridiculous.™ 

Take a few examples of the masculine death. 
Callimachus, upon the elegies of his friend Heraclitus: 

Ai 8& real (dovaow a&hdoves How 6 mdvTwr 
"Aprdxrnp aldns obk ém xeipa Bare?, 

“Yet thy sweet warbling strains 
Still live immortal, nor on them shall death 
His hand e’er lay, tho’ ravager of all.” 

In the Alcestis of Euripides, Odvaros, or “Death,” is one of the 
persons of the drama: the beginning of the play is made up of 
dialogue between him and Apollo; and toward its end there is 
a fight between him and Hercules, in which Hercules is con- 
queror, and rescues Alcestis from his hands. 

It is well known, too, that sleep and death are made brothers 
by Homer. It was to this old Gorgias elegantly alluded, when, 
at the extremity of a long life, he lay slumbering on his death- 
bed. A friend asked him, ‘‘ How he did?” “ Sleep (replied the old 
man) is just upon delivering me over to the care of his brother.”” 

Thus Shakspeare, speaking of life : 
Merely thou art Death’s fool ; 

For iim thou labour’st by thy flight to shun, 
And yet run’st towards dim still, Meas, for Meas. 

So Milton: 
Dire was the tossing, deep the groans; Despair 
Tended the sick, busiest from couch to couch: 
And over them triumphant Death his dart 
Shook ; but delay’d to strike. Par. Lost, xi. 489. ° 

The Supreme Being (God, @eds, Deus, Dieu, &c.) is in all 
languages masculine, inasmuch as the masculine sex is the supe- 
rior and more excellent; and as he is the Creator of all, the 
Father of gods and men. Sometimes, indeed, we meet with 
such words as To IIp@tov, To Oeiov, Numen, Deity, (which 
last we English join to a neuter, saying Deity itself;) sometimes, 

m Well, therefore, did Milton, in his 
Paradise Lost, not only adopt death as a 
person, but consider him as masculine: in 
which he was so far from introducing a 
phantom of his own, or from giving it a 
gender not supported by custom, that per- 
haps he had as much the sanction of na- 
tional opinion for his masculine death, as 
the ancient poets had for many of their 
deities, 

"“H6n we 6 bmrvos &pxerat mapaxarart- 
GecOa tT’ "AdeApG. Stob. Eck. p. 600. 

° Suppose in any one of these examples 
idhgae ox a female death ; suppose we 
read, 
And over them triumphant Death her dart 
Shook, &c. 

What a falling off! How are the nerves 
God Secogee of the whole sentiment weak- 
ened ! 
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I say, we meet with these neuters. The reason in these in- 
stances seems to be, that as God is prior to all things, both in 
dignity and in time, this priority is better characterized and 
expressed by a negation, than by any of those distinctions which 
are co-ordinate with some opposite; as male, for example, is 
co-ordinate with female, right with left, &c. &e.? 

Virtue (dper, virtus) as well as most of its species, are all 
feminine, perhaps from their beauty and amiable appearance, 
which are not without effect even upon the most reprobate and 
corrupt. . 

Abash’d the devil stood, 
And felt how awful goodness is, and saw 
Virtue in her shape how lovely ; saw, and pin’d 
His loss. Par. Lost, iv. 846. 

This being allowed, vice (xax/a) becomes feminine of course, 
as being, in the cvotovyia, or “ co-ordination of things,” virtue’s 
natural opposite. 4 

The fancies, caprices, and fickle changes of fortune would 
appear but awkwardly under a character that was male: but 
taken together, they make a very natural female; which has no 
small resemblance to the coquette of a modern comedy, bestow- 
ing, withdrawing, and shifting her favours, as different beaus 
succeed to her good graces. 

Transmutat incertos honores, 
Nune mihi, nunc alii benigna. Hor. 

Why the furies were made female is not so easy to explain, 
unless it be that female passions of all kinds were considered as 
susceptible of greater excess than male passions, and that the 
furies were to be represented as things superlatively outrageous, 

Talibus Alecto dictis exarsit in iras. 
At Juveni oranti subitus tremor occupat artus: 
Diriguere oculi: tot Erinnys sibilat Hydris, 
Tantaque se facies aperit: tum flammea torquens 
Lumina cunctantem et querentem dicere plura 
Repulit, et geminos erexit crinibus angues, 
Verberaque insonuit, rabidoque hee addidit ore; 
En! Ego victa situ, &e. /En, vii. 455, * 

P Thus Ammonius, speaking on the same 
subject: Td mpOrov Aéyouer, ep @ wh SE 
tov 514 pvOoAoylas mapaddyTwv juiv Tas 
Ocoroyias erdérAuncé tis h appevwrdy, 7) 
OvAnmpery (lege OnAuvmperh) Staudppwor 
pepew* kal rovTo cixdtws' TE wey yap &p- 
pet rd ORAv overoKor" Td (lege TH) SE 
mwdvTn, aMrABs aiti@ cbororxov ovdev GAA 
Kal bray apoevinds Toy Oedy dvoudCouer, 
[pds] Td ceuvdrepoy Tay yevay Tod Spei- 
f€vou TpoTiM@vTes, oUTws a’Toy mpoca'yo- 
pevouev. Primum dicimus, quod nemo 
etiam eorum, qui theologiam nobis fabu- 
larum integumentis obvolutam tradiderunt, 
vel maris vel foeminz specie fingere ausus 
est: idque merito: conjugatum enim mari 
foemininum est. Causze autem omnino ab- 
solute ac simplici nihil est conjugatum. 

Immo vero cum Deum masculino genere 
appellamus, ita ipsum nominamus, genus 
prestantius submisso atque humili prefe- 
rentes. Ammon. in lib, de Interpr. p. 30. 
B. Ov yap evayrlov ré Mpdérw ovdev. 
Aristot. Metaph. A. p. 210. Sylb. 

4 They are both represented as females 
by Xenophon, in the celebrated story of 
Hercules, taken from Prodicus. See Me- 
morab. 1. ii. c. 1. As to the cvororxia 
here mentioned, thus Varro: Pythagoras 
Samius ait omnium rerum initia esse bina: 
ut finitum et infinitum, bonum et malum, 
vitam et mortem, diem et noctem. De 
Ling. Lat. 1. iv. See also Arist. Metaph. 
]. i, c. 5, and Eeclesiasticus, chap. Lxii. 
ver. 24, 

‘The words above mentioned, time, death, 
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He that would see more on this subject, may consult Ammo- 

nius the Peripatetic, in his Commentary on the treatise De 
Interpretatione, where the subject is treated at large with 
respect to the Greek tongue. We shall only observe, that as 
all such speculations are at best but conjectures, they should 
therefore be received with candour, rather than scrutinized with 
rigour. Varro’s words, on a subject near akin, are for their 
aptness and elegance well. worth attending. Non mediocres 
enim tenebree in silva, ubi hee captanda; neque eo, quo per- 
venire volumus, semitz trite; neque non in tramitibus quedam 
objecta, que euntem retinere possunt.® 

To conclude this chapter. We may collect from what has 
been said, that both number and gender appertain to words, 
because, in the first place, they appertain to things; that is to 
say, because substances are many, and have either sex or no 
sex; therefore substantives have number, and are masculine, 
feminine, or neuter. There is, however, this difference between 
the two attributes: number in strictness descends no lower than 
to the last rank of species: gender, on the contrary, stops not 

fortune, virtue, &e. in Greek, Latin, French, 
and most modern languages, though they 
are diversified with genders in the manner 
described, yet never vary the gender which 
they have once acquired, except in a few 
instances where the gender is doubtful. 
We cannot say 7 dpery or 6 aperh, “ heec vir- 
tus,” or “ hic virtus,” “la vertu,” or “le ver- 
tu,” and so of the rest. But it is otherwise in 
English. We in our own language say, 
Virtue is its own reward, or Virtue is her 
own reward; Time maintains zs wonted 
pace, or Time maintains /zs wonted pace. 

There is a singular advantage in this 
liberty, as it enables us to mark, with 
a peculiar force, the distinction between 
the severe or logical style, and the orna- 
mental or rhetorical. For thus, when we 
speak of the above words, and of all others 
naturally devoid of sex, as neuters, we 
speak of them as they are, and as becomesa 
logical inquiry. When we give them sex, 
by making them masculine or feminine, 
they are from thenceforth personified ; are 
a kind of intelligent beings, and become, as 
such, the proper ornaments either of rhe- 
toric or of poetry. 

Thus Milton : 
The thunder, 

Wing’d with red light’ning and impetuous rage, 
Perhaps hath spent his shafts. 

Par. Lost, i. 174. 
The poet, having just before called the 

hail and thunder, “ God’s ministers of yen- 
geance,” and so personified them, had he 
afterwards said zs shafts for hzs shafts, 

would have destroyed his own image, and 

approached withal so much nearer to 
rose. 
The following passage is from the same poem: 

Should intermitted vengeance arm again 
His red right hand. Par. Lost, ii. 174. 

In this place his hand is clearly prefer- 
able either to her’s or it’s, by immediately 
referring us to God himself, the avenger. 

I shall only give one instance more, and 
quit this subject. 
At his command th’ up-rooted hills retir’d 
Each to his place : they heard his voice and went 
Obsequious : heav’n his wonted face renew'd, 
And with fresh flow’rets hill and valley smil’d. 

Par. Lost, b. vi. 
See also ver, 54, 55, of the same book. 
Here all things are personified ; the hills 

hear, the valleys smile, and the face of 
heaven is renewed. Suppose, then, the 
poet had been necessitated by the laws of 
his language to have said, Hach hill re- 
tir’d to its place, Heaven renew'd its wonted 
Sauce ; how prosaic and lifeless would these 
neuters have appeared ; how detrimental to 
the prosopopeia which he was aiming to es- 
tablish! In this, therefore, he was happy, 
that the language in which he wrote imposed 
no such necessity ; and he was too wise a 
writer to impose it on himself. It were to 
be wished his correctors had been as wise 
on their parts. 

§ De Ling. Lat. 1. iv. 
' The reason why number goes no lower 

is, that it does not naturally appertain to 
individuals ; the cause of which see before, 
p. 128. 
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here, but descends to every individual, however diversified. 
And so much for substantives, properly so called. 

CHAPTER V. 

CONCERNING SUBSTANTIVES OF THE SECONDARY ORDER. 

We are now to proceed to a secondary race of substantives, a 
race quite different from any already mentioned, and whose 
nature may be explained in the following manner. 

Livery object which presents itself to the senses or the intel- 
lect, is either then perceived for the first time, or else is re- 
cognized as having been perceived before. In the former case it 
is called an object, THs tperns yvooews, “of the first. knowledge,” 
or acquaintance ;" in the latter it is called an object, r#s Sevtépas 
yveoews, ‘of the second knowledge,” or acquaintance. 

Now as all conversation passes between particulars or indi- 
viduals, these will often happen to be reciprocally objects tis 
TpPoTNS yvooews, that is to say, “till that instant unacquainted 
with each other.” What then is to be done? How shall the 
speaker address the other, when he knows not his name? or 
how explain himself by his own name, of which the other is 
wholly ignorant? Nouns, as they have been described, cannot 
answer the purpose. The first expedient upon this occasion 
seems to have been Aevérs, that is, ‘ pointing, or indication by 
the finger or hand,” some traces of which are still to be ob- 
served, as a part of that action which naturally attends our 
speaking. But the authors of language were not content with 
this. They invented a race of words to supply this pointing ; 
which words, as they always stood for substantives or nouns, 
were characterized by the name of aytwvupiat, or “ pronouns.”” 
These, also, they distinguished by three several sorts, calling 
them pronouns of the first, the second, and the third person, 
with a view to certain distinctions, which may be explained as 
follows. 

Suppose the parties conversing to be wholl 
neither name nor countenance on either side k 

unacquainted, 
nown, and the 

"See Apoll. de Syntaxi, 1. i. c. 16. p. 
A9; 1. ii. c 3. p. 1038. Thus Priscian: 
Interest autem inter demonstrationem et 
relationem hoc; quod demonstratio, inter- 
rogationi reddita, primam cognitionem os- 
tendit ; gnis facit? Ego: relatio vero se- 
cundum cognitionem significat, ut, Js, de 
quo jam diwxit. Lib, xii. p. 936. edit. 
Putschii. 

Y °Exeivo ody avtwvupla, Td meTa Seikews 
}} dvapopas avrovomatouevoy Apoll. de 

Synt. L. ii. c. 5. p. 106. Priscian seems to 
consider them so peculiarly destined to the 
expression of individuals, that he does not 
say they supply the place of any noun, 
but that of the proper name only. And 
this andoubtedly was their original, and 
still is their true and natural use. Pro- 
nomen est pars orationis, que pro nomine 
proprio uniuscujusque accipitur. Prise. 1. 
xii. See also Apoll. 1. ii. c. 9. p. 117, 118. 
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subject of the conversation to be the speaker himself. Here, to 
supply the place of pointing by a word of equal power, they 
furnished the speaker with the pronoun J. J write, I say, £ 
desire, &c.: and as the speaker is always principal with respect 
to his own discourse, this they called, for that reason, the pro- 
noun of the first person. 

Again, suppose the subject of the conversation to be the party 
addressed. Here, for similar reasons, they invented the pronoun 
thow. Thow writest, thou walkest, &c.: and as the party ad- 
dressed is next in dignity to the speaker, or at least comes next 
with reference to the discourse, this pronoun they therefore 
called the pronoun of the second person. 

Lastly, suppose the subject of conversation neither the speaker 
nor the party addressed, but some third object, different from 
both. Here they provided another pronoun. He, she, or iw; 
which, in distinction to the two former, was called the valpaaciecd 
of the third person. 

And thus it was that pronouns came to be distinguished by 
their respective persons.” 

As to number, the pronoun of each person has it: J has the 
plural we, because there may be many speakers at once of the 
same sentiment; as well as one, who, including himself, speaks 
the sentiment of many. Thou 

w The description of the different persons 
here given is taken from Priscian, who 
took it from Apollonius. Personz prono- 
minum sunt tres; prima, secunda, tertia. 
Prima est, cum ipsa, quz loquitur, de se 
pronuntiat ; secunda, cum de ea pronunciat, 
ad quam directo sermone loquitur ; tertia, 
cum de ea, que nec loquitur, nec ad se 
directum accipit sermonem. L. xii. p. 940. 
Theodore Gaza gives the same distinctions. 
Tlp@rov (mpdowmoy sc.) @ meplé éavTod ppa- 
(er 6 Aeywr" Sevrepoy, @ meph TOU, ™pos 
év 6 Adyos* tptrov, & wept érépov. Gaz. 
Gram. 1. iv. p. 152. 

This account of persons is far preferable 
to the common one, which makes the first 
the speaker, the second the party addressed, 
and the third the subject. For though the 
first and second be as commonly described, 
one the speaker, the other the party ad- 
dressed; yet till they become subjects of 
the discourse they have no existence. Again, 
as to the third person’s being the subject, 
this is a character which it shares in com- 
mon with both the other persons, and which 
can never, therefore, be called.a peculiarity 
of its own. To explain by an instance or 
two. When Aineas begins the narrative of 
his adventures, the second person imme- 
diately appears, because he makes Dido, 
‘whom he addresses, the immediate subject 
of his discourse, 

has the plural you, because a 

Infandum, regina, jubes, renovare do- 
lorem. 

From henceforward, for fifteen hundred 
verses, (though she be all that time the party 
addressed,) we hear nothing further of this 
second person, a variety of other subjects 
filling up the narrative. 

In the mean time, the first person may 
be seen everywhere, because the speaker 
everywhere is himself the subject. They 
were indeed events, as he says himself, 

Quaeque ipse miserrima vidi, 
Et quorum pars magna fui. 

Not that the second person does not often 
occur in the course of this narrative ; but 
then it is always by a figure of speech, 
when those, who by their absence are in 
fact so many third persons, are converted 
into second persons by being introduced as 
present. The real second person (Dido) is 
never once hinted. 

Thus far as to Virgil. But when we 
read Huclid, we find neither first person nor 
second in any part of the whole work. The 
reason is, that neither speaker nor party 
addressed (in which light we may always 
view the writer and his reader) can possibly 
become the subject of pure mathematics, 
nor indeed can any thing else, except ab- 
stract quantity, which neither speaks itself, 
nor is spoken to by another, 
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speech may be spoken to many, as well as to one. He has the 
plural they, because the subject of discourse is often many 
at once. 

But though all these pronouns have number, it does not 
appear either in Greek, or Latin, or any modern language, that 
those of the first and second person carry the distinctions of sex. 
The reason seems to be, that the speaker and hearer being 
generally present to each other, it would have been superfluous 
to have marked a distinction by art, which from nature and 
even dress was commonly apparent on both sides.* But this 
does not hold with respect to the third person, of whose cha- 
racter and distinctions (including sex among the rest) we often 
know no more than what we learn from the discourse. And 
hence it is that in most languages the third person has its 
genders, and that even English (which allows its adjectives no 
genders at all) has in this pronoun the triple distinction of he, 
she, and it.’ 

Hence, too, we see the reason why a single pronoun to each 
person,’ an J to the first, and a thow to the second, are abun- 
dantly sufficient to all the purposes of speech. But it is not so 
with respect to the third person. The various relations of the 
various objects exhibited by this (I mean relations of near and 
distant, present and absent, same and different, definite and 
indefinite, &c.) made it necessary that here there should not be 
one, but many pronouns, such as he, this, that, other, any, 
some, &e. 

It must be confessed, indeed, that all these words do not 
‘always appear as pronouns. When they stand by themselves, 
and represent some noun, (as when we say, Zhis is virtue, or 
deuxTixas, “give me that,”) then are they pronouns. But when 
they are associated to some noun, (as when we say, this habit 
is virtue ; or deveTixas, “that man defrauded me,”) then as they 
supply not the place of a noun, but only serve to ascertain one, 

* Demonstratio ipsa secum genus osten- biguous sentence, he caused him to destroy 
dit. Priscian. 1. xii. p. 942. See Apoll. 
de Syntax. 1. ii. c. 7. p. 109. 

¥Y The utility of this distinction may be 
better found in supposing it away. Sup- 
‘pose, for example, we should read in history 
these words: “He caused him to destroy 
him,” and that we were to be informed the 
he, which is here thrice repeated, stood each 
time for something different ; that is to say, 
for a man, for a woman, and for a city, 
whose names were Alexander, Thais, and 
Persepolis. Taking the pronoun in this 
manner, divested of its genders, how would 
it appear which was destroyed, which was 
the destroyer, and which the cause that 
‘moved to the destruction? But there are 
not such doubts, when we hear the genders 
‘distinguished ; when, instead of the am- 

him, we are told, with the proper distinc- 
tions, that she caused him to destroy 7. 
Then we know with certainty what before 
we could not: that the promoter was the 
woman ; that her instrument was the hero; 
and that the subject of their cruelty was 
the unfortunate city. 

7 Queritur tamen cur prima quidem per- 
sona et secunda singula pronomina habeant, 
tertiam vero sex diverse indicent voces? 
Ad quod respondendum est, quod prima 
quidem et secunda persona ideo non egent 
diversis vocibus, quod semper preesentes 
inter se sunt, et demonstrative ; tertia vero 
persona modo demonstrativa est, ut, hic, 
iste ; modo relativa, ut, is, ipse, &c.  Pris- 
cian, |, xii. p. 933. 
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they fall rather into the species of definitives or articles. That 
there is, indeed, a near relation between pronouns and articles, 
the old grammarians have all acknowledged, and some words it 
has been doubtful to which class to refer. The best rule to 
distinguish them is this: the genuine pronoun always stands by 
itself, assuming the power of a noun, and supplying its place; 
the genuine article never stands by itself, but appears at all 
times associated to something else, requiring a noun for its 
support, as much as attributives or adjectives.* 

As to the coalescence of these pronouns, it is as follows. The 
first or second will, either of them, by themselves, coalesce with 
the third, but not with each other. For example, it is good 
sense, as well as good grammar, to say in any language, J am 
he, Thow art he; but we cannot say, J am thou, nor Thou art I. 
The reason is, there is no absurdity for the speaker to be the 
subject also of the discourse, as when we say, J am he; or for 
the person addressed, as when we say, how art he. But for 
the same person, in the same circumstances, to be at once the 
speaker and the party addressed, this is impossible; and so, 
therefore, is the coalescence of the first and second person. 
And now, perhaps, we have seen enough of pronouns, to per- 

ceive how they differ from other substantives. The others are 
primary, these are their substitutes; a kind of secondary race, 
which were taken in aid, when, 

2Td &p0poy wera dvduaros, kal 7 avTw- 
vupla avr’ dvduaros: “ the article stands 
with a noun, but the pronoun stands for a 
noun.” Apol. 1. i, c. 3. p. 22, Abra ody 
Ta &pOpa, THs mpds Ta dvduara ouvaprh- 
cews aroordyra, eis Thy broretaymervny 
évTwvuulay metartirres: “now articlesthem- 
selves, when they quit their connexion 
with nouns, pass into such pronoun as is 
proper upon the occasion.” Ibid. Again, 
“Otay 7d &pOpoy uh mer’ dvduaros mapa~ 
AapBdvnta, worhonta 5& otvtatw dovd- 
Matos hv mpoekrebeiucba, ex maaons avaryens 
eis Gvt@vuplay meradrnpojoerat, lye ovK 
eyywduevov per’ dvduatos duvdue ay7) 
évéuaros mapeAnpen : “ when the article is 
assumed without the noun, and has (as we 
explained before) the same syntax which 
the noun has, it must of absolute necessity 
be admitted for a pronoun, because it ap- 
pears without a noun, and yet is in power 
assumed for one.” Ejusd. L ii. c. 8. p. 113; 
li. c. 45. p. 96. Inter pronomina et arti- 
culos hoc interest, quod pronomina ea pu- 
tantur, que, cum sola sint, vicem nominis 
complent, ut quis, ille, iste: articuli vero 
cum pronominibus, aut nominibus, aut 
sab adjunguntur. Donat. Gram. p. 
1753. 

Priscian, speaking of the Stoics, says as 
follows: Articulis autem pronomina connu- 

for reasons already mentioned,” 

merantes, finitos ea articulos appellabant ; 
ipsos autem articulos, quibus nos caremus, 
infinitos articulos dicebant. Vel, ut alii 
dicunt, articulos connumerabant pronomi- 
nibus, et articularia eos pronomina voca- 
bant, &c. Pris. 1. i. p. 574. Varro, speak- 
ing of guisque and hic, calls them both 
articles, the first indefinite, the second 
definite. De Ling. Lat. 1. vii. See also 1. 
ix. p. 132. Vossius, indeed, in his Ana- 
logia, (1. i. c. 1.) opposes this doctrine, 
because hic has not the same power with 
the Greek article, 6. But he did not enough 
attend to the ancient writers on this subject, 
who considered all words as articles, which 
being associated to nouns (and not stand- 
ing in their place) served in any manner 
to ascertain and determine their significa- 
tion. 

b See these reasons at the beginning of 
this chapter, of which reasons the principal 
one is, that “no noun, properly so called, 
implies its own presence. It is therefore to 
ascertain such presence, that the pronoun is 
taken in aid; and hence it is it becomes 
equivalent to deté&s, that is, to pointing or 
indication by the finger.” It is worth re- 
marking in that verse of Persius, 

Sed pulchrum est digito monstrari, et dicter, 
hic est, 

how the Seis and the pronoun are intro- 
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the others could not be used. It is, moreover, by means of these, 
and of articles, which are nearly allied to them, that “ language, 
though in itself only significant of general ideas, is brought down 
to denote that infinitude of particulars which are for ever 
arising, and ceasing to be.” But more of this hereafter, in a 
proper place. 

As to the three orders of pronouns already mentioned, they 
may be called prepositive, as may, indeed, all substantives, be- 
cause they are capable of introducing or leading a sentence, 
without having reference to any thing previous. But besides 
those there is another pronoun, (in Greek Os, éo7us** in Latin, 
Qui; in English, Who, Which, That,) a pronoun having a 
character peculiar to itself, the nature of which may be ex- 
plained as follows. 

Suppose I was to say, “ Light is a body, Light moves with great 
celerity.”. These would apparently be two distinct sentences. 
Suppose, instead of the second light, I were to place the preposi- 
tive pronoun i¢, and say, Light 7s a body; 7c moves with great 
celerity ; the sentences would still be distinct and two. But if 
I add a connective, (as for example an and,) saying, Light is a 
body, and it moves with great celerity; I then by connexion 
make the two into one, as by cementing many stones I make 
one wall. 

Now it is in the united powers of a connective and another 
pronoun, that we may see the force and character of the pronoun 
here treated. Thus, therefore, if in the place of and it, we sub- 
stitute that, or which, saying Light is a body, which moves with 
great celerity ; the sentence still retains its unity and perfection, 
and becomes if possible more compact than before. We may, 
with just reason, therefore, call this pronoun the subjunctive, be- 
cause it cannot (like the prepositive) introduce an original sen- 

duced together, and made to cooperate to 
the same end. 

Sometimes, by virtue of deztis, the pro- 
noun of the third person stands for the 
first, 

Quod si militibus parces, erit hic quoque 
Miles. 

That is, “I also will be a soldier.” 
Tibul. 1. ii. el. 6. v.7. See Vulpius. 

It may be observed, too, that even in 
epistolary correspondence, and indeed in 
all kinds of writing, where the pronouns J 
and you make their appearance, there is a 
sort of implied presence, which they are 
supposed to indicate, though the parties are, 
in fact, at ever so great a distance. And 
hence the rise of that distinction in Apol- 
lonius, Tas wey Trav dWewy elvou Seiters, 
Tas dé Tov vod, “ that some indications are 
ocular, and some are mental.” De Syntaxi, 
1. ii. c. 3. p. 104, 

¢ The Greeks, it must be confessed, call 
this pronoun dmotaxrixdy &pOpor, “the sub- 
junctive article.” Yet, as it should seem, 
this is but an improper appellation. Apol- 
lonius, when he compares it to the mpotax- 
Tidy, or true “ prepositive article,” not only 
confesses it to differ, as being expressed by 
a different word, and having a different 
place in every sentence ; but in syntax, he 
adds, it is wholly different. De Syntax, 1.i. 
c. 43. p. 91. Theodore Gaza acknowledges 
the same, and therefore adds, é@ev 5) kat 

od kuplws dy etn &pOpoy tavti: “ for these 
reasons this (meaning the subjunctive) can- 
not properly be an article.” And just before 
he says, kuplws ye why &pOpov 7d mpoTak- 
tidy : “ however, properly speaking, it is 
the prepositive is the article.” Gram. 
Introd. l. iv. The Latins, therefore, have 
undoubtedly done better in ranging it with 
the pronouns. 
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tence, but only serves to subjoin one to some other which is 
previous.° 

The application of this subjunctive, like the other pronouns, 
is universal. It may be the substitute of all kinds of substan- 
tives, natural, artificial, or abstract; as well as general, special, 
or particular. We may say, the animal, which, &c.; the man, 
whom, &e.; the ship, which, &c.; Alexander, who, &e.; Bu- 
cephalus, that, &c.; virtue, which, &c. &e. 

Nay, it may even be the substitute of all the other pronouns, 
and is of course, therefore, expressive of all three persons. Thus 
we say, J, who now read, have near finished this chapter; thow, 
who now readest; he, who now readeth, &c. &e. 

And thus is this subjunctive truly a pronoun from its sub- 
stitution, there being no substantive existing, in whose place it 
may not stand. At the same time, it is essentially distinguished 
from the other pronouns by this peculiar, that it is not only a 
substitute, but withal a connective.® 

4 Hence we see why the pronoun here 
mentioned is always necessarily the part of 
some complex sentence, which sentence 
contains, either expressed or understood, 
two verbs and two nominatives. 

Thus in that verse of Horace, 
Qui metuens vivit, liber mihi non erit 

unquam. 
Ille non erit liber is one sentence, qui me- 
tuens vivit is another. ile and qui are 
the two nominatives, ertt and vivit the two 
verbs, and so in all other instances, 

The following passage from Apollonius 
(though somewhat corrupt in more places 
than one) will serve to shew whence the 
above speculations are taken. Td brotaxti- 
_kov &pOpov emt pia Wiov péperau, cvvde- 
deuevoy Sid Tis dvapopis TE mpoKemery 
évéuari’ Kal évredOev amAovv Adyov ov 
mapiordver kara thy tay Sto pnudrwv 
obvtativ (Aéyw thy év To bvduart, Kad 
Ti ev avTa TG UpOpw) Irep wdAw mapel- 
meTo TH KAI cuvdéoum. Kowdy pév (lege 
TO KAI yap kowdy wey) mapeAduBave 7d 
bvoua Td TpoKeiwevoy, cbumAEKOV De ErEpov 
Adyoy mdvTws Kal Erepoy Shua mapeAdu~ 
Bave, kad ofrw Td, mapeyevero 6 ypaymari- 
kos, 6s SieActdro, Suvdwer Toy avrdy dao- 
Tevet Tod (fors. TS) 6 ypayparixds Tape 
yévero, kat SieAcédro. “~The subjunctive 
article (that is, the pronoun here men- 
tioned) is applied to a verb of its own, and 
yet is connected withal to the antecedent 
noun. Hence it can never serve to con- 
stitute a simple sentence, by reason of the 
syntax of the two verbs ; I mean, that which 
respects the noun or antecedent, and that 
which respects the article or relative. The 
same, too, follows as to the conjunction 
and. This copulative assumes the ante- 

cedent noun, which is capable of being ap- 
plied to many subjects, and by connecting 
to it a new sentence, of necessity assumes 
a new verb also. And hence it is that the 
words, ‘the grammarian came, who dis- 
coursed,’ form in power nearly the same 
sentence, as if we were to say, ‘the gram- 
marian came, and discoursed.’” Apoll. de 
Syntaxi, 1. i. c. 43. p. 92. See also an in- 
genious French treatise, called Grammaire 
Generale et Raisonnée, c. 9. 

The Latins, in their structure of this 
subjunctive, seem to have well represented 
its compound nature of part pronoun and 
part connective, in forming their gui and 
quis from que and is, or (if we go with 
Scaliger to the Greek) from xa) and és, 
kat and 6. Scal. de Caus. Ling. Lat. c. 127. 

Homer also expresses the force of this 
subjunctive, pronoun or article, by help of 
the prepositive and a connective, exactly 
consonant to the theory here established. 
See Iliad, A. ver. 270, 553. N. 571. TI. 54, 
157, 158. 

© Before we quit this subject, it may not 
be improper to remark, that in the Greek 
and Latin tongues the two principal pro- 
nouns, that is to say, the first and second 
person, the ego and the ¢u, are implied in 
the very form of the verb itself, ypapw, 
ypaeis, scribo, scribis,) and are for that 
reason never expressed, unless it be to mark 
a contradistinction ; such as in Virgil, 

Nos patriam fugimus ; tu, Tityre, lentus 
‘tn umbra 

Formosam resonare doces, &c. 
This, however, is true with respect only to 
the casus rectus, or nominitive of these pro- 
nouns, but not with respect to their oblique 
cases, Which must always be added, because 
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And now to conclude what we have said concerning sub- 
stantives. All substantives are either primary or secondary ; 
that is to say, according to a language more familiar and 
known, are either nouns or pronouns. The nouns denote sub- 
stances, and those either natural, artificial, or abstract.’ They 
moreover denote things either general, or special, or particular. 
The pronouns, their substitutes, are either prepositive or sub- 
junctive. The prepositive is distinguished into three orders, 
called the first, the second, and the third person. The sub- 
junctive includes the powers of all those three, having super- 
added, as of its own, the peculiar force of a connective. 

Having done with substantives, we now proceed to attribu- 
tives. 

CHAPTER VI. 

CONCERNING ATTRIBUTIVES. 

Arrrtputives are all those principal words, that denote attri- 
butes, considered as attributes. Such, for example, are the 
words black, white, great, little, wise, eloquent, writeth, wrote, 
writing, &e.® 
though we see the ego in amo, and the tu 
in amas, we see not the te or me in amat 
or amant. 

Yet even these oblique cases appear in a 
different manner, according as they mark 
contradistinction, or not. If they contra- 
distinguish, then are they commonly placed 
at the beginning of the sentence, or at least 
before the verb, or leading substantive. 

Thus Virgil : 
Quid Thesea, magnum 

Quid memorem Alciden? Et mi genus ab 
Jove summo. 

Thus Homer: 
“Yuiy wey Oeol Sotev .. 1 > 
Tlatda 5¢ MOI Adoare piAnv. IA. A. 

Where the suity and the wot stand, as con- 
tradistinguished, and both have precedence 
of their respective verbs, the tuiy even 
leading the whole sentence. In other in- 
stances, these pronouns commonly take their 
place behind the verb, as may be seen in 
examples everywhere obvious. The Greek 
language went further still. When the 
oblique case of these pronouns happened to 
contradistinguish, they assumed a peculiar 
accent of their own, which gave them the 
name of ép8oTovouvméevat, or “ pronouns up- 
rightly accented.” When they marked no 
such opposition, they not only took their 
place behind the verb, but even gave it 
their accent, and (as it were) inclined 
themselves upon it. And hence they ac- 

quired the name of éy«Arrixal, that is, “lean- 
ing or inclining pronouns.” The Greeks, 
too, had in the first person, éuov, éuol, ue, 
for contradistinctives, and pod, mol, wé, for 
enclitics, And hence it was that Apol- 
lonius contended, that in the passage above 
quoted from the first Iliad, we should read 
maida 8 éuol, for maida Sé mol, on account 
of the contradistinction which there occurs 
between the Grecians and Chryses. See 
Apoll. de Syntaxi, 1. i. c. 3. p. 20; 1 ii. ¢, 
2. p. 102, 103. 

This diversity between the contradis- 
tinctive pronouns and the enclitic, is not 
unknown even to the English tongue. 
When we say, Give me content, the me in 
this case is a perfect enclitic. But when we 
say, Give me content, Give him his thou- 
sands, the me and him are no enclitics, 
but as they stand in opposition, assume an 
accent of their own, and so become the true 
ép8oTovoupevan. 

f See before, p. 128. 
& In the above list of words are included 

what grammarians called adjectives, verbs, 
and participles, inasmuch as all of them 
equally denote the attributes of substance. 
‘Hence it is, that as they are all from their 
very nature the predicates in a proposition, 
(being all predicated of some subject or sub- 
stance, Snow is white, Cicero writeth, &c.) 
hence I say the appellation pia or verb is 
employed by logicians in an extended sense 
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However, previously to these, and to every other possible 
attribute, whatever a thing may be, whether black or white, 
square or round, wise or eloquent, writing or thinking, it must 
first of necessity exist, before it can possibly be any thing else. 
For existence may be considered as an universal genus, to which 
all things of all kinds are at all times to be referred. The verbs, 
therefore, which denote it, claim precedence of all others, as 
being essential to the very being of every proposition, in which 
they may still be found, either expressed, or by implication ; 
expressed, as when we say, The sun is bright ; by implication, 
as when we say, The swn rises, which means, when resolved, The 
sun is rising.” 

The verbs, is, groweth, becometh, est, fit, tmdpyer éorl, 
méret, ylyverat, are all of them used to express this general 
genus. The Latins have called them verba substantiva, “* verbs 
substantive,” but the Greeks pyywata bmapxtixa, “verbs of 
existence ;” a name more apt, as being of greater latitude, and 
comprehending equally as well attribute, as substance. The 
principal of those verbs, and which we shall particularly here 
consider, is the verb éort, est, is. 
Now all existence is either absolute or qualified: absolute, as 

when we say, B is; qualified, as when we say, Bis an animal ; 
B is black, is round, &e. 

With respect to this difference, the verb is can by itself 
express absolute existence, but never the qualified, without 
subjoining the particular form, because the forms of existence 
being in number infinite, if the particular form be not ex- 
pressed, we cannot know which is intended. And hence it 
follows, that when 7s only serves to subjoin some such form, it 
has little more force than that of a mere assertion. It is under 
the same character, that it becomes a latent part in every other 
verb, by expressing that assertion which is one of their es- 
sentials. Thus, as was observed just before, rviseth means, is 
rising ; writeth, is writing. 

Again: as to existence in general, it is either mutable, or im- 
mutable: mutable, as in the objects of sensation; immutable, 
as in the objects of intellection and science. Now mutable 
objects exist all in time, and admit the several distinctions of 
present, past, and future. But immutable objects know no such 
distinctions, but rather stand opposed to all things temporary. 

to denote them all. Thus Ammonius, ex- 
plaining the reason why Aristotle in his 
tract De Interpretatione calls Aevads a 
yerb, tells us, macay gwvhv, Katnyopol- 
bevov bpov év mpotace: Moiovoay, prua 
kaAdeioOa, “that every sound articulate, 
that forms the predicate in a proposition, is 
called a verb,” p. 24. edit. Ven. Priscian’s 
observation, though made on another oc- 

casion, is very pertinent to the present. 
Non declinatio, sed proprietas excutienda 
est significationis. Lib. ii. p. 576. And in 
another place he says, Non similitudo de- 
clinationis omnimodo conjungit vel discernit 
partes orationis inter se, sed vis ipsius sig- 
nificationis. Lib. xiii. p. 970. 

h See Metaphys. Aristot. l. vy. c. 7. edit. 
Du-Vall. 
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And hence two different significations of the substantive verb 
is, according as it denotes mutable, or immutable being. 

For example, if we say, This orange is ripe, is meaneth, that 
it ewisteth so now at this present, in opposition to past time, 
when it was green, and to futwre time, when it will be rotten. 

But if we say, The diameter of the square is incommensurable 
with its side, we do not intend by ts, that it is incommensur- 
able now, having been formerly commensurable, or being to be- 
come so hereafter; on the contrary, we intend that perfection of 
existence to which time and its distinctions are utterly unknown. 
It is under the same meaning we employ this verb, when we say, 
Truth is, or, God is. The opposition is not of time present to 
other times, but of necessary existence to all temporary ex- 
istence whatever.' And so much for verbs of existence, com- 
monly called verbs substantive. 
We are now to descend to the common herd of attributives, 

such as black and white, to write, to speak, to walk, &c.; among 
which, when compared and opposed to each other, one of the 
most eminent distinctions appears to be this. Some, by being 
joined to a proper substantive, make, without further help, a per- 
fect assertive sentence; while the rest, though otherwise perfect, 
are in this respect deficient. 

To explain by an example. When we say, Cicero eloquent, 
Cicero wise, these are imperfect sentences, though they denote 
a substance and an attribute. The reason is, that they want an 
assertion, to shew that such attribute appertains to such sub- 
stance. We must therefore call in the help of an assertion 
elsewhere, an és, or a was, to complete the sentence, saying, 
Cicero is wise, Cicero was eloquent. On the contrary, when we 
say, Cicero writeth, Cicero walketh, in instances like these there 
is no such occasion, because the words writeth and walketh 
imply in their own form not an attribute only, but an assertion 
likewise. Hence it is they may be resolved, the one into és and 
writing, the other into ts and walking. 
Now all those attributives which have this complex power of 

denoting both an attribute and an assertion, make that species 
of words which grammarians call verbs. If we resolve this 
complex power into its distinct parts, and take the attribute 
alone without the assertion, then have we participles. All other 
attributives, besides the two species before, are included to- 
gether in the general name of adjectives. 

i Cum enim dicimus, Deus est, non eum significat, tale est, tanquam si dicamus, 
dicimus mune esse, sed tantum in substan- nunc est. Quare cum dicimus esse, ut 
tia esse, ut hoc ad immutabilitatem potius 
substantie, quam ad tempus aliquod refer- 
atur. Si autem dicimus, dies est, ad nullam 
diei substantiam pertinet, nisi tantum ad 
temporis constitutionem ; hoe enim, quod 

substantiam designemus, simpliciter est ad- 
dimus; cum vero ita ut aliquid prasens 
significetur, secundum tempus. Boeth. in 
lib. de Interpr. p. 307. See also Plat, Tim. 
p. 37, 38. edit, Serrani, 
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And thus it is, that all attributives are either verbs, partici- 
ples, or adjectives. 

Besides the distinctions above mentioned, there are others 
which deserve notice. Some attributes have their essence in 
motion; such are to walk, to fly, to strike, to live. Others have 
it in the privation of motion; such are fo stop, to rest, to cease, 
to die. And, lastly, others have it in subjects which have 
nothing to do with either motion or its privation; such are the 
attributes of great and little, white and black, wise and foolish, 
and, in a word, the several quantities and qualities of all things. 
Now these last are adjectives; those which denote motions, or 
their privation, are either verbs or participles. 
And this circumstance leads to a further distinction, which 

may be explained as follows. That all motion is in time, and 
therefore, wherever it exists, implies time as its concomitant, is 
evident to all, and requires no proving. But, besides this, all 
rest or privation of motion implies time likewise. For how can 
a thing be said to rest or stop, by being in one place for one 
instant only? So, too, is that thing, which moves with the 
greatest velocity.* To stop, therefore, or rest, is to be in one 
place for more than one instant; that is to say, during an ex- 
tension between two instants, and this of course gives us the idea 
of time. As therefore motions and their privation imply time 
as their concomitant, so verbs, which denote them, come to 
denote time also.' And hence the origin and use of tenses, 
“which are so many different forms assigned to each verb, to 
shew, without altering its principal meaning, the various times 
in which such meaning may exist.”. Thus seribit, scripsit, 
‘seripserat, and scribet, denote all equally the attribute, to write, 
while the difference between them is, that they denote writing 
in different times. 

Should it be asked, whether time itself may not become, upon 
occasion, the verb’s principal signification; it is answered, No. 
And this appears, because the same time may be denoted by 
different verbs, (as in the words writeth and speaketh,) and dif- 
ferent times by the same verb, (as in the words writeth and 
wrote,) neither of which could happen, were time any thing 
more than a mere concomitant. Add to this, that when words 
denote time, not collaterally, but principally, they cease to be 
verbs, and become either adjectives or substantives. Of the 

k Thus Proclus, in the beginning of his 
treatise concerning motion: "Hpeuovy éo7l 
7 mpdrepoy Kal tarrepoy ev TE aiiTe Tome 
dy, kal avTd, kal Ta wépn: “That thing is 
at rest, which fora time prior and subse- 
quent'is in the same place, both itself, and 
its parts.” 

‘The ancient authors of dialectic or 
logic have well described this property. 
The following is part of their definition of 

a verb: pjua 5é€ éort 7d mpoornpuaivoy 
xpévov, “a verb is something, which sig- 
nifies time over and above,”(for such is the 
force of the preposition mpds.) If it should 
be asked, Over and above what? It may 
be answered, Over and above its principal 
signification, which is to denote some moy- 
ing and energizing attribute. See Arist, 
de Interpret. c. 3. together with his com- 
mentators Ammonius and Boethius, 
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adjective kind are timely, yearly, daily, hourly, &e.; of the 
substantive kind are time, year, day, hour, &e. 

The most obvious division of time is into present, past, and 
future, nor is any language complete whose verbs have not 
tenses to mark these distinctions. But we may go still further. 
Time past and future are both infinitely extended. Hence it is 
that in universal time past we may assume many particular 
times past, and in universal time future, many particular times 
future ; some more, some less remote, and corresponding to each 
other under different relations. Even present time itself is not 
exempt from these differences, and as necessarily implies some 
degree of extension, as does every given line, however minute. 

Here, then, we are to seek for the reason which first intro- 
duced into language that variety of tenses. It was not, it 
seems, enough to denote indefinitely (or by aorists) mere present, 
past, or future, but it was necessary, on many occasions, to 
define with more precision what kind of past, present, or future. 
And hence the multiplicity of futures, preterites, and even 
present tenses, with which all languages are found to abound, 
and without which it would be difficult to ascertain our ideas. 

However, as the knowledge of tenses depends on the theory 
of time, and this is a subject of no mean speculation, we shall 
reserve it by itself for the following chapter. 

CHAPTER VII. 

CONCERNING TIME AND TENSES. 

Time and space have this in common, that they are both of 
them by nature things continuous, and as such they both of 
them imply extension. Thus between London and Salisbury 
there is the extension of space, and between yesterday and to- 
morrow the extension of time. But in this they differ, that all 
the parts of space exist at once and together, while those of 
time only exist in transition or succession.” Hence, then, we 
may gain some idea of time, by considering it under the notion 
of a transient continuity. Hence also, as far as the affections 
and properties of transition go, time is different from space; but 
as to those of extension and continuity they perfectly coincide. 

Let us take, for example, such a part of space asa line. In 
every given line we may assume anywhere a point, and there- 

m See p. 18, note m To which we may sist the whole at once, but only in a single 

add what is said by Ammonius: 008 yap now or instant ; for it hath its existence in 

6 xpdvos bAos &ua dplorarat, GA’ 7 Kard becoming and in ceasing to be.” Amm. in 
pdvoy Td viv" ev yap TE ylvecOas kal pOcl- Preedicam. p. 82. B. 

pecOau Td ely exer. “Time doth not sub- 
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fore in every given line there may be assumed infinite points. 
So in every given time we may assume anywhere a now or 
instant, and therefore in every given time there may be assumed 
infinite nows or instants. 

Further still: a point is the bound of every finite line, and a 
now, or instant, of every finite time. But although they are 
bounds, they are neither of them parts, neither the point of any 
line, nor the now or instant of any time. If this appear strange, 
we may remember that the parts of any thing extended are 
necessarily extended also, it being essential to their character 
that they should measure their whole. But if a point or now 
were extended, each of them would contain within itself infinite 
other points, and infinite other nows, (for these may be assumed 
infinitely within the minutest extension,) and this, it is evident, 
would be absurd and impossible. 

These assertions, therefore, being admitted, and both points 
and nows being taken as bounds, but not as parts,” it will 
follow, that in the same manner as the same point may be the 
end of one line, and the beginning of another, so the same now 
or instant may be the end of one time and the beginning of 
another. Let us suppose, for example, the lines A B, BC. 

B 

Ex 
I say, that the point B is the end of the line A B, and the 
beginning of the line BC. In the same manner let us suppose 
A B,B C to represent certain times, and let B be a now or 
instant. In such case, I say, that the instant B is the end of the 
time A B, and the beginning of the time BC. I say likewise 
of these two times, that with respect to the now or instant, 
which they include, the first of them is necessarily past time, as 
being previous to it; the other is necessarily future, as being 
subsequent. As, therefore, every now or instant always exists 
in time, and without being time, is time’s bound; the bound of 
completion to the past, and the bound of commencement to the 
future: from hence we may conceive its nature or end, which is 
to be the medium of continuity between the past and the future, 
fit to render time, through all its parts, one entire and perfect 
whole.°® 

0 dayepdy dri ovdé pdpioy Td viv Tod 
xpdvov, Somep od8 ai oTrypat Tis ypaumis’ 
ai St ypauual 500 ris las wdpia: “It is 
evident that a now, or instant, is no more 
a part of time than points are of a line. 
The parts, indeed, of one line are two other 
lines.” Natur. Ause. 1. iy. «. 17. And 
not long before: Td 5& voy ob uépos* werpet 

Te yap Td wépos, Kal abyKeroOat Set Td SAov 
ex Tay mepav’ 6 5& xpdvos ob Boxe? aby- 
keioOau €x Tov viv: “A now is no part of 
time ; for a part is able to measure its whole, 
and the whole is necessarily made up of its 
parts ; but time doth not appear to be made 
up of nows.” Ibid. ¢. 14, 

° Td d¢ viv dor: ouvéxea xpdvou, bamep 
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From the above speculations there follow some conclusions, 
which may be perhaps called paradoxes, till they have been 
attentively considered. In the first place, there cannot (strictly 
speaking) be any such thing as time present. For if all time be 
transient as well as continuous, it cannot, like a line, be present 
all together, but part will necessarily be gone and part be coming. 
If, therefore, any portion of its continuity were to be present at 
once, it would so far quit its transient nature, and be time no 
longer. But if no portion of its continuity can be thus present, 
how can time possibly be present, to which such continuity is 
essential ¢ | 7 

Further than this: if there be no such thing as time present, 
there can be no sensation of time by any one of the senses. For 
all sensation is of the present only,’ the past being preserved 
not by sense but by memory, and the future being anticipated 
by prudence only and wise foresight. 

But if no portion of time be the object of any sensation ; 
further, if the present never exist; if the past be no more; if 
the future be not as yet; and if these are all the parts out of 
which time is compounded; how strange and shadowy a being 
do we find it? How nearly approaching to a perfect non- 

entity ?4 Let us try, however, since the senses fail us, if we have 
not faculties of higher power to seize this fleeting being. 

The world has been likened to a variety of things, but it 
appears to resemble no one more than some moving spectacle 
(such as a procession or a triumph) that abounds in every part 
with splendid objects, some of which are still departing, as fast 

€AEKX On. ouvexer yap Toy xpdvov Toy TapeA- 
Odvra Kad éoduevov, kal dAws wépas xpdvov 
eoriv® Zor yap TOD wey apxh, TOU Se Te- 
Aevrh: “A now or instant is (as was said 
before) the continuity or holding together 
of time ; for it makes time continuous, the 
past and the future, and is in general its 
boundary, as being the beginning of one 
time and the ending of another.” Natur. 
Auscult. l. iv. c. 19. Suvéxeva in this place 
means not continuity, as standing for ex- 
tension, but rather that junction, or holding 
together, by which extension is imparted to 
other things. 

PTavrij yap (aicdjoetsc.) ore Td UEAAOV, 
ore Td yevducvoy ywwplCouev, GAAA Td 
mapov pdvov: “ For by this faculty (namely, 
the faculty of sense) we neither know the 
future nor the past, but the present only.” 
*Apiot. wep) Mynu. A. a. 

41”"Ort wey ody bAws odk Zor,  wdyis 
Kal duvdpas, éx tay dé Tis by Srowrevoete’ 
Td uty yap avTod yéyove, kal ok Zorri Td 5E 
péadAe, Kal obtrw éoriy® ex 5 TobTwy Kal 6 
&meipos ka) 6 del AauBavduevos xpdvos ov'y- 
Keita’ TOD ex uy byTwY ovyKelimevor, Gdbva- 
tov by détcce Karéxew more ovolas: * That 

therefore time exists not at all, or at least 
has but a faint and obscure existence, one 
may suspect from hence. A part of it has 
been, and is no more ; a part of it is coming, 
and is not as yet ; and out of these is made 
that infinite time which is ever to be as- 
sumed still further and further. Now that 
which is made up of nothing but nonenti- 
ties, it should seem was impossible ever to 
pre of entity.” Natural. Ause. 1. iv. 
c. 14. ° Tis 8& rots wh odo. yerrmdce ; 
Tip@rov pev, ered) evravOa 7d maperddy 
éott Kal Td péAAOY, TadTa 5 wh wvTa* Td 
Bev yap Addviora Kal od ert earl, 7d dé 
ovmé éort’ cvuumapadéer: 5 TH Xpdvw Ta 
ploixa mdvra, waddoy S& Tis KiVhoEws 
abtav mapaxorovOnud éort 6 xpdvus: “ How 
therefore is it that they approach nearly to 
nonentities ? In the first place, because 
here (where they exist) exists the past and 
the future, and these are nonentities ; for 
the one is vanished and is no more, the 
other is not as yet. Now all natural sub- 
stances pass away along with time, or rather 
it is upon their motion that time is an 
attendant.” Philop. MS. Com. in Nicomach., 
p- 10. 

Lt 2 
+ ed 
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as others make their appearance. The senses look on while 
the sight passes, perceiving as much as is immediately present, 
which they report with tolerable accuracy to the soul's superior 
powers. Having done this, they have done their duty, being 
concerned with nothing save what is present and instantaneous. 
But to the memory, to the imagination, and above all to the 
intellect, the several nows or instants are not lost, as to the 
senses, but are preserved and made objects of steady compre- 
hension, however in their own nature they may be transitory 
and passing. ‘* Now it is from contemplating’ two or more of 
these instants under one view, together with that interval of 
continuity which subsists between them, that we acquire insen- 
sibly the idea of time.”* For example: The sun rises; this I 
remember: it rises again; this too I remember. These events 
are not together; there is an extension between them—not, how- 
ever, of space, for we may suppose the place of rising the same, 
or at least to exhibit no sensible difference. Yet still we 
recognise some extension between them. Now what is this 
extension but a natural day? And what is that but pure time? 
It is after the same manner, by recognising two new moons, and 
the extension between these; two vernal equinoxes, and the 
extension between these ; that we gain ideas of other times, such 
as months and years, which are al] so many intervals, described 
as above; that is to say, passing intervals of continuity between 
two instants viewed together. 

And thus it is the mind acquires the idea of time. But this 
time it must be remembered is past time only, which is always 
the first species that occurs to the human intellect. How then 
do we acquire the idea of time future? The answer is, we 
acquire it by anticipation. Should it be demanded still further, 
and what is anticipation? We answer, that in this case it is a 
kind of reasoning by analogy from similar to similar; from suc- 
cessions of events, that are past already, to similar successions, 

’ Tore hapev yeyovevat xpdvor, bray Tod 
mpotépov Kal dorépou ev TH Kwhoe atoOn- 
ow AdBwmev. ‘OpiCouey 5¢ TH UAAO kar 
&AAo brodaBel ava, kal weratd Te avTav 
erepoy’ Stay yap Td &xpa ETEpa Tov pwécou 
vonowper, Kal S00 elrn | Wuxh Ta viv, Td 
bev mpdtrepoy, Td St torepov, téTe Kal 
TovTo pauev elyar xpdévov: “It is then we 
say there has been time, when we can 
acquire a sensation of prior and subsequent 
in motion. But we distinguish and settle 
these two by considering one first, then the 
other, together with an interval between 
them different from both. For as often as 
we conceive the extremes to be different 
from the mean, and the soul talks of two 
nows, one prior and the other subsequent, 
then it is we say there is time, and this it 
is we call time.” Natural. Auscult. 1 iv. 

c. 16. Themistius’s Comment upon this pas- 
sage is to the same purpose. “Oray yap 6 
vous avauvnobels Tov viv, 6 xOes elzer, 
€repov médw clan Td Thuepov, TéTe Kal 
pa oa evObs évevdnoey, brd Tay dbo vor 
dpi(duevov, olov bmd mepdtwy Svoiv" Kat 
obtw A€ye exet, STi woody Cort TWevTEKal- 
Sexa wpav, t Exxaldexa, ofov ef daretpov 
ypaups mnxvaiav dto onuelos amoreuvd- 
Mevos: “ For when the mind, remembering 
the now, which it talked of yesterday, talks 
again of another now to-day, then it is it 
immediately has an idea of time, terminated 
by these two nows, as by two boundaries ; 
and thus it is enabled to say, that the quan- 
tity is of fifteen or sixteen hours, as if it 
were to sever a cubit’s length from an infi- 
nite line by two points.” Themist. Op. edit. 
Ald. p. 45. B, 
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that are presumed hereafter. For example: I observe as far 
back as my memory can carry me, how every day has been suc- 
ceeded by a night; that night, by another day; that day, by 
another night; and so downwards in order to the day that is 
now. Hence, then, I anticipate a similar succession from the 
present day, and thus gain the idea of days and nights in fu- 
turity. After the same manner, by attending to the periodical 
returns of new and full moons; of springs, summers, autumns, 
and winters, all of which, in time past, I find never to have 
failed, I anticipate a like orderly and diversified succession, which 
makes months, and seasons, and years, in time future. 
We go further than this, and not only thus anticipate in these 

natural periods, but even in matters of human and civil concern. 
For example: having observed in many past instances how 
health had succeeded to exercise, and sickness to sloth; we 
anticipate future health to those, who, being now sickly, use 
exercise ; and future sickness to those, who, being now healthy, 
are slothful. It is a variety of such observations, all respecting 
one subject, which when systematized by just reasoning, and 
made habitual by due practice, form the character of a master- 
artist, or man of practical wisdom. If they respect the human 
body, (as above,) they form a physician; if matters military, 
the general; if matters national, the statesman; if matters of 
private life, the moralist ; and the same in other subjects. All 
these several characters, in their respective ways, may be said 
to possess a kind of prophetic discernment, which not only pre- 
sents them the barren prospect of futurity, (a prospect not hid 
from the meanest of men,) but shews withal those events which 
are likely to attend it, and thus enables them to act with supe- 
rior certainty and rectitude. And hence it is, that (if we except 
those who have had diviner assistances) we may justly say, as 
was said of old, 

He’s the best prophet who conjectures well.* 

past. It was this intimate connexion 
between time and the soul, that made 
some philosophers doubt, whether, if there 
was no soul, there could be any time, since 
time appears to have its being in no other 
region. Idrepoy 5& wh otons Wuxijs etn 
dy 6 xpdvos, amophocev ay Tis, K. T. Ax 
Natur. Auscult. 1. iv. c. 20. Themistius, 

$ Mdytis © &pio'ros, doris cider KaADS. 
So Milton: 

Till old experience do attain 
To something like prophetic strain. 

Et facile existimari potest, prudentiam esse 
quodammodo divinationem. 

Corn. Nep. in Vit. Attici. 
There is nothing appears so clearly an 

object of the mind or intellect only, as the 
future does, since we can find no place for 
its existence anywhere else. Not but the 
same, if we consider, is equally true of the 
past. For though it may have once had 
another kind of being, when (according to 
common phrase) it actually was, yet was it 
then something present, and not something 
past. As past, it has no existence but in 
the mind or memory, since, had it in fact 
any other, it could not properly be called 

who comments the above passage, expresses 
himself more positively. Ei tolyuy dixa@s 
Aéyerar téTe apiOuntrdy Kal Td apiOuot= 
pevov, Td psy Td apOunrdy SnAad) Suvduer, 
Td dé évepyela, TadTa St od by brooraln, 
wh Bvros Tod apiOuhoovros whre Suvduer 
phre évepyeia, pavepdy as obk by 6 xpdvos 
ein, wh ovons Wuxijs. Them, p. 48. edit, 
Aldi. Vid. etiam ejusd. Comm. in Lib. de 
An. p. 94. : 
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From what has been reasoned it appears, that knowledge 
of the future comes from knowledge of the past; as does 
knowledge of the past from knowledge of the present; so that 
their order to us is that of the present, past, and future. 

Of these species of knowledge, that of the present is the 
lowest, not only as first in perception, but as far the more ex- 
tensive, being necessarily common to all animal beings, and 
reaching even to Zoophytes, as far as they possess sensation. 
Knowledge of the past comes next, which is superior to the 
former, as being confined to those animals that have memory as 
well as senses. Knowledge of the future comes last, as being 
derived fromthe other two, and which is, for that reason, the 
most excellent as well as the most rare, since nature in her 
superadditions rises from worse always to better, and is never 
found to sink from better down to worse.t 

- And now having seen how we acquire the knowledge of time 
past and time future; which is first in perception, which first 
in dignity ; which more common, which more rare; let us com- 
pare them both to the present now or instant, and examine what 
relations they maintain towards it. 

In the first place, there may be times both past and future, in 
which the present now has no existence; as, for example, in 
yesterday and to-morrow. 

Again, the present now may so far belong to time of either 
sort, as to be the end of the past, and the beginning of the fu- 
ture; but it cannot be included within the limits of either. For 
if it were possible, let us suppose C the present now included 

A B Cc D E 

| 
within the limits of the past time A D. In such case, C D, part 
of the first time A D, will be subsequent to C, the present now, 
and so of course be future. But by the hypothesis it is past, 
and so will be both past and future at once, which is absurd. 
In the same manner we prove that C cannot be included within 
the limits of a future time, such as B E. 

What, then, shall we say of such times, as this day, this month, 
this year, this century, all which include within them the present 
now? They cannot be past times or future, from what has been 
proved; and present time has no existence, as has been proved 
likewise." Or shall we allow them to be present, from the pre- 
sent now, which exists within them; so that from the presence 
of that we call these also present, though the shortest among 
them has infinite parts always absent? If so, and in conformity 
to custom, we allow such times present, as present days, months, 
years, and centuries, each must of necessity be a compound of the 
past and the future, divided from each other by some present 

' See below, note Z of this chapter, p. 157. " Sup. p. 147. 
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now or instant, and jointly called present, while that now remains 
within them. Let us suppose, for example, the time X Y, which 

; x A B C D E ¥ 
ot ae] 

let us call a day, or a century; and let the present now or in- 
stant exist at A. I say, inasmuch as A exists within XY, that 
therefore X A is time past, and AY time future, and the whole 
X A, AY, time present. The same holds, if we suppose the 
present now to exist at B, or C, or D, or E, or anywhere before 
Y. When the present now exists at Y, then is the whole XY 
time past, and still more so, when the now gets to g, or onwards, 
In like manner, before the present now entered X, as, for example, 
when it was at 7, then was the whole X Y time future; it was 
the same, when the present now was at X. When it had passed 
that, then X Y became time present. And thus it is that time 
is present, while passing, in its present now or instant. It is 
the same indeed here, as it is in space. A sphere passing over 
a plane, and being for that reason present to it, is only present 
to that plane in a single point at once, while during the whole 
progression its parts absent are infinite.” 

From what has been said, we may perceive that all time, of 
every denomination, is divisible and extended. But if so, then 
whenever we suppose a definite time, even though it be a time 
present, it must needs have a beginning, a middle, and an end. 
And so much for time. 

Now from the above doctrine of time we propose, by way of 
hypothesis, the following theory of tenses. 

Y Place, according to the ancients, was 
either mediate or immediate. I am (for 
example) in Europe, because I am in Eng- 
land ; in England, because in Wiltshire ; 
in Wiltshire, because in Salisbury; in 
Salisbury, because in my own house; in 
my own house, because in my study. Thus 
far mediate place. And what is my imme- 
diate place? It is the internal bound of 
that containing body (whatever it be) 
which coincides with the external bound of 
my own body. Tod mepiéxovros mépas, 
Kal d mwepréxer Td mepiexduevoy. Now as 
this immediate place is included within the 
limits of all the former places, it is from 
this relation that those mediate places also 
are called, each of them, my place, though 
the least among them so far exceed my mag- 
nitude. To apply this to time. The present 
century is present in the present year ; that, 
in the present month ; that, in the present 
day ; that, in the present hour ; that, in the 
present minute. It is thus by circumscrip- 
tion within circumscription that we arrive at 
that real and indivisible instant, which, by 
being itself the very essence of the present, 
diffuses presence throughout all, even the 
largest of times, which are found to include 

it within their respective limits. Nicephorus 
Blemides speaks much to the same purpose. 
"EveoTas obv xpdvos cot 6 ep’ Exdrepa 
mapakeluevos TH Kuplws viv" xpdvos pe- 
pixds, €k mapeAndv@dros Kal séAAovTos 
guverTas, Kal Sid Tv mpds Td Kuplws viv 
yetviacw, viv Aeyéuevos Kai adds : “ Pre- 
sent time, therefore, is that which adjoins 
to the veal now or instant on either side, 
being a limited time made up of past and 
future, and from its vicinity to that real 
now, said to be now also itself.” °Emr. 
pues, Kep. &. See also Arist. Physic. 
l, vi. c. 2, 3, &c. 

In the above note, mention is made of 
the real now, or instant, and its efficacy. 
To which we may add, that there is not 
only a necessary connexion between exist- 
ence and the present instant, because no 
other point of time can properly be said to 
be, but also between existence and life, be- 
cause whatever lives, by the same reason 
necessarily is. Hence Sophocles, speaking 
of time present, elegantly says of it, 

Xpdévy TE (évTt, Kal mapdyTt viv. 
The living and now present time. 

Trachin, v. 1185. 
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The tenses are used to mark present, past, and future time, 
either indefinitely without reference to any beginning, middle, 
or end; or else definitely, in reference to such distinctions. 

If indefinitely, then have we three tenses; an aorist of the 
present, an aorist of the past, and an aorist of the future. If 
definitely, then have we three tenses to mark the beginnings of 
these three times; three to denote their middles; and three to 
denote their ends; in all nine. 

The three first of these tenses we call the inceptive present, 
the inceptive past, and the inceptive future. The three next, 
the middle present, the middle past, and the middle future. 
And the three last, the completive present, the completive past, 
and the completive future. 
And thus it is that the tenses in their natural number appear 

to be twelve; three to denote time absolute, and nine to denote 
it under its respective distinctions. 

AORIST OF THE PRESENT. 
Ipagdw. Sceribo. I write. 

AORIST OF THE PAST. 
"Eypavya. Sceripsi. 1 wrote. 

AORIST OF THE FUTURE. 
Tpayw. Scribam. I shall write. 

INCEPTIVE PRESENT. 

Médro ypddew. Scripturus sum. I am going to write. 
MIDDLE OR EXTENDED PRESENT. 

Tvyxdave ypadwv. Scribo or scribens sum. I am writing. 

COMPLETIVE PRESENT. 
, . . . 

Téypada. Scripsi. I have written. 

INCEPTIVE PAST. 

"Eperrov ypadewv. Scripturus eram. I was beginning to 
write, 

MIDDLE OR EXTENDED PAST. 
"Eypadov or érvyxavov ypddav. Scribebam. I was writing. 

COMPLETIVE PAST. 
"Eyeypadew. Seripseram. I had done writing. 

INCEPTIVE FUTURE, 

MedrAjow ypagew. Scripturus ero. I shall be beginning to 
write. 

MIDDLE OR EXTENDED FUTURE. 
“Ecopat ypadwv. Scribens ero. I shall be writing. 

. COMPLETIVE FUTURE. 

"Ecopat yeypapws. Scripsero, I shall have done writing. _ 
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It is not to be expected that the above hypothesis should be 
justified through all instances in every language. It fares with 
tenses as with other affections of speech ; be the language upon 
the whole ever so perfect, much must be left, in defiance of all 
analogy, to the harsh laws of mere authority and chance. 

It may not, however, be improper to inquire, what traces may 
be discovered in favour of this system, either in languages them- 
selves, or in those authors who have written upon this part of 
grammar, or lastly in the nature and reason of things. 

In the first place, as to aorists. Aorists are usually by gram- 
marians referred to the past; such are 7A0or, “I went;” ézrecoy, 
“T fell,” &e. We seldom hear of them in the future, and more 
rarely still in the present. Yet it seems agreeable to reason, 
that wherever time is signified without any further circumscrip- 
tion than that of simple present, past, or future, the tense is an 
aorist. 

Thus Milton: 

Millions of spiritual creatures walk the earth 
Unseen, both when we wake and when we sleep. _— Par. Lost, iv. 277. 

Here the verb walk means, not that they were walking at that 
instant only, when Adam spoke, but adop/otws, “indefinitely,” 
take any instant whatever. So when the same author calls 
hypocrisy, 

the only evil that walks 
Invisible, except to God alone, 

the verb walks hath the like aoristical or indefinite applica- 
tion. The same may be said in general of all sentences of the 
gnomologic kind, such as 

Ad peenitendum properat, cito qui judicat. 
Avarus, nisi cum moritur, nil recte facit, &e. 

All these tenses are so many aorists of the present. 
Gnomologic sentences after the same manner make likewise 

aorists of the future: 
Tu nihil admittes in te, formidine poenze. Hor. 

So too legislative sentences, Thou shalt not kill, Thou shalt 
not steal, &c.; for this means no one particular future time, but 
is a prohibition extended indefinitely to every part of time 
future. * a 
We pass from aorists to the inceptive tenses. 
These may be found in part supplied (like many other tenses) 

by verbs auxiliar. 

* The Latin tongue appears to be more 
than ordinarily deficient as to the article of 
aorists. It has no peculiar form even for 
an aorist of the past, and therefore (as 
Priscian tells us) the preteritum is forced 
to do the double duty both of that aorist and 
of the perfect present, its application in 

MA Aw ypadeu. Scripturus sum. “Iam 

particular instances being to be gathered 
from the context. Thus it is that fect means 
(as the same author informs us) both 7re- 
molnxa and émolnoa, “I have done it,” and 
“ T did it ;” wdi both é@paxaand eldov, “I 
have just seen it,” and “I saw it once.” 
Prisc. Gram, 1, viii. p. 814, 838, edit, Putsch: 
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going to write.” But the Latins go further, and have a species 
of verbs, derived from others, which do the duty of these tenses, 
and are themselves for that reason called inchoatives or incep- 
tives. Thus from Caleo, ‘I am warm,” comes Calesco, “I begin 
to grow warm;” from Tumeo, “I swell,” comes Twmesco, “I 
begin to swell.” These inchoative verbs are so peculiarly appro- 
priated to the beginnings of time, that they are defective as to 
all tenses which denote it in its completion, and therefore have 
neither perfectum, plusquam-perfectum, or perfect future. There 
is likewise a species of verbs called in Greek éperixa, in Latin 
desiderativa, the desideratives or meditatives, which if they are 
not strictly inceptives, yet both in Greek and Latin have a near 
affinity with them. Such are zoXreunoelo, bellaturio, “1 have 
a desire to make-war ;” Bpwoela, esurio, “ I long to eat.” And 
so much for the inceptive tenses. 

The two last orders of tenses which remain, are those we 
called the middle tenses,” (which express time as extended and 
passing,) and the perfect or completive, which express its com- 
pletion or end. 
Now for these the authorities are many. They have been ac- 

knowledged already in the ingenious accidence of Mr. Hoadly, 
and explained and confirmed by Dr. Samuel Clarke, in his ra- 
tional edition of Homer’s Iliad. Nay, long before either of 
these, we find the same scheme in Scaliger, and by him® as- 
cribed to Grocinus,” as its author. The learned Gaza (who was 
himself a Greek, and one of the ablest restorers of that language 
in the western world) characterizes the tenses in nearly the 
same manner.© What Apollonius hints, is exactly consonant.* 

Y Asall beginnings have reference to what 
is future, hence we see how properly these 
verbs are formed, the Greek ones from a 
future verb, the Latin from a future parti- 
ciple. From moAcujow and Bpdaw come 
moAcunoelw and Bpwoelw; from bellaturus 
and eswrus come bellaturio and esurio. See 

amavero, Non male, inquam: significat 
enim amavero, amorem futurum et abso- 
lutum iri: amabo perfectionem nullam in- 
dicat. De Caus. Ling. Lat. c. 113, 

> His name was William Grocin, an 
Englishman, contemporary with Erasmus, 
and celebrated for his learning. He went 

Macrobius, p. 691. ed. Var. od mdyu yé pe 
viv 3h yedaceloyta emoinoas yeAdou. 
Plato in Pheedone. 

Care must be taken not to confound 
these middle tenses, with the tenses of 
those verbs, which bear the same name 
among grammarians. 

@ Ex his percipimus Grocinum acute ad- 
modum tempora divisisse, sed minus com- 
mode. Tria enim constituit, ut nos, sed 
que bifariam secat, perfectum et imperfec- 
tum: sic, preeteritum imperfectum, amabam: 
preeteritum perfectum, amaveram. Recte 
sane. Et preesens imperfectum, amo, Recte 
hactenus ; continuat enim amorem, neque 
absolvit. At presens perfectum, amavi : 
quis hoc dicat? De futuro autem ut non 
male sentit, ita controversum est. Futurum, 
inquit, imperfectum, amabo: perfectum, 

to Florence to study under Landin, and 
was professor at Oxford. Spec. Lit. Flor. 
p- 205 

© The present tense (as this author in- 
forms us in his excellent Grammar) denotes 
7) évertduevov Kal dredés, “that which is 
now instant and incomplete ;” the perfee- 
tum, Td TapeAnavods Upri, kal évTeAdts TOD 
éveoT@Tos, “that which is now immediately 
past, and is the completion of the present ;” 
the imperfectum, rb maparerauévoy Kat 
&rerts Tov Tmappxnuevov, “the extended 
and incomplete part of the past ;” and the 
plusquam-perfectum, Tb maperAnavOds Tada, 
kal évTedes TOU mapaxemevon, “that which 
is past long ago, and is the completion of 
the preteritum.” Gram. 1. iv. 

d-Evretdey 5¢ meiOducda, bri ov mapp= 
XnMEvou ouvTéAciay onualver 6 mapaxel- 
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Priscian, too, advances the same doctrine from the Stoies, whose 
authority we esteem greater than all the rest, not only from the 
more early age when they lived, but from their superior skill in 
philosophy, and their peculiar attachment to dialectic, which 
naturally led them to great accuracy in these grammatical 
speculations.® 

Before we conclude, we shall add a few miscellaneous observa- 
tions, which will be more easily intelligible from the hypothesis 
here advanced, and serve withal to confirm its truth. 

And first, the Latins used their preteritum perfectum in some 
instances after a very peculiar manner, so as to imply the very 
reverse of the verb in its natural signification. Thus, viwit sig- 
nified ‘tis dead ;” fwit signified “now is not, is no more.” It 
was in this sense that Cicero addressed the people of Rome, 
when he had put to death the leaders in the Catalinarian con- 
spiracy. 
voice, Vixerunt.. So Virgil: 

He appeared in the forum, and cried out, with a loud 

§ Fuimus Troes, fuit Ilium et ingens 
Gloria Dardanidum, 

pevos, Thy ye puny evertaoay: “ Hence we 
are persuaded that the perfectum doth not 
signify the completion of the past, but pre- 
sent completion.” Apollon. 1, iii. c. 6. The 
reason which persuaded him to this opinion, 
was the application and use of the particle 
av, of which he was then treating, and 
which, as it denoted potentiality or con- 
tingence, would assort (he says) with any 
of the passing, extended, and incomplete 
tenses, but never with this perfectum, be- 
cause this implied such a complete and in- 
defeasible existence, as never to be qualified 
into the nature of a contingent. 

e By these philosophers the vulgar pre- 
sent tense was called the imperfect present, 
and the vulgar preteritum, the perfect pre- 
sent, than which nothing can be more con- 
sonant to the system that we favour. But 
let us hear Priscian, from whom we learn 
these facts. Praesens tempus proprie dici- 
tur, cujus pars jam preteriit, pars futura 
est. Cum enim tempus, fluvii more, insta- 
bili volvatur cursu, vix punctum habere 
potest in presenti, hoc est, in instanti. 
Maxima igitur pars ejus (sicut dictum est) 
vel preteriit vel futura est. Unde Stoici 
jure hoc tempus presens etiam imperfectum 
vocabant (ut dictum est) eo quod prior ejus 
pars, que preeteriit, transacta est, deest 
autem sequens, id est, futura. Ut si in 
medio versu dicam, scribo versum, pricre 
ejus parte scripta ; cui adhuc deest extrema 
pars, presenti utor verbo, dicendo, scribo 
versum: sed imperfectum est, quod deest 
adhue versui, quod scribatur. Ex eodem 
igitur preesenti. nascitur etiam perfectum. 

JZEn. ii. 

Si enim ad finem perveniat inceptum, statim 
utimur preterito perfecto ; continuo enim, 
scripto ad finem yersu, dico, seripsi versum. 
And soon after, speaking of the Latin 
perfectum, he says, Sciendum tamen, quod 
Romani preterito perfecto non solum in re 
modo completa utuntur, (in quo vim habet 
ejus, qui apud Graecos mapaxeluevos, voca- 
tur, quem Stoici réAcioy éveot@tra nomi- 
naverunt,) sed etiam pro doplorov acci« 
pitur, &e. Lib. viii. p. 812, 813, 814. 

f So among the Romans, when in a 
cause all the pleaders had spoken, the cryer 
used to proclaim Diwerunt, i. e. “ they have 
done speaking.” Ascon. Peed. in Verr. ii. 

8 So Tibullus, speaking of certain prodi- 
gies and evil omens: 

Hee fuerint olim. Sed tu, jam mitis, 
Apollo, 

Prodigia indomitis merge sub equori- 
bus. Eleg. ii. 5. ver. 19. 

“Let these events have been in days of 
old ;” by implication therefore, “ but hence- 
forth let them be no more.” 

So A&neas in Virgil prays to Pheebus: 
Hac Trojana tenus fuerit fortuna secuta. 

“Left Trojan fortune (that is, adverse, 
like that of Troy and its inhabitants) 
have so far followed us.” By implication, 
therefore, “* but let it follow us no further.” 
“ Here let it end,” Hie sit finis, as Servius 
well observes in the place. 

In which instances, by the way, mark 
not only the force of the tense, but of the 
mood, the precative or imperative, not in 
the future but in the past, See next 
chapter. 
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And again, — 
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Locus Ardea quondam 
Dictus avis, et nunc magnum manet Ardea nomen, 
Sed fortuna fuit. 5 JEn. vii. 

The reason of these significations is derived from the com- 
pletive power of the tense here mentioned. We see that the 
periods of nature, and of human affairs, are maintained by the 
reciprocal succession of contraries. It is thus with calm and 
tempest, with day and night, with prosperity and adversity, 
with glory and ignominy, with life and death. Hence, then, in 
the instances above, the completion of one contrary is put for 
the commencement of the other, and to say, hath lived, or hath 
been, has the same meaning with is dead, or is no more. 

It is remarkable in Virgil,’ that he frequently joins in the 
same sentence this complete and perfect present with the ex- 
tended and passing present; which proves that he considered 
the two, as belonging to the same species of time, and therefore 
naturally formed to coincide with each other. 

Tibi jam brachia contrahit ardens 
Scorpius, et cceli justa plus parte reliquit. Georg. i. 

Terra tremit ; fugere ferze. Georg. i. 

Preesertim si tempestas a vertice sylvis 
Incubuit, glomeratque ferens incendia ventus. Georg. ii. 

Illa noto citius, volucrique sagitta, 
Ad terram fugit, et portu se condidit alto. JEn, v. 

In the same manner he joins the same two modifications of 
time in the past; that is to say, the complete and perfect past 
with the extended and passing. 

Inruerant Danai, et tectum omne tenebant. /En. ii. 

Tres imbris torti radios, tres nubis aquosz 
Addiderant, rutili tres ignis, et alitis austri. 
Fulgores nunc terrificos, sonitumque metumque 
Miscebant operi, flammisque sequacibus iras. J ZEn, viii. 

h Certus in hospitibus non est amor ; errat, 
ut ipst: 

Cumque nihil speres firmius esse, fuit. 
Epist. Ovid. Helen. Paridi. ver. 190. 

Sive ertmus, seu nos fata fuisse volent. 
Tibull. iii, 5. 32. 

i See also Spencer’s Fairy Queen, book i. 
c. 3. st. 19; c. 3. st. 39; c. 8. st. 9. 

He hath his shield redeem’d, and forth his 

supposes the scorpion so desirous of admit- 
ting Augustus among the heavenly signs, 
that though he has already made him more 
than room enough, yet he still continues to 
be making him more. Here then we have 
two acts, one perfect, the other pending, 
and hence the use of the two different 
tenses. Some editions read relinquit; but 
reliquit has the authority of the celebrated 

sword he draws. 
j The intention of Virgil may be better 

seen, in rendering one or two of the above 
passages into English. 

Tibi jam brachia contrahit ardens 
Scorpius, et ceeli justa plus parte reliquit. 

“For thee the scorpion is now contracting 
his claws, and hath already left thee more 
than a just portion of heaven.” The poet, 
from a high strain of poetic adulation, 

Medicean manuscript. 
Ilia noto citius, volucrique sagitta, 

Ad terram fugit, et portu se condidit alto. 
“The ship, quicker than the wind, or a 
swift arrow, continues flying to land, and is 
hid within the lofty harbour.’ We may 
suppose this harbour (like many others) 
to have been surrounded with high land. 
Hence the vessel, immediately on entering 
it, was completely hid from those specta- 
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As to the imperfectum, it is sometimes employed to denote 
what is usual and customary. Thus surgebat and scribebat sig- 
nify, not only “he was rising, he was writing,” but upon occasion 
they signify “‘he used to rise, he used to write.” The reason of 
this is, that whatever is customary, must be something which 
has been frequently repeated. But what has been frequently 
repeated, must needs require an extension of time past, and thus 
we fall insensibly into the tense here mentioned. 

Again, we are told by Pliny (whose authority likewise is con- 
firmed by many gems and marbles still extant) that the ancient 
painters and sculptors, when they fixed their names to their 
works, did it pendenti titulo, “in a suspensive kind of inscrip- 
tion,” and employed for that purpose the tense here mentioned. 
It was "Amends érroies, Apelles faciebat, IIokveXevtos érroten, 
Polycletus faciebat, and never é7roince or fecit. By this they 
imagined that they avoided the shew of arrogance, and had in 
case of censure an apology (as it were) prepared, since it ap- 
peared from the work itself that it was once indeed in hand, 
but no pretension that it was ever finished." 

It is remarkable that the very manner in which the Latins 
derive these tenses from one another, shews a plain reference to 
the system here advanced. From the passing present come the 
passing past and future: Seribo, seribebam, scribam. From the 
perfect present come the perfect past and future: Scripsi, 
seripseram, scripsero. And so in all instances, even where the 
verbs are irregular, as from fero come ferebam and feram; from 
twli come tuleram and tulero. 
We shall conclude by observing, that the order of ,the tenses, 

as they stand ranged by the old grammarians, is not a for- 
tuitous order, but is consonant to our perceptions in the recog- 
nition of time, according to what we have explained already.! 
Hence it is that the present tense stands first; then the past 
tenses; and lastly the future. 

And now having seen what authorities there are for aorists, 
or those tenses which denote time indefinitely, and what for 
tors, who had gone out to see the ship-race, observation upon this occasion is elegant. 
but yet might still continue sailing towards 
the shore within. 

Inruerant Danai, et tectum omne tenebant. 
“The Greeks had entered and were then 
possessing the whole house ;” as much as 
‘to say, “they had entered, and that was 
over,” but their possession continued still. 

k Plin, Nat. Hist. lib. i. The first printers, 
(who were most of them scholars and critics,) 
in imitation of the ancient artists, used the 
same tense. Excudebat H. Stephanus. Ex- 
eudebat Guil. Morelius. Absolvebat Joan. 
Benenatus, which has been followed by Dr. 
Taylor in his late valuable edition of De- 
mosthenes. 

! See before, pages 148—150, Scaliger’s 

Ordo autem (temporum scil.) aliter est, 
quam natura eorum. Quod enim preteriit, 
prius est, quam quod est, itaque primo loco 
debere poni videbatur. Verum, quod primo 
quoque tempore offertur nobis, id creat 
primas species in animo: quamobrem pre- 
sens tempus primum locum occupavit ; est 
enim commune omnibus animalibus. Pra- 
teritum autem iis tantum, que memoria 
preedita sunt. Futurum vero etiam paucio- 
ribus, quippe quibus datum est prudentiz 
officium. De Caus. Ling. Lat.c. 113. See 
also Senece Epist. 124. Mutum animal 
sensu comprehendit preesentia ; praeterito- 
rum, &e. 
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those tenses opposed to aorists, which mark it definitely, (such 
as the inceptive, the middle, and the completive,) we here finish 
the subject of time and tenses, and proceed to consider the verb 
in other attributes, which it will be necessary to deduce from 
other principles. 7 

CHAPTER VIII. 

CONCERNING MODES. 

We have observed already,” that the soul’s leading powers are 
those of perception and those of volition, which words we have 
taken in their most comprehensive acceptation. We have 
observed also, that all speech or discourse is a publishing or 
exhibiting some part of our soul, either a certain perception or 
a certain volition. Hence then, according as we exhibit it either 
in a different part or after a different manner, hence, 1 say, the 
variety of modes or moods.” 

If we simply declare or indicate something to be or not to be, 
(whether a perception or volition, it is equally the same,) this 
constitutes that mode called the declarative or indicative. 

A PERCEPTION. 

Nosco crines, incanaque menta 
Regis Romani. Virg. /En, vi. 

A VOLITION. 

In nova fert animus mutatas dicere formas 

Corpora. Ovid. Metam. i. 

If we do not strictly assert, as of something absolute and 
certain, but as of something possible only, and in the number of 
contingents, this makes that mode which grammarians call the 
potential, and which becomes on such occasions the leading 
mode of the sentence. | 

Sed tacitus pasci si posset corvus, haberet 
Plus dapis, &c, Hor. 

Yet sometimes it is not the leading mode, but only subjoined 
to the indicative. In such case it is mostly used to denote the 
end, or final cause; which end, as in human life it is always a 
contingent, and may never perhaps happen, in despite of all our 

™ See chapter i. 
" Gaza defines a mode exactly consonant 

to this doctrine. He says it is BodAnua, 
cit’ ody mdOnua Wuxijs, 5a pwvijs onuosvd- 
pevov, “a volition or affection of the soul, 
signified through some voice, or sound arti- 
culate.” Gram. 1. iv, As therefore this is 
the nature of modes, and modes belong to 

verbs, hence it is Apollonius observes, rots 
phuacw ekaipérws mapdrerrar h Wuxuch did- 
Geois: “the soul’s disposition is in an 
eminent degree attached to verbs.” De 
Synt. |. iii. c. 13. Thus, too, Priscian: 
Modi sunt diversze inclinationes animi, quas 

varia consequitur declinatio verbi. Lib. viii. 
p. 821. 
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foresight, is therefore expressed most naturally by the mode 
here mentioned. For example, : 

Ut jugulent homines, surgunt de nocte latrones, 
“ Thieves rise by night, that they may cut men’s throats.” 

Here that they rise, is positively asserted in the declarative 
or indicative mode; but as to their cutting men’s throats, this 
is only delivered potentially, because how truly soever it may 
be the end of their rising, it is still but a contingent that may 
never perhaps happen. This mode, as often as it is in this 
manner subjoined, is called by grammarians, not the potential, 
but the subjunctive. 

But it so happens, in the constitution of human affairs, that it 
is not. always sufficient merely to declare ourselves to others. 
We find it often expedient, from a consciousness of our ina- 
bility, to address them after a manner more interesting to 
ourselves, whether to have some perception informed, or some 
volition gratified. Hence then new modes of speaking: if we 
interrogate, it is the interrogative mode; if we require, it is the 
requisitive. Even the requisitive itself hath its subordinate 
species: with respect to inferiors, it is an imperative mode; with 
respect to equals and superiors, it is a precative or optative.° 

And thus have we established a variety of modes: the indica- 
tive or declarative, to assert what we think certain; the poten- 
tial, for the purposes of whatever we think contingent; the 
interrogative, when we are doubtful, to procure us information ; 
and the requisitive, to assist us in the gratification of our 
volitions. The requisitive too appears under two distinct species, 
either as it is imperative to inferiors, or precative to superiors. ? 

Hor. 

° It was the confounding of this distinc- 
tion that gave rise to a sophism of Pro- 
tagoras. Homer (says he) in beginning 
his Iliad with, Sing, Muse, the wrath ; when 
he thinks to pray, in reality commands. 
EtxeoOat oiduevos, émirdtre:. Aristot. Poet. 
c. 19. The solution is evident from the 
division here established, the grammatical 
form being in both cases the same. 

P The species of modes in great measure 
depend on the species of sentences. The 
Stoics increased the number of sentences 
far beyond the Peripatetics. Besides those 
mentioned in chap. ii. note /, p. 122, they 
had many more, as may be seen in Ammonius 
de Interpret. p..4. and Diogenes Laertius, 
1. vii. 66. The Peripatetics (and it seems 
too with reason) considered all these addi- 
tional sentences as included within those 
which they themselves acknowledged, and 
which they made to be five in number ; the 
vocative, the imperative, the interrogative, 
the precative, and the assertive. There is 
no mention of a potential sentence, which 
may be supposed to coincide with the as- 
sertive, or indicative. The vocative (which 

the Peripatetics called the eos KAnrixdy, 
but the Stoics more properly mpooaryopev- 
Tikov) was nothing more than the form of 
address in point of names, titles, and epi- 
thets, with which we apply ourselves one 
to another. As, therefore, it seldom in- 
cluded any verb within it, it could hardly 
contribute to form a verbal mode. Ammo- 
nius and Boethius, the one a Greek Peri- 
patetic, the other a Latin, have illustrated 
the species of sentences from Homer and 
Virgil after the following manner. 
"AAAG TOU Adyou mwévre cidav, TOD TE 

KANTLUCOD, as Td, 
*2 pudnap ’Arpeldn. 

kal ToD MpooTaKTiKod, ws Td, 
Bdor’ 161, *Ipt Taxeta, 

Kad TOD épwrnuariKod, ws Td, 
Tis, wé0ev els avdpav ; 

Kal Tov edKTIKOD, WS Td, 
Al yap Zed re mdrep. 

kal ém) rovrots, TOD aropayTikod, Kal dy 
dropawdueba mept Stovoty Tay mparyyud- 
Twy, oloy 

@eo) 3é Te maya Yoaow. 
ov wept mavrds, &c. Eis 7d wept ‘Epu. p. 4. 
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As therefore all these several modes have their foundation in 
nature, so have certain marks or signs of them been introduced into 
languages, that we may be enabled by our discourse to signify 
them one to another. And hence those various modes or moods 
of which we find in common grammar so prolix a detail, and 
which are, in fact, no more than “so many literal forms, in- 
tended to express these natural distinctions.”4 

All these modes have this in common, that they exhibit some 
way or other the soul and its affections. Their peculiarities and 
distinctions are in part, as follows. 

The requisitive and interrogative modes are distinguished 
from the indicative and potential, that whereas these last seldom 
call for a return, to the two former it is always necessary. 

If we compare the requisitive mode with the interrogative, we 
shall find these also distinguished, and that not only in the 
return, but in other peculiarities. 

The return to the requisitive, is sometimes made in words, 
sometimes in deeds. 

Boethius’s account is as follows. Per- 
fectarum vero orationum partes quinque 
sunt: deprecativa, ut, 
Jupiter omnipotens, precibus si flecteris ullis, 
Da deinde auxilium, Pater, atque hee omina 

Sjirma. 
Imperativa, ut, 

Vade age, nate,voca Zephyros, et labere pennis. 
Interrogativa, ut, 

Die mihi, Dameta, cujum pecus ? 
Vocativa, ut, 

O! Pater, O! hominum rerumque eterna 
potestas. 

Enuntiativa, in qua veritas vel falsitas 
invenitur, ut, 
Principio arboribus varia est natura creandis, 

Boeth. in lib. de Interp. p. 291. 
In Milton the same sentences may be 

found, as follows, The precative, 
Universal Lord ! be bounteous still 
To give us only good. 

The imperative, 
Go then, thou mightiest, in thy Father's might. 

The interrogative, 
Whence, and what art thou, execrable shape? 

The vocative, 
Adam, earth’s hallow’d mould, 

Of God inspir’d. 
The assertive or enunciative, 

The conquer’d also and enslav’d by war 
Shall, with their freedom lost, all virtue lose. 

4The Greek language, which is of all the 
most elegant and complete, expresses these 
several modes, and all distinctions of time 
likewise, by an adequate number of varia- 
tions in each particular verb. These varia- 
tions may be found, some at the beginning 
of the verb, others at its ending, and con- 

To the request of Dido to Afneas, 
G 

sist for the most part either in multiplying 
or diminishing the number of syllables, or 
else in lengthening or shortening their re- 
spective quantities, which two methods are 
called by grammarians the syllabic and the 
temporal. The Latin, which is but a spe- 
cies of Greek somewhat debased, admits in 
like manner a large portion of those varia- 
tions, which are chiefly to be found at the 
ending of its verbs, and but rarely at their 
beginning. Yet in its deponents and pas- 
sives it is so far defective, as to be forced 
to have recourse to the auxiliar, sum. The 
modern languages, which have still fewer of 
those variations, have been necessitated all 
of them to assume two auxiliars at least, 
that is to say, those which express in each 
language the verbs haveand am. As to the 
English tongue, it is so poor in this respect 
as to admit no variation for modes, and only 
one for time, which we apply to express an 
aorist of the past. Thus from write cometh 
wrote; from give, gave; from speak, spake, 
&c. Hence, to express time and modes, we 
are compelled to employ no less than seven 
auxiliars, viz. do, am, have, shall, will, may, 
and cax; which we use sometimes singly, 
as when we say, I am writing, I have 
written ; sometimes two together, as, I have 
been writing, I should have written ; some- 
times no less than three, as, I might have 
been lost, He could have been preserved, 
But for these, and all other speculations re- 
lative to the genius of the English language, 
we refer the reader, who wishes for the most 
authentic information, to that excellent trea- 
tise of the learned Dr. Lowth, entitled, A 
short Introduction to English Grammar. 
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the proper return was in words; that is, in an historical narrative. 
To the request of the unfortunate chief—date obolum Belisario— 
the proper return was in a deed; that is, in a charitable relief. 
But with respect to the interrogative, the return is necessarily 
made in words alone; in words, which are called a response or 
answer, and which are always actually or by implication some 
definitive assertive sentence. Take examples. Whose verses 
are these? the return is a sentence, These are verses of Homer. 
Was Brutus a worthy man? the return is a sentence, Brutus 
was a worthy man. 
And hence (if we may be permitted to digress) we may 

perceive the near affinity of this interrogative mode with the 
indicative, in which last its response or return is mostly made. 
So near indeed is this affinity, that in these two modes alone the 
verb retains the same form," nor are they otherwise distinguished, 
than either by the addition or absence of some small particle, or 
by some minute change in the collocation of the words, or some- 
times only by a change in the tone, or accent.® 

r “Hye ody mpoxemmevn dpioruch eyKALots, 
Thy eyKeimévny Katdpacw dmroBdAdovea, 
pcOlorara Tod Kadreicbar dpioriKy—dva- 
mwAnpwlcion St THs KaTapdoews, SroaTpéeper 
eis 7d elven Sptorixh: “ The indicative mode, 
of which we speak, by laying aside that 
assertion, which by its nature it implies, 
quits the name of indicative—when it reas- 
sumes the assertion, it returns again to its 
proper character.” Apoll. de Synt. 1. iii. 
c. 21. Theodore Gaza says the same, Introd. 
Gram. 1. iv. 

§ It may be observed of the interrogative, 
that as often as the interrogation is simple 
and definite, the response may be made in 
almost the same words, by converting them 
into a sentence affirmative or negative, ac- 
cording as the truth is either one or the 
other. For example: Are these verses of 
Homer? Response: These verses are of 
Homer. Are those verses of Virgil? Re- 
sponse, Those are not verses of Virgil. And 
here the artists of language, for the sake of 
brevity and despatch, have provided two 
particles, to represent all such responses ; 
Yes, for all the affirmative ; No, for all the 
negative. 

But when the interrogation is complex, 
as when we say, Are these verses of Homer, 
or of Virgil® much more, when it is in- 
definite, as when we say in general, Whose 
are these verses? we cannot then respond 
after the manner above mentioned. The 
reason is, that no interrogation can be an- 
swered by a simple Yes, or a simple No, 
except only those which are themselves so 
simple, as of two possible answers to admit 

only one. Now the least complex inter- 
rogation will admit of four answers, two 
affirmative, two negative, if not perhaps of 
more. The reason is, a complex interroga- 
tion cannot consist of less than two simple 
ones; each of which may be separately 
affirmed and separately.denied. For in- 
stance: Are these verses Homer’s or Virgil’s? 
1. They are Homer’s; 2. They are not 
Homer’s; 3. They are Virgil’s; 4. They 
are not Virgil’s; we may add, 5. They are 
of neither. The indefinite interrogations go 
still further ; for these may be answered by 
infinite affirmatives, and infinite negatives. 
For instance: Whose are these verses ? We 
may answer affirmatively, They are Virgil’s, 
They are Horace’s, They are Ovid’s, &c. ; or 
negatively, They are not Virgil’s, They are 
not Horace’s, They are not Ovid’s, and so 
on, either way, to infinity. How then 
should we learn from a single Yes, or a 
single No, which particular is meant among 
infinite possibles? These therefore are in- 
terrogations which must be always an- 
swered by a sentence. Yet even here 
custom has consulted for brevity, by re- 
turning for answer only the single essential 
characteristic word, and retrenching by an 
ellipsis all the rest, which rest the interro- 
gator is left to supply from himself. Thus, 
when we are asked, How many right 
angles equal the angles of a triangle? we 
answer in the short monosyllable, Two ; 
whereas, without the ellipsis, the answer 
would have been, Two right angles equal 
the angles of a triangle. 

The ancients distinguished these two 

M 
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But to return to our comparison between the interrogative 
mode and the requisitive. 

The interrogative (in the language of grammarians) has alk 
persons of both numbers. The requisitive or imperative has no 
first person of the singular, and that from this plain reason, that 
it is equally absurd in modes for a person to request or give 
commands to himself, as it is in pronouns, for the speaker to 
become the subject of his own address.‘ 

Again, we may interrogate as to all times,- both present, past, 
and future. Who was founder of Rome? Who is king of 
China? Who wil] discover the longitude? But entreating and 
commanding (which are the essence of the requisitive mode) 
have a necessary respect to the future only." For, indeed, what 
have they to do with the present ar the past, the natures of 
which are immutable and necessary ? 

species of interrogation by different names.. 
The simple they called  SpaTNHa, “ Interro- 
gatio ;” the complex, récpa, “ percontatio.” 
Ammonius calls the first of these epaTnois 
diaAextich: the other, épérnots mucparirh. 
See Am. in lib. de Interpr. p. 160. Diog. 
Laert. vii. 66. Quintil. Inst. ix. 2. 

t Sup. p. 138. 
" Apollonius’s account of the future, im- 

plied in all imperatives, is worth observing. 
°Em) yap wh “ywopevors ph yeyoveow 7 
mpdoratis’ TX SE wh yiwdueva 7) wh yeyo- 
vora, émirnderdrynta 5&¢ €xovra cis TH Erec= 
Oat, weAAovTOS éort: “A command has re- 
spect to those things which either are not 
doing, or have not yet been done. But 
those things, which being not now doing, 
or having not yet been done, have a natu- 
ral aptitude to exist hereafter, may be pro- 
perly said to appertain to the future.” De 
Syntaxi, l. i. c. 36. Soon before this he 
says, “Amoyra Ta mpooraKriKa eyKeréevny 
exer Thy Tod méAAovTOS didbecw—yndov 
yap ev tow éorl 7d, 6 Tupayvonrdyngas 
Tiuiio Boo, Te TiUNnOnoeTal, KaTa& THY xpdvou 
evvouay" Th exKAloe Binrraxos, Kadd Td 
pev mpooraxrindy, Td 5¢ épioticdy: “ All 
imperatives have a disposition within them, 
which respects the future: with regard 
therefore to time, it is the same thing to 
say, Let him, that kills a tyrant, be ho- 
noured ; or, He, that kills one, shall be ho- 
noured ; the difference being only in the 
mode, inasmuch as one is imperative, the 
other indicative or declarative.” Apoll. de 
Syntaxi, l. i. c. 35. Priscian seems to allow 
imperatives a share of present time, as well 
as future. But if we attend, we shall find 
his present to be nothing else than an im- 
mediate future, as opposed to a more dis- 
tant one. Imperativus vero presens et 
futurum [tempus] naturali quadam neces- 
sitate.videtur posse accipere. Ea etenim 

imperamus, que vel in preesenti statiny 
volumus fieri sine aliqua dilatione, vel in 
futuro. Lib. viii. p. 806. 

Itis true, the Greeks in their imperatives: 
admit certain tenses of the past, such as 
those of the perfectum, and of the two 
aorists. But then these tenses, when so 
applied, either totally lose their temporary 
character, or else are used to insinuate such 
a speed of execution, that the deed should 
be (as it were) done in the very instant 
when commanded. The same difference 
seems to subsist between our English im- 
perative, Be gone, and those others of, Go, 
or Be going. The first (if we please) may 
be styled the imperative of the perfectum,. 
as calling in the very instant for the com- 
pletion of our commands: the others may 
be styled imperatives of the future, as 
allowing a reasonable time to begin first, and 
finish afterward, 

It is thus Apollonius, in the chapter first 
cited, distinguishes between cxamrérw Tas 
dyiaréxous, “ go to digging the vines,” and 
cKapdrw Tas aumédrous, “get the vines 
dug.” The first is spoken (as he calls it) 
cis mapdracw, “by way of extension, or 
allowance of time for the work ;” the second; 
eis ouvTeAciwoww, “ with a view to imme 
diate completion.” And in another place, 
explaining the difference between the same 
tenses, oKdmre and oxdwpoyv, he says of the 
last, ob udvoy Td wh yevouevoy Tpoordocet, 
dinne Kal Td yivdmevoy ev a a: auraryo- 
pever, “that it not only commands some- 
thing, which has not been yet done, but 
forbids also that, which is now doing in an 
extension, that is to say, in a slow and 
lengthened progress.” Hence, if a man has 
been a long while writing, and we are 
willing to hasten him, it would be wrong to 
say in Greek, ypdde, “ write,” (for that he 
is now, and has been long doing,) but 
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It is from this connexion of futurity with commands, that the 
future indicative is sometimes used for the imperative, and that 
to say to any one, You shall do this, has often the same force 
with the imperative, Do this. So in the decalogue, ‘‘ Thou shalt 
not kill, Thou shalt not bear false witness,’ which denote (we 
know) the strictest and most authoritative commands. 

As to the potential mode, it is distinguished from all the rest 
by its subordinate or subjunctive nature. It is also further dis- 
tinguished from the requisitive and interrogative, by implying a 
kind of feeble and weak assertion, and so becoming, im some 
degree, susceptible of truth and falsehood. Thus, if it be said 
potentially, This may be, or This might have been, we may re- 
mark without absurdity, It is true, or It is false. But if it be 
said, Do this, meaning, Fly to heaven; or Can this be done? 
meaning, to square the circle ; we cannot say in either case, It is 
true, or false, though the command and the question are about 
things impossible. Yet still the potential does not aspire to the 
indicative, because it implies but a dubious and conjectural as- 
sertion, whereas that of the indicative is absolute, and without 
reserve. 

This, therefore, (the indicative, I mean,) is the mode, which, 
as in all grammars it is the first in order, so is truly first both in 
dignity and use. It is this which publishes our sublimest per- 
ceptions ; which exhibits the soul in her purest energies, superior 
to the imperfection of desires and wants; which includes the 
whole of time, and its minutest distinctions; which, in its 
various past tenses, is employed by history, to preserve to us 
the remembrance of former events; in its futures is used by 
prophecy, or (in default of this) by wise foresight, to instruct 
and forewarn us, as to that which is coming; but above all in 
its present tense serves philosophy and the sciences, by just de- 
monstrations to establish necessary truth; that truth, which from 
its nature only exists in the present; which knows no distinc- 
tions either of past or of future, but is everywhere and always 
invariably one.* 

ypdov, “get your writing done; make no 
delays.” See Apoll. 1. iii. c. 24. See also 
Macrobius de Diff. Verb. Gree. et Lat. p. 
680. edit. Varior. Latini non estimave- 
runt, &e. . 

x See the quotation, note 2, chapter vi. 
p. 143. Cum enim dicimus, Deus est, non 
eum dicimus nunc esse, sed, &c. 

Boethius, author of the sentiment there 
quoted, was by birth a Romaa of the first 
quality ; by religion, a Christian; and by 
philosophy, a Platonic and Peripatetic ; 
which two sects, as they sprang from the 
same source, were in the latter ages of an- 
tiquity commonly adopted by the same per- 
sons, such as Themistius, Porphyry, Iam- 

blichus, Ammonius, and others. There were 
no sects of philosophy that lay greater 
stress on the distinction between things 
existing in time and not in time, than the 
two above mentioned. The doctrine of the 
Peripatetics on this subject (since it is 
these that Boethius here follows) may be 
partly understood from the following sketch. 

“The things that exist in time are those 
whose existence time can measure. But if 
their existence may be measured by time, 
then there may be assumed a time greater 
than the existence of any one of them, as 
there may be assumed a number greater 
than the greatest multitude, that is capable 
of being numbered. And hence it is that 

mM 2 
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Through all the above modes, with their respective tenses, 
the verb being considered as denoting an attribute, has always 
reference to some person, or substance. Thus if we say, Went, 
or, Go, or Whither goeth, or Might have gone, we must add a 
person or substance, to make the sentence complete. Cicere 
went; Cesar might have gone; Whither goeth the wind? Go! 
thou traitor! But there is a mode or form under which verbs 
sometimes appear, where they have no reference at all to persons 
or substances. For example, To eat is pleasant; but to fast is 
wholesome. Here the verbs, to eat, and to fast, stand alone 
by themselves, nor is it requisite or even practicable to prefix a 
person or substance. Hence the Latin and modern grammarians 
have called verbs under this mode, from this their indefinite 
nature, infinitives. Sanctius has given them the name of im- 
personals; and the Greeks that of avapéudara, from the same 
reason of their not discovering either person or number. 

These infinitives go further. They not only lay aside the 
character of attributives, but they also assume that of substan- 
tives, and as such themselves become distinguished with their 
several attributes. Thus, in the instance above, pleasant is the 
attribute attending the infinitive to eat ; wholesome the attribute 
attending the infinitive to fast. Examples in Greek and Latin 
of like kind are innumerable. 

Dulce et decorum est pro patria mori. 
Scire tuum nihil est. 

Od xarOavety yap Sewdv, GAN aicxpas Oaveiv.¥ 

things temporary have their existence, as it 
were limited by time; that they are con- 
fined within it, as within some bound ; and 
that in some degree or other they all sub- 
mit to its power, according to those common 
phrases, that time is a destroyer; that 
things decay through time ; that men for- 
get in time, and lose their abilities ; and 
seldom that they improve, or grow young, 
or beautiful. The truth, indeed, is, time 
always attends motion. Now the natural 
effect of motion is to put something, which 
now is, out of that state in which it now 
is, and so far, therefore, to destroy that 
state. 
“The reverse of all this holds with 

things that exist eternally. These exist 
not in time, because time is so far from 
being able to measure their existence, that 
no time can be assumed, which their exist- 
ence doth not surpass. To which we may 
add, that they feel none of its effects, being 
no way obnoxious either to damage or dis- 
solution. 

“To instance in examples of either kind 
of being. There are such things at this in- 
stant, as Stonehenge and the Pyramids. It 
is likewise true at this instant, that the 

diameter of the square is incommensurable 
with its side. What then shall we say? 
Was there ever a time when it was not in- 
commensurable, as it is certain there was 
a time when there was no Stonehenge, or 
Pyramids? or is it daily growing less in- 
commensurable, as we are assured of decays 
in both those massy structures?” From 
these unchangeable truths, we may pass to 
their place, or region ; to the unceasing in- 
tellection of the universal mind, ever perfect, 
ever full, knowing no remissions, languors, 
&e. See Nat. Ausc. 1. iv. ec. 19. Metaph. 
1, xiv. c. 6, 7, 8, 9,10. edit. Du Val. and 
note g, p. 11. The following passage may 
deserve attention. 

Tod yap vod 6 wey voeiy mépuxev, Kar 
My voov’ 6 8 Kai mépure, kal voe?. GAAG 
kal ovTos odmw tTéAcos, dv ph mpoobijs 
airg@ 7d Kal voeiv del, Kal maya voeiv, Kar 
fn) BAAore HAAa. horre etn by evredA€ora- 
Tos 6 voov del Kal mdyrTa, Kal Gua. Max, 
Tyr. Diss. xvii. p. 201. edit. Lond. 

Y It is from the infinitive thus partici- 
pating the nature of a noun or substantive, 
that the best grammarians have called it 
sometimes dvoua pnuatixdy, “a yerbal 
noun ;” sometimes évoua phuatos, “ the 
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The Stoics in their grammatical inquiries had this infinitive in 
such esteem, that they held this alone to be the genuine pjya, 
or “verb,” a name which they denied to all the other modes. 
Their reasoning was, they considered the true verbal character 
to be contained simple and unmixed in the infinitive only. Thus 
the infinitives, epuratetv, ambulare, “to walk,” mean simply 
that energy, and nothing more. The other modes, besides ex- 
pressing this energy, superadd certain affections, which respect 
persons and circumstances. Thus ambulo and ambula mean not 
simply ‘‘ to walk,” but mean, “I walk,” and “ walk thou.” And 
hence they are all of them resolvable into the infinitive, as their 
prototype, together with some sentence or word, expressive of 
their proper character. Ambulo, “I walk;” that is, indico me 
ambulare, ‘I declare myself to walk.” Ambula, “ walk thou ;” 
that is, impero te ambulare, ‘1 command thee to walk ;” and so 
with the modes of every other species. Take away, therefore, 
the assertion, the command, or whatever else gives a character 
to any one of these modes, and there remains nothing more than 
the mere infinitive, which (as Priscian says) significat ipsam 
rem, quam continet verbum? 

The application of this infinitive is somewhat singular. It 
naturally coalesces with all those verbs that denote any tendence, 
desire, or volition of the soul, but not readily with others. Thus 
it is sense, as well as syntax, to say, BovAopas Shy, cupio vivere, 
“T desire to live ;” but not to say, éo0/w@ Sv, edo vivere, or even, 
in English, “I eat to live;” unless by an ellipsis, instead of “I 
eat for to live,” as we say, €vexa Tod Cv, or pour vivre. The 
reason is, that though different actions may unite in the same 
subject, and, therefore, be coupled together, (as when we say, 

verb’s noun.” The reason of this appella- 
tion is in Greek more evident, from its 
taking the prepositive article before it in all 
cases ; Td Sedge, Tov ypdpev, TS ypd~ 
ew. The same construction is not un- 
known in English. 

Thus Spencer : 
For not to have been dipt in Lethe lake, 
Could save the son of Thetis from to die. 

*Amd Tov @aveiv. In like manner we say, 
“He did it to be rich,” where we must 
supply by an ellipsis the preposition /or. 
“ He did it for to be rich,” the same as if we 
had said, “He did it for gain:” €vexa Tod 
mAouTev, Evera Tod Képdous, in French, 
pour senricher, Even when we speak 
such sentences as the following, “I choose 
to philosophize, rather than to be rich,” 7d 
pirocodeiy BovrAouct, Heep Td wAovTEty, 
the infinitives are in nature as much ac- 
cusatives, as if we were to say, “I choose 
philosophy rather than riches,” 17)v @:A0c0- 
play BovAoual, Heep Tov mwAodTov. Thus, 
too, Priscian, speaking of infinitives, Cur- 

rere enim est cursus ; et scribere, scriptura; 
et legere, lectio, Itaque frequenter et nomi- 
nibus adjunguntur, et aliis casualibus, more 
nominum ; ut Persius, 

Sed pulcrum est digito monstrari, et di- 
cier, hic est. 

And soon after, Cum enim dico, bonum est 
legere, nihil aliud significo, nisi, bona est 
lectio, 1, xviii. p. 1130. See also Apoll. 
l,i. c. 8 Gaza Gram. |. iv. Td 5& drapép- 
parov, bvoud. érrt phuaros, K.T. A. 
See Apollon. lL. iii. 13. Ka@déAov wav 

mapnyuéevoy ard Tivos, K. T. A. See also 
Gaza, in the note before. Igitur a con- 
structione quogue vim rei verborum (id 
est, nominis, quod significat ipsam rem) 
habere infinitivum possumus dignoscere ; 
res autem in personas distributa  facit 
alios verbi motus. Itaque omnes modi 
in hune, id est, infinitivum, transumuntur 
sive resolyuntur. Prise. 1. xviii. p. 1131. 
From these principles Apollonius calls the 
infinitive pjya yevix@raror, and Priscian, 
verbum generale, 
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“He walked and discoursed,”) yet the actions, notwithstanding, 
remain separate and distinct. But it is not so with respect to 
volitions and actions. Here the coalescence is often so intimate, 
that the volition is unintelligible till the action be expressed: 
cupio, volo, desidero; “1 desire, 1 am willing, I want”—What? 
The sentences, we see, are defective and imperfect. We must 
help them then by infinitives, which express the proper actions 
to which they tend. Cupio- legere, Volo discere, Desidero videre : 
“IT desire to read, I am willing to live, | want to see.” Thus is 
the whole rendered complete, as well in sentiment as in syntax.* 

And so much for modes, and their several species. We are 
to attempt to denominate them according to their most eminent 
characters; it may be done in the following manner. As every 
necessary truth, and every demonstrative syllogism, (which last 
is no more than a combination of such truths,) must always be 
expressed under positive assertions, and as positive assertions 
only belong to the indicative, we may denominate it, for that 
reason, the mode of science.” Again: as the potential is only 
conversant about contingents, of which we cannot say with 
certainty that they will happen or not, we may call this mode 
the mode of conjecture. Again: as those that are ignorant and 
would be informed, must ask of those that already know, this 
being the natural way of becoming proficients; hence we may 
call the interrogative, the mode of proficiency. 

Inter cuncta leges, et percontabere doctos, 
Qua ratione queas traducere leniter zevum, 
Quid pure tranquillet, &c. Hor. 

Further still: as the highest and most excellent use of the re- 
quisitive mode is legislative command, we may style it, for this 
reason, the mode of legislature. Ad divos adeunto caste, says 
Cicero, in the character of a Roman lawgiver; ‘“ Be it therefore 
enacted,” say the laws of England; and in the same mode speak 
the laws of every other nation. It is also in this mode that the 
geometrician, with the authority of a legislator, orders lines to 
be bisected, and circles described, as preparatives to that science 
which he is about to establish. ond 

There are other supposed affections of verbs, such as number 
and person; but these, surely, cannot be called a part of their 
essence, nor, indeed, are they the essence of any other attribute, 
being, in fact, the properties, not of attributes, but of substances. 
The most that can be said, is, that verbs in the more elegant 
languages are provided with certain terminations, which respect 

* Priscian calls these verbs, which natu- Lat. p. 685. edit. Var. 
rally precede infinitives, verba voluntativa ; Nec omne arapéuparov cuicunque verbo, 
they are called in Greek mpoaperixd. See &e. 
1. xvii. 1129; but more particularly see > Ob nobilitatem preivit indicativus, so- 
Apollonius, 1, iii. ¢. 13, where this whole lus modus aptus scientiis, solus pater yeri- 
doctrine is explained with great accuracy. tatis. Scal. de Caus. L. Lat. c. 116. 
See also Macrobius de Diff. Verb. Gr. et 
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the number and person of every substantive, that we may know 
with more precision, in a complex sentence, each particular sub- 
stance, with its attendant verbal attributes. The same may be 
said of sex, with respect to adjectives. They have terminations 
which vary, as they respect beings, male or female, though sub- 
stances past dispute are alone susceptible of sex. We therefore 
pass over these matters, and all of like kind, as being rather 
among the elegancies, than the essentials of language,’ which 
essentials are the subject of our present inquiry. The principal 
of these now remaining, is the difference of verbs as to their 
several species, which we endeavour to explain in the following 
manner. 

CHAPTER IX. 

CONCERNING THE SPECIES OF VERBS, AND THEIR OTHER REMAINING 

PROPERTIES. 

Au verbs, that are strictly so called, denote energies ;° now, as 
all energies are attributes, they have reference, of course, to 
certain energizing substances. Thus it is impossible there should 
be such energies, as to love, to fly, to wound, &c. if there were 
not such beings as men, birds, swords, &c. Further, every 
energy doth not only require an energizer, but is necessarily 
conversant about some subject. Hor example: if we say, Brutus 
loves, we must needs supply, loves Cato, Cassius, Portia, or 
some one. The sword wounds, i.e. wounds Hector, Sarpedon, 
Priam, or some one. And thus is it, that every energy is ne- 
eessarily situate between two substantives; an energizer, which 

© It is somewhat extraordinary, that so 
‘acute and rational a grammarian as Sanctius 
should justly deny genders, or the distinc- 
tion of sex to adjectives, and yet make 
persons appertain, not to substantives, but 
to verbs. His commentator, Perizonius, is 
much more consistent, who says, At vero 
si rem recte consideres, ipsis nominibus et 
pronominibus vel maxime, imo unice inest 
ipsa persona; et verba se habent in per- 
sonarum ratione ad nomina plane sicuti 
adjectiva in ratione generum ad substantiva, 
quibus solis autor (Sanctius scil. 1. i. c. 7.) 
‘et recte genus adscribit, exclusis adjectivis. 
Sanct. Minerv. 1. i. c. 12. There is, indeed, 
an exact analogy between the accidents of 
sex and person. There are but two sexes, 
that is to say, the male and the female ; 
and but two persons, (or characters essential 
to discourse,) that is to say, the speaker 
and the party addressed. The third sex 

and third person are improperly so called, 
being, in fact, but negations of the other 
two. 

4 ‘Whoever would see more upon a sub- 
ject of importance, referred to in many parts 
of this treatise, and particularly in note «x. of 
this chapter, p. 163, may consult Letters con- 
cerning Mind, an octavo volume, published 
1750, the author Mr. John Petvin, vicar of 
Ilsington in Devon; a person who, though 
from his retired situation little known, was 
deeply skilled in the philosophy both of 
the ancients and moderns, and, more than 
this, was valued by all that knew him for 
his virtue and worth. 

e We use this word energy, rather than 
motion, from its more comprehensive mean- 
ing; it being a sort of genus, which in- 
cludes within it both motion and its priva- 
tion. See before, p. 144. 
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is active, and a subject, which is passive. Hence, then, if the 
energizer leads the sentence, the energy follows its character, 
and becomes what we call a verb active: thus we say, Brutus 
amat, “ Brutus loves.” On the contrary, if the passive subject 
be principal, it follows the character of this, too, and then be- 
comes what we call a verb passive: thus we say, Portia amatur, 
‘“‘ Portia is loved.” It is in like manner that the same road be- 
tween the summit and foot of the same mountain, with respect 
to the summit is ascent, with respect to the foot is descent. 
Since then every energy respects an energizer, or a passive sub- 
ject; hence the reason why every verb, whether active or passive, 
has in language a necessary reference to some noun for its nomi- 
native case? 

But to proceed still further from what has been already ob- 
served, Brutus loved Portia. Here Brutus is the energizer; 
loved, the energy; and Portia, the subject. But it might have 
been, Brutus loved Cato, or Cassius, or the Roman republic ; for 
the energy is referable to subjects infinite. Now, among these 
infinite subjects, when that happens to occur, which is the ener- 
gizer also, as when we say Brutus loved himself, slew himself, &c. 
in such case the energy hath to the same being a double relation, 
both active and passive. And this it is which gave rise among 
the Greeks to that species of verbs called verbs middle ;* and 
such was their true and original use, however in many instances 
they may have since happened to deviate. In other languages 
the verb still retains its active form, and the passive subject (se 
or “‘ himself”) is expressed like other accusatives. 

Again: in some verbs it happens that the energy always keeps 
within the energizer, and never passes out to any foreign ex= 
traneous subject. Thus when we say, Cesar walketh, Cesar 
sitteth, it is impossible the energy should pass out, (as in the 
ease of those verbs called by the grammarians verbs transitive,) 
because both the energizer and the passive subject are united in 
the same person. For what is the cause of this walking or 
sitting? It is the will and vital powers belonging to Cesar. And 
what is the subject, made so to move or sit? It is the body and 
limbs belonging also to the same Cesar. It is this, then, forms 
that species of verbs, which grammarians have thought fit to 
call verbs neuter, as if, indeed, they were void both of action 

f The doctrine of impersonal verbs has 
been justly rejected by the best gram- 
marians, both ancient and modern. See 
Sanct. Min. ].i. c. 12; 1. ili, c. 1; Liv. « 3. 
Priscian. ]. xviii. p. 1134. Apoll. 1. iii, sub. 
fin. In which places the reader will see a 
proper nominative supplied to all verbs of 
this supposed character. 

8 Ta yap kadotvmeva, wecdTnTOs Xhuara 
ouveuntwow dvedéiaro evepyeTiKis Kat 
mwabnrixjs diabécews: “The verbs, called 

verbs middle, admit a coincidence of the 
active and passive character.” Apollon. 
L iii. c. 7. He that would see this whole 
doctrine, concerning the power of the mid- 
dle verb, explained and confirmed with great 
ingenuity and learning, may consult a small 
treatise of that able critic, Kuster, entitled 
De vero Usu Verborum Mediorum. A 
neat edition of this scarce piece has been 
lately published, 

> 
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and passion, when, perhaps, (like verbs middle,) they may be 
rather said to imply both. Not, however, to dispute about 
names, as these neuters in their energizer always discover their 
passive subject," which other verbs cannot, their passive subjects 
being infinite; hence the reason why it is as superfluous in these 
neuters to have the subject expressed, as in other verbs it is 
necessary, and cannot be omitted. And thus it is that we are 
taught in common grammars that verbs active require an accu- 
sative, while neuters require none. 

Of the above species of verbs, the middle cannot be called 
necessary, because most languages have done without it. The 
species of verbs therefore remaining, are the active, the passive, 
and the neuter, and those seem essential to all languages 
whatever.’ 

h This character of neuters the Greeks 
very happily express by the terms adromd- 
Gera and idiomwdOera, which Priscian renders 
“quee ex se in scipsa fit intrinsecus passio.” 
1, viii. p. 790. Consentii Ars apud Putsch. 
p. 2051. t 

It may be here observed, that even those 
verbs, called actives, can upon occasion lay 
aside their transitive character ; that is to 
say, can drop their subsequent accusative, 
and assume the form of neuters, so as to 
stand by themselves. This happens when 
the discourse respects the mere energy or 
affection only, and has no regard to the sub- 
ject, be it this thing or that. Thus we say, 
ovk oldev avarywdoKe ovTos, “this man 
knows not how to read,” speaking only of the 
energy, in which we suppose him deficient. 
Had the discourse been upon the subjects 
of reading, we must have added them, ov« 
oldey dvarywdoKew Ta “Ouhpov, “he knows 
not how to read Homer, or Virgil, or Cicero,” 

Thus Horace: 
Qui cupit aut metuit, juvat illum sie domus 

aut res, 

Vi lippum picte tabule.... 
“ He that desires or fears, (not this thing, 

in particular, nor that, but, in general, 
he within whose breast these affections 
prevail,) has the same joy in a house or es- 
tate, as the man with bad eyes has in fine 
pictures.” So Czesar, in his celebrated laconic 
epistle of Veni, Vidi, Vici, where two actives, 
we see, follow one neuter in the same de- 
tached form as that neuter itself. The glory, 
it seems, was in the rapid sequel of the 
events. Conquest came as quick as he 
could come himself, and look about him. 
Whom he saw, and whom he conquered, 
was not the thing of which he boasted. 
See Apol. 1. iii. c. 31. p. 279. 

iThe Stoics, in their logical view of 
verbs, as making part in propositions, con- 

sidered them under the four following sorts, 
When a verb, coinciding with the nomi- 

native of some noun, made without further 
help a perfect assertive sentence, as Sw- 
wee Bh mepimaret, “ Socrates walketh ;” then 
as the verb in such case implied the power 
of a perfect predicate, they called it for that 
reason karnydpnud, “a predicable ;” or else, 
from its readiness, ovuBalvew, to coincide 
with its noun in completing the sentence, 
they called it c¥uBapua, “ a coincider.” 
When a verb was able with a noun to 

form a perfect assertive sentence, yet could 
not associate with such noun, but under 
some oblique case, as Swxpdre: weTameret, 
Socratem penitet : such a verb, from its near 
approach to just coincidence, and predica- 
tion, they called wapactipuBaya or mapa- 
karnyopnua. 

When a verb, though regularly coin- 
ciding with a noun in its nominative, still 
required, to complete the sentiment, some 
other noun under an oblique case, as 
TlAdtwy pire? Alwva, “Plato loveth Dio,” 
(where without Dio, or some other, the 
verb loveth would rest indefinite ;) such 
verb, from this defect, they called #rrov 7 
obpBaya, or 2) Karnydépnua, “something 
less than a coincider, or less than a predi- 
cable.” 

Lastly, when a verb required two nouns 
in oblique cases, to render the sentiment 
complete ; as when we say Swxpdre: *AAKi- 
Biddous wéder, Tedet me vite, or the like; 
such yerb they called #rrov, or €Aartov }} 
TrapacipBaua, or #) rapaxarnydpnua, “some- 
thing less than an imperfect coincider, or an 
imperfect predicable.” 
These were theappellations which they gave 

to verbs, when employed along with nouns 
to the forming of propositions. As to the 
name of pjjua, or “ verb,” they denied it to 
them all, giving it only to the infinitive, as 
we have shewn already. See page 165. See 
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There remains a remark or two further, and then we quit the 
subject of verbs. It is true, in general, that the greater part of 
them denote attributes of energy and motion. But there are 
some which appear to denote nothing more than a mere simple 
adjective joined to an assertion. Thus iodfeo in Greek, and 
“equalleth” in English, mean nothing more than ioos éotu, “is 
equal.” So adbco, in Latin, is no more than albus sum. 

Campique ingentes ossibus albent. Virg. 

The same may be said of tumeo. Mons tumet, i. e. tumidus 
est, “is tumid.” To express the energy in these instances we 
must have recourse to the inceptives. 

Fluctus uti primo ceepit cum albescere vento. Virg. 
Freta ponti 

Incipiunt agitata tumescere. Virg. 

There are verbs also to be found which are formed out of 
nouns. So that, as in abstract nouns, (such as whiteness from 
white, goodness from good,) as also in the infinitive modes of 
verbs, the attributive is converted into a substantive; here the 
substantive on the contrary is converted into an attributive. 
Such are «vvifewv, from «cvev, “ to act the part of a dog, or be a 
eynic;” Dirummifey from Pidurros, “to Philippize, or favour 
Philip ;” Syl/aturire, from Sylla, “to meditate acting the same 
part as Sylla did.” Thus, too, the wise and virtuous emperor, 
by way of counsel to himself—épa un arroxarcapwbijs, “ beware 
thou beest not be-Czsar’d ;” as though he said, “ beware, that by 
being emperor, thou dost not dwindle into a mere Ceesar.”* In 
like manner one of our own wiity poets, 

Sternhold himself he out-Sternholded. 

And long before him the facetious Fuller, speaking of one 
Morgan, a sanguinary bishop in the reign of Queen Mary, says 
of him, that he out-Bonner’d even Bonner himself.' 

And so much for that species of attributes called verbs in the 
strictest sense. 

CHAPTER X. 

CONCERNING THOSE OTHER ATTRIBUTIVES, PARTICIPLES AND ADJECTIVES. 

Tux nature of verbs being understood, that of participles is ne 
way difficult. Every complete verb is expressive of an attri- 
bute, of time, and of an assertion. Now if we take away the 

also Ammon. in lib. de Interpret. p. 37. all verbs neuter are cupBduara; verbs 
Apollon de Syntaxi, |. i. c. 8.1. iii ce. 31. p. active, frrova } ovpBduara. 
279. c. 32. p. 295. Theod. Gaz. Gram. 1. iv. k Marc. Antonin. 1. vi. sec. 30. 

From the above doctrine it appears, that 1 Church Hist. b, viii. p. 21. 
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assertion, and thus destroy the verb, there will remain the 
attribute and the time, which make the essence of a participle. 
Thus take away the assertion from the verb, ypaddes, “ writeth,” 
and there remains the participle, ypédev, “* writing,” which 
(without the assertion) denotes the same attribute, and the 
same time. After the same manner, by withdrawing the asser- 
tion, we discover ypawas in éypawve, ypdryrwv in yparper, for we 
choose to refer to the Greek, as being of all languages the most 
complete, as well in this respect as in others. 

And so much for participles.™ 
The nature of verbs and participles being understood, that of 

adjectives becomes easy. A verb implies (as we have said) 
both an attribute, and time, and an assertion; a participle only 
implies an attribute and time; and an adjective only implies an 
attribute; that is to say, in other words, an adjective has no 
assertion, and only denotes such an attribute as has not its 
essence either in motion or its privation. Thus in general the 
attributes of quantity, quality, and relation, (such as many and 
few, great and little, black and white, good and bad, double, 
treble, quadruple, &c.) are all denoted by adjectives. 

It must indeed be confessed, that sometimes even those attri- 
butes which are wholly foreign to the idea of motion, assume an 
assertion and appear as verbs. Of such we gave instances 
before, in albeo, tumeo, iodfw, and others. These, however, 
compared to the rest of verbs, are but few in number, and may 
be called, if thought proper, verbal adjectives. It is in like 
manner that participles insensibly pass too into adjectives. Thus 
doctus in Latin, and learned in English, lose their power as 
participles, and mean a person possessed of an habitual quality. 
Thus wir eloquens means, not “ a man now speaking,” but a man 
** who possesses the habit of speaking,” whether he speak or no. 
So when we say in English, “he is a thinking man, an under- 
standing man,” we mean, not a person whose mind is in actual 

m The Latins are defective in this article 
of participles. Their active verbs ending 
in or, (commonly called deponents,) have 
active participles of all times, (such as Jo- 
quens, locutus, locuturus,) but none of the 
passive. Their actives ending in 0, have 
participles of the present and future, (such 
as scribens and scripturus,) but none of the 
past. On the contrary, their passives have 
participles of the past, (such as scriptus,) but 
none of the present or future, unless we 
admit such as seribendus and docendus for 
futures, which grammarians controyert. The 
want of these participles they supply by a 
periphrasis ; for ypdas, they say.cwm serip- 
sisset ; for ypapduevos, dum scribitur, &e. In 
English we have sometimes recourse to the 
same periphrasis ; and sometimes we avail 
ourselves of the same auxiliars, which form 

our modes and tenses. 
The English grammar lays down a good 

rule with respect to its participles of the 
past, that they all terminate in d, ¢, or x, 
This analogy is perhaps liable to as few ex- 
ceptions as any. Considering, therefore, 
how little analogy of any kind we have in 
our language, it seems wrong to annihilate 
the few traces that may be found. It 
would be well, therefore, if all writers who 
endeavour to be accurate, would be careful 
to avoid a corruption, at present so preva- 
lent, of saying, i# was wrote, for tt was 
written ; he was drove, for he was driven ; 
I have went, for I have gone, &c.: in all 
which instances a verb is absurdly used to 
supply the proper participle, without any 
necessity from the want of such word. 
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energy, but whose mind is enriched with a larger portion of 
those powers. It is indeed no wonder, as all attributives are 
homogeneous, that at times the several species should appear to 
interfere, and the difference between them be scarcely per- 
ceptible. Even in natural species, which are congenial and of 
kin, the specific difference is not always to be discerned, and in 
appearance at least they seem to run into each other. 
We have shewn already” in the instances of @idurrifewv, Syl- 

laturire, AtroxatoapwOyvat, and others, how substantives may 
be transformed into verbal attributives. We shall now shew 
how they may be converted into adjectives. When we say 
the party of Pompey, the style of Cicero, the philosophy of 
Socrates, in these cases the party, the style, and the philosophy 
spoken of, receive a stamp and character from the persons whom 
they respect. Those persons, therefore, perform the part of 
attributes, that is, stamp and characterize their respective 
subjects. Hence, then, they actually pass into attributes, and 
assume as such the form of adjectives. And thus it is we say, 
the Pompeian party, the Ciceronian style, and the Socratic phi- 
losophy. It is in like manner for a trumpet of brass, we say a 
brazen trumpet; for a crown of gold, a golden crown, &e. 
Even pronominal substantives admit the like mutation. Thus, 
instead of saying, the book of me, of thee, and of him, we say, 
my book, thy book, and his book ; instead of saying, the country 
of us, of you, and of them, we say, our country, your country, 
and their country; which words may be called so many prono- 
minal adjectives. 

It has been observed already, and must needs be obvious to 
all, that adjectives, as marking attributes, can have no sex.°® 
And yet their having terminations conformable to the sex, 
number, and case of their substantive, seems to have led gram- 
marians into that strange absurdity of ranging them with nouns, 
and separating them from verbs, though with respect to these 
they are perfectly homogeneous; with respect to the others 
quite contrary. They are homogeneous with respect to verbs, 
as both sorts denote attributes; they are heterogeneous with 
respect to nouns, as never properly denoting substances. But of 
this we have spoken before.? 

The attributives hitherto treated, that is to say, verbs, parti- 
ciples, and adjectives, may be called attributives of the first order. 
The reason of this name will be better understood, when we 
have more fully discussed attributives of the second order, to 
which we now proceed in the following chapter. 

» Sup. p. 170. P Sup. c. vi. note g, p.141. See also c 
© Sup. p. 167, iii, p. 125, 
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CHAPTER XI. 

CONCERNING ATTRIBUTIVES OF THE SECOND ORDER. 

As the attributives hitherto mentioned denote the attributes 
of substances, so there is an inferior class of them, which denote 
the attributes only of attributes. 

To explain by examples in either kind: when we say, “Cicero 
and Pliny were both of them eloquent; Statius and Virgil, both 
of them wrote ;” in these instances the attributives, eloquent and 
wrote, are immediately referable to the substantives, Cicero, 
Virgil, &c. As therefore denoting the attributes of substances, 
we call them attributives of the first order. But when we say, 
“Pliny was moderately eloquent, but Cicero exceedingly elo- 
quent ; Statius wrote indifferently, but Virgil wrote admirably ;” 
in these instances, the attributives, moderately, exceedingly, 
indifferently, admirably, are not referable to substantives, but to 
other attributives, that is, to the words eloquent and wrote. 
As therefore denoting attributes of attributes, we call them 
attributives of the second order. 

Grammarians have given them the name of émippyyata, 
adverbia, “adverbs.” And indeed if we take the word pia, 
or “ verb,” in its most comprehensive signification, as including 
not only verbs properly so called, but also participles and ad- 
jectives, [an usage which may be justified by the best authori- 
ties,*] we shall find the name ézrippyya, or “adverb,” to be a 
very just appellation, as denoting a part of speech, the natural 
appendage of verbs. So great is this dependence in grammatical 
syntax, that an adverb can no more subsist without its verb, 
than a verb can subsist without its substantive. It is the same 
here, as in certain natural subjects. Every colour for its exist- 
ence as much requires a superficies, as the superficies for its 
existence requires a solid body." 

4 Thus Aristotle, in his treatise De In- bant vel casuale. Priscian. 1. i. p. 574. 
terpretatione, instances &yOpwmros as “a 
noun,” and AevKos as “a verb.” So Am- 
monius: Kar& rovro Td onpwawduevor, Td 
ey Kadds Kal Slkaos Kal boa TowdTa— 
phuara AéyerOar Kal otk dvduata: “ Ac- 
cording to this signification, (that is, of de- 
noting the attributes of substance and the 
predicate in propositions,) the words fair, 
just, and the like, are called verbs, and not 
nouns.” Am. in libr. De Interp. p. 37. 
B. Arist. de Interp. 1. i.c. 1. See also of 
this treatise, c. vi. note g, p. 141. 

In the same manner the Stoics talked of 
the participle. Nam participium connu- 
merantes verbis, participiale verbum voca- 

* This notion of ranging the adverb un- 
der the same genus with the verb, (by call- 
ing them both attributives,) and of explain- 
ing it to be the verb’s epithet or adjective, 
(by calling it the attributive of an attribu- 
tive,) is conformable to the best authorities, 
Theodore Gaza defines an adverb as follows : 
Mépos Adyou &mrwrov, kata phuatos Aeyd- 
pevov, 4 emircyduevoy phuati, Kal oiov 
énlOerov phuaros: “A part of speech de- 
void of cases, predicated of a verb, or sub- 
joined to it, and being as it were the verb’s 
adjective.” 1. iv. (where, by the way, we 
may observe, how properly the adverb is 
made an aptote, since its principal some- 
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Among the attributes of substance are reckoned quantities and 
qualities. Thus we say, “‘a white garment,” “a high mountain.” 
Now some of these quantities and qualities are capable of in- 
tension and remission. ‘Thus we say, “a garment exceedingly 
white ;” “a mountain folerably high, or moderately high.” It is 
plain, therefore, that intension and remission are among the at- 
tributes of such attributes. Hence then one copious source of 
secondary attributives, or adverbs, to denote these two; that 
is, intension and remission. The Greeks have their Qavyacrés, 
parora, mavu, HKioTa: the Latins their valde, vehementer, 
maxime, satis, mediocriter: the English, their greatly, vastly, 
extremely, sufficiently, moderately, tolerably, indifferently, &e. 

Further than this, where there are different intensions of the 
same attribute, they may be compared together. Thus, if the 
garment A be exceeedingly white, and the garment B be mo- 
derately white, we may say, ‘‘ the garment A is more white than 
the garment B.” 

In these instances, the adverb more not only denotes inten- 
sion, but relative intension. Nay, we stop not here. We not 
only denote intension merely relative, but relative intension, than 
which there is none greater. Thus we not only say, “the moun- 
tain A is more high than the mountain B,” but “ that it is the 
most high of all mountains.” Even verbs, properly so called, 
as they admit simple intensions, so they admit also these com- 
parative ones. Thus in the following example: “fame he loveth 
more than riches, but virtue of all things he loveth most ;” the 
words more and most denote the different comparative intensions 
of the verbal attributive Joveth. 
And hence the rise of comparison, and of its different degrees ; 

which cannot well be more than the two species above men- 
tioned, one to denote simple excess, and one to denote superlative. 
Were we indeed to introduce more degrees than these, we ought 
perhaps to introduce infinite, which is absurd. For why stop at 
a limited number, when in all subjects, susceptible of intension, 
the intermediate excesses are in.a manner infinite? There are 
infinite degrees of more white, between the first simple white, 
and the superlative, whitest; the same may be said of more 
great, more strong, more minute, &c. The doctrine of gram- 
marians about three such degrees, which they call the positive, 
the comparative, and the superlative, must needs be absurd; 
both because in their positive there is no comparison at all,’ and 
times has cases, as in valde sapiens ; some- 
times has none, asin valde amat.) Priscian’s 
definition of an adverb is as follows: Ad- 
verbium est pars orationis indeclinabilis, 
cujus significatio verbis adjicitur. Hoc enim 
perficit adverbium verbis additum, quod ad- 
jectiva nomina appellativis nominibus ad- 
juncta ; ut prudens homo; prudenter egit ; 
felix vir; -feliciter vivit. 1. xv. p. 1003. 

And before, speaking of the Stoics, he 
says, Etiam adverbia nominibus vel verbis 
connumerabant, et quasi adjectiva verborum. 
nominabant. 1. i. p. 574. See also Apoll. de 
Synt. 1. ic. 3. sub. fin. 

* Qui (scil. gradus positivus) quoniam 
perfectus est, a quibusdam in numero gra- 
duum non computatur. Consentii ars apud 
Putsch. p. 2022. 
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because their superlative is a comparative, as much as their 
comparative itself. Examples to evince this may be found 
everywhere. “ Socrates was the most wise of all the Athenians ; 
Homer was the most sublime of all poets.” 

Cadit et Ripheus, justissimus unus 
Qui fuit in Teucris, Virg. 

It must be confessed, these comparatives, as well the simple 
as the superlative, seem sometimes to part with their relative 
nature, and only retain their intensive. Thus in the degree, 
denoting simple excess, 

Tristior, et laerymis oculos suffusa nitentes, Virg. 
Rusticior paulo est. Hor. 

In the superlative this is more usual. Vir doctissimus, vir 
fortissimus, ‘‘a most learned man, a most brave man;” that is to 
say, not the bravest and most learned man that ever existed, 
but a man possessing those qualities in.an eminent degree. 

The authors of language have contrived a method to retrench 
these comparative adverbs, by expressing their force in the 
primary attributive. Thus, instead of more fair, they say fairer ; 
instead of most fair, fairest ; and the same holds true both in 
the Greek and Latin. This practice however has reached no 
further than to adjectives, or at least to participles, sharing the 
nature of adjectives. Verbs perhaps were thought too much 
diversified already, to admit more variations without perplexity. 

As there are some attributives which admit of comparison, 
so there are others which admit of none. Such for example 
are those, which denote that quality of bodies arising from their 
figure; as when we say, “a circular table, a quadrangular court, 
a conical piece of metal,” &c. The reason is, that a million of 
things, participating the same figure, participate it equally, if 
they participate it at all. To say, therefore, that while A and B 
are both quadrangular, A is more or less quadrangular than B, 
is absurd. The same holds true in all attributives, denoting 
definite quantities, whether continuous or discrete, whether 
absolute or relative. Thus the two-foot rule A, cannot be more 
a two-foot rule than any other of the same length. Twenty 
lions cannot be more twenty than twenty flies. If A and B be 
both triple or quadruple to C, they cannot be more triple, or 
more quadruple, one than the other. The reason of all this is, 
there can be no comparison without intension and remission ; 
there can be no intension and remission in things always definite ; 
and such are the attributives which we have last mentioned. 

In the same reasoning we see the cause, why no substantive 
is susceptible of these comparative degrees. A mountain cannot 
be said more to be, or to exist, than a mole-hill, but the more 
and less must be sought for in their quantities. In like manner, 
when we refer many individuals to one species, the lion A can- 
not be called more a lion than the lion B; but if more any thing, 
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he is more fierce, more speedy, or exceeding in some such at- 
tribute. So again, in referring many species to one genus, a 
crocodile is not more an animal than a lizard, nor a tiger more 
than a cat; but if any thing, they are more bulky, more strong, 
&c. the excess, as before, being derived from their attributes. 
So true is that saying of the acute Stagirite, “that substance is 
not susceptible of more and less.”* But this by way of digres- 
sion; to return to the subject of adverbs. 
Of the adverbs, or secondary attributives already mentioned, 

these denoting intension or remission may be called adverbs of 
quantity continuous: once, twice, thrice, are adverbs of quantity 
discrete ; more and most, less and least, to which may be added 
equally, proportionally, &c. are adverbs of relation. There are 
others of quality, as when we say, honestly industrious, prudently 
brave, they fought bravely, he painted jinely, a portico formed 
circularly, a plain cut triangularly, &e. 

And here it is worth while to observe, how the same thing, 
participating the same essence, assumes different grammatical 
forms from its different relations. For example, suppose it 
should be asked, how differ honest, honestly, and honesty. ‘The 
answer is, they are in essence the same, but they differ, inas- 
much as honest is the attributive of a substantive ; honestly, of 
a verb; and honesty, being divested of these its attributive re- 
lations, assumes the power of a substantive, so as to stand by 
itself. 

The adverbs, hitherto mentioned, are common to verbs of 
every species; but there are some which are peculiar to verbs, 
properly so called; that is to say, to such as denote motion or 
energy, with their privations. All motion and rest imply time 
and place, as a kind of necessary coincidents. Hence, then, if 
we would express the place or time of either, we must needs 
have recourse to the proper adverbs; of place, as when we say, 
he stood there, he went hence, he travelled far, &c.: of time, 
as when we say, he stood then, he went afterward, he travelled 
formerly, &e. Should it be asked, Why adverbs of time, when 
verbs have tenses?’ The answer is, though tenses may be suffi- 
cient to denote the greater distinctions of time, yet to denote 
them all by tenses would be a perplexity without end. What 
a variety of forms to denote yesterday, to-day, to-morrow, 
formerly, ote, just now, now, immediately, presently, soon, 
hereafter, &c.? It was this, then, that made the temporal ad- 
verbs necessary, over and above the tenses. 

To the adverbs just mentioned, may be added those which 
denote the intensions and remissions peculiar to motion, such as 

t Ovx dy émidéxorro 4 ovcla Td w&AAov masterly and philosophical manner. See 
kal Td Arrov. Categor. c. 5, See also Sanc- also Priscian, p. 598. Derivantur igitur 
tius, 1. i. c. 115 L ii, c. 10,11. where the comparativa a nominibus adjectivis, &ec. 
subject of comparatives is treated in a very 
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speedily, hastily, swiftly, slowly, &c.; as also adverbs of place, 
made out of prepositions, such as dvw and xatw, from ava and 
kara, in English upward and downward, from up and down. In 
some instances the preposition suffers no change, but becomes an 
adverb by nothing more than its application; as when we say, 
circa equitat, “he rides about ;” prope cecidit, “he was near 
falling ;” verum ne post conferas culpam in me, “but do not after 
lay the blame on me.” " 

There are likewise adverbs of interrogation, such as where, 
whence, whither, how; of which there is this remarkable, that 
when they lose their interrogative power, they assume that of 
a relative, so as even to represent the relative or subjunctive 
pronoun. Thus Ovid, | 

Et seges est, whi Troja fuit: 

translated in our old English ballad, 
“ And corn doth grow, where Troy town stood.” 

That is to say, seges est in eo loco, in quo, &c. “corn groweth in 
that place, in which,” &c.; the power of the relative being im- 
plied in the adverb. Thus Terence, 

Hujusmodi mihi res semper comminiscere, 
Uli me excarnufices : Heaut. iv. 6. 

where wbi relates to res, and stands for quibus rebus. 
It is in like manner that the relative pronoun, upon occasion, 

becomes an interrogative, at least in Latin and English. Thus 
Horace, 

Quem virum aut heroa lyra, vel acri — 
Tibia sumes celebrare, Clio ? 

So Milton, 
Who first seduc’d them to that foul revolt ? 

The reason of all this is as follows. The pronoun and ad- 
verbs here mentioned are all alike, in their original character, 
relatives. Even when they become interrogatives, they lose not 
this character, but are still relatives, as much as ever. The 
difference is, that without an interrogation, they have reference 
to a subject, which is antecedent, definite, and known; with an 
interrogation, to a subject which is subsequent, indefinite, and 
unknown, and which it is expected that the answer should ex- 
press and ascertain. 

Who first seduc’d them ? 

The very question itself supposes a seducer, to which, though 
unknown, the pronoun who, has a reference. 

Th’ infernal serpent. 

Here, in the answer, we have the subject, which was indefinite, 
ascertained; so that the who in the interrogation is (we see) 
as much a relative, as if it had been said originally, without any 
interrogation at all, “it was the infernal serpent who first se- 
duced them.” 

" Sosip. Charisii Inst. Gram. p. 170. Terent. Eun, act. ii. se. 3. 
N 
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And thus is it that interrogatives and relatives mutually pass 
into each other. | 

And so much for adverbs, peculiar to verbs properly so called. 
We have already spoken of those which are common to all at- 
tributives. We have likewise attempted to explain their general 
nature, which we have found to consist in being the attributes 
of attributes. There remains only to add, that adverbs may be. 
derived from almost every part of speech: from prepositions, as 
when from after we derive afterwards ; from participles, and 
through these from verbs, as when from ‘now we derive know- 
ing, and thence knowingly; from scio, sciens, and thence scventer: 
from adjectives, as when from virtuous and vicious, we derive 
virtuously and viciously; from substantives, as when from 
mlOnkos, “an ape,” we derive mu@nxecov Brérrewv, “to look 
apishly ;” from Aéwv, “a lion,” Acovtwdas, “leoninely :” nay, 
even from proper names, as when from Socrates and De- 
mosthenes, we derive Socratically and Demosthenically. “It 
was Socratically reasoned,” we say; ‘it was Demosthenically 
spoken.”* Of the same sort are many others, cited by the old 
grammarians, such as Catiliniter from Catilina, Sisenniter from 
Sisenna, Tulliane from Tullius, &e.9 

Nor are they thus extensive only in derivation, but in signifi- 
cation also. Theodore Gaza in his Grammar informs us,’ that 
adverbs may be found in every one of the predicaments, and 
that the readiest way to reduce their infinitude, was to refer 
them by classes to those ten universal genera. The Stoics, too, 
called the adverb by the name of wavdéxrns, and that from a 
view to the same multiform nature. Omnia in se capit quast 
collata per satiram, concessa sibi rerum varia potestate. It is 
thus that Sosipater explains the word,* from whose authority 
we know it to be Stoical. But of this enough. 

And now having finished these principal parts of speech, the 
substantive and the attributive, which are significant when 
alone, we proceed to those auxiliary parts, which are only sig- 
nificant, when associated. But as these make the subject of a 
book by themselves, we here conclude the first book of this 
treatise. 

x Aristotle has KuxaAomxg@s, “ Cyclopi- 2 Awd 8) Kal dwewov tows Sena kal TOY 
cally,” from KéxAwy, “a Cyclops.” Eth. émipinudray yévn Oéc0c exeiva, ovotay, 
Nic. x. 9. rowv, wordy, mpds Ti, Kk. T. A. Gram, In- 

Y See Prise. 1. xv. p. 1022. Sos, Charis. trod, 1. ii. 
161, edit. Putschii, @ Sosip. Char. p. 175, edit. Putschii. 
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BOOK Ii. 

CHAPTER I. 

CONCERNING DEFINITIVES. 

Wruar remains of our work is a matter of less difficulty, it being 
the same here as in some historical picture; when the principal 
figures are once formed, it is an easy labour to design the rest. 

Definitives, the subject of the present chapter, are commonly 
called by grammarians, “articles,” articuli, ap@pa. They are of 
two kinds, either those properly and strictly so called, or else 
the pronominal articles, such as this, that, any, &c. 
We shall first treat of those articles more strictly so denomi- 

nated, the reason and use of which may be explained as follows. 
The visible and individual substances of nature are infinitely 

more numerous than for each to admit of a particular name. 
To supply this defect, when any individual occurs which either 
wants a proper name, or whose proper name is not known, we 
ascertain it as well as we can by referring it to its species; or if 
the species be unknown, then at least to some genus. For 
example: A certain object occurs, with a head and limbs, and 
appearing to possess the powers of self-motion and sensation. If 
we know it not as an individual, we refer it to its proper species, 
and call it dog, or horse, or lion, or the like. If none of these 
names fit, we go to the genus, and call it animal. 

But this is not enough. The thing at which we are looking 
is neither a species nor a genus. What is it then? An indivi- 
dual. Of what kind? Known or unknown? Seen now for the 
first time, or seen before, and now remembered? It is here we 
shall discover the use of the two articles, a and the: a respects 
our primary perception, and denotes individuals as unknown ; 
the respects our secondary perception, and denotes individuals as 
known. To explain by an example: I see an object pass by 
which I never saw till now. What dolsay? ‘There goes a 
beggar with a long beard.” The man departs, and returns a 
week after. What do I say then? “There goes the beggar with 
the long beard.” The article only is changed, the rest remains 
unaltered. 

Yet mark the force of this apparently minute change. The 
individual once vague, is now recognised as something known, 
and that merely by the efficacy of this latter article, which 
tacitly insinuates a kind of previous acquaintance, by referring 
the present perception to a like perception already past.* 

@ See b. i. c, 5. p. 135. 
~ 9 
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The truth is, the articles a and the are both of them defini- 
tives, as they circumscribe the latitude of genera and species by 
reducing them for the most part to denote individuals. The 
difference, however, between them is this: the article a leaves 
the individual itself unascertained, whereas the article the ascer- 
tains the individual also, and is for that reason the more accu- 
rate definitive of the two. 

It is perhaps owing to the imperfect manner in which the 
article a defines, that the Greeks have no article correspondent 
to it, but supply its place by a negation of their article 6. “O 
dvOpwros émecev, “the man fell,” avOpwros érecev, “a man 
fell,” without any thing prefixed, but only the article with- 
drawn.” Even in English, where the article @ cannot be used, 
as in plurals, its force is expressed by the same negation. ‘ Those 
are the men,” means those are individuals of which we possess 
some previous knowledge. ‘Those are men,” the article apart, 
means no more than that they are so many vague and uncertain 
individuals, just as the phrase a man, in the singular, implies 
one of the same number. 

But though the Greeks have no article correspondent to the 
article a, yet nothing can be more nearly related than their 6 
to the article the. ‘O Bacwreds, “the king ;” 76 Sapov, “ the 
gift,” &ce. Nor is this only to be proved by parallel examples, 
but by the attributes of the Greek article as they are described 
by Apollonius, one of the earliest and most acute of the old 
grammarians now remaining. 

"Eotiv obv Kado Kat év adrows arrepyvapeda, idvov &pOpev 1 
avapopa,  €oTs TpoKaTetkeyuévou MpocwTov TapacTaTiKn : 
‘“* Now the peculiar attribute of the article, as we have shewn 
elsewhere, is that reference which implies some certain person 
already mentioned.” Again: Ov yap dnye Ta dvéwata é& abTov 
dvahopav Tapliotnow, et pi) cupmapadaBotev TO apOpov, ov 
éEaipetos eat 7 avadopa: ‘“ For nouns of themselves imply 
not reference, unless they take to them the article, whose pecu- 
liar character is reference.” Again: To ap@pov mpovdhectacav 
yvaéow dnror: “ The article indicates a pre-established acquaint- 
ance.”° 

’ Td yap dopicrwias more voovmeva, 7 a review within the mind of something 
Tov UpOpov wapdbeois bird dpicpdv rod known before the texture of the discourse. 

mpoodmov &yer: “ those things which are at 
times understood indefinitely, the addition 
of the article makes to be definite as to 
their person.” Apoll. Liv.c.1. See of the 
same author, l. i. c. 6, 36. move? (7d &pOpov 
sc.) 3 dvamdAnow mpoeyywouevou Tod év 
Th ovvrdée oiov ef wey A€yor Tis, AvOpw- 
aos hice, USnAov rlva kvOpwmov A€yet. €i FE 6 
tvOpwmos, ShAov, mpoeyvwouevov yap Tivo. 
&vOpwrov A€éyet. Tovrode adrd BovaAovrat kal 
of pdokortes T &pOpov onuavTikdy mperns 
yvooews Kal Sevrépas: “the article causes 

Thus if any one says, &vOpwmos jxe, ‘man 
came,’ (which is the same as when we say 
in English, ‘a man came,”) it is not evident 
of whom he speaks. But if he says, 6 &y- 
Opwiros hre, ‘the man came,’ then it is evi- 
dent ; for he speaks of some person known 
before. And this is what those mean, who 
say that the article is expressive of the first 
and second knowledge together.” Theod. 
Gaze, |. iv. 

© Apoll. de Synt. 1. i. c. 6,7. His ac- 
count of reference is as follows: "1dfwua ava- 
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His reasoning upon proper names is worth remarking. Proper 
names (he tells us) often fall into homonymie, that is, different 
persons often go by the same name. To solve this ambiguity 
we have recourse to adjectives or epithets. For example, there 
were two Grecian chiefs who bore the name of Ajax. It was 
not, therefore, without reason, that Menestheus uses epithets, 
when this intent was to distinguish the one of them from the 
other. 

*AAAG trep olos trw TeAaporvios BAKimwos Alas. Hom. 

“ If both Ajaxes (says he) cannot be spared, 
Subs Sa eaneadotmete vices at least alone 
Let mighty Telamonian Ajax come.” 

Apollonius proceeds: even epithets themselves are diffused 
through various subjects, inasmuch as the same adjective may 
be referred to many substantives. 

In order, therefore, to render both parts of speech equally 
definite, that is to say, the adjective as well as the substantive, 
the adjective itself assumes an article before it, that it may 
indicate a reference to some single person only, povad:«cn 
avagopa, according to the author’s own phrase. And thus it is 
we say, Tpvdav 0 ypapmartixos, “ Trypho the grammarian ;” 
‘ArronrObapos 6 Kupnvaios, “ Apollodorus the Cyrenean,” &c. 
The author’s conclusion of this section is worth remarking. 
Acovrws apa kai Kata TO TOLOdTOV 1) mpoabecis €oTl TOU apOpou, 
ovyidtavovea TO émiPetiKov TO Kupiw ovopaTe. “It is with 
reason, therefore, that the article is here also added, as it brings 
the adjective to an individuality as precise as the proper name.”* 
We may carry this reasoning further, and shew how by 

help of the article even common appellatives come to have the 
force of proper names, and that unassisted by epithets of any 
kinds. Among the Athenians, 7Aofov meant ‘‘ship;” &véexa, 
‘eleven ;” and av@pw7os, “man.” Yet add but the article, 
and 70 7Aotov, “the ship,” meant that particular ship which 
they sent annually to Delos; oi évdexa, “the eleven,” meant 
certain officers of justice; and 6 dv@pw7os, “the man,” meant 
their public executioner. So in English, city isa name common 
to many places; and speaker, a name common to many men. 
Yet if we prefix the article, the city, means our metropolis; and 
the speaker, a high officer in the British parliament. 

And thus it is by an easy transition that the article, from 
denoting reference, comes to denote eminence also; that is to 
say, from implying an ordinary pre-acquaintance, to presume a 
kind of general and universal notoriety. Thus among the 
Greeks, 6 zrounris, “the poet,” meant Homer ;° and 6, }taye- 

popas mpoxareikeyuéevou mporwmov dSevrépa. 4 See Apoll. 1. i. ¢. 12, where by mistake 
yve@ots: “The peculiar character of refer- Menelaus is put for Menestheus. 
ence is the second or repeated knowledge of | © There are so few exceptions to this 
some person already mentioned.” Lib. ii. observation, that we may fairly admit it 
e. 3. to be generally true. Yet Aristotle twice 
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purns, “the Stagyrite,” meant Aristotle; not that there were not 
many poets beside Homer, and many Stagyrites beside Aristotle, 
but none equally illustrious for their poetry and philosophy. 

It is on a like principle that Aristotle tells us, it is by no 
means the same thing to assert eivae Thy S0v2v ayabov, or, TO 
ayaSov, that “ pleasure is a good,” or “the good.” The first 
only makes it a common object of desire, upon a level with 
many others which daily raise our wishes; the last supposes it 
that supreme and sovereign good, the ultimate scope of all our 
actions and endeavours. 

But to pursue our subject. It has been said already, that the 
article has no meaning but when associated to some other word. 
To what words then may it be associated? To such as require 
defining, for it is by nature a definitive. And what words are 
these? Not those which already are as definite as may be. 
Nor yet those which, being indefinite, cannot properly be made 
otherwise. It remains then they must be those which, though 
indefinite, are yet capable, through the article, of becoming 
definite. 

Upon these principles we see the reason, why it is absurd to 
say, 6 éyw, “the I,” or 6 od, “the thou,” because nothing can 
make those pronouns more definite than they are. The same 
may be asserted of proper names: and though the Greeks say, 
6 Jwxparns, ) BavOvrmn, and the like, yet the article is a mere 
pleonasm, unless perhaps it serve to distinguish sexes. By the 
same rule we cannot say in Greek of dudorépor, or in English, 
“the both,” because these words in their own nature are each 
of them perfectly defined, so that to define them further would 
be quite superfluous. Thus, if it be said, ‘I have read both poets,” 
this plainly indicates a definite pair, of whom some mention has 
been made already; dvas éyvwopévn, “a known duad,” as Apol- 
lonius expresses himself," when he speaks of this subject. On the 
contrary, if it be said, ‘“‘I have read two poets,” this may mean 
any pair out of all that ever existed. And hence this numeral, 
being in this sense indefinite, (as indeed are all others, as well as 
itself,) is foreed to assume the article, whenever it would be- 
come definite.' And thus it is, the two in English, and of dvd 

denotes Euripides by the phrase 6 rour?s, 
once at the end of the seventh book of his 
Nicomachian Ethics, and again in his Phy- 
sics, l. ii. 2. Plato, also, in his tenth book 
of Laws, (p. 901. edit. Serr.) denotes Hesiod 
after the same manner. 

f Analyt. Prior. 1, i. ¢. 40. 
& Apollonius makes it part of the pro- 

noun’s definition, to refuse coalescence with 

the article. °Exeivo ofy ’Avytwyupla, 7d 
pete Seltews 7} Gvapopas ayTovowaCduevor, 
G ov actveot: Tb &pOpoy: “That therefore 
is a pronoun, which with indication or re- 
ference is put for a noun, and with which 

the article doth not associate.” 1. ii. ¢. 5. 
So Gaza, speaking of pronouns, mdyrn 5¢— 
ovn emidéxovTa &pOpov.l.iv. Priscian says 
the same: Jure igitur apud Greecos prima 
et secunda persona pronominum, que sine 
dubio demonstrative sunt, articulis adjungi 
non possunt ; nec tertia, quando demonstra- 
tiva est. 1. xii. p. 938. In the beginning 
of the same book, he gives the true reason 
of this: Supra omnes alias partes orationis 
finit personas pronomen. 
h Apollon. 1, i, c. 16, 
1 This explains Servius on /Encid. xii. 

511. where he tells us that duorwm is put for 
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in Greek, mean nearly the same thing as both or audorépor, 
Hence also it is, that as ¢wo, when taken alone, has reference to 
some primary and indefinite perception, while the article the, 
has reference to some secondary and definite ;* hence, I say, the 
reason why it is bad Greek to say dud ot av@perrot, and bad 
English to say two the men. Such syntax is in fact a blending 
of incompatibles; that is to say, of a defined substantive with an 
undefined attributive. On the contrary, to sayin Greek, dudo- 
Tépot ot av@pe@rrou, or in English, both the men, is good and allow- 
able, because the substantive cannot possibly be less apt, by being 
defined, to coalesce with an attributive, which is defined as well 
as itself. So, likewise, it is correct to say, ot dvd avOpa@rrou, “ the 
two men,” because here the article, being placed in the beginning, 
extends its power as well through substantive as attributive, and 
equally contributes to define them both. 

As some of the words above admit of no article, because they 
are by nature as definite as may be, so there are others which 
admit it not, because they are not to be defined at all. Of this 
sort are all interrogatives. If we question about substances, we 
cannot say, 0 tls ovTos, “the who is this ;” but tis od7os, “who 
is this?' The same as to qualities and both kinds of quantity. 
We say without an article, 700s, 7ocot, 77ALKos ; in English, 
““what sort of, how many, how great?” The reason is, that the 
articles 0 and the, respect beings already known; interrogatiyes 
respect beings about which we are ignorant; for as to what we 
know, interrogation is superfluous. ; 

In a word, the natural associators with articles are all those 
common appellatives which denote the several genera and 
species of beings. It is these, which, by assuming a different 
article, serve either to explain an individual upon its first. being 
perceived, or else to indicate, upon its return, a recognition, or 
repeated knowledge.™ 
We shall here subjoin a few instances of the peculiar power of 

articles. 
Every proposition consists of a subject and a predicate. In 

English these are distinguished by their position, the subject 
standing first, the predicate last. ‘‘ Happiness is pleasure :” here, 

amborum. In English or Greek, the article 
would have done the business, for “the 
two,” or Toty Svoiy, are equivalent to “both” 
or &uporépwy ; but not so dworum, because 
the Latins have no articles to prefix. 

The passage in Virgil of which Servius 
here speaks, is a description of Turnus’s 
killing two brothers, Amycus and Diores ; 
after which, the poet says of him, 

Stas curry abscissa duorum 
Suspendit capita ..... 

This, literally translated, is, “he hung 
up on his chariot the heads of ¢wo persons, 
which were cut off;” whereas the sense 

requires, “of the two persons,” that is to 
say, of Amycus and Diores. Now this by 
amborum would have been expressed pro- 
perly, as amborum means “the two ;” by 
duorum is expressed improperly, as it means 
only “two indefinitely.” 

kK Sup. p. 179. 
1 Apollonius calls rls, évaytidraroy ray 

&popwy, a part of speech, “most contrary, 
most averse to articles.” 1. iy. c. 1. 

m What is here said respects the two 
articles which we have in English. In 
Greek, the article does no more than imply 
a recognition. See before, p. 180. 
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happiness is the subject ; pleasure, the predicate. If we change 
their order, and say, ‘‘ pleasure is happiness;” then pleasure be- 
comes the subject, and happiness the predicate. In Greek, 
these are distinguished not by any order or position, but by help 
of the article, which the subject always assumes, and the pre- 
dicate in most instances (some few excepted) rejects. ‘* Happi- 
ness is pleasure,” ndovn 7) evdatpovia: “ pleasure is happiness,” 
 700vn evdayovia: “fine things are difficult,” yarera Ta 
kana: “difficult things are fine,” Ta yaXerra Kanrd. 

In Greek, it is worth attending, how in the same sentence, 
the same article, by being prefixed to a different word, quite’ 
changes the whole meaning. For example: 6 IItoXepaios yup- 
vaciapynoas éripnOn, “ Ptolemy, having presided over the 
games, was publicly honoured.” The participle yupvacvapynoas 
has here no other force, than to denote to us the time when 
Ptolemy was honoured, viz. after having presided over the 
games. But if, instead of the substantive, we join the participle 
to the article, and say, 0 yupvacvapynoas IItoreuatos éripyOn, 
our meaning is then, “the Ptolemy, who presided over the 
games, was honoured.” The participle in this case, being joined 
to the article, tends tacitly to mdicate not one Ptolemy but 
many, of which number a particular one participated of honour." 

In English likewise it deserves remarking, how the sense is 
changed by changing of the articles, though we leave every other 
word of the sentence untouched. ‘And Nathan said unto 
David, Thou art the man.”° In that single the, that dimunitive 
onto all the force and efficacy of the reason is contained. 
y that alone are the premises applied, and so firmly fixed, as 

never to be shaken. It is possible this assertion may appear at 
first somewhat strange; but let him who doubts it only change 
the article, and then see what will become of the prophet and 
his reasoning. ‘“‘And Nathan said unto David, Thou art a 
man.” Might not the king well have demanded, upon so im- 
pertinent a position, 

Non dices hodie, quorsum hee tam putida tendant ? 

But enough of such speculations. The only remark which we 
shall make on them is this; that “minute change in principles 
leads to mighty change in effects; so that well are principles 
entitled to our regard, however in appearance they may be trivial 
and low.” 

The articles already mentioned are those strictly so called; 
but besides these there are the pronominal articles, such as 
this, that, any, other, some, all, no, or none, &c. Of these we 
have spoken already in our chapter of pronouns,’ where we have 

® Apollon. 1. i. c. 33, 34. here given, which induced Quintilian to say 
° Sd ci db aynp. Bacar. BP’. xed. tf’. of the Latin tongue, Noster sermo arti- 
P See b. i. c. 5. p. 137, 8. It seems to culos non desiderat ; ideoque in alias partes 

have been some view of words, like that orationis sparguntur. Inst, Orat. lL. i. c. 4. 
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shewn, when they may be taken as pronouns, and when as 
articles. Yet in truth it must be confessed, if the essence of an 
article be to define and ascertain, they are much more properly 
articles than any thing else, and as such should be sonsidéred 
in universal grammar. Thus when we say, “this picture I a 
prove, but that 1 dislike,” what do we perform by the help of 
these definitives, but bring down the common appellative to 
denote two individuals, the one as the more near, the other as 
the more distant? So when we say, ‘‘ some men are virtuous, but 
all men are mortal,” what is the natural effect of this a// and 
some, but to define that universality and particularity which 
would remain indefinite, were we to take them away? The 
same is evident in such sentences as, “‘ some substances have sen- 
sation, others want it ;” “choose any way of acting, and some men 
will find fault,” &c. For here, some, other, and any, serve all of 
them to define different parts of a given whole; some, to denote 
a definite part; any, to denote an indefinite; and other, to 
denote the remaining part, when a part has been assumed al- 
ready. Sometimes this last word denotes a large indefinite 
portion, set in opposition to some single, definite, and remaining 
part, which receives from such opposition no small degree of 
heightening. Thus Virgil, 

Excudent ai spirantia mollius zra ; 
(Credo equidem) vivos ducent de marmore vultus ; 
Orabunt causas melius, ccelique meatus 
Describent radio, et surgentia sidera dicent : 
Tu regere imperio populos, Romane, memento, &c. JEn. Vi. 

Nothing can be stronger or more sublime than this antithesis ; 
one act set as equal to many other acts taken together, and the 
Roman singly (for it is Zu Romane, not Vos Romant) to all other 
men; and yet this performed by so trivial a cause, as the just 
opposition of ali to tu. 

But here we conclude, and proceed to treat of connectives. 

CHAPTER II. 

CONCERNING CONNECTIVES, AND FIRST THOSE CALLED CONJUNCTIONS. 

Connectives are the subject of what follows; which, according 
as they connect either sentences or words, are called by the 

So Scaliger: His declaratis, satis constat 
Greecorum articulos non neglectos a nobis, 
sed eorum usum superfluum. Nam ubi 
aliquid prescribendum est, quod Greeci per 
articulum efficiunt (€defev 6 SodAos) ex- 
pletur a Latinis per zs aut tlle; is, aut, ille 
servus dixit, de quo servo antea facta mentio 
sit, aut qui alio quo pacto notus sit, Ad- 

ditur enim articulus ad rei memoriam re- 
novandam, cujus antea non nescii sumus, 
aut ad preescribendam intellectionem, quz 
latius patere queat; veluti cum dicimus 
C. Caesar, is qui postea dictator fuit. Nam 
alii fuere C. Casares. Sic Greece Kaioap 
6 abroxpdtwp. De Caus. Ling. Lat. c. 131. 
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different names of conjunctions or prepositions. Of these names, 
that of the preposition is taken from a mere accident, as it com- 
monly stands in connection before the part which it connects, 
The name of the conjunction, as is evident, has reference to its 
essential character. . 

Of these two we shall consider the conjunction first, because 
it connects not words but sentences. This is conformable to the ~ 
analysis with which we began this inquiry,’ and which led us, 
by parity of reason, to consider sentences themselves before 
words. Now the definition of a conjunction is as follows: a 
part of speech, void of signification itself, but so formed as to 
help signification, by making two or more significant sentences 
to be one significant sentence." 

§ Sup. p. 120. 
¥ Grammarians have usually considered 

the conjunction as connecting rather single 
parts of speech than whole sentences, and 
that, too, with the addition of like with 
like, tense with tense, number with num- 
ber, case with case, &c. This Sanctius 
justly explodes: Conjunctio neque casus, 
neque alias partes orationis (ut imperiti 
docent) conjungit, ips enim partes inter 
se conjunguntur—sed conjunctio orationes 
inter se conjungit. Miner. |. iii.c.14. He 
then establishes his doctrine by a variety 
of examples. He had already said as much, 
1. i. c. 18; and in this he appears to have 
followed Scaliger, who had asserted the 
same before him. Conjunctionis autem no- 
tionem veteres paullo inconsultius prodi- 
dere ; neque enim, quod aiunt, partes alias 
conjungit, (ipsee enim partes per se inter se 
conjunguntur,)—sed conjunetio est, que 
conjungit orationes plures. De Caus, Ling. 
Lat. c. 165. 

This doctrine of theirs is confirmed by 
Apollonius, who, in the several places, 
where he mentions the conjunction, always 
considers it in syntax as connecting sen- 
tences, and not words, though in his works 
now extant he has not given us its defini- 
tion. See 1. i. c. 2. p. 143 1. ii c. 12. p 
124; 1. iii. c. 15. p. 234. 

But we have stronger authority than this 
to support Scaliger and Sanctius, and that 
is Aristotle’s definition, as the passage has 
been corrected by the best critics and 
manuscripts. A conjunction, according to 
him, is @wvh &onwos, ee mAedvwv wey 
govav mids, onuavTiKav 5k, morely medpu- 
nuia play dwvhy onuavtuchy: “an articulate 
sound, devoid of signification, which is so 
formed as to make one significant articulate 
sound out of several articulate sounds, which 
are each of them significant.” Poet..c. 20. 
In this view of things, the one significant 
articulate sound, formed by the conjunction, 
is not the union of two or more syllables 

in one simple word, nor even of two or more 
words in one simple sentence; but of two or 
more simple sentences in one complex sen- 
tence, which is considered as one, from that 
concatenation of meaning effected by the 
conjunctions. For example, let us take the 
sentence which follows: “If men are by 
nature social, it is their interest to be just, 
though it were not so ordained by the laws 
of theircountry.” Here are three sentences. 
1. “ Men are by nature social.” 2. “It is 
man’s interest to be just.” 3. “It is not 
ordained by the laws of every country that 
man should be just.” The first two of these 
sentences are made one by the conjunction 
if; these, one with the third sentence, by — 
the conjunction though ; and the three, thus 
united, make that wi) pla onmoytinn, 
“that one significant articulate sound,” of 
which Aristotle speaks, and which is the 
result of the conjunctive power. 

This explains a passage in his Rhetoric, 
where he mentions the same subject: ‘O 
yap abvSecpwos tv moet Td TOAAG Bore 
eav ekaipeOy, SjAov Sr rouvayriov ora: Td 
év roAAd: “The conjunction makes many 
one; so that if it be taken away, it is then 
evident on the contrary that one will be 
many.” Rhet. iii. c. 12. His instance of a 
sentence, divested of its conjunctions, and 

thus made many out of one, is, #AGov, 
amnvrnoa, ededunv, vent, occurri, Trogart, 
where, by the way, the three sentences, 
resulting from this dissolution, (for #AQov, 
amhvTnoca, and édedunv, are each of them, 
when unconnected, so many perfect sen- 
tences,) prove that these are the proper 
subjects of the conjunction’s connective 
faculty. 

Ammonius’s account of the use of this 
part of speech is elegant: Aw Kal trav 
Adywy 6 pev traptw play onpalvor, 6 
kuplws eis, dvddoyos by ety TE pndérw 
TeTunuev@ kvA@, Kal di TodTO Evl Ae- 
youéevy* 6 be wAclovas imdpieis SHdar, 
eva. (lege did) rd 8 atvdecpov jvaobal 
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This, therefore, being the general idea of conjunctions, we de- 
duce their species in the following manner. Conjunctions, while 
they connect sentences, either connect also their meanings, or 
not. For example: let us take these two sentences, ‘‘ Rome was 
enslaved, Czesar was ambitious,” and connect them together by 
the conjunction because. ‘“ Rome was enslaved because Cesar 
was ambitious.” Here the meanings, as well as the sentences, 
appear to be connected. But if I say, “‘manners must be re- 
formed, or liberty will be lost,” here the conjunction or, though 
it join the sentences, yet, as to their respective meanings, is a 
perfect disjunctive. And thus it appears, that though all con- 
junctions conjoin sentences, yet with respect to the sense, some 
are conjunctive, and some disjunctive; and hence it is that we 
derive their different species.* 

The conjunctions, which conjoin both sentences and their 
meanings, are either copulatives, or continuatives. The principal 
copulative in English is and. The continuatives are if, be- 
cause, therefore, that, &c. The difference between these is this: 
the copulative does no more than barely couple sentences, and 
is therefore applicable to all subjects whose natures are not in- 
compatible. Continuatives, on the contrary, by a more intimate 
connection, consolidate sentences into one continuous whole, and 
are therefore applicable only to subjects which have an essential 
coincidence. 

To explain by examples: It is no way improper to say, “ Ly- 
sippus was a statuary, and Priscian was a grammarian,” “the sun 
shineth, and the sky is clear,” because these are things that ma 
coexist, and yet imply no absurdity. But it would be absurd to 
say, “ Lysippus was a statuary, because Priscian was a gram- 
marian ;” though not to say, ‘“‘the sun shineth, because the sky is 
clear.” The reason is, with respect to the first, the coincidence 
is merely accidental; with respect to the last, it is essential, 
and founded in nature. And so much for the distinction be- 
tween copulatives and ‘continuatives.* 

As to continuatives, they are either suppositive, such as 7/; 
ws Sonar, dvaroyet TH vn TH ek TOAAGY 
ovykeméevn EiAwv, bird St TeV youpwv 
pavouerny éxoton Thy evwow : “Of sen- 
tences that, which denotes one existence 
simply, and which is strictly one, may be 
considered as analogous to a piece of timber 
not yet severed, and called on this account 
‘one. That, which denotes several exist- 
ences, and which appears to be made one 
by some conjunctive particle, is analogous 
to a ship made up of many pieces of timber, 
and which, by.means of the nails, has an 
apparent unity.” Am. in Lib. de Interpret. 
p. 54. 6. 

8 Thus Scaliger: Aut ergo sensum con- 
jungunt, ac verba; aut verba tantum con- 

jungunt, sensum vero disjungunt. De Caus. 

Ling. Lat. c. 167. 
t Copulativa est, que copulat tam verba, 

quam sensum. Thus Priscian, p. 1026. But 
Scaliger is more explicit: Si sensum con- 
jungunt (conjunctiones sc.) aut necessario, 
aut non necessario: et si non necessario, 
tum fiunt copulativee, &e. De Caus. Ling. 
Lat. ¢«. 167. Priscian’s own account of 
continuatives is as follows. Continuative 
sunt, que continuationem et consequentiam 
rerum significant, bid. Scaliger’s account 
is, Causam aut preestituunt, aut subdunt. 
Ibid. c. 168. The Greek name for the 
copulative was ovdecuos ocummAentinds : 
for the continuative, vvawrucds: the ety- 
mologies of which words justly distinguish 
their respective characters. 
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or positive, such as because, therefore, as, &c. Take examples of 
each: ‘¢ You will live happily, 7f you live honestly ;” “ you live 
happily, because you live honestly.” The difference between 
these continuatives is this: the suppositives denote connection, 
but assert not actual existence; the positives imply both the 
one and the other." 

Further than this, the positives above mentioned are either 
causal, such as because, since, as, &c. or collective, such as there- 
fore, wherefore, then, &c. The difference between these is this: 
the causals subjoin causes to effects; ‘‘ The sun is in eclipse, be- 
cause the moon intervenes :” the collectives subjoin effects to 
causes, “The moon intervenes, therefore the sun is in eclipse.” 
Now we use causals in those instances where, the effect being 
conspicuous, we seek its cause; and collectives, in demonstra- 
tions, and science properly so called, where the cause being 
known first, by its help we discern consequences.* 

All these continuatives are resolvable into copulatives. In- 
stead of ** Because it is day, it is light,” we may say, “It is day, 
and it is light.” Instead of, “Jf it be day, it is light,” we may say, 
“‘ [¢ is at the same time necessary to be day and to be light ;” and 
so in other instances. The reason is, that the power of the copula- 
tive extends to all connections, as well to the essential, as to the 
casual or fortuitous. Hence, therefore, the continuative may be 
resolved into a copulative, and something more; that is to say, 
into a copulative implying an essential coincidence in the subjects 
conjoined.’ 

"The old Greek grammarians confined 
the name ovvamrixol, and the Latins that 
of continuative, to those conjunctions which 
we have called suppositive or conditional, 
while the positive they called wapasur- 
amrticol, or subcontinuative. They agree, 
however, in describing their proper cha- 
racters, The first, according to Gaza, are, 
of Braptiv mev ov, &kodovblay 5€ tia Kal 
tdi Sndovvres. |. iv. Priscian says, 
they signify to us, Qualis est ordinatio 
et natura rerum, cum dubitatione aliqua 
essentiee rerum. p. 1027. And Scaliger 
says, they conjoin sine subsistentia ne- 
cessaria ; potest enim subsistere ; et non 
subsistere utrumque enim admittunt. Ibid. 
c. 168. On the contrary of the posi- 
tive, or mapacvvamrixol, (to use his own 
name,) Gaza tells us, dt: Kal brapiw werd 
rdtews onuatvovow obrorye. And Priscian 
says, Causam continuationis ostendunt con- 
sequentem cum essentia rerum. And Sca- 
liger, Non ex hypothesi, sed ex eo, quod 
subsistit, conjungunt. Ibid. 

It may seem at first somewhat strange, 
why the positive conjunctions should have 
been considered as subordinate to the sup- 
positive, which by their ancient names ap- 

pears to have been the fact. Is it, that the 
positive are confined to what actually is; 
the suppositive extend to possibles, nay, 
even as far as to impossibles? Thus it is 
false to affirm, “As it is day, it is light,” 
unless it actually be day. But we may at 
midnight affirm, “If it be day, it is light,” 
because the zf extends to possibles also. 
Nay, we may affirm, by its help, (if we 
please,) even impossibles. We may say, 
“Tf the sun be cubical, then is the sun an- 
gular; if the sky fall, then shall we catch 
larks.” Thus, too, Scaliger, upon the same 
occasion: Amplitudinem continuativee per- 
cipi ex eo, quod etiam impossibile aliquando 
presupponit. De Caus. Ling. Lat. c. 168, 
In this sense, then, the continuative, sup- 
positive, or conditional conjunction, is (as it 
were) superior to the positive, as being of 
greater latitude in its application. 

* The Latins called the causals, causales 
or causative ; the collectives, collective or 
illative ; the Greeks called the former 
aitioAoyiko), and the latter cvAAoyioriKol. 

Y Resolvuntur autem in copulativas om- 
nes he, propterea quod causa cum effectu 
suapte natura conjuncta est. Scal. de Caus, 
Ling. Lat. c. 169. 
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As to causal conjunctions, (of which we have spoken al- 
ready,) there is no one of the four species of causes which they 
are not capable of denoting; for example: the material cause, 
“the trumpet sounds, because it is made of metal;” the formal, 
“the trumpet sounds, because it is long and hollow ;” the efficient, 
“the trumpet sounds, ecause an artist blows it ;” the final, “the 
trumpet sounds, that it may raise our courage.” Where it is 
worth observing, that the three first causes are expressed by the 
strong affirmation of the indicative mode; because, if the effect 
actually be, these must of necessity be also. But the last cause 
has a different mode, namely, the contingent, or potential: the 
reason is, that the final cause, though it may be first in specula- 
tion, is always last in event; that is to say, however it may be 
the end, which set the artist first to work, it may still be an end 
beyond his power to obtain, and which, like other contingents, 
may either happen, or not.” Hence, also, it is connected by 
conjunctions of a peculiar kind, such as that, iva, ut, Se. 

The sum is, that all conjunctions, which connect both sentences 
and their meanings, are either copulative or continuative: the 
continuatives are either conditional or positive; and the positives 
are either causal or collective. 

And now we come to the disjunctive conjunctions, a species 
of words which bear this contradictory name, because, while 
they disjoin the sense, they conjoin the sentences.* 

With respect to these, we may observe, that as there is a 
principle of union diffused throughout all things, by which this 
whole is kept together, and preserved from dissipation; so there 
is a principle of diversity diffused in like manner, the source of 
distinction, of number, and of order.° 

2 See b.i.c. 8. p.158,9. See also note, and Plato, Others differ as to species, but 
p- 14. For the four causes, see note u, 
p. 23. 

® Of 3 SiateveTicol Ta Sialevyyéva 
ourTiéac1, Kal 7) mpiyyua amd mpdyyaros, 
} mpdcwmroy amd mpocémov dialevyvivtes, 
Thy ppdow emovydovew. Gaze Gram. |. iv. 
Disjunctive sunt, que, quamvis dictiones 
conjungant, sensum tamen disjunctum ha- 
bent. Prise. ]. xvi. p. 1029. And hence it 
is that a sentence connected by disjunctives 
has a near resemblance to a simple negative 
truth: for though this, as to its intellection, 
be disjunctive, (its end being to disjoin the 
subject from the predicate,) yet, as it com- 
bines terms together into one proposition, 
it is as truly synthetical as any truth that 
is affirmative. See chap. i. note }, p. 117. 

b The diversity which adorns nature may 
be said to heighten by degrees, and as it 
passes to different subjects to become more 
and more intense. Some things only differ 
when considered as individuals, but if we 
recur to their species, immediately lose all 
distinction: such, for instance, are Socrates 

as to genus are the same: such are man and 
lion, There are others, again, which differ - 
as to genus, and coincide only in those 
transcendental comprehensions of ens, being, 
existence, and the like: such are quantities 
and qualities ; as, for example, an ounce, and 
the colour white. Lastly, all being whatever 
differs, as being, from non-being. . 

Further: in all things different, how- 
ever moderate their diversity, there is an 
appearance of opposition with respect to 
each other, inasmuch as each thing is itself, 
and not any of the rest. But yet in all sub- 
jects this opposition is not the same. In 
relatives, such as greater and less, double and 
half, father and son, cause and effect ; in these 
it is more striking than in ordinary subjects, 
because these always shew it, by necessarily 
inferring each other. In contraries, such as 
black and white, even and odd, good and 
bad, virtuous and vicious ; in these the op- 
position goes still further, because these not 
only differ, but are even destructive of each 
other. But the most potent opposition is 
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Now it is to express, in some degree, the modifications of this 
diversity, that disjunctive conjunctions seem first to have been 
invented. 

Of these disjunctives, some are simple, some adversative: 
simple, as when we say, “Hither it is day, or it is night;” ad- 
versative, as when we say, “It is not day, but it is night.” The 
difference between these is, that the simple do no more than 
merely disjoin; the adversative disjoin, with an opposition con- 
comitant. Add to this, that the adversative are definite; the 
simple, indefinite. Thus, when we say, “‘ The number of three is 
not an even number, dwt an odd,” we not only disjoin two oppo- 
site attributes, but we definitely affirm one, and deny the other ; 
but when we say, “ The number of the stars is either even or odd,” 
though we assert one attribute to be, and the other not to be, 
yet the alternative, notwithstanding, is left indefinite. And so 
much for simple disjunctives.* 

As to adversative disjunctives, it has been said already that 
they imply opposition. Now there can be no opposition of the 
same attribute in the same subject, as when we say, “‘Nireus was 
beautiful ;” but the opposition must be either of the same at- 
tribute in different subjects, as when we say, “ Brutus was a 
patriot, but Cesar was not;” or of different attributes in the 
same subject, as when we say, “Gorgias was a sophist, but not 
a philosopher ;” or of different attributes in different subjects, 
as when we say, “ Plato was a philosopher, du¢ Hippias was a 
sophist.” 

The conjunctions used for all these purposes may be called 
absolute adversatives. 

But there are other adversatives, besides these; as when we 
say, ‘‘ Nireus was more beautiful than Achilles; Virgil was as 
great a poet, as Cicero was an orator.” The character of these 
latter is, that they go further than the former, by marking, not 
only opposition, but that equality, or excess, which arises among 

that of dvripacis, or “ contradiction,” when 
We oppose proposition to proposition, truth 
to falsehood, asserting of any subject, either 
it is, or it is not. This, indeed, is an op- 
position which extends itself to all things ; 
for every thing conceivable must needs have 
its negative, though multitudes by nature 
have neither relatives nor contraries, 

Besides these modes of diversity, there 
are others that deserve notice: such, for 
instance, as the diversity between the name 
of a thing and its definition ; between the 
various names which belong to the same 
thing, and the various things which are de- 
noted by the same name ; all which diver- 
sities, upon occasion, become a part of our 
discourse. And so much, in short, for the 
subject of diversity. 

© The simple disjunctive 4, or vel, is 
mostly used indefinitely, so as to leave an 
alternative ; but when’it is used definitely, 
so as to leave no alternative, it is then a 
perfect disjunctive of the subsequent from 
the previous, and has the same force with 
kal od, or et non, It is thus Gaza explains 
that verse of Homer, 
Bovaow éya Aadby odov eupevat,  aao- 

AéoOau. Iliad. A. 
That is to say, “I desire the people should 
be saved, and not be destroyed ;” the conjunc- 
tion #) being avouperixds, or “sublative.” It 
must, however, be confessed, that this verse 
is otherwise explained by an ellipsis, either 
of “aAdor, or abtis, concerning which, see 
the commentators, 
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subjects from their being compared; and hence it is they may 
be called adversatives of comparison. 

Besides the adversatives here mentioned, there are two other 
species, of which the most eminent are unless and although. 
For example: “Troy will be taken, wnless the Palladium be pre- 
served; Troy will be taken, although Hector defend it.” ‘The 
nature of these adversatives may be thus explained: as every 
event is naturally allied to its cause, so by parity of reason it is 
opposed to its preventive; and as every cause is either adequate 
or inadequate, (inadequate, when it endeavours without being 
effectual,) so in like manner is every preventive. Now adequate 
preventives are expressed by such adversatives as unless; “Troy 
will be taken, wn/ess the Palladium be preserved ;” that is, this 
alone is sufficient to prevent it. The inadequate are expressed 
by such adversatives as although ; “‘'Troy will be taken, although 
Hector defend it;” that is, Hector’s defence will prove ineffectual. 

The names given by the old grammarians to denote these last 
adversatives, appear not sufficiently to express their natures.° 
They may be better, perhaps, called adversatives adequate, and 
inadequate. 

And thus it is that all disjunctives, that is, conjunctions, which 
conjoin sentences, but not their meanings, are either simple or 
adversative; and that all adversatives are either absolute or 
comparative, or else adequate or inadequate. 
We shall finish this chapter with a few miscellany observa- 

tions. : 
In the first place it may be observed, through all the species 

of disjunctives, that the same disjunctive appears to have greater 
or less force, according as the subjects, which it disjoins, are 
more or less disjoined by nature. For example: if we say, “ Every 
number is even or odd, every proposition is true or false,” nothing 
seems to disjoin more strongly than the disjunctive, because no 
things are in nature more incompatible than the subjects. But 
if we say, “ That object is a triangle, or figure contained under 
three right lines;” the or, in this case, hardly seems to disjoin, 
or, indeed, to do more than distinctly to express the thing ; first 
by its name, and then by its definition. So if we say, “That 
figure is a sphere, or a globe, or a ball,” the disjunctive, in this 
ease, tends no further to disjoin, than as it distinguishes the 
several names which belong to the same thing.‘ 

@ This distinction has reference to com- 
mon opinion, and the form of language 
consonant thereto, In strict metaphysical 
truth, no cause that is not adequate is any 
cause at all. 

e€ They called them for the most part, 
without sufficient distinction of their species, 
adversative, or évayTimpartirol. 

f The Latins had a peculiar particle for 

this oceasion, which they called subdigjunc- 
tiva, “a subdisjunctive,” and that was sive, 
Alexander sive Paris; Mars sive Mavors, 

The Greek ¢fr’ ody seems to answer the 
same end. Of these particles, Scaliger thus 
speaks: Et sane nomen subdisjunctivarum 
recte acceptum est, neque enim tam plane 
disjungit, quam disjunctive, Nam disjunc- 
tive sunt in contrariis—subdisjunctive 
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Again: the words when and where, and all others of the 
same nature, such as whence, whither, whenever, wherever, &e. 
may be properly called adverbial conjunctions, because they par- 
ticipate the nature both of adverbs and conjunctions: of con- 
junctions, as they conjoin sentences; of adverbs, as they denote 
the attributes either of time or of place. 

Again: these adverbial conjunctions, and perhaps most of the 
prepositions, (contrary to the character of accessory words, 
which have strictly no signification, but when associated with 
other words,) have a kind of obscure signification, when taken 
alone, by denoting those attributes of time and place. And 
hence it is, that they appear in grammar like Zoophytes in na- 
ture; a kind of middle beings,’ of amphibious character, which, 
by sharing the attributes of the higher and the lower, conduce 
to link the whole together." 

And so much for conjunctions, their genus, and their species. 

CHAPTER III. 

CONCERNING THOSE CONNECTIVES CALLED PREPOSITIONS. 

Prepositions by their name express their place, but not their 
character. 

former connectives. 

Their definition will distinguish them from the 
A preposition is a part of speech, devoid 

itself of signification, but so formed as to unite two words that 
are significant, and that refuse to coalesce or unite of them- 
selves.' 

autem etiam in non contrariis, sed diversis 
tantum ; ut, Alexander sive Paris. De 
Caus. Ling. Lat. c. 170. 

8 TloAAaxod yap % pais SHAN yiverau 
KaTh mikpoy weTaBalvovoa, Sore d&upicBn- 
Teioba em) tTlywy, mérepovy (Gov } putdv: 
“Nature, in many instances, appears to 
make her transition by little and little, so 
that in some beings it may be doubted, 
whether they are animal or vegetable.” 
Themist. p. 74. edit. Ald. See also Arist. 
de Animal. Part. 1. x. p. 93. edit. Syll. 

h Tt is somewhat surprising that the po- 
litest and most elegant of the Attic writers, 
and Plato above all the rest, should have 
their works filled with particles of all kinds, 
and with conjunctions in particular ; while 
in the modern polite works, as well of our- 
selves as of our neighbours, scarce such a 
word as a particle or conjunction is to be 
found. Is it, that where there is con- 
nexion in the meaning, there must be words 
had to connect; but that where the con- 

nexion is little or none, such connectives 
are of little use? That houses of cards, 

This connective power (which relates to words only, 
without cement, may well answer their 
end, but not those houses where one would 
choose to dwell? Is this the cause? or 
have we attained an elegance to the an- 
cients unknown ? 

Venimus ad summam fortune, &c. 
i The Stoic name for a preposition was 

mpodeTiKds avvdecuos, prepositiva con- 
junctio, “a prepositive conjunction.” ‘Qs 
Mev obv Kal Kara Tas %AAas wapabécets ai 
mpobéces cuvdecuiKhs cuvrdtews yivovrat 
mapeuparixal, A€AeKTaL Hive e& av Kal 
&popun evpntar mapa Tots Srwixots tov 
KadetoOa: abras mpodeTixods ovvdéapuous : 
“ Now in what manner, even in other ap- 
plications, (besides the present,) preposi- 
tions give proof of their conjunctive syntax, 
we haye mentioned already ; whence, too, 
the Stoics took occasion to call them pre- 
positive conjunctions.” Apollon. l. iv. e. 5. 
p. 313. Yet is this, in fact, rather a de- 
scriptive sketch, than a complete definition, 
since there are other conjunctions which 
are prepositive as well as these. See Gaz. 
], iv. de Praeposit. Prise. 1. xiv. p. 983. 
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and not sentences) will be better understood from the following 
speculations. 

Some things coalesce and unite of themselves; others refuse 
to do so without help and, as it were, compulsion. Thus, in 
works of art, the mortar and the stone coalesce of themselves, 
but the wainscot and the wall not without nails and pins. In 
nature this is more conspicuous. For example; all quantities 
and qualities coalesce immediately with their substances. Thus 
it is we say, “‘a fierce lion,” ‘“‘a vast mountain ;” and from this 
natural concord of subject and accident, arises the grammatical 
concord of substantive*and adjective. In like manner, actions 
coalesce with their agents, and passions with their patients. 
Thus it is we say, ‘‘ Alexander conquers,” ‘‘ Darius is conquered.” 
Nay, as every energy is a kind of medium between its agent and 
patient, the whole three, agent, energy, and patient, coalesce 
with the same facility; as when we say, “‘ Alexander conquers 
Darius.” And hence, that is, from these modes of natural 
coalescence, arises the grammatical regimen of the verb by its 
nominative, and of the accusative by its verb. Further than 
this, attributives themselves may be most of them characterized ; 
as when we say of such attributives as ran, beautiful, learned, 
he ran swiftly, she was very beautiful, he was moderately 
learned, &c. And hence the coalescence of the adverb with 

_ yerbs, participles, and adjectives. 
The general conclusion appears to be this. ‘‘Those parts of 

speech unite of themselves in grammar, whose original arche- 
types unite of themselves in nature.” ‘To which we may add, 
as following from what has been said, that the great objects of 
natural union are substance and attribute. Now though sub- 
stances naturally coincide with their attributes, yet they ab- 
solutely refuse doing so one with another. And hence those 
known maxims in physics, that body is impenetrable; that two 
bodies cannot possess the same place; that the same attribute 
cannot belong to different substances, &ce. 

From these principles it follows, that when we form a sen- 
tence, the substantive without difficulty coincides with the verb, 
from the natural coincidence of substance and energy—‘“‘ the sun 
warmeth.” So likewise the energy with the subject, on which it 
operates—“ warmeth the earth.” So likewise both substance 
and energy with their proper attributes—“ the splendid sun,— 
genially warmeth—the fertile earth.” But suppose we were de- 
sirous to add other substantives, as, for instance, air, or beams. 
How would these coincide, or under what character could they 
be introduced? Not as nominatives or accusatives, for both 

k Causa, propter quam duo substantiva accidens; itaque non dicas, Cesar, Cato 
non ponuntur sine copula, e philosophia pugnat. Seal. de Caus. Ling. Lat. c, 
petenda est: neque enim duo substantiali- 177. 
ter unum esse potest, sicut substantia et 
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those places are already filled; the nominative by the substance 
sun; the accusative by the substance earth. Not as attributes 
to these last, or to any other thing; for attributes by nature 
they neither are, nor can be made. Here then we perceive the 
rise and use of prepositions. By these we connect those sub- 
stantives to sentences, which at the time are unable to coalesce 
of themselves. Let us assume, for instance, a pair of these con- 
nectives, through and with, and mark their effect upon the sub- 
stances here mentioned. ‘The splendid sun with his beams 
genially warmetl: through the air the fertile earth.” The sen- 
tence, as before, remains entire and ont; the substantives re- 
quired are both introduced; and not a word, which was there 
before, is detruded from its proper place. 

It must here be observed, that most, if not all prepositions 
seem originally formed to denote the relations of place.' The 
reason is, this is that grand relation which bodies or natural 
substances maintain at all times one to another, whether they 
are contiguous or remote, whether in motion or at rest. 

It may be said, indeed, that in the continuity of place they 
form this universe, or visible whole, and are made as much one 
by that general comprehension, as is consistent with their se- 
veral natures and specific distinctions. Thus it is we have pre- 
positions to denote the contiguous relation of body, as when we 
say, ‘Caius walketh with a staff; the statue stood upon a pedestal ; 
the river ran over a sand:” others for the detached relation, as 
when we say, “he is going fo Italy; the sun is risen above the 
hills; these figs came from Turkey.” So as to motion and rest, 
only with this difference, that here the preposition varies its 
character with the verb. Thus if we say, “that lamp hangs from 
the ceiling,” the preposition from assumes a character of qui- 
escence. But if we say, ‘“‘that lamp is falling from the ceiling,” 
the preposition in such ease assumes a character of motion. So 
in Milton, 

To support uneasy steps 

Over the burning marle, Par. Lost, i. 

Here over denotes motion. 
Again, 

He, with looks of cordial love 
Hung over her enamour’d. Par. Lost, iv. 

Here over denotes rest. 
But though the original use of prepositions was to denote the 

relations of place, they could not be confined to this office only. 
They, by degrees, extended themselves to subjects incorporeal, 
and came to denote relations, as well intellectual as local. Thus, 

1 Omne corpus aut movetur aut quiescit: tremorum, in quibus fit quies. Hine eli- 
quare opus fuit aliqua nota, que 7b mod. ciemus prepositionis essentialem definitio- 
significaret, sive esset inter duo extrema, nem. Scal. de Caus. Ling. Lat. ¢. 152. 
inter que motus fit, sive esset in altero ex- 
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because, in place, he who is above, has commonly the advantage 
over him who is below, hence we transfer over and under to 
dominion and obedience; of a king we say, “he ruled over his 
people ;” of a common soldier, “he served wader such a general.” 
So, too, we say, “with thought, without attention, thinking over 
a subject, wnder anxiety, from fear, out of love, through jea- 
lousy,” &c. All which instances, with many others of like kind, 
shew that the first words of men, like their first ideas, had an 
immediate reference to sensible objects, and that in after-days, 
when they began to discern with their intellect, they took those 
words which they found already made, and transferred them 
by metaphor to intellectual conceptions. There is indeed no 
method to express new ideas, but either this of metaphor, or. 
that of coining new words; both which have been practised by 
philosophers and wise men, according to the nature and exigence 
of the occasion.” 

In the foregoing use of prepositions, we have seen how they are 
applied, cata mapadecwy, “by way of juxta-position,” that is to 
say, where they are prefixed to a word without becoming a part 
of it: but they may be used also, cata ovvOeowv, “by way of 
composition,” that is, they may be prefixed to a word, so as to 
become a real part of it." Thus in Greek we have évictac@au, 

in Latin, intelligere, in English, “to understand ;” so also, to 
Joretell, to overact, to undervalue, to outgo, &c., and in Greek 
and Latin, other instances innumerable. In this case, the pre- 
positions commonly transfuse something of their own meaning 
into the word with which they are compounded; and this im- 
parted meaning, in most instances, will be found ultimately re- 
solvable into some of the relations of place,° as used either in 
its proper or metaphorical acceptation. 

m Among the words new coined we may 
ascribe to Anaxagoras, duoiouépea: to 
Plato, wodrns: to Cicero, qualitas: to 
Aristotle, évreAéyeia: to the Stoics, obtis, 
kepdtis, and many others. Among the 
words transferred by metaphor from com- 
mon to special meanings, to the Platonics 
we may ascribe idéa: to the Pythagoreans 
and Peripatetics, karnyopla and Kareyo- 
peiv: to the Stoics, xardAnfis, brdanis, 
Kadjkoy: to the Pyrrhonists, ears, év- 
déxerat, erexw, &e. 

And here I cannot but observe, that he 
who pretends to discuss the sentiments of 
any one of these philosophers, or even to 
cite and translate him, (except in trite 
and obvious sentences,) without accurately 
knowing the Greek tongue in general ; the 
nice differences of many words apparently 
synonymous ; the peculiar style of the au- 
thor whom he presumes to handle; the 
new coined words, and new significations 
given to old words, used by such author 

and his sect ; the whole philosophy of such 
sect, together with the connections and 
dependencies of its several parts, whether 
logical, ethical, or physical ; he, I say, that, 
without this previous preparation, attempts 
what I have said, will shoot in the dark ; 
will be liable to perpetual blunders ; will. 
explain, and praise, and censure merely by: 
chance; and though he may possibly to 
fools appear as a wise man, will certainly 
among the wise, ever pass for a fool. Such 
a man’s intellect comprehends ancient phi- 
losophy, as his eye comprehends a distant 
prospect. He may see, perhaps, enough to 
know mountains from plains, and seas from 
woods ; but from an accurate discernment 
of particulars, and their character, this, 
without further helps, it is impossible he 
should attain. 

» See Gaz. Gram. |. iv. cap. de Preeposit. 
© For example, let us suppose some given 

space ; ¢ and ew signify “out of that space ;” 
per, “through it,” from beginning to end ; 

o 2 
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Lastly, there are times when prepositions totally lose their 
connective nature, being converted into adverbs, and used in 
syntax accordingly. Thus Homer: 

Téaacoe 5¢ miioa wepi xOdv. 
“And earth smiled all around.” Iliad. TF. 362. 

But of this we have spoken in a preceding chapter.” One thing 
‘we must, however, observe, before we finish this chapter, which 
is, that whatever we may be told of cases in modern languages, 
there are, in fact, no such things; but their force and power is 
expressed by two methods, either by situation, or by prepositions; 
the nominative and accusative cases, by situation ; the rest, by 
prepositions. But this we shall make the subject of a chapter by 
itself, concluding here our inquiry concerning prepositions. 

CHAPTER IV. 

CONCERNING CASES. 

As cases, or at least their various powers, depend on the know- 
ledge, partly of nouns, partly of verbs, and partly of prepositions, 
they have been reserved till those parts of speech had been ex- 
amined and discussed, and are for that reason made the subject 
of so late a chapter as the present. 

There are no cases in the modern languages, except a few 
among the primitive pronouns, such as J and me, je and moy ; 
and the English genitive, formed by the addition of s, as when 
from lion, we form Jion’s ; from ship, ship’s. From this defect, 

an, * within it ;” sub, “under it.” Hence, 
then, e and per, in composition, “augment ;” 
enormis, “something, not simply big, but 
big in excess ;” something got out of the 

short of them ; swbniger, “blackish ;” sub- 
rubicundus, “reddish ;” tending to black, 
and tending to red, but yet under the 
standard, and below perfection. 

rule, and beyond the measure ; dico, “to 
speak ;” edico, “to speak out ;” whence 
edictum, “an edict,” something so effectually 
spoken, as all are supposed to hear, and all 
to obey. So Terence: 

Dico, edico vobis. Eun. v. 5, 20. 
which (as Donatus tells us in his Com- 
ment) isan avénois. Fari, “to speak ;” ef 
fart, “to speak out.” Hence effatum, “an 
axiom,” or self-evident proposition ; some- 
thing addressed, as it were, to all men, and 
calling for universal assent. Cic. Acad. 
ii. 29. Permagnus, perutilis, “great through- 
out, useful through every part.” 

On the contrary, iz and sub diminish 
and lessen. Injustus, iniquus, “unjust, in- 
equitable,” that lies within justice and 
equity, that reaches not so far, that falls 

Emo originally signified, “to take away ;” 
hence it came to signify to buy, because he, 
who buys, takes away his purchase. Inter, 
“between,” implies discontinwance ; for in 
things continuous there can nothing lie be- 
tween. From these two comes interimo, 
“to kill;” that is to say, to take a man 
away in the midst of life, by making a dis- 
continuance of his vital energy. So also 
perimo, “to kill” a man ; that is to say, to 
take him away thoroughly ; for, indeed, 
what more thorough taking away can well 
be supposed? The Greek verb, a&vaipeiv, 
and the English verb, “to take off,” seem 
both to carry the same allusion. And thus 
it is that prepositions become parts of other 
words. 

P See before, p. 177. 
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however, we may be enabled to discover, in some instances, what 
a case is; the periphrasis, which supplies its place, being the 
case (as it were) unfolded. Thus equi is analysed into du cheval, 
“of the horse ;” eguo into au cheval, “to the horse.” And hence 
we see that the genitive and dative cases imply the joint power 
of a noun and preposition ; the genitive’s preposition being a, de, 
or ex; the dative’s preposition being ad, or versus. 
We have not this assistance as to the accusative, which, in 

modern languages, (a few instances excepted.) is only known 
from its position, that is to say, by being subsequent to its verb 
in the collocation of the words. 

The vocative we pass over, from its little use, being not only 
unknown to the modern languages, but often in the ancient being 
supplied by the nominative. 

The ablative, likewise, was used by the Romans only; a case 
they seem to have adopted to associate with their prepositions, 
as they had deprived their genitive and dative of that privilege ; 
a ease certainly not necessary, because the Greeks do as well 
without it, and because with the Romans themselves it is fre- 
quently undistinguished. 

There remains the nominative, which, whether it were a case 
or no, was much disputed by the ancients. The Peripatetics 
held it to be no case, and likened the noun, in this its primary 
and original form, to a perpendicular line, such, for example, as 
the line A B. 

/ 
The variations from the nominative they considered as if A B 
were to fall from its perpendicular; as, for example, to A C, 
or AD. Hence, then, they only called these variations, r7o- 
gets, casus, “cases,” or “ fallings.” The Stoics, on the contrary, 
and the grammarians with them, made the nominative a case 
also: words they considered (as it were) to fall from the mind, 
or discursive faculty. Now when a noun fell thence in its 
primary form, they then called it rr@ovs 6p0n, casus rectus, “an 
erect, or upright case or falling;” such as A B, and by this 
name they distinguished the nominative. When it fell from the 
mind under any of its variations, as, for example, in the form of 
a genitive, a dative, or the like, such variations they called 776- 
ceis TAayiat, casus obliqui, * oblique cases, or sidelong fallings,” 
(such as A CO, or A D,) in opposition to the other, (that is, A B,) 
which was erect and perpendicular.1 Hence, too, grammarians 
called the method of enumerating the various cases of a noun, 

4 See Ammon. in Libr, de Interpr. p. 35. 
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’ Khiows, declinatio, ‘a declension ;” it being a sort of progressive 

descent from the noun’s upright form through its various de- 
clining forms; that is, adescent from A B to AC, A D, &e. 

Of these cases we shall treat but of four, that is to say, the 
nominative, the accusative, the genitive, and the dative. 

It has been said already, in the preceding chapter, that the 
great objects of natural union are substance and attribute. Now 
from this natural concord arises the logical concord of subject 
and predicate, and the grammatical concord of substantive and 
attributive." These concords in speech produce propositions and 
sentences, as that previous concord in nature produces natural 
beings. This being admitted, we proceed by observing, that 
when a sentence is regular and orderly, nature’s substance, the 
logician’s subject, and the grammarian’s substantive, are all de- 
noted by that case which we call the nominative. For example: 
Cesar pugnat, es fingitur, domus edificatur. We may remark, 
too, by the way, that the character of this nominative may be 
learnt from its attributive. The action implied in pugnat shews 
its nominative Cesar to be an active efficient cause; the passion 
implied in fingitur shews its nominative ws to be a passive sub- 
ject, as does the passion in e@dificatur prove domus to be an 
effect. 

As therefore every attributive would, as far as possible, con- 
form itself to its substantive, so for this reason, when it has eases, 
it imitates its substantive, and appears as a nominative also. So 
we find it in such instances as Cicero est eloquens; vitiwm est turpe; 
homo est animal, &c. When it has no cases, (as happens with 
verbs,) it is forced to content itself with such assimilations as it 
has, those of number and person; as when we say, Cicero lo- 

quitur ; nos loguimur ; homines loquuntur. 
From what has been said, we may make the following observa- 

tions: that as there can be no sentence without a substantive, 
so that substantive, if the sentence be regular, is always denoted 
by a nominative; that on this occasion all the attributives, that 
have cases, appear as nominatives also; that there may be a 
regular and perfect sentence without any of the other cases, but 
that without one nominative, at least, this is utterly impossible. 
Hence, therefore, we form its character and description: the 
nominative is that case, without which there can be no regular 
and perfect sentence.‘ We are now to search after another case. 
When the attributive in any sentence is some verb denoting 

action, we may be assured the principal substantive is some 
active efficient cause; so we may call Achilles and Lysippus in 

¥ See before, p. 193. nominative. Of this kind are all sentences, 
* What sort of number and person verbs made out of those verbs called by the Stoics 

have, see before, p. 170, 1, mapacuuBduara, oY mapakarnyophuara : 
_*.We have added regular, as well as such as Swxpdérer peramérc, Socratem 

perfect, because there may be irregular peenitet, &c. See before, p. 169. 
sentences, which may be perfect without a’ 
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such sentences as Achilles vulneravit, Lysippus fecit. But though 
this be evident and clearly understood, the mind is still in sus- 
pence, and finds its conception incomplete. Action, it well knows, 
not only requires some agent, but it must have a subject also to 
work on, and it must produce some effect. It is, then, to denote 
one of these (that is, the subject or the effect) that the authors 
of language have destined the accusative. Achilles vulneravit 
Hectorem ; here the accusative denotes the subject. Lysippus 
Jecit statuas ; here the accusative denotes the effect. By these 
additional explanations the mind becomes satisfied, and the sen- 
tences acquire a perfection which before they wanted. In what- 
ever other manner, whether figuratively, or with prepositions, 
this case may have been used, its first destination seems to have 
been that here mentioned, and hence therefore we shall form its 
character and description: the accusative is that case which to 
an efficient nominative and verb of action subjoins either the 
effect or the passive subject. We have still left the genitive and 
the dative, which we investigate as follows. 

It has been said in the preceding chapter," that when the 
places of the nominative and the accusative are filled by proper 
substantives, other substantives are annexed by the help of 
prepositions. Now though this be so far true in the modern 
languages, that (a very few instances excepted) they know no 
other method; yet is not the rule of equal latitude with respect 
to the Latin or Greek, and that from reasons which we are 
about to offer.. 
Among the various relations of substantives denoted by pre- 

positions, there appear to be two principal ones; and these are, 
the term or point which something commences from, and the 
term or point which something tends to. These relations the 
Greeks and Latins thought of so great importance, as to distin- 
guish them, when they occurred, by peculiar terminations of 
their own, which expressed their force without the help of a 
preposition. Now it is here we behold the rise of the ancient 
genitive and dative: the genitive being formed to express all 
relations commencing from itself; the dative all relations tending 
to itself. Of this there can be no stronger proof than the 
analysis of these cases in the modern languages which we have 
mentioned already.” 

It is on these principles that they say in Greek, deouai cov, 
Siapui cor, “of thee I ask,” “ to thee I give.” The reason is, 
in requests, the person requested is one whom something is 
expected from; in donations, the person presented is one whom 
something passes to. So again, wemo(nra: diov,* “it is made 
of stone.” Stone was the passive subject, and thus it appears in 

" See before, p. 194. “ made of gold and ivory.” So says Pau- 
Y See before, p. 196, 7. sanias of the Olympian Jupiter, L. y. p. 400. 
* Xpucod memomméevos Kat eA€pavtos, See also Hom, Iliad. 3. 574. 
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the genitive as being the term from, or out of which. Even in 
Latin, where the syntax is more formal and strict, we read, 

Implentur veteris Bacchi, pinguisque ferine. Virg. 

The old wine and venison were the funds or stores of or from 
which they were filled. Upon the same principles, IIiv@ tod 
vdaros, is a phrase in Greek; and Je bois de Peau, a phrase in 
French; as much as to say, “I take some or a certain part, 
JSrom or out of a certain whole.” 

When we meet in language such genitives as “the son of a 
father ;” “the father of a son;” “the picture of a painter;” “the 
painter of a picture,” &c., these are all relatives, and therefore 
each of them reciprocally a term or point to the other, from or 
out of which it derives its essence, or at least its intellection.’ 

The dative, as it implies tendency to, is employed among its 
other uses to denote the final cause, that being the cause to 
which all events, not fortuitous; may be said to tend. It is 
thus used in the following instances among innumerable others. 

Tibi suaveis deedala tellus 
Submittit flores. 

Tibi brachia contrahit ardens 
Scorpius. 

Tibi serviat ultima thule. 

Lucret, 

Virg. Georg. i. 

‘Ibid. 

And so much for cases, their origin and use; a sort of forms 
or terminations which we could not well pass over, from their 
great importance both in the Greek and Latin tongues ;’ but 
which, however, not being among the essentials of language, 
and therefore not to be found in many particular languages, can 
be hardly said to fall within the limits of our inquiry. 

CHAPTER V. 
2 

CONCERNING INTERJECTIONS. RECAPITULATION. CONCLUSION. 

Brsmes the parts of speech before mentioned, there remains the 
interjection. Of this kind among the Greeks are 2, Bed, Ai, 

y All relatives are said to reciprocate, or 
mutually infer each other, and therefore 
they are often expressed by this case, that 
is to say, the genitive. Thus Aristotle: 
Ildvra 8 ra mpds Tt mpds dytictpéporra. 
Aéyerat, ofov 5 SovA0s Seardrov SodAos, 
Kal 6 Seandrns SovAov Seawdrns A€yeTau 
elvai, kal Td SiAdo.ov Huloeos SimAdo1or, 
Kal 7d Fyuov Sirdaciov Huicv: Omnia 
vero, quee sunt ad aliquid, referuntur ad ea, 
quee reciprocantur. Ut servus dicitur do- 
mini servus; et dominus, servi dominus ; 
necnon duplum, dimidii duplum; et dimi- 

dium, dupli dimidium. Categor. c. vii. 
7 Annon et illud observatione dignum 

(licet nobis modernis spiritus nonnihil re- 
dundat) antiquas linguas plenas declina- 
tionum, casuum, conjugationum, et similium 
fuisse ; modernas, his fere destitutas, plu- 
rima per prepositiones et verba auxiliaria 
segniter expedire? Sane facile quis con- 
jiciat (utcunque nobis ipsi placeamus) in- 
genia priorum seculorum nostris fuisse multo 
acutiora et subtiliora. Bacon. de Augm. 
Scient. vi. 1. 
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&e.; among the Latins, Ah! Hew! Hei! &c.; among the 
English, Ai! Alas! Fie! &c. These the Greeks have ranged 
among their adverbs; improperly, if we consider the adverbial 
nature, which always coincides with some verb as its principal, 
and to which it always serves in the character of an attributive. 
Now interjections coincide with no part of speech, but are either 
uttered alone, or else thrown into a sentence, without altering’ 
its form, either in syntax or signification. The Latins seem 
therefore to have done better in separating them by themselves,* 
and giving them a name by way of distinction from the rest. 

Should it be asked, if not adverbs, what then are they? It 
may be answered, not so properly parts of speech, as adven- 
titious sounds; certain voices of nature, rather than voices of 
art, expressing those passions and natural emotions which spon- 
taneously arise in the human soul, upon the view or narrative of 
interesting events.” 

“ And thus we have found that all words are either signifi- 
cant by themselves, or only significant when associated ; that 
those significant by themselves, denote either substances or 
attributes, and are called for that reason substantives and attri- 
butives; that the substantives are either nouns or pronouns; 
that the attributives are either primary or secondary; that the 
primary attributives-are either verbs, participles, or adjectives ; 
the secondary, adverbs: Again, that the parts of speech, only 
significant when associated, are either definitives or connectives; 
that the definitives are either articular or pronominal ; and that 
the connectives are either prepositions or conjunctions.” 

And thus have we resolved language as a whole into its con- 
stituent parts, which was the first thing that we proposed in 
the course of this inquiry.° 

@ Vid. Servium in AEneid. xii. 486. 
b Interjectiones a Grecis ad adverbia re- 

feruntur, atque eos sequitur etiam Boethius. 
Et recte quidem de iis, quando casum regunt. 
Sed quando orationi solum inseruntur, ut 
nota affectus, velut suspirii aut metus, vix 
videntur ad classem aliquam pertinere, ut 
que naturales sint note; non, aliarum 
yocum instar, ex instituto significant. Voss. 
de Anal. 1.i.c.1. Interjectio est vox af- 
fectum mentis significans, ac citra verbi 
opem sententiam complens. Ibid. c. 3. 
Restat classium extrema, interjectio. Hujus 
appellatio non similiter se habet ac con- 
junctionis. Nam cum hee dicatur con- 
junctio, quia conjungat ; interjectio tamen, 
non quia interjacet, sed quia interjicitur, 
nomen accepit. Nec tamen de odalg ejus 
est, ut interjiciatur ; cum per se compleat 
sententiam, nec raro ab ea incipiat oratio. 
Ibid. 1. iv. c. 28. Interjectionem non esse 
partem orationis sic ostendo: quod naturale 
est, idem est apud omnes: sed gemitus et 

signa leetitie idem sunt apud omnes: sunt 
igitur naturales. Si vero naturales, non 
sunt partes orationis. Nam ez partes, se- 
cundum Aristotelem, ex instituto, non na- 
tura, debent constare. Interjectionem Greci 
adyerbiis adnumerant; sed falso. Nam 
neque, &c. Sanct. Miner. |. i. c. 2. Inter- 
jectionem Greeci inter adverbia ponunt, quo- 
niam hee quoque vel adjungitur verbis, vel 
verba ei subaudiuntur. Utsi dicam—pape! 
quid video—vel per se—pape !/—etiamsi 
non addatur, miror; habet in se ipsius verbi 
significationem. Que res maxime fecit 
Romanorum artium scriptores separatim 
hance partem ab adverbiis accipere; quia 
videtur affectum habere in sese verbi, et 
plenam motus animi significationem, etiamsi 
non addatur verbum, demonstrare. Interjec- 
tio tamen non solum illa, que dicunt Greeci 
oTXETALaAcpdy, significat ; sed etiam voces, quze 
cujuscunque passionis animi pulsu per ex- 
clamationem interjiciuntur. Prise, ]. xv. 

© See before, p. 119. 
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But now, as we conclude, methinks I hear some objector de- 
manding, with an air of pleasantry and ridicule, “Is there no 
speaking, then, without all this trouble? Do we not talk every 
one of us, as well unlearned as learned, as well poor peasants 
as profound philosophers?” We may answer, by interrogating 
on our part, Do not those same poor peasants use the lever and 
the wedge, and many other instruments, with much habitual 
readiness? And yet have they any conception of those geome- 
trical principles from which those machines derive their efficacy 
and force? And is the ignorance of these peasants a reason for 
others to remain ignorant, or to render the subject a less be- 
coming inquiry? Think of animals and vegetables that occur 
every day; of time, of place, and of motion; of light, of colours, 
and of gravitation ; of our very senses and intellect, by which 
we perceive every thing else: that they are we all know, and 
are perfectly satisfied; what they are is a subject of much ob- 
scurity and doubt. Were we to reject this last question, be- 
cause we are certain of the first, we should banish all philosophy 
at once out of the world.‘ 

But a graver objector now accosts us. “‘ What (says he) is the 
utility? Whence the profit, where the gain?” Every science 
whatever (we may answer) has its use. Arithmetic is excellent 
for the gauging of liquors; geometry, for the measuring of 
estates ; astronomy, for the making of almanacks ; and grammar, 
perhaps, for the drawing of bonds and conveyances. 

Thus much to the sordid. If the liberal ask for something 
better than this, we may answer and assure them, from the best 
authorities, that every exercise of the mind upon theorems of 
science, like generous and manly exercise of the body, tends to 
call forth and strengthen nature’s original vigour. Be the sub- 
ject itself immediately lucrative or not, the nerves of reason are 
braced by the mere employ, and we become abler actors in the 
drama of life, whether our part be of the busier or of the se- 
dater kind. | 

Perhaps, too, there is a pleasure even in science itself, distinct 
from any end to which it may be further conducive. Are not 
health and strength of body desirable for their own sakes, though 
we happen not to be fated either for porters or draymen? and 
have not health and strength of mind their intrinsic worth also, 

4 °AAN got: TWOAAG Tov bvTwy, & Thy number of things, many which have a most 
bev trap exer yvwpipwrdrny, wyvworo- 
Tarnv 5¢ Thy ovolay* bomwep hre Klynois, 
Kal 6 rémos, @ts 5& padAdov 6 xpédvos. 
°"Exdorov yap TovTwy Td wey elvas yvapiov 
kal dvauplrAerrov” tis 8& more eoTw ad- 
Tov % ovola, TaY XarAemwTaTwr dpabhvat. 
“Eort 5¢ 3 tt tev ToLobTwy Kal  WuxXT* 
Td pe yap eivar Te THY WUXI, YuwplILoTa- 
Tov Kat paveporarov’ Tide wore eoTW, ov 
pddiov Karopobetv: “There are in the 

known existence, but a most unknown es- 
sence ; such for example as motion, place, 
and, more than either of them, time. The 
existence of each of these is known and in- 
disputable, but what their essence is, or na- 
ture, is among the most difficult things to 
discern. The soul also is in the same class : 
that it is something, is most evident; but 
what it is, is a matter not so easy to learn.” 
Alex. Aphrod. de Anima, p. 142. 
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though not condemned to the low drudgery of sordid emolu- 
ment? Why should there not be a good (could we have the 
grace to recognise it) in the mere energy of our intellect, as 
much as in energies of lower degree? The sportsman believes 
there is good in his chase, the man of gaiety in his intrigue, even 
the glutton in his meal. We may justly ask of these, Why they 
pursue such things? but if they answer, “‘they pursue them be- 
cause they are good,” it would be folly to ask them further, Why 
they pursue what is good? It might well, in such case, be re- 
plied on their behalf, (how strange soever it may at first appear,) 
“that if there was not something good, which was in no respect 
useful, even things useful themselves could not possibly have 
existence.” For this is in fact no more than to assert, that some 
things are ends, some things are means; and that if there were 
no ends, there could be, of course, no means. 

It should seem, then, the grand question was, What is good ? 
that is to say, what is that which is desirable, not for something 
else, but for itself? for whether it be the chase, or the intrigue, 
or the meal, may be fairly questioned, since men in each instance 
are far from being agreed. 

In the mean time, it is plain, from daily experience, there are 
infinite pleasures, amusements, and diversions; some for summer, 
others for winter; some for country, others for town ; some easy, 
indolent, and soft; others boisterous, active, and rough; a mul- 
titude diversified to every taste, and which for the time are en- 
joyed as perfect good, without a thought of any end that may 
be further obtained. Some objects of this kind are at times 
sought by all men, excepting alone that contemptible tribe, 
who, from a love to the means of life, wholly forgetting its end, 
are truly, for that reason, called misers, or miserable. 

If there be supposed, then, a pleasure, a satisfaction, a good, 
a something valuable for itself without view to any thing further, 
in so many objects of the subordinate kind; shall we not allow 
the same praise to the sublimest of all objects? Shall the in- 
tellect alone feel no pleasures in its energy, when we allow them 
to the grossest energies of appetite and sense? Or if the reality 
of all pleasures and goods were to be controverted, may not the 
intellectual sort be defended, as rationally as any of them? 
Whatever’ may be urged in behalf of the rest (for we are not 
now arraigning them) we may safely affirm of intellectual good, 
that it is “the good of that part which is most excellent within 
us; that it is a good accommodated to all places and times; which 
neither depends on the will of others, nor on the affluence of ex- 
ternal fortune; that it is a good which decays not with de- 
caying appetites, but often rises in vigour when those are no 
more.” “ 

There is a difference, we must own, between this intellectual 

© See before, p. 48. 
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virtue, and moral virtue. Moral virtue, from its employment, 
may be called more human, as it tempers our appetites to the 
purposes of human life. But intellectual virtue may be surely 
called more divine, if we consider the nature and sublimity of 
its end. 

Indeed, for moral virtue, as it is almost wholly conversant 
about appetites and affections, either to reduce the natural ones 
to a proper mean, or totally to expel the unnatural and vicious, 
it would be impious to suppose the Deity to have occasion for 
such an habit, or that any work of this kind should call for his 
attention. Yet God is, and lives. So we are assured from 
scripture itself. What then may we suppose the divine life to 
be? Not a life of sleep, as the fables tell us of Endymion. If 
we may be allowed, then, to conjecture, with a becoming reve- 
rence, what more likely than a perpetual energy of the purest 
intellect about the first, all-comprehensive objects of intellection, 
which objects are no other than that intellect itself? For in 
pure intellection it holds the reverse of all sensation, that the 
perceiver and thing perceived are always one and the same.’ 

It was speculation of this kind concerning the Divine Nature 
which induced one of the wisest among the ancients to believe, 
“that the man who could live in the pure enjoyment of his mind, 
and who properly cultivated that divine principle, was happiest 
in himself, and most beloved by the gods. For if the gods had 
any regard to what passed among men, (as it appeared they had,) 
it was probable they should rejoice in that which was most ex- 
cellent, and by nature the most nearly allied to themselves; 
and as this was mind, that they should requite the man who 
most loved and honoured this, both from his regard to that 
which was dear to themselves, and from his acting a part 
which was laudable and right.” § 

And thus in all science there is something valuable for itself, 
because it contains within it something which is divine. 

f Ei obv otrws eb exel, as Hucis more, 6 
@eds Gel, Oavuaordv’ ef 5& wGArov, err 
Oavpacirepov’ exer St Gde, rad (wh 5€ ye 
imdpxer 7 yap Nod evépyeia, (wh éxeivos 
d&, 7 evepyeia’ evépyeia SE 4 Kad’ abrry, 
éxelvov (wr) aplorn Kal atdios. Pauty dé 
Tov @edy civat Gov ald.ov, tpiorov’ bore 
(ah ka aiwy cuvexhs Kal aldios bardpyxet 
7G OcG, TodTO yap 6 Ocds. Tav mera ra 
gvo* A’. ¢’. It is remarkable in scripture, 
that God is peculiarly characterized as a 
living God, in opposition to all false and 

imaginary deities, of whom some had no 
pretensions to life at all; others to none 
higher than to vegetables or brutes ; and 
the best were nothing better than illustrious 
men, whose existence was circumscribed by 
the short period of humanity. 

To the passage above quoted, may be 
added another, which immediately precedes 
it. Adrdy 5é voe? 6 vods Kata merdAnuy 
TOU vonTov vontds yap yiveral, Oryydvev 
kal voav' ore tavtby vods Kad vdnror. 

8 °HOK* Nixouax* 7d K’. ked. 7 
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BOOK III. 

CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUCTION. DIVISION OF THE SUBJECT INTO ITS PRINCIPAL PARTS. 

Some things the mind performs through the body; as, for ex- 
ample, the various works and energies of art. Others it per- 
forms without such medium; as, for example, when it thinks, 
and reasons, and concludes. Now though the mind, in either 
case, may be called the principle or source, yet are these last 
more properly its own peculiar acts, as being immediately refer- 
able to its own innate powers. And thus is mind ultimately 
the cause of all; of every thing at least that is fair and good. 

Among those acts of mind more immediately its own, that of 
mental separation may be well reckoned one. Corporeal sepa- 
rations, however accurate otherwise, are in one respect incom- 
plete, as they may be repeated without end. The smallest 
limb, severed from the smallest animalcule, (if we could suppose 
any instrument equal to such dissection,) has still a triple exten- 
sion of length, breadth, and thickness; has a figure, a colour, 
with perhaps many other qualities, and so will continue to have 
though thus divided to infinity. But the mind surmounts all 
power of concretion,* and can place in the simplest manner 
every attribute by itself: convex without concave; colour with- 
out superficies; superficies without body; and body without its 
accidents; as distinctly each one as though they had never been 
united. 

And thus it is that it penetrates into the recesses of all things, 
not only dividing them, as wholes, into their more conspicuous 
parts, but persisting till it even separate those elementary prin- 
ciples, which, being blended together after a more mysterious 
manner, are united in the minutest part as much as in the 
mightiest whole.” 

Now if matter and form are among these elements, and 
deserve perhaps to be esteemed as the principal among them, 
it may not be foreign to the design of this treatise, to seek 
whether these, or any things analogous to them, may be found 
in speech or language.° This, therefore, we shall attempt after 
the following method. 

@ Itaque nature facienda est prorsus so- 
lutio et separatio ; non per ignem certe, sed 
per mentem, tanquam ignem divinum. 
Bacon. Organ. 1. ii. 16. 

b See below, p. 207, note e. 
- ©See before, p. 117, 119. “ Matter” 
and “ form” (in Greek &An and e?Sos) were 

terms of great import in the days of ancient 
philosophy, when things were scrutinized 
rather at their beginning than at their end. 
They have been but little regarded by 
modern philosophy, which almost wholly 
employs itself about the last order of. sub- 
stance, that is to say, the tangible, corporeal, 
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Every thing in a manner, whether natural or artificial, is in 
its constitution compounded of something common and some- 

or concrete, and which acknowledges no 
separations even in this, but those made by 
mathematical instruments or chemical pro- 
cess. 

The original meaning of the word #An, 
was sylva, “a wood.” Thus Homer: - 

Tpeue & open waxpa kat An, 
Toooly im’ d0avdroi Moceddwvos idvytos. 
As Neptune past, the mountains and the wood 
Trembled beneath the god’s immortal feet. 

Hence as wood was perhaps the first and 
most useful kind of materials, the word #A7, 
which denoted it, came to be by degrees 
extended, and at length to denote matter 
or materials in general. In this sense brass 
was called the #An or “ matter” of a statue ; 
stone, the #An or “matter” of a pillar; and 
so in other instances. The Platonic Chal- 
cidius, and other authors of the latter 
Latinity, use sylva under the same extended 
and comprehensive signification. 
Now as the species of matter here men- 

tioned (stone, metal, wood, &c.) occur most 
frequently in common life, and are all 
nothing more than natural substances or 
bodies, hence by the vulgar, matter and body 
have been taken to denote the same thing ; 
material to mean corporeal ; immaterial, in- 
corporeal, &c. But this was not the sentiment 
of philosophers of old, by whom the term 
matter was seldom used under so narrow an 
acceptation. By these, every thing was 
called dA, or “matter,” whether corporeal or 
incorporeal, which was capable of becoming 
something else, or of being moulded into 
something else, whether from the operation 
of art, of nature, or a higher cause. 

In this sense, they not only called brass 
the #Ax of a statue, and timber of a boat, 
but letters and syllables they called the 
vAat of words ; words, or simple terms, the 
#aAau of propositions ; and propositions them- 
selves the dAa of syllogisms. The Stoics 
held all things out of our own power, (ra 
ovk ep jutv,) such as wealth and poverty, 
honour and dishonour, health and sickness, 
life and death, to be the #Aa, or materials 
of virtue or moral goodness, which had its 
essence in a proper conduct with respect to 
all these. (Vid. Arr. Epict. 1. i. c. 29. Also 
the Dialogue concerning Happiness, p. 
75, and note % M. Ant. xii. 293 vii. 
29; x. 18, 19; where the bAmdy and 
airi@des are opposed to each other.) The 
Peripatetics, though they expressly held the 
soul to be aedéuaros, or “ incorporeal,” yet 
still talked of a vots bAucds, “a material 
mind” or “intellect.” This to modern ears 
may possibly sound somewhat harshly. Yet 
if we translate the words, “natural capa- 

city,” and consider them as only denoting 
that original and native power of intellec- 
tion, which being previous to all human 
knowledge, is yet necessary to its reception ; 
there seems nothing then to remain that 
can give us offence. And so much for the 
idea of #An, or “matter.” See Alex. Aphrod. 
de Anim. p. 144. b. 145. Arist. Metaph. 
p- 121, 122, 141. edit. Sylb. Procl. in 
Euclid. p. 22, 23. 

As to eidos, its original meaning was 
that of “form” or “figure,” considered as 
denoting visible symmetry and proportion ; 
and hence it had its name from eldw, “to 
see ;” beauty of person being one of the 
noblest and most excellent objects of sight. 
Thus Euripides, 
Tlp@rov wev eidos &kov Tupavvidos. 
Fair form to empire gave*the first pretence, 
Now as the form or figure of visible beings 
tended principally to distinguish them, and 
to give to each its name and essence ; hence 
in a more general sense, whatever of any 
kind (whether corporeal or incorporeal) was 
peculiar, essential, and distinctive, so as by 
its accession to any beings, as to its UAn or 
“ matter,” to mark them with a character 
which they had not before, was called by 
the ancients efdos, or “form.” Thus not 
only the shape given to the brass was 
called the eiSos, or “form” of the statue ; 
but the proportion assigned to the drugs 
was the eiSos or “form” of the medicine ; 
the orderly motion of the human body was 
the eiSos or “form” of the dance ; the just 
arrangement of the propositions, the eidos 
or “form” of the syllogism. In like manner, 
the rational and accurate conduct of a wise 
and good man, in all the various relations 
and occurrences of life, made that efos or 
“form” described by Cicero to his son: 
Formam quidam ipsam, Marce fili, et tan- 
quam faciem honesti vides: que, si oculis 
cerneretur, mirabiles amores (ut ait Plato) 
excitaret sapientiz, &c. De Offic. i. . 
We may go further still: the Supreme 

Intelligence which passes through all things, 
and which is the same to our capacities as 
light is to our eyes, this Supreme Intelli- 
gence has been called eldos eldwv, “the 
form of forms,” as being the fountain of all 
symmetry, of all good, and of all truth ; 
and as imparting to every being those es- 
sential and distinctive attributes which 
make it to be itself, and not any thing else. 
And so much concerning form, as before 

concerning matter. We shall only add, 
that it is in the uniting of these that every 
thing generable begins to exist; in their 
separating, to perish, and be at an end; 
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thing peculiar; of something common, and belonging to many 
other things; and of something peculiar, by which it is distin- 
guished, and made to be its true and proper self. 

Hence language, if compared according to this notion to the 
murmurs of a fountain, or the dashings of a cataract, has in 
common this, that, like them, it is a sound. But then, on the 
contrary, it has in peculiar this, that whereas those sounds have 
no meaning or signification, to language a meaning or significa- 
tion is essential. Again, language, if compared to the voice of 
irrational animals, has in common this, that, like them, it has a 
meaning. But then it has this in peculiar to distinguish it from 
them, that whereas the meaning of those animal sounds is 
derived from nature, that of language is derived, not from 
nature, but from compact.* 

From hence it becomes evident, that language, taken in the 
most comprehensive view, implies certain sounds, having certain 
meanings; and that of these two principles, the sound is as the 
matter, common (like other matter) to many different things ; 
the meaning as that peculiar and characteristic form, by which 
the nature or essence of language becomes complete. 

that while the two co-exist, they co-exist 
not by juxta-position, like the stones in a 
wall, but by a more intimate coincidence, 
complete in the minutest part ; that hence, 
if we were to persist in dividing any sub- 
stance (for example marble) to infinity, 
there would still remain after every section 
both matter and form, and these as _per- 
fectly united as before the division began : 
lastly, that they are both pre-existent to 
the beings which they constitute; the 
matter being to be found in the world at 
large ; the form, if artificial, pre-existing 
within the artificer, or if natural, within 
the Supreme Cause, the sovereign artist of 
the universe. 

Pulchrum pulcherrimus tpse 
Mundum mente gerens, similique in imagine 
Sormans. 

Even without speculating so high as this, 
we may see among all animal and vegetable 
substances, the form pre-existing in their 
immediate generating cause ; oak being the 
parent of oak, lion of lion, man of man, &e. 

Cicero’s account of these principles is as 
follows : 

MATTER. 
Sed subjectam putant omnibus sine ulla 

specie, atque carentem omni illa qualitate 
(faciamus enim tractando usitatius hoc 
verbum et tritius) materiam quandam, ex 
qua omnia expressa atque efficta sint : (que 
tota omnia accipere possit, omnibusque 
modis mutari atque ex omni parte) eoque 
etiam interire, non in nihilum, &e. Acad. 
i. 8. 

FORM. 
Sed ego sic statuo, nihil esse in ullo 

genere tam pulchrum, quo non pulchrius id 
sit, unde illud, ut ex ore aliquo, quasi 
imago, exprimatur, quod neque oculis, neque 
auribus, neque ullo sensu percipi potest: 
cogitatione tantum et mente complectimur. 
Has rerum formas appellat ideas ille non 
intelligendi solum, sed etiam dicendi gravis- 
simus auctor et magister, Plato: easque 
gigni negat, et ait semper esse, ac ratione 
et intelligentia contineri: cetera nasci occi- 
dere, fluere, labi; nec diutius esse uno et 
eodem statu. Quidquid est igitur, de quo 
ratione et via disputetur, id est ad ultimam 
sui generis formam speciemque redigendum, 
Cie. ad M. Brut. Orat. 

4 The Peripatetics (and with just reason) 
in all their definitions, as well of words as 
of sentences, made it a part of their cha- 
racter to be significant cara cvvOjany, “ by 
compact.” See Aristot. de Interp. ¢. 2, 4. 
Boethius translates the words kara ouv- 
On«nv, “ad placitum,” or “ secundum placi- 
tum,” and thus explains them in his com- 
ment: Secundum placitum vero est, quod 
secundum quandam positionem, placitum- 
que ponentis aptatur ; nullum enim nomen 
naturaliter constitutum est, neque unquam, 
sicut subjecta res a natura est, ita quoque 
a natura veniente vocabulo nuncupatur. 
Sed hominum genus, quod et ratione, et 
oratione vigeret, nomina posuit, eaque qui- 
bus libuit literis syllabisque conjungens, 
singulis subjectarum rerum substantiis dedit. 
Boeth. in lib. de Interpret. p. 308, 
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CHAPTER II. 

UPON THE MATTER, OR COMMON SUBJECT OF LANGUAGE. 

Tue Ay, or “ matter of language,” comes first to be considered ; 
a subject which order will not suffer us to omit, but in which 
we shall endeavour to be as concise as we can. Now this vA, 
or “‘matter,” is sound; and sound is that sensation peculiar to 
the sense of hearing, when the air hath felt a percussion adequate 
to the producing such effect.* 

As the causes of this percussion are various, so from hence 
sound derives the variety of its species. 

Further, as all these causes are either animal or inanimate, 
so the two grand species of sounds are likewise animal or in- 
animate. 

There is no peculiar name for sound inanimate; nor even for 
that of animals, when made by the trampling of their feet, the 
fluttering of their wings, or any other cause, which is merely 
accidental. But that which they make by proper organs, in 
consequence of some sensation or inward impulse, such animal 
sound is called a voice. 

As language therefore implies that sound called human voice, 
we may perceive that to know the nature and powers of the 
human voice, is in fact to know the matter or common subject of 
language. 

Now the voice of man, and it should seem of all other animals, 
is formed by certain organs between the mouth and the lungs, 
and which organs maintain the intercourse between these two. 
The lungs furnish air, out of which the voice is formed; and the 
mouth, when the voice is formed, serves to publish it abroad. 

What these vocal organs precisely are, is not in all respects 
agreed by philosophers and anatomists. Be this as it will, it is 
certain that the mere primary and simple voice is completely 
formed, before ever it reach the mouth, and can therefore (as 
well as breathing) find a passage through the nose, when the 
mouth is so far stopped, as to prevent the least utterance. 

Now pure and simple voice, being thus produced, is (as before 

€ This appears to be Priscian’s meaning “Axotew 5¢, rod werath Tov Te dwvovvros Py fd ) 
when he says of a voice, what is more 
properly true of sound in general, that it is, 
suum sensibile aurium, id est, quod proprie 
auribus accidit. Lib. i. p. 537. 

The following account of the Stoics, 
-which refers the cause of sound to an un- 
dulation in the air propagated circularly, 
as when we drop a stone into a cistern of 
water, seems to accord with the modern 
hypothesis, and to be as plausible as any: 

kal Tod &kovovTos depos WANTTOMEVOU Opal- 
poeidas, elra KuuaTroumévov, kal Tals &Kouts 
mpoonlrtTovTos, @s KumaTovTa Td ev TH 
detauerh wp Kata KiKAovs brd Tov 
é€uBAnGevtos AiSov: “Porro audire, cum is, 
qui medius inter loquentem, et audientem 
est, aer verberatur orbiculariter, deinde 
agitatus auribus influit, quemadmodum et 
cisternee aqua.per orbes injecto agitatur 
lapide.” Diog. Laert. vii. 
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was observed) transmitted to the mouth. Here, then, by means 
of certain different organs, which do not change its primary 
qualities, but only superadd others, it receives the form or 
character of articulation. For articulation is in fact nothing else, 
than that form or character, acquired to simple voice, by means 
of the mouth and its several organs, the teeth, the tongue, the 
lips, &c. The voice is not by articulation made more grave or 
acute, more loud or soft, (which are its primary qualities,) but it 
acquires to these characters certain others additional, which are 
perfectly adapted to exist along with them‘ 

The simplest of these new characters are those acquired through 
the mere openings of the mouth, as these openings differ in giving 
the voice a passage. It is the variety of configurations in these 
openings only, which gives birth and origin to the several vowels; 
and hence it is they derive their name, by being thus eminently 
vocal,® and easy to be sounded of themselves alone. , 

There are other articulate forms, which the mouth makes not 
by mere openings, but by different contacts of its different parts ; 

f The several organs above mentioned 
not only serve the purposes of speech, but 
those very different ones likewise of masti- 
cation and respiration ; so frugal is nature 
in thus assigning them double duty, and so 
careful to maintain her character of doing 
nothing in vain. 

He that would be informed how much 
better the parts here mentioned are framed 
for discourse in man, who is a discursive 
animal, than they are in other animals, 
who are not so, may consult Aristotle in 
his treatise de Animal. Part. lib. ii. c. 17 ; 
lib. iii. c. 1. 3. De Anima, lib. ii. c. 8. 
8. 23, &e. 
And here, by the way, if such inquirer 

be of a genius truly modern, he may pos- 
sibly wonder how the philosopher, consider- 
ing (as it is modestly phrased) the age in 
which he lived, should know so much, and 
reason so well. But if he have any taste 
or value for ancient literature, he may with 
much juster cause wonder at the vanity of 
his contemporaries, who dream all philo- 
sophy to be the invention of their own age, 
knowing nothing of those ancients still re- 
maining for their perusal, though they are 
so ready on every occasion to give thie pre- 
ference to themselves. 

The following account from Ammonius 
will shew whence the notions in this chapter 
are taken, and what authority we have to 
distinguish voice from mere sound; and 
articulate voice from simple voice. 

Kat Ydgos wer dori rAny?) dépos aicOnrh 
&Kon* pwvh dt, Wopos e eupdxou yuwd- 
pevos, Stay bia THs oveTOATS Tod Pdpakos 
€xOALBomevos ard Tod mvevpmovos 6 eiomvev- 
Gels dap mpoorintn &bpdws TH Kadoumévy 

Tpaxelg aprnpia, Kal TH dmwepda, Hro TE 
yapyapeavi, kat Sia THs TANyIs aroreAH 
Tia hXov aicAnrdy, Kard Twa Spuhy Tis 
Wuxijs Srep éml trav eumvevotey Tapa 
TOiS movalKois KaAoUMevwY opydvwy cuUL- 
Baiver, oiov avdAdy Kal ouplyywv" Tis 
yAétTns, Kat Tav dddévTwr, Kal xELréwy 
mpds wev Thy SidAeKToy avayKalwyv byTwr, 
mpos 5 Thy aTA@s hwvhv ov mdvTws guL- 
BadAouévwy : “ Estque sonus, ictus aeris qui 
auditu sentitur: vox autem est sonus, quem 
animans edit, cum per thoracis compres- 
sionem aer attractus a pulmone, elisus simul 
totus in arteriam, quam asperam vocant, et 
palatum, aut gurgulionem impingit, et ex 
ictu sonum quendam sensibilem pro animi 
quodam impetu perficit, Id quod in in- 
strumentis qu quia inflant, ideo éu- 
mvevoTd a musicis dicuntur, usu venit, ut 
in tibiis, ac fistulis contingit, cum lingua, 
dentes, labiaque ad loquelam necessaria sint, 
ad vocem vero simplicem non omnino con- 
ferant.” Ammon. in lib. De Interpr. p. 25. . 
B. Vid. etiam Boerhaave Institut. Medic. 
sect. 626. 630. 

It appears that the Stoics (contrary to 
the notion of the Peripatetics) used the 
word wv}, to denote sound in general. 
They defined it therefore to be, 7d 78:0r 
tucOnrdy axons, which justifies the defini- 
tion given by Priscian, in the note pre- 
ceding. Animal sound they defined to be, 
&hp, bd puis mewAnyuevos. “air struck 
(and so made audible) by some animal im- 
pulse ;” and human or rational sound, they 
defined, ZvapOpos ral amd diavolas exmeuro- 
pévyn, “sound articulate and derived from 
the discursive faculty.” Diog. Laert. vii. 55, 

S Dwyvnevta. 

P 
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such, for instance, as it makes by the junction of the two lips, of 
the tongue with the teeth, of the tongue with the palate, and 
the like. 

Now as all these several contacts, unless some opening of the 
mouth either immediately precede, or immediately follow, would 
rather occasion silence, than to produce a voice; hence it is, 
that with some such opening, either previous or subsequent, 
they are always connected. Hence also it is, that the articula- 
tions so produced are called consonant, because they sound not 
of themselves, and from their own powers, but at all times in 
company with some auxiliary vowel.” 

There are other subordinate distinctions of these primary 
articulations, which to enumerate would be foreign to the design 
of this treatise. 

It is enough to observe, that they are all denoted by the com- 
mon name of element,’ inasmuch as every articulation of every 
other kind is from them derived, and into them resolved. Under 
their smallest combination they produce a syllable; syllables 
properly combined produce a word; 

and sentences properly combined produce — produce a sentence ; 
an oration or discourse. 

words properly combined 

And thus it is, that to principles apparently so trivial,* as 

bh Siupova. 
i The Stoic definition of an element is 

as follows : Zoe 5€ oTOLXEtoV, e of mpdrrov 

yivera TH yivdueva, kal eis 6 ZoxarTov ava- 
Averar: “an element is that out of which, 
as their first principle, things generated are 
made, and into which, as their last remains, 
they are resolved.” Diog. Laert. vii. 176. 
What Aristotle says upon elements, with re- 
spect to the subject here treated, i is worth at- 
tending to: pwvijs OTOLX EO, e€ av obyrerrat 
N povnh, Kad eis & Siapetra:eoxara* exeiva 
dé nner’ cis AAas pwvas Erépas TE cider 
avTay: “the elements of articulate voice 
are those things out of which the voice is 
compounded, and into which, as its last 
remains, it is divided: the elements them- 
selves being no further divisible into other 
articulate voices, differing in species from 
them.” Metaph. v. c. 3. 

k The Egyptians paid divine honours to 
the inventor of letters, and regulator of 
language, whom they called Theuth. By 
the Greeks he was worshipped under the 
name of Hermes, and represented commonly 
by a head alone without other limbs, stand- 
ing upon a quadrilateral basis. The head 
itself was that of a beautiful youth, having 
on it a petasus, or bonnet, adorned with 
two wings. 

There was a peculiar reference in this 
figure to the Epujjs Adyios, “the Hermes of 
language or discourse.” He possessed no 
other part of the human figure but the head, 

because no other was deemed requisite to 
rational communication. Words, at the same 
time, the medium of this communication, 
being (as Homer well describes them) 
érea mrepoevra, “ winged words,” were re- 
presented in their velocity by the wings of 
his bonnet. 

Let us suppose such a Hermes, haying 
the front of his basis (the usual place for 
inscriptions) adorned with some old alpha- 
bet, and having a veil flung across, by 
which that alphabet is partly covered. Let 
a youth be seen drawing off this veil; and 
a nymph, near the youth, transcribing what 
she there discovers. 

Such a design would easily indicate its 
meaning. The youth we might imagine to 
be the genius of man, (naturee Deus humane,. 
as Horace styles him ;) the nymph to be 
bynuootyn, or “memory ;” as much as to 
insinuate that “man, for the preservation of 
his deeds and inventions, was necessarily 
obliged to have recourse to letters; and 
that memory, being conscious of her own 
insufficiency, was glad to avail herself of so 
valuable an acquisition.” 

As to Hermes, his history, genealogy, 
mythology, figure, &e. vid. Platon, Phileb. 
vol. ii. p. 18. edit. Serran. Diod. Sic. Li. 
Horat. od. x. 1. 1. Hesiod. Theog. v. 937. 
cum Comment. Joan. Diaconi. Thucyd. vi. 
27. et Scholiast. in loc, Pighium apud 
Gronoy. Thesaur. vol. ix. p. 1164. 

For the value and importance of princi- 
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about twenty plain elementary sounds, we owe that variety of 
articulate voices, which have been sufficient to explain the senti- 
ments of so innumerable a multitude, as all the present and past 
generations of men. 

It appears, from what has been said, that the matter or 
common subject of language is that species of sounds called 
voices articulate. 

What remains to be examined in the following chapter, is 
language under its characteristic and peculiar form, that is to 
say, language considered, not with respect to sound, but to 
meaning. 

CHAPTER ITI. 

UPON THE FORM, OR PECULIAR CHARACTER, OF LANGUAGE. 

Wuen to any articulate voice there accedes by compact a 
meaning or signification, such voice by such accession is then 
called a word; and many words, possessing their significations 
(as it were) under the same compact,' unite in constituting a 
particular language. 

ples, and the difficulty in attaining them, 
see Aristot. de Sophist. Elench. ¢. 34. 

The following passage, taken from that 
able mathematician Tacquet, will be found 
peculiarly pertinent to what has been said 
in thischapter concerning elementary sounds, 
p. 324, 325. 

Mille milliones scriptorum mille annorum 
millionibus non ‘scribent omnes 24 litte- 
rarum alphabeti permutationes, licet singuli 
quotidie absolverent 40 paginas, quarum 
unaquzeque contineret diversos ordines lit- 
terarum 24. Tacquet Arithmetice Theor. 
p- 381. edit. Antverp, 1663. 

1 See before, note d, p. 207. See also 
p. 27, note c; and p. 28, note J, 

The following quotation from Ammonius 
is remarkable: Ka@dmrep ody 7d wey Kata 
Témov KiveicOa, pice, Td BE dpxetobat, 
Oca Kal Kata cuvOhnny, Ka Td wey td- 
Aov, pice, 7 St Obpa, Oger? oftrw Kad Td 
Bev dwreiv, pice, Td 5t 80 dvoudtwor 2 
pnudrwv onualvew, Oécer—Kad Zorke Thy 
Kev pwrntin)y divauy, Spyavay odcay 
TeV WuxXKaY ev hiv duvducwy yywoTiKor, 

dpextixay, Kara piow exew 6 tivOpwmos 
mapawAnolws tots aAdyois Cébois’ Td SE 
dvéuacw, 7} phuacw, ) Tots ex roiTwy 
gvykeuevors Adyos xpjo0au mpds Thy on- 
paclay (overs pioe odow, GrAAA Oécrer) 
éetalperoy exew mpds Ta tArAoya a, didi 
kai pdvos Tav OynTay ad’ToKwwhtov meTexet 
Wuxijs, Kal réxvikds evepyeiy Suvapévns, 

tva Kal év adT@ TS pwveiv | TEeXViKh adTis 
Siaxplynrar Sdvapis* Snover 5 radra of 
eis KdAAOS cuvTWemevor Ad-yot weTa WETPwY, 
 &vev pérpwy: “In the same manner, 
therefore, as local motion is from nature, 
but dancing is something positive ; and as 
timber exists in nature, but a door is some- 
thing positive; so is the power of pro- 
ducing a vocal sound founded in nature, 
but that of explaining ourselves by nouns, 
or verbs, something positive. And hence it 
is, that as to the simple power of producing 
vocal sound, (which is, as it were, the organ 
or instrument to the soul’s faculties of 
knowledge or volition,) as to this vocal 
power, I say, man seems to possess it from 
nature, in like manner as irrational ani- 
mals: but as to the employing of nouns, or 
verbs, or sentences composed out of them, 
in the explanation of our sentiments, (the 
thing thus employed being founded not in 
nature, but *in position,) this he seems to 
possess by way of peculiar eminence, be 
cause he alone, of all mortal beings, par- 
takes of a soul, which can move itself, and 
operate artificially ; so that even in the 
subject of sound, his artificial power shews 
itself ; as the various elegant compositions, 
both in metre and without metre, abun- 
dantly prove.” Ammon. de Interpr. p, 
51. A. 

It must be observed, that the operating 
artificially, (evepyety texvinds,) of which 

P 4 
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It appears from hence, that a word may be defined, “a voice 

articulate and significant by compact ;” and that language may 
be defined, ‘‘a system of such voices, so significant.” 

It is from notions like these concerning language and words, 
that one may be tempted to call language a kind of picture of 
the universe, where the words are as the figures or images of all 
particulars. 

And yet it may be doubted how far this is true. For if 
pictures and images are all of them imitations, it will follow, 
that whoever has natural faculties to know the original, will, by 
help of the same faculties, know also its imitations. But it by 
no means follows, that he who knows any being, should know, 
for that reason, its Greek or Latin name. 

The truth is, that every medium through which we exhibit 
any thing to another’s contemplation, is either derived from 
natural attributes, and then it is an imitation; or else from ac- 
cidents quite arbitrary, and then it is a symbol.™ 

Now if it be allowed, that in far the greater part of things, 
not any of their natural attributes are to be found in articulate 
voices, and that yet through such voices things of every kind 
are exhibited, it will follow, that words must of necessity be 
symbols, because it appears that they cannot be imitations. 

But here occurs a question, which deserves attention: “ Why, 
in the common intercourse of men with men, have imitations 
been neglected, and symbols preferred, although symbols are 
only known by habit or institution, while imitations are re- 

Ammonius here speaks, and which he con- 
siders as a distinctive mark peculiar to the 
human soul, means something very different 
from the mere producing works of elegance 
and design ; else it could never be a mark 
of distinction between man and many other 
species of animals, such as the bee, the 
beaver, the swallow, &c. See before, p. 3, 4, 
and 62. 

m Arapéeper 5¢ 7d Suotwua Tod cvuBdAov, 
Kabdcoy Td wey duoiwmpa Thy plow abThy 
Tod mpdyuaros Kata Td duvardy amreixort- 
(erOa: BotvrAerat, cal ovk @orw ep’ huiv 
abd meTamAdoa’ Td yap ev TH eid ye- 
ypapmévov Tod SwKparous, duoiwua, ei wh 
kat 7d gadaxpdy, nal Td cimdy, Kal 7d 
eEdpOarpov exer TOU SwKpdrous, odKér’ ky 
avrod A€yorro eiva: duoiwua’ Th SE ye 
ovpBororv, Hror onuetov, (auddrepa yap 6 
pirdcopos avTd dvoudcer) Td BAov ep juty 
éxet, Gre Kal ex pdyns bpiotduevoy Tijs 
juerépas emivolas* otov, Tov wore Set cup- 
BddAAew GAAAas Tods ToAcuodyTas, di- 
vara obuBoroy eiva: kal odAtryyos damh- 
xnows, Kal Aaumdbos phlis, Kabdmrep pyoly 
Eipinldns, 

°Errel © aelOn mupads, as Tupenvikhs 
Sdamvyyos Hxos, chua powwiov udxns. 

Atvara 5é tis bro0écOa Kal ddéparos 
avdracww, kal Bédous Upeowv, kal aAAd pv- 
pla: “A representation, or resemblance, 
differs from a symbol, inasmuch as the re- 
semblance aims, as far as possible, to repre- 
sent the very nature of the thing, nor is it 
in our power to shift or vary it. Thus, a 
representation intended for Socrates, in a 
picture, if it have not those cireumstances 
peculiar to Socrates, the bald, the flat-nosed, 
aud the eyes projecting, cannot properly be 
called a representation of him. But a 
symbol, or sign, (for the philosopher Ari- 
stotle uses both names,) is wholly in our 
own power, as depending singly for its 
existence on our imagination. Thus, for 
example, as to the time when two armies 
should engage, the symbol or sign may be 
the sounding of a trumpet, the throwing of 
a torch, (according to what Euripides says, 

But when the flaming torch was hurled, 
the sign 

Of purple fight, as when the trumpet 
sounds, &c.) 

or else one may suppose the elevating of a 
spear, the darting of a weapon, and a thou- 
sand ways beside.” Ammon, in Lib. de 
Interp. p. 17. B. 
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cognised by a kind of natural intuition?” To this it may be 
answered, that if the sentiments of the mind, like the features of 
the face, were immediately visible to every beholder, the art of 
speech or discourse would have been perfectly superfluous. But 
now, while our. minds lie enveloped and hid, and the body (like 
a veil) conceals every thing but itself, we are necessarily com- 
pelled, when we communicate our thoughts, to convey them to 
each other through a medium which is corporeal." And hence 
it is that all signs, marks, imitations, and symbols must needs be 
sensible, and addressed as such to the senses.° Now the senses, 
we know, never exceed their natural limits; the eye perceives 
no sounds; the ear perceives no figures nor colours. If, there- 
fore, we were to converse, not by symbols but by imitations, as 
far as things are characterized by figure and colour, our imita- 
tion would be necessarily through figure and colour also. Again, 
as far as they are characterized by sounds, it would, for the same 
reason, be through the medium of sounds. The like may be said 
of all the other senses, the imitation still shifting along with the 
objects imitated. We see, then, how complicated such imitation 
would prove. 

If we set language, therefore, as a symbol, in opposition to 
such imitation; if we reflect on the simplicity of the one, and 
the multiplicity of the other; if we consider the ease and speed 
with which words are formed, (an ease which knows no trouble 
or fatigue, and a speed? which equals the progress of our very 
thoughts,) if we oppose to this the difficulty and length of imi- 
tations; if we remember that some objects are capable of no 
imitations at all, but that all objects universally may be typified 
by symbols; we may plainly perceive an answer to the question 
here proposed, ‘‘ Why, in the common intercourse of men with 
men, imitations have been rejected, and symbols preferred.” 

Hence, too, we may perceive a reason, why there never was 
a language, nor indeed can possibly be framed one, to express 
the properties and real essences of things, as a mirror exhibits 
their figures and their colours. For if language of itself imply 
nothing more than certain species of sounds, with certain mo- 
tions concomitant; if to some beings sound and motion are no 
attributes at all; if to many others, where attributes, they are 
no way essential, (such as the murmurs and wavings of a tree 

0 Ai Wuxal af juérepat, yuuval wey odoat 
TaY Cwudtwr, HdbvayToO BC abtay TaY von- 
pdtv onuatve GAAhAas TH Mpdyyara® 
Ered) 8€ chuacr cvvdédeyra, Sikny vé- 
gous mepikadvrrovow aitav Td voepdr, 
CehOnoay Tav dvoudtwv, 50 ay onual- 
vouow GAAhAas Ta mpdyuara: “ Animi 
nostri a corporis compage secreti res vicissim 
animi conceptionibus significare possent : 
cum autem corporibus involuti sint, perinde 
ac nebula, ipsorum intelligendi vis obtegi- 

tur: quocirca opus eis fuit nominibus, qui- 
bus res inter se significarent.” Ammon. in 
Preedicam. p. 18. A. 

© Quicquid scindi possit in differentias 
satis numerosas, ad notionum varietatem 
explicandam (modo differentiz ille sensui 
perceptibiles sint) fieri potest vehiculum 
cogitationum de homine in hominem. Ba- 
con. de Augm. Scient. vi. 1. 

P “Erea wrepoevta. See before, p. 211. 
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during a storm,) if this be true—it is impossible the nature of 
such beings should be expressed, or the least essential property 
be any way imitated, while between the medium and themselves 
there is nothing connatural.* 

It is true, indeed, when primitives were once established, it 
was easy to follow the connection and subordination of nature, 
in the just deduction of derivatives and compounds. Thus the 
sounds water and fire, being once annexed to those two ele- 
ments, it was certainly more natural to call beings participating 
of the first watery, of the last fiery, than to commute the terms, 
and call them by the reverse. But why, and from what natural 
connections the primitives themselves might not be commuted, 
it will be found, I believe, difficult to assign a reason, as well in 
the instances before us, as in most others. We may here also 
see the reason why all language is founded in compact, and not 
in nature; for so are all symbols, of which words are a certain 
species. 

The question remains, if words are symbols, then symbols of 
what? If it be answered “Of things;” the question returns, “Of 
what things?” Ifit be answered, “Of the several individuals of 
sense, the various particular beings which exist around us:” to this, 
it is replied, may be raised certain doubts. In the first place, 
every word will be in fact a proper name. Now if all words are 
proper names, how came lexicographers, whose express business 
is to explain words, either wholly to omit proper names, or, at 
least, to explain them, not from their own art, but from history? 

Again, if all words are proper names, then, in strictness, no 
word can belong to more than one individual. But if so, then, 
as individuals are infinite, to make a perfect language, words 
must be infinite also. But if infinite, then incomprehensible, 
and never to be attained by the wisest men; whose labours in 
language upon this hypothesis would be as idle as that study of 
infinite written symbols, which missionaries (if they may be 
credited) attribute to the Chinese. 

Again, if all words are proper names, or (which is the same) 
the symbols of individuals ; it will follow, as individuals are not 
only infinite, but ever passing, that the language of those who 
lived ages ago will be as unknown now as the very voices of the 
speakers. Nay, the language of every province, of every town, 
of every cottage, must be everywhere different and everywhere 
changing, since such is the nature of individuals which it follows. 

Again, if all words are proper names, the symbols of indivi- 
duals, it will follow that in language there can be no general 
proposition, because upon the hypothesis all terms are parti- 
cular; nor any affirmative proposition, because no one individual 
in nature is another. It remains, there can be no propositions 
but particular negatives. But if so, then is language incapable 

4 See before, p. 32. 
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of communicating general affirmative truths; if so, then of com- 
municating demonstration ;" if so, then of communicating sciences, 
which are so many systems of demonstrations; if so, then of 
communicating arts, which are the theorems of science applied 
practically ; if so, we shall be little better for it either in specu- 
lation or in practice.* And so much for this hypothesis; let us 
now try another. | | 

If words are not the symbols of external particulars, it follows, 
of course, they must be the symbols of our ideas; for this is 
evident, if they are not symbols of things without, they can 
only be symbols of something within. 

Here then the question recurs, if symbols of ideas, then of what 
-ideas? Of sensible ideas. Be it so, and what follows? Every 
thing, in fact, which has followed already from the supposition of 
their being the symbols of external particulars; and that from 
this plain and obvious reason, because the several ideas which 
particulars imprint, must needs be as infinite and mutable as 
they are themselves. 

If, then, words are neither the symbols of external particulars, 
nor yet of particular ideas, they can be symbols of nothing else, 
except of general ideas, because nothing else, except these, 
remains. And what do we mean by general ideas? We mean 
such as are common to many individuals; not only to individuals 
which exist now, but which existed in ages past, and will exist 
in ages future; such, for example, as the ideas belonging to the 
words man, lion, cedar. Admit it, and what follows? It 
follows, that if words are the symbols of such general ideas, 
lexicographers may find employ, though they meddle not with 
proper names. 

It follows, that one word may be not homonymously, but 
truly and essentially common to many particulars, past, present, 
and future; so that however these particulars may be infinite 
and ever fleeting, yet language, notwithstanding, may be definite 
and steady. . But if so, then attainable even by ordinary capa- 
cities, without danger of incurring the Chinese absurdity.* 

Again, it follows that the language of those who lived ages 
ago, as far as it stands for the same general ideas, may be as 
intelligible now as it was then. The like may be said of the 
same language being accommodated to distant regions, and even 
to distant nations, amidst all the variety of ever new and ever 
changing objects. 

Again, it follows that language may be expressive of general 
truths; and if so, then of demonstration, and sciences, and arts ; 
and if so, beeome subservient to purposes of every kind." 

¥ See p. 94, and note g. firmative. So true are those verses, how- 
® The whole of Euclid (whose elements ever barbarous as to their style, 

may be called the basis of mathematical Syllogizari non est ex particulart, 
science) is founded upon general terms and Neve negativis, recte coneludere si vis. 
general propositions, most of which are af- t See p. 214. " See before, note s. 
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Now if it be true “that none of these things could be asserted 
of language, were not words the symbols of general ideas; and 
it be further true that these things may be all undeniably 
asserted of language ;” it will follow, (and that necessarily,) that 
words are the symbols of general ideas. 

And yet, perhaps, even here may be an objection. It may be 
urged, if words are the symbols of general ideas, language may 
answer well enough the purpose of philosophers who reason 
about general and abstract subjects; but what becomes of the 
business of ordinary life? Life, we know, is merged in a multi- 
tude of particulars, where an explanation by language is as 
requisite as in the highest theorems. The vulgar, indeed, want 
it to no other end. How then can this end in any respect be 
answered, if language be expressive of nothing further than 
general ideas ? 

To this it may be answered, that arts surely respect the 
business of ordinary life; yet so far are general terms from being 
an obstacle here, that without them no art can be rationally 
explained. How, for instance, should the measuring artist 
ascertain to the reapers the price of their labours, had not he © 
first, through general terms, learned those general theorems that 
respect the doctrine and practice of mensuration 3 

But suppose this not to satisfy a persevering objector; sup- 
pose him to insist, that, admitting this to be true, there were 
still a multitude of occasions for minute particularizing, of which 
it was not possible for mere generals to be susceptible; suppose, 
I say, such an objection, what should we answer? That the 
objection was just; that it was necessary to the perfection and 
completion of language, that it should be expressive of par- 
ticulars as well as of generals. We must however add, that its 
general terms are by far its most excellent and essential part, 
since from these it derives “that comprehensive universality, 
that just proportion of precision and permanence, without which 
it could not possibly be either learned or understood, or applied 
to the purposes of reasoning and science ;” that particular terms 
have their utility and end, and that therefore care too has been 
taken for a supply of these. 

One method of expressing particulars is that of proper names. 
This is the least artificial, because proper names being in every 
district arbitrarily applied, may be unknown to those who know 
the language perfectly well, and can hardly therefore with 
propriety be considered as parts of it. The other, and more 
artificial method, is that of definitives or articles,* whether we 
assume the pronominal, or those more strictly so called. And 
here we cannot enough admire the exquisite art of language, 
which, without wandering into infinitude, contrives how to 
denote things infinite; that is to say, in other words, which, by 

* See before, p. 137, 8, and 184, 5. 
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the small tribe of definitives properly applied to general terms, 
knows how to employ these last, though in number finite, to the 
accurate expression of infinite particulars. 

To explain what has been said by a single example. Let the 
general term be man. I have occasion to apply this term to the 
denoting of some particular. Let it be required to express this 
particular, as unknown, I say a man; known, I say the man; 
indefinite, any man; definite, a certain man; present and near, 
this man; present and distant, that man; like to some other, 
such a man; an indefinite multitude, many men; a definite 
multitude, @ thousand men; the ones of a multitude, taken 
throughout, every man; the same ones, taken with distinction, 
each man; taken in order, first man, second man, &c.; the 
whole multitude of particulars taken collectively, al/ men; the 
negation of this multitude, no man. But of this we have 
spoken already, when we inquired concerning definitives. 

The sum of all is, that words are the symbols of ideas both 
general and particular; yet of the general, primarily, essentially, 
and immediately ; of the particular, only secondarily, accident- 
ally, and mediately. 

Should it be asked, “‘ Why has language this double capacity ?” 
May we not ask, by way of return, Is it not a kind of reciprocal 
commerce, or intercourse of our ideas? Should it not therefore 
be framed so as to express the whole of our perception? Now 
can we call that perception entire and whole, which implies 
either intellection without sensation, or sensation without intel- 
lection? If not, how should language explain the whole of our 
perception, had it not words to express the objects proper to 
each of the two faculties ? 

To conclude: as in the preceding chapter we considered lan- 
guage with a view to its matter, so here we have considered it 
with a view to its form. Its matter is recognised, when it is 
considered as a voice ; its form, as it is significant of our several 
ideas; so that, upon the whole, it may be defined, “‘A system of 
articulate voices, the symbols of our ideas, but of those princi- 
pally which are general or universal.” 

CHAPTER IV. 

CONCERNING GENERAL OR UNIVERSAL IDEAS. 

Mucu having been said in the preceding chapter about general or 
universal ideas, it may not, perhaps, be amiss to inquire, by what 
process we come to perceive them, and what kind of beings they 
are; since the generality of men think so meanly of their ex- 

istence, that they are commonly considered as little better than 
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shadows. ‘These sentiments are not unusual, even with the phi- 
losopher, now-a-days, and that from causes much the same with 
those which influence the vulgar. 

The vulgar, merged in sense from their earliest infancy, and 
never once dreaming any thing to be worthy of pursuit, but 
what either pampers their appetite, or fills their purse, imagine 
nothing to be real, but what may be tasted or touched. ‘The 
philosopher, as to these matters being of much the same opinion, 
in philosophy looks no higher than to experimental amusements, 
deeming nothing demonstration, if it be not made ocular. Thus, 
instead of ascending from sense to intellect, (the natural progress 
of all true learning,) he hurries, on the contrary, into the midst 
of sense, where he wanders at random without any end, and 
is lost in a labyrinth of infinite particulars. Hence, then, the 
reason why the sublimer parts of science, the studies of mind, 
intellection, and intelligent principles, are in a manner neglected ; 
and, as if the criterion of all truth were an alembic or an air- 
pump, what cannot be proved by experiment is deemed no better 
than mere hypothesis. 

And yet it is somewhat remarkable, amid the prevalence 
of such notions, that there should still remain two sciences in 
fashion, and these having their certainty of all the least contro- 
verted, which are not in the minutest article depending upon 
experiment: by these I mean arithmetic and geometry.» But 
to come to our subject concerning general ideas. 

Man’s first perceptions are those of the senses, inasmuch as 
they commence from his earliest infancy. These perceptions, if 
not infinite, are at least indefinite, and more fleeting and transient 
than the very objects which they exhibit, because they not only 

y The many noble theorems (so useful 
in life, and so admirable in themselves) 
with which these two sciences so eminently 
abound, arise originally from principles the 
most obvious imaginable ; principles so little 
wanting the pomp and apparatus of experi- 
ment, that they are self-evident to every one 
possessed of common sense. I would not 
be understood in what I have here said, or 
may have said elsewhere, to undervalue ex- 
periment, whose importance and utility I 
freely acknowledge in the many curious 
nostrums and choice receipts with which 
it has enriched the necessary arts of life. 
Nay, I go further: I hold all justifiable prac- 
tice in every kind of subject to be founded 
in experience, which is no more than the 
result of many repeated experiments. But 
I must add, withal, that the man who acts 
from experience alone, though he act ever 
so well, is but an empiric or quack, and 
that not only in medicine, but in every 
other subject. It is then only that we 
recognise art, and that the empiric quits 

his name for the more honourable one of 
artist, when to his experience he adds sci- 
ence, and is thence enabled to tell us, not 
only what is to be done, but why it is to 
be done ; for art isa composite of experience 
and science, experience providing it ma- 
terials, and science giving them a form. 

In the mean time, while experiment is 
thus necessary to all practical wisdom ; with 
respect to pure and speculative science (as 
we have hinted already) it has not the least 
to do. For who ever heard of logic, or 
geometry, or arithmetic being proved ex- 
perimentally ? It is, indeed, by the applica- 
tion of these that experiments are rendered 
useful ; that they are assumed into philoso- 
phy, and in some degree made a part of it, 
being otherwise nothing better than puerile 
amusements. But that these sciences them- 
selves should depend upon the subjects on 
which they work, is, as if the marble were 
to fashion the chisel, and not the chisel the 
marble. 
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depend upon the existence of those objects, but because they 
cannot subsist without their immediate presence. Hence, there- 
fore, it is, that there can be no sensation of either past or future, 
and consequently, had the soul no other faculties than the senses, 
it never could acquire the least idea of time.” 

But, happily for us, we are not deserted here. We have, in 
the first place, a faculty called imagination or fancy, which 
however as to its energies it may be subsequent to sense, yet is 
truly prior to it, both in dignity and use: this it is which retains 
the fleeting forms of things, when things themselves are gone, 
and all sensation at an end. 

That this faculty, however connected with sense, is still per- 
fectly different, may be seen from hence: we have an imagina- 
tion of things that are gone and extinct, but no such things can 
be made objects of sensation; we have an easy command over 
the objects of our imagination, and can call them forth in almost 
what manner we please, but our sensations are necessary, when 
their objects are present, nor can we control them but by re- 
moving either the objects or ourselves.* 

As the wax would not be adequate to its business of signature, 
had it not a power to retain, as well as to receive; the same 
holds of the soul, with respect to sense and imagination. Sense 
is its receptive power, imagination its retentive. Had it sense 
without imagination, it would not be as wax, but as water; 
where though all impressions may be instantly made, yet as 
soon as made they are as instantly lost. 

Thus, then, from a view of the two powers taken together, 
we may call sense (if we please) a kind of transient imagina- 
tion ; and imagination, on the contrary, a kind of permanent 
sense. 

2 See before, p. 147. See also p. 149, 
note s. 

@ Besides the distinguishing of sensation 
from imagination, there are two other facul- 
ties of the soul, which, from their nearer 
alliance, ought carefully to be distinguished 
from it, and these are upvjun and davdurnots, 
“memory” and “recollection.” 
_ When we view some relict of sensation 
reposed within us, without thinking of its 
rise, or referring it to any sensible object, 
this is fancy or imagination. 
When we view some such relict, and refer 

it, withal, to that sensible object which in 
time past was its cause and original, this is 
memory. 

Lastly, the road which leads to memory 
through a series of ideas, however connected, 
whether rationally or casually, this is re- 
collection. I have added casually, as well 
as rationally, because a casual connection 
is often sufficient. Thus, from seeing a 
garment I think of its owner, thence of his 

habitation, thence of woods, thence of tim- 
ber, thence of ships, sea-fights, admirals, 
&e. 

If the distinction between memory and 
fancy be not sufficiently understood, it may 
be illustrated by being compared to the 
view of a portrait. When we contemplate 
a portrait without thinking of whom it is 
the portrait, such contemplation is analogous 
to fancy ; when we view it with reference 
to the original, whom it represents, such 
contemplation is analogous to memory. 
We may go further: imagination or fancy 

may exhibit (after a manner) even things 
that are to come. It is here that hope and 
fear paint all their pleasant and all their pain- 
ful pictures of futurity ; but memory is con- 
fined in the strictest manner to the past. 

What we have said may suffice for our 
present purpose. He that would learn more 
may consult Aristot. de Anima, 1. iii. ¢, 3, 4. 
and his treatise De Mem. et Reminisce. 

>’ Tt rotvuy eorly 4% davracia Ode by 
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Now as our feet in vain venture to walk upon the river, till 
the frost bind the current, and harden the yielding surface; so 
does the soul in vain seek to exert its higher powers, the powers, 
I mean, of reason and intellect, till imagination first fix the 
fluency of sense, and thus provide a proper basis for the support 
of its higher energies. 

After this manner, in the admirable economy of the whole, 
are natures subordinate made subservient to the higher. Were 
there no things external, the senses could not operate; were 
there no sensations, the imagination could not operate; and 

were there no imagination, there could be neither reasoning nor 
intellection, such at least as they are found in man, where they 
have their intensions and remissions in alternate succession, and 
are at first nothing better than a mere capacity or power. 
Whether every intellect begins thus, may be perhaps a ques- 
tion; especially if there be any one of a nature more divine, to 
which ‘“‘intension and remission and mere capacity are un- 
known.”° But not to digress. 

yrwploapev’ Se? vociv ev quiv amd tev 
évepyeiav Tay wep) Ta aicOnrd, oloy TumTov 

(lege rémov) Twa Kal avalwypdonua ev TE 
mpeTy aicOnrnply, eykaTdAcimd TL THS 
bro Tov aioOnrod ywomevns Kiwhoews, d 
Kat wnkért TOU aicOnTod mapdyTos, bromévet 
Te Kal obCeral, dv bomep eikdy Tis adrod, 
d nal Tis pyhuns Huly cw lduevoy atriov 
ylverat’ 7d ToLovTOY eyKaTdAcyupa, Kal TOY 
TowvToy bomep TUTov, paytaciav Kadodow. 
“Now, what fancy or imagination is, we 
may explain as follows: we may conceive 
to be formed within us, from the operations 
of our senses about sensible subjects, some 
impression (as it were) or picture in our 
original sensorium, being a relict of that 
motion caused within us by the external 
object; a relict, which, when the external 
object is no longer present, remains, and is 
still preserved, being as it were its image, 
and which, by being thus preserved, be- 
comes the cause of our having memory. 
Now such a sort of relict and (as it were) 
impression, they call fancy or imagination.” 
Alex. Aphrod. de Anima, p. 135. B. edit. 
Ald. 

© See p. 164, note a The life, energy, or 
manner of man’s existence, is nota little dif 
ferent from that of the Deity. The life of 
man has its essence in motion. This is not 
only true with respect to that lower and sub- 
ordinate life, which he shares in common 
with vegetables, and which can no longer 
subsist than while the fluids circulate, but 
it is likewise true in that life which is pe- 
culiar to him as man. Objects from with- 
out first move our faculties, and thence we 
move of ourselves either to practice or con- 
templation, But the life or existence of 

God (as far as we can conjecture upon so 
transcendent a subject) is not only complete 
throughout eternity, but complete in every 
instant, and is for that reason immutable 
and superior to all motion. 

It is to this distinction that Aristotle 
alludes, when he tells us, Od yap pdvov 
Kkwhoeds eotw éevepyeta, GAAG Kal aKw7- 
alas’ Kal Hdovh pmaddrov ev hpeuia éeortiv, 
A ev kwhoet’ petaBodrAh 5 wdytwv Auk, 
Kara Toy ToinT)y, da wovnplay Tivd* domep 
yap tvOpwros eiperdBodos 6 movnpds, Kal 
n vos H Seouevn petaBodjs ov yap 
arAj, ovd emeuchs: “ For there is not only 
an energy of motion, but of immobility ; 
and pleasure or felicity exists rather in rest 
than in motion ; change of all things being 
sweet (according to the poet) from a prin- 
ciple of pravity in those who believe so. 
For in the same manner as the bad man is 
one fickle and changeable, so is that nature 
bad that requireth variety, inasmuch as such 
nature is neither simple nor even.” Eth. 
Nicom. vii. 14. and Ethic. Eudem. vi. sub, 
fin. 

It is to this unalterable nature of the 
Deity that Boethius refers, when he says, in 
those elegant verses, 

deeper ite bc diacnt Tempus ab Evo 
Ire jubes stabilisque manens das cuncta 

movert. ; 
From this single principle of immobility 
may be derived some of the noblest of the 
divine attributes ; such as that of impas- 
sive, incorruptible, incorporeal, &. Vide 
Aristot. Physic. viti. Metaphys. xiv. c. 6, 7. 
9,10. edit. Du Val. See also p.11, note g; 
also p.65,noteb, where the verses of Boethius 
are quoted at length. 
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It is then on these permanent phantasms that the human 
mind first works, and by an energy as spontaneous and familiar 
to its nature, as the seeing of colour is familiar to the eye, it 
discerns at once what in many is one; what in things dissimilar 
and different is similar and the: same.® 

It must be remembered, however, that 
though we are not gods, yet as rational 
beings we have within us something divine, 
and that the more we can become superior 
to our mutable, variable, and irrational part, 
and place our welfare in that good which 
is immutable, permanent, and rational, the 
higher we shall advance in real happiness 
and wisdom. This is (as an ancient writer 
says) duoiwors TG OcG Kata Td Suvardy, 
“the becoming like to God, as far as in our 
power.” Tots wev yap Ocois was 6 Blos 
paxdpis* tots 8 avOpemos, ep boov 
dpolwud rt Tis Toad ns evepyelas bmapxet : 
“For to the gods (as says another ancient) 
the whole of life is one continued happi- 
ness ; but to men, it is so far happy, as it 
rises to the resemblance of so divine an 
energy.” See Plat. in Theetet. Arist. 
Eth. x. 8. 

4 This connective act of the soul, by 
which it views one in many, is perhaps one 
of the principal acts of its most excellent 
part. It is this removes that impenetrable 
mist, which renders objects of intelligence 
invisible to lower faculties. Were it not 
for this, even the sensible world (with the 
help of all our sensations) would appear as 
unconnected as the words of an index. It 
is certainly not the figure alone, nor the 
touch alone, nor the odour alone, that 
makes the rose, but it is made up of all 
these, and other attributes united ; not an 
unknown constitution of insensible parts, 
but a known constitution of sensible parts, 
unless we choose to extirpate the possibility 
of natural knowledge. 

What then perceives this constitution or 
union? Can it be any of the senses? No 
one of these, we know, can pass the limits 
of its own province. Were the smell to 
perceive the union of the odour and the 
figure, it would not only be smell, but it 
would be sight also. It is the same in other 
instances. We must necessarily therefore 
recur to some higher collective power, to 
give us a prospect of nature, even in these 
her subordinate wholes, much more in that 
comprehensive whole, whose sympathy is 
universal, and of which these smaller wholes 
are all no more than parts. 

But nowhere is this collecting, and (if I 
may be allowed the expression) this unifying 
power more conspicuous, than in the sub- 
jects of pure truth. By virtue of this 
power, the mind views one general idea in 

By this it comes to 

many individuals ; one proposition in many 
general ideas ; one syllogism in many pro- 
positions ; till at length, by properly re- 
peating and connecting syllogism with 
syllogism, it ascend into those bright and 
steady regions of science, 

Quas neque concutiunt venti, neque nubila 
nimbis 

Adspergunt, &c. Lucr. 
Even negative truths and negative con- 

clusions cannot subsist, but by bringing 
terms and propositions together, so necessary 
is this uniting power to every species of 
knowledge. See pages 117 and 189. 

He that would better comprehend the 
distinction between sensitive perception, 
and intellective, may observe that when a 
truth is spoken, it is heard by our ears, and 
understood by our minds. That these two 
acts are different, is plain, from the example 
of such, as hear the sounds, without know- 
ing the language. But to shew their dif- 
ference still stronger, let us suppose them 
to concur in the same man, who shall both 
hear and understand the truth proposed. 
Let the truth be, for example, the angles 
of a triangle are equal to two right angles, 
That this is one truth, and not two or many 
truths, I believe none will deny. Let me 
ask, then, in what manner does this truth 
become perceptible (if at all) to sensation ? 
The answer is obvious ; it is by successive 
portions of little and little ata time. When 
the first word is present, all the subsequent 
are absent ; when the last word is present, 
all the previous are absent ; when any of 
the middle words are present, then are 
there some absent, as well of one sort as 
the other. No more exists at once than a 
single syllable, and the remainder as much 
is not, (to sensation at least,) as though it 
never had been, or never was to be. And 
so much for the perception of sense, than 
which we see nothing can be more dissipated, 
fleeting, and detached. And is that of the 
mind similar ? Admit it, and what follows ? 
It follows, that one mind would no more 
recognise one truth, by recognising its terms 
successively and apart, than many distant 
minds would recognise it, were it distri- 
buted among them, a different part to each. 
The case is, every truth is one, though its 
terms are many. It is in no respect true 
by parts at a time, but it is true of necessity 
at once and in an instant. What powers 
therefore recognise this oneness, or unity ? 
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behold a kind of superior objects; a new race of perceptions, 
more comprehensive than those of sense; a race of perceptions, 
each one of which may be found entire and whole in the separate 
individuals of an infinite and fleeting multitude, without de- 
parting from the unity and permanence of its own nature. 

Where even does it reside, or what makes 
it? Shall we answer, with the Stagirite, 
Td d5¢ év moody TodTO 6 vods Exacroy. If 
this be allowed, it should seem, where 
sensation and intellection appear to concur, 
that sensation was of many, intellection 
was of one; that sensation was temporary, 
divisible, and successive; intellection, in- 
stantaneous, indivisible, and at once. 

If we consider the radii of a circle, we 
shall find at the circumference that they are 
many ; at the centre that they are one. 
Let us then suppose sense and mind to view 
the same radii, only let sense view them at 
the circumference, mind at the centre; and 
hence we may conceive, how these powers 
differ, even where they jointly appear to 
operate in perception of the same object. 

There is another act of the mind, the very 
reverse of that here mentioned ; an act, by 
which it perceives not one in many, but 
many in one. This is that mental separa- 
tion, of which we have given some account 
in the first chapter of this book; that 
resolution or analysis which enables us to 
investigate the causes, and principles, and 
elements of things. It is by virtue of this, 
that we are enabled to abstract any parti- 
cular attribute, and make it by itself the 
subject of philosophical contemplation. Were 
it not for this, it would be difficult for par- 
ticular sciences to exist ; because otherwise 
they would be as much blended, as the 
several attributes of sensible substances. 
How, for example, could there be such a 
science as optics, were we necessitated to 
contemplate colour concreted with figure, 
two attributes which the eye can never 
view, but associated? I mention not a 
multitude of other sensible qualities, some 
of which still present themselves, whenever 
we look on any coloured body. 

Those two noble sciences, arithmetic and 
geometry, would have no basis to stand on, 
were it not for this separative power. They 
are both conversant about quantity ; geo- 
metry about continuous quantity, arithmetic 
about discrete. Extension is essential to 
continuous quantity ; monads, or units, to 
discrete. By separating from the infinite 
individuals, with which we are surrounded, 
those infinite accidents, by which they are 
all diversified, we leave nothing but those 
simple and perfectly similar units, which 
being combined make number, and are the 
subject of arithmetic. Again, by separating 

from body every possible subordinate acci- 
dent, and leaving it nothing but its triple 
extension of length, breadth, and thickness, 
(of which were it to be deprived, it would 
be body no longer,) we arrive at that pure 
and unmixed magnitude, the contemplation 
of whose properties makes the science of 
geometry. 

By the same analytical or separate power, 
we investigate definitions of all kinds, each 
one of which is a developed word, as the 
same word is an inveloped definition. 

To conclude: in composition and division 
consists the whole of science ; composition 
making affirmative truth, and shewing us 
things under their similarities and identi- 
ties ; division making negative truth, and 
presenting them to us under their dissimi- 
larities and diversities. 

And here, by the way, there occurs a 
question. If all wisdom be science, and it 
be the business of science as well to com- 
pound as to separate, may we not say that 

those philosophers took half of wisdom for 
the whole, who distinguished it from wit, 
as if wisdom only separated, and wit. only 
brought together? Yet so held the philo- 
sopher of Malmsbury, and the author of the 
Essay on the Human Understanding. 

Philoponus, from the philosophy of Plato 
and Pythagoras, seems to have far excelled 
these moderns in his account of wisdom or 
philosophy, and its attributes, or essential 
characters. “Idiov yap pidocodlas Td év 
Tois woAAois exovor Siapopay Betta Thy 
Kowwvlay, kal Td évy Tots moAAOIs EXovet 
kowwvlay Setkar Ti Sdiapepovow* ov yap 
dvoxepts Td Seitar pdrvys (lege pdrrns) 
kal mepiorepas Kowwviay (mayt yap mpod- 
mwrov), &AX ov (lege Gmov) Td Biddopov 
ToUTwy eimeiy’ ovde Kuvds Ka) Trou Biao- 
pay, &AAX TL Kowdy ~xovow: “It is the 
proper business of philosophy to shew in 
many things, which have difference, what 
is their common character; and in many 
things, which have a common character, 
through what it is they differ. It is indeed 
no difficult matter to shew the common 
character of a wood-pigeon and a dove, (for 
this is evident to every one,) but rather to 
tell where lies the difference ; nor to tell 
the difference between a dog and a horse, 
but rather to shew what they possess in 
common.” Philop. Com. MS. in Nicomach, 
Arithm. 
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And thus we see the ‘process by which we arrive at general 
ideas; for the perceptions here mentioned are, in fact, no other. 
In these, too, we perceive the objects of science and real know- 
ledge, which can by no means be, but of that which is general, 
and definite, and fixed.° 

e The very etymologies of the words 
eémorhun, scientia, and “understanding,” 
may serve in some degree to shew the na- 
ture of these faculties, as well as of those 
beings, their true and proper objects. "Em- 
oThpn wvduacrat, dia Td em) otdow Kar 
bpov Tay Tpayydrov wyew huts, THs do- 
piorias Kal petraBodrfjs tay ém pépous 
amdyouca’ 7) yap emorhun wep) TX Ka0dAou 
kal dmerdrrwra Katayivera: “ Science 
Moc. has its name from bringing us 
éml ordow) to some stop and boundary of 

things, taking us away from the unbounded 
nature and mutability of particulars ; for it 
is conversant about subjects that are general 
and invariable.” Niceph. Blem. Epit. Logic. 
p. 21. 

This etymology, given by Blemmides, 
and long before him adopted by the Peri- 
patetics, came originally from Plato, as may 
be seen in the following account of it from 
his Cratylus. In this dialogue, Socrates, 
having first (according to the Heraclitean 
philosophy, which Cratylus favoured) ety- 
mologized a multitude of words with a view 
to that flow and unceasing mutation, sup- 
posed by Heraclitus to run through all 
things, at length changes his system, and 
begins to etymologize from another, which 
supposed something in nature to be perma- 
nent and fixed. On this principle he thus 
proceeds: Sxom@per 51), éf abrav dvaraBdv- 
TES TP@Toy ev TovTO Td bvoua Thy éem- 
oThunv, @s audiBddrov éott, Kal maddAov 
Zoe onuaivey tt Sri tornow huey emt Tors 
mpdyuaot THY WuxXIV, 7 Sri cvpamepipeperat : 
“ Let us consider, then, (says he,) some: of 
the very words already examined ; and, in 
the first place, the word science; how dis- 
putable is this, (as to its former etymology,) 
how much more naturally does it appear to 
signify, that it stops the soul at things, than 
that it is carried about with them.” Plat. 
Cratyl. p. 437. edit. Serr. 

The disputable etymology, to which he 
here alludes, was a strange one of his own 
making in the former part of the dialogue, 
adapted to the flowing system of Heraclitus 
there mentioned. According to this notion, 
he had derived émorhun from @recOat and — 
peeve, as if it kept along with things by 
perpetually following them in their motions. 
See Plato as before, p. 412. 

As to scientia, we are indebted to Scaliger 
for the following ingenious etymology: 
Ratiocinatio, motus quidam est: scientia, 

Here, too, even individuals, however 

quies: unde et nomen, tum apud Grecos, 
tum etiam nostrum. Tapa 7d ém) foracba, 
émorhun. Sistitur enim mentis agitatio, 
et fit species in animo. Sic Latinum sez- 
entia, br. ylverau oxéots TOD byTos. Nam 
Latini, quod nomen entis simplex ab usu 
abjecerunt atque repudiarunt, omnibus ac- 
tivis participiis idem adjunxerunt. Au- 
diens, a&kovwy Sv. Sciens, oxay dy. 
ae in Theophr. de Causis Plant. lib, i. 

. ] . 

. The English word “understanding,” means 
not so properly knowledge, as that faculty 
of the soul where knowledge resides. Why 
may we not, then, imagine, that the framers 
of this word intended to represent it as a 
kind of firm basis, on which the fair struc- 
ture of sciences was to rest, and which was 
supposed to stand under them, as their im- 
moveable support? 

Whatever may be said of these etymolo- 
gies, whether they are true or false, they at 
least prove their authors to have considered 
science and understanding, not as fleeting 
powers of perception, like sense, but rather 
as steady, permanent, and durable compre- 
hensions. But if so, we must somewhere 
or other find for them certain steady, per- 
manent, and durable objects ; since, if per- 
ception of any kind be different from the 
thing perceived, (whether it perceive straight 
as crooked, or crooked as straight; the 
moving as fixed, or the fixed as moving,) 
such perception must of necessity be er- 
roneous and false. The following passage 
from a Greek Platonic, (whom we shall 
quote again hereafter,) seems on the present 
occasion not without its weight: Ei éort 
yao akpiBeorépa Tis aicOhoews, etn 
by nal ywword GAndeorépa Tay aicOnray : 
“Tf there be a knowledge more accurate 
than sensation, there must be certain objects 
of such knowledge more true than objects 
of sense. 

The following, then, are questions worth 
considering: what these objects are? where 
they reside? and how they are to be dis- 
covered ? Not by experimental philosophy, 
it is plain ; for that meddles with nothing 
but what is tangible, corporeal, and mutable: 
nor even by the more refined and rational 
speculation of mathematics ; for this, at its 
very commencement, takes such objects for 
granted. We can only add, that if they 
reside in our own minds, (and who, that 
has never Jooked there, can affirm they do 
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of themselves unknowable, become objects of knowledge, as far 
as their nature will permit: for then, only, may any particular 
be said to be known, when by asserting it to be a man, or an 
animal, or the like, we refer 1t to some such comprehensive or 
general idea. 
Now it is of these comprehensive and permanent ideas, the 

genuine perceptions of pure mind, that words of all languages, 
however different, are the symbols. And hence it is, that as 
the perceptions include, so do these their symbols express, not 
this or that set of particulars only, but all indifferently, as they 
happen to occur. Were, therefore, the inhabitants of Salisbury 
to be transferred to York, though new particular objects would 
appear on every side, they would still no more want a new lan- 
guage to explain themselves, than they would want new minds 
to comprehend what they beheld. All, indeed, that they would 
want, would be the local proper names; which names, as we 
have said already,‘ are hardly a part of language, but must 
equally be learnt, both by learned and unlearned, as often as 
they change the place of their abode. 

It is upon the same principles we may perceive the reason why 
the dead languages (as we call them) are now intelligible; and 
why the language of modern England is able to describe ancient 
Rome; and that of ancient Rome to describe modern England.® 
But of these matters we have spoken before. 

II. And now, having viewed the process by which we acquire 
general ideas, let us begin anew from other principles, and try 
to discover (if we can prove so fortunate) whence it is that these 
ideas originally come. If we can succeed here, we may discern, 
perhaps, what kind of beings they are, for this at present appears 
somewhat obscure. 

Let us suppose any man to look for the first time upon some 
work of art, as, for example, upon a clock, and having sufficiently 
viewed it, at length to depart. Would he not retain, when ab- 
sent, an idea of what he had seen? And what is it to retain 
such idea? It is to have a form internal correspondent to the ex- 
ternal; only with this difference, that the internal form is devoid 
of the matter; the external is united with it, being seen in the 
metal, the wood, and the like. 
Now if we suppose this spectator to view many such ma- 

chines, and not simply to view, but to consider every part of 

culiar species of substance occur in different 
regions ; and much more, as far as the posi- 
tive institutions of religious and civil polities 

not ?) then will the advice of the satirist be 
no ways improper, 

Pers. ..+.» Nec te quesiveris eatra. 
f Sup. p. 216. 
& As far as human nature, and the pri- 

mary genera both of substance and acci- 
dent are the same in all places, and have 
been so through ali ages, so far all languages 
share one common identity. As far as pe- 

are everywhere different; so far each lan- 
guage has its peculiar diversity. To the 
causes of diversity here mentioned, may be 
added the distinguishing character and 
genius of every nation, concerning which 
we shall speak hereafter. 
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them, so as to comprehend how these parts all operate to one 
end, he might be then said to possess a kind of intelligible form, 
by which he would not only understand and know the clocks 
which he had seen already, but every work also, of like sort, 
which he might see hereafter. Should it be asked, ‘“ which of 
these forms is prior, the external and sensible, or the internal 
and intelligible’ the answer is obvious, that the prior is the 
sensible. 

Thus, then, we see, there are intelligible forms, which to the 
sensible are subsequent. 

But further still: if these machines be allowed the work, not 
of chance, but of an artist, they must be the work of one who 
knew what he was about. And-what is it to work, and know 
what one is about? It is to have an idea of what one is doing ; 
to possess a form internal, corresponding to the external, to 
which external it serves for an exemplar, or archetype. 

Here then we have an intelligible form, which is prior to the 
sensible form; which, being truly prior, as well in dignity as in 

time, can no more become subsequent, than cause can to effect. 
Thus, then, with respect to works of art, we may perceive, if 

we attend, a triple order of forms: one order, intelligible and 
previous to these works; a second order, sensible and concomi- 
tant; and a third, again, intelligible and subsequent. After the 
first of these orders, the maker may be said to work; through 
the second, the works themselves exist, and are what they are; 
and in the third they become recognised as mere objects of con- 
templation. To make these forms by different names more easy 
to be understood, the first may be called the maker's form; the 
second, that of the subject; and the third, that of the contem- 
plator. 

Let us pass from hence to works of nature. Let us imagine 
ourselves viewing some diversified prospect, “‘a plain, for ex- 
ample, spacious and fertile; a river winding through it; by the 
banks of that river, men walking, and cattle grazing; the view 
terminated with distant hills, some craggy, and some covered 
with wood.” Here, it is plain, we have plenty of forms natural. . 
And could any one quit so fair a sight, and retain no traces of 
what he had beheld? And what is it to retain traces of what 
one has beheld? It is to have certain forms internal correspondent 
to the external, and resembling them in every thing, except the 
being merged in matter: and thus, through the same retentive 
and collective powers, the mind becomes fraught with forms 
natural, as before with forms artificial. Should it be asked, 

_“ which of these natural forms are prior, the external ones viewed 
by the senses, or the internal existing in the mind?” the answer 
is obvious, that the prior are the external. 

Thus, therefore, in nature, as well as in art, there are intel- 
_ligible forms, which to the sensible are subsequent. Hence 

Q 
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then we see the meaning of that noted school axiom, Nil est in 
intellectu quod non prius fuit in sensu ; an axiom which we must: 
own to be so far allowable, as it respects the ideas of a mere 
contemplator. 

But to proceed somewhat further. Are natural productions 
made by chance or by design ? Let us admit by design, not to 
lengthen our inquiry. They are certainly more exquisite than 
any works of art," and yet these we cannot bring ourselves to 
suppose made by chance. Admit it, and what follows? We 
must of necessity admit a mind also, because design implies 
mind, wherever it is to be found.’ Allowing therefore this, 

h M@AAov 8 ear. 7d ob Eveka Kal Td Ka- 
Aby év tois Tis pioews Epyois, } ev Trois 
Ths texvns: “The principles of design 
and beauty are more in the works of nature, 
than they are in those of art.” Arist. de 
Part. Animal. 1, i. c. 1. 

i The following quotation, taken from the 
third book of a manuscript comment of 
Proclus, on the Parmenides of Plato, is 
here given for the sake of those who have 
curiosity with regard to the doctrine of 
ideas, as held by ancient philosophers. 

Ei dé de? cuvrduws eiweiy Thy aitlay tis 
Tov ideav brobécews, 5° hy exelvous Hpece, 
pntéov br. TadTa maya boa dpara, ovpdvia 
Kal bd ceAhvny, }) ard tTavtoudrov earthy, 
} nar’ aitlay’ GAN amd ravToudrov adv- 
vatoy’ tot yap év Tots borépois Ta Kpelr- 
Tova, vous, kal Adyos, kal aitla, Kal Ta ai~ 
rlas, kal otrw Ta dmroTeAcouata KpelrTw 
TaV apx@v, mpos TE Kal 6 pnow 6 *Apr- 
aroréAns’ Sef mpd TaY KaTa cuuBeBnKds 
aitlwy eiva: Ta Kal aira, robTwy yap ex- 
Baois Td Kata cuuBeBnkds’ Sore Tov ard 
TavToudtov mpecBurepoy by Hy 7d Kar’ ai- 
thay, «i kal Grd TavToudrov Ta @etdrara 
hv tev pavepov: “ If, therefore, we are to 
relate concisely the cause, why the hypo- 
thesis of ideas pleased them, (namely Par- 
menides, Zeno, Socrates, &c.) we must 
begin by observing, that all the various 
visible objects around us, the heavenly as 
well as the sublunary, are either from 
chance, or according to a cause. From 
chance is impossible; for then the more 
excellent things (such as mind, and reason, 
and cause, and the effects of cause) will be 
among those things that come last, and so 
the endings of things will be more excel- 
lent than their beginnings. To which too 
may be added what Aristotle says; that 
essential causes ought to be prior to acci- 
dental, inasmuch as every accidental cause 
is a deviation from them ; so that whatever 
is the effect of such essential cause [as is 
indeed every work of art and human inge- 
nuity ] must needs be prior to that which is 
the effeet of chance, even though we were 

to refer to chance the most divine of visible 
objects, [the heavens themselves. ] 

The philosopher, having thus proved a 
definite cause of the world in opposition to 
chance, proceeds to shew, that from the 
unity and concurrent order of things this 
cause must be one. After which he goes 
on as follows: 

Ei mev ody &Aoyoy TodTO, &romoy. 2rrat 
ydp Ti mdAw Tay boTépwy Tis ToUTwY ai- 
tlas Kpetrroy, Td KaT& Adyov Kal yyaow 
mo.ouv, claw Tod mayTds dy, Kal Tov SAov 
Mépos, 6 éotw dw aitlas &Adyou ToLOvTO. 
Ei dé Adyoy Exov, Kat ad’rd ywaoxor, oldev 
éautd dimou Tay wdyTwv attioy by, 2) TodTYE 
dyvooby, ayvonoe: Thy éavTod dicw. Ei dé 
oldev, Ott Kat’ ovoiay éorl Tov mayTds at- 
Tiov, Td Se wpituevws cidds Odrepor, Kal 
Odrepov oldev e& avdryKns, oidev tpa Kal ob 
got altiov apiouevws* oldev ody kal Td way, 
kal mdyra e ay Td wav, ov éoT. Ka) atriov. 
Kal ei todo, Ho eis éavTd &pa BAémror, 
éavTd yiweoKov, olde TH met aTd. Adyots 
tpa Kal efSeow ddAots olde Tobs KoTuLKOUS 
Adyous, kad Ta €l5n, €E Gv Td way, Kal ZoTrw 
év aitg@ Td wav, ws év aitlp, xwpls Tis 
iAns: “ Now if this cause be void of reason, 
that indeed would be absurd ; for then again 
there would be something among those 
things which came last in order, more excel- 
lent than their principle or cause. I mean, 
by more excellent, something operating ac~ 
cording to reason and knowledge, and yet 
within that universe, and a part of that 
whole, which is what it is from a cause 
devoid of reason. 

“* But if, on the contrary, the cause of the 
universe be a cause, haying reason and 
knowing itself, it of course knows itself to 
be the cause of all things ; else, being igno- 
rant of this, it would be ignorant of its own 
nature. But if it know, that from its very 
essence it is the cause of the universe, and 
if that, which knows one part of a relation 
definitely, knows also of necessity the other, 
it knows for this reason definitely the thing 
of which it is the cause. It knows there- 
fore the universe, and all things out of 

a | Se et 
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what do we mean by the term mind? 

227. 

We mean something, 
which, when it acts, knows what it is going to do; something 
stored with ideas of its intended works, agreeably to which 
ideas those works are fashioned." 

which the universe is composed, of all which 
also it is the cause. But if this be true, it 
is evident that by looking into itself, and 
by knowing itself, it knows what comes 
after itself, and is subsequent. It is, there- 
fore, through certain reasons and forms 
devoid of matter that it knows those mun- 
dane reasons and forms out of which the 
universe is composed, and that the universe 
is in it, as in a cause, distinct from and 
without the matter.” 

k It is upon these principles that Nico- 
machus, in his Arithmetic, p. 7, calls the 
Supreme Being an artist: év 77 Tod rexvirov 
@eod diavoia, in Dei artificis mente. Where 
Philoponus, in his manuscript Comment, 
Observes as follows: rexvirny gyot roy 
Ocdv, &s mdvrwy Tas mpdtas airtas Kal 
Tous Adyous ab’ray éxovta: “ He calls God 
an artist, as possessing within himself the 
first causes of all things, and their reasons 
or proportions.” Soon after, speaking of 
those sketches, after which painters work 
and finish their pictures, he subjoins: éo7ep 
obv jets, eis TA TOLadTA TKiaypaphuata 
Brérovtes, movodpev 7d8é TL, OTH Kal 6 
Snptovpyds, mpds exeiva d&mwoBAémwy, T& 
THOe WavTa Kekdounkev’ GAA ioréov, Bri 
Ta wey THE oKiaypadhuata aTEAR «iow, 
exeivor d€ of ev THE OcG Adyo apxerurroar 
kal wavréAciol eiow: “ As therefore we, 
looking upon such sketches as these, make 
such and such particular things ; so also the 
Creator, looking at those sketches of his, 
hath formed and adorned with beauty all 
things here below. We must remember, 
however, that the sketches here are imper- 
fect ; but that the others, those reasons or 
proportions which exist in God, are arche- 
typal and all-perfect.” 

It is according to this philosophy that 
Milton represents God, after he had created 
this visible world, contemplating 

How tt show’d 
In prospect from his throne, how good, how 
. fair, 
Answ’ ring his great idea. 

Par. Lost, vii. 556. 
Proclus proves the existence of these 

general ideas, or universal forms, by the 
following arguments: ef rolyuy éotly aitia 
Tov wTavTds avT@ TH elvar wowodoa, Td Se 
ai7@ TH elvar woody ard Tis éavTod Tore? 
ovalas TodTS eats mpdrws, Srep Td To10d- 
pevov Sevtépws cal 8 éort mpoTws, Sldwor 
T@ Tmorovpéevw Sevrépws* oiov Td wip Kal 
Bidwor Oepudryta AAW, Kal ort Oeppdy, 
A Wx}, Sidwor (why, wad exer why, rat em 

mdvtwv Bos dy GdAnbh Thy Adyov, boa 
avTe T@ elvat moet. kal Td aittov ody Tov 
mavTds avTg@ TG elvas wowdy TovTd éore 
aparws, drep 6 xdopos Sevtépws. ei 5H 6 
Kdapnos TAHpwpa €idav éor) mavTolwy, etn 
by kal ev r@ aitiy Tod Kédopou TavTa mpa- 
tws' To yap a’Td attiov Kat HArov, Kar 
oedhvnr, kat &vOpwrov irécr noe, Kad trmov, 
kal dAws Ta €ldn, TH ev TH TayTl. TadTa 
tipa mpatws eorly év TH aitia Tod maytds, 
&AAos Haws mapa thy eudav7, kal &Ados 
&vOpwros, kal Trav <idav duolws Exacrov. 
éorw &pa Ta ef5n mpd TaY aicOnTar, Kar 
atria abtav Td SnusovpyiKa rata Tov eipn- 
bévov Adyov, ev TH mG TOD Kéowou wayTbs 
aitig, mpovmdpxovra: “If, therefore, the 
cause of the universe be a cause which 
operates merely by existing, and if that 
which operates merely by existing, operate 
from its own proper essence, such cause is 
primarily what its effect is secondarily, and 
that which it is primarily, it giveth to its 
effect secondarily. It is thus that fire both 
giveth warmth to something else, and is it- 
self warm; that the soul giveth life and 
possesseth life ; and this reasoning you may 
perceive to be true in all things whatever, 
which operate merely by existing. It fol- 
lows, therefore, that the cause of the uni- 
verse, operating after this manner, is that 
primarily which the world is secondarily. 
If therefore the world be the plenitude of 
forms of all sorts, these forms must also be 
primarily in the cause of the world, for it 
was the same cause which constituted the 
sun, and the moon, and man, and horse, 
and in general all the forms existing in the 
universe. These, therefore, exist primarily 
in the cause of the universe ; another sun 
besides the apparent, another man, and so 
with respect to every form else. The forms, 
therefore, previous to the sensible and ex-— 
ternal forms, and which according to this 
reasoning are their active and efficient 
causes, are to be found pre-existing in that 
one and common cause of all the universe.” 
Procli Com. MS. in Plat. Parmenid. 1. iii. 
We have quoted the above passages for 

the same reason as the former ; for the sake 
of those who may have a curiosity to see a 
sample of this ancient philosophy, which 
(as some have held) may be traced up from 
Plato and Socrates to Parmenides, Pytha- 
goras, and Orpheus himself. 

If the phrase, “to operate merely by 
existing,” should appear questionable, it 
must be explained upon a supposition, that 
in the Supreme Being no attributes are 

Q 2 
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That such exemplars, patterns, forms, ideas, (call them as 
you please,) must of necessity be, requires no proving, but 
tollows of course, if we admit the cause of nature to be a mind, 
as above mentioned. For take away these, and what a mind 
do we leave without them? Chance, surely, is as knowing as 
mind without ideas; or rather mind without ideas is no less 
blind than chance. 

The nature of these ideas is not difficult to explain, if we once 
come to allow a possibility of their existence. That they are 
exquisitely beautiful, various, and orderly, is evident from the 
exquisite beauty, variety, and order seen in natural substances, 
which are but their copies or pictures. That they are mental is 
plain, as they are of the essence of mind, and consequently no 
objects to any of the senses, nor therefore circumscribed either 
by time or place. 

Here, then, on this system, we have plenty of forms intelli- 
gible, which are truly previous to all forms sensible. Here, too, 
we see that nature is not defective in her triple order, having 
(like art) her forms previous, her concomitant, and her sub- 
sequent.! 
secondary, intermittent, or adventitious, but 
all original, ever perfect and essential. See 
p- 164, note a, and p. 220. 

That we should not therefore think of a 
blind unconscious operation, like that of 
fire here alluded to, the author had long 
before prepared us, by uniting knowledge 
with natural efficacy, where he forms the 
character of these divine and creative ideas. 

But let us hear him in his own language: 
GAA’ elmwep e0éAomer Thy ididrynTA abTav 
(sc. iSeGv) apoploacba Sia Trav yrwpiw- 
Tépwy, amd pev TY pvoiKav Adywv AdBw- 
pev TO aVT@ TO elvat wontiKdy, av 5h Kat 
mowovor amd 5¢ Tay TexVIKOY, TH yvwoTi- 
Koy, Gy modo, ei kal wy adiT@ TE elven 

mood, Kal Tava évdcayTes Peper aitias 
elvar Tas iSéas Snusovpyiucds Gua ral voepas 
mdvrwy TOY KaTa plow dmroTeAoUMEeVwY : 
“ But if we should choose to define the 
peculiar character of ideas by things more 
known to us than themselves, let us assume 
from natural principles the power of effect- 
ing, merely by existing, all the things that 
they effect ; and from artificial principles 
the power of comprehending all that they 
effect, although they did not effect them 
merely by existing ; and then uniting those 
two, let us say that ideas are at once the 
efficient and intelligent causes of all things 
produced according to nature.” From book 
the second of the same Comment. 

The schoolman, Thomas Aquinas, a subtle 
and acute writer, has the following sentence, 
perfectly corresponding with this philo- 
sophy,: Res omnes comparantur ad Divinnm 
Intellectum, sicut artificiata ad artem. 

The verses of Orpheus on this subject 
may be found in the tract De Mundo, 
ascribed to Aristotle, p. 23. edit. Sylburg. 

Zevs &ponv yévero, Zevs, x. T. A. 
! Simplicius, in his commentary upon the 

Predicaments, calls the first order of these 
intelligible forms, Ta mpd Tis peOetews, 
“those previous to participation ;” and at 
other times, 4 éénpnucvn xowdrns, “ the 
transcendent universality,” or “ sameness ;” 
the second order he calls ra év peOetes, 
“those which exist in participation,” that 
is, those merged in matter; and at other 
times he calls them 4 katarerarymevn Kot- 
vétns, “the subordinate universality” or 
“ sameness :” lastly, of the third order he 
says, that they have no independent exist- 
ence of their own, but that jets apeAdvres 
avTa év Talis juerépas evvolais, Kal Eavrd, 
breothoopev, “we ourselves abstracting 
them in our own imaginations, have given 
them by such abstraction an existence as of 
themselves.” Simp. in Preedic. p. 17. In 
another place he says, in a language some- 
what mysterions, yet still conformable to 
the same doctrine, Mjmote oby tpirtby Anr- 

Téov Td Kowdy, Td pev eEnpnucvoy Tav Kal” 
exaora, kal alrioy Tis év av’Tots KowdTNTOS, 
Kata thy wlay éavtod piow, domwep kab 
Tis Swapopérntos KaTa Thy TwoAvedh mpd- 
Anyiw—devrepov &€ éort TO Kowdy, Td amd ~ 
Kowvov aitiov Tots Siapdpois eldeow evdid6- 
Mevov, Kal evuTdpxov avrois—tplroy be, Td 
év Tais huerépas Siavolous e& aaipécews 
ipirTdpevovwtaTepoyeves bv: “ Perhaps, 
therefore, we must admit a triple order of 
what is universal and the same ; that of the 
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That the previous may be justly so called is p.ain, because 
they are essentially prior to all things else. The whole visible 
first order, transcendent and superior to 
particulars, which through its uniform 
nature is the cause of that sameness exist- 
ing in them, as through its multiform pre- 
conception it is the cause of their diversity: 
that of the second order, what is infused 
from the first universal cause into the 
yarious species of beings, and which has its 
existence in those several species: that of 
the third order, what subsists by abstrac- 
tion in our own understandings, being of 
subsequent origin to the other two.” bid. 
p. 21. 

To Simplicius we shall add the two fol- 
lowing quotations from Ammonius and Ni- 
cephorus Blemmides, which we have ven- 
tured to transcribe, without regard to their 
uncommon length, as they so fully establish 
the doctrine here advanced, and the works 
of these authors are not easy to be pro- 
cured, 

*EvvocioOw rolvuy Saxttdids Tis éxTv- 
Tapa Exwv, et TUXOL, "AxtAAews, Kal Knpla 
WOAAG Tapareimeva’ 6 5¢ SaxTbALos opparyt- 
(érw rods Knpobs mdytas* torepov Sé Tis 
eiveAD@y Kal Oeaoduevos TA Knpla, emiorh- 
as bri mdyra e& évds ciow extTuTdparos, 
exéeTw Tap ad’Te Td éxtdmwua TH dtavola. 
‘H tolvuy opparyls h ev TG SaxTvAl@ A€ye- 
Tat mpd TaY ToAAGY civa’ H BE ev Tots 
Knplots, év Tots ToAAoIs’ 7) Se ev TH Siavola 
TOU Gmouatauevov, emt rots moAAots, Kal 
batepoyevhs. Todro ody évvocicbw Ka) em) 
TaY yevav Kal cidav' 6 yap Anuoupyds, 
woiey wdvra, xe wap éavTge Ta WdyTwY 
mapadelyuara’ olov, mov &vOpwrov, exer 
Td cides Tap EavtgG Tod avOpwmov, mpds d 
&bopay, mdyras mot. Ei d€ tis évoratn 
A€ywr, ws od cic) mapa TS Anuioupye Ta 
el5n, Grovérw Tadra, as 6 Anusoupyds 5n- 
pMioupyet, 2) cidas Ta ba” adrod Snusovpyov- 
Meva, 7) ovK €idds. "AAA? ei wey wd €idds, 
ove by Snuovpyhoe. Tis yap, méAAwy 
momnoe 7), dryvoet d méeAAEL ToLEly ; Ov yap, 
&s H ptois, GAdyw Suvduer tore?. (GOev Kad 
moet  pvots, odK epioTrdvovTa yywoTiKas 
7 yryvouevy) Ei 8€ Tt na? Ev Aoyuchy 
mo.ei, olderov mdyTws Td yryvdéuevoy br 
abrov. Ei roivuy uh xeipov, 2) KaTd tvOpw- 
mov, 6 @eds motel, ofd¢ Td bm” abdtod yryvd- 
Mevoy. ef 8& oidev  oe?, adrdOe 87- 
Aov, &s torw ev TE AnusoupyS Ta €t5n. 
*Eott 5¢ 7d elds év TG Anuioupya, as 6 ev 
TS Saxtvrlw téiros* Kal AgyeTrar TodTO Td 
eldos mpd T&Y TOAAGY, Kal xwpLoTdy Tis 
Bans. “Eat 5¢ 7d elS0s Tod GvPpdmov Kar 
év tots Kal’ Exacrov avOpémois, &s TH ev 
Tois Knpots exTuméuara’ Kal Aéyerar Td 
Toaira, év Tos wOAAOTS elvat, Kad aXdpiora 
Tis HAns. Ocdcapevor 6¢ rods Kara wépos 
avOpdmous, Ort waves To ard eldos TOD 

avOpdmov exovow, (as emt rod toreper 
€rAOdvTos, Kat Oearapévov T& Kypla) ave- 
patducba abrd ev Ti Siavolg Kal Aéyerau 
TovTo em Tots TodAois, fryouv peta TH 
TOAAG, Kat Borepoyeves: “* Intelligatur an- 
nulus, qui alicujus, utpote Achillis, ima- 
ginem insculptam habeat: multe insuper 
cere sint, et ab annulo imprimantur: ve- 
niat deinde quispiam, videatque ceras om- 
nes unius annuli impressione formatas, an- 
nulique impressionem in mente contineat : 
sigillum annulo insculptum, ante multa 
dicetur: in cerulis impressum, in multis: 
quod vero in illius, qui illo venerat, intelli- 
gentia remanserit, post multa, et posterius 
genitum dicetur. Idem in generibus et 
formis intelligendum censeo: etenim ille 
optimus procreator mundi Deus, omnium 
rerum formas, atque exempla habet apud se: 
ut si hominem efficere velit, in hominis 
formam, quam habet, intueatur, et ad illius 
exemplum ceeteros faciat omnes. At si quis 
restiterit, dicatque rerum formas apud Crea- 
torem non esse: queso ut diligenter at- 
tendat: opifex, quae facit, vel cognoscit, vel 
ignorat: sed is, qui nesciet, nunquam quie- 
quam faciet : quis enim id facere aggreditur, 
quod facere ignorat? Neque enim facul- 
tate quadam rationis experte aliquid aget, 
prout agit natura (ex quo conficitur, ut 
natura etiam agat, etsi que faciat, non 

advertat:) si vero ratione quadam aliquid 
facit, quodeunque ab eo factum est omnino 
cognovit. Si igitur Deus non pejore ratione, 
quam homo, facit quid, que fecit cognovit : 
si cognovit quze fecit, in ipso rerum formas 
esse perspicuumest. Formee autem in opifice 
sunt perinde ac in annulo sigillum, hecque 
forma ante multa, et avulsa a materia dicitur. 
Atqui hominis species in unoquoque homine 
est, quemadmodum etiam sigilla in ceris ; et 
in multis, nec avulsa a materia dicitur. At 
cum singulos homines animo conspicimus, et 
eandem in unoquoque formam atque effigiem | 
videmus, illa effigies in mente nostra insi- 
dens post multa, et posterius genita dicetur: 
veluti in illo quoque dicebamus, qui multa 
sigilla in cera uno et eodem annulo im- 
pressa conspexerat.” Ammon. in Porphyr. 
Introduct. p. 29. B. 

Aéyovta 5% tau yévn Kal Td ef3n mpd 
TaVY TOAAGY, ev Tots WoAAvis, emt Tots 
ToAAoIs" olov evvoeicOw TL opparyiarhptor, 
Exov kal eerimwua Td Tuxdby, e& oF Kypla 
TOAAG peTadaBérw Tod éxtuTduaros, Kal 
Tis bm iw wyaverw Tatra, wu) TpoKkaTidor 
Bnd bdws Td oppaytorhpiov" Ewpaxds 5& 
Ta év ois To €xtUmwua, Kat emioThoas Gri 
wdyrTa TOD avTod meTéeXovol exTUMduaros, 
Kal To SoxodvTa TOAAG TG Adyw cuvabpol- 
gus eis tv, €xéTw TolTo Kare Sidvorar. 
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world exhibits nothing more, than so many passing pictures of 
these immutable archetypes. Nay, through these it attains even 
a semblance of immortality, and continues throughout ages to 
be specifically one, amid those infinite particular changes that 
befall it every moment.™ 
Td yey ody odpayioThpioy Timwua A€yerat 
mpd Tav ToAAGY’ Th F ev Tots Knpiots, ev 
Tois WoAAois* To be e& adTay KaTadnopber, 
kal kara Sidvoiy diAws brocrdy, él Tots 
moAdots. Oirws oby Kal Td fyevn Kal Ta 
clin mpd T&v TodAAGy pey ciow ev TE 
Anmioupy?, kaT& Tovs Torntixovs Adyous* 
éy TH OcG yap of ovciomoiwl Adyor Trav 
bvTwy evialws mpovioerthnact, Kal? ods 
Adyous 6 bwepotawws Ta byvTa mdyTa Kal 
mpowpice Kal mopiyyayev® dpeornkevat Se 
Aéyovra Ta yévn Kal Ta ef5n ev Tors 
todAots, Sidtt ev Tois Kate wepos avOpdmois 
7d Tov avOpdrov clids eort, Kal Tots Kate 
bépos immois Td TOD mov eldos* ev dvOpd- 
mois d&, Kal twos, Kal Tois %AAots Hors 
7) yévos eipioxera Taév ToLwotTwy €idar, 
bmep ot) Td (Gor Kay Tots Cdois duod Kad 
Tois Cwoptros Td KafoAKdrEpor yevos, Td 
aigOnrindy, eerdCerat’ ovvaxbévtwy dé 
kal Tav puTav, Oewpeitrar Td Eupuxov' ei 
5é aby Tots eupdxous e0éAct Tis emicKoreiy 
kal Ta &buxa, TH TGua cbhumay KaTdperas’ 
ovvdpamovcay 5¢ tots cipnucvois TaY Gow- 
drwy oloiay, T) mpa@rov yévos pavetrat 
kal yevinoétarov’ nal oftw pev év ois 
modAois ibéornke TA eldn Kal Ta evn. 
KatadaBev 5é tis ex Tay KaTd mépos ay- 
Oporav thy a’tav iow, Thy avOpwrd- 
Tyta, ex St Tay Kata wépos trmwy a’Thy 
Tiv inndtnta, Kal oftw Tov KabdAov &yr- 
Opwrov, kal Toy Kadddov ixmoy éemwohcas’ 
kal Td KabdAou (doy ex TéY KaléKacTa TS 
Adyy cuvayayév’ Kal Td Kabddrov aicOn- 
TiKov, Kal Td Kabddov Eubvxov, Kal 7d 
KabdrAov cama, Kal THY KaboAKwrTdrnY 
ovclay e& amdyTwy avAdAoyioduevos, 6 
ToLovTOS €v TH EavTodD Siavoia Ta yevyn Kah 
Ta €ldn GUAws bréaTHoeEv em} TOLs TOAAOTS, 
TOUTETTL, META TH TOAAG KG) SoTEpoyevas. 
“ Genera vero et species dicuntur esse ante 
multa, in multis, post multa. Ut puta, in- 
telligatur sigillum, quamlibet figuram ha- 
bens, ex quo multz cere ejusdem figure 
sint participes, et in medium aliquis has 
proferat, nequaquam previso sigillo. Cum 
autem vidisset eas ceras in quibus figura ex- 
primitur, et animadvertisset omnes eandem 
figuram participare, et que videbantur 
multz, ratione in unum coegisset, hoc in 
mente teneat. Nempe sigillum dicitur esse 
species ante multa; illa vero in ceris, in 
multis ; que vero ab lis desumitur, et in 
mente immaterialiter subsistit, post multa. 
Sic igitur et genera et species ante multa in 
Creatore sunt, secundum rationes efficientes. 
In Deo enim rerum effectrices rationes una 

et simpliciter pree-existunt ; secundum quas 
rationes ille supra-substantialis omnes res et 
preedestinavit et produxit. Existere autem 
dicuntur genera ét species in multis, quo- 
niam in singulis hominibus hominis species, 
et in singulis equis equi species est. In 
hominibus seque ac in equis et aliis animali- 
bus genus invenitur harum specierum, quod 
est animal. In animalibus etiam una cum 
Zoophytis magis universale genus, nempe 
sensitivum exquiritur. Additis vero plantis, 
spectatur genus animatum. Si vero una 
cum animatis quisquam velit perscrutari 
etiam inanimata, totum corpus perspiciet. 
Cum autem entia incorporea conjuncta 
fuerint iis modo tractatis, apparebit primum 
et generalissimum genus. Atque ita quidem 
in muliis subsistunt genera et species. 
Comprehendens vero quisquam ex singulis 
hominibus naturam ipsam humanam, et ex 
singulis equis ipsam equinam, atque ita 
universalem hominem et universalem equum 

considerans, et universale animal ex singulis 
ratione colligens, et universale sensitivum, 
et universale animatum, et universale cor- 

pus, et maxime universale ens ex omnibus 
colligens, hic, inquam, in sua mente genera 
et species immaterialiter constituit ém) rots 
moAAois, hoc est, post multa, et posterius 
genita.” Niceph. Blem. Log. Epit. p. 62. 
Vid. etiam Alcin. in Platonic. Philosoph. 
Introduct. c. 9, 10. 

m The following elegant lines of Virgil 
are worth attending to, though applied to - 
no higher a subject than bees: 
Ergo ipsas quamvis angusti terminus evi 
Excipiat : (neque enim plus septima ducitur 

@tas) 
At genus immortale manet, Georg. iv. 
The same immortality, that is, the immor- 
tality of the kind, may be seen in all perish- 
able substances, whether animal or inani- 
mate; for though individuals perish, the 
several kinds still remain. And hence, if 
we take time, as denoting the system of 
things temporary, we may collect the mean- 
ing of that passage in the Timzeus, where 
the philosopher describes time to be, ue 
vovtTos ai@vos ev évi Kar’ dpiOudy tovcay 
aidviov eixdva. “ AXternitatis in uno per- 
manentis imaginem quandam, certis nu- 
merorum articulis progredientem.” Plat. v. 
iii. p. 37. edit. Serran. ; 
We have subjoined the following extract 

from Boethius, to serve as a commentary on 
this description of time: Auternitas. igitur 
est, interminabilis vite tota simul et per- 
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May we be allowed then to credit those speculative men, who 
tell us, “it is in these permanent and comprehensive forms that 
the Deity views at once, without looking abroad, all possible 
productions both present, past, and future; that this great and 
stupendous view is but a view of himself, where all things lie 
enveloped in their principles and exemplars, as being essential to 
the fulness of his universal intellection?”" If so, it will be proper 
that we invert the axiom before mentioned. We must now say, 
Nil est in sensu, quod non prius fuit in intellectu. For though 
the contrary may be true with respect to knowledge merely 
human, yet never can it be true with respect to knowledge 
universally, unless we give precedence to atoms and lifeless body, 
making mind, among other things, to be struck out by a lucky 
concourse. 

III. It is far from the design of this treatise, to insinuate that 
Atheism is the hypothesis of our latter metaphysicians. But 
yet it is somewhat remarkable, in their several systems, how 
readily they admit of the above precedence. 

For mark the order of things, according to their account of 
them. First comes that huge body, the sensible world. Then 
this and its attributes beget sensible ideas. Then out of sensible 

fecta possessio. Quod ex collatione tempora- 
lium clarius liquet. Nam quidquid vivit in 
tempore, id presens a preteritis in futura 
procedit: nihilque est in tempore ita con- 
stitutum, quod totum vite sue spatium pa- 
riter possit amplecti ; sed crastinum quidem 
nondum apprehendit, hesternum vero jam 
perdidit. In hodierna quoque vita non 
amplius vivitis, quam in illo mobili transi- 
toriogue momento. Quod igitur temporis 
patitur conditionem, licet illud, sicut de 
mundo censuit Aristoteles, nec coeperit un- 
quam esse, nec desinat, vitaque ejus cum 
temporis infinitate tendatur, nondum tamen 
tale est, ut wternum esse jure credatur. 
Non enim totum simul infinite licet vite 
spatium comprehendit, atque complectitur, 
sed futura nondum transacta jam non habet. 
Quod igitur interminabilis vite plenitudinem 
totam pariter comprehendit, ac possidet, cui 
neque futuri quidquam absit, nec preeteriti 
fluxerit, id zternum esse jure perhibetur: 
idque necesse est, et sui cgmpos preesens 

sibi semper assistere, et infinitatem mobilis 
temporis habere prasentem. Unde quidam 
non recte, qui cum audiunt visum Platoni, 

mundum hunc nec habuisse initium, nec 
habiturum esse defectum, hoc modo conditori 
conditum mundum fieri cozternum putant. 
Aliud est enim per interminabilem duci 
vitam, (quod mundo Plato tribuit,) aliud 
interminabilis vite totam pariter complexam 
esse presentiam, quod Divinee Mentis pro- 
prium esse manifestum est. Neque enim 
Deus conditis rebus antiquior videri debet 

temporis quantitate, sed simplicis potius 
proprietate nature. Hune enim vite im- 
mobilis presentarium statum, infinitus ille 
temporalium rerum motus imitatur ; cumque 
eum effingere, atque eequare non possit, ex 
immobilitate deficit in motum ; ex simpli- 
citate preesentiz decrescit in infinitam futuri 
ac preteriti quantitatem ; et, cum totam 
pariter vite suze plenitudinem nequeat pos- 
sidere, hoc ipso, quod aliquo modo nunquam 
esse desinit, illud, quod implere atque ex- 
primere non potest, aliquatenus videtur 
zemulari, alligans se ad qualemcunque pre- 
sentiam hujus exigui volucrisque momenti: 
que, quoniam manentis illius presentiz 
quandam gestat imaginem, quibuscumque 
contigerit, id prestat, ut esse videantur. 
Quoniam vero manere non potuit, infinitum 
temporis iter arripuit: eoque modo factum 

. est, ut continuaret vitam eundo, cujus pleni- 
tudinem complecti non valuit permanendo. 
Itaque, &c. De Consolat. Philosoph. 1. v. 

0 “Oga mép éoTt TH TOAAG KaTa bf TWA 
Mepiopov, Tocadra Kal Td Ev éxeivo mpd TOD 
Mepicpod Kata Td mdvrTn dmepés* od ap 
ev, @s eAdxicrov, Kabdrep 6 Srevoirmes 
WZote Adyew, GAN ey, ws wayTd. “ As 
numerous as is the multitude of individuals 
by partition, so numerous also is that prin- 
ciple of unity by universal impartibility. 
For it is not one, as a minimum is one, 
(according to what Speucippus seemed to 
say,) but it is ome, as being all things.” 
Damascius rept "Apxav, MS. 
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ideas, by a kind of lopping and pruning, are made ideas intelli- 
gible, whether specific or general. Thus should they admit that 
mind was coeval with body, yet till body gave it ideas, and 
awakened its dormant powers, it could at best have been 
nothing more than a sort of dead capacity; for innate ideas it 
could not possibly have any. 

At another time we hear of bodies so exceedingly fine, that 
their very exility makes them susceptible of sensation and 
knowledge ; as if they shrunk into intellect by their exquisite 
subtlety, which rendered them too delicate to be bodies any 
longer. It is to this notion we owe many curious inventions, 
such as subtle ether, animal spirits, nervous ducts, vibrations, 
and the like; terms which modern philosophy, upon parting 
with occult qualities, has found expedient to provide itself, to 
supply their place. 

But the intellectual scheme, which never forgets Deity, post- 
pones every thing corporeal to the primary mental cause. It is 
here it looks for the origin of intelligible ideas, even of those 
which exist in human capacities. For though sensible objects 
may be the destined medium to awaken the dormant energies of 
man’s understanding, yet are those energies themselves no more 
contained in sense, than the explosion of a cannon in the spark 
which gave it fire.° 

© The following note is taken from a 
manuscript commentary of the Platonic 
Olympiodorus, (quoted before, p. 224,) upon 
the Phzedo of Plato ; which though perhaps 
some may object to from inclining to the 
doctrine of Platonic reminiscence, yet it cer- 
tainly gives a better account, how far the 
senses assist in the acquisition of science, 
than we can find given by vulgar philo- 
sophers. 

Obdérote yap 7a xelpw Kal Sedbrepa 
dpxal  aitia eict Tay Kperrtévwy* ef 
de Se? Kad rais éyxyKAlos e&nyhoeot mel- 
OecOa, Kal apxiv elmety thy aloOnow 
THs emiorhuns, AEouev abthv apxnv ovx 
@s montikhny, GAN” ws épebiovcay rhy 
huetépay Wuxhy eis avduynow Tey Kabd- 
Aov—karda Tabryny 5é Thy évvolay etpnrat 
kal Td év Tiuale, bt1 50 Bews Kad akojs 
7d THs pidocodias eropicducba ‘yévos, 
didtt ek Tav aicOnrav eis avduvnow 
&pixvotmeba. “Those things which are in- 
ferior and secondary, are by no means the 
principles or causes of the more excellent ; 
and though we admit the common interpre- 
tations, and allow sense to be a principle of 
science, we must, however, call it a prin- 
ciple, not as if it was the efficient cause, 
but as it rouses our soul to the recollection 
of general ideas. According to the same 
way of thinking is it said in the Timeus, 
that through the sight and hearing we 

acquire to ourselves philosophy, because we 
pass from objects of sense to reminiscence, 
or recollection.” 

And in another passage he observes: 
"Eme1d) yap mdumophoy ayadud éeorw 7H 
Wuxn, TdvtTwv Tay bytwy Exovoa Adyous, 
epiOiCouevn id trav aicOnrav davayip- 
vhokera @y evdov exer Adywv, Kat Tovrous 
mpoBéAAeTrat : “ For inasmuch as the soul, 
by containing the principles of all beings, 
is a sort of omniform representation or ex- 
emplar; when it is roused by objects of 
sense, it recollects those principles, which it 
contains within, and brings them forth.” 

Georgius Gemistius, otherwise called 
Pletho, writes upon the same subject in the 
following manner: Tiyv Woxjv gpacly of 
Ta €l5n TiOguevor avadauBdvovoay ove 
emioTHunv Tos ev Tots aiaOnrots Adyous, 
axptBéorepov abrobds exovras Kal TEAéd= 
Tepov év éautH loxew, } ev Tois aicOnrors 
Exovot. Td ody TeAedTepoy TovTo Kab 
axpiBéorepoy ovk by bd tay aicOnrav 
trxew Thy woxhy, bye wh early ev avrois. 
Ov & ad pndapod GAAS dy adrhy et 
avis Siavoeicba* ob Se yap mepuKéevan 
Thy Why undaun bv, Te Biavoeicba Tas 
yap Wevdets raév SotGv odx) wh SvTwY GAR 
ivtwy piv, %AAwv Se Kar’ wAdAwv elves 
cvvbéceis Tivds, ov Kata Td Opbdy yiWoMevas. 
AciwecOo 5& ap érépas twds pioews 
TOAA@ &ti Kpeitrovds Te Kal TEAEwWTEpAS 
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In short, all minds that are, are similar and congenial; and 
so too are their ideas, or intelligible forms. Were it otherwise, 
there could be no intercourse between man and man, or (what is 
more important) between man and God. 

For what is conversation between man and man? It is a 
mutual intercourse of speaking and hearing. To the speaker, it 
is to teach; to the hearer, it is to learn. To the speaker, it is 
to descend from ideas to words; to the hearer, it is to ascend 
from words to ideas. If the hearer, in this ascent, can arrive at 
no ideas, then is he said not to understand; if he ascend to 
ideas dissimilar and heterogeneous, then is he said to misunder- 
stand. What then is requisite, that he may be said to under- 
stand? That he should ascend to certain ideas, treasured up 
within himself, correspondent and similar to those within the 
speaker. The same may be said of a writer and a reader; as 
when any one reads to-day or to-morrow, or here or in Italy, 
what Euclid wrote in Greece two thousand years ago. 

Now, is it not marvellous, there should be so exact an identity 
of our ideas, if they were only generated from sensible objects, 
infinite in number, ever changing, distant in time, distant in 
place, and no one particular the same with any other? 

Again: do we allow it possible for God to signify his will to 
men, or for men to signify their wants to God? In both these 
cases there must be an identity of ideas, or else nothing is done, 
either one way or the other. Whence, then, do these common 

apne Th Wuxi Td TeAEHTEpoY TOdTO THY 
év tois ducOnrois Adywr. “ Those who 
suppose ideal forms, say that the soul, when 
she assumes, for the purposes of science, 
those proportions which exist in sensible 
objects, possesses them with a_ superior 
accuracy and perfection, than that to which 
they attain in those sensible objects. Now 
this superior perfection or accuracy, the 
soul cannot have from sensible objects, as it 
is, in fact, not in them; nor yet can she 
conceive it herself as from herself, without 
its having existence anywhere else. For 
the soul is not formed so as to conceive 
that which has existence nowhere, since 
even such opinions as are false, are all of 
them compositions irregularly formed, not 
of mere non-beings, but of various real 
beings, one with another. It remains, there- 
fore, that this perfection, which is superior 
to the proportions existing in sensible ob- 
jects, must descend to the soul from some 
other nature, which is by many degrees 
more excellent and perfect.” Pleth. de 
Aristotel. et Platonic. Philosoph. Diff. edit. 
Paris. 1541. 

The Adyo:, or “ proportions,” of which 
Gemistius here speaks, mean not only those 
relative proportions of equality and in- 
equality which exist in quantity, (such as 

double, sesquialter, &c.) but,in a larger sense, 
they may be extended to mathematical lines, 
angles, figures, &c. ; of all which Adyo, or 
“ proportions,” though we possess in the 
mind the most clear and precise ideas, yet 
it may be justly questioned, whether any 
one of them ever existed in the sensible 
world. 

To these two authors we may add 
Boethius, who, after having enumerated 
many acts of the mind, or intellect, wholly 
distinct from sensation, and independent of 
it, at length concludes, 

Hae est efficiens magis 
Longe causa potentior, 
Quam que materia modo 
Impressas patitur notas. 
Precedit tamen excitans, 
Ae vires animi movens, 

Vivo in corpore passio. 
Cum vel lux oculos ferit, 
Vel vox auribus instrepit ; 
Tum mentis vigor excitus, 
Quas intus species tenet, 
Ad motus simileis vocans, 
Notis applicat exteris, 
Introrsumque reconditis 
Formis miscet imagines. 

De Consolat, Philosoph. 1. v. 
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identic ideas come? Those of men, it seems, come all from sensa- 
tion. And whence come God’s ideas? Not, surely, from sensation 
too: for this we can hardly venture to affirm, without giving to 
body that notable precedence of being prior to the intellection 
of even God himself. Let them, then, be original; let them be 
connate and essential to the Divine Mind: if this be true, is it 
not a fortunate event, that ideas of corporeal rise, and others of 
mental, (things derived from subjects so totally distinct,) should 
so happily coincide in the same wonderful identity? 

Had we not better reason thus upon so abstruse a subject? 
Hither all minds have their ideas derived, or all have them origi- 
nal; or some them have them original, and some derived. If all 
minds have them derived, they must be derived from something, 
which is itself not mind, and thus we fall insensibly into a kind 
of atheism. If all have them original, then are all minds divine ; 
an hypothesis by far more plausible than the former. But if this 
be not admitted, then must one mind (at least) have original 
ideas, and the rest have them derived. Now, supposing this 
last, whence are those minds, whose ideas are derived, most 
likely to derive them? From mind or from body? From mind, a 
thing homogeneous ; or from body, a thing heterogeneous? From 
mind, such as (from the hypothesis) has original ideas; or from 
body, which we cannot discover to have any ideas at all?? An 
examination of this kind, pursued with accuracy and temper, is 
the most probable method of solving these doubts. It isthus we 
shall be enabled with more assurance to decide, whether we are 
to admit the doctrine of the Epicurean poet, 

Corporea natura animum constare, animamque ; 

or trust the Mantuan bard, when he sings, in divine numbers, 

Igneus est ollis vigor, et ccelestis origo 
Seminibus. 

But it is now time to quit these speculations. Those who 
would trace them further, and have leisure for such studies, may 
perhaps find themselves led into regions of contemplation, afford- 
ing them prospects both interesting and pleasant. We have at 
present said as much as was requisite to our subject, and shall 
therefore pass from hence to our concluding chapter. 

P Nowy dé oddty caua yevvar mas yap void of mind produce mind? Sallust. de 
av Ta dvdnra vody yevvnoo; “Nobody Diis et Mundo, c. 8. 
produces mind: for how should things de- 
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CHAPTER V. 

SUBORDINATION OF INTELLIGENCE. DIFFERENCE OF IDEAS, BOTH IN 

PARTICULAR MEN AND IN WHOLE NATIONS. DIFFERENT GENIUS OF 

DIFFERENT LANGUAGES. CHARACTER OF THE ENGLISH, THE ORIENTAL, 

THE LATIN, AND THE GREEK LANGUAGES, SUPERLATIVE EXCELLENCE 

OF THE LAST, CONCLUSION. 

Oricinat truth having the most intimate connexion with the 
Supreme Intelligence,’ may be said (as it were) to shine with 
unchangeable splendor, enlightening throughout the universe 
every possible subject, by nature susceptible of its benign in- 
fluence. Passions and other obstacles may prevent, indeed, its 
efficacy, as clouds and vapours may obscure the sun; but itself 
neither admits diminution nor change, because the darkness 
respects only particular percipients. Among these, therefore, we 
must look for ignorance and error, and for that subordination of 
intelligence which is their natural consequence. 
We have daily experience in the works of art, that a partial 

knowledge will suffice for contemplation, though we know not 
enough to profess ourselves artists. Much more is this true 
with respect to nature; and well for mankind is it found to be 
true, else never could we attain any natural knowledge at all. 
For if the constitutive proportions of a clock are so subtle, that 
few conceive them truly but the artist himself; what shall we 
say to those seminal proportions, which make the essence and 

4 Those philosophers, whose ideas of 
being and knowledge are derived from body 
and sensation, have a short method to ex- 
plain the nature of truth. It is a factitious 
thing, made by every man for himself; which 
comes and goes, just as it is remembered 
and forgot; which in the order of things 
makes its appearance the last of any, being 
not only subsequent to sensible objects, but 
even to our sensations of them. According 
to this hypothesis, there are many truths 
which have been, and are no longer ; others 

' that will be, and have not been yet; and 
multitudes that possibly may never exist 
at all. 

But there are other reasoners, who must 
surely have had very different notions ; 
those, I mean, who represent truth, not as 
the last, but the first of beings; who call 

it immutable, eternal, omnipresent ; at- 
tributes that all indicate something more 
than human. To these it must appear 
somewhat strange, how men should imagine 
that a crude account of the method how 
they perceive truth was to pass for an ac- 

count of truth itself; as if to describe the 
road to London could be called a descrip- 
tion of that metropolis. 

For my own part, when I read the detail 
about sensation and reflection, and am 
taught the process at large how my ideas 
are all generated, I seem to view the human 
soul in the light of a crucible, where truths 
are produced by a kind of logical chemistry. 
They may consist (for aught we know) of 
natural materials, but are as much creatures 
of our own as a bolus or elixir. 

If Milton by his Urania intended to re- 
present truth, he certainly referred her to a 
much more ancient, as well as a far more 
noble origin. 

Heavenly born! 
Before the hills appear'd, or fountains flow'd, 
Thou with Eternal Wisdom didst converse, 
Wisdom thy sister ; and with her didst play 
In presence of th’ almighty Father, pleas’d 
With thy celestial song. 

Paradise Lost, vii. 
See Prov. viii, 22, &c. Jer. x. 10, Marc. 

Antonin, ix, 1, 
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character of every natural subject? Partial views, the imperfec- 
tions of sense; inattention, idleness, the turbulence of passions ; 
education, local sentiments, opinions, and belief, conspire in many 
instances to furnish us with ideas; some too general, some too 
partial, and (what is worse than all this) with many that are 
erroneous, and contrary to truth. These it behoves us to correct 
as far as possible, by cool suspense and candid examination. 

Nijpe, kal weuvyno amoreiy, tp0pa Taira Tay ppevar. 

And thus, by a connexion perhaps little expected, the cause 
of letters and that of virtue appear to coincide; it being the busi- 
ness of both to examine our ideas, and to amend them by the 
standard of nature and of truth." 

In this important work we shall be led to observe, how nations, 
like single men, have their peculiar ideas; how these peculiar 
ideas become the genius of their language, since the symbol must 
of course correspond to its archetype ;* how the wisest nations, 
having the most and best ideas, will consequently have the best 
and most copious languages;‘ how others, whose languages are 
motley and compounded, and who have borrowed from different 
countries different arts and practices, discover by words to whom 
they are indebted for things. 

To illustrate what has been said, by a few examples. We 
Britons in our time have been remarkable borrowers, as our multi- 
form language may sufficiently shew. Our terms in polite litera- 
ture prove, that this came from Greece; our terms in music and 
painting, that these came from Italy; our phrases in cookery 
and war, that we learnt these from the French; and our phrases 
in navigation, that we were taught by the Flemings and Low — 
Dutch. These many and very different sources of our language 
may be the cause why it is so deficient in regularity and analogy. 
Yet we have this advantage to compensate the defect, that what 
we want in elegance we gain in copiousness ; in which last respect 
few languages will be found superior to our own. 

Let us pass from ourselves to the nations of the Kast. The 
eastern world,” from the earliest days, has been at all times the 

® How useful to ethic science, and, in- 
deed, to knowledge in general, a gramma- 
tical disquisition into the etymology and 
meaning of words was esteemed by the chief 
and ablest philosophers, may be seen by 
consulting Plato in his Cratylus; Xenoph. 
Mem. iv. 5,6. Arrian. Epict. i. 17. ii. 10. 
Marc. Anton. iii. 11. v. 8. x. 8. 

8 °"HOovs xapdxrnp tot 7 GvOpmrov Ad- 
os. Stob. Capiuntur signa haud levia, sed 
observatu digna (quod fortasse quispiam 
non putarit) de ingeniis et moribus popu- 
lorum et nationum ex linguis ipsorum. 
Bacon. de Augm. Scient. vi. J, Vid. etiam. 
Quinctil. 1. xi. p. 675. edit. Capperon. Diog. 

l. i. p. 58. et Men. Com. Tuse. Disp. v. 16. 
t It is well observed by Muretus, Nulli 

unquam, qui res ignorarent, nomina, quibus 
eas exprimerent, queesierunt. Var. Lect. 
vi. 1. 

U Awd yap Tb Sovdtcdrepor eivat Ta HOn 
of wey BapBapa ta&v ‘EAAhver, of Se meph 
Thy "Aciay tév wep Thy Evpdmny, troué- 
vouot Thy SeoroTiKhy apxhy, ovdev Svaxe- 
palvoyvres. “For the Barbarians, by being 
more slavish in their manners than the 
Greeks, and those of Asia than those of 
Europe, submit to despotic government 
without murmuring or discontent.” Arist, 
Polit. iii. 4. 
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seat of enormous monarchy: on its natives fair liberty never 
shed its genial influence. If at any time civil discords arose 
among them, (and arise there did innumerable,) the contest was 
never about the form of their government, (for this was an object 
of which the combatants had no conception ;) it was all from the 
poor motive of who should be their master, whether a Cyrus or 
an Artaxerxes, a Mahomet or a Mustapha. 

Such was their condition: and what was the consequence? 
Their ideas became consonant to their servile state, and their 
words became consonant to their servile ideas. The great dis- 
tinction, for ever in their sight, was that of tyrant and slave; 
the most unnatural one conceivable, and the most susceptible of 
pomp and empty exaggeration. Hence they talked of kings as 
gods, and of themselves as the meanest and most abject reptiles. 
Nothing was either great or little in moderation, but every senti- 
ment was heightened by incredible hyperbole. Thus, though 
they sometimes ascended into the great and magnificent,* they 
as frequently degenerated into the tumid and bombast. The 
Greeks too of Asia became infected by their neighbours, who were 
often, at times, not only their neighbours but their masters; and 
hence that luxuriance of the Asiatic style, unknown to the chaste 
eloquence and purity of Athens. But of the Greeks we forbear 
to speak now, as we shall speak of them more fully when we 
have first considered the nature or genius of the Romans. 

And what sort of people may we pronounce the Romans ?—A 
nation engaged in wars and commotions, some foreign, some do- 
mestic, which for seven hundred years wholly engrossed their 
thoughts. Hence, therefore, their language became, like their 
ideas, copious in all terms expressive of things political, and well 
adapted to the purposes both of history and popular eloquence. 
But what was their philosophy?’—As a nation it was none, if we 
may credit their ablest writers. And hence the unfitness of their 
language to this subject ; a defect which even Cicero is compelled 
to confess, and more fully makes appear, when he writes phi- 
losophy himself, from the number of terms which he is obliged 
to invent.” Virgil seems to have judged the most truly of his 

* The truest sublime of the East may be 
found in the scriptures, of which, perhaps, 
the principal cause is the intrinsic greatness 
of the subjects there treated ; the creation 
of the universe, the dispensations of Divine 
Providence, &c. 

Y Muretus has the following passage 
upon the Roman taste for philosophy: 
Beati autem illi, et opulenti, et omnium 
gentium victores Romani, in petendis ho- 
noribus, et in prensandis civibus, et in 
exteris nationibus verbo componendis, re 
compilandis occupati, philosophandi curam 
servis aut libertis suis, et Greeculis esuri- 
entibus relinquebant. Ipsi, quod ab ava- 

ritia, quod ab ambitione, quod a voluptatibus 
reliquum erat temporis, ejus si partem ali- 
quam aut ad audiendum Greecum quempiam 
philosophum, aut ad aliquem de philosophia 
libellum vel legendum vel scribendum con- 
tulissent, jam se ad eruditionis culmen per- 
venisse, jam victam a se et profligatam 
jacere Greciam somniabant. Var. Lect. 
vi. 1. 

2 See Cic. de Fin. i. c. 1, 2, 33 iii. c. 1, 
2.4, &c.; but in particular Tuse. Disp. i. 3. 
where he says, Philosophia jacuit usque ad 
hance xtatem, nec ullum habuit lumen lite- 
rarum Latinarum ; quz illustranda et exci- 
tanda nobis est; ut si, &. See also Tuse. 
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countrymen, when, admitting their inferiority in the more ele- 
gant arts, he concludes at last with his usual majesty, 

Disp. iv. 3. and Acad. i. 2. where it appears, 
that until Cicero applied himself to the 
writing of philosophy, the Romans had no- 
thing of the kind in their language, except 
some mean performances of Amafanius the 
Epicurean, and others of the same sect. How 
far the Romans were indebted to Cicero for 
philosophy, and with what industry, as well 
as eloquence, he cultivated the subject, may 
be seen, not only from the titles of those 
works that are now lost, but much more 
from the many noble ones still fortunately 
preserved. 

The Epicurean poet Lucretius, who flou- 
rished nearly at the same time, seems by 
his silence to have overlooked the Latin 
writers of his own sect; deriving all his 
philosophy, as well as Cicero, from Grecian 
sources ; and, like him, acknowledging the 
difficulty of writing in philosophy in Latin, 
both from the poverty of the tongue, and 
from the novelty of the subject. 
Nee me animi fallit, Graiorum obscura re- 

perta 

Difficile inlustrare Latinis versihus esse, 
(Multa novis rebus presertim quam sit a- 

gendum, ) 
Propter egestatem lingue et rerum novita- 

tem: 

Sed tua me virtus tamen, et sperata voluptas 
Suavis amicitie quemvis perferre laborem 
Suadet. Luer. i. 137. 

In the same age, Varro, among his nu- 
merous works, wrote some in the way of 
philosophy ; as did the patriot Brutus a 
treatise Concerning Virtue, much applauded 
by Cicero ; but these works are now lost. 

Soon after the writers aboye mentioned 
came Horace, some of whose satires and 
epistles may be justly ranked amongst the 
most valuable pieces of Latin philosophy, 
whether we consider the purity of their 
style, or the great address with which they 
treat the subject. 

After Horace, though with as long an 
interval as from the days of Augustus to 
those of Nero, came the satirist Persius, 
the friend and disciple of the Stoic Cornu- 
tus ; to whose precepts as he did honour by 
his virtuous life,so his works, though small, 
shew an early proficiency in the science of 
morals. Of him it may be said, that he is 
almost the single difficult writer among the 
Latin classics, whose meaning has sufficient 
merit to make it worth while to labour 
through his obscurities. 

In the same degenerate and tyrannic 
period, lived also Seneca ; whose character, 
both as a man and a writer, is discussed 
with great accuracy by the noble author of 

the Characteristics, to whom we refer. 
Under a milder dominion, that of Adrian 

and the Antonines, lived Aulus Gellius, or 
(as some call him) Agellius, an entertaining 
writer in the miscellaneous way, well skilled 
in criticism and antiquity ; who, though he 
can hardly be entitled to the name of a 
philosopher, yet deserves not to pass un- 
mentioned here, from the curious fragments 
of philosophy interspersed in his works, 

With Aulus Gellius we range Macrobius, 
not because a contemporary, (for he is sup- 
posed to have lived under Honorius and 
Theodosius,) but from his near resemblance 
in the character of a writer. His works, 
like the other’s, are miscellaneous ; filled 
with mythology and ancient literature, 
some philosophy being intermixed. His 
Commentary upon the Somnium Scipionis 
of Cicero may be considered as wholly of 
the philosophical kind. 

In the same age with Aulus Gellius 
flourished Apuleius of Madaura in Africa, 
a Platonic writer, whose matter in general 
far exceeds his perplexed and affected style, 
too conformable to the false rhetoric of the 
age when he lived. 

Of the same country, but of a later age 
and a harsher style, was Martianus Capella, 
if indeed he deserve not the name rather 
of a philologist, than of a philosopher. 

After Capella, we may rank Chalcidius 
the Platonic, though both his age, and 
country, and religion are doubtful. 
manner of writing is rather more agreeable 
than that of the two preceding, nor does he 
appear to be their inferior in the knowledge 
of philosophy, his work being a laudable 
commentary upon the Timezeus of Plato. 

The last Latin philosopher was Boethius, 
who was descended from some of the noblest 
of the Roman families, and was consul in 
the beginning of the sixth century. He 
wrote many philosophical works, the greater 
part in the logical way: but his ethic 
piece, On the Consolation of Philosophy, 
and which is partly prose and partly verse, 
deserves great encomiums, both for the 
matter and for the style; in which last he 
approaches the purity of a far better age 
than his own, and is in all respects pre- 
ferable to those crabbed Africans already 
mentioned. By command of Theodoric 
king of the Goths, it was the hard fate of 
this worthy man to suffer death: with whom 
the Latin tongue, and the last remains of 
Roman dignity, may be said to have sunk 
in the western world. 

There were other Romans who left philo- 
sophical writings, such as Musonius Rufus, 

His - 
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Tu regere imperio populos, Romane, memento, 
(He tibi erunt artes) pacisque imponere morem, 
Parcere subjectis, et debellare superbos. 

From considering the Romans, let us pass to the Greeks. The 
Grecian commonwealths, while they maintained their liberty, 
were the most heroic confederacy that ever existed. They were 
the politest, the bravest, and the wisest of men. In the short 
space of little more than a century, they became such statesmen, 
warriors, orators, historians, physicians, poets, critics, painters, 
sculptors, architects, and (last of all) philosophers, that one can 
hardly help considering that golden period as a providential 
event in honour of human nature, to shew to what perfection 
the species might ascend.* 

and the two emperors Marcus Antoninus 
and Julian ; but as these preferred the use 
of the Greek tongue to their own, they can 
hardly be considered among the number of 
Latin writers. 
And so much (by way of sketch) for the 

Latin authors of philosophy ; a small num- 
ber for so vast an empire, if we consider 
them as all the product of near six suc- 
cessive centuries. 

® If we except Homer, Hesiod, and the 
lyric poets, we hear of few Grecian writers 
before the expedition of Xerxes. After that 
monarch had been defeated, and the dread 
of the Persian power was at an end, the 
effulgence of Grecian genius (if I may use 
the expression) broke forth, and shone till 
the time of Alexander the Macedonian, 
after whom it disappeared, and never rose 
again. This is that golden period spoken 
of above. I do not mean that Greece had 
not many writers of great merit subsequent 
to that period, and especially of the philo- 
sophic kind; but the great, the striking, 
the sublime, (call it as you please,) attained 
at that time to a height to which it never 
could ascend in any after age. 

The same kind of fortune befell the people 
of Rome. When the Punic wars were 
ended, and Carthage, their dreaded rival, was 
no more, then (as Horace informs us) they 
began to cultivate the politer arts. It was 
soon after this, their great orators and 
historians and poets arose, and Rome, like 
Greece, had her golden period, which lasted 
to the death of Octavius Czesar. 

I call these two periods, from the two 
greatest geniuses that flourished in each, 
one the Socratic period, the other the Ci- 
ceronian. 

There are still further analogies subsist- 
ing between them. Neither period com- 
menced, as long as solicitude for the common 
welfare engaged men’s attentions, and such 
wars impended as threatened their destruc- 
tion by foreigners and barbarians. But 

when once these fears were over, a general 
security soon ensued, and instead of attend- 
ing to the arts of defence and self-pre- 
servation, they began to cultivate those of 
elegance and pleasure. Now as these na- 
turally produced a kind of wanton insolence, 
(not unlike the vicious temper of high-fed 
animals,) so by this the bands of union 
were insensibly dissolved. Hence, then, 
among the Greeks, that fatal Peloponnesian 
war, which, together with other wars, its 
immediate consequence, broke the confe- 
deracy of their commonwealths, wasted 
their strength, made them jealous of each 
other, and thus paved a way for the con- 
temptible kingdom of Macedon to enslave 
them all, and ascend in a few years to uni- 
versal monarchy. 
A like luxuriance of prosperity sowed 

discord among the Romans, raised those 
unhappy contests between the senate and 
the Gracchi, between Sylla and Marius, 
between Pompey and Cesar ; till at length, 
after the last struggle for liberty by those 
brave patriots Brutus and Cassius at Phi- 
lippi, and the subsequent defeat of Anthony 
at Actium, the Romans became subject to 
the dominion of a fellow-citizen. 

It must indeed be confessed, that after 
Alexander and Octavius had established 
their monarchies, there were many bright 
geniuses, who were eminent under their 
government. Aristotle maintained a friend- 
ship and epistolary correspondence with 
Alexander. In the time of the same 
monarch lived Theophrastus, and the cynic, 
Diogenes. Then also Demosthenes and 
7Eschines spoke their two celebrated ora- 
tions. So likewise in the time of Octavius, 
Virgil wrote his Eneid ; and with Horace, 
Varius, and many other fine writers, par- 
took of the protection and royal munificence. 
But then it must be remembered, that these 
men were bred and educated in the prin- 
ciples of a free government. It was hence 
they derived that high and manly spirit, 
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Now the language of these Greeks was truly like themselves, 
it was conformable to their transcendent and universal genius. 
Where matter so abounded, words followed of course, and those 
exquisite in every kind, as the ideas for which they stood. And 
hence it followed, there was not a subject to be found, which 
could not with propriety be expressed in Greek. 

Here were words and numbers for the humour of an Aristo- 
phanes; for the native elegance of a Philemon or Menander ; 
for the amorous strains of a Mimnermus or Sappho; for the 
rural lays of a Theocritus or Bion; and for the sublime concep- 
tions of a Sophocles or Homer. The same in prose. Here 
Isocrates was enabled to display his art, in all the accuracy of 
periods, and the nice counterpoise of diction. Here Demosthenes 
found materials for that nervous composition, that manly force of 
unaffected eloquence, which rushed, like a torrent, too impetuous 
to be withstood. 
Who were more different in exhibiting their philosophy than 

Xenophon, Plato, and his disciple Aristotle? Different, I say, 
in their character of composition; for as to their philosophy 
itself, it was in reality the same. Aristotle, strict, methodic, 
and orderly; subtle in thought; sparing in ornament; with 
little address to the passions or imagination; but exhibiting the 
whole with such a pregnant brevity, that in every sentence we 
seem to read a page. How exquisitely is this all performed in 
Greek? Let those who may imagine it may be done as well in 
another language, satisfy themselves either by attempting to 
translate him, or by perusing his translations already made by 
men of learning. On the contrary, when we read either Xeno- 
phon or Plato, nothing of this method or strict order appears. 
The formal and didactic is wholly dropped. Whatever they 
may teach, it is without professing to be teachers; a train of 
dialogue and truly polite address, in which, as in a mirror, we 
behold human life, adorned in all its colours of sentiment and 
manners. 

And yet, though these differ in this manner from the Stagirite, 
how different are they likewise in character from each other? 
Plato, copious, figurative, and majestic; intermixing at times 
the facetious and satiric; enriching his works with tales and 
fables, and the mystic theology of ancient times. Xenophon, 
the pattern of perfect simplicity ; everywhere smooth, har- 
monious, and pure; declining the figurative, the marvellous, and 

which made them the admiration of after- 
ages. The successors and forms of govern- 
ment left by Alexander and Octavius, soon 
stopped the growth of any thing further in 
the kind. So true is that noble saying of 
Longinus: Opépar re yap ikavy Ta ppovi- 
pata Tav peyaroppdyvwy h edrcvbépia, Kat 
éxedrion, Kal dua diwbeiy 1rd mpddumov 

THs mpds GAAHAovs epidos, kad THs wepl Ta 
mpwreta pirotimias: “It is liberty that is 
formed to nurse the sentiments of great 
geniuses ; to inspire them with hope; to 
push forward the propensity of contest one 
with another, and the generous emulation 
of being the first in rank.” De Subl. 
sect, 44, 
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the mystic; ascending but rarely into the sublime; nor then so 
much trusting to the colours of style, as to the intrinsic dignity 
of the sentiment itself. 

The language, in the meantime, in which he and Plato wrote, 
appears to suit so accurately with the style of both, that when 
we read either of the two, we cannot help thinking, that it is 
he alone who has hit its character, and that it could not have 
appeared so elegant in any other manner. 

And thus is the Greek tongue, from its propriety and uni- 
versality, made for all that is great, and all that is beautiful, in 
every subject, and under every form of writing. 

Graiis ingenium, Graiis dedit ore rotundo 
Musa loqui. 

It were to be wished, that those amongst us who either write 
or read, with a view to employ their liberal leisure, (for as to 
such as do either from views more sordid, we leave them, like 
slaves, to their destined drudgery,) it were to be wished, I say, 
that the liberal (if they have a relish for letters) would inspect 
the finished models of Grecian literature; that they would not 
waste those hours, which they cannot recall, upon the meaner 
productions of the French and English press; upon that fungous 
growth of novels and of pamphlets, where, it is to be feared, 
they rarely find any rational pleasure, and more rarely still, any 
solid improvement. 

To be competently skilled in ancient learning, is by no 
means a work of such insuperable pais. The very progress 
itself is attended with delight, and resembles a journey through 
some pleasant country, where every mile we advance new charms 
arise. It is certainly as easy to be a scholar, as a gamester, or 
many other characters equally illiberal and low. The same 
application, the same quantity of habit, will fit us for one, as 
completely as for the other. And as to those who tell us, with 
an air of seeming wisdom, that it is men, and not books, we must 
study to become knowing ; this I have always remarked, from 

repeated experience, to be the common consolation and language 
of dunces. They shelter their ignorance under a few bright 
examples, whose transcendent abilities, without the common 
helps, have been sufficient of themselves to great and important 
ends. But, alas! 

Decipit exemplar vitiis imitabile. 

In truth, each man’s understanding, when ripened and mature, 
is a composite of natural capacity, and of super-induced habit. 
Hence the greatest men will be necessarily those who possess 
the best capacities, cultivated with the best habits. Hence also 
moderate capacities, when adorned with valuable science, will 
far transcend others the most acute by nature, when either 

R 
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neglected, or applied to low and base purposes. And thus for 
the honour of culture and good learning, they are able to render 
a man, if he will take the pains, intrinsically more excellent than 
his natural superiors. 

And so much at present as to general ideas; how we acquire 
them; whence they are derived ; what is their nature ; and what 
their connection with language. So much, likewise, as to the 
subject of this treatise, Universal Grammar, 
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ADVERTISEMENT. 

Most of the speculations contained in the following work, are 
not the author’s own, but the speculations of ancient and re- 
spectable philosophers. His employ has been no more than to 
exhibit what they taught, which he has endeavoured to do after 
the best manner he was able. The perusal of old doctrines may 
afford, perhaps, amusement, if it be true (as he has observed 
in another place*) that what, from its antiquity, is but little 
known, has from that very circumstance the recommendation of 

novelty. 

If he might ask a favour from his readers, the favour should 
be this: that they would not reject his work upon a cursory 
inspection, should it appear in some parts too abstruse, and 
perhaps in others too obvious. He could not well avoid either 
the one or the other, without impairing an arrangement which 

had been established for ages. 

®@ See the Preface to Hermes. 
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PHILOSOPHICAL ARRANGEMENTS, 

ADDRESSED TO THE RIGHT HONOURABLE THOMAS LORD HYDE, 

CHANCELLOR OF THE DUCHY OF LANCASTER, ETC. 

CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUCTION——-SCOPE OR END OF THE INQUIRY—BEGINS FROM THE 

ARRANGEMENT OF SIMPLE, OR SINGLE TERMS——-CHARACTER OF THESE 

TERMS—-NATURE AND MULTITUDE OF THE OBJECTS WHICH THEY 

REPRESENT. 

Purtosopuy, taking its name from the love of wisdom, and having 
for its end the investigation of truth, has an equal regard both 
to practice and speculation, inasmuch as truth of every kind is 
similar and congenial. Hence we find that some of the most 
illustrious actors upon the great theatre of the world have been 
engaged at times in philosophical speculation. Pericles, who 
governed Athens, was the disciple of Anaxagoras; Epaminondas 
spent his youth in the Pythagorean school; Alexander the 
Great had Aristotle for his preceptor; and Scipio made Polybius 
his companion and friend. Why need I mention Cicero, or 
Cato, or Brutus? The orations, the epistles, and the philoso- 
phical works of the first, shew him sufficiently conversant both 
in action and contemplation. So eager was Cato for knowledge,* 
even when surrounded with business, that he used to read 
philosophy in the senate-house, while the senate was assembling : 
and as for the patriot Brutus, though his life was a continual 
scene of the most important action, he found time not only to 
study, but to compose a treatise 

@ Thus Cicero describes him: Quippe qui, 
ne reprehensionem quidem volgi inanem 
reformidans, in ipsa curia soleret legere 
sepe, dum senatus cogeretur, nihil oper 
reipublice detrahens, De Fin. iii. 2. Where 
it is worth remarking, that Cato considered 
his application to literature as no way ob- 
structing his duty to the commonwealth. 
The studious character and the political in 
him were united. 

» Thus the same Cicero: Placere enim 
tibi (Bruto scil.) admodum sensi, et ex eo 
libro quem ad me accuratissime seripsisti, et 

upon Virtue.” 
ex multis sermonibus tuis, virtutem ad beate 
vivendum se ipsa esse contentam. Tuscul. 
Disput. v. 1. Andagain: Provocatus gratis- 
simo mihi libro, quem de Virtute scripsisti. 
De Fin. 1. iii, 

One or two short fragments of this 
treatise of Brutus are preserved in Seneca, 
De Consolat. ad Helv. c. 9. 

As to Pericles, Epaminondas, and the 
other great names mentioned in the same 
page with Cato and Brutus, see note e in 
the following page. 
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When these were gone, and the worst of times succeeded, 
Thrasea Peetus and Helvidius Priscus were at the same period 
both senators and philosophers, and appear to have supported 
the severest trials of tyrannic oppression by the manly system 
of the Stoic moral.© The best emperor whom the Romans, or 
perhaps any nation, ever knew, Marcus Antoninus, was involved 
during his whole life in business of the last consequence; some- 
times conspiracies forming, which he was obliged to dissipate ; 
formidable wars arising at other times, when he was obliged to 
take the field. Yet during none of these periods did he forsake 
eae eb but still persisted in meditation,’ and in committmg 
nis thoughts to writing, during moments gained by stealth from 
the hurry of courts and campaigns. 

If we descend to later ages, and search our own country, we 
shall find sir Thomas More, sir Philip Sidney, sir Walter 
Raleigh, lord Herbert of Cherbury, Milton, Algernon Sidney, 
sir William Temple, and many others, to have been all of them 
eminent in public life, and yet at the same time conspicuous for 
their speculations and literature. If we look abroad, examples 
of like character will occur in other countries. Grotius, the poet, 
the critic, the philosopher, and the divine, was employed by the 
court. of Sweden as ambassador to France: and De Witt, that 
acute but unfortunate statesman, that pattern of parsimony and 
political accomplishments, was an able mathematician, wrote 
upon the elements of curves, and applied his algebra with 
accuracy to the trade and commerce of his country. 

And so much in defence of philosophy, against those who may 
possibly undervalue her, because they have succeeded without 
her; those I mean (and it must be confessed they are many) 
who, having spent their whole lives in what Milton calls “the 
busy hum of men,” have acquired to themselves habits of amazing 
efficacy, unassisted by the helps of science and erudition. To 
such the retired student may appear an awkward being, because 
they want a just standard to measure his merit. But let them 
recur to the bright examples before alleged ; let them remember 
that these were eminent in their own way; were men of action 
and business; men of the world; and yet they did not disdain 
to cultivate philosophy, nay, were many of them perhaps indebted 
to her for the splendor of their active character.® 

© See Arr. Epictet. lib. i. c. 1,2. and the 
notes of my late worthy friend, the learned 
editor, Upton. See also Mrs. Carter’s ex- 

cellent translation. 

4 See the original, particularly in Ga- 
taker’s edition. See also the learned and 

accurate translation of Meric Casaubon. 

€ The following authorities may serve to 
confirm the truth of this assertion. 

In Plutarch’s Life of Pericles we read as 

follows: "O 8 mAciora Mepixre? ovyyevd- 

fevos, kal pddioTra mepibels byKov aiTa 
kal ppdvnua Snuaywylas euBpibérrepor, 
bAws Te mweTewpioas Kal ouvetdpas Td 
dtlwua Tod HOous, Avataydpas jv 6 KAaco- 
pévios, bv of rér’ &vOpwror vodv mpoon- 
yépevov: “But he who was most con- 
versant with Pericles, and most contributed 
to give him a grandeur of mind, and to 
make his high spirit for governing the po- 
pular assemblies more weighty and authori- 
tative; in a word, who exalted his ideas, 
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This reasoning has a further end. 

249 

It justifies me in the 
address of these philosophical arrangements, as your lordship 

and raised at the same time the dignity 
of his behaviour: the person who did this 
was Anaxagoras, the Clazomenian, whom 

the people of that age used to call vods, or 
“mind.” Plut. in Vit. Periclis, p. 154. B. 
edit. Xyland. 

Plutarch soon after gives good reasons 
for this appellation of Anaxagoras, viz. his 
great abilities, and his being the first who 
made mind or intellect (in opposition to 
chance) a principle in the formation and 
government of the universe. 

The words of Anaxagoras on this sub- 
ject, though well known, are well worth 
citing: Tldvra xphuara jv duod eita vois 
eAPdy avra Siexdounoe: “ All things were 
blended together: then came mind (or an 
intelligent principle) and gave them arrange- 
ment.” Diog. Laert. ii. 6. 

Epaminondas, in his political capacity, 
was so great a man, that he raised his 
country, the commonwealth of Thebes, 

. from a contemptible state to take the lead 
in Greece ; a dignity which the Thebans 
had never known before, and which fell, 
upon his loss, never to rise again. The 
same man was a pattern in private life of 
every thing virtuous and amiable ; so that 
Justin well remarks, Fuit autem incertum, 
vir melior, an dux, esset. 

Cornelius Nepos, having recorded the 
other parts of his education, adds, At philo- 
sophiz preeceptorem habuit Lysim, Taren- 
tinum, Pythagoreum ; cui quidem sic fuit 
deditus, ut adolescens tristem et severum 
senem omnibus zqualibus suis in familiari- 
tate anteposuerit, neque prius eum a se 
dimiserit, quam doctrinis tanto antecessit 
condiscipulos, ut facile intelligi posset pari 
modo superaturum omnes in ceteris artibus. 
Corn. Nep. in Vit. Epaminon. ¢. 2. Justin. 
Hist. vi. 8. Cicer. de Orat. iii. 34. 

As for Alexander the Great, we may 
form a judgment, what sort of education 
his father Philip wished him to have, from 
that curious epistle which he wrote to 
Aristotle, upon Alexander’s birth. It is in 
its character so simple and elegant, that we 
have given it entire, as preserved by Aulus 
Gellius : 

$idimmos *ApiotoréAct xaipeuv. 
“loOt wor yeyovdra vidv' moAAhy obv Tots 

Geots xdpw Exw, ovx OFTws emi TH yevéoe 
TOU Tados ws emi TE kaTa Thy chy HAikiay 
abroy yeyoveva’ €Aml(w yop abroy, xd ood 
Tpapéevra Kal madev0evra, téiov EoeOou Kad 
Hay, Kal Tis TOV Tpayparwr diadoxjs. 

“Philip to Aristotle greeting. 
“Know that I have a son born. On 

this account I am greatly thankful to the 

gods, not so much for the birth of the child, 
as for his being born during your times: 
for I hope that by his being bred, and 
educated under you, he will become worthy 
of us, and worthy to succeed in the manage- 
ment of affairs.” A. (ell. ix. 3, 

What in fact this education was, we may 
learn not only from Alexander’s history, but 
from an observation of Plutarch, in answer 
to an objection, “how Alexander could ven- 
ture to attack such an immense power as 
the Persian with such contemptible forces 
of his own.” Plutarch says, that no forces 
could be greater or fairer than the several 
accomplishments of Alexander’s mind ; and 
concludes, “that he marched against the 
Persians with better supplies from his 
preceptor Aristotle, than from his father 
Philip :” mAclovas mapd *ApiororéAous Tov 
Kabnyntod, 7} mapa Birlrmov Tov matpds 
dopuas Exwv, SreBatvey em) Tépoas. Plut. 
de Alex. Fort. p. 327. edit. Xyland. 

As for Scipio, the illustrious conqueror of 
Carthage, we have this account of him and 
his companion Polybius (to whom we may 
add also Panztius) from Velleius Pater- 
culus : Scipio tam elegans liberalium studio- 
rum, omnisque doctrinz et auctor et ad- 
mirator fuit, ut Polybium Panztiumque, 
preecellentes ingenio viros, domi militizeque 
secum habuerit. Neque enim quisquam 

hoe Scipione elegantius intervalla negotio- 
rum otio dispunxit, semperque aut belli, aut 
pacis serviit artibus ; semperque inter arma 
et studia versatus, aut corpus periculis, aut 
animum disciplinis exercuit. Vell. Patere. 
Histor. ]. i. p. 19. edit. Lipsii. 

During the campaigns of Scipio, Polybius 
attended him even in the time of action or 
engagement ; as, for example, in that bold 
attempt, when Scipio, with Polybius and 
thirty soldiers only, undermined one of the 
gates of Carthage. See Ammian. Marcel. 
], xxiv. 2. 

During more quiet intervals, Polybius did 
not forget the duties of a friend, or the 
dignity of a philosopher, but gave advice, 
and that suitable to the character which 
Scipio wished to support in the common- 
wealth. Among other things, he advised 
him (as Plutarch informs us) “ never to quit 
the forum, or place of public resort, before 
he had made himself some friend, who was 
intimately conversant in the conduct of his 
fellow-citizens:” uh mpérepoy ef aryopas 
dmerGeiv, } pidov Twx TorntacOa, cbvey- 
qus byvta Tay mpdkewy Tay ToduTo@y. Plut. 
Symposiac. |. iii. p. 659. edit. Xyl. 

To these instances we may add the pe- 
culiar regard which Czesar had for the phi- 
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has been distinguished in either character, | mean in your 
public one, as well as in your private. Those who know the 
history of our foreign transactions, know the reputation that you 
acquired both in Poland and in Germany: and those who are 
honoured with your nearer friendship, know that you can 
speculate as well as act, and can employ your pen both with 
elegance and instruction. - 

It may not, perhaps, be unentertaining to your lordship to see, 
in what manner the preceptor of Alexander the Great arranged 
his pupil’s ideas, so that they might not cause confusion for want 
of accurate disposition. It may be thought, also, a fact worthy 
of your notice, that he became acquainted with this method 
from the venerable Pythagoras, who, unless he drew it from re- 
moter sources, to us unknown, was, perhaps, himself its inventor 
and original teacher.® 

Poets relate, that Venus was wedded to Vulcan, the goddess of 
_ beauty to the god of deformity. The tale, as some explain it, gives 
a double representation of art; Vulcan shewing us the progres- 
sions of art, and Venus the completions. The progressions, such as 
the hewing of stone, the grinding of colours, the fusion of metals, 
these, all of them, are laborious, and many times disgustful: the 
completions, such as the temple, the palace, the picture, the statue, 
these, all of them, are beauties, and justly call for admiration. 

losopher Aristo, and Pompey for the philo- 
sopher Cratippus. A®lian well remarks, on 
these two great Romans, that “ they did not, 
because their power was great, despise those 
who had the power of doing them the 
greatest services: od yap, émel wéya ebv- 
vayvTo, brepeppdvovy Tav Ta peyiora ad- 
Tovs évnoa Svvayerwy. ABlian. Var. Hist, 
vii. 21. 

In the same author, 1. iii. c. 17. there is 
an express dissertation on this subject, 
worthy of perusal, as being filled with ex- 
amples both from the Grecian and Roman 
history. 

To these citations I shall add only one 
or two more: Et certe non tulit ullos hee 
civitas aut gloria clariores, aut auctoritate 
graviores, aut humanitate politiores, P. A fri- 
cano, C, Lelio, L. Furio, qui secum erudi- 
tissimos homines ex Grecia palam semper 
habuerunt. Cie. de Orat. ii. 37. 

In the same work,.to prove the union of 
the philosophical character and the political, 
we have the following testimony, taken 
from the history of those sages, so much 
celebrated in antiquity, Pittacus, Bias, 
Solon, &c. Hi omnes, preter Milesium 
Thalem, civitatibus suis prefuerunt. De 
Orator, iii. 34. 

See also Cicero’s tract styled Orator, 
sect. 15. p. 137. edit. Oxon. and the 
Phzedrus of Plato, p. 1237, edit. Ficini: in 
both which places, the intimacy above men- 

tioned between Pericles and Anaxagoras 
is recorded, and the importance also of this 
intimacy, as to the weight it gave Pericles 
in the commonwealth of Athens. 

f The treaty of Warsaw, negotiated and 
signed by lord Hyde, was made in Janu- 
ary, 1745; that of Dresden, made under 
lord Hyde’s mediation, was signed the 
December following. By this last treaty, 
not only the peace of Germany was re- 
stored, but the Austrian Netherlands, and 
the king of Sardinia’s territories, were in 
consequence of it preserved. 

& From Pythagoras it passed to his dis- 
ciples, and among others to Archytas, who 
wrote upon the subject in the Doric dialect, 
the dialect generally used by Pythagoras and 
his followers. This treatise of Archytas is 
in part still extant, though but little known, 
large quotations out of it being inserted by 
Simplicius into that valuable but rare book, 
his Commentaries on the Predicaments, 
from which many of them are transferred 
into the notes upon the different chapters 
of this work. 

Fabricius, in his Bibliotheca Greeca, vol. i. 
p. 394, mentions a tract upon this subject, 
published at Venice, anno 1571, under the 
name of Archytas; but he informs us withal, 
that its authenticity is doubted, because the 
above-mentioned quotations from Archytas, 
made by Simplicius, are not to be found 
there. This tract I have never seen. 
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Now if logic be one of those arts which help te improve 
human reason, it must necessarily be an art of the progressive 
character; an art which, not ending with itself, has a view to 
something further. If, then, in the following speculations, it 
should appear dry rather than elegant, severe rather than 
pleasing, let it plead, by way of defence, that, though its im- 
portance may be great, it partakes, from its very nature, (which 
cannot be changed,) more of the deformed god, than of the 
beautiful goddess. : 

The subject commences in the manner following. 
The vulgar can give reasons to a certain degree,” and can 

examine, after a manner, the reasons given them by others. And 
what is this, but natural logic? If, therefore, these efforts of 
theirs have an effect, and nothing happen without a cause, this 
effect must, of necessity, be derived from certain principles. 

The question, then, is, What these principles are; for if these 
ean be once investigated, and then knowingly applied, we shall 
be enabled to do by rule, what others do by hazard; and in 
what we do, as much to excel the uninstructed reasoner, as a 
disciplined boxer surpasses an untaught rustic. 

Now, in the investigation of these principles, we are first 
taught to observe, that every science (as arithmetic, geometry, 
music, astronomy) may be resolved into its theorems; every 
theorem into its syllogisms; every syllogism into its propositions; 
and every proposition into certain simple or single terms. 

If this be admitted, it is not difficult to see, that, in order to 
know science, a man must know first what makes a theorem; 
in order to know theorems, he must know first what makes a 
syllogism; in order to know syllogisms, he must know first 
what makes propositions; and to acquire a general knowledge 
of these, he must first know simple or single terms, since it is 
out of these that propositions are all of them compounded. 

And thus we may perceive, that where these several resolu- 
tions end, it is hence precisely the disquisition is to begin.’ 

h Tidyres yap wéxpt twos Kat ekerdCew 
Kal tméxew Adyov, Kat dmodoyetcOa Kal 
karnyope eyxepovow. Tay pev ody 
TOAAGY oi ev eikh, K. T.A. “Omnes enim 
quadam tenus et exquirere et sustinere ra- 
tionem, et defendere, et accusare aggre- 
diuntur. At ex imperita quidem multi- 
tudine alii temere,” &c. Arist. Rhetor, 1, i. 
ce. 1. See also, p. 46, note h. 

i There is an elegant simile, taken from 
architecture, to illustrate this speculation. 
The quotation from the original author 
(Ammonius) may be found in the Dialogue 
concerning Art, p. 14, note 2, to which a 
translation is there subjoined. 

Ammonius, after he has produced his 
similitude, applies it as follows. 

Otrws ody Kal 6 pirdaopos Tote?’ Bov- 

It 

Aduevos yap noijou arddakw, ono mpds 
éautov, BovAoua: wept amrodeltews eimeiy. 
"AAN’ erred) ) ardderkis ovAAOyiouds eorw 
emioTnwovixds, adbvatoy cimeiv wep) TovTOV 
Tov My mporepov elrovta, ti é€arTt avAAo- 
yiouds* Toy 8 amA@s ovAAOYioMdY OK by 
padotuer, ov pabdyres, tl eats mpdracis® 
Adyot pev yap tivés ciow af mpotdces” TAY 
5& rowdiTwy Adywv gvAdrAoyh eat 6 cvA- 
Aoyiouds’ Sore &vev ToD ywavat Tas mpo- 
Tdoes, Gdvvarov mabey Thy TVAAOYLOMdY" 
éx yap TobTwy atyKerrar® GAN ovde Thy 
mpéracw, tvev TOY dvoudTwy Kal Tey pn- 
pdtov, e& ay ocvvértnke Tas Adyos* Ta 
d¢ dvduara, kal phuata &vev TaV amrdv 
gwvav’ Exacrov yap To’Tav dwrvh éori 
onuavtih. Aci odv mpdrepov wep trav 
amrav gwvav ecimreiv. "Evtatéa ody 3) 
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must begin where they end, that is to say, from simple terms; 
because, if it were to begin sooner, it would begin in the middle ; 
and because, if the resolutions did not stop somewhere, there 
could be no beginning at all. 
Now as to the subject, whence the disquisition is to begin, a 

mean the contemplation of simple terms,) it is obvious it must 
be widely different from the several subjects that precede it. 
The preceding subjects, such as theorems, syllogisms, proposi- 
tions, may all of them be resolved, because they are all of them 
compound : but terms cannot be resolved, because they are 
simple or single. The most we can do, as their multitude is 
large, is to seek after some method, by which they may be 
classed or arranged; and if different methods of arrangement 
occur, then to adopt, out of the several, that which appears to 
be the best. 

It being therefore adjusted, from what subject we are is 
begin, (namely, from simple or single terms,) and after what 
manner we are to begin, (namely, by classing or arranging 
them,) a further question occurs before we proceed, and that 1 18, 
What is it that these terms represent ? 

There seem but three classes possible, and these three are 
either words, or ideas, or things, that is to say, individuals. 

Now they cannot represent merely words, for then the trea- 
tise would be grammatical ; 
treatise would be metaphysical ; 

nor yet merely ideas, for then the 
nor yet merely things or in- 

dividuals, for then the treatise would be physical. 
Bewpla karérAnte, Kad ylyvera TovTo Tijs 
mpdgews apxn. Tipdérepov yap Siaréyerat 
mwepl TOY amv paver év Tals KaTnyo- 
pious. Ei? vftw mepl dvopdrrooy, kad py- 
pedro, kal mpordaews, ev TG wept ‘Epun- 
velas* elra wep) Tov amA@s ‘OvAAGY IG [L00, 
év Tois mporépots avadvrikots. €10 ovTw meph 
Gmodeitews, ev Tots boTEépois avadvTiKols. 
’Evtadda oby Td TéAos Tis mpdkews, Swep Fy 
&pxn Tis Oewplas : “ And thus also the phi- 
losopher does: being willing to form a de- 
monstration, he says to himself, I am willing 
to speak concerning demonstration. But, 
inasmuch as demonstration is a scientific 
syllogism, it is impossible to say any thing 
concerning it, without first saying what is 
a syllogism ; nor can we learn what is 
simply a syllogism, without having first 
learned what is a proposition: for proposi- 
tions are certain sentences; and it is a 
collection of such sentences that forms a 
syllogism: so that without knowing pro- 
positions, it is impossible to learn what is a 
syllogism, because it is out of these that a 
syllogism is compounded. Further than 
this, it is impossible to know a proposition, 
without knowing nouns and verbs, out of 
which is composed every species of sen- 
tence ; or to know nouns or verbs without 

knowing sounds articulate, or simple words, 
inasmuch as each of these is a sound ar- 
ticulate, having a meaning. It is necessary, 
therefore, in the first place, to say some- 
thing concerning simple words.” 

Here, then, ends the theory, and it is 
this which becomes the beginning of the 
practice, (that is, from this last part the 
theory is to be carried into execution.) 

First, therefore, (with a view to the 
practical part,) he disserts concerning 
simple articulate sounds in his Predica- 
ments:~-after that, concerning nouns, and 
verbs, and propositions, in his treatise con- 
cerning Interpretation: then, concerning syl- 
logism, simply so called, in his first Analy- 
tics: and finally, concerning demonstration, 
in his latter Analytics. And here is the 
end of the practice, which end (as we have 
shewn above) was the beginning of the 
theory. Ammon. in Preedic. p. 16. ed. 8yo. 
We have made this large extract from 

Ammonius, not only as it fully explains 
the subject of this treatise, but as it gives a 
concise, and yet an elegant view of that 
celebrated work of Aristotle, his Organon, 
and of that just and accurate order in 
which its several parts stand arranged. 
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How, then, shall we decide? Shall we deny that simple 
terms represent any one of these? Or shall we rather assume 
the contrary, and say they represent them all? If so, and this | 
be, as it will appear, the more plausible hypothesis, we ma 
affirm of simple terms, (the subject of this inquiry,) that they 
are words representing things, through the medium of our 
ideas. | 

That this, in fact, is their character, may appear from the 
many logical, metaphysical, and physical theorems, and to these 
(as man is a part of nature) we may add also ethical specula- 
tions, which are occasionally interspersed in the course of this 
inquiry. 

But to return to our subj 
terms. 

As they appear to be words, and not only words, but words 
which represent things through the medium of our ideas, it may 
not be improper to observe something upon the several objects 
thus represented, and that with respect both to their nature and 
to their multitude. 

As to their nature, (without being too philosophically minute,) 
it is enough to observe, that some of them are sensible objects, 
and some of them are intelligible; that the sensible are perceived 
by our several senses, and make up the tribe of external indi- 
viduals: that the intelligible are more immediately our own, and 
arise within us, when the mind, by marking what is common to 
many individuals, forms to itself a species; or, when by marking 

ect, the contemplation of simple 

what is common to many species, it forms to itself a genus. 

k Ammonius, in his excellent Commentary 
upon these Predicaments of Aristotle, in- 
forms us, there were different sentiments of 
different philosophers as to the subject, con- 
cerning which these predicaments were con- 
versant. Some, as Alexander of Aphrodi- 
séum, confined them wholly to words: 
others, as Eustathius, wholly to things: a 
third set, of which was Porphyry, wholly 
to our thoughts or ideas. Ammonius ap- 
pears to have supposed that they all erred, 
and that, not so much in the respective sub- 
jects they adopted, as in the restriction or 
limitation to one subject only. For this 
reason he immediately subjoins: 

Oi 5& dxpiBéorepoy A€yovres, dy efs €or 
kal “IduBArxos, pacly ws obré wep) vonud- 
Tw povov eotlW ate 5 Adyos, ofre Teph 
paver pdvev, otte wep) mpayudtwv pdvwr, 
GAN torw 6 cKkomds TaY KaTnyopiav Tep) 
Pwvav onuavovoav mpdyuara, did wéowy 
vonudtwv : “But those who speak more 
‘accurately, of which number Iamblichus is 
one, say that Aristotle discourses not upon 
ideas alone, nor upon words alone, nor upon 
things alone ; but that the scope or end of 
his categories is, concerning words, signify- 

ing things, through the medium of our 
thoughts or ideas.” Ammon, in Preedicam. 
p. 14. 6. ed. 8vo. 

1 Thus Boethius: Hee quoque nobis de 
decem preedicamentis inspectio, et in phy- 
sica Aristotelis doctrina, et in moralis phi- 
losophize cognitione perutilis est ; quod per 
singula currentibus magis liquebit. Boeth. 
in Cat. p. 113. edit. fol. Basil. 

Ammonius speaks to the same purpose 
in fuller and more general terms: “Or: 5& 
xphoiudy éorr Td BiBAloy els Te Td Oewpyti- 
Koy pidocodlas wépos, kal rd mpaxTiKdy, ex 
Tov mpoeipnucvwy ShAov, elmep Kal Thy 
amddekw, hv edeltauer, tvev Tay amAav 
pwvav obk €or. ydvat, Kad Bri wep) TaV 
KowoThtwy SiarauBdver, eis & Ta byTa 
adyra Siapetra: “That the book is useful 
both to the speculative part of philosophy 
and the practical, is evident from what has 
been said, if it be true both that demon- 
stration, as we have shewn, cannot be 
known without simple words, and that the 
book also treats concerning those common 
characters or attributes, into which all 
beings are divided.” Ammon. in Prad, 
p. 16. edit, Venet. 8vo. 
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Nor are these mental productions the mere efforts of art, the 
ingenious inventions of human sagacity ; but, under the original 
guidance of pure nature, even children in their early days spon- 
taneously fashion them, and spontaneously refer them to indi- 
viduals as they occur, saying of this individual, it is a horse; of 
another, it is a dog; of a third, it is a sparrow.™ 

If from the nature of these objects (which we have now sup- 
posed to be either sensible or intelligible) we pass to their multi- 
tude, we shall find the genera to be fewer than the species, and 
that from this plain reason, because many species are included 
within one genus; we shall find also the species to be fewer 
than the individuals, and that by parity of reason, because many 
individuals are included within one species. But as for indi- 
viduals themselves, these we shall find to be truly infinite; and 
not only infinite, but changing every moment, as the old are in- 
cessantly perishing, the new incessantly arising. 

Yet it is these that compose that universe in which we exist ; 
and without knowing something of these we may be considered 
as living like the Cimmerians in Homer, 

"Hept nal vepérn Kexadrvupevor.” 
“Covered with mist and cloud.” 

If, therefore, all science be something definite and steady, (for 
without this character it would not merit the name,) how can it 
possibly bear relation to such a multitude as this; a multitude 
in character so truly contrary to its own, a multitude everywhere 
fleeting, everywhere infinite and vague? How indeed should the 
fleeting be known steadily, or how should the vague and infinite 
be known definitely ?° 

As this can hardly be supposed, it is for this reason that logic, 
‘ which is justly called the organ or instrument of the sciences,? 

pov, &yvwotoy moody Ti Td SE Kar’ eldos ™ See Hermes, b. iii. c. 4. where the 
&aretpov, &yvworov mov te Tav 5D dpxav doctrine of general or universal ideas is dis- 

cussed more largely. 
See also the Eicaywyy, or Introduction 

of Porphyry, where the subject of genus 
and species is treated in a perspicuous and 
easy method. This tract is usually prefixed 
to Aristotle’s Logic. 

" *Odvoo. A. 15. 
° Infinitorum nulla cognitio est ; infinita 

namque animo comprehendi nequeunt ; quod 
autem ratione mentis circumdari non potest, 
nullius scientiz fine concluditur: quare in- 
finitorum scientia nulla est. Boeth. in Preed. 
p. 113. edit. Bas. 

Such was the doctrine of Boethius, who, 
according to the practice of the age in which 
he lived, united the Platonic and the Peri- 
patetic philosophies. But Aristotle himself 
taught the same doctrine many centuries 
before. 

Ei 5) Td pev tsreipov, f Umeipor, Wyvwo- 
TOV, TO Mev KaTa TH TAHROS F pmeyeOos Mares 

Grelpwy ovoa@v Kal Kara TARO0s Kal Kar’ 
eldos, Gdvvarov cidévar Ta ex TOUTwY. otTw 
yap eidévan 7d otvOerov trokauBdvomer, 
bray eidGmev ex tivwy Kal méowy éoriy. 
Arist. Phys. 1. i. p. 12. edit, Sylb. “If 
therefore infinite, considered as infinite, be 
unknowable, then that which is infinite in 
multitude or magnitude is unknowable as to 
quantity, and that which is infinite in form 
is unknowable as to quality. But the prin- 
ciples being infinite both in multitude and 
in quality, it is impossible to know the 
beings derived out of them. For then it is 
we conceive that we know any being com- 
posite, when we know out of what things 
and how many things it is compounded.” 

P The Stoics held logic to be a part of 
philosophy, the Peripatetics held it no more 
than an organ or instrument ; Plato held it 
to be both, as well a part as an organ. His 
reasoning, according’ to Ammonius, was as 
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has for its first employment to reduce infinitude ; and this it does 
by establishing certain definitive arrangements, or classes, to 
some of which all particulars may be referred, however numerous, 
however diversified—the past, the present, the future, all alike. 

And thus we return to classing and arranging, the process 
already suggested to be the proper one. 

It remains to inquire, whether there are more methods of ar- 
rangement than one; and if more, then, from among them, which 
method we ought to prefer. 

But this will be the subject of the following chapter. 
- 

CHAPTER II. 

A METHOD OF ARRANGEMENT PROPOSED——-REJECTED, AND WHY. AN- 

OTHER METHOD PROPOSED——-ADOPTED, AND WHY. GENERAL REMARKS. 

PLAN OF THE WHOLE. 

One method of arrangement is as follows : 
The multitude of ideas treasured up in the human mind, and 

which, bearing reference to things, are expressed by words, may 
be arranged and circumscribed under the following characters. 
They all denote either substance or attribute; and substance 
and attribute may be each of them modified under the different 
characters of wniversal and particular, as best befits the purposes 
of reasoning and science. Thus man is an universal substance ; 
Alexander, a particular one; valour, an universal attribute ; the 
valour of Alewander, a particular one. 

And hence there arises a quadruple arrangement of terms; an 
arrangement of them into substance universal, and substance 
particular ; into attribute universal, and attribute particular; to 
some one of which four, not only our words and our ideas, but the 
innumerable tribe of individuals may all of them be reduced.‘ 

follows: Ka€daep ydp pnow 6 téorns dir- 
Tos, 6 wey metpOv, 6 5é pwetpodsmevos, kal 6 
Mev petp@y bpyavdy éort Tis weTpHTEws, 6 
5é werpovmevos uépos Tod SAou Hypod. woav- 
Tws Kal | AoyiKH dvev wey TOY TpayudTwv 
ovoa, dpyavdy éor Tis pirocodias, cuuBi- 
BaCowévn St rots mpdyyaot, uépos éore Tis 
pirocopias. “As the quart, says he, is 
twofold, one that which measures, the other 
that which is measured ; and as that which 
measures is the organ of mensuration, that 
which is measured the part of some whole 
or entire fluid: in like manner also, logic, 
when taken apart from things, is an organ 
of philosophy ; when connected with them 
is a part of philosophy.” . 

Thus Ammonius on the Categories, p. 8. 
where we may find also the reasonings both 

of the Stoics and the Peripatetics. 
4 This method may be found in the be- 

ginning of Aristotle’s Predicaments, before 
he comes to the actual enumeration of the 
predicaments themselves. 

See Aristot. Preedic. p. 23. edit. Sylb. 
Tay bvtwy Ta wev KAP SmoKemévou K.T.A. 

The Stagirite, in giving this quadruple 
arrangement, explains himself not by names, 
but by descriptions. Substance universal 
he describes as follows: xa sroxeiévou 
Tivos Aéyerat, ev Srokemevy F ovderl eort: 
attribute particular, év droxeméevy wv eo, 
Ka droxepévov 5é ovdevds A€yera: at- 
tribute general, a6’ droKeméevov Te A€ye- 
Tat, Kol ev broxejuevp early: substances 
particular, obte év brokemévy early, odre 
Kae? SroKkemmevou Tivds A€yeTa. 
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A large reduction this, yet a reduction which may possibly 
lead us into another extreme, by rendering that multitude, whigh 
we would confine, too limited, too abridged. Suppose, therefore, 
we were to inquire whether this reduction might not be enlarged, 
and a second and more perfect method than the last be esta- 
blished. | 

The world, as we see, is filled with various substances. Each of 
these possesses its proper attributes, and is at the same time encom- 
passed with certain circumstantials. Not to speak of intelligible 
substances, (which belong rather to metaphysics,) natural sub- 
stances appear all to be extended; nor that simply, but under a 
certain external figure, and internal organization. A lion and an 
oak agree, as they are both extended; yet have they each a 
figure and organization peculiar. <A living lion and a brazen 
lion may have the same external figure, but within there is a 
wide difference, from the possession of organization on one side, 
and the want of it on the other. If then we call the attribute 
of extension quantity, that of figure and organization quality, we 
may set down these two (I mean quantity and quality) as the 
two great essential attributes belonging to every substance, 
whether natural or artificial. 

Again: every substance, whether natural or artificial, either — 
from will or from appetite, or, where these are wanting, from 
such lower causes as its figure or mere quantity has (in an en- 
larged use of the words) a power to act. Thus it is through 
will that men study, through appetite that brutes eat, through 
its figure that the clock goes, and through its quantity that the 
stone descends. Nor are they only thus capable of acting, but 
also of being acted upon; and that, too, each of them, according 
to its respective character. The mind is acted upon by truth, 
the appetite by pleasure, the clock by a spring, and the stone by 
gravitation. Thus, then, besides quantity and quality, we have 
found two other attributes, common to all substances, and these 
are action and passion. 

Again: it often happens when substances are not present to 
us, that we are desirous to know when and where they existed: 
When, we ask, lived Homer? Where, we ask, stood the ancient 
Memphis? In the answer to these questions we learn the time 
and place which circumscribed the existence of these beings. 
Now as all sensible substances are circumscribed after these man- 
ners, hence we may consider the when and the where as two cireum- 
stantials that inseparably attend them. And thus have we added 
two more attributes to the number already established. 

Further still: im contemplating where things exist, we are 

- Those who would see an explanation of and his Latin one, Boethius, who are both 
those several descriptions, and why Aristotle of them copious and accurate upon the sub- 
prefers them to their peculiar names, may ject. 
consult his Greek commentator, Ammonius, 
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often led to consider their position, and that more especially in 
living substances possessing the power of self-motion. There 
is a manifest difference between reclining and sitting, between 
sitting and standing; and there are other circumstances of po- 
sition which extend to all substances whatever. And thus must 
position or situation be subjoined as another different attribute. 

Add to this, when substances are superinduced upon sub- 
stances, we consider them under the character of clothing, or 
habit. 'Thus, in the strict sense of the word, the glove covering 
our hand, the shoe our foot, the coat our body, are so many 
species of habit. By a more distant analogy, the corn may be 
said to clothe the fields, the woods to clothe the mountains; and 
by an analogy still more remote than that, the sciences and 
virtues to be habits that clothe the mind. 

Last of all, in the variety of co-existing substances and at- 
tributes, there are many whose very existence infers the ex- 
istence of some other. ‘Thus, in substances, the existence of son 
infers that of father, of servant that of master ; in quantity, the 
existence of greater infers that of less; in position, above infers 
below ; and in the time when, subsequent has a necessary respect to 
prior. It is when we view things in these mutual dependencies, 
in these reciprocal inferences, that we discover another attribute, 
the attribute of relation. : 

And thus, instead of confining ourselves to the simple division ) 
of substance and attribute, we have divided attribute itself into 
nine distinct sorts; some of which we have considered as es- 
sential, others as circumstantial, and thus made, upon the whole, 
(by setting substance at their head) ten comprehensive and. uni- 
versal genera, called, with reference to their Greek name, cate- 
gories ; with reference to their Latin name, predicaments; and { 
styled in the title of this work, ‘“‘ Philosophical Arrangements. Mr | 

' The ancients gave to these arrange- 
ments different names, and made also the 
number of them different. Some, as Ar- 
chytas, called them ka@dAou Adyou, “ uni- 
versal denominations ;” others, as Quin- 
tilian, elementa, “elements ;” others, as 
Aristotle, exjwata xarnyopias, “ figures, or 
forms of predication ;” karnyoplai, “ predica- 
ments ;” yévn yevixérara,“themost general 
or comprehensive genera ;” Ta mp@ra yévn, 
“the primary genera.” They differed also 
as to their number. Some made them two, 
subject and accident, or (which is the same) 
substance and attribute ; others made them 
three, dividing accidents into the inherent 
and circumstantial; the Stoics held them 
to be four, droxelueva, woin, mas exovTa, 
kat mpds TL Tas ExovTa, “subjects, things 

_ distinguished by qualities, distinguished by 
being peculiarly circumstanced within them- 

| selves, distinguished by being so with refer- 
ence to something else ;” Plato said they 

were five, ovoia, ravtérns, érepdrns, Ki- 
vno.s, kal ordois, “ substance, identity, di- 
versity, motion, rest ;” others made seven ; 
lastly, the Pythagoreans and Peripatetics 
maintained the number usually adopted, 
that is to say, those ten which make the 
subject of this treatise. 

See Aristot. Praedic. p. 24, et Metaphys. 
p- 79. 100. 104, &c. edit. Sylburg. Quin- 
til. L. iii. c. 6. Ammon, in Predicam. p. 16, 
17, &c. edit, Venet. 8vo. 1545. Simplic. 
in Predicam. p. J6. V. edit, Basil. fol. 
1551, 

As words, by signifying things, through 
the medium of our ideas, are essential to 
logic, and are the materials of every pro- 
position, the present work may be called 
logical. But as the speculations extend to 
physics, to ethics, and even to the first phi- 
losophy, they become for that reason some- 
thing more than logical, and have been 
called, with a yiew to this their compre- 

S 
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When enumerated,* their several names are in order, as they 
follow: substance, quality, quantity, relation, action, passion, when, 
where, position, and habit. 

As each of these ten predicaments has its subordinate dis- 
tinctions, the basis of our knowledge will be now so amply 
widened, that we shall find space sufficient on which to build, 
be our plan diversified and extensive as it may. 
We cannot conclude this chapter without observing, that the 

doctrine of these categories, these predicaments, these primary 
genera, or Philosophical Arrangements, is a valuable, a copious, 
and a sublime theory; a theory which, when well understood, 
leads by analogy from things sensible to things intelligible ; from 
effect to cause; from that which is passive, unintelligent, and 
subordinate, to that which is active, intelligent, and supreme : 
a theory which prepares us not only to study every thing else 
with advantage, but makes us knowing withal, in one respect, 
where particular studies are sure to fail; knowing in the relative 
value of things when compared one to another; and modest, of 
course, in the estimate of our own accomplishments.‘ 

This is, in fact, the necessary consequence of being shewn -to 
what portion of being every art or science belongs; and how 
limited that portion, when compared to what remains. The want 
of this general knowledge leads to an effect the very reverse; so 
that men who possess it not, though profoundly knowing in a 
single art or a single science, are-too often carried by such partial 
knowledge to a blameable arrogance, as if the rest of mankind 
were busied in pursuits of no value, and themselves the mono- 
polizers of wisdom and of truth. But this by the way. 

The distinct discussion of each one of these categories, pre- 
dicaments, arrangements, or genera, will become the business of 
the following chapters; which discussion, joined to what has 
been already premised, as well as to such future inquiries as shall 
naturally arise in consequence, will include all we have to offer 
upon this interesting subject." 

As for propositions, which have for their materials the simple 

hensive character, not logical, but Philo- 
sophical Arrangements. 

8 Tév Kara pndeuiay oupTAoKhy Aeyo- 

pévev, Exacroy Fro ovolay onpualver, 7) 
mwoodv, } roidv; } mpds Tt, H mov, 7) Tore, 7} 

The Latins, adhering to the same divi- 
sion, coined new names: di ta, 
or pre-predicamenta, predicamenta, and 
post Z Sanderson, p. 22. 5). reese Y 4 l 

55. edit. Oxon. 1672. 

ante. 
GMC 

pyta 

KetoOan, 2 exew, } wore, } mdoxew, Ari- 
stot. Praed. p. 24. edit. Sylb. The passage 
needs no other translation than what ap- 
pears in the text. 

t See the last chapter of this treatise. 
u The Greek logicians divided their 

speculations on this subject into three tyh- 
para, or sections, calling the first section 
+> mpd Tav KaTyyopi@v; the second, 7d 
wept adTav karnyopi@y ; the third, 7d werd 
tas Kernyoptas. Ammon. in Preedic. p. 146. 

In the present work, the first section 
begins from chapter the first, the second 
section from chapter the third, the third 
section from chapter the fifteenth. Of 
these sections, the second (which discusses 
the predicaments, or philosophical arrange- 
ments) makes the real and essential part of 
the speculation: the first and third sections 
are only subservient to it; the first to pre- 
pare, the third to explain, 
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terms here enumerated, and for syllogisms, which have for their 
materials the several species of propositions, both these naturally 
make subsequent and distinct parts of logic, and must therefore 
be consigned to some future speculation. - 

If we go back further, and recur to theorems of science, or to 
sciences themselves, these will be found not properly parts of 
logic, but works of a different and higher character; works 
where logic serves the philosopher for an instrument or organ, 
as the chisel serves the statuary, the pencil serves the painter. 

At present we are to proceed to the speculation concerning 
substance, 

CHAPTER III. 

CONCERNING SUBSTANCE NATURAL—HOW CONTINUED, OR CARRIED ON. 
PRINCIPLES OF THIS CONTINUATION, TWO—INCREASED TO THREE— 
REDUCED AGAIN TO TWO. THESE LAST TWO, FORM AND A SUBJECT, 
OR RATHER FORM AND MATTER. ; 

To explain how natural substances originally began, is a task 
too arduous for unassisted philosophy. But to inquire after 
what manner, when once begun, they have been continued, is a 
work better suited to human abilities: because to a portion of 
this continuity we are personally present ; nay, within it we our- 
selves are all included, as so many parts. 
Now as to the manner, in which subsists the continuity of 

natural substances, and as to the causes* by which that con- 
tinuity is maintained, there is no one, it is probable, who ima- 
gines every birth, every recent production that daily happens in 
the universe, to be an absolutely fresh creation; a realizing of 
nonentity ; an evocation (if it may be so described) of something 
out of nothing. What then is it? It isa change or mutation 
out of something which was before. It appears, therefore, that 
to inquire how natural substances are continued, is to inquire 
what are the principles of mutation or change. 

First, then, let us observe, what is in fact most obvious, that 
there can be no mutation or change, were every thing to remain 

* The doctrine of causes, and their dif- 
ferent species, is treated at large through 
the whole Treatise upon Art, and in the 
notes subjoined to the same, particularly 
page 59. 

The author desires to inform his readers, 

that in the subsequent disquisitions he hath 
not confined himself merely to logic, but 
has interspersed many speculations of dif- 
ferent kinds ; acting in this view differently 
from the ‘model set him by the Stagirite. 
The Stagirite left no part of philosophy un- 

explored, and of course had separate and 
distinct treatises for logic, physics, and the 
many other branches of science, as well the 
practical as the speculative. Not so the 
author of this treatise: he by no means 
pretends to emulate the comprehensive va- 
riety of that sublime and acute genius, 
whose writings made him for more than 
two thousand years the admiration of Gre- 
cians, Romans, Arabians, Jews, and Chris- 
tians. Such esteem could not have been 

the effect either of fashion or of chance, 
32 

a 
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precisely one and the same; hot and cold, precisely as they are, 
one hot, the other cold; so likewise crooked and straight, black 
and white, &c. On the contrary, mutation or change is from 
one thing into another: from hot into cold, or from cold inte 
hot; from straight into crooked, or from crooked into straight ; 

and so in other instances, It follows hence, that the prin- 
ciples of mutation or change are necessarily two; one, a prin- 
ciple out of which; the other, a principle into which. | 

Again, these two principles are not merely casual and teme- 
rarious.* Hot changes not into crooked, but into cold; crooked 
not into cold, but into straight; white not into moist, but into 
black ; moist not into black, but into dry. The same holds in 
other instances more complicated.* The becoming a statue is a 
change from indefinite configuration into definite; the becoming 
a palace, a change from dispersion into combination, from dis- 
order into order. Already the principles which we investigate 
have appeared to be two; and now it further appears that they 
must be contraries or opposites.” 

Authority is not wanting to countenance this last position. 
The Scripture tells us,‘ that the earth in the beginning was 
‘‘ without form and void; and darkness was upon the face of the 
deep.” After thus it became enlightened as well as replenished : 
replenished with various forms, both vegetable and animal; 
enlightened by the sublime command of, ‘‘ Let there be light, 
and there was light.” In the whole of this progress we may 
remark contrariety ; formless opposed to form; void to re- 
plenished ; and darkness to light. 

Y Thus Aristotle: Maoa weraBoarh éoriw 
éx Tivos ets Tt. He then subjoins the ety- 
mology of the word petaBor}, to confirm 
his doctrine: 5nA07 yap xa ro¥voua. Mer’ 
&AAo yap Tt, Kal Td uev mpdrepoy Sndroi, Td 
§ torepov: “even the name,” says he, 
“‘shews it: for it is something after some- 
thing else ; and one of these things denotes 
prior, the other denotes swbsequent.” Physic. 
lib. v. c. 1. p. 95. edit, Sylb. 

* Thus the same author: ‘Amdvrwy ray 
dvTwy ovdty obre woLely WéepuKeY, oUTE Tda- 
xew Td Tvxdv brd Tod TUxdvTOS, OVDE 
ylyverat driodv e& Strovovy—GAAG AcdKoY 
pev ylyvera é ob AedKov, Kad TovTOV ovK 
éx mayTos, GAN’ ex wéAavos 2) TOY weTaktd, 
kal wovoixdy, kK. T. A. “ Universally with 
regard to all beings whatever, no one being 
is formed by nature either to act upon any 
other indifferently, or to be acted upon in- 
differently ; nor is any thing produced or 
generated [indiscriminately] out of any 
thing ; but white is generated or produced 
out of something xot white; and this, not 
every thing that may be so called, but 
either out of black, or some of the inter- 
mediate colours, The same holds as to the 

j 
} 
’ 
: 

production of what is musical,’’ &c. Arist. 
Phys. l. i. c. 5. p. 14, edit. Sylb. 

@ Kal ra wh axrda tov byTwy, GAA 
ovvOera, Kata Toy adrdoy exer Adyov—AHre 
yap oikla yivera: ex Tod uh ocvyKetoBba, 
GAA Sinp7jcOa radi GS? Kat 6 avdplas Kad 
Tav eoxnuaticuevwy tr e& oxXnuoctyns, 
Kal €xacrov trobtwy Ta pev Takis, TA SE 
ativbects tls ear: “ Beings, too, which are 
not simple, but composite, admit the same 
reasoning—for the house is formed from 
certain materials, which are not previously 
so compounded [as to make a house], but’ 
which lie separate; and the statue, and 
every one of those things which have 
figure given them, are formed out of some- 
thing which wants that figure; and each 
production has a different name ; sometimes 
it is order, sometimes it is composition.” 
Arist. Phys, lL. i. c. 5. p. 14, 15. 

> See the same author in the same trea- 
tise, p. 11, 12, &c. See also the quotation 
in the text from Scripture, which imme- 
diately follows, as well as the subsequent 
notes. 

* Genesis, chap. i, 
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Among the ancient philosophers, some held the principles of 
things to be hot and cold; others, to be moist and dry; others, 
to be dense and rare; others, in a more abstracted way, to be 
excess and defect; even and odd; friendship and strife. Among 
the moderns, we know the stress laid on action and reaction; 
attraction and repulsion; expansion and condensation; cen- 
tripetal and centrifugal: to which may be added those two 
principles, held by many ancients as well as moderns, the prin- 
ciples of atoms and a void,’ which two stand opposed nearly as 
being and non-being. 
We shall subjoin the following passage from a treatise of 

ancient date, because in it the force of contraries is exemplified 
with elegance. 

‘“‘Some (says an ancient author)® have wondered how the 
world, if it be composed, as it appears, out of contrary prin- 
ciples, (the dry, the moist, the cold, and the hot,) has not for 
ages ago been ruined and destroyed. Asif indeed men should 
wonder how a city could subsist, composed (as it is) out of con- 
trary tribes, (I mean, the poor and the opulent, the young and 
the aged, the weak and the strong, the good and the bad,) and 
be ignorant that this of all things is most admirable in political 
concord; I mean, that by admitting every nature and every 
fortune, it forms out of many dispositions one disposition; and 
out of dissimilar ones, a similar. Perhaps also nature herself 
has an affection for contraries, and chooses out of these to form 
the consonant, and not out of things similar; so that in the 
same manner as she associated the male to the female, and not 
each to its own sex, did she establish through contraries, and 
not similars, the first and original concord. Art, too, in imita- 
tion of nature, appears to do the same. Thus painting, by 
blending the natures of things white and black, pale and red, 
produces representations consonant to their originals. Thus 
music, by mixing together sounds that are sharp and flat, that 
are long and short. out of different voices produces one har- 
mony. Thus grammar, by forming a mixture out of vowels and 

tions more modern. The tract itself stands 
the fifth in the volume of Aristotle’s phy- 
sical pieces, according to Sylburgius’s edi- 
tion, and the passage here translated may 

4“ Democritus,” says Aristotle, “ holds 
the solid and the void,” 7d orepedy kal 
xevoy, “ to be principles,” av 7d i as bv, 
7) 8 ws ovK dv civar pyor, “ of which he 
says the one is the same as being, the other 
the same as non-being.” Sve Arist. Phys. 
li. c. 5. p. 13. See also c, 4. p. 11, where 
the other contraries are explained at large. 

€See the treatise, Mepl néopov. It is 
given to Aristotle, and always makes a part 
of his works ; but although it be of genuine 
antiquity, and truly sublime, both in lan- 
guage and sentiment, yet some have thought 
it of a later period, and not written in the 
close manner and style of Aristotle. A 
translation of it is extant, as old as by the 
philosopher Apuleius, besides other transla- 

be found, cap. 5. page 12, of that edition, 
beginning at the words, Kal ro: yé tis 
Cavace mas mote ci ex TaY evayTiwr, 
k.T.A» In Apuleius the words are, Et qui- 
busdam mirum videri solet, quod, cum ex 
diversis, &c, p. 731. edit. in Usum Delphini. 
quarto, 

See Fabricius’s Biblioth. Graec. vol. ii. p. 
127 ; where the learned author, with his 
usual labour and accuracy, has collected all 
the sentiments both of ancients and moderns 
on this valuable work. 
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mutes, through these hath established the whole of its art. And 
this is what appears to have been the meaning of that obscure 
philosopher Heraclitus. You are, says he, to connect the 
perfect and the imperfect, the agreeing and the disagreeing, the 
consonant and the dissonant; and out of all things, one ; and out 
of one, all things.” 

Thus far this ingenious author, with regard to whose doctrine, 
as well as that of the many others already mentioned, we 
cannot but remark, that whatever may have caused such an 
unanimity of opinion, whether it were that men adopted it from 
ene another by a sort of tradition, or were insensibly led to it 
by the latent force of truth; all philosophers, of all ages, appear 
to have favoured contrariety, and given their sanction to the 
hypothesis, that principles are contraries.‘ 

But further still: “It is impossible for contrarieties to ¢o- 
exist, in the same place, at the same instant.” It is impossible, 
for example, that in the same place and instant should co-exist 
cold and hot, crooked and straight, dispersion and combina- 
tion, disorder and order. As therefore the principles of change 
are contraries, and contraries cannot co-exist, it follows that 
‘one principle must necessarily depart, as the other accedes. 
Thus in the mutation out of disorder into order, when the prin- 
ciple into which, that is, order accedes, the principle out of which, 
that is, disorder departs. The same happens in all other in- 
stances. 
A question then arises. If one of them necessarily depart 

as soon as the other accedes, how can nature possibly maintain 
the continuity of her productions? To depart, is to be no more, 
a sort of annihilation, or death; to accede, is to pass into being, 
a sort of production, or birth. They cannot co-exist, because 
they are absolutely incompatible ;* so that upon this hypothesis 
there can be no continuity at all, but every new production 
must be a realizing of nonentity, a fresh and genuine evocation 
of something out of nothing. 

If this in the continuity of beings appear a difficulty, let us 
try whether we can remove it by any aid not yet suggested. 
Crooked, we are told, is changed into straight, a contrary into a 

tTldyres yap Ta oroxeia Kal Tas b7° 
abrav kadovuévas apxas, kalmrep &vev Ad-you 
TiWévtes, Buws Tavaytia A€yovoiw, bowep 
i’ abtis THs GAnbelas avayxacdérres: 
“ For all philosophers hold the elements and 
those other causes, which they call prin- 
ciples, (though they suppose them, without 
giving a reason,) to be contraries, compelled, 
as it were, to do so by truth itself.” Aristot. 
Phys. lic. 5. p. 15. 

& Td wh woretv dbo udvov, xet Td Ad-yov" 
amophoese yap ty Tis, Tas  wuKvdrns THY 
pavdTnra moreiy wéepuKer, H av’Th Thy TuK- 
vornra’ duoiws 5& Kal &AAN 6wotavodvy evav- 

vidrns: “That we should not make two 
principles only, has some appearance of 
reason: for a man may well doubt, how 
density should be formed by nature to make 
rarity, or this last, density ; and so in like 
manner with respect te any other contrariety 
whatever.” Arist. Phys. 1. i. c. 6. p. 16. 

Simplicius well observes—rd péy ‘yap 
mo.odv eis Srouévoy Ti woes TH Se evayriov 
obx brouéver Td evayriov: “That. which 
acts, acts upon something which remains ; 
but contrary does not remain and wait for 
contrary.” Simpl. in Preed. p. 43. B. edit. 
Basil. 1551. 
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contrary; one of which necessarily departs, and the other 
accedes. We admit it. But is there not something which, 
during the change, neither departs nor accedes? Something 
which remains, and is all along still one and the same." 

The stick, for example, changes from crooked into straight ; 
and if there was not a stick, or something analogous, no such 
change could be effected. Yet is it less a stick for becoming 
straight ; or was it more so when crooked? Does it not remain,' 
considered as a stick, precisely, in either case, one and the 
same As therefore the stick is to crooked and straight, so is 
the bar of iron to hot and cold; the brass of the statue to figure 
and deformity ; the stones of the palace to order and confusion ; 
and something, analogous in other changes, to other contraries, 
not enumerated. 

If, therefore, we were right in what we asserted before, and 
are so in what we assert now, it should seem that the princi- 
ples of change or mutation were three:* one, that which de- 

h Kal rodro dp0as A€yer Acoyévns, rt ei 
Bh e& éEvds Eravta, obk ay Hv Td Totety Kar 
maoxew tr GAAhAwy’ olovy 7d Oeppody 
Wixer0a, Kal TodTo OcpuatverOar méAw* 
ov yap H Oepudrns wetaBdAAet Kal 4% W- 
xpérns eis GAAHAa, GAAX SHAov, Bri Td 
bmoxeluevoy’ bore év ols Td moet €or Kad 
7d mdoxew, avdynn ToiTwy lay elvar Thy 
drokemevgv pvow: “ And this is rightly 
said by Diogenes, that if all things were 
not out of one thing, it would not be pos- 
sible for them to act, or be acted upon by 
one another: for example, that what is hot 
should become cold ; or reciprocally, that 
this should become hot; for it is not the 
heat or the coldness which change into one 
another, but it is that evidently changes 
which is the subject of these affections: 
whence it follows, that in those things 
where there is acting, and being acted upon, 
it is necessary there should belong to them 
some one nature, their common subject.” 
Arist. de Gener. et Cor. lib, i. c. 6. p. 20. 
edit. Sylb. 

Aristotle, who gives this quotation, well 
remarks, that it was too much to affirm this 
of all things, but that it should be confined 
to such things only as reciprocally act, and 
are acted upon ; and so in his comment we 
may perceive he restrains them. 

See more of this one being, the common 
subject, or substratum, in the following 
chapter. 

The Diogenes here mentioned was a con- 
temporary of Anaxagoras, and lived many 
years before the cynic of the same name. 
See Diog. Laert. ix. 57. 

1 "Or. Set del re broxeioOa Td yryvd- 
pevov, kal TovTo ei kal dpidu@ éoriv ev, 
GAN’ efBer ye vdx ev" (7d yap elBer A€yo, 
Kal Adyw Tadrdv.) od yap Tavrdy avOpor@ 

kal TO duovow elvar’ Kal Td wey Sropmever, 
7) & odx Sropéver’ 7d wey sroKeluevov 
bromever’ (6 yap &vOpwros bropéver) Td SE 
&uovgov ovx’ vrouever: “It is necessary 
that in every production there should be a 
subject, [or a substratum,] and this, though 
one numerically, yet not one in form, (I 
mean, by one in form, the same as one in 
reason, in detail, or definition.) Thus it is 
not the same thing to be a man, and to he 
a being immusical, or void of musical art. 
[In the formation of a musician,] the one 
remains, the other remains not ; the subject 
or substratum remains, (for man remains ;) 
the being immusical, or void of musical art, 
remains not,” [for that is lost as soon as he 
becomes an artist.] Arist. Phys. |. i. ¢. 7. 
p- 18. edit. Sylb. 

The production, or formation here spoken 
of, means the becoming a musician by the 
acquisition of the musical art. The same 
reasoning may be applied to any other art 
or science, which man, as man, is capable 
of acquiring. . 

Again, the same philosopher: “Ett +d 
Mev bromévet, Td 8 evavtioy ovx bromever® 
éotw pa ti tplrov mapa ta évavria: 
“ Add to this (says he) there is something 
[in productions of all kinds] which remains ; 
but the contrary does not remain ; there is 
therefore some third thing over and above 
the contraries.” Metaph. A. p. 196. edit. 
Sylb. 

If there appear a difficulty in the first 
quotation of this note, concerning a subject 
being one numerically, but not so in form, 
or character, see note on the word privation, 
in the first part of the following chapter. 

k Aidmwep, el tis Tév TE pie ov &AndF 
voulsesev elvas Adyov,kal TavTov" lca. 
ei meAAE Biacwoew auporepovs abrods, 
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parts; another, that which accedes; and a third, that whieh re- 
mains. Take an example or two from man. The healthful de- 
parts; the morbid accedes; the body remains. The morbid de- 
parts; the healthful accedes; the body remains. It is thus we 
change reciprocally as well to better as to worse. 

It may be observed of these three principles, that two of 
them, being contraries, maintain a perpetual warfare ; 

Haud bene conveniunt, nec in una sede morantur: 

‘the third, like a neutral power, preserves an intercourse with 
both, and sometimes associates with one, and sometimes with 
the other. It may be observed also of the two hostile or con- 
trary principles, that one of them appertains, for the most part, 
to the better co-arrangement ' of things, and one to the baser: 

bworWévar tt Tpirov: “If any one, there- 
fore, think the former reasoning, and the 
present reasoning, to be each of them true ; 
‘it is necessary, in order to preserve both of 
them entire and unimpeached, to lay down 
and establish some third principle.” 

He soon after adds: Td ev obv pla 
pdvat Ta oToxeta elvat, Ex Te TOUTWY Kat 
€x TowvTwy tAAwy émickorover Sdteey by 
éxew Tia Adyov: “To say, therefore, that 
the elements [or principles of things] are 
three, may appear to have some foundation 
to those who speculate from these and other 
reasonings of like sort.” Arist. Phys. 1. i. 
c. 6. p. 16,17. edit. Sylb. 

And again more explicitly in his Meta- 
physics: Tpia 8) ra atria, Kat Tpets ai 
apxal’ Sto wey H evaytiwois (js Td wey 
Adyos Kal eldos, rd Se arépynais*) Td SE 
tptrov % &An: “Wherefore the causes of 
things are three, and the principles are 
three ; two, the contrariety, (of which con- 
trariety one part is the definition and form ; 
the other part, the privation;) and the 
third principle, the matter.’ Metaph. A, 
p. 197. edit. Sylb. 

1 “Co-arrangement.”—So I here ventured 
to translate the word svoro:xta, or ovorot- 
xeta, for it is written both ways in Ari- 
stotle. See Metaph. |, ic. 5. p. 1335 1. iii. 
c. 2, p. 52. edit. Sylb. 

The Pythagoreans, observing through 
the world a difference in things as to better 
and worse, and that this difference often led 
to a sort of contrariety or opposition, ar- 
ranged them into two classes, a better class 
and a worse; and, placing the two classes 

by the side of each other, called them 
ovoroxta, or “co-arrangements.” In the 
better class they put wnity, bound, friend- 
ship, good, &c.; in the other they put mz- 
titude, boundless, strife, evil, &c, Some of 
this school limited the number, others left 
it indefinite, considering all things as double, 
one against another, according to the lan- 

guage of Ecclesiasticus, chap. xxxiii. 14, 15. 
and xlii. 24. 

See (besides the quotations mentioned 
already) Ethic. Nicom. 1. i. ¢. 6. p. 15. edit. 
Oxon. 1716 ; and Eustratii Com. in Ethie. 
Nic. p. 13. B. 

To the quotations given above may be 
added the following one from Varro. 

Pythagoras Samius ait omnium rerum 
initia esse Bina: ut finitum et infinitum, 
bonum et malum, vitam et mortem, diem et 
noctem ; quare item duo, status et motus. 
Quod stat aut agitur, corpus: ubi agitatur 
locus: dum agitatur, tempus: quod est in 
agitatu, actio. Quadripartitio magis sic elu- 
cebit: corpus est, ut cursor: locus, stadium 
qua currit: tempus, hora qua currit: actio, 
cursio. Quare fit, ut omnia fere sint qua- 
dripartita, et ea eterna; quod neque un- 
quam tempus, quin fuerit motus (ejus enim 
intervallum tempus ;) neque motus, ubi non 
locus et corpus; (quod alterum est, quod 
movetur; alterum, ubi;) neque, ubi sit 
agitatus, non actio ibi. Igitur initiorum 
quadrigze, locus et corpus, tempus et actio. 

Pythagoras, the Samian, says, that the 
principles of all things are two and two, 
or double: as, for example, finite and in- 
finite, good and evil, life and death, day 
and night ; and by the same rule, rest and 
motion. [In these last] that which rests 
or is agitated is body; the where it is agi- 
tated, is place; the whilst it is agitated, is 
time; and in the agitation itself we view 
the action, 

This fourfold division will better appear 
as follows: Call body, the person who runs ; 
call place, the course over which he runs; 
call time, the hour during which he runs ; 
and let the race, or running, be called the 
action. 

Now it happens, that almost all things 
are in this manner fourfold, and this four- 

- fold division is as it were eternal. The 
reason is, there never was time, but there 
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to the better appertains figure; to the baser, deformity: to the 
better, order; to the baser, confusion: to the better, health; to 
the baser, disease. Now if we call those of the better tribe by 
the common name of form, and those of the other tribe by the 
common name of privation,” distinguishing the neutral principle 
withal by the name of subject, we shall then find the three 
principles of mutation, or change, to be form, privation, and a 
subject. 
_ Of these three, if we compare form to privation, we shall find 
form to be definite and simple; privation to be infinite and 
vague. Thus there are infinite ways of being diseased, though 
but one of being healthy; infinite ways of being vicious, though 
but one of being virtuous.” 

Should it be asked, how privation is one, having this infinite 
and vague character; we may answer, because as privation, it 
is nothing more than the simple absence of that form to which 
‘it is opposed. Thus to be diseased, (though the ways are in- 
finite,) is nothing more than the absence of health; to be vi- 
cious, (though the ways are infinite,) nothing more than the 
absence of virtue. 

And hence, perhaps, it may be possible to reject privation for 
a principle, and supply its place, when wanted, by its opposite, 
that is to say, form ; not however by the specific form then ac- 
tually tending to existence, but by every other congenial form, 
of which this specific form is the privation. Thus in the pro- 
ducing of the sphere, its privation may be found in the presence 
of the pyramid, or of any figure, besides the sphere, whether 
regular or irregular. Thus in the producing of that harmony 
ealled the diapason, its privation may be found in the presence 
of the diapente, or of any other tensions, besides those of the 
octave, be they consonant or dissonant. It is certain that by 
such a reciprocal acceding and receding of all possible forms, by 
such an absence and presence,° by such a continued revolution 

must have been motion, (of which time, in- 
deed, is but the interval ;) nor motion, but 
where there must have been place and 
body ; (one of which is the thing moved ; 
the other, that where it is moved ;) nor 
agitation, but where there must have been 
action. 

And hence it follows, that place and 
body, time and action, form, as it were, a 
joint quaternion of principles. Varr. de 
Ling. Lat. 1. iv. p, 7. edit. Amstel. 
We have given this passage at length, 

not only as it explains co-arrangement, but 
as it exhibits to us four of those predica- 
ments, or arrangements, which make parts 
of this treatise, viz. substance, when, where, 
action. 

™ Tav évavtiovy » érépa avotoxia, 
orépnsis: “The other co-arrangement of 

contraries is privation.” Aristot. Metaph. 
1. iii, c. 2. p. 52. edit. Sylb, 

By the word other, he means the baser 
and subordinate class, to which class he 
gives the common name of privation, as in- 
cluding all the genera therein enumerated, 
strife, evil, &. And hence it is, that pri- 
vation is in this treatise soon after called 
infinite and vague; for 7d &repor, “ infi- 
nite,” made one in this baser arrangement. 
See Blemmide Epitom. Physic. p. 60. 
Philop. in Arist. Phys. 1. i, sub. fin. 

"’EgOAo) wey yap andes, wayTodaras 
dt xaxol. Theognis. 

© ‘Ikavdy yap tora Td Erepoyv TaY évay- 
tiwy mociv TH awovola Kal mapovala thy 
peraBoAny: “One of the two contraries 
(that is to say, form) will be sufficiently 
able, by its absence and its presence, to 
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and periodical succession, supposing a proper subject withal 
to receive and give them up, we may conceive how changes may 
be performed, and new substances produced, though (as we have 
said already) the principle of privation were to be withdrawn. 
No harm accrues to the doctrine from a supposition like this; 
only, if we admit it, we again reduce the principles from three 
to two; not however. the former two, those that exist in con- 
trariety, for now we adopt the more amicable ones, those of a 
form and a subject,’ or (if we take matter in its proper meaning) 
those of form and matter. 

It is in these we behold the elements of those composite 
beings, natural substances. The disquisition makes it expedient 
to consider each of the two apart, and this we shall therefore do 
by beginning with matter. 

effect mutation.” Aristot. Phys. Li. c. 7. 
p. 20. edit. Sylb. 

On this passage, Themistius thus com- 
ments. Having inserted the words above 
quoted, he subjoins—éore 7d eldos thy 
xapav aromAnpot Kal Tis orephoews’ 7 
yap orépnots ov piois Tis Kal eldos early, 
GAN &rovala Tod etSous : “So that the form 
supplies also the place of the privation ; for 
the privation is itself no particular nature 
or form, but rather the absence of the form” 
{which is then passing into existence.] 
Themist. in Arist. Phys. p. 21. B. edit. Ald, 

Simplicius on this occasion explains him- 
self as follows: Od wévro: Hilwoev ev Tors 
oroxelos Oeivar Thy orépnow Kal Td Kat’ 
auTiy wh dv, BidTt Grovota pdvov éort Tod 
mepurdtos, obdtv AAO EavTH cvveirdyouca" 
HpkéeaOn 58 7G cider wove kad abrds, 7h map- 
ovcig TH éavTod Kal TH amovola Svvapevp 
Thy yéverw Kal Thy POopay damodiddva : 
“Aristotle has not deigned to place among the 
elements [of natural productions] privation, 
and that mode of non-being which is con- 
sonant to it; because privation is no more 
than the absence of the thing produced, 
introducing along with itself no other par- 
ticular attribute. He himself also has been 
satisfied with the form alone, as being able 
by its presence and its absence to effect 
both generation and dissolution.” Simplic. 
in Aristot. Phys. lib. i. p. 54. edit. Ald. fol. 
1526. 

Perhaps Simplicius alludes to what Ari- 
stotle says in the following passage: ‘H dé 
ye pdppn Kal % pbots Sixa@s Aéyerar’ Kal 
yap ) orépnots cldéds mws early: “the 
terms form and nature have a double 
meaning: for in one sense even privation 
is form.” Physic. Aristot. 1. ii. c. 1. 

Philoponus gives a pertinent instance to 
explain how privation may be form. He 
tells us, ‘H yap Avdios apuovla ylyverau et 
Tis avappootias Tis Avdiov. GAN h Avdios 
avappoortia divara: elvar bpvy.os appovia, 
H érépa tis’ Sivara Se Kal awA@s avap- 
pootla elvoa: Tay xopda@v drwaodv exovTar, 
Kal TodTO TroiklAws UAAoTE GAAwS emiTETG- 
mévwv maaddrov, ? dvemmévwy: “The Lydian 
mode or harmony is made out of Lydian 
dissonance, [that is, before the strings of a 
lyre were tuned to that mode, they were 
tuned after another manner, which manner 
he calls properly, Lydian dissonance.] Now 
Lydian dissonance may be the Phrygian 
mode or harmony, or it may be any other 
of the modes, [Doric, Ionic, &c. ;] it may 
also be simply the dissonance of the strings 
under any casual tension, and that in 
various and different ways, either as they 
are more stretched, or more relaxed,” [that 
is, either sharper or flatter.] Philop. in 
Physic. 1. i. p. 45. 

This shews that the Phrygian mode in 
this example, though clearly a form of har- 
mony, is nevertheless, when referred to the 
Lydian mode, as much a privation as any 
casual tension of the strings, totally void of 
all concord. 

P This is implied in the words—#érz 
ylyverat Grav &k Te Tod broKxemmévov Kah 
Tis woppijs: “ that every thing is made or 
produced out of a subject and a figure.” 
Arist. Physic. lL i. c. 7. p. 19. 

“ Figure,” poppy, means the same with 
eldos, “form ;” droxetwevov, “ subject,” 
means the same with #An, “matter.” See 
the treatise just quoted, particularly to- 
wards the conclusion of the first book, 
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CHAPTER IV. 

CONCERNING MATTER—AN IMPERFECT DESCRIPTION OF IT—ITS NATURE, 
AND THE NECESSITY OF ITS EXISTENCE, TRACED OUT AND PROVED— 
FIRST BY ABSTRACTION—-THEN BY ANALOGY—ILLUSTRATIONS FROM 
MYTHOLOGY. | 

Marrer is that elementary constituent in composite substances, 
which appertains in common to them all,‘ without distinguishing 
them from one another. But it is fitting to be more explicit. 

Every thing generated or made, whether by nature or art, is 
generated or made out of something else; and this something 
else is called its subject or matter. Such is iron to the saw ; such 
is timber to the boat. 

Now this subject or matter of a thing, being necessarily 
previous to that thing’s existence, is necessarily different from 
it, and not the same. Thus iron, as iron, is not a saw; and 
timber, as timber, is not a boat. Hence then one character of 
every subject or matter, that is, the character of negation or 
privation. 

Again, though the subject or matter of a thing be not that 
thing, yet were it incapable of becoming so, it could not be 
called its subject or matter. Thus iron is the subject or matter 
of a saw, because, though not a saw, it may still become a saw. 
On the contrary, timber is not the subject or matter of a saw, 
because it not only (as timber) is no saw, but can never be 
made one, from its very nature and properties. Hence, then, 
besides privation, another character of every subject or matter, 
and that is the character of aptitude or capacity. 

Again, when one thing is the subject or matter of many 
things, it implies a privation of them all, and a capacity to 
them all." Thus iron, being the subject or matter of the saw, 

4 If we compare the beginning of this 
chapter with the beginning of the following, 
it will appear that, though matter and form 
are the elements, or inherent parts of every 
composite substance, yet they essentially 
differ, inasmuch as matter being common, 
form peculiar, form gives every such sub- 
stance its character, while matter gives it 
none, 

Thus Philoponus: Kar’ adrd yap [7d 
eidos scil.] xapaxrnpl(ovra: Ta mpd-yyara, 
kara S¢ thy BAny ovdey GAAhAwY drape 
povot: “ By form, things are characterized ; 
by matter, they differ not one from another.” 
Com. in Physic. Arist. p. 55. D. And soon 
after, Ardri aird yapaxtnpiotixdy éort 
ths éxdorov otclas’ n yap BAn, Kownh: 

“ This [that is, the form] is characteristic 
of every being’s essence; for as to the 
matter, it is common” [and runs through 
all. ] 

Ammonius says expressly, ‘H péy -yap 
bAn Kowwvlas éorly airia rots mpdymact, 
7d 5é eldus Siapopas : “ Matter, with regard 
to things, is the cause of their general com- 
munity, or common nature ; form, the cause 

of their peculiar difference.” Ammon. in 
Cat. p. 25. B. 

¥ Privation and capacity are essential to 
every thing which bears the name of 
matter ; and this is the meaning of the fol- 
lowing passage: éo7l 5 7d droKeiuevov 
apidug ev tv, cider 5& Sdo: “the subject 
or matter is one numerically, but in cha- 
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the axe, and the chisel, implies privation and capacity with 
respect to all three. 

Again, we can change a saw into a chisel, but not into a 
boat; we can change a boat into a box, but not into a saw. 
The reason is, there can be no change or mutation of one thing 
into another, where the two changing beings do not participate 
the same matter. But even here, were the boat to moulder 
and turn to earth, and that earth by natural process to metallize 
and become iron, through such progression as this we might 
suppose even the boat to become a saw. Hence therefore it is, 
that all change is by immediate or mediate participation of the 
same matter. 

Having advanced thus far, we must be careful to remember, 
first, that every subject or matter implies, as such, privation and 
capacity ; and next, that all change or mutation of beings into 
one another, is by means of their participating the same common 
matter. This we have chosen to illustrate from works of art, 
as falling more easily under human cognizance and observation. 
It. is however no less certain as to the productions of nature, 
though the superior subtlety in these renders examples more 
difficult. 

The question then is, whether in the world which we inhabit, 
it be not admitted from experience, as well as from the confes- 
sion of all philosophers, that substances of every kind, whether 
natural or artificial, either immediately or mediately pass one 
into another; that we suppose at present no realizings of 
nonentity, but that reciprocal deaths, dissolutions, and diges- 

racter it is two;” that is to say, two, as it 
has a capacity to become a thing, and yet 
is under a privation, till it actually become 
so. Aristot. Physic. ]. i. p. 17. And soon 
after, he says: €repov yap Td avOpér@ Kar 
TE Goto civa, kal TE aoxnuariorw Kar 
XarAk@: “it is a different thing to be a 
man, and to be void of the musical art; it 
is a different thing to be void of figure, and 
to be brass.” As much as if he had said, 
that the man, before he became a musical 
artist, had both a capacity for that cha- 
racter, and a privation of it; the brass a 
similar capacity and privation, before it 
was cast into a statue. 

Thus too Themistius: Kat row Aéyouey 
Ths Bans Td elvat év TS Suvdwer’ 7H 58 Sdvauus 
Sndrovdrt pera orTephaews’ ovde yap Eri 
divas etn, wh civ adrH mdyrws Kal THs 
orephoews voouuevns: “We say the es- 
sence of matter is in capacity ; and capacity 
is evidently connected with privation ; since 
it would no longer be capacity, could pri- 
vation in no sense be understood, as exist- 
ing with it.” Themist. in Aristot, Physic. 
p. 21. edit. Ald. 

See p. 263, note z, and note ¢, p. 269. 
8 This reasoning has reference to what 

the ancients called #An mpocexhs, “the 
immediate matter,” in opposition to #An 
mpotn, “the remote or primary matter,” 
of which more will be said in the course of 
this speculation. 

It is of the immediate matter we must 
understand the following passage: °“Evdé- 
xera 5k, mids ris Ans ovens erepa 
ylyverOeu 51a Thy Kwodoay aitlav* oiov ex 
évAov Kal KiBwrds Kal KAwh’ évioy Be 
érépa % Ban e& avdynns, érépwrv byTwr. 
olov mpiwy otk by yevorro éx kbAOv, 0v5° 
ém) rij kwotcyn aitla rodro : “ It is possible, 
that, the matter being one and the same, 
different things by the efficient cause should 
be formed out of it; as, for example, that 
out of wood should be formed a box and a 
bed. But then with regard to some things, 
which are different, the matter is of neces- 
sity different also. It is thus, for example, 
that a saw cannot be made out of wood ; 
nor is this a work in the power of the 
efficient cause.” Arist. Metaph. H. rep. 8. 
p. 138. edit. Sylb. 
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tions, support by turns all substances out of each other, so that, 
as Hamlet says, from the idea of this rotation, 

Imperial Ceesar, dead and turn’d to clay, 
May stop a hole, to keep the winds away. 

The question, in short, is, whether, in this world which we inhabit, 
there be not an universal mutation of all things into all,‘ If 
there be, then must there be some one primary matter, common 
to all things; I say, some one primary matter, and that common 
to all things, since, without some such matter, such mutation 
would be wholly impossible. 

But if there be some one primary matter, and that common 
to all things; this matter must imply, not (as particular and 
subordinate matters do) a particular privation, and a particular 
capacity, but, on the contrary, universal privation, and universal 
capacity." 

If the notion of such a being appear strange and inecom- 
prehensible, we may further prove the necessity of its existence 
from the following considerations. 

Hither there is no such general change, as here spoken of, 
which is contrary to fact, and would destroy the sympathy and 

' The Peripatetics, according to the er- 
- roneous astronomy by them adopted, sup- 
posed the fixed stars, the planets, the sun, 
and the moon, to move all of them round 
the earth, attached to different spheres, 
which moved and carried them round, the 
earth itself being immoveable, and placed 
in the centre of the universe. This motion, 
purely and simply local, was the only one 
they allowed to these celestial bodies, 
which in essence they held to be perfectly 
unchangeable. Things on the surface of 
this earth, (such as plants and animals,) and 
things between that surface and the moon, 
(such as clouds, meteors, winds, &c.) these 
they supposed obnoxious to motions of a 
more various and complicated character ; 
motions which changed them in their qua- 
lities and quantities, and which even led 
to their generation and dissolution, to life 
and to death, Hence the whole tribe of 
these mutable and perishable beings were 
called sublunary, because the region of their 
existence was beneath the sphere of the 
moon. It was here existed those elements 
which, as Milton tells us, 
ee er in quaternion run 
Perpetual circle, multiform, and mix 
And nourish all things. Par. Lost. 

It was here that Aristotle held—ér way 
ex mavTos ylverOa mépue, “that every 
thing was naturally formed to arise out of 
every thing.” Lib, de Ortu et Int. p. 39. 
edit. Sylb. 

Ocellus Lucanus (from whom, and from 
Archytas, Timzeus, and the other Pytha- 

goreans, both Plato and Aristotle borrowed 
much of their philosophy) elegantly calls 
this imaginary sphere of the moon’s orbit, 
icOuds aOavacias Kat yevqoews, “the 
isthmus of immortality and generation ;” 
that is, the boundary which lies between 
things immortal and things transitory. 
Gale’s Opusc, Mythog, p. 516, 

The Stoics went further than this isth- 
mus. They did not confine these changes 
to a part only of the universe; they sup- 
posed them to pass through the whole ; 
and to continue without ceasing, till all was 
at length lost in their éexmdpwous, or “ ge- 
neral conflagration ;” after which came a 
new world, and then a new conflagration, 
and so on periodically. Diog. Laert, vii. 
135, 141, 142. 
"T mp@rov tmoxeluevov, Suvduevoyv 

amdoas SéxeoOa Tas moppas, ev aTEephaoet 
wey eot aracav; “The primary subject 
or matter, having a capacity to admit all 
forms, exists in a privation of them all.” 
Themist. in Aristot, Physic. p. 21. 

Themistius well distinguishes between 
two words, expressing the same being; I 
mean, Swoxeluevoy and #Ay. The first he 
makes the subject or substratum of some- 
thing actually existing ; the other, that 
matter which has a capacity of becoming 
many things, before it actually becomes any 
one of them. 

This is that oxe being, mentioned by 
Diogenes, whose words we have quoted in 
the preceding chapter, p. 263, note h. 
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congeniality of things; or if there be, there must be a matter of 
the character here established, because without it (as we have 
said) such change would be impossible. 

Add to this, however hard universal privation may ap- 
pear, yet had the primary matter in its proper nature any one 
particular attribute, so as to prevent its privation from being 
unlimited and universal, such attribute would run through all 
things, and be conspicuous in all. If it were white, all things 
would be white; if circular, they would be circular; and so as 
to other attributes, which is contrary to fact.* Add to this, that 
the opposite to such attribute could never have existence, unless 
it were possible for the same thing to be at once and in the 
same instance both white and black, circular and rectilinear, &e. 
since this inseparable attribute would necessarily be everywhere, 
because the matter, which implies it, is itself everywhere; at 
least, may be found in all things that are generated and perish- 
able. 

Here, then, we have an idea (such as it is) of that singular 
being, dAn mwparn, the “ primary matter ;” a being which those 
philosophers, who are immerged in sensible objects, know not 
well how to admit, though they cannot well do without it;% a 
being, which flies the perception of every sense, and which is at 
best even to the intellect but a negative object, no otherwise 
comprehensible than either by analogy or abstraction. 

* This argument is taken from Plato. 
Speaking of the primary matter, he says, 
“Opotov yap bv ray éretotdyTwy Tinh, TA THs 
évaytias, rd Te Tis Tapdray uAAns pioews, 
bdr’ 2rOo1, Sexduevov, kaxas by &pomoroi, 
Thy abrod mapeupalywy dyw: “Were it 
like any of those things that enter into it, 
in such case, when it came to receive things 
of a nature contrary and totally different 
from itself, it would exhibit them ill, by 
shewing its own nature along with them 
at the same time.” Plat. Tim. p. 50. 

Thus Chalcidius, in commenting the pas- 
sage here quoted: Si sit aliquid candidum, 
ut WimpvOov, deinde oporteat hoc transferri 
in alium colorem, vel diversum, ut ruborem 
sive pallorem, vel contrarium, ut atrum ; 
tune candor non patietur introeuntes colores 
synceros perseverare, sed permixtione sui 
faciet interpolatos. Chalcid. in Tim. Com. 
p. 434. 

Hence we see the propriety of those de- 
scriptions which make the primary matter 
to be “void of body, of quality, of bulk, of 
figure,” &c.: doduaros, &rowos, aueyeOns, 
doxnudtioros, &puoppos, kK. T. A. 

Y So strange a being is it, and so little 
comprehensible to common ideas, that the 
Greeks had no name for it in their language, 
until An came to be adopted as the proper 
word, which was at first only assumed by 

way of metaphor, from signifying “ timber” 
or “ wood,” the common materials in many 
works of art. Hence it was that Ocellus, 
Timzeus, and Plato employ various words, 
and all of them after the same metaphorical 
manner, when they would express the na- 
ture of this mysterious being. Ocellus calls 
it, mavdexeés Kab exuaryeiov THs yevérews, 
“the universal recipient, and impression of 
things generated,” as wax receives impres- 
sions from various seals. Timzeus uses the 
word &Aa in the Doric dialect, and explains 
it (like Ocellus) by éxuaryeZov, to which he 
adds the appellations of warépa kal TiOdvay, 
“mother and nurse.” Plato calls it, first, 
mdons yevérews trodoxhy, oiov TiOhvny, 
“the receptacle of all generation, as its 
nurse ;” then, rayrds aicOntod unrépa Kat 
brodox}v, “the mother and receptacle of 
every sensible object.” Gale’s Opuse. My- 
tholog. p. 516. 544. Platon. Tim. p. 47. 
51. edit. Serr. See Hermes, p. 205, note e, 

Aristotle also observes, consistently with 
one of the above expressions, 4) mev ya 
drouévouca, cuvaitia TH mopon TOV jieik: 
vv early, domep unrnp: “that the matter, 
by remaining, is in concurrence with the 
form, a cause of things generated, under 
the character of a mother.” Phys, 1. i. ¢. 9. 
p- 22. edit. Sylb. 
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We gain a glimpse of it by abstraction, when we say that the 
first matter is not the lineaments and complexion, which make 
the beautiful face; nor yet the flesh and blood, which make 
those lineaments, and that complexion; nor yet the liquid and 
solid aliments, which make that flesh and blood; nor yet the 
simple bodies of earth and water, which make those various ali- 
ments; but something which, being below all these, and sup- 
porting them all, is yet different from them all, and essential to 
their existence.” 

We obtain a sight of it by analogy, when we say, that as is 
the brass to the statue, the marble to the pillar, the timber to 
the ship, or any one secondary matter to any one peculiar form ; 
so is the first and original matter to all forms in general.’ 

* Abstraction appears to have been used 
by Plato: Aid thy rod yeyovdros dpatod 
Kal mayrds aic@nrod unrépa Kat brodoxhv 
MATE yhy, unre dépa, unre wip, unre B5wp 
Aéywuev, phre boa ex TovTwr, uhte e dv 
Tavra yéyovev’ GAN adparoy eldds Ti Kal 
&moppov, wavdexés* petadauBdvoy Sé aro- 
potard 3n Tod vonTod, kal SucaAwTdraTtov 
avrd A€yovTes, od Wevoducda: “Let us 
therefore say, that the mother and recep- 
tacle of every visible, nay, of every sensible 
production, is neither earth, nor air, nor 
fire, nor water, nor any of the things which 
arise out of these, nor out of which these 
arise, but a certain invisible and formless 
being, the universal recipient ; concerning 
which being, if we say it is in a very 
dubious way intelligible, and something 
most hard to be apprehended, we shall not 
speak a falsehood.” Plat. Tim. p. 51. edit. 
Serr. 

Thus Chalcidius: Sublatis quze sunt sin- 
gulis, quod solum remanet, ipsum esse, quod 
queritur. In Tim. Com. p. 371. 

* The method of reasoning on this sub- 
ject by analogy was used by Aristotle. “H 
® sroxemevn tots emery) Kata dvado- 
ylav’ @s yap mpbs aydpidyta xadnds, 7) 
mpos kAlyny EvAov, 2} mpds TaV BAAwY Tt 
Tav éxdvtwv popphy 7 An Kal Td &uoppov 
éxet, mply AaBely Thy mopphy’ obtws airy 
mpos ovolay éxet, kal To Td5e TI, Kad Td dv. 
Phys. 1. i. c. 7. p. 20. edit. Sylb. “The sub- 
ject, nature, (that is, the primary matter,) 
is knowable in the way of analogy: for as 
is the brass to the statue, the timber to 
the bed, or the immediate and formless 
material to any of those things which have 
form before it assumes that form, so is 
this [general and primary] matter to sub- 
stance, and to each particular thing. and to 
each particular being.” 

Not that Aristotle rejected the argument 
from abstraction. Aéyw 3 bAny 4 Kal? ad- 
Thy whre Tl, wiTE woody, unTe AAO undéey 
ois Spiora 7d bv’ tore ydp TL, Ka? of 

Karnyopetrat TovTwy Exacroy, @ Td elvat 
érepov, kal Tay KaTnyopiav éExdorn: “I 
mean, by matter, that which of itself is not 
denominated either this particular sub- 
stance, or that particular quantity, or any 
other of those attributes, by which being is 
characterized. It is indeed that, of which 
each one of these is predicated, and which 
has an essence different from every one 
of the predicaments.” Metaph. Z. p. 106. 
edit. Sylb. 

And here we may observe, that as ab- 
straction and analogy are the two methods 
by which this strange being (as it has been 
called) was. investigated by the ancient 
philosophers, so for that reason Timeus 
tells us, that it was made known to us, 
Aoyioug vd0~, “ by a spurious kind of rea- 
soning,” p. 545. Plato says the same, 
only he is more full. Matter, according to 
him, was per’ dvaic@nolas amrrdy, Aoyioue 
Twi vd0~ wdyis mordy: “Something tan- 
gible without sensation, something hard to 
be believed, and that by means of a spu- 
rious kind of reasoning.” Tim. Plat. p. 52. 
edit. Serr. 

This spurious reasoning is explained by 
Timzeus, who says, that matter is so com- 
prehended, tG whxw kat’ edOvwplay voei- 
o@a, “ by its not being understood in a di- 
rect way, but only obliquely, and by im- 
plication.” Opusc. Myth. Gale, p. 545. 

As to the being “ tangible without sensa- 
tion,” this means, that though it be an es- 
sential to body, which appears to make it 
tangible, yet the abstraction makes it stand 
under the same character to the touch, as 
darkness stands to the sight, silence to the 
hearing ; we cannot be said to see the one, 
nor to hear the other; and yet without 
the help of those two senses we could have 
no comprehension of those two negations, 
or, perhaps more properly, those two sensi- 
ble privations. 

Both Timzus and Plato drop expressions, 
as if they considered matter to be place. 
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And here, if a digression may be permitted, let us reflect for 
a moment on the character of old Proteus. 

Omnia transformat sese in miracula rerum, 
Ignemque, horribilemque feram, fluviumque liquentem, 

thus, before him, Homer; Thus Virgil : 

Georg. iv. 

Tdvra dé yeyvopuevos weiphoetat, bo0° emt “yatay 
‘Epmera& yivoyrat, kat Sdwp, Kal Oeomdats Trip. *Odure, A. 417. 

“ Made into all things, all he'll try ; become 
Each living thing, that creeps on earth ; will glide 
A liquid stream, or blaze a flaming fire. ™b 

What wonder, if this smgular deity suggests to us that singular 
being, which we have been just attempting to describe? The 
allegory was too obvious to escape the writers of any age, and 
there are many, we find, by whom it has been adopted.° 

Timeeus calls it réwos and xdépa; Plato 
calls it x@pa and €dpa, Opusc, Myth. p. 
544. Plat. Tim, p. 52. 

Chalcidius elegantly shews, how in this 
negative manner it attends all the predica- 
ments, and serves for a support to each. 
Essentia est, ut opinor, cum eam species, 
&e. See Com, in. Tim. p. 438, 

b To the poets here quoted may be 
added, Horace Sat. lib, ii, s, 3. v. 73. 
Oyid. Metam. viii. 730. 

That great parent of mythology as well 
as poetry, Homer, not only informs us con- 
cerning Proteus, but concerning his daughter 
Eidothea, who discovered her father’s abode. 
We shall perceive in the explanations 

which follow, how this fable applies itself 
to the subject of the present chapter. 

¢ “Some,” says Eustathius, when he com- 
ments the passage above cited from Homer, 
hold “ Proteus to be that original matter, 
which is the receptacle of forms ; that, which 

being in actuality no one of these forms, is 
yet in capacity all of them ; which Pro- 
teus (they add) Eidothea, his daughter, is 
elegantly said to discover, by leading him 
forth out of capacity into actuality ; that 
is, she is that principle of motion which 
contrives to make him rush into form, and 
be moved and actuated.” 

Heraclides Ponticus, having adopted the 
same method of explaining, subjoins: “That 
hence it was with good reason, that the 
formless matter was called Proteus; and 
that providence, which modified each being 
with its peculiar form and character, was 

called Eidothea.” 
The words of Eustathius, in the original, 

are—TIpwr ea Thy pwr d-yovov elvan vAny, 
THY Tay €idav dexada, THY evepyeia wey 
oboay pndey Tav cidiv, Suvduer de 7a 
ndvra—o 8h Tpwréa Karas A€yerat 7 
Eido0éa expaivew, Sia tis ee rod Suvdue 
eis Ti evépyciay mpoaywyns iyyouv 7 

Kivnots, 7 €is cidos Oe abrov, kal Kuvet- 
cla unxavwpern. Busta’ in Hom. Odyss, 
p. 177. edit. Basil. 
We shall only remark, as we proceed, 

that the etymology here given of Eidothea, 
eis eldos Oée.v, “to rush into form,” is in- 
vented, like many other ancient etymologies, 
more to explain the word philosophically, 
than to give us its real origin. It is, per- 
haps, more profitable, though not equally 
critical, to etymologize after this manner ; 
and such appears to have been the common 
practice of Plato, Aristotle, and the Stoics. 

The words of Heraclides are—Qore n- 
Aoyov, Thy pmev %uoppov bAnv Tpwréa, ka- 
AcicOat, Tv 8 cidwAoTwAacThcacay Exaora 
Tipdévo.ay Eido0eav. Heraclid, Pontic. p.490. 
Gale’s Opusc. Mythog. 8vo, 

To these Greeks may be subjoined a re- 
spectable countryman of our own, 

Lord Verulam tells us of Proteus, that 
he had his herd of seals, or sea-calves ; 
that these it was his custom every day to 
tell over, and then to retire into a cavern, 

and repose himself. Of this we read the 
following explanation: “ That under the 
person of Proteus is signified matter, the 
most ancient of all things, next to the 

Deity ; that the herd of Proteus was no- 
thing else, than the ordinary species of ani- 
mals, plants, and metals, into which matter 
appears to diffuse, and, as it were, to con- 
sume itself; so that after it has formed 
and finished those several species, (its task 
being in a manner complete,) it appears to 
sleep and be at rest, nor to labour at, at- 
tempt, or prepare any species further.” De 
Sapientia Vet. c. 13. 

The author’s own words are, Sub Protei 
enim persona materia significatur, omnium 
rerum post Deum antiquissima, Pecus au- 
tem, sive grex Protei non aliud videtur 
esse, quam species ordinariz animalium, 
plantarum, metallorum, in quibus materia 
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CHAPTER V. 

CONCERNING FORM—-AN IMPERFECT DESCRIPTION OF IT. PRIMARY 
FORMS, UNITED WITH MATTER, MAKE BODY. BODY MATHEMATICAL 

——BODY PHYSICAL——HOW THEY DIFFER. ESSENTIAL FORMS. TRANS- 

ITION TO FORMS OF A CHARACTER SUPERIOR TO THE PASSIVE AND 

ELEMENTARY. 

Form is that elementary constituent in every composite sub- 
stance, by which it is distinguished and characterized, and 
known from every other.* But to be more explicit. 

The first and most simple of all extensions is a line. This, 
when it exists united with a second extension, makes a super- 
ficies; and these two, existing together with a third, make a 
solid. Now this last and complete extension we call the first 
and simplest form; and when this first and simplest form ac- 
cedes to the first and simplest matter, the union of the two pro- 
duces body, which is for that reason defined to be ‘ matter triply 
extended.” 
body.° 

videtur se diffundere, et quasi consumere ; 
adeo ut, postquam istas species effinxerit, 
et absolverit, (tanquam penso completo,) 
dormire et quiescere videatur, nec alias am- 
plius species moliri, tentare, aut parare. 

4 See the first note in the preceding 
chapter, and page 275. 

€ Original body, when we look down- 
wards, has reference to the primary matter, 
its substratum ; when we look upwards, 
becomes itself a #Ay, or “matter to other 
things ;” to the elements, as commonly 
called air, earth, water, &c.; and in conse- 
quence to all the variety of natural pro- 
ductions. 

Hence it is, that Ammonius, speaking of 
the first matter, says, arn obv, etoyrw- 
Oeion KaTd Tas Tpeis SiaoTdoeis, Tore? Td 
devrepoy Hmrowv caua: “ this [that is, the 
first matter] being embulked with three 
extensions, makes the second matter or 
subject, that is to say, body void of quality. 

After having shewn how natural qualities 
and attributes stood in need of such a sub- 
ject for their existence, he adds, (which is 
worth remarking,) odx 87: Hv more évep- 
yela 7 An aodparos, ) cGpa kroioy, AAA 
Thy ebTaKTov Tav byTwY yéver Bewpodr- 
Tes pauev, TH emwolg Siaipodyres Tadra, 
T% TH pice axdpiora: “not that there 
ever was in actuality either matter without 
body, or body without quality; but we say 

_ 80, as we contemplate the well ordered 

And thus we behold the rise of pure and original 

generation of things, dividing those things 
in imagination, which are by nature inse- 
parable.” Ammon. in Preed. p. 62. 

Suvexts piv ody éort Td diaiperdoy eis 
del Siaiperd* cOua St, rd wdvrn Siaiperdy’ 
MeyéBous St, Td ev ep’ ey, ypayuh 7d ® 
ém) S00, émimedov’ Td & em) rpia, coua’ 
kal mapa TavTa ok ~oTw &AAO méyeOos, 
dia Td TH pla mdyta eivat, Kal 7d Tpls 
mdvrn : “ Continuous is that, which is di- 
visible into parts infinitely divisible ; body 
is that which is every way divisible. Of 
extensions, that which is divisible one way, 
is a line ; that which is divisible two ways, 
is a superficies; that which is divisible 
three ways, is body; and besides these 
there is no other extension, because three ~ 
are all, and thrice [divisible] is every way 
[divisible.] Aristot. de Ceelo, 1. i. ¢. 1. 

In support of this last idea, (that the 
term three implies all,) Aristotle refers to 
the common practice of his own language— 
Ta wey yap Svo dupa Aéyouer, Kal Tods 
5v0 duporepous, ravTa 8 ov Aéyomev* GAAS 
kata Tay Tpiav TabTny Thy mpoonyoplay 
gauevy mpatrov: “We call (says he) two 
things, or two persons, both ; but we do not 
call them ai/; it is with regard to three that 
we first apply this appellation,” (viz. the 
appellation of ald.) Arist. in loc. 

This is true likewise in Latin; and is 
true also in English. Even the vulgar, 
with us, would be surprised were they te 

ro 
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It must be remembered, however, that body under this cha- 
racter is something indefinite and vague, and scarcely to be 
made an object of scientific contemplation. It is necessary to 
this end, that its extension should be bounded; for as yet we 
have treated it without such regard. Now the bound or limit 
of simple body is figure; and thus it is that figure, with regard 
to body, becomes the next form after extension. 

In body thus bounded by figure, every other of its attributes 
being abstracted and withdrawn, we behold that species of body 
called body mathematical; a name so given it, because the 
mathematician, as such, considers no other attributes of body, 
except it be these two primary, its extension and its figure.‘ 

But though the bounding of body by figure is one step towards 
rendering it more definite and knowable, yet is not this suffi- 
cient for the purposes of nature. It is necessary here, that not 
only its external should be duly bounded, but that a suitable 
regard should be likewise had to its internal. This internal 
adjustment, disposition, or arrangement, (denominate it as you 
please,) is called organization, and may be considered as the 
third form, which appertains to body. By its accession we 
behold the rise of body physical or natural, for every such body 
is some way or other organized. 

And thus may we affirm that these three, that is to say, 
extension, figure, and organization, are the three original forms 
to body physical or natural; figure having respect to its external, 
organization to its internal, and extension being common both 
to one and to the other. It is more than probable, that from the 
variation in these universal, and, as I may say, primary forms, 
arise most of those secondary forms usually called qualities 
sensible, because they are the proper objects of our several sensa- 
tions. Such are roughness and smoothness, hardness and soft- 
ness, the tribes of colours, savours and odours, not to mention 
those powers of character more subtle, the powers electric, mag- 
netic, medicinal, &e. 

Here therefore we may answer the question, how natural 
bodies are distinguished. Not asingle one among them consists 

hear any one say, Give me ail two, instead 
of Give me both. 

For the grammatical idea of both, see 
Hermes, p. 182, 

The French, by a strange solecism, say 
tous deux ; a fault which we should not ex- 
pect in an elegant language, corrected and 
refined by so many able writers. 

See next page. 
f In body mathematical all qualities being 

abstracted but figure and extension, we may 
hence perceive the reason why the con- 
templation of such body (which contempla- 
tion makes so large a part of the mathe- 

matical sciences) is more accurate and cer- 
tain than that of any other body. It is, 
because of all bodies, mathematical body 
has the fewest, the most obvious, and the 
most precise attributes. 

Hence, too, we may perceive the differ- 
ence between a mathematician and a na- 
tural philosopher. They differ as their sub- 
jects differ; as the subject of the first is 
simple, of the last is complicated; as the 
attributes of mathematical body are few and 
known, of physical body are unknown and 
infinite. Vid, Arist. Phys, 1. ii. ¢, 2. 
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of materials in chaos, but of materials wrought up after the 
most exquisite manner, and that conspicuous in their organiza- 
tion,® or in their figure, or in both. 

As therefore every natural body is distinguished by the dif- 
ferences just described ; and as these differences have nothing to 
do with the original matter, which being everywhere similar, 
can afford no distinctions at all: may we not hence infer the 
expediency of essential forms, that every natural substance may be 
essentially characterized? It is with deference to my contem- 
poraries, that I surmise this assertion. I speak perhaps of 
spectres, as shocking to some philosophers, as those were to 
/Eneas, which he met in his way to hell: 

Terribiles visu formee. 

Yet we hope to make our peace, by declaring it our opinion, 
that we by no means think these forms se/f-existent; things 
which matter may slip off, and fairly leave to themselves, 

Ut veteres ponunt tunicas estate cicada. Luer. iv. 56. 

They rather mean something, which, though differing from 
matter, can yet never subsist without it;" something, which, 
united with it, helps to produce every composite being; that is 
to say, in other words, every natural substance in the visible 
world. 

It must be remembered however (as we have said before) 
that it is the form in this union, which is the source of all dis- 
tinction.' It is by this, that the ox is distinguished from the 
horse, not by that grass on which they subsist, the common 
matter to both. To which also may be added, that as figures 
and sensible qualities are the only objects of our sensations, and 
these all are parts of natural form ; so therefore (contrary to the 

& Nowhere, perhaps, is the force of or- 
ganization more conspicuous, than when we 
perceive different grafts, upon the same 
tree, to produce different species of fruit. 

h Matter and attribute are essentially dis- 
tinct ; yet, like convex and concave, they 
are by nature inseparable. 
We have already spoken as to the in- 

separability of attributes: we now speak as 
to that of matter. 

“Huets 8€ dauty bAnv td TGY Toudtey 
Tov aicOnrav* GAA TabTHY oO} XwpioT}y, 
GAN Gel wet evayTidcews : “ We say, there 
is a certain matter belonging to all bodies, 
the objects of sense ; a matter, not sepa- 
rable, but ever existing with some contra- 
riety. : 

Soon after: "Apxhy wey kal mpdrny brro- 
Geuévous clvar Thy BAny, Thy axdpioTor 
bev, droKemévny 5t rots évaytlois : “ First, 
and for a principle, we lay down matter, 
which is inseparable from the contraries, 

and is their subject, or substratum. Arist. 
de Gen. et Corr. lib. ii. p. 34, 35. edit 
Sylb. ; 
By contraries, in this place, he means the 

several attributes of matter, such as hot 
and cold, black and white, moist and dry, 
&c., which are all of them contrary one to 
the other, from some or other of which 
matter is always inseparable. 

See note the second of this chapter. It 
is a uniform position in the physics of the 
old Peripatetics, 87: axdpiora Ta wdOn, 
“ that the affections [of body ] are inseparable 
from it.” See Arist. Phys. 1. i. It is one 
thing to be a cube, another thing to be iron, 
or silver, or wood, or ivory. The cube is 
most evidently and certainly no one of 
these, yet is it absurd and impossible to 
suppose the cube should ever exist without 
one of these, or something similar to support 

it. See before, page 271. 
i Pages 267, 273. 

T 2 
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sentiment of the vulgar, who dream of nothing but of matter,) it 
is form which is in truth the whole, that we either hear, see, or 
feel; nor is mere matter any thing better, than an obscure 
imperfect being, knowable only to the reasoning faculty by the 
two methods already explained, I mean that of analogy, and 
that of abstraction. 

Here therefore we conclude with respect to sensible forms; 
that is to say, forms immerged in matter, and ever inseparable 
from it. In these and matter we place the elements of natural 
substance,' and thus finish the first part of the inquiry we 
proposed. | 
We are now to engage in speculations of another kind, and 

from the elements of natural substance to inquire after its effi- 
cient cause;™ that is to say, that cause which associates those 
elements, and which employs them, when associated, according 
to their various and peculiar characters. 

CHAPTER VI. 

CONCERNING FORM, CONSIDERED AS AN EFFICIENT ANIMATING PRIN- 

CIPLE. HARMONY IN NATURE BETWEEN THE LIVING AND THE 

LIFELESS. OVID, A PHILOSOPHICAL POET. FURTHER DESCRIPTION OF 

THE ANIMATING PRINCIPLE FROM ITS OPERATIONS, ENERGIES, AND — 

EFFECTS. VIRGIL. THE ACTIVE AND THE PASSIVE PRINCIPLE RUN 

THROUGH THE UNIVERSE. MIND, REGION OF FORMS. CORPOREAL 

CONNECTIONS, WHERE NECESSARY, WHERE OBSTRUCTIVE. MEANS 

AND ENDS—THEIR DIFFERENT PRECEDENCE ACCORDING TO DIFFERENT 

SYSTEMS——-EMPEDOCLES, LUCRETIUS, PRIOR, GALEN, CICERO, ARISTOTLE, 

ETC, PROVIDENCE. 

Ler us suppose an artificial substance, for example a musical 
pipe, and let us suppose to this pipe the art of the piper to be 

K See before, p. 271. three. Thus, in his Metaphysics, he tells 
1 Elements are 7& évumdpxovta atria, us, dt apxal eiot Tpels, Td €idos, Kal 

“ the inherent,” or (if I may use the ex- orépnois nal 4 &An, “ that the form, the 
pression) “‘the in-existing causes,” such as 
matter and form, of which we have been 
treating. There are other causes, such as 
the tribe of efficient causes, which cannot be 
called elements, because they make no part 
of the substances which they generate or 
produce. Thus the statuary is no part of 
his statue; the painter, of his picture. 
Hence it appears, that all elements are 
causes ; but not all causes, elements. 

m Aristotle having reduced his three prin- 
ciples of natural productions to two, which 
two we have treated in this and the pre- 
ceding chapter, adheres not so strictly to 
this reduction, but that he still admits the 

privation, and the matter, are three prin- 
ciples.” He calls them elements, because 
they have no existence, but in the substance 
to which they belong. To these he adds 
the efficient cause, which as it exists exter- 
nally, that is, without the subject, he will 
not for that reason allow to be an element. 
Hence he observes, dare orotxeia pev 
tpla, aitias 5¢ Kal apxat récoapes, “ that 
the elements were three; the causes and 
principles were four.” His instances are, 
health, the form; disease, the privation; 
the human body, the subject. In these three 
causes we have the elements: add to these 
causes the fourth, that is, the efficient, the 
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united, not separated as now, but vitally united, so that the 
ipe by its own election might play whenever it pleased. 
ould not this union render it a kind of living being, where 

the art would be an active principle, the pipe a passive, both 
reciprocally fitted for the purposes of each other? And what, 
if instead of the piper’s art, we were to substitute that of the 
harper? Would this new union also be natural like the former ? 
Or would not rather the inaptitude of the constituents prevent 
any union at all? It certainly would prevent it, and all melody 
consequent ; so that we could now by no analogy consider the 
pipe as animated. 

It is in these and other arts, considered as efficient habits, we 
gain a glimpse of those forms, which characterize not by visible 
qualities, but by their fespective powers, their operations and 
their energies. As is the piper’s art to the pipe, the harper’s to 
the harp, so is the soul of the lion to the body leonine, the soul 
of man to the body human; because in neither case it is possible 
to commute or make an exchange, without subverting the very 
end and constitution of the animal.” 

And thus are we arrived at a new order of forms, the tribe of 
animating principles ;° for there is nothing which distinguishes 
so eminently as these; and it is on the power of distinction that 
we rest the very essence of form. 

It is here we view form in a higher and nobler light, than in 
that of a passive elementary constituent, a mere inactive and 
sensible attribute. It is here it assumes the dignity of a living 
motive power, of a power destined by its nature to use, and not 
be used. It is to the diversity of powers in these animating 
forms, that the diversity of the organizations in the corporeal 
world has reference. That strong and nervous leg, so well 
armed with tearing fangs, how perfectly is it correspondent to 
the fierce instincts of the lion? Had it been adorned, like the 
human arm, with fingers instead of fangs, the natural energies 

as if a person was to say, the carpenter’s art of medicine ; and then we have the four 
art might enter into a musician’s pipe : now causes required. Again, call the plan of 

the house, the form; the previous want of 
order, the privation; the bricks, the mate- 
rials; add to these the fourth cause, the 
architect’s art, and again we have the four 
causes required. Metaph. A. p. 198, 199. 
edit. Sylb. 

It is this efficient cause, that will make 
the subject of the following chapter. 

" See Arist. de An. Li. c. 3. p. 13. edit. 
Sylb. 

The Stagirite uses upon this occasion the 
following similitude : mapamAho.ov yap Aé 
youow, Somep ef Tis hain Thy TexToViKhy 
eis abAous evdverOar' def yap Thy wev TexVHY 
xpHaba Trois dpydvois, THY BE Wuxhy TE 
cépmatt: “They [who adopt the notion of 
placing any soul in any body] talk the same’ 

it is necessary that every art should use its 
proper instruments, and every soul its proper 
body. 

° Alexander Aphrodisiensis has an ex- 
press dissertation to prove, $71 eldos ) Wuxn, 
“that the soul is a form.” Alex. p. 124. 
B. edit. Ald. Ven. 1534. It was so called, 
not with the least view to its having a 
figure, as if, for example, it were a spherical 
body, but because it was able not only by 
its perceptive powers to secrete forms, but 
by its productive powers to impart them ; 
whence, being considered as full of them, it 
was elegantly described to be rémos etdwv, 
“ the region of forms.” Arist. de Anim, 1, 
iii. c. 4. See also 1. ii. c. 1. 

See Hermes, p. 205, 6, 7, note «. 
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of a lion had been all of them defeated. That more delicate 
structure of an arm, terminating in fingers so nicely diversified, 
how perfectly does it correspond to the pregnant invention of 
the human soul? Had these fingers been fangs, what had 
become of poor art, that by her operations procures us so many 
elegancies and utilities? It is here we behold the harmony 
between the visible world and the invisible, between the passive 
and the active, between the lifeless and the living. The whole 
variety in bodies, as well natural as artificial, is solely referable 
to the previous variety in these their animating forms. It is 
for the sake of these they exist; it is by these they are em- 
ployed; and without them they would be as useless as the shoe 
without the foot. 

It was perhaps owing to this use of the word form, in order 
to denote an animating principle, that the poet Ovid (who 
appears by his works not unacquainted with philosophy) opens 
his Metamorphosis with those lines, so perplexing to his com- 
mentators: 

In nova fert animus mutatas dicere formas 

Corpora. 

‘“‘ My mind (says he) carries me to tell of forms changed into 
new bodies ;” not of bodies changed into new forms, but of forms, 
that is to say, souls, transferred into new bodies. The bodies, it 
seems, were new, but the souls or forms remained the same, of 
which throughout his work we have perpetual testimony. Thus, 
when he speaks of Callisto, 

Mens antiqua tamen facta quoque mansit in ursa. Metam. ii. 485. 

Of Arachne, 
Antiquas exercet Aranea telas. Ibid. vi. 145, 

Of the ants that became men, 

Mores, quos ante gerebant, 

Nune quoque habent ; parcumque genus, patiensque laborum. _ Ibid. vii. 656. 

And so in many other places,’ which those who favour this con- 
jecture may easily discover. 

As nothing can become known by that which it has not, so it 
would be absurd to attempt describing these animating forms by 
any visible or other qualities, the proper objects of our sensations. 
The sculptor’s art is not figure, but it is that through which 
figure is imparted to something else. The harper’s art is not 
sound, but it is that through which sounds are called forth from 
something else. They are of themselves no objects either of the 
ear or of the eye; but their nature or character is understood in 
this, that were they never to exert their proper energies on their 

P Ovid appears by these quotations to be transferred from one body into another, 
have used the word forma, when he opens was Pythagorean, but which the Peripa- 
his poem, in a sense truly philosophical. tetics rejected from the reasons above al- 
His doctrine, that this form or soul might leged, in the first note of this chapter. 

a re 
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proper subjects, the marble would remain for ever shapeless, the 
harp would remain for ever silent.‘ 

It is the same in natural beings."” The animating form of a 
natural body is neither its organization, nor its figure, nor any 
other of those inferior forms which make up the system of its 
visible qualities; but it is the power which, not being that or- 
ganization, nor that figure, nor those qualities, is yet able to 
-produce, to preserve, and to employ them. It is, therefore, the 
power which first moves, and then conducts that latent process, 
by which the acorn becomes an oak, the embryo becomes a man. 
It is the power, by which the aliment of plants and animals is 
digested, and by such digestion transformed into a part of them- 
selves. It is the power, as oft as the body is either mutilated or 
sick, that cooperates with the medicine in effecting the cure. It 
is the power, which departing, the body ceases to live, and the 
members soon pass into putrefaction and decay. 

Further still, as putrefaction and decay will necessarily come, 
and nature would be at an end, were she not maintained by a 
supply; it is therefore the power that enables every being to 
produce another like itself, the lion to produce a lion, the oak to 
produce an oak; so that, while individuals perish, the species 
still remains, and the corruptible, as far as may be, partakes of 
the eternal and divine.® 

1 See Maximus Tyrius, Diss. i. who elo- 
quently applies this reasoning to the Su- 
preme Being, the Divine Artist of the uni- 
verse: Ei 58 nal viv Hdn padeiy épas thy 
éxelvov piaw, Tas Tis abthy Sinyhontat; 
Kaddy pty yap elvar toy Ody, Kal Tov 
Kadhav Td pav@Tatov’ GAN od cama Kadrdy, 
GAN’ Ber Kal TE odpati emippet Td KdAAOS* 
ovdt Aeiudy Kars, GAA’ BOev Kad 5 Acyudv 
Kadds* Kad moTapod KdAAos, kal Oaddrrns, 
Kal ovpavod, kal Tay év oipaye Oedy, way 
Td KddAOS TOTO exer fet, oiov ex ws 
Gevvdov Kal axnpdrov' Kaldcov abrod 
Meréoxev Exacta, Kara, xa édpaia, Kab 
cw(dueva’ Kal Kabdcov abrod amodelreral, 
aicxpa, Kal diardvdueva, Kal POeipdueva: 
“But if even now you wish to learn the 
nature of this Sovereign Being, after what 
manner shall any one be able to explain it? 
Divinity itself is surely beauteous, and of 
all beauties,” &c. &e. 

Those who choose to see the remaining 
part of this elegant original, elegantly trans- 
lated, may find it in the second volume of 
Lord Shaftesbury’s Characteristics, p. 295. 

* Here an attempt is made to explain 
the three great principles of the soul, an- 
ciently called 7d vonrindy, Td aicOnrtixdy, 
7 Operrixdy, “ the intellective, the sensi- 
tive, and the nutritive.” The nutritive is 
treated first, then the sensitive, then the 
intellective. 

See below, note ¢, on the word intellective, 
p- 280. 

s “ This eternal and divine is what,” as 
Aristotle says, “all beings desire, and for 
the sake of which they act whatever they 
act agreeably to nature.” TIdyra yap éxel- 
vou (scil. Tod det nal Tod Oclov) dpéyerat, 
Kaelvou evexa mpdrre boa Kata iow 
mparret. De Anim. L ii. ¢. 4. p. 28. edit. 
Sylb. 

Immediately afterwards he subjoins the 
following remarkable passage, by which he 
appears to refer the whole system of natural 
production or generation to that one great 
principle: *Emet ody kowwyeiy &duvare? Tod 
ae) Kal Tod Oclov TH cuvexela, Sid 7d wndev 
evdexer0a Tav POaptay 7d adTd Kal ev 
&p0ug Siapevew, 7 peréxew Stvata Exa- 
oTov, Tav’Tn Kowwvel, TO wey MaAdAOY, Tb 
di Arrov* Kat Siapéver ode adTd, GAN olov 
avd dpiOue pty obx ev, elder Bt Ev: “ In- 
asmuch, therefore, as these beings (meaning 
the subordinate and inferior) cannot par- 
ticipate of the eternal and the divine in 
uninterrupted continuity, from its being im- 
possible that any thing perishable and tran- 
sient should remain the same and one nu- 
merically ; hence it follows, that as far as 
each is capable of sharing it, so far it parti- 
cipates, one thing in a greater degree, and 
another in a less; and that each thing re- 

mains not precisely the same, but as it were 
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‘In all the energies here enumerated, it extends through ve- 
getables as well as animals. But with animals, taken apart, it is 
that higher active faculty, which, by employing the organs of 
sense, peculiar to them as animals, distinguishes them, as beings 
sensitive, from vegetables and plants. Further than this, with 
man alone above the rest it is that still superior and more noble 
faculty, which, by its own divine vigour, unassisted perhaps with 
organs, makes and denominates him a being intellective and 
rational.‘ 

And so much for the description of those forms, which, being 
purely invisible, and (it may be said) totally insensible, are no 
otherwise to be known, consciousness alone excepted, than by 
sensible operations and energies," perceived in things corporeal. 

As in their very essence they imply activity, as much as 
matter, upon which they operate, implies passivity; hence in 
every natural composite we may discern the influence of two 

the same, not numerically one, but one in 
species.” 

To this Virgil alludes, 
At genus immortale manet. Georg. iv. 

See Plat. Conviv. p. 1197. C. edit. Fic. 
t Téy 5 Suvducwy Tis Wuxijs ai AexOer- 

oo ToIs pey evumdpxovor Taga, KabdmeEp 
elmouer, Tots dé Tives abTay, évios 5E pia 
pévn: “ As to the powers of the soul here 
described, they exist all of them in some 
beings ; some of them only in other beings ; 
and in some beings only one of them.” 
Arist. de An. 1. ii. ¢. 3. p. 26. edit. Sylb. 
That is to say, man possesses all; brutes 
possess some ; plants, one only. Man has 
the vegetative, the sensitive, and the intel- 
lective faculty ; brutes only the vegetative 
and the sensitive; plants, the vegetative 
alone. 

See soon after, p. 28, “Avev wey yap Tod 
Opewriod, K. T. A. 

Ideoque ob consortium corporis est inter 
homines, bestiasque, et ceetera vita carentia, 
societas communioque corporeorum proven- 
tuum. Siquidem nasci, nutriri, crescere 
commune est hominibus cum ceteris ; sen- 
tire vero et appetere, commune demum ho- 
minibus et mutis tantum, et ratione ca- 
rentibus animalibus. Cupiditas porro atque 
iracundia vel agrestium vel mansuetorum, 
appetitus irrationabilis est: hominis vero, 
cujus est proprium rationi mentem appli- 
care, rationabilis: ratiocinandi enim atque 
intelligendi, sciendique verum appetitus pro- 
prius est hominis, quia a cupiditate atque 
iracundia plurimum distat. Illa quippe 
etiam in mutis animalibus, et multo quidem 
acriora, cernuntur: rationis autem perfectio 
et intellectus, propria Dei et hominis tan- 
tum. Chalcid. in Plat. Tim. p. 345. edit. 
Fabric. 

" See the passage just before quoted from 

Maximus Tyrius. Nothing can be of greater 
importance than a due attention to this 
distinction ; I mean, the distinction between 
effects and causes ; between effects which 
are visible, and causes which are invisible ; 
between effects, the natural objects of all 
our sensations ; and causes, which are ob- 
jects of no sensation at all. 

It is with reference to this distinction 
that Cyrus is made to reason in his last 
moments by Xenophon, his philosophical 
historian, who thus desctibes him addressing 
his children: Ov yap 8Shwov TovTd ye 
capes Soxeire cidévat, os ovdtv Ecomat eyw 
ért, émeidav Tod dvOpwrivov Biov TEeA«Ev- 
Thaw ovde yap viv Ta Thy ¥ euhy Wx 
ewptire, GAA’ ols Siempdrrero, TovTos 
avThy ws ovoay KaTepwptire. Thus ex- 
cellently translated by my honourable rela- 
tion, Mr. Ashley: “ You ought not to ima- 
gine you certainly know, that, after I have 
closed the period of human life, I shall no 
longer exist. For neither do you now see 
my soul; but you conclude from its opera- 
tions, that it does exist.” Cyropedia, 
1, viii. 

Cicero has translated the same passage 
with great elegance, but in a manner less 
strict, less confined to the original : 

Nolite arbitrari, O mihi carissimi filii, 
me, cum a vobis discessero, nusquam aut 
nullum fere ; nec enim, dum eram vobiscum, 
animum meum videbatis, sed cum esset in 
hoc corpore, ex iis rebus, quas gerebam, in- 
telligebatis: eundem igitur esse creditote, 
etiamsi nullum vibebitis. De Senect. c. 22. 

Nothing is more certain than that many 
things, which have no sensible qualities, 
may be described accurately, and compre- 
hended adequately, by their energies and 
operations upon sensible objects. 
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such principles, while, under different proportions, and in different 
degrees, the active enlivens the passive, and the passive depresses 
the active. 

It is to this that Virgil nobly alludes, when he tells us, that 
to every enlivened substance, every animated being, there was 
something appertaining of ethereal vigour and heavenly origin, 
as far forth as not retarded by its mortal and earthly members. 

Igneus est ollis vigor, et ccelestis origo 
Seminibus, quantum nos noxia corpora tardant, 
Terrenique hebetant artus, moribundaque membra. JEn. Vi. 

Could we penetrate that mist, which hides so much from 
human eyes, and follow these composites to their different and 
original principles, we might gain, perhaps, a glimpse of two 
objects worth contemplating; of that which is first, and that 
which is last, in the general order of being; of pure energy in 
the Supreme Mind, the first mover of all efficients; of pure 
passivity in the lowest matter, the ultimate basis of all subjects.* 

But lest these should be esteemed speculations rather foreign, 
it is sufficient to mark the analogy between things natural and 
artificial; how, that as there are no forms of art which did not 
pre-exist in the mind of man, so are there no forms of nature 
which did not pre-exist in the mind of God. It is through this 
we comprehend, how mind or intellect is the region of forms,’ 

* Thus the Stoics: Aoxe? 8 aidrots 
dpxas elvar tov SAwy dbo, Td Toiody Kat 
7) mdoxov. To wev ody TdoxoV elvoL Thy 
&ro.ov ovo.ay, Thy BAnyv, Td 5€ woody, TY 
év ati Adyov, Tov Gedy: “ Their opinion 
is, that the principles of all things are two, 
the active principle and the passive ; that 
the passive principle is that substance void 
of all quality, matter ; the active principle, 
that reason which exists within it, God.” 
Diog. Laert. vii. 134. 

The following passage from Ammonius is 
remarkable, and well applies to the present 
subject: Awd. paod thy tAany TE Vel avo- 
Motws @pomoba. amodocOu mev, Ste OP 
amopdcews tay tAdAwy onmatveta Exd- 
Tepov, avouolws 5é, Ott ToD mev, KpeiTTovos 
dvTos, } Kata mdvTa Td byTA, dwopdoKomeV 
mwdvrta, Tis 5& Ans, xelpovos otons } 
kara mdvra, Tadra amopdoKouey: “ For 
this reason they say that matter is dissimi- 
larly similar to the divinity ; is similar, 
because each of them is explained by a 
negation of all other things; dissimilarly 
so, inasmuch as we deny all things of the 
divinity, by its being better than all things ; 
we deny them of matter, by its being 
worse.” Ammon. in Preedic. p. 50. B. 

Archytas thus expresses himself in his 
Doric dialect: Td wey evr) oov, 7d dé 
mdaxov' oiov év Tots pvatkois mor€ov mev 6 
Oeds, méoxov 5& & Bra, Kal moreov Kad 
mdoxov, Ta oTorxeia: “There is some- 

thing, which is agent ; and something, which 
is patient ; thus among natural beings, God 
is the agent ; matter, the patient ; but the 
elements are both agent and patient united.” 

Upon this Simplicius observes, Sagoivs 
d& dyTos Tod Aeyouévov, mapadelypara 
apxnyuaorara mapebeto, moeiy pey Toy 
Gedy cimay, @ Kal Ta HAAG TA TonTiUKd 
atria ovvéererat, mdoxew 5& Thy BAny, 5° 
hv Kal Ta GAAa perexer TOD TdoxeEL, Kal 
moe S¢ Kal mdoxew Ta OTOLXEIA, ody 5} 
petéxovta Kal bAns Kat eidovs: “ Though 
what has been said is evident, he has ad- 
duced (to explain himself) the two highest 
and most leading instances, saying, that 
God is agent, whom all other active causes 
follow; and matter, patient, through which 
other beings partake of passion ; and that 
the elements are both agents and patients, 
inasmuch as they participate both of matter 
and of form.” Simpl. in Preed. p. 84. edit. 
Basil. 1551. 

Y See Aristotle, already quoted, p. 277, in 
his tract De Anima, 1. iii. 4. p. 57. edit Sylb. 
In the eighth chapter of the same book, 
p- 62, he calls the soul, e%5os eYSwy, “ the 
form of forms ;” and that not only from its 
being that supreme characterizing power 
which gives to subordinate beings their pe- 
culiar form or character, but as it uses them, 
when made, agreeably to their respective 
natures. In this last acceptation it is the 
form of forms, as the hand appears to be 
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in a far more noble and exalted sense, than by being their pas- 
sive receptacle through impressions from objects without. It is 
their region, not by being the spot into which they migrate as 
strangers, but in which they dwell as avtoyOoves, the “ original 
natives” of the country. It is in mind they first exist, before 
matter can receive them;’ it is from mind, when they adorn 
matter, that they primarily proceed: so that, whether we con- 
template the works of art, or the more excellent works of nature, 
all that we look at as beautiful, or listen to as harmonious, is the 
genuine effluence or emanation of mind.* 

And now to recapitulate what we have said concerning form. 
We have traced its variety, from the lifeless and inanimate up to 
the living and animating; from figures, colours, and sensible 
qualities, up to the powers only knowable through their energies 
and operations; in other words, from those forms which are but 
passive elements, up to those which are efficient causes. 

Even in these active, animating, and efficient forms, besides 
the differences which we have remarked, there is still another 
worth regarding. Some of them cannot act without corporeal 
connections, while to others such connections appear to be no 
way requisite. What, for example, is the vegetative power in 
plants, without a natural body for it to nourish and enliven? 
What the sensitive powers of hearing or of seeing, without the 
corporeal organs of an ear, or an eye? These are animating 
forms,’ which though themselves not body, are yet so far in- 

the organ of organs; to be that superior 
instrument which uses the rest, the chisel, 
the pencil, the lyre, &c. ; all which inferior 
organs or instruments, without this previous 
and superior one to employ them, would be 
ineflicacious and dead, and incapable of pro- 
ducing any single effeet-—7 Wuxi) éorep 7 
xelp eori’ Kal yap 7 xelp dpyavdy éorw 
épydvev. Arist. in loc. 

2 In the scriptural account of creation, 
light, previously to its existence, is com- 
manded to exist: “ And God said, Let their 
be light, and there was light.” So also 
vegetables and animals, previously to their 
existing, are commanded to exist. Now, 
whether by these commands we suppose 
certain verbal orders, or (what seems far 
more probable) only a divine volition, re- 
spect must needs have been had to certain 
pre-existing forms, else such words or such 
volitions must have been devoid of all 
meaning. 

@ A proof, that these transcendent ob- 
jects are of an origin truly mental, is, that 
nothing but mind or intellect can recognise 
or comprehend them. And hence it follows, 
that, if this intellective faculty be wanting, 
as it is to inferior animals, or be unhappily 
debased, as too often happens to our own 
species; though their sensitive organs may 

be exquisite to a degree, yet are such beings 
to such objects, as if they had no organs at 
all. “ Eyes have they, and see not,” &c. 

And hence the meaning of that fine tro- 
chaic verse in the Sicilian poet and philo- 
sopher, Epicharmus : 
Nods 6p& Kal voids dover’ 7 BAAa Kwpe 

kal rupaAd. 
Jt is mind alone that sees, that hears; all 

things besides are deaf and blind. 
Clem. Alex. vol. i. p. 442. edit. Pott. Max, 

Tyr. edit. 8vo. p. 12. edit. 4to. p. 203. 
>"Ocwv yap éorw apxav h evépyem 

cwparixh, SjAov bri Tavras dvev cdparos 
adivarov imdpxew' oloy BadlCew tvev 
moder. ore kai Oipabev eiorevar &ddvarov 
—aclrerat 5¢ tov voiv udvov Oipaber éret- 
orévat, Kad Oetov eclvar pdvov* ovdé yap 
avTov TH evepyela Kowwvel gwuarikh evép- 
yea: “ As many faculties or principles of 
the soul as require bodily or corporeal 
energy, [that is, which require a body or 
an organ to enable them to act,] these, it is 
evident, cannot exist without a body; as, 
for example, the locomotive faculty of 
walking cannot exist without feet: so that 
for such faculties to pass into the body 
from without [originally separate and de- 
tached from it] is a thing impossible: it 
remains, therefore, that mind or intellect 

Cf a a es 
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separable from it, that were their connection dissolved, they 
would be as unable to exert themselves, as the painter deprived 
of his pencil, or the harper of his harp. It is not so with that 
perceptive power, unmixed and pure intelligence, the objects of 
which being purely intelligible, are all congenial with itself. 
Corporeal connections appear so little wanted here, that perhaps 
it is then in its highest vigour, when it is wholly separated and 
detached. It is in this part of our animating form, that we must 
look for the immortal and divine ;° it is this indeed is all of it 

alone should pass into us from without, 
[that is, be separate and wholly detached, ] 
and should alone be something divine ; be- 
cause with the energy of this faculty bodily 
energy has nocommunication ; that is, there 
is no want of corporeal organs for reasoning 
and thinking, as there is want of eyes for 
seeing, or of ears for hearing.” Arist. de 
Animal. Gen. 1. ii. c. 3. p. 208, 209. edit. 
Sylb. 

In another place, speaking of those parts 
of the soul which are inseparable from 
body, because they cannot energize without 
it, he adds, “there is however no objection 
why some parts should not be separable ; 
and that, because they are the energies of 
no one body whatever. Besides (he goes 
on and says) it is not yet evident, whether 
the soul may be not the life and energy of 
the body, in the same manner as the pilot 
is the life and energy of the ship:” od why 
GAN’ evid. ye ovdéy KwAVEL, 51d TH uNdevds 
elvar odparos évreAcxelas. “ET 5¢ &SnAov, 
ei oUTws evTeAcxela TOD Tduaros H] Wuxh, 
borep wAwTHp twAolov. Arist. de Anima, 
ic, 1. 

In this last instance he gives a fine il- 
lustration of the supreme and divine part of 
the soul, that is, the mind or intellect. It 
belongs (it seems) to the body, as a pilot 
does to the ship ; within which ship though 
the pilot exist, and which said ship though 
the pilot govern, yet is the pilot notwith- 
standing no part of the ship: he may leave 
it without change either in the ship or in 
himself ; and may still (we know) exist 
when the ship is no more. 

© ‘O dé vous ZoKer eyyiverOa, odcia Tis 
odoa, kai ob pbeipeoOar: “mind scems to 
be implanted [into the body,] being a pe- 
culiar substance of itself, and not to be cor- 
rupted or to perish,” (as the body does.) 
Arist. de An. li. ¢. 4. p. 15. And soon 
after, when he has told us that the passions 
perish with the body, to which they are 
inseparably united, he adds—6é 5 vods tows 
Oeirepdv Tt Kad arabes: “but the mind 
perhaps is something more divine, and free 
from passion, or being acted upon.” 

In another part of the same work, he 
distinguishes between the original capacity 

of the sensitive part, and that of the in- 
tellective part: “sensation (he tells us) is 
impaired by the violence of sensible objects ; 
excessive sounds, excessive light, excessive 
smells, prevent us from hearing, from seeing, 
or from smelling.” ’*AAA’ 6 vois, bray Ti 
vohon opddpa vonrody, obx Frrov voe? ra 
brodedarepa, GAAG Kal waAAoV* Td wey yap 
aicOntixdy ovk Byev cdparos, 6 St vois 
xwpiotds : “but mind, when it contemplates 
any thing clearly and strongly intelligible, 
does not for that reason less comprehend 
inferior objects of intellection, but even 
more ; the cause is, the sensitive principle 
exists not without a body, (its organs being 
all bodily ;) but mind, on the contrary, is 
separable and detached.” Ibid. 1. iii. c. 4. 

Cyrus, in the speech attributed to him 
by Xenophon, and quoted before, page 280, 
speaks as follows. 

Obra: eywye, & Taides, ovdéE ToITO Té- 
mote émeicOnv, as h Wuxh, Ew yey by ev 
Oyntg cdépart H, Gi’ Stay St robrov amaa~ 
Aayh, Tévnkev. ‘Ope yap, bri Kal ra 
Ovnta cépara, dco by ev abrots xpdévov F 
n Wuxh, GavTa wapéxerat. OSE ye, Saws 
kppwv tora h Wuxh, éreidav Tod &ppovos 
cduaros Slxa yévntot, ovdt TovTo wé- 
mera.’ GAA’ bray UKpatos kad Kadapds 6 
vods éxxpi0y, TéTe Kar ppoviudraroy eikds 
abrov eclvat. Aradvoudvouv 5& avOpérov, 
SAG eorw Exacta amlovra mpds Td dp0- 
prvarov, wAjv THs WuxIs airy Se udvyn ovre 
mapovoa otTe amwvca dpara. evod. 
Kvpov Tlad. H. p. 655. edit. Hutchinson. 
4to. Oxon. 1727. 

Thus translated by the above-mentioned 
excellent translator. 

“No, children, I can never be per- 
suaded, that the soul lives no longer than 
it dwells in this mortal body, and that it 
dies on separation. For I see that the soul 
communicates vigour and motion to mortal 
bodies, during its continuance in them. 
Neither can I be persuaded, that the soul 
is divested of intelligence, on its separation 
from this gross senseless body; but it is 
probable, that when the soul is separated, 
it becomes pure and entire, and is then 
more intelligent. It is evident, that, on 
man’s dissolution, every part of him returns 
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that a rational man would wish to preserve, when he would be 
rather thankful to find his passions and his appetites extinct. 

And thus having traced the various order of forms, from the 
lowest and basest up to the highest and best, and considered 
how, though differing, they all agree in this, that they give to 
every being its peculiar and distinctive character, we shall here 
conclude our speculations concerning form, the second species of 
substance, and which appears in part to be an element, in part an 
efficient cause." 

And yet we cannot quit these speculations, the latter part of 
them at least, without a few observations on their dignity and 
importance. 

Their principal object has been to shew, that in the great 
intellectual system of the universe, means do not lead to ends, 
but ends lead to means; that it was not the organization of the 
sheep’s body which produced the gentle instincts of the sheep ; 
nor that of the lion’s body which produced the ferocious in- 
stincts of the lion;* but because, in the divine economy of the 
whole, such respective animating and active principles were 
wanting, it was therefore necessary that they should be furnished 
with such peculiarly organized bodies, that they might be enabled 
to act, and to perform their part, agreeably to their respective 
natures, and their proper business in the world. 

The ancient system of atheism supposed the organs to come 
first, before any thing further was thought of; which organs, 

to what is of the same nature with itself, 
except the soul: that alone is invisible, 
both during its presence here, and at its 
departure.” Cyropeed. p. 326, 327. 

Thus translated by Cicero: Mihi quidem 
nunquam persuaderi potest animos, dum in 
corporibus essent mortalibus, vivere ; cum 
exissent ex iis, emori: nec vero tum animum 
esse insipientem, cum ex insipienti corpore 
evasisset sed, cum, omni admixtione corporis 
liberatus, purus et integer esse ccepisset, 
tum esse sapientem. Atque etiam, cum 
hominis natura morte dissolvitur, czeterarum 
rerum perspicuum est quo quzque dis- 
cedant; abeunt enim illuc omnia, unde 
orta sunt: animus autem solus, nec cum 
adest, nec cum discedit, apparet. De Se- 
nectute, cap. 22. 

These speculations of Cyrus may more 
properly be called the speculations of Xeno- 
phon, who derived them without doubt (as 
he did the rest of his philosophy) from his 
great master, Socrates. They passed also 
into other systems of philosophy, derived 
from the same original ; such, for example, 
as the philosophy of Aristotle, who was a 
hearer and a disciple as well of Socrates as 
of Plato. 

Besides what has been offered in the 

beginning of this note, the following remark 
and quotation may perhaps inform us further 
in the sentiments of the Stagirite, and his 
school, 

The human intellect was supposed by the 
Peripatetics to be pure and absolute ca- 
pacity ; to be no particular thing, till it 
began to comprehend things; nor to be 
blended with body, because, if it were, it 
would have some quality of body adhere 
to it, (such as hot, cold, and the like,) 
which quality would of course obstruct its 
operations. On the contrary, they held it 
to receive its impressions, domep €v ypau- 
parele, @ @ pndev Umdpxer évrerexela “ye- 
ypauuevov, “as impressions are made in 
a writing tablet, where nothing as yet is in 
actuality written.” Aristot. de Anima, lib. 
iii. c. 4. p. 58. edit. Sylb. 

But this in the way of digression: it is 
only the short specimen of an ancient 
speculation, which gives us reasons, why 
the human intellect can have no innate 
ideas. 

4 See the two last notes of the preceding 
chapter. 

€ See before, in the beginning of this 
chapter, p. 278. 

f See Hermes, p. 232. 
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being all of them formed fortuitously, some of them luckily an- 
swered an end, and others answered none: those that answered, 
for a while subsisted ; those that failed, immediately perished. 

Empedocles (which is somewhat surprising, if we consider 
some of his better and more rational doctrines) appears to have 
favoured this opinion: xal Ta popia tav Sowv amo TUYNS 
yeveoOat Ta TrEiota dyolv: “he says, (as Aristotle tells us,) 
that the limbs of animals were the greater part of them made 
by chance.” Soon after this, Aristotle proceeds in explaining 
this strange system: é7rov pev ody a@rravta ovvéBn, BoTrEp KaV 
ei évexd Tov éyiyveto, Tad’Ta pév €oWOn, aro TOD avTopaTov 
cuotavTa émiTndeiws. boa Sé pu) OVTWS, ATMAETO Kal aTrOA- 
AvTas, KaOdrep Epredoxrns Neyer Ta Bovyevh kal avdpompepa : 
‘“‘ when therefore these limbs all coincided, as if they had been 
made for the purpose, they were then saved and preserved, 
haying been thus aptly put together by the operation of chance ; 
but such as coincided not, these were lost, and still [as far as 
they arise] are lost; according to what Empedocles says con- 
cerning [those monstrous productions] the bull species with 
human heads.” Arist. Physic. 1. ii. c. 4. 8. 

Lucretius advances the same doctrine, which was indeed 
suitable to his ideas of the world’s production. The earth, he 

tells us, in his account of creation, aimed at the time to create 
many portentous beings, some with strange faces and members ; 
others deficient, without either feet or hands; but the endeavours 
were fruitless, for nature could not support, and carry them on 
to maturity : 

Multaque tum Tellus etiam portenta creare 
Conata est, mira facie, membrisque coorta ; 
Orba pedum partim, manuum viduata vicissim : 

Nequicquam, quoniam Natura absterruit auctum, 
Nec potuere cupitum etatis tangere florem, 
Nec reperire cibum, &c. Lucret. v. 835, &c. 

It is more expressly in contradiction to the doctrines inculcated 
through this whole tract, that he denies final causes; that he 
holds, eyes were not made for seeing, nor feet for walking, Sc. ; 
that he calls such explanations a preposterous and inverted 
order, the existence of the use (according to him) not leading to 
the production of the thing, but the casual production of the 
thing leading to the existence of the use. 

Lumina ne facias oculorum clara creata, 
Prospicere ut possimus, et, ut proferre viai 
Proceros passus, ideo, &c. 

Czetera de genere hoc inter quecunque pretantur, 
Omnia perversa preepostera sunt ratione: 
Nil adeo quoniam natum’st in corpore, ut uti 
Possimus ; sed quod natum’st, id procreat usus. Lucret. ivy. 822. 30. 

An elegant poet of our own, states this doctrine with his usual 
humour : 
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Note here, Lucretius dares to teach 

(As all our youths may learn from Creech) 
That eyes were made, but could not view, 
Nor hands embrace, nor feet pursue ; 
But heedless Nature did produce 
The members first, and then the use: 
What each must act, was yet unknown, 
Till all was moved by Chance alone. 
A man first builds a country seat, 

Then finds the walls not fit to eat ; 
Another plants, and wond’ring sees 
Nor books, nor medals on his trees. 
Yet poet and philosopher 
Was he, who durst such whims aver. 
Blest, for his sake, be human reason, 
Which came at last, tho’ late, in season. Prior’s Aima, canto i, 

The poet had cause to be thankful, that a time came, when 
men of sense opposed reason to such sophistry; but the opposi- 
tion was not so late, nor so long in coming, as he imagined. 
Galen, many centuries ago, in his excellent treatise De Usu 
Partium ; Cicero, in the best and most conclusive part of his 
treatise De Natura Deorum; and before them both, as well 
as before Lucretius, Aristotle, through every part of his works, 
and, above all, in those respecting the history of the members, 
and the progression of animals, had inculeated, with irresistible 
strength of argument, the great doctrine of final causes; which 
if we allow with regard to ourselves, but deny to nature, we 
totally annihilate through the universe any divine or intelligent 
principle. For nothing can be divine, which is not intelligent ; 
nor any thing intelligent, which has not a meaning; nor any 
being have a meaning, which has no scope, or final cause, to 
govern and direct its energies and operations. 
A painter, painting a hundred portraits, succeeds in ninety- 

nine, and fails in one. We may possibly impute the single 
failure to chance; but can we possibly impute to chance his 
success in the ninety-nine? How then can we dream of chance 
in the operations of nature; operations so much more accurate, 
though withal so much greater, and more numerous, than those 
of the painter? Chance is never thought of in that which 
happens always; nor in that which happens for the most part ; 
but, if any where, in that which happens unexpectedly and 
rarely.® 

And so much for those philosophers, recorded for having 
hardily denied a Providence. 
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& See the note, p. 12, 13, where the doc- 
trine of chance and fortune is discussed at 
large upon the Peripatetic principles; and 
where an attempt is made to explain that 
most subtle and ingenious argument of the 
Stagirite, by which he proves that chance and 
fortune are so far from supplanting mind, 
or an intelligent principle, that the exist- 
ence of the two former necessarily infers 
the existence of the latter. 

It was consonant to the reasoning there 
held, that Plato, long before, 1 is said to have 
called fortune oluTTwua proews 7) mpoa- 
péoews: “a symptom, or thing co-incident 
either with nature or the human will.” 
See Suidas in the word Eiuapuévn. Plato’s 
account will be better understood, perhaps, 
by recurring to the quotation in the gros! 
part of this note. 
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There are others, who, though they have not denied one, have 
yet made systems that would do without one; seeming to think, 
concerning the trouble of governing a world, as queen Dido did 
of old, 

Scilicet is superis labor est ; ea cura quietos 
Sollicitat ?» Virg. AEn. iv. 

A third sort, with more decency, have neither denied a Pro- 
vidence, nor omitted one; yet have seldom recurred to it, but 
upon pressing occasions, when difficulties arose, which they 
either happened to find, or had happened to make. They appear 
to have conducted themselves by Horace’s advice : 

Nec Deus intersit, nisi dignus vindice nodus. Hor. Art. Poet. 

A fourth philosopher remains, and a respectable one he is, 
who supposes Providential wisdom never to cease for a single 
moment; and who says to it with reverence, what Ulysses did 
to Minerva, 

obd€ Se AjOw 
Kuwipevos.' 

Nor can I move, and ’scape 
Thy notice.’ 

But to quit philosophers and poets, and return from a digres- 
sion, to which we have been led insensibly by the latent con- 
nection of many different ideas. 

There remains nothing further, in the treating of substance, 

hTt was the advice of the Epicureans, 
with regard to “themselves, not to marry, 
not to have children, not to engage in 
public affairs:” od yap yauntéov, AX’ od5e 
madomointeov, GAA” ovdE wWoAtTevTéov. Ar- 
rian. Epict. iii. 7. p. 384. edit. Upt. The 
political life, according to them, was, like 
that of Sisiphus, a life of labour which 
knew no end. 
Hoe est adverso nixantem tundere monte 
Saxum, quod tamen a summo jam vertice 

rursum 
Volvitur, et plant raptim petit equora campi. 

Lucret. iii, 1013, &c. 
Hence, with regard to their gods, they 

proyided them a similar felicity ; a felicity, 
like their own, detached from all attention. 
Thus Horace, when an Epicurean : 

Deos didici securum agere evum, 
Nec, si quid miri faciat natura, deos id 
Tristes ex alto ceeli demittere tecto. 

Hor. lib. i. sat. 5. 
Thus Epicurus himself: 7d waxdpioy rat 

&pOaptov obre abtd mpdyuara exe, ore 
BAAw mapéxer: “ that which is blessed and 
immortal (meaning the Divine Nature) has 
neither itself any business, nor does it find 
_ for any other.” Diog. Laert, x. 
39, 

Ausonius has translated the sentiment in 
two iambics, Ep. exvi. 
Quod est beatum, morte et eternum carens, 
Nec sibi parit negotium, nec alteri. 

See also Lucretius i. 57. yi. 83, whom 
Horace seems to have copied in the verses 
above quoted. 

It is true, this idea destroyed that of a 
Providence ; but to them, who derived the 
world from a fortuitous concourse of atoms, 
such a consequence was of small import- 
ance. 

1 Hom. Iliad. x. ver. 279. See Arrian’s 
Epictetus, lib. i. c. 12, both in the original, 
and in Mrs. Carter’s excellent translation. 
See also the comment of my worthy and 
learned friend Upton, on this chapter, in 
his valuable edition of that author, vol. ii. 
p- 40,41. See also Psalm exxxix. 

k To the citations in note ¢, p. 293, may 
be added the following fine sentiment of 
Thales: "Hpéryeé tis abrdv, ei ANOot Ocods 
&vOpwros adinaGv* GAN’ oddé diavootpmevos, 
épn: “One asked him, If a man might 
escape the knowledge of the gods, when he 
was committing injustice ? No, says he, not 
even when he is meditating it.” Diog. Laert. 
i, 36, 
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than to say something of those characters which are usually 
ascribed to it by Aristotle and his followers, when they consider 
it not in a physical, but in a logical view. 

CHAPTER VII. 

CONCERNING THE PROPERTIES OF SUBSTANCE, ATTRIBUTED TO IT IN THE 

PERIPATETIC LOGIC. 

Tue ancient logicians, or rather Aristotle and his school, have 
given us of substance the following characters. 

They inform us, that, as substance, it is not susceptible of 
more and less.!_ Thus a lion is not more or less a lion, by being 
more or less bulky; a triangle is not more or less a triangle, by 
being more or less acute-angled. The intensions and remissions 
are to be found in their accidents; the essences remain simply 
and immutably the same, and either absolutely are, or abso- 
lutely are not. 
Again ; substance, they tell us, admits of no contraries.” It is 

to this that Milton alludes, when, after having personified sub- 
stance, he tells us, 

To find a foe it shall not be his hap, 
And peace shall lull him in her flow’ry lap. Milt. Poems, No. ii. 

The assertion is evident in compound beings, that is to say, 
in substances natural; for what is there contrary to man con- 
sidered as man, or to lion considered as lion? This is true also 
in the relation borne by matter to form; for while contraries by 
their coincidence destroy each other, these two, matter and 
form, coalesce so kindly, that no change to either arises from 
their union. Thus the marble, when adorned with the form of 
a statue, is as precisely marble as it was before; and the oak, 
when fashioned into the form of a ship, is as truly oak as when 
it flourished in the forest. If there be any contrariety in sub- 
stance, it is that of form to privation, where privation neverthe- 
less is nearly allied to nonentity. 

Lastly ; substance, they tell us, is something, which, though it 
have no contrary, yet is by nature susceptible of all contraries, 
itself still remaining one and the same." 

We cannot forget that description, given by Virgil, of the 
Cumezean prophetess : 

Subito non vultus, non color unus, 
Non comptz mansere come ; sed pectus anhelum, 
Et rabie fera corda tument. /En. Vi. 

1 Aoxe? 3& H obcta ph emidéxerOu Td edit. Sylb. 
paidAAov kal 7d Frrov. Arist. Pred. p. 28. 0 MdAuora 8é t810v THs ovolas Sone? elvan 
edit. Sylb. See Hermes, p. 175. Td TavToy Kal ey dapibus bv Tay evayTiwy 

m “Yrdpxer dt tats ovotas Kal Td wndev elvar Sextindy. Arist. Pred. p. 29. edit. 
avrais évayriov elva:, Arist. Pred. p. 28. Sylb. 
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Here we see her countenance and complexion perpetually 
changing, her hair dishevelled, her breast panting, and a trans- 
ition too in her manners from sobriety to distraction. How 
different is all this from the appearance of that sibyl, who first 
so courteously received Atneas at Cume, and afterwards so pru- 
dently attended him to the shades? Yet, amidst all these con- 
trarieties, was she still the same sibyl; she was susceptible of 
them all, without becoming another woman. 

This last character of substance appears to be the most essen- 
tial: for what is the support of contraries, or indeed of every 
attribute, but substance? Motion and rest, heat and cold, 
health and sickness, vigour and decay, are all to be found at 
times in each individual of the human race. Most of the same 
eontraries are to be found among brutes, and some of them 
descend even to the race of vegetables. 

If we descend from these minuter substances to our terra- 
queous globe, here tempest and calm, frost and thaw, rain and 
drought, light and darkness, have each their turn; yet leave it, 
when they depart, after all their seeming contest, the same indi- 
vidual globe, and not another. Thus the poet, we have already 
quoted, still considering substance as a person: 

Yet he shall live in strife, and at his door 
Devouring war shall never cease to roar: 
Yea, it shall be his nat’ral property, 
To harbour those that are at enmity. Milt. Poems, No. ii. 

If we extend our views beyond the spot which we inhabit, 
what is the whole visible universe but the comprehensive re- 
ceptacle of every contrary conceivable? Within this immense 
whole they all distributively exist, while each of them by suc- 
cession fulfils its allotted period, without disturbing the general 
order, or impairing the general beauty. 

But if we ascend from passive and material substances up to 
such as are active and immaterial], here we shall find no distri- 
bution, no succession of contraries; but motion and rest, equality 
and inequality, similarity and dissimilarity, identity and diversity, 
will appear, each pair co-existing with the same being in the. 
same instant, and that by an amazing connexion of both together 
under one. 

It is by virtue only of this combining, this unifying compre- 
hension, (and which for that reason can only belong to a being 
unextended and indivisible,) that the mind or intellect pro- 
nounces that A is not B, that C is unequal to D, that E is un- 
like to F. Were such propositions, instead of being compre- 
hended at once by something indivisible and one, to be compre- 
hended in portions by the different parts of something divisible ; 

or were they to be comprehended by a power indivisible, yet not 
at once, but in a succession; it would be as impossible either way 
to comprehend the real propositions, as it would if they were to 

U 
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be recognised in part by a man in England, in part by one in 
China; or else in part by a man in the present century, in part 
by one of the succeeding. It may be asked, in such instances, 
who is it that comprehends the whole ¢° 

Lastly, much more in the Supreme Mind may we find such 
coincidence, since here, not only contraries, but all things what- 
ever co-exist, and that, too, after a manner peculiarly tran- 
scendent; not by a knowledge which is partial, but by one which © 
is universal; not with occasional remissions, but in one uniform 
unremitting energy ;? not by subsequent impressions from things 
already pre-existing, but by that original causality, through 
which it makes all things to exist. 
A noble field for speculating opens upon this occasion; which, 

thongh arising out of our subject, yet naturally leading us be- 
yond it, we shall omit, and return to our logical inquiries, con- 
cluding here what we have to advance in our theory concerning 
substance.' 
We are now to consider the remaining genera, predicaments, 

or arrangements; that is to say, quality, quantity, relation, 
site, &c. 

Some of these are at all times no higher than accidents; such, 
for example, as site or position, the time when, and the place 
where. Others, upon occasion, characterize and essentiate ; such, 
for example, as magnitude, figure, colour, and many qualities. 
Thus a triply extended magnitude is essential to body, angularity 
to a cube, heat to fire, and colour to every superficies not trans- 
parent. In all such instances they make a part of the character- 
istic form, and in that sense are to be considered rather as sub- 
stances than as accidents. However, as this holds not always, 
and that they are sometimes as merely and as strictly accidents 

© This reasoning, and that in Hermes, p. 
221, note d, abundantly shew the supremacy 
of the mind among the faculties of the human 
soul. It is mind that sees the difference, 
not only between black and white, bitter 
and sweet, but (which no sense is equal to) 
the difference between black and bitter, 
white and sweet, and the various tribes of 
heterogeneous attributes. Nor does it shew 
this supremacy in these recognitions only, 
but likewise when under one and the same 
view it recognises objects of sense and of 
intellect united, as in case of syllogisms 
made of propositions particular and uni- 
versal ; such as (if I may be permitted to 
speak after so scholastic a manner) the 
syllogisms Darii and Ferio in the first 
figure. 

To this may be added, that this joint 
recognition of things multiform, contrary, 
and heterogeneous, and that by the same 
faculty, and in the same undivided instant, 

seems to prove in the strongest manner that 
such faculty (by this faculty I mean the 
mind or intellect) must be incorporeal ; for 
body, being infinitely divisible, is by no 
means susceptible of such a simple and 
perfect unity, as this recognition must ne- 
cessarily be. See Hermes, |, iii. c. 4. note d. 
See also Aristot. de Anima, 1. iii. ¢. 2. p. 52. 
edit. Sylb. Themist. Paraph. p. 85. a, 5. 

P See the chapter on Quality, where the 
verses of Empedocles are quoted. 

4 The author, in the representing of 
ancient opinions, has endeavoured, as far 
as he was able, to make all his treatises 
consistent and explanatory one of another. 
Those who would see what he has already 
written on the two great elements of sub- 
stance, discussed in this and the three pre- 
ceding chapters, may search the index of 
Hermes for the words Matter and Form ; 
and the index of Dialogue Concerning Art 
for the word Cause. 

a a 
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as any of those which are so always, we choose under that 
common denomination to speculate upon them all, beginning, ac- 
cording to order, first from the first. 

CHAPTER VIII. 

CONCERNING QUALITIES—-CORPOREAL AND INCORPOREAL—NATURAL 

AND ACQUIRED—OF CAPACITY AND COMPLETION—TRANSITIONS IM- 

MEDIATE, AND THROUGH A MEDIUM—DISPOSITIONS, HABITS——GENIUS 

—PRIMARY AND IMPERFECT CAPACITY—SECONDARY AND PERFECT— 

WHERE IT IS THAT NO CAPACITIES EXIST——QUALITIES, PENETRATING 

AND SUPERFICIAL——ESSENTIAL FORM—FIGURE AN IMPORTANT QUA- 

LITY——FIGURES INTELLECTUAL, NATURAL, ARTIFICIAL, FANTASTIC— 

COLOUR, ROUGHNESS, SMOOTHNESS, ETC.—PERSONS OF QUALITY — 

PROPERTIES OF QUALITY——SOME REJECTED, ONE ADMITTED, AND 

WHY. 

As substance justly holds the first rank among these predica- 
ments, or universal arrangements, by being the single one among 
them that exists of itself, so the next in order, as some have as- — 
serted,” is quality, because quality is said to be an attribute 
from which no substance is exempt. 

There may be substances, they tell us, devoid of quantity ; 
such, for example, if we admit them, as the intellective, or im- 
material; but that there should be substances devoid of quality 
is a thing hardly credible, because they could not then be cha- 
racterized and distinguished one from another. 

On this reasoning it is maintained, that although we have no 
idea of quantity suggested to us in that animating principle, the 
soul, yet can we discern that this principle has many different 
qualities, and that animals from these qualities derive their dis- 
tinct and specific characters. There is, for example, a social 
sympathy in the soul of man, which prompts the individuals of 
our species to congregate, and form themselves into tribes. 

Homo sum, humani nihil a me alienum puto. 
Terent. Heauton. act. i. 

We can trace the same congregating quality in the bee, in the 
beaver, and even in the ferocious wolf. It is, however, less fre- 

' This was the opinion of Archytas : 
mpara wey réraxrat ovola—devtépa dé & 
mwotéras: “the first in order is substance, 
the second quality.” Simplic. in Pred. 
Quantitat. p. 31. edit. Basil. Simplicius 
adds, Scmep 7) ovala rod wocod epouTdpxet, 
bidti 7d civar TG wocG rd ris odclas év- 
Sidorm. ofrws nal wera Td ody by ely Td 
moody, ered) Toy xapaxThpa avrby, Kai 
Thy ididrnta amd Tis mordrnTos Exev: “as 
substance precedes quantity, because being 

is imparted to quantity from substance, so 
also must quantity succeed and come after 
quality, inasmuch as it derives from quality 
its very character and distinctive peculi- 
arity.” Ibid. Td wowdy Aéyerau 4 Siapopa 
Ths ovolas: “The difference which attends 
each substance is called guvality.” Arist. Me- 
taph. A. c. 14. He explains it immedi- 
ately: “man is a biped animal ; horse, a 
quadruped,.” 

vu 2 
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quent in those of ferocious character ; the greater part of whom, 
if we except those seasons while they breed and nurture their 
young, seem to feel no other instincts but such as lead them to 
be solitary. It was under this unfeeling and gloomy character 
that Homer describes Polypheme and his giant-brethren : 

@cmiorever 5¢ Exacros 
Naldwy, 79 &rAdxwv' odf GAAHAWY GAEyouct. Odys. ix. 114. 

“ Each lords it o’er 
His children and his wives; nor care they aught 
One for another.” 

It is no less obvious, on the other hand, that there are qualities 
which may be considered as peculiar to body. If we admit 
figures, colours, and odours for qualities, and such undoubtedly 
they are, we must admit, of course, that among animal bodies 
there is one figure to the serpent, another to the horse; one 
colour to the swan, another to the parrot. Even in the vegetable 
race, the rose has one odour, the jessamine another; there is one 
figure to the orange, another to the fig. 

It follows, therefore, that as qualities help to distingnish not 
only one soul from another soul, and one body from another 
body, but (in a more general view) every soul from every body, 
it follows (I say) that qualities, by having this common reference 
to both, are naturally divided into corporeal and incorporeal. 

It was the judgment of Shakspeare to unite them in the cha- 
racter of Richard the Third, when he makes Buckingham relate 
in what manner he recommended him to the citizens of London: 

Withal I did infer your lineaments, 
Being the right idea of your father, 
Both in your form, and nobleness of mind, 

Virgil does the same with respect to Aineas, when he makes 
his heroic virtue and his graceful person have so powerful an 
effect upon the unfortunate Dido: 

Quis novus hic nostris successit sedibus hospes ? 
Quam sese ore ferens, quam forti pectore et armis ? 

JEn. iy. 10, 11. 

The qualities above mentioned admit of another division, and 
that is into natural and acquired. Thus, in the mind, docility 
may be called a natural quality; science, an acquired one: in the 
human body, beauty may be called a natural quality; gentility, an 
acquired one. This distinction descends even to bodies inani- 
mate. To transmit objects of vision is a quality natural to 
crystal; but to enlarge them, while transmitted, is a character 
adventitious. Even the same quality may be natural in one 
substance, as attraction in the magnet ; and acquired in another, 
as the same attraction in the magnetic bar. 

All the above qualities have not only their completion, but 
their capacity.* Thus not only the grape when complete, (that 

* Thus we translate the words evrere- wey Suvdwet, Ta Se evepyelg. Avvauis, 
xeia and ddvauis: sometimes we read Ta “power,” is seen in An, “matter ;” év- 
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is to say, when mature,) possesses a delicious flavour; but there 
is a capacity also to produce it, residing in a simple grape-stone. 
Even in artificial substances there are in like manner capacities. 
A grain of gunpowder has the capacity of explosion; a musical 
instrument, that of rendering harmony. If, leaving these arti- 
ficial and vegetative substances, we go still higher, we shall in 
animals find capacities, commonly known by the name of in- 
stincts; to which the frame of every species is peculiarly ac- 
commodated, and which frame such instincts internally actuate. 

Dente lupus, cornu taurus petit ; unde nisi intus 
Monstratum ? Horat. Sat. ii. 1. 52. 

In man there is a capacity to science and virtue; and well 
would it be for him, if not also to their contraries. Yet such is 
our nature, such the peculiar character of the reasoning faculty, 
belonging to us as men; it is capable of either direction,‘ and 
may be employed, like the same weapon, as well to evil as to 
ood. 

3 Nor are there such qualities only as capacities, but there is 
a contrary and negative sort, which may be called incapacities ; " 
and these also of different kinds, some for better, some for 
worse; so that where the capacities do honour, there the inca- 
pacities debase; where the capacities debase, there their oppo- 
sites do honour. Thus to the power of being taught, an honour- 
able capacity, is opposed the incapacity of being taught, a 
debasing one; and hence is man distinguished from an insect, 
and the one called docile, the other indocile. Again, to the power 
of dying, a debasing capacity, is opposed the inability of dying, 
a superior one; and thus are superior beings called immortal in 
the way of excellence,” whilst man is called mortal, with a view 
to subordination. 

The transition from qualities of capacity to those of comple- 
tion, is sometimes immediate, sometimes through a medium. 
Thus in a grain of gunpowder, the transition from the power of 
exploding, to actual explosion, is immediate ; so from the power 

TeAéxeia, “completion,” in ¢?Sos, “form.” 
The division above mentioned into corpo- 
real and incorporeal is taken from Ploti- 
nus, as we learn from Simplicius, in Preed. 
p. 69. B. 

t "Exapoorepi(e: raca H Aoyoeidhs [Sv- 
vous :] “ Every power of the rational kind 
has a capacity either way, that is, a double 
capacity.” Ammon. in Pred. p. 127. Ai 
bev ovv meta Adyou dSuvduers, af abrat 
mrctévwv kal tay évaytiwy: “The powers 
that are connected with the reasoning fa- 
culty, are the same with respect to various 
and contrary operations.” Aristot. de In- 
terpr. p. 75. edit. Sylb. 
* It is thus medicine, as an art, can cause 
sickness as well as health; music, as an 
art, can cause discord as well as harmony. 

And why this?—hecause they are both 
founded in reason ; and it is the same reason, 
in all instances, which shews us the thing, 
and shews us also its privation: 6 5¢ Adyos 
6 abrds Sndot 7d mpayya, kal Thy orépn- 
ow. Arist. Metaph. ix. 2. p. 143. edit. 
Sylb. See also pages 147, 153, of the same 
work, 

" Auydpuets, &dvvaulas. 
41. edit. Sylb. 

* Sappho, the celebrated poetess, has a 
singular sentiment upon this subject: Td 
amobvjoKkew Kkaxdv* of Geol yap obtw Kexpl- 
kao" &mreOvhoKov yap dy: “To die, is an 
evil; the gods have so determined it, or 
else they would die themselves.” Arist, 
Rhet. |. ii. c. 22. s, 27. 

Arist. Preed. p. 
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of hearing, to actual hearing ; from the power of seeing, to actual 
sight; and the same in the other senses,’ all which we seem to 
possess in a sort of perfection from the beginning. But there 
are other capacities, and those none of the meanest, where the 
transition to completion is necessarily through a medium. 

Qui studet optatam cursu contingere metam, 
Multa tulit, fecitque puer. Hor. Art, Poet, 412. 

If an art be our end, there are many energies to be practised; 
if a science, many theorems to be understood; if moral virtue, 
many appetites to be curbed, many opinions to be eradicated, 
before we can attain the wished-for goal. The qualities, which 
distinguish any being, during this changeable period, may be 
called tendencies, dispositions, or progressive qualities. They are, 
too, as well as capacities, of a different colour, some good, some 
bad. There is a kind of laudable progression, before we arrive 
at perfect virtue; as there is a kind of degenerating interval, 
before we sink into perfect vice. 

Our tendencies during these intervals are easy to be inter- 
rupted. As the wiles of pleasure, and an ill-directed shame, are 
often fatal checks to a young proficient in virtue; so are con- 
science and a better shame to young beginners in vice. And 
hence we may perceive the true character of these tendencies ; 
which is, that of all qualities they are the least steady and per- 
manent. Horace well describes this state of fluctuation : 

Si toga dissidet impar, 
Rides: quid, mea cum pugnat sententia secum ; 
Quod petiit, spernit ; repetit, quod nuper omisit ; 
/Estuat, et vite disconvenit ordine toto. Horat. Epist. . i. 96. 

It is to the same mutable condition that Epictetus alludes, 

Y The Peripatetics made two sorts of ca- 
pacity, both of which have a foundation in 
nature, and yet are evidently distinguished 
the one from the other. Man, as a rational 
being, is capable of geometry. This is the 
first capacity. After he has acquired the 
science of geometry, he possesses it, even 
when he does not geometrize. This is the 
second capacity ; a capacity acquired indeed 
by labour, but when once acquired, called 
forth in an instant ; a capacity founded on 
the original one, but yet in every view of it 
far superior and more valuable. 

All this holds with regard to the intellect 
or mind, but by no means with regard to 
the senses, for these are perfect, or nearly 
so, from the beginning, and require neither 
time, nor teaching, for their maturity. 

“Oray. de yevunOh, exer dn Homep em- 
aThunv Kal Td aicOdvecOa, Kal Td Kat év- 
épyciav duolws Acyeras TH Oewpeiv: “As 
soon as any one is born, he immediately 
possesses sense, as he would actual science ; 
and the energy of sensation has a similar 
meaning with that of actual scientific spe- 

culating.” Arist. de An. ii, 5. He means 
by this, that every man originally sees 
with the same ease, as an able geometrician 
goes through a theorem. ‘There is none of 
the fatigue and labour and delay of a 
learner: seeing and hearing have no need 
to be taught us. 
Animum autem reliquis rebus ita perfecit, 

ut corpus: sensibus enim ornayit ad res 
percipiendas idoneis, ut nihil aut non mul- 
tum adjumento ullo ad suam conformationem 
indigeret. Quod autem in homine preestan- 
tissimum et optimum est, id, &c. Cie. de 
Fin. |. v. ¢, 21, 

And here, by the way, we may perceive 
a capital distinction between those two 
powers or faculties of the soul, sense and 
intellect, which faculties in vulgar specula- 
tions are too often confounded. In intel- 
lect there is an advance to better and more 
complete ; a progression wholly unknown 
to the powers of sense, which is complete 
from the very beginning, through all its 
operations. 
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where having spoken upon proficiency, he subjoins the following 
advice: ‘‘ That after a certain time his young philosopher should 
exhibit himself, to see how far the fancies overpowered him, as 
they did before; and how far he was now able to resist their 
influence. He advises him, however, to fly at first such conflicts, 
as would put his virtue to a trial too severe; and quotes the 

proverb on the occasion, that the metal pot and the stone pot 
do not with safety accord.” 

Such therefore is the character of these tendencies, or dis- 
positions.* But different is the case when their course is 
finished, and when they may be said to have attained. their 
maturity and completion. The man completely virtuous dreads 
no allurements; the man completely vicious feels no compunc- 
tions. Like sturdy oaks, they defy that force which could 
easily have bent them while they were but saplings. 
And hence, as we are not said to have an estate, because we 

are walking upon it, or to have a picture, because we are holding 
it; but to have them, implies a superior, a more permanent pos- 
session, such as either cannot be defeated, or at least not easily; 
hence, I say, these completions, whether virtuous or vicious, are 
called, from their steadiness and permanence, habits. They 
are possessions, which their owner may properly be said to have, 
and by which we call him habitually good, or habitually bad. 
The professors of medicine find this distinction in human bodies. 
It is not any health, (such as health just recovered, or with dif 
ficulty preserved,) but it is confirmed and steady health, which 
they call a good habit of body. They have reference in diseases 
to the same permanence, when they talk of hectic coughs, and 
hectic fevers, complaints not casual, but which make a part (as 
it were) of the constitution. 

And thus, besides the distinctions of corporeal and incorporeal, 
of natural and acquired, may all qualities be considered as capaci- 
ties, as tendencies, and as habits; as capacities only and habits, 
where the transition is immediate; as all three successively, 
where the transition is through a medium. 

It is worth while to observe in the human mind the succes- 
sive appearance of these qualities, where during the transition 
there exists a medium or interval. 

2 Arrian. Epict. 1. iii. c. 12. 
® AidOeois, “disposition ;” és, “ habit.” 

Arist. Cat. p. 40. edit. Sylb. 
> Atabéper Ekis Siabecews TS Thy pev 

evxivntoy eclvat, Thy 5& moAvXpOVidTEpor, 
kal Svoxwntdérepov: “Habit differs from 
disposition, as the latter is easily moveable, 
the former is of longer duration, and more 
difficult to be moved.” Arist. Praed. p. 40. 
edit. Sylb. 

And just after, having spoken of warmth 
and cold, of health and sickness, and shewn 
how far these, when they are mutable and 

—_ 

The original power which | 
shift easily, may be. called dispositions, he — 
subjoins, that so it is: qv wh Tis Kal adTov 
TovTwy Tuyxdver Sia xpdvov TAHO0s H5n 
ovureduoiwuevn Kal dviaros (legitur axl- 
vntos,) } wavy dvcKlynros obca, hy &vtis 
tows etiv 5n mpocayopevar: “ Unless any 
one of these very affections should by length 
of time become naturalized, and grow either 
immoveable, or only to be removed with 
difficulty ; which perfection then perhaps 
we may call a habit.” Arist. Pred. p, 41. 
edit, Sylb. 
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the mind possesses of being taught, we call natural capacity; 
and this in some degree is common to all men. The superior 
facility of being taught, which some possess above the rest, we 
call genius: The first transition; or advances from natural power, 
we call proficiency ; and the end or completion of proficiency, we 
call habit. 

If such habit be conversant about matter purely speculative, 
it is then called science; if it descend from speculation to prac- 
tice, it is then called art; and if such practice be conversant in 
regulating the passions and affections, it is then called moral 
virtue. 

Even all these habits, after having been thus aequired, can 
return at times into capacity, and there lie dormant and for a 
time unperceived. 

Alfenus vafer, omni 
Abjecto instrumento artis, clausaque taberna, 
Sutor erat. Horat. Sat. i. 3. 130. 

Wide however is the difference between this habitual, se- 
condary capacity,° and that which is natural and original. The 
habitual can pass at once, when it pleases, into perfect energy; 
the natural, only through the medium of institution and re- 
peated practice. 

The several qualities thus variously distinguished are to be 
found only in beings of subordinate nature. But if there be a 
being, whose existence is all-perfect and complete, and sueh must 
that Being necessarily be, the source of perfection to all others ; 
with the nature of such beimg this variety will be incompatible. 
In him are no powers or dormant capacities, no proficiencies or 
transitions from worse to better, and still much less from better 
to worse; but a full and immutable energy through every part 
of space. It was concerning this divine principle that Empe- 
docles sung of old: 

Otre yap avipomen Keparp Kara yvia néxacra, 
Od ev ara votwy ye Sb0 KAddot diiocovow,, 
Od ddes, ob Oda yotva, ov uhdea Aaxvhevra, 
"AAAG phy feph, Kal dbéoparos erAeTo Modvor, 
dpovtion néopoy &mayra Karalocovea Oojjot. 
No limbs hath he, with human head adorned ; 
Nor from his shoulders branch two sprouting arms ; 
To him belong nor feet nor pliant knees ; 
But mind alone he was ; ineffable, 

_ And holy mind: that rapidly pervades 
With providential cares the mighty world.4 

€ See before, note y, p. 294. Ovx amdrod 
’yros TOD Suvdwer Aeyouevov, GAAG TOD wey 
dborep ty etromer Tov Taide Sivacba oTpa- 
rTnyew, ToD dé as Toy ev HAKla Byra: 
“ Capacity or power is not a simple term of 
one meaning only, but there is one sort, 
when we say of a child, he has-a capacity 
to be a military leader ; another, when we 
say so of a man, who is in complete matu- 

rity.” Arist. de An. L. ii. c. 5. p. 33. edit. 
Sylb. 

4 See Ammon. in lib. de Interpret. p. 199. 
B. and Poes. Philosoph. Hen. Step. p. 30. 
where, instead of otre yap avdpomen, we 
read od uév yap Bporen. ~ 

And here it may be observed, by way 
of digression, that in this part of Ammo- 
nius, a part truly valuable, and deeply phi- 
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The speculations of this genus, or arrangement, having now 
carried us to the sublimest of all objects, ought here to end. But 
as there still remain a few observations, and besides these a dis- 
quisition into the properties of the genus, and that the apparent 
as well as the real; we cannot quit the subject till these inquiries 
have been first satisfied. Thus then the treatise proceeds. 

With respect to qualities purely corporeal, they may be con- 
sidered either as penetrating body, such as gravitation, heat, 
flavour, and the like; or else as confined to the surface, such as 
figure, colour, smoothness, roughness, &c. Those internal qua- 
lities which pervade the whole, (whether they arise merely from 
organization, or include that and something more,) constitute 
what we call essential form or natural essence. And hence the 
just idea of natural essence, or essential form,* which consists 
in giving a character to the subject which it pervades. It is 
through this internally pervading character, that substances are 
what they are; that they become not only distinguished from 
one another, but from the nicest mimicries of art; the real 
orange from the orange of wax, the living lion from the lion 
painted. 

Indeed one of the capital distinctions between operations na- 
tural and artificial is, that nature penetrates, while art stops at 
the surface. It is the surface of the canvas, which the painter 
covers; the surface of the gem, which the jeweller polishes; the 
surface of the steel, to which the smith gives a figure; and the 
surface of the string, to which the musician applies his bow. 
There is hardly any deviation from this rule with respect to arts, 
if we except those only, (such as cookery and medicine,) the 
business of which consists principally in compounding natural 
materials. Here indeed the proportions pass through the whole 
composition, and the more accurate these proportions, the greater 
of course the merit of each artist. 

It must be remembered, however, that though artificial quali- 
ties are mostly superficial, yet are not all natural qualities to be 
considered as internal. The form or essence of every natural 
substance (that is to say, in other words, its system of internal 
qualities) extends itself outwardly* every way from within; and, 

losophical, we meet in the printed text two 
chasms, which much impair the meaning. 
The first occurs, p. 199. B. line 19, between 
the words ré@y—xal ray. Here a MS. col- 
lation supplies the word a&davav. The se- 
cond occurs p. 200, line 2, after the word 
avvievtwy. Here the same MS. supplies the 
following valuable reading, whieh lies far 
beyond the reach of the most acute con- 
jecture. The words are—od oumévtrwy [81 
mrepiretdopata THs adnOelas eict. | 

There is a third reading, from the same 
authority, in the fourth line of the same 
page, which is am’ éxelywy, instead of én” 

éxefvwy,a reading manifestly better, though 
not so important as the former. 

The edition of Ammonius, here referred 
to, is that of Venice, in 12mo., in the year 
1545. The same places may be found in 
the edition of Aldus, at Venice, in 12mo., 
in the year 1546, p. 172. B. p. 173. and in 
the folio edition of the same Aldus, in the 
year 1503, where the pages are not marked, 
but where the above chasms easily shew 
themselves to the reader’s eye. 

€ See before, p. 275. 
f “Qomep 5¢ Tis diactdoews Td TéAvS 

éott TO oXIMA, o}TwS H TOD bAOV eldSous 
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as it must necessarily stop somewhere, (every individual being 
finite,) so according to the different points at which it stops in 
its evolution, it communicates to each substance a different and 
peculiar figure. And hence the true character of every natural 
and specific figure, which ought not to be considered merely as 
a surface, but as a bound; the bound to which the internal es- 
sence or form every way extends itself, and at which, when it is 
arrived, it finally terminates. 

For this reason it is, that of all the external qualities there is 
none so capital, so characteristic, as figure. It is a kind of uni- 
versal signature, by which nature makes known to us the several 
species of her productions; the primary and obvious test, by 
which we pronounce this a vegetable, and that an animal; this 
an oak, and that a lion: so that if we neither suspect fraud, nor 
the fallibility of our own organs, we commonly rest here, and 
inquire no further. 

If we pass from these natural subjects to contemplate figure 
in works of art, we shall discover it to be almost all that art is 
able to communicate. It is to this that the painter arrives by 
addition; the sculptor by detraction; the founder by fusion ; 
and the stucco-artist by moulding. Even when we contemplate 
the tools of art, it will appear, that as it is by virtue of their 
figure alone the saw divides, the hammer drives, and the pincers 
extract; so is it from these several figures, that they derive 
their character and their name, not from their matter, which 
matter is often the same, when the tools are totally different and 
distinct one from another. | 

Nor are these artificial the only figures with which man is 
found conversant. Among the various possibilities which the 
mind suggests, there is a more accurate tribe of figures, which it 
recognises and defines, and which, it may be justly questioned, 
whether matter ever possessed; for example, the perfect tri- 
angle, the perfect circle, the perfect pyramid, the perfect sphere, 
with the rest of those figures commonly called mathematical.” 
These are not sought out by experiments, nor are the truths 
dependent on them derived from experiments, being in fact the 
result of a more authentic knowledge, that is to say, m other 
words, of the purest demonstration. On these figures, and their 
dependent truths, rests the whole of mechanics, so highly useful 
to human life ; rest astronomy and optics, and a large part of 
physics, some of the noblest subjects among the corporeal for 
contemplation. 

a&moTeAcUTHGIS UXpe THS emipavelas Thy 
Hopphy areyéevynoer, odoay ad’Ttihy Td pat- 
vdéuevoy txvos Tov etSous, Kal TeAcuTalay 
exracw THs TOU Adyou ém Tau exTds Tpo- 
édov. Simplic. in Praed. p. 69. B. edit. Basil. 
“ For as the end or extremity of any ex- 
tension is the figure, so the ending of a 

complete form, at its surface, produces 
shape ; shape being itself the apparent ves- 
tige of that form, and the ultimate extent 
of that progression, which the internal. ratio 
makes outwards,” 

& See before, ehap. iv. 
h See p. 94, and note g. 
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The industry of man stops not even here, but prompts him 
to search for figures, not only in his intellect, but in a lower 
faculty. 

The poet’s eye, in a fine frenzy rolling, 
Doth glance from heaven to earth, from earth to heaven, 
And as imagination bodies forth 
The forms of things unknown, the poet’s pen 
Turns them to shapes, and gives to airy nothings 
A local habitation and a name. 

Shaksp. Mids. Night’s Dream, act v. sc, 1. 

And hence that tribe of figures, which are neither natural, nor 
artificial, nor intellectual, but which make a fourth sort, that 
may be called fantastic, or imaginary; such as centaurs, satyrs, 
sphinxes, hydras, &c. 

And so much for figure, that most capital quality of all the 
superficial. 

The next quality of this sort after figure is colour, the source, 
like figure, of many varieties and distinctions. Yet that it is 
inferior to figure is obvious from this: in the sketches of a 
painter we know things by their figures alone, without their co- 
lours; but not by their colours alone, when divested of their 
figures. 

As for roughness, smoothness, hardness, softness, though they 
may be said, perhaps, to penetrate further than the surface, yet 
4 they, to man’s sensation at least, so many qualities super- 
cial. 
And now with respect to all kinds of qualities, whether cor- 

poreal or incorporeal, there is one thing to be observed, that 
some degree of permanence is always requisite ; else they are 
not so properly qualities, as incidental affections.‘ Thus we call 
not a man passionate, because he has occasionally been angered, 
but because he is prone to frequent anger; nor do we say a man 
is of a pallid or a ruddy complexion, because he is red by imme- 
diate exercise, or pale by sudden fear, but when that paleness or 
redness may be called constitutional. 
We have said already, that it was the essence of all qualities to 

characterize and distinguish. And hence the origin of that phrase, | 
“a person of quality;” that is to say, a person distinguished 
from the vulgar by his valour, his wisdom, or some other capital 
accomplishment. As these were the primary sources of those 
external honours paid to eminent men in precedences, titles, 
and various other privileges; it followed that these honours by 
degrees grew to represent the things honoured ; so that as virtue 

i These Aristotle calls T1dOn. Ove yap 
6 épubpiay dia TH airx iver bau, épudplas 
Aéyerai, ore 6 wxpidv dia Td hoBetoOa, 
axplas* GAAG piiAAOv mwemovOévas Ti bore 

mdOn piv Td ToLalra A€yeTal, TodTyTES SE 
ov: “ Neither is the man who blushes from 
being ashamed, called of a reddish com- 

plexion ; nor is he who turns pale from 
being frightened, called of a palish com- 
plexion, but they are rather said to have 
been particularly affected ; for which reason 
such events are called incidental affections, 
and not qualities.” Arist. Pred. p, 43. 
edit. Sylb. 
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led originally to rank, rank in after-days came to infer virtue; 
particular ranks, particular virtues: that of a prince, serenity ; 
of an ambassador, excellence; of a duke, grace; of a pope, 
holiness; of a justice or mayor, worship, &c. &e. 

As to the general properties of quality, they may be found 
among the following. 

Contrariety appertains to it.) Thus in the corporeal qualities, 
hot is contrary to cold, and black to white. So, too, in mental 
qualities, wisdom is contrary to folly, and virtue to vice: subor- 
dinate virtues to subordinate vices ; liberality to avarice, courage 
to cowardice. Even vices themselves are contrary one to another; 
cowardice to temerity, avarice to profusion. It may be doubted, 
however, whether this character of quality be universal; for 
what among figures is there contrary in one figure to another, 
either in the square to the circle, or in the circle to the square? 

Another property of qualities is to admit of intension and re- 
mission.* ‘Thus of two persons handsome, there may be one the 
handsomer; and among many handsome, one the handsomest. 

Nacdwv © brep tyye ndpn exer HE wéTwra, 
‘Peta & dpryvorn wéAerai, Kara) dé Te wWacaL. Hom. Odys. Z. 107. 
“ Far above all she bears her tow’ring head, 
With ease distinguish’d, tho’ they all are fair.” 

So sir John Falstaff, speaking to his companion, the young 
prince—“ I am not John a Gaunt, your grandfather; and yet I 
am no coward.”! 

It appears, however, that the above-mentioned species of 
quality, called figure, no more admits this property than it did 
contrariety. The figures which are triangles, are not more so 
one than another; no more are the circles, circles; the squares, 
squares, &c.: which seems, indeed, to arise from their definitude 
and precision.™ 

But there is a property to be found which may justly deserve 
the name, by being common at least to the whole genus, if not 
peculiar to that only: and this property is, that by virtue of their 
qualities things are denominated like and unlike.” It is thus that 
the swan by his quality of whiteness resembles the snow; that 
Achilles by his quality of fierceness resembles a mastiff; and 
that the earth by her quality of figure is like to a bowl. 

From this property we see the reason why there is no arrange- 
ment to which the poets are so much indebted as to this; 
since hence they derive those innumerable images which so 
strongly distinguish poetry from every other species of writing. 
For example: let us suppose a young hero just slain; let us 

_ J “Ymrdpxer 5¢ evaytidrns Kata Td rowdy, m See Hermes, p. 175. 
x. 7. A. Arist. Preed. p. 44. edit. Sylb. 2 “Quoi 5¢ } avduowm Kara pdvas Tas 

k °Emidéxerat 5& 7d uadAov kal Tro ArTov = moidrnras Aéyeras’ Suorov yap erepov Erépw 
7a wow’ K.T.A. Arist. Pred. p. 45. edit. ot ort kat’ HAAO oddtv, } Ka’ d mod 
Sylb. éorw. Arist. Praed. p. 45, edit. Sylb. 

1 Shaksp. Hen. IV. 
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suppose him lying, with a drooping head, a face divested of life 
and bloom, yet still retaining traces both of beauty and of youth. 
The poet would illustrate this pathetic image by finding some- 
thing that resembles it. And where is he to search, but where he 
can discover similar qualities? He finds at length an assemblage 
of them in a flower just gathered: the same drooping head, the 
same lifeless fade, the same relicts of a form that was once fair 
and flourishing. 

Thus then Virgil, speaking of young Pallas: 

Qualem virgineo demessum pollice florem 
Seu mollis viola, seu languentis hyacinthi, 
Cui neque fulgor adhuc, necdum sua forma recessit ; 
Non jam mater alit tellus, viresque ministrat. JEn, xi. 68. 

Again, what would Milton have us conceive, when he describes 
the tremendous shield of Satan? Those conspicuous characters 
of brightness, vastness, and rotundity. To what subject then 
ought he to refer, that we may comprehend what he would de- 
scribe? It must be to one that eminently possesses an assem- 
blage of the same qualities. Let the poet, in his own words, 
inform us what this subject is: 

The broad circumference 
Hung on his shoulders, like the moon. Par. Lost, i. 286. 

_ The reason of this property may be, perhaps, as follows. To 
be like is something /ess than to be perfectly the same, and some- 
thing more than to be perfectly different. And hence it is, that 
when two things are called /:ke, there is implied in their nature 
something of sameness, and something of diversity. If it be 
asked what the sameness is; we answer, it must be something 
more definitive than those transcendental samenesses which run 
through all things. We say not that a piece of ebony is like a 
swan, because they both are; or that a crow resembles a snow- 
ball, because each of them is one, and not two. The identity 
must be sought from among the number of those qualities, the 
nature of which is less extensive, and more confined to parti- 
cular species. Let blackness, for example, be a quality of this 
character in that union of qualities which constitutes ebony ; 
and let the same quality be one also in that union which con- 
stitutes a crow. So far, then, the ebony and the crow are the 
same; through every other quality perhaps they are different ; 
and through sameness, thus tempered by diversity, they become, 
and are called like.° 

The same happens to the earth and a bowl, from their com- 
mon rotundity ; to the hero and the mastiff, from their common 
ferocity. 

And so much for the second universal genus, arrangement, or 
predicament, the genus of quality, its various species, and its 
different properties. 

° See note h, p. 275, and note v, p. 305. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

CONCERNING QUANTITY—ITS TWO SPECIES—THEIR CHARACTERS. TIME 

AND PLACE—THEIR CHARACTERS. PROPERTY OF QUANTITY, WHAT. 

QUANTITIES RELATIVE. FIGURE AND NUMBER, THEIR EFFECT UPON 

QUANTITY—IMPORTANCE OF THIS EFFECT. SCIENCES MATHEMATICAL 

APPERTAIN TO IT—THEIR USE, ACCORDING TO PLATO. HOW OTHER 

BEINGS PARTAKE OF QUANTITY. ANALOGY, FOUND IN MIND. COM- 

MON SENSE AND GENIUS, HOW DISTINGUISHED. AMAZING EFFICACY 

OF THIS GENUS IN AND THROUGH THE WORLD. ILLUSTRATIONS. 

Tue attribute of substance, standing in arrangement next to 
quality, is quantity; the former having precedence, as being 
supposed more universal ; while the latter, at least in appearance, 
seems not to extend beyond body. 

Out of natural bodies is the visible world composed, and we 
may contemplate them in different manners; either one body, 
taken by itself and alone; or many bodies, taken collectively 
and at once. When Virgil says of the oak, 

Quantum vertice ad auras 
/Etherias, tantum radice ad Tartara tendit ; Geor. ii. 291. 

or when Milton informs us, that 

Behemoth, biggest born of earth, unheaved 
His vastness’; Par. Lost, vii. 471. 

in these instances we have only one body, taken by itself and 
alone, and this naturally suggests the idea of magnitude. But 
when in Virgil we read, 

Quam multa’in sylvis autumni frigore primo 
Lapsa cadunt folia ; JEn. vi. 309, 

or when in Milton, 

Thick as autumnal leaves, that strew the brooks 
In Vallombrosa ; Par. Lost, i. 302. 

in these instances we have many bodies taken collectively and at 
once, and this naturally suggests the idea of multitude. 

Horace gives the two species together in his fine address to — 
Augustus : 

Cum tot sustineas et tanta negotia. Horat. Epist. 1. ii, 1. 

Now in magnitude and multitude we behold these two primary, 
these two grand and comprehensive species, into which the genus 
of quantity is divided; magnitude, from its union, being called 
quantity continuous; multitude, from its separation, quantity 
discrete.” 

P Tov 5¢ rocod Tb pev éort Simpiouevoy, Td 3& ouvexés. Aristot. Pred. p. 30. edit. 
Sylb. 
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Of the continuous kind is every solid; also the bound of every 
solid, that is, a superficies; and the bound of every superficies, 
that is, a line; to which may be added those two concomitants 
of every body, namely, time and place. Of the discrete kind are 
fleets, armies, herds, flocks, the syllables of sounds articulate, &c. 
We have mentioned formerly,’ when we treated of time, that 

every now or present instant was a boundary or term at which 
the past ended and the future began; and that it was in the 
perpetuity of this connection that time became continuous. In 
like manner within every line may be assumed infinite such con- 
nectives, under the character of points; and within every super- 
ficies, under the character of lines; and within every solid, under 
the character of superficies ; to which connectives these quantities 
owe their continuity. And hence a specific distinction, attending 
all quantities continuous, that their several parts everywhere 
coincide in a common boundary or connective.” 

It is not sowith quantities discrete ; for here such coincidents 
is plainly impossible. Let us suppose, for example, a multitude 
of squares, #, y, 2. &c. 

w o = H 

Here if the line AB, where the square a ends, were the same 
with the line CD, where the square y begins, and EF in like 
manner the same with GH, they would no longer be a multitude 
of squares, but one continuous parallelogram ; such as 

K N 

| | | |. the figure KMNL. 
M L 

Another specific character belonging to the solid body, the 
superficies, and the line, (all of which are quantities continuous,) 
is, that their parts have a definite position within some definite 
whole ;* while in quantities discrete, that is in multitudes, such 
position is no way requisite. In the most perfect continuous 
quantities, such as beams of timber, blocks of marble, &c. it is 
with difficulty the parts can change position, without destruction 
to the quantity, taken as continuous. But a herd of cattle, or 
an army of soldiers, may change position as often as they please, 
and no damage arise to the multitude, considered as a multitude. 

It must be remembered, however, that this character of po- 

4 See Hermes, lib. i. c. 7. p. 146. 8 “Eri, Ta pev ex Odow exdvrwy mpds 
* See Arist. Predic. p. 31. edit. Sylb. &AAnAa tdv ev adrois popiwy cuvéornKe 

‘H 3¢ ypauph cuvexhs eotw, x.7.A. This ofov ra wey Tis ypaumis wdpia Oéow exer 
character is described to be rpés twa kowdy mpds BAANAG, K.T.A. Arist. Pred. p, 31. 
Spov cuvdrrev. Ibid. edit. Sylb. 
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sition extends not to time, though time be a continuous subject. 
How, indeed, should the parts of time have position, which are 
so far from being permanent, that they fly as fast as they arrive ? 
Here, therefore, we are rather to look for a sequel in just order ;* 
for a continuity not by position, as in the limbs of an animal, 
but for a continuity by succession : 

Velut unda supervenit undam. Horat. Epist. ii. 2. 176. 

And thus are the two species of quantity, the continuous and 
the discrete, distinguished from each other. 

Besides this, among the continuous themselves there is a 
further distinction. Body and its attributes, the superficies and 
the line, are continuous quantities, capable all of them of being 
divided; and by being divided, of becoming a multitude; and 
by becoming a multitude, of passing into quantity discrete. But 
those continuous quantities, time and place, admit not, like the 
others, even the possibility of being divided. For grant place 
to be divided, as Germany is divided from Spain; what interval 
can we suppose, except it be other place? Again: suppose time 
to be divided, as the age of Sophocles from that of Shakspeare ; 
what interval are we to substitute, except it be other time? 
Place, therefore, and time, though continuous like the rest, are 
incapable of being divided, because they admit not, like the rest, 
to have their continuity broken." 

But to proceed. Let us imagine, as we are walking, that at 
a distance we view a mountain, and at our feet a molehill: the 
mountain we call great, the molehill (ttle; and thus we have 

t°O 8 uh eorw bropevov, was &y TOdTO 
Odow tid Exor; GAAG pGAAov Tdéw Tid 
elros by Exew, TH TH ev mpdrepoy clvat 
Tov xpdvov, Td 5¢ Borepov. Arist. Pred. 
p. 32. edit. Sylb. 

u They cannot be divided actually, from 
the reasons here given; but they may be 
be divided in power, else they could not be 
continuous; nor could there exist such 
terms as a month, a year, a cubit, a fur- 
long, &c. 

In this sense of potential division they 
may be divided infinitely, as appears from 
the following theorem : 

B 
moves quicker moves slower 

K 
Y 5 

Space. 
i] 

¢ ” 
Time. 

Let A and B be two spheres that are 
moving, and let A be the quicker moving 
sphere, B the slower; and let the slower have 
moved through the space y 6 in the time 
Gn; it is evident that the quicker will 

have moved through the same space in a 
less time. Let it have moved through it in 
the time ¢ 6. It is thus the sphere A di- 
vides the time.. Again: inasmuch as the 
quicker A has in the time ¢@ passed through 
the whole space vy 5, the slower B in the 
same time will have passed through a smaller 
space. Let this be yx. It is thus the 
sphere B divides the space. Again: inas- 
much as the slower sphere B in the time ¢ 9 
has passed through the space + «, the quicker 
sphere A will have passed through it in a 
less time ; so that the time ¢6@ will be again 
divided by the quicker body. But this 
being so divided, the space y « will be di- 
vided also by the slower body, according to 
the same ratio, And thus it will always 
be, as often as we repeat successively what 
has been already demonstrated: for the 
quicker body will after this manner divide 
the time, and the slower body will divide 
the space ; and that, in either case, to in- 
finite, because their continuity is infinitely 
divisible in power. See the original of this 
theorem in Aristotle’s Physics, lib. vi. cap. 2. 
p. 111. edit. Sylb. “Eorw 7d pev ep’ 6 a, 
K.T.A, : 
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two opposite attributes in quantity continuous. Again: in a 
meadow we view a herd of oxen grazing, in a field we see a yoke 
of them ploughing the land: the herd we call many, the yoke 
we call few; and thus have we two similar opposites in quantity 
discrete. 

Of these four attributes, great and many fall under the common 
name of excess; little and few under the common name of. de- 
fect. Again: excess and defect, though they include these four, 
are themselves included under the common name of inequality. 
Further still, even inequality itself is but a species of diversity; 
as its opposite, equality, is but a species of identity. They are 
subordinate species confined always to quantity, while cdentity 
and diversity (their genera) may be found to pass through all 
things.* 
Row it is here, namely, in these two, equality and inequality, 

that we are to look for that property by which this genus is 
distinguished. It is from quantity only that things are denomi-. 
nated equal or unequal.’ 

Further still: whatever is equal, is equal to something else ; 
and thus is equality a relative term. Again: if we resolve in- 
equality into its several excesses and defects, it will be apparent 
that each of these is a relative term also. It is with reference 
to little that great is called great; with reference to few that 
many are called many; and it is by the same habitudes inverted 
exist little and few. And thus is it that, through the property 
here mentioned, the attribute of quantity passes insensibly into 
that of relation ;? a fact not unusual in other attributes as well 
as these, from the universal sympathy and congeniality of nature. 

Nay, so merely relative are many of these excesses and defects, 
that the same subject, from its different relations, may be found 
susceptible of both at once. The mountain, which by its re- 
lation to the molehill was great,* by its relation to the earth is 

* The following characters of the three 
first great arrangements, or universal genera, 
are thus described by Aristotle: Tard uty 
yap, dv ula i ovcia® Guo. 5’, dv h woidrns 
pla’ toa 5é, Gy 7d woody Ev: “Things are 
the same, of which the substance is one ; 
similar, of which the quality is one ; equal, 
of which the quantity is one.” Metaph. A. 
keg. te. p. 88. edit. Sylb. 

Y“Idioy 5 udAiora Tod wogod, Td Troy 
kal &vicov AéyerOa. Arist. Pred. p. 34. 

2 Aristotle says expressly of the things 
here mentioned, that no one of them is 
quantity, but exists rather among the tribe 
of relatives, inasmuch as nothing is great or 
little of itself, but merely with reference to 
something else. Todtwy 5& oddéy eo: 7r0- 
odv, GAAG paAAOV TaV mpds TL, OVdeY yap 
avTd KaP aird, K.T.A. Arist. Praed. p. 33. 
edit, Sylb. 

® This may be true with regard to 
mountains and molehills, and the other 

more indefinite parts of nature; but with 
regard to the more definite parts, such as 
vegetables and animals, here the quantities 
are not left thus vague, but are, if not ascer- 
tained precisely, at least ascertained in some 
degree. 

Thus Aristotle: “Eor: ydp tt mat Tots 
(dois mépas Tov weyebous* 5d Kal Tis TaY 
doTaéy avkhoews. Ei yap tadr elxev ab- 
tnow del, kal rov Céwy boa Exe doTodv 7) 
7» avddoyov, hutdver dy Ews Ey: “ All 
animals have a certain bound or limit to 
their bulk ; for which reason the bones have 
a certain bound or limit to their growth. 
Were the bones, indeed, to grow for ever, 
then, of course, as many animals as have 
bone, or something analogous to it, would 
continue to grow as long as they lived.” 

x 
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little; and the herd, which were many by their relation to the 
single yoke, are few by their relation to the sands of the sea- 
shore.” And hence it appears that the excesses and defects which 
belong to quantity are not of a relative nature only, but of an 
indefinite one likewise. The truth of this will become still more 
evident, when it is remembered that every magnitude is infinitely 
divisible, and that every multitude is infinitely augmentable. 

What, then, is to be done? How is it possible that such at- 
tributes should become the objects of science? It is then only 
we are said to know, when our perception is definite;° since 
whatever falls short of this, is not knowledge, but opinion. Can, 
then, the knowledge be definite, when its object is indefinite? 
Is not this the same, as if we were to behold an object as straight, 
which was in itself crooked; or an object as quiescent, which 
was in itself moving? We may repeat, therefore, the question, 
and demand, what is to be done? It may be answered as fol- 
lows: quantity continuous is circumscribed by figure, which, 
being the natural boundary both of the superficies and the solid, 
gives them the distinguishing names of triangle, square, or circle ; 
of pyramid, cube, or sphere, &c. By these figures, not only the 
infinity of magnitude is limited, but the means also are furnished 
for its most exact mensuration. Again; the infinity of quantity 
discrete is ascertained by number, the very definition of which 
is 7AnG0s w@piopévoy, that is, “multitude circumscribed or de- 
fined.” Thus, if, in describing a battle, we are told that many 
of the enemy were slain, and but few saved; our knowledge (if 
it deserve the name) is perfectly vague and indefinite. But if 
these indefinite multitudes are defined by number, and we are 

Arist, de Anim, Gener. ii. 6. p. 227. edit. 
Sylb. 

What follows from Simplicius is to the 
same purpose; only where he mentions 
form, we must understand that efficient 
animating principle described in the sixth 
chapter of this work. 
“Exaorov eldos cvvumdyel, meTa THS oil- 

xelas ididrnTos, Kal mogod Tt méTpoy oby- 
petpov TH ididrynTi* od yap oxjua udvoy 
emipeper wel Eaurod 7d eidos, GAAA Kat 
uéyeOos, 6 peta Siacrdcews eis Thy BAnv 
maparylyverat. TAdros 5¢ éxe Kal rodro 
évodde Sid 7d adpicrov was tis évbdov 
gpiocws. "Edy 5t roAd roy Spoy mapadrrdtn, 
4 mpos Td meio, 2) mpds Td erarrov, Tépas 
voulCerar; “ Every form introduces, along 
with its own original peculiarity, a certain 
measure of quantity, bearing proportion to 
that peculiarity ; for it brings with itself, 
not a figure only, but a magnitude also, 
which passes into the matter by giving it 
extent. Now even here this magnitude 

has a sort of latitude, from the indefinite 
nature of the material principle [with which 

it is united.] But yet, notwithstanding if 
it change the bound or limit, either as to 
greater or to less, in a remarkable degree, 
the being [by such deviation] is esteemed a 
monster.” Simplic. in Preed. p. 37. A. edit. 
Basil. 

Simplicius gives examples of this devia- 
tion in the case of giants and of dwarfs. 

b Aristotle’s instance goes further, and 
shews how a smaller number may be called 
many, a larger number be called few. °Ev 
wey TH Kdun ToAAOdS GvOpdmovs paper 
eivat, ev "A@hvais 5€ GAlyous, moAAamAa- 
ctous abra@y bvras’ Kal év pev TH oikle 
moAovs, év 5& TG Oedtpw dAlyous, TOAAG 
wAelous abtay bvtas: “We say, there are 
many men in a village, and but few in 
Athens, though the number in this last be 
many times larger; so, too, we say, there 
are many persons in a house, and but few 
in the theatre, though the number in this 
last may be many times more. Ibid. 

© See before, page 254, and Hermes, p, 
223, 
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told that the slain were a thousand, the saved a hundred; in 
such case our knowledge becomes adequate and complete. 

It is in the contemplation of these two quantities thus defined, 
the continuous by figure, the discrete by number, that we behold 
them rendered subjects for the two noblest of sciences, the first 
of them for geometry, the second for arithmetic ;" from which 
two, (and not from mere experiments, as some have hastily as- 
serted,) both the knowledge of nature, and the utilities of common 
life, are in the greatest part derived. 

It is here we see the rise of those mathematical sciences, 
arithmetic, geometry, music, &e. which the ancients esteemed 
so essential to a liberal education. Nor can we believe there is 
any one now but must acknowledge, that a mind properly tinged 
with such noble speculations, (supposing there be no want of 
genius, or of courage,) is qualified to excel in every superior 
scene of life. Far more honourable they surely are, than the 
arts of riding a horse, or of wielding a sword, those accomplish- 
ments usually assigned to our youth of distinction, and for the 
sake of which alone they are often sent into distant countries, 
as if there were nothing to be taught them at home, nor any 
thing in a gentleman worth cultivating but his body. We 
would not undervalue these bodily accomplishments, (for per- 
fection of every sort is certainly worth aiming at;) but we 
would wish them to be rated as much below the mental, as the 
body itself is inferior to the mind. 

There is an elegant account of the sciences above mentioned 
in the Republic of Plato. Glaucus (one of the persons of the 
dialogue) takes pains to recommend them from their usefulness 
in human life: arithmetic for accounts and distributions; geo- 
metry for encampments and mensurations; music for solemn 
festivals in honour of the gods; and astronomy for agriculture, 
for navigation, and the like. Socrates, on his part, denies not 
the truth of all this, but still insinuates, that they were capable 
of answering an end more sublime. “ You are pleasant,” says 
he, ‘‘in your seeming to fear the multitude, lest you should be 
thought to enjoin certain sciences that are useless. It is, indeed, 
no contemptible matter, though a difficult one, to believe, that 
through these particular sciences the soul has an organ purified 
and enlightened, which is destroyed and blinded by studies of 
other kind; an organ better worth saving than a thousand eyes; 
inasmuch as truth becomes visible through this alone.”° 

These, that we have here mentioned, appear to be the only 

‘ See Hermes, p. 218, and note, p. 222. €xaorots Spyavdv tt Wuxis éxxabalpera, 
€ The above is an attempt to translate xal ava(wwupe?rat, dwodAAdpevov kal Tup- 

the following elegant passage of Plato: Aotuevoy iad trav &dAdAwv emiryndevudtar, 
‘Hdds ef, iri Zorcas SedidTt Tos woAAODs, Kpeirrov by cwOjva wuplwv dupatwr" udvey 
Bh Bouts &xpyota pabhwata mpootdtrew’ ‘yap aiTg 4dAPea dpara. Plat. de Repub. 
Td & éoriy ov mdvv padAov, GAAG xadrerdy lib. vii. p. 527. edit Serran, Hermes, page 
mortedoa, drt ev tovros Tots pabhuacw 202, 

x 2 
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species of quantity; inasmuch as other things are called quan 
tities, not from themselves, but with reference to these. ‘Thus 
we say, that there is much white, because the superficies, which 
it covers, is much; and that an action was long, because the 
time was long during which it was transacted. And hence it 
is, that, if any one is to explain the quantity of an action, as, for 
example, the length of the Trojan war, he explains it by the time, 
saying, it was.a war of ten years. So when we give the quantity 
of any thing white, we define it by the superficies, because, as 
that is in quantity, so also is the white.’ 
We further observe, that quantity continuous and discrete 

may be said to blend themselves with all things. Thus in sub- 
stances, let Mount Athos represent the former; the army of 
Xerxes, the latter. In colours, let us view the former in the 
uniform blueness of a clear sky ; the latter, in the many and di- 
versified tints of a rainbow. In sounds we find quantity dis- 
crete belonging to speech or language, it being the essence of 
articulation, that every syllable should be distinct. The con- 
tinuous, on the contrary, naturally suggests itself to our ears, 
when we hear yellings, howlings, and heavy psalmody. In mo- 
tions, when a grasshopper moves by leaps, we behold quantity 
discrete ; when a ship sails smoothly, we behold quantity con- 
tinuous. The motion of all animals, that have feet, (whether 
they leap or not,) by being alternate, is of the discrete kind: 
but it is fabled of the gods, that, when they moved as gods, it 
was under one continued progression of their whole frame to- 
gether; to which Virgil, they say, alludes, in speaking of Venus, 

Et vera incessu patuit dea. JEn. i. 411. 

The mind, though devoid of corporeal extension, admits what 
is analogous to these two species of quantity, and recognises 
their force even within the sacred recesses of itself. For what 
can be more truly united in perfect continuity, than the terms 
which compose a self-evident truth? And how is this continuity 
still further extended, when by the union of two such truths 
there is produced a third, under the indissoluble connection of a 
demonstrative syllogism? If there was not this syllogistic con- 
tinuity, there might indeed be other continuities, but it would 
never be in our power to prove any thing concerning them. 
Again, when we consider either many propositions, without re- 
ference to a syllogism; or many independent terms, without 
reference to a proposition; what have we then but quantity 

discrete? Philosophical arrangements? Treasures, as capable of 
being numbered, estimated, and recorded, as those which the 
miser commits to his coffers. 

f Kuplws 5¢ rood radra Aéyerar udva AcdKov A€éyera, THye Thy emipdveray ToA- 
Ta eipnucva, TX 5 bAAa wdvTa Kara guu- Ary elvat Kad % mpatis waxpa, THe TV 
BeBnkds* eis tadra yap &moBAémovtes kal xpdvov, x.7. A. Aristot. Praed. p. 32. edit. 

7a &AAG ToT A€youev* olovy OAV -Td Sylb. 
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It is, indeed, by the help of an innate power of distinction 
that we recognise the differences of things, as it is by a con- 
trary power of composition that we recognise their identities.* 
These powers, in some degree, are common to all minds; and as 
they are the basis of our whole knowledge, (which is, of neces- 
sity, either affirmative or negative,) they may be said to consti- 
tute what we call common sense." On the contrary, to possess 
these powers in a more eminent degree, so as to be able to per- 
ceive identity in things widely different, and diversity in things 
nearly the same; this it is that constitutes what we call genius, 
that power divine, which through every sort of discipline renders 
the difference so conspicuous between one learner and another. » 

It was from speculations of this kind, that some of the an- 
cients were induced to consider quantity in a far higher rank 
than is usual in common speculations. ‘“‘ They considered both 
species under the common character of a bound or measure, and 
as such to be conspicuous throughout the whole universe ; 
the nature of the continuous, called magnitude, being seen in 
union and connection; that of the discrete, called multitude, 
in accumulation and juataposition ; that by virtue of magnitude, 
the world or universe was one; was extended and connected 
everywhere, through its most distant parts; that by virtue of 
multitude it was diversified with that order and fair arrange- 
ment, seen in the amazing variety of stars, of elements, of plants, 
of animals; of contrarieties on one side, and of similarities on 
the other; that if these quantities were thus distinguishable in 
the copy or image, (for such was this world, when compared to 
its archetype,) much more so were they in those pure and im- 
material forms, the invariable and immediate objects of the Su- 
preme Intellect. The whole production of quantity (as of every 
thing else) they referred with reason to this primary intelligent 
cause ; whose virtual efficacy, as far as it passes through all 
things without dividing itself or stopping, they supposed to 
generate continuity and union; as far as it stops in its progress 
at every particular, and communicates to each a peculiar form 
of its own, they held to generate distinction and multitude ; and 
as far as it perpetually exerts at once these two distinct and op- 
posite energies, they considered as for ever rendering the uni- 
verse both many and one; many, through its order and fair 
variety; one, through its connection and general sympathy.”! 

& See p. 221, note d. 
h See p. 46, note h. 
i The authors from whom the preceding 

sentiments are taken, are Plotinus and 
Tamblichus, in the commentary of Sim- 
plicius upon this predicament of quantity. 
Er: 8¢ 6 MAwtivos—idia yap Kad piois 
éxdoTw, ds ka) év TG wavT) Kdouq Oewpel- 
Tal, TOU mey TUVEXOUS 7 Pats, Hris KaAel- 

Tat méyebos, Kure vwow Kal dAAnAovxlav* 
Tov 5 diwpicmevov, ris KaAEiTa wAHOos, 
kara odpeiay kal mapdbecw* Kal yap Kar& 
piv Thy Tod meyée0ous ovctay, els 6 Kdopmos 
éorl te Kad voeirat, opaipinds gal ocup- 
mepukws EavT@, SiareTamevos Te Kad GAAN- 
Aovxotmevos’ Kata 88 Th TAHOos, Hre 
cbyrakis Kal 4 Siaxdopnots, 7) éx tooavde 
pepe eimeiv oroixeiwy, Kal (owv } putdy 
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And so much for the third universal genus, or predica- 
ment, that of quantity, its various species, and its peculiar 
properties.* 
We cannot however quit this and the preceding predicament 

(I mean the predicaments of quality and quantity) without ob- 
serving that, as they are diffused in a conspicuous manner 
throughout the universe, so writers both sacred and profane, 
both poetic and prosaic, appear to have expressed their force, 
and that often at the same time, as the predicaments themselves 
often exist so in nature. 

““O Lord, how manifold are thy works! in wisdom hast thou 
made them all.” ! 

Here [manifold] denotes the quantity of the divine works; 
[made in wisdom] denotes their quality. 
Nam et qualis in cujusque rei natura, et que forma, queeritur : 

an immortalis anima, an humana specie deus: et de magnitudine 
et numero: quantus, sol ; an unus, mundus.™ 

Where the critic not “only delineates the two great predica- 
ments here mentioned, but divides also quantity into its two 
capital species, I mean magnitude and number. 

Cicero goes further in his Tusculan Disputations, not only pro- 
ducing quality and quantity, but substance also, their support ; 
which he places first, according to its proper order. Si quid sit 
hoc, non vides; at quale sit, vides: sine id quidem; at quantum 
sit, profecto vides.” 

Even comic writers seats expressed the force of these two 
predicaments. 

Quantam et quam veram laudem capiet Parmeno? Terent. Eun. v. 4. 3. 

“ How great, and how true praise will Parmeno acquire ?” 

Great indicates quantity: true indicates quality ; for what 
quality in praise is more valuable than truth? 

The poets, who dealt in subjects more exalted than comedy; 
appear many of them to have employed the same language. 

Bewpetrat, Kal vavruorhrav I dmo.orhreoy 
téowy kat Tdows" el ovv év tais eixdow 
otTw Tabra Kexdpioran, mwoAv mpdtepoy év 
Tots vooupevots yevert’ kal mpd TOUTwWY, ev 
Tots Kal abr dros eter SiéoTHKE, Kol- 
voy exovTa, ws elpnrat, Td péerpoy Kab Td 
mépas. Simplic. in Pred. p. 32. B. edit. 
Basil. 1551. 

‘O dé Oetos "IduBrrxos— eres} yap n 
Tod évds Sivas ap’ ob may Tb rogby a &ro- 
yevvarat, diarelverar 50 bAwy a airh, kak 
bpiCer Exacrov mpoiodoa ap’ EavTijs, 7 mev 
yg Bray, Suhuces mayrdmacw &diaipérws, 7 
ouvexés iplornct, Kal Thy mpdcodov 
mowetrat play, kal aBialperov kal dvev 5iw- 
piopov" fi kad mpoiotoa forara Kal € EKaoTov 
Trav elder, Kad p Opler Exacrov, kal Exaorov 

ev motel, TaUTH Td Siwpioevoy mapdryet.— 
ere) de dua ka) pevet kal mpdetot, Ta dbo 
GmroryervG. meplexet yap  TaV vonTay 
METpOY Sivas dua aupdrepa Ta pevovta 
kad mpotovra év évl rG avrg. Simplic. in 
Preed. p. 34. edit. Basil. 1551. 

As the above sentiments aré expressed 
in the text, a verbal translation of them is 
omitted. It may, however, be acceptable 
to the curious to see them in their originals, 
and for that reason they have been sub- 
joined. 

K See before, note s, p. 305. 
1 Psalm civ. 24, 
m Quintil. Instit. Orat. 1. vii. e«. 4. 
n Tusc. Disp. I. i. 25. 
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- Thus Tibullus, speaking of Bacchus: 

Ovid, of Jupiter : 
Qualis quantusque minetur. Tibul. 1. iii. eleg. vi. 23. 

Quantusque et qualis ab alta 
Junone excipitur. 

Virgil, of Venus: 
Qualisque videri 

Czelicolis, et quanta solet. 

The same, of Polypheme : 
Qualis, quantusque cavo Polyphemus in antro. 

Metam, iii. 204. 

JEn. ii. 589. 

Jin. v. 641. 

Homer, (whom it is probable the rest all copied,) speaking of 
Achilles : 

“Hrot Aapdavlins Tplayos data? ’AxiAja, 
"Oaaos énv, olos Te" Ocoior yap tyra egret, Iliad. 2. 629. 

“ Nor less the royal guest the hero eyes, 
His godlike aspect, and majestic size. ”o 

These attributes, given by poets to gods and heroes, have been 
found by Euclid in figures geometrical. He has a problem to 
teach us how to describe a rectilineal figure, which to one given 
rectilineal figure shall be similar, to another shall be equal.’ 

Similar is a property of quality ; equal, of quantity.% 
But it is time to finish, and proceed to the arrangement next 

in order. 

CHAPTER X. 

CONCERNING RELATIVES —THEIR SOURCE—RELATIVES APPARENT—REAL 

—THEIR PROPERTIES, RECIPROCAL—INFERENCE, AND CO-EXISTENCE 

—FORCE OF RELATION 

TURE, AND THE ORDER OF 

IN ETHICS——-IN MATTERS 

BEING——RELATIONS, AMICABLE AND 

DRAMATIC—IN NA- 

HOSTILE— EVIL—-WANT— FRIEN DSHIP —— STRIFE— RELATION OF ALL 

TO THE SUPREME CAUSE—EXTENT AND USE OF THIS PREDICAMENT, 

OR ARRANGEMENT. 

Turoven the three universal genera, predicaments, or arrange- 
ments, already described, subordinate beings may be said to 

© Pope’s Homer, book xxiy. ver. 798. 
The translation, we see, renders the words 
8ooos and ofos by a periphrasis, and it 
should seem with some propriety, as “the 
god-like aspect” of Achilles is clearly among 
his qualities, and his “majestic size” evi- 
dently respects his magnitude, that is to 
say, his quantity. It must be confessed, 
however, that much of the force of the 
original will necessarily be lost in the 
translation, where single words in one 
language cannot be found corresponding to 
single words in the other. 

P Euclid, vi. 25. 

4 See before, pages 300, and 305. 
‘ The title of this arrangement is ex- 

pressed by a plural, and not a singular, (like 
quality and quantity,) because all relation 
is necessarily between two: 4 5€ oxéots 
TovaAdxicrov év dual mpdypact Oewpetras. 
Ammon. in Cat. p. 94. B—8i0ov yap rijs 
oxéoews udvns, Td ev moAdOis bperrdvac 
pévws. Srep ov8euige mpdoects TAY XAAwY 
katnyopiav: “it is a peculiarity of rela- 
tion only, to haye its existence in many, 
which is the case with no one else of the 
predicaments.” Simpl. in Pred, p. 41. B. 
edit. Basil. 1551, 
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attain their completion; through substance they exist; through 
quality they are distinguished; and through quantity they 
acquire a magnitude, and become a certain multitude. — 

Yet when beings are thus produced, we must not imagine 
them. to exist, like pebbles upon the shore, dispersed and 
scattered, without dependence or mutual sympathy. It would 
be difficult out of such to compose a universe or perfect whole, 
because every perfect whole has a respect to its parts, as well as 
the parts a respect both to such whole, and to each other. 
Hence then the rise of that genus called relation, a genus which 
runs through all things, holding all of them together, inasmuch 
as there is no member of the universe either so great or so 
minute, that it can be called independent, and detached from 
the rest. 3 

Now in all relation there must be a subject whence it com- 
mences; for example, snow: another, where it terminates; for 
example, a swan: the relation itself; for example, similitude: 
and lastly, the source of that relation; for example, whiteness :* 
the swan is related to snow, by being both of them white. 

The requisites to relation being in this manner explained, it 
will appear that those only are the true relatives, which express 
in their very structure the relative source, and whose very 
essence may be found in this their reciprocal habitude.t But 
this perhaps will be better understood by a few examples. 

The swan (it was said before) was in whiteness like snow. 
Here the swan and the snow were produced as relatives. We 
produce others of like kind, when we assert that London is 
larger than York, a lemon equal to an orange, Wc. 

But the truth is, these subjects are none of them properly 
relatives of themselves, but then only become such (as indeed 
may every thing else) when a relation is raised between them 
through the medium of a relative attribute. London, we say, 

8 This source may be sought for among cede this of relatives, I mean quality and 
the differential characters of being, in what- quantity, though they have an existence 
ever predicament or arrangement they 
happen to exist, be it in quality, as the 
character of whiter; in quantity, as that of 
greater, that of more numerous; in time, 
as that of older ; in place, as that of upper, 
&e. 

This is what Simplicius means when he 
says, avdynn abthy (scil. Thy oxéow) ev 
TG Kata Siapopay xapaxripr evumdpxew. 
Simpl. in Cat. 

Hence, too, we may see why relation 
stands next to quantity ; for, in strictness, 
the predicaments which follow are but dif- 
ferent modes of relation, marked by some 
peculiar character of their own, over and 
above the rélative character, which is com- 
mon to them all. 

Even in the two predicaments that pre- 

void of relation, we cannot say so of their 
characteristic peculiarities; for like is a 
relative term, and so is equal. Hence 
Simplicius, &AAo yap 7d Yoov rapa Td rogdv, 
kal &AAo 7d Suotoy mapa Td mody : “ equal 
is something else beside quantity; like, 
something else beside quality.” Simpl. in 
Pred. By something else, he means they 
are relatives. 

t Tipdés Tt 7a Toadra Adyerat, boa, abra 
dimep early, Erépwy elvar A€yeTau’ )) drwoodv 
&AAws pds €repov: “ Such things as these 
are said to be relatives; namely, as many as 
are said to be what they are, by being 
things belonging to other things, or which 
in any other sense have reference to some- 
thing else.” Arist. Praed. p. 34, edit. Sylb. 
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is larger than York. The relation subsists in larger, which 
being attributed to London, makes it a relative to York, which 
is in fact something less. The same holds in the lemon and 
orange, and in all possible instances. To whatever subject we 
associate any of the relative attributes, we immediately render 
the subject by such association a relative. Such a subject there- 
fore is only a relative incidentally. 

But the true and real relatives are those attributes themselves, 
the terms larger, equal, like, &c.; for these in their very structure 
express the relative source, and only exist in a joint and reci- 
procal habitude one to another, 

There are also relative substances, as well as relative attri- 
butes; that is to say, terms which indicate at once both a sub- 
stance and a relative. Such are master and servant, preceptor 
and disciple: master implies a man; and not only that, but a 
man having dominion: servant implies a man, and not only that, 
but @ man rendering service; and the same may be said of the 
other example alleged. | 

Now a distinguishing property of these real relatives is, that 
they reciprocate in their predication." Every master is the 
master of a servant, and every servant the servant of a master; 
every preceptor the preceptor of a disciple; and every disciple 
the disciple of a preceptor. The same holds in the relative 
attributes as well as in the substances, greater being always 
greater than less, and less being always less than greater, That 
this is a property which never fails, will better appear, if from 
any relative substance we subtract the relative attribute, and 
substitute in its room the substance alone. For example, from 
the relative substance, master, let us subtract the relative attri- 
bute, dominion, so that man only shall remain, divested of that 
attribute. We cannot affirm of every man, as we can of every 
master, that merely as a man, he is the master of a servant. 

From this necessity of reciprocal predication, another property 
of relation follows, that we cannot understand one relative, 
without understanding its companion; and that in proportion as 
our knowledge of one relative is more precise, so is that likewise 
of the other.y I cannot know, for example, that A is greater 

" TIdvra 5¢ ra mpds Tt mpds ayTioTpe- 
povra Acyera. Arist. Praed. p. 35, 

* Aristotle finds an instance in the same 
term, servant: Ofov 6 SodAos, édy uh 
deandrov Gr0d007 SodA0s, GAA dvOpdrov, 
 Bimodos, } Srovoty traéy To1obTwy, ovK 
dyristpéper’ ov yap oixela % daarddools 
éorw: “For example, the term servant, if 
he be not described as the servant of a 
master, but of a man, or of a biped, or of 
any other such thing, does not reciprocate, 
because the description returned is not ne- 
cessary and essential ; that is, we cannot 
say, the man of a servant, or the biped of a 

servant, as we say, the master of a servant.” 
Arist. Praed. p. 37, where much more is sub- 
joined, worth reading. ; 

Y Relata sunt simul cognitione, Cognito 
proinde alterutro, cognoscitur alterum ; (id- 
que eodem plane modo, et mensura cogni- 
tionis) et ignorato ignoratur. Logic. Com- 
pend. Saunderson, p. 41. edit. Oxon, 1672, 

I have quoted Saunderson, as he was an 
accurate logician, but Aristotle’s own words 
are as follows: ’Edv tis €id7 Tt Opiopevws 
Trav mpds TL, KdKeivo, mpds 6 A€yerat, 
apicpevws eloerar: “If any one know 
with precision any one of two relatives, he 
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than B, without knowing that B is less than A; and if with 
more precision I know that A is double, I necessarily know 
withal that B is half: and if with still further precision I know 
the measure of A to be eight, I know with equal precision the 
measure of B to be four.’ 

And this naturally leads to that fundamental property of 
relation, on which the rest all depend, namely, the necessary 
and universal co-existence of relatives,* which always commence 
together, subsist together, and cease together. Ulysses, in his 
speech to Thersites, says in anger, May I lose my son Tele- 
machus, if I do not seize, &c. And how does he express this 
sentiment ? 

Mndéri TnAcudxowo warhp KexAnpevos etny. liad. B. 260. 

“ May I no longer be called the father of Telemachus.” 

He well knew he could only lose that relative denomination, by 
losing his son, with whose birth and duration it was indissolubly 
connected. It was not that Ulysses might not have survived 
Telemachus, or Telemachus, Ulysses; the co-existence being 
only attached to the relative characters, those of father and son. 

And hence we may collect, that the co-existence here men- 
tioned is not like that of substance, and its essential properties, 
(as rationality, for example, co-exists with man, or sensation 
with animal;) but a co-existence less intimate by far than that 
is, because it subsists between beings actually distinct one from 
another. 

And hence it has followed, that some logicians have treated it 
as possessing less of the real, than any one of the other genera. 
They tell us, Relatio est ens minime entitatis.” 

Yet we must be careful how we undervalue it,° in consequence 

will know also the other relative which it 
refers to, with equal precision.” Arist. 
Preedic. p. 39. edit. Sylb. 

2 And here, by the way, it is worth ob- 
serving, that as all relatives are recognised 
in combination, while every object of sense 
is perceived distinct and independent ; it 
follows, that all relatives are properly objects 
of the intellect, and that, if it were not for 
this faculty, we should know nothing con- 
cerning them. Let A, for example, be sup- 
posed the master of B, and let A be tall, 
well-proportioned, ruddy, &c. These last 
characters only are visible to the eye, nor 
does the eye see more, while the relation 
subsists, or less, when the servant dies, and 
the relation is at an end. Were there a 
change in the master’s person, were he to 
become deformed from being well-shaped, or 
pale from being ruddy, then would the eye 
be able to recognise what had happened. 
But it is a singular property of this genus, 
that a relative may change, or lose its rela- 

tions, without change or loss within itself. 
Let the corresponding relative but vary, or 
cease to exist ; let the master lose his ser- 
vant, or the preceptor his disciple; let 
those who stood on my right remove them- 
selves to my left ; or those who stood above 
me, place themselves below ; and it is easy 
to conceive a subject, after having lost or 
varied every one of these relations, still to 
remain itself invariably the same, 

® Aoxel 5& Ta apds Tt dua TH pice 
elvat. Arist. Preed. p. 37. 

> Fell’s Logic, p. 92. 
¢ Thus Simplicius, in his comment on this 

eategoric: Ara tadra dt, ds mapapvonerny 
Tails &AAas Karnyoplus, Thy ToD mpds Tt 
errerc0d1@dn vouiCovar Kal ToL mponyoume- 
vnv ovoav, kal Kata Siapopdy oikeiay 
Oewpovpevnv. Airy yap xowdrns éor) die 
wavTwv dSihkovoa, Tavte évaytlwy, kal TOY 
brocoty Siapepdytwy, kal Tov BAwY yevOr, 
kal TeV bm avTd TeTayuevwY" Hris ei wy 
raphy, dieomdcOn tv maven (1. wévra) dard 
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of such a notion; since with those who well attend to its 
amazing efficacy, it is more likely to acquire a rank perhaps 
above its real merit. ; | 

What ought we to think, should it appear the basis of 
morality? ‘* Moral duties (says Epictetus) are in general mea- 
sured by relations. Is he a father? The relation ordains, that 
he must be taken care of: that thou yield to him in all things; 
bear with him, when he reproaches, when he strikes, &c. But 
he is a bad father. And wert thou then by nature connected 
with a good father? No; but witha father. Thus, therefore, 
out of neighbour, out of citizen, out of magistrate, wilt thou 
trace the moral duty, if thou make it a custom to contemplate 
the relations.” ¢ 

The Stoic emperor Antoninus inculcates the same doctrine: 
** There are (says he) three relations; one to the proximate cause, 
which immediately surrounds us; one to the divine cause, from 
which all things happen to all; and one to those, along with 
whom we live.” ® So important is the knowledge of relations 
(according to these philosophers) in a subject which so much 
concerns us, I mean an upright and a virtuous conduct. 

It is to a subordinate end, that Horace applies this knowledge, 
when he makes it an essential to dramatic poets, and as a philo- 

_ sophical critic teaches them, that it is through this knowledge 

mdvrwv: “ And hence some conceive the 
predicament of relation, by its growing on, 
as it were, to the rest, to be something 
episodic and adventitious, although it be in 
fact truly principal, and an object of con- 
templation from its own distinctive cha- 
racter. It is this, indeed, is that band of 
community which passes through all things; 
through contraries, through things in any 
way different, through whole genera, and 
through the several beings, arranged be- 
neath them ; that principle, which, were we 
to suppose away, all things in that instant 
would be dissipated and torn from all 
things.” Simplic. in Predic. p, 44. B. edit. 
Basil. 1551. 

See also the same author in the same 
comment: Ore yap Ta yévn, ore T& dr” 
abtay bvra, Kowwviay eer twa mpds bA- 
Anda, ei wh Tis txEcEws F Adyos ev Tots 
obow. “Atoroy 5& Thy Kowwvlav dvaipeiv 
tov diapepdvtwy mpds BAAnAa’ eromov Se 
kal Thy apuovlay avalpew, od thy ev Tots 
POdyyois pdvny, ovdt Thy ev Tots dpiOuors, 
GAAG Kal Thy év Tals odciais Kal duvauect 
mdoas Kat evepyelas, iris eyywouervn Tots 
otot, cuviryaye eis tavedy, Kal oxéow 
éxew mpds GAANAG areipydoaro’ avaipeh- 
werat 5¢ Kat 7d obuperpoy Ka toov, Kad 
emarnroy, kal emothun. Ei dé Krab yew- 
perpla kal povoixh wept oxéoeis Exovaww, 
dvundoraro. 88 avrai’ KarayéAaoro by 

elev éxciva: wep) ra avuTéoTata KaTarpiBd- 
pevat. Ils d¢ nab eperdy macw 6 Oeds 
Aéyera; ei pndeula oxéois éott mpds Td 
éperoy TH epieuevm: “ For neither the 
universal genera, nor the things included 
under them, can have any connection one 
with another, if there exist not in things 
the ratio of habitude or relation. But it is 
absurd to take away the connection of 
things that differ one from another: absurd 
also to take away harmony, not that only 
which exists in sounds, nor that which ex- 
ists in numbers, but that also which exists 
in substances, and in all the variety of ca- 
pacities and energies ; that, which having 
been implanted in beings, has brought them 
together, and effected, that they should have 
the relation here spoken of to each other. 
[Further than this, by taking away rela- 
tion] there will be taken away the propor- 
tionate, the equal, the knowable, and know- 
ledge. If geometry and music are em- 
ployed about relations, and these last have 
no existence; then will those sciences be 
ridiculous, in being employed about non- 
entities. How also can God himself be 
called ‘an object of desire to all beings,’ if 
there be no relation between the thing de- 
sired, and that which desires?” Simplic. 
in Preed. p. 43. B. 

4 Epict. Ench. c. 30. 
e M. Ant. viii. 27. 
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only they can truly delineate characters. The verses are well 
known : ys 

Qui didicit, patrize quid debeat, &c. 

It is thus, too, that Shakspeare, either by knowledge ac- 
quired, or (what is more probable) by the dictates of an innate 
superior genius,’ makes Macbeth shudder at the thoughts of 
murdering Duncan, when he reflects on the many duties he 
owed him, arising from the many relations he stood in, all of 
which duties he was then basely going to violate: 

He’s here in double trust ; 
First, as I am his kinsman, and his subject, 
Strong both against the deed: then, as his host, 
Who should against his murderer shut the door, 
Not bear the knife myself. 

And here I cannot help remarking upon this excellent tragedy, 
that it is not only admirable as a poem, but is perhaps at the 
same time one of the most moral pieces existing. It teaches 
us the danger of venturing, though but for once, upon a capital 
offence, by shewing us that it is impossible to be wicked by 
halves; that we cannot stop; that we are in a manner compelled 
to proceed; and yet that, be the success as it may, we are sure 
in the event to become wretched and unhappy.® ; 

But to return to our subject, I mean that of relation. 
If we quit mankind, and view its more general extent, we 

shall find, that, where continuity fails, there relation supplies its 
office, connecting as it were all things the most remote and hete- 
rogeneous. Were they indeed combined under an union more 
intimate, were it the same with that continuity, seen im a living 
body and its limbs, the whole universe would be no more than 
one immense animal. But it is not so: and those who have 
explained its nature have rather called it one city, or one com- 
monwealth ;" a very different species of monad from one animal, 
or living being. It is here, then, (as we have said,) relation inter- 
venes, and under a thousand different ties connects all things 
together. 

The ties indeed are many, though the sources are few. Every 
subordinate being, as it is by nature subject to wants, (indigence 
and imperfection being essential to its constitution,) has a con- 
nection with those beings through whom such wants may be 
supplied. Hence, then, one source of relation. Again: every 
being whatever, that has power to supply such wants, has a 
connection with those beings to whom it can thus become sub- 
servient. Hence, then, another source of relation. Now in the 

f The author has in this place considered 
Shakspeare as Aristotle did Homer, and 
has left it uncertain, to what cause his 
transcendent merit should be ascribed. Ari- 
stotle, speaking of Homer’s superiority, says, 
in like manner, that it was #ro. 31a réxvnr, 

} 51a pdow, “ either through art, or through 
nature.” Vid. Arist. Poet. c. 8, 

8 See the remarks on this tragedy in that 
elegant book, the Hssay on the Writings and 
Genius of Shakspeare. 
:} See p. 96, and note m. 
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divine economy of the whole it is so admirably contrived, that 
every being in different degrees possesses this double character, 
and not only needs assistance, but is able in its turn to afford it. 
Nothing is so mighty, as to subsist without help; nothing so 
minute, as not at times to have its use. Thus as connections 

- reciprocate, and are everywhere blended, the concatenation of 
relations grows in fact universal, and the world becomes (as 
above described) one city or commonwealth. 

Instances of this double relation occur (as we have said) in 
every particular being. The ewe is related to the grass, as to 
the being which supplies her wants; to her lamb, as to the being 
whose wants she herself supplies. The grass again is related to 
the earth, as to the being which affords it aliment; while it is 
related to the ewe, by becoming itself aliment to her. The 
earth is related to vegetables, as she is both their parent -and 
their nurse; while she is related to the sun, as to the fountain of 
her genial warmth. The relations of the sun are finely repre- 
sented by Epictetus, who makes the Sovereign of the Universe 
thus address that noble luminary: ‘“ Thou (saith he) art sun: 
thou art able, by going round, to form the year and the seasons ; 
to enlarge and nourish the fruits; to raise and still the winds; 
to warm in due degree the bodies of men: arise, go round, and 
beginning from the greatest, extend after this manner thy influ- 
ence to the most minute.”' 

Nor, when we mention the earth, ought we to forget that 
equitable discharge of her relations, for which Virgil well distin- 
guishes her by the character of most just : 

Fundit humo facilem victum justissima tellus. Georg. ii. 460, 

The Attic historian and philosopher will be found the best 
commentator on this elegant passage of the Roman poet: ‘ The 
earth, too, (says Xenophon,) being a divinity, teacheth those 
that can learn it of her, justice: for such as cultivate her best, 
she requiteth with most goods.” * 
When we view the relation of the male to the female, and of 

the female to the male, and add to this the common relation 
extending -from both to their offspring, we view the rise of 
families through the whole animal race. Among the more 
social, such as sheep and cattle, these families by fresh relations 
are combined into larger multitudes, under the name of flocks 
and herds. Among those of higher order still, (such as the 
bee,' the ant, the beaver, and, above all, the social and rational 

1 Arrian. Epict. 1. iii, c. 24. p. 444. ! Virgil speaks of the bee, as he would of 
edit. Upton. 3d Haus ef dévacat, x.7.A. man: 

K*Eri 5 7) yi) Oeds obca, robs Suvaué Mores et studia et populos et prelia dicam. 
vous karauavOdvey, Kal Sixaootyny diddo- Georg. iv. 
ket Tovs yap Upiora Oeparevovras aithy, Aristotle, distinguishing these animals 
wreiora ayaa avrimoe?, Xenoph. Gico- from those which do no more than barely 
nom. p. 35, edit. Oxon. herd together, elegantly calls them (@a mo- 
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being, man,) these herds and flocks by relations more excellent 
are improved into civil polities, where there is a general interest 
or common good, a good to which either willingly or unwillingly 
every individual cooperates.™ 

If we descend below animals down to vegetables, we shall 
discover in the vine, the ivy, the woodbine, and all the plants of 
slender stalk, a manifest relation to those of a trunk more solid, 
such as the oak, the elm, and the several trees of the forest. It 
is with a power which appears almost a conscious one, that the 
former of these tribes, recognising their relation, apply to the 
latter for a support, and spontaneously twine their bodies, or at 
least their tendrils, around them.” 

Artixd., “ political or civil animals ;” ani- 
mals formed for a life of civil association, 
where the business is one, and that common 
to the whole tribe; dy &y 71, K. T. AQ 
Histor. Anim, p. 5, edit. Sylb. 

oR re hy 5é uh 0érAw, 
Kakds yevduevos, ovdtv Arrov evoua. 

Epict. Enchirid. ¢. 52, 
See page 102, and note 4. 
"TA TEAn, ep & Tay ioe. yryvoméevwY 

Exaora terat, od Kal Thy dpxhy evbds pu- 
omeévais wdpectiv abrois, GAN borara dhmrov 
maparylyverat. Zkonapey ® adrd ed’ Evds 
Tovbe" TH GumédAou Aut TéAos oT), Td 

érépov putod mropb@ mepiertx Getoay, acelvyg 
Thy &umedrov avadioat TS pute, Tabryy 
€v Tots purois Thy piow ciAnxvlay, émaA- 
Adkavdroy eivat. Odbxody rd érépov puTod 

wrop0e Thy Aika mepieAix Geioay dvadijora 
THY dpmenov, ore TH dpreAw pvouern, 
obre TH EAukt evOds mdpeory, GAN Borardv 
ve maparylyver au" ovdéiy Beto hrrov Tov 
pverba bAws educa ™ GmréA@ alriov 

TEALKOY 7) ed’ Erépw gure avddeots avriis 
cori. “Aunhxavoy 5& 7d undérw dv, und 
év Tois ovat TeTaypevoy, bvTos Tod Hdn 
alriov yeyverbat* elva: yap Set 7d atriov 
TOU yeyvonevou, ovxt al elvat. TipoetAnp- 

Bau tpa Set vy Tim ve Thy dumehov ep’ 
Erépy pute avddeow, ds adth emLTTAT GY, 
domep Snusoupyos | avhp TKEvaTTOIS, kal 
Thy EAiKa adTH Ths To.WvTHS EVEKa ava- 
Sécews pier 9 Kal davpactws, éay mev 
pndéy re abr y TOLOUTOV mapaicent an ol me- 
preAix Oijvat, em ev00 mws paivera pepo~ 
pévn’ ey de mrop0ds Ts Tapis evOds Tre- 

pretdsx OF. Odr’ ody Thy EdAika TH dumehy 
Mh ov TovTou Eveka pver ban, Snws érépyp 
avrTiy pute dvadhon, voov Exel un aktodv" 
obre Td wh vodv Tots TowvTos epiordvat 
Fxou by Kad évrwodv Adyov: “The ends, 
to which the several vegetable produc- 
tions tend, are not instantly present to 
them, as soon as they begin to grow, but 
some way or other accrue to them subse- 
quently. We may perceive this in a single 
instance. The end to the vine’s tendril is, 

by twining round the branch of another 
vegetable, to bind the vine to that vege- 
table ; which vine, among the vegetable 
tribe, possesses this natural character, that 
it should rest upon another for its support. 
Now that the tendril, by twining round the 
branch of another vegetable, should bind 
the vine on, neither belongs to the vine, 
when it first begins to grow, nor yet to its 
tendril; but is something which accrues 
subsequently: and yet, nevertheless, the 
binding of it to another vegetable is the 
final cause why the tendril should grow at 
all, and belong to the vine. But it is im- 
possible that what as yet is not, and has no 
arrangement in the order of things, (I mean 
the binding,) should be the cause of some- 
thing which now is, (I mean the tendril of 
the vine, when it first appears.) The cause 
of any thing produced must have an actual 
existence, and not be a nonentity. This 
binding therefore of the vine to some other 
vegetable must have been preconceived in 
some mind or intellect, who presiding over 
it (as any man, being an artist, presides 

over his works) makes the tendril grow to 
it for the sake of such binding: which 
tendril also wonderfully, if there be nothing 
adjoining of a nature for it to twine round, 
appears in some sort to shoot upwards ; but 
if any branch be near, instantly deviates 
and twines round it. It is therefore irra- 
tional to suppose that the tendril did net 
grow to the vine, that it might hereafter 
bind it to another vegetable ; nor can there 
be any degree of reason for asserting, that 
some mind or intelligence did not preside 
over such operations.” 

The force of this argument is as follows: 
things exist before their ends; that is, 
before that the ends of their existence take 
place. The tendril exists, before it binds: 
the vine ; the minute-hand exists, before it 
indicates the minutes. And yet is this: 
binding, and this indicating so necessary, 
that the things themselves would never 
have existed, but for the sake of these onlyw 
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When therefore we contemplate the various relations already 
hinted, and mark in how friendly a manner they bring the most 
distant beings together, we may be tempted to say with the 
hilosopher, that ‘all things are full of friendly principles.”° 
ut we must not suffer this sentiment to carry us too far. 

Things are not only full of friendly principles, but of hostile 
likewise. 

The fangs of the lion are as much the work of nature as the 
tendrils of the vine, or the nurturing teats of the ewe. To what 
then have these formidable weapons relation ; for nature, we are 
assured, makes nothing in vain?? If to offence, then is the lion 
himself a source of hostile relation; if to defence, then is he the 
object of injury from some other; so that hostility in either case 
is necessarily implied. Were it possible to doubt as to the 
offensive here, we could never doubt as to the structure of the 
spider’s web; a structure clearly taught her by nature for offence 
alone. 

Where, then, were these ends, when the 
things themselves first appeared? In ex- 
ternal and visible nature? This from the 
hypothesis is impossible, for the hypothesis 
makes them subsequent. No other place 
then remains, but either the Sovereign Mind, 
or a mind subordinate, according as the 
work itself is a work of nature or of art.” 
See before, p. 281, 282. 

I have taken the preceding extract from 
a manuscript of that able scholar and philo- 
sopher George Gemistus, otherwise called 
Pletho, who flourished in the fifteenth cen- 
tury, both before and after the taking of 
Constantinople. If it apply not immedi- 
ately to the subject, it has at least the 
merit of being something rare and ingenious. 
It is a morsel of that controversy among 
the learned Greeks of this period, whether 
the preference in philosophy was due to 
Plato or to Aristotle. Scholarius, among 
others, was for Aristotle ; Pletho for Plato ; 
from whose work on this subject (which 
was an answer to Scholarius) this extract is 
taken. There is another small work of 
Pletho’s upon the same subject, entitled, 
Tlep) ay ’ApiorotéAns mpbds TlAdtwva dia- 
pépera, printed at Paris, 1541; and Bes- 
sario (a learned Greek of that age, who 
went over to the Latin church, and became 
a cardinal) wrote a large tract to defend 

~ the Platonic doctrine, entitled, Contra Ca- 
lumniatorem Platonis, 'The printed edition 
is in Latin, but the whole work is extant 
in Greek among the manuscripts of St. 
Marc’s library 'at Venice, to which library 
Bessario bequeathed his own. There is, 
too, a fine letter remaining of the same 
Bessario, addressed to Michael Apostolius ; 
who, though he took Bessario’s side, and 

These and the like preparations, such as the boar’s tusk, 

defended Plato, yet appears to have done 
it, according to Bessario’s letter, with a zeal 
and bitterness not becoming him; a zeal 
and bitterness too frequent in controversy, 
and (unfortunately for the cause of letters) 
nowhere more than among learned men, 
and those in particular whom we call pro- 
fessors of humanity. 

The epistle above mentioned may be 
found in Greek and Latin, published by 
the learned Boivinus, in the second tome of 
VHistoire de l’Academie Royale des In- 
scriptions, &c. p. 455 ; and it is well worth 
perusal, for its temper and elegance. 

See also Cicero de Senectute, c. 15. Vitis 
quidem, &c. 

° Tidvra d¢ plAwy weord. Arrian. Epict. 
1, iii. c, 24. p. 486. edit. Upt. 

P This was an axiom inculcated every- 
where by Aristotle; and more especially 
when he is speaking of final causes, which, 
though now they make a small part of phi- 
losophy, were never omitted by the Stagi- 
rite, as often as they could be introduced. 
His own words deserve attention: ‘H déats 
ov0ev moe? wdtny, GAA’ del ex THY evdexo- 
pévev TH ovola wep) Exacroy yévos Céov 
7 &picrov: “ Nature makes nothing in 
vain ; but with respect to each animal genus, 
out of the several ways practicable, she al- 
ways makes that which is best.”” De Ani- 
mal, Ingressu, p. 28, edit. Sylb. And again, 
in the same tract: ‘H pvots ob8tv Snusoupye? 
hdrny, domep etpnra: mpdtepoy, GAA TravTa, 
mpos To BéATiov ex Tay evdexoudver : 
“ Nature creates nothing in vain, but (as 
has been said already) all things for the 
best, out of the several ways that are prac- 

ticable.” Ibid. p. 141. edit. Sylb. 
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the eagle’s talons, the viper’s venom, &c. are all founded on 
such wants as can never be satisfied amicably. The wants, 
therefore, of this character naturally rouse up similar instincts, 
and thus the world becomes filled as well with hostile relations, 
as friendly. 

Torva lezena lupum sequitur, lupus ipse capellam. Virg. Eel. ii. 

It appears to have been.these relations of hostility that first 
gave rise to the phenomena of natural and moral evil. Now 
whether real evil exist at all, or whether we should confine it, 
with the Stoics, to evil purely moral, are questions beyond the 
scope of this treatise to examine. It will be sufficient to say, 
that much evil is imaginary, and founded merely on false opi- 
nion: that of the evils more real, there are many which have 
their end, and so may be said to partake, ultimately, the nature 
of good. Many of the difficulties and distresses which befall the 
human species, conduce to save it from sloth, and to rouse it 
up to action; to action which is, in fact, the very life of the 
universe. 

Pater ipse colendi 
Haud facilem esse viam voluit, primusque per artem 
Movit agros, curis acuens mortalia corda, 
Nec torpere gravi passus sua regna veterno, 

If there were no dangers, then could there be no fortitude ; 
if no temptations, then no temperance; if no adverse accidents, 
nor loss of what we love, then no submissive resignation, no pious 
acquiescence. 

Oik by yevotro xwpls éoOAd Kal Kakd* 
"AAW Eats Tis ovyKpacis, Bor exew Karas. 

Virg. Georg. i. 

“ Things good and ill can ne’er exist apart ; 
But such the mixture, that they well accord.” 4 

Again, the jaws of the lion, the poison of the rattle-snake, 
the sword of the conqueror, and every instrument of destruction, 
may be said incidentally to prepare the way for generation ;. and 
that not only by making room for new comers, but by furnishing 
fresh materials towards their respective production. For though 
the theatre of the world so far resembles other theatres, that it 
is perpetually filled with successions of new spectators; yet has 
it this in peculiar, that the spectators which succeed here, are 
made out of those that went before." Every particular birth, or 

4 The fine distich here translated is from 
Euripides, quoted by Plutarch, De Isid. et 
Osirid. p. 369. edit. Xyland. 

As to the speculations here offered, and 
the solutions suggested, we may well apply 
to them that just reflection of the Stagirite, 
though used by him on a different occasion. 
“lows 5¢ xademby Kal wep) TY ToLovTwY 
ocpodpas amopaiverOal, uy ToAAGKIS ére- 
okeupevoy’ Td pévror Sinwopnkévan ep) 
éxdoTov avTav, otk uxpnordv eoti: 

“* Perhaps it is difficult to prove any thing 
clearly upon subjects such as these, without 
having often considered and examined them. 
And yet to have thrown out doubts con- 
cerning them, is a thing not altogether 
without its use.” <Aristot. Preed. p. 40. edit. 
Sylb. 

* The subject-matter is the same in many 
succeeding beings ; as the river is the same, 
which, as it flows along, reflects many dif- 
ferent objects. It is in this sense we are to 
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- natural production, appears an act, if not of hostility, at least of 
separation ; a secession from the general mass; a kind of revolt 
from the greater bulk in favour of a smaller; which smaller 
would detach itself, and, were it able, be independent. 

In a word, as friendship, by cementing multitude, produces 
union ; so strife, by dissolving union, produces multitude ; and it 
is by multitude that the world becomes diversified and _ re- 
plenished. 

And hence we may perceive the meaning of what Heraclitus 
says in Plutarch, where he calls “ war, the father and king and 
lord of all things ;” and asserts, “ that when Homer prayed, 

That strife be banished both from gods and men, 

he was not aware that he was cursing the generation of all 
things; as, in fact, they deduce their rise out of contest and an- 
tipathy.” The same philosopher adds immediately, “ that the 
sun could not pass his appointed bounds: that otherwise, if he 
could, 

Tongues he would find to patronise the cause :” 

meaning, by this mythological way of talking, that the sun could 
not desert his course, because so much depended on it; or other- 
wise, if he could, that being himself one of the primary authors 
of generation upon this earth, and well knowing how much strife 
cooperated in the same work, he would surely look out for an 
advocate (were such any where existing) to defend the cause of 
strife against the calumnies of Homer.* 

understand the following assertion, and not 
with the least view to equivocal produc- 
tion. 

Odvxody dia 7d Thy Todde POopay HAAov 
elvan yéeveow, kal Thy Todd. yéveow %AAov 
elvan p0opay, &mavo'rov avaryKaioy elvar Thy 
petaBoAnv: “ Wherefore, from the disso- 
lution of one thing being the generation of 
another, and the generation of one thing 
being the dissolution of another, it necessa- 
rily follows that the change must be perpe- 
tual, and never cease.” Arist. de Gen. et 
Corr. 1. i. c. 3. p.10. edit. Sylb. 

The change here alluded to is the com- 
mon course of nature in the production of 
beings, which, were it not for the process 

_ above mentioned, would either soon be at a 
stand, or would require a perpetual miracle 
for the supply of new materials. 

“HpdxaAerros uty yap &ytixpus méAcuov 
évoud(er marépa Kal Baotdéa Kal kbpiov 
mdyvrwy* Kal rov wey “Ounpor, edxduevor, 

“Ex Te Oe@v ep, & 7 avOpdrwy dro- 
AérOat, 

AavOdvew pnot TH mdvTwy yevére KaTa- 
pomevor, ex udxns kal aytimabelas Thy yé- 
veow exdvTwy" HAov 5 wh trepBhorecOau 
Tovs mpoonKovTas Spous* €i SE uh, 

TAdrras uy dikns émicovpous ckevphoew. 

Plutarch. de Isid. et Osir. p. 370. edit. Xy- 
land. fol. 

Dr. Squire, the late bishop of St. David’s, 
has given a fair edition of this tract in the 
original, to which he has subjoined an Eng- 
lish translation ; but (according to a prac- 
tice too frequent with the best critics) he 
has, in the passage above quoted, attempted 
to mend, where no emendation was want- 
ing. 

Chalcidius plainly alludes to the same 
sentiment of Heraclitus in the following 
extract from his commentary on Plato’s 
Timeus: Proptereaque Numenius laudat 
Heraclium (lege Heraclitum) reprehenden- 
tem Homerum, qui optaverit interitum et 
vastitatem malis vitee, quod non intelligeret 
mundum sibi deleri placere: si quidem 
sylva, que malorum fons est, exterminare- 
tur. Chal. p. 396. edit. Meurs. 1617. 

In the Greek quotation Homer is sup- 
posed to wish inadvertently against the ge- 
neration of all things; in the Latin, he 
wishes, in the same inadvertent manner, 
against the existence of sylva, that is, of 
“matter.” The difference is easily reconciled, 
if we suppose matter to be the basis of ge- 
neration, and to be essentially requisite to 
the existence of things generable and pe- 

~ 
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From all these speculations one thing at least appears, (what- 
ever else may be doubtful,) that relations of hostility, as well as 
friendship, have their use in the universe. Both also equally 
arise from want on one side, and from the power of removing it 
on the other.', The difference is, that in friendly relations the 
help is communicated either with pleasure, as when the mother 
suckles her child; or at least without pain, as when we shew a 
traveller his way, In hostile relations, the help, without regard 
to the communicator, is either taken by force, as when the wolf 
deyours the lamb; or obtained by stratagem, as when the spider 
ensnares the fly. 

And thus by the reciprocal relations of want and help, (both 
of which under a variety of forms exist in every individual.) is 
there a kind of general concatenation extended throughout the 
universe; while each being communicates what help it can 
afford, and obtains, in its turn, that help which it requires. 

To all these relations must be added that chief, though men- 
tioned last, that of the whole universe, and every being in it, to 
the first, supreme, and intelligent Cause, through which relation 
they are called his offspring, and he their Father. Here, indeed, 
the relations are not blended as before; they are all purely re- 
ferable to want on one side, and all purely arise from spontaneous 
help on the other; the correspondence existing, as far as perfect 
has respect to imperfect, independent to dependent, the object 
desired to the beings which desire," the maker to his works, the 
parent to his children.* 

And now to conclude with a remark, which regards relation 
in general. ‘As to every continuous being the genus of quality 
gives distinctions, which help to mitigate its sameness, and 
render it, as it were, discrete; so to beings discrete, however re- 
mote, the genus of relation gives a connection, which serves to 
mitigate their diversity, and to render them, as it were, con- 
tinuous. Thus is the world maintained as well in its union, as 
in its variety, while both species of quantity run through the 
whole, and through every part.” 

And so much for the arrangement or genus of relation, its na- 
ture, its properties, its utility, and extent.’ 

rishable, out of which this lower and visible relation between the object of desire, and 

world is wholly composed, 
t How far the want of good leads to arts 

and action, may be seen in p. 14, and in 
notes subjoined. We here perceive it to ex- 
tend, not only to the whole animal world, 
but even to. the vegetable. More will be 
found on this subject in the treatise upon 
Motion, a part of the present work. 

UTIds 5¢ kad eperdy maow 6 Beds Aye 
Tat, el undeula oxéots ort mpds Td epeTdy 
TG epieuevp; “ How is God called an ob- 
ject desirable to all beings, if there be no 

the being which desires ?” Simplic, in Pree- 
dic. p. 43. B. edit. Basil. 1551. See be- 
fore, note c, p. 314. . 

x St. Paul has given his sanction to that 
verse of Aratus, Tod yap kal yévos éoper: 
“For we are his offspring.” Arat. Pheen. 
vy. 5. Acts xvii. 28. 

Y Before we quit this arrangement, we 
shall subjoin the following note. 

The old logicians held, that things in- 
telligible, and intellection, were relatives ; 
so also things sensible, and sensation, But 
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CHAPTER XI. 

CONCERNING ACTION AND PASSION. ACTION, ITS FIVE SPECIES—-THOSE 

OF PASSION RECIPROCATE—MIND DIVINE, 

ACTED UPON-—POLITICS, ECONOMICS, ETHICS. 

ACTION AND RE-ACTION, WHERE THEY ANIMATE AND INANIMATE, 

EXIST, WHERE NOT. SELF-MOTION, WHAT, 

HUMAN—LATTER, HOW 

PASSIVITY IN BODIES 

AND WHERE. POWER, 

WHENCE AND WHAT—REQUISITE BOTH IN ACTION AND IN PASSION. 

POWER, THOUGH LIKE NONENTITY, YET WIDELY DIFFERENT. 

POWER, NOT FIRST IN EXISTENCE, IN THE REASONING FACULTY. 

DOUBLE 

BUT ENERGY, WHICH NEVER HAS CEASED, OR WILL CEASE, OR CAN 
CEASE. 

In treating of relatives, we have considered principally those 
which possess the relative character in a degree above every 

then they started an objection—If relatives 
coexist, and always reciprocate in their 
existence, what would become of Euclid’s 
theorems, supposing there were no geome- 
tricians? What would become of sensible 
objects, supposing there were no beings 
sensitive ? 

One solution of this objection is derived 
from the percipient: the first original and 
supreme percipient is everywhere, and al- 
ways in the full energy of universal per- 
ception. 

Another solution is from the objects per- 
ceived, be they sensible or intelligible. 
Every such object has a double nature ; an 
absolute nature, and a relative one. The 
sound A is an octave to the sound B. B 
ceases, and A continues. A is no longer 
an octave, but still it is a sound: and even 
though we should call it no sound, if there 
were to be no hearers; it would still be 
an undulation of air, capable of producing 
sound, if there were an ear capable of per- 
ceiving it, that is, an organ adequate to the 
sensation. 

The instance given on this occasion by 
the philosophers Porphyry and Simplicius, 
is curious, because it is taken from that 
difficult system of music, the enharmonic. 
The following are the words of Simplicius: 
Kay yap dia paduylay dmroBdrAwpery more 
Thy tTav byYTwY yveow;, Oddty Hrrov pévet 
Ta byra, bwep orl Ta emiornTd’ Kal yap 
éy Th povoikh mpdrepoy piv Karnrobomev 
didcews, viv 5& dveralaOnro: TovTov Tod 
diaorhuaros eouev: “ For if ever, through 
any sloth or indolence, we reject know- 
ledge, those things, which are intelligible, 
remain nevertheless, It is thus that in 
music we used in former days to hear the 

quarter-tone, but now we are unable to 
distinguish this interval.” Simplic. in 
Pred. p. 48. B. edit. Basil. 1551. 

Porphyry having told us, that though 
there were no geometry, considered as a 
science, there would still be objects geome- 
trical, subjoins—érel kat év TH move Td 
Mey mdéAa Tod Steciatov SiaoTrhuaros Hrovov 
of povotxol, taTepoy Sé dwednelons ris 
evapuwoviouv meA@dlas, Ka? Hy 7rd dteciaiov 
Sidornua ewedwdetro, odKért TOD TotovToU 
ata Onots ora (lege éo'rt) Siacrhuaros* Kar 
djAov Bret ev TH pioe eort Td aicOnrdv 
TovTo Sidornua, ei Kad H atcOnots exAéror- 
mev: “For thus, too, in music, musicians 
used formerly to hear (and distinguish) the 
interval of the quarter-tone ; but in latter 
days, the enharmonic melody having been 
neglected, by which this interval used to 
be modulated, there is no longer now any 
sensation of such an interval: and yet it is 
evident that this sensible interval has an 
existence in nature, although for the pre- 
sent the sensation of it be lost.” Porphyr. 
in Preedic. p. 40. ed. Paris. 1543. . 

Porphyry flourished in the third century ; 
Simplicius in the sixth. 
We may remark, by the way, from the 

above quotations, how fast the arts of ele- 
gance were sinking, even in the more early 
of those two periods. 

As for the state of philosophy in the 
latter period, we may form a judgment of 
it by what we learn from Simplicius in the 
same treatise, with regard to the Stoics. 
Having, in his Commentary on the Pre- 
dicaments of Action and Passion, given 
many quotations from the Stoic logic, he 
concludes the chapter with the following 
words: ToAAi 5 4 tay To1ovTwy étep- 

¥ 2 
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other. But there are things which, as they possess it blended 
with characters more eminent, have been formed for that reason 
into separate arrangements. Such, for example, is the relation 
between a being and the place which it occupies; that between 
a being and the time while it exists; the first of which relations 
gives an answer to the question, where; the latter to the ques- 
tion, when. 

There are also relations of position; relations of habit; and, 
besides these, there are relations of action and passion; all of 
which are distinguished by peculiar attributes of their own, and 
have therefore merited distinct examinations from the ancient 
writers upon logic. 

Thus, if we consider the two last, I mean action and passion, 
we shall find them diffused through every part of the universe ; 
and that, either united in one subject, or else separate, and in 
different subjects. 
By Horace they are united: 

Qui studet optatam cursu contingere metam, 
Multa tulit, fecitque puer. Hor. Art. Poet. 412. 

So are they by Livy, in that manly speech of Caius Mucius: 
Kt facere et pati fortia, Romanum est.’ 

So are they by Shakspeare: 
Whether ’tis nobler in the mind to suffer 
The stings and arrows of outrageous fortune, 
Or—hby opposing end them. 

So are they by Milton: 
Fall’n cherub, to be weak is miserable, 
Doing, or suffering. 

Hamlet. 

Par. Lost, i. 157. 

In Virgil we see them separated, and passion given to man, 
action to the Deity: 

O! passi graviora, dabit Deus his quoque finem. /En, i. 203. 

As, therefore, action and passion are of the most extensive in- 
fluence ; as they partake in some degree the nature of qualities 
or attributes, by being intimately and essentially connected with 
substance ; while the relatives when, where, and position seem 

rather connected accidentally: we shall give action and passion 
their just precedence, and make them the subject of the present 
chapter. 

The species of action are as many as are the different modes 
of acting in the different species of agents. 

yaola map& tots Stwikots* ay ep judy Omar burnt the Alexandrine library ; nor 
kal 7 didacKkaAla, nal Ta WAEioTA TOY ovyY- 
ypappdrwy émaAéAourev: “There is much 
elaborate discussion of these matters among 
the Stoics, of whom both the doctrine and 
most of the writings are in our times lost, 
and at an end.” Simpl. in Preed. p, 84. B. 
edit. Basil. 1551. 

Mahomet soon followed, whose successor 

did the succeeding caliphs emerge from bar- 
barity till the race of the Abbasside, near 
two centuries after. 

The barbarity of Western Europe con- 
tinued much longer, and did not begin to 
lessen till the fifteenth century, that pre- 
ceding the age of Leo the Tenth. 

* Liv. ii, 11. 

CRG A At rete a s 
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» The first sort of action is that of mere body alone, considered 
either as void of sensation wholly, like fire, when it burns; or, 
at least, as void of sensation, at the time when it operates. 
Such is that great and universal power, the power of attraction, 
which all body, animal, vegetable, and elementary, is found to 
possess in proportion to its quantity; that active power, (if it 
may for the present be so called,) the effects of which modern 
philosophy has scrutinized with so much penetration. Such, 
too, are those energies peculiar to different bodies, and arising 
out of them from their different natures; as when we say, the 
heavens emit light; the trees produce leaves; the fields give us 
corn, &c. 

Czlum nitescere, arbores frondescere, 
; ; Segetes largiri fruges, &c. Cic. Tusc. Disp. i. 28. 

Such, too, are those more secret operations of bodies, whether 
magnetic or electric; to which may be added the virtues and 
efficacies of bodies medicinal. All these energies in a compre- 
hensive sense may be called the action of body, considered 
merely as body.* 
A second sort of action is that which is the result of sensation, 

instinct, and natural appetite, and which therefore, being com- 
plicated, must necessarily be confined to bodies of a higher 
genus, to bodies sensitive, that is, to animals. 

Dente lupus, cornu taurus petit, &c. Hor. Sat. ii. 1. 

Nowhere are these actions expressed with more elegance and 
conciseness, than by our own epic poet, in his Paradise Lost : 

Air, water, earth, 
By fowl, fish, beast, was flown, was swam, was walked.» Par. Lost, vii. 502. 

There is a third species of action more complicated even than 
the preceding, being derived not only from sensation, instinct, 
and natural appetite, but from reason also, superadded to these. 
This is a mode of action peculiar to man, because of all the 
animals we see around us, man alone possesses the reasoning 
Saculty. 

8 This is that genus of energies which, 

as Iamblichus describes it, “indicates no 
Tas pawouevas ididrytTas, Kara mdoas 5& 
aitav Tas duvdueis, odx H udvoy oreped 

action belonging to soul, or to animal 
nature, or to reasonings, or to life, but 
which (on the contrary) exhibits the par- 
ticular energy of bodies, considered as 
bodies purely inanimate ; and that as well 
with respect to all the peculiarities which 
appear to surround body, as to all those 
various inherent powers of bodies, not only 
as they are solid and capable of resisting, 
but as they contain within them a multitude 
of powers that are efficacious and active.” 
Tévos évepyeiav, brep Wuxis Kal pioews 
Kot Adywy kal (wis odkéri éemidelxvuct 
moinoww, Tav 5é cwudtwv, i} cdpaTtd eorw 
tauxa, pavepay kablornot Thy cwomaroed) 
evépyeiay Kate mdous peyv Tas TWep) Td THe 

éort Kal aytitura, GAN 7 Kal wep) adray 
exet TOAAAS Spaornplovs Suvduers. Simpl. 
in Predic. p. 81. edit. Basil. 1551. 

b Kal djAov boa moré eort Kat dota 
el5n Tév GAdyov (éwy, ToTadTA Kal ToLavTa 
kal év T@ Toreiy Sidpopd eorw el5n Kara 
Thy Towdlrny évépyeav, wep) av ev Tails 
mepl Céwy ioroplas SiapiOuctoOa cidda- 
bev: “It is evident, that as are the species 
of irrational animals in number and in 
quality, so many and such are the different 
species in acting agreeably to this [animal] 
mode of energy; which several species of 
acting have been usually enumerated in the 
histories of animals.” Simpl. in Preed. p. 
81, ut supra. 
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Widely diversified is the share assumed by the subordinate 
faculties of the human soul, in actions of this character. Some- 
times they submit to reason, and are (as becomes them) obe- 
dient; at other times they reject her, and proceed of them- 
selves. And hence it is, that actions, produced from causes so 
peculiarly complicated, derive to themselves the colours of good 
and evil, and are denominated, in distinction to every other deed 
of man, actions moral. 
When Virtue and Pleasure addressed the young Hercules, 

Virtue supposed him to have a reason that could control his ap- 
petites; Pleasure supposed him to have appetites that would 
bear down -his reason. Had he obeyed the last, he had been 
vicious ; as he obeyed the first; he was virtuous. There was a 
conflict in either case between his better part and his worse ; 
and in that conflict both species of faculties were presumed, his 
rational faculties, and his irrational.° 

There is a fourth sort of action, where the intellect, operating 
without passions or affections, stays not within itself, but passes 
out (as it were) to some external operation. It is thus that 
nature, considered as an efficient cause, may be called the 
energy of God, seen in the various productions that- replenish 
and adorn the world. It is thus that art, considered as an 
efficient cause, may be called the energy of man, which imitates 
in its operations the plastic power of nature.* 

The last and most excellent sort of action is seen in contem- 
plation; in the pure energy of simple intellect, keeping within 
itself, and making itself its own object. This is the highest 
action of which we are susceptible; and by it we imitate the 
Supreme Being, as far as is consistent with our subordinate 
nature. It is to this that our great poet alludes, when speaking 
of his employment, during a state of blindness, he says, 

Then feed on thoughts, which voluntary move 
Harmonious numbers.¢ Par. Lost, iti. 37. 

€ See Xenoph. Mem. l. ii. c. 1. s, 21. 
The above species of action is thus de- 

scribed by Simplicius: Tplrov 8 rod mroveiy 
yévos, Td ev TE mpdooew amnplOunrat Srep 
Tod Adyou Tas Tep) TA aicOnTa kal civOeTa 
mothoes emiTpomever Tpoatperiv Kal BodAny, 
ddtav Tre Kal ond, Kal Tas rodbras 
moihoes mapexduevoy. Simpl. ut supra. 
“The genus comprehended under the idea 
of acting morally, is the third of this order ; 
that genus which presides over the energies 
of reason with respect to the concrete ob- 
jects of sense, (that is, which presides in 
the affairs of common life,) and which 
furnishes upon occasion deliberate choice, 
volition, opinion, inquiry, and other ener- 
gies of the same character.” Simpl. in 
Preed. p. 80. B. edit. Bas. 1551. 
We have in this place translated mpdo- 

cew, “to act morally,” the better to dis- 
tinguish it from orety, a word of meaning 
more extensive, signifying simply “to do,” 
or “ to make.” 

4 Tobrov 5¢ moAd pév éort +d Oetov, 
morv Bt Kal év rats réxvais, mymovmevats 
Thv pvow, Kal rd mapadermducvor 
avrats (lege abrijs) évamAnpoveats. Simplic. 
ut supra. “Of this species of acting the 
Divinity has a large share ; a large share also 
falls to arts, that imitate nature, and supply 
what she has omitted.” 

€ This highest mode of action (if it may 
be so called) is thus described by Simplicius 
in the same comment, p. 80. 

Td wep) raév vontay Kal dmeplorwr 
ovsiwy émikowotmevoy amdais vohrerw: 
“That which, with simple intellections, 
inquires concerning substances intelligible 

a 

. 
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The species of passion may be understood by their recipro- 
cating for the most part with those of action. 

Thus though the Divine Mind, by being pure and intellectual 
energy, can have nothing passive in its transcendent theory ;‘ 
yet the mind of man, which has intensions and remissions, is for 
that reason necessarily passive in two important manners: either 
as truth, real or apparent, demands its assent; or as falsehood, 
real or apparent, demands its dissent. 
It is in consequence of this passivity of the human mind, 

which I choose to call passivity intellectual, that it becomes 
susceptible of discipline and institution, and thus finds itself 
adorned (according as it is cultivated) with the various tribes 
both of arts and sciences.® 

As the reason of man is acted upon by the appearances of 
truth and falsehood, so are the appetites of man (and not only 
of man, but of brutes also) acted upon by the approach of plea- 
sure and pain.” This therefore may be called sensual passivity, 
in opposition to the rational above described. It is to this Davus 
alludes in Horace, 

Etenim fateor, me dixerit ille 
Duci ventre levem: nasum nidore supinor, 
Imbecillus, iners, &c. Hor. Sat. ii. 7. 37. 

The moulding this passivity of the human mind into as much 
of the fair and honest as it is capable of receiving, when it is 
applied to nations, is called politics; when to families, eco- 
nomics; when to individuals, ethics;' and is in general the 
foundation of moral principles and conduct. 

and indivisible ; that is, substances, which, 
having no parts, cannot, like body, be in- 
finitely divided. 

Archytas has enumerated these species 
of energy or action, but in a different 
manner, beginning with the last of them 
first, and so proceeding inversely, till he 
come to the first that is mentioned here, 
and this he omits. His words are worthy of 
perusal: Tas 5¢ évepyelas Siadopal tpets™ 
Td wey ydp th éorw adras ev TG Oewpey, 
diov aorpovomev* Td BE ev TE Torey, oiov 
iyidev, rexralver” To BE ev TE mpdooer, 
oloy orpararyey Kal moArrevecOat’ yiryverat 
Bt & wey evépyeia Kad vev Siavolas, oiov év 
Tois GAdyos (dos. Tevindrara dé ard. 
Archyt. apud Simpl. in Pred. p. 80. 
“There are three distinctions of action or 
energy: one sort of it consists in contem- 
plating, as when we study the stars; 
another in making, as when we heal a 
disease, or exercise the art of a carpenter ; 
another [not in making, but] in acting, as 
when we lead an army, or administer a 
commonwealth. There is, too, a fourth 

_. energy, where there is no use of reasoning, 
as in animals irrational. These are the 
forms of action the most general and com- 
prehensive.” 

Simplicius tells us, that Archytas has 
omitted the other species, (that which we 
have mentioned first, and which respects 
bodies inanimate,) because he did not con- 
sider it as a species purely active, nor as 
arising from any internal and sensitive 
principle of motion. And yet, perhaps, in 
an introductory treatise, it can hardly be 
considered as introduced improperly, though 
it must be allowed at the same time to want 
this requisite. 
We observe, by the way, that this dis- 

tinction of actions is called by logicians 
actio transiens, and actio immanens, which 
corresponds in grammar to verbs transitive 
on one side, and verbs neuter and middle 
on the other. See Hermes, I. i. c. 9. 

f See chapter on Qualities, p. 296. 
$ Vid. Arrian. Epict. 1. iii. c. 3. 
b Act deriOéva kal Td Pauvdpuevor ayaddby 

&yalod xapay Zxew, kal Td 750" pawduevor 
ydp éorw a&yadov: “ We ought to suppose, 
that both good apparent and pleasure supply 
the place of good (real); for pleasure is 
good apparent.” Arist. de Animal. Motu, 
p. 154. edit. Sylb. 

i Nicephorus Blemmides adopts this di- 
vision from the Peripatetic school: Td dé 
MpaKkTiKdy Siaroetrat eis HOcKdy, oikovomiKdy, 

———— 
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The passivity peculiar to brutes may be seen in the various 
purposes to which we direct their several powers: some to 
plough our lands; others to carry us; a third species to hunt for 
us, &c.* 

The passivity of insensitive bodies, whether vegetable or not, 
is equally conspicuous in the various ends to which we apply 
them. The earth we plough; over the sea we sail; out of the 
forest we build our ships, &c. This insensitive passivity, though 
it submit to the action of other bodies upon it, yet always 
follows the peculiar nature of the being to which it belongs; 
so that the effects often differ, where the active power is the 
same. 

Limus ut hic durescit, et hace ut cera liquescit, 
Uno eodemque igni. Virg. Ecl. viii, 80. 

Lastly, all bodies that act by attraction, are themselves. reci- 
procally acted upon, as modern philosophers have clearly de- 
monstrated. 

As to action and passion in general, it may be observed, that 
the great and diversified mixture of them which runs through 
the world, and is conspicuous in every part of it, has a necessary 
reference (as all other mixtures have) to principles more simple, 
out of which it is compounded. Pure activity we may suppose 
mind; and pure passivity, matter. As mind is capable of acting 
whatever is possible, so is matter of having, whatever is possible, 
acted upon it. The former is the source of all forms, distinctions, 
and beauty; the latter is the receptacle. In the Supreme Mind 
there is nothing passive; in the lowest matter there is nothing 
active;! while all between is a mixture of both, where in dif- 
ferent parts the different principles are prevalent, and from this 
prevalence give the being its proper character. 

If we call man a composite of soul and body, as a rational 
being, he has a motion of his own; as a sensitive being, he has 
a motion in common with brutes; as a being merely corporeal, 

Kad moditikdy' Kad HOiKds wey ear HiAdco- 
gos, 6 Ta EavTod HOn Kal %Adrov pudulCew 
duvduevos’ oikovomirds dé, 6 Kal olxov bAov 
exmaideve KarA@s émortduevos’ 6 5é ye 
méAw } Kal médes Sietdyov kal di0- 
kuBepvdv aplarws, wodutixds: “The prac- 
tical part of philosophy is divided into moral, 
economical, and political. It is the moral 
philosopher, who is able to adjust his own 
manners, and those of any other individual: 
the economical, who knows how to instruct 
well a whole family ; and he who in the 

best manner conducts and governs a city, 
or cities, this philosopher is the political 
one.” Blem. Epitom. Logic. p. 37. 

As we have been speaking just before of 
passivity, it is proper to remark, that the 
same writer, from the same philosophy, 
takes notice of two species of it, a better 
species and a worse; passivity corruptive, 

and passivity completive: corruptive, as 
when any being is consumed by fire  com- 
pletive, as when a being either learns, or is 
acted upon, either by its intellect or its 
senses. Tod mdoxew 5¢ 7d pev ear. POap- 
TiKoy, &s TO KaleaOau’ TH DE TEAEWTIKOY, &S 
7) pavOdve, kal yweoKrewv, Ka aicOd- 
vera. Nic. Blem. Ep. Log. 158. 

K See page 22. See also, as to the pas- 
sivity of bodies inanimate, page 21. 

1 See pages 280, 281. 
Thus Archytas in Simplicius: T& xa@apa 

yévn Tov Tovey Kal mdoxew ev Tos apxn- 
yikwTdtois—rTod ev morely ev Te Ve@, TOU 
5é mdoxew ev tH HAn: “The pure and 
simple genera of acting, and being acted 
upon, exist in the primary and most original 
of beings; acting, in God; the being acted 
upon, in matter.” Simplic, in Preed. p. 84. B, - 
edit, Basil. 1551. 

ee a 
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“a motion in common with all bodies whatever. A dog has only 
the second and third of these motions, and a stone only the 
last. Thus is the stone least active, the man most so, and the 
brute between both. 

The modes are different under which beings act upon one 
another. 

Some (as the whole tribe of corporeal masses) only act, be- 
cause they are acted upon, and that too by something external, 
and perfectly distinct from themselves. It is thus the nail acts 
upon the timber, because the hammer acts upon the nail; and 
were not the hammer to drive, the nail would never penetrate. 

Now such motion as this is but a species of passivity, because 
though the beings, which possess it, have an original power to 
receive motion, they by no means possess an original power to 
impart it. And hence it follows, that if something did not exist 
more intrinsically active than themselves, they would never act, 
and there would be no motion at all. 

Action of this kind, (if it deserve the name,) is the action of 
beings, which, though moveable, are not intrinsically motive, 
that is, causes of motion. 

Another mode of action may be found in the following in- 
stances. A lamb acts upon the senses of a wolf—that sensation 
acts upon his appetite—that appetite acts upon his corporeal 
organs. By the action of these organs he runs, he seizes, and he 
devours the lamb. 
A child is seen by its mother likely to fall from a precipice. 

The sensation acts upon her parental affections—these affections 
act upon her corporeal organs. By the action of these organs 
she runs, she seizes, and she saves her child. 

The instances we are going to allege, appear to be more 
blended with deliberation and thought. The splendour of the 
Roman empire acted upon the imagination of Cesar—that 
imagination acted upon his desire of sovereign power—that 
desire acted upon the faculties of his mind and body. By the 
energy of these faculties he passed the Rubicon, conquered 
Pompey, enslaved Rome, and obtained the wished-for empire. 

Again; the domination of Cesar acted upon the imagination 
of Brutus—that imagination acted upon his love for the republic 
—that love for the republic acted upon his corporeal organs. 
His hand in consequence plunged a dagger into Cesar, and, for 
a time, the republic, which he loved, was restored. 

In all these instances the corporeal organs act, like the corpo- 
real masses before mentioned, because they are first acted upon. 
But then they are not acted upon, as those are, by other 
external bodies, but by internal appetites, affections, and de- 
sires, all whieh, as well as the organs, are parts of one and the 
same being. Such being therefore is not, like beings of the first 
order, in a manner passive and only moveable; but, as it pos- 
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sesses within itself the power of imparting motion, as well as of 
receiving it, the action is that of a being, not only moveable, but 
intrinsically motive. 
We may go further, if we please, and suggest a third mode of 

action, the action of the first mover; that being, which, though 
motive, is itself perfectly immoveable. 

In a series of agents, where each of them imparts motion, 
which it has previously received, were such agents two, or were 
they ten, or were they a million, no motion could ever begin, 
were there not something at their head totally different from 
them all; something purely impassive; something, which can 
move, without being moved; in other words, which can impart 
motion to every thing else, and remain itself immoveable. 

It is to this character that Boethius alludes, in his truly 
sublime address to the Author of the Universe: 

Qui tempus ab zevo 
Ire jubes, stabilisque manens das cuncta moveri.™ 

Considering action, therefore, and the being acted upon with 
a view to motion and the being moved, we may say that the 
Peripatetic system (for it is hence we derive these speculations) 
contemplated all beings in three views; either as moveable, but 
not motive ; or as both moveable and motive ; or, lastly, as motive 
alone, but not moveable.” 

More is said upon this subject in the subsequent theory con- 
cerning motion.° 
We shall only add, that, in the above modes of acting, when 

bodies act upon bodies, the action for the greater part is re- 
ciprocal. While the oar impels the wave, the wave resists the 
oar; while the axe hews the timber, the timber blunts the axe; 
while the earth attracts the moon, the moon attracts the earth. 
And hence the theory of action and re-action,? so accurately 
scrutinized in modern philosophy. 
™TS dpexrdy Kat Td vonToy Kwel, ov 

kwovpevoy: “ The desirable and the intelli- 
gible move, without being moved.” Arist. 
Metaph. p. 202. edit. Sylb. See below, 
chap. xvii. 

The Latin quotation is from the Consola- 
tion of Boethius, and is a part of those hex- 
ameters, which, for harmony of numbers 
and sublimity of sentiment, are perhaps not 
inferior to any in the Latin language : 

O! qui perpetua mundum, &e. 
" This doctrine is expressed by the Sta- 

girite, but in an inverted order. Td pev 
Tp@Tov, ov Kivovmevoy, ket h & Spetis rad 
Td dpextixdy Kivotbmevoy, Kiel’ Td BE TE- 
AevTaiov TeV KwWoupévey odK avdryKn Kiely 
ovdév. De Animal. Motu, p. 154. edit. 
Sylb. 

° Concerning that motion, which does not 
arise from the collision of one body with 
another body, but where the power which 

moves, and the organs which are moved, 
appear to be both of them vitally united in 
one and the same subject, see below, chap. 
xvii. Concerning the necessity of some- 
thing, different from body, to put body in 
motion, Zdid. Concerning causative mo- 
tion, Zbid. Concerning immobility, Zbid. 
and Hermes, p. 220, note c. 

P Of this doctrine we have the following 
account. AYriov 5¢ Tod wey AtveoOa Tas 
kwhoets, bt. Td Towody Kal mdoxe bxd TOD 
maoxXovTos’ oiov To Téuvov GuBaAdvveras bd 
Tov Teuvouevov, kal Td Oepuaivoy WixeraL 
bd Oepuavouevov, Kat Baws Td Kivody (ew 
TOU mpoTov) avrikiwetrat twa Klynow" oiov 
wOovv avTwheirai mws, Kad avTiWAlBerat Td 
6AlBov: “The cause why motions are 
stopped, is, that the acting power is also 
acted upon by that upon which it acts ; for 
example, the cutting power is blunted by 
that which is cut ; and the warming power 
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If we contemplate the world, as well the vegetable as the 
animal, we shall perceive action and passion diffused through 
every part. 

And yet it must be observed both of action and of passion, 
(such at least as those we see around us,) that they are neither 
of them perpetual in any one particular instance. Corn only 
nourishes, and hemlock only poisons, when they meet a proper 
body on which to operate: the musician xs not always 
perform, nor is the ear always affected by sounds: the painter 
does not always paint, nor is the eye always affected by colours. 
* And hence the rise of that notable thing called power; that 
dormant capacity, into which both action and passion, when 
they cease, retreat ; and out of which, when they return, as from 
their source they flow. 

There is nothing which appears so nearly to approach non- 
entity as this singular thing called power; yet is there nothing, 
in fact, so truly different from it. 

Of nonentity there are no attributes, no affections; but every 
power possesses a specific and a limited character, which not 
only distinguishes it from nonenity, but from every other power. 

Thus, among the active powers, the smith, when asleep, has 
still those powers which make him a smith; the shipwright, 
when asleep, has still those powers which make him a ship- 
wright. The powers distinguish both from the rest of mankind, 
who, purely from not having them, are neither smiths nor ship- 
wrights. 

The same powers help to distinguish the same artists from one 
another; for the powers, though invisible, are incommutable ; 
nor can those of the shipwright enable him to forge an anchor, 
or those of the smith enable him to construct a ship. 

If we pass from active to passive powers, we shall find these, 
after the same manner, to be limited in every subject, and dif- 
ferent in every species. Timber has the capacity of becoming a 
ship, but not an axe; iron, on the contrary, of becoming an axe, 
but not a ship.* And though different agents, by operating on 
the same patient, may produce different effects, (as the ship- 
wright makes timber into a ship, while the carpenter forms it 
into a house;) yet still must each effect correspond with the 
passive capacities; or else, where these fail, there is nothing to 
be done. 

Were the case otherwise, were not the passive powers essen- 
tially requisite as well as the active, there would be no reason 
why any thing might not be made out of any thing. 

Far distant, therefore, from nonenity are passive powers, 
is cooled by that which is warmed ; and,in re-impelled ; and the compressing power, 
general, the moving principle (excepting the after a manner re-compressed.” Aristot. de 
supreme and first) is reciprocally moved Animal. Gener. |. iv. p. 280. edit, Sylb. 
itself under some motion or other; the im- 4 See page 267 ; also p. 292, 293, 
pelling power, for instance, is after a manner 
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however latent: so far, indeed, that where they differ essentially 
from one another, they often lead to effects perfectly contrary, 
though the agent which operates be individually the same: 

Limus ut hic durescit, et heec ut cera liquescit, 
Uno eodemque igni, &c. Virg. ut sup. p. 270. 

It is from this theory we perceive the reason of that ancient 
axiom, Quicquid recipitur, recipitur secundum modum recipientis; 
than which nothing can be more true, when properly under- 
stood. 

As to the active powers, there is an important distinction be- 
tween those called rational, and the irrational. The subordinate 
are mostly confined to the producihg one contrary out of two. 
Fire can only warm, but cannot cool; ice can only cool, but 
cannot warm. But the rational powers imply both contraries 
at once, and give to their possessor the alternative of producing 
either. The musician has the power both of melody and dis- 
sonance; the physician, the power both of healing and making 
sick; the magistrate, the power of deciding both justly and 
unjustly. : 

The reason of this is, that rational power alone is founded in 
science, and it is always one and the same science which re- 
cognises contraries ; that which teaches us harmony, teaches us 
discord ; that which informs us what is health, informs us what 
is disease ; that which discerns truth, discerns also falsehood. 
Hence, therefore, it is, that as every science may be called 
double in its powers of knowledge,’ so all action founded on 
science may be called double in its powers of acting. A noble 
privilege this to man, if well employed; a truly unfortunate one, 
if abused; since by this he alone, of all sublunary beings, is pro- 
perly entitled either to praise or dispraise. 

With respect to powers in general, there is this to be ob- 
served: so important are they to the constitution of many 
beings, that often, though latent, they are more regarded than 

' Ikavov yap Odrepov mépos THs evay- alriov. Atriov 5é, bri Adyos éorly H emi- yap Odrepov mép 
Tidoews, éavTd Te Kpivety, Kal Td dyTiKel- 
sevov’ Kal yap T@ cvOet Kal adrd Kal 7rd 
KdUTVAOY YwWOTKOMEV, KPLTHS yap aupotv 
6 kavév’ Td dé KdumrvaAov, ov? EavTod ote 
Tod €v0éos: “One of the two parts in the 
contrariety is sufficient to judge both itself 
and its opposite. It is thus that by the 
straight we come to know both the straight 
and the crooked, for the straight rule of the 
artist is a judge of both. But the crooked, 
on the other side, is no judge either of it- 
self, or of the straight.” Arist. de An. i. 
5. 

8 Kal tay duvduewy ai mev EvovTa &Ao- 
yot, ai 5& wera Adyou—Kal af wey mera 
Aébyou Tica Tay évaytiwy ai adral, ai de 
%Aoyo., ula évds* oiov rb Oepudv Tod Oep- 
patvew povor, 7 d€ iarpixh vdcou kat byrelas 

ornun, 6 5 Adyos 6 ards Sndrot 7d mpay- 
pa, Kal thy orépnow: “Of powers, some 
will be found irrational, others are attended 
with reason: and as to those which are at- 
tended with reason, the same powers will 
extend to things contrary: but as to the 
irrational, one power will extend only to 
one contrary: what is hot, for example, 
will only conduce to heating; but the art 
of medicine will become the cause both of 
disease and of health. The cause is, that 
this medicinal science is reason, and the 
same reason discovers both the thing and 
its privation.” Arist. Metaph. p. 143, edit. 
Sylb. 

See also p. 68, and 
especially in note 7. 

note f; and p. 294, 
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the strongest apparent attributes. Thus it is from their medi- 
cinal powers only that we value the several species of drugs; 
and from their generative powers only that we value the several 
species of seed, while little regard is paid to their sensible, that 
is, their apparent qualities, further than as they help to indicate 
those invisible powers. 

The just opposite to power is energy, which, as its etymology 
shews,' implies the existing in deed or act, as opposed to that 
existence which only implies possibility. 

And here it is worth observing, that every thing existing in 
power is necessarily roused into energy by something, which 
itself existed previously in energy." Events and incidents never 
stand still; some agents or other are perpetually energizing, 
though all, perhaps, by turns have their respites and relaxations, 
as many of them, at least, as are of the subordinate tribe. It 
happens, indeed, in the world, as in a ship upon a voyage. 
Every hand at a proper season has his hours of rest, and yet 
the duty never ceases, the business of the ship is never at a 
stand; those that wake, rousing those that sleep, and being in 
their turn roused again themselves. 

But another way to shew that energy is of necessity previous 
to power, consists in admitting the contrary hypothesis. 

Let us suppose, for example, a man placed in a part of space, 
where there was, and ever had been, eternal silence; or other- 
wise in a part where there was, and ever had been, eternal dark- 
ness; could such a one ever actually either have heard or seen, 
however exquisite his powers both of hearing and seeing? And 
why not? Because to the evocation of one of these powers, 
there is a necessity of actual sound; to that of the other, of 
actual light; so that had not these energies existed previously, 
his powers must have remained dormant through the period of 
their existence. Suppose, therefore, all energies of all kinds to 
stop; how could they ever revive? Were they all once sunk 
into one universal sleep, where should we find a waking cause, 
to rouse them from their slumbers ?* 

t°Ey epye, “In act, in deed.” See a 
sketch of the difference between act and 
power, p. 7. 

" It was a doctrine of the Peripatetic 
school, 87: mpdrepov évépyeia Suvdueds 
éort: “that energy is prior to power:” 
Arist. Metaph. p. 150, 152.—ée) yap ex 
Tod duvduer byros yiyvera Td evepyela by 
brd evepyela tvros* oloy tvOpwmos et av- 
Opémov, wovoikds bd povaikod, de) Kivody- 
Tés Tivos mpotov" Td Se Kiworv évepyela 
Hon eorly: “that which exists in energy 
is always formed out of that which exists 
in power, by something which exists (al- 
ready). in energy; for example, man jis 

' formed by man, the musical artist by the 

musical artist, there being always some first" 
(or prior) being, which gives the motion. 
Now that which gives this motion is itself 
already in energy.” Aristot. Metaph. p. 
151. edit. Sylb. 
“Oca pice ylyvera } réxvp, iwd évep- 

yelqa bvros ylyvera éx Tov Suvduer To.od- 
tov: “Whatever things are made either 
by nature or by art, are made out of 
something, having a capacity to become the 
thing produced, and that through the ope- 
ration of something, which already exists 
in energy.” De Animal. Gener. p. 204. 
edit. Sylb. 

x It is hence that Aristotle, speaking ac- 
cording to the principles of his philosophy, 
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And what then are the inferences from this speculation, that 
power necessarily arises from previous energy? One is, that all 
those doctrines about order springing from disorder, beauty from 
confusion; of night and chaos being the oldest of beings; in 
general, of the perfect and actual arising from the imperfect and 
potential ; however they may be true as to the material cause of 
things, yet are they far from being true with respect to their 
real and essential origin. There is nothing, in fact, more certain, 
than that the actual and perfect are previous to their contraries; 
else there could never have been in the universe any thing 
actual or perfect. 

Another inference is, that the most minute and contemptible 
energy, now actually existing, necessarily proves the existence 
of an eternal energy, to which, as to its cause, it is ultimately 
referable. And what can such eternal energy be, but some- 
thing whose very essence is that energy ;’ something, which 
knows no remissions, like subordinate energies, no occasional 
retirings into power and dead capacity, but is ever the same 
immutable and perfect? Without such a principle the universe 
could never have begun; or when once begun, could never have 
been continued. And what shall we call this principle? Shall 
we call it body or mind? The best way to answer this, will be 
to search within ourselves, where we may discover, if we attend, 
a portion of either being, together with the several attributes 
appertaining to each. 

And so much for the two arrangements or predicaments of 
action and passion. 

says of things eternal, unalterable, and ne- 
cessary, that is, things ever in energy—el 
TavTa uh hv, ov0ey dy Hv, “if these were 
not, there could be nothing.” Metaph. 153, 
ut supra. It is a pertinent question, stated 
by the same author, in another part of the 
same tract—Ilés yap kiwnOhoerat, ei undev 
gora evepyela aitiov; ov yap fyye bAn 
Kwhoe avth éavthy: “How can things 
ever be set in motion, if there be no cause 
(previously) existing in energy? Mere 
matter itself cannot move itself.” Ibid. 201. 
And soon before, in the same page, Evdéxe- 
Ta yap Td Suvduer dy wh elvan’ Set Upa 
elvat apxhv Torabrny, hs 7 ovcla évépyeta: 
“Tt may happen, that the thing, which 
éxists in power only, may not exist at all: 
there must, therefore, be (in the universe) 
such a sort of principle, as that the very 
essence of it should be energy.” 

Y See the note preceding. The founder 
of the Peripatetic sect, speaking of the 
Deity, uses the following expressions: 7 

yap vod évépyeia, (wh Exeivos 5&,  évép- 
yera: “The energy of mind or intellect, is 
life: and He (the Supreme Being) is that 
energy.” Metaph. p. 203, See also Am- 
mon. in Lib. de Interpretat. p. 198. B. &c, 
where the arrangement of beings is deeply 
and philosophically discussed and exhibited. 
‘Effjs 5¢ rovros émideita: BovAduevos, 
Kk. T. Ay 

It is agreeably to this reasoning we are 
told, Tod xpdvov del rporAauBdver evépyera 
érépa mpd érépas, Ews THs TOD del KIVODYTOS 
mpotws: “that one energy in point of time 
always precedes another, till we arrive at 
the energy of that Being, which eternally 
gives motion in the first instance.” Metaph. 
©. 7’. p. 152. edit. Sylb. 

Which is as much as to affirm, (in other 
words,) that there is a gradual ascent of 
active efficient principles, one above another, 
up to that one active Principle which is 
original and supreme. 
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CHAPTER XII. 

CONCERNING WHEN AND WHERE. CONCERNING TIME AND PLACE, AND 

THEIR DEFINITION. WHEN AND WHERE, HOW DISTINGUISHED FROM 

TIME AND PLACE, HOW CONNECTED WITH THEM. DESCRIPTIONS OF 

WHEN AND WHERE—THEIR UTILITY AND IMPORTANCE IN HUMAN 

LIFE——VARIOUS TERMS DENOTING THESE TWO PREDICAMENTS—OTHERS 

DENOTING THEM NOT, YET MADE TO DENOTE THEM. WHEN AND 

WHERE, THEIR EXTENSIVE INFLUENCE-—PLAUSIBLE TOPICS—CON- 

CURRING CAUSES. OPPORTUNITY, WHAT. CHANCE, WHAT IT IS NOT, 

WHAT IT IS. FATE, PROVIDENCE. COOPERATING CAUSES. SUPREME 

INTELLIGENCE. 

We have said already, that time and place agree, as they both 
belong to quantity continuous.” So essential is this character, — 
that could either of them be separated, as we separate a piece of 
timber, there would then be intervals without time, and dis- 
tances without place. Thus far then they agree, while in this 
they differ, that a million of different things may exist in one 
instant of time, but never more than one thing at once can 
occupy one place. | 
And hence the nature of place may be called distributive, 
while that of time may be called accumulative. Hence, too, as 
they agree in some respects, and differ in others, they are neces- 
sarily not simple, but compound ideas, both belonging to one 
genus, and each distinguished by specific differences. Having a 
genus and a difference, they become capable of definition, since 
it is on these two requisites that all definition is founded. 

Time, therefore, is continuity, successive in itself, and accumu- 
lative of its proper subjects; place is continuity, co-existent in 
itself, and distributive of its proper subjects. 
We have said thus. much about these two beings, because 

when and where, though distinct from both,” are necessarily con- 
nected with them, and cannot well be understood without refer- 
ence to this connection. 

Men, human affairs, and universally all sensible and corporeal 
beings, as none of them are infinite either in duration or extent, 
must have something of course to limit and cireumscribe them. 
Now place circumscribes their extent, and time their duration ; 
and hence the necessary connection of things corporeal with 
these two; and not only of things themselves, but of all their 

2 See before, p. 303, 304. 
@ Omnis definitio constat genere et dif- 

ferentia. Fell, 218. Termini vero essen- 
tiales (definitionis scil.) genus et diffe- 
rentia. Sanderson, |. i. c. 17. See also 
Wallisii Logic. 1. i, c. 23. Of pev yap 

dpiopol éx yéevous kal Tav ovoTATIKGY eioe 
diaopay, Touréort Tav cidoroiay. Amm. 
in quinque voces, p. 67. 

» How they are distinct, see below, par- 
ticularly in note d, also p. 337, 
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motions, of all their accidents; in short, of all they are able to do, 
and of all they are able to suffer. 

For example, certain persons are to meet for a certain 
purpose. 
meeting would not be practicable. 

They must be informed of the time and place, or their 
First, then, for the time: 

When shall we three meet again, 
In thunder, light’ning, or in rain ? Shaksp. Macbeth. 

The answer to this question connects their meeting with a 
certain time; and in the relation between these two, we behold 
the rise of the predicament, when: 

When the battle’s lost and won, 
When the hurly burly’s done.° 

Again : 
Where's the place ? 

ina 

The answer to this question connects their meeting with a 
certain place; and in the relation between these two, we see the 
rise of the predicament, where : 

Upon the heath, 
There we go to meet Macbeth.? 

Let us take another example. 
wrote his Georgics at Naples. 

Virgil, we are informed, 
By Naples, in this instance, is 

the place of Virgil circumscribed, which might else have been at 
Rome, at Mantua, &c. The connection therefore of Virgil with 
this city gives us an answer to the question, where ? 

Again, he wrote them, we are told, while Caesar Augustus 
was on his Oriental expedition. Here the time of this expedi- 
tion circumscribes the time of writing, which might else have 
been (for aught we know) during the wars with Brutus, with 
Antony, &e. 
question, when ? 

This relative connection gives an answer to the 

Dum Cesar ad altum 
Fulminat Euphraten bello, victorque volentes 
Per populos dat jura, viamque affectat Olympo: 
Illo Virgilium me tempore dulcis alebat 
Parthenope, studiis florentem ignobilis oti. 

© Ob pévro obre TE xpdvy TavTdy Td 
motte, GAA’ elrep tpa, ev oxéoe: TH mpds 
Tov xpévov: “Nor is when the same with 
time ; but if any thing, it consists in the 
relation which it bears to time.” Simpl. in 
Preed. p. 87. B. ed. Bas. 1551. And again : 
“Orav 5€ Tt mparypya, erepov dv Tod xpdvou, 
Kal ovx ws mépos xpdvov AapBavduevor, 
oxéow exer mpds xpdvov, Kal 51a TovTO év 
xpévy eotly, borep H ev Sadapive vav- 
paxla ev rede xpdvw’ téTe HAAQ KaTn- 
yopia yiyverat, 7 ToD mote, BAAN odoa 
mapa To woody: “ But when any particular 
thing, which is assumed from time, and 
which is not assumed as any part of time, 
has a relation to time, and for this reason 
is in time; as, for example, the sea-fight at 
Salamis, which happened at such a parti- 

Georg. iv. sub. fin, 

cular time: then there arises a different 
predicament, that of when, a predicament 
different from that of quantity.” Simplic. 
in Preed. p. 88. ejusd. edit. 

4°AAN’ orep em) rod xpdvov AAO mev 
hv 6 xpdvos, HAAo Se Td Kara xpdvov, 4 
xpdvou Ti oftrws %AAO pev 6 Tdémos, BAAO 
d¢ 7d Kata Térov, } Térov TL: “For as in 
time, time itself is one thing, and that 
which is according to time, or something 
belonging to it, is another thing; so also is 
place one thing, and that which is according 
to place, or something belonging to it, 
another thing.” Simpl. in Preed. ut sup. 

Ubi non est locus, sed esse in loco, 
Quando non est tempus, sed esse in tem 
pore. Fell, p. 104, 107. 
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These elegant lines, which we so justly admire, are in fact 
nothing more than the common date of an epistle; as if the 
author, having finished his work, had subjoined Naples, such a 
month, such a year: so great, even in trivial matters, is the 
force of numbers, and sublime ideas. 

Hence, then, we perceive the nature both of when and of 
where. When is not mere time, nor is it beings and events; but 
it is beings and events, as they stand related to time. Again, 
where is not properly place, nor is it beings and events; but it is 
beings and events, as they stand related to place.* If therefore 
the when only be given, and not the where, then might the thing 
have happened either here, or at the antipodes: and, by parity 
of reasoning, if the where only be given, and not the when, then 
might the event have happened, either yesterday, or before the 
flood. It is then only comes precision, when we view the two 
united.’ 

And hence, by the way, the utility and praise of those two 
subordinate accomplishments (for sciences I cannot call them) 
geography and chronology. By acquainting us with the rela- 
tions borne by illustrious persons and great events to the dif- 
ferent portions both of time and of place, they afford us proper 
means to contemplate human affairs; to view the general order 

_and concatenation of events, and our own connection with this 
order, as members of the same universe. 

In general it may be observed, that whatever is an answer 
to the question where, belongs to the genus or predicament of 
where ; and whatever is an answer to the question when, belongs 
in like manner to the predicament of when. When did such a 
thing happen!—Now; this instant; to-day; yesterday; a century 
ago; im such a year of our Lord; such a year of the Hegira ; 
such a year of Rome; such an Olympiad, &c. To these may be 
added such terms in the past as lately, formerly, long ago, &c.; 
and such also in the future as immediately, soon, hereafter,® &e. 
Again: where did such a thing happen ?—AHere; there; in England ; 
in Europe; in China; in the moon; in the sun, &c. To these may 
be added such terms as near, far off, above, below, &e. 

All these terms, by thus answering these questions, serve to 
indicate the relation of some being or event, either to time or to 

© The force of this arrangement or pre- 
dicament where, is finely contrasted with 
the predicament of quantity, in that laconic 
apopthegm of Agis. “The Lacedzemonians 
(said he) do not ask how many the ene- 
mies are, but where they are:” Odx &n 
d€ robs Aakedaimovtous épwrav méco cio 
of ToA€ uot, GAAG Tod cio. Plut. Lacon. 
Apophth. p. 215. D. edit. Xyland. 

f Obrws 5 nal rd rod Kal Td more 
adeAgpd mws Corl mpds HAAnNAa, Kowhy 
éxlons mapéxovra thy ouvréAciay mpds 

oAnY Thy yéverw, kal Tots Kivoupévats THY 
Yonv xpelav cupBadrdAdueva: “ And thus it 
is that when and where are a sort of brothers, 
one to another, affording equally a common 
perfection to all things that are generated, 
and contributing an utility of equal value 
to all things that are in motion. Simplic. 
in Preed. p. 87. ed. Basil. 1551? 

§ See many of these terms elegantly and 
accurately explained in Aristotle’s Physics, 
], iv. c. 13. The terms alluded to are viv, 
wore, Hin, kpri, woAa, ealpyns, KT. A. 

Z 
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place; and though some of them do it with greater precision, 
and some with less, yet did they not all do it in some degree, 
they could not belong to these two predicaments. - 
We cannot assert the same of such terms as an inch, a foot, 

or a cubit; a day, a month, or a year. The reason is, they in- 
dicate no relation of time or place to particular things, but only 
measure out definite portions in these two infinite natures. 

With regard to the human body, not only the whole fills its 
proper place, but so, too, does every limb. Hence, as its par- 
ticular place is a measure to each limb, so is this limb in its turn 
made a measure to that place, in order to define a like portion 
of it, existing elsewhere." And hence the origin of such measures 
as an inch, a foot, a cubit, and the like, which are all of them 
deduced from certain limbs in the human body. 

But though the limbs of man were tolerably adequate to 
measure place, yet were his motions by no means adequate to 
the mensuration of time, derived (as they appear) from such a 
number of appetites; from such a variety of fancies and con- 
tradictory opinions. Here, therefore, were mankind obliged to 
quit themselves, and to recur to motions more orderly than their 
own; to the real motion of the moon, to the apparent motions 
of the sun, in order to obtain such orderly measures as those of 
days, and months, and years. 

And thus, from the nature and origin of these terms, we may 
perceive how they are distinguished from the predicaments of 
where and when. 

There is (if I may use the expression) an enlarged when, such 
as to-day, during this month, this year, this century; and a precise 
when, the indivisible instant in which the event happened. So 
also is there an enlarged where, as in London, in England, im 
Europe, &c.; and a precise where, that is to say, the exact place 
which each individual fills. 
Now as every man exists in such a precise where, and during 

such a precise when, so is it with reference to these two relations 
of his own, that he recognises the when and the where of all other 
beings. When lived Charles the Great /—Almost three hundred 
years before the first crusade. Though this answer tells us the 
distance between Charles and that expedition, yet are we still 
uninformed as to the time when he lived, unless we have some- 
thing given us to connect him with ourselves. And when, we de- 
mand, happened the first crusade ’—About seven hundred years 
ago. Here we have the temporal relation between ourselves and 

h This is, indeed, a common property to See before, the quotation given in note 
all mensuration, that the measurer and the p, page 254. Héorns is there rendered a 
thing measfired should reciprocate ; so that “quart,” not as if this last represented that 
while the gallon measures the wine, the Greek measure, but as it was a measure 
wine should measure the gallon; while familiar to an English reader. 
the ell measures the silk, the silk should i See Hermes, p. 151, note. 
measure the ell. 
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that event; so that having previously learned the like relation 
between that event and Charles the Great, we of course recognise 
the time when that prince existed; that is to say, the temporal 
relation between our own existence and his. ‘The same, too, 
happens in ascertaining the place where. 

And hence it follows, that such measures of time and place as 
a year, a century, a foot, a furlong, though they belong not of 
themselves to the present predicaments or arrangements, may 
yet be made a part of them by being properly associated. Such 
they become, when we say a furlong hence, a century since, a foot 
below, a year after. The reason is, they are brought by such 
association to define relative existence, in doing which the very 
essence of these predicaments consists. 

And now a word as to the force of these two predicaments, 
their influence in the world, and more particularly in human 
affairs. 

Ceesar, when he was assassinated, fell at the feet of Pompey’s 
statue. The celebrated Hampden received his death’s wound 
upon that field where he had first executed. the ordinance for 
levying troops to serve the parliament. From a royal ban- 
queting house, built by himself in prosperity, was an unfortunate 
prince led to an unjust execution. In each of these instances, 
the place where is a plausible topic; a topic equally suited either 
to raise compassion, or, if we would sophisticate more harshly,' 
to insinuate judgments, divine vengeance, &c. But to quit 
topical arguments, which, in fact, demonstrate nothing : 

It was by an unfortunate fall so near the conclusion of the 
race, that the swift-footed Salius lost the prize to young Eu- 
ryalus." It was by being attacked when asleep, and overpowered 
with liquor, that the gigantic Polypheme fell a sacrifice to 
Ulysses." It was by living in an age when a capricious audience 
ruled, that the elegant Menander so often yielded to Philemon, 
his inferior by the confession of all succeeding ages.° ‘The 
race is not to the swift, nor the battle to the strong, nor yet 
favour to men of skill; but time and chance happeneth to them 
all.” 

The same concurring causes, which acted in these cases like 
adversaries, can become in others the most powerful allies. Jos 
pot Tov ote, “Give me where to stand,” was a well-known saying 
of the famous Archimedes. He wanted but a place where to fix 
his machine, and he thought himself able to move even the 
world.’ Shakspeare tells us, 

k Clarendon’s History, book vii. gratiaque, et factionibus seepenumero vince- 
1 Luke xiii. 4. batur. , 
m /Pneid, v. 286, &c. P Ecclesiastes ix. 11. 
® Odyss. ix. sub. fin. 4 See the Life of Archimedes, in Ri- 
© Vid. Quinctil. 1 x. c. 1. A. Gell. valtus’s edition of his works. Paris, 1615, 

1, xvii. c. 4.. who says of him, Ambitu, folio. 
72 

and 
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There is a@ tide in the affairs of men, 

Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune: 
Omitted, all the voyage of their life 
Is bound in shallows, 

340 

Julius Cesar, act iv. se. 5. 

When Horace sent a messenger with some of his works to Au- 
gustus, his charge was to deliver them if Augustus was in health; 
and not only so, but in good humour; and not only so, but in a 
humour to call for them: 

Si validus, si letus erit, si denique poscet. 
Hor. Epist. 1. ii. ep. 13. 

Such a stress did this polite author lay on the propriety of the 
when. Virgil mentions finely the 

Mollissima fandi 
Tempora. /®neid. iv. 293... 

He makes, too, his Fury suspend her powers of mischief, till she 
could catch a lucky moment to make her influence more ex- 
tensive : 

At seva e speculis tempus dea nacta nocendi, 
Tartaream intendit vocem, &c. /®neid. vii. 511. 

And hence we may collect a just idea of the term opportunity. 
It is not merely time, concurring with events, for time attends 
them all, be they prosperous or adverse; but it is time, con- 
curring favourably ; it is time, cooperating as an auxiliary cause." 

Time (it is said) and chance happeneth to all. And what is 
this chance? Is it the chance mentioned by Milton as residing 
at the court of Chaos?* Or is it the same which some philosophers 
suppose to have framed the world, and to have maintained in it 
ever since no inconsiderable sway? If such chance be the strict 
opposite to a rational principle, it is hard to conceive how it 
should have supplied its place, and without the least ingenuity 
have produced a work so ingenious. It is hard, also, to conceive, 
how without a reason that should exist, which it requires so 
much reason (even in part only) to comprehend.‘ There is, how- 
ever, another sort of chance, which, under the name of fortune, 
we find described as follows: “a cause not manifest to human 
reasoning ;" not a cause devoid of reason, but a cause which 
human reason wants the means to investigate.” 

r According to the Stagirite, good passes 
through all the predicaments, and, as it 
stops at each,assumes a different denomina- 
tion. In substance, it is mind and deity; 
in quality, it is that which is just; in 
quantity, that which is exact, and according 
to measure ; and in the predicament when, 
it is opportunity; ev 5 TG mwére, 6 Koupds* 
that is to say, good or favourable, acceding 
to the time when, and characterizing it, 
gives it by such accession the name of op- 
portunity. Aristot. Ethic. Eudem. p. 86. 
edit. Sylb. Locum autem actionis, oppor- 
tunitatem temporis esse dicunt ; tempus au- 
tem actionis opportunum Greece edKaipia, 
Latine appellatur occasio, Cic. de Offic, i. 40. 

8 Paradise Lost, book ii. 965. 
t Hanc igitur in Stellis constantiam, hance 

tantam tam variis cursibus in omni zeterni- 
tate convenientiam temporum, non possum 

intelligere sine mente, ratione, consilio. Cic, . 
de Nat. Deor. ii. 21. Dubitant de mundo, 
ex quo et oriuntur et fiunt omnia, casune 
ipse sit effectus aut necessitate aliqua, an 
ratione ac mente divina: et Archimedem 
arbitrantur plus valuisse in imitandis sphere 
conversionibus, quam naturam in efficiendis. 
Cic. de Nat. Deor. ii. 34. 

" Aoxe? wey airla h Tuxh, Undos Se ay- 
Opwrivn Siavoig. Arist. Phys. ii. 4. p. 33. 
edit. Sylb. Instead of Siavola, they used 
afterwards the term Aoyiou@. 
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We may learn from experience, that whatever opening there 
may be left for human freedom, (and enough is there left, both 
for merit and demerit,) it is not so uncontrolled as in the least 
to affect the universe. It is not in our power to interrupt the 
course of nature; nor can we, like the giants of old, heap moun- 
tain upon mountain. There is an irreversible order of things, to 
which we necessarily submit; an indissoluble concatenation of 
‘successive causes with their effects, by which both the being and 
the well-being of this whole are maintained. 

This divine order or concatenation has different denomina- 
tions: referred to the Supreme Being as to its author, we call it 
fate; referred to his foresight for the peer of all, we call it pro- 
vidence.* 

It is this which mingles itself with all our actions and de- 
signs; which cooperates with the pilot, the husbandman, and 
the merchant; nor with these alone, but with all of every de- 
gree, from the meanest peasant, up to the mightiest monarch. 
If it cooperate favourably, they succeed ; if otherwise, they fail. 
And hence the supposed efficacy of time and place, so often of 
such importance in this cooperation. It is hence, “the race is 
not to the swift, nor the battle to the strong,” &c. 
A pilot sails, with intention to reach a certain port. All 

that the skill of a good navigator can suggest, is done; yet he 
sails at a time when hurricanes arise, and, instead of gaining the 
destined port, is dashed upon the rocks.. A farmer with proper 
industry manures and sows his fields; yet the seasons destroy 
his harvest, and (according to his own phrase) “the times fight 
against him.” A merchant travels, for the sake of gain, to a 
distant country, and there contracts a pestilential disease, which 
carries him off. 

These incidents, thus connected with time and place, are re- 
ferred in common language to chance, as to their cause; and so 
indeed they may, as far as chance implies a cause, which human 
reasoning was not able either to foresee or obviate. But if we 
go further, and suppose it a cause, where there is, in fact, no 
reason at all; in such case we do nothing less than deify chance, 
committing the affairs of the world to the blindest of guides, in- 
stead of that One, All-good, All-powerful, Divine Intelligence, 
which, in the same undivided instant, both sees and hears all 
things.’ 

And so much for the two genera or arrangements of when and 
where. 

servient to the cause of Providence, and x Three terms are here employed, chance, 
fate, and providence ; the two first of which 
have been often improperly asserted, the 
last has been often hardily denied, and 
all this to favour the Atheistic system. 

The author of these notes has endea- 
voured to give such meanings to the terms 
chance and fate, as may render them sub- 

by making them wholly dependent on the 
supreme intelligent principle, to make them 
weaken the system of Atheism, rather than 
contribute to its support. 

Y See Epicharmus, quoted in note a, p. 
282. 
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CHAPTER XIII. 

CONCERNING POSITION OR SITUATION. 

DUCED——HOW IT EXISTS IN BEINGS INANIMATE—IN VEGETABLES 

IN MAN——ANIMAL PROGRESSION. WORKS OF ART. ATTITUDES 

ILLUSTRATIONS OF ATTITUDE——-FROM POETS—FROM ACTORS——FROM 

ORATORS. ITS EFFICACY, WHENCE. POSITION, AMONG THE ELE- 

MENTS OF DEMOCRITUS—ITS INFLUENCE AND IMPORTANCE IN THE 

NATURAL WORLD—IN THE INTELLECTUAL. 

WHAT IT IS, AND HOW DE- 

Tue arrangement or predicament of position or situation has a 
near affinity with that of place. They are both of the relative 
order, and are both conversant, when taken strictly, about cor- 
poreal substances only. They differ, however, inasmuch as the 
simple possession of space constitutes place; the manner of pos- 
sessing it, position, or situation.’ 

Now the manner, in which a body possesses space, has respect — 
to certain relations, which exist, some within, and some without 
it; relations, which arise from its parts, its whole, its immediate 
place, and the place surrounding it. 
We shall explain what we assert, (which perhaps may appear 

obscure,) by beginning from bodies the most simple, and passing 
from these to others, more complex and diversified. 

The simplest and most perfectly similar of all bodies is the 
sphere.* If, therefore, we take a sphere, and~place it upon the 
ground, the part furthest from the earth’s centre we call its top; 
that the nearest, its bottom; and all lying between we call its 

2 Differt situs ab whi in hoc, quod whi 
est locatio totius, situs est ordinatio partium 
in loco. Ubi est simpliciter esse in loco ; 
situs secundum partium ordinationem. Fell, 
p- 104. 

Ad situm omnem requiritur triplex ha- 
bitudo, quee conjuncta constituit situm ; 
habitudo partium alicujus totius inter se; 
partium alicujus totius ad ipsum totum ; 
partium et totius ad locum. Sanderson, p. 
49. 1. i. c. 14. 

Preedicamentum situs (xe?o@a:) respicit 
positionem rei, tum respectu partium suarum 
inter se, tum respectu loci, aliarumque re- 
rum. Wallis, 1. i. c. 13. 

Otte oty Td Kelwevoy cama, ore Tdy 
Témov, ev @ KelTal, TH Siavola mepiAauBd-~ 
vovta, det voeiv Td KetoOa, udvnv Se Thv 
éxovody mws Oéow ev TE yéver TOU Keto au 
AoyiCOuevoy Kara mdyTa Ta byTa, boa 
mépukev €trepa bp Erépwy avéxerGat, 7) 
evidpverOar TH ErEepa ev Tots ETEpors’ 7 
yap Todd cuuTAoK) Tay évidpumévwr kal 
Tov Thy pay mapexdvTwy KupiwTdarn 
Kal mpwriarn earl Tov KEetoOa broypaph : 

“We are not to understand the genus of 
lying, or position, by taking into our dis- 
cussion either the body lying, or the place 
in which it lies, but singly and solely by 
taking into our account the peculiar mode 
of site in the genus of lying, as it runs 
through all those ranks of beings, which 
are formed by nature to be supported some 
of them by others, or to be seated some 
of them upon others ; for it is this connec- 
tion between things that are seated, and 
things that afford the seat, which makes 
the primary and the strictest description of 
lying, or position.” Simpl. in Preed. p. 85. 
edit. Basil, 1551. 

* The sphere, and other solid figures, 
soon after mentioned in this chapter, are, 
for the greatest part, well known. He, 
however, who wishes for ocular inspection, 
may find them all (the sphere alone ex- 
cepted) among the diagrams of the eleventh 
and twelfth books of Euclid, to which books 
we refer him, as they are easy to be had, 
under various editions, 
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middle. ‘These distinctions in the sphere regard external objects 
only, because the sphere, being everywhere similar, contributes 
nothing to them itself. If we roll it, therefore, along, tle dis- 
tinctions are not lost; only, while the motion continues, they 
perpetually vary, and that merely with reference to local dis- 
tinctions, existing without. 

And hence it follows, that the sphere, though it have place, 
yet according to these reasonings has in strictness no position, 
because it has no peculiar parts deducible from its own figure, 
which parts can be called top or bottom, as contradistinguished 
one to another. 

What is true of the sphere, may be asserted almost as truly 
of the five Platonic bodies, the equilateral pyramid, the cube, 
the octoedron, &c., and that, because they are not only regular, 
but because their several faces are every way similar. 

What is true of these bodies, is true also of their opposites, 
the bodies I mean, which are not only dissimilar, but universally 
irregular. Fragments of rock, and hillocks of sand, have neither 
top nor bottom, but what is merely casual; and therefore, though 
of necessity they exist in place by being bodies, yet, as they 
have no internal local distinctions under the meaning here 
adopted, it of course follows they cannot properly have position. 

_ But if we pass to those bodies which are neither irregular, 
like the broken rock, because they have order and proportion ; 
nor yet every way similar, like the sphere, because they have 
extensions that are unequal, (such, for example, as the cylinder, 
or the parallelipopedon ;) here we shall find the very bodies, 
from their own attributes, to concur with the world around, 
both in acquiring to themselves position, as well as in diversi- 
fying it. 

The cylinder, for example, extends further one way than 
another, and therefore possesses within itself three such parts, 
as two extremes, and one mean. If we so place it, therefore, 
that one of these extremes (no matter which) shall be most 
remote from the earth’s centre, and the other most near; in such 
ease, by this manner of blending external and internal relations, 
the cylinder is said to stand. If we remove in part the higher 
extreme from its perpendicular, and thus differently blend rela- 
tions, the cylinder is said ¢o incline. And if we pursue this in- 
clination, till the two extremes of top and bottom become 
horizontal, then it is said to ie. The motion which leads from 
standing to lying, we call falling; that from lying to standing, 
we call rising. Everyone of these affections may well happen 
to the cylinder, because its peculiar figure, taken with its peculiar 
place, cooperates to the production of the positions here de- 
scribed. 

It is not so with those bodies already mentioned, where these 
internal characters are not distinguished. The sphere and the 
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cube neither fall nor rise, because they neither stand nor lie more 
at one time than another. 

But suppose we go further: suppose to one extreme of this 
cylinder we add a new part, that is a capital; to the other ex- 
treme another part, that is a base: the two extremes of the 
cylinder would no longer in such case remain indiscriminate, but 
the characters of top and bottom would become distinguished 
and ascertained, even in the figure itself, without looking to 
things external. 

The consequences of these new characters are new modes of 
position. A pillar (for such we must now suppose it) is not 
only capable, like the simple cylinder, of standing and of lying, 
but inasmuch as two of its parts, that is to say, its extremes, 
are essentially distinguished, if it rest on its base, it stands up- 
right; if on its capital, it stands inverted. 

Let us carry our suppositions further, and by a metamorphosis, 
like one of Ovid’s, transform this pillar into a tree. Let the 
capital sprout into branches, the shaft become a trunk, and the 
base strike into roots. Here then in a vegetable subject we 
behold the same distinctions ; a top, a bottom, and a middle of 
its own, leading as before to the same diversities of position. 

If we still pursue the metamorphosis, and transform the tree 
into a man, making its branches into a head, its trunk into a 
body, and its roots into feet, we shall discover also in an animal 
subject the same distinctions as before; and the subject will in 
consequence be capable of lying, as well as of standing; of 
standing upright, as well as inverted. 

But this is not all. Man is not only an extended substance, 
like the column, or the tree, but over and above, as an animal, 
he is by nature locomotive. Now the part of him in progression, 
which leads the way, we denominate his fore part, or front ; the 
opposite, his hinder part, or rear; and the two parts upon each 
side, his right and his left. 

And thus has man, in consequence of his animal frame, over 
and above the former distinctions of top and bottom, (both of 
them common to the other subjects already described,) four 
additional distinctions peculiar to him as an animal, the distine- 
tions of front and rear, of right and left, which four are wholly 
unknown both to the column and to the tree. 

While he is under the position of standing, these four dis- 
tinctions have little force, but when he happens to lie, then is 
their efficacy seen, and each of them leads to a new and different 
position. If his front, while he is lying, be nearest to the earth, 
then is he said to lie prone; if his hinder part, or rear, then to 
lie supine; if neither of these, then it is either on his right, or 
on his left; which positions are unknown either to the pillar or 
the tree. 

Thus, besides the standing positions of upright and inverted, 
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has man, in consequence of his frame, four other positions, 
which appertain to him, as he lies; so that his frame taken 
together, as one perfect whole, is susceptible of six different and 
specific positions, which have referenee to the six different and 
specific extensions of his body.” 

Fables tell us, that the triangular island Sicily was thrown 
upon the Giant Typhoeus. Under one promontory lay his right 
arm; under another, his left; under a third, his legs; under 

Mount Etna, his head; under the whole island his body, having 
his breast upwards, his back downwards. These positions refer 
to the several extensions above described. 

Vasta giganteis ingesta est insula membris 
Trinacris, et magnis subjectum molibus urget 
JEthereas ausum sperare Typhoéa sedes. 
Nititur ille quidem, pugnatque resurgere szepe ; 
Dextra sed Ausonio manus est subjecta Peloro ; 
Leva, Pachyne, tibi: Lilybzeo crura premuntur ; 
Degravat Aitna caput: sub qua resupinus arenas 
Ejectat, flammamque fero vomit ore Typhoeus. Ovid. Metam. y. 346. 

But not to anticipate with regard to poets, of whom we shall 
say more hereafter. In a cube there are six faces, capable of 
denoting as many positions; and yet there is this important 
difference between the cube and the man: the faces of the cube 
being all of them similar, its positions, being only nominal, can 
only refer to things without, and every face can alike concur to 
the forming of the same position. But the parts analogous to 
these in man being all of them dissimilar, his positions, being 
real, are by no means thus commutable ; but if the head be up- 
permost, then, and then only, is he, by position, upright; if his 
back be uppermost, then, and then only, is he, by position, 
prone; nor can he possibly be called either prone or upright, 
were any other part to exist in the same place, excepting the 
two here mentioned. 

From what has been alleged, we see the true origin of position 
or situation. “It arises from the relation which the distinctions 
of parts within bear to the distinctions of place without ; and it 
varies, of course, as this relation is found to vary.” The fewer 
of these internal distinctions any being possesses, the less always 
the number of its possible positions. As it possesses more, its 
positions increase with them. 

As to the progression of animals, peculiar to them as animals, 
that progression (I mean) by which they move, not as mere 
bodies, but as bodies possessed of instinct and sensation; it is to 
be observed, that this progression is formed by the help of joints 
and muscles; and that these, during their operation, form within 

b See these different extensions, which of Animals, we read, éxer 8 6 &vOpwiros kat 
Aristotle calls “distances,” dSiacrdeeis, fully 7d dvw nal 7d Kdrw, Kal Ta Eurporber Kah 
discussed in his treatise De Animalium in- 7& dmic@ia, al Setia Kal apicrepd. Hist, 
gressu, p. 129. edit. Sylb. In his History Animal. p. 17. edit. Sylb. 
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the animal body a variety of angles and flexures. Now hence 
arises a fresh multitude of characteristic positions. There is 
one position, under which a bird flies; another, under which a 

horse gallops; a third, under which a man walks, &c. 
These latter positions differ from those already described, be- 

cause they depend not on a simple relation of the whole body to 
things without, but on a diversified relation of its different parts 
one to another. The painter well knows the force of these 
positions, since it is by these he superinduces motion upon im- 
moveable canvas; so that from the position, which we see, we 
infer the progression, which we see not.° 

And this naturally leads us to consider the power of position 
or situation in works of art. Among the common utensils of 
life, such as chairs, beds, tables, &c., there is a position which is 
proper, and another which is absurd; a position by which they 
attain their end, and another which renders them useless. Some 
derive their very essence (if I may use the phrase) from their 
situation: for example, the lintel, from being over the door; 
the threshold, from being under it.4 We pass from these to 
productions more elegant. 

It is the knowledge of these various positions peculiar to 
animal bodies, and to the human above the rest, (commonly 
known by the name of attitudes,) which constitutes so eminent 
a part in the character of a perfect painter. To the statuary, if 
possible, it is a more important science still, because he has no 
helps, like the painter, from colour, light, and shade. 

Instances in support of this assertion (if it needs supporting 
by instances) may be alleged innumerable, both from pictures 
and from statues. 

Painting gives us the the attitudes of St. Paul and the 
sorcerer EKlymas, in the cartoon of Raphael; of Apollo and the 
dancing Hours, in the Aurora of Guido; of the Sleeping Christ, 
his mother, and St. John, in the Silence of Caracci; of many and 
diversified holy families, in the works of Carlo Maratti, &c. 

From attitudes in painting, we pass to those in sculpture; to 
that of the Medicean Venus, the Farnesian Hercules, the Niobe, 
the Laocoon, the Wrestlers, the Dying Gladiator,* &c. 

© See page 29, &c. 
4 Te Se Oca: [Adyerat,] ofov ovdds Kat 

imepOvpoy’ TaitTa yap TPH KetcOa mws 
diapéper: “Other substances are denomi- 
nated from their position, as the threshold 
and the lintel; for these differ by the 
peculiar manner of their being situated.” 
And soon after, O0dds ydp éorw, bt1 ob Tws 
Ketras* Kal Td €ival, Td OVTwS AUTO KEtoPaL 
onuaiver: “ For it is a threshold, because it 
is so situated ; and its existence indicates 
its being situated after this manner.” 
Metaph. H. c. 6. p. 135. edit. Sylb. 

© To these attitudes may be added that 

given by Lysippus to the statue of Alex- 
ander the Great. That prince had a certain 
extension of neck, which made him gently 
recline it upon his left shoulder. When 
his figure was cast in brass by Lysippus, 
the artist ingeniously contrived to convert 
this natural defect into an attitude of mag- 
nificence. His head, being reclined, was 
made, with a sort of insolent look, to con- 
template the heavens, as if things below 
were already at his command. And hence 
the meaning of that celebrated epigram, in 
which this work of brass is supposed to 
address Jupiter in the following words: 
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It is easy, when we are describing these beauties, to be 
diffuse in our expressions, and to exclaim, as we describe, How 
charming! How exquisite! &c. But the observation is just, 
as well as obvious: 

Segnius inritant animos demissa per aurem, 
Quam quz sunt oculis commissa fidelibus. Hor. Art. Poet. 180. 

He, therefore, who would comprehend attitude in works such 
as these, must either visit the originals, or else contemplate 
them (as he may easily do) in models, drawings, and books of 
sculpture and painting.” 
We shall find less difficulty in the works of poets, because 

these address us in words, and convey to us their ideas not 
through our language but their own. It is thus Virgil gives us 
an attitude of sitting in desperation : 

Sedet, eeternumque sedebit 
Infelix Theseus. 

Shakspeare, of sitting in despondence : 
She sat, like patience on a monument 
Smiling at grief. Twelfth Night, act ii. sc. 6. 

Milton, of conjugal affection : 

ZEn. vi. 517. 

He, on his side 
Leaning half raised, with looks of cordial love 
Hung over her, enamour’d. Par. Lost, v. 11. 

Ovid makes Thescelus, as he elevated a javelin, to be mira- 
culously petrified in the very attitude of aiming: 

Utque manu jaculum fatale parabat 
Mittere, in hoc hesit signum de marmore gestu. Metam. v. 182. 

More formidable is a similar attitude at Milton’s Lazar-house : 

Over them triumphant Death his dart 
Shook, but delay’d to strike. Par. Lost, xi. 491. 

There are attitudes less tremendous, that mark reverence and 
humiliation. 

Thus Shakspeare : 
These crouchings, and these lowly courtesies 
Might fire the blood of ordinary men. Jul. Ceesar, act ili, sc, 1. 

The lying, or being extended on some surface, is an attitude 
in most instances so connected with death, that death is often 
denoted by that attitude alone. 

Thus Nestor, in Homer, speaking of the Greek commanders 
slain before Troy: 

AvddcovrT: F Zoey 6 xdAxeos, eis Ard £ Those who dwell in the neighbourhood 
Acvoowr, where these notes were written, may find 

Tay bm’ euol ridewar’ Zev, ob F ~OAvu- excellent examples of attitude at Wilton 
mov &xe. house, (lord Pembroke’s,) among the statues 

The brass looks up to Jove, and seems to and basso-relievos there preserved ; in par- 
ticular, the Cupid bending his Bow; the 
Faun, who, as he stands, turns his body, 
and looks backwards; the figures in the 

Crys 
This earth is mine ; do thou possess the sky. 
Plut. de Vita et For. Alex. p. 335, edit. 

Xyland. See also Brodzi Epigram. Gr. 1, 
iv. p. 454. edit. Franc. 1600, where the lines 
here cited are introduced by two others. 

Marriage-vase ; the Amazon fighting, the 
basso-relievos of Meleager, of Niobe, of 
Ceres and Triptolemus, &c. 
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“Evda & ereita natéxrabey boo &piotor, 
“Evda wev Alas xeirat d&phios, évOa 5° "AxiAAeds, 
“Ev0a 5& TidrpokAos, Oedpiy uhotwp arddavtos, 
"Ev0a 8 éuds idos vids. 

“ There fell the bravest of the Grecian chiefs ; 
There lies great Ajax; there Achilles lies; 
There, too, Patroclus, knowing as a god ; 
There my own much-loy’d son.” & 

Thus Shakspeare : 
O! mighty Cesar, dost thou lie so low ? 
Are all thy triumphs, glories, conquests, spoils, 
Shrunk to this little measure ? Jul. Caes. act iii, se. 3. 

Sleep, whom the poets deify, appears under a similar position: 
Ovid. Metam. xi. 612. 

It was perhaps from this resemblance in position, joined to 
that other, the cessation of the sensitive powers, that Sleep and 
Death were by the poets called brothers," and that the former 
upon many occasions served to represent the latter.’ 

If we pass from poets to actors, (by actors, | mean those of 
dramatic compositions,) we shall find that attitudes and posi- 
tions make at least a moiety of their merit; so that though they 
are to speak, it is certain, as well as to act, yet it is from acting, 
not from speaking, that they take their denomination. 

Nor are just positions without their use to that real actor 
upon the stage of life, | mean the orator. Demosthenes, in 
whom rhetoric attained its last perfection, was at first so un- 
successful, that he was in a state of despair, till Satyrus, a 
celebrated tragedian, shewed him the amazing force of action, 
by the different manners of repeating certain passages out of 
Kuripides and Sophocles.‘ 

And whence is it that positions derive this wondrous efficacy ? 
It is, in fact, because the body is an organ to the soul; an instru- 
ment, whose gestures correspond to every affection, and are 

348 | 
2 

Odys. T. 108. 

Cubat ipse Deus, membris languore solutis. 

8 See also Hom. Il. 3. 20. and Mr. Clarke’s 
note, where he quotes Quinctilian. 

h See page 132. 
i When sleep represents death, it is com- 

monly marked with some strong epithet: 
by Homer it is called a brazen sleep; by 
Virgil, an iron sleep ; by Horace, simply a 
long sleep; which idea the poet Moschus 
heightens by calling it not only a long 
sleep, but a sleep without an end; a sleep 
out of which we cannot be awaked. 

Efdoues eb udAa wakpdy, arépyova, vh- 
ypeTov Umvov. 

See Hom. Iliad. A. 241. Virg. Ain. x. 745. 
Hor. Od, 1. iii. 11. 36. Mosch. Idyl. iii. 105. 

Even in prose-writers, when we read of 
persons being dead, we sometimes read that 
“ they are fallen asleep,” or that “ they slept 
with their fathers.” 1] Cor. xv. 6; 2 Chron. 
ix. 31. 

It seems indeed to have been a custom 
with all nations, in instances of this sort, 
to mitigate the harshness of the thing sig- 
nified, by the mildness of the terms that 
signify it: a well-known figure, called, in 
books of rhetoric, Euphemismus. 

i See Cic. de Orat. iii. 56, 57, 58, 59. 
edit. Pearce ; where it is worth remarking, 
(c. 59.) so much stress is laid on the 
management of the countenance, and of the 
eyes in particular, that we are informed the 
old men of that age did not greatly praise 
even Roscius himself, when he appeared in 
his mask—Quo melius nostri illi senes, qui 
personatum ne Roscium quidem magnopere 
laudabant ; animi est enim omnis actio ; et 
imago animi vultus est, indices oculi. 
; k Plutarch. Demosthen. p. 849. edit. Xy- 
and. 
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diversified by nature herself, as those affections are found to: 
vary. Words move only those who understand the language ; 

and even, where the language is understood, acute sentiments 
often escape the comprehension of unacute hearers. But action, 
spontaneously indicating the motions of the soul, is a language 
which not only the vulgar, but even the stranger comprehends. 
Every one knows the external gestures and signs by which, 
without teaching, both himself and others indicate their several 
affections; so that seeing the same signs recur, he readily 
knows their meaning, inasmuch as nature herself supplies the 
place of an interpreter. But to pass from these speculations to 
others more general. | 

The primary elements of Democritus were atoms and a void. 
_ As for the variety and the specific differences, which he found 
to exist in things, he deduced them out of his atoms; first by 

_ figure, as A, for example, differs from N; next by order, as AN, 
for example, differs from NA; and lastly by position, as Z, for 
example, differs from N, these letters in figure being in a manner 
the same. 

Thus position, according to this philosopher, stands among 
the principles of the universe. 

A high rank this, and yet perhaps not an undeserved one, if, 
by attending to particulars, we contemplate its extensive influ- 
ence. For not to mention the force of position in the different 
parts of every animal; not to mention the admirable situation 
even of subordinate subjects; the grateful variety of lands and 
waters, of mountains and plains; what shall we say to the posi- 
tion of the heavens above, and of the earth beneath; of the sun 
himself in the centre, and the several planets moving round him? 
If we carry our hypothesis further, and suppose (as has been 
well conjectured) that the solar system itself has a proper posi- 
tion respecting the fixed stars; and that they, presiding in other 
systems, maintain a certain position respecting the system of the 
sun; we shall have reason so to esteem the importance of this 
genus, that perhaps upon its permanence depends the perma- 
nence of the world. | 

Nor need we be surprised, though it be properly an attribute 
of things corporeal, if we discover the traces of it even in beings 
incorporeal. If the sensible world be an effect, of which the 
cause is a sovereign mind, all that we discover in effects we may 
fairly look for in their causes, since here its prior existence is in 
a manner necessary.” 

Thus our own minds are not only the place and region of our 

! What others called oxjjua, “ figure,” Philoponus, in his comment, informs us, 
Democritus called puopds: rdéis, “ order,” that these strange words were Actes >AB- 
he called d:a0hyn: and @éo1s, “ situation,” depical, “ Abderic words ;” words used in 
or “ position,” he called tpowh. See Ari- Abdera, the city to which Democritus be- 
stot. Metaph. p. 1]. 134. edit. Sylb. See longed. 
also Lib. de Gen. et Corrupt. 1. i. ¢, 2, where m See p. 228, &c. 
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ideas," but with respect to these ideas, such is the influence of 
position, that upon this in a manner depends our whole percep- 
tion of truth. Let us, for example, invert the terms of a simple 
proposition, and instead of saying, that “every man is an 
animal,” say that ‘‘ every animal is a man;” and what becomes 
of the truth which such proposition contained? Let us derange 
in any theorem the propositions themselves, confounding them 
in their order, blending them promiscuously, putting the first 
last, and the last first; and what becomes of the truth which 
such theorem was to demonstrate? It is lost, till the proposi- 
tions recover their natural situation. 

Tantum series, juncturaque pollet. Hor. 

Democritus, whom we have just mentioned, in order to shew 
the importance of arrangement in natural subjects, and the 
amazing differences that arise, where the change is most minute, 
ingeniously remarks, that out of the same letters are formed 
tragedy and comedy.° We may affirm as confidently, that out 
of the same terms are formed truth and falsehood.’ 

The efficacy, indeed, of this intellectual position is so great, 
that through it not only the wise know, but the unwise become 
informed. It is by the strength of this alone that all teaching 
is performed ; all learning acquired; that the simple and unin- 
structed are led from truths acknowledged to truths unknown,‘ 
and thus ascend by due degrees to the sublimest parts of science. 
What then shall we say to that stupendous position, to that 
marvellous arrangement, existing within the Divine Mind; 
where the whole of being is ever present in perfect order; and 
to which no single truth is ever latent or unrevealed ?* 

If we would comprehend the dignity of position in this its 
" Ka) eb 5h of Aéyovres Thy Wuxhy elva 

témov cidav: “ Well, therefore, do they 
conceive, who say that the soul is the 
region of forms, or ideas.” Arist. de An. 
iii. 4. p. 57. edit. Sylb. See before, p. 277, 
note o, and p. 281. 

°°Ek Tay abtav yap Tpayedla yivera, 
Kad Kwudla ypauudrwy. De Gen. et Cor- 
rupt. 1. i. c, 2. p. 4. edit. Sylb. 

P Simple terms are to be found in the 
several predicaments or arrangements here 
treated, being the first part of logic. 
From different arrangements of these terms 

arise propositions ; and from different ar- 
rangements of propositions arise syllogisms. 

Propositions are the object of the second 
part of logic; syllogisms, of the third. 

There is no going further, for the most 
enlarged speculations are but syllogisms re- 
peated. Such, then, in a logical and intel- 
lectual view, is the force and extent of the 
predicament of position or situation here 
treated. 

4 There is an order or arrangement pecu- 
liar to learners ; and of course, with respect 

to them, the principle or beginning of know- 
ledge is different from what it is according 
to the order of nature. Hence the follow- 
ing observation: ‘H 8€ (dpxi) d0ev dy 
KdAALoTa Exacrov yévolTo’ olov Kal wabh- 
gews, ovk Grd TOU mpdTov Kal THs TOD 

mpdymatos apxiis éviore dpxtéov, GAN bev 
pdor’ &v wdbo.: “There is another species 
of beginning, and that is the point from 
which any thing may be done after the best_ 
manner ; for example, in the affair of learn- 
ing any thing, we are sometimes not to 
begin from what is first, and which is the 
principle or beginning of the thing itself, 
but we are to begin from that point whence 
any one may learn the most easily.” Me- 
taph. 1. iv. c. 1. 

In the Meno of Plato there is a striking 
example of an arrangement of truths, which 
lead an uninstructed youth to the know- 
ledge of a fine and important theorem in 
geometry. See the dialogue of that name 
in Plato, and Sydenham’s elegant and ac- 
curate translation, enriched with diagrams, 

’ See before, p. 281, 296, &c. 
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archetypal form, let us view it at the same instant with some- 
thing its perfect contrary : let us compare it, for example, to the 
sick man’s dream, or to that chaos of ideas which fills the mind 
of one delirious. As we can find few situations more unfor- 
tunate than these latter; so we can conceive no one more re- 
spectable, or divine, than the former. 
And so much for the genus or arrangement of position, which 

arises from the genus or arrangement of where, as this from 
the genus or arrangement of relation, both position and where 
being in their nature relatives. 

CHAPTER XIV. 

CONCERNING HABIT, OR RATHER THE BEING HABITED. ITS DESCRIPTION. 

ITS PRINCIPAL SPECIES DEDUCED AND ILLUSTRATED. ITS PRIVATION. 

CONCLUSION OF THE SECOND OR MIDDLE PART OF THE TREATISE. 

Tue genus of Aabit, or rather of being habited, is of so little 
importance, when compared to the other predicaments, that 
perhaps it might be omitted, were it not in deference to an- 
cient authority.° 

_ Though it have respect both to habits which are worn, and 
to persons who wear them, yet is it not recognised either in the 
one or the other, but is a relation, which arises from the two 
taken together.* | 
Now as every such habit, as well as every such wearer, are 

both of them substances, the relation must necessarily be a rela- 
tion existing between substances. It cannot, therefore, be the 
relation existing between mind and its habits, (such as virtue or 
science,) nor that between body and its habits, (such as agility 
or health,)" for these habits are not substances, but inherent at- 
tributes. ) 

Again; it cannot be the relation existing between a man and 
his possessions; for though these are both of them substances, 
and though a possessor may be said to have an estate, he cannot 
be said to have it upon him; he does not wear it.* 

® The authority alluded to is that of the 
Pythagoreans and Peripatetics. 

*Quod non ita intelligendum est, ac si 
res ipse, quze sic habentur, sint hujus pre- 
dicamenti (puta vestitus ipsi, &c.) que ad 
alia preedicamenta spectant, sed habitio 
harum, seu ipsum habere, 7d éxew Taira. 
Wallis. Logic. 1. i. c. 14. Soon after he 
explains habitio, and informs us it means, 

Vestitum esse, tunicatum esse, togatum 
esse, corona cingi, calceo indui, &e. 

Sanderson in his Logic explains the pre- 
dicament as follows: Corpus habens est 

substantia; res habita fere est forma arti- 
ficialis de quarta specie qualitatis ; appli- 
catio hujus ad illud est habitus hujus pre- 
dicamenti. Lib. i. c. 14. 

« Simplicius, when he gives the reason, 
why habit and the body habited cannot co- 
exist, as substance and its attributes co- 
exist, says, cuugu} yap Tadrd ear, Kal 
avtd éxewvo: “for these attributes are con- 
natural, [that is, grow with the being,] and 
are the being itself.” Simplic. in Preed. p. 93, 

X Aid ovde TA KThuaTa, } avdpdroda, 
# pirous, } mdrepas, 7) viets Kar& TovTO Td 
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The being habited therefore is, in its strictest sense, something 
less than the first relation, that between a substance and its 
attributes; something more than the second relation, that (I 
mean) between a possessor and his possessions.’ 

It is to be hoped that these reasonings on a subject so trite 
will be pardoned for their brevity. They are to shew, not what 
the relation is, but what it is not. 

If it be demanded, And what then is it? The answer must 
be, It is a relation existing after a peculiar manner; when an 
artificial substance is superinduced upon a natural one,’ and be- 
comes contiguous to it, though it be not united in vital con- 
tinuity. 

Such was the very armour he had on, 
When he th’ ambitious Norway combated. 

Hamlet, act i. se. 1. 

The primary end of being habited seems to have been pro- 
tection; and that either by way of defence against the in- 
clemencies of nature, as in the case of common apparel; or by 
way of defence against insults, as in the case of helmets, breast- 
plates, coats of mail, &e. 

Further than this: as habits were various, both in their ma- 
terials and shapes; and, as among the number of those who 
wore them, some were superior to the rest by their dignity and 
office: hence it was found expedient, that many of these superior 
ranks should be marked by the distinctions of peculiar habits; 
so that this established another end of being habited, over and 
above protection, an end which gave robes to peers, uniforms to 
admirals, &e. 

Further still: some regard, when either of the sexes habited 
themselves, was had to decency, some to beauty and adventitious - 
ornament; of which last we may be more sensible, if we con- 
template the elegant draperies of the Grecian statues, or those in 
the capital pictures of the great Italian masters, and compare 
these truly graceful and simple forms to the tasteless and ever 
mutable ones of ourselves and our neighbours.* 

yévos exew Acyducba, Sidr odK ey TeEpt- 
Oévet TadTd éorl, KaiTot KThuaTta byTa: 
“For which reason we are not said, in the 
sense of this genus, to have possessions, or 
slaves, or friends, or fathers, or children ; 
for these none of them are said to exist in 
their being thrown round us, or super- 
induced, although they are all [in some 
sense or other] our possessions.” Simplic. 
ut supra. 

Y Kal dole wécov mas elvar Td exe, TOD 
KexrHoOa, kal Tod Kal ew SiaKeiobar’ 7 
wey yap exeTal, ds 7 AcvKdTHS. XwpiCerat 
amd tay Gwev nTnudTwr, & ov mepikel cba” 
H St cwmaredy ors Kal MwOev, xwplCeru 
ars Tov ekewr, al cuuBeBhkacw Huiy, ovp- 

vets oboal, ka odk érlxrnror: “The having 
any thing on, appears to be a sort of medium 
between possessing, and the being habitually 
disposed. As far as it is had, after the 
same manner as whiteness is had, [or any 
inherent attribute, ] it is distinguished from 
possessions without, with which we are not 
said to be enveloped or clothed. As far as 
it is corporeal, and from without, it is dis- 
tinguished from [inherent attributes or] 
habits which belong to us, as things con- 
natural, and not as things adventitious.” 
Simplic. ut supra. 

7 See the preceding notes in this chapter, 
particularly the second. 

@ The same simplicity which contributes 
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As there are many sorts of habit which have respect to this 
last end, I mean to beauty or adventitious ornament, so when 
a man is found to cultivate this end to an excess, it constitutes 
the character which we call a fop.” Nay, even the conveniencies 
of dress, when too minutely studied, degenerate into an ef- 
feminacy, which carries with it a reproach. It was hence that 
Turnus upbraided the Trojans for wearing a covering over their 
hands, and for tying their caps on with strings; that is to say, 
in modern language, for using gloves and chinstays. 

Et tunicz manicas, et habent redimicula mitre. JEn. ix. 616. 

We have already mentioned the use of habit as to distinction. 
In almost all countries something of this hath taken place, to 
distinguish the noble from the ignoble, the scholar from the me- 
chanic; to mark the sacerdotal, the military, the juridical, &c. 
It is to the fallibility which sometimes attends this method of 
distinguishing, that we owe those proverbial sayings, “the cloak 
makes not the philosopher; the cowl makes not the monk.”* 

It is in a sense less strict and precise, that we take the word 
habit, when we say of the plains, they are clothed with grass; of 
the mountains, they are clothed with wood ;* and more remotely 
still, when we apply the notion of habit to the mind: “ having 

_ on the breast-plate of righteousness,” “taking the shield of faith,”° 
&e. 

In the language of poetry there is sometimes much elegance 
derived from this arrangement; as, for example, when the morn, 
at day-break, is said to be clad with “russet mantle ;” or when 
the moon, in diffusing her pallid light, is said ‘‘ to throw o’er the 
dusk her silver mantle ;”' or when the psalmist says, on a greater 

to the decoration of our persons, contributes 
also to the decoration of nature. 

The following anecdote, communicated 
to me by the late lord Lyttleton, appears 
to be worth preserving. When sir John 
Vanbrugh had finished Blenheim-house, the 
then duchess of Marlborough asked him 
for the plan of a garden. Sir John told 
her, he could give no plan himself, and he 
feared she might apply to others as incapable 
as he was, naming certain gardeners of the 
time, that are now unknown. “ But,” con- 
tinued he, “if your grace would have a 
garden truly elegant, you must apply for a 
plan to the best painters of landscape.” 

So happily did this ingenious man pre- 
dict (as it were) a taste, which, taking its 
rise not many years after from Kent, has 
been since completed by Brown, and no- 
where with greater beauty and magnificence 
than on the very spot of which we are 
now writing, I mean Blenheim. 

b Horace, in the first satire of his first 
book, calls the wild and extravagant Nzevius 

by the name of Vappa; which Baxter in- 
geniously explains, Quod insano sumptu sto- 
lidas sequeretur delicias. Non hujuscemodi 
homunciones fopps dicimus; an et hoc a 
vappa, queerant alii. 

Vappa meant originally, the juice of the 
grape in a state of perfect insipidity, when 
it was neither wine nor vinegar. Vappa 
proprie dicitur, quod nec vinum, nec acetum 
est. Vet. Scholiast. in Horat. Satir. 1.1. s, 2. 
v. 13. 

¢ Pallium non facit philosophum—Cu- 
cullus non facit monachum. 

4 Thus Cicero: Spatia frugifera atque 
immensa camporum, vestitusque densissimos 
montium, pecudum pastus, &. De Nat. 
Deor. ii. 64, p. 253. edit. Davis. And before, 
in the same treatise, he speaks of the earth 
as Vestita floribus, herbis, arboribus, fru- 
gibus, &c. ii. 39. p. 195. Yet all this, we 
must remember, is but metaphorical. 

e Ephesians, vi. 14. 16. 
f Hamlet, act i. sc. 1. 

iv. 608, 

2A 

Paradise Lost, 
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subject, ‘thou deckest thyself with light, as it were with a gar- 
ment.” | 

Though from all these instances we may perceive the force of 
this genus, yet another still remains, I mean the force of its 
privation. Nakedness is found to heighten other circumstances 
of distress : 

Nudus in ignota, Palinure, jacebis arena. ZEn. y. 871. 

Though the sense be metaphorical, yet Shakspeare avails him- 
self of the same privation in the pathetic speech which he gives 
to Wolsey: 

O! Cromwell, Cromwell! 
Had I but serv’d my God with half the zeal 
I serv’d my king, he would not in mine age 
Have left me xaked to my enemies. Henry VIII. act iii. se. 6, 

The same privation has its effect, also, in a way more comic 
and contemptuous. It is thus Aristophanes talks about phi- 
losophers : 

Tobs @xpiavras, Tovs avuTodhrous A€yets. Ned. 103. 

**' You. mean those pallid, those barefooted fellows.” 

It is thus the author of the Dunciad describes friars: 

Linsey-woolsey brothers, 
Grave mummers, sleeveless some, and shirtless others. 

Dunciad, iii. 113. 

In some instances, such partial privations of habit become an 
indication of reverence. Thus Moses, when on holy ground, was 
ordered to stand barefooted ;" and among Europeans it is a mark 
of respect to appear bareheaded. 

And so much for the genus or predicament of habit, which we 
divide into species from its different ends of protection, distinction, 
decency, and ornament, to all of which is alike opposed their con- 
trary, priwation. ‘So much also for the ten universal arrange- 
ments, genera, or predicaments, with the discussion of which we 
conclude the second, or middle part of this treatise. 

CHAPTER XV. 

Pee ee 

CONCERNING THE APPENDAGES TO THE UNIVERSAL GENERA OR AR- — 

RANGEMENTS; ‘THAT IS TO SAY, CONCERNING OPPOSITES, PRIOR, 

SUBSEQUENT, TOGETHER OR AT ONCE, AND MOTION, USUALLY CALLED 

POST-PREDICAMENTS——-THE MODES OR SPECIES OF ALL THESE (MoTIoN 

EXCEPTED) DEDUCED, AND ILLUSTRATED——PREPARATION FOR THE 

THEORY OF MOTION. 

Havine now gone through each of the predicaments or philoso- — 
phical arrangements, and considered its character, and distin- — 

& Psalm civ. 2. h Exod. tii. 5. 

a 
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guishing attributes, there remains nothing further to complete 
the theory, but an explication of certain terms, which have oc- 
casionally occurred; and which, from their subsequent place, 
and subsequent contemplation, have been called by the Latin 
logicians post-predicaments,' and form the third, or last part of 
this treatise. 

Thus, for example, things have been sometimes mentioned in 
the former part of this work, as opposed to one another; and 
hence it becomes expedient to consider the doctrine of opposites.‘ 

At other times, things have been treated as being some prior, 
some subsequent, and others existing together or at once ;' and 
hence it becomes expedient to examine these several terms, and 
to investigate the different meanings, of which each of them is 
susceptible. 

Lastly ; motion, in its various species, is so widely diffused 
through some of the most important genera already treated, that 
it cannot be omitted in a speculation, where the professed end is 
to scrutinize universals. 

It appears, therefore, that there still remain, as subjects of our 
inquiry, opposites, prior and subsequent, co-existent or at once, and 
last of all, motion. 

Now in the first place, as to opposites, the reader must be re- 
minded, that, having already spoken of them in a former treatise,” 
we omit them here, and refer to that. 

The doctrine of prior and subsequent follows:" and these 
perhaps may appear to be sufficiently discussed, if we enumerate 
and explain the following modes. 
The most obvious mode of priority is the temporal,° according 

i See page 258, 259. 
k See before, c. vii. and c. yiii. p. 300. 

See also Arist. Pred. Mep) trav ’Avrire- 
méever, p. 47. edit. Sylb. 

1 See before, p. 382. 316. See Arist. 
Preedic. Mep) rod “Aya. p. 54. edit. Sylb. 

m See p. 189, note a, in which note are 
enumerated “ relatives,” 7a mpdés tT; “ con- 
traries,” 7a évaytia ; “ contradictories,” Td 
kata andpacw Kal Katdpacw. There is 
is one species omitted, 7a Kal’ Ei Ka) 
orépnoww, “things opposed in the way of 
habit and privation;” such as sight and 
blindness. 

This privation differs from that men- 
tioned already in the third chapter of this 
treatise, because the privation there is the 
road to natural productions ; the privation 
here admits no progress, nor any return to 
the original habit, at least in a natural way. 
See Ammon. p. 146; and of this work, 
p. 265. 

" See Arist. Praed. Mep) rod Upérepor, 
p. 53. edit. Sylb. 

® This mode Aristotle calls prior kara 

Tov xpédvor, “according to time ;” the pri- 
ority, depending on the quantity of time 
being larger with respect to the subject, 
which is called older, or more ancient, 7a 
yap Tov xpdvov TAclw eivat Kad maradrepoy 
kal mpecBurepoy A€yerat. Pred. p. 53. 
edit. Sylb. 

Ammonius, in commenting this passage, 
observes an elegance in the Greek tongue, 
peculiar to itself: maAadrepoy, he tells us, 
is applied indiscriminately to beings animal 
and inanimate; mpeoBvrepoy is applied 
only to the animal genus. Simplicius on 
the same occasion makes the same observa- 
tion, in Pred. p. 106. 

The last author has also the following 
remark concerning the different modes of 
temporal priority: Ta 5& kara xpévoy mpé- 
Tepa, éml wey TaY Yevouevwy TA TOpHwTEpov 
bvra ToD vov" én 5¢ THY ecomevwr, Ta eyyv- 
repoy : Simpl. in Praed. p. 106. B. “ Things 
prior in time among the past are those the 
furthest from the present now ; among the 
future, are those the nearest to it,” Simpl. 
in Loc. 

Q2a2 
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to which we say, that the Trojan wars were prior to the Punic, 
and the battle of Marathon to that of Blenheim. 
A second mode of priority is, when a thing is prior to some 

other, because it does not reciprocate in the consequence of 
existence.? 
A few examples will illustrate the apparent difficulty of this 

character. The number one according to this doctrine is prior 
to the number fwo, because if there exist two, it is a necessary 
consequence that there should be one; but if there exist one, it 
does not reciprocate, that there should be two. Thus every 
genus is prior to any one of its various species; because, if there 
be such a species as man, or lion, there is necessarily such a 
genus as animal; but if there be such a genus as animal, there 
is not necessarily such a species as man, or lion. 

This mode of priority, which we call priority essential, will 
be found of great importance in all logical disquisitions, and may 
therefore perhaps merit some further attention. 

According to this, that thing of any two or many things is 
prior, which, by being taken away, annihilates the rest; or 
which, if the rest are, must necessarily be.* 

For example: if there were no theorems of science, to guide 
the operations of art, there could be no art; but if there were 
no operations of art, there might still be theorems of science. 
Therefore is science prior to art." Again, if there were no such 
things as syllogized truths, there could be no such sciences as 
optics or astronomy. But, though neither of these, there might 
notwithstanding be such things as truths syllogized. Therefore 
is logic prior to these, and, by parity of reasoning, to every other 
particular science. Again, if there were no such principles as 
self-evident truths, there could be no such things as truths 
syllogized. But, though no truths syllogized, there might still 
be truths self-evident. Therefore the first philosophy, which 
treats of these primary and original truths, being prior to logic, 
is prior also to the tribe of sciences, as are these to the tribe of © 
arts; so that of course the whole structure of logic, of sciences, 
and of arts, may be said to rest upon this first philosophy, as 
upon that only firm and solid base, against which the powers of 
ignorance and sophistry can never totally prevail. .. 

P The words in Aristotle are, 7d jm? 
ayriatpépov Kata Thy Tov elvat akoAov- 
Ono. Preedic. p. 53. edit. Sylb. 

He alleges the same instance from num- 
bers, which is given here. 

4 What is here said, is explained in 
what immediately follows. Simplicius says, 
agreeably to the explanation here given, 
Kade dé évdSacw of vedrepot Th TOLOVTOV 
mpdTepov, cvvemipepdmevov MEV, W)) TvVET- 
épov 5k, kal ovvavaipody pev, mh Tvvavat- 
povuevoy 6€: “The latter logicians are ac- 
customed to call this mode of priority, that 

which is co-inferred, but does not co-infer ; 
that which co-annihilates, but is not co- 
annihilated.” Simpl. in Preed. p. 106. 

¥ Nihil off enim, quod ad artem redigi 
possit, nisi,ille prius, qui illa tenet, quorum 
artem instituere vult, habeat illam scientiam, 
ut ex. iis rebus, quarum ars nondum sit, 
artem efficere possit. Cic. de Orat. i. 41. 
edit. Pearce, &c. p. 63. edit. Oxon. 

This citation well proves a part of what — 
is here asserted, viz. the necessary priority 
of some science to every art. 
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There is a third mode of priority, seen in order and arrange- 
ment. Thus in the demonstrative sciences, definitions and postu- 
lates are prior to theorems and problems; in grammar, syllables 
are prior to words, and letters to syllables. It is thus in a well- 
composed oration, the proéme is prior to the state and argument ; 
and these last, to the peroration.* 
A fourth mode of priority, is that of honour and affection, 

when we prefer objects, that we revere or love, to others that 
less merit, or at least that we esteem less to merit our regard 
and attention.' 

*Adavdrous piv Tp@Ta Ocods, voup ws SidKewrTat, 
Tiwa—éreil’ “Hpwas ayavovs* 
Tods te kataxOovious o€Be Satuovas, vvoua péeCwv* 
Tos Te yovels Tia, Tovs T ayxloT exyeyam@Tas, K. T. dr. 

Pythag. aurea carmina. 

“The gods immortal, as by law divine 
They stand arrang’d, first honour: next revere 
Th’ illustrious heroes, and terrestrial race 
Of genii, paying each the legal rites: 
Honour thy parents next, and those of kin 
The nearest,” &c. 

Hierocles, in his comment on these verses, commonly called 
for their excellence the golden verses of Pythagoras, has largely 
expatiated on this divine precedence and subordination. 

Thus Horace, with respect to that priority of beings, founded 

on the religion of his country : 
Quid prius dicam solitis parentis— 
Laudibus, &e. 
Proximos illi tamen occupavit 

Pallas honores. Od. I. i. 12. 

He adopts priority, derived from the same principle, when he 
speaks of the favourite topics which his genius led him to 
cultivate : 

Quid prius illustrem satiris, musaque pedestri ? Sat. 1. ii, 6. v. 17. 

The Stagirite, who records these various modes of priority, 
observes on this fourth mode (and apparently with reason) that 
it was in a manner the most alien and foreign of them all." 

He mentions also a fifth mode, but he introduces it with a 
sort of doubt. It should seem,* says he, besides the modes here 
mentioned, there was another mode of priority even in things 
reciprocating; although, so far as they reciprocate, they may be 
said to co-exist. 

The fact is, if either of them in any sense can be called cause 

map avrois pdoxew elyat, Arist. Pred. 8 Tplroy dt kara Ta Taki Td mpdTEpor 
ibid. not translated for the reason before Aéyerat, Kabdrep em) Tov emiornuay Kar 

TaV Adywv & Te yap Tats arodeunrinats 
emothucs, kK. T A. Arist. Pred. p. 53. 
edit. Sylb. This is not translated, being 
expressed in the text. 

t "Eri mapa Ta eipnucva Td BéATiov Kat 
 TYyudrepov mpdtepoy TH pboet SoKet* eid- 

Bact 5& of moAAol Tov’s evTymorépous Kal 
MGAAOV e&yarwuevous bm abrav, mpotépovs 

given. 
« His words are, Zor: 5¢ 5 Kat ox édov 

&dAoTpiétaros Tay TpéTwy odTos. Arist. 
Preed. ibid. p. 54. 

X Adtere by kad mapa robs eipnucvous 
érepos elvar ToD mporépov Tpdmos* Tay yap 
avtiotpepdyvtwv Td aitiov, Kk. T. A. Ibid. 
p. 54 
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to the other, it may for that reason be called prior, if not in 
time, at least in efficacy and power. 

For example: the actual existence of a man reciprocates with 
the proposition, which affirms him actually to exist. For if the 
man actually exist, then is the proposition true; and recipro- 
cally, if the proposition be true, then does the man actually 
exist. And yet, though these things in this manner reciprocate, 
is not the proposition cause to the man’s existence, but the 
man’s existence to that of the proposition; since according as 
the man either is or is not, in like manner we call the proposi- 
tion either true or false.’ 

This last mode of priority we call causal priority, or the being 
prior by causality. 

We must not however quit this speculation, without obsery- 
ing, that cause and effect do not always thus reciprocate, but 
that, for the greater part, the cause is naturally prior. For 
example: hunger and thirst are the natural causes of eating and 
drinking ; and thus, by being their causes, are naturally prior 
to them. Crimes, too, are the natural cause why punishments 
are inflicted ; and therefore crimes, by parity of reason, are prior 
to punishments. The sentiment, though obvious, is well ex- 
pressed by Peetus Thrasea. Nam culpa quam peena tempore 
prior est ; emendari, quam peccare, posterius est.” 

Nor are crimes only prior to punishment, but so is judicial 
process; since to punish first, and then to hear, is what sir 
Edward Coke chooses to call, (in a language somewhat strong,) 
‘“‘the damnable and damned proceedings of the judge of hell :”@ 

Castigatque, auditque dolos. FEneid. vi, 567. 

And thus it appears there are five principal modes of priority ; 
that is to say, the ¢emporal, the essential, that of order, that of 
precedence, and that of causality; which five being known, the 
modes of what is subsequent (its natural opposite) are easily 
known also.” 
We are now to examine the modes of co-existence, or that of 

being at once and together;° and these modes have evidently 
great connection with the preceding. 

The most simple mode among these, as well as among the 
modes of priority, is the temporal, perceived in things or events, 
which exist during the same time.* 

Una eurusque notusque ruunt. 7En. i. 89. 

‘Ouod wéAeuds Te Saud Kal Aotmos "Ax cuods. Iliad. A. 61. 

“War and the plague at once destroy the Greeks.” 

Y The words of Aristotle are, T@ yap cavTaxas dy nal 7d borepoy A€yorro. Sim- 
elva Td mparyya } wh, GANOhs 6 Adyos 7H plic. ut supra, p. 106. B. 
Wevdhs Aéyerat, Thid. p. 54. edit. Sylb. © Aristot. Praed. p. 54. edit. Sylb. 

2 Tacit. Annal. xv. 20. 1*Qy H yeveos ev TE adTe xpdvy. 
@ Coke’s Institutes, vol. ii. ps 54, 55. Preedic. p. 54, edit. Sylb. 
b AjAov be bri boaxGs 7d Mp@Tov, To- 
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Persons, in this manner co-existing, are called contemporaries : 
such as Socrates and Alcibiades; Virgil and Horace; Shak- 
speare and Johnson. 
A second mode of co-existence is founded in nature and es- 

sence, where two things necessarily reciprocate in consequence 
of their existing, while neither of them, at the same time, is the 
cause of existence to the other.‘ 

It is in this sense that double and half are together or at once, 
for they reciprocate; if there be double, there must be half; 
and if half, there must be double. They are also neither of 
them the cause why the other exists. Double is no more the 
cause of half, than half is of double. This last condition is re- 
quisite, because if either of the two were essentially and truly a 
cause to the other, it would pass, by virtue of its causality, from 
co-existence to priority.’ 

There is a third mode of co-existence, seen in different species 
of the same genus, when, upon dividing the genus, we view them 
arranged together, contra-distinguished one to another.® 

It is thus the genus triangle, being divided into equilateral, 
equicrural, and scalene, no one of these species appears to be by 
nature prior, but all of them ¢o exist at once in a state of contra- 
distinction. The same may be said of the three animal species, 
the aerial, aquatic, and terrestrial, when we divide, after the 
same manner, the genus animal." 

And thus are the modes of co-existence, or together, either the 
temporal, the essential, or the specific. 

And here, should any one object to these distinctions, as either 
too trivial or too scholastic for the purposes of a polite writer ; 
we answer, that we no more wish an author to mention them, 
when not professedly his subject, than we would have him dis- 
sert, without a cause, upon nouns, pronouns, and the principles 
of grammar. All we hope from these elementary doctrines, is 
to see them in their effects; to see them in the accuracy of the 
composition, both as to reasoning and language. [It is thus a 
grazier, when he turns his oxen into some rich and fertile pas- 
ture, never wishes to inspect what food they have devoured, but 
to see a fair and ample bulk, the effect of food well digested. 
Besides, when sophists assail us, and either exhibit one thing 
for another, or two things for one and the same; to what surer 
weapon can we recur for defence, than to that of precise and 
well-established distinction ?' 

€ Thus expressed by Aristotle: dice: dé 
dua, doa ayriotpéper piv Kara Thy rod 
elvat &xorov0now, undayds Sé atriov Odre- 
pov Oarépy tov elva. Pred. p. 54. edit. 
Sylb. 
By referring to the chapter on Relatives, 

it is easy to perceive, whence this specula- 
tion arises ; for in that chapter the same ex- 
ample is alleged as here, by way of illustra- 
tion of the same doctrine. See before, p. 316. 

£ See before, p. 357, 8. 
& Thus expressed by Aristotle: Kal ra 

ée Tod abrod yévous ayTiOinpnueva adAH- 
rows Gua TH puocer Avera. Ibid. 55. 

h Ayridinpjoda 8 A€yerar GAAAoLS 
Tu Kate Thy adthy Sialpecw* olov rd 
arqvov Te WEG Kat TS evbddpw. Ibid. 55. 

i Learning and science, or rather learned 
and scientific terms, when introduced out 
of season, become what we call pedantry. 
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There remains to be treated the theory of motion; in which, 
without attempting to impeach or contradict any modern specu- 
lations, we shall inquire, what was the opinion of the ancients 
concerning it; in what manner they attempted to catch its fugi- 
tive nature; and how they divided it by its effects into its sub- 
ordinate species. 

But this is a theory demanding a separate chapter, where 
those, who question the doctrines, may perhaps amuse their 
curiosity, while they peruse an attempt to exhibit the senti- 
ments of antiquity upon so singular a subject; a subject, in its 
existence so obvious, in its real character so abstruse. 

CHAPTER XVI. 

CONCERNING MOTION PHYSICAL. ITS VARIOUS SPECIES DEDUCED AND 

ILLUSTRATED——-BLEND THEMSELVES WITH EACH OTHER, AND WHY— 

CONTRARIETY, OPPOSITION, REST. MOTION PHYSICAL——-AN OBJECT OF 

ALL THE SENSES. COMMON OBJECTS OF SENSATION, HOW MANY. 

MOTION, A THING NOT SIMPLE, BUT COMPLICATED WITH MANY 

OTHER THINGS——ITS DEFINITION OR DESCRIPTION TAKEN FROM THE 

PERIPATETICS——-THE ACCOUNTS GIVEN OF IT BY PYTHAGORAS AND 

PLATO ANALOGOUS TO THAT OF ARISTOTLE, AND WHY. 

At motion is either physical, or not physical. As by motion 
physical, I mean that which is obvious to the senses; so by mo- 
tion not physical, 1 mean that which, by being the object of no 
sense, (as, for example, the succession of our thoughts and voli- 
tions,) is the subject of after-contemplation, and knowable not 
to the sensitive, but to the rational faculty. 

This, therefore, will be the plan of our following inquiry. 
In the present chapter, we shall consider motion merely phy- 

sical, both in its several distinct species, and in its general or 
common character. 

In the next chapter, we shall inquire whether there be other 
motion besides; and if such may be found, we shall then examine 
how far it is distinguished from the physical, and how far it is 
connected. 

First, therefore, for the first.* 
As the most obvious of all motions is the motion of body, so 

The subject may have merit, the terms enough. ‘Give me,’ says he to the hosier, 
be precise, and yet, notwithstanding, the 
speaker be a pedant, if he talk without re- 
gard either to place or time. 

The following story may perhaps illus- 
trate this assertion: “A learned doctor at 
Paris was once purchasing a pair of stock- 
ings, but unfortunately could find none 
that were either strong enough, or thick 

‘stockings of matter continuous, not of 
matter discrete.’” Menagiana, tom. ii. p. 64. 

k Tn the order of nature, the genus pre- 
cedes its several species ; but in the order 
of human perception, the several species 
precede their genus, which last is the order 
adopted here. See Hermes, p. 119. 

al Tai a ie 
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the most obvious motion of body is that by which it changes 
from place to place,’ itself remaining, or at least supposed to re- 
main, both in one place and the other, precisely the same. It 
is thus a bowl moves over a plane; a bird through the air; a 
planet round the sun. This motion is properly motion local ; 
or, if we choose a single name, we may call it passage or transi- 
tion. Its peculiar character, as opposed to any other motion, is 
to affect no attribute of body, but merely that of local site. 

Ceeruleo per summa levis volat zequora curru, 
Subsidunt undee tumidumgue sub axe tonanti 
Sternitur zequor aquis ; fugiunt vasto ethere nimbi. JEn, y. 819. 

Here the chariot flies, the waves subside, the clouds disperse, 
all is in local motion. 

There are other motions, which affect the more inherent at- 
tributes. Thus, when a lump of clay is moulded from a cube 
into a sphere, there is motion more than local; for there is the 
acquisition of a new figure. The same happens, when a man 
from hot becomes cold, from ruddy becomes pale. Motion of 
this species has respect to the genus of quality, and (if I may be 
permitted to coin a word) may be called aliation.™ 

If thou be’st he! but O! how fall’n, how chang’d 
From him, who in the happy realms of light, 
Cloth’d with transcendent brightness, didst outshine 
Myriads, tho’ bright." Par. Lost, i. 84. 

Here we behold qualities that are changed, a scene of aliation. 
Another species of motion is seen in addition and detraction ; 

as when we either add, or take away a gnomon from a square. 
Here is no aliation, or change of quality, (for the figure, as a 
square, remains the same in either case,) but the effect of such 
motion is a change only in the quantity, as the square becomes 
either smaller or larger. When quantity is enlarged, we call 
the motion augmentation ; when it is lessened, we call it diminu- 
tion.° 

Behold a wonder: they, but now who seem’d 
In bigness to surpass earth’s giant sons, 
Now less than smallest dwarfs, in narrow room 
Throng numberless. Par. Lost, i. 777. 

Here we behold diminution. 
Parva metu primo ; mox sese attollit in auras, 
Ingrediturque solo, et caput inter nubila condit.P JEn, iv. 176, 

Here we behold augmentation. 
All these motions have this in common, that they are changes 

or roads from one attribute to another,’ while the substance re- 

1 Called therefore in Greek, # kata 7d- © “ Augmentation,” av’énois: “ diminu- 
mov meTaBodA?, and sometimes by a single tion,” welwors. Vid. Arist. ut sup. 
word, dopd. See Arist. Preedic. p. 55. P See chap. ix. where the species of 
edit. Sylb. and Ammon. in Loc. p. 171. B. quantity are enumerated. 

m*A)AAolwois, in barbarous Latin, alle- 4 Od Karnyoplat city, GAN’ ddds eis Tas 
ratio. Vid. Arist. ut supra. karnyoplas: “They (that is, these several 

" See p. 300. species of motion) are not predicaments, 
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mains the same, both in essence and in name. Thus the planet 
Jupiter, which was a year ago in such a part of the heavens, 
and is at present in another, though his attributes of place are 
changed, is yet both in essence and in name still the same 
planet. By parity of reason, it is the same individual man, 
who, by change in quantity, from fleshy becomes emaciated." 

But there are other motions, which in their effects go further. 
Thus,. when the substance of a man becomes not. only pallid and 
emaciated, but its living principle is detached from that which 
it enlivens, putrefaction and dissolution of the body ensue, and 
it isno longer a change within the substance, but the very sub- 
stance is lost both im essence and in name.* Such motion is 
called corruption, dissolution, or dying. On the contrary, when 
the seed of any species, whether animal or vegetable, by evolu- 
tion, accretion, or other latent process of nature, produces a 
certain being, which had no existence before; it is a change, 
like the former, that goes not merely to attributes, but by a 
more efficacious operation to the very substance itself. Such 
motion is called generation or birth. 

The following difference subsists between these two latter 
species and the former; the former are no more than roads to 
different modes of being; the latter lead to being itself, and to 
its opposite, non-being.' 

However separate and distinct these species of motion may 

but a road to the predicaments.” Ammon. 
in Preed. 171. 

* Speaking of these species of motion, 
Ammonius says, KweioOa: 2) xara moody, 
} nara mow, 2) kara réroy, pvddrroyra 
Td & apxiis ovo@des elSos: “That things 
are moved and changed either in quantity, 
or in quality, or in place, still preserving 
[during these motions] their original es- 
sential form.” Ammon. in Pred. p. 172. 

Here we find the phrase «ld0s ovai@des, 
commonly called substantial form, but which 
we choose (as thinking it more accurate) to 
translate “essential.” To explain: Let us, 
for example, call sphericality (if we may 
employ such a word) the essential form to a 
bowl. Every one will admit that the bowl 
may undergo many changes ; may become 
white from black, hot from cold ; and (by 
a more easy change than these) it may roll 
from one place to another; and yet not- 
withstanding it may still continue to be a 
bowl. But when its sphericality, that is 
to say, its eldos ovci@des, its “ essential 
form,” departs, when (supposing its matter 
to be clay) it is moulded from a sphere into 
a cube, from that instant the bowl is no 
more, it has no longer an existence either 
in essence or in name. See before, p. 275. 

s See the note immediately preceding. 
t Hence generation is called, 630s amd 

rou TH LM OvToOs eis TH WH dv, ToUTéOTIV 

dd Tod Suvduer dvros eis Td evepyela dv: 
“the road from non-being to being; that 
is, from being in power to being in act:” 
corruption or dissolution, on the contrary, 
is called, 63s ard rod bvTos eis TO uh 
dv: “the road from being to non-being,” 
Ammon. in Pred. p. 172. 

The particle 17, prefixed in the quota- 
tions to wy bvros, and 7d dy, is to dis- 
tinguish the non-being and being here men- 
tioned from being and non-being absolute. 
117 means “in a manner,” “as it were,” 
“ after a sort.” See below, p 365. 

These motions, under the name of changes, 
(ueTaBodal,) are well explained as follows. 
“Oray wey obv KaT& Td moody H 7 meTa- 

Bodh Tis evayridoews, abénots kal pOiors* 
bray St Kara témov, popd. bray Sé Kara 
awd0os, Kal Td mowyv GrAolwos' bray BE 
undey trouevy, 08 Odrepoy wd0os 7 oum- 
BeBynkds bAws, yévecis’ To St, POopa: 
“ When therefore the change of the con- 
trary attribute is according to the quantity, 
it is augmentation or diminution; when 
according to the place, it is local motion ; 
when according to any affection or quality, 
it is aliation. When nothing remains, of 
which the new production can be at all 
considered as an affection, or an attribute, 
it is then generation; and the contrary, 
dissolution.” Arist. de Gen. et Corr, 1. i. c. 
4, p. 14. edit. Sylb. 
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be found, yet being all of the same genus, they naturally blend 
themselves together. 

Thus, though local motion may possibly exist without the 
rest, yet it is impossible for the rest to exist without local 
motion. Generation is the assemblage of parts; corruption, 
the separation; so that here local motion is evident in either 
case. It is the same in aliation; the same in augmentation and 
diminution. When fear renders a person pale, such change 
could not be, did not his blood retreat locally from the surface 
to within: and as for augmentation and its opposite, they are 
no more than the bringing to, and the carrying off ; both which 
in their very idea imply local motion. 

The other species of motion are incidentally blended also. 
He that increases in bulk, commonly increases with ruddiness ; 
and he that lessens in bulk, commonly lessens with paleness. 
There are both in the qualities and the quantities of the par- 
ticles to be assembled, many changes necessarily previous to 
generation or birth; and many others, as necessarily previous 
to corruption or death." 

And thus have we established six species of motion, which 
we denominate physical, because they respect physical subjects. 
They are to be found in four of the universal genera, or arrange- 
‘ments; one in the genus where, transition ; one in quality, 
aliation ; two in quantity, augmentation and diminution ; two in 
substance, generation and corruption. 

In all these motions there is opposition or contrariety.* Where 
two species are coupled in one genus, the two species themselves 
are, in such case, contraries; as generation and corruption, 
augmentation and diminution. Where the species stands single, 
as local motion, or aliation, the contrarieties are more numerous, 
and therefore perhaps not mentioned. In local motion we behold 
backward and forward, rectilinear and curvilinear, centripetal 
and centrifugal, &c. In aliation, or change of quality, we be- 
hold blackening and whitening; straightening and bending; 
strengthening and weakening; with many others, to which 
names are wanting. Lastly, all motion whatever is contrary to 
rest.* 

And now perhaps it may not be amiss to inquire, what 
physical motion is. Some philosophers have found a short 

" See Aristot. Phys. 1. viii. c. 8: where 
he shews at large, that local motion is 
necessarily the primary motion, as running 
through the rest, and essential to them all ; 
and where he likewise explains in what 
manner the other species of motion neces- 
sarily blend themselves with each other. 
The chapter is too long to be here tran- 
scribed. In his tract De Anima, l. i. e. 3. 
having spoken of the several species of 
motion, he adds, that motion infers place, 
mica. yap al AexOcioa Kwhoes ev TOT : 

“for that all the motions here enumerated 
are in place.” 

* See the chapter preceding, p. 355. 
¥ °Eotl 58 awAG@s TH mey Kho Hpeula 

évdvrwv: “In strictness, the contrary to 
motion is rest.” Arist. Praedic. ¢. xi. p. 56, 
edit. Sylb. 

The other modes of contrariety are ex- 
plained in the subsequent part of the 
chapter here quoted, which in some editions 
is the fourteenth. 
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method here, by telling us, it is a simple idea, and therefore 
cannot be defined. Others, with more reason, have called it 
hard to be defined ;* a circumstance not unusual with other 
subjects equally obvious, there being nothing more different 
both in accuracy and truth, than that apprehension which is 
adequate to the purposes of the vulgar, and that which ought 
to satisfy the investigation of a philosopher. 

In the first place, if we consider motion as an object of sensa- 
tion, we shall discover it to be the object not of one sense, but 
of all. Ina ring of bells we hear it; in a succession of savours 
we taste it; of odours, we smell it; and that we feel or see it, 
there needs no example. Thus is it distinguished from those 
objects, that are peculiar to one sense alone; as from colours, 
which we only see, or from sounds, which we only hear. Simple 
therefore as it is, it is not only an object of sensation, but stands 
distinguished, as a common object, from other objects that are 
peculiar. 

And are there then (it may be demanded) no other objects of 
the same character? It is answered, there are; as bulk and 
figure, common objects to the sight and feeling; rest and 
number, common objects, like motion, to every sense.* 

And how (it is asked again) is motion distinguished from 
these? We reply, from rest, by contrariety ; from number, by 
continuity ; from bulk and figure, as the parts of motion are 
never permanent, never co-exist. What speculations does this 
idea, simple as it is called, open, even while we consider it no 
further than as an object of sensation ? ; 

But we must not stop here, even while we consider it as 
physical. As such we shall find it connected with a body 
which moves; and as such, necessarily performed through space, 
and in time; so that these also, and their attributes of infinite 
and continuous, must be added to its theory, as so many 
necessary speculations. 
We cannot therefore but observe, that if it be a simple idea, 

it is strangely complicated with a multitude of others; such 

% Xademdy AaBeiv adrhy (scil. kivnow) other subjects it is necessarily connected, 
ti éorw: “It is hard to comprehend what 
it is: so says the Stagirite, and gives his 
reasons, which we postpone for the present, 
that we may not anticipate. Phys. 1. iii. 
c. 2. p. 45. edit. Sylb. 

® Kowa dt, Kivnots, jpeula, a&piOuds, 
TXIma, méyeOos* Ta yap ToLadTa ovdEmts 
éorw Yia (scil. aioOjoews :) “The common 
objects of sensation are motion, rest, num- 
ber, figure, bulk: for these are peculiar to 
no one sense.” Arist. de Anima, l. ii. c. 6. 
p. 34. These common objects are well 
worthy of attention in explaining the 
doctrine of the senses and sensation. 

b See the beginning of the third book of 
Aristotle’s Physics, ch. i, where being about 
to treat of motion, he shews with what 

such as continuous, infinite, place, time, &c., 
and where accordingly, after he has given 
us the opinions of his predecessors in phi- 
losophy concerning these subjects, he pro- 
ceeds in due order to explain what he 
thinks himself. His words are, as they 
here follow: Aoxe? & 4 kivnots elvar Tov 
cuvexav' To 8 &retpoy eupalverat evOds ev 
TS ouvexet’ id Kal rots dpiouevois Td 
cuvexés, cuuBalver mpooxpic0a moAAGKLS 
TG Adyw TE TOD awelpov, ds eis ereipoy 
diaper Td ouvexés bv. TIpds 5 Tovrois 
&vev Témov, kal Kevod, kal xpdvou adtvaroy 
klynow elvor: “Motion appears to be in 
the number of things continuous: now in- 
finite immediately shews itself in that which 
is continuous; for which reason, when they 
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as space, time, infinitude, continuity, together with body, and 
its visible attributes both of quantity and of quality. But to 
proceed in our speculation. 

That there are things existing in act, in reality, in actuality, 
(call it as you please,) we have the evidence both of our senses 
and of our internal consciousness; so that this is a matter of 
fact, which we take for granted. That there also are things 
which actually and really are not, is equally evident as the 
former, and requires no proving. A Sphinx, for example, ac- 
tually is not; a Centaur, actually is not; for these we may call 
phantoms, in the language of Lucretius: 

Qu neque sunt usquam, neque possunt esse profecto. 

Lastly, every substance that actually is, by actually being that 
thing, actually is not any other.“ A piece of brass, for example, 
actually is not an oak; an acorn, not a vine; a grape-stone, not 
a statue. 

There is a difference however here; I mean, a difference in 
the last mode of actually not being; for though the brass is no 
more a statue than it is an oak, yet has it a capacity to become 
the one, and none to become the other. The same may be said 
of the acorn, with respect to the oak; of the grape-stone, with 
respect to the vine. Were it not for this definite nature of ca- 
pacity, which as much distinguishes the invisible powers, as ac- 
tuality distinguishes the visible attributes, there would be no 
reason why an acorn should not produce a statue, as well as it 
produces an oak; or why any thing (to speak more generally) 
should not be able to produce any thing.° 

What, then, if there were no capacity existing in the universe ? 
Could there be generations, corruptions, growths, diminutions, 
aliations, or change of place? Impossible. But if these are all 
the species of physical motion, it follows, that without capacity 
there can be no such motions. 

And is motion, then, for this reason, pure capacity, and that 
only? Let us examine. A man, being in Salisbury, has a ca- 
pacity of travelling to London. Is he, therefore, for merely pos- 
sessing such capacity, upon the road thither? He is not. Mo- 
tion, therefore, though capacity, is not capacity alone: there 

define continuous, they have often occasion 
to employ withal the character of infinite, 
inasmuch as continuity is that which is 
divisible to infinite. Add to this, without 
place, and vacuum, and time, it is impossible 
that motion should have existence.” Physic. 
West. 

© This last species of nonentity should 
be carefully attended to, as the doctrine of 
motion wholly depends upon it, and as it is 
so essentially distinguished both from the 
fantastic nonentities (the Sphinx, the Cen- 

taur, &c.) immediately preceding, and from 
that strongest of all nonentities, the non- 
entity of impossibility, such as that the 
diameter of the square should be commen- 
surable with its sides, or that the same 
number should be both even and odd. See 
before, p. 362. 

4 This distinction of 7d évreAexela and 
7 duvduet, “of that which is in actuality, 
and that which is in power,” is the basis of 
all the Peripatetic reasoning upon this sub- 
ject. See p. 333, &c. also p. 292, 3. 
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must be some degree of actuality, or else motion can never exist. 
Shall we, then, call it pure actuality? We cannot assert that, 
when we have made capacity one of its requisites. Besides, how 
should motion be seen in pure actuality; an actuality which 
never exists, till motion is at an end? A man surely can no 
more be called moving towards London, who is actually arrived 
there, than he who, possessing the capacity of going thither, for- 
bears to exert any of his motive powers. 

If motion, therefore, be neither capacity alone, nor actuality 
alone, and yet both (as it appears) are essential to it; it is 
in both we must look after it, as deriving its existence from 
both. 

Such, in fact, it will appear; something more than dead ca- 
pacity, something less than perfect actuality: capacity roused, 
and striving to quit its latent character: not the capable brass, 
nor yet the actual statue, but the capacity in energy; that is to 
say, the brass in fusion, while it is becoming the statue, and is 
not yet become. Thus, too, when a complexion is actually red, 
we say not that it reddens; much less do we assert so, while it 
remains perfectly pale; but as every pale complexion implies a 
capacity to become red, it is in the energy of this capacity exists 
the reddening, that is, the motion. 

In the account of motion here given, we see the doctrine of 
the Peripatetics. The more ancient sects of Pythagoreans and 
Platonics, though they give different descriptions, seem to have 
deduced them all from the same principles. Thus, because 
whenever any thing is moved, it is some way or other diversified 
either in quantity or in quality, or at least in place; for this 
reason they called motion diversity. Again, because while op- 
posite forces are equal, then is motion suspended, and revives 
not till inequality destroys the equilibrium; for this reason they 
called motion inequality. Again, because every thing which is 
moving is not, in some certain attributes, either what it was or 
what it will be; for this reason they called motion nonentity,° 
not nonentity absolute, but with a peculiar reference. 

All these descriptions of motion naturally flow from one 
source, and that is, from its indefinite and unascertainable ap- 
pearance. Now the reason why it so appears, 1s, as we have 
said, because we cannot place it either in the simple capacity of 
things, or in the simple actuality. The bow, for example, moves 
not, because it may be bent; nor because it is bent; but the 
motion lies between; lies in an imperfect and obscure union of 
the two together; is the actuality (if I may so say) even of 

€”EXeyov 5& of Tvbayédpeion thy Kivnow 81. adpiordy tt Sone? civar 4 Klynors. 
elva érepdrynta, kad dvicdrntra, Kal rd wh §=Phys. p. 45. edit. Sylb.: “The cause of 
dv. Philop. in Physic. p.144. For non- their placing motion among these things, 
entity, see before, p. 365. is, that it appears to be something indefi- 

f Alriov 5& rod eis Tadra TiOévan abrovs nite.” 
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capacity itself;* imperfect and obscure, because such is capacity 
to which it belongs. 

And so much for motion physical, its different species, and its 
general character. We are now to inquire concerning motion of 
another kind. 

CHAPTER XVII. 

CONCERNING MOTION NOT-PHYSICAL. THIS MEANS METAPHYSICAL, AND 

WHY 8O CALLED. SPONTANEITY——-WANT—PERCEPTION, CONSCIOUS- 

NESS, ANTICIPATION, PRECONCEPTION — APPETITE, RESENTMENT, 

REASON. MOTION PHYSICAL AND METAPHYSICAL, HOW UNITED. 

DISCORD AND HARMONY OF THE INTERNAL PRINCIPLES—-POWERS 

VEGETATIVE, ANIMAL, RATIONAL—-IMMORTALITY. REST, ITS SEVE- 

RAL SPECIES. MOTION, TO WHAT PERCEPTIVE BEINGS IT APPER- 

TAINS; TO WHAT NOT—AND WHENCE THE DIFFERENCE. 

Our contemplation hitherto may be called physical, because it 
is about physical motions that the whole has been employed, 
and it is from physical observations that the whole has been 
deduced. But he who stops here, has but half finished his 
work, if it be true that corporeal masses only move, because 
they are moved;" and therefore cannot be considered as the 
original source of motion. 

€ We have just before styled it, the 
energy of capacity; here, the actuality of 
capacity. These expressions are difficult, 
unless we attend to the manner in which 
they are used. The original Greek ex- 
presses the sentiment thus: ‘H rod duvd- 
pet bvTos evTeAeXeLa, 7) ToLodToY, Klynois 
éorwv: “The energy of what exists in 
power, considered as so existing, is mo- 
tion.” Arist. Physic. 43. edit. Sylb. And 
soon after, p. 45, Tod d& Soxeiv adpiorov 
elvan Thy Klynow alriov br1 obre cis Sévapu 
tav bytwr, ore cis evépyedy éorr. Ocivat 
abThy amdr@s* ore yap Td duvardy elva 
moody Kivetra: ef avdynns, ote Td évep- 
yelq woody’ re Knlynois evépyem pév tis 
elvan Sone?, &reAns 5é atriov & bri drerés 
7d Suvatdy ov éotw evépyea Klynots* Kab 
51% TtovTo 3) xadrerdy abthy AaBeiv ri 
éotly’ } yap cis orépnow avaryKaioy Oeivat, 
4 eis Sbvauv, } cis evepyeiay amdrjv* Tov- 
tav & ov0ey gpatvera évdexducvov" Ael- 
mera. Tolvuy 6 eipnuévos tpdmos, evépyeiay 
peéev tiva elvat, To.adrTny & évépyeiay, olay 
elromev, Xarerhy pey iBelv, evdexouevnv & 
eivai. Arist. Phys. 1. iii. c. 2.: “The rea- 
son why motion appears to be indefinite, is, 
that there is no placing it simply, either in 
the capacity of things, or in their energy: 
for neither is that necessarily moved which 

is capable of becoming a certain quantity ; 
nor that which is a certain quantity in 
energy and act. Indeed, the motion itself 
appears to be a certain sort of energy, but 
then it is an imperfect one ; and the reason 
of this is, the capacity itself is imperfect, of 
which it is the energy. Hence, therefore, 
it becomes hard to comprehend its nature: 
for it is necessary to place it either in pri- 
vation, or in capacity, or else in simple 
energy, and yet no one of these appears to 

be possible. The manner, therefore, which 
we have mentioned, is the only one re- 
maining, which is, that it should be a pe- 
culiar sort of energy, and that such a one 
as we have described; hard to discern, and 
yet possible to exist.” Page 45, ut supra. 
edit. Sylb. 
Td xwody ovoiuds, kwntdv* wav yap 

Td TowvToy Kwel, Kwotucvoy Kal avTd: 
“That which gives motion physically, is 
itself moveable: for every thing which 
gives motion in this manner, is moved also 
itself.” And soon after, Todo 5¢ ove? Gitex 
bore dua nal macxe: “ This (namely, the 
giving motion) it does by contact ; so that 
at the same time (while it acts) it is acting 
upon.” Aristot. Physic. 1. iii, ec. 1. p. 44, 
45. edit. Sylb. 
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When a boy carries about with him an insect in a box, we 
call not this motion the insect’s motion as an animal, because a 
nut or a pebble would have moved in like manner.’ When the 
same boy, piercing a wing of this insect, makes it describe a 
circular motion round a pin or needle, even this cannot well be 
called the insect’s motion; for its motion, as an animal, is not, 
like a planet, round a centre. So far however the motion differs 
from that in the box, that by being a mixed motion, the centri- 
fugal part is the animal’s own, the centripetal is extraneous. 
But if ever the wing detach itself, and the fortunate insect fly 
off; at that instant the mixture of extraneous is no more, and 
the motion thenceforward becomes properly and purely animal. 

And what is it which gives the motion this proper and pure 
character? It is spontaneity,’ that pure and innate impulse 
arising from the animal itself, by which alone its flight is then 
produced and conducted. 

And thus, while we pass from flying to innate and spontaneous 
impulse, that is to say, in other words, from flying to its cause, 
we pass also insensibly from motion physical to metaphysical; 
for metaphysics are properly conversant about primary and 
internal causes. We call not such impulse metaphysical, as if 
it were peta Thy dvotxny Kivnow, “something subsequent to 
natural motion,” that is, to flying, (for this would set effect before 
cause, a preposterous order indeed ;) but we call it metaphysical,‘ 
because though truly prior in itself, it is subsequent in man’s 
contemplation, whose road of science is naturally upward, that 
is, from effect to cause, from sensible to intelligible.' 

Spontaneous impulse™ is to the insect the cause of flying; so 
it is to the dolphin, of swimming; to the man, of walking. But 
what is the cause of this impulse itself? And why do animals 
possess it, more than stocks or stones ? 

i ’Eolke 3 7d Blaov elvat, ob wher F 
apxnh, undev cvuBarrAopuévov Tod Biacbév- 
ros: “That seems to be forced, or com- 
pelled, of which the principle or moving 
cause is from without, while the being com- 
pelled contributes nothing from itself.” 
Ethic. Nic. 1. iii. c. 1. p. 37. edit. Sylb. 

J Td éxotowv Sdtevev dy civar, 08 7 
apxn ev avrg: “That should seem to be 
spontaneous, of which the principle or 
moving cause is in the being itself.” Eth. 
Nic. 1. iii. c. 1. p. 38. edit. Sylb. 

k Philoponus, in a very few words, well 
explains the term metaphysical. Speaking 
of the first and supreme cause of all things, 
he adds, Tlep) wey ody exelvov eimeiv, Tis 
mporns tot. pirocoplas’ Beoroylg yap 
oiketov, Kal TH wera TA Hvoinkd mpaypyarela. 
MaAAov 5& mpd TAY HvoiKar, Mpds Tuas yap 
torepa ta TH Pioe: mpdrepa: “To speak 
concerning this principle, is the business of 

the first philosophy, for it is a subject be- 
longing to theology, and to that speculation 
which is metaphysical, that is to say, sub- 
sequent to matters physical, or rather indeed 
it is a subject prior to matters physical, in- 
asmuch as those things with regard to us 
are subsequent, which are by nature prior.” 
Philop. in Aristot. de Gen. et Corr. p. 12. 
edit. Ald. Venet, 1527. 

1 See Hermes, p. 119. See also p. 26, 
note ; and of the present treatise, p. 350, 
note. 

m ‘Opun. Diog. Laert. vii. 85. Una 
pars in appetitu posita est. Cic, de Offic. 
i. 28. Appetitionesque, quas illi épuas vo- 
cant, obedientes efficere rationi. De Offic. 
ii. 5. Animalia, que habent suos impetus 
et rerum appetitus. Ejusd. ii. 3. Naturalem 
enim appetitionem, quam vocant dpyny, 
itemque, &c. De Fin. iv. 14. Seneca uses 
the words, spontaneos motus. Epist. exxi. 
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To solve this question, we must first remark, that every 
animal, however exquisite in its frame, is nevertheless far from 
being perfect, being still the part of a greater and more perfect 
whole,” to which it is connected by many necessary wants. 

One of these, for example, is common to all animals, that of 
food or aliment. Suppose then this want were not to be 
gratified, what would be the consequence? The animal would 
perish. And how has Providence obviated this danger? It has 
given to every animal, however base, however young, not only 
a consciousness of this want, but an obscure sensation of some 
distinction in things without ; and a preconception or anticipa- 
tion in favour of that aliment which it is to prefer, from an 
inward feeling of its proper constitution.° It is thus without 
either teaching or experience, but merely from an innate feeling 
of what is conducive to their proper being, that infants are able 
to distinguish milk from vinegar ; and silk-worms the leaf of a 
mulberry from that of a laurel or an ash.’ Now the consequence 

" Tpse autem homo—nullo modo perfectus, 
sed est quaedam particula perfecti. Cic. de 
Nat. Deor. ii, 14. See chap. x. and the end 
of the present chapter. 

What is applied by Cicero in the above 
passage to man, may with equal propriety 
be applied to all other animals, and needs 
no proving. It was a fundamental doc- 
trine of the Stoics. 
© Tip@rov oiketov elvac mayr) (dy Thy 
abrod avoracw, Kal thy travTns ouvel- 
Snow: “The thing primarily intimate to 
every animal, is its own constitution, and 
a consciousness of it.” Diog. Laert. vii. 
85. 

P Simul atque natum sit animal—ipsum 
sibi conciliari, et commendari ad se conser- 
vandum et suum statum, et ad ea, que 
conservantia sunt ejus status, diligenda ; 
alienari autem ab interitu, iisque rebus, 
que interitum videantur adferre. Cic. de 
Fin. iii. 5. 

Thus Seneca: Omnibus (sc. animalibus) 
constitutionis suz sensus est, et inde mem- 
brorum tam expedita tractatio, Epist. exxi. 
Soon after: Constitutionem suam [animal] 
erasse intelligit, summatim, et obscure. And 
again: Ante omnia est mei cura: hoc ani- 
malibus inest cunctis: nec inseritur, sed 
innascitur. And soon after, speaking of 
the terror which some animals feel in their 
earliest state, when they first behold a 
hawk, or a cat, he adds—Apparet illis inesse 
scientiam nocituri, non experimento col- 
lectam ; nam, antequam possint experiri, 
cavent, 

Even the ferocious tribes of animals, 
when their powers become mature, are 
shewn how to employ them, by an innate, 
internal instinct. 

Dente lupus, cornu taurus petit, unde, nist 
intus 

Monstratum. 
As to innate ideas, there is certainly 

nothing so true, (and it requires no great 
logic to prove,) that, if by innate ideas be 
meant innate propositions, there never were, 
nor ever can be, any such things existing. 
But this no ways tends to subvert that 
innate distinction of things into eligible 
and ineligible, according as they are suit- 
able to every nature, or not suitable; a 
distinction which every being appears to 
recognise from its very birth. 

Hence the author above quoted, in the 
same epistle: Tenera quoque animalia, a 
materno utero, vel quoquo modo effusa, 
quid sit infestum ipsis protinus norunt, et 
mortifera devitant. 

And it is upon this reasoning we may 
venture to affirm, that every such being in 
its earliest moments perceives itself to be an 
animal, though it may not be philosophically 
informed what an animal really is: Quid 
sit animal, nescit; animal esse se sentit. 
Ibid. 

Whatever others, in ancient, or even in 
modern days, may have thought concerning 
this subject, that philosopher surely can be 
hardly suspected of favouring innate ideas, 
who held the human soul, or rather its in- 
tellective part, “ from its comprehending all 
things to be for that very reason something 
pure and unmixed,”—érrel rdya voei, duryn 
elvac—and this, because [in any compound | 
“that which is alien, by shewing itself 
along with other objects impedes and ob- 
structs °—apeupawvduevoy yap kwrdver Td 
dAAbTpiov, Kal dvTippdrre. “That there- 
fore the human intellect in its nature was 

2B 
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of this consciousness, of these preconceptions or anticipations, is 
a spontaneous impulse ; for it is in these that such impulse finds 
an adequate efficient cause. But if we include all these under 
the common name of perception,’ we shall then find that per-— 

nothing else than mere capacity, or the 
being capable’-—éore wnt aitod elvan 
otow tiva undeutay, GAN’ 2 Tabrny, ort 
dévarov—* that in consequence it was not 
any simple one of the whole tribe of beings, 
before it comprehended aud understood it ” 
—6 ipa kadrovuevos Tijs Wuxis vovs— ovdev 
cori évepyela tay bvTwY, mply voeiv— 
“that it was not therefore probable it 
should be blended with the body, for that 
then it would become vested with some 
corporeal quality, and be either hot or cold, 
and have some corporeal organ, as the 
sensitive faculty has ; whereas now it has 
none”—61d od5é weuly Oa evAoyov adbroy TE 
Copmart’ motos yap &y tis ylyvorro, Oepuds 
} Wuxpds Kav bpyavéy tT ein, bowep TE 
aic@nring’ viv Se ovd& éort. He con- 
cludes, at last, his reasonings with telling 
us, “that the intellect, as he had said be- 
fore, was in capacity, after a certain man- 
ner, the several objects intelligible ; but 
was in actuality no one of them, until it 
first comprehended it ; and that it was the 
same with the mind, or human understand- 

ing, [in its original state,] as with a rasa 
tabula, or writing tablet, in which nothing 
as yet had been actually written ”—d.d 
elpntat mpdrepoy, bri Suvduer Tws eo) TH 
vonta 6 vods, GAA’ évTedrexelg oddity, mply 
by wh von det & oftws, Srmep ev ypap- 
barely, @ undty imdpxer evTedexela ye 
ypapmevov, brep cuuBalver ém Tov vod. 
Aristot. de Anima, 1. iii. iv. 

As to the simile of rasa tabula, or (to 
speak in a language more modern and fa- 
miliar) that of a sheet of fair writing paper, 
though it be sufficiently evident of itself, it 
may be illustrated in the following manner. 

The human intellect is pure unmixed, 
untainted capacity, as a sheet of fair writ- 
ing paper is pure unmixed, untainted 
whiteness. The pure unmixed character 
of this intellectual capacity renders it fit 
for every object of comprehension, as the 
pure unmixed character of the paper makes 
it adequate to every species of writing. 
The paper would not be adequate to this 
purpose, were it previously scrawled over 
with syllables or letters. As far only as it 
is clear, it is capable ; and if we suppose it 
perfectly clear, then is it perfectly capable. 
The same sort of reasoning is applicable to 
the human understanding. 

Such we take to be the sentiments of this 
ancient sage on this important subject. 

The sentiments and subject, being both 
of them curious, will (it is hoped) be an 

apology for this digression. 
By it we think it appears, that it was a 

received opinion among the ancients, that 
instincts both in man and beast were ori- 
ginal, and founded in nature. That Ari- 
stotle held the same, appears not only from 
his History of Animals, but from the fol- 
lowing remarkable passage in his Polities 
relative to man. ‘There, speaking of the 
social state, or state of society, he says, 
pioe pev ody 7 dpuh ev maow emt Thy 
To.avTny Kowwvlay, “that the tendency 
to such a society was by nature in all men.” 
Pol. p. 4. edit. Sylb. 
We think also it further appears, that 

whatever Aristotle thought of instincts 
residing in the lower faculties of man, in- 
stincts respecting the purposes of common 
life and society, yet, as to the supreme and 
intellective part, this he held in its original 
state to be wholly pure and unmixed, and 
only fitted, by that purity, for general and 
universal comprehension. He seems (like 
the rest) to have justly distinguished be- 
tween innate instincts, and innate proposi- 
tions. 

4 This word, perception, is of the most 
extensive meaning, and not only includes 
intellection, but sensation also, and that of 
the lowest degree. What is here called 
perception, is by Aristotle called knowledge. 
T'véoeds Tivos maya (scil. Ga) wet exover, 
7a wey TAclovos, TA 8 eAdTTOVOS, Ta BE 
wdprav wiKpas, alcOnow yap Exovow: 4 F 
alc nots, yvaols Tis. Tavrns d€ Td rior 
kal &tiwoy moAd Siaheper ckorove. mpds 
ppévnow, kal mpds 7d TaV Gbbxwy yévos. 
Tipds wey yap ppdyvnow dorep oddev elvat 
Soxe? Td Kowwveiv apis Kal yetoews udvoy" 
mpos 5& avacOnotay, BéATicTov. *Aryamn- 
Tov yap ay Sdn Td TabTynS TUXEV Tis 
yvadoews, GAAG un KéetoOa TEOVEws Kad Mi) 
év: ‘ All animals share a degree of know- 
ledge; some of them, a greater; others of 
them, a less; and some of them, an exceed- 
ingly small degree ; for they have all of 
them sensation, and sensation is a sort of 
knowledge. But the value and the no- 
value of sensation is widely different, when 
we compare it with rational comprehension 
on the one side, and with the race of beings 
inanimate on the other. With regard to 
rational comprehension, the mere partaking 
of taste and touch alone appears to be as 
nothing ; but with regard to pure insensi- 
bility, it is something most excellent. For 
[when compared to beings insensible] it 
may surely appear a blessed event, to be: 
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ception is the proper cause of spontaneous impulse ; that it is so 
the animal impels itself, because it is so that it perceives; it 
does not so perceive, because it is so impelled.’ 

The impulse hitherto spoken of is of earliest date, commencing 
in @ manner with the animal itself; and, as it merely respects 
the body and bodily pleasure, is distinguished from other im- 
pulses by the name of appetite.’ 

As animals advance, the scene of perception enlarges, and the 
number of spontaneous impulses increase, of course, with it. Yet 
while pleasure corporeal continues the sole object, and there ap- 
pears no danger, either in acquiring or preserving it, the impulse 
is still an appetite, varying only in its name, as the pleasure, to 
which it is referred, varies in the species. 

Yet, besides these preconceptions, the sources of simple appe- 
tite, there are also preconceptions of offering violence, and others 
of resisting danger, and these naturally call forth another power, 
I mean the power of anger.* Few animals, when young, feel 
any such preconceptions; but the more ferocious and savage are 
sure to find them at maturity; and the irascible impulses soon 
spontaneously attend, prompting the lion to employ his fangs, 
the vulture his talons, the boar his tusk, and every other animal 
of prey his proper and natural preparations. 

All these spontaneous impulses, as well of anger as of appe- 
tite, are equally included under the common name of irrational," 
being called by this name, because they have nothing to do with 
reason. 
But when reason becomes strong enough to view its proper 

objects; that sight, to which no being here but man alone is 
equal; when the moral and the intelligible rise before his mental 
eye, and he beholds the fair forms of good and of truth; then, 
too, arise impulses of a far more noble kind, those to friendship, 
to society, to virtue, and to science.* 

possessed of this knowledge, and not [re- 
sembling them] to lie as dead and a non- 
entity.” Aristot. de Animal. Gener. lib. i. 
sub. fin. p. 197. edit. Sylb. 

¥ °Opeyducba Sri Soxe?, waAAOv  Soxe?, 
Sidr dpeyducba. Arist. Metaph. A. ¢’. p. 
203. edit. Sylb. 

8 °Embuuta. 
t @upds. 
" “Adovos, as well as Aoyixds and Adyos, 

are terms too well known to need more than 
to be mentioned. 

* This progression from the lower to 
the superior faculties is well described by 
Cicero. 

Prima est enim conciliatio hominis ad ea, 
que sunt secundum naturam: simul autem 
cepit intelligentiam, vel notionem potius 
(quam adpellant évvouay illi) viditque rerum 

agendarum ordinem, et, ut ita dicam, con- 
cordiam ; multo eam pluris zstimavit, quam 
omnia illa, que primum dilexerat: atque 
ita cogitatione et ratione conlegit, ut statu- 
eret in eo conlocatum summum illud hominis 

“per se laudandum et expetendum bonum. 
Cic. de Fin. iii. 6. 

Unicuique etati sua constitutio est: alia 
infanti, alia puero, alia seni: omnes enim 
constitutioni conciliantur, in qua sunt. In- 
fans sine dentibus est: huic constitutioni 
suze conciliatur. Enati sunt dentes: huic, 
&c. Sen. Epist. cxxi. The whole epistle 
is worth perusal, in particular what follows: 
Ergo infans ei constitutioni sue conciliatur, 
que tunc infanti est, non que futura juveni 
est. Neque enim, si aliquid illi majus in 
quo transeat, restat; non hoc quoque, in 
quo nascitur, secundum naturam est. 

282 
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And thus is man not only a microcosm in the structure of his 
body, but in the system, too, of his impulses, including all of 
them within him, from the basest to the most sublime.’ He in- 
cludes them all, as being possessed of all perception; and per- . 

See also his elegant application of this 
doctrine to the different stages of that well- 
known yegetable, corn, from its first ap- 
pearance above the ground, to its state of 
maturity. Nam et illa herba, que in sege- 
tem, &c. Epist. p. 603. edit. Varior. 

See also how elegantly Cicero applies 
the same doctrine to the vine, where to the 
vegetative powers he first supposes sense 
superadded ; and then to sense, reason ; 
each superaddition still increasing in value, 
though not robbing the former powers of 
their due regard and attention: Et nunc 
quidem, quod eam tuetur, ut de viti potissi- 
mum loquar, est id, &c. De Fin. v. 14. 

See the Dialogue concerning Happiness, 
part ii, and the notes, p. 72, &c. 

The number and subordination of the 
animating powers are well distinguished in 
the following extracts. 

Tay St Suvduewr Tis Wuxijs al AexOetoa 
Tots pkey évumdpxovot waco (Kabamep et- 
mouev) Tois 5¢ tives abtay, vias 5é ula 
udyn’ Suvduers 5é elrouev Operrindy, aic- 
OntiKdy, dpextixdy, KnTiKby KaTa& Tdéror, 
Sieinectiele- bmdpxet 5& Tos wey putois Td 
Opemtixdy pdvov, érepais 5 Td abTd TE Kat 
Td aicOntikdy’ ei 5€ Td alcOnTiKdy, Kad Td 
épextixdy" bpekis pev yap érOuuta, Kat Ov- 
pods Kab Bovanois’ Ta 5¢ (Ga mdvTa play 
éxet Tav aicOnoewr, Thy adh’ @ 5 ato- 
Onois bwdpxe., TOUT jdovn Te Kad AdTn, 
kat H ériOuutla, Tod yap Hdéos Bpekis early 
airy: “ With regard to the powers of the 
soul that have been enumerated, to some 
beings they appertain all of them ; to others, 
only some of them ; and to others, only one 
of them. The powers we have mentioned 
are the nutritive, the sensitive, the power 
of desire, of local motion, of ratiocination. 
Now to plants there appertains only the 
nutritive power; to other beings both this 
and the sensitive: but if the sensitive, then 
the power of desire ; for appetite, and re- 
sentment, and volition, (the three great 
leading powers,) are each of them a species 
of desire, and all animals have at least one 
of the senses, I mean the sense of touch. 
Now to the being which possesses sensation, 
to this appertain also pleasure and pain, and 
that which is pleasurable and painful, But 
if these, then appetite ; for appetite is the 
desire of that which is pleasurable.” Arist. 
de Anim. l, ii. c. 3. 

And soon after: “Avev uév yap Tod Oper- 
TiKOD Td aigOnTikdy ovK ~oTt’ TOD SE aic- 
Ontixod xwplCerar Td Opemrixdy ev Tois pu- 

Tots, TidAw 8€, &vev wey Tod arriKod TOV 
tArwv aicOjcewv ovdeuia trdpxet, aph 5é 
tvev Tov tAdAwY bmdpxer WOAAG yap TOY 
(éwyv otre byw obte aKohy Exovew, ote 
dois SAws alcOnow' Kal tay aicOntiKav 
Te wey Exer Td KaTa TéTOY KWHTLKOY, TAT 
ovx exer TeAevTaiov 5& Kal Td €AdxLoTOV, 
Aoyiopoy ial Sidvowy" ois wev yap bmdpxer 
Aoyiopds THV POaprav, Tovrors Kal TA AGLTe 
mdvrTa* ois dé exelvwy ExacgToV, ov mact Ao- 
yiopods—GAAG Tots wey ovde pavracla, Td 
dé tatty pudvoy (aor: “ Without the nu- 
tritive power there is no sensitive ; but 
then the nutritive is separated from the 
sensitive in plants. Again: without touch 
there can be none of the other sensations, 
but there may be touch without any of the 
rest ; for thus are there many animals which 
have neither sight, nor hearing, nor even a 
sensation of smells, Further still: of the 
sensitive beings some possess the locomotive 
power, and others possess it not: the last 
order of beings, and those the fewest in 
number, are those which possess the powers 
of reasoning and discussion; and among 
the mortal and perishable beings, those who 
possess these powers possess all the remain- 
ing species ; but those who possess any one 
of these powers in particular, do not all of 
them therefore possess the reasoning power, 
but some of them want even the power of 
fancy or imagination ; others of them con- 
duct themselves, and live by that [inferior 
power] alone.” Arist. de Anim. 1. ii. ¢, 3. 
p. 28, edit. Sylb. See before, p. 280, note ¢. 

It must be here observed, that plants are 
said to live, (¢iv,) though not to be animals, 
(<@a): the character of animal being de- 
rived from the power of sensation, of which 
plants are supposed destitute ; while that 
of life appertains to them, because they 
grow, and produce each of them seed after 
their kind. 

These different powers, as they stand 
united in one subject, may be better com- 
prehended by marking their clear and dis- 
tinct character, when they exist apart, in 
different subjects. 

Y The preceding speculations have respect 
to the threefold division of the soul, adopted 
by the Pythagoreans and Platonics, by 
which they made it to be rational, irascible, 
and concupiscible ; and called its three fa- 
culties Adyos, Ouuds, and émbupula, “reason, 
anger, and concupiscence,” or appetite. See 
Diog. Laert. iii. 90. Plato’s Republic is 
founded on this division. 
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ception we have now found to be the cause of all spontaneous 
impulse. 
We must remember, however, that it is not perception simply 

which causes such impulse, but it is perception of want within, 
and of adequate good without; and that as this good is some- 
times an object of sense, sometimes of intellect, sometimes a mis- 
taken good, at other times a real one, (inasmuch as sensation is 
fallible, and reason may be deceived,) so the whole amounts to 
this: “‘the cause of spontaneous impulse is the perception of ab- 
sent good, and that either sensible or intelligible, either real or 
apparent.” ” 

After this manner we perceive one of the most important 
unions; the union of those two capital motions, the physical 
and the metaphysical. The soul perceives those goods which it 
is conscious that the animal wants. Hence an impulse to obtain 
them by employing the organs of the body; and this, as far as 
the soul only is concerned, we call motion metaphysical. Hence 
the bodily organs actually are employed, and this we call motion 
physical. Perception leads the way; spontaneous impulse fol- 
lows; and the body supplies the place of an instrument or tool.* 

As every animal motion has a view to good, so, if it miss that, 
good, the motion ceases, and the animal is left discontented: 
if it obtain it, the animal is happy, but then, too, the motion 
ceases; for the end is obtained to which the motion tended. 
And thus is all animal motion in its nature finite, as it has a be- 
ginning and an end; as it begins from the want of good, and 
ends in its acquisition.” Hence, too, as it ends where it begins, 
it bears an analogy to motion circular, where we run a complete 
round, by returning to the point whence we began. 

It is no unentertaining speculation to attend to these internal 
motions, as they arise from the different prevalence of their 
different internal causes. Within the soul of man there are 
passions, and a principle of reason: sometimes the internal mo- 

pares those feelings ; that desire is prepared % See Treatise on Happiness, and notes 
by some fancy or appearance ; and this on the same, page 90, and 108. 

4 Ovrws wey oby em) Td KiveioOa Kal 
mparrew Td (Ga Spnaor, THs ev eoxdrns 
aitias Tod Kiveiocba dpetews ovans, TadTns 
5 ywouevns 4 80 aicOhoews, 2) did pay- 
Tactas Kal vohoews: “And thus it is that 
animals proceed to move themselves and 
act, a desire being the last and immediate 
cause of their moving, and this desire being 
occasioned either by sensation, or else by 
imagination and intellection.” Arist. de 
Animal. Motu, c. vii. p. 155. edit. Sylb. 

Ta wey yap dpyavikd mépn tmapackKevd er 
émrndclws Ta TdOn, | SE dpekis TH wdOn, 
Thy dé bpetw 7 payracla’ avTh Be ylyverat 
H die vohoews, 2) 50 aicOhoews: “The cor- 
poreal feelings prepare in a proper manner 
the organic parts of the body; desire pre- 

last arises either through intellection or 
sensation.” Ejusd. ¢. viii. p. 157. edit. Sylb. 

If it be’ asked, why nothing has been said 
concerning aversion and evil, as well as 
concerning volition and good; the answer 
is, that to fly evil is to seek good; and to 
escape evil is to obtain good; so that in 
the present inquiry they are both included, 

b Tidvra yap Ta (@a Kad Kivel kad Kivei- 
Ta evend Twos’ bore tovr eorw adrois 
mdons Kwhoews mépas, Td ob Evera: “ All 
animals both’ move, and are moved for the 
sake of something ; so that this something, 
that is to say, the final cause, is the bound 
or limit of all their motion.” Arist. de Ani- 
mal, Mot. c. 6. p. 153. edit, Sylb. 
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tion arises from many passions at once, and the soul is like a sea 
when agitated by contrary winds. | 

/Estuat ingens 
Imo in corde pudor, mixtoque insania luctu. /En. x. 870. 

Here the motion is tempestuous, and reason, during the storm, 
appears to be overwhelmed. At other times she interposes, but 
without success; and in such case the motion is equally turbid 
and irregular. Thus Medea, when she is about to murder her 
children : 7 

Kal pavOdve ev, ota SpGv wedArAw Kard* 
Ovpds 5é xpelrtwy Tv Euwy BovrAcupdrwr.© 

“JT know the mischiefs, that I soon shall act, 
But passion overrules my better thoughts.” 

Euripid. Med. 1078. 

There are times, too, when reason acts with greater success, and 
when the motion becomes of course more placid and serene. 
But whenever she is so far able to establish her authority, as to 
have the passions obey her uniformly without murmuring or op- 
position, then follows that orderly, that fair and equal motion, 
by which the Stoics represented even happiness itself, and ele- 
gantly called it “the well-flowing of life.”* 

Besides, the well-flowing here mentioned, which is of a kind 
purely moral, there is another highly valuable, which is of 
a kind purely intellectual. It is under this motion, that the 
man of speculation passes, through the road of syllogism, from 
the simplest truths to the most complicated theorems. 

And here it may be remarked, that as pure and original truth 
is the object of our most excellent volition, (it being all that we 
seek, considered as beings intelligent,) so is it as strictly and 
properly the object of our most excellent perception; there being 
no perceptive power, but our intellect alone, that can reach it. 
It is here, then, we behold the meaning of an ancient and im- 
portant doctrine, that “the primary objects of perception and of 
volition are the same.”* It is hence, also, we may learn, that 
not only all good is truth, (as there can be none such without a 
reason, from which it is so denominated,) but also that all truth 
is good, as it is the sole pursuit of the contemplative, the natural 
object of their wants, equally as honours are to the ambitious, 
or as banquets to the luxurious.‘ 

¢ Arrian. Epict. 1. i, c. 28. p. 144. edit. 
Upton. 

4 E¥poi Biov. See Diog. Laert. vii. 88. 
Hinc intellecta est illa beata vita, secundo 
defluens cursu. Senec. Epist. 120. See 
also p. 325. 

€ Td dpextov Kal Td vontoy Kwet, ov 
Kwovpevoy’ To’Twy dt Ta RPOTA, TA ara: 
“The desirable and the intelligible move, 
without being moved; and of these two 
genera those objects, that are highest and 
first, are the same.” Arist. Metaph. A. ¢’. 
p. 202, edit. Sylb. 

When a theorem of Archimedes moves 
within us a desire to understand it; or 
when, being understood, it raises within 
us our necessary assent: we do not con- 

ceive the theorem itself to be moved, either 
by the desire or by the assent, as the 
horses are moyed that give motion to the 
waggon, or the waggon moved that gives 
motion to its load. 

f Though we seldom hear of goods in 
our common intercourse with mankind, but 
what have reference to the body, or at best 
to the lower affections ; yet has the highest 
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Having said thus much concerning perception, and that 
highest species of animal impulse, I mean volition, it must not 
be forgot, that there are other internal motions of a very dif- 
ferent character, where both perception and spontaneous im- 
pulse are in a manner unconcerned. 

Within every animal there is an innate and active power, 
which ceases not its work, when sense and appetite are asleep ; 
which, without any conscious cooperation of the animal itself, 
carries it from an embryo or seed to the maturity of its proper 
form. Now so far this power may be called a principle of mo- 
tion. At maturity it stops, (for were the progress infinite, 
there could be no maturity at all,) and so far it may be called 
a principle of cessation or rest. From this point of rest. it de- 
serts the being gradually, and in consequence of such desertion 
the being gradually decays. 

Subeunt morbi, tristisque senectus ; 
Et labor, et durze rapit inclementia mortis. 

As the local motion of animals is derived from sense, and 
spontaneous impulse; so from the principle, just described, are 
derived their other motions: from its activity, their generation, 
their augmentation, and changes to better; from its cessation, 
their change to worse, their diminution, and, lastly, death." It 
is this is that internal principle which descends from animals 
even to vegetables; and which, as these last possess no other, is 
commonly called vegetative life, though sometimes it is denoted 

Georg. iii. 67. 

by the more obvious name of natwre.' 

faculty of the soul a peculiar good, as much 
as the other faculties have from the intel- 
lectual possession of which good it seeks 
felicity and peace. 

“T loved her,” (says the wise man, 
speaking of wisdom ; and what is wisdom, 
but the most exalted truth?) “T loved her 
above health and beauty, and chose to have 
her instead of light: for the light that 
cometh from her never goeth out.” Wisd. 
vii. 10. 

& Speaking of the difference between the 
operation of the elements and mere matter, 
and that of nature, and an internal prin- 
ciple, the Stagirite observes—Tay 5¢ dicer 
cuverTétwy mépas éa'7) Kat Adyos peye0ous 
kal avthoews’ tadra 5€ Wyxijs, GAA’ ov 
mupds, kal Adyou waAAov 7) bAns: “ As to 
things which derive their constitution from 
nature, there is a bound and proportion in 
their magnitude and growth ;. and these 
proceed from their soul, not from the ele- 
ment of fire; and are caused rather by 
reason, than by matter.” De An. ii. 4. p. 
30. edit. Sylb. And, not long before, de- 
scribingva physical or natural substance, he 
makes it to be something—€xovros d&pxiv 
kwhoews Kal ordoews ey attg—* which 

possesses within itself a principle of. mo- 
tion and of rest.” De An. ii. 1. p. 23. 
edit. Sylb. 

It is by this principle that the magni- 
tude of the thistle, the oak, the bee, the 
elephant, and every other natural produc- 
tion, whether animal or vegetable, is to a 
certain degree circumscribed and limited ; 
and when that limit either fails or exceeds 
in a conspicuous manner, the being becomes . 
a monster. See page 65, note c. 

h See before, p. 361, 2. 
i See the definition of nature, among the 

notes, p. 6. 
The vegetative life here mentioned is 

sometimes called Yux} puTiuch, sometimes 
Operrix}, and at other times Operridy, 
“the nutritive principle ;” that principle 
which, passing through plants as well as 
animals, never ceases to nourish and sup- 
port them, through the period of their exist- 
ence: *Ael yap evepyet ) puTiuKh Pux}— 
kal padAdrov ev Trois trvais, evOa ai Aowrah 
Tis Wuxis Suvduers Hpewodor* Tdére your 
dAwora ai mépers: “The vegetative soul 
energizes at all times, and more during 
sleep, when the other powers are at rest ; 
and therefore it is then mostly are_per- 
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We must remember, however, that while we speak of motion 
here, we mean the invisible cause, not the visible effects; for 
these are purely physical, and belong to another speculation. 
After the same manner are we to speak of those other motive 
powers, the powers of magnetism and electricity; the visible 
motions, which they produce, being of a species merely physical, 
but the cause of these motions lying itself totally concealed. 
Whether, then, we suppose it a species of inferior life, and say 
with Thales, that the magnet and the amber are animated ;* or 
whether we content ourselves with calling it an internal active 
quality, (occult we must not call it, for that is now forbidden,) 
we may safely pronounce it a quality, which, though we are 
sure of its existence, is not otherwise comprehensible, than by 
reference to its effects; as we know Homer, who is out of sight, 
by his Iliad, which lies before us. 

There is yet another motive principle, far greater in local 
extent than all yet mentioned; I mean that, by which not only 
every atom of this our earth has its proper tendency, but by 
which even planets, satellites, and comets describe their orbits. 

Astronomers will inform us as to the force of motion here, 
and how much on its due order depends this immense uni- 
verse. 

The best of ancient philosophers, when they saw so many in- 
ferior motions not to be performed without counsel or design, 
could not think of imputing such superior ones to the efficacy of 
blind chance; and, therefore, whatever they might conceive of 
the immediate cause, (call it gravitation, or attraction, or by any 
other name,) they justly supposed the primary cause to be a 
principle of intellection : 

Totam infusa per artus 
Mens agitat molem. JEn, vi. 727. 

They indeed so far considered mind to be the source of all 
motion, that it was through its motive powers that they dis- 
tinguished it from body; which last was no more than a passive 
subject, possessing nothing motive within itself, but deriving all 
its motions from something else. 

formed the digestions.” Philop, in Arist. iron, (Wuxhy exer, Bre rv otdnpov Kwei,) 
de An. 1. ii, Td Epyov 7d abrod wore? 7d may be found in Arist. de An. Li, ec. 2. 
Opemrixdy bépioy ev TQ Kadedderv MaidAov 
h ev TE eypnryopevat Tpéperou yap Kad 
abtdverat Tore MadAOV es ovdey mpooded- 
peva, mpds Tadra Tis aicdjoews: “The 
nutritive part of the soul performs its work 
in sleeping more than in waking ; for then, 
more than at any other time, are animals 
nourished and enlarged. in bulk, as they 
have no need of sensation for these pur- 
poses.” Aristot. de Somno, cap. 1, sub. fin, 
See before, p. 279. 

k This opinion of Thales concerning the 
magnet’s having a soul, because it moved 

p. 7. 
Philoponus, in his comment on this pas- 

sage, gives us from Thales the following 
sentiment, which, though not immediately 
to our purpose, we have transcribed for. its, 
importance: @Aeyer, &s 7 mpdvoiww pexpt 
Tay. eoxdtwy Sihkel, Kal ovdeyv avThy Aap- 
Odver, ovde Td eAdxuorov: “ He used to 
say, that Providence extends to the lowest, 
of all beings, and that nothing is hid from 
it, no not even that which is most minute,” 
See. before, p. 287. 
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It was hence, too, that they inferred the immortality of the 
soul. They reasoned thus: ‘“ Vital motion may forsake the 
body, because to the body it is not an essential; and in such 
ease the body is said to die. But vital motion cannot forsake 
the soul, because to the soul it is an essential, and it is not pos- 
sible that any thing should be forsaken by itself.”' But this by 
way of digression. 

As to the rise and duration of motion, the founder of the 
Peripatetic sect thus states the question. ‘‘ Was motion (says 
he) ever generated without existing before; and is it ever again 
so destroyed, that there is nothing moved; or was it neither 
generated, nor is destroyed, but ever was, and will be; some- 
thing appertaining to beings, which is immortal and unceasing ; 
a kind of life, as it were, to all things. that exist by the power 
of nature ?”™ 

Those who meditate an answer to these queries, will remember 
that motion is coeval with the universe, since we learn that, in 
its first and earliest era, “the Spirit of God moved upon the 
face of the waters.”" They will remember, too, that motion is 
as old as time, and their co-existence so necessary, it is not pos- 
sible to suppose the one, without supposing the other. 

And thus, having before considered physical motion, have we 
now considered what may be called metaphysical, or (if I may 
use the expression) causative motion ; including under this name 
every animating power, whether rational or irrational, which, 
though different from body acts upon body, causing it to live, 
to grow, and move itself and other bodies. These animating 
powers are only known from their effects, as the painter's art is 
known from his pictures. And hence, as it is the effect which 
leads us to recognise the cause, hence these animating powers, 
though prior in existence to physical effects, are necessarily sub- 
sequent in human contemplation, and are thence, and thence 
only, called metaphysical.° 

1 Quod autem motum adfert alicui, quod- 
que ipsum agitatur alicunde, quando finem 
habet motus, vivendi finem habeat necesse 
est. Solum igitur, quod seipsum movet, 
quia nunquam deseritur a se, nunquam ne 
moveri quidem desinit. Quinetiam, Xc. 
Cic. Tuscul. Disp. i. 23. 

The whole passage, which is rather too 
long to transcribe, is the translation of an 
argument taken from Plato’s Phedrus: Td 
dé BAA. Kwodv, kal bw BAdAov Kivodpmevor, 
Kk. T. A. Plat. edit. Ficini. p. 1221. B. 

See Macrobius in Somn. Scipionis, c. 13. 
Cicero has used the same argument, in 

his tract de Senectute: Cumque semper 
agitetur animus, nec principium motus ha- 
beat, quia se ipse moveat, ne finem quidem 
habiturum esse motus, quia nunquam. se 
ipse sit relicturus. Cap, 21. 

Quinctilian has brought the argument 
into the form of a syllogism: Quicquid ex 
seipso movetur, immortale est: anima au- 
tem ex seipsa movetur: immortalis igitur 
est anima. Inst. Orat. v. 14. 

m TIdrepov 5& yéyové wore klynoiss ovK 
odoa mpdrepor, kal POclperar mddruw obrws, 
ore KiveioOa pndév' 2) ore eyévero, 
otre pbelperai, GAN del Fy, Kat Fora, Kad 
Toor abdvarov Kal kmavoroy irdpxe Tots 
ovow, ofov (wh Tis odoa Tois pioe our- 
eotao. waow; Arist. Phys. |. viii. « 1. 
p. 144, edit. Sylb. 

1 Genesis, chap. i. 
© See p. 368. As to the character and 

subordination of the several animating 
powers, see before, p. 372, and so on to 
p- 377, as well in the text as in the notes. 
See also chap. vi. 
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And now, having done with motion, we must take some notice 
of rest. | 

The most obvious species of rest is that opposed to the most 
obvious species of motion ; such, for example, as the cessation of 
gales, after they have been fresh and blowing: 

Ingrato celeres obruit otio 
Ventos. Horat. Od. 1. i. 16, 

The cessation of billows, after they had been loud and tem- 
pestuous : 

Silence, ye troubled waves, and thou deep, peace.P Par. Lost, vii. 216. 

But it is expedient to be more particular. The two instances 
of rest, that we have alleged, are of motion purely local. So is 
it, when the flight of an arrow is spent; when a bowl, that has 
been running, stops. But rest is also connected with the other 
species of motion. The cessation of growth is maturity ; of the 
vital energies, is death. 

So, too, with respect to the higher faculties of the soul, sense 
and reason. ‘The rest of the sensitive powers, after the labours 
of the day, is sleep : 

Dulcis et alta quies, placideeque simillima morti.4 JEn. vi. 522. 

The rest of the passions, after having been agitated, is composure 
and equanimity; the rest of the deliberative and reasoning powers, 
after sedulous investigation, is the discovery of the thing sought, 
or rather the acquiescence in truth discovered, either real or ap- 
parent, either practical or speculative. 

And hence, in the last mode of rest, or acquiescence, the rise 
of our English phrase, J am jfiwed; and of the Latin phrase, 
Stat: 

Stat conferre manum." JEn, xii. 678. 

Hence science in Greek is called é7rucrnn, every theorem being, 
as it were, a resting place, at which the man of science stops.* 

P Both these species of rest are denoted 
in English by the common name of calm. 
The Greeks, with their usual precision, 
have given a different name to each: the 
first, that is, the “ wind-calm,” they call 
ynveuta, and define it jueula ev wander 
&épos, “tranquillity in a quantity of air ;” 
the second, that is, the “sea-calm,” they 
call yaAfvn; and define it duaddrns Oadrdr- 
Tns, “ evenness in the sea’s surface.” These 
definitions are of Archytas, and may be 
found in Aristotle’s Metaph. p. 136. edit. 
Sylb. 

Plato has brought the two terms to- 
gether, in those harmonious lines, delivered 
by Agatho in the Banquet. 

Eiphyn mev ev avOpmmois, meAdyer 5é 

yarhyny, / / ci4 > + 
Nyveulay avéeuwy, xoltny Umvoy T evi 

KHDdEL 

See Platon. Symp. p. 1190. edit. Fic. 
See also the learned and ingenious transla- 
tion of Mr. Sydenham, p. 118. 

4 See before, Hermes, p. 132, and of this 
treatise, p. 348. 

® The incomparable Sanctius, in his Mi- 
nerva, gives the following excellent ex- 
planation of this passage: Quamdiu enim 
deliberatur, consilium vacillat, et sententia 

fluctuat ; ubi certum ac statutum est, quod 
quis facere vult, consistit consilium, et stat 
sententia. Sanct. Minerv. 1. iv. c. 4. p. 637. 
edit. Amst. 1733. 

In Perizonius’s note upon this part of 
Sanctius, it appears that sedet is used in 
the same signification, and for the same 
reasons. See the note following. 

8 "Eri 5 Kal 7 vdnois fouev jpeunoet 
Tw, Kal émordoe: paddov } Kwhoe: 
“ Intellection appears to resemble a certain 
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Lastly, there is a rest of all the most interesting to mankind, 
I mean peace, that happy rest, which follows the trepidations 
and ravages of war. 

_ And now, having done with rest, let us bring the whole toa 
conclusion. 
We have said already, that the cause of all animal motion is 

good, either real or apparent. It is a further requisite, that it 
should be good, which is wanting; good at a distance: for were 
it present, the motion would then be superfluous. Thus we see 
the meaning of the philosophical critic, Scaliger: motionis enim 
appetentia causa est; appetentiw, privatio:* “the cause of mo- 
tion is appetition; of appetition, is privation.” It is to this 
privation, or want, that the wisdom of all ages has imputed in- 
dustry, perseverance, and the invention of arts and sciences. 

This, in Virgil, is the 

Duris urgens in rebus egestas." Georg. i. 146. 

To this alludes Epicharmus, the poet and philosopher : 
Tav movev 

TwAovow jyiv mdvra yap 7 aya? oi Geol. Xenoph. Mem. 1. ii. c. 1. 

“The gods 
Sell us all goods at labour’s painful price.” 

To this alludes the scripture, at man’s earliest period, “In the 
sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread.” 

But though want be thus essential to set man, and not only 
man, but all animal nature, in motion, yet is want itself an im- 
perfection ; and to be in want is to be imperfect. And hence it 
follows, that true greatness, or superiority of nature, consists not 
in having many wants, even though we can find means to get 
them gratified ; but in having as few as possible, and those 
within the compass of our own abilities. 

It is to this doctrine that Virgil nobly alludes, when he makes 
Kivander with an heroic dignity receive Adneas, not at the gates 
of a proud palace, but at the door of an humble cottage: 

Ut ventum ad sedes, heec, inquit, limina victor 
Alcides subiit ; hzec illum regia cepit: 
Aude, hospes, contemnere opes, et te quoque dignum 
Finge deo ; rebusque veni non asper egenis. JEn, viii. 362. 

Conformable to the same way of thinking is what Socrates says 
to Antipho in Xenophon: “ You seem, (says he,) O Antipho, 
to be one of those who imagine happiness to be luxury and ex- 
pense. But I, for my part, esteem the wanting of nothing to be 
divine ; and the wanting of as little as possible, to come nearest 
to the divinity; and, as the divinity is most excellent, so the 

resting and standing still, rather than a t Scalig. de Causis Ling. Lat. ¢. 114, 
motion.” De An. 1. i. ¢. 3. See Hermes, U See p. 6, and p. 16, note. 
p. 223, where this etymology is treated of * Gen. iii. 19. 
more at large. 
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being nearest to the divinity is the being nearest to the most ex- 
cellent.” ¥ 

Aristotle seems to have followed his old master (for such was 
Socrates) with respect to this sentiment: ‘To that being (says 
he) which is in the most excellent state, happiness appears to 
appertain without action at all; to the being nearest to the most 
perfect, through a small and single action; to those the most 
remote, through actions many and various.”* He soon after 
subjoins the reason, why the most excellent being has no need of 
action: “It has (says he) within itself the final cause ;” that is 
to say, perfect happiness; but action always exists in two, when 
there is both a final cause and a power to obtain it, each of them 
separate and detached from one another.* 

And hence, perhaps, we may be able to discern, why immo- 
bility should be a peculiar attribute to the Supreme and Divine 
Nature, in contradistinction to all other beings endued with 
powers of perception. ‘To him there are no wants, nothing ab- 
sent which is good, being himself the very essence of pure per- 
fection and goodness.” 

And so much for that motion which, though subsequent in 
contemplation to the physical,° and thence called metaphysical, 
is yet truly prior to it in the real order of beings, because it ap- 
pertains to the first philosophy. So much also for the theory of 
motion. 

¥ “Eoukas, & *Avripar, Thy evdaimoviay 
olopevep Tpuphy kad moAuTéAciay Elva’ eyo 
dé voutlw rd bey pndevds SetaOa, Oetoy ef- 
vat, To SE ws edaxlorwv, eyyuTdTw Tod 
@ciov" Kat Td wey Oetov, kpdricrov, Td Se 
eyyuTdrw Tov Ociov, eyyvTdtw Tod Kpa- 
tlerov. Xenoph. Memorabil. 1. i. c. 6. sect. 
10. 

2 *Foue yap TQ wev tpiorra & eXovTE bmrdp- 
xew Td tivev mpdtews® 7 Se eyybrara, 
dia 6Alyns Kal puts’ Tots ‘BE ToppwradTw, 
dia mAcidvwv. Arist. de Coelo. 1. ii. c. 12. 
p. 54. edit. Sylb. 

a T@ P a as upiora € eXovTt obdev det mpd- 
Eews, & got yap ev abT@ Td ob vera a 5é 
mpatis cory del é ev dvolv, bray Kal ob Evexa 
Ti, kal Td TovTOU Eveka. Ibid. 

The following remark may perhaps ex- 
plain this sentiment, if it should appear ob- 
scure. 
When a being finds its good fully and 

wholly within itself, then, itself and its 
good being one, it finds no cause of motion 
to seek that which it possesses: already. 

Such being, therefore, from its very nature, 
is immoveable. 

But when a being and its good are sepa- 
rate, here, as they necessarily are two, the 
distant good, by being perceived, becomes a 
final cause of motion, and thus awakens 
within the being a certain desire, of which 
desire motion is the natural consequence. 
Such being, therefore, by its nature is move- 
able. 

Ammonius, in the following quotation, 
appears to have had this doctrine and these 
passages of Aristotle in his view. 
“Oca yotv mAcidvev twayv Séerat, TAci- 

ovas KWhoes KiwetTras TH BE GAryoded, dAL- 
youlynta* Guede Td Oetov, dvevdees by, kat 
mdvrTn éeorw d&xlynrov: “ All such beings 
as are in want of many things, are moved 
in many motions; those who have few 
wants, have few motions ; but the Divinity 
being without wants, is therefore perfectly 
immoveable.” Am. in Pred, 144, B, 145. 

b See before, p. 296. 
© See before, p. 368. 
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CHAPTER XVIII. 

CONCLUSION—UTILITIES DEDUCIBLE FROM THE THEORY OF THESE 

ARRANGEMENTS-——RECAPITULATION. 

Anp thus having finished the doctrine of these Philosophical Ar- 
rangements, or, in other words, of categories, predicaments, com- 
prehensive or universal genera, (for we have called them indif- 
ferently by every one of these names,) together with such specula- 
tions both previous and subsequent," as were either requisite to 
explain the subject, or else naturally arose out of it; we imagine 
the utilities of this knowledge will be obvious to every one who 
has studied it with impartiality, and has aimed to know what it 
really is. 

In the first place, as we have usually begun the consideration 
of each arrangement from speculations respecting body, and have 
thence made a transition to others respecting mind; we may 
hence mark the connection between these two great principles 
which stand related to each other, as the subject and its efficient 
cause, and in virtue of that relation may be said to run through 
all things.* 

Again: our mind, by this orderly and comprehensive theory, 
becoming furnished, like a good library, with proper cells or 
apartments, we know where to place our ideas both of being 
and its attributes, and where to look for them again, when we 
have occasion to call them forth. Without some arrangement of 
this sort, the mind is so far from increasing in knowledge by the 
acquisition of new ideas, that, while it increases the number of 
these, it does but increase its own perplexity. It is no longer a 
library well regulated, but a library crowded and confused : 

Ubi multa supersunt, 
Et dominum fallunt. Horat. Epist. 1. i. 6. 

Again: as these Arrangements have a necessary connection 
with the whole of existence, with all being or substance on one 
hand, with every possible accident or attribute on the other; it 
follows, of course, that so general a speculation must have na- 
turally introduced many others; speculations not merely logical, 
but extending to physics, to ethics, and even to the first phi- 
losophy.' The reader, from these incidental theorems, (if the 
author has succeeded in his endeavours to represent them,) will 
have a taste how the ancients wrote, when they reasoned upon 
these subjects, and may gratify his curiosity (if he please) by 
comparing them with the moderns. 

It was not from an ostentatious wish to fill his page with 

4 See before, p. 258, 9,360; and below, € See before, p. 258. 
p. 384, f See before, p. 253. 
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quotations, that the author has made such frequent and copious 
extracts from other authors. He flatters himself, that by this 
he has not only given authority to the sentiments, but relieved 
also a subject, in itself rather severe. From the writers alleged, 
both ancient and modern, the reader will perceive how important 
and respectable these authorities are. He will perceive, too, 
that, in the wide regions of being, some sages having cultivated 
one part, and some another, the labours of ancients and moderns 
have been often different, when not hostile; often various, when 
not contradictory; and that among the valuable discoveries of 
later periods, there are many so far from clashing with the ancient 
doctrines here advanced, that they coincide as amicably as a 
Chillingworth and an Addison in the same library, a Raphael 
and a Claude in the same gallery. 

It is not without precedents that he has adopted this manner 
of citation. It was adopted by Aristotle long ago, in his Rhetoric 
and his Poetics. Aristotle was followed by those able critics, 
Demetrius, Quinctilian, and Longinus. Chrysippus, the phi- 
losopher, so much approved the method, that in a single tract 
he inserted nearly the whole of that celebrated tragedy, the 
Medea of Euripides; so that a person who was perusing the 
tract, being asked what he was reading, replied pleasantly, “ It 
was the Medea of Chrysippus.¢ Cicero has enriched his philo- 
sophic treatises with many choice morsels, both from Greek and 
Roman writers; and this he does, not only approving the prac- 
tice himself, but justifying it by the practice of the philosophers 
then at Athens, among whom he names Dionysius the Stoic, and 
Philo the Academic.". Seneca and Plutarch both pursued the 
same plan, the latter more particularly in his moral compositions. 
To these may be added, though of a baser age, my own learned 
countryman, John of Salisbury,' who, having perused and studied 
most of the Latin classics, appears to have decorated every part 
of his works with splendid fragments, extracted out of them. 
Two later writers of genius have done the same in the narrative 
of their travels; Sandys at the beginning of the last century, and 
Addison at the beginning of the present. 

And so much by way of apology for the author himself. But 
he has a further wish in this exhibition of capital writers; a wish 
to persuade his readers, of what he has been long persuaded him- 
self, that every thing really elegant, or sublime in composition, is 
ultimately referable to the principles of a sound logic; that those 

& Diog. Laert. 1. vii. s. 180. 
h Tusc. Disput. 1. ii. s. 10. 
1 This extraordinary man flourished in the 

reign of Henry the Second, and was there- 
fore of Old Salisbury, not of New Salis- 
bury, which was not founded till the reign 
of Henry the Third. John (of whom we 
write) having had the best education of the 

time, and being not only a genius, but in- 
timate with the most eminent men, in par- 
ticular with pope Adrian, (who was himself 
an Englishman,) became at length a bishop, 
and died in the year 1182. See Fabricius, 
in his Biblioth. Lat. vol. ii. p. 368; and in 
his Biblioth. Med. et Infim. ztat. See also 
Cave’s Histor. Literar. vol. ii, p. 243. 
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principles, when readers little think of them, have still a latent 
force, and may be traced, if sought after, even in the politest of 
writers." 
By reasoning of this kind he would establish an important 

union; the union, he means, between taste and truth. It is 
this is that splendid union which produced the classics of pure 
antiquity ; which produced, in times less remote, the classics of 
modern days; and which those who now write ought to culti- 
vate with attention, if they have a wish to survive in the esti- 
mation of posterity. 

Taste is, in fact, but a species of inferior truth. It is the 
truth of elegance, of decoration, and of grace; which, as all 
truth is similar and congenial, coincides, as it were, spon- 
taneously with the more severe and logical; but which, when- 
ever destitute of that more solid support, resembles some fair 
but languid body; a body, specious in feature, but deficient as 
to nerve; a body, where we seek in vain for that natural and 
just perfection, which arises from the pleasing harmony of 
strength and beauty associated. 

Recommending an earnest attention to this union, we resume 
our subject by observing, that it is in contemplating these or- 
derly, these comprehensive arrangements,’ we may see whence 
the subordinate sciences and arts all arise; history, natura] and 
civil, out of substance; mathematics, out of quantity; optics, 
out of quality and quantity; medicine, out of the same; astro- 
nomy, out of quantity and motion; music and mechanics, out of 
the same ; painting, out of quality and site; ethics, out of rela- 
tion; chronology, out of when; geography, out of where; elec- 
tricity, magnetism, and attraction, out of action and passion ; 
and so in other instances. 

Every art and every science being thus referred to its proper 
principle, we shall be enabled with sufficient accuracy to adjust 
their comparative value," by comparing the several principles 
from which they severally flow. Thus shall we be saved from 

K See the numerous quotations through 
every part of this treatise. 

' There are few theories so great, so 
comprehensive, and so various, as the 
theory of these predicaments, or philoso- 
phical arrangements. 

The ancients had many methods of re- 
presenting works of such a diversified and 
miscellaneous character. 

Fruits of various kinds, promiscuously 
blended, used to be presented in a dish, as 
an offering to Ceres. This dish, so filled, 
they called lanx satura; and hence lanzx 
satura, or rather satura, or satira alone, 

(lane being understood,) came to signify, 
by metaphor, a “miscellaneous writing ;” 
such as were the compositions of Lucilius, 

Horace, Persius, Juvenal, and others. 
A satire, in this sense, did not mean sar- 

casm, calumny, or personal abuse ; it meant 
no more than a writing, where the subject 
was various and diversified, such as Juvenal 
well describes it, when he speaks of his own 
works: 

Quicquid agunt homines, nostri est farrago 
libelli. 

Again, we all know that groves and 
forests are diversified with trees ; with trees 
of various figures, magnitudes, and species ; 
and hence it was that Statius called his 
miscellany collections of poems by the name 
of Silve. 

m See before, p. 258. 
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absurdly overprizing a single art, or a single science, and from 
treating all the rest with a sort of insolent contempt; advan- 
tages so little to be expected from any knowledge less extensive, 
that, on the contrary, the more deeply knowing men may be in 
a single subject alone, the more likely are they to fall into such 
narrow and illiberal sentiments. 

It is indeed no wonder in such case, that mistakes should 
arise, since those who reason thus, be they as accurate as may 
be in their own particular science, will be found to reason about 
one thing which they know, and about many of which they are 
ignorant; and how from reasoners such as these, so inadequately 
prepared, can we expect either an exact or an impartial esti- 
mate ! 
And thus much at present for the speculation concerning pre- 

dicaments, or Philosophical Arrangements ;" in the treating of 
which, we have considered, in the beginning,® such matters as 
were necessarily previous; in the middle,’ we have considered 
the arrangements themselves; and, in the end,‘ various matters, 
naturally arising out of them, or which have incidentally oc- 
curred during the time of their being discussed. 

And thus this part of logical speculation appears to be 
finished. 

" Many learned and ingenious observa- 
tions on this subject, as well as on several 
other parts of ancient philosophy, (the 
Peripatetic in particular,) have been given 
to the world in a tract lately published, 
styled, On the Origin and Progress of 
Language, in two volumes, 8vo. 

There may be found, too, in the second 
volume, many judicious and curious remarks 
on style, composition, language, particularly 
the English ; observations of the last con- 
sequence to those who wish either to write 

or to judge with accuracy and elegance. 
The author of these Arrangements might 

have availed himself of many citations from 
this work, highly tending to illustrate and 
to confirm his opinions, but unfortunately 
for him, the greater part of his own treatise 
was printed off, before the second volume 
of this work appeared. 

© See chap. i. and ii. 
P See from chap. iii. to xiv. inclusive. 
4 See from chap. xy. to the conclusion. 
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PHILOLOGICAL INQUIRIES, 

ADDRESSED TO MY MUCH ESTEEMED RELATION AND FRIEND, 

EDWARD HOOPER, ESQ. 

OF HURN-COURT, IN THE COUNTY OF HANTS. 

Dear Sir,—Being yourself advanced in years, you will the more 
easily forgive me, if I claim a privilege of age, and pass from 
Philosophy to Philology. 

You may compare me, if you please, to some weary traveller, 
who, having Jong wandered over craggy heights, descends at 
length to the plains below, and hopes, at his journey’s end, to 
find a smooth and easy road. 

For my writings, (such as they are,) they have answered a 
purpose I always wished, if they have led men to inspect authors 
far superior to myself, many of whose works (like hidden trea- 
sures) have lain for years out of sight. 

Be that, however, as it may, I shall at least enjoy the pleasure 
of thus recording our mutual friendship; a friendship which has 
lasted for more than fifty years, and which I think so much for 
my honour to have merited so long. 

But I proceed to my subject. 
As the great events of nature* led mankind to admiration ; 

so curiosity to learn the cause whence such events should arise, 
was that which by due degrees formed Natural Philosophy. 
What happened in the natural world, happened also in the 

literary. Exquisite productions, both in prose and verse, induced 
men here likewise to seek the cause; and such inquiries, often 
repeated, gave birth to Philology. 

Philology should hence appear to be of a most comprehensive 
character, and to include, not only all accounts both of criticism 
and critics, but of every thing connected with letters, be it spe- 
culative or historical. 

The treatise which follows is of this philological kind, and will 
consist of three parts, properly distinct from each other. 

_. The first. will be an investigation of the rise and different 
species of criticism and critics. 

_. * Some of these great events are enu- the quick return of night in winter, and 
_ merated by Virgil—the course of the hea- the slow return of it in summer. Virg. 

vens—eclipses of the sun and moon—earth- Georg. ii. 475, &c. 
, - quakes—the flux and reflux of the sea 

2c2 
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The second will be an illustration of critical doctrines and 
principles, as they appear in distinguished authors, as well 
ancient as modern. 

The third and last part will be rather historical than critical, 
being an essay on the taste and literature of the middle age. 

These subjects of speculation being despatched, we shall here 
conclude these Philological Inquiries. 

First therefore for the first, the rise and different species of 
criticism and critics. 

PART LI. 

CHAPTER I. 

CONCERNING THE RISE OF CRITICISM IN ITS FIRST SPECIES, THE PHILO- 

SOPHICAL. EMINENT PERSONS, GREEKS AND ROMANS, BY WHOM THIS 

SPECIES WAS CULTIVATED. 

Tuosr who can imagine that the rules of writing were first 
established, and that men then wrote in conformity to them, as 
they make conserves and comfits by referring to receipt-books, 
know nothing of criticism, either as to its origin or progress. 
The truth is, they were authors who made the first good critics, 
and not critics who made the first good authors, however writers 
of later date may have profited by critical precepts. 

If this appear strange, we may refer to other subjects. Can 
we doubt that men had music, such, indeed, as it was, before 
the principles of harmony were established into a science? that 
diseases were healed, and buildings erected, before medicine and 
architecture were systematized into arts? that men reasoned 
and harangued upon matters of speculation and practice, long 
before there were professed teachers either of logic or of rhetoric ? 
To return therefore to our subject, the rise and progress of 
criticism. | 

Ancient Greece in its happy days was the seat of liberty, of 
sciences, and of arts. In this fair region, fertile of wit, the epic 
writers came first; then the lyric; then the tragic; and lastly 
the historians, the comic writers, and the orators; each in their 
turns delighting whole multitudes, and commanding the attention 
and admiration of all. Now when wise and thinking men, the 
subtle investigators of principles and causes, observed the won-— 
derful effect of these works upon the human mind, they were 
prompted to inquire whence this should proceed; for that it” 
should happen merely from chance, they could not well believe. 

a 
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Here therefore we have the rise and origin of criticism, which 
in its beginning was “a deep and philosophical search into the | 
primary laws and elements of good writing, as far as they could | 
be collected from the most approved performances.” 

In this contemplation of authors, the first critics not only 
attended to the powers and different species of words; the force 
of numerous composition, whether in prose or verse; the aptitude 
of its various kinds to different subjects; but they further con- 
sidered that which is the basis of all, that is to say, in other 
words, the meaning or the sense. This led them at once into 
the most curious of subjects; the nature of man in general; the 
different characters of men, as they differ in rank or age; their 
reason and their passions; how the one was to be persuaded, the 
others to be raised or calmed ; the places or repositories to which 
we may recur when we want proper matter for any of these 
purposes. Besides all this, they studied sentiments and manners ; 
what constitutes a work, one; what a whole and parts; what 
the essence of probable, and even of natural fiction, as eontri- 
buting to constitute a just dramatic fable. 

Much of this kind may be found in different parts of Plato. 
But Aristotle, his disciple, who may be called the systematizer 
of his master’s doctrines, has in his two treatises of Poetry and 
Rhetoric,” with such wonderful penetration, developed every 
part of the subject, that he may be justly called the father of 
criticism, both from the age when he lived, and from his truly 
transcendent genius. ‘The criticism which this capital writer 
taught, has so intimate a correspondence and alliance with 
philosophy, that we can call it by no other name than that of 
philosophical criticism. 

To Aristotle succeeded his disciple Theophrastus, who followed 
his master’s example in the study of criticism, as may be seen in 
the catalogue of his writings, preserved by Diogenes Laertius.° 
But all the critical works of Theophrastus, as well as of many 
others, are now lost. The principal authors of the kind now 
remaining in Greek, are Demetrius of Phalera, Dionysius of 
Halicarnassus, Dionysius Longinus, together with Hermogenes, 
Aphthonius, and a few others. 

Of these the most masterly seems to be Demetrius, who was 
the earliest, and who appears to follow the precepts, and even 
the text of Aristotle, with far greater attention than any of the 
rest. His examples, it must be confessed, are sometimes ob- 
scure; but this we rather impute to the destructive hand of 
time, which has prevented us from seeing many of the original 
authors. 

Dionysius of Halicarnassus, the next in order, may be said to 

b To such as read not this author in the that of his Art of Poetry by Dacier ; both of 
original, we recommend the French trans- them elaborate and laudable performances. 
lation of his Rhetoric by Cassandre, and © Vid. Diog. Laert. lib. v. s. 46, 47, &. 
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have written with judgment upon the force of numerous compo- 
sition, not to mention other tracts on the subject of oratory, and 
those also critical as well as historical. Longinus, who was in 
time far later than these, seems principally to have had in view 
the passions and the imagination ; in the treating of which he has 
acquired a just applause, and expressed himself with a dignity 
suitable to the subject. The rest of the Greek critics, though 
they have said many useful things, have yet so minutely multi- 
plied the rules of art, and so much confined themselves to the 
oratory of the tribunal, that they appear of no great-service as 
to good writing in general. 
Among the Romans, the first critic of note was Cicero, Bal 

though far below Aristotle in depth of philosophy, may be said, 
like him, to have exceeded all his countrymen, As his celebrated 
treatise concerning the Orator® is written in dialogue, where the 
speakers introduced are the greatest men of his nation, we have 
incidentally an elegant sample of those manners, and that polite- 
ness, which were peculiar to the leading characters during the 
Roman commonwealth. There we may see the behaviour of 
free and accomplished men, before a baser address had set that 
standard, which has been too often taken for good-breeding ever 
since. 

Next to Cicero came Horace, who often in other parts of his 
writings acts the critic and scholar, but whose Art of Poetry is a 
standard of its kind, and too well known to need any encomium, 
After Horace arose Quinctilian, Cicero’s admirer and follower; 
who appears by his works not only learned and ingenious, but 
(what is still more) an honest and a worthy man. He likewise 
dwells too much upon the oratory of the tribunal, a fact no way 
surprising, when we consider the age in which he lived; an age, 
when tyrannic government being the fashion of the times, that 
nobler species of eloquence, I mean the popular and deliberative, 
was, with all things truly liberal, degenerated and sunk. The 
latter Latin rhetoricians there is no need to mention, as they 
little help to illustrate the subject in hand. I would only repeat 
that the species of criticism here mentioned, as far at least as 
handled by the more able masters, is that which we have de: 
nominated criticism philosophical, We are now to proceed to 
another species, 

4 This treatise, being the work of a ca- both for language and sentiment, is perhaps 
pital orator on the subject of his own art, as pathetic, and i in that view as sublime, as 
may fairly be pronounced a capital per- any thing remaining among the writings of 
formance. The proem to the third book, the ancients, 
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CHAPTER IL. 

CONCERNING THE PROGRESS OF ORITICISM IN ITS SECOND SPECIES, THE 

' HISTORICAL. GREEK AND ROMAN CRITICS, BY WHOM THIS SPECIES 

- OF CRITICISM WAS CULTIVATED, 

As to the criticism already treated, we find it not confined to any 
one particular author, but containing general rules of art, either 
for judging or writing, confirmed by the example not of one 
author, but of many. But we know from experience, that, in 
process of time, languages, customs, manners, laws, governments, 
and religions insensibly change. The Macedonian tyranny, after 
the fatal battle of Cheeronea, wrought much of this kind in 
Greece; and the Roman tyranny, after the fatal battles of 
Pharsalia and Philippi, carried it throughout the known world.° 
Hence, therefore, of things obsolete, the names became obsolete 
also; and authors, who in their own age were intelligible and 
easy, in after-days grew difficult and obscure. Here, then, we 
behold the rise of a second race of critics, the tribe of scholiasts, 
commentators, and explainers. 
- These naturally attached themselves to particular authors. 
Aristarchus, Didymus, Eustathius, and many others, bestowed 
their labours upon Homer; Proclus and Tzetzes upon Hesiod ; 
the same Proclus and Olympiodorus upon Plato; Simplicius, 
Ammonius, and Philoponus upon Aristotle; Ulpian upon De- 
mosthenes; Macrobius and Asconius upon Cicero; Calliergus 
upon Theocritus ; Donatus upon Terence; Servius upon Virgil ; 
Acro and Porphyrio upon Horace; and so with respect to others, 
as well philosophers as poets and orators. To these scholiasts 
may be added the several composers of lexicons, such as Hesy- 
chius, Philoxenus, Suidas, :&c.; also the writers upon grammar, 
such as Apollonius, Priscian, Sosipater, Charisius, &c. Now all 
these pains-taking men, considered together, may be said to have 
completed another species of criticism, a species which, in dis- 
tinction to the former, we call criticism historical. 

And thus things continued, though in a declining way, till, 
after many a severe and unsuccessful plunge, the Roman empire 
sunk through the West of Europe. Latin then soon lost its 
purity; Greek they hardly knew; classics and their scholiasts 
were no longer studied; and an age succeeded of legends and 
crusades. 

© See Hermes, p. 239, 240. 
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CHAPTER III. 

MODERNS EMINENT IN THE TWO SPECIES OF CRITICISM BEFORE MEN- 

TIONED, THE PHILOSOPHICAL AND THE HISTORICAL——THE LAST SORT 

OF CRITICS MORE NUMEROUS-——THOSE MENTIONED IN THIS CHAPTER 

CONFINED TO THE GREEK AND LATIN LANGUAGES. 

Art length, after a long and barbarous period, when the shades 
of monkery began to retire, and the light of humanity once again 
to dawn, the arts also of criticism insensibly revived. It is true, 
indeed, the authors of the philosophical sort (1 mean that which 
respects the causes and principles of good writing in general) 
were not many in number. However, of this rank among the 
Italians were Vida and the elder Scaliger; among the French 
were Rapin, Bouhours, Boileau, together with Bossu, the most 
methodic and accurate of them all. In our own country, our 
nobility may be said to have distinguished themselves: lord 
Roscommon, in his Essay upon translated Verse; the duke of 
Buckingham, in his Essay on Poetry; and lord Shaftesbury, in 
his treatise called Advice to an Author: to whom may be added 
our late admired genius, Pope, in his truly elegant poem, the 
Hssay upon Criticism. 

The discourses of sir Joshua Reynolds upon Painting have, 
after a philosophical manner, investigated the principles of an 
art, which no one in practice better verified than himself. 
We have mentioned these discourses, not only from their 

merit, but as they incidentally teach us, that to write well upon 
a liberal art, we must write philosophically ; that all the liberal 
arts in their principles are congenial ; and that these principles, 
when traced to their common source, are found all to terminate 
in the first philosophy.‘ 

But to pursue our subject. However small among moderns 
may be the number of these philosophical critics, the writers of 
historical or explanatory criticism have been in a manner in- 
numerable. To name, out of many, only .a few: of Italy were 
Beroaldus, Ficinus, Victorius, and Robertellus; of the Higher 
and Lower Germany were Erasmus, Sylburgius, Le Clere, and 
Fabricius; of France were Lambin, Du Vall, Harduin, Cappero- 
nerius; of England were Stanley, (editor of ABischylus,) Gataker, 
Davis, Clarke, (editor of Homer ;) together with multitudes more 
from every region and quarter, 

Thick as autumnal leaves, that strow the brooks 
In Vallombrosa. 

f See Hermes, p. 154, and Philosophical philosophy, in the index to those Arrange- 
Arrangements, p. 356 ; also the words first ments. 
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But I fear I have given a strange catalogue, where we seek 

in yain for such illustrious personages as Sesostris, Cyrus, Alex- 
ander, Cesar, Attila, Tottila, Tamerlane, &c. The heroes of my 
work (if I may be pardoned for calling them so) have only aimed 
in retirement to present us with knowledge. Knowledge only 
was their object, not havoc, nor devastation. 

After commentators and editors, we must not forget the com- 
pilers of lexicons and dictionaries, such as Charles and Henry 
Stevens, Favorinus, Constantine, Budeeus, Cooper, Faber, Vossius, 
and others. To these also we may add the authors upon gram- 
mar: in which subject the learned Greeks, when they quitted 
the East, led the way, Moschopulus, Chrysoloras, Lascaris, Theo- 
dore Gaza; then in Italy, Laurentius Valla; in England, Grocin 
and Linacer; in Spain, Sanctius;® in the Low Countries, Vos- 
sius; in France, Cesar Scaliger, by his residence, though by 
birth an Italian, together with those able writers Mess. de Port 
Royal. Nor ought we to omit the writers of philological epistles, 
such as Emanuel Martin ;" nor the writers of literary catalogues, 
(in French called catalogues raisonnées,) such as the account of 
the manuscripts in the imperial library at Vienna, by Lambecius ; 
or of the Arabic manuscripts in the Escurial library, by Michael 
Casiri.' 

& Sanctius, towards the end of the six- 
teenth century, was professor of rhetoric, 
and of the Greek tongue, in the university 
of Salamanca. He wrote many works, but 
his most celebrated is that which bears the 
name of Sanctit Minerva, seu de Causis Lin- 
gue Latine. This invaluable book (to 
which the author of these treatises readily 
owns himself indebted for his first rational 
ideas of grammar and Janguage) was pub- 
lished by Sanctius at Salamanca in the year 
1587. Its superior merit soon made it 
known through Europe, and caused it to 
pass through many editions in different 
places. The most common edition is a large 
octavo, printed at Amsterdam in the year 
1733, and illustrated with notes by the 
learned Perizonius. 

h Emanuel Martin was dean of Alicant 
in the beginning of the present century. 
He appears from his writings, as well as 
from his history, to haye been a person of 
pleasing and amiable manners; to have 
been an able antiquarian, and, as such, a 
friend to the celebrated Montfaucon ; to 
have cultivated with eagerness the various 

studies of humanity, and to have written 

Latin with facility and elegance. His 
works, containing twelve books of epistles, 
and a few other pieces, were printed in 
Spain about the year 1735, at the private 
expense of that respectable statesman and 
scholar, sir Benjamin Keene, the British 
ambassador, to whom they were inscribed 
in a classical dedication by the learned 
dean himself, then living at Alicant. As 
copies of this edition soon became scarce, 
the book was reprinted by Wesselingius, in 
a fair quarto, (the two tomes being usually 
ry together,) at Amsterdam, in the year 
1738. 

i Michael Casiri, the learned librarian of 
the Escurial, has been enabled, by the muni- 
ficence of the last and present kings of 
Spain, to publish an accurate and erudite 
catalogue of the Arabic manuscripts in that 
eurious library, a work well becoming its 
royal patrons, as it gives an ample exhi- 
bition of Arabic literature in all its various 

branches of poetry, philosophy, divinity, 
history, &c. But of these manuscripts we 
shall say more in the Appendix, subjoined 
to the end of these Inquiries, 
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CHAPTER IV. 

MODERN CRITICS OF THE EXPLANATORY KIND, COMMENTING MODERN 

W RITERS——LEXICOGRAPHERS—-GRAMMARIANS——TRANSLATORS, 

Txoven much historical explanation has been bestowed on the 
ancient classics, yet have the authors of our own country by no 
means been forgotten, having exercised many critics of learning 
and ingenuity. 

_ Mr. Thomas Warton (besides his fine edition of Theoeritus) 
has given a curious history of English poetry during the middle 
centuries; Mr. Tyrwhitt, much accurate and diversified erudition 
upon Chaucer; Mr. Upton, a learned comment on the Fairy 
Queen of Spencer; Mr. Addison, many polite and elegant Spec- 
tators on the conduct and beauties of the Paradise Lost; Dr. 
Warton, an Essay on the Genius and Writings of Pope, a work 
filled with speculations, in a taste perfectly pure. The lovers of 
literature would not forgive me, were I to omit that ornament 
of her sex and country, the critic and patroness of our illustrious 
Shakspeare, Mrs. Montagu. For the honour of criticism, not 
only the divines already mentioned, but others also, of rank still 
superior, have bestowed their labours upon our capital poets," 
suspending for a while their severer studies, to relax in these 
regions of genius and imagination. | 

The dictionaries of Minshew, Skinner, Spelman, Sumner, 
Junius, and Johnson, are all well known, and justly esteemed. 
Such is the merit of the last, that our language does not possess 
a more copious, learned, and valuable work. For grammatical 
knowledge, we ought to mention with distinction the learned 
prelate, Dr. Lowth, bishop of London; whose admirable tract 
on the Grammar of the English Language, every lover of that 
language ought to study and understand, if he would write, or 
even speak it, with purity and precision. 

Let my countrymen, too, reflect, that in studying a work upon 
this subject, they are not only studying a language in which it 
becomes them to be knowing, but a language which can boast of 
as many good books as any among the living or modern languages 
of Europe. The writers, born and educated in a free country, 
have been left for years to their native freedom. Their pages 
have been never defiled with an index expurgatorius, nor their 
genius ever shackled with the terrors of an inquisition. 

May this invaluable privilege never be impaired either by the 
hand of power, or by licentious abuse. 

Perhaps with the critics just described I ought to arrange 
translators, if it be true that translation is a species of explana- 

k Shakspeare, Milton, Cowley, Pope. 
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tion, which differs no otherwise from explanatory comments, 
than that these attend to parts, while translation goes to the 
whole. 
Now as translators are infinite, and many of them (to borrow 

a phrase from sportsmen) unqualified persons, I shall enumerate 
only a few, and those such as for their merits have been de- 
servedly esteemed. 

Of this number I may very truly reckon Meric Casaubon, the 
translator of Marcus Antoninus; Mrs. Carter, the translator of 
Epictetus; and Mr. Sydenham, the translator of many of Plato’s 
Dialogues. All these seem to have accurately understood the 
original language from which they translated. But that is not 
all. The authors translated being philosophers, the translators 
appear to have studied the style of their philosophy, well 
knowing that in ancient Greece every sect of philosophy, like 
every science and art, had a language of its own.’ 

To these may be added the respectable name of Melmoth and 
of Hampton, of Franklyn and of Potter; nor should I omit a 
few others, whose labours have been similar, did I not recollect 
the trite, though elegant admonition, 

Fugit irreparabile tempus, 
Singula dum capti circumyvectamur amore. Virg. 

Yet one translation I can by no means forget, I mean that of 
Xenophon’s Cyropzdia, or the Institution of Cyrus, by the Hon. 
Maurice Ashley Cowper, son to the second earl of Shaftesbury, 
and brother to the third, who was author of the Characteristics. 
This translation is made in all the purity and simplicity of the 
original, and to it the translator has prefixed a truly philo- 
sophical dedication, addressed to my mother, who was one of his 
sisters. 

I esteem it an honour to call this author my uncle, and that 
not only from his rank, but much more from his learning, and 
unblemished virtue; qualities which the love of retirement (where 
he thought they could be best cultivated) induced him to con- 
ceal, rather than to produce in public. 

The first edition of this translation, consisting of two octavo 
volumes, was published soon after his decease, in the year 1728. 
Between this time and the year 1770, the book has passed 
through a second and a third edition, not with the eclat of 
popular applause, but with the silent approbation of the studious 
ew. 

! See Hermes, p. 195. 
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CHAPTER V. 

RISE OF THE THIRD SPECIES OF CRITICISM, THE CORRECTIVE——-PRACTISED 

BY THE ANCIENTS, BUT MUCH MORE BY THE MODERNS, AND WHY. 

Bur we are now to inquire after another species of criticism. 
All ancient books, having been preserved by transcription, were 
liable through ignorance, negligence, or fraud, to be corrupted in 
three different ways; that is to say, by retrenchings, by additions, 
and by alterations. 

To remedy these evils, a third sort of criticism arose, and that 
was criticism corrective. The business of this at first was pain- 
fully to collate all the various copies of authority ; and then, from 
amidst the variety of readings thus collected, to establish by 
good reasons either the true, or the most probable. In this sense 
we may call such criticism, not only corrective, but authoritative. 

As the number of these corruptions must needs have increased 
by length of time, hence it has happened that corrective criticism 
has become much more necessary in these latter ages, than it 
was in others more ancient. Not but that even in ancient days 
various readings have been noted. Of this kind there are a 
multitude in the text of Homer; a fact not singular, when we 
consider his great antiquity. In the comments of Ammonius 
and Philoponus upon Aristotle, there is mention made of several 
in the text of that philosopher, which these his commentators 
compare and examine. | 
We find the same in Aulus Gellius, as to the Roman authors; 

where it is withal remarkable, that, even in that early period, 
much stress is laid upon the authority of ancient manuscripts,” 
a reading in Cicero being justified from a copy made by his 
learned freedman, Tiro; and a reading in Virgil’s Georgics, from 
a book which had once belonged to Virgil’s family. 

But since the revival of literature, to correct has been a 
business of much more latitude, having continually employed, for 
two centuries and a half, both the pains of the most laborious, 
and the wits of the most acute. Many of the learned men before 
enumerated were not only famous as historical critics, but as 
corrective also. Such were the two Scaligers, (of whom one has 
been already mentioned,”) the two Casaubons, Salmasius, the 
Heinsii, Greevius, the Gronovii, Burman, Kuster, Wasse, Bentley, 
Pearce, and Markland. In the same class, and in a rank highly 
eminent, I place Mr. Toupe of Cornwall, who, in his Emenda- 
tions upon Suidas, and his edition of Longinus, has shewn a 
critical acumen, and a compass of learning, that may justly 

m See Aulus Gellius, lib. i. c. 7. and 21. Macrob. Saturn, lib. i. c. 5. 
n Page 392. 
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arrange him with the most distinguished scholars. Nor must I 
forget Dr. Taylor, residentiary of St. Paul’s; nor Mr. Upton, 
prebendary of Rochester. The former, by his edition of De- 
mosthenes, (as far as he lived to carry it,) by his Lysias, by his 
comment on the Marmor Sandvicense, and other critical pieces ; 
the latter, by his correct and elegant edition, in Greek and 
Latin, of Arrian’s Epictetus, (the first of the kind that had any 
pretensions to be called complete ;) have rendered themselves, as 
scholars, lasting ornaments of their country. These two valuable 
men were the friends of my youth; the companions of my social 
as well as my literary hours. I admired them for their eru- 
dition; I loved them for their virtue: they are now no more. 

His saltem accumulem donis, et fungar inani 
Munere. Virg. 

CHAPTER VI. 

CRITICISM MAY HAVE BEEN ABUSED—-YET DEFENDED, AS OF THE LAST 

IMPORTANCE TO THE CAUSE OF LITERATURE, 

Bur here was the misfortune of this last species of criticism. 
The best of things may pass into abuse. There were numerous 
corruptions in many of the finest authors, which neither ancient 
editions nor manuscripts could heal. What, then, was to be 
done? Were forms so fair to remain disfigured, and be seen for 
ever under such apparent blemishes? ‘ No, (says a critic,) con- 
jecture can cure all: conjecture, whose performances are, for the 
most part, more certain than any thing that we can exhibit from 
the authority of manuscripts.°° We will not ask, upon this 
wonderful assertion, how, if so certain, can it be called con- 
jecture? It is enough to observe, (be it called as it may,) that 
this spirit of conjecture has too often passed into an intemperate 
excess; and then, whatever it may have boasted, has done more 
mischief by far than good. Authors have been taken in hand, 
like anatomical subjects, only to display the skill and abilities of 
the artist; so that the end of many an edition seems often to 
have been no more than to exhibit the great sagacity and erudi- 
tion of an editor. The joy of the task was the honour of 
mending; while corruptions were sought with a more than com- 
mon attention, as each of them afforded a testimony to the 
editor and his art. 

And here I beg leave, by way of digression, to relate a short 
story concerning a noted empiric. ‘‘ Being once in a ball-room 
crowded with company, he was asked by a gentleman, What he 

© Plura igitur in Horatianis his curis ex sidio ; et, nisi me omnia fallunt, plerumque 
conjectura exhibemus, quam ex codicum sub-  certiora.—Bentleii Preefat. ad Horat. 
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thought of such a lady? was it not pity that she squinted ? 
Squint! sir! replied the doctor, I wish every lady in the room 
squinted ; there is not a man in Europe can cure squinting but 
myself.” | 

But to return to our subject. Well, indeed, would it be for 
the cause of letters, were this bold conjectural spirit confined to 
works of second rate, where, let it change, expunge, or add, as 
happens, it may be tolerably sure to leave matters as they were ; 
or if not much better, at least not much worse. But when the 
divine geniuses of higher rank, whom we not only applaud, but 
in a manner revere, when these come to be attempted by 
petulant correctors, and to be made the subject of their wanton 
caprice, how can we but exclaim, with a kind of religious ab- 
horrence, 

Procul! O! procul este profani! 

These sentiments may be applied even to the celebrated 
Bentley. It would have become that able writer, though in 
literature and natural abilities among the first of his age, had he 
been more temperate in his criticism upon the Paradise Lost ; 
had he not so repeatedly and injuriously offered violence to its 
author, from an affected superiority, to which he had no pre- 
tence. But the rage of conjecture seems to have seized him, as 
that of jealousy did Medea ;? a rage which she confessed herself 
unable to resist, although she knew the mischiefs it would 
prompt her to perpetrate. 

And now, to obviate an unmerited censure, (as if I were an 
enemy to the thing, from being an enemy to its abuse,) I would 
have it remembered, it is not either with criticism or critics that 
I presume to find fault. The art, and its professors, while they 
practise it with temper, I truly honour; and think that, were it 
not for their acute and learned labours, we should be in danger 
of degenerating into an age of dunces. (og 

Indeed, critics (if I. may be allowed the metaphor) are a sort 
of masters of the ceremony in the court of letters, through 
whose assistance we are introduced into some of the first and 
best company. Should we ever, therefore, by idle prejudices 
against. pedantry, verbal accuracies, and we know not what, 
come to slight their art, and reject them from our favour, it is 
well we do not slight also those classics with whom criticism 
converses, becoming content to read them in translations, or 
(what is still worse) in translations of translations, or (what is 
worse even than that) not to read them at all. And I will be 
bold to assert, if that should ever happen, we shall speedily 
return into those days of darkness, out of which we happily 
emerged upon the revival of ancient literature. 

P See the Medea of Euripides, v. 1078. See also Philosoph, Arrangements, p. 374. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

CONCLUSION. RECAPITULATION. PREPARATION FOR THE SECOND PART. 

Awnpv so much at present for critics and learned editors. So much 
also for the origin and progress of criticism; which has been 
divided into three species, the philosophical, the historical, and 
the corrective: the philosophical, treating of the principles and 
primary causes of good writing in general; the historical, being 
conversant in particular facts, customs, phrases, Xe. ; bid the 
corrective, being divided into the authoritative and the con- 
jectural; the authoritative, depending on the collation of manu- 
scripts and the best editions; the conjectural, on the sagacity and 
erudition of editors.‘ 
As the first part of these inquiries ends here, we are now to 

proceed to the second part, a specimen of the doctrines and 
principles of criticism, as they are illustrated in the writings of 
the most distinguished authors. 

PART II. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Ws are, in the following part of this work, to give a specimen 
of those doctrines, which having been slightly touched, in the 
first part, we are now to illustrate more amply, by referring to 
examples, as well ancient as modern. 

It has been already hinted, that among writers the epic came 
first ;* it has been hinted likewise, that nothing excellent in a 
literary way happens merely by chance.” 

Mention also has been made of numerous composition,® and 
the force of it suggested, though little said further. 

To this we may add the theory of whole and parts,’ so es- 
sential to the very being of a legitimate composition ; and the 
theory also of sentiment and manners,° both of which naturally 
belong to every whole, called dramatic. 

Nor can we on this occasion omit a few speculations on the 

4 For the first species of criticism, see they might too much interrupt the con- 
p. 388. For the second species, see p. 390. tinuity of the text, they have been joined 
For the third species, see p. 396, to the end’ with other pieces, in the forming of an Ap- 
of the chapter following, p. 398. pendix. 

There are a few other notes besides the ® Page 388, b Page 389, 
Preceding ; but as some of them were long, ¢ Thid. 4 Thid. 
and it-was apprehended for that reason that = © Ibid. 
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fable or action; speculations necessarily connected with every 
drama, and which we shall illustrate from tragedy, its most 
striking species. . 
And here, if it should be objected that we refer to English 

authors, the connection should be remembered between good 
authors of every country, as far as they all draw from the same 
sources, the sources I mean of nature and of truth. A like 
apology may be made for inquiries concerning the English 
tongue, and how far it may be made susceptible of classic 
decoration. All languages are in some degree congenial, and, 
both in their matter and their form, are founded upon the same 
principles.! 

What is here said, will, we hope, sufficiently justify the fol- 
lowing detail; a detail naturally arising from the former part of 
the plan, by being founded upon expressions, not sufficiently 
there developed. 

First, therefore, for the first: that the epic poets led the way ; 
and that nothing excellent, in a literary view, happens merely 
by chance. 

CHAPTER I. 

THAT THE EPIC WRITERS CAME FIRST, AND THAT NOTHING EXCELLENT 

IN LITERARY PERFORMANCES HAPPENS MERELY FROM CHANCE—— 

THE CAUSES, OR REASONS OF SUCH EXCELLENCE, ILLUSTRATED 

BY EXAMPLES. 

{r appears, that not only in Greece, but in other countries, more 
barbarous, the first writings were in metre,® and of an epic cast, 
recording wars, battles, heroes, ghosts; the marvellous always, 
and often the incredible. Men seemed to have thought, that 
the higher they soared, the more important they should appear ; 
and that the common life which they then lived, was a thing 
too contemptible to merit imitation. 

Hence it followed, that it was not till this common life was 
rendered respectable by more refined and polished manners, that 
men thought it might be copied, so as to gain them applause. 

Even in Greece itself, tragedy had attained its maturity 
many years before comedy," as may be seen by comparing the 
age of Sophocles and Euripides with that of Philemon and 
Menander. | 

For ourselves, we shall find most of our first poets prone to a 
turgid bombast, and most of our first prosaic writers to a 
pedantic stiffness, which rude styles gradually improved, but 

f Hermes, p. 217. h Aristot. Poet. c. 4. p. 227. edit. Sylbs 
& Temple’s Works, vol. i. p. 239, fol, edit. Also Characteristics, vol. i. p, 244, 
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reached not a classical purity sooner than Tillotson, Dryden, 
Addison, Shaftesbury, Prior, Pope, Atterbury, &c. &c. 

As to what is asserted soon after upon the efficacy of causes 
in works of ingenuity and art, we think in general, that the 
effect must always be proportioned to its cause. It is hard for 
him, who reasons attentively, to refer to chance any superlative 
production.’ 

Effects indeed strike us, when we are not thinking about the 
cause; yet may we be assured, if we reflect, that a cause there 
is, and that too a cause intelligent and rational. Nothing would 
perhaps more contribute to give us a taste truly critical, than 
on every occasion to investigate this cause ; and to ask ourselves, 
upon feeling any uncommon effect, why we are thus delighted ; 
why thus affected ; why melted into pity; why made to shudder 
with horror? 

Till this why is well answered, all is darkness, and our admira- 
tion, like that of the vulgar, founded upon ignorance. 

To explain by a few examples, that are known to all, and for 
that reason here alleged, because they are known. 

I am struck with the night-scene in Virgil’s fourth Atneid: 
The universal silence throughout the globe; the sweet rest of 
its various inhabitants, soothing their cares and forgetting their 

labours; the unhappy Dido alone restless—restless, and agitated 
with impetuous passions. 

I am affected with the story of Regulus, as painted by West : 
The crowd of anxious friends, persuading him not to return; 
his wife, fainting through sensibility and fear; persons, the least 
connected, appearing to feel for him; yet himself unmoved, 
inexorable and stern.' 

Without referring to these deeply tragic scenes, what charms 
has music, when a masterly band pass unexpectedly from loud 
to soft, or from soft to loud? When the system changes from 
the greater third to the less; or reciprocally, when it changes 
from this last to the former ? 

All these effects have a similar and well-known cause: the 
amazing force which contraries acquire, either by juxta-position, 
or by quick succession.” 

But we ask still further, why have contraries this force? We 
answer, because, of all things which differ, none differ so widely. 
Sound differs from darkness, but not so much as from silence ; 
darkness differs from sound, but not so much as from light. In 

i Philosoph. Arrang. p. 340, and 376. 
k #En. iv. 522, &c. 
1 Horat. Carm. 1. iii. od. 5. 
m This truth is not only obvious, but 

ancient. Aristotle says, TlapdAAnAa rd 
évaytia pddiora daiverOar: “that con- 
traries, when set beside each other, make 
the strongest appearance.” TlapdAAnAa 

yap paarrov 7a évaytia ywwplfera: “ that 
contraries are better known, when set 
beside each other.” Arist. Rhetor. lib. iii. 
p- 120, and. p. 152. edit. Sylb. The same 
author often makes use of this truth in 
other places; which truth, simple as it 
seems, is the source of many capital beauties 
in all the fine arts. 

2D 
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the same intense manner differ repose and restlessness; felicity 
and misery; dubious solicitude and firm resolution; the epic 
and the comic; the sublime and the ludicrous." 

And, why differ contraries thus widely? Because while at- 
tributes, simply different, may coexist in the same subject, 
contraries cannot coexist, but always destroy one another.° 
Thus the same marble may be both white and hard; but the 
same marble cannot be both white and black. And hence it 
follows, that as their difference is more intense, so is our re- 
cognition of them more vivid, and our impressions more per- 
manent. | 

This effect of contraries is evident even in objects of sense, 
where imagination and intellect are not in the least concerned. 
When we pass (for example) from a hot-house, we feel the com- 
mon air more intensely cool; when we pass from a dark cavern, 
we feel the common light of the day more intensely glaring. 

But to proceed to instances of another and a very different 
kind. 

Few scenes are more affecting than the taking of Troy, as 
described in the second Atneid: The apparition of Hector to 
A&neas, when asleep, announcing to him the commencement of 
that direful event—the distant lamentations, heard by Adneas, as 
he awakes—his ascending the house-top, and viewing the city in 
flames—his friend Pentheus, escaped from destruction, and re- 
lating to him their wretched and deplorable condition—Aineas, 
with a few friends, rushing into the thickest danger—their va- 
rious success, till they all perish, but himself and two more— 
the affecting scenes of horror and pity at Priam’s palace—a son, 
slain at his father’s feet; and the immediate massacre of the 
old monarch himself—Atneas, on seeing this, inspired with the 
memory of his own father—his resolving to return home, having 
now lost all his companions—his seeing Helen in the way, and 
his design to despatch so wicked a woman— Venus interposing, 

n From these instances we perceive the 
meaning of those descriptions of contraries, 
that they are Ta mAcioroy Siapépoyta TeV 
éy TG avT@ yever—éev TE adTg SexriKeG— 
tay brd Thy avThy Sivayw: “things which 
differ most widely, among things existing 
in the same genus, in the same recipient, 
comprehended under the same power or 
faculty.” Arist. Metaph. A. i. p. 82. edit. 
Sylb. Cicero, in his Topics, translates the 
first. description, Qua in eodem genere 
plurimum differunt. Sect. 70. 
. Aristotle reasons as follows: *Emel 5¢ 
Siapeper evdexera GAAHAwY Ta Siadée 
povta mwAciov Kal €rarrov, éorl tis Kah 
peylorn Siapopa, nal rabrny Aéyw évay- 
thwow: “It being admitted that things 
differing from one another, differ more and 

less, there must be also a certain difference, 
which is most, and this I call contrariety.” 
Metaph. p. 162. edit. Sylb. 

° Ammonius, commenting the doctrine 
of contraries, (as set forth in Aristotle’s 
Categories,) informs us, that “ they not only 
do not imply one another, (as a son neces- 
sarily implies a father,) but that they even 
destroy one another, so that, where one is 
present, the other cannot -remain:” ov 

pdvoy od cuverapéper BAANAA, GAAG Kal 
poelper Tod yap évds mdpovtos, ovx tro- 
peeves TO Erepov. Ammon. in Categ. p. 147. 
edit. Venet. The Stagirite himself de- 
scribes them in the same manner: T& py — 
Suvara dua TP ad’Tg@ wapeivar: “ things 
that cannot be present at once in the same 
subject.” Metaph. A. p. 82. edit. Sylb. 
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and shewing him (by removing the film from his eyes) the most 
sublime, though most direful, of all sights, the gods themselves 
busied in Troy’s destruction; Neptune at one employ, Juno at 
another, Pallas at a third—lIt is not Helen (says Venus) but the 
gods, that are the authors of your country’s ruin—it is their 
inclemency, Wc. 

Not less solemn and awful, though less leading to pity, is the 
commencement of the sixth A¢neid: The Sibyl’s cavern—her 
frantic gestures, and propheey—the request of Afneas to descend 
to the shades—her answer, and information about the loss of one 
of his friends—the fate of poor Misenus—his funeral—the golden 
bough discovered, a preparatory circumstance for the descent— 
the sacrifice—the ground bellowing under their feet—the woods 
in motion—the dogs of Hecate howling—the actual descent in 
all its particulars of the marvellous and the terrible. 

If we pass from an ancient author to a modern, what scene 
more striking than the first scene in Hamlet? The solemnity 
of the time, a severe and pinching night—the solemnity of the 
place, a platform for a guard—the guards themselves; and 
their apposite discourse—yonder star in such a position; the 
bell then beating one—when description is exhausted, the thing 
itself appears, the ghost enters. 

From Shakspeare, the transition to Milton is natural. What 
pieces have ever met a more just, as well as universal applause, 
than his L’Allegro and I] Penseroso? The first, a combination 
of every incident that is lively and cheerful; the second, of 
every incident that is melancholy and serious: the materials of 
each collected, according to their character, from rural life, from 
city life, from music, from poetry; in a word, from every part 
of nature, and every part of art. 

To pass from poetry to painting, the Crucifixion of Polycrates, 
by Salvator Rosa,’ is a most affecting representation of various 
human figures, seen under different modes of horror and pity, as 
they contemplate a dreadful spectacle, the crucifixion above 
mentioned. The Aurora of Guido, on the other side, is one of 
those joyous exhibitions, where nothing is seen but youth and 
beauty, in every attitude of elegance and grace. The former 
picture in poetry would have been a deep Penseroso; the latter, 
a most pleasing and animated Allegro. 

And to what cause are we to refer these last enumerations of 
striking effects ? 

To a very different one from the former: not to an opposition 
ef contrary incidents, but to a concatenation or accumulation of 
many that are similar and congenial. 

And why have concatenation and accumulation such a force? 
From these most simple and obvious truths, that many things 
similar, when added together, will be more in quantity than any 

P See page 30. 

2p 2 
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one of them taken singly; consequently, that the more things 
are thus added, the greater will be their effect.4 
We have mentioned at the same time both accumulation and 

concatenation, because in painting, the objects, by existing at 
once, are accumulated; in poetry, as they exist by succession, 
they are not accumulated, but concatenated. Yet, through 
memory and imagination,’ even these also derive an accumu- 
lative force, being preserved from passing away by those ad- 
mirable faculties, till, like many pieces of metal melted together, 
they collectively form one common magnitude. 

It must be further remembered, there is an accumulation of 
things analogous, even when those things are the objects of 
different faculties. For example: as are passionate gestures to 
the eye, so are passionate tones to the ear; so are passionate 
ideas to the imagination. To feel the amazing force of an 
accumulation like this, we must see some capital actor acting 
the drama of some capital poet, where all the powers of both 
are assembled at the same instant. 

And thus have we endeavoured, by a few obvious and easy 
examples, to explain what we mean by the words, “seeking the 
cause, or reason, as often as we feel works of art and ingenuity 
to affect us.”* 

If I might advise a beginner in this elegant pursuit, it should 
be, as far as possible, to recur for principles to the most plain 
and simple truths, and to extend every theorem, as he advances, 
to its utmost latitude, so as to make it suit and include the 
greatest number of possible cases. 

I would advise him further, to avoid subtle and far-fetched 
refinement, which, as it is for the most part adverse to perspi- 
cuity and truth, may serve to make an able sophist, but never 
an able critic. 

4 Quinctilian observes, that the man who 
tells us, “a city was stormed,” includes, in 
what he says, “all things which such a 
disaster implies ;” and yet for all that, such 
a brief information less affects us than a 
detail, because it is less striking, to deliver 
the whole at once, than it is to enumerate 
the several particulars. His words are, Mi- 
nus est totwm dicere, quam omnia. Quinct. 
Institut. vill. 3. 

The whole is well worth reading, par- 
ticularly his detail of the various and horrid 
events which befall the storming of a city. 
Sine dubio enim, qui dicit expugnatam esse 
civitatem, &c. 

Aristotle reasons much after the same 
manner: Kal Siaipodmeva dé eis Ta pen, 
Te avTa pel(w alvera’ mdreidvwrv yap 
imrepoxh palverar: “The same things, di- 
vided into parts, appear greater, for then 
there appears an excess or an abundance of 
many things.” 

By way of proof he quotes Homer on the 
same subject, I mean the taking of a city 
by storm : 
“Oooa kar’ avOpéroit wéAeL, TaY KorTU 

GAGN* 
“Avipas wiv Krelvovol, méAw B€é Te Tip 

dpaddver, 
Téxva 5é 7 &AAO Hyova1, BabuCévas TE 

yuvairas. Iliad. ix. 588. 
The dire disasters of a city stormed ; 
The men they massacre; the town they 

Jire; 
And others lead the children and the 

wives 
Into captivity. 
See Arist. Rhetor. lib. i. p. 29. edit. Sylb. 

where the above lines of Homer are quoted ; 
and though with some variation from the 
common reading, yet with none which af 
fects the sense. 

' See Hermes, p. 219, &c. 
* See pages 388, 389, 401. 
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A word more; I would advise a young critic, in his contem- 
plations, to turn his eye rather to the praiseworthy than the 
blameable ; that is, to investigate the causes of praise rather than 
the causes of blame. For though an uninformed beginner may 
in a single instance happen to blame properly, it is more than 
probable that in the next he may fail, and incur the censure 
passed upon the criticising cobler, Ne sutor ultra crepidam.* 
We are now to inquire concerning numerous composition. 

CHAPTER II. 

NUMEROUS COMPOSITION, DERIVED FROM QUANTITY SYLLABIC, AN- 

CIENTLY ESSENTIAL BOTH TO VERSE AND PROSE. RHYTHM. PAANS 

AND CRETICS, THE FEET FOR PROSE. QUANTITY ACCENTUAL—A 

DEGENERACY FROM THE SYLLABIC. INSTANCES OF IT, FIRST IN 

LATIN, THEN IN GREEK. VERSUS POLITICI—-TRACES OF ACCENTUAL 

QUANTITY IN TERENCE——ESSENTIAL TO MODERN LANGUAGES, AND 

AMONG OTHERS TO ENGLISH, FROM WHICH LAST EXAMPLES ARE 

TAKEN. 

As numerous composition arises from a just arrangement of 
words, so is that arrangement just, when formed upon their 
verbal quantity. 

Now if we seek for this verbal quantity in Greek and Latin, 
we shall find, that while those two languages were in purity, 
their verbal quantity was in purity also. Every syllable had a 
measure of time, either long or short, defined with precision 
either by its constituent vowel, or by the relation of that vowel 
to other letters adjoining. Syllables thus characterized, when 
combined, made a foot; and feet thus characterized, when com- 
bined, made a verse; so that, while a particular harmony ex- 
isted in every part, a general harmony was diffused through the 
whole. 

Pronunciation at this period being, like other things, perfect, 
accent and quantity were accurately distinguished; of which 
distinction, familiar then, though now obscure, we venture to 
suggest the following explanation. -We compare quantity to 
musical tones differing in long and short, as, upon whatever line 
they stand, a semibreve differs from a minim. We compare 
accent to musical tones differing in high and low, as D upon the 
third line differs from G upon the first, be its length the same, 
or be it longer or shorter. 

And thus things continued for a succession of centuries, from 
Homer and Hesiod to Virgil and Horace; during which interval, 

t Those who wish to see the origin of Pliny, |. xxv. s. 12, and in Valerius Maxi- 
this ingenious proverb, may find it in mus, |. viii. c. 12. 
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if we add a trifle to its end, all the truly classical poets, both 
Greek and Latin, flourished. 

Nor was prose at the same time neglected. Penetrating wits 
discovered this also to be capable of numerous composition, and 
founded their ideas upon the following reasonings. 

- Though they allowed that prose should not be strictly 
metrical, (for then it would be no longer prose, but poetry,) yet 
at the same time they asserted, if it had no rhythm at all, such 
a vague effusion would of course fatigue, and the reader would 
seek in vain for those returning pauses, so helpful to his reading, 
and so grateful to his ear." 

Now as feet were found an essential to that rhythm, they 
were obliged, as well as poets, to consider feet under their 
several characters. 

In this contemplation, they found the heroic foot (which 
includes the spondee, the dactyl, and the anapeest) to be 
majestic and grave, but yet improper for prose, because, if em- 
ployed too frequently, the composition would appear epic. 

On the contrary, in the iambic they found levity; it often 
made, though undesignedly, a part of common discourse, and 
could not, for that reason, but want a suitable dignity.* 

What expedient then remained? They recommended a foot 
where the former two were blended; where the pomp of the 
heroic and the levity of the iambic were platen to correct and 
temper one another. 

But as this appears to require explanation, we shall endea- 
vour, if we can, to render it intelligible, saying something pre- 
viously upon the nature of rhythm. 

Rhythm differs from metre, inasmuch as rhythm is proportion 
applied to any motion whatever; metre is proportion applied to 
the motion of words spoken. Thus in the drumming of a 
march, or the dancing of a hornpipe, there is rhythm though no 
metre; in Dryden’s celebrated Ode, there is metre as well as 
rhythm, because the poet with the rhythm has associated certain 
words. And hence it follows, that though all metre is rhythm, 
yet all rhythm is not metre.’ 

"See Aristot. Rhetor. 1. iii. p. 129. edit. 
Sylb. Td oe TXIma THs Ackews Sel pre 
Eumerpoy eivar, whTe &ppvOuov,K. Tt. A. So 
Cicero: Numeris astrictam orationem esse 
debere, carere versibus. Ad Brut. Orator. 
s. 187 

X See in the same treatise of Aristotle 
what is said about these feet, just after the 
passage above cited. Téy dt puduady, 6 péev 
jpa@os ceuvos, k. Tt. A. All that follows is 
well worth reading. 

y Arapeper de berpov pv0u00, BAN bey 
yap Tots pérpois n ovAAaBI, ka) xepls 
ovAAaBis ovK by yevorto mérpov* 6 5é 
pududs yiverar wey Kal év ovAAaBais, ylve- 

To 5€ Kad xwpls ovAAaBis, wal yap év 7 
kpétw. “Oray pev yap Ttovs xadKéas 
YOwuev Tas opvpas Karapepovras, dua Tid 
Ka puduoy cucobouev—perpov dt due ay 
yévoito xwpls A€kews Tots Kal moojs: 
“ Metre differs from rhythm, because, with 
regard to metres, the subject matter is a 
syllable, and without a syllable (that is, a 
sound articulate) no metre can exist. But 
rhythm exists both in and without syllables; 
for it may be perceived in mere pulsation 
or striking. It is thus, when we see 
smiths hammering with their sledges, we 
hear, at the same time, (in their strokes,) a 
certain rhythm ; but as to metre, there can 
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_ This being admitted, we proceed and say, that the rhythm of 
the heroic foot is one to one, which constitutes in music what we 
call common time; and in musical vibration what we call the 
unison. ‘The rhythm of the iambic is one to two, which consti- 
tutes in music what we call triple time; and in musical vibra- 
tion what we call the octave. The rhythm next to these is that 
of two to three, or else its equivalent, three to two; a rhythm 
compounded of the two former times united, and which consti- 
tutes in musical vibration what we call the fifth. 

It was here, then, they discovered the foot they wanted ; that 
foot, which being neither the heroic nor the iambic, was yet so 
far connected with them as to contain virtually within itself the 
rhythms of them both. 

That this is fact is evident from the following reasoning. 
The proportion of two to three contains in two the rhythm of 
the heroic foot; in three, that of the iambic; therefore, in two 
and three united, a foot compounded out of the two. 

_ Now the foot thus described is no other than the pean; a 
foot constituted either by one long syllable and three short, and 
called the pwan a majori; or else by three short syllables and 
one long, and called the pwan a mmori. In either case, if we 
resolve the long syllable into two short, we shall find the sum of 
the syllables to be five; that is, two to three for the first pean, 
three to two for the second, each being in what we call the 
sesquialter proportion.’ 

Those who ask for examples, 

be none, unless there be an articulate 
sound, or word, having a peculiar quality 
and quantity,” (to distinguish it.) Longini 
Fragin. iii. s. 5. p. 162. edit. Pearce, 4to. 

Metrum in verbis modo ; rhythmus etiam 
in corporis motu est. Quinctil, Inst. ix. 4. 
p. 598, edit. Capper. 

What these authors call rhythmus, Virgil 
calls nwmerus, or its plural numer?. 

Numeros memini, si verba tenerem. 
Bucol, ix. 45. 

And, before that, speaking of the fauns and 
wild beasts dancing, he informs us, 

Tum vero in numerum faunosque feras- 
que videres 

Ludere. Bucol. vi. 27. 
So, too, speaking of the Cyclopes at their 

forge, he tells us, 
Illi inter sese magna vi brachia tollunt 
In numerum. Geor, iv. 174. 

Which same verses are repeated in the 
eighth /Eneid. So Cicero, Numerus Latine ; 
Greece pududs. Ad Brut. Orat. s. 170. 

No English term seems to express rhyth- 
mus better than the word time; by which 
we denote every species of measured mo- 
tion. Thus we say, there is time in beat- 
ing a drum, though but a single sound ; 

may find the first pean in the 

time in dancing, and in rowing, though no 
sound at all but what is quite incidental. 

“The sum of this speculation is thus 
shortly expressed by Cicero. Pes enim, 
qui adhibetur ad numeros, partitur in tria: 
ut necesse sit partem pedis aut equalem 
esse alteri parti; aut altero tanto, aut ses- 
qui esse majorem. Ita fit equalis, dac- 
tylus ; duplex, iambus ; sesqui, pon. Ad 
Brut. Orat. s, 188. 

Aristotle reasons upon the same princi- 
ples. “Ear: 5¢ tpiros 6 moidy, Kad éxdmevos 
Tay cipnuevwr’ tpla yap mpds bto éortiv’ 
exelvov 8, 6 wey ev mods ey 6 Be, Sto" 
éxeTa 38 Tov Adywy TobTwy 6 7uidAros, 
otros © éorw 6 maidv, x. T. A. Arist. 
Rhet. 1. iii. c. 8. p. 129, 130. edit. Sylb. 

Again; Cicero, after having held much 
the same doctrine, adds—Probatur autem 
ab eodem illo (scil. Aristotele) maxime 
pean, qui est duplex; nam aut a longa 
oritur, quam tres breves consequuntur, ut 

hee verba, désinité, inctpité, comprimité ; 
aut a brevibus deinceps tribus, extrema 
producta atque longa, sicut illa sunt, dé- 
muérant, sdnipédés. De Orator. iii. 57, 
(183.) and in his Orator. ad M, Brutum, 
s. 205. and before, s. 191—197, 
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words npavicé, désintté ; the second, in the words péra dé ynv, 
domieérant. 

To the pean may be added the cretic, a foot of one short 
syllable between two long, as in the words éyrowaz, quove nine ; 
a foot in power evidently equal to the pzean, because resolvable, 
like that, into five equal times. 
We dwell no longer here; perhaps we have already dwelt too 

Jong. It is enough to observe, that by a discreet use of these 
pans, the ancients obtained what they desired, that is, they 
enriched their prose without making it into verse; and, while 
vague and vulgar prose flowed indefinitely, like a stream, theirs, 
like descending drops, became capable of being numbered.* 

It may give credit to these speculations, trivial as they may 
appear, when it is known they have merited the attention of the 
ablest critics, of Aristotle and Demetrius Phalereus, of Cicero 
and Quinctilian.” 

The productions still remaining of this golden period seem (if 
I may so say) to have been providentially preserved to humi- 
liate modern vanity, and check the growth of bad taste. 

But this classical era, though it lasted long, at length termi- 
nated. Many causes, and chiefly the irruption and mixture of 
Barbarians, contributed to the debasing both of Latin and 
Greek. As diction was corrupted, so also was pronunciation. 
Accent and quantity, which had been once accurately distin- 
guished, began now to be blended. Nay, more, accent so far 
usurped quantity’s place, as by a sort of tyranny to make short 
syllables long, and long syllables short. Thus, in poetry, as the 
accent fell upon de in déus, and upon ¢ in 202, the first syllables 
of these two words were considered as long. Again, where the 
accent did not fall, as in the ultimas of regnd or Saturnd, and 
even in such ablatives as insula or Cretd, there the poet assumed 
a licence, if he pleased, to make them short. In a word, the 
whole doctrine of prosody came to this—that, as anciently the 
quantity of the syllables established the rhythm of the verse, so 
now the rhythm of the verse established the quantity of the 
syllables. 

There was an ancient poet, his name Commodianus, who 
dealt much in this illicit quantity, and is said to have written 

® Numerus autem in continuatione nul- 
lus est: distinctio, et sequalium et spe 
variorum intervallorum percussio, xumerwm 
conficit: quem in cadentibus guttis, quod 
intervallis distinguuntur, notare possumus ; 
in omni precipitante non possumus. Cic. 
de Oratore, lib. iii. s. 186. 

b See Aristotle and Cicero, as quoted 
before, particularly the last in his Orator, 
s. 189 to the end; Quinctilian, 1. ix. c. 4. 
Demetrius :Phalereus, at the beginning of 

his tract De Elocut. 
Cicero, in his De Oratore, introduces 

Crassus using the same arguments ; those, 
I mean, which are grounded upon autho- 
rity. 

Atque hee quidem ab iis philosophis, 
quos tu maxime diligis, Catule, dicta sunt: 
quod eo sepius testificor, ut auctoribus 
laudandis ineptiarum crimen effugiam, De 
Oratore, lib. iii. s. 187. 
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(if that be possible) in the fifth, nay, some assert, in the third 
century. Take a sample of his versification : 

Saturnusque senex, si déus, quando senescit ? 

And again: 
Nec divinus erat, sed déum sesé dicebat. 

And again : 
Jupiter hic natiis in insula Creté Saturno, 
Ut fuit adultus, patrem de regn6 privavit. 

And again : 
Ille autem in Creta regnavit, et ibi défecit. 

I shall crown the whole with an admirable distich, where (as 
I observed not long ago) the rhythm of the verse gives alone 
the quantity, while the quantity of the syllables is wholly dis- 
regarded. 

Tot réiim criminibis, parricidam qudqie fitirim, 
~Ex aiictoritaté véstra cntilistis im altim. 

Dr. Davies, at the end of his Minutius Felix, has thought it 
worth giving us an edition of this wretched author, who, if he 
lived so early as supposed, must have been from among the dregs 
of the people, since Ausonius, Claudian, Sulpicius Severus, and 
Boethius, who were all authors of the same or a later period, 
wrote both in prose and verse with classical elegance. 
We have mentioned the debasement of Latin previously to 

that of Greek, because it was an event which happened much 
sooner. As early as the sixth century, or the seventh at 
farthest, Latin ceased to be the common language of Rome, 
whereas Greek was spoken with competent purity in Constan- 
tinople even to the fifteenth century, when that city was taken 
by the Turks. 

Not but that corruption found its way also into Greek poetry, 
when Greek began to degenerate, and accent, as in Latin, to 
usurp dominion over quantity. 

It was then began the use of the Versus Polttici,° a species of 
verses so called, because adapted to the vulgar, and only fit for 
vulgar ears. It was then the sublime hexameters of Homer 
were debased into miserable trochaics, not even legible as verses 
but by a suppression of real quantity. 

Take a sample of these productions, which, such as it is, will 
be easily understood, as it contains the beginning of the first 
Iliad : 

Thy dpyhv ude, Kal A€éye, 
70 bed wou KadArdrn, 
Tod MnAcldov "Ax1tAAEws, 
Tlas éyéver’ bA€Opia, 
Kal moAAds A’ras érolce 
Eis tovs ’Axalous 5) mdvtas, 
Kat moAAds Wuxas avdpeias 
Tlés daréore:Aev eis “Adnv. 

In reading the above verses we must carefully regard accent, 
© See Fabricii Biblioth. Greece. vol. x. p. 253. 318, 319. 
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to which, and to which alone, we must strictly adhere, and 
follow the same trochaic rhythm as in those well-known verses 
of Dryden: 

War he sing is toil and tréuble, 
Honour bit an émpty babble, &c. 

The accentual quantity in the Greek, as well as in the English, 
totally destroys the syllabic: d¢ in ade is made long; so also is 
Ne in Aéye; a, in Bea; 0, in Kaddcd7rn. Again, pov is short ; 
so also is IIy in IInndeidov. In AysrAréEws every syllable is cor- 
rupted; the first and third, being short, are made long; the 
second and fourth, being long, are made short. We quote no 
farther, as all that follows is similar, and the whole exactly 
applicable to our present versification. 

This disgraceful form of Homer was printed by Pinelli, at 
Venice, in the year 1540, but the work itself was probably some 
centuries older.* 7 

Besides this anonymous perverter of the Iliad and Odyssey, 
(for he has gone through both,) there are political verses of the 
same barbarous character by Constantinus Manasses, John 
Tzetzes, and others of that period. 

And so much for the verse of these times. Of their prose 
(though next in order) we say nothing, it being loss of time to 
dwell upon authors, who being unable to imitate the eloquence 
of their predecessors, could discover no new roads to fame but 
through obscurity and affectation. In this class we range the 
Historie Auguste Sceriptores, Marcianus Capella, Apuleius, 
together with many others, whom we may call authors of 
African Latinity. Perhaps, too, we may add some of the 
Byzantine historians. 

Before we quit accentual quantity, there is one thing we must 
not omit. Strange as it appears, there are traces of it extant 
even in classical writers. 

As dactyls and anapests were frequently intermixed with 
iambies, we find no less a writer than the accurate Terence, 
make syllables short, which by position were long, in order to 
form the feet above mentioned. Take the following instances, 
among many others: 

“Et id gratum fuisse advorsum te habeo gratiam. Andr, act. i. s. 1. 15. 
Proéptér héspitai hujusce consuetudinem. Andr. act. il. s. 6. 8. 
“Ego éxclidor: ille recipitur, qua gratia ? Eunuch. act. i. s. 2. 79. 

Among these verses, all beginning with anapeests, the second 
syllable 7d in the first verse is made short, though followed by 
three consonants: the first syllable prdpter in the second verse 

4 A sort of glossary is subjoined, whence, ters ;” «Alouai, “tents,” are called by the 
for curiosity, we select some very singular name of téyrat; mipyos, “a tower,” by 
explanations: TIvAy, “a gate,” is explained that of rodpy; and of kfpvt we are in- 
by mwopta; Ovpwpol, those “who keep formed, onuatve: dAov rpovumerdpw, “ that 
gates,” are called woprdpo:, that is, “por-. it signifies, in general, a trumpeter.” 
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is made short, though followed by two consonants: and the 
third syllable, 2v in excludor, in the third verse is made short, 
though followed by a double consonant, and two others after it. 
We are to observe, however, that, while licences were assumed 

by the dramatic writers of the comic iambic, and by Terence 
more than the rest, it was a practice unknown to the writers 
of hexameter. It is to be observed, likewise, that these licences 
were taken at the beginning of verses, and never at the end, 
where a pure iambic was held as indispensable. They were also 
licences usually taken with monosyllables, dissyllables, or pre- 
positions; in general with words in common and daily use, 
which in all countries are pronounced with rapidity, and made 
short in the very speaking. It has been suggested, therefore, 
with great probability, that Terence adopted such a mode of 
versifying, because it more resembled the common dialogue of 
the middle life, which no one ever imitated more happily than 
himself.° 
We are now to proceed to the modern languages, and to our 

own in particular, which, like the rest, has little of harmony 
but what it derives from accentual quantity. And yet as this 
accentual quantity is wholly governed by ancient rhythm, to 
which, as far as possible, we accommodate modern words, the 
speculations are by no means detached from ancient criticism, 
being wholly derived from principles which that criticism had 
first established. 

CHAPTER III. 

QUANTITY VERBAL IN ENGLISH——A FEW FEET PURE, AND AGREEABLE 

TO SYLLABIC QUANTITY—INSTANCES-——YET ACCENTUAL QUANTITY 

PREVALENT—INSTANCES—TRANSITION TO PROSE——ENGLISH PAZANS, 

INSTANCES OF—RHYTHM GOVERNS QUANTITY, WHERE THIS LAST IS 

ACCENTUAL. 

In the scrutiny which follows we shall confine ourselves to 
English, as no language, to us at least, is equally familiar. And 
here, if we begin with quoting poets, it must be remembered, it 
is not purely for the sake of poetry, but with a view to that 
harmony of which our prose is susceptible. 

A few pure iambics of the syllabic sort we have, though com- 
monly blended with the spurious and accentual. Thus Milton: 

Fountains, and ye, that warble, as yé flow. Par. Lost, y. 195. 

And again, more completely, in that fine line of his, 
For éloquénce, thé soil; sdng charms thé sénse. Par. Lost. ii. 556. 

In the first of these verses the last foot is (as it always should 

€ See the valuable tract of the’celebrated title of De Metris Terentianis Syediac- 
Bentley, prefixed to his Terence, under the ia. 
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be®) a pure syllabic iambic; in the second verse every foot is 
such, but t the fourth. 

Besides iambics, our language knows also the heroic foot. In 
the verse just quoted, 

Fotntains, and ye, that warble as ye flow ; 

the first foot is a spondee: so is the fourth foot in that other 
verse, 

For eloquence, the soul ; sdxg charms the sense. 

This foot seems to have been admitted among the English 
iambics precisely for the same reason as among the Greek and 
Latin; to infuse a certain stability, which iambics wanted, when 
alone: 

Tardior ut paullo, graviorque veniret ad aures, 
Spondeos stabiles in jura paterna recepit. Hor. Art. Poet. 

Nor do we want that other heroic foot, the dactyl, and that, 
too, accompanied (as usual) with the spondee. Thus in the 
second Psalm we read, 

Why do thé péoplé imagine & vain thing ? 

And soon after, 
Against the Lord and against his dnointéd., 

Where in both instances we have the hexameter cadence, 
though perhaps it was casual, and what the translators never 
intended. 

It must, indeed, be confessed, this metre appears not natural 
to our language, nor have its feet a proper effect, but when 
mixed with iambics, to infuse that stability which we have 
lately mentioned." 

It is proper also to observe, that, though metrical feet, in 
English, have a few long and short syllables, even in their 
genuine character, (that, I mean, which they derive from true 
syllabic quantity,) yet is their quantity more often determined 
by accent alone,’ it beg enough to make a syllable long, if it 
be accented ; and short, if it be unaccented ; whatever may be 
the position of any subsequent consonants. 
Thus in Milton, we read, 

On the sécrét top 
Of “Oréb didst inspire. Par. Lost. i. 6, 7. 

And again, 
Hirl’d héadléng, flaming, from th’ éthérial sky. Par. Lost, i. 45. 

In these examples, the first syllable of inspire is short by ac- 
centual quantity, though the position of its vowel is before three 
consonants; the last syllable of headléng and the last syllable of 

& Sup. p. 82. 
h The use of the heroic and the iambic is 

well explained by Cicero from Aristotle. 
Quod longe Aristoteli videtur secus, qui 

judicat heroum numerum grandiorem quam 
desideret soluta oratio ; iambum autem ni- 
mis e vulgari sermone. Ita neque humilem, 

nec abjectam orationem, nec nimis altam et 
exaggeratam probat; plenam tamen eam vult 
esse gravitatis, ut eos, qui audiunt, ad ma- 
jorem admirationem possit traducere.. Ad 
Brut. Orat. s. 192. 

i Sup. p. 408, 411. 
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flaming, are short, even though the consecutive consonants are in 
both cases four. 

Such then, in English, being the force of accentual quantity, 
we are now to consider those feet, through which not our verse, 
but our prose may be harmonized. 

Now these feet are no other than the two peans already de- 
scribed,“ and their equivalent, the cretic, which three may more 
particularly be called the feet for prose.' 

In prose-composition they may be called those ingredients 
which, like salt in a banquet, serve to give it a relish. Like 
salt, too, we should so employ them, that we may not seem to 
have mistaken the seasoning for the food. But more of this 
hereafter.” 

As to the place of these pzeans, though they have their effect 
in every part of a sentence, yet have they a peculiar energy at 
its beginning and its end. ‘The difference is, we are advised to 
begin with the first pean and to conclude with the second, that 
the sentence in each extreme may be audibly marked.” If the 
sentence be emphatical, and call for such attention, nothing can 
answer the purpose more effectually than that characteristic 
long syllable, which in the first peean is always inceptive, in the 
second is always conclusive. 

For want of better examples we venture to illustrate by the 
following, where we have marked the two pzans, together with 
their equivalent, the cretic; and where we have not only marked 
the time over each syllable, but separated each foot by a dis- 
junctive stroke. 

Beaut¥ may bé—lést, may bé for—yéars ottlivd: but virtue 
remains the same, till life itsélf—is at an énd. 

Again: 
Stéep is thé 4-scént by which weé—moint t6 fame ;—nor is 

thé sim—mit td bé gain’d—bit by saga—city and toil. Fools 
ire sure tO lose théir way, and cowards sink bénéath the diffi- 
culty: thé wise and brave alone sticcéed ; pérsist—in théir at- 
témpt—and névér yield—to thé fatigie. 

The reader in these examples will regard two things; one, 
that the strokes of separation mark only the feet, and are not 
to be regarded in the reading; another, that though he may 
meet, perhaps, a few instances agreeable to ancient prosody, yet 
i modern rhythm like this, be it prosaic or poetic, he must ex- 
pect to find it governed, for the greater part, by accent.° 

And so much for prosaic feet, and numerous prose, which, 

k Sup. p. 407, 408. quo libentius enim recepit oratio. 
1 Sit egitur [oratio] (ut supra dixi) per- § ™ Infr. p. 418. 

mista et temperata numeris, nec dissoluta, | " Vid. Aristot. Rhetor. 1. iii. ¢. 8. p. 30. 
nec tota numerosa, pone maxime, &c. Ad edit. Sylb. “Eo: 5¢ waidvos S00 €%5n, dv- 
Brut. Orat. s. 196; and soon before, s. 194, ieiweva GAAHAOIS* Gv Td wey, K.T. A, 
Pzon autem minime est aptus ad yersum ; © Sup. p. 409, 411, 412, 
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upon the principles established by ancient critics, we have aimed 
to accommodate to our own language. 

But we stop not here, having a few more speculations to 
suggest, which, appearing to arise from the principles of the old 
critics, are amply verified in our best English authors. But 
more of this in the following chapter. 

CHAPTER IV. 

OTHER DECORATIONS OF PROSE 

—SENTENCES——PERIODS,. 

TIVE MONOSYLLABLES. 

THORITIES ALLEGED. 

BESIDES PROSAIC FEET—-ALLITERATION 

CAUTION 

OBJECTIONS, MADE AND ANSWERED. 

ADVICE ABOUT READING. 

TO AVOID EXCESS IN CONSECU- 

AU- 

Brstpes the decoration of prosaic feet, there are other decora- 
tions admissible into English composition, such as alliteration 
and sentences, especially the period. 

First, therefore, for the first ; I mean alliteration. 
Among the classics of old there is no finer illustration of this 

figure, than Lucretius’s description of those blessed abodes, where 
his gods, detached from providential cares, ever lived in the 
fruition of divine serenity. 

Apparet Divum numen, sedesque quiete, 
Quas neque concutiunt venti, neque nubila nimbis 
Aspergunt, neque mia acri concreta pruina 
Cana cadens violat, semperque iznubilus ether 
Integit, et large diffuso Zamine ridet. Lucret. iii, 18. 

The sublime and accurate Virgil did not contemn this decora- 
tion, though he used it with such pure, unaffected simplicity, 
that we often feel its force, without contemplating the cause. 
Take one instance out of infinite with which his works abound: 

Aurora interea miseris mortalibus a/mam 
Extulerat /ucem, referens opera atque dabores.P 

P The following account of this figure is 
taken from Pontanus, one of these ingenious 
Italians, who flourished upon the revival of 
a purer literature in Europe. 

Ea igitur sive figura, sive ornatus, condi- 
mentum quasi quoddam numeris affert, 
placet autem nominare alliterationem, quod 
e literarum allusione constet. Fit itaque in 
versu, quoties dictiones continuate, vel bine, 
vel ternz ab iisdem primis consonantibus, 
mutatis aliquando vocalibus, aut ab iisdem 
incipiunt syllabis, aut ab iisdem primis 
vocalibus. Delectat autem alliteratio heec 
mirifice in primis et ultimis locis facta, in 
mediis quoque, licet ibidem aures minus 
sint intent. Ut 
“ Seva sedens super arma. 

Tales casus Cassandra canebat. 
Virg. 
Ejusd. 

JEn. xi. 183. 

Insontem infando indicio. Ejusd. 
Longe sale Saxa sonabant. Ejusd. 
Magno misceri murmure pontum, Ejusd. 

Queque lacus late liquidos.” Kjusd. 
Fit interdum per continuationem inse- 

quentis versus, ut in his Lucretianis: 
“ Adverso flabra feruntur 

F'lumine.” 
Atqui alliteratio hee ne Ciceroni quidem 

displicuit in oratione soluta, ut eum dixit 
in Bruto, “Nulla res magis penetrat in 
animos, eosque fingit, format, flectit.” Et 
in secundo de Oratore: “ Quodque me sol- 
licitare swmme solet.”” Quid quod ne in 
jocis quidem illis tam lepidis neglecta est 
a Plauto; ut cum garrientem apud herum 
induxit Penulum ; “Ne tu oratorem hunc 
pugnis plectas postea.” Atque hee quidem 

ae 
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To Virgil we may add the superior authority of Homer: 
*“Hro. d kamwmedioy To ’AAhiov olos *"AXGTO, 
*O duudy Karédwy, wérov *AvOpdmrwy *Areclywr. Ta. ¢’. 201. 

Hermogenes, the rhetorician, when he quotes these lines, 
quotes them as an example of the figure here mentioned, but 
calls it by a Greek name, 7apyynots.* 

Cicero has translated the above verses elegantly, and given us, 
too, alliteration, though not under the same letters: 

Qui miser in campis errabat solus allzeis, 
Ipse suum cor edens, hominum vestigia vitans. 

Aristotle knew this figure, and called it wapopolwors: a name, 
perhaps, not so precise as the other, because it rather expresses 
resemblance in general, than that which arises from sound in 
particular. His example is, "Aypov yap édaBev, apyov trap’ 
avuTov." 

The Latin rhetoricians styled it annominatio, and give us ex- 
amples of similar character.‘ 

But the most singular fact is, that so early, in our own his- 
tory, as the reign of Henry the Second, this decoration was 
esteemed and cultivated both by the English and the Welch. 
So we are informed by Giraldus Cambrensis, a contemporary 
writer, who, having first given the Welch instance, subjoins the 
English in the following verse, 

God is together Gammen and Wisedéme ; 

that is, “‘ God is at once both Joy and Wisdom.” 
He calls the figure by the Latin name annominatio ; and adds, 

“that the two nations were so attached to this verbal ornament 
in every high finished composition, that nothing was by them 
esteemed elegantly delivered, no diction considered but as rude 
and rustic, if it were not first amply refined with the polishing 
art of this figure.”' 

It is perhaps from this national taste of ours that we derive 
many proverbial similes, which, if we except the sound, seem 
to have no other merit: ‘Fine as fivepence,” “ Round as a 
robin,” &c. 

Even Spenser and Shakspeare adopted the practice, but then 
it was in a manner suitable to such geniuses. 
alliteratio quemadmodum tribus iniis fit voci- 
bus, fit alibi etiam in duabus simili modo. Ut, 

“ Taciti ventura videbant. Virg. 
Tamo tempus erit.”” Ejusd, 

Johannis Joviani Pontani Actius, Dialogus. 
vol. ii. p. 104. edit. Venetis, ap. Ald. 1519. 

4 The explanation of it, given by Her- 
mogenes, exactly suits his instance. Map7- 
xnois 5é €or: KdAAOS Spolwy dvomdrwy, év 
Siapdpw yvdoe Tavtoy jxovvTwy : “ Pare- 
chesis is beauty in similar words, which, 
under a different signification, sound the 
same.” "Epuoy. wep) Evpec. Tou. 5. p. 193. 
edit. Porti, 1570. 

r Aristot. Rhet. iii. 9, p. 132. edit. Sylb. 
* Scrip. ad Herenn. 1. iv. s. 29. 
t Pree cunctis autem rhetoricis exorna- 

tionibus annominatione magis utuntur, eaque 
preecipue specie, que primas dictionum lit- 
teras vel syllabas convenientia jungit. Adeo 
igitur hoc verborum ornatu dus nationes 
(Angli scil. et Cambri) in omni sermone 
exquisito utuntur, ut nihil ab his eleganter 
dictum, nullum nisi rude et agreste cen- 
seatur eloquium, si non schematis hujus 
lima plene fuerit expolitum. Girald. Cam- 
brensis Cambriz Descriptio, p. 889. edit. 
fol. Camdeni, 1603. 
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Spenser says: 
For not to have been dipt in Lethe lake 

Could save the son of Thetis from to die ; 
But that blind bard did him immortal make 

With verses, dipt in dew of Castalie. 

Shakspeare says: 
Had my sweet Harry had but half their numbers, 
This day might I, hanging on Hotspur’s neck, 
Have talked, &c. Hen. IV. part ii. act 2. 

Milton followed them: 
For eloquence the soul; song charms the sense. Par. Lost. ii, 556. 

And again: 
Behemoth, biggest born of earth, upheav’d 
His vastness. Par. Lost, vii. 471. 

From Dryden we select one example out of many, for no one 
appears to have employed this figure more frequently, or (like 
Virgil) with greater simplicity and strength. 

Better to hunt in fields for health unbought, 
Than fee the doctor for a nauseous draught. 
The wise for cure on exercise depend ; 
God never made his work for man to mend. Fables. 

Pope sings in his Dunciad : 
*T was chatt’ring, grinning, mouthing, jabb’ring all ; 
And noise, and Norton ; brangling, and Breval ; 
Dennis, and dissonance. 

Which lines, though truly poetical and humorous, may be 
suspected by some to shew their art too conspicuously, and too 
nearly to resemble that verse of old Ennius, 

O! Tite, Tute, Tati, Tibi Tanta, Tyranne, Tulisti. 
Script. ad Herenn. 1. iv. s. 18. 

Gray begins a sublime ode, 
Ruin seize thee, ruthless king, &c. 

We might quote also alliterations from prose writers, but 
those we have alleged we think sufficient. 

Nor is elegance only to be found in single words, or in single 
feet; it may be found, when we put them together, in our pe- 
culiar mode of putting them. It is out of words and feet thus 
compounded that we form sentences, and among sentences none 
so striking, none so pleasing, as the period. The reason is, that, 
while other sentences are indefinite, and (like a geometrical 
right-line) may be produced indefinitely, the period (like a cir- 
cular line) is always circumscribed, returns, and terminates at a 
given point. In other words, while other sentences, by the help 
of common copulatives, have a sort of boundless effusion; the 
constituent parts of a period have a sort of reflex union,” in 

"Vid Arist. Rhet. iii. c. 9. Demetr. period is well illustrated by Demetrius in 
Phal. de Elocut. s. 10, &e. the following simile: “Eoue yoov Ta mev 

The compact combining character of the epiodimd K@Aa Tots AlOors, Tots awvrepel- 

7 
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which union the sentence is so far complete, as neither to re- 
quire, nor even to admit a further extension. Readers find a 
pleasure in this grateful circuit, which leads them so agreeably 
to an acquisition of knowledge. 

The author, if he may be permitted, would refer, by way of 
illustration, to the beginnings of his Hermes and his Philoso- 
phical Arrangements, where some attempts have been made in 
this periodical style. He would refer, also, for much more illus- 
trious examples, to the opening of Cicero’s Offices; to that of 
the capital oration of Demosthenes concerning the Crown; and 
to that of the celebrated Panegyric, made (if he may be so 
called) by the father of periods, Isocrates. 

Again; every compound sentence is compounded of other 
sentences more simple, which, compared to one another, have a 
certain proportion of length. Now it is in general a good rule, 
that among these constituent sentences the last (if possible) 
should be equal to the first; or if not equal, then rather longer 
than shorter.* The reason is, that without a special cause, 
abrupt conclusions are offensive, and the reader, like a traveller 
quietly pursuing his journey, finds an unexpected precipice, 
where he is disagreeably stopped. 

To these speculations concerning sentences, we subjoin a few 
others. 

It has been called a fault in our language, that it abounds in 
monosyllables. As these, in too lengthened a suite, disgrace a 
composition, lord Shaftesbury (who studied purity of style 
with great attention) limited their number to nine, and was 
careful, in his Characteristics, to conform to his own law. Even 
in Latin, too, many of them were condemned by Quinctilian.’ 

Above all, care should be had, that a sentence end not with a 
crowd of them, those especially of the vulgar, untunable sort, 
such as, fo set it wp, to get by and by at it, &c., for these disgrace 
a sentence that may be otherwise laudable, and are like the 
rabble at the close of some pompous cavalcade. 

It was by these, and other arts of similar-sort, that authors 
in distant ages have cultivated their style. Looking upon. 
knowledge (if I may be allowed the allusion) to pass into the 
mansions of the mind through language, they were careful (if 
I may pursue the metaphor) not to offend in the vestibule. 
They did not esteem it pardonable to despise the public ear, 
when they saw the love of numbers so universally diffused.” 

dovow ras mepipepets oréyas, Kal cuve 
xovow: “the constitutive members of the 
period resemble those stones, which mu- 
tually support, and keep vaulted roofs to- 
gether.” Sect. 13, 

* Aut paria esse debent posteriora supe- 
Yioribus, extrema primis; aut, quod est 
etiam melius et jucundius, longiora. Cic. 

de Orat. iii. s. 136. 
Y Etiam monosyllaba, si plura sunt, male 

continuabuntur: quia necesse est, compo- 
sitio, multis clausulis concisa, subsultet. 
Inst. Orat. ix. 4. 

z Nihil est autem tam cognatum mentibus 
nostris, quam numeri atque voces; quibus 
et excitamur, et incendimur, et lenimur, et 

QE 
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Nor were they discouraged, as if they thought their labour 
would be lost. In these more refined, but yet popular arts, 
they knew the amazing difference between the power to execute, 
and the power to judge: that to execute was the joint effort of 
genius and of habit; a painful acquisition, only attainable by the 
few: to judge, the simple effort of that plain but common sense, 
imparted by Providence in some degree to every one.’ 

But here methinks an objector demands, ‘‘ And are authors 
then to compose, and form their treatises by rule? Are they to 
balance periods? To scan pans and cretics? To affect allitera- 
tions? ‘To enumerate monosyllables,” &e. 

If, in answer to this objector, it should be said, They ought ; 
the permission should at least be tempered with much caution. 
These arts are to be so blended with a pure but common style, 
that the reader, as he proceeds, may only feel their latent force. 
If ever they become glaring, they degenerate into affectation ; 
an extreme more disgusting, because less natural, than even the 
vulgar language of an unpolished clown. It is in writing, as in 
acting, the best writers are like our late admired Garrick. 
And how did that able genius employ his art? Not by a vain 
ostentation of any one of its powers, but by a latent use of them 
all in such an exhibition of nature, that, while we were present 
in a theatre, and only beholding an actor, we could not help 
thinking ourselves in Denmark with Hamlet, or in Bosworth 
field with Richard. 

There is another objection still: these speculations may be 
called minutie ; things partaking at best more of the elegant 
than of the solid; and attended with difficulties, beyond the 
value of the labour. 

To answer this, it may be observed, that, when habit is once 
gained, nothing so easy as practice. When the ear is once 
habituated to these verbal rhythms, it forms them spontaneously, 
without attention or labour. If we call for instances, what 
more easy to every smith, to every carpenter, to every common 
mechanic, than the several energies of their proper arts?" How 
little do even the rigid laws of verse obstruct a genius truly 
poetic? How little did they cramp a Milton, a Dryden, or a 
Pope? Cicero writes, that Antipater the Sidonian could pour 
forth hexameters extempore ;* and that, wheneyer he chose to 

languescimus, et ad hilaritatem et ad tristi- 
tiam seepe deducimur; quorum illa summa 
vis, &c. Cic. de Orat. iii. s. 197. 

* Mirabile est, cum plurimum in faciendo 
intersit inter doctum et rudem, quam non 
multum differat in judicando, Ibid. iti. 
s. 197. 

b Ubicunque ars ostentatur, veritas abesse 
videtur. Quinctil. Instit. x. 3. p. 587. edit. 
Capp. Que sunt artes altiores, plurumque 
occultantur, ut artes sint. Ejusd. viii. c. 3. 

p. 478. edit. Capper. Desinit ars esse, si 
appareat. Ejusd. iv. 2. p. 249. 

¢ See Dionys. Halicarn. de Struct. Orat, 
s. 25. where this argument is well enforced 
by the common well-known habit of read- 
ing, so difficult at first, yet gradually grow- 
ing so familiar, that we perform it at last 
without deliberation, just as we see, or 
hear, 

4 Cic. de Oratore, 1. iii. 194. The same 
great writer, in another place, speaking of 

Vike me be —— a. ~ Cs” 
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versify, words followed him of course. We may add to Antipater 
the ancient rhapsodists of the Greeks, and the modern impro- 
visatori of the Italians. If this then be practicable in verse, 
how much more so in prose? In prose, the laws of which so far 
differ from those of poetry, that we can at any time relax them 
as we find expedient? Nay, more, where to relax them is not 
only expedient, but even necessary, because though numerous 
composition may be a requisite, yet regularly returning rhythm is 
a thing we should avoid.‘ 

In every whole, whether natural or artificial, the constituent 
parts well merit our regard, and im nothing more than in the 
facility of their coincidence. If we view a landscape, how pleasing 
the harmony between hills and woods, between rivers and 
lawns? If we select from this landscape a tree, how well does 
the trunk correspond with its branches, and the whole of its 
form with its beautiful verdure? If we take an animal, for 
example, a fine horse, what a union in his colour, his figure, and 
his motions? If one of human race, what more pleasingly 
congenial, than when virtue and genius appear to animate a 
graceful figure ! 

Pulchro veniens e corpore virtus ? 

The charm increases, if to a graceful figure we add a graceful 
elocution. Elocution, too, is heightened still, if it convey elegant 
sentiments; and these again are heightened, if clothed with 
graceful diction, that is, with words which are pure, precise, and 
well arranged. 

But this brings us home to the very spot whence we departed. 
We are insensibly returned to numerous composition, and view 
in speech, however referred, whether to the body or the mind, 
whether to the organs of pronunciation or the purity of diction, 
whether to the purity of diction or the truth of sentiment, how 
perfectly natural the coincidence of every part ? 
We must not then eall these verbal decorations, minutic. 

They are essential to the beauty, nay, to the completion of the 
whole. Without them the composition, though its sentiments 
may be just, is like a picture, with good drawing, but with bad 
and defective colouring. 

These we are assured were the sentiments of Cicero, whom 
we must allow to have been a master in his art, and who has 
amply and accurately treated verbal decoration and numerous 
composition in no less than two capital treatises,’ strengthening 
withal his own authority with that of Aristotle and Theo- 

the power of habit, subjoins, Id autem bona € Multum interest, utrum numerosa sit 
disciplina exercitatis, qui et multa scrip- (id est, similis numerorum) an plane e 
serint, et quacunque etiam sine scripto numeris, constet oratio. Alterum si sit, 
dicerent similia scriptorum effecerint, non intolerabile vitium est: alterum nisi sit, 
erit difficilimum. Ante enimcircumscribitur dissipata, et inculta, et fluens est oratio. 

mente sententia, confestimque verba con- Ejusd. ad Brut. s. 220, 
_ eurrunt, &c. Orator. ad Brut. s. 200. f His Orator, and his De Oratore. 

252 
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phrastus; to whom, if more were wanting, we might add the 
names of Demetrius Phalereus, Dionysius of Halicarnassus, 
Dionysius Longinus, and Quinctilian. 

Having presumed thus far to advise authors, I hope I may 
be pardoned for saying a word to readers, and the more so, as 
the subject has not often been touched. 

Whoever reads a perfect or finished composition, whatever be 
the language, whatever the subject, should read it, even if alone, 
both audibly and distinctly. 

In a composition of this character, not only precise words are 
admitted, but words metaphorical and ornamental. And further, 
as every sentence contains a latent harmony, so is that harmony 
derived from the rhythm of its constituents parts.® 
A composition, then, like this, should (as I said before) be 

read both distinctly and audibly; with due regard to stops and 
pauses; with occasional elevations and depressions of the voice, 
and whatever else constitutes just and accurate pronunciation." 
He who, despising, or neglecting, or knowing nothing of all this, 
reads a work of such character, as he would read a sessions- 
paper, will not only miss many beauties of the style, but will 
probably miss (which is worse) a large proportion of the sense. 

Something still remains concerning the doctrine of whole and 
parts, and those essentials of dramatic imitation, manners, senti- 
ment, and the fable. But these inquiries properly form other 
chapters. 

CHAPTER V. 

CONCERNING WHOLE AND PARTS, AS ESSENTIAL TO THE CONSTITUTING 

OF A LEGITIMATE WORK—THE THEORY ILLUSTRATED FROM THE 

GEORGICS OF VIRGIL, AND THE MENEXENUS OF PLATO——-SAME THEORY 

APPLIED TO SMALLER PIECES—-TOTALITY, ESSENTIAL TO SMALL 

WORKS, AS WELL AS GREAT——EXAMPLES TO ILLUSTRATE——ACCURACY, 

ANOTHER ESSENTIAL——-MORE SO TO SMALLER PIECES, AND WHY-— 

TRANSITION TO DRAMATIC SPECULATIONS. 

Every legitimate work should be one, as much as a vegetable, 
or an animal; and, to be one like them, it should be a whole, 
consisting of parts, and be in nothing redundant, in nothing 
deficient. The difference is, the whole of an animal, or a 
vegetable, consists of parts, which exist at once: the whole of — 
an oration, or a-poem, ‘as it must be either heard or perused, 
consists of parts not taken at once, but in a due and orderly 
succession. 

The description of such a whole is perfectly simple, but not, 
for that simplicity, the less to be approved. 

& See before, from p. 410 to p. 416. 1. iii. s. 19, 20, 21, 22, 23. p, 4. 73, 74, 75. 
h Vid. Scriptor. ad Herenn, 1. i, s. 3. edit. Oxon. 1718. 
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A whole, we are informed, should have a beginning, middle, 
and end.i If we doubt this, let us suppose a composition to 
want them: would not the very vulgar say, it had neither head 
nor tail 

Nor are the constitutive parts, though equally simple in their 
description, for that reason less founded in truth. “* A beginning 
is that, which nothing necessarily precedes, but which something 
naturally follows. An end is that, which nothing naturally 
follows, but which something necessarily precedes. A middle is 
that, which something precedes, to distinguish it from a be- 
ginning; and which something follows, to distinguish it from an 
end.”* 

I might illustrate this from a proposition in Euclid. The 
stating of the thing to be proved, makes the beginning; the 
proving of it, makes the middle; and the asserting of it to have 
been proved, makes the conclusion, or end: and thus is every 
such proposition a complete and perfect whole. 

The same holds in writings of a character totally different. 
Let us take for an example the most highly-finished performance 
among the Romans, and that in their most polished period, 
I mean the Georgics of Virgil. 

Quid faciat leetas segetes, quo fidere terram 
Vertere, Macenas, (2) ulmisque adjungere vites 
Conveniat ; (3) que cura boum, qui cultus habendo 
Sit pecori ; (4) apibus quanta experientia parcis, 

Hine canere incipiam, &c. Virg. Georg. i. 

In these lines, and so on (if we consult the original) for forty-two 
lines inclusive, we have the beginning ; which beginning includes 
two things, the plan, and the invocation. 

In the four first verses we have the plan, which plan gradually 
opens and becomes the whole work, as an acorn, when developed, 
becomes a perfect oak. After this comes the invocation, which 
extends to the last of the forty-two verses above mentioned. 
The two together give us the true character of a beginning, 
which, as above described, nothing can precede, and which it is 
necessary that something should follow. 

The remaining part of the first book, together with the three 
books following, to verse the 458th of book the fourth, make 
the middle; which also has its true character, that of succeeding 
the beginning, where we expect something further; and that of 

preceding the end, where we expect nothing more. 
The eight last verses of the poem make the end, which, like 

the “oN arpe oR is short, and which preserves its real character by 

“Odrov 8€ ears Td Exov apxhy Kal Tovvaytlov, 6 ard per’ &AXAo méequney 
Méoov Kal TeAevthy. Arist. Poet. cap. 7. elvas, A eg avdyKns } as emiTowoAd, mera 
p- 231. edit. Sylb. 5& TovTo &AAO ovdév" Mécov 5€ kal abrd 

K "Apyh 58 or, 6 abrd piv e dvdyens jet’ GAO, Kal pet’ exoivo Erepov. Arist, 
uh per BAdo earl: wer’ exeivo F Erepov Poet. cap. 7. p. 231, 232. edit. Sylb, 
mepucey elva  ywéoOa. Tedevt dt 
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satisfying the reader, that all is complete, and that nothing is to 
follow. The performance is even dated. It finishes like an 
epistle, giving us the place and time of writing; but then giving 
them in such a manner as they ought to come from Virgil.’ 

But to open our thoughts into a further detail. 
As the poem from its very name respects various matters 

relative to land, (Georgica,) and which are either immediately or 
mediately connected with it; among the variety of these matters 
the poem begins from the lowest, and thence advances gradually 
from higher to higher, till having reached the highest, it there 
properly stops. 

The first book begins from the simple culture of the earth, 
and from its humblest progeny, corn, legumes, flowers, &c.™ 

It is a nobler species of vegetables which employs the second 
book, where we are taught the culture of trees, and, among 
others, of that important pair, the olive and the vine.” Yet it 
must be remembered, that all this is nothing more than the 
culture of mere vegetable and inanimate nature. 

It is in the third book that the poet rises to nature sensitive 
and animated, when he gives us precepts about cattle, horses, 
sheep, &c.° 

At length, in the fourth book, when matters draw to a con- 
clusion, then it is he treats his subject in a moral and political 
way. He no longer pursues the culture of the mere brute na- 
ture; he then describes, as he tells us, 

Mores, et studia, et populos, et preelia, &c. 

For such is the character of his bees, those truly social and po- 
litical animals. It is here he first mentions arts, and memory, 
and laws, and families. It is here (their great sagacity con- 
sidered) he supposes a portion imparted of a sublimer principle. 
It is here that every thing vegetable or merely brutal seems for. 
gotten, while all appears at least human, and sometimes even 
divine. 

His quidam signis, atque hec exempla secuti, 
Esse apibus partem divine mentis, et haustus 
/Etherios dixere: deum namque ire per omnes 
Terrasque tractusque maris, &c, Georg. iv. 219. 

When the subject will not permit him to proceed further, he 
suddenly conveys his reader, by the fable of Aristeeus, among 
nymphs, heroes, demi-gods, and gods, and thus leaves him in 
company, supposed more than mortal. 

This is not only a sublime conclusion to the fourth book, 

1 See Philosophical Arrangements, page of his first book, Ulmisque adjungere vites, 
336. and is the entire subject of the second, the 

m These are implied by Virgil in the same exceptions made as before. 
first line of his first book, and in every ° This is the third subject mentioned in 
other part of it, the Episodes and Epilogue the Proeme, and fills (according to just 
excepted. order) the entire third book, making the 

This too is asserted at the beginning same exceptions as before. 
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but naturally leads to the conclusion of the whole work; for 
he does no more after this than shortly recapitulate, and 
elegantly blend his recapitulating with a compliment to Au- 
gustus. 

But even this is not all. 
The dry didactic character of the Georgics made it necessary 

they should be enlivened by episodes and digressions. It has 
been the art of the poet, that these episodes and digressions 
should be homogeneous; that is, should so connect with the sub- 
ject, as to become (as it were) parts of it. On these principles 
every book has for its end, what I call an epilogue; for its be- 
ginning, an invocation ; and for its middle, the several precepts 
relative to its subject, I mean husbandry. Having a beginning, 
a middle, and an end, every part itself becomes a smaller whole, 
though with respect to the general plan it is nothing more than 
a part. Thus the human arm, with a view to its elbow, its hand, 
its fingers, &c. is as clearly a whole, as it is simply but a part 
with a view to the entire body. ' 

The smaller wholes of this divine poem may merit some at- 
tention; by these I mean each particular book. 

Each book has an invocation. The first invokes the sun, the 
moon, the various rural deities, and, lastly, Augustus; the se- 

_ cond invokes Bacchus; the third, Pales and Apollo; the fourth, 
his patron Mecenas. I do not dwell on these invocations, much 
less on the parts which follow, for this, in fact, would be writing 
a comment upon the poem. But the epilogues, besides their 
own intrinsic beauty, are too much to our purpose to be passed 
in silence. 

In the arrangement of them, the poet seems to have pursued 
such an order, as that alternate affections should be alternately 
excited; and this he has done, well knowing the importance of 
that generally acknowledged truth, ‘“‘ the force derived to con- 
traries by their juxta-position or succession.”? The first book 
ends with those portents and prodigies, both upon earth and in 
the heavens, which preceded the death of the dictator Casar. 
To these direful scenes the epilogue of the second book opposes 
the tranquillity and felicity of the rural life, which (as he informs 
tis) faction and civil discord do not usually impair : 

Non res Romane, perituraque regna. 

In the ending of the third book we read of a pestilence, and of 
nature in devastation; in the fourth, of nature restored, and, by 
help of the gods, replenished. 

As this concluding epilogue (I mean the fable of Aristzus) 
occupies the most important place, so is it decorated accordingly 
with language, events, places, and personages. 

No language was ever more polished and harmonious. The 
descent of Aristzeus to his mother, and of Orpheus to the shades, 

P See before, p. 401, 402. 
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are events; the watery palace of the Nereids, the cavern of 
Proteus, and the scene of the infernal regions, are places; 
Aristzeus, old Proteus, Orpheus, Eurydice, Cyllene and her 
nymphs, are personages ; all great, all striking, all sublime. 

Let us view these epilogues in the poet's order: 1. Civil 
horrors; 2. Rural tranquillity ; 3. Nature laid waste; 4. Nature 

restored. Here, as we have said already, different passions are, 
by the subjects being alternate,‘ alternately excited; and yet 
withal excited so judiciously, that, when the poem concludes, 
and allis at an end, the reader leaves off with tranquillity and 
oy. 
From the Georgies of Virgil we proceed to the Menexenus of 

Plato; the first being the most finished form of a didactic poem, 
the latter, the most consummate model of a panegyrical oration. 

The Menexenus is a funeral oration in praise of those brave 
Athenians who had fallen in battle by generously asserting the 
cause of their country. Like the Georgics, and every other 
just composition, this oration has a beginning, a middle, and an 
end. 

The beginning is a solemn account of the deceased having re- 
ceived all the legitimate rights of burial, and of the propriety of 
doing them honour not only by deeds, but by words; that is, 
not only by funeral ceremonies, but by a speech, to perpetuate 
the memory of their magnanimity, and to recommend it to their 
posterity as an object of imitation. 

As the deceased were brave and gallant men, we are shewn 
by what means they came to possess their character, and what 
noble exploits they performed in consequence. 

Hence the middle of the oration contains, first, their origin ; 
next, their education and form of government; and last of all, 
the consequence of such an origin and education; their heroic 
achievements from the earliest days to the time then present." 

The middle part being thus complete, we come to the con- 
clusion; which is, perhaps, the most sublime piece of oratory, 
both for the plan and execution, which is extant of any age, or 
in any language. 
By an awful prosopopeia, the deceased are called up to ad- 

dress the living; the fathers, slain in battle, to exhort their 
living children; the children, slain in battle, to console their 
living fathers; and this with every idea of manly consolation, 
and with every generous incentive to a contempt of death, and a 
love of their country, that the powers of nature or of art could 
suggest.® 

It is here this oration concludes, being (as we have shewn) a 

9 See before, p. 423. 8 See the same edition, from the words 
' See Dr. Bentham’s elegant edition of *Q maiSes, bt: wév eore marépwy ayabar, 

this oration, in his Adyo. Em:radioi, printed p. 41, to the conclusion of the oration, p. 
at Oxford, 1746, from p. 21 to p. 40. 8. 
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perfect whole, executed with all the strength of a sublime lan- 
guage, under the management of a great and sublime genius. 

If these speculations appear too dry, they may be rendered 
more pleasing, if the reader would peruse the two pieces cri- 
ticised. His labour, he might be assured, would not be lost, as 
he would peruse two of the finest pieces, which the two finest 
ages of antiquity produced. 
We cannot however quit this theory concerning whole and 

parts, without observing, that it regards alike both small works 
and great; and that it descends even to an essay, to a sonnet, 
to an ode. These minuter efforts of genius, unless, they possess 
(if I may be pardoned the expression) a certain character of 
totality, lose a capital pleasure derived from their union; from 
a union which, collected in a few pertinent ideas, combines them 
all happily, under one amicable form. Without this union, the 
production is no better than a sort of vague effusion, where sen- 
tences follow sentences, and stanzas follow stanzas, with no ap- 
parent reason why they should be two rather than twenty, or 
twenty rather than two. 

If we want another argument for this minuter totality, we 
may refer to nature, which art is said to imitate. Not only 
this universe is one stupendous whole, but such also is a tree, a 
shrub, a flower; such those beings which, without the aid of 
glasses, even escape our perception. And so much for totality, 
(I venture to familiarize the term,) that common and essential 
character to every legitimate composition. 

There is another character left, which, though foreign to the 
present purpose, I venture to mention, and that is the character 
of accuracy. Every work ought to be as accurate as possible. 
And yet, though this apply to works of every kind, there is a 
difference whether the work be great or small. In greater 
works, (such as histories, epic poems, and the like,) their very 
magnitude excuses incidental defects, and their authors, accord- 

_ing to Horace, may be allowed to slumber. It is otherwise in 
smaller works, for the very reason that they are smaller. Such, 
through every part, both in sentiment and diction, should be 
perspicuous, pure, simple, and precise. 

As examples often illustrate better than theory, the following 
short piece is subjoined for perusal. The reader may be assured, 
it comes not from the author; and yet, though not his own, he 
cannot help feeling a paternal solicitude for it; a wish for in- 
dulgence to a juvenile genius, that never meant a private essay 
for public inspection. 

‘** PERDITA TO FLORIZEL. 

“ Argument. 

“Several ladies in the country having acted a dramatic pas- 
toral, in which one of them, under the name of Florizel, a shep- 
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herd, makes love to another, under the name of Perdita, a shep- 
herdess; their acting being finished, and they returned to their 
proper characters, one of them addresses the other in the follow- 
ing lines: 

“No more shall we with trembling hear that bell,* 
Which shew’d me, Perdita; thee, Florizel. 
No more thy brilliant eyes, with looks of love, 
Shall in my bosom gentle pity move. 
The curtain drops, and now we both remain, 
You free from mimic love, and I from pain. 
Yet grant one favour—tho’ our drama ends, 
Let the feign’d lovers still be real friends.” 

The author, in his own works, as far as his genius would 
assist, has endeavoured to give them a just totality. He has 
endeavoured that each of them should exhibit a real beginning, 
middle, and end, and these properly adapted to the places 
which they possess, and incapable of transposition, without 
detriment or confusion. He does not, however, venture upon a 
detail, because he does not think it worthy to follow the detail 
of productions, like the Georgics or the Menexenus. 

So much, therefore, for the speculation concerning whole and 
parts, and such matters relative to it, as have incidentally 
arisen. 
We are now to say something upon the theory of sentiment ; 

and as sentiment and manners are intimately connected, and in 
a drama both of them naturally rise out of the fable, it seems 
also proper to say something upon dramatic speculation in gene- 
ral, beginning, according to order, first from the first. 

CHAPTER VI. 

DRAMATIC SPECULATIONS——THE CONSTITUTIVE PARTS OF EVERY DRAMA 

— SIX IN NUMBER—WHICH OF THESE BELONG TO OTHER ARTISTS— 

WHICH TO THE POET—TRANSITION TO THOSE WHICH APPERTAIN TO 

THE POET. 

Tue laws and principles of dramatic poetry among the Greeks, 
whether it was from the excellence of their pieces, or of their 
language, or of both, were treated with attention even by their 
ablest philosophers. 
We shall endeavour to give a sketch of their ideas; and, if it 

shall appear that we illustrate by instances chiefly modern, we 
have so done, because we believe that it demonstrates the uni- 
versality of the precepts. 

' The play-bell. 
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A dramatic piece, or (in more common language) a play, is 
the detail or exhibition of a certain action: not, however, an 
action, like one in history, which is supposed actually to have 
happened, but, though taken from history, a fiction or imitation, 
in various particulars derived from invention. It is by this that 
Sophocles and Shakspeare differ from Thucydides and Clarendon. 
It is invention makes them poets, and not metre; for had Coke 
or Newton written in verse, they could not, for that reason, have 
been called poets." 

Again, a dramatic piece, or play, is the exhibition of an action; 
not simply related, as the Adneid or Paradise Lost, but where 
the parties concerned are made to appear in person, and per- 
sonally to converse and act their own story. It is by this that 
the Samson Agonistes differs from the Paradise Lost, though 
both of them poems from the same sublime author. 

Now such dramatic piece, or play, in order to make it pleas- 
ing, (and, surely, to please is an essential to the drama,) must 
have a beginning, middle, and end; that is, as far as possible, be 
a perfect whole, having parts. If it be defective here, it will be 
hardly comprehensible; and if hardly comprehensible, it is not 
possible that it should please. 

But upon whole and parts, as we have spoken already,* we 
speak not now. At present we remark, that such an action, as 
here described, makes in every play what we call the story, or 
(to use a term more technical) the fable; and that this story or 
fable is, and has been justly called, the very soul of the drama,’ 
since from this it derives its very existence. 
We proceed: this drama, then, being an action, and that not 

rehearsed like an epopee or history, but actually transacted by 
certain present living agents, it becomes necessary that these 
agents should mutually converse, and that they should have too 
a certain place where to hold their conversation. Hence we 
perceive that in every dramatic piece, not only the fable is a 
requisite, but the scenery, and the stage, and, more than these, a 
proper diction. Indeed, the scenery and stage are not im the 
poet’s department: they belong at best to the painter, and after 
him to inferior artists. The diction is the poet’s, and this indeed 
is important, since the whole of his performance is conveyed 
through the dialogue. 

But diction being admitted, we are still to observe, that there 
are other things wanting, of no less importance. In the various 

" Ajjaroy obv éx Tobtwy Sti Thy ToINThY 
padAov Tov pdOwy elvat Set romThy, } TOV 
Bétpwv, bow months Kata Thy plunoly 
éort’ pupetrar 5& Tas mpdtes. “It is 
therefore evident hence, that a poet, or 
maker, ought rather to be a maker of 
fables than of verses, inasmuch as he is a 
poet, or maker, in virtue of his imitation, 

and as the objects he imitates are human 
actions.” Arist. de Poet. cap. 9. p, 234, 
edit. Sylb. 

x Sup. chap. v. 
Y°Apx?) mev ody Kal ofov Wx 6 udOos 

Ths tpaypdlas. Arist. Poet. c. 6. p. 231, 
edit, Sylb. 
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transactions of real life, every person does not simply speak, but 
some way or other speaks his mind, and discovers by his be- 
haviour certain traces of character. Now it is in these almost 
inseparable accidents to human conduct, that we perceive the 
rise of sentiment and manners. And hence it follows, that as 
dramatic fiction copies real life, not only diction is a necessary 
part of it, but manners also, and sentiment. 
We may subjoin one part more, and that is music. The 

ancient choruses between the acts were probably sung, and 
perhaps the rest was delivered in a species of recitative. Our 
modern theatres have a band of music; and have music often 
introduced where there is no opera. In this last, (1 mean the 
opera,) music seems to claim precedence. 

From these speculations it appears, that the constitutive parts 
of the drama are six; that is to say, the fable, the manners, the 
sentiment, the diction, the scenery, and the music.’ 

But then, as out of these six the scenery and the music appear 
to appertain to other artists, and the play (as far as respects the 
poet) is complete without them; it remains that its four primary 
and capital parts are the fable, the manners, the sentiment, and 
the diction. 

These, by way of sketch, we shall successively consider, com- 
mencing from the fable, as the first in dignity and rank. 

CHAPTER VII. 

IN THE CONSTITUTIVE PARTS OF A DRAMA, THE FABLE CONSIDERED 

FIRST—ITS DIFFERENT SPECIES—-WHICH FIT FOR COMEDY, WHICH 

FOR TRAGEDY—ILLUSTRATIONS BY EXAMPLES——REVOLUTIONS— 

DISCOVERIES—TRAGIC PASSIONS—LILLO'S FATAL CURIOSITY—COM- 

PARED WITH THE CG@DIPUS TYRANNUS OF SOPHOCLES——-IMPORTANCE 

OF FABLES, BOTH TRAGIC AND COMIC——-HOW THEY DIFFER—BAD 

FABLES, WHENCE-——OTHER DRAMATIC REQUISITES, WITHOUT THE 

FABLE, MAY BE EXCELLENT——FIFTH ACTS, HOW CHARACTERIZED BY 

SOME DRAMATIC WRITERS. 

Ir we treat of dramatic fables or stories, we must first inquire 
how many are their species; and these we endeavour to arrange, 
as follows. 

One species is, when the several events flow in a similar suc- 
cession, and calmly maintain that equal course, till the succession 
stops, and the fable is at an end. Such is the story of a simple 

They are thus enumerated by Aristotle : The doctrines of Aristotle, in this and 
Mod0os, kal %On, Kat Aékis, kal Sidvoiw, xa the following chapters, may be said to con- 
bus, Kad pedorolia. De Poet. c. 6. p. 230. tain in a manner the whole dramatic art. 
edit. Sylb. 
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peasant, who quietly dies in the cottage where he was born, 
the same throughout his life, both in manners and in rank. 

There is a second species of story or fable, not simple, but 
complicated ;* a species where the succeeding events differ 
widely from the preceding; as, for example, the story of the 
well-known Massinello, who, in a few days, from a poor fisher- 
man rose to sovereign authority. Here the succession is not 
equal or similar, because we have a sudden revolution from low 
to high, from mean to magnificent. 

There is another complicated species, the reverse of this last, 
where the revolution, though in extremes, is from high to low, 
from magnificent to mean. This may be illustrated by the same 
Massinello, who, after a short taste of sovereignty, was igno- 
miniously slain. 

And thus are all fables or stories either simple or com- 
plicated: and the complicated also of two subordinate sorts; of 
which the one, beginning from bad, ends in good; the other, 
beginning from good, ends in bad. 

If we contemplate these various species, we shall find the 
simple story least adapted either to comedy or tragedy. It 
wants those striking revolutions, those unexpected discoveries,” 
so essential to engage and to detain a spectator. 

It is not so with complicated stories. Here every sudden 
revolution, every discovery, has a charm, and the unexpected 
events never fail to interest. | 

It must be remarked, however, of these complicated stories, 
that, where the revolution is from bad to good, as in the first 
subordinate sort, they are more natural to comedy than to 
tragedy,° because comedies, however perplexed and turbid may 

@ Eiot 5& trav wiOwy of wey amdoi, of Sé 
metAcyuevor’ Kal yap af mpdtes, oy fl- 
hoes of pvOol eicw, imdpxovow ecdOds 
ovoa Totalrae Aéyw 5é, k. T. A. “OF 
fables, some are simple, and some are com- 
plicated ; for such are human actions, of 
which fables are imitations. By simple, 
I mean,” &c. Aristot. Poet. cap. 10. p. 235. 
edit. Sylb. 

b These revolutions and discoveries are 
called in Greek mepurére:a and dvayve- 
pioets. They are thus defined: *Eorl d5¢ 
mepimerea wev 7 eis TO evaytloy Tay TpaT- 
Toumevwy peTaBdAn, Kabdmep elpnra, Kar 
TovTo Se—Kara 7d eixds, ) dvaryxatoy: “A 
revolution is, as has been already said, a 
change into the reverse of what is doing, 
and that either according to probability, or 
from necessity.” Aristot. Poet. c. 11. p. 235. 
edit. Sylb. Again: ’Avayvaépiots 8 early, 
dorep kal tobvoua onuatver, ef ayvolas 
eis yvaow peTtaBorr, eis didiav } ExOpay 
Ta Tpds evTUXlav }) SvoTUXlay opiTmevor : 
**A discovery is, as the name implies, a 

change from ignorance to knowledge ; know- 
ledge leading either to friendship or enmity 
between those who [in the course of the 
drama] are destined to felicity or infelicity.” 
Aristot. Poet. ut supra. 

© The Stagirite having approved the 
practice, that tragedy should end with in- 
felicity, and told us that the introduction 
of felicity was a sort of compliment paid by 
the poet to the wishes of the spectators, adds, 
upon the subject of a happy ending—"Eor: 
de ody arn amd tpaywdias Hdovy, GAAG 
BaAAov Tis Kwumdlas oixela exet yap by 
of @x@oro: dow ev TE wtOw* olov’Opéorns 
kat AtyiocOos* pido yevduevot em) TeAEuT Is 
etépxovrai, Kal arobvhoKe ovdels dm. od- 
devds : “ This isnot a pleasure arising from 
tragedy, but is rather peculiar to comedy. 
For there, if the characters are most hostile, 
(as much so, as Orestes and A®gisthus 
were,) they become friends at last, when 
they quit the stage, nor does any one die 

by the means of any other.” Aristot, 
Poet. c. 13. p. 238, edit. Sylb. 
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be their beginning, generally produce at last (as well the ancient 
as the modern) a reconciliation of parties, and a wedding in 
consequence. Not only Terence, but every modern may furnish 
us with examples. 

On the contrary, when the revolution, as in the second sort, 
is from good to bad, (that is, from happy to unhappy, from 
prosperous to adverse,) here we discover the true fable, or story, 
proper for tragedy. Common sense leads us to call, even in real 
life, such events, tragical. When Henry the Fourth of France, 
the triumphant sovereign of a great people, was unexpectedly 
murdered by a wretched fanatic, we cannot help saying, it was 
a tragical story. 

But to come to the tragic drama itself. 
We see this kind of revolution sublimely illustrated in the 

CEdipus of Sophocles; where Cédipus, after having flattered 
himself in vain, that his suspicions would be relieved by his 
inquiries, is at last by those very inquiries plunged into the 
deepest woe,’ from finding it confirmed and put beyond doubt, 
that he had murdered his own father, and was then married to 
his own mother. 
We see the force also of such a revolution in Milton’s 

Samson Agonistes. When his father had specious hopes to 
redeem him from captivity, these hopes are at once blasted by 
his unexpected destruction.° 

Othello commences with a prospect of conjugal felicity ; Lear 
with that of repose, by retiring from royalty.‘ Different revolu- 
tions (arising from jealousy, ingratitude, and other culpable af- 
fections) change both of these pleasing prospects into the 
deepest distress, and with this distress each of the tragedies 
concludes. 

Nor is it a small heightening to these revolutions, if they are 
attended, as in the Gidipus, with a discovery; that is, if the 
parties who suffer, and those who cause their sufferings, are 
discovered to be connected: for example, to be husband and 
wife, brother and sister, parents and a child, &e. 

If a man in real life happen to kill another, it certainly 
heightens the misfortune, even though an event of mere chance, 
if he discover that person to be his father or his son. 

It is easy to perceive, if these events are tragic, (and can we 
for a moment doubt them to be such?) that pity and terror are 
the true tragic passions;* that they truly bear that name, and 
are necessarily diffused through every fable truly tragic. 

4 See the same Poetics of Aristotle, in 
the beginning of chap. 11. “Qomep év ra 
Oidlmod1, kK. 7. A. p. 235. edit. Sylb. 

€ See Samson Agonistes, v. 1452, &e. 
f This example refers to the real Lear of 

Shakspeare, not the spurious one, com- 
monly acted under his name, where the 

imaginary mender seems to have paid the 
same compliment to his audience, as was 
paid to other audiences two thousand years 
ago, and then justly censured, See note e, 
p. 429. 

& It has been observed, that if persons 
of consummate virtue and probity are made 
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Now whether our ingenious countryman, Lillo, in that capital 
play of his, the Fatal Curiosity, learned this doctrine from 
others, or was guided by pure genius, void of critical literature ; 
it is certain that in this tragedy (whatever was the cause) we 
find the model of a perfect fable, under all the characters here 
described. 
“A long-lost son, returning home unexpectedly, finds his 

parents alive, but perishing with indigence. 
“The young man, whom from his long absence his parents 

never expected, discovers himself first to an amiable friend, his 
long-loved Charlotte, and with her concerts the manner how to 
discover himself to his parents. 

‘It is agreed he should go to their house, and there remain 
unknown, till Charlotte should arrive, and make the happy 
discovery. 

‘““He goes thither accordingly; and having, by a letter of 
Charlotte’s, been admitted, converses, though unknown, both 
with father and mother, and beholds their misery with filial 
affection; complains at length he was fatigued, (which in fact he 
really was,) and begs he may be admitted for a while to repose. 
Retiring, he delivers a casket to his mother, and tells her it is a 
deposit she must guard till he awakes. 

“Curiosity tempts her to open the casket, where she is dazzled 
with the splendour of innumerable jewels. Objects so alluring 
suggest bad ideas, and poverty soon gives to those ideas a sanc- 
tion. Black as they are, she communicates them to her husband, 
who, at first reluctant, is at length persuaded, and for the sake 
of the jewels stabs the stranger while he sleeps. 

“The fatal murder is perpetrating, or at least but barely 
perpetrated, when Charlotte arrives, full of joy, to inform them 
that the stranger within their walls was their long-lost son.” 

What a discovery? What a revolution? How irresistibly 
are the tragic passions of terror and pity excited." 

It is no small praise to this affecting fable, that it so much 
resembles that of the play just mentioned, the Gdipus Tyrannus. 
In both tragedies, that which apparently leads to joy, leads in 
its completion to misery; both tragedies concur in the horror 
of their discoveries; and both in those great outlines of a truly 
tragic revolution, where (according to the nervous sentiment of 
Lillo himself) we see 

unfortunate, it does not move our pity, for 
we are shocked; if persons notoriously 
infamous are unfortunate, it may move our 
humanity, but hardly then our pity. It 
remains that pity, and we may~add fear, 
are naturally excited by middle characters, 
those who are no way distinguished by 
their extraordinary virtue, nor who bring 
their misfortunes upon them so much by 
improbity as by error. 

As we think the sufferings of such 
persons rather hard, they move our pity; 
as we think them like ourselves, they move 
our fear. 

This will explain the following expres- 
sions : “EAcos mtv, wep) Tov avdgiov odBos 
5 wep) tov Suowov. Aristot. Poet. ec. 13, 
p. 237. edit. Sylb. 

h See page 430. 
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The two extremes of life, 
The highest happiness, and deepest woe, 
With all the sharp and bitter aggravations 
Of such a vast transition. 

A further concurrence may be added, which is, that each 
piece begins and proceeds in a train of events, which with perfect 
probability lead to its conclusion, without the help of machines, 
deities, prodigies, spectres, or any thing else incomprehensible 
or incredible.* 
We may say, too, in both pieces there exists totality; that is 

to say, they have a beginning, a middle, and an end.! 
We mention this again, though we have mentioned it already, 

because we think we cannot enough enforce so absolutely es- 
sential a requisite; a requisite descending in poetry from the 
mighty epopee down to the minute epigram; and never to be 
dispensed with, but in sessions-papers, controversial pamphlets, 
and those passing productions, which, like certain insects of 
which we read, live and die within the day.™ 

And now having given, in the above instances, this description 
of the tragic fable, we may be enabled to perceive its amazing 
efficacy. It does not, like a fine sentiment, or a beautiful 
simile, give an occasional or local grace; it is never out of 
sight ; it adorns every part, and passes through the whole. 

It was from these reasonings that the great father of criticism, 
speaking of the tragic fable, calls it the very soul of tragedy.” 

Nor is this assertion less true of the comic fable, which has, 
too, like the tragic, its revolutions and its discoveries; its 
praise from natural order, and from a just totality. 

The difference between them only lies in the persons and 
the catastrophe, inasmuch as (contrary to the usual practice of 
tragedy) the comic persons are mostly either of middle or lower 
life, and the catastrophe for the greater part from bad to good, 
or (to talk less in extremes) from turbid to tranquil.° 

On fables, comic as well as tragic, we may alike remark, that, 
when good, like many other fine things, they are difficult. And 
hence perhaps the cause, why in this respect so many dramas 
are defective; and why their story or fable is commonly no 
more than either a jumble of events hard to comprehend, or a 
tale taken from some wretched novel, which has little founda- 
tion either in nature or probability. 

Even in the plays we most admire, we shall seldom find our 
admiration to arise from the fable: it is either from the senti- 
ment, as in Measure for Measure; or from the purity of the 

k It is true, that in one play mention is —_! See chap. v. 
made of an oracle; in the other, of a m Vid. Aristot. Animal. Histor. 1. v. 
dream; but neither of them affects the p. 143. edit. Sylb. 
catastrophe ; which in both plays arises n See before, p. 427. 
from incidents perfectly natural. © See p. 429, 430. 
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diction, as in Cato; or from the characters and manners, as in 
Lear, Othello, Falstaff, Benedict and Beatrice, Ben the Sailor, 
sir Peter and lady Teazle, with the other persons of that 
pleasing drama, the School for Scandal. 

To these merits, which are great, we may add others far 
inferior, such as the scenery; such as, in tragedy, the spectacle 
of pomps and processious; in comedy, the amusing bustle of 
surprises and squabbles; all of which have their effect, and keep 
our attention alive. 

But here, alas! commences the grievance. After sentiment, 
diction, characters, and manners; after the elegance of scenes; 
after pomps and processions, squabbles and surprises; when, 
these being over, the whole draws to a conclusion, it is then un- 
fortunately comes the failure. At that critical moment, of all 
the most interesting, (by that critical moment, I mean the 
catastrophe,) it is then the poor spectator is led into a labyrinth, 
where both himself and the poet are often lost together. 

In tragedy, this knot, like the Gordian knot, is frequently 
solved by the sword. The principal parties are slain; and, 
these being despatched, the play ends of course. 

In comedy, the expedient is little better. The old gentleman 
of the drama, after having fretted and stormed through the 
first four acts, towards the conclusion of the fifth is unaccount- 
ably appeased. At the same time, the dissipated coquette and 
the dissolute fine gentleman, whose vices cannot be occasional, 
but must clearly be habitual, are in the space of half a scene 
miraculously reformed, and grow at once as completely good as 
if they had never been otherwise. 

It was from a sense of this concluding jumble, this unnatural 
huddling of events, that a witty friend of mine, who was hinself 
a dramatic writer, used pleasantly, though perhaps rather freely, 
to damn the man who invented fifth acts.? 

And so much for the nature or character of the dramatic 
fable. 
We are now to inquire concerning manners and sentiment ; 

and first for the theory of manners. 

P So said the celebrated Henry Ficlding, 
who was a respectable persén both by edu- 
cation and birth, having been bred at Eton 
school and Leyden, and being lineally de- 
scended from an earl of Denbigh. 

His Joseph Andrews and Tom Jones 
may be called master-pieces in the comic 
epopee, which none since have equalled, 
though multitudes have imitated; and 
which he was peculiarly qualified to write 
in the manner he did, both from his life, 
his learning, and his genius, 

Had his life been less irregular, (for ir- 
regular it was, and spent in a promiscuous 
intercourse with persons of all ranks,) his 
pictures of human kind had neither been so 
various nor so natural. 

Had he possessed less of literature, he 
could not have infused such a spirit of 
classical elegance. 

Had his genius been less fertile in wit 
and humour, he could not have maintained 
that uninterrupted pleasantry, which never 
suffers his reader to feel fatigue. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

CONCERNING DRAMATIC MANNERS-——-WHAT CONSTITUTES THEM-——MAN- 

NERS OF OTHELLO, MACBETH, HAMLET——THOSE OF THE LAST QUES- 

TIONED, AND WHY-—CONSISTENCY REQUIRED-—-YET SOMETIMES 

BLAMEABLE, AND WHY-—-GENUINE MANNERS IN SHAKSPEARE-——IN 

LILLO—-MANNERS, MORALLY BAD, POETICALLY GOOD, 

‘“‘'Wuen the principal persons of any drama preserve such a 
consistency of conduct, (it matters not whether that conduct be 
virtuous or vicious,) that, after they have appeared for a scene 
or two, we conjecture what they will do hereafter from what 
they have done already, such persons in poetry may be said to 
have manners, for by this, and this only, are poetic manners 
constituted.” 

To explain this assertion by recurring to instances: As soon as 
we have seen the violent love and weak credulity of Othello, the 
fatal jealousy, in which they terminate, is no more than what 
we may conjecture. When we have marked the attention paid 
by Macbeth to the witches, to the persuasions of his wife, and 
to the flattering dictates of his own ambition, we suspect some- 
thing atrocious; nor are we surprised that, in the event, he 
murders Duncan, and then Banquo. Had he changed his con- 
duct, and been only wicked by halves, his manners would not 
have been as they now are, poetically good. 

If the leading person in a drama, for example Hamlet, appear 
to have been treated most injuriously, we naturallyainfer that he 
will meditate revenge; and should that revenge prove fatal to 
those who had injured him, it is no more than was probable, 
when we consider the provocation. 

But should the same Hamlet by chance kill an innocent old 
man—an old man from whom he had never received offence, 
and with whose daughter he was actually in love—what should 
we expect then? Should we not look for compassion, | might 
add, even for compunction? Should we not be shocked, if, in- 

9 “Eo: 5€ 700s wey 7d ToLovTOY, d SnAot Evior Tav Adywy: “for which reason some 
Thy Tpoalpeaw droid Tis éoTly, ev ois ovK 
€or. SHAov, ei mpoawperra, 7) pevye 4 
Aéywy: “Manners or character is that 
which discovers what the determination 
[of a speaker] will be, in matters where it 
is not yet manifest, whether he chooses to 
do a thing, or to avoid it.” Aristot. Poet. 
c. 6. p. 231, edit. Sylb. 

It was from our being unable, in the 
persons of some dramas, to conjecture what 
they will determine, that the above author 
immediately adds, didrep ode exovow Hos 

of the dramatic dialogues have no manners 
at all.” 

And this well explains another account 
of manners given in the same book: 7a 
5¢ 70n, Kal & moods twas elva pdev 
Tovs mpdrrovTas: “manners are those qua- 
lities through which we say, the actors are 
men of such or such a character.” Ibid, 

Bossu, in his Traité du Poeme Epique, 
has given a fine and copious commentary 
on this part of Aristotle’s Poetics. See his 
work, 1. iv. c. 4, 5, &c. 
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stead of this, he were to prove quite insensible, or (what is even 
worse) were he to be brutally jocose ? 

Here the manners are blameable, because they are incon- 
sistent; we should never conjecture from Hamlet any thing so 
unfeelingly cruel. 

Nor are manners only to be blamed for being thus incon- 
sistent. Consistency itself is blameable, if it exhibit human 
beings completely abandoned; completely void of virtue; pre- 
pared, like king Richard, at their very birth, for mischief. It 
was of such models that a jocose critic once said, they might 
make good devils, but they could never make good men: not 
(says he) that they want consistency, but it is of a supernatural 
sort, which human nature never knew. 

Quodcumque ostendis mihi sic; incredulus odi. Hor, 

Those who wish to see manners in a more genuine form, may 
go to the characters already alleged in the preceding chapter ;* 
where, from our previous acquaintance with the several parties, 
we can hardly fail, as incidents arise, to conjecture their future 
behaviour.® 
We may find also manners of this sort in the Fatal Curiosity. 

Old Wilmot and his wife discover affection for one another; nor 
is it confined here—they discover it for their absent son; for his 
beloved Charlotte; and for their faithful servant Randal. Yet, 
at the same time, from the memory of past affluence, the pressure 
of present indigence, the fatal want of resources, and the cold 
ingratitude of friends, they shew to all others (the few above 
excepted) a gloomy, proud, unfeeling misanthropy. 

In this state of mind, and with these manners, an opportunity 
offers, by murdering an unknown stranger, to gain them immense 
treasure, and place them above want. As the measure was at 
once both tempting and easy, was it not natural that such a 
wife should persuade, and that such a husband should be per- 
suaded? We may conjecture from their past behaviour what 
part they would prefer, and that part, though morally wicked, 
is yet poetically good; because here, all we require is a suitable 
consistence.* 
We are far from justifying assassins. Yet assassins, if truly 

drawn, are not monsters, but human beings; and as such, being 
chequered with good and with evil, may by their good move our 
pity, though their evil cause abhorrence. 

But this in the present case is not all. The innocent parties, 
made miserable, exhibit a distress which comes home; a distress 
which, as mortals, it is impossible we should not feel. 

Sunt lacrymeze rerum, et mentem mortalia tangunt." Virg. En. 

® See p. 433. quotations from different parts of this af- 
® See p. 434. fecting tragedy, what is asserted in various 
* See above. parts of these Inquiries. But the intention 
“ It was intended to illustrate, by large was laid aside, (at least in greater part,) by 

22 
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CHAPTER IX. 

CONCERNING DRAMATIC SENTIMENT— WHAT CONSTITUTES IT—CON- 

NECTED WITH MANNERS, AND HOW-—— CONCERNING SENTIMENT, GNO- 

MOLOGIC, OR PRECEPTIVE— ITS DESCRIPTION—SOMETIMES HAS A 

REASON ANNEXED TO IT—-SOMETIMES LAUDABLE, SOMETIMES BLAME- 

ABLE—WHOM IT MOST BECOMES TO UTTER IT, AND WHY — BOSSU— 

TRANSITION TO DICTION. 

From manners we pass to sentiment; a word whieh, though 
sometimes confined to mere gnomology, or moral precept, was 
often used by the Greeks in a more comprehensive meaning, in- 
cluding every thing for which men employ language; for proving 
and solving; for raising and calming the passions; for exag- 
gerating and depreciating; for commands, monitions, prayers, 
narratives, interrogations, answers, &c. &c. In short, sentiment, 
in this sense, means little less than the universal subjects of our 
discourse.* 

It was under this meaning the word was originally applied to 
the drama, and this appears not only from authority, but from 
fact: for what can conduce more effectually than discourse to 
establish with precision dramatic manners and characters ? 

To refer to a play already mentioned, the Fatal Curiosity : 

reflecting that the tragedy was easily to be 
procured, being modern, and having passed 
through several editions, one particularly 
so late as in the year 1775, when it was 
printed with Lillo’s other dramatic pieces. 

If any one read this tragedy, the author 
of these Inquiries has a request or two to 
make, for which he hopes a candid reader 
will forgive him: one is, not to cavil at 
minute inaccuracies, but look to the supe- 
rior merit of the whole taken together ; an- 
other is, totally to expunge those wretched 
rhymes which conclude many of the scenes ; 
and which it is probable are not from Lillo, 
but from some other hand, willing to con- 
form to an absurd fashion, then practised, 
but now laid aside, the fashion (I mean) of 
a rhyming conclusion. 

* There are two species of sentiment 
successively here described, both called in 
English either a sentiment or a sentence, 
and in Latin senxtentia. The Greeks were 
more exact, and to the different species as- 
signed different names, calling the one d:d- 
vo.a, the other yvéun. 

Of yveun we shall speak hereafter: of 
didvor their descriptions are as follows: 
“Eort 5¢ kara Thy Sidvowww Tavra, doa brd 

Tov Adyou Set mapackevacbjvar’ wépn dé 
TovTwy, Tb, TE Gmoderkvivan, Kal To AvEL, 
kat To wd0n mwapackevdtew, olov €Acov, 7) 
poo, } dpyhy, cal boa Towdra, Kal ert 
MéyeOos Kal ouixpdrnra: “All those things 
belong to sentiment (or didvoia) that are to 
be performed through the help of discourse: 
now the various branches of these things 
are to prove, and to solve, to excite passions, 
(such as pity, fear, anger, and the like,) 
and, besides this, to magnify, and to di- 
minish.” Arist. Poet. c. 19. p. 245. edit. 
Sylb. 
We have here chosen the fullest descrip- 

tion of didvo1 ; but in the same work there 
are others more concise, which yet express 
the same meaning. In the sixth chapter 
we are told it is, 7d Aéyew Stvacba TH 
evévta Kal Ta apudrrovra, “to be able to 
say (that is, to express justly) such things 
as necessarily belong to a subject, or properly 
suit it.” And again, soon after: Audvow 
dé, év ois darodexviover TL, as ZoTW, } as 
ok gor, 7) KaOdAov Tt a&modaivorvTra : 
“Advoia, or sentiment, exists, where men de- 
monstrate any thing either to be, or not to 
be ; or through which they assert any thing 
general, or universal.” Ibid, p. 231. 
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When old Wilmot discharges his faithful servant from pure af- 
fection, that he might not starve him, how strongly are his man- 
ners delineated by his sentiments? The following are among his 
monitions : 

Shun my example ; treasure up my precepts ; 
The world’s before thee ; be a knave and prosper. 

The young man, shocked at such advice from a master whose 
virtues he had been accustomed so long to venerate, ventures 
modestly to ask him, 

Where are your former principles ? 

The old man’s reply is a fine picture of human frailty; a striking, 
and yet a natural blending of friendship and misanthropy; of 
particular friendship, of general misanthropy: 

No matter (says he) for principles ; 
Suppose I have renounc’d ’em: I have passions, 
And love thee still ; therefore would have thee think 
The world is all a scene of deep deceit, 
And he who deals with mankind on the square 
Is his own bubble, and undoes himself. 

He departs with these expressions, but leaves the young man 
far from being convinced. 

The suspicious gloom of age, and the open simplicity of youth, 
give the strongest contrast to the manners of each, and all this 
from the sentiments alone; sentiments which, though opposite, 
are still perfectly just, as being perfectly suited to their different 
characters. 

It is to this comprehensive meaning of sentiment that we may 
in a manner refer the substance of these inquiries; for such 
sentiment is every thing, either written or spoken. 

Something, however, must be said upon that other, and more 
limited species of it, which I call the gnomologic, or preceptive ; 
a species, not indeed peculiar to the drama, but, when properly 
used, one of its capital ornaments. 
The following description of it is taken from antiquity. A 

gnomologic sentiment, or precept, is an assertion or proposition— 
not however all assertions, as that, ‘‘ Pericles was an able states- 
man,” “‘Homer a great poet ;” for these assertions are particular, 
and such a sentiment must be general—nor yet is it every as- 
sertion, though general; as that, “The angles of every triangle 
are equal to two right angles”—but it is an assertion which, 
though general, is only relative to human conduct, and to such 
objects, as in moral action we either seek or avoid.’ 

Y We now come to the second species 
of sentiment, called in Greek yvdéun, and 
which Aristotle describes much in the same 
manner as we have done in the text: "Eos 
Bt yvdun amdpavois, od mévTor wepl Tar 
nal €xacrov, olov, roids tis "Ipiepdérns* 

ore wep) mdvrwy Kabddrov, olov, ort rd 
ev0e TS KauTbAw évaytlov’ GAA Tep) Bowy 
ai mpdters eiol, kal aiperd } peverd éore 
mpos 7 mpdooew. Arist. Rhetor. 1. ii. c. 21. 
p- 96. edit. Sylb. So too the Scriptor. ad 
Herennium, |. iv. s. 24. Sententia est 
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Among the assertions of this sort we produce the following; 
the precept which forbids unseasonable curiosity: 

Seek not to know, what must not be reveal’d. 

Or that which forbids unrelenting anger: 

Within thee cherish not immortal ire, 

We remark, too, that these sentiments acquire additional 
strength, if we subjoin the reason. 

For example : 
Seek not to know what must not be reveal’d ; 
Joys only flow where fate is most conceal’d, 

Or again : 
Within thee cherish not immortal ire, 
When thou thyself art mortal.” 

In some instances, the reason and sentiment are so blended as 
to be in a manner inseparable. Thus Shakspeare : 

He who filches from me my good name, 
Robs me of that which not enriches him, 
But makes me poor indeed. 

There are, too, sentiments of bad moral and evil tendency: 
If sacred right should ever be infring’d, 
It should be done for empire and dominion: 
In other things pure conscience be thy guide.* 

And again : 
The man’s a fool, 

Who, having slain the father, spares the sons.» 

These ideas are only fit for tyrants, usurpers, and other profli- 
gate men; nor ought they to appear in a drama, but to shew 
such characters. 

On gnomologic sentiments in general it has been observed, 
that though they decorate, they should not be frequent, for then 
the drama becomes affected and declamatory.° 

It has been said, too, they come most naturally from aged 
persons, because age may be supposed to have taught them ex- 

oratio sumpta de vita, que aut quid fit, aut 
quid esse oporteat in vita, breviter ostendit, 
hoc modo—Liber is est existimandus, qui 
nulli turpitudini servit. 

2 The first of these sentiments is taken 
from Dryden, the second is quoted by 
Aristotle, in his Rhetoric, 1, ii. c. 22. p. 97. 
edit. Sylb. 
’Addvaroy dpyhy uh ptdrarre, Ovntds dr. 
On this the philosopher well observes, that 
if the monition had been no more, than that 
we should not cherish our anger for ever, it 
had been a sentence or moral precept ; but. 
when the words @vyTbs dy, “being mortal,” 
are added, the poet then gives us the reason, 
7d i rh A€yet. Rhet, ut sup. The Latin 
rhetorician says. the same: Sed illud quod- 
que probandum est genus sententia, quod 

confirmatur subjectione rationis, hoc modo: 
omnes bene vivendi rationes in virtute sunt 
collocand, propterea quod sola virtus in 
sua potestate est. Scriptor, ad Heren. 1. iv. 
s. 24. 

@ Vid. Cic. de Officiis, l. iii. c. 21; who 
thus translates Euripides : 
Nam si violandum est jus, regnandi gratia 
Violandum est: aliis rebus pietatem colas. 
> Nfmuos, ds, marépa xrelvas, matdas 

kataAelro.. Arist. Rhet. 1. i, c. 16. 1. iid. 
c. 22. p. 98. edit. Sylb. 

© So the same Latin rhetorician, above 
quoted: Sententias interponi raro conyenit, 
ut rei actores, non vivendi praceptores esse 
videamur. Scriptor. ad Herenn. lib. iv. 
s, 25. 
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perience. It must, however, be an experience suitable to their 
characters: an old general should not talk upon law, nor an old 
lawyer upon war.‘ 
We are now to proceed to diction. 

CHAPTER X. 

CONCERNING DICTION——THE VULGAR——THE AFFECTED-——THE ELEGANT— 

THIS LAST MUCH INDEBTED TO THE METAPHOR-—PRAISE OF THE 

METAPHOR—ITS DESCRIPTION 5 AND, WHEN GOOD, ITS CHARACTER— 

THE BEST AND MOST EXCELLENT, WHAT——-NOT TURGID——NOR ENIG- 

MATIC—NOR BASE—NOR RIDICULOUS——INSTANCES——METAPHORS BY 

CONSTANT USE SOMETIMES BECOME COMMON WORDS——PUNS—RUPILIUS 

REX — OTYTIS——ENIGMAS——-CUPPING—-THE GOD TERMINUS—OVID'S 

FASTI. 

As every sentiment must be expressed by words, the theory of 
sentiment naturally leads to that of diction. Indeed, the con- 
nection between them is so intimate, that the same sentiment, 
where the diction differs, is as different in appearance, as the 
same person, dressed like a peasant, or dressed like a gentleman. 
And hence we see, how much diction merits a serious attention. 

But this perhaps will be better understood by an example. 
Take, then, the following: ‘‘ Do not let a lucky hit slip; if you 
do, belike you may not any more get at it.”. The sentiment (we 
must confess) is expressed clearly, but the diction surely is rather 
vulgar and low. Take it another way: ‘ Opportune moments 
are few and fleeting; seize them with avidity, or your progres- 
sion will be impeded.” Here the diction, though not low, is 
rather obscure. The words are unusual, pedantic, and affected. 
But what says Shakspeare ? 

There is a tide in the affairs of men, 
Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune ; 
Omitted, all the voyage of their life 
Is bound in shallows. 

Here the diction is elegant, without being vulgar or affected ; 
the words, though common, being taken under a metaphor, are 
so far estranged by this metaphorical use, that they acquire 
through the change a competent dignity, and yet, without be- 
coming vulgar, remain intelligible and clear. 

Knowing, therefore, the stress laid by the ancient critics on 
the metaphor, and viewing its admirable effects in the decorating 
of diction, we think it may merit a further regard. 

4 ‘Apudrre: 5& yvwporoyeiv HAucla wey Rhet. ut supra, p. 97. edit. Sylb. See also 
mpeoBurepov, wept 5¢ rovTwy Gv eumeipds the ingenious Bossu, in his Traité du Poeme 
rs éoriv: “It becomes him to be sententious Epique, |. vi. c. 4,5; who is, as usual, 
who is advanced in years, and that upon copious and clear. 
subjects in which he has experience.” Arist, 
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There is not, perhaps, any figure of speech so pleasing as the 
metaphor. It is at times the language of every individual, but, 
above all, is peculiar to the man of genius.‘ His sagacity dis- 
cerns not only common analogies, but those others more remote, 
which escape the vulgar, and which, though they seldom invent, 
they seldom fail to recognise when they hear them from persons 
more ingenious than themselves. 

It has been ingeniously observed, that the metaphor took its 
rise from the poverty of language. Men, not finding upon every 
occasion words ready made for their ideas, were compelled to 
have recourse to words analogous, and transfer them from their 
original meaning to the meaning then required. But though the 
metaphor began in poverty, it did not end there. When the 
analogy was just, (and this often happened,) there was something 
peculiarly pleasing in what was both new and yet familiar; so 
that the metaphor was then cultivated, not out of necessity, but 
for ornament. It is thus that clothes were first assumed to de- 
fend us against the cold, but came afterwards to be worn for 
distinction and decoration. 

It must be observed, there is a force in the united words, 
new and familiar. What is new, but not familiar, is often unin- 
telligible; what is familiar, but not new, is no better than common 
place. It is in the union of the two, that the obseure and the 
vulgar are happily removed ; and it is in this union that we view 
the character of a just metaphor. 

But after we have so praised the metaphor, it is fit at length 
we should explain what it is; and this we shall attempt as well 
by a description as by examples. 

‘‘A metaphor is the transferring of a word from its usual 
meaning to an analogous meaning, and then the employing it 
agreeably to such transfer.”‘ For example: the usual meaning 
of evening, is the conclusion of the day. But age too is a con- 
clusion; the conclusion of human life. Now there being an 
analogy in all conclusions, we arrange m order the two we have | 
alleged, and say, that, ‘“‘as evening is to the day, so is age to 
human life.” Hence, by an easy permutation, (which furnishes 

© Td de weyiorrov perapoptrdy eivat’ d- 
voy yap TOUTO OTE map udAov ear) Aafeiv, 
edpulas Te onpetdy eort’ Td yep ed mera- 

rive metaphors, from terms which are proper, 
and yet not obvious; since even in phi- 
losophy, to discern the similar in things 

pepe, Td Buotov Oewpety eat: “ The 
greatest thing of all is to be powerful in 
metaphor ; for this alone cannot be acquired 
from another, but is a mark of original ge- 
nius: for to metaphorize well, is to discern 
in different objects that which is similar,” 
Arist. Poet. c. 22. p. 250. edit. Sylb. 

Aci 8é peraepew—émd oikelwy Kal wy 
pavepay, oiov Kal ev pidocodia Tb Suoroy 
Kal €y word diexovor Oewperv, ebordxov: 
“ We ought to metaphorize, that is, to de- 

widely distant, is the part of one who con- 
jectures happily. ” Arist. Rhetor. 1. iii, ¢. 11. 
p. 137. edit. Sylb. 

That metaphor is an effort of genius, and 
cannot be taught, is here again asserted in 
the words of the first quotation: Kal AaBeiy 

ovk eoTw abthy (scil. merapopay) map 
&AAov. Rhetor. |. iii. c. 2. p. 120. edit. Sylb. 

f Meraopa & eorw dvduaros &AAoTplov 
émipopa, Ke T A. Arist, Poet, cap. 21. 
p. 247. edit. Sylb, 
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at once two metaphors,) we say alternately, that “evening is 
the age of the day ;” and that ‘age is the evening of life.”* 

There are other metaphors equally pleasing, but which we 
only mention, as their analogy cannot be mistaken. It is thus 
that old men have been called stubble; and the stage or theatre, 
the mirror of human life." 

In language of this sort there is a double satisfaction: it is 
strikingly clear; and yet raised, though clear, above the low 
and vulgar idiom. It isa praise too of such metaphors, to be 
quickly comprehended. The similitude and the thing illustrated 
are commonly despatched in a single word, and comprehended 
by an immediate and instantaneous intuition. 

Thus a person of wit, being dangerously ill, was told by his 
friends, two more physicians were called in. “So many!” says 
he, “‘do they fire then in platoons?” 

These instances may assist us to discover, what metaphors 
may be called the best. 

They ought not, in an elegant and polite style, (the style of 
which we are speaking,) to be derived from meanings too 
sublime; for then the diction would be turgid and bombast. 
Such was the language of that poet, who, describing the foot- 
men’s flambeaux at the end of an opera, sung or said, 

Now blaz’d a thousand flaming suns, and bade 
Grim night retire. 

Nor ought a metaphor to be 

& “Ouolws exer Exrépa mpds jucpay, Kal 
Yiipas mpds Blov: épet tolvuy thy écrépay 
Yiipas hucpas, kal Td yhpas éomépay Blov. 
Aristot. Poet. c. 21. p. 248. edit. Sylb. 

h The Stagirite having told us what a 
natural pleasure we derive from information, 
and haying told us that in the subject of 
words, exotic words want that pleasure, 
from being obscure, and common words 
from being too well known, adds imme- 

diately—7 5& petapopd mote? TodTo pd- 
iota’ brav yap elryn Td yipas Kadaphp, 
erolnoe wdOnow Kal yvaoww 51a Tov yévous, 
&upw yap arnvonndta—* but the metaphor 
does this most effectually, for when Homer 
(in metaphor) said that age was stubble, he 
conveyed to us information and knowledge 
through a common genus, (through the ge- 
nus of time,) as both old men and stubble 
have passed the flower of their existence. 

The words in Homer are, 
"AAN urns Kadduny ye o dlowa eioo- 

powyra 
Twoéorev. Odvoo. Z. 214. 
Sed tamen stipulam saltem te arbitror 

intuentem 
Cognoscere. 
In which verse we cannot help remarking 

an elegance of the poet. 

farfetched, for then it becomes 

Ulysses, for his protection, had been 
metamorphosed by Minerva into the figure 
of an old man. Yet even then the hero 
did not choose to lose his dignity. By 
his discourse he informs Eumzeus, (who did 
not know him,) that although he was old, 
he was still respectable: I imagine (says 
he) that even now you may know the 
stubble by the look. As much as to suggest, 
that, though he had compared himself to 
stubble, it was nevertheless to that better 
sort, left after the reaping of the best corn. 

See the note upon this verse by my 
learned friend, the late Mr. Samuel Clarke, 
in his Greek edition of the Odyssey, and 
Klotzius upon Tyrtzus, p. 26. 

As to the next metaphor, it is an idea 
not unknown to Shakspeare, who, speaking 
of acting or playing, says, with energy, 

That its end, both at first, and now, was, 
and is, 

To hold as it were the mirror up to nature. 
Hamlet, 

According to Aristotle, the Odyssey of 
Homer was elegantly called by Alcidamas, 
Kaddov avOpwrivov Blov KatdérTpov, “a 
beautiful mirror of human life.” Rhet. ]. iii. 
c, 3. p. 124. edit. Sylb. 
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an enigma. It was thus a gentleman once puzzled his country 
friend, in telling him, by way of compliment, that ‘he was be- 
come a perfect centaur.” His honest friend knew nothing of 
centaurs, but being fond of riding, was hardly ever off his horse. 

Another extreme remains, the reverse of the too sublime, and 
that is, the transferring from subjects too contemptible. Such 
was the case of that poet quoted by Horace, who, to describe 
winter, wrote— 

Jupiter hybernas cana nive conspuit Alpes. 

“Over the cold Alps Jove spits his hoary snow.” 

Nor was that modern poet more fortunate whom Dryden 
quotes, and who, trying his genius upon the same subject, 
supposed winter 

To perriwig with snow the baldpate woods. 

With the same class of wits we may arrange that pleasant 
fellow, who, speaking of an old lady whom he had affronted, 
gave us in one short sentence no less than three choice me- 
taphors. ‘I perceive,” said he, “ her back is up; I must curry 
favour, or the fat will be in the fire.” 

Nor can we omit that the same word, when transferred to 
different subjects, produces metaphors very different, as to pro- 
priety or impropriety. 

It is with propriety that we transfer the word, to embrace, 
from human beings to things purely ideal. The metaphor ap- 
pears just, when we say, ‘‘ to embrace a proposition ; to embrace 
an offer; to embrace an opportunity.” Its application perhaps 
was not quite so elegant when the old steward wrote to his lord, 
upon the subject of his farm, that “if he met any oxen, he would 
not fail to embrace them.”' 

If then we are to avoid the turgid, the enigmatic, and the 
base or ridiculous, no other metaphors are left, but such as may 
be described by negatives; such as are neither turgid, nor 
enigmatic, nor base and ridiculous. 

Such is the character of many metaphors already alleged, 
among others that of Shakspeare’s, where tides are transferred 
to speedy and determined conduct.‘ Nor does his Wolsey with 
less propriety moralize upon his fall in the following beautiful 
metaphor, taken from vegetable nature. 

This is the state of man ; to day he puts forth 
The tender leaves of hope ; to-morrow blossoms, 
And bears his blushing honours thick upon him: 
The third day comes a frost, a killing frost, 
And—nips his root. 

Hor. 1. ii. Sat. 5. 

i The species of metaphors here con- 
demned, are thus enumerated: Eiol yap cal 
Metapopal ampemets, ai wev 51d Td yeAotov 
—ai 5€ dia 7d ceuvdy wyay Kal TpayiKdy" 
aoapeis St, dy wéppwlev, ke T. A. “ For 
metaphors are unbecoming, some from being 
ridiculous, and others from being too solemn 

and tragical: there are likewise the obscure, 
if they are fetched from too great a distance.” 
Arist. Rhet. 1. iii. c. 3. p. 124. edit. Sylb. 
See Cic. de Oratore, 1. iii. p. 155, &e. 

k Sup. p. 439. Philos. Arrangements, p. 
340. 
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In such metaphors (besides their intrinsic elegance) we may 
say the reader is flattered; I mean flattered, by being left to 
discover something for himself. 

There is one observation, which will at the same time shew 
both the extent of this figure, and how natural it is to all men. 

There are metaphors so obvious, and of course so naturalized, 
that ceasing to be metaphors, they are become (as it were) the 
proper words. It is after this manner we say,—a sharp fellow; 
a great orator; the foot of a mountain; the eye of a needle; 
the bed of a river; to ruminate, to ponder, to edify, &c. 

These we by no means reject, and yet the metaphors we 
require we wish to be something more; that is, to be formed 
under the respectable conditions here established. 
We observe, too, that a singular use may be made of metaphors, 

either to exalt, or to depreciate, according to the sources from 
which we derive them. In ancient story, Orestes was by some 
called “the murderer of his mother;” by others, “the avenger 
of his father.” The reasons will appear by referring to the fact. 
The poet Simonides was offered money to celebrate certain 
mules that had won a race. The sum being pitiful, he said, 
with disdain, he should not write upon demi-asses. A more 
competent sum was offered, he then began, 

Hail! Daughters of the generous horse, 
That skims, like wind, along the course.! 

There are times, when, in order to exalt, we may call beggars, 
petitioners; and pick-pockets, collectors; other times, when, in 
order to depreciate, we may call petitioners, beggars; and col- 
lectors, pick-pockets. But enough of this. 
We say no more of metaphors, but that it is a general caution 

with regard to every species, not to mix them, and that more 
particularly, if taken from subjects which are contrary. 

Such was the case of that orator, who once asserted in his ora- 
tion, that, “if cold water were thrown upon a certain measure, 
it would kindle a flame that would obscure the lustre,” &e. 

A word remains upon enigmas and puns. It shall indeed be 
short, because, though they resemble the metaphor, it is as 
brass and copper resemble gold. 
A pun seldom regards meaning, being chiefly confined to sound. 
Horace gives a sad sample of this spurious wit, where (as 

Dryden humorously translates it) he makes Persius the buffoon 
exhort the patriot Brutus to kill Mr. King, that is Rupilius 
Rex, because Brutus, when he slew Cesar, had been accustomed 
to king-killing. 

Hune regem occide ; operum hoc mihi crede tuorum est. Sat. lib. i. vii. 

1 For these two facts, concerning Orestes 6 Matpds audyrwp. Simonides called the 
and Simonides, see Arist. Rhet. 1. iii. c. 2. mules #dvor at first ; and then began, 
p. 122. edit. Sylb. The different appella- Xaiper’ deAAowddwr Oi-yarpes inmwy. 
tions of Orestes were, 6 Mytpoddyrns, and 
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We have a worse attempt in Homer, where Ulysses makes 
Polypheme believe his name was OTTI ; and where the dull 
Cyclops, after he had lost his eye, upon being asked by his 
brethren who had done him so much mischief, replies, it was 
done by OYTI2 ; that is, by nobody.” 

Enigmas are of a more complicated nature, being involved 
either in pun or metaphor, or sometimes in both. 

“Avdp’ eldov mup) xadkdy em dvépt KoAAHTAYTA, 
“TI saw a man, who, unprovok’d with ire, 
Stuck brass upon another’s back by fire.” " 

This enigma is ingenious, and means the operation of cupping, 
performed in ancient days by a machine of brass. 

In such fancies, contrary to the principles of good metaphor 
and good writing, a perplexity is caused, not by accident, but by 
design, and the pleasure lies in the being able to resolve it. 

Aulus Gellius has preserved a Latin enigma, which he also 
calls a sirpus or sirpos, a strange thing, far below the Greek, 
and debased with all the quibble of a more barbarous age. 

Semel minusne, an bis minus, (non sat scio) 
An utrumque eorum (ut quondam audivi dicier) 
Jovi ipsi regi noluit concedere ? Aul. Gell. xii. 6. 

This, being sifted, leaves in English the following small 
quantity of meaning. 
“Was it once minus, or twice minus, (1 am not enough in- 

formed,) or was it not rather the two taken together, (as I have 
heard it said formerly,) that would not give way to Jove himself, 
the sovereign ~” 

The two taken together, (that is, “once minus and twice 
minus,”) make, when so taken, thrice minus; and thrice minus 
in Latin is ter minus, which, taken as a single word, is Ter- 
minus, the god of boundaries. 

Here the riddle, or conceit, appears. The Pagan legend says, 
that, when in honour of Jove the capitol was founded, the other 
gods consented to retire, but the god Terminus refused. | 

The story is elegantly related in the Fasti of Ovid, i. 667. 

Quid nova cum fierent capitolia ? nempe deorum 
Cuncta Jovi cessit turba, locumque dedit. 
Terminus (ut veteres memorant) conventus in ede 
Restitit, et magno cum Jove templa tenet. 

The moral of the fable is just and ingenious; that boundaries 
are sacred, and never should be moved. 

The poet himself subjoins the reason, with his usual address. 
Termine, post illud levitas tibi libera non est ; 

Qua positus fueris in statione, mane. 
Nec tu vicino quicquam concede roganti, 

Ne videare hominem preposuisse Jovi. 

And so much for the subject of puns and enigmas; to which, 

m Homer, Odyss. i. 366—408, &c. ” Arist. Rhetor. 1, iii. c. 2. p. 12]. edit. Sylb. 
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like other things of bad taste, no age or country can give a 
sanction. 

Much still remains upon the subject of diction, but, as much 
has been said already,° we here conclude. 

CHAPTER XI. 

RANK OR PRECEDENCE OF THE CONSTITUTIVE PARTS OF THE DRAMA-— 

REMARKS AND CAUTIONS BOTH FOR JUDGING AND COMPOSING. 

Tue four constitutive parts of dramatic poetry, which properly 
belong to the poet,? have appeared to be the fable, the manners, 
the sentiment, and the diction; and something has been sug- 
gested to explain the nature of each. 

Should we be asked, to which we attribute the first place, we 
think it due to the fable.4 

If the fable be an action, having a necessary reference to some 
end, it is evident that the manners and the sentiment are for 
the sake of that end; 
manners and the sentiment." 

the end does not exist for the sake of the 

Again, the finest unconnected samples either of manners or of 
sentiment, cannot of themselves make a drama without a fable. 
But, without either of these, any fable will make a drama, and 
have pretensions (such as they are) to be called a play.* 
A third superiority is, that the most affecting and capital 

parts of every drama arise out of its fable; by these, I mean 

© See chapters ii. iii. iv. 
P Sup. p. 428. 
4 "Apx pev ody, Kad ofoy ux} 6 wdOos 

THs tpaywdias: “The fable therefore is the 
principle, and (as it were) the soul of 
tragedy.” And not long before, after the 
constituent parts of the drama have been 
enumerated, we read, heyiorov dé TovTwy 
éorly ) Tay Tpayyudtoy oloTacis: “ but 
the greatest and the most important of all 
these is the combining of the incidents, 
that is to say, the fable.” Arist. Poet. 
cap. 6. p. 231]. edit. Sylb. 

¥ Ovx oty Srws Ta HOn pywhowvTa, 
mpdrrovow, AAA TA HON cUumepiAauBd- 
vovow dia Tas mpdteis: “The persons of 
the drama do not act, that they may ex- 
hibit manners, but they include manners, 
on account of the incidents in the fable.” 
Arist. Poet. c. 6. p. 230. edit. Sylb. 

* The Stagirite often illustrates his poetic 
ideas from painting, an art at that time 
cultivated by the ablest artists, Zeuxis, 
Polygnotus, and others. In the present 
case, he compares the dramatic manners to 

colouring ; the dramatic fable to drawing ; 
and ingeniously remarks, ei ydp tis éva- 
AelWere Tots KadAlorois papudKois xvdyv, 
ovk by duolws ebppdveter, Kal AevKOypaph- 
oas eixdva: “if any one were to make a 
confused daubing with the most beautiful 
colours, he would not give so much delight, 
as if he were to sketch a figure in chalk 
alone.” Arist. Poet. c. 6. p. 231. edit. 
Sylb. 

“Er. édy Tis epetins OH phoes 7OiKas, Kal 
Ages, kal Siavolas, ra) TeTOLNLEVAS, ov 
moines > hy THs tpayywdlas &pryov, GAG 
TOAD pddAov n Karadeeor épots TovTols 

Kexpnwern Tpaypola, & Zxovoa 5€ uv0oy Kat 
ovoracw mpayudrwy: “ Were any one to 
arrange in order the best formed expressions 
relative to character, as well as the best 
diction and sentiments, he would not attain 
what is the business of a tragedy; but 
much more would that tragedy attain it, 
which, having these requisites in a very 
inferior degree, had at the same time a just 
fable, and combination of incidents.” Arist. 
Poet. c. 6. p. 230. edit. Sylb. 
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every unexpected discovery of unknown personages, and every 
unexpected revolutiont from one condition to another. The re- 
volutions and discoveries in the Gidipus and the Fatal Curiosity 
have been mentioned already. We add to these, the striking 
revolution in the Samson Agonistes; where, while every thing 
appears tending to Samson’s release, a horrible crash announces 
his destruction." 

These dramatic incidents are properly tragic; but there are 
others of similar character, not wanting even to comedy. To 
refer to a modern drama: what discovery more pleasing than 
that, where, in the Drummer of Addison, the worthy lost master 
is discovered in the supposed conjuror? or, to refer still to the 
same drama, what revolution more pleasing, than where, in con- 
sequence of this discovery, the house of disorder and mourning 
changes into a house of order and joy? Now these interesting 
incidents, as well comic as tragic, arise neither from manners, 
nor from sentiment, but purely from the fable. 

It is also a plausible argument for the fable’s superiority, that, 
from its superior difficulty, more poets have excelled in drawing 
manners and sentiment, than there have in the forming of per- 
fect fables.* 

But although we give a superiority to the fable, yet the other 
constitutive parts, even supposing the fable bad, have still an 
important value; so important, indeed, that through them, and 
them alone, many dramas have merited admiration. 

And here, next to the fable, we arrange the manners. The 
manners, if well formed, give us samples of human nature, and 
seem in poetry as much to excel sentiment, as the drawing in 
painting to excel the colouring. 

The third place, after the manners, belongs to the sentiment, 
and that before the diction, however they may be united: it 
being evident that men speak, because they think; they seldom 
think, because they speak. 

After this, the fourth and last place falls to the diction. 
Having settled the rank of these several constitutive parts, 

a few cursory remarks remain to be suggested. 
One is this: that if all these parts are really essential, no 

drama can be absolutely complete which in any one of them is 
deficient. 

Another remark is, that though a drama be not absolutely 
complete in every part, yet from the excellence of one or two 

t “A revolution,” wepimérema; “a dis- 
covery,” avayvépicis. See before, what is 
said about these two, p. 429, 430. 

« Sams. Agon. 481, and 1452 to 1507. 
X Of éyxeipodyres roveiv, mpdrepov Stvay- 

Ta TH Aker Kal Tots HOeow axptBody, 7) Te 
apdyuata cvvicracbal, olov Kal of mpwrot 
momta: oxedov &mavres: “Those who at- 

tempt to write dramatically, are first able 
to be accurate in the diction and the man- 
ners, before they are able to combine in- 
cidents, [and form a fable,] which was 
indeed the case of almost all the first 
poets.” Arist. Poet. c. 6. p. 230. edit. 
Sylb. 
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parts it may still merit praise.’ It is thus in painting, there are 
pictures admired for colouring, which fail in the drawing; and 
others for drawing, which fail in the colouring. 

The next remark is, in fact, a caution; a caution not to mis- 
take one constitutive part for another, and still, much more, not 
to mistake it for the whole. We are never to forget the es- 
sential differences between fable, manners, sentiment, and dic- 
tion. 

If, without attending to these, we presume to admire, we act, 
as if in painting we admired a Rembrandt for grace, because we 
had been told that he was capital in colouring. 

This caution, indeed, applies not only to arts, but to philo- 
sophy. For here if men fancy, that a genius for science, by 
having excelled in a single part of it, is superlative in all parts; 
they insensibly make such a genius their idol, and their admira- 
tion soon degenerates into a species of idolatry. 

Decipit exemplar, vitiis imitabile. Hor. 

It is to be hoped that our studies are at present more liberal, 
and that we are rather adding to that structure which our fore- 
fathers have begun, than tamely leaving it to remain, as if no- 
thing further were wanting. 

Our drama, among other things, is surely capable of improve- 
ment. Events from our own history (and none can be more in- 
teresting) are at hand to furnish fables, having all the dramatic 
requisites. Indeed, should any of them be wanting, invention 
may provide a remedy, for here we know poets have unbounded 
privilege.’ 

In the mean time, the subjects, by being domestic, would be 
as interesting to us, as those of Ajax or Orestes were of old to 
the Greeks. Nor is it a doubt, that our drama, were it thus ra- 
tionally cultivated, might be made the school of virtue even in 
a dissipated age. 

And now, having shewn such a regard for dramatic poetry, 
and recommended so many different rules, as essential to its per- 
fection ; it may not, perhaps, be improper to say something in 
their defence, and, when that is finished, to conclude this part of 
our inquiries. 

Y This is a case expressly decided by Which may be thus paraphrased : 
that able critic, Horace, as to the manners “A fable (or dramatic story) of no 
and the sentiment. beauty, without dignity or contrivance, if it 

Speciosa locis, morataque recte, excel in sentiment, and have its characters 
Fabula nullius veneris, sine pondere et well drawn, will please an audience much 

arte, more than a trifling piece barren of inci- 
Valdius oblectat populum, meliusque mo- dents, and only to be admired for the har- 

ratur, mony of its numbers.” See p. 449. 
Quam versus inopes rerum, nugeque ca- 2 Infra, 449. 

nOre. Art. Poet. 320. 
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CHAPTER XII. 

RULES DEFENDED—DO NOT CRAMP GENIUS, BUT GUIDE IT——-FLATTERING 

DOCTRINE THAT GENIUS WILL SUFFICE——-FALLACIOUS, AND WHY—— 

FURTHER DEFENCE OF RULES——-NO GENIUS EVER ACTED WITHOUT 

THEM 5; NOR EVER A TIME WHEN RULES DID NOT EXIST—CONNEC- 

TION BETWEEN RULES AND GENIUS——-THEIR RECIPROCAL AID——END 

OF THE SECOND PART——PREPARATION FOR THE THIRD. 

Havine mentioned rules, and indeed our whole theory haying 
been little more than rules developed, we cannot but remark 
upon a common opinion, which seems to have arisen either from 
prejudice or mistake. 

Do not rules, say they, cramp genius? Do they not abridge 
it of certain privileges ? 

It is answered, if the obeying of rules were to induce a tyranny 
like this, to defend them would be absurd, and against the 
liberty of genius. But the truth is, rules, supposing them good, 
like good government, take away no privileges. They do no 
more than save genius from error, by shewing it, that a right 
to err is no privilege at all. 

It is surely no privilege to violate, in grammar, the rules of 
syntax; in poetry, those of metre; in music, those of harmony; 
in logic, those of syllogism; in painting, those of perspective; in 
dramatic poetry, those of probable imitation. 

If we enlarge on one of these instances, we shall illustrate the 
rest. 

The probable imitation just now mentioned, like that of every 
other kind, is, when the imitation resembles the thing imitated 
in as many circumstances as possible; so that the more of those 
circumstances are combined, the more probable the resem- 
blance. 

It is thus in imitation by painting the resemblance is more 
complete, when to the outline we add light and shade; and more 
complete still, when to light and shade we add the colours. 

The real place of every drama is a stage; that is, a space of a 
few fathoms deep, and a few fathoms broad. Its real time is 
the time it takes in acting, a limited duration, seldom exceeding 
a few hours. 

Now imagination, by the help of scenes, can enlarge this stage 
into a dwelling, a palace, a city, &c.; and it is a decent regard to 
this which constitutes probable place. 

Again, the usual intervals between the acts, and even the at- 
tention paid by the mind to an interesting story, can enlarge 
without violence a few hours into a day or two; and it is ina 
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decent regard to this, we may perceive the rise of probable 
time.* 
Now it is evident that the above probabilities, if they belong 

to the fable, cannot but affect us, because they are both of them 
requisites which heighten the resemblance, and because resem- 
blance is so universally an essential to imitation. 

If this doctrine want confirming, we may prove it by the con- 
trary; I mean, by a supposition of such time and such place as 
are both of them improbable. 

For example, as to time, we may suppose a play, where lady 
Desmond, in the first act, shall dance at the court of Richard the 
a and be alive, in the last act, during the reign of James the 

irst. 
As to place, we may suppose a tragedy, where Motesuma 

shall appear at Mexico, in the first act; shall be carried to 
Madrid, in the third; and be brought back again, in the fifth, 
to die at Mexico. 3 

It is true, indeed, did such plays exist, and were their other 
dramatic requisites good, these improbabilities might be en- 
dured, and the plays be still admired. Fime manners and senti- 
ment, we have already said,° may support a wretched fable, as 
a beautiful face may make us forget a bad figure. But no au- 
thority for that reason can justify absurdities, or make them not 
to be so, by being fortunately associated. 

Nor is it enough to say, that by this apparent austerity many 
a good play would have been spoilt." The answer is obvious: 
choose another and a fitter subject. Subjects are infinite. Con- 
sult the inexhaustible treasures of history; or, if these fail, the 
more inexhaustible fund of invention. Nay, more; if you are 
distressed, bring history and invention together, and let the 
richness of the last embellish the poverty of the former. Poets, 
though bound by the laws of common sense, are not bound to 
the rigours of historical fact. 

It must be confessed, it is a flattering doctrine to tell a young 
beginner, that he has nothing more to do, than to trust his own 
genius, and to contemn all rules as the tyranny of pedants. 

taste made them more correct. Aristot, @ What this implies, we are told in the 
Poet. c. 5. p. 229. edit. Sylb. following passage: “Ori wddiora meipara. 

taro play amepiddov HAlov elvat, 7) purkpdy 
efadAdrrew: “Tragedy aims, as far as 
possible, to come within a single revolution 
of the sun, (that is, a natural day,) or but 
a little to exceed.” Arist. Poet. c. 5. p. 
229. edit. Sylb. 

b Aristotle, speaking upon the indefinite 
duration of the epopee, which is sometimes 
extended to years, adds, Kalro: +d mp@rtov 
duolws ev Tais tpayydiais TodTo érolour: 
“at first they did the same in tragedies ;” 
that is, their duration, like that of the 
epopee, was alike undefined, till a better 

© See p. 447, in the note, 
4 Aristotle, speaking about introducing 

any thing irrational into the drama, adds, 
“Nore Td Aéyev, Sti avypnro bv 5 MdOos, 
yedotov* e apxis yap ov Set ovvlcracba 
To.ovrous: “That to say (by this restric- 
tion) the fable would have been destroyed, 
is ridiculous ; for they ought not, from the 
very beginning, to form fables upon such a 
plan.” Arist. Poet. c, 24. p. 253. edit. 
Sylb. 

e Sup. p. 447. 

bo Q 
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The painful toils of accuracy by this expedient are eluded; 
for geniuses (like Milton’s harps‘) are supposed to be ever 
tuned. 

But the misfortune is, that genius is something rare, nor can 
he, who possesses it, even then, by neglecting rules, produce 
what is accurate. Those, on the contrary, who, though they 
want genius, think rules worthy their attention, if they cannot 
become good authors, may still make tolerable critics; may be 
able to shew the difference between the creeping and the simple; 
the pert and the pleasing ; the turgid and the sublime; in short, 
to sharpen, like the whetstone, that genius in others, which na- 
ture in her frugality has not given to themselves. 

Indeed, I have never known, during a life of many years, and 
some small attention paid to letters and literary men, that 
genius in any art had been ever cramped by rules. On the 
contrary, I have seen great geniuses miserably err by trans- 
gressing them, and, like vigorous travellers who lose their way, 
only wander the wider on account of their own strength. 

And yet it is somewhat singular in literary compositions, and 
perhaps more so in poetry than elsewhere, that many things 
have been done in the best and purest taste, long before rules 
were established, and systematized in form. This we are cer- 
tain was true with respect to Homer, Sophocles, Euripides, and 
other Greeks. In modern times it appears as true of our ad- 
mired Shakspeare ; for who can believe that Shakspeare studied 
rules, or was ever versed in critical systems? 
A specious objection then occurs. “If these great writers 

were so excellent before rules were established, or, at least, were 
known to them, what had they to direct their genius, when rules 
(to them at least) did not exist ?” 

To this question it is hoped the answer will not be deemed 
too hardy, should we assert, that there never was a time when 
rules did not exist; that they always made a part of that im- 
mutable truth, the natural object of every penetrating genius ; 
and that, if at that early Greek period, systems of rules were 
not established, those great and sublime authors were a rule to 
themselves. They may be said indeed to have excelled, not by 
art, but by nature; yet by a nature which gave birth to the 
perfection of art. 

The case is nearly the same with respect to our Shakspeare. 
There is hardly any thing we applaud, among his innumerable 
beauties, which will not be found strictly conformable to the 
rules of sound and ancient criticism. 

That this is true with respect to his characters and his senti- 
ment, is evident hence, that, in explaining these rules, we have 
so often recurred to him for illustrations.® 

f Par. Lost, iii. 365, 366. 
& See before, of these Inquiries, p. 403, 415. 418. 430, 433, 434. 439, 442. 
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Besides quotations already alleged, we subjoin the following 
as to character. 
When Falstaff and his suite are so ignominiously routed, and 

the scuffle is by Falstaff so humourously exaggerated ; what 
can be more natural than such a narrative to such a character, 
distinguished for his humour, and withal for his want of veracity 
and courage ¢> 

The sagacity of common poets might not perhaps have sug- 
gested so good a narrative, but it certainly would have suggested 
something of the kind, and it is in this view the essence of 
dramatic character, which is, when we conjecture what any one 
will do or say, from what he has done or said already.’ 

If we pass from characters (that is to say, manners) to senti- 
ment, we have already given instances,“ and yet we shall still 
give another. 
When Rosencrantz and Guilderstern wait upon Hamlet, he 

offers them a recorder, or pipe, and desires them to play; they 
reply, they cannot :—he repeats his request; they answer, they 
have never learned:—he assures them nothing was so easy; 
they still decline. It is then he tells them, with disdain, “‘ There 
is much music in this little organ, and yet you cannot make it 
speak; Do you think I am easier to be played on than a pipe $! 

This I call an elegant sample of sentiment, taken under its 
comprehensive sense.” But we stop not here; we consider it as 
a complete instance of Socratic reasoning, though it is probable 
the author knew nothing, how Socrates used to argue. 

To explain: Xenophon makes Socrates reason as follows with 
an ambitious youth, by name Euthydemus. 

“Tt is strange, (says he,) that those who desire to play upon 
the harp, or upon the flute, or to ride the managed horse, should 
not think themselves worth notice, without having practised 
under the best masters: while there are those who aspire to the 
governing of a state, and can think themselves completely 
qualified, though it be without preparation or labour.”” 

Aristotle’s illustration is similar in his reasoning against men 
chosen by lot for magistrates. “It is (says he) as if wrestlers 
were to be appointed by lot, and not those that are able to 
wrestle: or, as if from among sailors we were to choose a pilot 
by lot, and that the man so elected were to navigate, and not 
the man who knew the business.”° 

Nothing can be more ingenious than this mode of reasoning. 
The premises are obvious and undeniable; the conclusion cogent, 
and yet unexpected. It is a species of that argumentation, 
called in dialectic évrayary?, or “induction.” 

h See Hen. IV. part ii. m See before, p. 436, 437. 
i See before, p. 434. " Xenoph. Mem. iv. c. 2. s. 6, 
k See before, p. 436. © Arist. Rhetor, 1. ii. c. 20. p, 94, edit. 
1 Hamlet, act iii. Sylb. 

2a2 
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Aristotle, in his Rhetoric, (as above quoted,) calls such reason- 
ings Ta Swxpatixa, “the Socratics;” in the beginning of his 
Poetics he calls them the }wxpatixot Noyor, the “ Socratic dis- 
courses ;” and Horace, in his Art of Poetry, calls them the “ So- 
cratice charte.”? 

If truth be always the same, no wonder geniuses should co- 
incide, and that, too, in philosophy as well as in criticism. 
We venture to add, returning to rules, that if there be any 

things in Shakspeare objectionable, (and who is hardy enough 
to deny it?) the very objections, as well as the beauties, are to 
be tried by the same rules; as the same plummet alike shews, 
both what is out of the perpendicular, and in it; the same ruler 

alike proves, both what is crooked and what is straight. 
We cannot admit that geniuses, though prior to systems, 

were prior also to rules, because rules from the beginning existed 
in their own minds, and were a part of that immutable truth, 
which is eternal and every where.’ Aristotle, we know, did not 
form Homer, Sophocles, and Euripides; it was Homer, Sopho- 
cles, and Euripides, that formed Aristotle. 

And this, surely, should teach us to pay attention to rules, 
inasmuch as they and genius are so reciprocally connected, that 
it is genius which discovers rules, and then rules which govern 
genius. 

It is by this amicable concurrence, and by this alone, that 
every work of art justly merits admiration, and is rendered as 
highly perfect, as by human power it can be made.’ 

But we have now (if such language may be allowed) travelled 
over a vast and mighty plain; or, (as Virgil better expresses it,) 

Immensum spatio confecimus zequor. 

It is not however improbable, that some intrepid spirit may 
demand again,’ What avail these subtleties? Without so much 
trouble, I can be full enough pleased. I know what I like. 
We answer, And so does the carrion-crow, that feeds upon a 
carcase. The difficulty lies not in knowing what we like; but 
in knowing how to like, and what is worth liking. Until these 

P See a most admirable instance of this 
induction, quoted by Cicero from the So- 
cratic ischines. Cic. de Invent. lib. i. s. 51. 

4 The author thinks it superfluous to 
panegyrize truth; yet in fayour of sound 
and rational rules, (which must be founded 
in truth, or they are good for nothing,) he 
ventures to quote the Stagirite himself: 
"AANOH GANOEr odk evdéxerou evayTiay elvas 
ovre Sdtay, ob7 ayripacw: “It is not pos- 
sible for a true opinion, or a true contra- 
dictory proposition, to be contrary to an- 
other true one.” Aristot. de Interpret. c. 19. 
p- 78. edit. Sylb. 

This may be thus illustrated: If it be 

true, that the time and place of every drama 
should be circumscribed, the contrary can- 
not be true, that its time and place need 
not to be circumscribed. See p. 423. 

* This is fairly stated and decided by 
Horace : 
Natura fieret laudabile carmen, an arte, 
Quesitum est. Ego nec studium sine divite 

VENA, 
Nee rude quid prosit video ingenium ; al- 

terius sic 
Altera poscit opem res, et conjurat amice. 

Art. Poet. v. 408, &e. 
8 See p. 418. 
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ends are obtained, we may admire Durfey before Milton; a 
smoking boor of Hemskirk, before an apostle of Raphael. 
Now as to the knowing how to like, and then what is worth 

liking; the first of these, being the object of critical disquisition, 
has been attempted to be shewn through the course of these in- 
quiries. 

As to the second, what is worth our liking, this is best known 
by studying the best authors, beginning from the Greeks, then 
passing to the Latins; nor on any account excluding those who 
have excelled among the moderns. 
And here, if, while we peruse some author of high rank, we 

perceive we do not instantly relish him, let us not be disheartened ; 
let us even feign a relish, till we find a relish come. A morsel 
perhaps pleases us; let us cherish it: another morsel strikes us ; 
let us cherish this also. Let us thus proceed, and steadily per- 
severe, till we find we can relish, not morsels, but wholes; and 
feel, that what began in fiction, terminates in reality. The film 
being in this manner removed, we shall discover beauties which 
we never imagined; and contemn for puerilities, what we once 
foolishly admired. 

One thing, however, in this process is indispensably required : 
we are on no account to expect that fine things should descend 
to us; our taste, if possible, must be made ascend to them. 

This is the labour, this the work; there is pleasure in the 
success, and praise even in the attempt. 

This speculation applies not to literature only: it applies to 
music, to painting, and, as they are all congenial, to all the liberal 
arts. We should in each of them endeavour to investigate what is 
ine and there, (if I may so express myself,) there to fix our 
abode. 
By only seeking and perusing what is truly excellent, and by 

contemplating always this, and this alone, the mind insensibly 
becomes accustomed to it, and finds that in this alone it can 
acquiesce with content. It happens, indeed, here, as in a subject 
far more important, I mean in a moral and a virtuous conduct. 
If we choose the best life, use will make it pleasant.* 

And thus having gone through the sketch we promised, (for 
our concise manner cannot be called any thing more,) we here 

finish the second part of these Inquiries, and, according to our 
original plan, proceed to the third part, the taste and literature 
of the middle age. 

t ‘EAod Blov tpiorov, Hddv dé abtoy H ovvAOEa movjoet. Plut. Mor. p. 602, ed.Wolfii. 
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PART III. 

CHAPTER I. 

DESIGN OF THE WHOLE=—LIMITS AND EXTENT OF THE MIDDLE AGE— 

THREE CLASSES OF MEN, DURING THAT INTERVAL, CONSPICUOUS: THE 

BYZANTINE GREEKS 5; THE SARACENS, OR ARABIANS 5; AND THE LATINS, 

OR FRANKS, INHABITANTS OF WESTERN EUROPE——EACH CLASS IN THE 

FOLLOWING CHAPTERS CONSIDERED APART. 

Wuen the magnitude of the Roman empire grew enormous, and 
there were two imperial cities, Rome and Constantinople, then 
that happened which was natural; out of one empire it became 
two, distinguished by: the different names of the Western and 
the Eastern. 

The Western empire soon sunk. So early as in the fifth 
century,* Rome, once the mistress of nations, beheld herself at 
the feet of a Gothic sovereign. The Eastern empire lasted many 
centuries longer; and though often impaired by external enemies, 
and weakened as often by internal factions, yet still it retained 
traces of its ancient splendour, resembling, in the language of 
Virgil, some fair, but faded flower: 

Cui neque fulgor adhuc, necdum sua forma recessit. 

At length, after various plunges and various escapes, it was 
totally annihilated in the fifteenth century, by the victorious 
arms of Mahomet the Great.” 

The interval between the fall of these two empires, (the 
Western or Latin in the fifth century, the Eastern or Grecian 
in the fifteenth,) making a space of near a thousand years, con- 
stitutes what we call the middle age. 

Dominion passed, during this interval, into the hands of rude, 

@ About the year of Christ 475, Au- 
gustulus was compelled to abdicate the 
Western empire by Odoacer, king of the 
Heruli. As Augustulus was the last Ro- 
man who possessed the imperial dignity at 
Rome, and as the dominion both of Rome 
and Italy soon after passed into the hands 
of Theodoric the Goth, it has been justly 
said, that then terminated the Roman em- 
pire in the West. 

During these wretched times, Rome had 
been sacked not long before by Alaric, as it 
was a second time (about the middle of the 
sixth century) by Totila ; after which events 
the Roman name and authority were so far 

sunk, that early in the seventh century they 
ceased to speak Latin, even in Rome itself. 
See Blair’s Chronology. 

b See the various histories of the Turkish 
empire. The unfortunate Greeks, at this 
period, when, to resist such an enemy as 
the Turks, they should have been firmly 
combined, were never so miserably dis- 
tracted. An union with the church of Rome 
was at the time projected. The Greeks 
who favoured it imputed their calamities to 
their not-uniting ; those who opposed it, to 
their uniting. Between the two factions 
all was lost, and Constantinople taken in 
the year 1453. 
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illiterate men; men who conquered more by multitude than by 
military skill; and who, having little or no taste either for 
sciences or arts, naturally despised those things from which they 
reaped no advantage. 

This was the age of monkery and legends; of Leonine verses,° 
(that is, of bad Latin put into rhyme ;) of projects to decide truth 
by ploughshares and batoons;“ of crusades to conquer infidels 
and extirpate heretics; of princes deposed, not as Croesus was by 
Cyrus, but by one who had no armies, and who did not even 
wear a sword.® 

© See below, chap. xi. 
4 This alludes to the two methods of 

trial, much practised in those dark times, 
the trial by ordeal, and that by duel. 

Heated ploughshares were often em- 
ployed in trials by ordeal ; and it is remark- 
able, that express mention is made of this 
absurd method of purgation by fire, even in 
the Antigone of Sophocles. The messenger 
there says, in order to justify himself and 
his companions, 
"Huey & eromuor kal wvdpous alpew xeporv, 
Kal rip d:€preiv, cal Oeods dpxwporety, 
Td unre Spaou, unre, K.T.A. 

Antig. v. 270. 
Ready we were with both our hands to lift 
The glowing mass ; or slowly cross the fire, 
And by the gods to swear, we neither ded 
The deed, nor knew, &c. 

This carries up the practice to the time 
of Eteocles and Polynices, before the Trojan 
war. 

Perhaps the poet, by the incidental men- 
tion of so strange a custom, intended to 
characterize the manners of a ruder age; 
an age widely different from his own, which 
was an age of science and philosophical dis- 
quisition. 

As to trials by battle, they were either 
before the earl marshal, or the judges of 
Westminster-hall. If before the earl mar- 
shal, they were upon accusations of treason, 
or other capital crimes, and the parties were 
usually of high and noble rank. If before 
the judges of Westminster-hall, the cause 
was often of inferior sort, as well as the 
parties litigating. 

Hence the combats differed in their ends. 
That before the earl marshal was victory, 
often attended with slaughter; that before 
the judges was victory alone, with no such 
consequence. 

The weapons, too, differed, as well as the 
ends. The weapons before the earl marshal 
were a long sword, a short sword, and a 
dagger; that before the judges was a ba- 
toon, above mentioned, called in barbarous 
Latin druncus, but in words more intelli- 
gible fustis teres. 

So late as the reign of queen Elizabeth, 

an instance occurs of this trial being insisted 
upon. But that wise princess, though she 
permitted the previous forms, I mean that 
of the lists being enclosed, of the judges 
taking their seats there, of the champions 
making their appearance, &c. (forms which 
perhaps could not legally be prevented,) 
had too much sense to permit so foolish a 
decision. She compelled the parties to a 
compromise, by the plaintiff’s taking an 
equivalent in money for his claim, and 
making in consequence a voluntary default. 

Wyvil, bishop of Salisbury, in the reign 
of Edward the Third, recurred to trial by 
battle in a dispute with the earl of Salis- 
bury, and ordered public prayers through 
his diocese for the success of his champion, 
till the matter, by the king’s authority, was 
compromised. 

But notwithstanding this bishop’s con- 
duct, it was a practice which the church 
disapproved, and wisely, as well as hu- 
manely, endeavoured to prevent. Trucu- 
lentum morem in omni vo acriter insecta- 
runt theologi, pre aliis Agobardus, et plu- 
rimo canone ipsa ecclessia. See Spelman, 
under the words Campus, Campsius, and 
Campio. 

I must not omit that there is a complete 
history of such a duel, recorded by Wal- 
singham, in the reign of Richard the Second, 
between Aneslee a knight, and Karryngton 
an esquire. Karryngton was accused by 
the other of treason, for selling a castle to 
the French, and, being defeated in the com- 
bat, died the next day raving mad. Wal- 
singham’s narrative is curious and exact, 
but their weapons differed from those above 
mentioned, for they first fought with lances, 
then with swords, and lastly with daggers. 
Walsing. Histor. p. 237. 

e Such was pope Innocent the Third, 
who, besides his crusades to extirpate here- 
tics by armies not his own, excommunicated 
Philip king of France, Alphonso king of 
Leon, Raimond earl of Toulouse, and John 
king of England. 

Nor is this wonderful, when we view in 
his own language the opinion he had of his 
own station and authority. 
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Different portions of this age have been distinguished by dif- 
ferent descriptions; such as Swculwm Monotheleticum, Seeculum 
Eiconoclasticum, Sceeculum Obscurum, Sceeculum Ferreum, Secu- 
lum Hildibrandinum, &c.; strange names, it must be confessed, 
some more obvious, others less so, yet none tending to furnish us 
with any high or promising ideas.’ 

And yet we must acknowledge, for the honour of humanity, 
and of its great and divine Author, who never forsakes it, that 
some sparks of intellect were at all times visible, through the 
whole of this dark and dreary period. It is here we must look 
for the taste and literature of the times. 

The few who were enlightened, when arts and sciences were 
thus obscured, may be said to have happily maintained the con- 
tinuity of knowledge; to have been (if I may use the expression) 
like the twilight of a summer’s night; that auspicious gleam be- 
tween the setting and the rising sun, which, though it cannot 
retain the lustre of the day, helps at least to save us from the 
totality of darkness. 
A cursory disquisition, illustrated by a few select instances, 

will constitute the subject of the present essay; and these in- 
stances we shall bring from among three classes of men, who had 
each a large share in the transactions of those times: from the 
Byzantine Greeks, from the Arabians or Saracens, and from the 
inhabitants of Western Europe, at that time called the Latins. 
We shall give precedence, as we think they merit it, to the 
Greeks of Constantinople, although it is not always easy to pre- 
serve an exact chronology, because in each of these three classes 
many eminent men were contemporary. 

‘CHAPTER II. 

CONCERNING THE FIRST CLASS, THE BYZANTINE GREEKS——-SIMPLICIUS— 

AMMONIUS——PHILOPONUS——-FATE OF THE FINE LIBRARY AT ALEX- 

ANDRIA. 

Srmpricius and Ammonius were Greek authors, who flourished 
at Athens, during the sixth century; for Athens, long after her 
trophies at Marathon, long after her political sovereignty was no 
more, still maintained her empire in philosophy and the fine arts.® 

“I am placed (says he) in the middle, 
between God and man; on this side God, 
but beyond man; nay, I am greater than 
man, as I can judge of all men, but can be 
judged by no one. Sum enim inter Deum 
et hominem medius constitutus, citra Deum 
sed ultra hominem ; imo major homine, qui 
de omnibus judicem, a nemine vero judicari 
possim.” Innocen, III. serm. 2. in Historia 

Transubstantionis Joannis Cosin. Episcop. 
Dunelm. Lond. 1675. See also the church 
histories of this period. 

f Those who would be further informed 
concerning these Seecula, may, among other 
authors, consult two very learned ones, 
Cave, in his Historia Literaria, and Mosheim, 
in his Ecclesiastical History. 

& See below, chap. iii. 
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Philosophy, indeed, when these authors wrote, was sinking 
apace. The Stoic system, and even the Stoic writings were the 
greater part of them lost." Other sects had shared the same 
fate. None subsisted but the Platonic and the Peripatetic ; 
which, being both derived from a common source, (that is to say, 
the Pythagorean,) were at this period blended, and commonly 
cultivated by the same persons. 

Simplicius and Ammonius, being bred in this school, and well 
initiated in its principles, found no reason, from their education, 
to make systems for themselves ; a practice referable sometimes 
to real genius, but more often to not knowing what others have 
invented before. 

Conscious therefore they could not excel their great prede- 
cessors, they thought, like many others, that the commenting of 
their works was doing mankind the most essential service. 

It was this which gave rise, long before their time, to that 
tribe of commentators, who, in the person of Andronicus the: 
Rhodian, began under Augustus, and who continued, for ages 
after, in an orderly succession. 

Simplicius wrote a variety of comments upon different parts 
of Aristotle, but his comment upon the Physics is peculiarly 
valuable, as it is filled with quotations from Anaxagoras, De- 
mocritus, Parmenides, and other philosophers, who flourished so 
early as before the time of Aristotle, and whose fragments many 
of them are not to be found elsewhere. 

As this compilation must have been the result of extensive 
reading, we may justly distinguish him by the title of a learned 
commentator.' 
Ammonius wrote comments on the first and second tracts of 

Aristotle’s Logic, as likewise upon the Introductory Discourse 
of the philosopher Porphyry. His manner of writing is orderly; 
his style clear and copious; copious in its better sense, by leav- 
ing nothing unexplained, not copious by perplexing us with tire- 
some tautology. 

To those who wish for a taste of this literature, 1 know no 
author who better merits perusal. The preface to his Comment 
on Porphyry is a curious account of philosophy under its many 
and different definitions, every one of which he explains with 
perspicuity and precision. The preface to his Comment on the 
Predicaments gives us an ingenious plan of critical scrutiny; in 
other words, furnishes us with a suite of leading queries, by 
which, before we read a book, we may learn what it is, and 
judge, when analyzed, if it be a legitimate composition." 

When things change by uninterrupted continuity, as (to use 
an idea already suggested) the splendour of the day to the dark- 

h See Philosoph. Arrangements, p. 323. vol. viii, p. 620, &c. 
i For a fuller and more accurate account K See Fabr. Biblioth. Greec. vol. iv. p. 

of Simplicius, see Fabricii Biblioth, Grec. 161. 
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ness of the night, it is hard to decide, precisely, where the one 
concludes and the other commences. By parity of reasoning 
it is difficult to determine, to what age we shall adjudge the two 
philosophers just mentioned; whether to the commencement of 
a baser age, or rather (if we regard their merit) to the conclusion 
of a purer. If we arrange them with the conclusion, it is, as 
Brutus and Cassius were called the last of the Romans.' 
We can have less doubt about the disciple of Ammonius, 

John the Grammarian, called Philoponus from his love of labour. 
It was his misfortune to live during the time of Mahomet, and 
to see Alexandria taken by the arms of one of his immediate 
successors. What passed there on this occasion with regard to 
the library, though recorded in modern books, is too curious to 
be omitted here. I translate it from the accurate version of 
Abulpharagius’s History, made by that able orientalist, Po- 
cocke. 

** When Alexandria was taken by the Mahometans, Amrus, 
their commander, found there Philoponus, whose conversation 
highly pleased him, as Amrus was a lover of letters, and Philo- 
ponus a learned man. On a certain day, Philoponus said to him, 
‘You have visited all the repositories or public warehouses in 
Alexandria, and you have sealed up things of every sort, that 
are found there. As to those things that may be useful to you, 
I presume to say nothing; but as to things of no service to you, 
some of them perhaps may be more suitable to me. Amrus 
said to him, ‘And what is it you want?’ ‘The philosophical 
books (replied he) preserved in the royal libraries.’ ‘ This,’ says 
Amrus, ‘is a request upon which I cannot decide. You desire 
a thing where I can issue no orders, till I have leave from Omar, 
the commander of the faithful.’ Letters were accordingly 
written to Omar, informing him of what Philoponus had said, 
and an answer was returned by Omar to the following purport. 
‘As to the books of which you have made mention, if there be 
contained in them what accords with the book of God, (meaning 
the Alcoran,) there is without them, in the book of God, all 
that is sufficient. But if there be any thing in them repugnant 
to that book, we in no respect want them. Order them, there- 
fore, to be all destroyed. Amrus, upon this, ordered them to 
be dispersed through the baths of Alexandria, and to be there 
burned in making the baths warm. After this manner, in the 
space of six months, they were all consumed.” 

The historian, having related the story, adds, from his own 
feelings, “‘ Hear what was done, and wonder.”™ 

! See Tacit. Annal. iv. 34. make from Abulpharagius, we shall always 
m Vid. Abulpharagii Dynastiar. p. 114. quote from the same edition ; that is, from 

Oxon. 1663. the Latin version of the learned Pococke, 
The reader will here observe, that in the subjoined to the original Arabic. 

many quotations which we shall hereafter 
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Thus ended this noble library; and thus began, if it did not 
begin sooner, the age of barbarity and ignorance. 

CHAPTER III. 

DIGRESSION TO A SHORT HISTORICAL ACCOUNT OF ATHENS, FROM THE 

TIME OF HER PERSIAN TRIUMPHS, TO THAT OF HER BECOMING 8UB- 

JECT TO THE TURKS. SKETCH, DURING THIS LONG INTERVAL, OF 

HER POLITICAL AND LITERARY STATE5 OF HER PHILOSOPHERS 5 OF 

HER GYMNASIA 5; OF HER GOOD AND BAD FORTUNE, &e. &e. MAN- 

NERS OF THE PRESENT INHABITANTS. OLIVES AND HONEY. 

Havine mentioned Athens, I hope that celebrated city will 
justify a digression, and the more so, as that digression will ter- 
minate in events which belong to the very age of which we are 
now writing. But it is expedient to deduce matters from a 
much earlier period. 
When the Athenians had delivered themselves from the 

tyranny of Pisistratus, and after this had defeated the vast 
efforts. of the Persians, and that against two successive invaders, 
Darius and Xerxes, they may be considered as at the summit 
of their national glory. For more than half a century after- 
wards they maintained, without control, the sovereignty of 
Greece." | 

As their taste was naturally good, arts of every kind soon rose 
among them, and flourished. Valour had given them reputa- 
tion; reputation gave them an ascendant; and that ascendant 
produced a security, which left their minds at ease, and gave 
them leisure to cultivate every thing liberal or elegant.° 

It was then that Pericles adorned the city with temples, 
theatres, and other beautiful and public buildings. Phidias, the 
great sculptor, was employed as his architect, who, when he had 
erected edifices, adorned them himself, and added statues and 
basso-relievos, the admiration of every beholder.? It was then 
that Polygnotus and Myro painted; that Sophocles and EKu- 
ripides wrote; and, not long after, that they saw the divine 
Socrates. 

n For these historical facts, consult the 
ancient and modern authors of Grecian 
history. 

© It was in a similar period of triumph, 
after a formidable adversary had been 
crushed, that the Romans began to culti- 
yate a more refined and polished literature. 

bracers Post Punica bella quietus, querere 
coepit, 

Quid Sophocles, et Thespis, et Afschylus 
utile ferrent. Hor, Ep. ii, lL. ii, 162. 

See the note from a Greek manuscript 
in the Treatise on Music, Painting, &c. 
p. 25, where the progress of arts and 
sciences, from their dawn to their meri- 
dian, is elegantly and philosophically ex- 
hibited. 

P See Plutarch’s Life of Pericles, p. 350, 
351, 352, 353, 354, in the quarto Greek 
edition of Bryan, vol. i, and Stuart’s An- 
tiquities of Athens. 
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Human affairs are by nature prone to change; and states, as 
well as individuals, are born to decay. Jealousy and ambition 
insensibly fomented wars, and success in these wars, as in others, 
was often various. The military strength of the Athenians was 
first impaired by the Lacedzemonians; after that, it was again 
humiliated, under Epaminondas, by the Thebans; and last of 
all it was wholly crushed by the Macedonian, Philip.‘ 

But though their political sovereignty was lost, yet, happily 
for mankind, their love of literature and arts did not sink along 
with it. 

Just at the close of their golden days of empire flourished 
Xenophon and Plato, the disciples of Socrates; and from Plato 
descended that race of philosophers called the Old Academy." 

Aristotle, who was Plato’s disciple, may be said, not to have 
invented a new philosophy, but rather to have tempered the 
sublime and rapturous mysteries of his master with method, 
order, and a stricter mode of reasoning.® 

Zeno, who was himself also educated in the principles of 
Platonism, only differed from Plato in the comparative estimate 
of things, allowing nothing to be intrinsically good but virtue, 
nothing intrinsically bad but vice, and considering all other 
things to be in themselves indifferent.* 

He, too, and Aristotle, accurately cultivated logic, but in dif- 
ferent ways; for Aristotle chiefly dwelt upon the simple syl- 
logism; Zeno upon that which is derived out of it, the com- 
pound or hypothetic. Both, too, as well as other philosophers, 
cultivated rhetoric along with logic; holding a knowledge in 
both to be requisite for those who think of addressing mankind 
with all the efficacy of persuasion. Zeno elegantly illustrated 
the force of these two powers by a simile taken from the hand: 
the close power of logic he compared to the fist, or hand com-- 
pressed ; the diffuse power of rhetoric to the palm, or hand 
open." 

I shall mention but two sects more, the New Academy, and 
the Epicurean. 

4 See, as before, the several histories of 
Greece. 

¥ See Cic. de Fin. ]. v. and Academ. 1. i. 
s. 5. p. 21. edit. Davisii. 

8 See Hermes, p. 240. 
tSee Cicer. de Fin. 1. iii. s. 7, 8. 16. 

The beginning of the Enchiridion of Epic- 
tetus, Tay tytwy Ta pev ed” Huy, kK. T. A. 
Diogen. Laert. in vita Zenon. 1. vii. s. 102. 

u Zeno quidem ille, a quo disciplina 
Stoicorum est, manu demonstrare solebat, 

quid inter has artes [dialecticam scil. et 
eloquentiam] interesset. Nam, cum com- 
presserat digitos, pugnumque fecerat, dia- 
lecticam aiebat ejusmodi esse: cum autem 
diduxerat, et manum dilataverat, palme 

illius similem eloquentiam esse dicebat. 
Cicer. Orator. s. 113. 

Both Peripatetics and Stoics wrote tracts 
of rhetoric as well as logic. The Rhetoric 
of Aristotle is perhaps one of the most 
valuable remains of antiquity, and de- 
servedly worth studying, be it for specula- 
tion or practice. 

As for the rhetoric of the Stoics, there is 
extant, among the Latin rhetoricians, pub- 
lished in a thin quarto, by Plantin, at Paris, 
an. 1599, a tract by Sulpitius Victor, called 
Institutiones Oratorize, wherein he has this 
expression at the beginning: Zenonis pra- 
cepta maxime persecutus. See p. 187; 
also p. 288, 193, of the said treatise. 
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The New Academy, so called from the Old Academy, (the 
name given to the school of Plato,) was founded by Arcesilas, 
and ably maintained by Carneades. From a mistaken imitation 
of the great parent of philosophy, Socrates, (particularly as he 
appears in the Dialogues of Plato,) because Socrates doubted 
some things, therefore Arcesilas and Carneades doubted all.* 

Kpicurus drew from another source; Democritus had taught 
him atoms and a void: by the fortuitous concourse of atoms, he 
fancied he could form a world; while by a feigned veneration he 
complimented away his gods, and totally denied their provi- 
dential care, lest the trouble of it should impair their uninter- 
rupted state of bliss. Virtue he recommended, though not for 
the sake of virtue, but pleasure; pleasure, according to him, 
being our chief and sovereign good. It must be confessed, how- 
ever, that, though his principles were erroneous, and even bad, 
never was a man more temperate and humane; never was a 
man more beloved by his friends, or more cordially attached to 
them in affectionate esteem.’ 
We have already mentioned the alliance between philosophy 

and rhetoric. This cannot be thought wonderful, if rhetoric be 
the art by which men are persuaded, and if men cannot be per- 
suaded without a knowledge of human nature: for what, but 
philosophy, can procure us this knowledge? 

It was for this reason the ablest Greek philosophers not only 
taught, (as we hinted before,) but wrote also treatises upon rhe- 
toric. They had a further inducement, and that was the in- 
trinsic beauty of their language, as it was then spoken among 
the learned and polite. They would have been ashamed to have 
delivered philosophy, as it has been too often delivered since, 
in compositions as clumsy as the common dialect of the mere 
vulgar. 

The same love of elegance which made them attend to their 
style, made them attend even to the places where their philo- 
sophy was taught. 

Plato delivered his lectures in a place shaded with groves, on 
the banks of the river Ilissus; and which, as it once belonged 
to a person called Academus, was called, after his name, the 
Academy.” Aristotle chose another spot of a similar character, 
where there were trees and shade; a spot called the Lyczeum.* 
Zeno taught in a portico or colonnade, distinguished from other 
buildings of that sort (of which the Athenians had many) by 
the name of the Variegated Portico, the walls being decorated 
with various paintings of Polygnotus and Myro, two capital 

* Vid. Cic. Academ. 1. i. s. 13. p. 48. tending to establish his amiable character, 
edit. Dav. Itaque Arcesilas negabat esse however erroneous and blameable his doc- 
quicquam, &c. trines. 

¥Y See Diogen. Laert. 1. x. s. 9, &c. where 2 Vid. Diog. Laert. lib. iii. s, 7. Potter’s 
an ample detail is given of Epicurus, his Arch, Gree. vol. i. p. 40. 
friends, his last will, and his death; all @ See Potter’s Arch, Greec. vol, i. p. 40. 
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masters of that transcendent period.” Epicurus addressed his 
hearers in those well-known gardens, called, after his own name, 
the Gardens of Epicurus. 

Some of these places gave names to the doctrines which were 
taught there. Plato’s philosophy took its name of Academic 
from the Academy ;° that of Zeno was called the Stoic, from a 
Greek word, signifying a portico." 

The system indeed of Aristotle was not denominated from the 
place, but was called Peripatetic, from the manner in which he 
taught; from his walking about at the time when he disserted.° 
The term, Epicurean philosophy, needs no explanation. 

Open air, shade, water, and pleasant walks, seem above all 
things to favour that exercise, the best suited to contemplation, 
I mean gentle walking without inducing fatigue. The many 
agreeable walks in and about Oxford, may teach my own 
countrymen the truth of this assertion, and best explam how 
Horace lived, while a student at Athens, employed, (as he tells 

us,) 
Inter silvas academi queerere verum. 

These places of public institution were called among the 
Greeks by the name of Gymnasia, in which, whatever that word 
might have originally meant, were taught all those exercises, 
and all those arts, which tended to cultivate not only the body 
but the mind. As man was a being consisting of both, the 
Greeks could not consider that education as complete, in which 
both were not regarded, and both properly formed. Hence 
their Gymnasia, with reference to this double end, were adorned 

b Of these two artists, it appears that 
Myro was paid, and that Polygnotus painted 
gratis, for which generosity he had the tes- 
timony of public honours. Plin. N. Hist. 
], xxxv. cap. 9. s. 35. 
We learn from history, that the pictures 

which adorned this portico were four ; two 
on the back part of it, (open to the colon- 
nade) and a picture at each end, upon the 
right and left. 
We learn also the subjects: on one of 

the sides, a picture of the Athenian and 
Lacedeemonian armies at CEnoe (an Argive 
city) facing each other and ready to en- 
gage: on the back ground, or middle part 
of the portico, the battle between the 
Athenians under Theseus, and the Ama- 
zons: next to that, on the same middle, 
the Grecian chiefs, after the taking of Troy, 
deliberating upon the violence offered by 
Ajax to Cassandra, Ajax himself being pre- 
sent, together with Cassandra and other 
captive Trojan women: lastly, on the other 
side of the portico opposite to the first, the 
triumphant victory at Marathon, the Bar- 
barians pushed into the morass, or demo- 
lished, while they endeavoured to escape 

to their ships ; Miltiades and the Greek 
leaders being to be known by their por- 
traits. 

As the portico was large, and the pic- 
tures were only four, these we may sup- 
pose must have been large likewise, for it 
is probable they occupied the whole space. 
Vid. Pausan. Attic. lib. i, ¢. 15. p. 36. edit. 
Lips. 1696. 

From the painting of this portico to the 
time of Honorius, when it was defaced, 
stripped, and its pictures destroyed, (Synes. 
Epist. 135.) was an interval of about eight 
hundred years. 

It may merit inquiry among the curious, 
upon what sort of surface, and with what 
sort of colours, pictures were painted, that 
could endure so long. 

© See the note, next after the following. 
4 Srod, Strwiol. 
€ Qui erant cum Aristotele, Peripatetici 

dicti sunt, quia disputabant inambulantes in 

Lyceo ; illi autem, qui Platonis instituto 
in academia, quod est alterum gymnasium, 
ceetus erant et sermones habere soliti, e 
loci vocabulo nomen habuerunt. Cic. Aca- 
dem, |, i. c. 4, p. 21. edit. Davis. 
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with two statues, those of Mercury and of Hercules; the corpo- 
real accomplishments being patronised (as they supposed) by 
the god of strength, the mental accomplishments by the god of 
ingenuity. 

It is to be feared, that many places, now called academies, 
scarce deserve the name upon this extensive plan, if the pro- 
fessors teach no more than how to dance, fence, and ride upon 
horses. 

It was for the cultivation of every liberal accomplishment that 
Athens was celebrated (as we have said) during many centuries, 
long after her political influence was lost and at an end. 
When Alexander the Great died, many tyrants, like many 

hydras, immediately sprung up. Athens then, though she still 
maintained the form of her ancient government, was perpetually 
checked and humiliated by their insolence. Antipater destroyed 
her orators, and she-was sacked by Demetrius. At length she 
became subject to the all-powerful Romans, and found the cruel 
Sylla her severest enemy. , 

His face (which perhaps indicated his manners) was of a 
purple red, intermixed with white. This circumstance could not 
escape the witty Athenians: they described him in a verse, and 
ridiculously said, 

Sylla’s face is a mulberry, sprinkled with meal.» 

The devastations and carnage which he caused soon after, 
gave them too much reason to repent their sarcasm. 

The civil war between Ceesar and Pompey soon followed, and 
their natural love of liberty made them side with Pompey. 
Here again they were unfortunate, for Cesar conquered. But 
Cesar did not treat them like Sylla. With that clemency, 
which made so amiable a part of his character, he dismissed 
them by a fine allusion to their illustrious ancestors, saying, that 
he spared the living for the sake of the dead. 

Another storm followed soon after this, the wars of Brutus 
and Cassius with Augustus and Antony. Their partiality for 
liberty did not here forsake them: they took part in the contest 
with the two patriot Romans, and erected their statues near 
their own ancient deliverers, Harmodius and Aristogiton, who 
had slain Hipparchus. But they were still unhappy, for their 
enemies triumphed. 

f Vid. Athen. Deipnos, lL. xiii. p. 561. 
edit. Lugduni, 1657, fol. Sometimes the 
two gods were made into one statue. Such 
compound statues were called épuépaxAa. 
See Cic, ad Atticum, 1. i. epist. 10. 

& See the writers (ancient and modern) 
of Grecian history. 

h The original verse is a Trochaic : 
Sunduvov oP 5 SVAAac, dAgitw wemac- 

bévov. 
Plutarch. in vit. Sylle, vol. iii, p, 44, 

edit. Bryan, quarto. 
For his devastations of the groves in the 

Academy and Lyceum, his demolition of 
their fine buildings, and, above all, his cruel 
massacre of the inhabitants, when he took 
the city, see pages 61, 63, 64, 65, of the 
same work, in the same edition. 

' Vid. Meursium de Fortuna Athenarum, 
in Gronoy. Thesaur. Antiquitat. Greecar, 
vol. v. p. 1745, 1746. 
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They made their peace however with Augustus, and having 
met afterwards with different treatment under different emperors, 
sometimes favourable, sometimes harsh, and never more severe 
than under Vespasian, their oppressions were at length relieved 
by the virtuous Nerva and Trajan.* 

Mankind during the interval, which began from Nerva, and 
which extended to the death of that best of emperors Marcus 
Antoninus, felt a respite from those evils which they had so 
severely felt before, and which they felt so severely revived 
under Commodus, and his wretched successors. 

Athens, during the above golden period, enjoyed more than 
all others the general felicity, for she found in Adrian so generous 
a benefactor, that her citizens could hardly help esteeming him 
a second founder. He restored their old privileges; gave them 
new; repaired their ancient buildings, and added others of his 
own. Marcus Antoninus, although he did not do so much, still 
continued to shew them his benevolent attention.! 

If from this period we turn our eyes back, we shall find, for 
centuries before, that Athens was the place of education, not 
only for Greeks, but for Romans. It was hither that Horace 
was sent by his father; it was here that Cicero put his son 
Marcus under Cratippus, one of the ablest philosophers then 
belonging to that city." __ 

The sects of philosophers, which we have already described, 
were still existing, when St. Paul came thither. We cannot 
enough admire the superior eloquence of that apostle, in his . 
manner of addressing so intelligent an audience. We cannot 
enough admire the sublimity of his exordium; the propriety of 
his mentioning an altar, which he had found there; and his 
quotation from Aratus, one of their well-known poets.” 

Nor was Athens only celebrated for the residence of philoso- 
phers, and the institution of youth: men of rank and fortune 
found pleasure in a retreat which contributed so much to their 
liberal enjoyment. 

The friend and correspondent of Cicero, T. Pomponius, from 
his long attachment to this city and country had attained such 
a perfection in its arts and language, that he acquired to himself 
the additional name of Atticus. This great man may be said to 
have lived during times of the worst and cruelest factions. His 
youth was spent under Sylla and Marius; the middle of his life 
during all the sanguinary scenes that followed; and, when he 
was old, he saw the proscriptions of Antony and Octavius. Yet 
though Cicero and a multitude more of the best men perished, 

k See the same tract, in the same m See Horat. Epist. ii. lL ii 43, and 
volume of Gronovius’s collection, p. 1746, the beginning of Cicero’s Offices, addressed 
1747. to his son—Quamquam, Marce Fili, &e, 

1 See the same author, in the same " Acts xvii. 22, &c. 
volume, p. 1748, 1749. 
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he had the good fortune to survive every danger. Nor did he 
seek a safety for himself alone; his virtue so recommended him 
to the leaders of every side, that he was able to save not himself 
alone, but the lives and fortunes of many of his friends.° 
When we look to this amiable character, we may well sup- 

pose, that it was not merely for amusement that he chose to live 
at Athens; but rather that, by residing there, he might so far 
realize philosophy, as to employ it for the conduct of life, and 
not merely for ostentation. 

Another person, during a better period, (that I mean between 
Nerva and Marcus Antoninus,) was equally celebrated for his 
affection to this city. By this person I mean Herodes Atticus, 
who acquired the last name from the same reasons for which it 
had formerly been given to Pomponius.? 
We have remarked already, that vicissitudes befall both men 

and cities, and changes too often happen from prosperous to 
adverse. Such was the state of Athens under the successors of 
Alexander, and so on from Sylla down to the time of Augustus. 
It shared the same hard fate with the Roman empire in general 
upon the accession of Commodus. 

At length, after a certain period, the Barbarians of the north 
began to pour into the south. Rome was taken by Alaric, and 
Athens was besieged by the same. Yet here we are informed 
(at least we learn so from history) that it was miraculously 
saved by Minerva and Achilles. The goddess, it seems, and the 
hero both of them appeared, compelling the invader to raise the 
siege.4 

It was thus, we are told, that, many years before, Castor and 
Pollux had fought for the Romans;' and that, many centuries 
afterwards, St. George, at Iconium, discomfited the Saracens ;° 
nay, so late as in the sixteenth century, a gallant Spaniard, 
Peter de Paz, was seen to assist his countrymen, some months 
after his decease, when they made an assault at the siege of 
Antwerp.‘ 

© The life of this extraordinary man is 
finely and fully written by Cornelius Nepos, 
a life well worthy of perusal. See also the 
large and valuable collection of confidential 
letters, addressed to him by Cicero. 

P See Fabric. Bibl. Grae. vol. iv. p. 371. 
and Suidas, under the word Herodes. 

1 See Zosimi Histor. 1. v. c. 5, 6. p. 511, 
&e. edit. Gr. Lat. 8vo. 1679. where the 
whole story is related at length. 

® See Florus, l. i. 23; 1. ii, 12. Justin. 
i ax::3: 

8 Fuller’s Holy War, p. 27. Matt. 
Paris, p. 43. According to this last author, 
there were three that fought, St. George, 
St. Demetrius, and St. Mercury. 

t The following extract is taken from the 
Disquisitiones Magic of Martin Del-Rio, 

printed at Mentz, an. 1617. cum gratia et 
privilegio Caesar. Majest. together with the. 
approbation of Oliverius Manarcus, vice- 
provincial of the Belgic Jesuits, and Guliel- 
mus Fabricius, styled Apostolicus et regius 
librorum censor; and attested also by the 
evidence Multorum grayium militum, qui 
vidisse se sancte jurahant. 

The besieged, it seems, and their allies, 
the Dutch and English, were ujf6n the point 
of forcing a post (aggerem) possessed by the 
Spaniards, who besieged the city. Del- 
Rio’s words after this are, Tum a regiis mi- 
litibus (Hispanis scil.) primo paucioribus 
conspectus prope aggerem Petrus de Paz, 
Hispanus tribunus, vir et militarib, et 
pietatis ornamentis laudatissimus, qui, jam 
mensibus aliquot ante defunctus, yisus his 

2H 
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Instead of giving my own sentiments upon these events, I 
choose to give those of an abler man upon a similar subject. 
After having related some singular stories of equal probability, 
lord Bacon concludes with the following observation. 

‘“* My judgment (says he) is, that they (he means the stories) 
ought all to be despised, and ought to serve but for winter-talk 
by the fireside. Though when I say despised, I mean it as for 
belief; for otherwise the spreading or publishing of them is in 
no sort to be despised, for they have done much mischief.”" 

Synesius, who lived in the fifth century, visited Athens, and 
gives in his Epistles an account of his visit. Its lustre appears 
at that time to have been greatly diminished. Among other 
things he informs us, that the celebrated portico or colonnade, 
the Greek name of which gave name to the sect of Stoics, had 
by an oppressive proconsul been despoiled of its fine pictures ; 
and that, on this devastation, it had been forsaken by those 
philosophers.* 

In the thirteenth century, when the Grecian empire was 
cruelly oppressed by the crusaders, and all things in confusion, 
Athens was besieged by one Segurus Leo, who was unable to 
take it; and, after that, by a marquis of Montserrat, to whom 
it surrendered.’ 

Its fortune after this was various; and it was sometimes 
under the Venetians, sometimes under the Catalonians, till 
Mahomet the Great made himself master of Constantinople. 
This fatal catastrophe (which happened near two thousand years 
after the time of Pisistratus) brought Athens, and with it all 
Greece, into the hands of the Turks, under whose despotic yoke 
it has continued ever since. 

The city from this time has been occasionally visited, and 
descriptions of it published by different travellers. Wheeler was 
there along with Spon, in the time of our Charles the Second, 
and both of them have published curious and valuable narratives. 
Others, as well natives of this island as foreigners, have been 
there since, and some have given (as Monsr. Le Roy) specious 
publications of what we are to suppose they saw. None how- 
ever have equalled the truth, the accuracy, and elegance of 
Mr. Stuart, who, after having resided there between three and 
four years, has given us such plans and elevations of the capital 
buildings now standing, together with learned comments to 
elucidate every part, that he seems, as far as was possible for 

armatus, ut solebat, legionem preecedere, et 
suis quondam militibus, manu advocatis, 
sequerentur ut se imperare. Indicant primi 
secundis ; sic tertiis; sic sequentibus; vi- 
dent omnes idem, mirantur, animisque re- 
sumptis notum sequuntur ducem, &. Dis- 
quisit, Mag. p. 262. 

“ Essays and Counsels by Lord Verulam, 
num. XXxv. 

* See Synesii Epist. 135. in Gronoyius’s 
Collection, vol. v. (as before,) p. 1751, and 
of this work, p. 461. 

Y See Gronovius’s Collection, (as before,) 
p. 1751—1754, 
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the power of description, to have restored the city to its ancient 
splendour. 

He has not only given us the greater outlines and their mea- 
sures, but separate measures and drawings of the minuter 
decorations ; so that a British artist may (if he please) follow 
Phidias, and build in Britain as Phidias did at Athens.’ 

Spon, speaking of Attica, says that the road near Athens was 
pleasing, and the very peasants polished. Speaking of the 
Athenians in general, he says of them, “Ils ont une politesse 
Wesprit naturelle, et beaucoup d’addresse dans toutes les affaires, 
quwils enterprenent.”* 

Wheeler, who was Spon’s fellow-traveller, says as follows, 
when he and his company approached Athens: “ We began 
now to think ourselves in a more civilized country than we had 
yet passed: for not a shepherd that we met but bid us wel- 
come, and wished us a good journey.” p. 335. Speaking of the 
Athenians, he adds, “'This must with great truth be said of 
them, their bad fortune hath not been able to take from them 
what they have by nature, that is, much subtlety or wit.” p. 347. 
And again, “The Athenians, notwithstanding the long pos- 
session that barbarism hath had of this place, seem to be much 
more polished in point of manners and conversation, than any 
other in these parts; being civil, and of respectful behaviour to 
all, and highly complimental in their discourse.”” 

Stuart says of the present Athenians, what Spon and Wheeler 
said of their forefathers: he found in them the same address, 
the same natural acuteness, though severely curbed by their 
despotic masters. 

One custom I cannot omit. He tells me, that frequently at 
their convivial meetings, one of the company takes what they 
now call a lyre, though it is rather a species of guitar, and after 
a short prelude on the instrument, as if he were waiting for in- 
spiration, accompanies his instrumental music with his voice, 
suddenly chanting some extempore verses, which seldom exceed 
two or three distichs; that he then delivers the lyre to his 
neighbour, who, after he has done the same, delivers it to an- 
other; and that so the lyre circulates, till it has passed round 
the table. 

Nor can I forget his informing me, that, notwithstanding the 
various fortune of Athens, as a city, Attica was still famous for 
olives, and mount Hymettus for honey. Human institutions 
perish, but nature is permanent. 

* This most curious and valuable book & Spon, vol. ii, p. 76, 92, edit. 8yo, 
was published at London, in the year 1762. b Wheeler, p. 356. edit. fol. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

ACCOUNT OF BYZANTINE SCHOLARS CONTINUED——-SUIDAS—JOHN STOBAUS, 

OR OF STOBA——PHOTIUS—MICHAEL PSELLUS—THIS LAST SAID TO HAVE 

COMMENTED TWENTY-FOUR PLAYS OF MENANDER—REASONS TO MAKE 

THIS PROBABLE—EUSTATHIUS, A BISHOP, THE COMMENTATOR OF 

HOMER—EUSTRATIUS, A BISHOP, THE COMMENTATOR OF ARISTOTLE— 

PLANUDES, A MONK, THE ADMIRER AND TRANSLATOR OF LATIN 

CLASSICS, AS WELL AS THE COMPILER OF ONE OF THE PRESENT GREEK 

ANTHOLOGIES——-CONJECTURES CONCERNING THE DURATION OF THE 

LATIN TONGUE AT CONSTANTINOPLE. 

Tuar I may not be prolix, I hasten from the writers already 
mentioned to Suidas, who is supposed to have lived during the 
ninth or tenth centuries. In his Lexicon, which is partly histo- 
rical, partly explanatory, he has preserved many quotations from 
authors who lived in the earlier and politer ages, and from poets 
in particular, whose works at present are for the greater part 
lost. Kuster, an able critic in the beginning of the present 
century, gave a fine edition of this author, at Cambridge, in three 
volumes folio; and Mr. Toupe of Cornwall (whom I have men- 
tioned already, and cannot mention with too much applause) has 
lately favoured the learned world with many valuable emenda- 
tions.° . 

John Stobzeus, or of Stoba, (whose name John makes it 
probable he was a Christian,) is of an uncertain age, as well as 
Suidas; though some imagine him to have lived during an earlier 
eriod, by two or three centuries. His work is not a lexicon, 

like that of the other, but an immense common-place, filled with 
extracts upon various subjects, both ethical and physical, which 
extracts he had collected from the most approved writers. As 
this book is highly valuable, from containing such incredible va- 
riety of sentiments upon interesting topics, and those taken from 
authors many of whom are lost; as it is at the same time so 
incorrectly printed, that in too many places it is hardly intelli- 
gible; it would be a labour well worthy an able critic, by the 
help of manuscripts and plausible conjecture, to restore it, as far 
as possible, to its original purity. The speculations he chiefly 
gives us are neither trivial nor licentious, but, in the language 
of Horace, 

Quod magis ad nos 
Pertinet, et nescire malum est. 

But to return from Stobzeus to Suidas. If we consider the 

© Concerning this little-known author, 4 See Fabric. Biblioth, Greece, vol. viii. 
see the preface of his learned editor, Kuster. 665. 
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late age when Suidas lived; if we consider, too, the authors 
which he must needs have studied, in order to form his work ; 
authors who, many of them, wrote in the most. refined and po- 
lished ages; it will be evident, that even in those late centuries 
the taste for a purer literature was by no means extinct, and 
that even then there were readers who knew its value. 

In the ninth century lived Photius, patriarch of Constanti- 
nople. His most celebrated work may be called a journal of 
his studies; a journal where we learn the various authors he pe- 
rused, the subjects they treated, the plans of their works, and 
where sometimes, also, we have extracts. From him we are in- 
formed, not only of many authors now lost, but what was in his 
time the state of many that are now remaining. 
Among the authors now lost, he perused Theopompus the 

historian, and Hyperides the orator; among those now mutilated 
and imperfect, he perused entire Diodorus Siculus. Many others, 
if necessary, might be added of either sort. 

It is singular, with regard to Photius, that from a layman he 
was raised at once to be patriarch of Constantinople. Yet his 
studies evidently seem to have had such a rank in view, being 
principally applied to theology, to history, and to oratory ; with 
enough philosophy and medicine not to appear deficient, if such 
subjects should occur. As to poetry, one might imagine, either 
that he had no relish for it, or that, in the train of his inquiries, 
he did not esteem it a requisite.° 

Michael Psellus, of the eleventh century, was knowing in the 
Greek philosophy and poetry of the purer ages, and for his various 
and extensive learning was ranked among the first and ablest 
scholars of his time. 

Besides his treatise of Mathematics, his comments upon Ari- 
stotle, and a number of other works, (many of which are printed,) 
he is said to have commented and explained no less than twenty- 
four comedies of Menander, a treatise now lost, though extant 
as well as the comedies in so late a period. He must have had 
a relish for that polite writer, or otherwise it is not probable he 
would have undertaken such a labour.‘ 

Nor need we wonder this should happen. Why should not the 
polite Menander have had his admirers in these ages, as well as 
the licentious Aristophanes? Or rather, why not as well as So- 
phocles and Euripides? The scholia upon these (though some, 

€ See Fabric. Bibl. Greec. vol. ix. 369. 
f See Fabric. Bibl. Greece. vol. i. 769. 

’ In the passage quoted by Fabricius upon 
this subject, its author says, that the latter 
Greek monks persuaded the latter Greek 
emperors, to destroy Menander and many 
other of the old Greek poets, from the loose- 
ness of their morals, and their great inde- 
cencies. That the monks may have per- 
suaded this, is not improbable ; perhaps 

from bigotry, perhaps from a consciousness 
of their own wretched inferiority in every 
species of elegant composition, but certainly 
from no indignation against indecency and 
immorality. For if so, why preserve Lu- 
cian ? why preserve Aristophanes ? why 
preserve collections of epigrams, more in- 
decent and flagitious than the grossest 
productions of the most licentious modern 
ages ? 
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perhaps may be more ancient) were compiled by critics, who 
lived long after Psellus.* 
We may add, with regard to all these scholiasts, (whatever 

may have been their age,) they would never have undergone the 
labours of compilation and annotation, had they not been en- 
couraged by the taste of their contemporary countrymen. For 
who ever published, without hopes of having readers? 

The same may be asserted of the learned bishop of Thessa- 
lonica, Eustathius, who lived in the twelfth century. His ad- 
miration of Homer must have been almost enthusiastic, to carry 
him through so complete, so minute, and so vast a commentary 
both upon the Iliad and the Odyssey, collected from such an 
immense number both of critics and historians." 

Eustratius, the metropolitan of Nice, who lived a little earlier 
in the same century, convinces us that he studied Aristotle with 
no less zeal; and that, not only in his logical pieces, but in his 
ethical also, as may be seen by those minute and accurate com- 
ments on the Nicomachean Ethics, which go under his name, 
and in which, though others had their share, he still is found to 
have taken so large a portion to himself.! 

Planudes, a monk of the fourteenth century, appears (which is 
somewhat uncommon) to have understood and admired the Latin 
classics, Cicero, Ceesar, Ovid, Boethius, and others; parts of 
which authors he translated, such as the Commentaries of Czesar 
relative to the Gallic wars, the Dream of Scipio by Cicero, the 
Metamorphosis of Ovid, the fine tract of Boethius de Consolatione, 
and (according to Spon) St. Augustine de Civitate Dei. Besides 
this, he formed a Greek Anthology, (that well-known collection 
printed by Wechelius in 1600,) and composed several original 
pieces of his own. 

It appears from these examples, and will hereafter appear from 
others, how much the cause of letters and humanity is indebted 
to the church. 

Having mentioned Latin classics, I beg leave to submit a con- 
jecture concerning the state and duration of the Latin tongue at 
Constantinople. 
When Constantine founded this imperial city, he not only 

adorned it with curiosities from every part of the Roman empire, 
but he induced, by every sort of encouragement, many of the 
first families in Italy, and a multitude more of inferior rank, to 
leave their country, and there settle themselves. We may there- 
fore suppose, that Latin was for a long time the prevailing lan- 
guage of the place, till in a course of years it was supplanted by 

8 Demetrius Triclinius, the scholiast on i See Fabric. Biblioth. Graec. vol. ii. 
Sophocles, lived after Planudes, for he men- p. 151. 
tions him. See Fabric. Bibl. Grae. p. 634. k See Fabric, Biblioth. Graec. vol. x. 

h See Fabric. Biblioth. Graec. vol. i. p. 533. 
p. 289, &e. 
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Greek, the common language of the neighbourhood, and the 
fashionable acquired language of every polite Roman. 
We are told, that soon after the end of the sixth century, 

Latin ceased to be spoken at Rome.' Yet was it in the beginning 
of that century that Justinian published his Laws in Latin at 
Constantinople; and that the celebrated Priscian in the same 
city taught the principles of the Latin grammar. 

If we descend to a period still later, (so late, indeed, as to the 
tenth and eleventh centuries,) we shall find, in the ceremonial of 
the Byzantine court, certain formularies preserved, evidently con- 
nected with this subject. 

As often as the emperor gave an imperial banquet, it was the 
custom for some of his attendants, at peculiar times during the 
feast, to repeat and chant the following words: KwvoépSer 
Aéovs juréprovp Béctpouxp—P7Bnte, Aounve numepdtrwpes év 
fovAtos avvos* Aéovs duvnrotevs mpéoteO— Hv yavdin mpav- 
Seite, Aounve. 

It may possibly for a moment surprise a learned reader, when 
he hears that the meaning of this strange jargon is, ‘“‘ May God 
preserve your empire: live, imperial lords, for many years; God 
Almighty so grant: dine, my lords, in joy.” | 

But his doubts will soon vanish, when he finds this jargon to 
be Latin, and comes to read it exhibited according to a Latin 
alphabet : 

““Conservet Deus imperium vestrum—vivite, domini impera- 
tores, in multos annos; Deus Omnipotens preestet—in gaudio 
prandete, domini.™ 

It is evident, from these instances, that traces of Latin were 
still remaining at Constantinople during those centuries. It will 
be then, perhaps, less wonderful, if Planudes upon the same spot 
should, in the fourteenth century, appear to have understood it. 
We may suppose, that by degrees it changed from a common 
language to a learned one, and that, being thus confined to the 
learned few, its valuable works were by their labours again made 
known, and diffused among their countrymen in Greek transla- 
tions. 

This, too, will make it probable, that even to the lowest age 
of the Greek empire their great libraries contained many valuable 
Latin manuscripts; perhaps had entire copies of Cicero, of Livy, 
of Tacitus, and many others. Where else did Planudes, when 
he translated, find his originals ? 

1 See before, p. 454, note a. 
m These formularies are selected from a 

ceremonial of the Byzantine court, drawn 
up by the emperor Constantine Porphyro- 
genitus, who reigned in the beginning of 
the eleventh century. The book, being a 
large folio, was published in the original 
Greek, with a Latin translation and notes, 

by Leichius and Reiskius, at Leipzic, in the 
year 1751. See of this book, p. 215, 216. 
Many more traces of this Hellenistic Latin 
occurs in other parts of it. In the Latin 
types I have followed the commentator, and 
not the translator ; and as the Greeks have 
no letter but B to denote the Latin V, have 
preferred vivite to bibite. 
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CHAPTER VY. 

NICETAS, THE CHONIATE—HIS CURIOUS NARRATIVE OF THE MISCHIEFS 

DONE BY BALDWYN'S CRUSADE, WHEN THEY SACKED CONSTANTINOPLE 

IN THE YEAR 1205—-MANY OF THE STATUES DESCRIBED, WHICH 

THEY THEN DESTROYED—A FINE TASTE FOR ARTS AMONG THE 

GREEKS, EVEN IN THOSE DAYS, PROVED FROM THIS NARRATIVE—NOT 

80 AMONG THE CRUSADERS—AUTHENTICITY OF NICETAS S NARRATIVE 

—STATE OF CONSTANTINOPLE AT THE LAST PERIOD OF THE GRECIAN 

EMPIRE, AS.GIVEN BY CONTEMPORARY WRITERS, PHILELPHUS AND 

ANEAS SYLVIUS—-NATIONAL PRIDE AMONG THE GREEKS NOT TOTALLY 

EXTINCT EVEN AT THIS DAY. 

Bestors Planudes, a large number of the same nation might be 
mentioned, but I omit them all for the sake of Nicetas, the 
Choniate, in order to prove through him, that the more refined 
part of that ingenious people had not even in the thirteenth 
century lost their taste; a taste not confined to literary works 
only, but extended to works of other kinds and character. 

This historian (I mean Nicetas") was present at the sacking 
of Constantinople by the Barbarians of Baldwyn’s erusade, in 
the year 1205. Take, by the way of sample, a part only of his 
enumeration of the noble statues, which were probably brought 
thither by Constantine to decorate his new city, and which 
these adventurers then destroyed.° 
Among others, he mentions the colossian statue of Juno, 

erected in the forum of Constantine; the statue of Paris stand- 
ing by Venus, and delivering to her the golden apple; a square 
and lofty obelisk, with a figure on it to indicate the wind; the 
figure of Bellerophon, riding upon Pegasus ; the pensive Hercules, 
made by no less an artist than Lysippus; the two celebrated 
figures of the man and the ass, erected by Augustus after his 
victory at Actium; the wolf, suckling Romulus and Remus; an 
eagle destroying a serpent, set up by Apollonius Tyaneus; and 
an exquisite Helen, in all the charms of beauty and of elegance. 

Speaking of the wind-obelisk, he relates with the greatest 
feeling the curious work on its sides: the rural scene; birds 
singing; rustics labouring, or playing on their pipes; sheep 
bleating; lambs skipping; the sea, and a scene of fish and 

" He was called the Choniate from 
Chone, a city of Phrygia, and possessed, 
when in the court of Constantinople, some 
of the highest dignities. Fabric. Biblioth. 
Gree. vol. xi. p. 401, 402. 

° A large part of this chapter is extracted 
from the History of Nicetas, as printed by 
Fabricius in the tome above quoted, begin- 

ning from p. 405, and proceeding to p. 418. 
The author has endeavoured to make his 

translated extracts faithful, but he thought 
the whole original Greek too much to be 
inserted, especially as it may be found in 
Fabricius’s Bibliotheca, a book by no means 
rare. <A few particular passages he has 
given in the original. 
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fishing ; little naked Cupids, laughing, playing, and pelting each 
other with apples; a figure on the summit, turning with the 
slightest blast, and thence denominated the wind’s attendant. 

Of the two statues brought from Actium, he relates, that they 
were set up there by Augustus on the following incident. As 
he went out by night to reconnoitre the camp of Antony, he 
met a man driving an ass. The man was asked, who he was, 
and whither he was going? My name, replied he, is Nico, my 
ass’s name Nicander; and I am going to Cesar’s army. The 
story derives its force from the good omen of lucky names, and 
may be found (though with some variation) both in Suetonius 
and Plutarch. The real curiosity was, that statues so celebrated 
should be then existing. 

If the figures of the wolf and the founders of Rome were of 
the same age, they might probably have been the very work to 
which Virgil is supposed to have alluded, in describing the 
shield of A<neas : 

Illam tereti cervice reflexam 
Mulcere alternos, et corpora fingere lingua. JEn. Viii. 633. 

But nowhere does the taste of Nicetas appear so strongly, as 
when he speaks of the Hercules and the Helen. 

“The Hercules is exhibited to us, as if he were actually pre- 
sent—immense in bulk, and, with an air of grandeur, reposing 
himself—his lion’s-skin (that looked formidable even in brass) 
thrown over him—himself sitting without a quiver, a bow, or a 
club, but having the right leg bent at the knee; his head gently 
reclining on the hand of his left arm; and a countenance full of 
dejection, as if he were reflecting with indignation on the many 
successive labours imposed on him by Eurystheus.”? 

For his person, we are informed he was ample in the chest ; 
broad in the shoulders; had hair that curled; arms that were 
strong and muscular; and a magnitude, such as might be sup- 
posed to belong to the original Hercules, were he to revive; a 
leg being equal in length to the stature of a common man.! 
And yet adds Nicetas, filled with indignation, “this Hercules, 
being such as here represented, this very Hercules did not these 
men spare.” 3 

I can only subjoin, by way of digression, that there is a fine 
Greek epigram describing the statue of a dejected Hercules, 
sitting without his weapons, which exactly resembles this of 
Nicetas, and which is said likewise to be the work of Lysippus, 
only there the poet imputes his hero’s dejection, not to the 
tyranny of Eurystheus, but to the love of Omphale.’ 

If Nicetas speak with admiration of this statue, it is with 

P "ExdOnro dé, wh yopurby e&nupévos, uw) =wAaTvs, Thy Tplxa ovAoS, K.T. A. Tbid. 
tétov Taiv xepow pepwv, pj, K. T. Ae p, 409. 
Fabr. as above, p. 408, 409. r Vid. Antholog. 1. iv. tit. L. 

4*Hy d¢ 7d oréepvoy edpds, ToUs @uous 
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rapture he mentions the other. ‘‘ What (says he) shall I say of 
the beauteous Helen; of her who brought together all Greece 
against Troy? Did she mitigate these immitigable, these iron- 
hearted men? No, (says he,) nothing like it could even she 
affect, who had before’ enslaved so many spectators with her 
beauty.”* 

After this he describes her dress, and then proceeds to her 
person; which description, as it is something singular, 1 have 
endeavoured to translate more strictly. 

“Her lips, (says he,) like opening flowers, were gently 
parted, as if she was going to speak: and as for that graceful 
smile, which instantly met the beholder, and filled him with 
delight ; those elegant curvatures of her eye-brows, and the re- 
maining harmony of her figure; they were what no words can 
describe, and deliver down to posterity.” 

He then breaks into an exclamation: ‘But, O! Helen, thou 
pure and genuine beauty; offspring of the loves; decorated by 
the care of Venus; most exquisite of nature’s gifts; prize of 
contest between Trojans and Grecians; where was thy Ne- 
penthes, that soothing draught which thou learnedst in Egypt? 
Where thy irresistible love-charms? Why didst thou not em- 
ploy them now, as thou didst in days of yore? Alas! I fear 
it was destined by fate, that thou shouldst perish by flames; 
thou, who didst not cease even in thy statue to inflame beholders 
into love. I could almost say that these sons of Atneas had de- 
molished thee by fire, as a species of retaliation for the burning 
of their Troy, as those flames were kindled by thy unfortunate 
amours.” * 

I have been thus particular in these relations, and have trans- 
lated for the greater part the very words of the historian, not 
only because the facts are little known, but because they tend 
to prove, that even in those dark ages (as we have too many 
reasons to call them) there were Greeks still extant, who had a 
taste for the finer arts, and an enthusiastic feeling of their 
exquisite beauty. At the same time, we cannot without indigna- 
tion reflect on these brutal crusaders, who, after many instances 
of sacrilegious avarice, related by Nicetas in consequence of their 
success, could destroy all these, and many other precious re- 
mains of antiquity, melting them down (for they were of brass) 
into money to pay their soldiers, and exchanging things of 
inestimable value for a poor pittance of contemptible coin.* 

S*Ap’ éuelAike Tovs SuomelAlkTous ; Gp’, 
eudrOate Tovs o1dnpdppovas ; od iy ody 
ovdé BAws ToodToy Tt SeddvnTa  mdvTa 
Oearhy TG KdAdet Sovaaywyhoaca, kalmrep, 
kK. 7. A. Fabric. ut supra, p. 412, 413. 

t*Hy d¢ Kal Td xelAn, KaAdKwr Slenv, 
Tpeua wapavorydueva, ws Kad SoKeiy, K. T. A. 
Ibid. p. 413. 

"°AAN’ 7Q Tuviapis “EAevn, dAAos 

ait dbcy Kaddy, Eparowv udaoxevua, "Adppodt- 
TNS THMeAOUX NMA, Tavdpiarov piaews 56- 
pnua, Tpdwy Kal “EAAhvey BpdBeuua, mov 
co. TO NynrevOés, x. tT. A. Ibid. p. 413. 

X Kexdpaow [aydAwata] eis voulopa, 
dvradacoduevor mikpov TH meydAa, Kal Td 
danrdvais wovndevra peylorais ovridavav 
avr iiddvTes Kepuatwv. Ibid, p. 408. 
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They surely were what Nicetas well calls them, tod xadod 
avépaorot BadpBapor, “barbarians devoid of taste for the beau- 
tiful and fair.” 

And yet it is remarkable, that these sad and savage events 
happened more than a century after these adventurers had first 
passed into the East, above four-score years of which time they 
had possessed the sovereignty of Palestine. But 

Colum, non animum mutant, &c.? Hor. 

Though I have done with these events, I cannot quit the 
Greeks without adding a word upon Constantinople, as to 
literature and language, just before the fatal period when it was 
taken by the Turks. There is more stress to be laid upon my 
quotations, as they are transcribed from authors who lived at 
the time, or immediately after. 

Hear what Philelphus says, who was himself at Constantinople 
in that part of the fifteenth century, while the Greek empire 
still subsisted. ‘Those Greeks (says he) whose language has 
not been depraved, and whom we ourselves both follow and 
imitate, speak even at this time, in their ordinary talk, as the 
comic Aristophanes did, or the tragic Euripides; as the orators 
would talk; as the historians; as the philosophers themselves, 
even Plato and Aristotle.”* 

Speaking afterwards of the corruption of the tongue in that city 
by the concourse of traders and strangers, he informs us, that the 
people belonging to the court still retained “the ancient dignity 
and elegance of speech; and, above all, the women of quality, 
who, as they were wholly precluded from strangers, still pre- 
served that genuine and pure speech of the ancient Greeks, 
uncorrupted.” ” 

YI have given the words of Nicetas 
himself, which precede the passage just 
quoted, In another part of his narrative 
he styles them illiterate barbarians, who 
absolutely did not know their A BC.— 
map a&ypaupdros BapBdpos, Kat TéAcov 
avarpaByrois, p. 414. 

2 It ought to be observed, that though the 
narrative of Nicetas, whence these extracts 
are taken, appear not in the printed editions, 
(being probably either through fraud, or 
shame, or both, designedly omitted,) yet 
has it been published by that honest and 
learned critic Fabricius, in the sixth volume 
of his Bibliotheca Greeca here quoted, and 
is still extant in a fair and ancient manu- 
script of the two last books of Nicetas, 
preserved in the Bodleian library. 

4 Greci, quibus lingua depravata non sit, 
et quos ipsi tum sequimur, tum imitamur, 
ita loquuntur vulgo hac etiam in tempestate, 
ut Aristophanes comicus, ut Euripides 
tragicus, ut oratores omnes, ut philosophi 
etiam ipsi et Plato et Aristoteles. Philelph. 

Epist. in Hodii de Grecis illustribus, lib, i. 
p. 188. 

b The same Philelphus, in the same 
epistle, adds, Nam viri aulici veterem ser- 
monis dignitatem atque elegantiam retine- 
bant ; in primisque ips nobiles mulieres, 
quibus cum nullum esset omnino cum viris 
peregrinis commercium, merus ille ac purus 
Greecorum sermo servabatur intactus. Hod. 
ut supra. 

It is somewhat singular, that what Phi- 
lelphus relates concerning the women of 
rank at the court of Constantinople, should 
be related by Cicero concerning the women 
of rank in the polished days of the Roman 
commonwealth ; concerning Cornelia, mother 
of the Gracchi; concerning Leelia, daughter 
of the great Lelius ; concerning the Muciz, 
the Liciniz ; in short, the mothers, wives, 
and daughters of the most illustrious Romans 
of that illustrious age. 

Cicero accounts for the purity of their 
language, and for its being untainted with 
vitious novelty, precisely as Philelphus 
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fEneas Sylvius, afterwards pope by the name of Pius the 
Second, was the scholar of this Philelphus. A long letter of his 
is extant upon the taking of Constantinople by Mahomet; a 
letter addressed to a cardinal, just after that fatal event. 
Speaking of the fortune of the city, he observes, that New 
Rome (for so they often called Constantinople) had subsisted, 
from its foundation to its capture, nearly the same number of 
years with Old Rome; that between Romulus, the founder of 
Old Rome, and the Goth, Alaric, who took it, was an interval 
of about eleven hundred years; and that there was nearly the 
same interval between Constantine and Mahomet the Great. 

He observes, that though this last city had been taken before, 
it had never before suffered so total and so fatal a change. 
“Till this period (says he) the remembrance of ancient wisdom 
remained at Constantinople; and, as if it were the mansion, the 
seat of letters, no one of the Latins could be deemed sufficiently 
learned, if he had not studied for some time at Constantinople. 
The same reputation for sciences, which Athens had in the 
times of ancient Rome, did Constantinople appear to possess in 
our times. It was thence that Plato was restored to us; it 
was thence that the works of Aristotle, Demosthenes, Xenophon, 
Thucydides, Basil, Dionysius, Origen, and others, were in our 
days made known; and many more in futurity we hoped would 
become so. But now, as the Turks have conquered,” &c.° 

A little further in the same epistle, when he expresses his 
fears lest the Turks should destroy all books but their own, 
he subjoins, ‘“‘ Now therefore both Homer, and Pindar, and 
Menander, and all the more illustrious poets, will undergo a 
second death. Now will a final destruction find its way to the 
Greek philosophers. A little light will remain perhaps among 
the Latins, but that I apprehend will not be long, unless God 
from heaven will look upon us with a more favourable eye, and 
grant a better fortune either to the Roman empire, or to the 
apostolic see,” &c.* 

does. Facilius enim mulieres incorruptam mosthenis, Xenophontis, Thucydidis, Basilii, 
antiquitatem conservant, quod, multorum 
sermonis expertes, ea tenent semper, que 

prima didicerunt. 
This passage is no small strengthening 

of Philelphus’s authority. See Cicer. de 
Oratore iii. 45. et de Claris Orator. s. 211. 

© Ttaque mansit in hune diem vetustz 
sapientize apud Constantinopolim monu- 
mentum: ac, velut ibi domicilium literarum 
esset, et arx summe philosophizw, nemo 
Latinorum satis doctus videri poterat, nisi 
Constantinopoli aliquandem _ studuisset ; 
quodque florente Roma doctrinarum nomen 
habuerunt Athenz, id tempestate nostra 
videbatur Constantinopolis obtinere. Inde 
nobis Plato redditus: inde Aristotelis, De- 

Dionysii, Origenis et aliorum multa Latinis 
opera diebus nostris manifestata sunt; 
multa quoque in futurum manifestanda 
sperabamus. Nunc vero, vincentibus Turcis, 
&e, new Sylv. Epist. p. 704, 705. edit. 
Basil. 1551. 

4 Nune ergo et Homero, et Pindaro, 
Menandro, et omnibus illustrioribus poetis 
secunda mors erit; nunc Grecorum philo- 
sophorum ultima patebit interitus. Restabit 
aliquid lucisapud Latinos ; at, fateor, neque 
id erit diuturnum, nisi mitiori nos oculo 
Deus ex alto respexerit, fortunamque vel 
imperio Romano, vel apostolic sedi prasbu- 
erit meliorem, &c. Ibid. p. 705, 706. 

Those who have not the old edition of 
- 
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It must be remarked, that, in this epistle, by Latins‘ he means 
the Western Europeans, as opposed to the Greeks, or Eastern ; 
and that by the Roman empire, (just before mentioned,) he 
means the Germanic body. 

The author’s apprehensions for the fate of letters in the West 
was premature; for, upon the destruction of this imperial city, 
the number of learned Greeks, which this event drove into those 
Western parts of Europe; the favour of the popes and the 
Medici family, shewn at this period to literature; together with 
the then recent invention of printing, which, by multiplying 
copies of books, made them so easy to be purchased ; all this (I 
say) tended to promote the cause of knowledge and of taste, 
and to put things into that train in which we hope they may 
long continue. 

Besides Philelphus, AXneas Sylvius, and many others, who 
were Italians, I might mention two Greeks of the same age, 
George Gemistus and cardinal Bessario, both of them deeply 
knowing in Grecian literature and philosophy. 

But as some account of these last and of their writings has 
been already given,’ I shall quit the Greeks, after I have related 
a short narrative; a narrative so far curious, as it helps to prove, 
that even among the present Greeks, in the day of servitude, the 
remembrance of their ancient glory is not yet totally extinct. 
When the late Mr. Anson (lord Anson’s brother) was upon 

his travels in the East, he hired a vessel to visit the isle of 
Tenedos. His pilot, an old Greek, as they were sailing along, 
said, with some satisfaction, ‘‘ There it was our fleet lay.” Mr. 
Anson demanded, ‘‘ What fleet?” ‘‘ What fleet?” replied the 
old man, (a little piqued at the question,) “ Why, our Grecian 

- fleet, at the siege of Troy.” 
But we must now quit the Greeks, and, in consequence of our 

plan, pass to the Arabians, followers of Mahomet. 

7Eneas Sylvius, may find the above quota- £ See Philosoph. Arrangements, p. 319, 
tions in Hody de Grecis Illustribus, Lond. note. 
1751. 8vo. & This story was told the author by Mr. 

€ Nicetas had before called them, sons of Anson himself. 
fineas. — See p. 474. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

CONCERNING THE SECOND CLASS OF GENIUSES DURING THE MIDDLE 

AGE, THE ARABIANS, OR SARACENS——AT FIRST, BARBAROUS——THEIR 

CHARACTER BEFORE THE TIME OF MAHOMET——THEIR GREATEST 

CALIPHS WERE FROM AMONG THE ABASSIDA—ALMANZUR ONE OF 

THE FIRST OF THAT RACE—ALMAMUN OF THE SAME RACE, A GREAT 

PATRON OF LEARNING AND LEARNED MEN-—ARABIANS CULTIVATED 

LETTERS, AS THEIR EMPIRE GREW SETTLED AND ESTABLISHED— 

TRANSLATED THE BEST GREEK AUTHORS INTO THEIR OWN LANGUAGE 

—HISTORIANS, ABULPHARAGIUS, ABULFEDA, BOHADIN-—EXTRACTS 

FROM THE LAST CONCERNING SALADIN. 

Tue Arabians began ill." The sentiment of their caliph Omar, 
when he commanded the Alexandrian library to be burnt, (a fact 
we have already related,') was natural to any bigot, when in 
the plenitude of despotism. But they grew more rational, as 
they grew less bigoted, and by degrees began to think that 
science was worth cultivating. They may be said, indeed, to 
have recurred to their ancient character; that character which 
they did not rest upon brutal force alone, but which they 
boasted to imply three capital things—hospitality, valour, and 
eloquence." 
When success in arms has defeated rivals, and empire be- 

comes not only extended but established, then is it that nations 
begin to think of letters, and to cultivate philosophy and liberal 
speculation. This happened to the Athenians, after they had 
triumphed over the Persians; to the Romans, after they tri- 
umphed over Carthage; and to the Arabians, after the caliphate 
was established at Bagdad.’ 

And here, perhaps, it may not be improper to observe, that 
after the four first caliphs, came the race of the Ommiade. 
These, about thirty years after Mahomet, upon the destruction 
of Ali, usurped the sovereignty, and held it ninety years. They 
were considered by the Arabic historians as a race of tyrants, 
and were in number fourteen." Having made themselves, by 
their oppressions, to be much detested, the last of them, Merwin, 
was deposed by Al-Suffah, from whom began another race, the 

h As many quotations are made in the in his preface the following passage from 
Arabes an- following chapters from Arabian writers, 

and more particularly from Abulpharagius, 
Abulfeda, and Bohadin, a short account of 
those three authors will be given in the 
notes of this chapter, where their names 
come in course to be mentioned. 

i See before, p. 458. 
k Schultens, in his Monumenta yetustiora 

Arabiz, (Lugdun. Batavor. 1740,) gives us 

Saphadius, an Arabic author. 
tiquitus non habebant, quo gloriarentur, 
quam gladio, hospite, et eloquentia. 

1 See before, p. 459. 
m See Herbelot’s Bibliothéque Orientale, 

under the word Ommiades; also Abulphara- 
gius, p. 138, 160; and in particular Abulfeda, 
p. 138, &e. 
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race of Abassidz," who claimed to be related in blood to Maho- 
met, by descending from his uncle, Abbas. 

As many of these were far superior in character to their pre- 
decessors, so their dominion was of much longer duration, lasting 
for more than five centuries. 

The former part of this period may be called the era of the 
grandeur and magnificence of the caliphate. 

Almanzur, who was among the first of them, removed the im- 
perial seat from Damascus to Bagdad, a city which he himself 
founded upon the banks of the Tigris, and which soon after 
became one of the most splendid cities throughout the Kast. 

Almanzur was not only a great conqueror, but a lover of 
letters and learned men. It was under him that Arabian litera- 
ture, which had been at first chiefly confined to medicine and a 
few other branches, was extended to sciences of every denomina- 
tion.° 

His grandson, Almamun, (who reigned about fifty years 
after,) giving a full scope to his love of learning, sent to the 
Greek emperors for copies of their best books; employed the 
ablest scholars that could be found to translate them; and, 
when translated, encouraged men of genius in their perusal, 
taking a pleasure in being present at literary conversations. 
Then was it that learned men, in the lofty language of Hastern 
eloquence, were called “luminaries that dispel darkness; lords 
of human kind; of whom, when the world becomes destitute, it 
becomes barbarous and savage.” ? 

The rapid victories of these HKastern conquerors soon carried 
their empire from Asia even into the remote regions of Spain. 
Letters followed them, as they went. Plato, Aristotle, and their 
best Greek commentators, were soon translated into Arabic; so 
were Euclid, Archimedes, Apollonius, Diophantus, and the other . 
Greek mathematicians; so Hippocrates, Galen, and the best pro- 
fessors of medicine; so Ptolemy, and the noted writers on the 
subject of astronomy. The study of these Greeks produced 
others like them; produced others, who not only explained 
them in Arabic comments, but composed themselves original 
pieces upon the same principles. 

Averroes was celebrated for his philosophy in Spain; Alpha- 
rabi and Avicenna were equally admired through Asia.’ Science 
(to speak a little in their own style) may be said to have ex- 
tended 

A Gadibus usque 
Auroram et Gangem. 

n Abulphar. p. 138—150, &e. Abulfeda, stands thus in the Latin version of the page 
p- 143. Herbelot’s Bib. Orient. under the last quoted: Docti tenebrarum lumina sunt, 
word Abassides. et generis humani domini, quibus destitu- 

© See Abulfeda, p. 144. Abulpharag. p. tus ferus evadit mundus. 
139. 141. 160. 4 See Herbelot, under the several names 

P See Abulfeda, p. 181. Abulpharag. p. here quoted. 
160,161. The lofty language alluded to 
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Nor, in this immense multitude, did they want historians, 
some of which (such as Abulfeda, Abulpharagius, Bohadin," and 
others) have been translated, and are perused, even in their 
translations, both with pleasure and profit, as they give not only 
the outlines of amazing enterprises, but a sample of manners 
and character widely differing from our own. 

No history, perhaps, can be more curious than the Life of 
Saladin by Bohadin. This author was a constant attendant 
upon the person of this great prince through all his active and 
important life, down to his last sickness, and the very hour of 
his death. The many curious anecdotes which he relates, give 
us the striking picture of an Kastern hero. 

Take the following instance of Saladin’s justice and affability. 
‘“‘ He was in company once with his intimate friends, enjoying 

their conversation apart, the crowd being dismissed, when a slave 
of some rank brought him a petition in behalf of a person op- 
pressed. The Sultan said, that he was then fatigued, and 
wished the matter, whatever it was, might for a time be de- 
ferred. The other did not attend to what was desired, but on 
the contrary almost thrust the petition into the sultan’s face. 
The sultan, on this, opening and reading it over, declared he 

¥ Abulfeda was an Oriental prince, de- 
scended from the same family with the 
great Saladin. He died in the year 1345, 
and published a general history, in which, 
however, he is most particular and diffuse 
in the narrative of Mahomet and his suc- 
cessors. 

Learned men have published different 
parts of this curious author. Gagnier gave 
us, in Arabic and Latin, as much of him as 
related to Mahomet. This was printed in 
a thin folio at Oxford, in the year 1723. 

The largest portion, and from which 
most of the facts here related are taken, 
was published by Reiske, or Reiskius, (a 
very able scholar,) in Latin only, and in- 
cludes the history of the Arabians and 
their caliphs, from the first year of the 
Mahometan era, An. Dom. 622, to their 
406th year, An. Dom. 1015. This book, a 
moderate or thin quarto, was printed at 
Leipzic, in the year 1754, 
We have another portion of a period 

later still than this, published by Schultens 
in Arabic and Latin; a portion relative 
to the life of Saladin, and subjoined by 
Schultens to the Life of that great prince 
by Bohadin, which he(Schultens) published. 
But more of this hereafter. 

Abulpharagius gave likewise a general 
history, divided into nine dynasties, but is 
far more minute and diffuse (as well as 
Abulfeda) in his history of Mahomet and 
the caliphs. 

He was a Christian, and the son of a 
Christian physician; was an Asiatic by 

birth, and wrote in Arabic, as did Abul- 
feda. He brought down his history a 
little below the time of the celebrated 
Jingez Chan; that is, to the middle of the 
thirteenth century, the time when he lived. 
A fine edition of this author was given in 
Arabic and Latin, by the learned Pococke, 
in two small quartos, at Oxford, 1663. 

Bohadin wrote the Life of the celebrated 
Saladin, but more particularly that part of 
it which respects the crusades, and Saladin’s 
taking of Jerusalem. Bohadin has many 
things to render his history highly valuable: 
he was a contemporary writer ; was an eye- 
witness of almost every transaction ; and 
what is more, instead of being an obscure 
man, was high in office, a favourite of 
Saladin’s, and constantly about his person. 
This author flourished in the twelfth cen- 
tury ; that is, in the time of Saladin and 
king Richard, Saladin’s antagonist. 

Bohadin’s history, in Arabic and Latin, 
with much excellent erudition, was pub- 
lished in an elegant folio, by that accurate 
9 i Schultens, at Leyden, in the year 
1755. 

It must be observed, that though Abul- 
pharagius was a Christian, yet Abulfeda 
and Bohadin were both Mahometans. All 
three historians bear a great resemblance to 
Plutarch, as they have enriched their his- 
tories with so many striking anecdotes. 
From Abulpharagius, too, and Abulfeda, 
we have much curious information as to the 
progress and state of literature in those 
ages and countries. 
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thought the petitioner’s cause a good one. ‘ Let, then, our sove- 
reign lord, says the other, ‘sign it.’ ‘There is no inkstand,’ 
says the sultan, (who, being at that time seated at the door of 
his tent, rendered it impossible for any one to enter.) ‘ You 
have one,’ replies the petitioner, ‘in the inner part of your tent,’ 
(which meant, as the writer well observes, little less than bidding 
the prince go and bring it himself.) The sultan, looking back 
and seeing the inkstand behind him, cries out, ‘God help me, 
the man says true, and immediately reached back for it, and 
signed the instrument.” 

Here the historian, who was present, spoke the language of a 
good courtier. ‘God Almighty,” said he, “ bore this testimony 
to our prophet, that his disposition was a sublime one: our so- 
vereign lord, I perceive, has a temper like him.” The sultan, 
not regarding the compliment, replied coolly, “The man did 
no harm; we have despatched his business, and the reward is 
at hand.”® 

After this fact we shall the more readily believe Bohadin, 
when, speaking of the same illustrious person, he informs us, that 
his conversation was remarkably elegant and pleasing; that he 
was a perfect master of the Arabian families, of their history, 
their rites, and customs; that he knew also the genealogies of 
their horses, (for which we know that to this hour Arabia is 
celebrated ;) nor was he ignorant of what was rare and curious 
in the world at large; that he was particularly affable in his in- 
quiries about the health of his friends, their illness, their medi- 
cines, &c.; that his discourse was free from all obscenity and 
scandal; and that he was remarkably tender and compassionate 
both to orphans and to persons in years.' 

I may add from the same authority an instance of his 
justice. 

“ As Bohadin, the historian, was one day exercising at Jeru- 
salem his office of a judge, a decent old merchant tendered him 
a bill or libel of complaint, which he insisted upon having opened. 
‘Who, says Bohadin ‘is your adversary?” ‘ My adversary,’ re- 
plies the merchant, ‘is the sultan himself: but this is the seat 
of justice, and we have heard that you (applying to Bohadin) 
are not governed by regard to persons. Bohadin told him the 
cause could not be decided without his adversary’s being first 
apprized. The sultan accordingly was informed of the affair, 
submitted to appear, produced his witnesses, and, having justly 
defended himself, gained the cause. Yet so little did he resent 
this treatment, that he dismissed his antagonist with a rich gar- 
ment and a donation.”" 

His severity upon occasions was no less conspicuous than his 
clemency. 

* See Bohadin, p. 22. the Excerpta from Abulfeda, p. 62, 63. 
' Ibid, p, 28. and at the end of Bohadin, " See Bohadin, p. 10. 

21 
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We learn from the same writer, that Arnold, lord of Cracha, 
(called Reginald by M. Paris, and Rainold by Fuller,) had 
thought proper, during the truce between the Christians and the 
Saracens, to fall upon the caravan of travellers going to Mecca 
from Egypt, whom he cruelly pillaged and thrust into dungeons, 
and when they appealed to the truce for better usage, replied 
with scorn, ‘‘ Let your Mahomet deliver you.” 

Saladin, fired with indignation at this perfidy, vowed a vow 
to despatch him with his own hand, if he could ever make him 
prisoner. The event happened at the fatal battle of Hittyn, 
where Guy king of Jerusalem, Arnold, and all the principal 
commanders of the Christian army were taken. Saladin, as 
soon as, his tent could be erected, in the height of his festivity, 
orders king Guy, his brother Geoffry, and prince Arnold into 
his presence. 

As Guy, the king, was nearly dying for thirst, Saladin pre- 
sented him a delicious cup, cooled with snow, out of which the” 
king drank, and then transmitted it to Arnold. “Tell the 
king,” says the sultan, turning to his interpreter, “tell him, 
Thou, king, art he, who hast given the cup to this man, and 
not I.” 
Now it is a most admirable custom (observes Bohadin) among 

the Arabians, a custom breathing their liberal and noble dis- 
position, that a captive, the moment he has obtained meat or 
drink from his captor, is by that very treatment rendered se- 
cure of life, the Arabians being a people by whom hospitality 
and the generous point of honour is most sacredly observed. 

The prisoners, being dismissed, were soon remanded, when 
only the sultan and a few of his ministers were left. Arnold 
was the first brought in, whom the sultan reminding of his ir- 
reverent speech, subjoined, “See me now act the part of Maho- 
met’s avenger.” He then offers Arnold to embrace the Ma- 
hometan faith; which he refusing, the sultan with his drawn 
scimitar gave him a stroke that broke the hilt, while the rest 
of his attendants joined and despatched him. King Guy 
thought the same destiny was prepared for him. The sultan, 
however, bid him be of good cheer, observing, that ‘it was not 
customary for kings to kill kings; but that this man had brought 
destruction upon himself, by passing the bounds of all faith and 
honour.”* | 
When princes are victorious, their rigour is often apt to ex- 

tend too far, especially where religion, as in these wars called 
holy, blends itself with the transaction. 

More than fourscore years before Saladin’s time, the crusaders, 
when they took Jerusalem, had murdered every Mahometan 
they found there.’ 

* See Bohadin, p. 27, 28. 70, 71. in anno 1099. p. 48, Fuller’s Holy War, 
¥Y See Abulpharagius, p. 243, Matt. Par. b, i, ¢, 24. p, 141, 
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When Saladin took Jerusalem, he had at first meditated 
putting all the Franks to the sword, as a sort of retaliation for 
what had been done there by these first crusaders. However, 
he was persuaded to change his intention, and spare them: nay, 
more, after he had turned the rest of their churches into mosques, 
he still left them one, in which they had toleration to perform 
their worship.’ 

After the fatal battle of Hittyn, where Guy and Arnold (as 
above mentioned) were taken, Saladin divided his prisoners ; 
some were sold, others put to death; and among the last, all 
the commanders of the hospitallers and templars. 

On the taking of Ptolemais by the crusaders, some difference 
arising between them and Saladin about the terms of the ca- 
pitulation, the crusaders led the captive Mussulmans out of the 
city into a plain, and there, in cold blood, murdered three thou- 
sand.* 

Customs, in all times and in all countries, have a singular 
effect. When the French ambassadors were introduced to 
Saladin, he was playing with a favourite son, by name Elemir. 
The child no sooner beheld the ambassadors with their faces 
shaved, their hair cut, and their garments of an unusual form, 
than he was terrified, and began to cry. A beard, perhaps, would 
have terrified a child in France; and yet, if beards are the gift 
of nature, it seems easier to defend the little Arabian. 

Bohadin, our historian, appears to have thought so; who, men- 
tioning a young Frank, of high quality, describes him to be a 
fine youth, except that his face was shaved; a mark, as he calls 
it, by which the Franks are distinguished.* | 
We cannot quit Saladin, without a word on his liberality. 
He used to say, it was possible there might exist a man (and 

by such man it was supposed he meant himself) who with the 
same eye of contempt could look on riches and on dirt.‘ 

These seem to have been his sentiments, when some of his 
revenue-officers were convicted of putting into his treasury purses 
of brass for purses of gold. By the rigour of Hastern justice they 
might have immediately been executed ; but Saladin did no more 
than dismiss them from their office.* 
When his treasury was so empty that he could not supply his 

largesses, in order to have it in his power, he sold his very fur- 
niture.' 

When his army was encamped in the plains of Ptolemais, it 
was computed he gave away no less than twelve thousand horses; 

% See Abulpharagius, p. 273. Bohadin, ler’s Holy War, b. ii. c. 45, p. 105. 
p. 73. Abulfede Excerpta, p. 42. Matth. b See Bohadin, p. 270. 
Paris, p. 145. Fuller’s Holy War, b. ii. ¢ Thid. p. 193. 
c. 46. p. 106. 4 Thid, p. 13. 

@ See Bohadin, p. 70, for the Templars, © Ibid. p. 27. 
and p. 183, for the Mussulmans ; also Ful- f Thid. p. 12, = ‘ 

tape 
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nay, it was said he never mounted a horse, which was not either 
given away, or promised.® 

Bohadin, whom he employed in most of his acts of munificence, 
relates, that all who approached him were sensible of its effects ; 
nay, that he exceeded in his donations even the unreasonable 
wishes of the petitioners, although he was never heard to boast 
of any favour that he had conferred." 

The effect of such immense liberality was, that, when he died, 
out of all the vast revenues of Egypt, Syria, the Oriental Pro- 
vinees, and Arabia Felix, there was no more left in his treasury 
than forty-seven pieces of silver, and one of gold; so that they 
were forced to borrow money, to defray the expenses of his 
funeral. 

As to the facts respecting the Western crusaders at this pe- 
riod, and particularly Saladin’s great antagonist, Richard Coeur 
de Leon, these are subjects reserved, till we come to the Latins, 
or Franks. 
We shall now say something concerning Arabian poetry and 

works of invention, adding, withal, a few more anecdotes relative 
to their manners and character. 

CHAPTER VII. 

ARABIAN POETRY, AND WORKS OF INVENTION——FACTS RELATIVE TO 

THEIR MANNERS AND CHARACTERS. 

ARaBian poetry is so immense a field, that he who enters it is in 
danger of being lost. It was their favourite study long before 
the time of Mahomet, and many poems are still extant of an 
earlier era.* So much did they value themselves upon the ele- 
gance of their compositions, that they called their neighbours, 
and more particularly the Persians, Barbarians.' It seems un- 
fortunate for these last, that the old Greeks should have distin- 
guished them by the same appellation.” 

If we reckon among pieces of poetry, not the metrical only, 
but those also the mere efforts of invention and imagination, 
(such as the incomparable Telemachus, of the truly eloquent 
Fenelon,) we may justly range in this class the Arabian Nights, 
and the Turkish Tales. They are valuable, not only for ex- 

8 See Bohadin, p. 13; the same book, in k See Schultens, in his Monumenta ve- 
the extract from Abulfeda, p. 62. tustiora Arabic, Lugd. Bat. 1740, where 

h See Bohad. p. 13. there will be found fragments of poetry 
i See Bohadin, p. 5. 13. and, in the same many centuries before Mahomet, and some 

book, the extracts from Abulfeda, p. 62. said to be as ancient as the days of Solo- 
Abulpharagius, p. 277. See Fuller’s cha- mon. 
racter of Saladin, Holy War, b. iii. c. 14. as 1 Vid. Pocockii Not. in Camum Tograi, 
also the above extracts, and Abulpharagius, p. 5; and Abulfed. p. 194. 
both under the same pagess m See Isocrates, Plato, Demosthenes, &c. 
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hibiting a picture of Oriental manners during the splendour of 
the caliphate, but for inculcating, in many instances, a useful 
and instructive moral. Nothing can be better written than the 
Tale of Alnaschar, to illustrate that important part of the Stoic 
moral, the fatal consequence of not resisting our fancies.” 

They were fond of the fabulous and allegorical, and loved to 
represent under that form the doctrines they most favoured. 
They favoured no doctrine more than that of each individual’s 
inevitable destiny. Let us see after what manner they conveyed 
this doctrine. 

“They tell us, that as Solomon (whom they supposed a ma- 
gician from his superior wisdom) was one day walking with a 
person in Palestine, his companion said to him with some horror, 
‘What ugly being is that which approaches us? I do not like his 
visage; send me, I pray thee, to the remotest mountain of India.’ 
Solomon complied, and the very moment he was sent off, the 
ugly being arrived. ‘Solomon, (said the being,) how came that 
fellow here? I was to have fetched him from the remotest 
mountain of India. Solomon answered, ‘Angel of Death, thou 
wilt find him there.’ ”° 

I may add to this that elegant fiction concerning the self- 
taught philosopher Hai Ebn Yokdan, who, being supposed to 
have been cast an infant on a desert island, is made by various 
incidents (some possible, but all ingenious) to ascend gradually, 
as he grew up in solitude, to the sublime of all philosophy 
natural, moral, and divine.? 

But this last was the production of a more refined period, when 
they had adopted the philosophy of other nations. In their 
earlier days of empire they valued no literature but their own, 
as we have learned from the celebrated story, already related, 
concerning Omar, Amrus, and the library at Alexandria.‘ 

The same Omar, after the same Amrus had conquered the 
vast province of Egypt, and given (according to the custom of 
those early times) many proofs of personal strength and valour, 
the same Omar (I say) was desirous to see the sword by which 
Amrus had performed so many wonders. Having taken it into 
his hand, and found it no better than any other sword, he re- 
turned it with contempt, and averred, “‘it was good for nothing.” 
“‘ You say true, sir,” replied Amrus; “for you demanded to see 
the sword, not the arm that wielded it: while that was wanting, 
the sword was no better than the sword of Pharezdacus.” 

Now Pharezdacus was, it seems, a poet, famous for his fine 

. A curious and accurate version of this ° This tale was told me by Dr. Gregory 
admirable tale is printed at Oxford, in a Sharpe, late master of the Temple, well 
Grammar of the Arabic language ; aversion known for his knowledge in Oriental lite- 
which gives us too much reason to lament rature. 
our imperfect view of those other ingenious P See Pococke’s edition of this work, 
fictions, so obscurely transmitted to us Oxon. 1671. 
through a French medium, 4 See before, p. 458, 478. 
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description of a sword, but not equally famous for his personal 
prowess." 

It is a singular instance of their attention to hospitality, that 
they used to kindle fires by night, upon hills near their camps, 
to conduct wandering travellers to a place of refuge.® 

Such an attention to this duty naturally brings to our mind 
what Eumzus in the Odyssey says to Ulysses: 

Bei’ of wor Ouis Zo7’, od ci kaxlwy ober ErOot, 
Heivov aripjoa, mpds yap Ards ciow Gmrayres 
Eeivou. *Obue. B. 56. 

“ Stranger, I dare not with dishonour treat 
A stranger, tho’ a worse than thou should come ; 
For strangers all belong to Jove.” 

Nor are there wanting other instances of resemblance to the 
age of Homer. When Ibrahim, a dangerous competitor of the 
caliph Almanzur, had in a decisive battle been mortally wounded, 
and his friends were endeavouring to carry him off, a desperate 
conflict ensued, in which the enemy prevailed, overpowered his 
friends, and gained what they contended for, the body of Ibrahim. 
The resemblance between this story, and that respecting the 
body of Patroclus, is a fact too obvious to be more than hinted.* 

In an earlier period, when Moawigea (the competitor of the 
great Ali) was pressed in a battle, and had just begun to fly, he 
is reported to have rallied upon the strength of certain verses, 
which at that critical instant occurred to his memory. The 
verses were these, as we attempt to translate them: 

When direful scenes of death appear, 
And fill thy flutt’ring heart with fear: 
Say—Heart! be firm; the storm endure ; 
For evils ever find a cure. 
Their mem’ry, should we ’scape, will please ; 
Or, should we fall, we sleep at ease." 

This naturally suggests to every lover of Homer, what is said 
by Ulysses : 

TérAah 5, xpadin® kad ebvrepov UrAo wd’ ErAns 
“Huati TQ, OTe, K.T.A. *Odvue. T. 18. 

“Endure it, heart; for worse thou hast endured 
In days of yore, when,” &c. 

Such resemblances as these prove a probable connection be- 
tween the manners of the Arabians, and those of the ancient 
Greeks. There are other resemblances, which, as they respect 
not only Greek authors, but Roman, are perhaps no more than 
casual. | . 

Thus an Arabian poet : 

* Pocock. Note in Carm. Togr. p. 184. ' See Abulfeda, p, 148. 
° Ejusd, Carm. Tograi, p, 111. " Thid. p. 91. 
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Horses and wealth we know you’ve none ; 
Let then your eloquence atone 
For fortune’s failure.* 

What the Arabian says of his friend, Horace says of himself: 

Donarem pateras, grataque commodus, 
Censorine, meis, &c. Od. 8. 1. iv. 

Another of their poets has the following sentiment : 

Who fondly can himself deceive, 
And venture reason’s rules to leave ; 
Who dares, thro’ ignorance, aspire 
To that, which no one can acquire ; 
To spotless fame, to solid health, 
To firm unalienable wealth ; 
Each wish he forms, will surely find 
A wish denied to human kind. 

Here we read the Stoic description of things not in our power, 
and the consequence of pursuing them, as if they were things in 
our power ; concerning which fatal mistake, see Epictetus, either 
in the original, or in Mrs. Carter’s valuable translation. The En- 
chiridion, we know, begins with this very doctrine. 

There is a fine precept among the Arabians: “Let him to 
whom the gate of good fortune is opened, seize his opportunity; 
for he knoweth not how soon it may be shut.” 

Compare this with those admired lines in Shakspeare, 

There is a tide in the affairs of men, 
Which taken at the flood, &c. Jul. Ces, act iv. se, 5. 

Though the metaphors differ, the sentiment is the same.’ 
In the comment on the verses of Tograi we meet an Arabic 

sentiment, which says, that “a friend is another self.” The 
same elegant thought occurs in Aristotle’s Ethics, and that in 
the same words: "Eovts yap 6 pidos adXos avros.* 

After the preceding instances of Arabian genius, the following 
perhaps may give a sample of their manners and character. 

On a rainy day, the caliph Al-Mostasem happened, as he was 
riding, to wander from his attendants. While he was thus 
alone, he found an old man, whose ass, laden with fagots, had 
Just cast his burden, and was ‘mired in a ‘slough. As the old man 
was standing in a state of perplexity, the caliph quitted his horse, 
and went to helping up the ass. “In the name of my father and 
my mother, I beseech thee,” said the old man, “do not spoil thy 
clothes.” “That is nothing to thee,” replied the caliph; who, 
after having helped up the ass, replaced the fagots, and washed 
his hands, got again upon his horse; the old man in the mean 
time erying out, “Oh youth, may God reward thee !” Soon after 

* Abulfeda, p. 279. work, p. 439. 
Y Ibid. a Ariat: Ethic. ae x, 4, and Not. 
* Bohadin Vit. Salad. p. 73, Of this in Carm, Tograi, p. 
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this, the caliph’s company overtook him, whom he generously 
commanded to present the old man with a noble largess of gold.” 

To this instance of generosity we subjoin another of resent- 
- ment. 

The Grecian emperors used to pay the caliphs a tribute. This 
the emperor Nicephorus would pay no longer; and not only 
that, but requiring the caliph in a haughty manner to refund all 
he had received, added that, if he refused, the sword should de- 
cide the controversy. The caliph had no sooner read the letter, 
than, inflamed with rage, he inscribes upon the back of it the 
following answer. 

“In the name of the most merciful God: from Harun, prince 
of the faithful, to Nicephorus, dog of the Romans. I have read 
thy epistle, thou son of an unbelieving mother: to which, what 
thou shalt behold, and not what thou shalt hear, shall serve for 
an answer.” 

He immediately upon the very day decamped, marched as far 
as Heraclia, and, filling all things with rapine and slaughter, ex- 
torted from Nicephorus the performance of his contract.° 

The following is an instance of a calmer magnanimity. In the 
middle of the third century after Mahomet, one Jacub, from 
being originally a brazier, had made himself master of some fine 
provinces, which he governed at will, though professing (like the 
Eastern governors of later times) a seeming deference to his 
proper sovereign. 

The caliph, not satisfied with this apparent submission, sent a 
legate to persuade him into a more perfect obedience. Jacub, 
who was then ill, sent for the legate into his presence, and there 
shewed him three things, which he had prepared for his inspec- 
tion—a sword, some black barley bread, and a bundle of onions. 
He then informed the legate, that, should he die of his present 
disorder, the caliph in such case would find no further trouble. 
But if the contrary should happen, there could be then no arbi- 
trator to decide between them, excepting that, pointing to the 
sword. He added, that if fortune should prove adverse, should 
he be conquered by the caliph, and stripped of his possessions, 
he was then resolved to return to his ancient frugality, pointing 
to the black bread and the bundle of onions.‘ 

To former instances of munificence we add the following, 
concerning the celebrated Almamun.‘ 

Being once at Damascus, and in great want of money, he com- 
plained of it to his brother Mostasem. His brother assured him 
he should have money in a few days, and sent immediately for 
thirty thousand pieces of gold from the revenues of those pro- 
vinces which he governed in the name of his brother. When 
the money arrived, brought by the royal beasts of burden, Al- 

6 Abulpharagius, p. 166. 4 Abulfeda, p. 214. 
* Abulfeda, p. 166, 167. € Thid. p. 326. 
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mamun invited Jahia the son of Actam, one of his favourites, to 
attend him on horseback, and view what was brought. They 
went, accordingly, and beheld the treasure arranged in the finest 
order, and the camels, too, which had brought it, richly deco- 
rated. The prince admired both the quantity of the money and 
the elegance of the show; and as his courtiers looked on with 
no less admiration, he bid them be of good cheer. Then turning 
about to Jahia, “‘O! Abu Mahommed,” says he, ‘“‘ we should be 
sordid, indeed, were we to depart hence with all this money, as 
if it were scraped up for ourselves alone, whilst our longing friends 
look on to no purpose.” Calling, therefore, immediately for a 
notary, he commands him to write down for such a family so 
many thousands, for such a family so many, and so on, never 
stopping till, out of the thirty thousand pieces, he had given 
away twenty-four thousand, without so much as taking his foot 
out of the stirrup.‘ 

From munificence we pass to another quality, which, though 
less amiable, is not less striking and popular, I mean magni- 
ficence. 

The splendour of the caliph Moctader, when he received the 
ambassador of the Greek emperor at Bagdad, seems hardly 
credible. We relate it from one of their historians, precisely as 
we find it. 

The caliph’s whole army, both horse and foot, were under 
arms, which together made a body of one hundred and sixty 
thousand men. His state-officers stood near him in the most 
splendid apparel, their belts shining with gold and gems. Near 
them were seven thousand eunuchs; four thousand white, the 
remainder of them black. The porters, or door-keepers, were in 
number seven hundred. Barges and boats with the most superb 
decoration were swimming on the Tigris. Nor was the palace 
itself less splendid, in which were hung up thirty-eight thousand 
pieces of tapestry; twelve thousand five hundred of which were 
of silk, embroidered with gold. The carpets on the floor were 
twenty-two thousand. An hundred lions were brought out, with 
a keeper to each lion. 
Among the other spectacles of rare and stupendous luxury, 

was a tree of gold and silver, which opened itself into eighteen 
larger branches, upon which, and the other less branches, sat 
birds of every sort, made also of gold and silver. The tree glit- 
tered with leaves of the same metals, and while its branches, 
through machinery, appeared to move of themselves, the several 
birds upon them warbled their proper and natural notes. 

When the Greek ambassador was introduced to the caliph, he 
was led by the vizier through all this magnificence.® 

But besides magnificence of this kind, which was at best but 

f Abulfeda, p. 189. the Christian era, happened in the year 
8 Abulfeda, p. 237. This, according to 917. 
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temporary, the caliphs gave instances of grandeur more perma- 
nent. Some of them provided public buildings for the reception 
of travellers, supplied the roads with wells and watering-places, 
measured out the distances by columns of stone, and established 
posts and couriers. Others repaired old temples, or built mag- 
nificent new ones. The provision of snow (which in hot countries 
is almost a necessary) was not forgotten. Add to this, forums, 
or public places for merchants to assemble; infirmaries; ob- 
servatories, with proper instruments for the use of astronomers ; 
libraries, schools, and colleges for students; together with so- 
cieties, instituted for philosophical inquiry." 

In the account of the Escurial Arabic manuscripts, lately given 
by the learned Casiri, it appears that the public libraries in Spain, 
when under the Arabian princes, were no fewer than seventy: a. 

noble help this to literature, when copies of books were so rare 
and expensive.' 
A transaction between one of the caliph of Bagdad’s ambas- 

sadors and the court of Constantinople is here subjoined, in order 
to illustrate the then manners, both of the ambassador and the 
court. 

As this court was a remnant of the ancient imperial one under. 
the Cesars, it still retained, (as was natural,) after its dominions, 
were so much lessened, an attachment to that pomp and those 
minute ceremonials, which in the zenith of its power it had been 
able to enforce. It was an affection for this shadow of grandeur, 
when the substance was in a manner gone, that induced the em- 
peror Constantine Porphyrogenitus to write no less than a large 
folio book upon its ceremonials.* ? 

It was in consequence of the same principles, that the above 
ambassador, though coming from the caliph, was told to make a 
humble obeisance, as he approached the Grecian emperor. This 
the ambassador (who had his national pride also) absolutely re- 
fusing, it was ingeniously contrived that he should be introduced 
to the emperor through a door so very low, as might oblige him, 
however unwillingly, to make the obeisance required. The am- 
bassador, when he arrived, no sooner saw the door, than he com- 

h Many things are enumerated in this For infirmaries, Abulphar. p. 210. 343. 
paragraph, to confirm which we subjoin 
the following references among many 
omitted. 

For buildings to accommodate trayel- 
lers. Abulfed. p. 154. Abulphar. p. 315, 
316. 

For wells upon the road, watering-places, 
and mile-stones, Abulfed. p. 154; for posts 
and couriers, the same, p. 157. 283. 

For temples, Abulfed. p. 125. Abulphar. 
p. 210. 315, 316. 

For snow, Abulfed. p. 154. Abulphar. 
p. 261. Bohadin, p. 70. 

For observatories, public schools, &c. 
Abulphar. p. 216. 

For learned societies, Abulphar. p. 217. 
Abulfed. p. 181, 182, 183. 210. 274. Bo- 
hadin Vit. Salad. p. 25. 
Among their philosophical transactions 

was a mensuration of the earth’s circum- 
ference, made by order of the caliph Al- 
mamun, which they brought to about twenty- 
four thousand miles. 

i Vid. Biblioth. Arabico-Hispan. vol, ii. 
p. 71. Matriti, 1770. 

k See before, p. 471, note m. 
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prehended the contrivance, and with great readiness turned about, 
and entered the room backward.! 
We have said little concerning eminent Arabians during this 

period in Spain. Yet that we may not be wholly silent, we 
shall mention one fact concerning Averroes, the famous philoso- 
pher and lawyer, who was born at Corduba in the eleventh 
century. 

As he was lecturing one day in the college of lawyers, a slave, 
belonging to one who was his enemy, came and whispered him. 
Averroes turning round, and saying, ‘‘ Well, well,” the company 
believed the slave had brought him a message from his master. 
The next day the slave returned, implored his pardon, and 
publicly confessed that, when he had whispered him, he had 
spoken a slander. ‘‘ God forgive thee,” replied Averroes; ‘ thou 
hast publicly shewn me to be a patient man; and as for thy in- 
jury, it is not worthy of notice.” Averroes after this gave him 
money, adding withal this monition, ‘“‘ What thou hast done to 
me, do not do to another.” ™ 

And here, before we conclude this chapter, we cannot help 
confessing, that the facts we have related are not always ar- 
ranged in the strict order of chronology. 

The modes, indeed, of history (if these chapters merit that 
name) appear to be different. There is a mode which we may 
call historical declamation; a mode where the author, dwelling 
little upon facts, indulges himself in various and copious re- 
flections. 

Whatever good (if any) may be derived from this method, it 
is not likely to give us much knowledge of facts. 

Another mode is that which I eall general, or rather public 
history ; a mode abundant in facts, where treaties and alliances, 
battles and sieges, marches and retreats, are accurately retailed ; 
together with dates, descriptions, tables, plans, and all the col- 
lateral helps, both of chronology and geography. 

In this, no doubt, there is utility. Yet the sameness of the 
events resembles not a little the sameness of human bodies. One 
head, two shoulders, two legs, &c. seem equally to characterize 
an European and an African; a native of Old Rome, anda native 
of Modern. 
A third species of history still behind, is that which gives a 

sample of sentiments and manners. 
If the account of these last be faithful, it cannot fail being in- 

structive, since we view through these the interior of human na- 
ture. It is by these we perceive what sort of animal man is; 
so that while not only Europeans are distinguished from Asiaties, 
but English from French, French from Italians, and (what is 
still more) every individual from his neighbour, we view at the 
same time one nature, which is common to them all. 

1 Abulphar. m Fabric. Bibl. Greee, vol. xiii. p. 283, 284, 
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Horace informs us that a drama, where the sentiments and 
manners are well preserved, will please the audience more than 
a pompous fable where they are wanting." Perhaps what is true 
in dramatic composition, is not less true in historical. 

Plutarch, among the Greek historians, appears in a peculiar 
manner to have merited this praise. So likewise Bohadin amon 
the Arabians, and to him we add Abulpharagius and Abulfeda, 
from whom so many facts in these chapters are taken. 

Nor ought I to omit (as I shall soon refer to them) some of 
our best monkish historians, though prone upon occasion to de- 
generate into the incredible. As they often lived during the 
times which they described, it was natural they should paint 
the life and the manners which they saw. 
A single chapter more will finish all we have to say concerning 

the Arabians. 

CHAPTER VIII. 

ARABIANS FAVOURED MEDICINE AND ASTROLOGY-——FACTS RELATIVE TO 

THESE TWO SUBJECTS—-THEY VALUED KNOWLEDGE, BUT HAD NO IDEAS 

OF CIVIL LIBERTY——-THE MEAN EXIT OF THEIR LAST CALIPH, MOS- 

TASEM——END OF THEIR EMPIRE IN ASIA AND IN SPAIN——THEIR 

PRESENT WRETCHED DEGENERACY IN AFRICA~—-AN ANECDOTE, 

Tue Arabians favoured medicine and astrology, and many of 
their princes had professors of each sort usually near their per- 
sons. Self-love, a natural passion, led them to respect the art 
of healing; fear, another natural passion, made them anxious to 
know the future; and superstition believed there were men, who, 
by knowing the stars, could discover it. 
We shall first say something concerning medicine,® which we 

are sorry to couple with so futile an imposture. 
It is commonly supposed that the prescriber of medicines and 

the provider, that is to say, in common words, the physician and 
the apothecary, were characters anciently united in the same 
person. The following fact proves the contrary, at least among 
the Orientals. 

In an army commanded by Aphshin, an officer of the caliph 
Al-Mostasem, it happened that Aphshin and the army physician, 
Zacharias, were discoursing together. ‘I assert,” says Zacharias, 
‘you can send for nothing from an apothecary, but, whether he 
has it or has it not, he will affirm that he has.” Aphshin, willing 
to make the trial, bids them bring him a catalogue of unknown 
people, and transcribing out of it about twenty of their names, 
sends messengers to the apothecaries to provide him those medi- 

" Sup. p. 445, in the note. ° Abulphar. p. 160. 
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cines. A few confessed they knew no such medicines; others 
affirmed they knew them well, and taking the money from the 
messengers, gave them something out of their shops. Aphshin, 
upon this, called them together, permitted those who said they 
knew nothing of the medicines to remain in the camp, and com- 
manded the rest that instant to depart.’ 

The following story is more interesting. 
The caliph Mottawakkel had a physician belonging to him, 

who was a Christian, named Honain. One day, after some other 
incidental conversation, “‘I would have thee,” says the caliph, 
“‘teach me a prescription, by which I may take off any enemy I 
please, and yet at the same time it should never be discovered.” 
Honain, declining to give an answer, and pleading ignorance, was 
imprisoned. 

Being brought again, after a year’s interval, into the caliph’s 
presence, and still persisting in his ignorance, though threatened 
with death, the caliph smiled upon him, and said, “ Be of good 
cheer; we were only willing to try thee, that we might have the 
greater confidence in thee.” 

As Honain upon this bowed down and kissed the earth, 
*“‘ What hindered thee,” says the caliph, “ from granting our re- 
quest, when thou sawest us appear so ready to perform what we 
had threatened?” ‘‘ Two things,” replied Honain; “my reli- 
gion, and my profession: my religion, which commands me to 
do good to my enemies; my profession, which was purely insti- 
tuted for the benefit of mankind.” “'T'wo noble laws,” said 
the caliph; and immediately presented him (according to the 
Eastern usage) with rich garments and a sum of money.‘ 

The same caliph was once sitting upon a bench with another 
of his physicians, named Bactish, who was dressed in a tunic of 
rich silk, but which happened on the edge to have a small rent. 
The caliph, entering into discourse with him, continued playing 
with this rent, till he had made it reach up to his girdle. In 
the course of their conversation, the caliph asked him, “‘ How he 
could determine when a person was so mad as to require being 
bound 2?” “ We bind him,” replies Bactish, ‘“‘ when things proceed 
to that extremity, that he tears the tunic of his physician up to 
the girdle.” The caliph fell backward in a fit of laughing, and 
ordered Bactish (as he had ordered Honain) a present of rich 
garments, and a donation in money." 

That such freedom of conversation was not always checked, 
may appear from the following, as well as the preceding 
narrative. 

The caliph Al-wathick was once fishing with a rod and line, 
upon a raft in the river Tigris. As he happened to catch 
nothing, he turned about to his physician John, the son of 
Misna, then sitting, near him, and said a little sharply, “ Thou 

P Abulphar. p. 167. a Ibid. p. 172, 173. t Tbid. p. 171. 
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unlucky fellow, get thee gone.” ‘Commander of the faithful,” 
replies his physician, “say not what is absurd. That John, the 
son of Misna, whose father was an obscure man, and whose 
mother was purchased for a few pieces of silver; whom fortune 
has so far favoured, that he has been admitted to the society 
and familiarity of caliphs; who is so overpowered with the good 
things of life, as to have obtained from them that to which even 
his hopes did not aspire; that he (I say) should be an unlucky 
fellow, is surely something most absurd. 

“‘ However, if the commander of the faithful would have me 
tell him, who is unlucky, I will inform him.” ‘“ And who is he?” 
says the caliph. ‘“ The man,” replied John, “who being sprung 
from four caliphs, and being then raised through God to the 
caliphate himself, can leave his caliphate and his palaces, and in 
the middle of the Tigris sit upon a paltry raft, twenty cubits 
broad and as many long, without the least assurance that a 
stormy blast may not sink him; resembling, too, by his employ, 
the poorest, the worst fellows in the world; I mean fishermen.” 

The prince on this singular discourse only remarked, ‘“‘ My 
companion I find is moved, if my presence did not restrain 
him.” ® 

Another instance of lenity I must not omit, though in a later 
period, and in another country. When Al-azis was sultan of 
Egypt, a poet there wrote a scandalous invective upon him and 
his vizier. The vizier complained, and repeated the verses to 
Al-azis, to whom the Sultan thus replied: “I perceive,” says 
he, ‘that in this invective I’ have my share along with you: in 
pardoning it, yéu shall have your share along with mé.”' 
We are now, as we promised, to mention astrology, which 

seems to have been connected in its origin with astronomy. 
Philosophers, men of veracity, studied the heavenly bodies; and 
it was upon their labours that impostors built astrology. 

The following facts, however, notwithstanding its temporary 
credit, seem not much in its favour. 
When Al-wathick (the caliph whom we have just mentioned) 

was dangerously ill, he sent for his astrologers, one of whom, 
pretending to inquire into his destiny, pronounced that from that 
day he would live fifty years. He did not however live beyond 
ten days." 
A few years after, the same pretenders to prediction said, 

that a vast number of countries would be destroyed by floods; 
that the rains would be immense, and the rivers far exceed their 
usual boundaries. 

Men began upon this to prepare; to expect. inundations with 
terror; and to betake themselves into places which might 
protect them by their altitude. 

The event was far from corresponding either to the threats of 
s Abulpharag. p. 168, t Ibid. p. 219. " Thid. p. 168. 
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the prophets or to the fears of the vulgar. The rain that 
season was so remarkably small, and so many springs and 
rivers were absorbed by the drought, that public supplications 
for rain were many times made in the city of Bagdad.* 
We must however confess that, notwithstanding these and 

many other such failures, astrologers still maintained their 
ground, gained admittance for many years into the courts of 
these princes, and were consulted by many, who appear not to 
have wanted abilities. — 

As the West of Europe learned astronomy from these Arabians, 
so astrology appears to have attended it, and to have been much 
esteemed during centuries not remote, through Germany, Italy, 
France, &c. 

Even so late as the days of cardinal Mazarine, when that 
minister lay on his death-bed, and a comet happened to appear, 
there were not wanting flatterers to insinuate, that it had refer- 
ence to him, and his destiny. The cardinal answered them, 
with a manly pleasantry, ‘‘ Messieurs, la comete me fait trop 
@honneur.”° 

Wecannot quit these Orientals without observing, that, though 
they eagerly coveted the fair fruit of knowledge, they appear to | 
haye had little relish for the fairer fruit of liberty. This valu- 
able plant seems to have rarely flourished beyond the bounds of 
Kurope, and seldom even there, but in particular regions. 

It has appeared, indeed, from the facts already alleged, that 
these Eastern princes often shewed many eminent virtues; the 
virtues, I mean, of candour, magnanimity, affability, compassion, 
liberality, justice, and the like. But it does not appear, that 
either they or their subjects ever quitted those ideas of despotism 
and servitude, which during all ages appear to have been the 
characteristic of Oriental dominion. 

As all things human naturally decay, so, after a period of 
more than five centuries, did the illustrious race of the Abaside. 
The last reigning caliph of that family, Al-Mostasem, wasting 
his time in idleness and luxury, and that without the least judg- 
ment, or consistency in the conduct of his empire; when he was 
told of the formidable approach of the Tartars, and how neces- 
sary it was, either to soothe them by submission, or to oppose 
them by force, made, in answer to this advice, the following 
mean reply: “ For me, Bagdad suffices; which they will not 
surely think too much, if I yield them the other provinces. 
They will not invade me while I remain there; for this is my 
mansion, and the place of my abode.” 

Little did these poor sentiments avail. Bagdad soon after 
was taken, and he himself, having basely asked permission to 
approach the Tartar prince, appeared, and offered him dishes, 
filled with pearls and precious stones. These the Tartar dis- 

* Abulpharag. p.181, Abulfeda, p, 222. Y Bayle, sur la Cométe. 
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tributed among his attendants, and a few days after put the 
unhappy caliph to death.’ 
Bagdad being lost by this fatal eveog! the dignity and sove- 

reignty of the caliphs were no more. 
‘The name indeed remained in Egypt under the Mamlues, but 

it was a name merely of honour, as those other princes were 
absolute. 

It even continued in the same family to the time of Selim, 
emperor of the Turks. When that emperor in 1520 conquered 
Egypt, and destroyed the Mamlucs, he carried the caliph, 
whom he found there, a prisoner to Constantinople. It was 
partly in this last city and partly in Egypt that this caliph, 
when degraded, lived upon a pension. When he died, the 
family of the Abassidee, once so illustrious, and which had borne 
the title of Caliph for almost eight hundred years, sunk with 
him from obscurity into oblivion.* 

When the Tartars and the Turks had extinguished the. 
sovereignty of these Arabians in the Hast, and the descendants 
of the ancient Spaniards had driven them out of Spain, the 
remainder in Africa soon degenerated ; till at length, under the 
celebrated Muly Ismael, in the beginning of this century, they 
sunk into a state of ignorance, barbarity, and abject servitude, 
hardly to be equalled either in ancient or in modern history. 

But I say nothing concerning them during this unhappy 
period. That which I have been treating, though in chronology 
a middle period, was to them, in many respects, a truly golden 
one. 

I conclude this chapter with the following anecdote, so far 
curious, as it proves that, even in our own century, the taste 
among the Orientals for philosophy was not totally extinguished. 

In the year 1721, a Turkish envoy came to the court of 
France. As he was a man of learning, he searched through 
Paris (though in vain) for the Commentary of Averroes upon 
Aristotle, a large work in Latin, containing five folio volumes, 
printed at Venice by the Junta, in the years 1552, 1553. — It 
happened that, visiting the king’s library, he saw the book he 
wanted ; and seeing it, he could not help expressing his ardent 
wish to*possess it. The king of France, hearing what had 
happened, ordered the volumes to be magnificently bound, and 
presented him by his librarian, the abbé Bignon.° 

2 Abulpharag. p. 318. 337, 338, 339. 
These events happened in the middle of the 
thirteenth century. 

@ See the supplement of that excellent 
scholar, Pococke, to his edition of Abul- 
pharagius. In this supplement we have a 
short but accurate account of the caliphs who 
succeeded Mostasem, even to the time of 

their extinction. 

See also Herbelot’s Biblioth. Orientale, 
under the word Abassides, with the several 
references to other articles in the same 
work. 

b Vid. Reimanni Histor. Atheismi et 
Atheorum, 8vo, p. 537. 
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CHAPTER IX. fr: 

CONCERNING THE LATINS OR FRANKS——BEDE, ALOUIN, JOANNES ERIGENA, 

ETC. GERBERTUS, OR GIBERTUS, TRAVELLED TO THE ARABIANS. IN 

SPAIN FOR IMPROVEMENT——SUSPECTED OF MAGIC——THIS THE MIS- 

FORTUNE OF MANY SUPERIOR GENIUSES IN DARK AGES; OF BACON, 

PETRARCH, FAUST, AND OTHERS-——ERUDITION OF THE CHURCH 5 

IGNORANCE OF THE LAITY——INGULPHUS, AN ENGLISHMAN, EDUCATED 

IN THE COURT OF EDWARD THE CONFESSOR——ATTACHED HIMSELF TO 

THE DUKE OF NORMANDY——-ACCOMPLISHED CHARACTER OF QUEEN 

EGITHA, WIFE OF THE CONFESSOR—-PLAN OF EDUCATION IN THOSE 

DAYS——THE PLACES OF STUDY, THE AUTHORS STUDIED—-CANON LAW, 

CIVIL LAW, HOLY WAR, INQUISITION——-TROUBADOURS——WILLIAM OF 

POICTOU-—DEBAUCHERY, CORRUPTION, AND AVARICE OF THE TIMES 

—WILLIAM THE CONQUEROR, HIS CHARACTER AND TASTE——HIS SONS, 

RUFUS AND HENRY—LITTLE INCIDENTS CONCERNING THEM—HIL- 

DEBERT, A POET OF THE TIMES—FINE VERSES OF HIS QUOTED. 

I pass now to another race, the Latins, or inhabitants of 
Western Europe, who in this middle age were often by the 
Arabians, their contemporaries, called Franks. 

Ignorance was their general character, yet individuals we 
except in the enumeration which follows. 

Bede, called the venerable from his respectable character, was 
an Englishman; was born in the seventh century, but flourished 
in the eighth; and left many works, critical, historical, and 
theological, behind him. 

Alcuin (sometimes called Aleuinus, sometimes Flaccus Al- 
binus) was Bede’s disciple, and like him an Englishman. He 
was famous for having been preceptor to Charlemagne, and 
much in his favour for many years.° 

Joannes Hrigena, a native of Scotland, and who, about the 
same period or a little later, lived sometimes in France and 
sometimes in England, appears to have understood Greek; a 
rare accomplishment for those countries in those days. 

It is related of him, that when he was once sitting at table 
over-against the emperor, Charles the Bald, the emperor asked 
him, How far distant a Scot was from a sot? As far, sir, 
replied he, as the table’s length.¢ 

© The grammatical works of these two, 
together with those of other grammarians, 
were published in quarto by Putschius, at 
Hanover, in the year 1605, Those who 
would learn more concerning them, may 
consult Fabricius and Cave. 

4 In the original, taken from Roger de 
Hoveden, Annal. pars prior, it is, Quid dis- 
tat inter Sotum et Scotum? The answer 

was, Tabula tantum. 
We have translated sotum, sot, in order 

to preserve the emperor’s dull pun, though 
perhaps not quite agreeably to its proper 
meaning. 

The word Scotum plainly decides the 
country of this learned man, which some 
seem, without reason, to have doubted, 

2*« 
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A treatise of his, which appears to be metaphysical, entitled 
De Divisione Nature, was printed in a thin folio at Oxford, in 
the year 1681. 

Adelard, a monk of Bath, for the sake of mathematical 
knowledge travelled into Spain, Egypt, and Arabia, and trans- 
lated Euclid out of Arabic into Latin, about the year 1130. 
Robert of Reading, a monk, travelled into Spain on the same 
account, and wrote about the year 1143.° 

They found, by fatal experience, that little information was 
to be had at home, and therefore ventured upon these perilous 
journeys abroad. 

Gerbertus, or Gibertus, a native of France, flourished a little 
before them in the tenth century, called (though not on his 
account) swculum obscurum, “the dark age.” His ardent love 
for mathematical knowledge carried him too from his own 
country into Spain, that he might there learn science from the 
learned Arabians. 

After an uncommon proficiency in the mathematics, and after 
having recommended himself for his learning and abilities both 
to Robert, king of France, and to the emperor Otho, he became 
first archbishop of Rheims, then of Ravenna, and at length pope, 
by the name of Sylvester the Second. 

His three capital preferments being at Rheims, Ravenna, and 
Rome, each beginning with an R, gave occasion to the followin 
barbarous verse, A 

Transit ab R Gerbertus ad R, post papa viget R.f 

It is singular that not his sacerdotal, nor even his pontifical 
character could screen him from the imputation of magic, in- 
curred merely, as it should seem, from his superior ingenuity. 
A bishop Otho, who lived in the next century, gravely relates 

of him, that he obtained the pontificate by wicked arts; for 
in his youth, when he was nothing more than a simple monk, 
having left his monastery, he gave himself up wholly to the 
devil, on condition he might obtain that which he desired. 

Soon after this, the same historian, having given an account 
of his gradual rise, subjoins, that at length, by the devil’s help, 
he was made Roman pontiff; but then it was upon compact, that 
after his decease, he should wholly in body and soul belong to 
him, through whose frauds he had acquired so great a dignity.® 
A cardinal Benno, of nearly the same age with this bishop 

€ See Wallis’s preface to his Algebra, 
fol. Lond. 1685. p. 5. 

f See Brown’s Fasciculus rerum expe- 
tendar. et fugiendar. vol. ii. p. 83. 

& Hic (scilicet Gerbertus) malis artibus 
pontificatum obtinuit, eo quod ab adole- 
scentia, cum monachus esset, relicto mo- 
nasterio, se totum diabolo obtulit, modo 
quod optabat obtineret. And soon after, a 

short narrative of his rise being given, the 
historian subjoins— Postremo Romanus 
pontifex diabolo adjuvante fuit constitutus ; 
hac tamen lege, ut post ejus obitum totus 
illius in anima et corpore esset, cujus fraudi- 
bus tantam adeptus esset dignitatem. See 
Bishop Otho, in Brown’s Fasciculus, just 
quoted, vol. ii. p. 88. 
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Otho, speaking of the same great man, (Gerbertus, I mean,) 
informs us, his demon had assured him, that he should not die 
till he had celebrated mass at Jerusalem: that Gerbertus, mis- 
taking this for the city so called, unwarily celebrated mass at 
Rome, in a church called Jerusalem, and, being deceived by the 
equivocation of the name, met a sudden and wretched end." 

As to these stories, they are of that vagabond sort, which 
wander from age to age, and from person to person; which find 
their way into the histories of distant periods, and are sometimes 
transferred from histories to the theatre. 

The Jerusalem tale may be found in Shakspeare’s Henry the 
Fourth; and for the compact, we have all seen it in the panto- 
mime of Dr. Faustus. 

One thing we cannot but remark: the dull contemporaries of 
these superior geniuses, not satisfied with referring their supe- 
riority to pre-eminence merely natural, recurred absurdly to 
power supernatural, deeming nothing less could so far exceed 
themselves. 

Such was the case of the able scholar just mentioned. Such, 
some centuries afterward, was the case of Roger Bacon, of 
Francis Petrarch, of John Faust, and many others, 

Bacon’s knowledge of glasses, and of the telescope in par- 
ticular, made them apply to him literally, what Virgil had said 
poetically : 

Carmina vel czlo possunt deducere lunam, 

Virgil himself had been foolishly thought a magician; and 
therefore, because Petrarch was delighted with the study of so 
capital an author, even Petrarch also was suspected of magic. 

For John Faust, as he was either the inventor, or among the 
first practisers of the art of printing, it is no wonder the igno- 
rant vulgar should refer to diabolical assistance, a power which 
multiplied books in a manner to them so incomprehensible. 

This digression has led us to examples rather against chrono- 
logical order; though all of them included within that age of 
which we are writing.’ For the honour, too, of the church, 
these falsely-accused geniuses were all of them ecclesiastics. In- 
deed, the rest of Western Europe was in a manner wholly bar- 
barous, composed of ignorant barons, and their more ignorant 
vassals; men, like Homer’s Cimmerians, 

“Hept kal vepeAn Kexaduppévot. 

“ With fog and cloud enveloped.” 

From these we pass, or rather go back, to Ingulphus, an ec- 

h See the same Fascicul. p. 88. Naude, a learned Frenchman of the last 
i Bacon lived in the thirteenth century; century, entitled Apologie pour les grand 

Petrarch, in the fourteenth; Faust, in the Hommes, accusées de Magie, 
fifteenth. Sce a curious book of Gabriel 

2K 2 
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clesiastic, and an historian, valuable for having lived during an 
interesting time, and in interesting places. : 

He was by birth an Englishman, and had been educated in 
the court of Edward the Confessor; went thence to the court of 
the Duke of Normandy, to whose favour he was admitted, and 
there preferred. Some time after this, when the successful ex- 
pedition of that duke had put him in possession of the crown of 
England, the duke (then William the Conqueror) recalled him 
from Normandy; took him into favour here, and made him at 
length abbot of Croyland, where he died advanced in years.* 

Ingulphus tells us, that king Edward’s queen, Egitha, was 
admirable for her beauty, her literary accomplishments, and her 
virtue. 

He relates, that being a boy he frequently saw queen Egitha, 
when he visited his father in king Edward’s court; that many 
times when he met her, as he was coming from school, she used 
to dispute with him about his learning and his verses; that she 
had a peculiar pleasure to pass from grammar to logic, in which 
she had been instructed; and that, when she had entangled him 
there with some subtle conclusion, she used to bid one of her 
attendants give him two or three pieces of money, and carry 
him to the royal pantry, where he was treated with a repast.' 

As to the manners of the times, he tells us, that the whole 
nation began to lay aside the English customs, and in many 
things to imitate the manners of the French; all the men of 
quality to speak the Gallic idiom in their houses, as a high 
strain of gentility; to draw their charters and public instru-— 
ments after the manner of the French; and in these and many 
other things to be ashamed of their own customs.” 

Some years before the conquest, the duke of Normandy 
(whom Ingulphus calls most illustrious and glorious) made a visit 
to England, attended with a grand retinue. King Edward re- 
ceived him honourably, kept him a long while, carried him 
round to see his cities and castles, and at length sent him home 
with many rich presents." 

Ingulphus says, that at this time duke William had no hopes 
of his succession, nor was any mention made of it; yet con- 
sidering the settlement of the crown made upon him soon after- 
ward, and the reception he then found, this should hardly seem 
probable. 

King Edward, according to Ingulphus, had great merit in re- 
mitting the Dane-gelt, that heavy tax imposed upon the people 
by the Danish usurpers, his immediate predecessors.° 

As to literary matters, it has appeared that the queen, besides 

k See Ingulphus’s History, in the pre- m Thid. p. 62. 
face to the Oxford edition of the year 1684, n Ibid. p. 65. 68. 
See also p. 75 of the work itself. © Thid. p. 65. 

' See the same Ingulphus, p. 62. 
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the usual accomplishments of the times, (which she undoubtedly 
possessed,) had been instructed also in superior sorts of know- 
ledge. She may be supposed, therefore, to have surpassed not 
only her own court, but perhaps other courts since, as they have 
seldom more to boast than the fashionable polish. 

For the literary qualifications of our historian himself, we 
perceive something of his education in what we have already 
quoted from him. He is more particular afterwards, when he 
tells that he was first bred at Westminster, and then sent to 
Oxford; that in the first he learned grammar, in the last he 
studied Aristotle and the rhetoric of Cicero: that finding him- 
self superior to many of his contemporaries, and disdaining the 
littleness of his own family, he left home, sought the palaces of 
kings and princes, &c. &c. It was thus that, after a variety of 
events, he became secretary to the duke of Normandy, after- 
wards William the Conqueror, and so pursued his fortune till he 
became abbot of Croyland.? 
We shal! only remark on this narrative, that Westminster and 

Oxford seem to have been destined to the same purposes then 
as now; that the scholar at Westminster was to begin, and at 
Oxford was to finish: a plan of education which still exists; 
which is not easy to be mended; and which can plead so an- 
cient and so uninterrupted a prescription. 

Nearly the same time, a monk, by name Gratian, collecting 
the numerous decrees of popes and synods, was the first who 
published a body of canon law.1 It was then, also, or a little 
earlier, that Amalfi, a city of Calabria, being taken by the 
Pisans, they discovered there, by chance, an original MS. of 
Justinian’s Code, which had been in a manner unknown from 
the time of that emperor." This curious book was brought to 
Pisa; and, when Pisa was taken by the Florentines, was trans- 
ferred to Florence, and there has continued even to this day. 

And thus it was, that by singular fortune the civil and canon 
law, having been about the same time promulged, gradually 
found their way into most of the Western governments, chang- 
ing more or less their municipal laws, and changing with those 
laws the very forms of their constitutions. 

It was soon after happened that wild enthusiasm which 
carried so many thousands from the West into the Kast, to 
prosecute what was thought, or at least called, a holy war.* 

After the numerous histories, ancient and modern, of these 
crusades, it would be superfluous to say more than to observe 
that, by repeating them, men appear to have grown worse; to 

P See Ingulphus’s History, p. 73. 75. Pisans in the year 1127. 
4 This happened in the year 1157. See 8 It began in the year 1095. See Ful- 

Duck De Auctoritate Juris Civilis Roma- ler’s Holy War, book i, ch. 8. William 
nor. p. 66. 88. edit. Lond. 1679. of Malmesbury, lib. iv, c. 2, among the 

Ibid. p. 66, Amalfi was taken by the Scriptores post Bedam. 
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have become more savage, and greater barbarians. It was so 
late as during one of the last of them, that these crusaders 
sacked the Christian city of Constantinople; and that while these 
were committing unheard-of cruelties in that capital of Chris- 
tendom, another party of them, nearer home, were employed in 
massacring the innocent Albigeois." 

So great was the zeal of extirpation, that when one of these 
home crusades was going to storm the city of Bezieres, a city 
filled with catholics as well as heretics, a scruple arose, that, 
by such a measure, the good might perish as well as the bad. 
** Kill them all,” said an able sophist, “kill them all, and God 
will know his own.” * 

To discover these Albigeois, the home crusades were attended 
by a band of monks, whose business was to inquire after offenders 
called heretics. When the crusade was finished, the monks, 
like the dregs of an empty vessel, still remained, and deriving 
from the crusade their authority, from the canon law their judi- 
cial forms, became, by these two, (I mean the crusade and canon 
law,) that formidable court, the court of inquisition. 

But in these latter events we rather anticipate, for they did 
not happen till the beginning of the thirteenth century, whereas 
the first crusade was towards the end of the eleventh.* 

About the beginning of the eleventh century, and for a cen- 
tury or two after, flourished the tribe of troubadours, or Pro- 
vencal poets,’ who chiefly lived in the courts of those princes 
that had sovereignties in or near Provence, where the Provencal 
language was spoken. It was in this language they wrote: a 
language which, though obsolete now, was then esteemed the 
best in Europe, being prior to the Italian of Dante and Pe- 
trarch. 

They were called troubadours from trouver, “to find” or “to 
invent,”” like the Greek appellation, poet, which means (we 
know) “a maker.” 

Their subjects were mostly gallantry and love, in which their 
licentious ideas, we are told, were excessive. Princes did not 

t In the year 1204. See the same Fuller, 
b. iii. c. 17; and Nicetas the Choniate, al- 
ready quoted at large, from p. 472 to 475. 

"The crusades against them began in 
the year 1206 ; the massacres were during 
the whole course of the war; see Fuller’s 
Holy War, b. iii. from c. 18 to 22. espe- 
cially c. 21; and Mosheim’s Church His- 
tory, under the article Albigenses. 

Y Tuez les tous: Dieu connoit ceux, qui 
sont a lui. Histoire de Troubadours, vol. i. 

. 193. 
Ps In the year 1095 or 1096. Fuller’s 
Holy War, p, 21; and William of Malmes- 
bury, before quoted. 

It is to be remarked, that these two 
events, I mean the sacking of Constanti- 

nople, and the massacres of the Albigeois, 
happened more than a hundred years after 
this Holy War had been begun, and after 
its more splendid parts were past ; that is 
to say, the taking of Jerusalem, the esta- 
blishment of a kingdom there, (which 
lasted eighty years,) and the gallant efforts 
of Coeur de Leon against Saladin. All 
against the Saracens, that followed, was 
languid, and, for the greater part of it, ad- 
verse. 

Y See a work, 3 vols. 12mo. entitled, 
Histoire Litteraire de Troubadours, printed 
at Paris 1774, where there is an ample 
detail both of them and their poems. 

2 See Hist. de Troub, vol. i, Discours 
prelim. p. 25, 
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disdain to be of their number;* such, among others, as our 
Richard Cour de Leon,-and the celebrated William count of 
Poictou, who was a contemporary with William the Conqueror 
and his sons. 
A sonnet or two, made by Richard, are preserved; but they 

are obscure, and, as far as intelligible, of little value. 
The sonnets of William of Poictou, now remaining, are (as 

we are informed) of the most licentious kind, for a more licen- 
tious man never existed.° 

Historians tell us, that near one of his castles he founded a 
sort of abbey for women of pleasure, and appointed the most 
celebrated among his ladies to the offices of abbess, prioress, &c.; 
that he dismissed his wife, and taking the wife of a certain 
viscount, lived with her publicly; that being excommunicated 
for this by Girard, bishop of Angouleme, and commanded to 
put away his unlawful companion, he replied, “Thou shalt 
sooner curl hair upon that bald pate of thine, than will I submit 
to a divorce from the viscountess;” that having received a like 
rebuke, attended with an excommunication from his own bishop, 
the bishop of Poictou, he seized him by the hair, and was about 
to despatch him, but suddenly stopped by saying, ‘1 have that 
aversion to thee, thou shalt never enter heaven through the as- 
sistance of my hand.* 

If I might be permitted to digress, I would observe that 
Hamlet has adopted precisely the same sentiment. When he 
declines the opportunity offered him of killig the king at his 
prayers, he has the following expressions, among many others: 

A villain kills my father, and for that 
I, his sole son, do this same villain send 
To heav’n—O! this is hire and salary, 
Not revenge. Act iii. se. 10. 

It is hard to defend so strange a sentiment either in Hamlet 
or the count. We shall only remark, that Hamlet, when he de- 
livered it, was perfectly cool; the count, agitated by impetuous 
rage. 

This count, as he grew older, became, as many others have 
done, from a profligate a devotee; engaged in one of the first 
crusades ; led a large body of troops into the East; from which, 
however, after his troops had been routed, and most of them de- 
stroyed, he himself returned with ignominy home.° 

@ Hist. de Troub. vol. i. p. 25. 
b Thid. p. 54. 
© Thid. p. 7. 
As to his famous abbey or nunnery, soon 

after mentioned, see the same work, p. 3, 4; 
but more particularly and authentically, see 
William of Malmesbury, a writer nearly 
contemporary, and from whom the narra- 
tive here given is taken. The passage in 

Malmesbury begins with the words, Erat 
tum Willielmus, comes Pictayorum, &c. 
p. 96. edit. Londin, fol. 1596. 
_4 The words in Malmesbury are, Nec 

celum unquam intrabis mez manus minis- 
terio, p. 96. 

© See the same William of Malmesbury, 
p. 75, 84, 
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The loose gallantry of these troubadours may remind us of 
the poetry during the reign of our second Charles; nor were the 
manners of one court unlike those of the other, unless that those 
of the court of Poictou were more abandoned of the two. 

Be that as it may, we may fairly, I think, conclude, if we 
compare the two periods, there were men as wicked during the 
early period, as during the latter; and not only so, but wicked 
in vices of exactly the same character. 

If we seek for vices of another character, we read, at the 
same era, concerning a neighbouring kingdom to Poictou, that 
“Call the people of rank were so blinded with avarice, that it 
might be truly said of them, (according to Juvenal,) 

Not one regards the method, how he gains, 
But, fix’d his resolution, gain he must, 

“The more they discoursed about right, the greater their in- 
juries. Those who were called the justiciaries, were the head 
of all injustice. The sheriffs and magistrates, whose duty was 
justice and judgment, were more atrocious than the very thieves 
and robbers, and were more cruel than others, even the most 
cruel. The king himself, when he had leased his domains as 
dear as was possible, transferred them immediately to another 
that offered him more, and then again to another, neglecting 
always his former agreement, and labouring still for bargains 
that were greater and more profitable.” ‘ 

Such were the good old times of good old England (for it is 
of England we have been reading) during the reign of our con- 
queror, William. 

And yet if we measure greatness (as is too often the case 
with heroes) by any other measure than that of moral rectitude, 
we cannot but admit that he must have been great, who could 
conquer a country so much larger than his own, and transmit 
the permanent possession of it to his family. The numerous 
Norman families with which he filled this island, and the very 
few Saxon ones which he suffered to remain, sufficiently shew 
us the extent of this revolution. 

As to his taste, (for it is taste we investigate, as often as we 
are able,) there is a curious fact related of him by John of 
Salisbury, a learned writer, who lived as early as the times of 
Stephen and Henry the Second. 

This author informs us, that William, after he was once settled 
in the peaceable possession of his kingdom, sent ambassadors to 
foreign nations, that they should collect for him, out of all the 
celebrated mansions, whatever should appear to them magnificent 
or admirable. 

fSee Henrici Huntindoniensis Histor. from Juvenal is, 
1, vii. p. 212, inter Scriptores post Bedam, Unde habeat, querit nemo, sed cportet 
edit. London. 1594, beginning from the habere. 
words, Principes omnes, &c, The verse 

eo ee 
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~ Our author cannot help allowing that this was the laudable 
project of a great man, desirous of pouring into his own dominions 
all that was excellent in others.$ 

It does not appear what these rarities were, but it sufficiently 
shews the Conqueror to have had a genius superior to the bar- 
barity of his age. 

One may imagine he was not ignorant of Ovid, and the ancient 
mythology, by his answer to Philip king of France. 

William, as he became old, grew to an unwieldy bulk. The 
king of France, in a manner not very polite, asked of him, (with 
reference to this bulk,) “ When, as he had been so long in breed- 
ing, he expected to be brought to bed?” ‘* Whenever that hap- 
pens,” replied William, “‘it will be, as Semele was, in flames and 
thunder.” France soon after that felt his devastations." 

His son Rufus seems more nearly to have approached the cha- 
racter of the times. 
We have a sample of his manners in the following narrative. 

Being immensely fond of expense in dress, when one of his at- 
tendants brought him new shoes, and was putting them on, he 
demanded, “‘ How much they cost?” ‘Three shillings, sir,” re- 
plied his attendant. ‘Son of a whore,” says Rufus, “at so 
pitiful a price to provide shoes for a king! Go and purchase me 
some for a mark of silver.” ! 

Matthew Paris writes, that he was once told of a formidable 
dream, relative to his death, which had been dreamed by a 
certain monk. Rufus, on hearing it, burst into laughter, and 
said, “‘'The man is a monk, and monk-like has dreamed, to get 
a little money; give him a hundred shillings, that he may not 
think he has been dreaming for nothing.” * 

His historian, Malmesbury, after having related other facts of 
him, adds, “‘that he had neither application enough, nor leisure, 
ever to attend to letters.”' 

It was not so with his brother, Henry the First. He (as this 
historian informs us™) spent his youth in the schools of liberal 

8 Simile aliquid fecisse visus est rex An- 
glorum Vilhelmus Primus, cujus virtuti Nor- 
mannia et tandem major Britannia cessit. 
Assumpto namque regni diademate, et pace 
composita, legatos misit ad exteras nationes, 
ut a preclaris omnium domibus, quicquid 
eis magnificum aut mirificum videretur, af- 
ferrent. Defluxit ergo in insulam opulen- 
tam, et quee fere sola bonis suis est in orbe 
contenta, quicquid magnificentiz, imo luxu- 
riz potuit inveniri. Laudabile quidem fuit 
magni viri propositum, qui virtutes omnium 

' orbi suo volebat infundere. Joan. Sarisb. de 
Nugis Curialium, p. 480, edit. Lugd. 8vo. 
1595. 

h Querente, sc. Philippo, numquidnam 
tandem pareret Guilielmus, qui tam diu 
gessisset uterum: se. pariturum, sed instar 

Semeles, respondit, cum flammis et fulmine. 
Panciroll. Nova Reperta, tit. x. p. 219. 
edit. Francofurt. 1631. See this fact some- 
what differently told by Matthew Paris. 
p- 13. edit. fol. London, 1640. The de- 
vastations here mentioned are related in the 
same page. 

i William of Malmesbury, p. 69. The 
words of Rufus were, Fili meretricis, ex 
quo habet rex caligas tam exilis pretii! 
Vade et affer mihi emptas marca argenti. 

k Matthew Paris, p. 53. Rufus’s words 
were, Monachus est, et lucri causa mona- 
chiliter somniavit: da ei centum solidos, ne 
videatur inaniter somniasse. 

1 William of Malmesbury, p. 70. 
m Tbid. p. 87. 
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science, and so greedily imbibed the sweets of literature, that in 
after-times, (as the same writer rather floridly relates,) no tumults 
of war, no agitation of cares, could ever expel them from his il- 
lustrious mind. 

Soon after we meet the well-known saying of Plato, that it 
was then states would be happy, if philosophers were to reign, 
or kings were to philosophize. Our historian, having given this 
sentiment, tells us, (to use his own expressions,) that Henry 
fortified his youth with literature in a view to the kingdom; and 
ventured even in his father’s hearing, to throw out the proverb, 
Rea illiteratus, asinus coronatus, “that an illiterate king was but 
an ass crowned.”" 

That the king his father, from perceiving his son’s abilities, 
had something like a presentiment of his future dignity, may ap- 
pear from the following story. 
When Henry was young, one of his brothers having injured 

him, he complained of his ill-treatment to his father with tears. 
“Do not ery, child,” says his father, “for thou, too, shalt be 
king.”° 
a Henry was a learned prince, we may suppose he was edu- 

cated by learned men; and perhaps, if we attend to the account 
given by Ingulphus of his own education in the time of Edward 
the Confessor,’ it is probable there may have been among the 
clergy a succession of learned men from the time of Venerable 
Bede. 

It is certain that, in England at least, during these middle 
ages, learning never flourished more, than from the time of Henry 
the First to the reign of his grandson Henry the Second, and 
some years after. 

The learned historian of the life of Henry the Second, (1 mean 
the first lord Lyttleton,) has put this beyond dispute. 

Perhaps, too, the times which followed were adverse to the 
cause of literature. The crusades had made the laity greater 
barbarians, if possible, than they were before. . Their cruelty 
had been stimulated by acting against Greeks, whom they hated 
for schismatics, and against Saracens, whom they hated for in- 
fidels; although it was from these alone they were likely to 
learn, had they understood (which few of them did) a syllable 
of Greek or Arabic. 

Add to this, the inquisition being then established in all its 
terrors,’ the clergy (from whom only the cause of letters could 
hope any thing) found their genius insensibly checked by its 
gloomy terrors. 

This depraved period (which lasted for a century or two) did 
not mend till the invention of printing, and the taking of Con- 

n William of Malmesbury, p. 87. B. author in the same page, that is, p. 87. B. 
© The words of William were, Ne fleas, P Page 500, 501. 

fili; quoniam et tu rex eris. See the same 4 See before, p. 502. 
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stantinople. Then it was that these, and other hidden causes, 
roused the genius of Italy, and restored to mankind those arts 
and that literature which to Western Europe had been so long 
unknown. 

Before I conclude this chapter, I cannot but remark, that, 
during these inauspicious times, so generally tasteless, there were 
even Latins as well as Greeks" whom the very ruins of antique 
arts carried to enthusiastic admiration. 

Hildebert, archbishop of Tours, who died in the year 1139, 
in a fine poem, which he wrote upon the city of Rome, among 
others has the following verses, in praise of the then remaining 
statues and antiquities: 

Non tamen annorum series, nec flamma, nec ensis, 
Ad plenum potuit tale abolere decus. 

Hic superum formas superi mirantur et ipsi, 
Et cupiunt fictis vultibus esse pares. 

Nec potuit natura deos hoc ore creare, 
Quo miranda deum signa creavit homo, 

Vultus * adest his numinibus, potiusque coluntur 
Artificum studio, quam deitate sua. 

It is worth observing, that the Latinity of these verses is in 
general pure, and that they are wholly free from the Leonine 
jingle. 

They are thus attempted in English, for the sake of those who 
do not read the original. 

But neither passing years, nor fire, nor sword 
Have yet avail’d such beauty to annul. 
Ev’n gods themselves their mimic forms admire, 
And wish their own were equal to the feign’d. 
Nor e’er could nature deities create 
With such a countenance, as man has giv’n 
To these fair statues, creatures of his own. 
Worship they claim, tho’ more from human art, 
Than from their own divinity, ador’d. 

CHAPTER X. 

SCHOOLMEN—THEIR RISE, AND CHARACTER—THEIR TITLES OF HONOUR 

——-REMARKS ON SUCH TITLES—-ABELARD AND HELOISA—JOHN OF 

SALISBURY-—ADMIRABLE QUOTATIONS FROM HIS TWO CELEBRATED 

WORKS—GIRALDUS CAMBRENSIS—-WALTER MAPPS——-RICHARD CQ@UR 

DE LEON-——HIS TRANSACTIONS WITH SALADIN-——HIS DEATH, AND 

THE SINGULAR INTERVIEW WHICH IMMEDIATELY PRECEDED IT. 

We are now to consider the state of literature with respect to 
other geniuses, both before the conquest and after it, so low as 
to the times of our first Richard. 

See before, what has been quoted from t William of Malmesbury, p. 76. Fabri- 
Nicetas the Choniate, p. 301, &e. cii Bibliotheca med. et infim, ztat. in voce 

§ Forsan Cultus. Hildebert. 
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It was during this period began the race of schoolmen ; a race 
much admired and followed in their day. Their subtlety was 
great ; and though that subtlety might sometimes have led them 
into refinements rather frivolous, yet have they given eminent 
samples of penetrating ingenuity. 

They began in the eleventh century, and lasted to the four- 
teenth, when new causes leading to new events, they gradually 
decreased, and were no more. 

That they had some merit must be allowed, when we are told 
that the learned bishop Sanderson used constantly to read the 
Secunda Secunde of Thomas Aquinas ;" and that this treatise, 
together with Aristotle’s Rhetoric, and Cicero’s Offices, were 
three books which he always had with him, and never ceased to 
peruse. The scholastic tract must have been no bad one, which 
was so well associated. 

Various epithets at the time were bestowed upon these school- 
men. There was the irrefragable doctor, the subtle, the seraphic, 
the angelic, &e. 
There is certainly something exaggerated in the pomp of these 

appellations. And yet, if we reflect on our modern titles of 
honour, on our common superscriptions of epistles, on our com- 
mon modes of concluding them, and mark how gravely we ad- 
mit all this; may we not suppose those other epithets appear 
ridiculous, not so much from their being absurd, as from their 
being unusual ?* 

Before we quit these schoolmen, we cannot omit the famous 
Peter Abelard, who, when he taught at Paris, was followed by 
thousands, and was considered almost as an oracle in discussing 
the abstrusest of subjects. At present he is better known for his 
unfortunate amour with the celebrated Heloisa, his disciple, his 
mistress, and at length his wife. 

Her ingenuity and learning were celebrated also, and their 
epistolary correspondence, remarkably curious, is still extant.’ 
The religion of the times drove them at length to finish their 
days in two separate convents. When Abelard died, (which 
happened about the year 1134,) his body was carried to Heloisa, 
who buried it in the convent of the Paraclete, where she pre- 
sided. 
My countryman, John of Salisbury, comes next, who lived 

in the reign of Stephen and Henry the Second. He appears 
to have been conversant in all the Latin classics, whom he 
not only quotes, but appears to understand, to relish, and to 
admire.” 

u This able and acute man died, aged History, and Cave’s Hist. Lit. vol. ii. p. 275. 
forty-eight years, in the year 1274. y An octavo edition of their letters in 

* For a fuller account of these schoolmen, Latin was published at London, in the year 
see Scholasticee Theologize Syntagma, by 1718. 
Prideaux bishop of Worcester, Mosheim’s  * See Philosophical Arrangements, p. 382. 
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How far they sunk into his mind, and inspired him with senti- 
ments similar to their own, the following passages may suffice to 
shew. 

Take his ideas of liberty and servitude. 
“‘For as the true and only liberty is to serve virtue, and dis- 

charge its various duties; so the only true and essential slavery 
is to be in subjection to the vices. He, therefore, is evidently 
mistaken, who imagines that either of these conditions can pro- 
ceed from any other cause: for, indeed, (if we except the dif- 
ference of virtue and vice,) all men throughout the world pro- 
ceed from a similar beginning; consist of, and are nourished by 
the same elements; draw from the same principle the same vital 
breath ; enjoy the same cope of heaven; all alike live; all alike 
die.”* 

Take his idea concerning the extensive influence of phi- 
losophy. 

“It is philosophy that prescribes a just measure to all things ; 
and while she arranges moral duties, condescends to mix with 
such as are plebeian and vulgar. No otherwise, indeed, can any 
thing be said to proceed rightly, unless she herself confirm by 
deeds, what she teaches us in words.”” 

Speaking of virtue and felicity, he thus explains himself. 
‘But these (two possessions) are more excellent than any other, 

because virtue includes all things that are to be done; felicity, 
all things that are to be wished. Yet does felicity excel virtue, 
because in all things the end is more excellent than the means. 
Now no one is happy, that he may act rightly; but he acts 
rightly, that he may live happily.”* 

The following distich is of his own age, but being difficult to 
translate, is only given in its original, as a sample of elegant and 
meritorious poetry. 

It expresses a refined thought; that as the soul of man ani- 
mates the body, so is the soul itself animated by God. 

Vita anime Deus est ; heec, corporis ; hac fugiente, 
Solvitur hoc; perit hzec, destituente Deo,4 

The preceding quotations are taken from his tract De Nugis 
Curialium; those which follow are from another tract, called 

® Sicut enim vera et unica libertas est, 
servire virtuti, et ipsius exercere officia; ita 
unica et singularis servitus est vitiis subju- 
gari. Errat plane quisquis aliunde con- 
ditionem alterutram opinatur accidere. Si 
quidem omne hominum genus in terris simili 
ab ortu surgit, eisdem constat et alitur ele- 
mentis, eundemque spiritum ab eodem prin- 
cipio carpit, eodemque fruitur celo, aque 
moritur, zeque vivit. De Nugis Curialium, 
p. 510. edit. Lugdun. 1595, 

b Ipsa (philosophia) est, quae universis 
preescribit modum, et dum disponit officia, 

etiam plebeis et vulgaribus interesse dig- 
natur. Alioquin nihil aliud recte procedit, 
nisi et ipsa rebus asserat, quod yerbis docet. 
De Nugis Curial. p. 483. 

¢ Sunt autem hec omnibus aliis preestan- 
tiora, quia virtus omnia agenda, felicitas 
omnia optanda complectitur. Felicitas ta- 
men virtuti preestat, quia in omnibus pre- 
stantius est propter quod aliquid, quam quod 
propter aliquid. Non enim felix est quis, 
ut recte agat; sed recte agit, ut feliciter 
vivat. De Nugis Curial. p. 367, 368. 

4 Thid. p. 127. 
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Metalogicus, so named from being subsequent to logic, as meta- 
physics are to physics.- 

He makes three things requisite to the existence of every art, 
and these are genius, memory, and the reasoning faculty; and 
these three he thus defines: 

‘“‘ Genius is a certain power, naturally implanted in the mind, 
and which is of itself originally capable.”* 

‘*Memory is (as it were) the mind’s ark or chest; the firm 
and faithful preserver of things perceived.”' 

“The reasoning faculty is a power of the mind, which examines 
things that have occurred either to the senses or to the intellect, 
and fairly decides in favour of the better; which, well weighing 
the similitudes and dissimilitudes of things, at length (after due 
discussion) establishes art, and shews it to be (as it were) a finite 
science of things infinite.” 

Our author concludes with telling us, that “‘as nature is the 
mother of all arts, so the contempt of them surely redounds to 
the injury of their parent.”" 

I must not omit some of his grammatical ideas, because they 
are of a superior sort; that is to say, they are logical and 
philosophical. , 

He tells us, “ For as [in nature] accidents clothe substances, 
and give them a form; so [in language] through a similar cor- 
respondence are substantives vested with a form by adjectives. 
And that this [grammatical] institution of reason may the more 
easily coincide with nature, in the same manner as the substance 
of every natural being knows nothing of intension and remis- 
sion; so likewise in language substantives admit no degree of 
comparison.” 

After this, he proceeds to shew that this imitation of nature 
not only exists in nouns, but in the other parts of speech. He 

e Est autem ingenium vis quedam, animz 
naturaliter insita, per se valens. Metalog, 
p. 756. 

£ Memoria vero quasi mentis arca, firma 
et fidelis custodia perceptorum. Metalog. 
p. 757. 

8 Ratio eorum, que sensibus aut animo 
occurrunt, examinatrix animi vis est, et 
fidelis arbitra potiorum ; quze, rerum simili- 
tudines dissimilitudinesque perpendens, tan- 
dem artem statuit quasi quandam infinitorum 
finitam esse scientiam. Metalog. 757. 

This may be illustrated from the arts of 
arithmetic and grammar, 

Numbers, which are infinite, being re- 
duced to the finite genera of even and odd ; 
and these again being divided into the few 
subordinate species ; in this limited reduc- 
tion we behold the rise of arithmetic, and 
of all the various theorems contained in that 
art. 

Sounds articulate, which are infinite, 
being reduced to the finite genera of vowels 
and consonants; and vowels again being 
enlarged into the species of long, short, and 
middle; consonants into the species of mutes 
and liquids ; in these limited reductions we 
behold the rise of grammar, through which, 
by about twenty simple sounds, called let- 
ters, we form articulate sounds by millions. 

h Quia artium natura mater est, merito 
in injuriam parentis redundat contemptus 
earum. Metalog. 757. 

i Sicut enim accidentia substantiam ves- 
tiunt, et informant: sic quadam propor- 
tione rationis ab adjectivis substantiva in- 
formantur. Et, ut familiarius rationis in- 
stitutio naturse cohereat, sicut substantia 
cujusque rei intentionis et remissionis ignara 
est: sic substantiva. ad comparationis gra- 
dum non yeniunt. Metalog. 561. 
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tells us, that verbs, as they denote time, are necessarily provided 
with tenses; and, as they always express something else in their 
original meaning, he calls the additional denoting of time by a 
truly philosophic word, a consignification. 

The writer of these remarks cannot say he has transferred 
any of them into his Hermes, because Hermes was written long 
before he knew John of Salisbury. But that both writers drew 
from the same source, he thinks sufficiently clear from the 
similitude of their sentiments." 

I fear, I have dwelt too long on my countryman, perhaps, 
because a countryman; but more, in truth, because his works 
are little known, and yet are certainly curious and valuable. 

I shall only mention, that there were other respectable geniuses 
of the same century, such as the epic poet, Joseph of Exeter ; 
the pleasant archdeacon of Oxford, Walter: Mapps; Giraldus 
Cambrensis, &c. 

But the eloquent author of the Life of Henry the Second has, 
in his third volume, handled the state of our literature during 
this period in so masterly a way, that the writer of these ob- 
servations would not have said so much, had not the arrange- 
ment of his remarks made it in some degree necessary.! 
We must not conclude this chapter without relating a few 

facts, relative to the gallant Richard, called, from his mag- 
nanimity, Cour de Leon. Other heroes, long before him, had 
been likened to lions; and the celebrated Ahi, in the lofty lan- 
guage of Arabia, was called the Lion of God. 

What Bohadin says of Richard is remarkable. ‘He was, as 
that historian relates, uncommonly active; of great spirit and 
firm resolution; one who had been signalized by his battles, 
and who was of intrepid courage in war. By those whom he 
led, he was esteemed less than the king of France on account of 
his kingdom and dignity, but more abundant in riches, and far 
more illustrious for military valour.”™ 

This testimony receives no small weight, as it comes from a 
contemporary writer, who was present ; and who, being likewise 
a fast friend to Saladin, Richard’s great antagonist, can hardly 
be suspected of flattering an adversary. 

In the following extracts from the same author, which ex- 
tracts contain different conferences between Richard and Saladin, 
we have a sample of their sentiments, and of the manner in 
which they expressed them. . 
When Richard in Palestine was ill, he longed for fruit and 

ice, and the fruits he desired were pears and peaches. He sent 
for them to Saladin, and they were immediately given him. 

j Motus non est sine tempore, nec verbum 1 See lord Lyttleton’s Life of Henry the 
esse potuit sine temporis consignificatione. Second. 
Metalog. 561. Aristot. de Interpret. c, 3. m Bohadin, vit. Salad. p. 160. 

k See Hermes, p. 144, 
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Richard, in return, was equally bountiful, and entertained the 
sultan’s people magnificently. War between great men seldom 
extinguishes humanity.® 

After a long and various war, Richard sent to Saladin the 
following message. 

‘““When you have greeted the prince, you will lay what 
follows before him: the Mussulmans and Franks are both 
perishing; their countries laid waste, and completely passing to 
ruin; the wealth and lives of their people consumed on either 
side. To this contest and religious war its proper rights have 
been now paid. Nothing remains to be settled, but the affair of 
the holy city of the cross, and of the several regions or countries. 
As to the holy city, it being the seat of our worship, from that 
indeed we can by no means recede, although not a single man of 
us were to survive the attempt. As to the countries, those on 
this side Jordan, shall be restored to us. As to the cross, it 
being with you only a pitiful piece of wood, although to us of 
value inestimable, this the sultan will give us; and thus peace 
being established, we shall all of us rest from this our uninter- 
rupted fatigue.” ° 

Saladin’s answer to Richard. 
“The holy city is as much holy to us as to you; nay, is 

rather of greater worth and dignity to us than to you; as it 
was thence that our prophet took his journey by night to 
heaven ; it is there the angels are wont solemnly to assemble 
themselves. Imagine not therefore that we shall ever depart 
thence. We dare not among the Mussulmans appear so aban- 
doned, so neglectful of our affairs, as to think of this. As to 
the regions or countries, these also you know were originally 
ours, which you indeed have annexed to your dominions by the 
imbecility of the Mussulmans at the period when you attacked 
them. God has not suffered you to lay a single stone there, 
ever since the war began; while we, it is evident, enjoy all the 
produce of our countries to the full. Lastly, as to the cross, 
that in truth is your scandal, and a great dishonour to the 
Deity ; which, however, it does not become us, by giving up, to 
neglect, unless it be for some more important advantage accruing 
thence to the faith of Mahomet.”? 

It must be observed, that the cross here mentioned was sup- 
posed to have been that on which Christ was crucified; and 
which being in Jerusalem, when it. was taken, had been from 
that time in the hands of Saladin. 

Though no peace was now made, it was made soon after, yet 
without restoration either of Jerusalem or of the cross. 

It was usual in those days to swear to treaties, and so did 
the inferior parties; but the two monarchs excused themselves, 
saying, “it was not usual for kings to swear.”? 

» Bohadin, p. 176. ° Thid. p, 207. P Ibid. p. 208. _ 4 Ibid. p. 261, 
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When Richard was returning home, he was basely seized by 
a duke of Austria, and kept prisoner for more than a year, till 
by a large sum raised upon his people he was redeemed.* 

This gallant prince, after having escaped for years the most 
formidable perils, fell at length unfortunately by the arrow of 
an obscure hand, in besieging an obscure castle, within his own 
French domains. | 
He did not immediately die; but as the wound began to 

mortify, and his end to approach, he ordered the person who 
had shot him (his name was Bertramn de Gurdun) to be brought 
into his presence. 
When he arrived, the king thus addressed him. ‘ What 

harm have I ever done thee? for what reason hast thou slain 
me?” Bertramn replied, ‘“'Thou hast slain my father and two 
brothers with thy own hand; and now it was thy desire to slay 
me. Take then any vengeance upon me thou wilt; I shall 
freely suffer the greatest tortures thou canst invent, so that 
thou art but despatched, who hast done the world so much 
mischief.” 

The king, on this intrepid answer, commanded his chains to 
be taken off, forgave what he had done, and dismissed him 
with a present. 

But the king’s servants were not so generous as their master ; 
for when the king was dead, (which soon happened,) they put 
the prisoner to a cruel death. | 
A poet of the time compares, not improperly, the death of 

Richard to that of a lion killed by an ant. The sentiment is 
better than the metre. 

Istius in morte perimit Formica Leonem.§ 

It is somewhat singular, that in these periods, considered as 
dark and barbarous, the same nations should still retain their 
superiority of taste, though not perhaps in its original purity. 
During the reign of Henry the Third, (which soon followed,) 
when bishop Poore erected the cathedral of Salisbury, (which, 
considering its lightness, its uniformity, and the height of its 
spire, is one of the completest gothic buildings now extant,) we 
are informed he sent into Italy for the best architects." 

Long before this, in the eighth century, when one of the caliphs 
erected a most magnificent temple, or mosque, at Damascus, he 
procured for the building of it the most skilful architects, and 

® See the histories of Richard’s life, 
Rapin, Hume, &c. 

* Rogeri de Hoveden Annalium pars 
posterior, p. 791. edit. Francof. 1601. We 
have transcribed from the original the dis- 
course which passed between Richard and 
Bertramn, as it appears to be curious, and 
the Latinity not to be despised. 

Quid mali tibi feci? Quare me intere- 

misti? Cui ille respondit—Tu interemisti 
patrem meum, et duos fratres manu tua, et 

me nunc interimere voluisti. Sume ergo de 
me vindictam, quamcunque volueris: liben- 
ter enim patiar, quecunque excogitaveris 
majora tormenta, dummodo Tu interficiaris, 
qui tot et tanta mala contulisti mundo, 

t Matthew Paris. 

2: & 
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those not only from his own dominions, but (as the historian 
informs us) from Greece." g 

From these accounts it is evident, that some knowledge of the 
fine arts, even during this middle age, existed both in Italy and 
Greece. 

Should it be demanded, to which nation, in this respect, we 
give the preference; it is a question to be decided by recurring 
to facts. ; 

Italy at the beginning of her history was barbarous; nor did 
she emerge from her barbarity, till Greece, which she had 
conquered, gave her poets, orators, philosophers, &c. 

Grecia captu ferum Victorem cepit. Hor. 

After a succession of centuries, the Roman empire fell. By 
this fatal event the finer arts fell also, and lay for years in a 
kind of torpid state, till they revived through the genial warmth 
of Greece. 
A few Greek painters, in the thirteenth century, came from 

Greece into Italy, and taught their art to Cimabue, a Florentine.* 
Cimabue was the father of Italian painters; and from him came 
a succession, which at length gave the Raphaels, the Michael 
Angelos, &e. 

The statues and ruined edifices with which Italy abounded, 
and which were all of them by Greek artists, or after Grecian 
models, taught the Italians the fine arts of sculpture and 
architecture.’ 

The Greek fugitives from Constantinople, after its unhappy 
catastrophe, brought that superior literature into Italy, which 
enabled the Italians to read in the original the capital authors 
of Attic eloquence.” 
When literature, sculpture, architecture, and painting had 

thus attained a perfection in Italy, we learn from history, they — 
were transplanted into the north, where they lived, though it 
was rather like exotics than natives. 

As therefore Northern Europe derived them from Italy, and 
this last from Greece, the conelusion is evident, that not Italy, 
but Greece was their common parent. And thus is the question 
concerning preference to be decided. 

" Abulfed. p. 125. warm verses of Hildebert quoted before, 
x Cimabue died in 1300. p. 507. 
Y How early these fine remains began to * Sup. p. 477. 

excite their admiration, we learn from those 
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CHAPTER XI. 

CONCERNING THE POETRY OF THE LATTER LATINS, OR WESTERN 
EUROPEANS——ACCENTUAL QUANTITY—-RHYME—SAMPLES OF RHYME 
IN LATIN—IN CLASSICAL POETS, ACCIDENTAL ; IN THOSE OF A LATER 
AGE, DESIGNED —-RHYME AMONG THE ARABIANS—ODILO, HUCBALDUS, 
HILDIGRIM, HALABALDUS, POETS OR HEROES OF WESTERN EUROPE— 
RHYMES IN MODERN LANGUAGES—OF DANTE, PETRARCH, BOCCACCIO, 
CHAUCER, ETC.—SANNAZARIUS, A PURE WRITER IN CLASSIC LATIN 
WITHOUT RHYME—ANAGRAMS, CHRONOGRAMS, ETC., FINELY AND 
ACCURATELY DESCRIBED BY THE INGENIOUS AUTHOR OF THE 
SCRIBLERIAD. ) 

Anp here, as we are about to speak upon the poetry of these 
times, we wish our readers previously to review what we have 
already said upon the two species of verbal quantity, the 
‘syllabic and the accentual.’ 

It will there appear, that. till Greek and Latin degenerated, 
accentual quantity was hardly known. But though degeneracy 
spread it through these two languages, yet, with regard to 
modern languages, it was the best that could be attained. Their 
harsh and rugged dialects were in few instances suited to the 
harmonious simplicity of the syllabic measure. 

And yet, though this more perfect and elegant prosody was 
rarely attainable, so strong was the love of mankind for rhythm, 
so connate (if I may so say) with their very being, that metre 
of some sort was everywhere cultivated, and even these northern 
tribes had their bards, their minstrels, their troubadours, and 

‘the like. 
‘ Now, though in the latter Latinity syllabic quantity was 

little regarded, and the accentual more frequently supplied its 
place, they did not esteem even this last. always sufficient to 
mark the measure. An expedient was therefore found, (flattering 
to the ear, because it had something of harmony,) and this was, 
to mark the last syllables of different verses with sounds that 
were similar, so that the ear might not doubt a moment where 
every verse ended. 

And hence in modern verse these last syllables, which poets 
of a purer age in a manner neglected, came to claim a peculiar 
and superior regard, as helping to mark the rhythm through the 
medium of the rhyme. 

Si sol spendescat Maria purificante, 
Major erit glacies post festum, quam fuit ante.» 

* See from p. 408 to p. 413. whether classical or not classical, whether 
> Rhyme is the similitude of sound at blank verse, or rhyme. In short, without 

the ends of two verses, Rhythmis measured rhythm no verse can exist of any species ; 
motion, and exists in verses of every sort,» without-rhyme they may, and often do. 

2u2 
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Nor was this practised in heroics only, but in trochaics also. 
Suscitavit igitur || deus Hebreeorum 

Christianos principes, || et robur eorum 
Vindicare scilicet || sanguinem sanctorwm, 
Subvenire filiis || mortificatorwm.¢ 

Nay, so fond were those poets of their jingle, that they not 
only infused it into different verses, but into one and the same 
verse; making the middle of each verse to rhyme with its end, 
as well as one verse to rhyme with another. 

Thus, in St. Edmund’s epitaph, we read, 

Hic erat Edmundus, anima cum corpore mundus, 
Quem non immundus potuit pervertere mundus.! 

And again, in those verses transcribed from an old monument, 

Hic sunt confossa Bernoldi preesulis ossa ; 
Laudet cum glossa, dedit hic quia munera grossa. 

To these may be added the inscription upon the three wise 
men of the East, buried (as they tell us) at Cologn in the West. 

Corpora sanctorum recubant hic terna magorwm, 
Ex his sublatum nihil est, ‘alibive locatum. 

Verses of this sort, of which there are innumerable still ex- 
tant, have been called Leonine verses, from Leo, a writer of the 
twelfth century, who is supposed to have been their inventor. 
But this should seem a mistake, if the inscription upon the image 
of a king Dagobert, who lived in the seventh century, be of the 
same period with that monarch. 

Fingitur hac specie, bonitatis odore refertus, 
Istius ecclesize fundator, rex Dagobertus. 

It is true, there are verses of this sort to be found even among 
poets, the first in classical rank. 

Thus Virgil : 
Trajicit: i, verbis virtutem illude superbis. 

Thus Horace: 
Fratrem merentis, rapto de fratre dolentis, 

Thus even Homer himself: 
"Ex yap KpnTAQN yéevos etxoucn edpe:AQN. 

The difference seems to have been, the rhymes, falling from 
these superior geniuses, fell (it was probable) accidentally: with 
the latter race of poets they were the work of labour and design. 
They may well, indeed, be called works of labour and design, 
when we reflect on the immense pains which their makers must 
have taken, where their plan of rhyming was so complicated, as 
they sometimes made it. 

© Roger Hoveden. Annal. p. 379. B. 4 Waverly, p. 202. 
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Take a singular example of no fewer than three rhymes to 
each verse. 

Crimina crescere flete ; tepescere jus, decus, equum ; 
Flete, gemiscite ; denique dicite, dicite mecum, 
Qui regis omnia, pelle tot impia, surge, perimus, 
Nos, Deus, aspice, ne sine simplice lamine simus. 

Fabricius, who gives these verses, remarks, that they were 
written in the dactylic Leonine; that is, they had every foot a 
dactyl, excepting the last, and contained three rhymes in each 
verse, two within the verse itself, and one referring to the verse 
that followed. He adds, that their author, Bernardus Mor- 
Janensis, a monk of the eleventh century, composed no less than 
three books of this wonderful versification. What leisure must 
he have had, and how was it employed 2° 

Before we quit the subject of rhyme we may add, that rhyme 
was used not only by the Latin, but by the Arabian poets, as we 
may see by a tract upon the Arabic prosody, subjoined by Dr. 
Pococke to his Carmen Tograi. 

Rhyme, however, was not so strictly followed, but that some- 
times they quitted it. In the following heroics, the monk Odilo, 
addressing himself to his friend Hucbaldus, appears so warm 
in his wishes, as not only to forget rhyme, but even classical 
quantity. 

Hucbaldo Sdépho Sdphi& sit semper amica ; 
Hucbaldus Sdphus Sdphice semper amicus: 
Exposco hoc Odilo, peccator cernuus égo. 

This genius (over whose verses I have occasionally marked 
the accentual quantity in contradistinction to the syllabic) is 
supposed to have written in the tenth century. 

Others, rejecting rhyme, wrote elegiacs; as that monk who 
celebrated Hildigrim and Halabuldus; the one for building a 
church, the other for consecrating it. 

Hildigrim struxit ; Halabaldus episcopus archi 
Sanctificavit: honor certus utrumque manet. 

In the first of these two verses the word archi-episcopus is, by 
a pleasant transposition, made into a dactyl and spondee, so as. 
to complete the hexameter.’ 

It was upon these principles of versification, that the early 
poets of this era wrote much bad verse in much bad Latin. At 
length they tried their skill in their vernacular tongues, intro- 
ducing here also their rhyme and their accentual quantity, as 
they had done before in Latin. 

Through the southern parts of France, the troubadours (al- 
ready mentioned*®) composed sonnets in the Provencal tongue. 

€ See Fabric. Biblioth. med. et infim. de l’Eclaircissements a l’Histoire de France 
eetatis, under the word, Bernardus Mor- par l’Abbé de Beuf, p. 115.—p. 106. 
lanensis, 8 See before, p. 502. 

f See Recueil de divers Ecrits pour seryir 
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Soon after them, Dante, Petrarch, and Boccaccio wrote poems in 
Italian ; and soon after these, Chaucer flourished in England, 
From Chaucer, through Rowley, we pass to lords Surry and 
Dorset; from them to Spencer, Shakspeare, and Johnson ; after 
whom came Milton, Waller, Dryden, Pope, and a succession of 
geniuses down to the present time. 

The three Italian poets we have mentioned, were capital in 
their kind, being not only strong and powerful in sentiment, but, 
what is more surprising, elegant in their diction, at a time when 
the languages of England and France were barbarous and un- 
polished. This, in English, is evident from our countryman, 
Chaucer, who, even to an English reader, appears so uncouth, 
and who yet wrote later than the latest of these three. 

It must, however, be acknowledged, that, if we except his 
language, for learning and wit he appears equal to the best of 
his contemporaries, and, I may add, even of his successors. 

I cannot omit the following sample of his literature in the 
Frankelein’s Tale. In that poem, the fair Dorigen is made to 
lament the absence of her much-loved Arveragus; and, as she 
sits upon a cliff, beholding the sea and the formidable rocks, she 
breaks forth with terror into the following exclamation. 

Eternal God! that thro’ thy purveyatince 
Leadest the world by certain governatince ; 
In idle, as men sayn, ye nothing make. 
But, Lord, those griesly, fendly, rockis, blake, 
That seem rathir a foul confasién 
Of work, than any fair creation 
Of such a perfect God, wise, and full stable: 
Why have ye wrought this work unréasondble ? 

Dorigen, after more expostulation of the same sort, adds, 

I wote well clerkis woll sayn, as “hem leste, © 
By arguments, that “ All is for the beste,” 
Tho’ I ne cannot well the causes know— 
But thilké God, that make the winds to blow, 
Ay keep my Lord, &c. 

There is an elegant pathos in her thus quitting those deeper 
speculations, to address a prayer for the safety of her Arveragus. 

The verse, before quoted, 
To lead the world by certain governaunce, 

is not only a philosophical idea, but philosophically expressed. 
The next verse, 

In idle, as men sayn, ye nothing make, 

is a sentiment translated literally from Aristotle, and which that 
philosopher so much approved as often to repeat it. 

Take one example: 
‘O 8& Ocds Kal 4 hvats ovdév parnv Totodow: “God and 

nature make nothing in vain.” ® 
& Arist. de Ceelo, I. i. c. 4. 
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_ As to what follows, I mean that speculation of learned men, 
that ‘‘ All is for the best,” this, too, we meet in the same philo- 
sopher, annexed (as it were) to the sentiment just alleged. 

‘HI duos ovOev Snucoupyet patny, BorEp eipntat mpdoTEpoy, 
GNA TdvTa mpos Td BédXtiov ex TaV Evdexomévov: “ Nature 
(as has been said before) creates nothing in vain, but all things 
for the best, out of the contingent materials.”" 

It may be fairly doubted, whether Chaucer took this from the 
original Greek; it is more probable he took it from the Latin 
version of the Spanish Arabic version, which Latin was then 
current, and admitted through Western Europe for the Ari- 
stotelic text. 

The same thought occurs in one of our most elegant modern 
ballads; though whence the poet took it, I pretend not to de- 
cide. 

How can they say, that nature 
Has nothing made in vain ? 

Why then beneath the water 
Do hideous rocks remain ? 

Those rocks no eyes discover, 
Which lurk beneath the deep, 

To wreck, &c. 

But to return to Chaucer. 
If im the tale we have just quoted, if in the tale of the 

Nun’s Priest, and in many other of his works, there are these 
sprinklings of philosophy; if to these we add the extensive 
knowledge of history, mythology, and various other subjects, 
which he everywhere shews: we may fairly, I think, arrange 
him among our learned poets, and take from him an estimate of 
the literature of the times, as far at least as possessed by men of 
superior education. 

After having mentioned (as we have lately done) Petrarch 
and some of the Italians, I can by no means omit their country- 
man Sannazarius, who flourished in the century following, and 
whose eclogues in particular, formed on the plan of fishing life 
instead of pastoral, cannot be enough admired both for their 
Latinity and their sentiment. His fourth eclogue, called Pro- 
teus, written in imitation of Virgil’s eclogue called Silenus, may 
be justly valued as a master-piece in its kind. The following 
slight sketch of it is submitted to the reader. 
“Two fishermen sailing during a dark night from Caprea into 

the bay of Naples, as they silently approach the promontory of 
Minerva, hear Protetis from the shore, singing a marvellous 
narrative of the strange events of which those regions had been 
the well-known scene. He concludes with the unhappy fate 
of the poet’s friend and patron, Frederic, king of Naples, 
who, having been expelled his kingdom, died an exile in 
France.” 

h De Animal, incessu, c. }2. 
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If I might be pardoned a digression, it should be on the ele- 
gance of the numbers by which this unfortunate part of the tale 
is introduced. 

Addit tristia fata, et te, quem luget ademptum 
Italia, &c. 

The omission of the usual czesura, in the first of these verses, 
naturally throws it into that anapestic rhythm, so finely suited 
to solemn subjects. 3 

Addit—tristia—fata et—te quem, &c.! 

It may be observed, also, in how pathetic, and yet, withal, in 
how manly a way Sannazarius concludes. Frederic died in a 
remote region, and was buried where he died. ‘“ It is pleasing,” 
says Proteus, “for a man’s remains to rest in his own country, 
and yet for a tomb every land suffices.” 

Grata quies patric, sed et omnis terra sepulcrum., 

Those who know how much sooner Italy emerged from bar- 
barity than the rest of Europe, may choose to place Sannazarius 
rather at the beginning of a good age, than at the conclusion of 
a bad one. Their opinion, perhaps, is not without foundation, 
and may be extended to Fracastorius, Politian, Poggius, and 
many other eloquent authors, which that century then produced, 
when eloquence was little known elsewhere. 

Before we quit poetry, we shall say something upon its 
lowest species, upon acrostics, chronograms, wings, altars, eggs, 
axes, &. 

These were the poor inventions of men devoid of taste, and 
yet absurdly aiming at fame by these despicable whims. Quitting 
the paths of simplicity and truth, (of which it is probable they 
were wholly ignorant,) they aspired, like rope-dancers, to merit, 
which only lay in the difficulty. The wings, the axes, the 
altars, &c. were wretched forms into which they tortured poor 
words, just as poor trees in our gardens were formerly mangled 
into giants, flower-pots, peacocks, obelisks, &c. 

Whoever remembers that acrostics, in versification, are formed 
from the initial letter of every verse, will see the force and in- 
genuity of the following description. 

Firm and compact, in three fair columns wove, 
O’er the smooth plain the bold acrostics move: 
High o’er the rest the tow’ring leaders rise, 
With limbs gigantic and superior size. 

Chronograms, by a different conceit, were not confined to 
initial letters, but, as they were to describe dates, the numeral 
letters, in whatever part of the word they stood, were distin- 
guished from other letters by being written in capitals. 

i Tédrvia—déa uy—mol rd5e—x deo. Hom. Odyss. E. 215. 
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For example: I would mark by a chronogram the date 1506. 
I take for the purpose the following words, 

Feriam sidera vertice ; 

and by a strange elevation of capitals, | compel even Horace to 
give me the date required. 

FeriaM siDera VertIlce—MDVI. 

The ingenious author, whom I have quoted before, thus ad- 
mirably describes this second species of folly. 

Not thus the looser chronograms prepare ; 
Careless their troops, undisciplined to war ; 
With rank irregular, confused they stand, 
The chieftains mingling with the vulgar band. 

If I have dwelt too long on these trifles, it is not so much for 
their merit, (of which they have none,) as for those elegant lines 
in which they are so well described. 

On the same motive I conclude this chapter with selecting a 
few more lines from the same ingenious poem. 

To join these squadrons, o’er the champain came 
A numerous race, of no ignoble name ; 
Riddle, and rebus, riddle’s dearest son, 
And false conundrum, and insidious pun ; 
Fustian, who scarcely deigns to tread the ground, 
And Rondeau, wheeling in repeated round. 

On their fair standards, by the winds display’d, 
Eggs, altars, wings, pipes, axes were pourtrayed. J 

CHAPTER XII. 

PAUL THE VENETIAN, AND SIR JOHN MANDEVILLE, GREAT TRAVELLERS 

—SIR JOHN FORTESCUE, A GREAT LAWYER—HIS VALUABLE BOOK 

ADDRESSED TO HIS PUPIL THE PRINCE OF WALES—KINGS COLLEGE 

IN CAMBRIDGE FOUNDED BY HENRY THE SIXTH. 

Ir was during this middle period lived those celebrated travel- 
lers, Paul the Venetian, and our countryman, sir John Man- 
deville. 
We have mentioned Chaucer before them, though he flourished 

after both ; for Chaucer lived till past the year 1400, Paul began 
his travels in the year 1272, and Mandeville began his in the 
year 1322. The reason is, Chaucer has been arranged with the 
poets already spoken of. 

Marc Paul, who is the first writer of any note concerning the 
Kastern countries, travelled into those remote regions as far as 

J See the Scribleriad (book ii. 151, &c.) of my valuable friend, Mr. Cambridge of 
Twickenham, 
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the capital and court of Cublai Chan, the sixth from that tre- 
mendous conqueror, Jingiz Chan.* Paul is a curious and minute 
relator of what he saw there. 

He describes the capital, Cambalu, to be a square, walled in, 
of six miles on every side, having to each side three gates, and 
the several streets rectilinear, and crossing at right angles. 

The imperial palace, he tells us, was inclosed within a square 
wall of a mile on every side, and was magnificently adorned 
with gilding and pictures. It was a piece of state, that. through 
the grand or principal gate no one could enter but the emperor 
himself. 

Within the walls of this square there were extensive lawns, 
adorned with trees, and stocked with wild animals, stags, goats, 
fallow deer, &c. not to mention a river, which formed a lake, 
filled with the finest fish. 

Besides this, at a league’s distance from the palace, he de- 
scribes a small mountain, or hill, planted with evergreens, in cir- 
cumference about a mile. ‘‘ Here (he tells us) the emperor had 
all the finest trees that could be procured brought to him, em- 
ploying his elephants for that purpose, as the trees were ex- 
tracted with their roots. 

“The mountain, from its verdure, was called the Green 
Mountain. On its summit stood a fine palace, distinguished 
also by its green colour, where he (the great Chan) often retired 
to enjoy himself.”! 

Speaking of the person of Cublai, the then monarch, he thus 
describes him. . 

“‘ He is remarkably handsome; of a moderate stature; neither 
too corpulent, nor too lean; haying a countenance ruddy and 
fair; large eyes; a beautiful nose; and all the lineaments of 
his body formed in due proportion.”™ 
We here quit our traveller, only observing, as we conclude, 

that learned men have imagined this Cambalu to be Pekin in 
China, founded there by Jingiz Chan, soon after he had con- 
quered it. 
When we consider the immense power of this mighty con- 

queror, who in a manner subdued the vast tract of Asia, we 
are the less difficult in believing such marvellous relations. The 
city, the palace, and the territory around, teach us what was 

k See Abulpharagius, from p. 281 to 306. 
!The preceding extracts are taken from 

a Latin edition of Paulus Venetus, pub- 
lished, in a small quarto, Colonize Branden- 
burgicee, ex officina Georgii Schulzii, anno 
1679. 

As the book is not rare, nor the style 
curious, we have only given the several 
pages by way of reference, 

For the capital, Cambalu, see p. 68, 1. ii. 
ec. 10. 

For the imperial palace, lawns adjoining, 
and the Green Mountain, see p. 66, 67. 1, 
ii. c. 9. 

m Rex Cublai est homo admodum pulcher, 
statura mediocri, non nimis pinguis, nec 
nimis macilentus, faciem habens rubicun- 
dam atque candidam, oculos magnos, nasum 
pulchrum, et omnia corporis lineamenta 
debita proportione consistentia. Mar. Pauli, 
1. ii. c.. 8. p. 65. 
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the taste of him and his family, whose boundless empire could 
admit of nothing minute. 

It is, too, an additional argument for credibility, that though the 
whole is vast, yet nothing appears either foolish, or impossible. 

One thing is worthy of notice, that though Paul resided in 
China so long, he makes no mention of the celebrated wall. 
Was this forgetfulness? or was it not then erected ? 

As to our countryman, sir John Mandeville, though he did 
not travel so far as Mare Paul, he travelled into many parts of 
Asia and Africa; and, after having lived in those countries for 
thirty-three years, died at Liege, in the year 1371. 

_ He wrote his travels in three languages, Latin, French, and 
English ; from the last of which languages we quote, taking the 
liberty, in a few instances, to modernise the words, though not 
in the minutest degree to change the meaning. 
We confine ourselves, for brevity, to a single fact. 
Travelling through Macedonia, he tells us as follows: ‘In 

this country was Aristotle born; in a city that men call 
Strageris,” a little from the city of Tragie, or Trakys; and at 
Strageris is Aristotle buried; and there is an altar at his tomb, 
where they make a great feast every year, as though he was a 
saint. Upon this altar the lords (or rulers) hold their great 
councils and assemblies, for they hope, that, through the inspira- 
tion of God and of him, they shall have the better counsel.”° 

Such was the veneration (for it was more than honour) paid 
by the Stagirites to their countryman, more than eighteen 
hundred years after his death.’ 

From these times we pass over the triumphant reign of Henry 
the Fifth (a reign rather of action than of letters) to that of his 
unfortunate son. This was a period disgraced by unsuccessful 
wars abroad, and by sanguinary disorders at home. The king 
himself met an untimely end, and so did his hopeful and high- 
spirited son, the prince of Wales. Yet did not even these times 
keep one genius from emerging, though plunged by his rank 
into their most tempestuous part. By this I mean sir John 
Fortescue, chancellor of England, and tutor to the young prince, 
just mentioned. As this last office was a trust of the greatest 
importance, so he discharged it not only with consummate 
wisdom, but (what was more) with consummate virtue. 

His tract in praise of the laws of England,‘ is written with 

- ® Its ancient name in Greek was Srd- 
yeipa, whence Aristotle was often called, 
by way of eminence, the Stagirite, as being 
a citizen there. 

© See Mandeville’s Voyages, chap. 2. 
P Those who desire a taste of this great 

man’s philosophy in English, may find their 
curiosity amply gratified in the last work 
of that learned and acute Grecian, lord 

Monboddo, which work he styles Ancient 
Metaphysics, published in quarto at Edin- 
burg, .1779. 

4 This book, which he styles De Laudibus 
Legum Angliz, is written in dialogue, be- 
tween himself and the young prince his 
pupil, and was originally in Latin. The 
great Selden thought it worthy of a com- 
mentary ; and since that it has been pub- 
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the noblest view that man ever wrote; written to inspire his 
pupil with a love of the country he was to govern, by shewing 
him, that to govern by those admirable laws, would make him 
a far greater prince than the most unlimited despotism.’ 

This he does not only prove by a detail of particular laws, 
but by an accurate comparison between the state of England 
and France, one of which he makes a land of liberty, the other 
of servitude. His thirty-fifth and thirty-sixth chapters upon 
this subject are invaluable, and should be read by every English- 
man, who honours that name. 

Through these and the other chapters, we perceive an in- 
teresting truth, which is, that the capital parts of our constitu- 
tion, the trial by juries, the abhorrence of tortures, the sovereignty 
of parliament as well in the granting of money as in the making 
and repealing of laws; I say, that all these, and many other 
inestimable privileges, existed then, as they do now; were not 
new projects of the day, but sacred forms, to which ages had 
given a venerable sanction.*® 

As for the literature of this great man, (which is more im- 
mediately to our purpose,) he appears to have been a reader of 
Aristotle, Diodorus Siculus, Cicero, Quinctilian, Seneca, Vege- 
tius, Boethius, and many other ancients; to have been not un- 
informed in the authors and history of later ages; to have been 
deeply knowing, not only in the laws of his own country, (where 
he attained the highest dignity they could bestow,) but in the 
Roman, or civil law, which he holds to be far inferior ;* we must 
add to this, a masterly insight into the state and policy of the 
neighbouring nations. 

Perhaps a person of rank, even at present, need not wish to 
be better instituted, if he had an ambition to soar above the 
fashionable polish. 
We must not conclude without observing, that the taste for 

gothic architecture seems never to have been so elegant as during 
this period: witness that exquisite structure, built by Henry 
the Sixth; I mean, the chapel of King’s college in Cambridge. 

lished and enriched with additional notes 
by Mr. Gregor. A new edition was given 
ann. 1775, and the Latin text subjoined. 

¥ See of Fortescue’s work, chap. ix. and 
xiii. and, above all, chap. xiv. where he 
tells us, the possibility of doing amiss (which 
is the only privilege an absolute prince 
enjoys above a limited one) can be called 
an addition of power, no other, than we so 
call a possibility to decay, or to die. See 
p. 41 of the English version. 

It is worth observing that Fortescue, in 
his dialogue, gives these fine sentiments 
to the young prince, after he has heard 
much and due reasoning upon the excellence 
of our constitution. See chap. xxxiv. p. 119. 

8 For trial by juries, see of this author 
chap. xx. xxi. xxii. For his abhorrence of 
torture, see chap. xxiii. For the sovereignty 
of parliament, see chap. ix. xiii. xviili. xxxvi. 
particularly p. 118 of the English version. 
For the high antiquity of our laws and 
constitution, see chap. xvii. 

' The inferiority of the Roman law to 
our own, is a doctrine he strongly inculcates. 
See, above all, chap. ix. xix, &c., also chap. 
xxxiv. where he nobly reprobates, as he 
had done before in chap. ix, that infamous 
maxim, Quod principi placuit, legis habet 
vigorem; a maxim well becoming an 
Oriental caliph, but hardly decent even in a 
degenerate Roman lawgiver. 
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CHAPTER XIII. 

CONCERNING NATURAL BEAUTY—ITS IDEA THE SAME IN ALL TIMES—— 

THESSALIAN TEMPLE-—-TASTE OF VIRGIL AND HORACE——-OF MILTON, 

IN DESCRIBING PARADISE——-EXHIBITED OF LATE YEARS FIRST IN 

PICTURES—-THENCE TRANSFERRED TO ENGLISH GARDENS——NOT 

WANTING TO THE ENLIGHTENED FEW OF THE MIDDLE AGE—PROVED 

IN LELAND, PETRARCH, AND SANNAZARIUS——COMPARISON BETWEEN 

THE YOUNGER CYRUS AND PHILIP LE BEL OF FRANCE, 

Bur let us pass for a moment from the elegant works of art to 
the more elegant works of nature. The two subjects are so 
nearly allied, that the same taste usually relishes them both. 

Now there is nothing more certain, than that the face of 
inanimate nature has been at all times captivating. The vulgar, 
indeed, look no further than to the scenes of culture, because all 
their views merely terminate in utility. They only remark, 
that it is fine barley; that it is rich clover; as an ox or an ass, 
if they could speak, would inform us. But the liberal have 
nobler views ; and though they give to culture its due praise, they 
can be delighted with natural beauties, where culture was never 
known. 

Ages ago they have celebrated, with enthusiastic rapture, “a 
deep retired vale, with a river rushing through it; a vale having 
its sides formed by two immense and opposite mountains, and 
those sides diversified by woods, precipices, rocks, and romantic 
caverns.” Such was the scene produced by the river Penéus, 
as it ran between the mountains Olympus and QOssa, in that 
well-known vale, the Thessalian Tempe." 

Virgil and Horace, the first for taste among the Romans, 
appear to have been enamoured with beauties of this character. 
Horace prayed for a villa where there was a garden, a rivulet, 
and above these a little grove. 

Hortus ubi, et tecto vicinus jugis aquee fons, 
Et paulum silvze super his foret. Sat. vi. 2. 

Virgil wished to enjoy rivers, and woods, and to be hid under 
immense shade in the cool valleys of Mount Hemus: 

O! qui me gelidis in vallibus Hemi 
Sistat, et ingenti ramorum protegat umbra ? Georg. ii. 486. 

The great elements of this species of beauty, according to 

" Est nemus Hemonie, prerupta quod Dejectuque gravi, &e.—Ovid. Met. i. 568. 
undique claudit A fuller and more ample account of this 

Silva: vocant Tempe. Per que Pentus beautiful spot may be found in the first 
ab imo chapter of the third book of Aélian’s Various 

Effusus Pindo spumosis volvitur undis, History. 
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these principles, were water, wood, and uneven ground; to 
which may be added a fourth, that is to say, lawn. It is the 
happy mixture of these four that produces every scene of 
natural beauty, as it- is a more mysterious mixture of other 
elements (perhaps as simple, and not more in number) that 
produces a world or universe. 

Virgil and Horace having been quoted, we may quote, with 
equal truth, our great countryman, Milton. Speaking of the 
flowers of Paradise, he calls them flowers 

Which not nice art 
In beds and curious knots, but nature boon 
Pours forth profuse on hill, and dale, and plain. Par. Lost, iv. 245. 

Soon after this he subjoins, 
This was the place 

A happy rural seat, of various view. 

He explains this variety, by recounting the lawns, the flocks, 
the hillocks, the valleys, the grots, the waterfalls, the lakes, 
&c.; and in another book, describing the approach of Raphael, 
he informs us, that this divine messenger passed 

Through groves of myrrh, 
And flow’ring odours, cassia, nard, and balm ; 
A wilderness of sweets ; for nature here 
Wanton’d as in her prime, and play’d at will 
Her virgin-fancies, pouring forth more sweet, 
Wild above rule or art, enormous bliss, Par. Lost, v. 292. 

The painters in the preceding century seem to have felt the 
power of these elements, and to have transferred them into their 
landscapes with such amazing force, that they appear not so 
much to have followed, as to have emulated nature. Claude de 
Lorraine, the Poussins, Salvator Rosa, and a few more, may be 
called superior artists in this exquisite taste. 

Our gardens in the mean time were tasteless and insipid. 
Those who made them, thought the further they wandered from 
nature, the nearer they approached the sublime. Unfortunately, 
where they travelled, no sublime was to be found; and the 
further they went, the further they left it behind. 

But perfection, alas! was not the work of a day. Many 
prejudices were to be removed; many gradual ascents to be 
made; ascents from bad to good, and from good to better, before 
the delicious amenities of a Claude or a Poussin could be rivalled 
in a Stour-head, a Hagley, or a Stow; or the tremendous 
charms of a Salvator Rosa be equalled in the scenes of a 
Piercefield or a Mount Edgecumb. 

Not however to forget the subject of our inquiry. Though it 
was not before the present century that we established a chaster 
taste; though our neighbours at this instant are but learning it 
from us; and though to the vulgar everywhere it is totally m- 
comprehensible, (be they yulgar in rank, or vulgar in capacity ;) 
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yet even in the darkest periods we have been treating, periods 
when taste is often thought to have been lost, we shall still 
discover an enlightened few, who were by no means insensible to 
the power of these beauties. 

How warmly does Leland describe Guy’s Cliff; Sannazarius, 
his villa of Mergilline ; and Petrarch, his favourite Vaucluse ? 

Take Guy’s Cliff from Leland in his own old English, mixed 
with Latin: “It is a place meet for the Muses; there is sylence ; 
a praty wood ; antra in vivo saxo, (grottos in the living rock ;) 
the river roling over the stones with a praty noyse.” His Latin 
is more elegant: Nemusculum ibidem opacum, fontes liquidi et 
gemmei, prata florida, antra muscosa, rivi levis et per saxa 
decursus, nec non solitudo et quies Musis amicissima.* 

Mergilline, the villa of Sannazarius near Naples, is thus 
sketched in different parts of his poems. 

Exciso in scopulo, fluctus unde aurea canos 
Despiciens, celso se culmine Mergilline 
Attollit, nautisque procul venientibus offert. 

Sannaz. De partu Virgin. i. 25. 

Rupis O! sacree, pelagique custos, 
Villa, Nympharum custos et propinquz. 
DAME sccnbeclase deer sey « 
Tu mihi solos nemorum recessus 
Das, et heerentes per opaca lauros 
Saxa: Tu, fontes, Aganippedumque 

Antra recludis. Ejusd. Epigr. i. 2. 

Queeque in primis mihi grata ministrat 
Otia, Musarumque cavas per saxa latebras, 
Mergillina ; novos fundunt ubi citria flores, 
Citria, Medorum sacros referentia lucos. 

Ejusd. De partu Virgin, iii. sub fin. 

De Fonte Mergillino. 

Est mihi rivo vitreus perenni 
Fons, arenosum prope littus, unde 
Seepe descendens sibi nauta rores 

Haurit amicos, &c. Ejusd. Epigr. ii. 36. 

It would be difficult to translate these elegant morsels; it is 
sufficient to express what they mean, collectively: “that the 
villa of Mergillina had solitary woods; had groves of laurel and 
citron; had grottos in the rock, with rivulets and springs; and 
that, from its lofty situation, it looked down upon the sea, and 
commanded an extensive prospect.” 

It is no wonder that such a villa should enamour such an 
owner. So strong was his affection for it, that when, during the 
subsequent wars in Italy, it was demolished by the imperial 
troops, this unfortunate event was supposed to have hastened 
his end.’ 

* See Leland’s Itinerary, vol. iv. p. 66. by Greevius,in a small edition of some of 
Y So we learn from Paulus Joyius, the the Italian poets, at Amsterdam, in the 

writer of his life, published with his poems year 1695. 
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Vaucluse (Vallis Clausa) the favourite retreat of Petrarch, 
was a romantic scene, not far from Avignon. 

“Tt is a valley, having on each hand, as you enter, immense 
cliffs, but closed up at one of its ends by a semi-circular ridge 
of them; from which incident it derives its name. One of the 
most stupendous of these cliffs stands in the front of the semi- 
circle, and has at its foot an opening into an immense cavern. 
Within the most retired and gloomy part of this cavern is a 
large oval bason, the production of nature, filled with pellucid 
and unfathomable water; and from this reservoir issues a river 
of respectable magnitude, dividing, as it runs, the meadows 
beneath, and winding through the precipices that impend from 
above.”” 

This is an imperfect sketch of that spot where Petrarch spent 
his time with so much delight, as to say, that this alone was life 
to him, the rest but a state of punishment. 

In the two preceding narratives I seem to see an anticipation 
of that taste for natural beauty which now appears to flourish 
through Great Britain in such perfection. It is not to be doubted 
that the owner of Mergillina would have been charmed with 
Mount Edgecumb; and the owner of Vaucluse have been de- 
lighted with Piercefield. 
When we read in Xenophon,* that the younger Cyrus had 

with his own hand planted trees for beauty, we are not surprised, 
though pleased with the story, as the age was polished, and Cyrus 
an accomplished prince. But when we read that in the begin- 
ning of the fourteenth century a king of France (Philip le Bell) 
should make it penal to cut down a tree, gui a esté gardé pour sa 
beaulte, ‘“‘ which had been preserved for its beauty ;” though we 
praise the law, we cannot help being surprised that the prince 
should at such a period have been so far enlightened.° 

7 See Memoires pour la Vie de Francois tions on the Statutes, chiefly on the ancient, 
Petrarque, quarto, vol. i. p. 231. 341, 342. &c. p. 7, by the Hon, Mr. Barrington; a 
See also Plin. Nat. Hist. 1. xxviii. c. 22. work concerning which it is difficult to de- 

@ See the Giconomics of Xenophon, where cide, whether it be more entertaining, or 
this fact is related. more instructive. 

b See a valuable work, entitled Observa- 
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CHAPTER XIV. 

SUPERIOR LITERATURE AND KNOWLEDGE BOTH OF THE GREEK AND 

LATIN CLERGY, WHENCE——BARBARITY AND IGNORANCE OF THE 

LAITY, WHENCE——-SAMPLES OF LAY-MANNERS, IN A STORY FROM 

ANNA COMNENA’S HISTORY — CHURCH AUTHORITY INGENIOUSLY 

EMPLOYED TO CHECK BARBARITY—THE SAME AUTHORITY EMPLOYED 

FOR OTHER GOOD PURPOSES—TO SAVE THE POOR JEWS-——TO STOP 

TRIALS BY BATTLE—MORE SUGGESTED CONCERNING LAY-MANNERS—— 

FEROCITY OF THE NORTHERN LAYMEN, WHENCE——DIFFERENT CAUSES 

ASSIGNED—INVENTIONS DURING THE DARK AGES-——-GREAT, THOUGH 

THE INVENTORS OFTEN UNKNOWN——INFERENCE ARISING FROM THESE 

INVENTIONS. 

Berore | quit the Latins, 1 shall subjoin two or three observa- 
tions on the Kuropeans in general, 

The superior characters for literature here enumerated, whether 
in the western or eastern Christendom, (for it is of Christendom 
only we are now speaking,) were by far the greater part of them 
ecclesiastics. 

In this number we have selected from among the Greeks the 
patriarch of Constantinople, Photius; Michael Psellus; Eusta- 
thius and Kustratius, both of episcopal dignity; Planudes; car- 
dinal Bessario. From among the Latins, Venerable Bede; Ger- 
bertus, afterwards pope Sylvester the Second; Ingulphus, abbot 
of Croyland; Hildebert, archbishop of Tours; Peter Abelard ; 
John of Salisbury, bishop of Chartres; Roger Bacon; Francis 
Petrarch; many monkish historians; AUneas Sylvius, afterwards 
pope Pius the Second, &e. 

Something has. been already said concerning each of these, 
and other ecclesiastics.© At present we shall only remark, that it 
was necessary, from their very profession, that they should read 
and write; accomplishments at that time usually confined to 
themselves. | 

Those of the western church were obliged to acquire some 
knowledge of Latin; and for Greek, to those of the eastern 
church it was still (with a few corruptions) their native lan- 

age. 
If we add to these preparations their mode of life, which, being 

attended mostly with a decent competence, gave them immense 
leisure; it was not wonderful that, among such a multitude, the 
more meritorious should emerge, and soar, by dint of genius, above 
the common herd. Similar effects proceed from similar causes. 

© Those who wish to see more particulars may consult the third part of these In- 
concerning these learned men, may recur to quiries, in chapters iv. ix. x. xi. xiv. 
their names in the Index ; or, if he please, 

9 
I aot) 
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The learning of Egypt was possessed by their priests; who were 
likewise left from their institution to a life of leisure.‘ 

For the laity, on the other side, who, from their mean educa- 
tion, wanted all these requisites, they were in fact no better than 
what Dryden calls them, “‘a tribe of Issachar ;” a race from their 
cradle bred in barbarity and ignorance. 3 
A sample of these illustrious laymen may be found in Anna 

Comnena’s History of her father Alexius, who was Grecian em- 
peror in the eleventh century, when the first crusade arrived at 
Constantinople. So promiscuous a rout of rude adventurers could 
not fail of giving umbrage to the Byzantine court, which was 
stately and ceremonious, and conscious withal of its internal 
debility. 

After some altercation, the court permitted them to pass into 
Asia through the imperial territories, upon their leaders taking 
an oath of fealty to the emperor. 

What happened at the performance of this ceremonial, is thus 
related by the fair historian above mentioned. 

“ All the commanders being assembled, and Godfrey of Bul- 
loign himself among the rest, as soon as the oath was finished, 
one of the counts had the audaciousness to seat himself beside 
the emperor upon his throne. Earl Baldwin, one of their own 
people, approaching, took the count by the hand, made him rise 
from the throne, and rebuked him for his insolence. 

“The count rose, but made no reply, except it was in his own 
unknown jargon to mutter abuse upon the emperor. 
“When all things were, despatched, the emperor sent for this 

man, and demanded, ‘ who he was, whence he came, and of what 
lineage?” His answer was as follows: ‘I am & genuine Frank, 
and in the number of their nobility. One thing I know, which 
is, that in a certain part of the country I came from, and in a 
place where three ways meet, there stands an ancient church, 
where every one who has a desire to engage in single combat, 
having put himself into fighting order, comes, and there implores 
the assistance of the Deity, and then waits in expectation of 
some one that will dare attack him. On this spot I myself waited 
a long time, expecting and seeking some one that would arrive 
and fight me. But the man that would dare this was no where 
to be found.’* 

@ Aristotle, speaking of Egypt, informs us, 
"Exe? yap ApelOn oxord ew Td Tay iepéwy 
20vos, “For there (meaning in Egypt) the 
tribe of priests were left to lead a life of 
leisure.” Arist. Metaph. 1. i. c. 1. 

© Those who attend to this story, and 
who have perused any of the histories of 
chivalry, in particular an ingenious French 
treatise upon the subject, in two small 
volumes, 8vo. published at Paris in the year 
1759, entitled, Mémoires sur l’ancienne 

Chevalerie, will perceive that the much-ad- 
mired Don Quixote is not an imaginary 
character, but a character drawn after the 
real manners of the times. It is true, in- 
deed, the character is somewhat heightened ; 
but even here the witty author has con- 
trived to make it probable, by ingeniously 
adding a certain mixture of insanity. 

These romantic heroes were not wholly 
extinct even in periods far later than the 
crusades, The Chevalier Bayard flourished 
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“The emperor, having heard this strange narrative, replied 

pleasantly, ‘If at the time when you sought war, you could not 
find it, a season is now coming in which you will find wars 
enough. I therefore give you this advice: not to place yourself 
either in the rear of the army, or in the front, but to keep among 
those who support the centre; for I have long had knowledge 
of the Turkish method in their wars.’ ”' 

This was one of those counts, or barons, the petty tyrants of 
western Kurope; men, who, when they were not engaged in 
general wars, (such as the ravaging of a neighbouring kingdom, 
the massacring of infidels, heretics, &c.) had no other method of 
filling up their leisure, than, through help of their vassals, by 
waging war upon one another. 

And here the humanity and wisdom of the church cannot 
enough be admired, when by her authority (which was then 
mighty) she endeavoured to shorten that scene of bloodshed, 
which she could not totally prohibit. The truce of God (a name 
given it purposely to render the measure more solemn) enjoined 
these ferocious beings, under the terrors of excommunication, not 
to fight from Wednesday evening to Monday morning, out of 
reverence to the mysteries accomplished on the other four days ; 
the ascension on Thursday, the crucifixion on Friday, the descent 
to hell on Saturday, and the resurrection on Sunday.® 

I hope a further observation will be pardoned, when I 
add, that the same humanity prevailed during the fourteenth 
century, and that the terrors of church power were then held 
forth with an intent equally laudable. A dreadful plague at 
that period desolated all Europe. The Germans, with no better 
reason than their own senseless superstition, imputed this ca- 
lamity to the Jews, who then lived among them in great opu- 
lence and splendour. Many thousands of these unhappy people 
were inhumanly massacred, till the pope benevolently interfered, 
and prohibited by the severest bulls so mad and sanguinary a 
proceeding." 

I could not omit two such salutary exertions of church power, 
as they both occur within the period of this inquiry. I might 
add a third, I mean the opposing and endeavouring to check 
that absurdest of all practices, the trial by battle, which Spelman 
expressly tells us that the church in all ages condemned.’ 

It must be confessed, that the fact just related concerning the 
unmannered count, at the court of Constantinople, is rather 
under Francis the First of France, and lord 
Herbert of Cherbury under James and 
Charles the First of England. 

f See Anna Comnena’s History of her 
Father, fol. Gr. Lat. p. 300. 

8 See any of the church histories of the 
time, in particular an ingenious French 
book, entitled Histoire Hcclesiastique, in 
two volumes, 12mo, digested into annals, 

and having the several years marked in the 
course of the narrative. Go to the years 
1027, 1031, 1041, 1068, 1080. 

h See the church histories about the 
middle of the fourteenth century, and Pe- 
trarch’s Life. 

‘Truculentum morem in omni zvo acriter 
insectarunt theologi, &c. See before, p, 455. 

2m 2 
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against the order of chronology, for it happened during the first 
crusades. It serves however to shew the manners of the Latin, 
or Western laity, in the beginning of that holy war. They did 
not, in a succession of years, grow better, but worse. 

It was a century after, that another crusade, in their march 
against infidels, sacked this very city, deposed the then emperor, 
and committed devastations which no one would have com- 
mitted, but the most ignorant as well as cruel barbarians. If 
we descend not at present to particulars, it is because we haye 
already quoted so largely from Nicetas in a former chapter.‘ 

But a question here occurs, easier to propose than to answer. 
“To what are we to attribute this character of ferocity, which 
seems to have then prevailed through the laity of Europe ?” 

Shall we say, it was climate, and the nature of the country? 
These, we must confess, have in some instances great influence. 

The Indians, seen a few years since by Mr. Byron in the 
southern parts of South America, were brutal and savage to an 
enormous excess. One of them, for a trivial offence, murdered 
his own child, (an infant,) by dashing it against the rocks. The 
Cyclopes, as described by Homer, were much of the same sort; 
each of them gave law to his own family, without regard for one 
another; and besides this, they were atheists and man-eaters. 
May we not suppose, that a stormy sea, together with a 

frozen, barren, and inhospitable shore, might work on the imagina- 
tion of these Indians, so as, by banishing all pleasing and benign 
ideas, to fill them with habitual gloom, and a propensity to be 
cruel? or might not the tremendous scenes of Etna have had a 
like effect upon the Cyclopes, who lived amid smoke, thunderings, 
eruptions of fire, and earthquakes? If we may believe Fazelius, 
who wrote upon Sicily about two hundred years ago, the in- 
habitants near Etna were in his time a similar race.' | 

If therefore these limited regions had such an effect upon their 
natives, may not a similar effect be presumed from the vast 
regions of the north? May not its cold, barren, uncomfortable 
climate have made its numerous tribes equally rude and savage ? 

If this be not enough, we may add another cause, | mean 
their profound ignorance. Nothing mends the mind more than 
culture, to which these emigrants had no desire, either from ex- 
ample or education, to lend a patient ear. 
We may add a further cause still, which is, that, when they 

had acquired countries better than their own, they settled under 
the same military form through which they had conquered; and 
were, in fact, when settled, a sort of army after a campaign, 
quartered upon the wretched remains of the ancient inhabitants, 

K See part iii. chap. 5,and Abulpharagius, that nearly about the same time. See be- 
p. 282, who describes their indiscriminate fore, p. 502. 
cruelty in a manner much resembling that §! See Fazelius de Rebus seculis, |. ii. ¢. 4. 
of their brother crusaders at Bezieres, and 
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by whom they were attended under the different names of serfs, 
vassals, villains, &e. | 

It was not likely the ferocity of these conquerors should abate 
with regard to their vassals, whom, as strangers, they were more 
likely to suspect than to love. 

It was not likely it should abate with regard to one another, 
when the neighbourhood of their castles, and the contiguity of 
their territories, must have given occasions (as we learn from 
history) for endless altercation. But this we leave to the learned 
in feudal tenures. 
We shall add to the preceding remarks one more, somewhat 

singular, and yet perfectly different; which is, that though the 
dislchess in Western Europe, during the period here mentioned, 
was (in scripture language) a darkness that might be felt, yet is 
it surprising that, during a period so obscure, many admirable 
inventions found their way into the world; I mean such as 
clocks, telescopes, paper, gunpowder, the mariner’s needle, print- 
ing, and a number here omitted.” 

It is surprising, too, if we consider the importance of these 
arts, and their extensive utility, that it should be either un- 
known, or at least doubtful, by whom they were invented. 
A lively fancy might almost imagine, that every art, as it was 

wanted, had suddenly started forth, addressing those that sought 
it, as Adneas did his companions: 

Coram, quem queritis, adsum. Virg. 

And yet, fancy apart, of this we may be assured, that though 
the particular inventors may unfortunately be forgotten, the in- 
ventions themselves are clearly referable to man; to that subtle 
and active principle, human wit, or ingenuity. 

Let me then submit the following query : 
If the human mind be as truly of divine origin as every other 

part of the universe, and if every other part of the universe bear 
testimony to its Author; do not the inventions above mentioned 
give us reason to assert, that God, in the operations of man, 
never leaves himself without a witness ? 

CHAPTER XV. 

OPINIONS ON PAST AGES AND THE PRESENT——CON CLUSION ARISING 

FROM THE DISCUSSION OF THESE OPINIONS~—CONCLUSION OF THE 

WHOLE. 

Anp now having done with the middle age, we venture to say a 
word upon the present. 

m See two ingenious writers on this sub- ribus; and Pancirollus, De Rebus perditis 
ject, Polydore Virgil, De Rerum Invento- et inventis. 
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Every past age has in its turn been a present age. This, in- 
deed, is obvious, but this is not all; for every past age, when 
present, has been the object of abuse. Men have been repre- 
sented by their contemporaries not only as bad, but degenerate; 
as inferior to their predecessors both in morals and bodily 
powers. 

This is an opinion so generally received, that Virgil, (in con- 
formity to it,) when he would express former times, calls them 
simply Jetter, as if the term better implied former of course. 

Hic genus antiquum Teucri, pulcherrima proles, 
Magnanimi heroes, nati melioribus annis. En. vi. 648. 

The same opinion is ascribed by Homer to old Nestor, when 
that venerable chief speaks of those heroes whom he had known 
in his youth. He relates some of their names—Perithous, Dryas, 
Ceeneus, Theseus; and some also of their exploits—as how they 
had extirpated the savage Centaurs. He then subjoins, 

Kelvoist 3 by otis, 
Tay of viv Bporot ciow em xOdviol, wax éolro. "IA. A. 27]. 

“With these no one 
Of earthly race, as men are now, could fight.” 

As these heroes were supposed to exceed in strength those of 
the Trojan war, so were the heroes of that period to exceed 
those that came after. Hence, from the time of the Trojan war 
to that of Homer, we learn that human strength was decreased 
by a complete half. 

Thus the same Homer: 

‘O 5 xepuddiov AdBe xeiph 
Tvdetdns, uéya Epyov, & od Sto y kvdpe peporer, 
Ofo: viv Bpotol cio” 6 5€é wu péa wdAAe Kal ofos. IA. E. 302. 

“Then grasp’d Tydides in his hand a stone, 
A bulk immense, which not two men could bear, 
As men are now, but he alone with ease 
Hurl’d it.” 

Virgil goes further, and tells us, that not twelve men of his 
time (and those, too, chosen ones) could even carry the stone 
which Turnus flung. , 

Vix illud lecti bis sex cervice subirent, 
Qualia nunc hominum producit corpora tellus : 
Ille manu raptum trepida torquebat in hostem. /En. xii. 899. 

Thus human strength, which in Homer’s time was lessened to 
half, in Virgil’s time was lessened to a twelfth. If strength and 
bulk (as commonly happens) be proportioned, what pigmies in 
stature must the men of Virgil’s time have been, when their 
strength, as he informs us, was so far diminished? A man only 
eight times as strong, (and not, according to the poet, twelve 
times,) must, at least, have been between five and six feet 
higher than they were. 
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But we all know the privilege claimed by poets and painters. : 
It is in virtue of this privilege that Horace, when he mentions 

the moral degeneracies of his contemporaries, asserts, that ‘“ their 
fathers were worse than their grandfathers; that they were 
worse than their fathers; and that their children would be 
worse than they were ;” describing no fewer, after the grand- 
father, than three successions of degeneracy. 

Atas parentum, pejor avis, tulit 
Nos nequiores, mox daturos 

Progeniem vitiosiorem, Od. 1. iii. 6. 

We need only ask, were this a fact, what would the Romans 
have been, had they degenerated in this proportion for five or 
six generations more ? 

Yet Juvenal, subsequent to all this, supposes a similar pro- 
gression; a progression in vice and infamy, which was not com- 
plete till his own times. 

Then truly, we learn, it could go no further. 
Nil erit ulterius, nostris quod moribus addat 
Posteritas, &c. 
Omne in precipiti vitium stetit, &c. Sat. i. 147, &e. 

But even Juvenal, it seems, was mistaken, bad as we must 
allow his times to have been. Several centuries after, without 
regard to Juvenal, the same doctrine was inculcated with greater 
zeal than ever. 
When the western empire began to decline, and Europe and 

Africa were ravaged by barbarians, the calamities then hap- 
pening (and formidable they were) naturally led men, who felt 
them, to esteem their own age the worst. 
The enemies of Christianity (for Paganism was not then extinct) 

absurdly turned these calamities to the discredit of the Christian 
religion, and said the times were so unhappy, because the gods 
were dishonoured, and the ancient worship neglected. ‘Orosius, 
a Christian, did not deny the melancholy facts, but, to obviate 
an objection so dishonourable to the true religion, he endeavours 
to prove from historians, both sacred and profane, that calamities 
of every sort had existed in every age, as many and as great as 
those that existed then. 

If Orosius has reasoned right, (and his work is an elaborate 
one,) it follows that the lamentations made then, and made 
ever since, are no more than natural declamations incidental to 
man; declamations naturally arising, let him live at any period, 
from the superior efficacy of present events upon present sensa- 
tions. 

There is a praise belonging to the past congenial with this 
censure ; a praise formed from negatives, and best illustrated by 
examples. 

Thus a declaimer might assert, (supposing he had a wish, by 
exalting the eleventh century, to debase the present,) that 
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“in the time of the Norman conqueror we had no routs, no 
ridottos, no Newmarkets, no candidates to bribe, no voters to 
be bribed,” &c. and strmg on negatives as long as he thought 
roper. 
What, then, are we to do, when we hear such panegyric? 

Are we to deny the facts’—That cannot be. Are we to admit 
the conclusion ’—That appears not quite agreeable. No method 
is left but to compare evils with evils, the evils of 1066 with 
those of 1780, and see whether the former age had not evils of 
its own, such as the present never experienced, because they do 
not now exist. 
We may allow the evils of the present day to be real; we may 

even allow, that a much larger number might have been added ; 
but then we may allege evils, by way of return, felt in those 
days severely, but now not felt at all. 
‘We may assert, we have not now, as happened then, seen 

our country conquered by foreign invaders; nor our property 
taken from us, and distributed among the conquerors; nor our- 
selves, from freemen, debased into slaves; nor our rights sub- 
mitted to unknown laws, imported, without our consent, from 
foreign countries.” 

Should the same reasonings be urged in favour of times 
nearly as remote, and other imputations of evil be brought, 
which, though well known now, did not then exist; we may 
still retort, that “we are no longer now, as they were then, 
subject to feudal oppression; nor dragged to war, as they were 
then, by the petty tyrant of a neighbouring castle; nor involved 
in scenes of blood, as they were then, and that for many years, 
during the uninteresting disputes between a Stephen and a 
Maud.” | 

Should the same declaimer pass to a later period, and praise 
after the same manner the reign of Henry the Second, we have 
then to retort, “that we have now no Beckets.” Should he 
proceed to Richard the First, “that we have now no holy wars;” 
to John Lackland and his son Henry, “that we have now no 
barons’ wars;” and with regard to both of them, “ that, though 
we enjoy at this instant all the benefits of Magna Charta, we | 
have not been compelled to purchase them at the price of our 
blood.” 

A series of convulsions brings us, in a few years more, to the 
wars between the houses of York and Lancaster; thence, from 
the fall of the Lancaster family, to the calamities of the York 
family, and its final destruction in Richard the Third; thence to 
the oppressive period of his avaricious successor; and from him 
to the formidable reign of his relentless son, when neither the 
coronet, nor the mitre, nor even the crown, could protect their 
wearers; and when (to the amazement of posterity) those by 
whom church authority was denied, and those by whom it was 
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maintained, were dragged together to Smithfield, and burnt at 
one and the same stake.” 

The reign of his successor was short and turbid, and soon 
followed by the gloomy one of a bigoted woman. 
We stop here, thinking we have instances enough. Those 

who hear any portion of these past times praised for the in- 
vidious purpose above mentioned, may answer by thus retorting 
the calamities and crimes which existed at the time praised, 
but which now exist no more. A true estimate can never be 
formed, but in consequence of such a comparison ; for if we drop 
the laudable, and allege only the bad, or drop the bad, and 
allege only the laudable, there is no age, whatever its real 
character, but may be made to pass at pleasure, either for a 
ood one, or a bad one. 
If I may be permitted in this place to add an observation, it 

shall be an observation founded upon many years experience. 
I have often heard declamations against the present race of 
men; declamations against them, as if they were the worst of 
animals; treacherous, false, selfish, envious, oppressive, tyran- 
nical, &c. This (I say) I have often heard from grave de- 
claimers, and have heard the sentiment delivered with a kind of 
oracular pomp: Yet I never heard any such declaimer say, 
(what would have been sincere, at least, if it had been nothing 
more,) “I prove my assertion by an example where I cannot 
err; I assert myself to be the wretch I have been just 
describing.” : 

So far from this, it would be perhaps dangerous to ask him, 
even in a gentle whisper, “ You have been talking, with much 
confidence, about certain profligate beings. Are you certain, 
that you yourself are not one of the number ?” 

I hope I may be pardoned for the following anecdote, although 
compelled in relating it to make myself a party. 

“Sitting once in my library with a friend, a worthy but me- 
lancholy man, I read him out of a book the following passage. 

“<Tn our time it may be spoken more truly than of old, that 
virtue'is gone; the church is under foot; the clergy is in error ; 
the devil reigneth, &¢. My friend interrupted me with a sigh, 
and said, ‘Alas! how true! How just a picture of the times!” 
I asked him, ‘ Of what times?’ ‘Of what times?’ replied he, with 
emotion; ‘Can you suppose any other but the present? Were 
any before ever so bad, so corrupt, so,’ &c.? ‘ Forgive me,’ said 
I, ‘for stopping you: the times I am reading of are older than 
you imagine; the sentiment was delivered above four hundred 
years ago; its author sir John Mandeville, who died in 1371."”° 

n Some of these unfortunate men denied the large octavo English edition of his 
the king’s supremacy, and others, the real Travels, published. at London, in 1727. 
presence. See the histories of that reign. See also of these Philological Inquiries, p. 

© See this writer’s own preface, p.10,in 523. 
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As man is by nature a social animal, good humour seems am 
ingredient highly necessary to his character. It is the salt 
which gives a seasoning to the feast of life; and which, if it be 
wanting, surely renders the feast incomplete. Many causes 
contribute to impair this amiable quality, and nothing perhaps 
more than bad opinions of mankind. Bad opinions of mankind 
naturally lead us to misanthropy. If these bad opinions go 
further, and are applied to the universe, then they lead to some- 
thing worse, for they lead to atheism. The melancholy and 
morose character being thus insensibly formed, morals and piety 
sink of course; for what equals have we to love, or what supe- 
rior have we to revere, when we have no other objects left than 
those of hatred or of terror ?? 

It should seem then expedient, if we value our better prin- 
ciples, nay, if we value our own happiness, to withstand such 
dreary sentiments. It was the advice of a wise man, “Say not 
thou, What is the cause that the former days were better than 
these? for thou dost not inquire wisely concerning this.”4 

Things present make impressions amazingly superior to things 
remote ; so that, in objects of every kind, we are easily mistaken 
as to their comparative magnitude. Upon the canvas of the 
same picture, a near sparrow occupies the space of a distant 
eagle; a near mole hill, that of a distant mountain. In the 
perpetration of crimes, there are few persons, I believe, who 
would not be more shocked at actually seeing a single man 
assassinated (even taking away the idea of personal danger) 
than they would be shocked in reading the massacre of Paris. 

The wise man, just quoted, wishes to save us from these 
errors. He has already informed us, “The thing that hath 
been, is that which shall be; and there is no new thing under 
the sun. Is there any thing whereof it may be said, See, this is 
new? it hath been already of old time, which was before us.” 
He then subjoins the cause of this apparent novelty: things past, 
when they return, appear new, if they are forgotten; and things 
present will appear so, should they too be forgotten, when they 
return.” 

This forgetfulness of what is 

P Misanthropy is so dangerous a thing, 
and goes so far in sapping the very founda- 
tions of morality and religion, that I esteem 
the last part of Swift’s Gulliver (that I mean 
relative to his Houyhnhnms and Yahoos) 
to be a worse book to peruse, than those 
which we forbid as the most flagitious and 
obscene. 

One absurdity in this author (a wretched 
philosopher, though a great wit) is well 
worth remarking: in order to render the 
nature of man odious, and the nature of 
beasts amiable, he is compelled to give 
human characters to his beasts, and beastly 

similar in events which return, 

characters to his men; so that we are to 
admire the beasts, not for being beasts, but 
amiable men; and to detest the men, not 
for being men, but detestable beasts. 

Whoever has been reading this unnatural 
filth, let him turn for a moment to a Spec- 
tator of Addison, and observe the philan- 
thropy of that classical writer ; I may add 
the superior purity of his diction and his 
wit. 

4 Ecclesiastes vii. 10, 
T See of the same Ecclesiastes, chap. i. 9. 

and ii. 16. 
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(for in every returning event such similarity exists,) is the for- 
getfulness of a mind uninstructed and weak; a mind ignorant 
of that great, that providential circulation, which never ceases 
for a moment through every part of the universe. | 

It is not like that forgetfulness which I once remember in a 
man of letters, who, when at the conclusion of a long life, he 
found his memory began to fail, said cheerfully, “‘ Now I shall 
have a pleasure I could not have before; that of reading my 
old books, and finding them all new.” 

There was in this consolation something philosophical and 
pleasing. And yet perhaps it is a higher philosophy (could we 
attain it) not to forget the past; but in contemplation of the 
past to view the future, so that we may say on the worst 
prospects, with a becoming resignation, what Adneas said of old 
to. the Cumean prophetess, 

Virgin, no scenes of ill 
To me or new, or unexpected rise ; 
I’ve seen ’em all; have seen, and long before 
Within myself reyolv’d ’°em in my mind.® 

In such a conduct, if well founded, there is not only fortitude, 
but piety: fortitude, which never sinks, from a conscious in- 
tegrity ; and piety, which never resists, by referring all to the 
Divine will. 

But lest such speculation, by carrying me above my subject, 
should expose a writer upon criticism to be himself criticised, 
I shall here conclude these Philological Inquiries. 

8 JEn. vi. 103—105. 
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PART I. 

AN ACCOUNT OF THE ARABIC MANUSCRIPTS BELONGING TO THE ESCURIAL 

LIBRARY IN SPAIN. 

Tus account is extracted from two fair folio volumes, to the first 
of which volumes the title is conceived in the following words. 

“‘ Bibliothecee Arabico-Hispanz Escuraliensis, sive Librorum 
omnium MSS. quos Arabice ab auctoribus magnam partem 
Arabo-Hispanis compositos Bibliotheca Czenobii Escuraliensis 
complectitur, Recensio et Explanatio: Opera et Studio Michaelis 
Casiri, Syro-Maronitze, Presbyteri, S. Theologize Doctoris, Regis 
a Bibliotheca, Linguarumque Orientalium Interpretatione; Ca- 
roli III. Regis Opt. Max. auctoritate atque auspiciis edita. 
Tomus Prior. Matriti. Antonius Perez de Soto imprimebat 
Anno MDCCLX.” 

This catalogue is particularly valuable, because not only each 
manuscript is enumerated, but its age also and author (when 
known) are given, together with large extracts upon occasion, 
both in the original Arabic and in Latin. 

From the first volume it appears that the Arabians cultivated 
every species of philosophy and philology, as also (according to 
their systems) jurisprudence and theology. 

They were peculiarly fond of poetry, and paid great honours 
to those whom they esteemed good poets. Their earliest writers 
were of this sort, some of whom (and those much admired) 
flourished many centuries before the time of Mahomet. 

The study of their poets led them to the art of criticism, 
whence we find in the above catalogue, not only a multitude of 
poems, but many works upon composition, metre, Se. 
We find in the same catalogue, translations of Aristotle and 

Plato, together with their lives; as also translations of their best 
Greek commentators, such as Alexander Aphrodisiensis, Philo- 
ponus, and others. We find also comments of their own, and 
original pieces, formed on the principles of the above philoso- 
hers. 

; There too may be found translations of Euclid, Archimedes, 
Apollonius Pergzeus, and the other ancient mathematicians, to- 
gether with their Greek commentators, aud many original pieces 
of their own upon the same mathematical subjects. In the 
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arithmetical part they are said to follow Diophantus, from whom 
they learned that algebra of which they are erroneously thought 
to have been the inventors. 

There we may find also the works of Ptolemy translated, and 
many original treatises of their own upon the subject of astro- 
nomy. 
Bo coars, too, that they studied with care the important 

subject of agriculture. One large work in particular is men- 
tioned, composed by a Spanish Arabian, where every mode of 
culture, and every species of vegetable is treated ; pasture, arable, 
trees, shrubs, flowers, &c. By this work may be perceived (as 
the editor well observes) how much better Spain was cultivated 
in those times, and that some species of vegetables. were then 
found there which are now lost. 

Here are many tracts on the various parts of jurisprudence ; 
some ancient copies of the Alcoran; innumerable commentaries 
on it; together with books of prayer, books of devotion, sermons, 
&e. 
Among their theological works, there are some upon the prin- 

ciples of the mystic divinity; and among their philosophical, 
some upon the subject of talismans, divination, and judicial astro- 
logy. 

: “The first volume, of which we have been speaking, is elegantly 
printed, and has a learned preface prefixed by the editor, wherein 
he relates what he has done, together with the assistance he has 
received, as well from the crown of Spain and its ministers, as 
from learned men. 

He mentions a fatal fire, which happened at the Escurial, in 
the year 1670; when above three thousand of these valuable 
manuscripts were destroyed. He has in this volume given an 
account of about fourteen hundred. 

The second volume of this valuable work, which bears the 
same title with the first, was published at Madrid, ten years 
after it, in the year 1770. 

It contains chiefly the Arabian chronologers, travellers, and 
historians; and, though national partiality, may be sometimes 
suspected, yet, as these are accounts given us, by the Spanish 
Arabians themselves, there are many incidents preserved, which 
other writers could not know; incidents respecting not only the 
successions and the characters of the Arabic-Spanish princes, 
but the country and its productions, together with the manners 
and the literature of its then inhabitants. 

Nor are the incidents in these volumes confined to Spain only, 
many of them relate to other countries; such as the growth of 
sugar in Egypt; the invention of paper there, (of which material 
there are manuscripts in the Escurial library of the year 1180;) 
the use of gunpowder, carried not only to the beginning of the 
fourteenth century, but even so far back (if we can believe it) 
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as to the seventh century; the description of Mecca; the an- 
tiquity of the Arabic language, and the practice of their most 
ancient authors to write in verse; their year, months, weeks, 
and methods of computation; their love for poetry and rhetoric, 
&e. 

Great heroes are recorded to have flourished among them, 
such as Abdelrahmanus, and Abi Amer Almoapheri. 

Abdelrahmanus lived in the beginning of the tenth century, 
and Abi Amer Almoapheri at its latter end. The first, having 
subdued innumerable factions and seditions, reigned at Corduba 
with reputation for fifty years, famed for his love of letters, and 
his upright administration of justice. The second, undertaking 
the tuition of a young prince, (who was a minor, named Hescham,) 
and having restored peace to a turbid kingdom, turned his arms 
so successfully against its numerous invaders, that he acquired 
the honourable name of Almanzor, that is, the Defender. (See 
vol. ii. of this Catalogue, pages 37, 49, 50.) 

Arabian Spain had too its men of letters, and those in great 
numbers; some whose fame was so extensive, that even Christians 
came to hear them from remote regions of Europe. But this 
has been already mentioned, p. 488 of these Inquiries. 

Public libraries (not less than seventy) were established 
through the country; and noble benefactions they were to the 
cause of letters, at a time when books, by being manuscripts, 
were so costly an article, that few scholars were equal to the 
expense of a collection. 

To the subjects already treated, were added the lives of their 
famous women; that is, of women who had been famous for 
their literature and genius. 

It is somewhat strange, when we read these accounts, to hear 
it asserted, that the religion of these people was hostile to lite- 
rature; and this assertion founded on no better reason, than 
that the Turks, their successors, by being barbarous and ig- 
norant, had little value for accomplishments of which they knew 
nothing. 

These Spanish Arabians, also, like their ancestors in the East, 
were great horsemen, and particularly fond of horses. Accounts 
are preserved both of horses and camels; also of their coin; of 
the two races of caliphs, the Ommiade and the Abbassade; of 
the first Arabic conqueror of Spain, and the conditions of tolera- 
tion granted to the Christians whom he had conquered. 

It further appears from these Arabic works, that not only 
sugar, but silk was known and cultivated in Spain. We read a 
beautiful description of Grenada and its environs; as also epi- 
taphs of different kinds; some of them approaching to Attic 
elegance. 
When that pleasing liquor coffee was first introduced among 

them, a scruple arose among the devout (perhaps from feeling 
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its exhilarating quality) whether it was not forbidden by the 
Alcoran, under the article of wine. A council of Mahometan 
divines was held upon the occasion, and the council luckily de- 
creed for the legality of its use. (See vol. ii. of this Catalogue, 
p, 172, 173.) 

The concessions made by the Arabian conquerors of Spain to 
the Gothic prince whom he subdued, is a striking picture of his 
lenity and toleration. He neither deposed the Gothic prince, 
nor plundered his people, but, on payment of a moderate tribute, 
stipulated not to deprive them either of their lives or property ; 
and gave them also their churches, and a toleration for their re- 
ligion. See this curious treaty, which was made about the year 
712 of the Christian era, in the second volume of this Catalogue, 

. 106. 
2 When the posterity of these conquerors came in their turn to 
be conquered, (an event which happened many centuries after- 
ward,) they did not experience that indulgence which had been 
granted by their forefathers. 

The conquered Moors (as they were then called) were expelled 
by thousands; or, if they ventured to stay, were exposed to the 
carnage of a merciless inquisition : 

Pueri, innupteque puellze, 
Impositique rogis juvenes ante ora parentum. 

It appears that many of these Arabic-Spanish princes were 
men of amiable manners, and great encouragers both of arts and 
letters, while others, on the contrary, were tyrannic, cruel, and 
sanguinary. 

There were usually many kingdoms existing at the same time, 
‘and these on every occasion embroiled one with another; not to 
mention much internal sedition in each particular state. 

Like their Eastern ancestors, they appear not to have shared 
the smallest sentiment of civil liberty; the difference as to good 
and bad government seeming to have been wholly derived, ac- 
cording to them, from the worth or pravity of the prince who 
governed. See p. 495 of these Inquiries. 

The reader will observe, that the pages referring to facts, in 
the two historical volumes of these manuscripts, are but seldom 
given, because whoever possesses those volumes (and without 
them any reference would be useless) may easily find every fact, 
by referring to the copious and useful index subjoined to the 
second volume, which index goes to the whole work. 
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PART II. 

CONCERNING THE MANUSCRIPTS OF LIVY, IN THE ESCURIAL LIBRARY. 

Ir having been often asserted, that an entire and complete copy 
of Livy was extant in the Escurial library, I requested my son, 
in the year 1771, (he being at that time minister plenipotentiary 
to the court of Madrid,) to inquire for me, what manuscripts of 
that author were there to be found. 

He procured me the following accurate detail from a learned 
ecclesiastic, Don Juan de Pellegeros, canon of Lerma, employed 
by Monsr. De Santander, his catholic majesty’s librarian, to 
inspect for this purpose the manuscripts of that valuable li- 
brary. 

The detail was in Spanish, of which the following is a trans- 
lation. 
Among the MSS. of the Escurial library are the following 

works of 'T. Livy. 
1. Three large volumes, which contain so many decads, the 

first, third, and fourth, (one decad in each volume,) curiously 
written on parchment, or fine vellum, by Pedro de Middleburgh, 
or of Zeeland, (as he styles himself.) 

The books are truly magnificent, and in the title and initials 
curiously illuminated. They bear the arms of the house of 
Borgia, with a cardinal’s cap, whence it appears that they be- 
longed either to pope Callixtus the Third, or to Alexander the 
Sixth, when cardinals. 

2. Two other volumes, written by the same hand, one of the 
first decad, the other of the third; of the same size and beauty 
as the former. Both have the same arms; and in the last is a 
note, which recites, “‘ This book belongs to D. Juan de Fonseca, 
bishop of Burgos.” 

3. Another volume of the same size, and something more 
ancient than the former, (being of the beginning of the fifteenth 
century,) containing the third decad entire. This is also well 
written on parchment, though not so valuable as the former. 

4, Another of the first decad, finely written on vellum. At 
the end is written as follows: “Kx centum voluminibus, que 
ego indies vitee mez magnis laboribus hactenus seripsisse memini, 
hos duos Titi Livii libros Anno Dni. 1441, ego Joannes Andreas 
de Colonia feliciter, gratia Dei, absolvi;” and at the end of each 
book, “‘ Emendavi Nicomachus Fabianus.” 

In the last leaf of this book is a fragment either of Livy him- 
self, or of some pen capable of imitating him. It fills the whole 
leaf; and the writer says, it was in the copy from which he 
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transcribed. It appears to be a fragment of the latter times of 
the second Punic war. 

5. Another large volume, in parchment, well written, of the 
same century, viz. the fifteenth, containing three decads. 1. De 
Urbis initu. 2. De Bello Punico. 3. De Bello Macedonico. 
In this last decad is wanting a part of the book. This volume 
is much esteemed, being full of notes and various readings, in 
the hand of Hieronimo Zunita, its former possessor. 

6. Another very valuable volume, containing the first decad, 
equal to the former in the elegance of its writing and ornaments. 
This also belonged to Hieronimo Zunita; the age the same. 

7. Lastly, there is another of the first decad also, written on 
paper, at the beginning of the fifteenth century. This contains 
nothing remarkable. 

Tn all, there are ten volumes, and all nearly of the same age. 
Here ends the account of the Escurial manuscripts, given us 

by this learned Spaniard; in which manuscripts we see there ap- 
pears no part of Livy but what was printed in the early editions. 

The other parts of this author, which parts none of the manu- 
scripts here recited give us, were discovered and printed after- 
wards. | 

As to the fragment mentioned in the fourth article, (all of 
which fragment is there transcribed,) it has, though genuine, no 
peculiar rarity, as it is to be found in all the latter printed 
editions. See particularly in Crevier’s edition of Livy, Paris, 
1736, tome ii. pages 716, 717, 718, beginning with the words 
Raro simul hominibus, and ending with the words tncrepatis risum 
esse, which is the whole extent of the fragment here exhibited. 

From this detail it is evident that no entire copy of Livy is 
extant in the Escurial library. 

PART III. 

GREEK MANUSCRIPTS OF CEBES; IN THE LIBRARY OF THE KING OF 

FRANCE. 

Tue picture of Cebes, one of the most elegant moral allegories of 
Grecian antiquity, is so far connected with the middle age, that 
the ingenious Arabians of that time thought it worth translating 
into Arabic. 
It was also translated from Greek into Latin by Ludovicus 

Odaxius, a learned Italian, soon after Greek literature revived 
there, and was published in the year 1497. 

After this it was often printed, sometimes in Greek alone, 
sometimes accompanied with more modern Latin versions. But 

2N 
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the misfortune was, that the Greek manuscripts, from which the 
editors printed, (that of Odaxius alone excepted,) were all of 
them defective in their end or conclusion. And hence it followed 
that this work for many years was published, edition after edition, 
in this defective manner. 

Had its end been lost, we might have lamented it, as we la- 
ment other losses of the same kind. But in the present case, 
to the shame of editors, we have the end preserved, and that 
not only in the Arabic paraphrase, and the old Latin translation 
of Odaxius, but, what is more, even in the original text, as it 
stands in two excellent manuscripts of the king of France’s li- 
brary. ) 

From these MSS. it was published in a neat 12mo. edition of 
Cebes, by James Gronovius, in the year 1689; and after him by 
the diligent and accurate Fabricius, in his Bibliotheca Greca, 
vol. i. p. 834, 885; and, after Fabricius, in a small octavo 
edition, by Thomas Johnson, A. M. printed at London, in the 
year 1720. 

Whoever reads the conclusion of this treatise will find sufficient 
internal evidence to convince him of its authenticity, both from 
the purity of the language, and the truth, as well as connection 
of the sentiment. 

However, the manuscript authority resting on nothing better 
than the perplexed account of that most obscure and affected 
writer, James Gronovius, I procured a search to be made in the 
royal library at Paris, if such manuscripts were there to be 
found. 

Upon inspection of no less than four manuscripts of Cebes, 
preserved in that valuable library, numbers 858, 2992, 1001, 
1774, it appeared, that in the second and in the third, the end 
of Cebes was perfect and entire, after the manner in which it 
stands in the printed editions above mentioned. 

The end of this short essay is to prove, that the genuineness 
of the conclusion thus restored does not rest merely on such au- 
thority as that of James Gronovius, (for Fabricius and Johnson 
only follow him,) but on the authority of the best manuscripts, 
actually ispected for the purpose. 

PART IV. 

SOME ACCOUNT OF LITERATURE IN RUSSIA, AND OF ITS PROGRESS 

TOWARDS BEING CIVILIZED. 

Tue vast empire of Russia extending far into the north, both in 
Europe and Asia, it is no wonder that, in such a country, its in- 

| 
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habitants should have remained so long uncivilized. For culture 
of the finer arts it is necessary there should be comfortable leisure. 
But how could such leisure be found in a country where every 
one had enough to do to support his family, and to resist the 
rigour of an uncomfortable climate? Besides this, to make the 
finer arts flourish, there must be imagination; and imagination 
must be enlivened by the contemplation of pleasing objects; and 
that contemplation must be performed in a manner easy to the 
contemplator. Now, who can contemplate with ease, where the 
thermometer is often many degrees below the freezing point? Or 
what object can he find worth contemplating for those many 
long months, when all the water is ice, and all the land covered 
with snow ? 

If then the difficulties were so great, how great must have 
been the praise of those princes and legislators, who dared at- 
tempt to polish mankind in so unpromising a region, and who 
have been able, by their perseverance, in some degree to accom- 
plish it ? 

Those who on this occasion bestow the highest praises upon 
Peter the Great, praise him, without doubt, as he justly deserves. 
But if they would refer the beginning of this work to him, 
and much more its completion, they are certainly under a mis- 
take. 

As long ago as the time of our Edward the Sixth, Ivan Ba- 
silowitz adopted principles of commerce, and granted peculiar 
privileges to the English, on their discovery of a navigation to 
Archangel. 
A sad scene of sanguinary confusion followed from this period 

to the year 1612, when a deliverer arose, prince Pajanky. He, 
by unparalleled fortitude, having routed all the tyrants and im- 
postors of the time, was by the bojars, or magnates, unanimously 
elected ezar. But this honour he, with a most disinterested 
magnanimity, declined for himself, and pointed out to them 
Michael Fedorowitz, of the house of Romanoff, and by his 
mother’s side descended from the ancient czars. 

From this period we may date the first appearances of a real 
civilizing, and a development of the wealth and power of the 
the Russian empire. Michael reigned thirty-three years. By 
his wisdom, and the mildness of his character, he restored ease 
and tranquillity to subjects who had been long deprived of those 
inestimable blessings; he encouraged them to industry, and gave 
them an example of the most laudable behaviour. 

His son Alexius Michaelowitz was superior to his father in the 
art of governing and sound politics. He promoted agriculture ; 
introduced into his empire arts and sciences, of which he was 
himself a lover; published a code.of laws, still used in the ad- 
ministration of justice; and greatly improved his army, by 
mending its diseipline. This he effected chiefly by the help of 

2Nn 2 
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strangers, most of whom were Scotch. Lesley, Gordon, and 
Ker, are the names of families still existing in this country. 

Theodore, or Fedor, succeeded his father in 1677.. He was 
of a gentle disposition, and weak constitution; fond of pomp 
and magnificence, and in satisfying this passion contributed to 
polish his subjects by the introduction of foreign manufactures 
and articles of elegance, which they soon began to adopt and 
imitate. His delight was in horses, and he did his country a 
real service in the beginning and establishing of those fine breeds 
of them in the Ukraine and elsewhere. He reigned seven years; 
and having on his death-bed called his bojars round him, in the 
presence of his brother and sister, Ivan and Sophia, and of his 
half-brother Peter, said to them, “ Hear my last sentiments; 
they are dictated by my love for the state, and by my affection 
for my people: the bodily infirmities of Ivan necessarily must 
affect his mental faculties; he is incapable of ruling a dominion 
like that of Russia; he cannot take it amiss, if I recommend to 
you to set him aside, and to let your approbation fall on Peter, 
who to a robust constitution joins great strength of mind, and 
marks of a superior understanding.” 

Theodore dying in 1682, Peter became emperor, and his 
brother Ivan remained contented. But Sophia, Ivan’s sister, 
a woman of great ambition, could not bring herself to submit. 

The troubles which ensued; the imminent dangers which 
Peter escaped; his abolition of that turbulent and seditious 
soldiery, called the Strelitz; the confinement of his half-sister 
Sophia to a monastery; all these were important events, which 
left Peter in the year 1689 with no other competitor than the 
mild and easy Ivan; who dying not many years after, left him 
sole monarch of all the Russias. 

The acts at home and abroad, in peace and in war, of this 
stupendous and elevated genius, are too well known to be re- 
peated by me. Peter adorned his country with arts, and raised 
its glory by arms: he created a respectable marine; founded 
St. Petersburgh, a new capital, and that from the very ground ; 
rendering it withal one of the first cities in Europe for beauty 
and elegance. | 

To encourage letters, he formed academies, and invited foreign 
professors not only to Petersburgh (his new city) but to his 
ancient capital Moscow; at both which places these professors 
were maintained with liberal pensions. 

As a few specimens of literature from both these cities have 
recently come to my hand, I shall endeavour to enumerate them, 
as I think it relative to my subject. 

1. Plutarchus wept Avowmias, cai rept Tuyns—Gr. Lat. cum 
animadversionibus Reiskii et alior: suas adjecit Christianus Fri- 
dericus Matthei. Typis Universitatis Mosquensis, an. 1777. 
Svo. | ; 
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_ 2. Plutarchi libellus de Superstitione, et Demosthenis Oratio 
funebris, Gr. Lat. cum notis integris Reiskii et alior.—suas adjecit 
Christ. Frider. Matthei. Typis Ceesarezee Mosquensis Univer- 
sitatis, an. 1778. 8vo. 

3. Lectiones Mosquenses, in two volumes, 8vo. bound to- 
gether, and printed at Leipsic, an. 1779: they contain various 
readings in different authors, and some entire pieces, all in 
‘Greek, collected from the libraries of Moscow, and published by 
the same learned editor. 

4. Isocratis, Demetrii Cyd. et Michael Glyce aliquot Epistole, 
nec non Dion. Chrysostomi Oratio—Grec. Typis Universitatis 
Ceesareze Mosquensis. 8vo. By the same learned editor. 

5. Glossaria Greeca minora, et alia Anecdota Greeca: a work 
consisting of two parts, contained under one.volume, in a thin 
quarto, by the same able professor, printed at Moscow by the 
university types, in the years 1774, 1775. A catalogue of the 
several pieces in both parts is subjoined to the end of the second 
part. Among the pieces in the first part are, Excerpta ex 
Grammatica Niceph. Gregoree ; ex Glossario Cyrilli Alexandrini ; 
Glossarium in Epistolas Pauli; Nomina Mensium: those of the 
second part are chiefly theological. 

6. Notitia Codicum Manuscriptorum Greecorum Bibliothe- 
carum Mosquensium, cum variis Anecdotis, Tabulis neis, 
Indicibus locupletissimis: edidit Christ. Fridericus Mattheei. 
Mosquee, Typis Universitatis, an. 1776. _ 

This publication, on a large folio paper, is as yet incomplete, 
only sixty pages being printed off. It ends, Partis prime 
Sectionis prime Finis. 

7. An Ode to the present empress, Catharine, in ancient 
Greek and Russian. 

8. An Ode on the birth-day of Constantine, second son to the 
grand duke, in ancient Greek and Russian: printed at Peters- 
burgh; and, as we learn from the title, év 77 Adtoxpatopixy 
"Axadynpula tov ’Emictnpov, “in the Imperial Academy of 
Sciences.”. | 

9. An Ode to prince Potemkin, ancient Greek and Russian, 
and printed (as before) an. 1780. 

10. An Ode, consisting of Strophe, Antistrophe, and Epode, 
ancient Greek and Russian, made in 1779, in honour of the 
empress, the great duke and duchess, and Alexander and Con- 
stantine, their two sons, grandsons to the empress. 

This Ode was sung in the original Greek by a large number 
of voices, before a numerous and splendid court in one of the 
imperial palaces. 

As I have a copy of this music, I cannot omit observing, that 
it is a genuine exemplar of the ancient Antiphona, so well known 
to the church in very remote ages. On this plan, two complete 
choirs (each consisting of trebles, counters, tenors, and bases) 
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sing against each other, and reciprocally answer; then unite all 
of them; then separate again, returning to the alternate re- 
sponse, till the whole at length concludes in one general chorus. 
The music of this ode may be called purely vocal, having no 
other accompaniment but that of an organ. 

The composer was no less a man than the celebrated Paesiello, 
so well known at present, and so much admired, both in Italy 
and elsewhere, for music of a very different character, I mean 
his truly natural and pleasing burlettas. 

Those who are curious to know more of this species of music, 
may consult the valuable Glossary of Spelman, under the word 
Antiphona, and the ingenious Musical Dictionary of Rousseau, 
under the word Antienne. 

11. A short copy of Greek elegiac verses, printed at Peters- 
burg, in the year 1780, and addressed to prince Potemkin, 
with this singular title, ‘Eriypappa él THS Top aovs Kal 
Xappoovvov yopryevopopias, THS KOLVOTEpwS MacKadpadcos KaNov- 
pers, iv, «.T. %. Thus Englished : “A poem on the splendid 
and delightful festivity, where they wear Gorgonian visors; 
more commonly called a masquerade; which prince Potemkin 
celebrated,” &c. 
A better word to denote a masquerade could hardly have 

been invented than the word here employed, yopyesodopia. In 
attempting to translate it, that I might express one word, I have 
been compelled to use many. 

12. A translation of Virgil’s Georgics from the Latin Hex- 
ameters into Greek Hexameters, by the celebrated Eugenius, 
famous for his treatise of Logic, published a few years since in 
ancient Greek at Leipsic. He was made an archbishop, but 
chose to resign his dignity. He is now carrying on this transla- 
tion under the protection of prince Potemkin, but has as yet 
gone no further than to the end of the first Georgic. 

The work is printed on a large folio paper, having the 
original on one side, and the translation on the other, Copious 
notes in Greek are at the bottom of the several pages. 

Take a short specimen of the performance. 

Continuo, ventis surgentibus, aut freta ponti 
Incipiunt agitata tumescere, et aridus altis 
Montibus audiri fragor ; aut resonantia longe 
Littora misceri, et nemorum increbrescere murmur. 

Geor. i. 356. 

Abrixa, eypomevev divéuoor, mopOuots émr) mévrou 
“AAs Te oarevouern oidaiver, Kad Kopupad dé 
Ovpeos kxpat Tpaxv Boiow" aeraip pakpdder ye 
’"Axtal 7° eivdArot pd Bpépovran, K airyiadol re" 
Zuepdarcoy mvorjor S¢ wunder’ ala nad An, 

Of these various printed works, the first six were sent me by 
the learned scholar above mentioned, Christianus Fridericus 
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Matthzei, from Moscow ; the last six I had the honour to receive 
from prince Potemkin at Petersburgh. . 

Besides the printed books, the learned professor at Moscow 
sent me a curious Latin narrative in manuscript. 

In it he gives an account of a fine manuscript of Strabo, be- 
longing to the Ecclesiastical library at Moscow. He informs 
me, this MS. is in folio; contains four hundred and twenty- 
seven leaves; is beautifully written by one, whom he calls a 
learned and diligent .scribe, at the end of the fifteenth or be- 
ginning of the sixteenth century; and came, as appears by a 
memorandum in the manuscript, from the celebrated Greek 
monastery at Mount Athos. 

He adds, (which is worth attention,) that almost all the Greek 
manuscripts which are now preserved at Moscow were originally 
brought thither from this monastery; and that, in the last 
century, by order of the emperor Alexius Michaelowitz and the 
patriarch Nico, by means of the monk Arsenius. So early in 
this country did a gleam of literature shew itself. 

He strongly denies the fact, that there is any other MS. of 
Strabo besides this, either at Moscow or at Petersburgh. 

Of the present MS. he has been so kind as to send me colla- 
tions, taken from the first and second book. 

After this he mentions the unpublished hymn of Homer upon 
Ceres, and the fragment of another by the same poet upon 
Bacchus; both of which, since I heard from him, have been 
published by Ruhnkenius at Leyden, to whom my correspondent 
had sent them from the Moscowan library. 

He has been generous enough to send me copies of all the 
books he has published, for which valuable donation I take this 
public opportunity of making my grateful acknowledgments. 

With regard to all the publications here mentioned, it is to be 
observed, that those from Petersburgh are said to be printed in 
the imperial academy of sciences; those from Moscow, by the 
types of the imperial university; each place by its style in- 
dicating its establishment. 

In justice to my son, his majesty’s minister to the court of 
Russia, it is incumbent upon me to say, that all this information, 
and all these literary treasures, have been procured for me by 
his help, and through his interest. 

I must not conclude without observing, (though perhaps it may 
be a repetition,) that the efforts to civilize this country did not 
begin from Peter the Great, but were much older. A small 
glimmering, like the first day-break, was seen under czar Ivan, 
in the middle of the sixteenth century. 

This dawn of civilizing became more conspicuous a century 
afterwards, under ezar Alexius Michaelowitz; of whom, as well 
as of his son Theodore, or Fedor, we have spoken already. 

But under the Great Peter it burst forth, with all the 
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splendour of a rising sun, and (if I may be permitted to continue 
my metaphor) has continued ever since to ascend towards its 
meridian. 

More than fifty years have passed since the death of Peter; 
during which period, with very little exception, this vast empire 
has been governed by female sovereigns only. All of them have 
pursued more or less the plan of their great predecessor, and 
none of them more than the illustrious princess who now reigns. 

And so much for literature in Russia, and for its progress 
towards being civilized. 

ADVERTISEMENT. 

Ir was proposed, as mentioned in p. 399 of this work, to have 
joined a few notes to the pieces contained in the preceding 
Appendix; but the work growing larger than was expected, 
the notes, as not being essentially parts of it, have been omitted. 

One omission however we beg to supply, because it has hap- 
pened through inadvertence. Besides the Arabic translations 
from the Greek, mentioned in the Appendix, part the first, there 
are also translations of Hippocrates, Galen, and the old Greek 
physicians, whom the Arabians, as they translated, illustrated 
with comments, and upon whose doctrines they formed many 
compositions of their own, having been remarkably famous for 
their study and knowledge of medicine, 
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ACQUIESCENCE and gratitude, their force, 
100 and x. 

Affections, reciprocate with our ideas, 40. 
_ their force, when raised by music, zbid. 
Agatho, 13, 2. 
Alexander Aphrodisiensis, his account of 

active efficient causes, 2, . of speech, 
61, 2. of the Stoic estimate of externals, 
89, m. of the necessity of justice to the 
worst societies, 106, x. 

Ammonius, 6, 7. 11, 2 12 ». 13,2. 14, 2 
18, ~. 61, ». 95, 2. 97, 2. 

Andronicus Rhodius, 2, . 87, . 88, . 
Antipater, his notion of the end of man, 

83, 2. 
Antoninus, unites social and rational, 66, n. 

_ describes law universal, 73,z. his notion 
of kardép@wois, or rectitude of conduct, 
ibid. quoted, 76, ”. 77,2. 90, n. 105, 2. 
his notion of dafuwy, or genius, 91, 2. of 
the universe, 96,2. of reason or intellect, 
98, x 99, . of God, the animating 

- Wisdom, 101, . of evil, bid. n. of 
tinging our minds, 102, x. of philo- 
sophical exception, or reserve, ibid. n. 
joins justice and piety, 107, x. 

Archidemus, his notion of happiness, 84, 2. 
Arcidamas, noble sentiment of, 26, x. 
Archytas, 84, 2. 
Aristocles, 26. 2. 
Aristotle, his notion of art, 2, . 5, . 6,2. 

of active efficient causes, zbid. of the 
various modes of human action, 4, 2x. 
of compulsion, 5, ». of man’s natural, 
power, zbid. of his acquired power, or 
habits, zbid. of operations, purely natural, 
ibid. of nature, 6, x. of a contingent, 
1], ~. of the subjects of philosophy, 
12, ~. of chance and fortune, 13, x. 
proves from their existence that of mind 
and nature, bid. quoted, 14, 2. 30, x. 
95,2”. his notion of human choice, or 
determination, 15. ». of final causes, 
16, . 19,. of energies, 18,7”. makes 
life itself an energy, ibid. final causes 
twofold, 20, ». his division of arts, 
21, ». enumeration of causes, 23, 2. 
quoted, 46, . his idea of good, 49, n. 
proves man social from speech, 61, x. 
quoted, 5, ». 36, 2. 66, 2. holds the 

'.same science of contraries, 69, 2. his 

account of happiness, 69, x. 85, 7. gives 
that of Xenocrates, 85, ~. accounts for 
the pleasure arising from imitations, 
35, 2. his account of sentiments, 36, x. 
of the end of tragedy, 37,”. of characters 
or manners, 38, x. etymologizes the word 
ethics, 103, n. makes self and social 
one, 106, . makes happiness the univer- 
sal object, 108, x. his treatise concerning 
philosophy, quoted from a manuscript, 

» Ne 
Arrian. See Epictetus. 
Art, considered as an efficient cause, 2—9, 

its material cause, 10, 11. its final, 
14—16. its formal, 17—20. loves for- 
tune, why, 13, ~. what, 2 andz. 4, 8. 
how distinguished from chance, 2 and x. 
4,5 and”. 12. how from compulsion, 
2 and z. 5. how from volition, 3 and 
5 m. how from natural, power and 
instinct, ébid. how from power divine, 
4, and 6 mz. its influence on the ele- 
ments, 21. on animals irrational, 22. 
on man, zbid. the same as mind, zbid, 
inane and false art, 8, ~. Peripatetic 
description of art, 9, ». Stoic, «bid. 
that of Quintilian, ibid. of Cicero, 
ibid. of Cleanthes, zbid. of Nicephorus 
Blemmides, ibd. art considered in four 
views, 23. arts, their comparative pri- 
ority, 25, z. either necessary or elegant, 
25 and z. the pretensions of each, 27. 
imitative arts imitate through sensible 
media, 28. what numbers wanted to. 
_establish human society, 59. 

Artists, moral and inferior, how they differ, 
75, 76 and n. 

Beauty, its effect, 90. 
Being, every species of, conciliated to itself, 

57 and n. 
Being and well being, 27. 
Blemmides, 9, x. 
Bossu, 30, 2. 36, 2. 38, n. 
Brutal, degradation of rational into it, how, 

99, n. , 

Czesura in verse, 39, x. 
Capacity, 7. 
Cause, 3. efficient, 2—8. material, 10—12, 

final, 13—16, 19, ». formal, 17—20. 
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final often concurs with formal, 19, x. 
final, twofold, bid. the four species in 
one view, 23, 2. 

Chance, 2, 5, . 12, 2. 
Character, or manners, 36, 38. 
Chrysippus, his notion of law universal, 

72, m. of good, 74, ~. of the rational 
pursuit even of externals, 88, x. of the 
perfect man, 92, ~. of futurity, 100, 2 
of evil, 101, x. 

Cicero, his notion of art, 2, . quoted, 9, n. 
48, n. 49, m. for an active life, 54, n. 
quoted, 57, ”. 64, ”. his notion of por- 
tents, 65, ”. supposes one reason, one 

truth, and one law to gods and men, 66, x. 
his argument against injustice, bid. 
holds virtue agreeable to nature, 68, x. 
his definition of a moral office, or duty, 
69, . his account of the Peripatetic idea 
of happiness, zbid. and 70,2. the Stoic 
objection to it, 70, ». of law uni- 
versal, 72,2. translates carép0wots, 73,7. 
his account of the Stoic happiness, 
74, n. 76, n. quoted, 78, 79, x. 
80, n. 81, 2. 82, n. 83, n. 84, nx. 
86, ”. 91, m. 94,2. 99, ”. his account 
of the Stoic mdOos, 86, ». of their regard 
to the social system, 88,2. to externals, 
89, x. good ox interest, his account of it, 
90, ~. of the perfect man, 91,”. 93, ». 
of the universe, as one city, 96, 2. joins 
self and social, 106, n. his high notion of 
justice, zbid. whence he derives human 
reason or mind, 99, ». his notion of 
habit as to morals, 103, ~. quoted, 
100, ». 108, x. 

Cleanthes, his notion of happiness, 82, x. 
of evil, 101, ». his verses, 102, 

Clemens Alexandrinus, 93, 2. 
Compulsion, 2, 5, x. 
Contingents, what, 11, . differ in cha- 

racter, 12, 2. 
Contraries known through the same habit 

or faculty, 68 and x. 

Aaluwy, or genius, what, 85, ». 9), n 
99,” 101, . affords an elegant ety- 
mology to edaimovla, happiness, 91, ». 

Demetrius Phalereus, 30, x. 
Desire, how to be treated, 99 and n. 
Dialectic, what, 94, n. 
Dio Chrysostom, 2, . 
Diogenes Laertius, 9, ~ 19, 2. 46, 2. 

66, ”. defines a moral office, or duty, 
69, ~ law universal, 72, ». quoted, 
76, 2. 79, . 80, . 82, ”. 83,2. 84, 2. 
85, 2. 108, ~. his aceount of passion, 
according to the Stoics, 87, 2. their 
apathy, what, ibid. their eupathies, or 
well-feelings, 88, ~. quoted, ibid. and 
95. virtue and felicity, one, 101, x. 

Duty. See Moral Offices. 
End of man, and human action, examined 

in the life political, 51. lucrative, 52. 
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pleasurable, ibid. contemplative, 54. in 
the life of virtue joined to health and 
competence, 69, 70. of pure virtue alone, 
73. end, not in the success, but in recti- 
tude of conduct, ibid. 74, ». 81, ». in 
the mere doing, ibid. and 73, m. con- 
firmed by examples, 78—81. moral end 
differs from other ends, how, 76 and z. 

Energies, 7. how they differ from works, 
18,19, in them and works all arts end, 
17—19. easy, when habitual, 6, ». 

Enthusiasm, the rational, and the savage, 
101. 

Epictetus, his idea of good, 45, ». 46, ». 
49, n. 73, n. quoted, 54, m 73, 2 
99, m. makes life the subject to the 
moral artist, 75, x. quoted, 77, ». 81, 
recommends consistence, zbid. his account 
of Stoic apathy, 87, ». distinguishes 
passions from natural affections, ibid. 
maintains the social system, ibid. life a 
drama, 89, . wise advice of his, 90, 2. 

makes good the common object of pur- 
suit, ébid. his notion of proficiency, 95, 2. 
of the world, as one city, 96, 2. of 
reason and intellect, 98, 99, ». reason 
degraded, how, 99, x. our own, whence, 
ibid. his advice about desire, zbid. treats 

man as a part of the whole, 100, ”. his 
doctrine as to futurity, ibéd. his notion 
of habit in morals, 103, 2. quoted, 99, x. 

102, ~ 103, x. makes self and social 

one, 105, n. rests all in pious and rational 
acquiescence, 108, ». what error he 
would adopt, cid. 

Epicurus, his epistle, when dying, 79. his 
account of happiness connected with 
virtue, 85, 2. 

Evdaimovia, "See Aaiuwv. 
wr nwa etymologized morally, 85, ne 

91, 
Evil, 65, n. 97, ”. 101, 2. 106, 107, x. 
Eustathius, 29, x. 
Externals, not necessarily conducive to 

happiness, 71. accurate knowledge of 
them requisite, why, 75, 83. 

Final. See Cause. 
Fortitude, natural, why, 68. 

Fortune, 12, x. loves art, why, 13, 
Friendship, real, exists only among the 

virtuous, 88, x. 
Futurity, its force, either as unknown or 

known, 100, 101 and x. 

Gale’s Opuscula, 84, x. 
Generals, or univefsals, their character, 

94,2. 98. 
Genius. See Aaluwv. 
God, superior to all art, how, 6, 2. to phi- 

losophizing, why, tbid. works "uniformly, 
according to one idea of perfection, 65 
and 2. the same with right reason and 
universal law, 72, ”. 73,2”. the standard 

es -~ 
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of perfection, according to Plato and 
scripture, 95, m. the universal reason, 
99. or mind, 101. pervades and rules 
the whole, zbid. and x. 26, . made all 
men free, ibid. himself universal, one, 
and ever in energy, 27, 2. 

Good, absent, leads to art, 15. this absent 
good described, and its characters given, 
15, 16. sovereign, 45 and 2. always 
complete, 76. various descriptions of it, 
12, 2. its original preconceptions or cha- 
racteristics, 45, 46. agreeable to nature, 
47 and n. conducive to well-being, 47. 
accommodated to all places and times, 50 
and z. durable, 48 and x. self-derived, 
ibid. its characteristics applied to deter- 
mine what is happiness, 71, 77,91. good, 
not in externals, but in their proper use, 

75, n. pursued by all, 90 and ~ 108 
and . See Happiness. 

Gospel, quoted, 95, x. 
Gratis, nothing to be had, 103 and x, 
Gratitude and acquiescence, their force, 

100, 107. 

Habit, 3, 102, 103 and x. 
Handel, 31, 41, ». 
Happiness, in virtue joined to health and 

competence, 70. how far adequate and 
perfect, 70, 71. in virtue alone, or rec- 
titude of conduct, in the mere doing, 
without regard to success, 72—74. in 
consistence, in experience, in selection and 
rejection, 82, 83 and x. in performance 
of moral offices, 83 and . concurring 
sentiments of different sects of philoso- 
phers on the subject of happiness, 84— 
86, x. virtue and happiness, one, 101, x. 
real self-interest and happiness, one, 
105, x. pursued by all, 108 and x. 

Hecato, the Stoic, 89, x. 
Hermes, called Kowds, or Common, why, 

46, n. 

Hobbs, his account of happiness, 86, 2. 
Homer, 51, 2. 25, x. 
Horace, 7, 30,”. 32, 38, 41, 55, 75,2. 78, 

Blin. 95,n. 99, x. 

Ideas, in poetry we form our own, in paint- 
ing we take them from the artists, 34, 35. 
reciprocate with affections, 40. ideas, 
specific, their high rank, 93, 94 and n. 

Jerome, his notion of the Stoics, 80, x. 
Ill. See Evil. 
Imitation, objects of, different from the 

media of imitation, how, 28. extend 
further than the media, ibid. and 29, 30. 
imitation, media of, what to painting, 28, 
29. what to music, 28, 31, 33. what 
to poetry, 28, 33. whence imitations by 
different arts derive their preeminence, 
28, 29. imitation natural to man, and 
pleasing, why, 35. 

Imitative arts, 27. 
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Individuals, See Particulars, 
Injustice, unnatural, why, 66, ”. 106, 
Instinct, 4. different from reason, how, 

62. 
Interest, all governed by, 105. and justly, 

ibid. a detached one, impossible, ibid. a 
social one, happiness, zb¢d. private and 
public, inseparable, 105, x. 

Joannes Grammaticus. See Philoponus. 
Justice, natural, why, 67, 106 and x. joined 

by the Stoics to piety, 107, x. 

Koivds vovs, common sense, 46, 2. 
Kardp0wors and nardp0wua, 73, 2. 

Language, its rise, 27, ~. founded in com- 
pact, zbid. See Speech. 

Law, universal, described, 72, 73,7. the 
same as right reason, 66,2. and as God 
himself, 73, 7. 101. 

Legislators, their high character, 22, 26, 2. 
Liberty, the gift of God, 26,”. philosophic, 

what, 102. 
Life, 55. life according to virtue and to 

moral offices, the same, 69 and x. life, 
and its events, the subject-matter to the 
moral artist, 75,2. life, human, a drama, 
89 and m. 99 and x. 

Lives, four sorts of, 50 and. the political, 
51. the lucrative, 52. the pleasurable, 
52, 53. the contemplative, 54, 55. all 
inadequate, zbid. active and social, ibid. 

Love, philosophic, its progress and end, 
100 and m 102. 

Logic, when useful, when not, 108. 

Man, his nature and constitution, examined, 
58—66. by nature, social, 58—62, ra- 
tional, 62—66. the perfect man, 91 and 
nm. 103, 104. man, a part only of the 
whole, 100 and ». made by God and 
nature, not a slave, but free, 26,7. 

Mankind, their modes of action, 4, 2. 
Manners, or characters, 36,7. 38. 
Manuscript, of Philoponus, 25, x. of Pro- 

clus, 46,7. 94, m. 
Master-knowledge and science, 37, 99, 108, 

26, n. 
Maraorexyvia, what, 8, 7. 
Matter, 97, 2. 
Maximus Tyrius, 92,2. 
Metaphysics, called so, why, 26, 2. 
Milton, 32, 34,2”. 39,” 54, 73,2. 
Mimetic. See Imitative. 
Mind, recognises the natural world through 

the senses, 27. particular minds, har- 
mony of, with the universal, 101, 102. 
the more respectable, how characterized, 
97, 2. 

Moral office, defined, 69 and. happiness, 
to live performing them, 84 and 2. 

Morals, united with religion, 96. 
treated apart, bid. 

Motion, its species, with a view to the mi- 

why 
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metic arts, 30, 31. natural differs from 
musical, how, 31. imitated by painting, 
how, 29. more motions in music than in 
poetry, 33. 

Music, art of, its media of imitation, 88. 

its subjects, 30. imitates joy and grief, 
how, 31. its imitation far inferior to that 
of painting, why, bid. its efficacy de- 
rived elsewhere, 39. by help of natural 
media, imitates nearly as well as poetry, 
though inferior, 33, 35. an ally to poetry, 
how, 39. raises affections, rather than 
ideas, 40. its force in consequence of 
this, 40, 41. objections to singing of 
dramas, solved, 41. 

Musical discords, different to different 
hearers, whence, 97. 

Nations, comparative estimate of, how to 
be formed, 27, 2. 

Nature, divine; human, brutal, vegetable, 
3. defined, 6, . 12, 2 her treatment 
of man, 43 and z. how distinguished 
from, and opposed to reason, 64, 65. 
governed by one efficient cause, 65. when 
and why she deviates, 65, 2. the pri- 
maries of nature, Ta mp@ra Tis picews, 
what, 70, 2. 

N ataral philosophy, its order in the rank 
of sciences, 26, 7. 

Necessary, and impossible, 12, . 
Necessity, natural, how distinguished from 

natural desire, 5,”. 18, x. 
Nicias, the painter, his judicious remarks 

on the subjects of his art, 30, 2. 

Object of universal pursuit, what, 108 andz. 
objects of perception, to be valued, not 
by their number, but their worth, 97, x. 

Painting, art of, its media of imitation, 28. 
its subjects, 29. imitates sounds, motions, 
passions, affections, characters, how, <bid. 
38. its best subjects, how circumstanced, 
30, 34. confined to an instant, as to time, 

30. not so as to space, ébid. 
Particulars, their characters, 98 and x. 
Paul, quoted, 72, x. 
Perceptions, sensitive differ from intellec- 

tual, how, 66, 2. 

Perfection, where, and how it exists, 92— 
95. See Standard. 

Peripatetics, unite self and social, 106, n. 
Persius, 99,2. 
Perspicuity, essential to arts, 30, 2. 
Philoponus, 19, 2. 65, 2 25, n. See 

Joannes Grammaticus. 
Philosophers, the concurring sentiments of 

various sects of, concerning happiness 
and moral ends, illustrated from the Py- 
thagoreans, 84, x. the Socratics, 85, 2 
the Peripatetics, ibid. the Epicureans, 
ibid. Thomas Prscegi 86, 2. the Stoics, 

~. passim, 

Philosophy, its progress, and end or aim, 
according to the Peripatetics, 11, ”. ac- 
cording to the Platonics, 97, 98, ”. phi- 
losophy ancient, different in its method 
from modern, how, 98,2. its threefold 
division according to the ancients, 108, ». 
the first philosophy, what, and why so 
called, 26, x. 

Physics, when useful, when not, 108. prior 
to metaphysics, why, 26, x. 

Physical events, their different effect on 
weak, and on generous minds, 26, ». 

Piety, connected with virtue, 106, 107. 
their different employs, 107, 2. 

Plato, his idea of God not philosophizing, 
and why, 6,2. of the invention of arts, 
14, 2. of tha sovereign good, 45, ”. his 
argument for society, 60,”. 63,2”. quoted 
8,2. 16,2. 64,2. 68,2. 75,2. 79, 80. 
90,” 100, x”. 106,” 108, makes 
God the standard, 95, . his philoso- 
phical synthesis, 98, . his progress of 
love, 100, ». 

Plutarch, describes law universal, 73, 2. 
quoted, 46, . 57, n. 73,n”. 74,2. 87, n. 
88, 2. 92,2. 93,n. 101, 2. 108, 2. 

Poetry, art of, its media of imitation, 28. 
media partly natural, partly artificial, 
ibid, 32. its force by help of natural 
media, 32. in this view, limited, 33. and 
inferior to painting, bid. 35. but nearly 
equal to music, 33. poetry, its force by 
help of an artificial medium, language, 
34, inferior to painting, where the sub- 
ject is most perfectly adapted to painting, 
ibid. the reason, tbid. m. superior to 
music, 35. poetry, the objects most per- 
fectly adapted to it, described, 36—38. 
its force in these last subjects, 38. com- 
pared to painting, zbid. to music, 39. 
greatly superior to both, and why, zbid 
associates with music, how, ibid. derives 
power merely from its numbers, ébid. 

Porphyry, 98, x. 
Portents, and monsters, what and whence, 

65, 2. 
Power, 7. natural, prior to energy, 5, x. 

how different from habit, or custom, ibid. 
Practice and theory, 45. 
Preconceptions, mpoAnWeis, 45, 46 and n, 

defined, 46, x. 

Proclus, manuscript of, quotations from, 
46, 47, n. 94, 2 97, m 

Proficiency, 95 and n. 
Prudence, natural, and our interest, 67. 

Quintilian, his account of waraorexvia, or 
inane and false art, 8, x. of energies and 
works, 19, x. of speech, 61, 2..of the 
event, in rhetoric, 75, 2. of the force of 
music, 40, 2. of the perfect orator, 93, 2. 
95, 2. 

Raphael Urbin, 30, x. 34, 

~~ a eee a 

a 
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Reason, natural to man, 63. different from 
instinct, how, 62, 63. rational implies 
social, 66, n. reason and law, the same, 
ibid. its character, 98, 99 and x. uni- 
versal, see God. 

Reason, degraded, how, 99 and 
Rectitude of endeavours, or conduct, 72, 73 

and 2. proposed as the sovereign good, 
72, 73. examined by our preconceptions 
of good, 77, 78. explained, 73, x. 

Religion, connected with morals, 96, 107. 
See Piety. 

Reserve, philosophical, what, 102 and x, 

Salvator Rosa, 30, 2. 
Sanctius, 61, x. 
Scaliger, 14 ». 18, ». 19, x. 
Science, its objects, what, 94, 2. 97, . 
Self, 47, . See Interest, Happiness, Virtue. 
Selfdenial, discussed, 104. 

Seneca, his account of the causes, 23, x. 
quoted, 76, . 84, . his notion of the 
perfect man, 94, 95, . of futurity, 100, x. 

of philosophic reserve, 102, 2. translates 
Cleanthes, bid. 

Sense, objects of, their character, 94, x. 
97, 98, n. common, what, 46, . 

Sentiments, their description and end, 36, ”. 
Sextus Empiricus, 93, x. 
Shaftesbury, earl of, quoted, 30, . 81, x. 

100, x. 
Shakspeare, 44. 
Simplicius explains the Stoic definition of 

moral duty, 69, . 
Social affections, natural, 60, 87, 88, n. 

social principle implied in rational, 66, x. 
contributes to happiness, 78. : 

Society, natural to man, 61, 88, . pro- 
gress of a rising one, from its commence- 
ment to its completion, 25, 26, x. neces- 
sary to the production of science, why, 
26, 27, 2. 

Socrates, his notion of happiness, 79, 80, 
74, n. his proficiency, 95 and x. 

Soul of man, has various faculties, 104, 
Sounds, imitated by painting, how, 29. 

musical, different from natural, how, 31. 
inferior to those of poetry, in the view 
of imitation, why, 33. 

Speech, its powers natural, 61. our social 
nature proved from it, 61, 2. its origin, 
27. See Hermes. 

Spenser, 53. 
Sportsmen resemble philosophers, how, 78. 
Standard, when found among the many, 

when among the few, 64 and x. natural 
state, a standard for what, 93 and x. of 
perfection, natural and moral, 93. found 
in no one individual, ¢bid, and ». general 
reasoning on the idea of standard, 95, x. 
God, the moral standard, ibid. reason, a 
standard, 98. 

Stobzeus, his account of the virtues, 68, x. 
makes virtue agreeable to nature, ¢bid. 
defines a moral duty, iid. quoted, 17, 2. 
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81, 2. 82,7. 83, n. 84,2. 87, n. 
Stoic philosophy, its idea of the sovereign 

good, 45—52. objects to the Peripatetic 
idea, and why, 68, ~. its notion of law 
universal, 72, 73, ». holds its idea of 
good most consonant to our preconcep- 

tions, 74, 2. resembles the Christian reli- 
gion, 44, 80 and z. takes not away the 
difference in things, but establishes it, 

86 and z. suppresses no natural affections, 
ibid. its apathy, what, 86—88, n. what 
not, 87,2”. its idea of the perfect moral 
character, 88, ~. its attachment to the 
social scheme, ibid. Stoic system, what 
it is not, 87, 88. what it is, 89, 90. did 
not reject externals, 89, ~. its perfect 
man, 93, . 95, ». made real self and 
social the same, 105, x. 

Substances, their species, 26, x. 97, 98. 

Temperance, natural, why, 67. 
Terence, places good not in externals, but 

in their proper use, 75, x. 
Themistius, 12, 2 13, ». holds the same 

science of contraries, 68, ”. gives the 
Stoic account of the passions, 87, . cha- 
racterizes the most excellent mind by its 
objects, how, 97, x. 

Theory, compared to practice, 45, 103. 
Things, not indifferent, 56. their value 

adjusted by the peculiar nature of each 
species, 57. division of them with respect 
to beings sensitive, 56. philosophy takes 
not away their distinction, 86 and x. 

Tragedy, end of, explained, 37, 2. 

Valerius Maximus, 2, 7. 
Varro, his notion of genius, 91, x. 
Verse, English heroic, 39. 
Vice, as much self-denial in, as in virtue, 
‘104. 
Virgil, his account of the cause which gave 

birth to arts, 17, ~. quoted, 32, 44, 70, 
95, 97. 

Virtue, cardinal virtues, 68 and ». virtue 
connected with religion, 96. inseparable 
from self, 47, 7. 105, 106 and x. 

Universe, one city or commonwealth, 96, 
97, 100, 101, 102. how we rise to its 
idea, 96. the mansion of Jove, where all 
is fair and good, 97, x. 

Well-being, compared to mere-being, 27. 
Whole, man, a part of, 100 and z. 
Wise men, the seven, their character and 

employ, 26, 2. 

Xenocrates, his notion of happiness, 85, », 
of daluwr, or genius, ébid. and 91, n. 

Xenophon, 92, 2. 

Zeno, his account of the end of man, 81, x. 
84, n. of a passion, or perturbation, 
mdGos, 87,7”. makes the passions to be 
erroneous jugdments, ébid. 
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ApJsEcTivE, how it differs from other at- 
tributives, such as the verb and the parti- 
ciple, 171. verbal, itd. pronominal, 172. 
strictly speaking can have no genders, ibid 

Adverbs, their character and use, 173. ad- 
verbs of intension and remission, 174. 
of comparison, 174, 175. of time, and 
place, and motion, 176, 177. made out of 
prepositions, 177. adverbs of interroga- 
tion, ibid. affinity between these last, 
and the pronoun relative, bid. adverbs 
derived from every part of speech, 178. 
found in every predicament, zbid. called 
by the Stoics, ravdéxrns, ibid. 

Eschines, 239. 
Alexander Aphrodisiensis, 202, 206. his 

account of fancy, or imagination, 219. 
Alexander and Thais, 137. his influence 

upon the Greek genius, 239. 
Amafanius, 238. 
Ammonius, his account of speech, and its 

relations, 118. of the progress of human 
knowledge from complex to simple, 120. 
of the soul’s two principal powers, 122. 
of the species of sentences, ibid. his no- 
tion of God, 133. quoted, 134. his notion 
of a verb, 142, 173. his notion of time, 
145. illustrates from Homer the species 
of modes or sentences, 159. quoted, 162. 
his notion of conjunctive particles, and 
of the unity which they produce, 187. 
quoted, 197. his account of sound, voice, 
articulations, &c. 209, 211. of the dis- 
tinction between a symbol and a resem- 
blance, 212. what he thought the human 
body with respect to the soul, 213. his 
triple order of ideas or forms, 228. 

Analysis and synthesis, 117, 118, 222. 
analysis of cases, 196, 197, 199. 

Anaxagoras, 195. 
Anthologia Gr. 131. 
Antoninus, 170, 206, 235, 236, 239. 
Apollonius, the grammarian, explains the 

species of words by the species of let- 
ters, 125. his elegant name for the noun 
and verb, 126. quoted, 135. his idea 
of a pronoun, zbid. and 136. quoted, 137. 
explains the distinction and relation be- 
tween the article and the pronoun, 138. 
his two species of Seis, or indication, 
139. holds a wide difference between the 
prepositive and subjunctive articles, cbid. 
explains the nature of the subjunctive 
article, 140. corrects Homer from the 
doctrine of enclitics, 141. his notion of 
that tense called the preteritum per- 
fectum, 155. holds the soul’s disposition 
peculiarly explained by verbs, 158. his 
notion of the indicative mood, 161. of 

the future, implied in all imperatives, 
162. explains the power of those past 
tenses, found in the Greek imperatives, 
ibid. his idea of the infinitive, 165. his 
name for it, zbid. quoted, 166, 168. his 
notion of middle verbs, ibid. quoted, 169. 
170, 174. explains the power and effect 
of the Greek article, 180, 181. holds it 
essential to the pronoun not to coalesce 
with it, 182, 183. shews the different 
force of the article when differently 
placed in the same sentence 184. quoted, 
186, 187. his idea of the preposition, 
192. 

Apuleius, short account of him, 238. 
Aquinas, Thomas, quoted, 381. 
Argument @ priori and a posteriori, 119. 

which of the two more natural to man, 

Aristophanes, 240. 
Aristotle, his notion of truth, 117. quoted, 

119. his notion of the difference between 
things absolutely prior and relatively 
prior, tbid. quoted, 121. his definition 
of a sentence, 122. of a word, 123. of 
substance, 125. divides things into sub- 
stance and accident, ibid. how many 
parts of speech he admitted, and why, 
126, 127. his notion of genders, 129. 
his account of the metaphorical use of 
sex, 131. quoted, 133, 142. his defini- 
tion of a verb, 144. his notion of a now, 
or instant, 146. sensation limited to it, 
146, 147. of time, 147, 148. of time’s 
dependence on the soul, 149. quoted, 
151, 173. his notion of substance, 176. 
calls Euripides 6 wonrys, 181. himself 
called the Stagirite, why, 182. a dis- 
tinction of his, zbid. his definition of a 
conjunction, 186. a passage in his rhe- 
toric explained, 187. his account of re- 
latives, 200. his notion of the divine 
nature, 204. whom he thought it was 
probable the gods should love, cbid. his 
notion of intellect and intelligible objects, 
ibid. held words founded in compact, 207. 
quoted, 206, 209. his account of the 
elements, or letters, 210. his high notion 
of principles, zbid. quoted, 219, 226, 
379. his notion of the difference between 
moveable and immoveable existence, 221. 
between intellectual or divine pleasure, 
and that which is subordinate, ibid. 
quoted, ibid. his notion of the divine life 
or existence compared with that of man, 
tbid. of the difference between the Greeks 
and the Barbarians, 236. his character, 
as a writer, compared with Plato and 
Xenophon, 240. corresponds with Alex- 
ander, 239. 
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Arithmetic, founded upon what principles, 
218. (See Geometry.) its subject, what, 
222. owes its being to the mind, how, bid 

Art, what, and artist, who, 149, 218. 
Articles, 126. their near alliance with pro- 

- nouns, 138. of two kinds, 179. the first 
kind, 179—184. the second kind, 184, 
185. English articles, their difference and 
use, 179. Greek article, 180. articles 
denote pre-acquaintance, ibid. thence 
eminence and notoriety, 181, 182. with 
what words they associate, with what 
not, 182, 183. Greek article marks the 
subject in propositions, 184. articles, in- 
stances of their effect, zbid. articles pro- 
nominal, 137, 138, 184. instances of 
their effect, 185, 217. subjunctive article, 
see Pronoun relative or subjunctive. 

Articulation. See Voice. 
Asconius, 155. 
Attributives, 125, 126. defined, 141. of the 

first order, 141—172. of the second 
order, 173—178. See Verb, Participle, 
Adjective, Adverb. 

Aulus Gellius, short account of him as a 
writer, 238. 

Bacon, his notion of universal grammar, 
117. of ancient languages and geniuses, 
compared to modern, 200. of mental 
separation or division, 205. of symbols, 
to convey our thoughts, 213. of the 
analogy between the geniuses of nations 
and their languages, 236. 

Being, or existence, mutable, immutable, 
142, 224. temporary, superior to time, 
143. See Truth, God. 

Belisarius, 161. 
Blemmides, Nicephorus, his notion of time 

present, 151. his etymology of *Em- 
orhun, 223. his triple order of forms or 
ideas, 231. 

Body, instrument of the mind, 205. chief 
object of modern philosophy, ¢bid. con- 
founded with matter, 206. human, the 
mind’s veil, 212. body, that, or mind, 
which has precedence in different sys- 
tems, 232. 

Boerhaave, 209. 
Boethius, how many parts of speech he ad- 

mitted as necessary to logic, 126. his 
idea of God’s existence, 143. illustrates 
from Virgil the species of modes or sen- 
tences, 160. quoted, 207. held language 
founded in compact, zbid. refers to the 
Deity’s unalterable nature, 221. his no- 
tion of original, intelligible ideas, 233. of 
the difference between time (however 
immense) and eternity, 230. short account 
of his writings and character, 239. 

Both, differs from two, how, 183. 
Brutus, 238, 240. 

Cesar, C. Julius, his laconic epistle, 169. 
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Cesar, Octavius, influence of his govern- 
ment upon the Roman genius, 240. 

Callimachus, 132. 
Cases, scarce any such thing in modern lan- 

guages, 196. name of, whence, 197. no- 
minative, 198. accusative, 199. genitive 
and dative, 199, 200. vocative, why 
omitted, 197. ablative, peculiar to the 
Romans, and how they employed it, ibid. 

Causes, conjunctions connect the four 
species of, with their effects, 189. final 
cause, first in speculation, but last in 
event, ibid. has its peculiar mode, 158. 
peculiar conjunction, 189, peculiar case, 
200. 

Chalcidius, 204, short account of him, 238. 
Chance, subsequent to mind and reason, 

226. 
Charisius, Sosipater, 177, 178. 
Cicero, 155, 166, 195, 196, 206, 207, 236. 

compelled to allow the unfitness of the 
Latin tongue for philosophy, 237. one 
of the first that introduced it into the 
Latin language, bid. Ciceronian and So- 
cratic periods, 239. 

City, feminine, why, 131. 
Clark, Dr. Sam. 154, 
Comparison, degrees of, 174, 175. why 

verbs admit it not, 175. why incompa- 
tible with certain attributives, ibid. why 
with all substantives, cid. 

Conjunction, 126. its definition, 186. its 
two kinds, 187. conjunctions copulative, 
ibid. continuative, ibid. suppositive, posi- 
tive, 188. causal, collective, ibid. disjunc- 
tive simple, 190. adversative, ibid, adver- 
sative absolute, ibid. of comparison, 191. 
adequate, ibid. inadequate, ibid. subdis- 
junctive, zbid. some conjunctions have an 
ene signification, when taken alone, 
92. 

Connective, 126. its two kinds, 185, 186, 
its first kind, 185—192. its second 
192—196. See Conjunction, Preposi- 
tion. 

Consentius, his notion of the neuter gender, 
129. of middle verbs, 169. of the positive 
degree, 175. 

Consonant, what, and why so called, 210. 
Contraries, pass into each other, 155. de- 

structive of each other, 190. 
Conversation, what, 233. 
Conversion, of attributives into substantives, 

128. of substantives into attributives, 
170, 172. of attributives into one 
another, 171. of interrogatives into re- 
latives, and vice versa, 177. of connec- 
tives into attributives, ibid. 196. 

Corn. Nepos, 149. 
Country, feminine, why, 131. 

Damascius, his notion of deity, 231. 
Death, masculine, why, 132. brother to 

sleep, bid. é 
Declension, the name, whence, 198, 
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Definitive, 126, 179. See Articles. 
Definitions, what, 223. 
Aecitis, 135, 139. 
Demosthenes, 131, 239, 240. 
Derivatives more rationally formed than 

primitives, why, 214. 
Design, necessarily implies mind, 226. 
Diogenes, the Cynic, 239. 
Diogenes Laertius, 127, 159, 162, 208, 

209, 210, 236. . 
Dionysius of Halicarnassus, 127. 
Diversity, its importance to nature, 189. 

heightens by degrees, and how, «bid. 
Donatus, 138, 195. 

Earth, feminine, why, 130. 
Ecclesiasticus, 133. 
Element, defined, 210. primary articula- 

tions or letters so called, why, ibid. their 
extensive application, 211. See Letters. 

Empiric, who, 218. 
Enclitics, among the 

character, 141. 
English tongue, its rule as to genders, 129. 

a peculiar privilege of, 134. expresses 
the power of contradistinctive and en- 
clitic pronouns, 141. its poverty as to 
the expression of modes and tenses, 160. 
its analogy in the formation of participles, 
171. neglected by illiterate writers, bid. 
force and power of its articles; 179— 
184. shews the predicate of the proposi- 
tion by position, as also the accusative 
case of the sentence, 124, 196, 197. its 
character as a language, 236. 

Epictetus, 206, 237. 
"EmioThun, its etymology, 223. 
Ether, masculine, why, 130. 
Euclid, a difference between him and Virgil, 

136. his theorems founded upon what, 
215. 

Euripides, 132. 206. 
Existence, differs from essence, how, 202. 
Experience, founded on what, 218. 
Experiment, its utility, 218, conducive to 

art, how, ibid. beholden to science, though 
science not to that, zbid. 

pronouns, their 

Form and matter, 117, 119. elementary 
principles, 205. mysteriously blended in 
their co-existence, ibid. and 207. form, 
its original meaning, what, 206. trans- 
ferred from lower things to the highest, 
207. preexistent, where, zbid. described 
by Cicero, 206, 207. in speech, what, 
207, 211. form of forms, 206. triple 

--order of forms in art, 224. in nature, 
225. intelligible or specific forms, their 
peculiar character, 221, 222, 223, 227. 

Fortune, feminine, why, 133. 
Fuller, 170. 

Gaza, Theodore, his definition of a word, 
123. explains the persons in pronouns, 
136. hardly admits the subjunctive for 
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an article, 139. his account of the tenses, 
154. of modes, 158, quoted, 161. calls 
the infinitive the verb’s noun, 165. 
quoted, 170, his definition of an adverb, 
173. arranges adverbs by classes, accord- 
ing to the order of the predicaments, 178- 
explains the power of the article, 180. 
quoted, 182. explains the different 
powers of conjunctive particles, 188. of 
disjunctive, 189. his singular explanation 
of a verse in Homer, 190. quoted, 192, 
196, 

Gemistus, Georgius, otherwise Pletho, his 
doctrine of ideas or intelligible forms, 232. 

Genders, their origin, 129. their natural 
number, ibid. (See Sex.) why wanting 
to the first and second pronoun, 136. 

Genus and species, why they (but not indi- 
viduals) admit of number, 128. 

Geometry, founded on what principles, 218. 
that and arithmetic independent on ex- 
periment, ibid. (See Science.) its subject, 
what, 222. beholden for it to the mind, 
how, ibid. 

God, expressed by neuters, such as 7d 
Octov, numen, &c. why, 132, 133. as 
masculine, why, ¢bid. immutable, and 
superior to time and its distinctions, 143. 

allwise, and always wise, 204. immediate 
objects of his wisdom, what, zbid. whom 
among men he may be supposed to love, 
tbid. form of forms, sovereign artist, 
206, 207, 227. above all intensions and 
remissions, 164, 220, 227. his existence 
different from that of man, how, 220, 
221. his divine attributes, ibid. his ex- 
istence necessarily infers that of ideas or 
exemplary forms, 226, 227. exquisite 
perfection of these divine ideas or forms, 

' 227. his stupendous view of all at once, 
231. region of truth, 164, 231, 235. in 
him knowledge and power unite, 228. 

Good, above all utility, and totally distinct 
from it, 203. sought by all men, zbid. 
considered by all as valuable for itself, 
ibid. intellectual, its character, ibid. See 
Science, God. 

Gorgias, 132. 
Grammar, philosophical or universal, 117. 

how essential to other arts, 118. how 
distinguished from other grammars, 120. 

Grammarians, error of, in naming verbs 
neuter, 168. in degrees of comparison, 
174. in the syntax of conjunctions, 186. 

Greeks, their character, as a nation, 238. 
Asiatic Greeks, different from the other 
Greeks, and why, 239. Grecian genius, 
its maturity and decay, ibid. 

Greek tongue, how perfect in the expression 
of modes and tenses, 160. force of its 
imperatives in the past tenses, 162. 
wrong in ranging interjections with 
adverbs, 201]. its character, as a language, 
239, 241. 

Grocinus, his system of the tenses, 154. 
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Heraclitus, saying of, 119. his system of 
things, what, 223. 

Hermes, his figure, attributes, and character, 
210. authors who have writ of him, 
ibid. 

Hesiod, called 6 ro:nris, the poet, by Plato, 
182. 

Hoadly’s accidence, 154. 
Homer, 131, 132, 140, 141, 159, 160, 181, 

185, 190, 196, 199, 206, 239, 240. 
Horace, 133, 140, 153, 158, 159, 164, 166, 

169, 175, 178, 184, 192, 237, 241. 

Ideas, of what, words the symbols, 215— 
217. if only particular were to exist, the 
consequence what, 214. general, their 
importance, 215. undervalued by whom, 
and why, 217. of what faculty the ob- 
jects, 220. their character, 221, 222, 231. 

the only objects of science and real know- 
ledge, why, 223. acquired, how, 218— 
224. derived, whence, 224, &c. their triple 
order in art, 225. the same in nature, 
228. essential to mind, why, 226, 227. 
the first and highest ideas, character of, 
228. ideas, their different sources, stated, 
234. their real source, 226, 227. 

Jeremiah, 235. 
Imagination, what, 219. differs from sense, 

how, #id. from memory and recollection, 
how, ibid. 

Individuals, why so called, 128. quit their 
character, how, and why, ibid. and 129. 
their infinity, how expressed by a finite 
number of words, 179, 180, 185, 216. 
become objects of knowledge, how, 223, 
224. 

Instant. See Now. 
Intellect. See Mind. 
Interjections, their application and effect, 

201. no distinct part of speech with the 
Greeks, though with the Latins, zed. 
their character and description, ibid. 

Interrogation, its species explained and il- 
lustrated, 161, 162. interrogatives refuse 
the article, why, 183. 

Joannes Grammat, See Philoponus. 
Tsocrates, 240, 
Julian, 239. 

Kuster, 168. 
Knowledge, if any more excellent than 

sensation, the consequence, 224. 

Language, how constituted, 211. defined, 
212. founded in compact, 207,211. (See 
Speech.) symbolic, not imitative, why, 
212—219. impossible for it to express 
the real essences of things, 213. its 
double capacity, why necessary, 217. its 
matter, what, ibid. its form, what, ébid. 
its precision and permanence, derived 
whence, 216. particular languages, their 
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identity, whence, 224. their diversity, 
whence, zbid. See English, Greek, Latin, 
Oriental. 

Latin tongue, deficient in aorists, and how 
it supplies the defect, 153. its peculiar 
use of the preteritum perfectum, 155. 
has recourse to auxiliars for some modes 
and tenses, 160. to a periphrasis for some 
participles, 171. in what sense it has 
articles, 184, the ablative, a case pecu- 
liar to it, 197. right in separating inter- 
jections from the other parts of speech, 
201. its character as a language, 237. 
not made for philosophy, bid. sunk with 
Boethius, 238. 

Letters, what Socrates thought of their in- 
ventor, 210. divine honours paid him by 
the Egyptians, ijid. See Element. 

Liberty, its influence upon men’s genius, 
240. 

Life, connected with being, 151, 204. 
Linnzus, 130. 
Literature, its cause, and that of virtue, 

connected, how, 236. ancient, recom- 
mended to the study of the liberal, 241. 
its peculiar effect with regard to.a man’s 
character, zbid. 

Logic, what, 118. 
Longinus, noble remark of, 240, 
Lucian, 129. 
Lucilius, ibid. 

Macrobius, short account of him, 238, 
quoted, 154, 163, 166. 

Man, rational and social, 117. his peculiar 
ornament, what, did. first or prior to 

man, what, 119, 195. his existence, the 
manner of, what, 220. how most likely 
to advance in happiness, 221. has within 
him something divine, 204. his ideas, 
whence derived, 232—234. medium, 
through which he derives them, what, 
220, 232. his errors, whence, 236. to be 
corrected, how, ibid. 

Manuscripts quoted, of Olympiodorus, 223, 
282. of Philoponus, 147, 223, 227. of 
Proclus, 226, 227. of Damascius, 231. 

Marcianus Capella, short account of him, © 
238. 

Master artist, what forms his character, 
149. 

Matter joined with form, 117, 119. its 
original meaning, confounded by the vul- 
gar, how, 206. its extensive character 
according to ancient philosophy, 205. 
described by Cicero, 207. of language, 
what, tid. described at large, 208, &e. 

Maximus Tyrius, his notion of the supreme 
intellect, 164, 

Memory and recollection, what, 219. dis. 
tinguished from imagination or fancy 
how, bid. 

Metaphor, its use, 195. 

20 
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Metaphysicians, modern, their systems, 
what, 231. 

Milton, 120, 121, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 
140, 153, 160, 177, 194, 227, 235. 

Mind (not sense) recognises time, 148, 149. 
universal, 164, 207, 220. differs not (as 
sense does) from the objects of its per- 
ception, 204. acts in part through the 
body, in part without it, 205. its high 
power of separation, ibid. and 222. pene- 
trates into all things, 205. vovs dAuds, 
what, 206. mind differs from sense, how, 
221,222. the source of union by viewing 
one in many, ébid. of distinction by view- 
ing many in one, 222. without ideas, re- 
sembles what, 228. region of truth and 
science, 223. that or body, which has 
precedence, 231,232. mind, human, how 
spontaneous and easy in its energies, 221. 
all minds similar and congenial, why, 
233. 

Modes or moods, whence derived, and to 
what end destined, 158. declarative or 
indicative, ébid. potential, ébid. subjunc- 

tive, 159. interrogative, ib¢d. inquisitive, 
ibid. imperative, ibid. precative or op- 
tative, ibid. the several species illustrated 
from Homer, Virgil, and Milton, <bid. 
infinitive mode, its peculiar character, 
164. how dignified by the Stoies, cbed. 
other modes resolvable into it, 165, its 
application and coalescence, ibid. mode of 
science, of conjecture, of proficiency, of 
legislature, 166. modes compared and 
distinguished, 160—-163. Greek impera- 
tives of the past, explained and illustrated, 
162. 

Moon, feminine, why, 150. 
Motion, and even its privation, necessarily 

imply time, 144. 
Muretus, quoted, 237. his notion of the 

Romans, ibid. 
Musonius Rufus, 238. 

Names, proper, what the consequence if no 
other words, 214. their use, 216. hardly 
parts of language, ilzd. and 224. 

Nathan and Dayid, 184. 
Nature, first to nature, first to man, how 

they differ, 119. frugality of, 209. na- 
tures subordinate subservient to the 
higher, 220. 

Nicephorus. See Blemmides. 
Nicomachus, 227. 
Noun, or substantive, its three sorts, 127. 

what nouns susceptible of number, and 
why, 128. only part of speech susceptible 
of gender, 129. 

A now, or instant, the bound of time, but 
no part of it, 146. analogous to a point 
in a geometrical line, zbid. its use with 
respect to time, zbid. its minute and 
transient presence illustrated, 151. by 
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this presence time made present, 150, 151. 
See Time, Place, Space. 

Number, to what words it appertains, and 
why, 128. 

Objectors, ludicrous, 202. grave, ibid. 
Ocean, masculine, why, 131. 
Olympiodorus, quoted from a manuscript— 

his notion of knowledge, and its degrees, 
224, of general ideas, the objects of 
science, 232. 

One, by natural coincidence, 164, 167, 173, 
187, 193. by the help of external con- 
nectives, 187, 194. 

Oriental languages, number of their parts 
of speech, 127. their character and ge- 
nius, 236, 237. 

Orpheus, 228. 
Ovid, 155, 158, 177. 

Participle, how different from the verb, 143, 
170. its essence or character, 171. how 
different from the adjective, ibid. See 
Attributive, Latin and English tongues. 

Particulars, how, though infinite, expressed 
by words which are finite, 216. conse- 
quence of attaching ourselves wholly to 
them, 218. 

Pausanias, 199. 
Perception and volition, the soul’s leading 

powers, 121, 122. perception twofold, 
217. in man what first, 119, 218, 220. 
sensitive and intellective differ, how, 221. 
if not correspondent to its objects, er- 
roneous, 223. 

Period. See Sentence. 
Peripatetic philosophy, in the latter ages 

commonly united with the Platonic, 163. 
what species of sentences it admitted, 
159. its notion of cases, 197. held words 
founded in compact, 207. 

Perizonius, his rational account of the per- 
sons in nouns and pronouns, 167. 

Persius, 138, 164,224. short account of his 
character, 238. 

Persons, first, second, third, their origin and 
use, 135, 136. 

Philoponus, his notion of time, 147. of the 
business of wisdom or philosophy, 223, 
of God, the Sovereign Artist, 227. 

Philosophers, ancient, who not qualified to 
write or talk about them, 195. provided 
words for new ideas, how, zbid. 

Philosophers, modern, their notion of ideas, 
217, 218. their employment, 218. their 
criterion of truth, zbéd. deduce all from 
body, 231. supply the place of occult 
qualities, how, 232. 

Philosophy, what would banish it out of 
the world, 202. its proper business, what, 
223. ancient differs from modern, how, 
205. modern, its chief object, what, zbid. 

Place, mediate and immediate, 151. applied 
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to illustrate the present time, and the 
present instant, iid. its various relations 
denoted, how, 194,195. its latitude and 
universality, 194. 

Plato, 123. how many parts of speech he 
admitted, 126. his account of genius 
and species, 128, quoted, 143. his style 
abounds with particles, why, 192. new- 
coined word of, 195. quoted, 211. in 
what he placed real happiness, 221. his 
two different and opposite etymologies of 
éemioThuny, 223, 224. his idea of time, 
231. quoted, 236. his character, as a 
writer, compared with Xenophon and 
Aristotle, 240, 

Pletho. See Gemistus. 
Pliny, his account how the ancient artists 

inscribed their names upon their works, 
156. 

Plutarch, 126. 
Poetry, what, 118. 
Porphyry, 128. 
Position, its force in syntax, 124, 183, 196, 

197. 
Prepositions, 126. defined, 192. their use, 

194, their original signification, ibid. 
their subsequent and figurative, 195. 
their different application, ibid. force in 
composition, zbid. and 196. change into 
adverbs, 177, 196. 

Principles, to be estimated from their conse- 
quences, 119,184, 185,211. of union and 

diversity, their different ends and equal 
. importance to the universe, 189. (See 

One, Union, Diversity.) elementary prin- 
ciples mysteriously blended, 205. their 
invention difficult, why, 211. those of 

arithmetic and geometry how simple, 
218. 

Priscian, defines a word, 123. explains 
from philosophy the noun and verb, 125, 
126. quoted, 127. explains how indica- 
tion and relation differ, 135. the nature 
of the pronoun, ¢bid. of pronominal per- 
sons, 136. his reason why the two first 
pronouns have no genders, 137. why but 
one pronoun of each sort, ibid. ranges 
articles with pronouns according to the 
Stoics, ébid. a pertinent observation of 
his, 142. explains the double power of 
the Latin preteritum, 153,155. his doc- 
trine concerning the tenses, 154. defines 
moods, or modes, 158. his notion of the 
imperative, 162. of the infinitive, 165. 
of verbs which naturally precede the in- 
finitive, 166. of impersonals, 168. of 
verbs neuter, ibid. of the participle, 173. 
of the adverb, 174. of comparatives, 176. 
quoted, 178. his reason why certain pro- 
nouns coalesce not with the article, 182. 
explains the different powers of con- 
nectives which conjoin, 187, 188. of con- 
nectives which disjoin, 189. quoted, 193. 
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his notion of the interjection, 201. of 
sound or voice, 208. 

Proclus, his opinion about rest, 144, quoted, 
206. explains the source of the doctrine 
of ideas, 226, 227. 

Pronouns, why so called, 135. their species, 
or persons, 136. why the first and second 
have no sex, 137. resemble articles, but 
how distinguished, 138. their coalescence, 
tbid, their importance in language, 139. 
relative or subjunctive pronoun, its nature 
and use, ibid. 140. those of the first and 
second person, when expressed, when not, 
140, éyrAcrixal and épSorovovpévat, how 
distinguished, ¢bid. primitives, refuse the 
article, why, 182. 

Protagoras, his notion of genders, 129. a 
sophism of his, 159. 

Proverbs of Solomon, 235. 
Publius Syrus, 153. 

Qualities, occult, what in modern philoso- 
phy supplies their place, 232. 

Quintilian, 162, 184, 236. 

Relatives, mutually infer each other, 189, 
200. their usual case, the genitive, ibed. 

Rhetoric, what, 118. 
Romans, their character as a nation, 237. 

Roman genius, its maturity and decay, 
239, 240. 

Sallustius Philosoph. 234, 
Sanctius, his elegant account of the dif 

ferent arts respecting speech, 118. quoted, 
127, 164, 168. rejects impersonals, 168. 
quoted, 176. his notion of the conjunc- 
tion, after Scaliger, 186. of the inter- 
jection, 201. 

Scaliger, his etymology of quis, 140. his 
notion of tenses from Grocinus, 154. his 
elegant observation upon the order of the 
tenses, 157. upon the pre-eminence of 
the indicative mode, 166. his account 
how the Latins supply the place of ar- 
ticles, 184. his notion of the conjunction, 
186. his subtle explication of its various 
powers, 187, 188, 196. his reason from 
philosophy why substantives do not coa- 
lesce, 193. his origin of prepositions, 194. 
his etymology of seientia, 223. 

Science, 118. its mode the indicative, and 
tense the present, why, 163. its con- 
junction the collective, why, 188. de- 
fended, 202. valuable for its consequences, 
ibid. for itself, 202—204. (See God.) 
pure and speculative depends on prin- 
ciples the most simple, 218. not beholden 
to experiment, though experiment to it, 
ibid. whole of it seen in composition and 
division, 223. its etymology, ibid. resi- 
dence of itself and its objects, where, 224. 
See Mind. 
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Scriptures, their sublimity, whence, 237. 
Seneca, 130, 157, 238. 
Sensation, of the present only, 147, 148, 

157. none of time, 147. each confined 
to its own objects, 213, 224. its objects 
infinite, 214,218. man’s first perception, 
ibid. consequence of attaching ourselves 
wholly to its objects, zbid. how prior to 
intellection, 226. how subsequent, 231. 

Sentence, definition of, 122. its various 
species investigated, 121. illustrated from 
Milton, 160. connection between sen- 
tences and modes, 159. 

Separation, corporeal inferior to mental, 
why, 205. P 

Servius, 155, 182. 
Sex, (see Gender,) transferred in language 

to beings, that in nature want it, and 
why, 130. substances alone susceptible 
of it, 167. 

Shakspeare, 120, 121, 123, 129, 131, 132. 
Ship, feminine, why, 131. 
Simplicius, his triple order of ideas or 

forms, 228, 229. 
Sophocles, 151. 
Soul, its leading powers, 121, 122. 
Sound, species of, 207, 208. the #An, or 

matter of language, 208. defined, zbid. 
See Voice. 

Space, how like, how unlike to time, 145. 
See Place. 

Speech, peculiar ornament of man, 117. 
how resolved or analyzed, ibid, its four 
principal parts, and why these, and not 
others, 125, 126. its matter and form 
taken together, 205—207. its matter 
taken separately, 208—211. its form 
taken separately, 211—220. necessity 
of speech, whence, 212,213. founded in 
compact, 207, 211. 

Spencer, 156. 
Spirits, animal, subtle ether, nervous ducts, 

vibrations, &c. their use in modern phi- 
losophy. See Qualities occult. 

Stoics, how many parts of speech they held, 
127. ranged articles along with pro- 
nouns, 138. their account of the tenses, 
155. multiplied the number of sentences, 
159. allowed the name of verb to the 
infinitive only, into which they supposed 
all other modes resolvable, 165, 166. 
their logical view of verbs, and their dis- 
tinctions subsequent, 169. their notion 
of the participle, 173. of the adverb, ébid. 
called the adverb wavdéxrns, and why, 
178. called the preposition otvdecuos 
mpoberixds, 192. invented new words, 
and gave new significations to old ones, 
195. their notion of cases, 197. of the 
&An, or matter of virtue, 206. of sound, 
208. of the species of sound, 209. their 
definition of an element, 210. 

Subject and predicate, how distinguished in 
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Greek, 184. how in English, 183. ana- 
logous to what in nature, 198. 

Substance and attribute, 125. the great ob- 
jects of natural union, 193. substance 
susceptible of sex, 129, 167. of number, 
128. coincides not with substance, 193. 
incapable of intension, and therefore of 
comparison, 175, 176. 

Substantive, 125, 126. described, 127. pri- 
mary, 127—135. secondary, 135, 136. 
(See Noun, Pronoun.) substantive and 
attributive, analogous in nature to what, 
198. 

SiuPapa, wapactuBaya, &c. 169. 
Sun, masculine, why, 130. 
Sylva, a peculiar signification of, 206. 
Symbol, what, 212. differs from imitation, 

how, ¢bid. preferred to it in constituting 
language, why, zbid. 

Tenses, their natural number, and why, 
152. aorists, 153. tenses either passing 
or completive, what authorities for these 
distinctions, 154, 155. preteritum per- 
Jectum of the Latins, peculiar uses of, 
155, 156. tmperfectum, peculiar uses of, 
156, 157. order of tenses in common 
grammars not fortuitous, 157. 

Terence, 177, 196. 
The and A. See Article. 
Themistius, 119. his notion how the mind 

gains the idea of time, 148. of the de- 
pendence of time on the soul’s existence, 
149. of the latent transition of nature 
from one genus to another, 192. 

Theodectes, 127. 
Theophrastus, his notion of speech under its 

various relations, 118. mentioned, 240. 
Theuth, inventor of letters, 210. See 

Hermes. 
Tibullus, 139, 155, 156. 
Time, masculine, why, 131. why implied 

in every verb, 144. gave rise to tenses, 
ibid. its most obvious division, ¢bid. 
how like, how unlike to space, 145, 146. 
strictly speaking no time present, 147. 
in what sense it may be called present, 
150, 151. all time divisible and ex- 
tended, 145,151. no object of sensation, 
why, 147. how faint and shadowy in 
existence, ibid. how, and by what power 
we gain its idea, 148. idea of the past, 
prior to that of the future, zbéd. that of 
the future, how acquired, ibid. and 149, 
how connected with art and prudence, 
149. of what faculty, time the proper 
object, cid. how intimately connected 
with the soul, id. order and value of 
its several species, 150. what things exist 
in it, what not, 163, 164. its natural 
effect on things existing in it, 131, 164. 
described by Plato, as the moving picture 
of permanent eternity, 230. this account 
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explained by Boethius, iid. and 131. 
See Now, or Instant. 

Truth, necessary, immutable, superior to all 
distinctions of present, past, and future, 
142, 143, 163, 235. (See Being, God.) 
its place or region, 164, 223. seen in 
composition and division, 118,223. even 
negative, in some degree synthetical, 118, 
189, 221. every truth one, and so recog- 
nised, how, 221. factitious truth, 235. 

Varro, 133, 134, 138, 238. 
Verb, 126. its more loose, as well as more 

strict acceptations, 141,173. verb, strictly 
so called, its character, 143. distinguished 
from participles, ibid. from adjectives, 
ibid. implies time, why, 144. tenses, 
145, fh. modes, or moods, 158, 166. 
verbs, how susceptible of number and 
person, 166. species of verbs, 167. active, 
168. passive, ibid. middle, ibid. transi- 
tive, ibid. neuter, ibid. inceptive, 154, 
170. desiderative or meditative, 154. 
formed out of substantives, 170. (See 
Time, Tenses, Modes.) impersonals re- 
jected, 168. 

Verbs substantives, their pre-eminence, 142. 
essential to every proposition, ébid. im- 
plied in every other verb, 142, 143, de- 
note existence, 142. vary, as varies the 
existence, or being, which they denote, 
143. See Being, Truth, God. 

Verses, logical, 215. 
Vice, feminine, why, 133. 
Virgil, 130, 131, 133, 136, 140, 155. his 

peculiar method of coupling the passing 
- and completive tenses, 156. quoted, 158, 

170, 175, 177, 185, 200, 230, 234. his 
idea of the Roman genius, 185. 

Virtue, feminine, why, 133. moral and in- 
tellectual differ, how, 203, 204. its mat- 
ter, what, 206. its form, what, zbid. con- 
nected with literature, how, 236. 

Understanding, its etymology,223. human 
understanding, a composite of what, 241, 
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Union, natural, the great objects of, 193, 
198. perceived by what power, 221. in 
every truth, whence derived, 222. 

Universe. See World. 
Voice, defined, 208. simple, produced, how, 

ibid. and 209. differs from articulate, 
how, tbid, articulate, what, 209, 210. 
articulate, species of, ibid. See Vowel, 
Consonant, Element. 

Volition. See Perception. 
Vossius, 127, 138, 201. 
Vowel, what, and why so called, 209. 
Utility, always and only sought by the 

sordid and illiberal, 202, 203. yet could 
have no being, were there not something 
beyond it, 203. See Good. 

Whole and parts, 119. 
Wisdom, how some philosophers thought it 

distinguished from wit, 223. 
Words, defined, 123, 211. the several spe- 

cies of, 123—126. significant by them- 
selves, significant by relation, 124. va- 
riable, invariable, ibd. significant by 
themselves and alone, 128—178. by 
relation and associated, 179—196. sig- 
nificant by compact, 207,211. symbols, 
and not imitations, 212. symbols, of 
what not, 214, 215. symbols, of what, 
215, 216, 217, 224. how, though in 
number finite, able to express infinite 
particulars, 216, 224, 

World, visible and external, the passing 
picture of what, 227,230. preserved one 
and the same, though ever changing, 
how, 229. its cause not void of reason, 
226. 

Writers, ancient polite, differ from modern 
polite, in what, and why, 192. 

Xenophon, 133, 236. his character, as a 
writer, compared with Plato and Aristotle, 

“An, 205, 206. See Matter, Sylva. 
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ABASsID&, 324, 
Abderic words, used by Democritus, 349. 
Action and passion universally diffused, 324. 

exist either in the same subject, or in 
different ones, ¢bid. first species of action, 
that of mere body perfectly insensitive, 
325. second, that of body sensitive, ibid. 
third, that of body sensitive, with reason 
superadded, zbid. fourth, that of reason 
or intellect devoid of passions, and ope- 
rating on subjects external, as in the 
case of nature and art, 326. fifth sort, 
that of pure intellect, keeping within it- 
self, bid. action pure, belongs only to the 
supreme mind ; passion pure, to the pri- 
mary matter, 328. action, three modes 
of, 329. the first mode, ibid. the second, 
ibid. the third, 330. 

Action, in public life often aided by specu- 
lation, 247, 248. 

Action and re-action, 261, 330. 
Active and passive, run through the uni- 

verse, 277, 281, 289, 328. 
Activity, pure, where it exists, 281, 299, 

329. 
Actors, on the stage, and in life, 247, 348. 
Actual and perfect, necessarily previous to 

their contraries, or else nothing could 
have been actual and perfect, 332, actual 
and capable, 366. 

Actuality, 365. actuality of capacity, where 
it exists, 366. 

Addison, 382. 
Adrian, pope, 382. 
Agent, same agent leads to different effects, 

when acting upon different patients, 331. 
Agis, 337. 
Alexander the Great, 247, 250. his statue 

by Lysippus, 346. 
Alexander Aphrodisiensis, 277. 
Alexandrine library, by whom burnt, 324, 
Aliation, 361. See Motion. 
aver use and application in language, 

273. 
Alteratio, means in barbarous Latin dA- 

Aolwats, 361. 
Ammianus Marcellinus, 248, 
Ammonius, illustrates, where analysis is to 

end, and practice to begin, 252. quoted, 
253,254, 258, explains the utility of these 
arrangements, 253. his account of matter 
and body, 273. his text corrected and 
supplied from a Greek manuscript, 297. 
quoted, 312, 334, 335, 355, 361, 362, 
380. his account of definition, 335, 

*Augw and ’Audérepot, 273. 
Analogy, a use of it, 258. 
Analogy and abstraction, their use, 271, 

276, 296. 
Anaxagoras, 247, 248, 

Anger, 371. 
Angles and flexures of the body, 346. 
Animals, all have an inward feeling of their 

constitution and proper nature, 369. 
Animating powers, their order and subor- 

dination, 372. 
Antepraedicamenta, 258, 
Anticipation, what, 369. 
Ancients, 381. 
Antipho, 379. 
Appendages to the Arrangements, what, and 

how many, 354, 
Appetite, 326, 371. 
Apuleius, 261. 
Aratus, 322. 
Archimedes, 339, 340, 374. 
Aristo, 249. , 
Archytas wrote a comment on the categories, 

or predicaments, 250. his name for them, 
257. puts quality next after substance, 
and why, 291. held an active and a pas- 
sive principle, 281. enumerates the spe- 
cies of action, 327. refers to God for 
pure activity, 328. to matter for pure 
passivity, ibid. definitions of his, 378. 

Aristophanes, 354. 
Aristotle, preceptor to Alexander, 247, 248. 

his Rhetoric quoted, 251. his Organon 
explained by Ammonius, 252. thought 
infinite and individuals to be unknow- 
able, 254. quoted, 255. his account and 
enumeration of the predicaments, or uni- 
versal arrangements, 257. by whom es- 
teemed, and how long, 259. quoted, 260, 
261. his treatise Tep) Kéouov, 261. 
quoted, 258, 262, 263. holds the ne- 
cessity of matter or a subtratum for all 
natural productions, 263, 264. quoted, 
264, 265. thinks form may supply the 
place of privation, and why, 265, 266. 
his idea of matter, 267, 268, 269. he 
and Plato borrowed from the Pythago- 
reans, 269, 270. used the methods of 
analogy and abstraction to prove the 
first matter, 271. quoted, 276, 277, 279. 
faculties of the soul, how distributed, 278. 
quoted, 282, 283. a disciple both of So- 
crates and Plato, 284. held there could 
be no innate ideas, and why, zbid. quoted, 
285, 288, 290, 291, 293, 294, 295, 296, 
299, 300, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 308, 
312, 313, 314, 316, 318, 319, 320, 330, 
332, 333, 334, 337, 340, 345, 346, 349, 
350, 355, 356, 357, 358, 359, 361, 363, 
364, 366, 367, 368, 369, 370, 371, 
372, 373, 374, 375, 376, 377, 378, 
380. follows Socrates in sentiment, 380. 
abounds in quotations where, 382. his 
explanation of the terms both and all, 
273. supposes matter inseparable from 
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its attributes, 275. his distinction be- 
tween the animal faculties, which want 
a corporeal organ, and those which want 
none, 283. compares the soul to a pilot, 
thid. his idea after what manner the - 

magnitudes of beings were limited, 305. 
his notion of generation and dissolution, 
321. makes one faculty equal to the dis- 
cernment of two contrarieties, 332. makes 
energy prior to power, 333. enumerates 
the six species of motion, 362. his ex- 
tensive use of the term yvaors, “ know- 
ledge,” 370. supposes a bound to human 
actions in the final cause, 380. 
pig finds its subject in quantity, 

307. 
Arrangements, the necessity of them, 252, 

255. their extensive utility, 253, 381, 
383. a method of arrangement proposed, 
255. rejected, and why, 256. another 
method proposed, 256—258. adopted, 
and why, 258. why called Philosophical 
Arrangements, ibid. different names given 
them by the ancients, 257, 258. how the 
Greek logicians divided and formed their 
speculations upon this subject, 258. were 
followed by the Latins, who added names 
of their own coining, ibid. force of ar- 
rangement in the intellectual world, 308, 
349, 350. in the visible world, 349, ar- 
rangements or categories lead us from 
the contemplation of body to that of 
mind, 381. teach us how to place our 
ideas in proper order, ibid. are connected 
with, and introduce speculations of every 
species and character, ibid. shew the 
coincidence of many theories ancient and 
modern, 382. indicate the union between 
taste and truth, 383. trace and teach the 
source of subordinate arts and sciences, 
ibid. enable us to adjust their compara- 
tive value, 258, 383. to the doing of this 
no particular science is equal, and why, 
258, 384. 

Arrian. See Epictetus. 
Arrogance, a cause of it, 258, 384. 
Arts, how limited each particular one, 258. 

art, what it is, what it is not, 278, 296. 
a difference between art and nature, 297. 
often ends in giving figure, 298. arts 
arise from want, 379. arts of painting, 
music, grammar, beholden to contraries, 
261, 262. arts of progression and com- 
pletion, 250. 

Atheism, supposed organs to precede their 
use, 284, 285. 

Atoms and a void, 261, 349. 
Attitudes, their importance to the painter 

and statuary, 346. instances from _pic- 
tures and statues, ibid. attitudes, from 
poets, of sitting in despair, 347. of sitting 
in despondence, ibid. of conjugal affec- 
tion, zbid. of Thescelus aiming a javelin, 
ibid. of death doing the same, ibid. of 
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humiliation, izd. of lying extended, 
ibid. 348. of sleep and death, ibid. of 
Alexander, by Lysippus, 346. 

Attraction, 325, 376. 
Attribute and substance, general and par- 

ticular, 255. attribute divided into its 
respective sorts or species, 257. this di- 
vision the basis of the whole work, 258. 

Augmentation and diminution, 361. See 
Motion. 

Ausonius, 287. . 
Axiom, ancient, 332. 

Barbarity, when it was the eastern world, 
when it was the western world emerged 
from it, 324. 

Baxter, commentator on Horace, 353. 
Beings, why moveable, all but one, 380. 
Bessario, cardinal, 319. 
Biaoy, see Forced, 368. 
Blemmides, 265, 327, 328. 
Blenheim house and gardens, 353. 
Body, what makes it, 273. triply extended, 

ibid. considered as the secondary matter, 
ibid. mathematical and physical, how dis- 
tinguished, 274. 

Bodies, the perfectly similar, though they 
have place, have no situation or position, 
and why, 343, 346. the same holds as 
to bodies perfectly dissimilar, and why, 
343. body human, the soul’s organ, tool, 
or instrument, 329, 373. all body pas- 
sive, 376. 

Boethius, 253, 254, 255, 330. 
Boivinus, 319. 
Both, its use in language, 273. 
Brown, a genius, 353. 
Brutus, 247, 329. 
Bulk, sometimes less ascertained, sometimes 

more, and why, 305. See Magnitude. 

Cesar, 248, 329, 339. 
Calm, in the winds, vnveuia, defined, 378. 

calm, in the sea, -yaAhvn, defined, ibid. 
Capacity of power, 330. particular capaci- 

ties, various but limited, 331. far distant 
from nonentity, ibid. capacity universal, 
and privation universal, the characters of. 
the first or primary matter, 269. cha- 
racter of capacity, 330. capacity double 
in the human mind, and why, 293. me- 
diate and immediate, 294. capacity, two 
sorts of, 296. incapacity, 293. capacity, 
its actuality, where existing, 366. definite, 
though invisible, 365. See p. 267, and 
the word Matter. 

Casaubon, 248. 
Categories, 258, 381. 
Cato, 247. 
Cause, see Index to Three Treatises. 
Causes, 259, 276. invisible causes, seen 

through visible effects, 280. final causes 
denied by Lucretius, 285. maintained by 
Aristotle, Galen, Cicero, 286, 
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Causative motion. See Metaphysical. 
Ceres, a sacrifice to her, described, 383. 
Chalcidiu s,270, 271, 272, 280, 321. 
Chance, 285, 286. proves an intelligent 

principle, 286. different accounts of it, 
340, 341. no cause of the world, and 
why, 376. 

Change. See Mutation. 
Chaos. See Disorder and Night. 
Charlemagne, 338, 339. 

Charles the First, 339. 
Chronicles, 348. 
Chrysippus, 382. 
Cicero, 247, 249, 280, 284, 294, 310, 319, 

324, 340, 348, 353, 356, 369, 371, 377, 
382. 

Citation. See Quotation. 
Coartangement, 264. account of it from 

Varro, ibid. 
Coexistence, or together, its modes, or 

species, 358, 359. the temporal mode, 
358. the essential, 359. the specific, ibid. 
coincides with relation, zbid. 

Coke, his Institutes, 358. 
Colour a quality, 299. why inferior in its 

effects to figure, zbid. 
Completion, a capacity, 292. completion 

and progression, 250. 
Consciousness, 370. 
Continuous, infinite, place, time, 365. 
Contraries, essential to mutation or change, 

260. this a general opinion of all philo- 
sophers, 261. contraries, their extensive 
influence and operation, zbid. 262. a- 
dopted by all philosophers, 262. the ne- 
cessity of a third being, that they may 
pass into each other, 263. contraries in 
virtue and vice, and even in vices them- 
selves, 300. 

Contrariety belongs to quality, but not 
universally, 300. 

Corinthians, 348. See Scripture. 
Cube. See Sphere. 
Cyrus, his speech when dying, 280, 283. 

Dacier, 383. 
Death, 279, 362, 375, 378. 
Definition, its requisites, what, 335. 
Demetrius, 382. 
Democritus, his principles, 261,349. whence 

he deduced the variety and specific dif 
ferences in nature, zbid. ingenious remark 
of, 350. 

Demosthenes, 348. 
Desire moves the body, perception the de- 

sire, 373. 
Desirable and Intelligible, how they moye, 

and act upon other things, 330. 
De Witt, 248. 
Digestion, 279, 375. 
Diogenes, (not the Cynic,) 263, 269. 
Diogenes Laertius, 269, 368, 372, 374, 382. 
Diomedes, the grammarian, 383. 
Dionysius,.the Stoic, 382. 
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Disorder and chaos, not prior to order, 334. 
Dispositions, tendencies, or progressive 

qualities, 294. 
Distinction, accurate and exact, its uses, 

359. 
Divine principle, what it necessarily im- 

plies, 286, has nothing passive, 327. 

Earth, her relations and duties, 317. why 
called “most just,” did. 

Ecclesiastes, 339. See Scripture. 
Ecclesiasticus, 265. 
Eidos ovci@des, explained, 275, 297, 362. 
Eidothea, daughter of Proteus, 272. 
*Exovotoy, defined, 368. 
Electric powers, 274, 325. 
Elements of beings composite, what, 266, 

267. how distinguished from causes, 276. 
Empedocles, 285, 290. his sublime verses 

on God, 296. 
Ends and means, 284, 318. fine speculation 

from Pletho, 318. 
Eneas, 275, 289, 292, 379. 
Energy, what, 333. opposite to power, but 

previous, ¢bid. essential to the course of 
events in the universe, bid. further proof 
of its being previous to power, ¢bid. in- 
ference from this doctrine, 334., of what 
being energy is the essence, ibid. energy 
and capacity, 366. 

Enharmonic system, account of it in the 
times of Porphyry and Simplicius, 323. 

"EvteAexeia and divas, 292, 365. 
Epaminondas, 247. 
Ephesians, 353. See Scripture. 
Epicharmus, 282, 341, 379. 
Epictetus, 248, 287, 294, 315, 317, 318, 

319, 327, 374. 
Epicurus, his idea of human and divine fe- 

licity, 285. 
"Emorhun, its etymology, 378. 
Epigram on the statue of Alexander, 347. 
Equal, similar, same, 305, 311, 312. 
Eternal and divine, how attained by beings 

perishable and corruptible, 279. 
Ethics, 257, 293, 294, 295, 296, 300, 315, 

316, 326, 327, 332, 371, 374. See the 
words Metaphysics and Physics, from 
which two, together with Ethics, the il- 
lustrations in this treatise are in great 
part derived. 

Etymology, use made of it by the old Greek 
philosophers, 272. 

Evander, 379. 
Euclid, 311, 342. 
Evil, natural and moral, 320. suggestions 

and conjectures upon the subject, 230— 
322 

Euphemismus, origin and use of this rhe- 
torical figure, 348. 

Euripides, 320, 348, 374, 382. 
Eustathius, 272. 
Eustratius, 264. 
Exodus, 354. See Scripture. 
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Experiments, 298, 307, 369. 
' Extension, figure, organization, the original 

forms of body natural, 274. 

Fabricius, 250, 261, 382. 
ag in man, rational and irrational, 

Families, their origin, 317. 
Fate, chance, applied to the purpose of Pro- 

vidence, and a Deity, 341. 
Feelings innate, 369. 
Fell, quoted, 335, 336, 342. 
Figure. See Extension. 
Figure, its philosophical idea, as finely ex- 

plained by Simplicius, 298. its import- 
ance, in consequence, zi¢d, mathematical, 
tbid. imaginary, or fantastic, 299. figure 
and number, their importance, 307. 

Final causes, their importance, 286. favoured 
by Aristotle, 319, 380. the end of human 
actions, 373, 379. 

First philosophy, 257, 290, 296. truly so 
called, 356, 380, 381. See also p. 25 to 

- 27, in note. 
hs os makes one, and why so called, 

ier how it differs from spontaneous, 

Form, lifeless, its character, 264, 265, 273, 
275. most simple species, 273. forms 
essential, (vulgarly called substantial,) 
their importance, 275, 297, 298, 362. 
forms animating and efficient, 277. how 
they characterize, ibd. soul (in this 
sense) a form, ibid. form used in this 
sense by Ovid, 278. animating form, its 
various efficacies and operations, 279. 
forms, intellect the region of, 281. forms, 
some inseparable from body, 275. others, 
no way connected, 282, 283. charac- 
teristic form, 275, 290, 297, 362. its 
efficacy in quantity as well as quality, 
297, 375. 

Fortune, 286, 340. defined, ibid. 

Tadhvn. See Calm. 
Gale’s Opuscula, 269, 272. 
Genera, universal, 258. 
Generation and dissolution, 362. how they 

differ from other motions, iid. 
Generation of things, how maintained, 320, 

362. that and dissolution alternately pre- 
pare the way for each other, 320, 321. 

Genesis, 260, 379. See Scripture. 
Genius, what, 296, 309. 
Gentleman, his education, what it appears 

to want, to render it complete, 307. 
Genius and species, formed within us spon- 

taneously and originally, 253, 254. ge- 
nera, fewer than species; species, than 
individuals, 254. 
ae finds its subject in quantity, 

George Gemistus. See Pletho. 
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God, the Supreme Agent, 281. knows no 
proficiency, being ever perfect, 296. pure 
mind, id. father of all, 322. universal 
object of desire to all things, cid. pure 
energy of simple intellect, 326, 328. ad- 
mits nothing passive, 327. his essence, 
energy, 334. ever the same, immutable, 
perfect, ibid. immoveable, 330, 379, 380. 
fate and chance, subservient to his di- 
vine attributes, 341. marvellous arrange- 
ment of all being within the Divine 
Mind, 350. 

Good, all good, truth, 374. good intel- 
lectual, its superior value, ibid. 375. 
good absent leads to want; want to in- 
dustry, arts, &c. 379. good, passes 
through the predicaments, and assumes, 
as it passes, different denominations, 340. 
good real or apparent moves all desires, 
373. its effect, whether obtained or not, 
analogous to motion circular, ébid. 

Gravitation, attraction, 376. 
Greeks, modern, short account of their 

controversy about Plato and Aristotle, 
. 319, 
Grotius, 248. 

Habit, or being habited, what it is not, 
what it is, 351,352. its ends, protection, 
352. distinction, zbid. decency, did. 
ornament, ibid. beauty and elegance of 
dress or habit, where to be found, ibid. 
where it never existed, 353, excess in 
attention to it, what character it consti- 
tutes, ibid. the Trojans abused on its 
account, zbéd. metaphorical uses of the 
word, ibid. force of its privation, in the 
way both of compassion and contempt, 
354. privation of it sometimes indicates 
reverence, ¢bid. 

Habits, intellectual and moral, 295. 
Habitude, reciprocal, 312. 
Hampden, 339, 
Hand, the organ of organs, why, 281, 282. 

its fingers, their power and efficacy, 278. 
Happiness, an account of it by the Stoics, 

374, 
Harmony, in music, 261. in the world, 

ibid. 315. between the visible world and 
the invisible, 278. of strength and beauty 
in a perfect body, 383. 

Helvidius Priscus, 248. 
Hen. Steph. Poesis Philosophica, 296. 
Heraclides Ponticus, 272. 
Heraclitus, 262, 321. 
Herbert, lord, 248. 
Hercules, 326. 
Hermes, quoted, 254, 270, 277, 287, 290, 
. 800, 303, 307, 309, 327, 330, 348, 349, 

355, 360, 368, 378, 379. 
Hierocles, 357. , 
Homer, 254, 272, 287, 292, 300, 311, 

314, 316. joined with Shakspeare, 216. 
quoted, 321, 339, 347, 348, 358. 

2 P 
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Horace, 272, 287, 293, 294, 296, 302, 304, 
316, 324, 325, 327, 340, 347, 348, 350, 
353, 357, 369, 378, 381, 383. 

Tamblichus, 253, 310, 325. 
Idea, that of motion not a simple one, but 

complicated with many others, 365, 
Ideas innate, none, 369, 370. 
Immobility, 330, 380. 
Immortal and divine, 283. 
Immortality, 283, 284, 377. 
Impulse, spontancous, 368, 373. how caused, 

ibid. impulse of appetite, 371. of anger, 
ibid. of reason, ibid. 

Individuals, infinite, 254. how made ob- 
jects of science, 254, 255, 306. what 
Boethius and Aristotle thought of them, 
254, 

Infinite, how made an object of science, 
254, 306. connected with motion, how, 
364. 

Innate feeling, 369. 
Instincts, 293. exist, though not innate 

ideas, 369. 
Intellect human, a rasa tabula, why, 284, 

370. 
Intellect and science, a capital distinction 

between the faculties of each, 294, 
transcendent objects of intellect, peculiar 
to itself, 282. 

Intelligence, pure, 283. 
John of Salisbury, account of him, 382. 
Joints and muscles, 345. 
Julius Cesar, 329, 339. 
Juvenal, 383. 

Knowledge, partial, an effect, or consequence 
of, 258, 384. 

Lanx satura. See Satura. 
Leo the Xth, 324. 
Life, social and civil, 291, 318. 
Life, to live, (jv,) what it is, and how far 

it extends, 372. 
Like and unlike, the property of quality, 

300, explained, 301, 312. 
Line, superficies, solid, 273. 
Lintel and threshold, derive their name 

and even their essence from position, 346, 
Livy, 324. 
Logic, natural, what, 251. whether an organ 

to philosophy, or a part of it, 254, 255. 
something progressive, that is, to carry 
us on, 251, 

Longinus, 382. 
Lucilius, 383. 
Lucretius, 275, 285, 287, 365. 
Luke, Saint, 339. 
Lyttleton, late lord, an anecdote from him, 

353. 
Lysippus, his statue of Alexander, 346. 

Macbeth, excellence of that tragedy in a 
view to its moral, 316. 
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Macrobius, 377. . 
Magnitude, limited by nature in every 

species, and where there is an unusual 
defect or excess, the being becomes a 
monster. See Bulk. 

Mahomet and Omar, 324, 
Man, offspring of God, 322. social, 291. 

rational, 325. possessed of appetite and 
reason, and the agent of moral actions, 
326. a compound, and how, 328. whence 
entitled to praise and dispraise, 332. 
the specific positions of his body have 
reference to its specific extensions, 345. 
the number of these last, six, and why, 
ibid. man has instincts, but no innate 
ideas, 369. a microcosm, and why, 372. 
man has more faculties than brutes ; 
ge more than vegetables, 328, 329, 
372. 

Manuscript, Greek, corrections from, 297. 
quoted in a large extract, 318. 

Many and one, 262, 309. 
Marcus Antoninus, 248, 315. 
Mathematical body, how it differs from 

natural, and how it distinguishes in con- 
sequence the mathematician from the 
naturalist, 274. 

Matter, preparation to prove its existence, 
262, 263, &c. its character, as opposed 
to form, 267,298. seen in privation and 
capacity, 267. matter, secondary or im- 
mediate, and primary or remote, 268. 
necessity of such a being’s existence, 
269. two methods of comprehending it, 
271. inseparable from its attributes, O75, 
purely passive, 281, 328. dissimilarly 
similar to the Deity, 281. essential to 
generation, 322. See Matter, in the Index 
to Hermes; and Form, in the Index to 
Three Treatises. 

Maximus Tyrius, 279, 282. 
Means lead not to ends, but ends to means, 

284. 
Measures, both measure and are measured, 

254, 341. measures of place, deduced 
from the human body, 338. of time, from 
the heavens, zbid, 

Medea, 382. 
Medicine and cookery, how those arts re- 

semble each other, 297. 
Menage, a story from him, 360. 
Menander and Philemon, 339. 
Metaphysical, meaning of the word, 368, 

380. 
Metaphysics, 289, 294, 296, 308, 309, 318, 

319, 320, 321, 322, 326, 327, 328, 329, 
330, 332, 333, 334, 340, 341, 349, 350, 
356, 368—380. See the words Ethics, 
Physics, and Motion. 

Milton, his character, a mixed one, of an 
active anda speculative kind, 248. quoted, 
ibid. 288, 289, 301, 302, 324, 325, 326, 
340, 347, 361, 378. 

Mind, the form of forms, 282. region of 
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forms, 319, 349. described by Epichar- 
mus, 282. mind, something divine, 283. 
separable, zbid. how its perception differs 
from that of sense, zbéd. human, in its 

_ original state, a rasa tabula, 284, 370. 
mind, its amazing powers of comprehen- 
sion, 289. how, in an intellectual way, 

- it partakes of quantity, 308. . presides 
- over natural operations, 318. mind di- 

vine, ever in energy, 327. mind human, 
has intensions and remissions, zbéd. com- 

. pared to a library, 381. toa pilot, 283. 
Modern philosophers, 261, 328, 330, 376, 

382. 
Monster. See Magnitude. 
Moral actions, 326. as seen in nations, in 

families, in individuals, 327. moral praise 
and dispraise, 332. virtue, 371. happi- 
ness, 374. 

More, sir Thomas, 248. 
Moschus, 348. 
Moses, 354. 
Motion, physical, or not-physical, 360. 

physical divided into six sorts or spe- 
cies, 361—363. the first species, motion 
local, 361. the second, aliation, ébzd. 
third and fourth, augmentation and dimi- 
nution, tb¢d. the fifth and sixth, genera- 
tion and dissolution, 362. the several 

- species blend themselves together, ébid. 
local motion, essential to all the rest, 
363. in what arrangements they are to 
be found, zbid. contrariety, ¢bid. rest, 
ibid. physical motion runs through the 
objects of every sense, 364. no simple 
idea, but complicated with many others, 
thid. preparation for its definition, 365, 
366. defined according to the Peripa- 
tetics, 366. Pythagorean and Platonic 
definitions agree with that of the Peripa- 
tetics, ibid. Aristotle’s definition, though 
hard to comprehend, yet possible, 367. 
primary cause of motion, an intelligent 
principle, 376. its rise and duration, 377. 

Motion, metaphysical, what, 367,368. how 
united with physical, 373, 376, 377. 

Motions, internal, of the soul, when tem- 
pestuous, when fair and orderly, 374. 

Motion of beings, not motive, but move- 
able, 329. of beings both motive and 
moveable, ibid. of that being which is 
motive, but not moveable, 330. these 
three species described by Aristotle, cbid. 

Multitude, 302, 321. 
Music, the ancient modes, 266, 323. 
Mutation, its essentials, what and how 

many, 260, 262. 

Nature, an internal active power, a prin- 
ciple of motion and of rest, 375, an in- 
visible cause, known from visible effects, 
376. operates during sleep, 375. pre- 
scribes a bound or limit to growth and 
magnitude, in every natural production, 
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ibid. like art, beholden to contraries, 261, 
262. nature, what it is, what it is not, 
279. nature or art, which of the two 
prevalent in Homer and in Shakspeare, 
316. “Nature does nothing in vain,” a 
favourite axiom of Aristotle, 319. na- 
=~ the energy of God; art, of man, 
26. 

Natural body, what, 274. 
Nyveula. See Calm. 
Night and chaos, not the first of things, and 

why, 334, 
Nonentity, resembles relatives, 314. but 

widely different, zJid. resembles capacity 
or power, 331. but widely different, ibid. 
a has ‘various characters, 363, 365, 

Now, or instant, 303. 
Number and figure, their importance in 

constituting the sciences of arithmetic 
and geometry, 307, 

Objects, sensible and intelligible, how they 
differ, 253. objects, common to more 
senses than one, what and how many, 
364. of perception and volition meet and 
coincide, 374. 

Ocellus Lucanus, 269, 270. 
Omar and Mahomet, 324, 
Opportunity, what, 340. elegant accounts 

of it from Aristotle and Cicero, ibid. 
Opposites, 355. 
Order, divine, 341. order, its force, 356, 

357. order of the parts of this treatise, 
258, 381. 

Organ, logic an organ, 254, 256. hand an 
omams 281, 282. body an organ, 329, 

Organization. 
“Opun, 368. 
Ovid, 272. his peculiar use of the word 
form, 278. quoted, 345, 347, 348. 

See Extension. 

Painter, induces motion upon immoveable 
canvas, 346. how far chance interferes 
in his works, 286. 

TlaAadtepov and mpeoBirepoy, how dis- 
tinguished in their signification, 355. 

Paneetius, 248. 
Passions, different effects from them, as 

their motions are tempestuous, or orderly, 
373, 374, 

Passivity, pure, where it exists, 28]. in- 
sensitive, 328. of the human mind, how 
to be moulded, 326. corruptive and com- 
pletive, 328. 

Paul, Saint, 322, 353. 
TI#, its signification, 362. 
Peace, to what genus it belongs, 379, 
Pedantry, what, 359, 360. 
Perception, the cause of spontaneous im- 

pulse, 373. its extensive influence, 369. 
coincides with volition, 374. different in 
degree and excellence, 370, 
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Pericles, 247. 
Peripateties, 254, 269. their erroneous sys- 

tem of astronomy, ibid. their doctrine 
about corporeal attributes, 275. about 
chance, 286, about transmigration, 278. 
about capacity, 294, about the necessity 
of the previous existence of some energy, 
333, 334. 

Perizonius, 378. 
Persius, 383. 
Philip of Macedon, his epistle to Aristotle, 

248. 
Philo, 382. 
Philoponus, John, 265. explains privation 

by the musical modes, 266. his account 
of matter and form, 267. explains De- 
mocritus, 349. and motion, 366. quoted, 
375, 376, explains the term metaphy- 
sical, 368. ‘ 

Philosophy, why so called, 247. its end, 
ibid. defended, 248. philosophy first, see 
First. 

Physics, 257, 289, 294, 297, 300, 308, 317, 
322, 325, 328, 329, 330, 344, 345, 346, 
349, 360, 361—363, 364, 366, 375, 376. 
See the words Ethics and Metaphysics. 

Place, defined, 335. its use in life and 
human affairs, bid. its connection with 

. human affairs generates where, 336. place 
and time, quantities, 303, 304, 335. are 
capable of being defined, why, 335. 

Plants, or vegetables, live, but are not ani- 
mals, 372. 

Plato, his idea of matter, 270, 271, 272. 
quoted, 280, 286. his account of the 
liberal sciences, 307. quoted, 321, 350, 
366, 372, 377, 378. 

Platonic bodies, 343. 
Pletho, 318. quoted from a MS, ibid. 
Plotinus, 293, 309. 
Plutarch, 320, 321. 

his editors disapproved, 321. 
quoted, 348, 382. 

Poets, why indebted to the arrangement of 
quality, 300. why to that of relation, 
315, 316. why to that of position, 347. 

Pompey esteemed Cratippus, and why, 249. 
Polybius, 247, 248. 
Pope, 354. 
Porphyry, 254, 323. 
Position, differs from place, how, 342. de- 

duced in its various characters, 342— 

346. appertains to bodies, neither per- 
fectly similar, nor perfectly dissimilar, 
344. modes of position, first in the pa- 
rallelopipedon and cylinder, 343. then 
in the column or pillar, 344. then in 
a tree, ibid. then in a man, zbid. and 
345. modes of position increase in num- 
ber, and why, 343—345, positions de- 
scribed, standing, inclining, lying, falling, 
rising, 343. other positions, 344. posi- 
tions relative to animal progression, 345, 
346, force of those positions in painting, 

correction by one of 
Plutarch 
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346. in other works of art, ibid. (See 
Attitude.) position gives a name, and 
(as it were) an essence to some works of 
art, zbid. its use to actors and orators, 
348. reason of its amazing effects, 349. 
of its efficacy and importance in nature, 
and the visible world, zbid. transition to 
its force in mind, intellect, and beings 
incorporeal, ibid. in teaching, or com- 
municating science, 350. its archetypal 
form, where to be found, 351. 

Post-predicaments, 258. their number, 355. 
Power, or capacity, 331. particular powers, 

various in character, but limited, did. 
differ by this from one another, zbid. 
powers active, an important difference 
in, ibid. rational powers differ from ir- 
rational, by being double, and by im- 
plying both contraries at once, 332. 
whence this character arises, zbid. source 
of praise and dispraise, iid. powers 
though latent, often valued above ap- 
parent attributes, zbid. and 333. power 
necessarily subsequent to energy, 333, 
334, 

Pre-predicaments, 258. 
Predicaments, 257. number of them dif- 

ferent according to different philosophers, 
258. pass into one another, 305. 

Principles are contrary, 262. this the senti- 
ment of all philosophers, ibid. are three, 
and why, 264. principles, form, priva- 
tion, and a subject, 265. of these, some 
agree, others never agree, 264. three 
principles reduced to two, privation being 
included in form, 266. principle active 
and principle passive, what, 328. prin- 
ciples efficient, their ascent upwards to 
the first efficient, 334, vegetative prin- 
ciple, 375. principle of gravitation, 376. 
two great principles of the universe, 
what, 381. 

Prior and subsequent, their modes, or spe- 
cies, 355—358. the temporal mode, 355. 
the essential, 356. that of order, 357. 
that of honour, ébid. that of causality, 
358. 

Prior, the poet, 286. 
ee its character, 265, 348, 355, 

379. 
Progression in arts, 250. in morals, 294. 
Property of substance, 288. of quality, 300. 

of quantity, 305. properties of all three, 
abid. 

Propositions, what, 251, 252, 259. no in- 
nate, 369. 

Proteus, his history according to Virgil and 
Homer ; according to Horace and Ovid, 
272. allegorized by Eustathius and He- 
raclides Ponticus, and, in latter times, by 
lord Verulam, ibid. 

Providence, nothing hid from, 287. con- 
sults for the good of all, zbid. extends to 
the lowest of beings, 376, 
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Psalm, 287, 310, 354. 
Pythagoras, supposed author of the Predi- 

caments, 250. quoted, 264. 
Pythagoreans, 264, 278, 366, 372. 

Qualities corporeal, inseparable from body, 
274. sensible, ibid. quality comes next 
to substance, according to the Pytha- 
goreans, 291. qualities corporeal and in- 
corporeal, 292. of capacity and incapa- 
city, 293. of habit, 295. natural and 
acquired, 292. penetrating and superfi- 
cial, 297. figures, qualities, 298. colours, 
quality, 299. qualities, how distinguished 
from incidental affections, 2bid. persons 
of quality, zbid. and 300. peculiar pro- 
perty of quality, 300. quality and 
quantity often introduced together, 254. 
310. 

Quality, occult, 376. 
Quantity, continuous or discrete, magnitude 

or multitude, 302. specific distinctions 
between the two species, 303. distinc 
tions of either species resolved ultimately 
into identity and diversity, 305. the 
property of all quantity, what, dd. 
quantity passes into relation, zbzd. passes 
through all the other arrangements, 308. 
sublime idea of its efficacy, according to 
Plotinus and Iamblichus, 309. compared 
to the predicament where, 337. 

Quinctilian, 257, 310, 339, 377, 382. 
Quotations, apology for their number, 381, 

382, justified by examples, 382. 

Raleigh, sir Walter, 248, 
Rasa tabula, the human mind or intellect 

so called, and why, 284, 370. 
Rational and irrational faculties, 371. 
Reason, 320, 371. its object, cbid. some- 

times overwhelmed by the passions, some- 
times obeyed by them, 373, 374. 

Relatives, other arrangements or predica- 
ments pass into them, 305. commutable 
in their character, ibid. 306. why ex- 
pressed by a plural, 311. their force and 
efficacy, 312. true and genuine relatives, 
what, ibid. 313. their properties are, to 
reciprocate, 313. to be understood both 
of them at once, and with equal preci- 
sion, ibid. both of them to co-exist, and 
cease at the same instant, 314. other 
predicaments connected with relation, 
305, 312, 313. relation appears trivial, 
yet, in fact, is of the last importance, 
314, 315. the basis of moral duties, 315, 
316. supplies connection, where con- 
tinuity fails, 316. relation traced through 
the universe, zbid. those of the sun to 
the world, 317. of the earth to vege- 
tables, ibid. of animals, families, civil 
polities to each other, ibid. 318. of ve- 
getables, 318. relations amicable, 319. 
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hostile, iid. hostile relation gave rise to 
the phenomenon of evil, 320. chief and 
supreme relation, that of the whole to 
God, 322. utility of this arrangement, 
ibid. things intelligible, and intellection ; 
things sensible, and sensation ; how these 
become relatives, 323. 

Rest, the natural opposite, or contrary to 
motion, 363. its several species, 378, 
379. cessation of local motion, 378. of 
growth, ibid. of the vital energies, ibid. 
of bodily labour, zbid. of study, investi- 
geen and deliberation, ibid. of war, 
379. 

Roscius, more admired, when he acted with- 
out a mask, 348. 

Sanctius, 378. 
Sanderson, 258, 313, 335, 342, 351. 
Sandys, 382. 
Sappho, 293. 
Satura, or satira, when applied to writings, 

did not mean at first either sarcasm or 
calumny, 383. 

Satyrus, the actor, 349. 
Scaliger, 379. 
Science, is of contraries, 332. sciences and 

arts, their subordination, and common 
dependence on the first philosophy, 356. 
science prior to art, zbid. its etymology 
in Greek, 378. no science of particulars, 
254. sciences and arts, traced up to, and 
deduced from, the several arrangements 
or categories, by examples taken from 
each of them, 383, 384. 

Scripture, 260, 264, 282, 287, 310, 322, 
339, 348, 353, 354, 375, 379. 

Seneca, 368, 369, 371, 382. 
Sensation, not taught, but perfect from the 
a 294, a species of knowledge, 
370. 

Sense, common, what, 309. 
Sensible objects, differ from relatives, how, 

314. sensible objects, common to many 
or all of the senses, what, and how many, 
364, 

Shaftesbury, lord, quoted, 279. 
Shakspeare, 269, 292, 299, 300, 316, 324, 

336. 
Sibyl, Cumean, 289. 
Sicily, 345. 
Sidney, Algernon, 248. 
Silva, a wood or grove, meant a miscellany 

treatise, why, 383. 
Simplicius, his account of the predicaments, 

257. wrote a valuable tract upon the 
subject, 250. quoted, 262,266, 281, 291, 
293, 297, 298, 309, 311, 312, 314, 315, 
322. his account of the enharmonic 
system, and of the Stoic writings, in the 
age when he lived, 323. quoted, 324, 
325, 326, 328, 336, 337, 342, 351, 352, 
355, 358. 
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Situation. See Position. 
Sleep and death, brothers, 348, 378. sleep, 

what, 378. 
Social sympathy, 291. state, 370. 
Socrates, 284, 307, 379, 380. 
Sophocles, 348. 
Soul, its three great principles, 280. itself 

not visible, but known from its opera- 
tions, zid. immortal, 283. 

Space, of place and time, connected -with 
motion, how, 364. 

Sphere, has no position, or situation, though 
it occupy place, 343, 345. 

Spontaneous, how it differs from forced, 
368. what it is, and what constitutes it, 
368, 369, 370. 

Stat and sedet, peculiar uses of them, 378. 
Statius, 383. 
Stoics, 254, 269, 369. account of the state 

of their writings in the time of Simplicius, 
323. 

Strife, its utility, 321. 
Stuart, 383. 
Sublunary, meaning of the word, 269. 
Substance and attribute, 255, 381. general 

and particular, 255. at the head of the 
predicaments, 257. ‘substance natural, 
how continued, or carried on, 259. sub- 
stance, its properties, considered logically, 
268. has no contraries within itself, cbid. 
but susceptible of them all, zbid. 

Substantial form, what, 275, 297, 298. 362. 
Suidas, 286. 
Sun, his relations and duties, 317. a cause 

of generation, 821. presides over his 
proper system, 349, 

Supreme Being, 279, 281, 290, 296, 322, 
326, 334, 341, 350, 380. 

Svoroixia, 264, See Co-arrangement. 
Sydenham, his elegant translation of Plato, 

350, 378. 
Syllogisms, 251, 252, 374. 
Sylva, matter, 270, 321. sylva, miscel- 

lanies, 383. 
Systems of nature, four: one, which ad- 

mitted no God, 286. a second, which 
supposed gods, that gave themselves no 
trouble, 287. a third, which only em- 
ployed them on difficult occasions, ébid, 
a fourth, which supposed Divine Pro- 
vidence never to cease for a moment, 
ibid. 

Tacitus, 358. 
Taste, what it is, 383. its natural union, 

ibid. 
Temple, sir W. 248. 
‘Terms, simple, their importance, 252. what 

they represent, ibid. their character, 253, 
such among them as denote when and 
where, 337. such as denote them not, 
yet denote time and place, ibid. 338, 

‘Terence, 291, 310. 
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Thales, his idea concerning the magnet, 
- 376. fine sentiment about Providence, 

ibid. 287. 
Themistius, 266. his idea of matter, 268, 

269, 290. 
Theognis, 265, 
Thrasea Peetus, 248, 358. 
Tibullus, 311. 
Timeus, 270, 271, 272, 292. 
Time, place, both of them quantities, 303, 

335. time, how distinguished from other 
quantities continuous, 304. distinction, 
a peculiar one belonging to time and 
place, ibid. time infinitely divisible in 
power, but not in act, bid. having a 
genus, and a difference, may be defined, 
335. its use in life, and human affairs, 
336. connection with human affairs ge- 
nerates when, 335, 337. 

Tous Deux, 274. 
Tragedy and comedy made out of the same 

letters, 350. 
Transition. See Motion. 
Truth, all truth, good, 374. its union with 

taste, in fine writing, 383. all truth, 
similar and congenial, 247, 883. conse- 
quence of this in the forming of cha- 
racters, 247. in the elegance of composi- 
tion, 383. 

Typhoeus, the giant, his positions finely 
enumerated by Ovid, when he describes 
how the island Sicily was thrown upon 
him, 346. 

Vanbrugh, sir John, his elegant reply, and 
his predicting the fine taste of garden- 
ing, now at its height in Great Britain, 
353. 

Vappa. See Fopp. 
Varro, 264. his account of four predica- 

ments, zbid. 
Vegetative life, described, 375. See Na- 

ture. 

Velleius Paterculus, 248, 
Venus wedded to Vulcan, the fable ex- 

plained, 250. her motion as a goddess, 
308. her appearance, 311. 

Utility of these arrangements or predica- 
ments, 253, 258, 381, 382, 383. 

Verbs transitive, and neuter, where to be 
found among the predicaments, 327. 

Verulam, lord, 272. 
Virgil, 275, 280, 281, 287, 288, 292, 301, 

302, 308, 311, 317, 320, 324, 328, 332, 
336, 339, 340, 347, 348, 354, 358. 361, 
374, 375, 376, 378, 379. 

Virtue, Pleasure, and Hercules, 326. moral 
virtue, 296, 

Unifying comprehension, the property of 
mind, 289, 290: 

Union, 262, 321, 322. 
Volition and perception, their objects coin- 

cide, where, 374. 
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‘Yroreiuevoy and An, how they differ, 269, 
Upton, 248, 287. 

Wallis, 335, 342, 351. 
Wants, their efficacy, 316, 317, 322. source 

of connection, 369. founded on percep- 
tion, 373. the source of animal motion, 
ibid. lead to arts and industry, 379. to 
have few wants is great; to have none, 
divine, ibid. 

When, connected with time, 335. its na- 
ture and character, 337. coincides with 
where, ibid. an enlarged when, and a pre- 
cise one, both of them relative to each in- 
dividual, 338. use of the precise when, 
in computation of distant time, ibid. 

Where, connected with place, 335. its na- 
ture and character, 337. coincides with 
when, tbid. where and when called by 
Simplicius brothers, ibid. an enlarged 
where, and a precise one, both of them 
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relative to each individual, 338. use of 
the precise where, in computing distant 
ame ibid. compared with quantity, 
337. 

Wilton house, its valuable marbles, 347. 
Wisdom, book of, 375. 
Words, things, ideas, all respect simple 

terms, and how, 252, 253. 
World, one city or commonwealth, 316, 

317. a theatre, 320. made by reason 
and design, 340. 

Xenophon, the speech he gives to Cyrus 
when dying, 280, 283. his account of 
the earth’s justice, 317. of Virtue, Plea- 
sure, and Hercules, 326. quoted, 379, 
380. 

Ziv, Zea, the first applied to plants, or 
vegetables ; the latter not applied, and 
why, 372. 
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Axsassip&, caliphs, 479. illustrious race, 
ibid. extinguished, when, 495, 496. 

Abelard, Peter, and Heloisa, 508. 
Abulfeda, Arabian historian, account of 

of him, 480. quoted, passim. 
Abulpharagius, Arabian historian, account 

him, 480. quoted, passim. 
Academy, the place where Plato taught, 

461. 
Academy, New, by Arcesilas and Car- 

neades, 46]. 
Accent, differs from quantity, how, 405. 

accurately distinguished, anciently, ibid. 
prevailed at length over quantity, 408, 
515. samples of its force, 409, 410. 

Accentual quantity, used even by classic 
writers, and by whom, and how far, 411. 
prevails in English verse, and in that of 
all the other modern languages, 411, 
412. 

Accumulation, exemplified, 402, 403. cause 
or reason of its force, 403, 404. 

Accuracy, important every where, but 
where most so, 425, 

Acrostics, chronograms, wings, altars, eggs, 
&c. finely described, 520, 521. 

Acts of the Apostles, 464, 
Addison, his elegant comedy, 446. superior 

to Swift, both in diction and wit and 
philanthropy, 538. fine comment on Mil- 
ton, 394. 

Admiration, upon what founded,401. foolish, 
how cured, 453. 

Adrian, a capital benefactor to Athens, 464. 
félian, 525. 
/Eneas Sylvias (afterward pope Pius the 

Second) deplores the taking of Constan- 
tinople, and describes its state, imme- 
diately previous to that fatal event, 476. 

&schines, the Socratic, 452. 
Affability, see Saladin, 480, 
Agriculture, in Arabian Spain, how excel- 

lent, 541. 
Alaric takes Rome, 465. 
Albigeois, cruelty of the crusaders towards 

them, 502. See Beziers—Inquisition. 
Alcidamas, his fine metaphor in describing 

the Odyssey, 441. 
Alcuin, 497. 
Alexander the Great, 463. 
Alexandrian library, burnt, 458, 478. 
Alexius, Greek emperor, 530. 
Allegro and Penseroso of Milton, 403. See 

Accumulation. 
Alliteration, 414. examples of, from Latin, 

ibid, from Greek, 415. from old English, 
ibid. from English less ancient, ibid. 416. 
from modern English, 416. 

Almamun, caliph, the great patron of litera- 
ture, 479, 488, 

Almanzor, Caliph, 479. 
Al-Mostasem, caliph, his mean behaviour, 

495, 
Alpharabi, 479. 
Amalfi, the city, where the Pisans found 

Justinian’s Code, 501. 
Ammonius, his description of contraries, 

402. account of him, and his valuable 
comments, 457. 

Amrus, 458, 485. 
*Avayveépiois. See Discovery. 
Anapzstic measure, its solemnity and 

beauty, 520. 
Angel of death, 485. 
Anger, should remit, and why, 438. 
Anna Comnena, 530, 531. 
Annominatio, same with alliteratio, 415. 
2 his adventure with an old Greek, 

477. 
Anthology, Greek. See Planudes, 470, 
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Antipater, 463. 
Antiphona, described, 549. 
Arabians, 478—496, their national cha- 

racter, 478, 482. favoured medicine and 
astrology, 492, 494, 495. had no ideas 
of civil liberty, 495, 543. their poetry 
484—487. loved allegory, 485. their 
degeneracy, 496. 

Arabian poetry. See Poetry. 
Aratus, 464. 

Arcesilas, 461. 
Aristophanes, 469. 
Aristotle, father of criticism, 389. quoted, 

401, 402, 404, 406, 407, 408, 413, 415, 
416, 427, 428, 429, 430, 431, 432, 434, 
436, 437, 438, 439, 440, 441, 442, 443, 
444, 445, 446, 449, 451, 452, 460, 461, 
462, 467, 470, 487, 496, 501, 508, 518, 
519, 530, 540. 

Arrian’s Epictetus, 397. 
Ashley, Honourable Maurice Ash. Cowper, 

his fine translation of the Cyropzedia, 
395. 

Astrology, 492, 494, 495. 
Atheism, what leads to it, 538. 
Athenzeus 463, 467. 
Athens, a place of education, 464. of phi- 

losophical retreat, ibid. St. Paul there, 
ibid. besieged by Alaric, 465. how saved, 
and by whom, ibid. taken, and by whom, 
466. present character of its inhabitants, 
from Spon, Wheeler, and Stuart, 467. 

Athenians, 459. their high taste, when it 
began, zbid. survived their empire, 460, 
463. 

Attica, still famous for olives and honey, 467. 
Atticus. See T. Pomponius. 
Averroes, 479. his patience, 491. his com- 

ment upon Aristotle, 496. 
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Augustus, 464, 
Avicenna, 479. 
Aulus Gellius, his enigma, 444. 
Bacon, Roger, thought a magician, why, 499. 
Bacon, Lord Verulam, his judgment upon 

strange stories, 466. 
Bagdad, when founded, and by whom, 495. 

. when taken, bid. 496. 
Banquet, imperial, at See part 

of its ceremonial, 471. 
Barbarians, Western Latins, 499. 

Barons, Counts, &c. 
Barbarians, Persians so called, both by the 

old Greeks and modern Arabians, 484. 
Barons, 499, 531. See Counts, Barbarians, 

&e 

See 

Barrington, his valuable book, 528, 
Battle, trials by, 455, 531. 
Bayle, 495. 
Beauty, natural or inanimate, whence de- 

rived, 525, 526. See Tempe, 525. Virgil, 
and Horace, ibid. Milton, 526. Leland, 
527. Sannazarius, zbid. Petrarch, ibid. 
Cyrus, 528. Philip le Bell, ibid. 

Bede, 497. 
Beginners, advice to, 404, 405, 449, 450. 
Beings, aerial, fighting for their friends: 

Minerva and Achilles; Castor and Pol- 
lux; St. George, St. Demetrius, and St. 
Mercury ; Peter de Paz, 465. 

Bentley, his strange idea of conjecture, 397. 
his strange treatment of the Paradise 
Lost, 398. his fine tract De Metris 
Terentianis, 411. 

Bessario, 477. 
Bezieres, sacked by the crusaders in a pe- 

ceuliar way, 502. 
Boccaccio, 490, 
Boethius, translated into Greek, by whom, 

470. 
Bohadin, Arabian historian, account of him, 

480. extracts from his history, 480— 
484, and again, 511, 512. 

Bombast style, prior to the classical, why, 
400. 

Books, corrupted in how many ways, 396. 
Bossu, 434, 439. 
Brown’s Fasciculus Rerum, &e. a curious 

book, 498. 
Brutus ‘and Cassius, 458, 463. 
Buckingham, duke of, a critic, 392. 
Cesar, his clemency to the Athenians, 463. 
Caliphate, its splendour, 479, 485, 489. 

its extinction, 496, 
Caliphs, instances of their affability, resent- 

ment, munificence, public works, 487— 
490. story of the caliph and his physi- 
cian Honain, 493. of the same and his 
physician Bactish, ibid. of another caliph 
and his physician, zbid. 494. mean end 
of the last reigning caliph, 495. 

Cambalu, supposed the modern Pekin, de- 
scribed 522. 

Carrion-crows, know what they like, 452. 
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Carter, Mrs., excellent translator, why, 395. 
Catastrophe, in dramas, difficult, 433. how 

it is effected often in tragedy, bid. how 
in comedy, ibid. lame expedients in both, 
ibid. happy catastrophe suited for comedy, 
429, 430. unhappy for tragedy, did. 

Cave, the author, 456, 508. 
Cause, always exists, but not always ap- 

parent, 401. should always be traced, 
otherwise all is darkness, iid. 

Cebes, perfect MS. of his work in the king 
of France’s library, 545, 546. 

Ceremonial of the Byzantine court, 471. 
eluded, how, and by whom, 490. 

Chance, nothing happens by, 388, 399, 401. 
Chapel of King’s College, Cambridge, 524. 
Chaucer, genealogy of English poets from 

him, 518. his language obsolete, his wit 
and learning excellent, ibid. his litera- 
ture and philosophy, zid. 519. takes 
from Aristotle, and how, 519. 

Chivalry, 530. 
Christianus Fredericus Matthzi, a learned 

professor in the university of Moscow, 
549, 550. 

Church, 470. its superior knowledge, both 
in the East and West, whence, 529. its 
humanity, 531. 

Cicero, a critic, first in rank among the 
Romans, 390. his tract De Oratore, ibid. 
quoted, 407, 408, 412, 413, 417, 418, 
419, 438, 460, 461, 462, 463, 464, 465, 
471, 475, 476, 501, 508. 

Cimabue, the first Italian painter, taught 
by Greeks, 514, 

Circulation, providential, 539. 
Classes of men in letters, during the middle 

age, three, 456. 
Classics, their value, 398. 
Climate, its effect, 532. 
Coffee, a council of divines held upon it, 542. 
Comic poetry, subsequent to tragic and 

epic, why, 490. 
Commentators, 391, 457. 
Commodianus, a bad poet, 408. samples of 

his bad verses, zbid. 409. 
Commodus, 464. 
Composition, numerous, 389, 390, 399, 405 
—408. 

Concatenation. See Accumulation. 
Conjecture, critical, 397. its misuse, ébid. 

398. and use, 398. 

Constantine, founder of the city called after 
him, 470, 476. 

Constantine Porphyrogenitus, his book of 
the ceremonial of the Byzantine court, 
471. remarkable instances of it, ibid. 

Constantinople, 454, 470. Latin MSS. 
were probably preserved in its libraries, 
471. sacked by the Barbarians. See 
Nicetas, and 502. 

Contemplation, noblest species of, 539. 
Conversation. See Saladin, 481. See also 

498, 494, 
bo Q 
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Cornelius Nepos, 465. 
Counts, 530. their employ, 531. See 

Barons and Barbarians. 
Critics, modern, philosophical, 392. _his- 

torical, 392—395. corrective, 396. 
Critics, young, advised in two respects, as 

to the conduct of their judgment, 404, 
405. 

Critics, English, enumerated, 394. 

Criticism, its origin, 388, 389. its objects, 
389. the philosophical, chap. i. and iii. 
392. the historical, chap. ii. and iii. 392, 
393. the corrective, chap. v. philoso- 
phical critics enumerated, chap. i. his- 
torical critics enumerated, 391. correc- 
tive critics enumerated, chap. v. criticism 
has been misused, 397. yet defended, 
398. its three species repeated, 399. 

Crusades, 455. Baldwin’s crusade, 472. 
when they began, 501. accounts of them, 
503, 530, 531. 

Crusaders, their destructive barbarity, 472 
—A475. their character by Nicetas, 475. 

Crusaders, their cruelty, 474, 502. (See 
Bezieres and Constantinople.) causes of 
their cruelty, 506. murdered all the 
Mahometans, when they took Jerusa- 
lem, 482, 483. never mended, but grew 
worse, 475, 501, 532. 

Cupping, described in an enigma, 444, 
Curiosity, cautioned against, and why, 438. 
Custom, its force, 483. 
Cyclopes, their brutality, whence, 532. 
Cyropedia of Xenophon, finely translated, 

395. 
Dante, 518. 
Del-Rio, 465. 
Demetrius of Phalera, a critic, 389. his 

character as such, ébid. quoted, 408, 416, 
420. 

Demosthenes, 549. 
Despotism, Oriental, 495, 543. 
Aidvow. See Sentiment. 
Diction, its species described, 489—445. 

the vulgar, 439. the obscure, ibid. the 
elegant, ¢bid. the metaphorical, 440— 
443, 

Dictionaries, writers of, 393, 394. 
Dido, restless, while others rest, 401. 
Diodorus Siculus, when entire, 469. 
Diogenes Laert. 389, 460, 461. 
Dion, Chrysost. Oratio, 549. 
Dionysius of Halicarnassus a critic, 389, 

418. his character as such, bid. quoted, 
420. 

Discovery, dramatic, avaryyépiots, described, 
429, 431, 446. 

Domestic stories, their force, 447. 
Dramatic piece, defined, 427. its consti- 

tuent parts, how many and what, 427, 
428. which of these parts appertain to 
the poet, which to other artists, 428. 
dramatic piece often fails in the fable, 
432. more often admired for other merits, 
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433. may be justly admired for those 
other merits, 446, 447. yet to be per- 
fect, must be complete in every part, 446. 
illustrated from painting, 447. English 
” capable of improvement, and how, 

Drummer, comedy. See Addison. 
Dryden, 406, 410, 416, 438, 442, 443, 530. | 
Duck, civilian, 501. 
Durfey, 453. 
Ecclesiastes, quoted, 538. 
Ecclesiastics. See Church. 
Edgeumb, mount, 526, 528. 
Education, places of, same in England be- 

fore the conquest as now, 501. plan of 
education during the time of Edward 
the Confessor, ibid. during the time of 
Henry the Sixth, 524. perhaps began 
from Venerable Bede, 506. 

Edward, Confessor. See William duke of 
Normandy. 

Egitha, queen, and wife to Edward the 
Confessor, an accomplished woman, both 
in knowledge and in virtue, 500, 501. 

Elements of natural beauty, four, 525, 526. 
of the universe, as few, ibid. 

Eloquence, the noblest, where to be found, 
390. 

Emanuel Martin, a critic, 393. 
Empiric, story of, 394. 
Eneas, 402, 403, 539. 
English authors quoted, why, 400. 
English Drama, may be improved, how,447. 
English language, its praise, 394. why 

quoted, 400. its quantity, for the greater 
part, accentual, yet sometimes syllabic, 
411, 412. 

Enigmas, 444. from Aristotle, zbid. from 
Aulus Gellius, bid. 

Ennius, his alliteration, 416. 
Epic and tragie poetry, prior to comic, why, 

400. 
Epictetus, 460. 
Epicurus, short sketch of his doctrine, 461. 

his gardens, 462. 
Epopee comic, where to be found, 433. 
‘Epuépaxaat. See Mercury and Hercules. 
Escurial Library, account of its Arabic 

MSS., 540—543. 
Eugenius, the Greek translator of the 

Georgics, 550. 
Euripides, 398, 438, 450, 452, 457, 469. 
Eustathius, commentator upon Homer, 470. 
Eustratius, commentator upon Aristotle,470. 
Fables, dramatic, their species, 428, &c. 

tragic fable, 430—432. comic fable, 429, 
432. good fables, rare, 432. fable of the 
Fatal Curiosity described, 431. super- 
latively excellent, zbid. tragic fable, the 
soul of tragedy, and why, 432. where to 
be found, 447, 449. fable, manners, and 
sentiment, estimated by Horace, 447. 

Fabricius, 457, 465, 468, 469, 470, 472. 
473, 474, 475, 507, 517, 546. 
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Falstaff, 451. 
Fatal Curiosity of Lillo, its fable, 431. its 

manners, 435, its sentiment, 436, 437. 
Faust, John, thought a magician, why, 499. 
Fazelius, the historian, 532. 
Feet, syllabic, 405. the heroic, 406. the 

iambic, 407. the pean, bid. 408. the 
cretic, 408. English iambics, ibid. Eng- 
lish spondees, zbed. English dactyls, iézd. 

Feudal tenures, a supposed sketch of their 
rise, 532. 

Fielding, Henry, sketch of his character, 
433. his Joseph Andrews and Tom 
Jones, master-pieces in the comic epopee, 
ibid. 

Florus, 448. 
Fortescue, sir John, chancellor of England 

under Henry the Sixth, his admirable 
book, 523, 524. his literature, 524. 

Fortitude, true, by what supported, 539. 
Franks, See Latins, 
Friend, another self, a Peripatic and Arabic 

sentiment, 487. 
Fuller, 465, 474, 484, 501, 502. 
Future, how seen in the past, 539. 
Gardens, of Epicurus, 462. modern, their 

change from bad to good, 526. 
Garrick, 418. 
G. Gemistus, 477. 
Genius, none but men of, can metaphorize 

well, 440. genius never cramped by 
rules, 449, 450. 

Gerbertus, a learned ecclesiastic, 488, be- 
came pope, zbid. thought, from his know- 
ledge, a magician, ibid. 499. 

Giraldus Cambrensis, 415, 511. 
Glossary, a singular one, 410. 
Tvéun. See Sentiment. 
Gnomologic sentiment, its character, 437. 

its species, 438. should be used sparingly, 
ibid. whom it becomes, ibid. 

God, a cause intelligent and rational, 401. 
never forsakes mankind, 456. nor leaves 
himself without a witness, 533, his pro- 
vidential circulation, 539. See Piety. 

Good-breeding, its most perfect model, when 
and where it existed, 390. 

Good-humour, its importance, 538. 
Gothic architecture, finest sample of it, 

- where, 524, 
Grammar, 391, 510, 511. 
Grammar, writers upon, 393, 394. 
Gratian, a monk, collected and published 

the Canon Law, 501. 
Gray, 416, 
Great, who are commonly called so, 504, 
Greece, ancient, its character, 388. 
Greek language, its quantity syllabic de- 

generates into accentual, 409. preserved 
a competent purity to the fifteenth cen- 
tury, 475. 

Greek genius, not yet extinct, 477. 
Greek authors, the capital, translated into 

Arabic, 479, 480, 
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Greeks, Byzantine, account of their taste 
and literature, 456—477. 

Gronovius, (Thesaur. Antig. Grecar.) 463, 
464, 466, 546. 

Guido, 403. 
Gulliver, 538. 
Gurdun, Bertram de, wounds Richard Coeur 

de Leon mortally, 513. his intrepid an- 
swer to Richard, as this last lay dying, 
ibid. 

Guy’s Cliff, 527. 
Gymnasia, their end, 462. adorned with sta- 

tues of Mercury and Hercules, why, 463. 
Habits, how easy, when acquired, 418, 481. 
Hagley, 526. 
Hamlet, play of, its awful opening, 403. 

(See Accumulation.) 
Hamlet, his manners, questionable, and 
why, 434, 435, 503. quoted, 451. 

Harmodius and Aristogiton, 463. 
Helen, a capital statue of, described, 474. 
Heloisa. See Abelard, 508. 
Henry the First, 505. a learned prince, 506. 

speech before his father, ibid. 
Henry of Huntingdon, 504, 
Herbelot, 479, 496. 
Hercules and Mercury. See Gymnasia. 
Hercules, a capital statue of, by Lysippus, 

described, 473. 
Hermogenes, 415. 
Herodes, called Atticus, why, 465. 
Heroes major, Attila, Tottila, &e. 393. 
Heroes minor, Kdmundus, Bernoldus, Dago- 

bertus, Huchbaldus, Hildigrim, Halabal- 
dus, &c. 516, 517. 

Hildebert, archbishop, his fine taste for the 
antique, and his warm verses, 507. 

Histoire Ecclesiastique, 531. 
History, may furnish fables dramatic, 447, 

449, its different modes, 463, 464, 
Hody, 475, 476. 
Holy War. See War. 
Homer, 404. his poems debased from hexa- 

meters into trochaics, 409. his fine use 
of the metaphor, 441. his bad pun, 444, 
quoted, 450, 452, 470, 486, 499, 516, 
520, 534. hymn of his to Ceres, and — 
fragment of another to Bacchus, in the 
library at Moscow, 551. 

Honain, a Christian physician, fine story of, 
493. 

Horace, a critic, 390. quoted, 401, 435, 
442, 443. 447. quoted, 
ibid. 452, 459, 462, 464, 468, 475, 487, 
492, 516, 521, 525, 535. 

Hospitality, Arabian, 478, 482, 486. 
Humanity and bounty, 487. 
Hymettus, still famous for honey, 467. 
Hyperides, entire, when, 469. 
Ibrahim, contest for his body, as for that of 

Patroclus, 485. 
Jerusalem, called the Holy City, both by 

Christians and Mahometans, 512. taken 
by the former, 482. by the latter, 483, 
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Ignorance, leads to admiration, 401. 
Imitation, more perfect, as are the number 

of resemblances, in which it resembles 
the thing imitated, 448. instances in 
place, bid. in time, 449. proof from con- 
traries, ibid. 

Impressions, present and remote, their dif- 

ference, 538. 
Tndignation, 488. 
Ingulphus, 499. his conversation with queen 

Egitha, 500. account of English manners, 
ibid. of his own education, 501. his 
fortune, how made, and by whom, zbid. 

Innocent the Third, pope, modest account 
of himself, 455. fond of crusades and 
regal excommunications, ibid. 

Inquiries, philological, 388, 539. 
Inquisition, its rise, 502. whence it took 

its forms, ibid. its effect, 394, 506. its 
conduct, 543, 

Inventions, capital ones of the middle age, 

Inventors, unknown, 533. yet all the in- 

ventions referable, to man and human 
wit, ibid. inference, cbid. 

Joannes Erigena, a scholar, 487. his quick 
reply to a dull pun, zdzd. 

John the Grammarian (Philoponus), his ac- 
count of the burning of the library at 
Alexandria by Omar, 458, 

John of Salisbury, 504, 505. his age, 508. 
his classical taste, zbid. his ideas of li- 
berty and servitude, 509. of philosophy, 
ibid. of virtue and felicity, zbid. of the 

soul, cbid. of art, and its three requisites, 
genius, memory, and the reasoning fa- 
culty, 510. of nature, sbid. of grammar, 
with respect to substantives, adjectives, 
comparison, verbs, time, tenses, and con- 
signification, ébid. 511. his two works, 
and their names, 509, 510. coincides in 
sentiment with the author of Hermes, 
and why, 511. 

Johnson, his valuable dictionary, 394. 
Isocrates, 439, 549. 
Justice. See Saladin, 481. 
Justin, 465. 
Justinian, 471, his code found, when, and 

where, 501. 
Juyenal, 504, 535. 
Kuster, 468. 
Laity, of the middle age, their ignorance, 

499. their ignorance and barbarity, 530, 
531, 532, 533. their ferocity, whence, 
532, 533. 

Language, English. See English. 
Latin language, lost its syllabic quantity in 

the fifth century, 408. ceased to be the 
common language of Rome in the seventh 
century, 409, 454, 471. Latin classics, 
see Planudes. Latin tongue, conjectures 
concerning its duration at Constantinople, 
471. Latin ceremonial there, zzd. 

Latin laity. See Laity. 
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Latins, or Franks, 456, 472. ignorance of 
their laity, 499. 

Law, canon and civil, when they began to 
flourish in Western Europe, and by what 
causes, 501. their effect, ibid. 

Lear, 430. 
Learned men, their Oriental character, 479. 
Learning, when it most flourished in the 

middle age, and why, 506, 511. in its 
worst state, when, 506. when it mended, 
and whence, ibid. 518, 519. 

Leland, (Guy’s Cliff described by him,) 527. 
Lenity, 494. 
Letters, their great patron, Almamum, 479. 

a Turkish envoy in a late period shews 
his love for them, 496. 

Lexicons, 391. 

Liberality. See Saladin, 483. 
mamum, 488, 489. 

Liberty, civil, unknown to the Orientals, 
495, 543. 

Libraries, at Alexandria, 458. at Con- 
stantinople, 471. in Spain, under the 
Arabians, 490, 542. that of the king of 
France, 496. MSS. there, 546. Escurial 
library, its Arabic manuscripts, 540. the 
same at Mount Athos, 551. 

Life, age, described by metaphors, 440, 
441. how to make the best life agree- 
able, 453. 

Liking, importance of liking well; peril of 
liking foolishly, 452, 453. good liking 
to be learnt, and how, 453. See Taste. 

Lillo, 431. 
Literature, 479, 496, 507, 511. came to 

Rome from Constantinople, when, and 
by what incidents, 477, 514. of Chaucer, 
518, 519. of Fortescue, 524. of Russia, 
547. 

Livy, 471. many manuscripts of his history 
in the Escurial library, but no entire 
copy, 544, 545. 

Logic, differently treated by the Peripatetics 
and Stoics, how, 460. Zeno elegantly dis- 

tinguished it from rhetoric by a simile, 2b, 
Longinus, a critic, 390. his character as 

such, ibid. fine edition of him by Toupe, 
396. his account of metre and rhythm, 
406. quoted, 420. 

Lowth, bishop, his incomparable Grammar 
of the English tongue, 394. 

Lucian, 469. 
Lucretius, 414, his gods, ibid. same with 

those of Epicurus, 461. 
Lyceum, the place where Aristotle taught, 

46] 

See Al- 

Lyttleton, first lord, his fine history of the 

state of literature during Henry the 
Second, 511. 

gm ee: his manners, morally bad, but 
poetically good, 434. See Richard the 
Third. 

Magicians, men thought such by the ig- 
norant for being wise, 485, 498, 499. 
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Magnanimity, 488. 
Mahomet the Great, conqueror of Con- 

stantinople, 454, 466, 476. 
Mahomet, founder of the Mahometan sect 

and empire, 482, 512. his religion not 
averse to letters, 542. 

Malmesbury, William of, 501, 503—507. 
Mamlucs, 473. 
Mandeville, sir John, the traveller, 523. 

his account of Aristotle’s tomb, ibid. of 
his own times, 537. 

Manners, dramatic, constituted, how, 434. 
excellent in the Fatal. Curiosity, and 
why, 435, 451. 

Manuscripts, 393, 540. 
Manuscripts, Greek, in the library at Mount 

Athos, 551. ~ 
Manuscripts, Arabic, in the Escurial library, 

540. of poets, philosophers, mathema- 
ticians, ibid. of astronomers, 541. of 
agriculture, jurisprudence, and theology, 
ibid. of chronology, travels, and history, 
541. of famous women, horses, camels, 
sugar, and silk, 542. of the Greek phy- 
sicians translated, 552. 

Manuscripts, Greek, at Moscow, brought 
thither by whom, and whence, 551. 

Marcus Antoninus, 464. 
Marcus Paulus, the Venetian traveller, 521, 

522. his account of Cambalu, &c. 522. 
Masquerade, the word, how put into Greek, 

550. 
Matthew Paris, 465, 474, 505. 
Mazarine, cardinal, his manly and pleasant 
_ answer, 495. 
Medea, 398. 
Menander, supposed to be extant in the 

eleventh century, 469. 
Mergellina, the beautiful villa of Sanna- 

zarius, 527. 
Metaphor, its amazing force, 439. peculiar 

to genius, and cannot be taught, bed. 440. 
its rise, 440. arose from necessity, but 
became an ornament, ii¢d. its character 
and description, ibid. its great effect, 
when exact, 441. should not be turgid, 
nor enigmatic, nor contemptible, nor im- 
proper, ibid. 442. fine metaphors of Shak- 
speare, 442. metaphors obvious, and 
therefore naturalized, 443. some exalt, 
others depreciate, ibid. ought never to be 
mixed, ibid. 487. 

Metre, differs from rhythm, how, 406. all 
men love it, 515. 

Michael Casiri, his fine catalogue of the 
Escurial Arabic manuscripts, 393, 540. 

Middle characters, in no extreme of good 
or bad, 435. 

Middle age, 388. its extent, 454—456, 
469, 470, 507—511. during it, great 
inventions by unknown inventors, 533. 
compared with the present, 534. 

Milton, 392, 403, 411, 412, 416, 430, 446, 
450, 453, 526. 
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Miraculous reformations, 433. 
Misanthropy, derived from what, 435, 538. 

leads to what, 538. may mix with friend- 
ship, 437. 

Monosyllables, English language overstocked 
-with them, 417. lord Shaftesbury’s rule 
for retrenching them, ibid. too many even 
in Latin, cautioned against by Quintilian, 

' tbid. wretched effect, when a sentence 
closes with many of the lower sort, ibid. 

Monks, Greek, their taste, 469. 
Monkish historians, their praise, 492. 
Montague, Mrs., a fine critic, 394. 
Mosheim, 456, 502, 508. 
Muly Ismael, 496. 
Music, used to explain accent and quantity, 

405. its great effects through contrariety 
or contrast, 401. 

Myro, painter, 459, 462. 
Naude, Gabriel, a fine book of his, 499. 
Nerva and Trajan, 464. 
Nicephorus, Grecian emperor, 488. 
Nicetas, the Choniate, 472. his account of 

the mischiefs done at Constantinople by 
the crusade under Baldwyn, zbid. the 
fine statues they there destroyed, the 
Juno, the Venus and Paris, the wind- 
obelisk, the man and the ass, the wolf 
with Romulus and Remus, the eagle and 
serpent, the pensive Hercules, the cele- 
brated Helen, 472—474. Nicetas par- 
ticularly describes the Hercules, 473. 
and the Helen, 474. fine and perfect 
MS. of his history in the Bodleian library, 
475. quoted, 507. 

North, not the natural soil for the fine arts, 
514, why, 546, 547. 
ite composition, 389, 399, 405— 

407. 
(Edipus Tyrannus of Sophocles, 430, 431. 
Omar, a Barbarian, and early caliph, 458, 

478, 485. 
Ommiade, caliphs, 478. tyrannic race, ébid. 
Ordeal, trials by, 455. 
Othello, 430. his manners, poetically good, 

why, 434. 
Otho and Benno, two ecclesiastics and 

historians, 498, 499. 
Ovid, his fine description of the god Ter- 

minus, 444. translated into Greek, 470. 
describes the Tempe, 525. 

Ox and ass, their taste, 525. See Count, 
Baron, Vulgar. 

Oxen, to embrace, metaphor, 442. 
Oxford, place formed for contemplative 

meditation, 462. of high antiquity as a 
place of education, 501. what books they 
studied there before the conquest, ibid. 

Pan, what, 407. its two species, ibid. its 
proportion the sesquialter, iid. illus- 
trated by examples, 408. the foot for 
prose, 413. English pzeans, zbid. 

Pesiello, sets a Greek ode to music, and 
how, 550. 
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Painting, 445, 447, 448, 459, 461, 462. 
how it differs from poetry, 404, its mi- 
gration, 514. Landscape, 526. 

Pancirollus, 505, 533. 
Paradise Lost, injuriously treated, 398. 

quoted, 526. 
Tlaphxnots, mapomolwors, explained, 415. 
Passions, tragic, what, 430. 
Past times, preferred to present by Virgil, 

534. by Homer, ibid. by Horace, 535. 
by Juvenal, cbid. fact denied by Orosius, 
ibid. and in appearance, with just founda- 
tion, zbid. 

Patience, generous, 491. See Averroes, 
Paul, Saint, at Athens, 464. 
Paulus Jovius, 527. 
Pausanias, 462. 
Peircefield, 526, 528. 
Pericles, adorns Athens, 459. 
Period, its character and utility, 416. 
Tlepiuréreva, See Revolution. 
Persians, called Barbarians, both by Greeks 

and Arabians, 484. 

Peter the Great, of Russia, his amazing ef- 
forts to civilize his empire, 548. founds 
learned academies, both at St. Petersburg 
and Moscow, ibid. 

Petrarch, 499, 518, 528. 
Pharezdacus, sword of, 485. 
Phidias, architect and sculptor to Pericles, 

459. 
Philanthropy. See Addison. 

» Philelphus, his account of the Greek lat 
guage of Constantinople in its last times, 
475. of the pure Greek, then spoken at 
the court, and by the women of quality 
in particular, ibid. 

Philology, its rise, 387. 
Philoponus. See John the Grammarian. 
Philosopher, self-taught, 485. 
Philosophy, first, 392. 
Philosophy and letters, cultivated most, 

when, 459, 478. 
Philosophy, its rise, 387. its fall, 457. 
Photius, character of his work and himself, 

469. 
Physicians, Greek, translated into Arabic, 

552. 
Piety, destroyed, how, 538, in what it con- 

sists, 539. 
Pinelli, a printer at Venice, 410. 
Places where the philosophers taught, 461, 

462. See Academy, Lyceum, Portico. 
Planudes, a Greek monk, studied the Latin 

classics, 470. published an Anthology, 2d. 
Plato, a critic, as well as philosopher, 389. 

mentioned, 460. taught in the academy, 
461. saying of, 506. translated into 
Arabic, 540. 

Pleasure, its estimate by Epicurus, 461. 
Pliny, 405, 462, 528. 
Plutarch, Arabian historians like him, how, 

480. quoted, 453, 459, 463, 492, 548, 
549, 
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Pococke, the great Orientalist, 484, 485, 
486, 496. 

Poetry, of the Arabians, 484—487. of the 
latter Latins, 515—521. 

Poets, minor, Leo, 516. Bernardus Morla- 
nensis, 517. Odilo, ibid. 

Poictou, count of. See William. 
Political verses, what, 409, 410. 
Polydore Virgil, 533. 
Polygnotus, painter, 445, 459. 
Pompey, Cesar, 463. 
Pontanus, his account of alliteration, 414. 
Pope, poet, 416. and a critic also, 392. 
Portico, the place where Zeno taught, 461. 

painted by Myro and Polygnotus, 462. 
the subjects of their pictures, 2bid. how 
long the pictures lasted, zbid. 

Potter’s Arch. Greec, 461. 
Praise of times, a species of it ill founded, 

535. refuted, how, 536, 537. a just 
rors aera of times to be formed, how, 
537. 

Precedence, or order of the constitutive 
parts of the drama—the fable first, 445, 
446. next, the manners, 446. then the 
sentiment, ibid. lastly, the diction, ibid. 

phic i two excellent ones of Ammonius, 
457. 

Present times, compared with past, 534. 
Prideaux, bishop, 508. 
Priests of Egypt, the consequence of their 

leisure, 530. 
Priscian, 471. 
Printing, 499, 533. 
Pronunciation, 405, 408. 

420. 
Prose, how decorated, 406, 408, 414. its 

peculiar feet, what, 407, 408, 413, 414. 
bad writers of it, both in Latin and in 
Greek, 410. 

Proteus, his fine song, 473. 
Psellus, Michael, an able scholar, 469. said 

to have commented Menander, ibid. 
Pun, described, 443. pun from Horace, 

ibid. from Homer, 444. from the em- 
peror Charles the Bald, 487. 

Quantity verbal, 405. differs from accent, 
how, zbid, quantity accentual usurped 
the place of syllabic, when and why, 
408—410. 

Quintilian, a eritic, 390. his character as 
such, zbid. quoted, 404, 406, 408, 417, 
418, 420. 

Quixote, don, a character not merely ima- 
ginary, 530. made probable, how, dbid. 
resembled by whom, ibid. 

Raphael, 453. 
Readings, various. See Various. 
Refinement, no good from too much, 404, _ 
Regulus, 401. 
Rembrandt, 447. 
Revolution, dramatic, mepiméresa, described. 

429, 431, 446. 
Reynolds, sir Joshua, 392. 

its importance, 
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Rhetoric, cultivated by the Greek philoso- 
phers, why, 460, 461. that and logic 
elegantly illustrated, 460. 

Rhyme, differs from rhythm, how, 515. its 
origin, description, and use, ibid. samples 
of it, 516, 517. not unknown to the 
capital classics, though perhaps casual, 
516. 

Rhythm, 406. differs from metre, how, 
ibid. constitutes musical time, both the 
common and triple, iid. 407. differs 
from rhyme, how, 515. 

Richard Coeur de Leon, a troubadour poet, 
503. his name of Lion given to other 
heroes, 51]. preferred by Bohadin to 

. his colleague, the king of France, «bid. 
intercourse between him and Saladin, 
ibid. his letter to Saladin, 512. Saladin’s 

_ answer, ¢bid. Richard basely seized by 
a duke of Austria, and redeemed, 513. 
his death, and generous behaviour to the 
person who had mortally wounded him, 
ibid. 

Richard the Third, of Shakspeare, 418. 
his manners, both morally and poetically, 
bad, why, 435. See Macbeth. 

Riddles, 444. 
Robert of Reading, and Adelard, two 

learned monks, 488. 
Roger de Hoveden, 513. 
Roman empire, Western and Eastern, 454. 

different duration of the one and the 
other, zbid. 

Rome, 454, 465, 471, 507. 
Roscommon, lord, 392. 
Rufus, William, 505. sample of his man- 

ners, tbid. laughs at a monk, zbid. 
Rules, defended, 448—452. rules or ge- 

nius, which of the two prior, 450. 
Russia, short account of its princes, and 

their efforts to civilize, till the time of 
Peter the Great, 546—548. the acade- 
mies founded there by that great prince, 
549. various publications from the press 
there in Greek and Latin, 548—551. 
Virgil’s Georgics published there in 
Greek hexameters, and a sample given, 
550. 

Sezeculum Obscurum, Ferreum, &c. 456. 
Saladin, his extraordinary character and 

behaviour under a variety of incidents, 
480—484, his affability, 480. his con- 
versation, 481. his justice, zbid. his se- 
verity, 481, 482. 483. his liberality, 
483, 484. his contempt of money, ébid. 
his intercourse and correspondence with 
Richard Coeur de Leon, 511—513, 

Salisbury cathedral, its elegance, 513. 
Salisbury, John of. See John. 
Salvator Rosa, 403, 526, 
Samson, Agonistes, 430, 446. 
Sanctius, a capital grammarian, account of 

him, 393 
Sannazarius, his fine eclogues, 519. lived 
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at the beginning of a better and improy- 
ing age, 520. describes his beautiful 
villa, 527. 

Saunderson, bishop, three books he always 
studied, and had with him, what, 508. 

Scholiasts, 391, 469, 476. 
Schoolmen, their age, 508. their character, 

ibid. their titles, bid. 
Schultens, 478, 484. 
Scribleriad, fine quotations from, 520, 521. 
Scriptor ad Heren, 415, 416, 420, 438. 
Self, no man quotes himself for a villain,481. 
Selim, emperor, 496. 
Sentences, 416, 417. rule for compound 

sentences, 417. 
Sentiment, in a general sense, didvoia, 436, 

437. in a more limited sense, yvoun, 
437, 438. sentiment in a general sense, 
illustrated by examples, 437. in a more 
limited sense, illustrated by examples, 
437—439. without a reason, and with 
one, 438. some, of evil tendence, ibid. 

Severity. See Saladin, 481, 483. 
Shaftesbury, lord, a critic, 392, 401. his 

rule about monosyllables, 417. 
Shakspeare, quoted, 403, 415, 416, 430, 

438, 439, 442. his merit and demerit, 
whence, 450—452. reasons Socratically, 
though probably ignorant of Socratic rea- 
soning, 451. quoted, ¢bid. 503. his pa- 
troness, who, 394, 

Simonides, 443. 
Simplicius, 457. 
Socrates, 459, 460. 
Socratic reasoning, in Shakspeare, in Xe- 

nophon, in Aristotle, 451. its mode, sid. 
Solomon, 485. thought a magician for his 

wisdom, zbid. 

Sophist, able decision of, 499. 
Sophocles, 400, 430, 450, 452, 455, 459, 

469, 470. 
Speech, perfect coincidence of all its parts, 

419. 
Spencer, 415, 416. 
Spelman, 455, 531. 
Spon, 467. 
Statues, fine Grecian ones, destroyed by the 

barbarian Crusade, when they sacked 
Constantinople, 472. the statues enume- 
rated and described. See Nicetas. 

Style, its importance, 417. defended against 
vulgar objections, 418, 419, 461. 

Srda. See Portico. 
Stobzeus, character of his work, 468, 469. 
Stoic philosophy, 460, 485, 487. 
Stories, strange, see Tales, 465, 470, 471. 
Strabo, fine MS. of, at Moscow, 551. 

Strageris, the ancient Stageira ; the city 
where Aristotle was born and buried, 
523. 
— (Antiquities of Athens,) 459, 466, 

467. 
Suidas, emended ably by Toupe, 396, 465. 

character of his work, 468, 469. 
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Sultan of Egypt, fine story of him and his 
vizir, 494, 

Sydenham, excellent translator, why, 395. 
Sylla, his cruelty and devastation at Athens, 

463. 
Synesius, 462, 466. 

Tacitus, 458. 
Tales, Arabian and Turkish, 484. 
Tales, absurd and strange, 493, 498, 499. 

their estimate, see Bacon, lord Verulam. 
Taste, to be acquired, how, 401, 453. rose 

in the West of Europe, through what 
causes, 477. See below, Vulgar. 

Taylor, 397. 
Tempe, Thessalian, 525. 
Terence, 410, 430. 

Terminus, the god, enigma concerning him, 
444, 

Theophrastus, 389. 
Theopompus, entire, when, 469. 
Thomas Aquinas, 508. 
Time, musical, 407. 
Times, their character in different ages, 504. 

good old times, ibid. 534. story about 
them, 537. 

Titus Pomponius, called Atticus, why, 464. 
Toleration, 543. 

Totality, 425, 432. 
Toupe, 396, 468. 
Town, taken by storm, described, 404. 
Tragic and epic poetry, prior to comic, why, 

400, 
Tragic drama, differs from epic, how, 427. 

its proper character, 430. tragic passions, 
what, zbid. 

Translation and translators, 394, 395. three 
capital ones, (Casaubon, Carter, Syden- 
ham,) and why, 395. others, respectable, 
ibid. 

Triclinius, scholiast, 470. 
Troubadours, character of those poets, and 

the subjects of their poetry, 502. princes 
were of the number. See Richard Coeur 
de Leon and William of Poictou, 503. 
er of the name, 502. mentioned, 
517. 

Troy, its taking, 402, 404, 477. 
Truce of God, what, 531. 
Truth, immutable, 450, 452. in truth rules 

and genius coincide, 452. 
Turgid, 441. 
Turks, 476, 542. Turkish envoy, story of, 

496. 
Tyranny, its effect, 391. 
Tyrwhitt, an able critic, 394. 
Valerius Maximus, 405. 
Various readings in the days of antiquity, 

both in Greek authors and in Latin, 396. 
more necessary and more cultivated now 
than formerly, why, zd. 
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Vaucluse, the delight of Petrarch, 528, 
Verses Leonine, 455, 507, 516, 517. 
Versus Politici, 409, 410. a 
Virgil, 395, 397, 401, 402, 403, 407, 414, 

435, 452, 454, 473, 499, 516, 519, 525, © 
533, 534, 539, 543. curious account of a 

various reading in him, from A. Gellius, 
396. quoted, 543. sample of his Georgics 
in Greek hexameters, 550. ; 

Virtue, how estimated by Zeno, 460. how 
by Epicurus, 461. 

Ulysses, 441, 
Upton, 394, 397. 
Vulgar, their admiration, whence, 401. their 

taste, for what, 525. (See Ox and Ass.) 
true taste, to them incomprehensible, 526. 

Wallis, 488. 
Walsingham, historian, 455, 
War, holy, 482, 501, 532. See Crusades, 

Crusaders, 
Warton, Dr. Warton and brother, both Eng- 

lish critics, 394. 
Waverly, historian, 516. 
Westminster, that and Oxford, places of 

education from high antiquity, 501. 
Wheeler, the traveller, 467. 
Whole and parts, 389, 399, 419. a whole 

described, 421. beginning, middle, and 
end, defined, zbid. whole illustrated from _ a 
Euclid, zbid. from Virgil’s Georgics, 421 
—424,. from the Menexenus of Plato, 
424. from a modern sonnet, 425, 426. 
ought to pass through all written compo- 

425 
William, duke of Normandy, the Conqueror, — | "3 

visits the Confessor, Edward, bid. pre- 
fers Ingulphus in the church, bid. 501. 
his character, 504. his taste, dbzd. 505. 
his spirited reply, 505. speech to his son 
Henry, 506. 

William, count of Poictou, a troubadour, 
503. his licentious manners, ibid. his 
treatment of two bishops, ébzd. at last 
turns bigot, zbed. 

Women of quality, purity of their Greek at 
Constantinople during a late age, and of 
their Latin at Rome during the republic, 
475. many women famous for literature 
among the Arabians, 542. 

Wyvil, bishop of Salisbury, 455. 
Xenophon, his instance of Socratic reason- 

ing, 451. mentioned, 395, 460, 528. 
Xerxes and Darius, 459. 
oo its character; age, its character, 

437. 
Zeno, Stoic, short sketch of his doctrine, 

460. 
Zeuxis, painter, 445, 
Zosimus, historian, 465. 

ct 

VINCENT, PRINTER, OXFORD. 

sitions, as it passes through all nature, — i 
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